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Ten Million Elgin Watches
F413. This is Our

PAUL 6"P VIRGINIA 

Part 9
of this

great trade
belongs to you.
If you have not
yet shared in it see
Jobber's List for prices,

or write to the company.
Every dealer should send
for the new Elgin art book-

let, "Timemakers and

have been made in
35 years-the greatest
number of watches ever
made by one manufacturer.
These ten million Elgin
Watches represent that
many satisfied customers;
that many transactions
that will bring customers

back to the jeweler for
something else. More

El gi ns than ever
before this year

more trade
to fol-

low.

Pattern.

We consider it the finest piece of die-work shown in the market to-day; and WC are not
our opinion.

We make and now have in stock the following pieces:

2027.

2028.

2029.

2030.

2031.

2032.

2034.

2036.

2037.

2038.

2039.

2040.

2041.  

2042.

2043.

2044.

2045.

2046.

2047.

2048.

2049*

Mirror, 5kt" Handle.
Mirror, 5" Handle.
Mirror, 518" Ring.
Hair Brush.
Military Brush.
Cloth Brush, 7".
Cloth Brush, 5".
Velvet Brush, 5".
Bonnet Brush.
Oval Nail Brush.
Whisk Broom with Skirt.
Whisk Broom no Skirt.
Shaving Brush.
Razor Strop.
Razor.
Ladies' all-coarse Comb.
Ladies' coarse and fine
Comb.

Gents' Comb.
Polisher.
File, Regular.
File, Knife-Edge.

2050. Corn Knife.
2051. Cuticle Knife.
2052. Tooth Brush.
2053. Nail Brush.
2200554.. 

Shoe
 CurlerH.5 orn.

2056. Shoe Hook.
2057. Glove Stretcher.
2058. Letter Opener.
2059. Eraser.
2060. Seal.
2061. Roller Blotter.
2062. 3" Reading Glass.
2063. 46" Puff Jar.
2064. Regular Puff Jar.
2072. Child's Puff Jar.
2065. Vaseline Jar.
2066. Ointment Jar.
2067. Paste Jar.
2068. Tooth Brush Bottle.
2069. Tooth Powder Bottle.
2070. Toilet Water Bottle.

alone in

Vie have been somewhat delayed on our
catalogue, and this list will be of assistance in
ordering.

V, scale.
2028. Paul and Virginia Pattern. Patent applied for.
2027. Same, extra large.

ale.
2030. Paul and Virginia Pattern.

Timekeepers." All Elgin
Watches are fully guaran-

teed against original
defect.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. General Offices, 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE, i i John Street. SAN FRANCISCO, 206 Kearny Street.

1

20-19. Paul arid Virginia Pattern. Fine quality knife-ed6e f k. P dent applit I 1 .

Heretofore we have had our Nightingale pattern only in the large size, but we now have the
full line of this pattern in the medium size.

Do not allow the season to advance too far before you get in your stock of these goods, also our
fine gold filled, guaranteed to wear, Lockets, Chains, Fobs, Bracelets, Pins, Brooches, Earrings and
Hair Chain Mountings.

Theodore W. Foster 0 Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths,

Successors to Foster 0 Bailey. 100 Richmond St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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No sleight-of-hand nec-
essary to make money out
of Keller Jewelry Mfg.
Co.'s goods. The superb
designs and clever work-
manship are patent to
every prospective purcha-
ser. The dealer doesn't
have to guarantee the

quality with mental reser-
vations and if he does add
a little extra profit on goods
of this brand, they're worth
it.
So, you see, the handling

and selling of Keller Fine
Gold Jewelry is" neither the
doing of penance nor the
committing of crime."

Brooches, Cuff-Buttons,
Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs,
Tie Clasps, Etc.

The new line of Rose Colored goods is replete with spark-ling specimens of 20th Century jeweling. Selection packagesto responsible parties where our representatives cannot call.

Factory, 359 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

923
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Here are 5 good,
stiff, diamond-set
14 K. Cases that are

'really worth while"
Plain Pol., and Plain Satin, 125.00 According to
Engraved patterns, . 26.00 I KEYSTONE KEY.

D•789

The prices are midsummer ; the styles are day-before-
Christmas ; but the prices will enable you to sell them out half
a dozen times before ever Christmas is in sight ; and there's a
clean 50 per cent. profit in them for you on quick sales.

We haven't seen such value at the price in a long, long
time. The backs are stiff and stout ; the stones are regular cut
brilliants ; the workmanship caps the high standard of Keystone
products.

We'll send them on memorandum, if you say so.

The Non-Retailing Co.
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains,
Lancaster, Pa.

" Listen to those who know whereof they speak
" Many inspectors who employ journeymen have a growing partiality for men

who took your course." R. J. E. SCOTT,
Chief Inspector Time Service, C. P. R., Montreal.

"I was through the mill, also through a school in this country, before coming to

you. They had more students and claimed more, but yours is the one where students
get full value for their money and
where claims made are fulfilled.

J. H. MeEWEN,
Hublersburg, Pa.

"I shall never forget the time I
spent in your school, it was the
most precious time of my life, for
there was handed me the ' key to
success.'"

J. 0. PATENAUDE,
Nelson, B. C.

'Six years of experience at all
kinds of difficult work following my
two-years' course, have caused me to
realize more and more the value of
your thorough training."

J. L. THUMAN,
Evansville, Ind.

99

"I have a very good position, and attribute my success to the instructions I

received at your School. I,. G. BOLT,
941 Amsterdam Ave., Now York.

" I thank you for your interest in me during my stay in Toronto. I realize that

your persistent determination to make a watchmaker of me was the very best for my
interests. I am very glad that I de-
cided on your School over all others,
and I can give a young man no better
advice than to take a course with

you."
C. W. PARKER,

Nunda, N. Y.

-

The new school year term begins on
September 2, 1902. Send for circulars
and place your applications without
delay.

Canadian Horological Institute,
113 to 121 East King St.,

If. I?. Playtner, Director. TORONTO, ONT.
,

"I cannot speak too highly of your instructions and methods, for they have cer-

tainly proved to be of the utmost value to me." A. K. CHATTAWAY,

With J. E. Caldwell Is Co., Philadelphia.

"After eight years' experience I took a course at your Institute and feel justified

In testifying as to the School and its work. I found it just sa repmented, and heartily
recommend it toi young men who wish to become expert workmen."

GEO. G. KOEBERLE, Sumner, Iowa.

" Although I had seven years'
experience when I entered your
School, it was just like going into a
new world. The lectures and draft-

ing alone are worth the tuition, and

a student who follows you out will

never sink as a mechanic."

JOS. J. SCHUSTER,
With J. C. Klaholt,

Springfield, Ill.

" I was fortunate indeed that

I had the opportunity of studying

In your School, and am proud in the possession of my 16 size tourbillon chrononi-

eter watch." X. L. SMITH,

With Patenaude Bros., Nelson, B. C.

"One learning his trade with you may in two years earn a good salary, while in

the apprenticeship system he would still be in the drudgery stage."
GEO. T. GILPIN,

With G. E. Trorey, Inspector R. It. Time Service, Vancouver, B. C.

ALSO SEE THIS PAGE IN JUNE AND JULY KEYSTONES.
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One Dozen

Superior Special

MAINSPRINGS.
by E. &I. SWIOAET.

DYNOON.O. oblq.

ONE DOZEN

HERCULES"

MAINSPRINGS.
Soil only by E. 0 J. SWIOART,

CuiCA1101,O.

and easy steps to successful repair work is what our materials will always
prove. We have sold them long enough to know they are just what we
recommend them to be, and they positively fit correctly. The quality pleases
every workman that gives them a trial.

E. 6 J. S. Mainsprings for all American Watches, . .
Superior • all styles and grades, . . .
Hercules .11 for all leading American Movements,
E. & J. S. Cock and Foot Jewels all styles and sizes,
Eagle
E. 6 J. S. Balance Staffs
Eagle 6 4 

''

1111 411 ad ad

per dozen,

.•
d■

81.25
1.00
.90
1.50.
.75.
1.00.
.75.

Prices less 6 per cent. for cash.

Small Material Orders a Specialty.
We have a trained force to fill them, also the stock and facilities to fill

them at once. No delays or mistakes. Try us.

isianglitadikikERMINNIM
<HANLE% AUSTIN DOTY, N Y

OU can get prompt returns,

accurate valuations ; con-

signments held subject to

your acceptance. Returned

at our expense if our valu-

ation is unsatisfactory.

HY not make us a trial consignment

of old gold, silver, sweeps—any-

thing containing gold. You run NO
risks. Without tooting our horn

too much, we assert, without fear

of contradiction, that we receive

more old gold and silver consign-

ments than all the other refiners

in the country put together. Why

is this ? Because we treat you

right. " Once a customer, always

a customer."

GOLDSMITH BROTHERS
SMELTERS, REFINERS AND ASSAYERS

Office-63 as 65 Washington Street,

Works-58th an Throop Streets, Chicago, Ill.

9 2 5
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Don't be content to drift along during the Summer months simply trying to hold your own.In the words of a well-known author : "There is no greater obstacle in the way of success inlife, than trusting for something to turn up, instead of going to work and turning up something."No business can stand still.
It must go forward or drop back.
Don't relax your grip during the Summer.
Keep things moving. Get a fresh new line of our Gold Filled Chains. Display them inattractive form and watch the business come.
Our styles are original, striking and attractive. They cannot help but awaken an interest.You know that " L. S. & Co." on a chain is a guarantee of quality.

LOUIS STERN C.1 CO., Providence, R. I.

A S Richard I., the Crusader, on his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, praying for a sign to show a way to .
success to his. enterprise, saw a blazing cross in
the heavens and was convinced ; so let the
accompanying sign show you the way to
conquer trade. Let us convince "you." Write
to us to-day for a memorandum package. We
carry i000 styles of io K. Stone Set Rings.
We pay express charges both ways and give
you January I, 1903, terms on goods selected.

I—We size and keep our Rings in repair free ofcharge for two years after you have soldthem.

2—We exchange any unsalable rings for otherstyles of Stone Set Rings at any time.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
31 Builders' Exchange, Buffalo, N. T:

0•40

MORE LIGHT
ON AN

IMPORTANT SUBJECT

Did you know? 
I. That the lenses in our "800" grade of steel spectacles 

interchange

with the standard I eye size ground lenses generally carried in

stock by the trade?

2. That "800" grade frames are made with neat screw 
and pin joint,

to facilitate the changing of lenses?

3. That our "800" grade is the lowest-priced line of 
interchangeable

steel spectacles on the market if value is considered?

927

How can you afford to be without "800" grade? 

Ask your jobber to quote prices on the following 
styles:

No. 800 .4 and 807 q Plano Cx.
No. 814',./: and Dcx.

No. 8254 and 827 Pcx,

We send descriptive catalogues but fill no retail 
orders direct

from our factory.

T. A.WILLSON 0 CO.

Established 1870.

Manufacturing Opticians

READING, PA.
Daily Production, 10,000 Pairs.



English Case as Received. .\M Itentaelek.,1 (”r wericara s. W. NIevernent.

WENDELL 0 COMPANYWATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND REPAIRERSSpecial Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind ('ases changed to Stem-Wind.English ases changed to lit American Movements without altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to (Men-Face.Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two etas show Flat and Round Relater Rings Those eels show the same Hors with new, high elaws,
as received, with claws badly wont off and too low to stones vecorely rest, t, and entire rings refinished like new.
permit revetting stune• again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25
1111 eight At

1600 to 2.00We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher
' 

Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glovering, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,which hold the sets in very securely.
Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.Four " " " " " 75e.

WENDELL & COMPANYThe Special Manufacturers forthe Retail _jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

11.111111 glonc ring with one 93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St. Cameo glove ring with roer
claw at each enil holding Art. New YORK CHICAGO ton. at corners holding..!.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Geld Chaina IefllIed, Renewed and Repaired-Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.Cloud Work. Low F.Pic.;42,N. Ilrorript Attoot km.

WENDELL & COMPANYTHE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADENEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICA0093, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade93, 95 an? 97 William Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES 

CHICAGO

TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.Do we du yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for ji)l) work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; makingnew parts to match the old ones that havebeen melted or broken off,the saute as new.

A k"f

WE REPLATE
any metal article in geld, silver, nickel,bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS93, 95 an? 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting OutSpecial Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 CompanyThe Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade
Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings93. 95 cmD 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. Chicago.

A FEW OF OUR SPECIALTIES 
" SOMETHING NEW." Try it.

"Selvyt" Polishing Cloth.

SUPIR

Superior to Chamois for Polishing Gold, Silver,
Jewelry, Watch Cases, I'late Glass, etc.

Does not scratch.
As good as new when washed.
Never becomes greasy.

No. Size.
9050. Small, $ .75 per doz.; Se. each.
90501!„ 2.00 " 25e. "
9051. Medium, 3.00 " 35e. "
5052, Large, 5.00 50e. "
9053. Extra large, 8.00 ‘. 80e. 0

Latest Patented

Watch Glass Cabinet
Size, 25),!,' in. belie.

14 " Nt
Hi% " high.

Price, $6.501
subject to regular cash discount.

The "Pederson"
Guaranteed 

Demagnetizer.

Price, 83.50 net.
We guarantee that it

will do the work, no do
not hesitate to place
your order.

For Alternating
Current Only.

Full directions with
e a c It instrument. lit
ordering, be sure to
state the exact voltage
and the make of in-
candescent lamp used.

(No extra charge for boxing and cartage.)

No: lo. Improved Solid Oak,
Walnut or Cherry, 11 i g It I y
Polished Roll-Top Benches.
"Guaranteed."

Price, only

$16.25 net cash.

No. it. Improved Solid Oak,
Walnut or Cherry, II i ghly
Polished Plain-Top Benciws.
" Guaranteed."

Price, only

$9.50 net cash.

" NOTHING BETTER MADE."

"Guaranteed Mechanically Perfect."

"Workmanship and Finish
Unequaled."

fUillaillbA111,1)111)AW""111.111111/%1116,16'WhiS/1"11~1011111/11"/

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE 
CABLE ADDRESS
"VENABLO"

IMPORTERS. EXPORTERS,

JOBBERS, MARI1FACTUPER2.

Saddle.

The " Imperial " Revolving and
Adjustable Back Chairs for
Opticians and Watchmaik,reircso.

Nat.
804 'Iii Ink, Calle Heat, 84.50
80112. laic. Saddle Seat, 5.25
800!. I eledstered in solid

7  00Leather,

WATCH MATERIALS.TOOLS..
JEWELERS'Ate ENGRAVERS'

SUPPLIES.

Extra Quality Improved Full
Nickel-Plated Speed Counter-
shaft.

$2.75 net cash.
Special for 30 days.

ALTNAN'.,
2203

It is Solid Oak, well made, Cab-
inet finished, is arranged to allow
the glasses to stand on edge, and
are easily taken out. There are 784
divisions, each division being the
exact size of its respective glass,
making it Impossible for the glasses
to become mixed. It will admit
Open-Face Glasses front 7 to 22 15-16,
and Hunting Glasses, each size and
height kept separately, from 11 to
21 15-16. In each diVidi011 there is
plenty of room for 114 dozen glasses,
making it total capacity of 98 gross.

Our Cardinal Points 
let. -Accurate and Rapid Filling of Orders.
2d. -Unlimited Stock.
3d. -Right Prices.
4th.-Best Grade ol Goods.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit 
correspondence.")

1,11,11•SAA/1~111a,11,
1,1,11011"%111111111111)'1,11W6/%1ASA111,111),

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW!
" Labor saving, with excellent results."

The Imperial
Polishing Lathe.

No. 9018.

Complete, as in cut,

price, $6.00.
With split chuck head, $6.25.

Weight, 50 lbs.

This lathe is constructed wholly
of steel and iron,and is a substantial
machine.

The "Imperial Polishing Lathe"
is a new product and meets the want
of a lower-priced machine that
competition requires.

TRY IT

1 16(GRE.ENFICO.
___-____, _..._ - 6 mina UNE MI
DOUBLET CEMENT MANIFACTURERS,,

1 _

TRY IT

11 11111,11'1 111111111111 [ 11;11111111-Hkditia. 

'Fry the

Imperial
Solder.

' Guaranteed.''

rHE IMPERIAL SOLDER can be compared wit any other solder

as regards price. It is made from pure gold, anti will flow more easily

than any other solder in the market, and can be used on any class of 
line

work. A poor or white joint is impossible. There is a great deal of so-

called 14 karat solder tan Ile; market, but it will not assay more than 10 or

12 karat. 'rhe IMPERI A I. SOLDER is the best In the market ; to bv
convinced of this, it is tally necessary to give it one trial.

12 K. Solder, 75c. dwt.
14 K. Solder, 85c. dwt.
18 K. Solder, $1.00 dwt.

6 K. Solder, 45c. dwt.
8 K. Solder, 55c. dwt.
to K. Solder, Ose. dwt.

SUBJECT TO REGULAR DISCOUNT.

The ,s Imperial"
Silver Polish
has no equal for

Cleaning and Polishing
Gold, Silver, Plated and
Britannia ware

' 
Alum-

inum, Nickel, Tin, Cop-
per,Brass,Zine, Mirrors,
Windows Bicycles,
Statuary,' Marble, etc.,
or any other materia
where a brilliant lustre
ifi required.

144 half-pint bottles
with your own name and address
on the lithographic labels, instead
of ours, to enable you to advertise
yourself, and not the manufacturer,

$1 6.00
for I net.

'rhe Imperial Doublet Cement is unexcelled for setting
Stones, of all kintin, Watch Jewels, Watch Glasses, repairing
Glassware, Bric-a-Brac, Meerschaum Pipes, etc. W
s 

ill not dis-
solve in either alcohol, water or heat, and dries in a few
seconds, becoming stone hardened in thirty minutes.

Price, 35 cents per bottle.
S3.50 per dozen.

The Faneuil. ,iAillade by the Fauteuil Watch Tool Co.,kers of the celebrated Itivett Lathes.

A GENUINE AMERICAN LATHE of high-grade work-
manship, interchanging with the RIVET'!'.

Complete with tail-stoek, 6 wire, 1 taper, 1 serew
6 cement Masses and 9 ft. of belting. $25 00Price complete,  



Supply House

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Price, S 1.00 Dozen.
10.50 Gross.

The Latest Addition!

The'REGENT BRAND"

Price, S .75 Dozen.
" 7.50 Gross.

"REGENT" Case Springs.
TRY THEM and see how you like them.

" Regent Brand."
Easiest Fitting Case Spring Made. Made in0, 6, 16, 18 Sizes. Both Lifting and Catch.

Prfce, 50 cents per dozen.
SEND FOR A SAMPLE.

SPECIALTIES

eVE

l'riee, 8 .75 Dozen.
7.50 Gross.

DISCOUNT

6 per cent. off for cash.

ARE THE STANDARD

• 

110 .15 Dozen.
1.50 Gross.

Cross 6 Beguelin
Importers, F.xporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, etc.,

ND

Price, 8 .10 Dozen.
" 1,00 Gross.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Solid Oak Cabinet FREE
with first order for One Gross

"REGENT" MAINSPRINGS.
GO Metal-Top Vials, 111.150 extra.

/ 111\.\Ni/T4
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-
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Price, 8 .20 Dozen.
2.00 Gross.

111!111 '11111111110M!

K. & D.
New Model Staking Tool

No. 12.

••■•■•

he illustrations show our new No. 12
Staking Tool, containing 100 punches
and 24 stumps. The frame is originalin design, and weight has been placed directlyunder die, making it the most solid and sym-metrical design manufactured.

The die is of a heavy pattern located
in the usual manner and firmly clamped
in perfect alignment by a new two-
bearing eccentric in combination with
an adjustable bolt, and is operated by
a slight turn of the knurled disk in
either direction.

Another new feature of this tool is a
friction sleeve for bolding the punches
up while placing and removing delicate
parts of watches in or from the die.

Much care has been exercised in the
selection of new and original shaped
punches and stumps, in view of having
just what is required for the various
parts of modern watches.

This tool is offered with the entire
confidence of the makers, believing that
it will meet the full approval of the
most critical workmen.

KENDRICK & DAVIS, Lebanon, N. H. Patent applied for.
Cut full size of frame.

CRYSTAL REVOLVING SHOW CASES

Style No. I, with hand rail.

$25.00
Price, Net.

Copper Oxidized Pedestal,

Extra, $4.00 Net.

This Case is 6 ft. tall including the pedestal;
43 in. when used without the pedestal on an ordi-
nary counter. It is perfectly round, being 28 in.
from glass to glass. Its long suit consists in the
fact that it is not dead and immovable like cases of
the flat variety, but on the contrary its shelves
revolve inside the glass by means of the hand rail,
which fact enables it to display to perfection every-
thing entrusted to its care.

MORE ECONOMICAL,

MORE PRACTICAL,

MORE BEAUTIFUL,
than any other Show Case in existence.

Why More Economical ?
Cift.WJecause floor space costs money in every part of

the world.
IlfairBecause with 3 feet of floor space you can get an

outside display surface equal to that of an ordi-
nary flat case taking up seven times as much
floor room.

VirBecause it will be the means of your selling more
goods.

Se-Because we guarantee the cases to be exactly as
represented.

,Because even the top can be used to display
goods to a splendid advantage.

4E6-Because there are no joints to spring apart or
putty to drop out. It is built of oak, iron and
glass, and will last forever.

IgeBecause you won't break or damage goods in
putting them in or taking them out.

ge-Because a thing of beauty is a joy and satisfaction
forever.

Why More Practical?

4E6-Because by reason of having the goods on a level
with the eye they can be seen better.

416rBecause by means of our patent revolving devices
any article in the case can be brought directly
in front of the eyes of the customer.

goarBecause you can fill one of our revolving Cases
easier and quicker than any other.

garBecause you can remove the most delicate and
fragile articles without the least danger of
breakage.

WirBecause you don't muss over everything you
have in the Case, trying to get what you want.

BErBecause it has no dark and dingy corners.
EkirBecause it has no putty, and a broken glass can

be replaced in 5 minutes, without gouging the
Case all to pieces.

Why More Beautiful?

MI6-Because a curved line is the best known definition
of beauty.

ge-Because it is built of splendid oak and finished
like a piano.

glib-Because it gives an all-glass effect.

A Case that comprehends every department of the
store, suitable for diamonds, watches, chains (suspend
them here and there from the shelves), cutlery, silver-
ware of all kinds, cut glass, rings, bric-a-brac, etc.

Style No. 2, without hand rail.

Price, $1800 Net.
Copper Oxidized Pedestal,

Extra, $4.00 Net.

This Case is the same size and
style as No. 1, but without exterior
means of revolving.

These Cases are packed for knock-down shipment and can be set up by any one in a few minutes' time. Full

instructions for setting up with K. D. shipment.

swARTcHILD 8( COMPANY  Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Established MO.
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ANDO SILVER
POLISH

IS THE BEST.

' 

ill-171re°
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THE W.W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
Builders of Fine Machinery

cN is the only efficient silver polish upon the market—safe, andPI DO - yet securing the finest and most lasting lustre upon eithergold or silver-plated ware.

CINDO- free from acids, cyanide, grit or anything harmful.

will quickly clean and polish, yet we absolutely guarantee it

ANDOLarge quantities of silica, the basis of are sold the toothpowder trade, who fully realize and appreciate the polishing qualitiesof silica.

If you have a good polish trade, ANDO, will increase it ; if youhandle no polish, we should be pleased to make you a proposition.

We are now introducing a
new line of

POWER
ROLLING MILLS,

here illustrated, and if you are
interested in them we would be
pleased to mail you special circu-
lars fully describing their merits.

Paul mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.
‘06Nii 

Caution to
Watchmakers
Our " U. S." Mainsprings
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the
United States to be the best
springs in point of finishand
quality, for the money, ever
placed on the market. We
desire to maintain this re-
putation for the " U. S."
spri n gs, and would therefore
call your attention to the
fact that an imitation spring
resembling the " U.S.'' has
been offered for sale, and in
some instances, we are in-
formed,has even been placed
" U. S." boxes. Toguard

against this deception wp
would suggest that you ex-
ercise the utmost caution in
making your purehases,and
Insist that the trade-mark
" U. 5." appear engraved
upon each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

HARDINGE BROS.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

area. BY

HARDINGE BROS

Pa/enledJanua,.v 12, 1897.

Stevens' Patent Skeleton Watchmakers' Eyeglasses

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO
47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Importers of
Watch

• 9 Material

This is a most conveni-
ent lathe, and is made to
take any sample chuck you
submit, so the chucks you
have can be used in it.

It has hardened and
ground spindle, and is full
nickeled, and is supplied
with one chuck for

S1 000.— less 6 per cent. cash.

How much satisfaction
one has with a good, true
face plate.

We make these as true
as it is possible to get such
tools, so you make no mis-
take by trying a Houghton.

$8.00 less 6 percent.

Send for our Catalogue No. 4.

1036 Lincoln Ave., Chicago,

No. 4. Tripie-Oeared Power
for flat stock.

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N.Y., U. S. A. No. 4. Double-Geared Power
for ring stock.

FREE INSTRUCTIONS. Send for Our New Prospectus.

It is 0 link 9, ;Old is very handsomely printed. Full
tinge illustrations or Letters and Monograms engraved by our
Pupils. Also photos. of some of our latest pupils.

The PROSPECTUS of our School is diflerent from any
other. We do not devote its pages to Blowing.

In (Mining title Prospectus we aim to show yott our
Method of Teaching, and will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with IIS.

To this end we devote half of our book to Free Instruc-
tions in the Art of Engraving.

Complete Lessons How to Grind, Sharpen and Polish
a Graver, with illustrations.

The Art of Cutting.—Complete Script Alphabet, show-

ing sectional parts of every letter, witlt our Syston of Cut-
ting, etc., etc.

Our aim in publishing this hook is, that those receiving
it, would prize and keep always. However, in reply to this
ad., we realize that thousands will take advantage and send
for it, only for the Lessons, not having any sincere intentions

Proprietor sad butruetor. of ever attU•nding an Engraving School. For this reason
we will not send unless stamps are enclosed. SEND

4 CENTS In STAMPS and we will MAIL to YOU at ONCE. Correspondence solicited.

44 Center St. LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING, Detroit, Mich.

Taking WILLIAM F. NYE'S Watch, Clock & Chronometer

1 WOF "4":7

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Teal

we Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new 
parts to match the old ones,

broken or melted off, the same as new.

we Replate an y article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,
Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company State & Adams Sts.

A. N. SPERRY, Manager CHICAGO

ammiii4ha

Photograph from Late
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DIRECT IMPORTATION OF LEATHERETTE BOXES

HIGH-GRADE VELVET, PLUSH, LEATHERETTE AND PAPER BOXES. _
VELVET Watch (any size)  
VELVET Ring, square, as in cut   

per dozen, $4.50 PLUSH Watch, as in cut (any size)  
46 46 2.50 per dozen, 83.00

VELVET Ring, square, with hinge, as in cut   PLUSH' Ring, square  
NET . . 1.50

VELVET Brooch, Scarf Pin, Ear Ring, Stud, etc. . . . . " "

44 44

PLUSH Brooch. Scarf Pin, Ear Ring, etc  2.50

4.50
4.50 Velvet and Plush Boxes in Red, Green and Purple Colors.

LEATHERETTE BOXES, EXTRA FINE QUALITY. Watch (any size), Ring, Brooch, Scarf Ph., Ear Ring, Dumb Bell, etc., per dozen,83.00
Nests (sizes 1 to 6), as in cut, white glazed . . . per gross, a 1.50

PAPER Ring, small size it

Z.75 
Nests (sizes 1 to 6), as in cut, imitation green or white kid, per gross, 81.75

BOXES Ring, medium size 44 it 
 

Ring, small size, 44

 3.00
3.00Ring, large size,

id 44
Ring, medium size, it 44 44 14 6 1.25Ring, large size 41 4/ .1 44 if it 41 3.50

Price of other styles of paper boxes in proportion. PAP NTI NG—Velvet, Plush and Leatherette Boxes, per doz., 50c. extra; Paper Boxes, per gm., 25e. extra.
TRAYS-11%x 1i% Plush-Lined, for Watches, Chains, Lockets, Rings, etc., 81.25 each; Plain, 75c. each.JOS. B. BECHTEL & CO., 719 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

(11.0 tt it (! r (11!!1(111r1111111.11;

'SEWING SHIELD

STYLE B

ESTABLISHED 1822

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

108 129 a

143 154 149

$mperlinc,
ArEr/rdwpiaG

2faro.
NAPA a

Watch Oil.
tans Gamins

111110/4006.
*40~X/A

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR NEARLY

EIGHTY YEARS

WATCH on

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has beenused by the master horologists of the world for nearlya century. The best workmen use no other. If youpride yourself on your repair work or the timepiecesyou sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for yourreputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co., Grimshaw & Baxter,General Selling Agents United States and Canada,
31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Sole European Agents,
35 Goswell Street, London

oreTIT-___..azter- Egit"aliP'rtejutftr ICIFE0

Supereminence in Mainsprings
The underlying principles and generally accepted theories of modern main-
spring construction emanate primarily and to the greatest extent from the

Maker of the Longeval.
Making of mainsprings, in its various

phases, has attained its greatest developments

at the hands of this maker.
Method of packing avoids all possi-

bility of rust. Made by the best maker

in the world, of highest grade steel,

finished down by hand, high in
carbon, best in temper,insuring
uniform pulling power.

Only one spring need

be handled and ex-
posed at a time,
instead of a full
dozen as with
other makes.

With each order for one gross of main-

springs a fine oak cabinet, made

expressly for this brand of

springs, will be included

gratis.

935

The LONGEVAL are for sale at your jobbers. If not, write the Importers,

HAMMEL, RIGLANDER & CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York 
City, for the address

of the nearest jobber who will serve you with the BEST—

NOTICE.
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring
in a separate box ,t bus protecting them agaillS1 rust
and climatic changes, and to place a number of
these small boxes in a box or case.

They 11RVII taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive right to this manner of " dressing"
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment of this manner of " dressing" mainsprings
for the market will he vigorously prosecuted.

The Longeval
Mainsprings for all makes and grades of American Watches.

§c,)
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BUYERS OF

OLD GOLD, SILVER an PLATINUM
from the TRADE only.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad-
way. New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc

1L 
V

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

l'atenteil
January 29, 1901

P1
pft,7101i. ' ORDER FROM

YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current. $15.00
For Alternating " 5.00

Agents for England,
ORIMSHAW & BAXTER,
an Uoswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

L. LELONG & BROTHER

iii h .IL
1111111111111 

1111111111111111nu
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Watches are the back-bone of the jeweler's stock. We

recognize this by making our watch department the department-

in-chief of our business. Our preparations for the big Fall

trade are now complete, and we can boast of a watch department

which stands absolutely unrivaled in the volume, quality and

comprehensiveness of the stock. It comprises all the standard

makes of movements and cases, each in such quantity as will

ensure prompt and satisfactory filling of orders.

Besides being the leading supply house for Elgin and Waltham

movements, we are special distributors for the New England

Watch Co., whose new " outing " watches have made the hit of

the season.
Our situation makes us the natural supply center for the

Central West and Southern trade easy to reach and quick to

respond.
Buying from us means a saving in money as well as in time.

Our new Fall catalogue will be mailed to the trade about

October 1st.

Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Wholesale Dealers in

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Clocks, Tools, Materials, Silverware.
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Ask your jobber for
this label---

Th, True Blue
Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

Note the

and
beware of
I mitations.

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABEL ED RIGHT"

HtGHEST QUALIT , fl

CORRECT SHAPE

A 1\1 1)

CCURATE SZftJ

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,
LORSCH & CO.

Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane
PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

EVE KY WATCH
IS TESTED BEFOK,E.
IT LEAVES THE F ACTOILY

300-.--7 jewels, nickel
damaskeened, cut expansion balance,
safety pi n ion, screw bank i ngs, st raight
line lever escapement, hardened and
tempered Brevet hairspring, quick
train, exposed Winding Wheels, hand-
some white enamel dial with depressed
second and red marginal figures. Stem
wind and lever set t open-face With011l.
tlecond hand when desired>.

Price, $7.00.
Price according to Keystone Key.

Many progressive, wide-awake jewelers have already sampled
these beautiful new model movements and, judging from the many
complimentary comments we hear, are greatly pleased and buy
more of them.

Why not order a few at once? They will satisfy you.
The leading jobbers handle them.

936 C

RIVETT
LATHES anD STAKING TOOLS

Ask your Jobber for

C New 1902 Catalog will be ready about August loth.

We have incorporated in this new catalog our copyrighted " BOOK OF INSTRUCTIONS"for our Staking Tool, and every watchmaker should send for one.

FANEUIL WATCH TOOL CO.
Brighton, 

C,
BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

LOCKETS
lorlIA/V41h&orthswIlioVtleisselWilleito.111Whorow110114161011.111.

Made by

Wigan & Hough Co
Providence, R. I.

Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
of every size and shape in vogue

Trade-Mark

SOLID GOLD
STERLING SILVER

GOLD FILLED
ROLLED-PLATE

)( The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

Our
GOL>I

SHELL/ Lockets will satisfy your customers.
Can be stone-set or engraved without cutting through

and will wear equal to solid gold.

The Celebrated Major Jewelers' Show Case and Table.
made on the Kade Knock-Down Principle,

no metal clips or holes required.

"We Lead Where Others Cannot Follow"
In Practical Arrangements
In Correct Designs
In Selection of Materials
In Modern Arrangements
In High-Grade Finish

AT PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
We also SIM` you freight by our Kade Knock-Down

System of Jewelry Store Fixtures.

Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewelrg Fixtures, Medium HO Nigh Gran
We have made a specialty of the fixture loudness and it has become a science with us.
We can fit you out completely with fixtures, soda fountain (The Rade Hygienic System), show

cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps for our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue.
Over 300 pages, t41/.0 x 11 in. A book of information, suggestions prices, etc., illustrating
outfits from $300 up to the finest. A regular Encyclopedia Americanlea.

Regarding our goods, ask our customers.
Regarding our responsibility, ask any bank or business house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company The High-Grade Fixture Makers

Established 1865 Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
C. D. Smith Drug Co.,St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agts. for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. T.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.
F. W. Braun & Co., Los Angeles, Cal., Agents for Cal. and Ariz.
Jos. W. Sehlumpf, :318-9 Pacific 131k., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington.
C. J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala.
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A Pale (iray Donkey of
Damascus,

scorning a mangerful of excellent
oats, slipped his halter to roam
over the arid desert, where he found
in the hot sand a scanty crop of
thistles.

Don't be a pak gray donkey!

Stick to the New York Standard
Watch and feed your trade whole-
somely ; don't experiment among
the juiceless thistles of imported
movements, less your trade perish
and you are undone.

.6 liumpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
I I umpty Dumpty had a great fall."

lie was a jeweler who " didn't
take stock in cheap watches ; " hut
he " tumbled " to the demand of
the times, after the sheriff had
fastened a padlock on his store-
door ; and his subsequent history
would be completed thus:

" But In, bought New York Standards, likenth,. wise men,
And Humpy WILY happily 'set up' again."

The Best Watch
is not necessarily the highest-priced. One ofthose spindly, dainty, gilt-and-satin " Empire"
chairs costs several times as much as the sub-stantial article in the average citizen's " settin'-room ; " but he gets more real service out ofthe cheaper chair. There is a vast amount of
hocus-pocus

In the World
concerning the relations of value and price.Price is too often made by the unessential frillson actual value. The trimming on a girl'sgown is the expensive extra which brings up its
cost—and doesn't protect her one whit from
pneumonia. The New York Standard WatchCompany produces real value without the ex-pensive frills in manufacturing processes and
executive operations ; employs wonderful auto-matic machinery to take the place of high-pricedworkmen ; economizes at every stage, and givesworth

For the Money
Suicide

is noticeably on the decline in
America, since 1888. Each year
that shows a further improvement
in the New York Standard Watch
witnesses a corresponding decrease
in the number of those disheartened
ones who would " shuffle off this
mortal coil." What precious lives
might have been saved if this Watch
had been given to humanity earlier 1

When Davy Crockett
Aimed his (Jun,

the 'coon peeped through the
branches of the sycamore and
said, " Hold on, Mr. Crockett—if
that's you there's no need to shoot,
for I'll drop right down and sur-
render."

The New York Standard Watch
is the Davy Crockett of horological
guns. Aim them at the public, and
It will "come down" at once—it
can't resist their quality-for-price
persuasiveness.

3 Times in 10 Years.

Invitation TRADE MARK.

We extend you a cordial Invitation. We're just getting settled •

in our new quarters; for the third time .in I o years we were

compelled to seek a larger and more commodious building to accom-

modate our constantly growing business. We now occupy Four

Floors (13,500 square feet).

We are prepared to show you that

ST. LOUIS

has the most representative and complete store and stock in our

line in the country.

If we have served you well before, we can do it still better now.

Our line this year is the largest and the most extensive we

have ever had the pleasure of showing the trade.

If you have not got our Catalogue we are both missing an

opportunity. Send for it.

SI. Louis Clock aa4 StIvot Wm Co.
No. 616 Locust Street,

ST. LOUIS, MO.On Locust Street,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets.

936 t
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Every Progressive Jeweler
who has not accepted this offer (first made by us over four years ago) should send for particulars. Thosewho have made use of our advertising matter Nv ill need no second invitation when we inform them that anew sixteen-page folder, No. 1085 K, is ready for inspection.

TEA SETS, ETC.,
Ali la STA:41,ED ,A•

MADE AND Ft=rea„ Soria.,
DUADADDEfl SE 

 6(
KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS, ETC.,

Aka REARPRO

"1847 ROGERS BROS."a

We Will
Help You
Advertise

We are interested in the welfare of
every dealer handling our silverware.
We want you to increase your salesof " Silver Plate that Wears," and willhelp you do it.

Advertisements of well-known and popular brands of goods, if wellillustrated, and frequently changed, will make surerand quicker sales than announcements dealing with goods, the actual value of whichis little known to the general public.
Many dealers find it a difficult and sometimes almost impossible task to gatherproper material for a satisfactory advertisement. As an aid to our trade we haveprepared several, shown in a folder, and your local newspaper will only have to addyour name and address to make them well adapted for your use.By Using These You will get more directly than ever the full benefit of ourgeneral advertising. Many of them are prepared after theAdvertisements

same style and have the characteristics of our advertisementsappearing in several hundred leading publications in which we state our wares are" Sold by Leading Dealers Everywhere." Your relation to us and our advertisingwill at once be established in the public mind.
Order by the Under each advertisement as many as you can use to advanPlate Number tage, and electrotype plates, including illustration and typematter, will be sent you free of charge.

Ask for Folder No. 1085 K and keep it for future reference.

If you are able to use illustrations of our
goods where a half tone or wood cut is suit-
able, let us know what you want and we will
loan them to you.

If you will send us a copy of publication
where you advertise our wares, we may be able
to aid you in future announcements.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
INITFINATIONAL SILVER CO.,

SUCCESSOR,

MERIDEN, CONN.
MADE AND

GUARANTEED BY

c'k I D

0 pN

We Also Offer Youa supply of finely-printed, illustrated circulars bearing your name and address for distribution, as wellas Window Signs and Show Cards to aid in helping making an attractive display of our goods.
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Buyers' Excursions to the Big Markets

THE " buyers' excursion " was a happy

thought. So successful has it proved

in operation that the excursions are now a

semi-annual event, profitably availed of by

thousands in all lines of trade. The " buyers'

excursion " had its origin in the enterprise

of the wholesale trade of the cities who

formed associations to secure special rates

from the transportation companies for such

retailers living at a distance as desired to

visit the big city markets for the selection

and purchase of stock. In. New York City

there is the Merchants' Association, in Phil-

adelphia the Trades' League, in Chicago the

Merchants' and Travelers' Association, in

St. Louis the Interstate Merchants' Associa-

tion, while Cincinnatti, Pittsburg, Buffalo,

etc., have been creditably active in the same

direction. The efforts of these organizations

have resulted in securing greatly reduced

railroad rates within special dates, and in-

creasing numbers of jewelers are taking

advantage of them each year. Besides

securing the special transportation rate, the

association see to it that all visiting buyers

are accorded a hearty welcome and a pleasant

time. All needful information and every

facility for the transaction of business are at

their disposal.

T N view of these excursions THE KEY-

STONE would impress upon the trade the

importance of semi-annual or at least annual

visits to the wholesale centers. It stands to

reason that personal purchasing in the big

markets must needs be much more satis-

factory then buying from samples submitted

for inspection by traveling salesmen or from

catalogues. To make sure that he sees all

the supplies, patterns and novelties of the

season, the jeweler who buys at home must

examine the contents of hundreds of sample

cases. The tune for doing this will extend

over the whole season, and as only certain

samples are before him at one time, the

opportunity for comparison is practically

lost. In the big city he can see all in a few

days, make selections with the various patterns

before him, compare styles and values, and it

is not improbable that he may besides secure

more advantageous rates. He will meet

personally and get in closer touch with the

heads of the firms whom he patronizes, make

the acquaintance of new people and discover

buying opportunities previously unknown to
him. The expense of such a trip would

seetn small in comparison with the advan-
tages that would accrue, for, be it remem-
bered, that by visiting the market, not only

does the jeweler secure the opportunity to

compare values, designs and workmanship,

but he is also enabled to inspect the modern

methods of the city, which will be of incal-
culable assistance in suggesting ways of dis-

playing and arranging goods and ideas in

store management. Such a trip would be a
physical and mental recreation as well as an
education in the up-to-date developments in

his specialty. Anyhow, most jewelers take a
vacation, and these can combine business

with pleasure by taking advantage of these
excursions.

WE here reproduce a few of the thoughts
which the merchants' associations are

spending time and money trying to iniprcts

on out-of-town merchants. Each of the

paragraphs is a profitable subject for medi-

tation at this time—the threshold of the

buying season :

The most expensive thing in the world is
running in a rut. In business, running in a rut is
trying to sell old things to people who want new
things—offering last year's goods to people who
want this year's.

Running in a rut comes from staying at home.
The cure is going to market. If you stay at home
you dry up ; if you go to market you freshen up.
To dry up is to lose your customers to other mer-
chants who do not run in ruts. To freshen up is to
gain new customers by new attractions.

Buyers are attracted by new things, and will
pay handsomely for novelty and the " latest style."
These do not originate in your own home, but in
the great trade centers. You get them if you go
to market ; you do not get them if you stay at
home.

If you go to market and your competitors do
not, your townspeople know it. You show the
best stock, and they know it. They know that you
have been to the source, and you set the fashion
and get the trade, because you are not in a rut.

If you show city styles your customers are
pleased and stay with you ; if not, they wander
away ,to big cities, or buy through catalogues or
mail orders. You do not find the new styles and
the profit-winners if you stay in a rut.

Fresh ideas are worth money in business. You
will get lots of new ideas by going to market and
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seeing other successful retail houses. See howthey do things, and what you %vitt see will showyou ways to "freshen up " your busitp.s,..
By going to market you get tips on styles,learn what is most popular and salable, gather hintson attractive displays and useful store methods.But better, select more attractive goods and choicervariety, make a better show in your store when youre.turn, and " freshen up " in every way.
It is not underselling your cotnpetitors On thesame goods that makes money. Competition onprices only hurts ; competithm on novelty andvariety pays. (;,,ing to market equips you forpaying competition ; staying at home binds youto losing competition.
Don't save pennies and waste dollars ; don'tsave $.50 in traveling expenses and pay to per cent.more for your goods.

Particulars as to the dates and ratesfor these excursions will be found on otherPages of this issue or may be obtained fromany of the wholesale trade in the large cities.

The Keystone's " Get-Together"
Movement

TN answer to our standing query, "Canyou suggest anything- to iMprOYC THEK EVSTONE ? " 0. M. Howard, of San Fran-cisco, Cal., writes "a series of articles on thecompetition of retail jewelers and watch-makers, advising them to stick tog-ether andkeep prices from being reduced to almostnothing." If there is any duty THEK Evs-roNE has failed in, it certainly has notbeen ill this matter of advising and pleadingwith the trade in the matter of reckless com-petition and senseless price-cutting. Wehave published enough on this subject in ourjournal to fill a corpulent volume with soundphilosopy, but the results have been far from
encouraging. The individual antagonismand mutual distrust and jealousy among thejewelers seem so innate and deeply-rooted asto be apparently impervious not only toargument but to self interest. Curiousperversity!

'Twas 1:ite they say, a ‘vayward fate, a
thir w,•1) if diScord xvove ;For 0 hil,• our tyrints joined in hate,We never joined in love,

The big department stores will at least frwork hand in hand in their own interest, and Sthey find an easy prey in "a house (or ctrade) divided against itself." On page 997 uof this issue is some news of the organizations cand some editorial advice. We would like to vsee more organization, more "get together'' mand "stick together," more harmony of qaction. Self protection is the first law of gnature. To protect yourself you must pro- mtect the trade of which you are a part. It alseems inexplicable that opticians, most of towhom are jewelers, should conduct success- thful organizations, and yet in their capacity tuas jewelers they are mutually distrustful to a godegree that is detrimental to their interests. in

THE KIYTON

The Good Roads Campaign,RT(.NATELY for the cause of good
roads the decadence and death of thebicycle craze have been followed by an auto-mobile fever, which will spread and intensifyas the price of the machines approaches thepopular level. This will ensure a continuationof public interest in road reform, apartaltogether from the gradual conversion of thepeople to a belief in the need and value ofbetter highways. To the many estimates ofthe relative values of various kinds of road-ways yet another has been added by anIndiana engineer. He figures that the costof moving one ton by horse power over onemile of dry, sandy road is 64 cents ; overwet sand, 32 cents ; over ruts and mud, 39cents ; over broken stone and ruts, 26 cents ;over an earth road, that is dry and hard, 18cents ; over a broken-stone road in goodcondition, 8 cents ; over a compact gravelroad, cents ; over stone paving, 5.33cents ;over asphalt, 2.7 cents. This engineerrightly argues that if wagon transportation ata cost of five cents a mile a ton could beuniversal in this country, many millions ofdollars would be saved and millions of tonsof merchandise which cannot now be handledat a profit would be available in the markets.

Bl 'T we need not depend on mere esti-mates to obtain an idea of the greatvalue of good roads. Enough of them nowexist to definitely prove their worth. NewJersey, for instance, expended for roadmaking in 1901 half a million dollars, and theappropriation for similar purposes this yearwill approximate twice that amount. Sincethe good roads movement was started therethe value of the State's taxable property hasincreased $27,000,000, not all clue, of course,to the better highway, but to a large extent.The State Commissioner of Public Roadsuthorizes the statement that there are seve-al regions under his supervision to whichnproved roads have been, primarily, theleans of attracting wealth to the extent ofoin $1,000,000 to $4,000,000. In New Yorktate also where, during the four years pre-eding 1902, $670,000 had been devotedncler the Higbie-Armstrong law to highwayonstruction, real estate has appreciated inalue greatly, particularly in the sections im-ediately affected by the expenditure inuestion. Massachusetts, too, has benefitedreatly by her expenditure on good roadaking. Many of the Southern States areso doing goad ‘vork in this line, the recentur of the good-roads construction train ofe Southern railway giving a forceful impe-s to the movement. The West, whereod roads are most needed, seems slowesttheir acquisition. Our Western friends
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expect much from irrigation, and reasonablyso, yet the most sanguine would hesitate tocompare the results with those that would
inevitably accrue from general improvementin the highways.

The Noblest of the Forty-NinA WONDERFUL illustration of human
possibilities in this great " Land of

Opportunity" is furnished in the .career ofJohn W. Mackay, the last of the " BonanzaKings," who died in London last month.Half a century ago Mackey was working withpick and shovel as a day laborer, battlingbravely with fate and fortune. Yet we havebeen told by the foreign despatches thatthree clays before his death, this same horny-handed toiler of the fifties sat at his A‘ife'sgrand concert, given in her magnificentpalace in London, and conversed familiarlywith the Princess Louise, the daughter of aqueen and the sister of a king. That themud-begrimeci miner of fifty years ago shouldlive to be on familiar social terms with roy-alty, to have one daughter a countess,another a princess, and his wife a socialleader in the capitals of Europe, is a mag-nificent tribute to our country and itsinstitutions.

MACKAY, emigrant boy and laborerthough he was, had the qualificationswhich achieve greatness and the nobility ofcharacter which disarms envy. Success inthe gold fields did not come to him early orunsought. His struggles were severe andtrying. He wielded the pickaxe and shovelfor years, sometimes for himself, sometimesfor others. At times he was lucky, at timeshe was unfortunate, but he never lost hiscourage, and his indomitable will carried himover every difficulty. When thirty years oldhe had made and lost a fortune, but he hadalso acquired a knowledge of every detail ofthe mining business, which was to make himone of the rich men of his time. The roughworkers with whom he was forced to asso-ciate learned in time to admire and esteemhim, for his superior moral and mental calibercommanded their respect. He was, fromfirst to last, plain, simple and straightfor-ward, and throughout life retained the regardand friendship of those who knew him in thcdays of poverty and toil. He 'put his mil-lions to excellent use, and the world owesmuch to his wondrous wealth and enterprise.It may be no longer possible, even in thiscountry, to make wealth in the Aladdin-likemanner of John W. Mackay, yet success to-day must be attained . through exactly thesame qualities and means as brought fortuneand fame to the last of the bonanza kings.
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Women and Watchmaking

THERE is no grander manifestation of
American breadth of view than the

general recognition of the rights of woman.

In this country the watchmakers of the
feminine gender are many, and the optical
line is likely to attract a much larger number.
But our brethren across the herring pond are
much less gallant. A despatch from Vienna,

dated July I2th, says that " After fifty years
of obstinate resistance to woman labor, the
Watchmakers' Guild has at last granted a
certificate of competence to a girl, the .first
woman watchmaker to be recognized in
Vienna. This innovation is sternly resented
by a large body of the trade." This is not
creditable to the "large body," but it is
typical of the jealousy with which Europeans
generally regard any attempted feminine in-
vasion of the various crafts and professions.
There are few vocations that furnish more
suitable employment for women than practical
horology, and it is not surprising to find the
group photographs of pupils at our horolo-
gical schools adorned with many faces of the
fair sex. We know of not a few women who
are earning a comfortable competence at the
bench, and the refraction sisterhood is be-
coming quite numerous. In fact, not a few
of the women who are graduated physicians
have taken to refraction as a specialty, and,
indeed, it would seem to harmonize much

more with feminine idiosyncrasy than treating
perityphlitis or hydrophobia. We do not

doubt the capability of our women to handle

a scalpel, or a throttle, for that matter ; but

the tweezers or the retinoscope are less try-

ing to their nerve mechanism. In whatever
capacity we find them, however, they have

our admiration rather than envy ; they are
welcome alike to our work and our counsels,

for such is the United States, broad alike in

acres and ideas.

journal. Such photos., with descriptions, are
information of the practical kind that will
help the trade at large. There is no better
way to help yourselves than by helping your
fellow craftsmen. The expense of the illus-
tration will be ours.

Send Photos. of Novel or Ingenious
Window Trims

WE receive many letters from subscribers

telling us of the business-bringing

window trims devised by them. The follow-

ing is a sample :

ED. KEYSTONE :—I have photo. of window
display working model of electric street car ; road
entering tunnel, etc. Would it interest you with
description? It is a fine piece of work, Gramme
ring armature, all built by my apprentice.

Yours truly,
Swanton, Ohio. F. P. HUYCK.

We invite the trade at large, Mr. Huyck

included, to send us photos. of handsome,

novel or ingenious trims that have brought

business, and if the photo. is a good one, we

will take pleasure in reproducing it in our

Unprecedented Prosperity of the
Railroads

" T CONSIDER this among the most im-
portant acts of my life, second only to

my signing the Declaration of Independence,
if even it be second to that." Such were
the words of Charles Carroll, of Carrollton,
when on July 4, 1828, he dug up the first
shovel of earth for the construction of the
first American railroad, the Baltimore &
Ohio. To realize the marvelous railroad
development in this country since that his-
toric date, it is only necessary to state that
the railroad mileage of this country has now
passed the 200,000 mark. And we can realize
the achievement much more when we com-
pare this unique record with the railroad
mileage in Europe. According to the most
reliable statistics obtainable, Germany has
about 32,000 miles of main track ; Russia,
29,000 ; France, 27,000 ; Austria-Hungary,
23,000 ; Great Britain and Ireland, 22,000 ;
while no other European country has as many
as 10,000 miles. All of Europe has about
175,000 miles of roads, or considerably less
than the United States. And, wonderful to
relate, this vast railroad construction has
taken place within the short period of two
generations.
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In an address at a dinner at Chicago some

weeks ago, James J. Hill said : " Next to the
Christian religion and the common school,

no other single agency enters into the welfare

and happiness of the people of the whole

country to the same extent as the railroads."

Nor is this an extravagant claim ; yet there

are those still living who saw the beginning

and watched the development of the vast
American system.

AND how stand these 200,000 miles of
railroad ? The answer evidences in a

most impressive manner the present unprece-
dented prosperity. We are officially told by
the Railway Age that the year 1902 has, so
far, been the most favorable period in fifty
years of railway history in respect to insol-
vencies and receiverships. Since January ist
only one operating railway, and this one only
fifty miles long, has been placed in the hands
of a receiver—the receivership lasting only
the short period of four months. There is
not a single American railroad in the hands
of a receiver at the present time. Compare
this with the dark days of nearly a decade ago.
In the one year of 1893, no less than 74 roads
went into bankruptcy, with 29,340 miles, and
$1,781;000,000 of stock and bonds. In late
years failures of railroads have rapidly de-
creased, and reorganizations have gone on at

equal speed, so that to-day the era of rail-

way receivership may be said to be ended.
Great are the 200,000 miles of prospering
American railroads, with their myriad army

of i ,000,000 intellgent, well-paid employees.

The Story of the National Banks

THE universal solvency of American rail-
roads is no less significant than the

national banking statistics for the last fiscal
year as published by the comptroller of the
currency. During the year ended June 30,
1902, there were added to the national bank
system 437 national banking associations,
with aggregate authorized capital stock of
$30,407,000, and with bond deposit as secu-
rity for circulation of $6,012,750. Especially
gratifying is the number of banks organized
under the act of March, 19oo ; that is, with
a total capital stock of less than $50,000 (in
the large majority of cases the capital being
$25,000). The number of these is 273, with
authorized capital stock of $7,247,000, the
average capital being approximately $26,540.
These institutions mean greatly increased
banking facilities in places where such facili-

ties are most needed.
The bank record of solvency during the

fiscal year almost equals the record of the
railroads, as there were only three failures,
though 66 banks closed by voluntary liquida-
tion. Thus during the fiscal year the net
increase of national banking associations was
368. The comptroller's report further shows
that the paid-in capital stock of national
banking associations increased, between April
30, 1901, and April 30, 1902, to the extent

of $30,397,721 ; surplus and other profits,

$44,958,459 ; individual deposits, $218,024,-
746, and total resources to the extent of
$331,341,084. These figures evidence such
an accumulation of wealth, such a wave of
prosperity as far exceeds anything recorded

in history.
Nor are the railroads and banks the

only luminous spots in the economic firma-
ment. Though business just now is not so
brisk as conditions would seem to justify,
yet every factor which militates in favor of
continued good times is grandly in evidence
and the result must materialize, as the effect
follows the cause. The unshakable confi-
dence which prevails is well justified, and
never probably were conditions generally so
auspicious. Labor troubles are, indeed, the
only cloud on the horizon.
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OUR establishment, corner of Broadway and Nineteenth Street, is

headquarters for a large number of JEWELERS who conic to
New York either on business or for recreation.

We invite those who have not heretofore availed themselves of this
convenience to do so upon their next visit. To those who have already
favored us we bespeak our usual welcome.

Members of the Trade who care to make our place their head-
quarters will be most welcome. We offer the opportunity for receiving
all mail and express matter ; facilities for their own correspondence,
writing materials, stenographer, etc.; the use of telephone and messenger
service and every possible help to further the transaction of business
either with us or, by appointment, with other houses.

Jewelers who do not find it convenient to come to New York, but
who visit either Chicago or San Francisco, will receive the same
courteous treatment and the same help in transacting their business.
In CHICAGO, 131-137 Wabash Ave., and in SAN FRANCISCO,
I 18-120 Sutter Street.

Full preparation has been made for the business of the coming
season and the holidays, and the opportunity to inspect our full and
varied line of goods should not be missed by any live and up-to-date
legitimate Jeweler. We do not sell our goods to Department or
Dry Goods Stores.

GRAND PRIX
PARIS, 1900

TRAI,F-AIARK"

STERLING

FIVE GOLD MEDALS
BUFFALO, 1901

GORHAM MFG. CO., Silversmiths
Broadway and Nineteenth Street, New York.

BRANCHES : NEW YORK : 21-23 Maiden Lane. CHICAGO : 131-137 Wabash Avenue.
SAN FRANCISCO : 118-120 Sutter Street.
WORKS : Providence and New York.
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The Proceedings of the Main-
spring Club

(Continued. Part 8)

" This is a very comfortable seat, Mr.

Lorgnette," said Benjamin Bargain, stretch-

ing himself in the luxurious Morris chair of

his host of the evening.

" Too bad that we can't permit you to

enjoy it for long," Silverplate remarked,

" for we're going to call on you to take the

stand to-night. We want to hear from the

jobber of the company. Mr. Bargain, you

have the floor."

" I never sold floors, and don't know

what I shall do with it, now that I have ' it.

I feel a little out of place, in facing a meeting

of retailers ; especially as I shall have to

scold the abstract retailer a little, if I speak

my mind. Am I forgiven in advance ? "

" You're all right, Mr. Bargain," said

Henry Hairspring, " and we'll take all that

is coming to us with a thank 'e.' Probably

we need our medicine, and we'll show you

that retail-patients have patience."

" Thank you for your attitude toward

your doctor ; and I promise to make the dose

as palatable as possible. I'm going to tell

you of some of your short-comings, from the

jobber's point of view. You never hesitate to

tell me, by letter, and my drummers by word

of mouth, of my short-comings ; and here'
s

where I shall ' get back ' at you ! There are

a good many counts in my indictment, 
but

I'll begin at the most important ; and that is

the lack of perfect candor in the financial

relation between the retail-debtor and the

jobber-creditor.

" It isn't that the debtor intends to de-

ceive. The real truth is that the debtor is

not candid with the creditor because he is

not candid with himself. He deceives him-

self, in a majority of cases, concerning his

net worth. His inventory does not make

sufficient allowance for depreciated values ;

consequently, his assets are inflated in his

statement ; consequently, the credit based on

that statement is excessive. The honest

debtor who means to be candid with his

creditor must begin by being candid with

himself ; looking his assets squarely in the

eye, recording values according to his dis-

coveries, not according to his hopes, and

thereby furnishing a basis for credit that will

safeguard him against overbuying, financial

strain and possibly eventual failure, whereby

not only he suffers but the jobber, as well,

who trusted to a candor which involved a

self-deception.

" My second complaint concerns the

ignoring of the terms of purchase. Net,

30 days,' is interpreted as ' when good and

ready ;' ' net, 4 months,' seems to be taken

to mean sometime during the year ;" 6 per

cent. ro days' is assumed to have an india-

rubber texture. The jobber bases his pro-

fits on the turn-overs of his capital ; the

average retailer ignores these plans entirely,

and substitutes others which are born of his

own sweet will. He goes calmly and uncon-

cernedly about violating the contract implied

in his purchase. On the jobber's close mar-

gin of profit, the difference between 6 per

cent. ro days and 6 per cent. 30 days is quite

a consideration with him, in the aggregate 
,

and so with the profit-margin in the differ-

ence of time, in 30 days, net, and any-old-

time, net ; but the retailer rises superior to

such inconvenient considerations for the

jobber, and holds the even tenor of his way.

And if the jobber charges interest, after the

expiration of the 4 months, net,' period—

whew ! But in right and justice, the retailer

should consent—nay, propose—to pay inte-

rest after the maturity of the bill ; should

give his note, cheerfully, drawn with inte-

rest,' if then asked for it ; and should not

urge a claim for 6 per cent. discount after

the average of his discountable bills had

passed fifteen days.

"Again : I complain of the retailer's

treatment of my traveling salesmen —"

" Hold on, there, if you please !" spoke

up Hi Hustler. " That's my pie, and I want

to break into the crust myself, when my tur
n

comes !"
" Excuse me, Hiram ; I recognize your

pre-emption of that claim—I'll stay away

from it, for I've enough other ground to

cover without encroaching on your property.

There's the question of memorandum con-

signments, for instance

" Well, I suppose you're pretty glad for

the profits on memorandum shipments, aren'
t

you ?" questioned Louis Lorgnette. " No

expense for traveler—only a little bother in

billing and packing—nice, clean, easy sale—

pretty good thing, isn't it?''

" Mr. Lorgnette, you may not believe
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it, but I'd be glad if the whole memoran
dum

business was done away with entirely ! The

net profits to the jobber, in the long run, 
on

memorandum consignments, are microscopic :

the advantages are nearly all on the side 
of

the retailer, who is thus spared the neces
sity

of carrying extra stock, and has the facil
ities

of the jobber's whole stock at his dispo
sal.

It is an unheard-of practice, in almost every

line of business except the jewelry busin
ess ;

and yet, the practice that began as a courtes
y

on the part of the jobber is now deman
ded

as a right on the part of the retailer ; and 
it

is shamefully abused. The retailer generally

asks for more than he needs to make th
e

expected sale ; utterly ignores the request

to report in five days,' regardless of the

scarcity of goods or the impoverishment o
f

the jobber's stock ; displays the memor
an-

dum goods in his show window as his own,

long after the sale has been made ; takes 
no

special pains in packing the fine goods on

their return, does not remove the fin
ger-

marks or other soilings, is indifferent whet
her

polished cases become scratched in handling 
;

and finally sends them back collect ' ! Many

a time I have had to have returned mem
o-

randum goods carefully gone over before

putting them back in stock—movements

needed examining for broken or bent pivots
,

cases had to be repolished, jewelry recarded
.

And the retailer thinks he is doing me a

favor when he orders the memorandum !
 "

" Mr. Bargain makes out a pretty strong

case against us, and I don't say that 
his

complaints are not justified," said Silver-

plate ; " but the jobber is in reproach, t
oo—

we retailers are not the only offenders, in
 the

relation between jobber and retailer. We

have our one great grievance against him
, to

offset his just grounds for complaint : his

selling at retail--"

" But, dear sir, I get better prices from

my retail customers than you get from 
yours,

and I can't see that you suffer from 
such

competition !" rejoined Mr. Bargain.

" I believe you," replied Solomon Sil-

verplate, " but other jobbers may not be so

fair to me ; at least, the temptation to un
der-

sell me must be very great, as you have th
e

margin of the jobbing discount to go on.

But that is not the whole question. The fac
t

that the public believes it can buy cheaper o
f

the wholesaler, even if it actually pays mor
e

to him, is enough to divert trade to him that

(Continued on page 9i3)
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Blunders
are responsible for half
the failures. Bad buying
means slow selling, poor
profits, dissatisfied custom-
ers, stale. stock, loss of

- patronage — possibly ulti-
mate disaster.
A reputable house like

ours is the one preventive
and remedy. If you are
an accomplished buyer we
have the stock and facili-
ties to enable you to make
the most of your accom-
plishment. If you are an
inexperienced buyer we see
to it that you do not suffer
from your inexperience.

In the success of our
patrons lies our success,

The Premier

Watch House

of the West

and the smallest customer
is accorded the same
treatment as the largest.
Some of the smallest
that were are now our
largest a fact with a
moral to it.

OUR LEADERSHIP
IN WATCHES is grandly
evidenced in our present
stock. It is as remarkable
for its kind as its volume.
In maintaining it we re-
cognize only one limita-
tion and that is that we
limit our stock to standard
makes.

OUR patrons are repu-
table jewelers who value
their reputation and ours.

M. A. Mead & Co., Watch Jobbers
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago

August, x9O2

Some Characteristics of the Right
Sort of Clerk

I. He has confidence, and shows it

confidence in himself, so that he does his

best, when he knows it is the best ;

not that over-confidence which refuses

to take advice from one with larger experi-

ence or maturer judgment, nor that vanity

which is offensive in exhibition, but the calm

assurance which operates quietly and subtly,

and wins its way because its way is best.

He has confidence in the store's stock, as to

qualities and prices ; and confidence in his

employer's good intentions and integrity, so

that he will strive to win that employer's

commendation. His employer 'mat be the

right sort, as he will not stay in the service

of one in whom he does not have faith ; for

such service would be hateful to him and

hurtful to his development.

2. He is wide-awake, watchful. His

eye is everywhere, observing and learning ;

but it has always in focus the particular thing

of the moment—the actions of the customer,

that nothing be stolen ; the comfort of the

customer's mind ; the discipline of the store's

subordinate clerks. He looks over travelers'

goods, when he can ; he studies advertising ;

he studies window dressing. He never

drowses.
3. He keeps informed on what is going

on in the world outside. He reads the news-

papers—not only his local paper, but at least

one from the nearest big city. He follows

the movements of trade, the conditions of

crops, the tendencies of legislation, the pro-

jects of capitalists, the arguments for and

against economic changes, the various ten-

dencies of the times. He broadens out ; is

able to- entertain by intelligent talk on current

events. He will not be held down to the

narrow rut of local gossip ; looks ahead ;

weighs what he hears and sees ; benefits from

other' s experience ; measures ways and means.

4. He is prompt : on the minute always,

but always ready to come earlier or go later,

when the need suggests it, without waiting to

be asked ; and coming or going with a

cheerful face.

5. He works fast.. not so fast as to

slight details, but quietly, evenly, easily ;

does not lose time between the quitting of

one job and the taking up of another ; no

splutter or fuss, but the work goes rapidly

without seeming to call for much effort. He

has always some surplus force in reserve.

6. He is neat .. in his person, of course

—his nails, his linen, his hair ; and while he

is not a dandy he dresses as well as he can

afford, and then keeps his clothes clean and

his shoes polished. And he is neat in his

stock ; not a fleck of dust on the showcase,

not a streak of oxide on the silverware;
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glitter and shine everywhere ; everything

spick-and-span. If it is not his business to

personally make the things shine he sees to

it that the apprentice does ; and the appren-

tice may call him a crank, but he will have

his way as to neatness.

7. He has good manners. To the other

clerks he is helpful, modest, a " good fel-

low ; " to the office-boy, gentle but firm ; to

his employer, loyal without question, faithful

in every little way, deferential but not cring-

ing ; to customers, uniformly polite, whatever

be their class or condition, however offensive

their personal peculiarities. He studies how

to secure their good will ; he rises above the

rudeness and insolence of vulgar ignorance.

He knows they cannot degrade him, unless

he climbs down to their level.

8. He has tact—that indefinable quality

which is one of the finest possible in the

clerk's equipment. He does not intrude

on the customer, but he knows when to lodge

the word which will determine the halting

judgment. He does not show goods not

wanted, for the least hint will guide him in

determining what is wanted. He influences

the decision when he knows that the advice

is needed. And
9. He is honest, through and through—

and this is his chiefest virtue. Honest, of

course, with his employer ; but his honesty

goes further. He always represents quality

as it actually is ; he will permit no misunder-

standing as to the worth of things. If his

employer will not look on lying as he does

he will find an employer who does; he will

not stay in a store where there are quibbles

over the exact representation of facts. He

would be smothered by the stifling deceit

which springs out from every show case of

the lying owner, and from every drawer and

box and shelf. He may need the salary of

his position, but he needs more the sense of

duty done ; and there can be no sense of

duty where there is sense of wrong, except

the impulse to quit such an environment.

The right sort of clerk will never stay long

with the wrong sort of employer.

gg0UR brains are seventy-year clocks.

The Angel of Life winds them up once

for all, then closes the case and gives the key

into the hands of the Angel of the Resurrec-

tion. Tic-tac ! go the wheels of thought ;

our will cannot stop them ; they cannot stop

themselves ; sleep cannot still them ; mad-

ness only makes them go faster ; death alone

can break into the case, and, seizing the

ever-swinging pendulum which we call the

heart, silence at last-the clicking of the terri-

ble escapement we have carried so long be-

neath our wrinkled foreheads."
—Dr. Holmes, in "The Autocrat at the Breakfast Table."
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spring Club
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ought to go to me, his customer. When you

jobbers have swept before your own doors

you can come to us retailers with grace and

ask a better observance of the proprieties of

trade."
" I should be perfectly willing to drop

all retail business at once and forever," said

Mr. Bargain, " if thereby I could secure the

pledge of the retailer (and have that pledge

lived up to) that he would in future pay

every bill at its maturity, hold hard and fast

to the time-limits of the cash discounts, be

perfectly candid in his statement of his net

worth, inform me voluntarily of any adverse

changes in his financial condition, take the

proper attitude on the memorandum privilege,

and be fair and honest in his representations

to my travelers as to the prices that are

offered him by competitors. So, there ! "

" It is a pity that the millennium seems

to be side-tracked !" whispered Frank Foot-

wheel to Mr. Goldskin.

"Diamond Palaces" and "Jewelry
Parlors"

HEY are scattered all over the country,

but are most frequently found in the

smaller towns ; and in a majority of cases the

total value of the stock behind these preten-

tious signs does not exceed five thousand

dollars—generally less ; in nine cases out of

ten the stock consists of medium-grade goods,

and the " king " of the palace is indifferent

to the use of a finger-nail cleaner.

The ambitious jeweler should think twice

before he commits such a crude vulgarity in

naming his store. A " palace " is the resi-

dence of a king or nobleman ; a " parlor " is

a room set apart for the formal entertainment

of one's social equals. Kings do not habit-

ually repair plated jewelry, noblemen are not

notably given to retailing nickel clocks, and

one does not use a parlor for polishing silver-

ware. The use of the words " palace " or

" parlor " to describe a store, no matter how

magnificent the store, is grotesquely inaccu-

rate. If Mr. Tiffany could afford to speak

of his " store," with its five floors crowded

with a stock of rare and beautiful things

worth millions of dollars, what monumental

impertinence to call one's modest shack,

with its meager stock, a " palace !"

The public is not impressed with the

sign, " Diamond Palace," on a two-story,

plain brick or frame building. The public

simply smiles at the abominable misuse of the

word ; and it is dangerous to one's hopes of

success to create reasons for being laughed at.
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The Relations of Employer and
ApprenticeA. SUBSCRIBER writes as follows :

A young man desires to learn watch-making of me. What proposition is fairto both of us ? In return for teaching him,what may I expect of him in services inmy store ? and what may he expect of me?What proposition is customary ?

It all " depends." Conditions vary so
much that no one proposition is appli:able to
every instance ; what will be " fair to both''
would depend upon

I. The location of the store. A rule
that fits New York City would not apply to
a small town in Alabama ; New England and
Idaho would present different points of view
on the question. Where help is hard to get,
because of greater attractions to young men
in other lines of work, the jeweler must
make a more liberal proposition than where
applicants abound : the question of supply
and demand operates in each individual
instance.

2. The character of the store and the
reputation of the jeweler. In many of the
long-established stores in the large cities it is
customary for the apprentice to pay for the
privilege of learning the trade—the theory
being that the advertising advantages which
go with the announcement, " I learned my
trade at Tiffany's," are worth their cost.
As between two jewelers in a small town,
that one which stands highest in local reputa-
tion for personal character or superiority in
repairing is justified in requiring more from his
apprentice than his less-famous neighbor—
because he can have the " pick " of aspirants
to the bench.

3. The personality of the apprentice.
He may have unusual natural mechanical
skill, in which case his teaching will not re-
quire so much time as that of the dullard ;
or he may come from a family whose influence
in the community is very desirable to have.

We do not know the local conditions in
the town and section from which our corres-
pondent writes ; therefore, we cannot advise
him definitely as to what would be fair, as
between employer and apprentice, on the
question of wages. In a town of about the
same size as his, here in the East, an old
jeweler who has " put through " many young
men at the bench, in his time, pays $50 the
first year, $100 the second year, $200 the
third year, in the meantime requiring of the
apprentice that he keep the store clean, go
on errands and deliver a few goods to houses
of purchasers ; the fourth year he pays Po
Per week. But something must be allowed
for the fact that he has an unusual local repu-
tation as a watchmaker, and gives an average
of one hour a day to painstaking instruction
of his apprentice.
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As to " what may I expect of him in
services, and what may he expect of me,"
the question will be answered by the mutual
sense of fairness and loyalty in employer and
apprentice. You have a right to look for
the utmost devotion to your interests, in
whatever form of service • those interests can
be best advanced by the untrained hands of
the young man ; cheerful and willing service.
He has a right to expect from you reciprocal
attention ; wise counsel ; firmness without
tyranny ; correction of wrong tendencies in
gentle manner ; and a teaching of watch-
making that will be conscientious, as rapidly
progressive as the apprentice's capacity will
justify, and that intimate oversight of his
morals and manners which lies in your duty
as his trade-father.

Acknowledging Replies to " Want " Ads.

A SUBSCRIBER signing himself C. F. H.
writes us as follows:

If you could in some manner con-trive to have those using your " Want "columns answer letters replying to yourads., it would be more satisfactory to those‘'ho take the time and trouble to look themthrough, expecting that they are good-faithads. Last month I wrote to six differentapplicants for situations through yourwant columns, and am still without ananswer to any of the letters I wrote.

As every " want" advertisement pub-
lished in THE KEYSTONE is paid for in ad-
vance with the coin of the realm, there can
be no doubt that they are "good-faith ads."
Consequently, the only reason why those
written to by C. F. H. did not reply, seems
to have been that they were already suited or
had better offers from others, and felt under
no obligations to attend to any except the
one or more which they considered the best
or most suitable. To give everybody their
due, we think it is open to much doubt
whether failure to acknowledge the others is
even an incivility. There is but little senti-
ment in business, and self-interest would ap-
pear to be the only necessary consideration,
at least in the case specified. Suppose that
C. F. H. advertised for a watchmaker, and
received, say, forty responses to his adver-
tisement. Would he acknowledge all the
replies, or would he limit acknowledgment to
the one or few who would seem to him most
suitable ? If he would not acknowledge all,
why should he expect more courtesy in others
than he himself is disposed to exercise?

But while it may be true that there islittle sentiment, so-called, in business, there
are such things as good manners and cour-
tesy, and these dictate that every unobjec-
tionable business communication with a
stamped-addressed envelope enclosed for
reply should be acknowledged by the re-
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cipient. Moreover, in the particular case
under consideration—that is, when a number
of situations are offered in reply to a want
ad.—it is advisable, we think, to acknowledge
each offer, even if a stamp for reply be not
enclosed, as such politeness is appreciated
and may at some future time serve the person
who wanted the position. C. F. H. and
others should remember, however, that ac-
knowledgment of all replies to a want ad. in
THE KEYSTONE may, not infrequently, be a
tax on time and an expense. The following
letter is before us as we write :

GENTLEMEN :—From the number of answersI have had to " B 45 " I think I must owe yousome for stamps. Kindly let me know and I willforward at once. I have secured a very goodposition through your Want Ad. department.
Truly yours,La Porte, Ind. ED. C. BARRETT.

This letter, which evidences gratitude and
magnanimity on the part of the writer, had
reference to a "want" ad. which brought
such a wealth of replies.

The one thing evident is the very
surprising number of replies received to the
"want" ads. in THE KEYSTONE ; a valuable
pointer, by the way, for those who want
situations or those who want help—anything,
in fact.

Concerning Your SignA LITTLE shabby, isn't it? Dull, from
age, unimpressive, commonplace ? Or

is it a new sign, garish in color, inartistic in
lettering, the ambitious attempt of your local
house painter ? You need to give a thought
to the matter.

You want to catch the eye of the pedes-
trian across the street, or in the next block ;
but you must do more than " catch the eye."
Purple letters on a yellow ground would do
that. You want not only to catch the eye,
but to leave on the eye a favorable impres-
sion ; and the purple-yellow sign will not do
that.

If your local sign-painter is not an artist
in his profession, send to the city where your
need can be adequately supplied. You are
not bound to make yourself ridiculous in
your loyalty to home industry.

You sell artistic things ; your sign
should be the far-off herald of that fact, in its
own artistic quality. It will pay you to take
a train to the city to study signs, to see the
latest thing in sign materials, and use this
knowledge in ordering your sign. What if
the cost is more than the dauber's price?
Get a good sign, and it will last you for
years ; divide the cost among the years, and
you have cheap advertising per year. The
observer first considers that store which gives
him the best invitation through its sign ; the
sign speaks for the store, and it should speak
pleasantly.

PUNCH BOWL—" PALM " CUTTING

MONG our new and exclusive designs in Rich American Cut Glass isA which is furnished in a great variety of shapes in Bowls, Dishes, Vases,
patterns, as well as the more conventional designs.

The addition of 15 Maiden Lane to our former large warerooms will allow us
in this line, as well as our unsurpassed assortment of Sterling Silver and fine

the new " Palm " cutting shown above,
etc. We also make many other exclusive

to show the desirable goods we produce
Silver Plate.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS
ROGERS C./ BROTHER
ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.

Success(,- to

THE DERBY SILVER CO
SILVER CO. THE MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
CO. NORWICH CUTLERY CO.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
THE ROGERS Ci HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER Ci CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

Wareroonis: 9, II, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York.
CIENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.
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Office and Salesroom-38 Murray St., NEW YORK. kt,
glanufacturers of POPUL,AR=PRICED
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That can be sold at
a handsome profit.

AMERICAN CUT GLASS ti
_( ,/ 101V3

‘liff

Jewelers will be inter-
ested in knowing that
our

NEW LINE
of

BERGEN
CUT

GLASS
is ready.

tAt.kti.

z.uxtu.lattmt.frAY-OXI
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We may be pardoned in prophesying
for these new offerings, a popularity rarely
attained by a CUT GLASS line in its
entirety.

The line contains

Over 100
Different Designs

of noteworthy attractiveness.
A special interest centers in the fact

that 75 per cent of these designs are abso-
lutely New and Exclusively Our Own.

Our New Catalogue
No. 26,

also ready, worthily presents the entire
line. It contains over 400 half-tone illus-
trations and is perhaps the handsomest
work of the kind ever published, and tells
in detail much about these new introduc-
tions that will be profitable reading.

Every Jeweler at all interested, should
immediately forward his request for one.

14 in. Footed Punch Bowl, Monticello," also made n 12 in.

Bearing in mind our former excellent lines and the high standard set by

" i 

BERGEN CUT GLASS
there is a special significance and added value in our assertion that the present is

THE BEST LINE EVER INTRODUCED.
Send for catalogue No. 26. Electros tree for advertising.

cfir‘—.011‘41:4t)



THE STRAUS AMERICAN CUT GLASS
counts among its many strong
points

Originality
in designs of shapes as well

as cuttings. We have again

. produced a number of strik-

ingly original articles, and

our complete fall assort-

ment is now ready. No

buyer of Cut Glass can in

justice to himself afford to

.place his orders before hav-

ing seen our line.

All of our Cut Glass is of a

High Standard. We do
not make " cheap " goods, but rather

sell a first-class article at a very low

price. The so-called Cut Glass

whose only attraction is " cheap-

ness" gives satisfaction to no one.

Vase. 640 140.

" Octavus."

Bowl. 268 16g.

" Lincoln."

VVe have always aimed at making

our prices as reasonable
as possible. Our Cut Glass is well

known as a good profit producer

to the dealer, and its well-merited

reputation \ vill be maintained.

L. STRAUS 0 SONS, Manufacturers,
TR:\ DE

-461:43

0.-4"'"
G

M \ I; l■

42. 44 and 46 Warren Street and 116 Chambers Street,

NEW YORK.
Factory, 59th Street and North River, New York. Antique Decanter. 628.

it //
,/ 4_

vgre154'40,1,61wiar <t5W4retWieWrA01rxinigroNfOieglIM

stands for

Perfection in RING Manufacture
The Acme of Beauty, Merit and Style.

**kW' Oerem1110Vikt5W

We cannot tell our story here for lack of 
space.

So kindly forward your name at once to us and receive 
our two New Catalogue

Publications Which are works of art, covering the ground fully.

One including our full line of

RICH CUT GLASS
The other illustrating our newest and latest 

thing (int,

WAVE CREST GEMS
In this we have a great surprise for you, being 

entirely new and novel, and we believe

tIste a 
novelty.

greatestseller and best article yet produced by our house, 
or ever put on the market

a 

illustrated.Ti
ereular WAVE CREST WARE with many additions will also

be
As Catalogues are limited, we trust to have your name 

on file promptly.

9" Bowl. Allita.

No. 30. acm.

THE C. F. MONROE CO.
Manufacturers of RICH CUT GLASS, Wedding and Holiday 

Novelties.

New York Salesrooms, 
Offices 

and Meriden, Conn.
28 Barclay Street. 

Factory,

Address all Communications, Remittances, etc., to 
Meriden, Conn.

Kindly mention The Keystone.
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RICH CUT GLASS

ADE1 133S MARK
RWALLACE

'F.,,00k through the world,Tis neer met with elsewhere.' 

We are still living up to our policy of
progression and have to offer this season a
line improved and brightened by the addition
of new designs and shapes, the dead numbers
are cut out and the line is ztlive and strong.

Our catalogue for 19o2 is now ready. If
you have not received it, a postal card will
correct the oversight.

T. B. CLARK C. L.0., Inc.
HONESDALE, PA.

OHIO CUT GLASS CO.
Bowling Green, OhioManufacture the

Real Cut Glass

Character
and individuality make a
combination that is hard
to beat. In the silver
plate market, flooded
with mediocre goods, it is
refreshing to turn to the

"1835—R. WALLACE"

brand, placed in a class
by itself by the extreme
beauty of its design and
its high standard of
quality. The trade-mark
is distinctive and not
similar to a score of
others.

No. 404. Flower Vase.
Royal.

The Company is new.

The Designs are all new.

The Glass of the finest color and brilliancy.
The Workmanship is first-class.
The Assortment is very large.
The Prices satisfactory, making the line

desirable to handle.

George R. Spinney,
President of this Company,

will exhibit the line in the East in August and September.

NEW YORK
I 25 W. Broadway.

I H. M. Felker, Agent,

BALTIMORE
g 16 & 18 South Charles St.

John A. Dobson & Co., Agents,

R. Wallace Ef Sons Mfg. Co.
Wallingford,

New York, Chicago. San Francisco.

London.

Our mark on Sterling Silver assures its excellence.

THE "CORINTHIAN"
PATENTED

In Our New Factory 

Everything
New in

(

No. 306. Claret Jug.
Regent.

TRADE MARK

SCg

STERLING

Hollowware,
Toiletware,
Loving Cups,
Fern Dishes,
Ragout Dishes,
Spoon Work.

Quality and Finish, the best skilled labor can produce.

Everything made by a legitimate silversmith will be found
in our stock.

The trade visiting the East are cordially invited to visit our
new quarters and inspect the lines we offer for the
fall season.

Roger Williams Silver Co.
SALESROOM,

860 Broadway,

New York. TRADE-MARK

FACTORY,

WI Sabin Street,
Manufacturers' Bldg.,

Providence, R. I.



JUST OUT
No. 113.

LaFayette Pattern.
Tea Spoons.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Dessert Forks.
Medium Forks.
A. D. Coffee Spoons, Silver Bowl.
A. D. Coffee Spoons, Gold Bowl.
Five O'clock Tea Spoons.
Orange Spoons, Silver Bowl.
Orarr.re Spoons, Gold Bowl.
Sugar Shells, Silver Bowl.
Sugar Shells, Gold Bowl.
Butter Knives.
Pie Forks.
Salad Forks, Silver Tines, boxed.
Salad Forks, Gold Tines, boxed.
Jelly Spoons, Silver Bowl, boxed.
Jelly Spoons, Gold Bowl, boxed.
Cold Forks, Silver Tines, boxed.
Cold ALA Forks, Gold Tines, boxed.
Pie Kni \vs, Silver Blade, boxed.
Pie I: Hives, Gold Blade, boxed.
Berry spoons, Silver Bowl, boxed.
Berry Spoons, Gold Bowl, boxed.
Cake Lifters, Silver Black, boxed.
Cake Lifters, Gold Blade, boxed.
Cream Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.
Cream Ladles, Gold Bowl, boxed.
Medium Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.
Gravy Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Guaranteed full standard At Silver
Plate on 21 per cent. Nickel Silver
Base ; Hand Burnished.
Boxes are imitation white seal,

padded cover, silk lined.

Triple Plate.

Tea Spoons.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Dessert Forks.
Medium Forks.

Guaranteed f u 11 Standard
Triple Silver Plate on 21 per
cent. Nickel Silver Base ; Hand
Burnished.

(

FOUR NEW

CATALOGUES

SENT

EXPRESS

PAID

(The above shows a page from our new illustrated Price-List of Flatware.)

We will be pleased to send express prepaid our four new catalogues, illustrating our full
line of entirely New Goods, comprising Hollowware Catalogue, 175 pages; Flatware Price-
List, 48 pages; Novelty Catalogue, ioo pages, and Nut Pick and Crack Catalogue, 16 pages.

We have 26 traveling representatives covering the entire United States and Canada, and
you'd be pleased to have one call on you with a full line of samples.

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.
FACTORIES:

Hollowware and Flatware,

EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Novelties, Clocks, Etc.,

OTTAWA, ILL.

EslAuLisHED 1883.
INCORPORATED, 1902.

INCLUDING

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.
HAMILTON MFG. CO.

BENEDICT-CLARKE SILVER CO.
BENEDICT-DUNN CO.

SALESROOMS:

Chicago Office and Warehouse,
109 AND 11 1 WABASH AVE.

New York Office,
409 BROADWAY.

Toronto Office, 70 BAY ST.

COMPLETE STOCK CARRIED AND GOODS SHIPPED FROM CHICAGO.

August, 1902 THE,' KEYSTONE

"Get Out, or Get In Line"

HE present prevalence of strikes and
manifestations of labor discontent give
renewed vitality to the time-honored dis-
cussion of the relations of employees to
employers. That the discussion has been

so far a profitless one present conditions prove, and

the profitlessness is, we think, due to the fact that

the frailty and selfishness of human nature are the

chief responsible factors. There are those so

ridiculously cOnscious of their own self-sufficiency

that it grates on their nature to take orders from

any one. They cherish the conviction that the

world owes them a living, and demand it as a right

rather than as a return for services rendered. But

the cold, matter-of-fact world does not respond,

and disappointment and failure are their portion.

of the vast army, however, who realize that they

have to work for a living, and are willing to do so,

a very large proportion cultivate the spirit of dis-

content with their situation and their hire. For this

individual discontent the selfishness of human

nature is largely responsible. The employee is

naturally prejudiced in his own favor. His estimate

of himself is largely personal ; his employer, on

the other hand, values him for the work which he

does, for the actual worth of his services. The

two estimates rarely correspond, yet the employer's

view is the reasonable view, and unless the em-

ployee can get outside of himself and take the

same view, he is standing in the way of his own

success. A forceful discussion of this subject by

Elbert Hubbard came under our notice recently,

the inspiration being an historic episode between

two prominent figures in our history. Mr. Hub-

bard's article was aptly entitled

Get Out, or Get In Line

If all the letters, messages and speeches of

Lincoln were destroyed, except that one letter to

Hooker, we should still have a pretty good index

to the heart of the Rail-Splitter.

In this letter we see that Lincoln ruled his

own spirit ; and we also behold the fact that he

could rule others. The letter shows frankness,

kindliness, wit, tact, wise diplomacy and infinite

patience.
Hooker had harshly and unjustly criticised

Lincoln, his commander-in-chief, and he had em-

barrassed Burnside, his ranking officer. But Lin-

coln waives all this in deference to the virtues that

he believes Hooker possesses, and promotes him

to succeed Burnside. In other words, the man

who had been wronged promotes the man who had

wronged him, over the head of a man whom the

promotee had wronged and for whom the promo-

ter had a warm personal friendship.

But all personal considerations were sunk in

view of the end desired. Yet it was necessary that

the man promoted should know the truth, and

Lincoln told it to him in a way that did not humiliate

nor fire to foolish anger ; but which certainly pre-

vented the attack of cerebral elephantiasis to which

Hooker was liable. Perhaps we had better give

the letter entire, and so here it is :

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
WASHINGTON, January 26, 1863.

MAJOR-GENERAL HOOKER.

General:—I have placed you at the head of the
Army of the Potomac. Of course I have done this
upon what appear to me to be sufficient reasons,
and yet I think it best for you to know that there
are some things in regard to which I am not quite
satisfied with you.

I believe you to be a brave and skillful soldier,
which of course I like.

I also believe you do not mix politics with your

profession, in which you are right.
You have confidence in yourself, which is a

valuable if not an indispensable quality.
You are ambitious, which, within reasonable

bounds, does good rather than harm ; but I think
that during General Burnside's command of the

army you have taken counsel of your ambition and
thwarted him as much as you could, in which you
did a great wrong to the country and to a most
meritorious and honorable brother officer.

I have heard, in such a way as to believe it, of
your recently saying that both the army and the
government needed a dictator. Of course it was
not for this, but in spite of it, that I have given you
the command. Only those generals who gain suc-
cesses can set up dictators. What I now ask of you
is military success, and I will risk the dictatorship.
The government will support you to the utmost of
its ability, which is neither more nor less than it
has done and will do for all commanders. I much
fear that the spirit which you have aided to infuse
into the army, of criticising their commander and
withholding confidence from him, will now turn
upon you. I shall assist you as far as I can to put
it down. Neither you nor Napoleon, if he were
alive again, could get any good out of an army
while such a spirit prevails in it. And now beware
of rashness ; beware of rashness, but with energy
and sleepless vigilance go forward and give us

victories. Yours very truly,
A. LINCOLN.

The One point in this letter is espe-

cially worth our consideration,

for it suggests a condition that

springs up like deadly nightshade from a poisonous

soil. I refer to the habit of sneering, carping,

grumbling at and criticising those who are above us.

The man who is anybody and who does any-

thing is surely going to be criticised, vilified and

misunderstood. This is a part of the penalty for

greatness, and every great man understands it ; and

understands, too, that it is no proof of greatness.

The final proof of greatness lies in being able to

endure contumely without resentment. Lincoln

did not resent criticism ; he knew that every life

must be its own excuse for being, but look how he

calls Hooker's attention to the fact that the dis-

sension Hooker has sown is going to return and

plague him ! " Neither you, nor Napoleon, were

he alive, could get any good out of an army while

such a spirit prevails in it." Hooker's fault falls

on Hooker—others suffer, but Hooker suffers most

of all.
Not long ago I met a Yale student home on a

vacation. I am sure he did not represent the true

Yale spirit, for he was full of criticism and bitter-

ness toward the institution. President Hadley

came in for his share, and I was supplied items,

facts, data, with times and places, for " a peach of

a roast."
Very soon I saw the trouble was not with

Yale, the trouble was with the young man. He

had mentally dwelt on some trivial slights until lie

had got so out of harmony with the institution that

he had lost the power to derive any benefit from

it. Yale is not a perfect institution—a fact, I sup-

pose, that President Hadley and most Yale men

are quite willing to admit ; but Yale does supply

certain advantages, and it depends upon the

students whether they will avail themselves of

these advantages or not.
If you are a student in a college,

seize upon the good that is there.

You get good by giving it. You

gain by giving—so give sympa-

thy and cheerful loyalty to the

institution. Be proud of it. Stand by your teach-

ers—they are doing the best they can. If the place

is faulty, make it a better place by an example 
of

cheerfully doing'your work every day the best you

can. Mind your own business. If the concern

where you are employed is all wrong, and the 
Old

Man a curmudgeon, it may be well for you to
 go

to the Old Man and confidentially, quietly 
and

kindly tell him that he is a curmudgeon. Explain

to him that his policy is absurd and preposter
ous.

Then show him how to reform his ways, and 
you

Chronic Kicker

Stand by Your
Work and
Employers

945

might offer to take charge of the concern bud

cleanse it of its secret faults.

Do this, or if for any reason you should prefer

not, then take your choice of these : GET OUT, oR

GET IN LINE. You have got to do one or the

other—now make your choice. If you work for a

man, in heaven's name, work for him! If he pays

you wages that supply you your bread and butter,

work for him—speak well of him, think well of

him, stand by him and stand by the institution he

represents. I think if I worked for a man I would

work for him. I would not work for him a part of

the time, and the rest of the time work against

him. I would give an undivided service or none.

If put to the pinch, an ounce of loyalty is worth a

pound of cleverness.
If you must vilify, condemn and eternally dis-

parage, why, resign your position, and when you are

outside, danm to your heart's content. But, I pray

you, so long as you are a part of an institution, do not

condemn it. Not that you will injure the institution

—not that—but when you disparage the concern of

which you are a part, you disparage yourself.

More than that, you are loosening the. tendrils

that hold you to the institution, and the first high

wind that comes along, you will be uprooted and

blown away in the blizzard's track—and probably

you will never know why. The letter only says,

"Times are dull and we regret there is not enough

work," et cetera.

The Penalt of

Everywhere you find those out-

- of-a-job fellows. Talk with them

Discontent and you will usually find that

they are full of railing bitter-

ness and condemnation. That was the trouble—

through a spirit of fault-finding they got them-

selves swung around so they blocked the channel,

and had to be dynamited. They were out of

harmony with the concern, and no longer being a

help they had to be removed. Every employer

is constantly looking for people who can HELP

him ; naturally he is on the lookout among his em-

ployees for those who do not help, and everything

and everybody that is a hindrance has to go, This

is the law of trade—do not find fault with it ; it is

founded on Nature. The reward is only for the

man that helps, and in order to help you must

have sympathy.

You cannot help the Old Man so long as you

are explaining in undertone and whisper, by gesture

and suggestion, by thought and mental attitude,

that he is a curmudgeon and his system dead wrong.

You are not necessarily menacing him by stirring

up discontent and warming envy into strife, but

you are doing this : You are getting yourself upon

a well-greased chute that will soon give you a

quick ride down and out.

\lien you say to other employees that the Old

Man is a curmudgeon, you reveal the fact you are

one ; and when you tell that the policy of the insti-

tution is " rotten," you surely show that yours is.

Hooker got his promotion even in spite of his

failings ; but the chances are that your employer

does not have the love that Lincoln had—the love

that suffereth long and is kind. But even Lincoln

could not protect Hooker forever. Hooker failed

to do the work, and Lincoln had to try some one

else. So there came a time when Hooker was

superseded by a Silent Man (Grant), who criticised

no one, railed at nobody—not even the enemy.

And this Silent Man, who ruled his own spirit, took

the cities. He minded his own business, and did

the work that no man ever can do unless he gives

absolute loyalty, perfect confidence and untiring

devotion. Let us mind our own business, and

work for self by working for the good of all.
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DIAMOND SELLING
MADE EASY.

To sell diamonds, you must first secure the
confidence of your customer. To do this, you
should be able to talk intelligently regarding
the quality of each stone offered for sale. Our
system of grading diamonds enables you to do
this, as WE WARRANT EVERY DIAMOND
MARKED PERFECT TO BE ABSOLUTELY
PERFECT. Our guarantee, in addition to
yours, means easier selling.

With our chart and our diamonds, you
become an expert seller of diamonds.

Quality considered, our prices are as low as
any. Will be pleased to place them in competi-
tion with others.

Send to us when you have a prospective
sale, and write us about the size and grade you
require.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

AMERICAN PEARLS

Highest Prices paid for

PEARLS
an SLUGS

OATS A FINE

PEARL FOR

MASSA BROWER,

RA

MAURIeE BROWER
Importer of Diamonds

and Precious Stones

12-14-16 John Street (Anderson Building)

NEW YORK

J(4at,-4..:ec-t-titz/v-s/
d-tcyy -602/a,e4w-sietc.,

0

New York Letter

The receipts of the New York

Post Office Post Office for the fiscal year

ending July ist, amounted to

$11,670,668, which is $1,286,303

more than in the ,preceding year. The receipts,

therefore, average nearly a million dollars a month.

The year's expenditures amounted to only $4,1
68,-

281, leaving a profit of $7,502,387 for the Post Office

Department. The net revenue of the New York

Post Office, therefore, goes far toward paying the

expenses of the nation's postal service. The need

of a new postoffice was more than ever felt on the

second of last month when 300 new clerks and 125

substitute- letter carriers began work. This was

the largest increase in office force ever made at one

time.

Receipts Increased

Value of
Fast Trains

The value of the new twenty-

hour trains to Chicago was am-

ply in evidence on July loth.

Cash amounting to between

$1,000,o0o and $1,500,000 had been shipped the day

before by express with the virtual certainty that it

would be delivered at the opening of business in

the Chicago banks. The Pennsylvania Special was

clue to arrive at 8.55 A. AT., and the Twentieth Cen-

tury Limited at 9.45. In the absence of these trains

it would not have been possible at noon on July

9th to deliver the requisite money in Chicago be-

fore the business of July loth was drawing toward

an end. It is not necessary to emphasize the im-

portance in the financial world of gaining a clay's

time. Even as regards passenger traffic, the new

trains are of great advantage.

The fourth meeting of the Watch

Watch and Clock- and Clockmakers' Union was

makers' Union held on Friday, July iith, under

the auspices of the International

Jewelry Workers' Union of America. The place

of meeting was Odd Fellows' Hall, St. Mark's

Place. An address was delivered by H. J. Volmer,

president of the international body. Another meet-

ing was held on July 24th, at which promine
nt

jewelry workers and others made addresses.

An order issued some weeks

ago by the Treasury Department

to the Collector of Customs at

Providence, R. I., gives a legal

definition of the terms, " till-

assorted" and " uninatched " as applied to the im-

portation of split pearls. In June last the depart-

ment ruled that split or half pearls unassorted or un-

matched should be returned for classification " as

pearls in their natural state " at so per cent. Since

then, half pearls have been imported in ways that

were supposed to come within the meaning of this

ruling and to escape the payment of 6o per cent.

duty. The question arose, however, as to the legal

signification of the words " unassorted " and "
 un-

matched " as applied to the invoice as a whole ; in

other words, whether they applied individually to

the size, quality, shape or luster of the stones,

or embraced all these qualities collectively. The

appended ruling leaves no room fur misinterpreta-

A New Ruling as
to the Duty on
Half Pearls

tion, and importers will note that in order that their

invoices may escape the payment of 6o per cent.

the diamonds must be positively unassorted :

The Department is in receipt of your letter of

the 20th inst., in which, referring to instructions of

June loth last (T. D. 23788), in regard to the duti-

able classification of " split pearls, unassorted and

unmatched," you request to be advised whether

the terms " unassorted and unmatched " are to be

interpreted as applying to sizes only, or whether

the assorting of pearls to conform to any one of

the conditions named in Treasury decision 23750

of the 24th ultimo, viz., size, quality, luster, shape,

etc., will render the goods liable to the 6o per cent.

rate of duty. You state that it is the practice of

the trade to classify these goods as to quality, such

as firsts, seconds, etc., and that the separation of

this nature appear to be more important than

separations as to size, since the mixture of sizes

can be readily overcome by the mechanical process

of sifting after the goods are imported, but that the

separation of the pearls according to quality re-

quires some expert knowledge in order to make

the proper assortment.
In reply, I have to inform you that the terms

" unassorted and unmatched," as used in Depart-

ment's instructions on the Toth inst. (T. D. 23788),

must be construed as applying to any one of the

methods of separation, either as to the size, quality,

luster, shape, etc., referred to. Split pearls which

have been subjected to either one or all of these

methods of sorting would not, therefore, be enti-

tled to classification as similar to pearls in their

natural state, but would be dutiable at the rate of 6o

Ps'. cent. ad valorem, similar to 
pearls set or strung,

under Par. 434 of the tariff act of July 24, 1897.

Balances of banks, July 2d, at

Record in the New York Clearing House,

were $24,943,457, a new high

record, due to payments of July

disbursements and the increase in the capital stock

of the National City Bank. Exchanges reached

the large total of $365,155,900. The previous h
igh

balance record was March 5th, last year, which 
was

$800,000 below the above figures.
The regular monthly meeting

of the directors of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of

Trade was held on Thursday,

July Toth, when the following

firms were unanimously elected to membersh
ip:

Hub Optical Case Co., Boston, Mass.; A. 
C.

McClurg & Co., Chicago, Ill.; Leonard Krow
er,

New Orleans, La.; J. W. Forsinger (New Yo
rk

branch), and Schickerling Bros., New York.

The watches carried by the en-

Semi-Annual gineers and conductors on the
Inspection of
Railroad Watches 

New York Central, West Shore,

Delaware & Hudson and Boston

& Albany railroads were subjected to 
the semi-

annual inspection last month. The inspecti
on was

carried on under the direction of 0. H. 
Fasoldt,

jeweler, of N. Pearl Street, Albany. The 
number

of timepieces inspected was about 1200.

The greatest fiscal year in the

Record-Breaking history of the New York Custom

Customs Receipts House ended June 30th. The

total entries were 334,434, and

the duties collected amounted to $1
65,500,126, in-

creases over the previous year of 23,901 
in entries

and $12,151,279 in receipts. Till now the year

I9oo-o1 was the greatest year, with one 
exception,

(947)

Bank Clearings

Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board of
Trade

in the history of the Custom House. The record

was held by the fiscal year 1889-90, when the total

receipts were $153,871,579, a record now left far

behind. The cost of colleetion for 5901-02 was only

.0181 per cent.

Base-Ball
Contests

The athletic proclivities of the

metropolitan jewelers were

much in evidence on Saturday,

July 12th, when an interesting

base-ball contest was played between the teams of

No. 3 and 7 Maiden Lane. The match took place

at Prospect Park, Brooklyn, and was witnessed by

a large number of the local fraternity. The con-

test well repaid those who went to visit it and was

followed by them with unflagging interest. The

contestants strove hard for ascendency throughout,

but the game resulted in a draw of 9 to 9.

The steel-edge knife business of E. H. H.

Smith, manufacturer of silver-plated ware, has been

converted into a stock company with a capital of

$100,000. • The directors are E. H. H. Smith and

C. E. Francis, of New York, and J. A. Harper, of

Scarsdale, N. Y. The company is said to be deter-

mining upon the choice of a location for a factory,

Bridgeton, Conn., being spoken of as a probable

selection. The company intends, it is stated, to

sell goods to other . silver factories, patterned and

stamped as desired.
Trial has been postponed until the October

term of court in the suit brought by Mrs. Meyerowitz

against the New York Central R. R. Co. Complain-

ant is the widow of the late Oscar W. Meyerowitz,

the well-known optician, who was killed in the Park

Avenue tunnel wreck some months ago. The

compensation sought by Mrs. Meyerowitz amounts

to poo,000.
Tell A. Beguelin, formerly well-known as an

importer of watch materials, etc., was discharged

of all his debts in bankruptcy in the United States

District Court some weeks ago.

In recognition of the loving-cup presented to

the late Charles L. Tiffany by his employees, on the

attainment of his ninetieth birthday, every member

of the firm's New York force was last month made

the recipient of a handsome souvenir by the family

of the deceased merchant. These unique memen-

toes contain a photograph of the late Mr. Tiffany

and a touching inscription which refers to the

esteem in which he was held by those in his

service.
Ira Goddard, watch and jewelry jobber, ii

John Street, was recently elected president of the

Bushwick and E. Brooklyn Dispensary in Brook-

lyn, in succession to John \V. James. Mr. Good
ard

has been vice-president of that institution fo
r a

considerable time and is secretary of the Jewelers'

Protective Union.

L. Lachmann, proprietor of the Acme Plating

Works, 17 John Street, is sending a variety of 
dif-

ferent colored desk blotters to the trade. A pa
ck-

age of the blotters can be obtained by those app
ly-

ing for same.
A. Cohn, of 696 Third Avenue, intends to open

a branch store at 143 E. Forty-second Street, 
and

is having the premises at that location adapted to

the needs of a jewelry business.

(Continued ON Part 947)
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The Jeweler's thoughts will be occupied during the Summer

with the requirements for Fall.

toilet Ware
for tbe FoIiba %awn

has always been a ready seller. The Mauser Mfg. Company,

having set a standard, have a prestige to maintain and have this

season added to their large and popular line

five (5) View IDe$ign6

to be known as the " La Du Barry," " La Vision," " Bougue-

reau," " Watteau " and " L' Art Nouveau."

925/1000

FINE

tottowware

999/
1000

FINE

Depo3it tuare

We beg to call special attention to our " Bouguereau" and

"Watteau" sets. Each set will have fourteen ( Iq.) distinct

designs, each design being one of the paintings of the respective

artists in repousse.

filSauser Abfg. Compan

Branch Offices

Factory and Salesr000m, 14 East i 5th Street, NEW YORK

126 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
13 Maiden Lane, Room 505, New York City.
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Hammel, Riglander & 'Co., of this city, have

purchased all the patents, trade-marks and s
tock of

all the various specialties former
ly manufactured

and marketed by E. F. Bowman a
nd by his suc-

cessors, L. C. Reisner & Co., of Lanca
ster, Pa.

The best known of these novelties are
 : The Mascot

Pivot Drills, Guaranteed Reversible a
nd Adjusta-

ble Gravers and Handles, E. F. B. Universal

Movement Holder, Lancaster Double Bas
e En-

graving Block, E. F. B. & L. C. R. Calip
ers. The

well-established reputation of these goods will b
e

sustained by Hammel, Riglander & Co., who

promise to produce them by the most perfect w
ork-

manship obtainable.

C. F. Rumpp & Sons, Philadelphia, manufac-

turers and importers of fine leather goo
ds, have

had on exhibition at their sale'srooms, 683 a
nd 685

Broadway, this city, a magnificent line of impo
rted

leather novelties. The display, which was 
discon-

tinued August ist, also indluded a handsome li
ne of

Vienna horn novelties and fancy goods, inc
luding

a variety of smokers' outfits, with combinatio
n of

horn, metal and glass, cut-glass inkstands o
n horn

racks, with a large assortment of paper cut
ters,

desk blotters and other stationery requisites.

Geo. R. Spinney, president of the Ohio C
ut

Glass Co., Bowling Green, Ohio, has been vis
iting

the Eastern trade. This concern is showing a

handsome new line of cut glass ware for f
all and

holiday trade, which is now on view at the offi
ce of

their agent in this city, H. M. Felker, 25 West

Broadway, and at John A. Dobson & Co.'s, B
alti-

more, Md.
The offices and salesrooms of the Jennings

Bros. Mfg. Co., Bridgeport, Conn., at 387 Broad
way,

have been recently enlarged and refitted and are
 now

capacious, handsome and commodious. The
 fix-

tures are rich and beautiful and the arrangeme
nt is

such as permits of maximum display and facil
ities

for the selection of goods. Their new fall and

holiday line is now on exhibition.

F. W. Lowe, an employee of the Eaton
 &

Glover Co., has returned from a four-months'
 trip

to England, where he was introducing the fi
rm's

engraving machines. He said the English 
trades-

men have a high opinion of American goods an
d

freely admit the superiority of our machinery
 and

were much interested in the working of the engra
v-

ing machine—something they don't make on t
he

other side. Much of the engraving to be done

over there is crests and coats-df-arms, and 
they

were surprised to see this class of work done on 
a

machine.

D. L. Safford, secretary of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade, returne
d from

Chicago recently, where he attended a meet
ing of

creditors of Moore & Evans, held before the

referee in bankruptcy, July 21st.

George W. Wells, president of the American

Optical Company, and John S. Spencer, pr
esident

of the Spencer Optical Company, of this city, en-

joyed a speedy trip on Charles T. Flint's new tur-

bine boat, The Arrow. 1 hese gentlemen, with

several other friends of Mr. Flint, were invited 
to

take the run and witness the speed possibility 
of

this new wonder that travels as fast as the express

trains. A party was taken down to the Atlantic

Highlands, and the run of twenty-one miles
 was

made in exactly forty-one minutes. In a trip to the

engine room to examine the wonderful machin
ery,

they learned that only one of the two engines w
as

coupled up, and the engineer explained that they

had made over thirty miles an hour with the one

engine. In reply to the inquiry as to what speed

could be made if both engines were coupled and

pushed, he replied that that was something they

did not know, but he expected some of these days

to get orders to try them out.

Morris L. Aron, jeweler and dealer in cut-glass

and art goods, of Springfield, Ohio, spent several

days in this city last month, making his fall pur-

chases. Mr. Aron reports that business is in a

very fair condition in his city and that the prospects

are good for the coming season. He also stated

that he was considering the advisability of adding

a line of perfume to his stock. He thought that

this would be a suitable line for jewelers to handle

and it offered a very good line of profit and he

would likely add it to his present varied line.

Owing to the competition of the department store
s,

he believes that it is necessary for the retail jeweler

to protect himself.

Frank Netschert has moved his factory for the

manufacture of artificial flowers, plants, etc., f
rom

Moffat Street, Brooklyn, to 34 Barclay Street,
 this

city. This puts the factory and the salesroom,

which is located on Fifth Avenue, near Broad
way,

in closer contact, and enables orders to be f
illed1

with greater promptness.

Charles F. Crossman & Co. have recently

moved their office from the sixth floor to the

seventh, in the same building. The new 
quarters

were formerly occupied by J. W. Sherwoo
d & Co.,

who recently moved their jobbing business to

Kansas City, Mo. They are much larger
 than the

old quarters occupied by Crossman & 
Co., and

have been fitted up in a very tasty manner
.

Death of Royal E. Robbins

Royal Elisha Robbins, for forty-four years

treasurer of the American Waltham Wa
tch Co.,

Waltham, Mass., died July 22d at his home,

Pride's Crossing, near Beverly, Mass. Sudden

physical collapse due to advancing years
 was the

cause of his death, and though his su
dden taking

off came as a shock to his family and
 friends, yet

with the prescience that comes with the 
sunset of

life, he himself seems to have had a 
presentiment

that his life-work was done, for only the 
day

previously he resigned the treasurership
 of the com-

pany, the honorable position which 
he filled so

worthily for over forty years.

Royal E. Robbins, the son of a clergyman
, was

born in Connecticut in 1824, and receiv
ed his early

education in his native State. When 
fifteen years

old he entered on his business career
 as a clerk in a

store at Hartford, where he remai
ned two years. In

November, 1841, on the invitation of 
his uncle, the

late Chauncey Robbins, an Ame
rican merchant,

established in business in England,
 he sailed for

Liverpool and took a position in the 
counting-house

of Robbins & Martin, at Birm
ingham. The busi-

ness of that firm was to buy for 
the American

market the manufactures of that 
town and neigh-

borhood, amongst which were 
watches—the pur-

chase of which for several year
s was entrusted

entirely to the young clerk. On 
the dissolution of

the firm in 1846, Mr. Ro
bbins returned to New

York and set up as watch impo
rter, with an office

on Cedar Street. In 1848 he removed to John

Street, taking into partnership h
is brother, Henry

A. Robbins, building up the busin
ess rapidly there-

after, under the firm-name of
 Robbins & Bro.

During the next few years the b
usiness was very

successfully carried on under the 
firm-name of
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Robbins Bros. & Co., Daniel F. Appleton havi
ng

become a partner. January t, 1857, Mr. Robbins,

being in ill health, retired as a general partner an
d

became special partner, the firm-name being 
then

changed to Robbins & Appleton. He afterwa
rd

became, and was at the time of his death
, the

senior general partner in the firm of Robbins 
&

Appleton, in which E. C. Fitch was subseque
ntly

included.
Early in 1857, the firm of Tracy & Baker, o

f

Philadelphia, applied to Mr. Robbins to aid 
them

in the purchase of the factory and machinery o
f the

Boston Watch Company, at Waltham, whi
ch was

about to be sold at auction. After due considera-

tion Mr. Robbins agreed to lend that firm t
he sum

of thirty-five thousand dollars ($35,000) for the
 pur-

pose, and the property was bought for about $
50,000,

subject to a mortgage of $7,000, deeded to
 Mr.

Robbins for security. Of the purchase money,

Tracy & Baker furnished $15,000. A firm 
was

Royal E. Robbins

made up of Appleton, Tracy & Co., the 
late James

Appleton being included, and Mr. Robbin
s was the

"Co." The concern was hardly gotten into
 opera-

tion when the great panic of that year 
occurred.

Tracy 8z Baker offered to abandon what th
ey had

invested if Mr. Robbins would release them
. The

offer was accepted. Believing firmly in the enter-

prise, Mr. Robbins put into it all he w
as worth.

There were no sales for a year, but 
money was

obtained and business proceeded until in the

autumn of 1858 the clouds lifted and 
goods began

to sell. At that time the Waltham Improveme
nt

Co. proposed to Mr. Robbins to buy h
im out, pay-

ing him with half the capital stock of t
heir corn-

pany and $2o,000 cash, and adding $too,0
00 in cash

to the capital. This offer was accepted, and the

business continued under the name of t
he Amen -

can Watch Co., and subsequently the 
American

Waltham Watch Co. Mr. Robbins was made the

treasurer of the reorganized company in 
September,

1858, and has held the office ever s
ince. To the

faith, devotion and and ability of Mn. 
Robbins and

his partners much of the success of
 the company

is due.

Mr. Robbins was, at the time of his 
death, a

director of the American Loan and 
Trust Com-

pany, of Boston ; until very recently
 he was also a

director of the State Street Trust
 Co. and the

Third National Bank, of Boston. 
His business

ability, integrity and character co
mmanded the

respect of all.
Cable advices received last

G. B. Berckmans month from London announce

the death of Gustav Bruce

Berckmans, of New York, a membe
r of the

house of Tiffany & Co. Mr. Berckmans died

at the Savoy Hotel, London, Englan
d, July 8th,

(Continued on page 951)



ur representatives are again in their respective territories
with our complete Fall Stock containing the latest and

Newest Goods in

If the traveler for your territory
misses you, or if you want to see

the line at any time, or you want
to show special pieces to special

Diamonds and
Jewelry

customers, write or wire and we will promptly send
or a selection package.

a man

Telephone, 8 Cortlandt.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO., 2 Maiden Lane, New York,
50 Holborn Viaduct, London.
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DIAMONDS
op 

andPEARLS
GOODS SENT FOR

SELECTION

Loose and Mounted

2 Tuipstraat
AMSTERDAM

*V' 12 Maiden Lane
(p. 0. Itox 1625)
NEW YORK

Our imports of DIAMONDS and PEARLS are direct from Amsterdam, London
and Paris, and we can therefore offer you substantial Inducements.
" L. & Co. Diamond Disk" sent free on application.

ESTABLISHED 1842

THE E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
TOWER CLOCKS

WATCHMAN'S CLOCKS LIBRARY CLOCKS CHURCH CLOCKS
OFFICE CLOCKS SCHOOL CLOCKS HALL CLOCKS
BANK CLOCKS ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS MARINE CLOCKS

RAILROAD CLOCKS

CLOCKS OF SPECIAL DESIGN AND ALSO THE FAMOUS

"E. HOWARD & CO. WATCHES"
BOSTON OFFICE, 403 WASHINGTON STREET
FACTORY, 206 Eustis St. t Roxbury Dist., Boston) NEW YORK OFFICE, el Maiden Lane

CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 State Street, R. B. Redfern, Mgr.

The f'Jap 99  Wants Your Work 

BpN)
ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid (;010 Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quick
sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing jeweler

Rooms 1. 2 and 3, 17; S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.
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of typhoid fever, after an illness of 
twenty-seven

days. His death is a severe loss not only to

the house of Tiffany & Co., but to a very
 wide

circle of friends. He lived most of his life in 
New

York City, and his whole business career 
began

and ended in the house where he was so 
eminently

successful. He came to Tiffany's soon after com-

pleting his education, gradually rising by 
sheer

force of a strong personality and remarkable a
bility

as a salesman until he became a member of th
e

house and active as one of its board of directors.

Mr. 13erckmaits was untiring in his efforts to pleas
e

his patrons, and this quality united with a rare

courtesy and affabilty not only to his patrons but

to all associated with him, brought him hosts of

friends both at home and abroad, where he traveled

frequently in the interests of the firm. Mr. Berck-

mans was in his forty-first year and leaves a wife

and child, who were with hint when he passed

away ; he also leaves a mother and sister in

this city.
The death of Col. George C.

Col. George C. Tichenor, a member of the

Board of United States General

Appraisers, occurred on Friday.

July nth, at his home, 125 North Walnut Strect,

East Orange, N. J. For several years it fell to

him to write nearly all the opinions of the board

on jewelry and such matters. At one time he

occupied the post of Assistant Secretary of the

Treasury. He was born in Shelbyville, Ky., sixty-

two years ago and served through two wars.

The death of Joseph Davidson,

Joseph Davidson for many years bookkeeper for

the Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, occurred at his home, Elizabeth,

N. J., last month. His health had been impaired

for years, but it was not until within the past

few months that serious developments set in.

His genial temperament endeared him to his many

friends, amongst whom sincere regret is felt at his

demise.

Tichenor

Reduced Railroad Rates

Circulars have been issued by the Merchants'

Association announcing reduced rates to New

York for the fall buying season. Reductions have

been arranged from the territories of the Central

Passenger Association (except from points less

than one hundred miles from New York). Full

fare will be charged coming and one-third return-

ing. The following conditions must be complied

with:

When buying ticket to New York obtain from

ticket agent a return trip certificate, which must

be signed by buyer in the presence of the ticker.

agent, and countersigned by the latter. This re-

turn trip certificate is a voucher which must be

deposited at the office of the Merchants' Associa-

tion of New York (New York Life Building, 346

Broadway), on arrival in New York. Office open

from 9 A. M. to 5.30 P. m., Saturdays included.

The return trip certificate, after

Identification it has been countersigned by

the proper official of the 'Mer-

chants' Association, will entitle

the holder to a return ticket for one-third fare.

To obtain counter-signature of the Merchants'

Association, holders of return trip certificates must

be identified as merchants in good standing, their

in New York

buyers or members of their families. They must

also be non-resident members of the Merchants'

Association of New York. They can join the

association after arriving in New York. All mer-

chants in good standing are eligible to member-

ship, which costs nothing.

The Central Passenger Association territory

comprises points west of but not including Suspen-

sion Bridge, Niagara Falls, Tonawanda, Black

Rock, Buffalo, East Buffalo, Buffalo junction,

Dunkirk and Salamanca, N. Y.; Erie, Pittsburg

aad Allegheny, Pa.; Bellaire, Ohio , Wheeling,

Parkersburg, Huntington and Gauley Bridge, W.

Va.; north of the Ohio River and east of the Mis-

sissippi River, and south of a line from Keokuk,

Iowa, to Chicago, Ill. Louisville, St. Louis and Chi-

cago are included in Central Passenger Territory.

Tickets with reduced rate return

Dates trip certificates, good only for

points in Central Passenger ter-

ritory, will be sold August 2d to 6th, inclusive ;

August 23d to 27th, inclusive. Tickets bought in

this territory on other dales are worthless for re-

turn reductions. Return limit, thirty days from

date of ticket.

The Trunk Line
Association
Territory

Reductions will not be given

from the Trunk Line Associa-

tion territory to points less than

one hundred miles from New

York. This territory comprises

Suspension Bridge, Niagara Falls, Tonawanda,

Black Rock, Buffalo, East Buffalo, Buffalo 
Junc-

tion, Dunkirk and Salamanca, N. Y.; Erie, 
Pitts- -

burg and Allegheny, Pa.; Bellaire, Ohio ; 
Wheel-

ing, Parkersburg, Huntington and Gauley 
Bridge,

W. Va., and points east thereof to New 
England

line. (N. Y. and Harlem R. R. not included
.)

Tickets with reduced rate return

Dates trip certificates, good only for

points in Trunk Line territory,

will be sold August 23d to 27111, inclusi
ve. Sep-

tember rst to 5th, inclusive. Tickets bought in this

territory, on other dale are war/Ness for. return

reductions. Return limn, fifteen days from date of

sale.The roads forming the Southwestern P
assenger

Bureau declined to grant special fares, bu
t the

Southern Pacific Co. have given reductions 
from

all points on the company's Atlantic system,

Houston & Texas Central R. R., Central Tex
as &

Northwestern R. R., Fort Worth & New Orleans

R. R., and the San Antonio and Arkansas P
assenger

R. R., in Texas. Full fare will be charged in

coming and one-third fare returning. Conditions

similar to those of the Central Passenger 
Asso-

ciation territory must be complied with.

Tickets good only from points

Dates mentioned above, with reduced

rate return trip certificates, will

be sold August 2d to 6th, inclusive ; Au
gust 23d

to 27th, inclusive.
Holders of these reduced rate

Return Limit certificates must leave New York

on the return trip widtin thirty

days from the date of issuance of the 
return trip

certificate. If the merchant is not located on th
e

line of any of the roads mentioned a
bove, he can

take advantage of the reduced rate by 
proceeding

to the nearest point on one of those 
lines, and

there, on any of the dates specified, 
viz.: August

2d to 6th, or August 23d to 27th, 
inclusive, buying

a ticket to New York in accordance with the

conditions set forth herein.

Any further information in regard 
to these

excursions can be obtained by communicating

with any of the New York wholesale 
houses or

the Merchants' Association.

OS t

14 Karat
Diamond-Set
Brooches,
Scarfs and
Links.

Complete Lines
of 10 K. Jewelry in very
latest productions.

A postal card request

hrings you a selec-

tion of new

things worth

seeing.

New
Elk Buttons

SEND FOR SELECTION.

Highly artistic designs in our new

" Runaway Girl " and " Florodora "

Sterling Silver Brooches, Sash Pins,

Waist Sets, Scarf Pins, Hat Pins, Cuff

Links, Tie Clasps, etc., in medium-

priced, but expensive appearance.

14 and 10 K. Jewelry

Silver Jewelry and Novelties

Ebony and
Gun Metal Novelties

Manufacturers and Importers

Chas. L . Trout & Co.
5 & 7 Maiden L.,firso

New York, N.Y.

Catalogue ready about September 15th

for Ebony, Silver Novelties

and Gun Metal.
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This is to Say
That our principal business is watches at

wholesale. We have said this before and we
will say it again. We are watch people first
of all—we make watches our great specialty.
When you come to the Chicago market

we invite you to visit our salesroom. VVe
shall welcome you and be pleased to see you
at all times. When you call we will show you
the best general line of watches in America,
besides you must know that a leading feature
of our business is our line of special move-
ments, which are exclusive with us. On
" Specials " you can make good profits and
thereby strengthen your watch department.

If you cannot come to market let us have
your mail orders for watches. We have thor-
oughly mastered the mail order branch—made
it as satisfactory as a personal purchase.

J. W. FORSINGER,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

Room 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING
CHICAGO, July 26, 1902.

Business Conditions
and Prospects

Tile KEYSTONE

In both the wholesale jewelry

and optical trades the larger

houses all report satisfactory

conditions and a state of activity ahead of this 
time

a year ago. In regard to trade the situation could

hardly be more encouraging. Reports from nearl
y

all tributary territory indicate crops in general a
s

doing well and giving promise of abundant harvest
.

Wheat has already been harvested in some sec
-

tions, and the harvest has turned out to be 
only

fair in Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma, but th
e

prospects for an abundant yield of wheat in Min
ne-

sota, North and South Dakota, generally know
n as

the Northwest, are very satisfactory and could 
not

be expected to be better. Under the stimulant of

plenty of moisture both corn and grass show

growth of the healthiest kind. As cattle have of

late been very profitable to the farmers and
 stock

raisers, the abundance of feed in sight is a 
very

gratifying condition. It is true that the floods in

some sections have caused considerable damag
e to

growing crops. Last year there was too little rain

for agriculture. This season there is, in many 
quar-

ters, too much. The floods have been a 
serious

injury to the crops along the Mississippi a
nd for

hundreds of miles along the Missouri. The 
fall in

the rivers, however, will make the damag
e less

than was feared a few days ago. On the
 whole,

the crops will probably be far greater than the
y

were in 1901, notwithstanding the big wheat 
yield

of that year. There is a promise of r,000,000,000

bushels more of corn in 1902 than was harve
sted in

1901, and if it is had, it will very much more 
than

make up any shortage which will occur in 
wheat.

This opinion seems to prevail among our 
leading

men in the trades represented by this jo
urnal, and

there is no apparent anxiety among them a
s to the

outcome of fall trade, rather they are confid
ent that

business for the remainder of this year will 
show a

fair increase over the fine trade of last fall
. The

reports are that trade in the larger retail 
stores in

Chicago never was better for June and 
July, and

the wholesale and jobbing trade is in 
constant re-

ceipt of advices from various sources, w
hich indi-

cate that there has been a fine summer trade

among retail jewelers all over the Western terri-

tory. Collections are reported fairly good.

The buying center of the great

Low Rates to West is Chicago. Offering, as

it does, its manifold advantages

to the buyers of this section,

which includes everything west of the Alleghenies

to the Pacific, it is no wonder that they come here

in large numbers as regularly as clockwork. In

order to facilitate this systematic influx, the Mer-

chants' and Travelers' Association of Chicago has

arranged for special excursions from the various

sections of the West, Northwest and Southwest, at

rates much below the general railroad fare, as t
o

make them desirable and advantageous to the

dealers. The " fall " meetings of the Merchants
'

and Travelers' Association of Chicago will open

August 9th, and continue until the latter part o
f

October. There is every indication that this

season's meetings will surpass any yet held by 
the

association. The immense crops of the year

should encourage the jewelers to visit the West
ern

metropolis to lay in their fall stock. Thus, by

arranging to visit Chicago on the dates given
 by

the association in their circular announcem
ent on

page 956 of this issue, the dealer will be enable
d to

enjoy the advantages of the city from a busines
s as

well as a social standpoint. By all means visit

Chicago this fall to do your business.

At present writing crop condi-

Present Crop tions and results are about this

way : On the basis of the

Government estimates of con-

dition and acreage, the wheat crop of 19
02 will be

about 633,000,00o bushels, as compared 
with 748,-

000,000 bushels in 1901. On the other hand, t
he corn

prospects are far brighter than they we
re a year

ago, though at this time last year the
 drouth was

only just beginning to be at its height in 
the corn

belt. The present estimate of corn 
for 1902 is

2,590,000,000 as against 1,522,000,000 last year.

The outlook, too, for oats and barley is 
better than

it was a year ago. Of course, there is a chance

that something may occur to dim
inish the corn

yield, as seven weeks have yet to pa
ss befere all

danger will be over. The present 
prospects of

1,000,000,000 bushels in excess of last 
year's crop

is exceedingly gratifying, and if it 
holds out, or, if

we realize half this amount of ex
cess, trade will

boom in the West this fall and 
winter as never

before, for corn is America's imperial 
crop.

A significant item appeared a

A Great Year few days ago, which was simply

a manifestation of the great ex-

pansion and development which

is taking place in the Northwest. 
It was the state-

ment of the fact that June, this year, 
was the heav-

iest month ever known in traffic at 
the Soo so early

in the season. During the month 4,721,340 tons of

freight were moved into or out of 
Lake Superior.

Up to July 7th, this year, r6,0
00 tons of copper,

3,348,000 tons of iron ore, 6,25o,00
0 bushels of

grain and 152,000,000 feet of lum
ber went down

Lake Superior, and traffic at the 
Soo for 1902 is

estimated at 30,000,000 tons. This question of

how canals have developed the 
Northwest is a

most interesting one. The Engineeri
ng Magazine

is authority for the statement that 
the first locks at

St. Mary's Falls were opened in 
1855, in which

year the registered tonnage was 
106,296 tons. The

half-million mark was reached in 18
63, and the one

million mark was passed in 1873. In 1881,

exactly with the opening of a new 
and much larger

lock, the Northwest began to gr
ow by leaps and

bounds, and the tonnage of the can
al rose from

Chicago
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2,000,000 tons in 5882, to 9,000,000 in 1890, and to

16,000,000 in 1896. During the past five years two

more enormous locks have been in operation, one

of them on the Canadian side of the river, and in

this short time the tonnage of the canal has leaped

up to nearly 28,500,000 tons. This colossal tonnage

is simply a manifestation of the development which

has taken place ill the Northwest, along with which

has come the building of thousands of miles of rai
l-

road, including two lines from the head of Lak
e

Superior to the Pacific Coast.

There can be no doubt but that

the great Southwest is just now

enjoying a higher degree of

prosperity than ever before in

her history. This fact is well worthy of the atten-

tion of our manufacturers and wholesale people,

besides the great expansion and development now

going on in this section of our great country should

prove a most interesting study to the commercial

student. A late issue of the New Orleans Picayune

calls attention in a long and interesting statement

to the new Southwest and the rapid manner in whic
h

that vast region, embracing Western Texas, West-

ern Oklahoma, Southwestern Kansas, Eastern

Colorado, and Eastern New Mexico, is filling u
p

with settlers. This area, which contains 175,000

square miles was long known as the arid region
,

and given up to cattle and cowboys. Now by the

damming of rivers and by artesian wells, water has

been furnished for irrigation and farms and orchards

are taking the place of grazing lands and perman-

ent settlers the places of nomads. According to

an article in the Review of Reviews these changes

have been effected not only by the facilities of irri
-

gation but by the construction of railroads into th
e

country and the opening up of Indian lands. The

Santa Fe road borders this region on the West ; 
a

new branch line on the East, and the Color
ado

Southern crosses it diagonally. In Oklahoma

alone 800 miles of new road will be completed thi
s

year, and as much more in Texas. The Review 
of

Reviews says that more claims have been filed i
n

the land office of Western Oklahoma in the pas
t

six months than at any time since the opening o
f

the territory. " Every quarter section of land 
that

has running water is being homesteaded either b
y

the settlers or by the cattlemen's employees.

Every freight train carries a car or two of furnit
ure,

implements and teams belonging to adventurou
s

families leaving Eastern and mid-Western homes i
n

search of cheaper lands and frontier experienc
es."

The great ranches are being divided up am
ong

small holders, and real estate is slowly risin
g in

value. Thus this vast region, once considere
d as

a desert by reason of its aridity, has now bec
ome

largely available for stock raising and agricult
ure,

and will steadily grow in importance and bec
ome

the home of a prosperous people—an empir
e of

trade and industry within herself. It will not be

long before the Southwestern frontier will have

disappeared entirely.

We have several times before

mentioned in these columns the

of the Northwest great migration to the North-

west this season. The figures

are now beginning to come in and they 
are most

interesting reading. It seems beyond comprehen-

sion that 136,000 homeseekers could be t
ransported

from the Middle and Southern States to the
 North-

west in a period of sixty days, but such is
 the

record of the railway companies, according 
to their

statistics for the two months ending April 
12th.

These figures have doubtless been increased 
mate-

rially in the three months ending with July 1
2th,

but they have not as yet been published. 
The

(Continued on page km)
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THAT SPECIAL DISCOUNT
we mentioned in last month's Keystone on 18 size United
States Watch Movements seems to have created somewhat
of a stir judging from the replies received We are still fill-
ing orders for them however but will repeat to all who are
interested—they won't last long at the present rate Remem-
ber we bought the entire output of the discontinued 18 size
15 jeweled nickel patent regulator movements manufactured
by the United States Watch Co and intend to close them
out immediately if price will do it Price is $13 00 long list
with a special discount and an extra special discount if
ordered in lots of five or more Write us for net pocket price
list of movements if you haven't one

BENJ ALLEN 0 CO
Wholesale Watch Dealers

131-137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO

B A 0 CO SPECTACLE FRAMES
exactly fit the demand for a popular selling frame They
are positively 10 karat gold filled and absolutely guaranteed
by us A guarantee tag is attached to every frame stating
that it is guaranteed to give satisfaction—and the prices are
right

No K 100 Cable riding bow spectacle frames   per doz $8 50
No K 102 Riding bow da

No K 101 Straight temple 
6 00

No K 105 Eyeglass frames adjustable cork guards
No K 106 " Wells offset "

" shell "

la

No K 107 40

•

Prices subject to 6 per cent discount for cash

We have a large and very complete Optical Department—making a specialty of prescrip-
tions Send for blank cloth bound prescription book

4.

44

44

44 4d

da

6 00
600
600
6 00

BENJ ALLEN 0 CO
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians

131-137 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO
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estimated distribution of this emigrat
ion is as fol-

lows : North Dakota, 50,000 ; 
Washington, Idaho,

Oregon, 45,000 ; Northern Minnesota, 18,000 ;

South Dakota, 12,000 ; Mani
toba, 7000 ; Montana,

4000. Probably 25,000 cars of freight have also

been taken to that section. M
anitoba and Northern

Minnesota expect a larger influx 
from the foreign

immigration to come from the Scandi
navian penin-

sula. The Northwestern mov
ement is perhaps one

of the most remarkable tha
t has occurred in this

country since the settlement 
of the Mississippi

valley. President Hill, of the Great Northern

Railway, estimates the total num
ber of settlers

coming over his line alone in 
1902, up to the first

of the month, at 162,000 ; o
f whom 67,000 have

settled west of the western boun
dary of North Da-

kota, 10,000 going to Oregon, 
5o,000 to Washing-

ton and 7,000 to Montana. In addition, 50,000

have settled in North Dakota, 
12,000 in Minnesota

and 8000 in South Dakota ; whi
le 25,000 have

crossed over the line into Manito
ba. Altogether,

the growth of the Northwest thi
s year probably ex-

ceeds that of any other year.

Personal

There is both encouragement and 
inspiration

for the young men who are 
beginning life at the

watch bench, from one end of 
the country to the

other, in the career of Guy V. Dick
inson, who was

last month elected

general agent of the

Elgin National Watch

Company, and whose

picture we present

herewith. Mr. Dick-

inson first became

connected with the

watch business a little

over twenty years

ago, when he began

to learn the trade of

watchmaker in a small

jewelry store in a small town in Penn
sylvania. Soon

after finishing his trade he entered facto
ry life, and

after an experience of about four years 
in Lancaster,

Waltham and Elgin factories, servin
g most of his

time at the latter, Mr. Dickinson went o
n the road

in 188g as " missionary " for the Elgin
 Company.

During the several years he held this 
position he

traveled in nearly every State in the U
nion, calling

on the retail jewelry trade everywhere h
e went, ex-

tolling the merits of Elgin watches. Nine years

ago he was called to the general 
office of the

company and promoted to the positi
on of sales

agent. A year ago he was made assista
nt to Presi-

dent Hulburd. This is really his present work

under the title of general agent. Mr. Dickinson's

career is a fresh proof, if one were needed
, of the

fact that hard work, ability and concentr
ation of

effort were never so sure to reap an 
adequate

reward as they are at the present time.

H. J. Graedolph, assistant credit man at
 A. C.

Becken's, has recently joined the ran
ks of the

benedicts.
Sol. Kaiser, of the house of Louis 

Straus-

burger's Son & Co., recently returned 
from his

European buying trip. Mr. Kaiser tells us that he

made liberal purchases for his firm in the 
diamond

marts of the old country in anticipation of
 a large

business this fall in precious stones, w
hich he feels

confident will begin early and last 
right through

the season.

Guy V. Dickinson

President Charles H. Hulburd, of the El
gin

National Watch Company, and family, wh
o have

been sojourning among Canadian resor
ts for the

past six weeks, are expected home August
 1st.

M. A. Mead, head of the watch house of
 M. A.

Mead & Co., accompanied by Mrs. 
Mead, left

yesterday for the East and will spend a 
month at

the Eastern seaside resorts.

News has been received by the trade here 
that

Claude E. Range, now in charge of the opt
ical de-

partment at J. C. Bloom & Co.'s store, 
Denver,

Colo., has bought out the old-established 
jewelry,

music and book business of J. L. Nichols, 
Trenton,

Mo., and will locate its the latter place pe
rmanently,

taking possession of the store September 1st.

Mr. Range was brought up in Trenton. and
 learned

the trade of watchmaker with Mr. Nicho
ls. He

will add an up-to-date optical department to 
the store

and push each department of the business
 with his

well-known energy. Mr. Nichols, after a career of

thirty-five years of business in Trenton, w
ill now

take a rest from the cares of trade.

E. E. Sveadener, assistant manager at 
F. A.

Hardy & Co.'s, is feeling very proud ov
er the re-

cent arrival of a son and heir at his home
.

Louis Manheimer, head of the watch ho
use of

Louis Manheimer & Bros., is enjoying an 
outing of

a few weeks at Atlantic City, N. J. He
 is accom-

panied by his family.

A. W. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & C
o., is

spending the month with his family at on
e of the

New England seaside resorts.

The Schrader-Wittstein Company have ope
ned

a New York office at 21 and 23 Maiden 
Lane, with

William A. Wightman in charge. Mr. Wightman,

better known as " Billy," is one of the b
est known

and most popular manufacturers' age
nts in the

trade, and undoubtedly will make a suc
cess of the

new venture.
Fred. H. Smith, Earl Brown and John

 Hod-

gens, of the Geneva Optical Company
, attended

the meeting of the Michigan Optical 
Society at

Detroit, recently, to exhibit the firm's 
new instru-

ment, which they have named the Gen
eva retino-

scope and ophthalmoscope. This new instrument

has made a hit with the trade and is 
meeting with

a fine sale already, though it has been offered to

the trade only two months.

S. L. Scott, of M. F. Barger & Co.,
 has been

confined to his home the past ten 
days suffering

from a carbuncle on the back of his hea
d. At last

reports Mr. Scott was improving and exp
ects,to be

at business next week. •

C. J. Dodgshun, Chicago and Western 
manager

of the Waterbury Clock Company, is
 enjoying his

annual summer vacation this month at Lake

Geneva, Ill. His family accompanies bins.

R. J. Trumbull, the Lexington Hote
l jeweler

and stationer, is enjoying his summe
r vacation at

Lake Minnetonka.

John R. Lilja, head of the diamond 
department

at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, returned fr
om his European

buying trip early in the month, after 
a most pleas-

ant journey. It was not wholly a business trip f
or

Mr. Lilja, either, as he combined 
some pleasure

with his business. He was accompani
ed by his

young son, Arthur, and they saw P
aris and a rum•

ber of other points of interest toge
ther. Speaking

about prevailing conditions in the 
diamond marts

abroad, Mr. Lilja tells us that he foun
d them about

the same in London and Amsterd
am as one year

ago. Prices were fully up to those of la
st season,

with no prospect of a decline. 
The market for

medium and fine goods was even mor
e firm than a

year ago. Mr. Lilja appears to be in excel
lent

health and spirits since his return.
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Peter E. Kern, the well-known jewele
r who

has been located at Skagway, Alaska, 
for several

years past, was married to a blushing an
d beautiful

young bride of seventeen summers on M
ay 21st in

that faraway town. The wedding was 
quite an

elaborate affair, we learn from clippings f
rom the

local papers which Mr. Kern has sent
 to his old

friend Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co.

" Pete " Kern, as he is familiarly kn
own, has quite

a number of friends in the trade who w
ill be glad

to hear of his good fortune.

Miss Johan Foster, with Geo. F. 
Marshall,

retail, has only recently returned from 
a month's

delightful outing among the Eastern seas
ide resorts.

John B. Warren, sales agent for the Elgin

Watch Company, enjoyed a most pleasant 
vacation

trip to Mackinac Island last week.

‘Vhiting & Davis, the well-known jewelry

manufacturers, of Plainville, Mass., have 
established

an office in room 607 Columbus Memorial 
Building

with Chas. E. Bunker as their Chicago an
d West-

ern representative in charge. Mr. Bunker is well

and favorably known in the Chicago tr
ade, having

held responsible positions with several of our

wholesale firms during the past twelve years.

F. I. Lotz, receiving clerk at the Ju
ergens &

Andersen Company's office, has just ret
urned from

his regular summer vacation of two we
eks, which

was pleasantly spent among nearby resorts
.

Grove Sackett, Chicago manager for the

W. L. Gilbert Clock Company, has jus
t returned

from a two-weeks' outing spent at the f
actory and

among the Eastern resorts. He was ac
companied

by Mrs. Sackett.

G. V. Dickinson, general agent of the
 Elgin

Watch Company, accompanied by Mrs. 
Dickinson,

will leave August 1st for a month's out
ing, which

they will spend among the larger cities o
f the East

and at the Eastern seaside resorts.

Charles Lester, Chicago agent for the 
New

England Watch Company, accompanied 
by Mrs.

Lester, are enjoying a month's outing a
t Colorado

Springs, Colo.
Fred. R. Sheridan, Chicago and Wester

n rep-

resentative of Arnold & Steere, the ring 
makers,

was called to Providence, R. I., by wire
 last week

to the bedside of his father, who lies at 
the family

home critically ill. At last reports the father's

condition was still serious.

Gustave F. Kolb, treasurer and manage
r of

the Mauser Manufacturing Company,
 the noted

silversmiths, of New York, has been in Chi
cago the

past week on a visit to the company'
s Western

salesrooms. Mr. Kolb was here to give points on

the Mauser new fall lines to the company
's Chicago

and Western representative, J. M. 
Stanley, and

confer with him as to the needs and l
ikes of the

Western trade in sterling lines. Mr. Kolb ex-

pressed himself as well pleased with tr
ade condi-

tions in the West, and thought the outl
ook for fall

business quite flattering.

Willard S. Hyde, manager for Geo. E. 
Marshall,

retail, and James D. Packard, of H. 
F. Hahn &

Co.'s traveling force, enjoyed their s
ummer vaca-

tion together early in the month amo
ng the Michi-

gan lake resorts.

F. E. Hyatt, Chicago agent of the Phi
ladelphia

Watch Case Company, was called to 
his old home

its Alpena, Mich., last week by the 
sudden and

serious illness of his father. Mr. Hyatt is back at

his post this week and reports that his 
father is on

the mend.

W. C. X. Hull, of the Chicago off
ice of the

Towle Manufacturing Company, and 
Mrs. Hull are

enjoying a month's vacation at Hamlin
 Lake, near

Ludington, Mich.

(Continued on page 957)
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COME TO CHICAGO, The Great Buying Center
to Buy Your Fall Bills.

REDUCED FARES during the months of August, September and October, to the GreatWestern Metropolis and return, in connection with the

FALL MEETINGS, 1902,
of the

National Association of Merchants and Travelers
AT CHICAGO.

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE

Divisions A, B, C and D.

Special F.xeursion Rates in the territory of the Westerrt Passenger Association. Including the following States: Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri (on ,and North ofthe line of I be MO. Pa c. By, from St. Louis to Kansas City aia Pleasant Hill), Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado; Nev Mexico, East of Antique-Mae onthe Santa Fe System; Wyoming (from Cheyenne only); also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the Great Northern,Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest point on other lines; NorthernPeninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. P., C. & N. W. Ry., and D., S., S. Si A. lines; Illinois in Western Passenger Association territory.
Dates for Buying Tickets-August 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Dates for Returning Home-August 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.Dates for Buying Tickets-August 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29.Dates for Returning. Home-August 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 :Intl 6.
Dates for Buying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.Dates for Returning Home-September 10, it, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17,Dnraetess for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.for Returning Home-October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

FIRST MEETINC

SECOND MEETING .

THIRD MEETING . .

FOURTH MEETING .
18, 19 and 20„

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE.
FIRST MEETING

•SECOND MEETING!

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

•

•

Including Ohio, Michigan (except Northern Peninsula) andpart of 111 •,- in the Central Passenger Association territory.
Dates for Buying Tickets-August 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Dates for Returning Home-August 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
pates for Buying Tickets-August 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29.Dates for Returning Home-August 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Dates for Baying Tickets--September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.Dates for Returning Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.Dates for Returning Home-Oetober 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

I ndiana , and

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORIES.
ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE 

on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway; Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway; Cotton Belt System and C. & E. I. Railroad;  Missouri, Kansasand Texas Railway.

Dates for Buying Tickets-August 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15.
Dates for Returning Home-August 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23.
Dates for Buying Tickets-August 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29.Dates for Retur  • g Home-August 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
Dates for Buying Ticket:4-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.Dates for Retur  ' g Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 stud 31.Dates for Rehm  • g HOWC-October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and S.

FIRST MEETINC

SECOND MEETING .

THIRD MEETING . .

FOURTH MEETING .

Write us for additional particulars. Make our stores your headquarters. We are at your service.

B. F. Norris, Alister Sc. Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Pitkin & Brooks
Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps,

State and Lake Streets.

A. C. Becken
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Columbus Memorial Building.

Otto Young & Co.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

149=153 State Street.

Benj. Allen & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Silversmiths' Building.

Stein & Ellbogen Co.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers,

103 State Street.

C. H. Knights & Co.
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers,

Columbus Memorial Building.

H. F. Hahn & Co.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry,

Champlain Building.
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Anthony S. True, vice-president of the Geo.

E. Marshall corporation, retail, is enjoying his

summer vacation along with his family up am
ong

the lakes of Northern Wisconsin.

Paul Shordiche, of Lapp & Flershem, is at

Reese, Mich., on his "farm " enjoying his 
regular

summer vacation and having a barrel of fun. His

family accompanies him.

D. A. Wilkins, Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of the Ostby & Barton Company, returned

last week from a ten-days' visit to the firm's fac
tory

in Providence.
H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co., is enjoy-

ing an outing at Mackinac Island, the famous s
um-

mer haven of the Northern lake region. Mr. Ha
hn

will return to Chicago early in August.

E. W. Reynolds, tool and material jobber, of

Los Angeles, Cal., was in Chicago for a few d
ays

last week calling on the manufacturers in this

market. Mr. Reynolds was a congenial caller at

KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay in town,
and when asked as to business conditions in South-

ern California he said that times were good in that

country and that the jewelers were doing a fairly

prosperous business.
Walter H. Mellor is a new jeweler at Michigan

City, Ind., who has just opened a new modern

store in that thriving town. Mr. Mellor bought his

opening stock and fixtures in this market and

spent several days in town the early part of the

month making his selections. He formerly resided

at Michigan City and is well acquainted with the

people and the wants of that section in the jewelry

and optical line, so that Mr. Mellor starts in under

favorable conditions.

Gossip Among the Trade

Gerriet Dirksen, the well-known silversmith, of

Freeport, Ill., is dead. He died at his home in

that city, June 8th, at the age of eighty-five years.

He was an original maker of filigree silverware,

which had quite a run several years ago. The

trade of silversmith was a family trade with the

Dirksens for several generations, and Mr. Dirksen

learned the trade from his father. He was a

thorough and artistic workman and the Dirksen

factory at Freeport turned out a style of filigree

ware that was found nowhere else in America. He

followed silversmithing all his life.

Out-of-town Visitors

Claude Howard, of Frankfort, Ind., was among

the visiting buyers in this market last week, who

was buying fairly good bills for the fall season.

T. L. Combs, of T. L. Combs & Co, Omaha,

Nebr., paid the Chicago market a hurried visit last

month. Mr. Combs reports business conditions in

Omaha and Nebraska as most promising for an in-

creased fall business over that of last year.

The firm of A. Berner & Co., Lemars, Iowa,

were represented in this market last week by 0. G.

Berner, who was here on a business trip.

Richard Kirmse, son of Jeweler R. D. Kirmse,

Dubuque, Iowa, has been spending the past few

weeks in Chicago pursuing an optical course at one

of our optical colleges.
Ben. Strickler, son of Jeweler Samuel J. Strick-

ler, of Salina, Kans., is in Chicago this month

pursuing a course in engraving.
C. C. Thoma, of Battle Creek, Mich., visited

the Chicago market recently on a purchasing trip.

M. L. Bowen, of Fort Madison, Iowa, was here

last week doing some fall buying and enjoying

metropolitan life for a few days.

G. E. Carlson, of Ashland, Wis., was met in

one of our wholesale houses last week, where he

was selecting goods for the home store. Mr. Carl-

son remarked that Northern Wisconsin was quite

prosperous this year and that the prospects for fall

business were excellent.

The J. C. Herkimer Jewelry Company, of

Grand Rapids, one of Michigan's best known retail

firms, was represented in this market recently by

J. C. Herkimer, the head of the house, who is

always warmly welcomed when he visits the

Chicago trade.
Jeweler H. Joseph, of Mattoon, Ill., accompa-

nied by Mrs. Joseph, visited this market early in

the month.
E. R. Von Suetter, of Meridian, Miss., was

among the dealers looking through this market in

the early part of the month and doing some buying

for the home store.
Thorpe & Hoberg, of Sioux City, Iowa, were

recently represented in this market by Oscar Ho-

berg, who was here for a few days combining

business with pleasure.

Edward Vail, head of the firm of Edward Vail

& Co., Wichita, Kans., one of the best known

jewelry stores in the Sunflower State, was in Chi-

cago the early part of the month accompanied by

his family. He was returning from a visit to his

old home in La Porte, Ind., where he had been

called by the death of his mother. Mr. Vail has

been located in Kansas eighteen years, and each

year of the eighteen he has visited his mother, but

his last visit was a most sad one and he feels the

loss of a devoted mother most keenly. That he

will have the sincere sympathy of the trade in his

bereavement we are sure, and the writer wishes to

extend his condolence at this time along with that

of Mr. Vail's many other friends in the trade.

Frank Allen, manager of the Denver house

of Boyd Park, was in Chicago for a day or two the

early part of the month calling on his friends in the

trade.
W. G. Blish, of Niles, Mich., spent a day in

Chicago last week looking over the market for

early fall novelties.
Fred. B. Wollert, of Manilla, Iowa, was among

the out-of-town jewelers who called at KEYSTONE

headquarters recently while on a visit to the Chi-

cago market. Mr. Wollert was in the city combi-

ning business with pleasure while doing some buy-

ing for early fall trade, remarking that Iowa was

all right, even though they were having a little

more rain than they thought they needed.

Aug. Brinier, the well-known jeweler of Fort

Wayne, Ind., was a welcome trade visitor in the

Chicago market last week.

J. Hirschfield, of Selma, Ala., was in Chicago

the early part of the week calling on our wholesale

people and enjoying a few days of life in the West-

ern metropolis.
Jeweler G. Anderson, of Taylorville, Ill., ac-

companied by his son, were in town last week

en route to the \Visconsin resorts, where they 
ex-

pect to spend a month.

Herman Scherzinger, son of Jeweler Scher-

zinger, of Fond du Lac, Wis., was a recent caller

among the Chicago wholesale trade.

0. M. Atwood, of Clifton, Kans., spent a day

in Chicago early in the month en route East f
or a

visit to his old home in New York State.

Paley & Phelps, of Marshalltown, Iowa, were

represented in the Chicago market recently by Mr.

Paley, who was on his way East.
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L. S. Jewel, of Elk Creek, Ky., was a visiting

buyer in the Chicago market early in the month

calling on our wholesalers and selecting goods for

the home store.
Louis E. Smith, manager of the T. K. Smith

Jewelry House, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, was in Chi-

cago the early part of the month on a business trip.

F. L. Eltzroth, who has recently bought out

the jewelry business of E. 0. Jones at Elkhorn,

Wis., was in the city last week on a business trip.

C. H. Jewel, of Louisville, Ky., paid the Chi-

cago market a visit last week, doing some buying

and looking over the sights of the Western

metropolis.
Oscar Caspari, optician with Jeweler Archie

Tegtrneyer, Milwaukee, Wis., was a trade caller

here the early part of the week. Mr. Caspari spent

a day at Elgin looking over the watch works of the

Elgin National Watch Company, which proved a

rare treat for Mr. Caspari, as he is a man with a

mechanical turn of mind.

Jeweler Frank Heald, of Sheridan, Wyo., was

in Chicago the early part of the month accompa-

nied by Mrs. Heald. They were en route East to

spend two months visiting New England cities and

resorts. They are to return to Chicago about Sep-

tember 1st, when they will do their fall buying

before returning home.

E. E. Freeman, of Oakland, Iowa, was a visit-

ing buyer in this market the first of the week,

selecting goods for the home store.

Jeweler Chas. H. Angell, of Juniata, Nebr.,

visited the Chicago market this week combining

business with pleasure. During his stay in town

Mr. Angell availed himself of the invitation of the

Elgin Watch Company to spend a day looking

through their factory at Elgin. Mr. Angell ex-

pressed himself as delighted with the trip and the

look through the great watch works.

A. W. Crawford, of the firm of Geo. H. Cook

& Co., of Tucson and Prescott, Arizona, arrived

in Chicago this week for a month's stay in town,

and is receiving a warm welcome from his friends

in the trade. Mr. Crawford tells us that general

business is prosperous in his country, and that they

are expecting a fine business during the fall and

winter, and that he will do his buying accordingly.

Among the number of Illinois jewelers who

have visited the Chicago market the past fortnight

combining business with pleasure, we mention

E. P. Haug, of Paris ; A. Rovelstad, of Elgin ; A.

Zimmerman, of Zimmerman Bros., of La Salle;

John F. Lindvall, of Moline ; Frank Perrett, of the

Perrett Jewelry Company, Bloomington ; M. E.

Plain, of Trask & Plain, Aurora ; Geo. 0. Warren,

of Sycamore, and J. F. Hackett and wife, of

Rochelle.
Jeweler A. J. Jean, of Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,

accompanied by his bride, has been in Chicago the

past week on their wedding trip. Mr. Jean was

married June 22d to Miss Albertine Martin, at

Saginaw, Mich., the home of the bride. Imme-

diately after the ceremony the young couple c
ame

to Chicago to spend their honeymoon. TIIE KEY-

STONE extends congratulations upon this ha
ppy

event with the wish that Mr. and Mrs. Jean 
may

have a bright and happy future.

P. F. Tetens, jeweler-optician, Jackson, Mich.,

was a trade caller in Chicago last month. 
Mr.

Tetens spent a day at Elgin looking through 
the

watch works as a guest of the Elgin Company 
dur-

Mg his visit to town.
C. G. Tinsley, son of Jeweler M. F. Tinsley,

Harlan, Iowa, who has been spending some weeks

in Chicago pursuing a course in engraving, ha
s re-

turned to his home.
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The name,

N. H.
WHITE & COMPANY,

stands for leadership wherever
Diamonds and Watches are sold in
this country. It is a synonym for
prompt service, fair treatment and

honest stock. The " WHITE " following
comprises the great body of wide-awake,
prosperous and reputable retail jewelers.
Our stock for the fall and holiday trade is

such as suits patronage of this character. All
lines are selected with the utmost care by ex-
pert buyers, thoroughly posted on the require-
ments of the trade. The wants of retailers,
large and small, have been carefully considered
in making our selections. Our customers
always receive the maximum value for their
money. Our DIAMOND and WATCH
stocks were never so large, so well assorted
and so attractive as this season. All orders
receive our special personal attention. If you
arc not already one of our customers, when
you become one, your only cause for regret
will be that you did not enter the fold sooner.
If you are not located on the route of one of
our traveling representatives, your mail orders
will place the advantages of our immense stock
at your immediate disposal, from time to time,
as your wants demand.

Ii

XewYok,K.

August , 1902

London Letter

[By our Special Represent:it

The trade barometer, like that

of the weather; still chronicles a

vere unsatisfactory state of busi-

ness. If there is any change in the state of
 affairs

as reported recently, the change 
is for the worse.

Wholesalers and manufacturers everywhere in

Great Britain are complaining of dull 
times. True,

the annual dull season is now on us
, but trade

should not be quite as dead as what 
it is, and it

now begins to look as though there 
would be no

I mprovement before September, wh
en fall orders

should begin to come in.

The American society in London

The celebrated Independence Day

by a banquet as usual, at the

Hotel Cecil, which was attended

by a very large company, Winding 
representative

members of the American colony in London,

English members of Parliament and oth
ers.

What was looked upon as some-

thing that was going to be highly

remunerative to the manufac-

turers has been turned, owing to the po
stponement

of the coronation, into a vast loss. Whet
her it will,

later on, be made up or not is very 
questionable.

Those badges and medals which were 
dated, of

course, are an entire loss. New dies will have to

be made, and it is very doubtful indeed 
if the ex-

pense that many manufacturers have g
one to will

be covered by any future profits on the sale 
of cor-

onation emblems.
A very aristocratic business cen-

ter indeed, was the Coronation

Bazaar, opened by Her Majesty,

the Queen, in the Botanic Gar-

dens recently ; for the names of the s
hopkeepers

represented some of the noblest families
 in Eng-

land, while as to the purchasers, they repr
esented

noble families from all over the world. With such

custotners ;ind such prices, the ordinary trader

%votild be able to retire on a competency at a
 very

rly stage of his career. Perhaps one of the most

I eautiful stalls, and certainly the stall cont
aining

tile most valuable goods, was that presided 
over

I)) Mrs. Arthur Paget, where not only thous
ands

of pounds' %vorth of jewelry was on view, but
 it is

said several hundred thousands ; experts p
lace the

value at $2,000,000. Included in this most valuable

collection is the famous De Beer's diamond
, said to

be the largest in the world. Her Majesty, the

Queen, not only opened this famous baza
ar, but

likewise purchased something or other at 
almost

every stall. It was the first public social ceremony

that the Queen has attended since the i
llness of

His Majesty. The reception given her told of
 the

deep affection in which Her Majesty is held b
y her

subjects, and their recognition of that lovin
g in-

terest she takes in the well-being of the affl
icted.

It is estimated that at least $15o,000 will be ma
de

for the Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond
e

Street, for the benefit of which the bazaar is 
being

held.
The coronation medals pro-

duced by the mint will be struck

and Coins in two sizes. The larger will be

about 234 inches in diameter,

and will be issued in fine gold, fine silver and

bronze. The small medals will measure Ty,. inches
in diameter, and will be issued in fine gold an

d

silver only. The prices will be : Large gold (in

case), Z't3 ; small gold (in case), £2 12S. 6d. Larg
e

silver (in case), los.; small silver, is. Bronze

Business
Unsatisfactory

TI-IF, KEYSTONE

Fourth of Pily

Coronation
Badges

The Queen's
Bazaar

Headquarters for
Waltham, Elgin, New England and United States Watches.
Diamonds, mounted and unmounted, in medium and high grades.

Official Medals

(in case), 35. Specimen coins bearing His Majesty's

effigy will also be specially struck by the mint 
in

two sets : (a) Comprising one gold and silver coin

of each denomination, from the five-pound piece

to the silver penny (Maunday), and (b) comprising

one gold and silver coin of each denominatio
n,

from the sovereign to the silver penny. Set A in-

chides £5, ‘2, ‘t, and half-sovereign pieces in

gold ; crown, half-crown, florin, shilling, sixpence

and Maunday fourpence, threepence, twopence and

penny in silver. Set B will comprise ‘1 and half-

sovereign in gold, and the same denomination- 
in

silver as in set A. The charges will be : For set A

(with case), to 6s.; (without case), Xio; set B

(with case), £2 17s. 6d.; ( without case), £2 12
s.

6d. Personal application must be made at the

Royal Mint.

Mr. Choate's
Reception

In accordance with the Ameri-

can tradition, the United States

Ambassador celebrated Inde-

pendence Day by holding at

No. i Carlton House Terrace an open re
ception,

which was largely attended. Practically, the entire

American colony in London, including the 
nume-

rous visitors who came for the coronation and 
who

are staying until the end of the season, were
 pre-

sent, and there was also a host of English 
people

who have connections and friends in the 
United

States.

The National
Association of
Goldsmiths

The annual convention and re-

union for 1902 was held at

Bristol, July 14th and 15th, and

was largely attended. Impor-

tant matters affecting the per-

sonal interest and future prosperity of the 
ancient

;aid honorable Guild of Goldsmiths were di
scussed.

The shop windows throughout

Shop Windows London are making a most

beautiful display. Novelties

from France, in enamel ; the old colors 
that we

have been in the habit of seeing everywhere—

grayish greens and grays—seem to be repl
aced by

dead whites and reds. The ornament
ation, too,

has undergone some changes and is foll
owing after

a fashion of the Austrian school. One 
sees many

pretty combs in all kinds of material : hard
 Woods

(especially ebony and lignum vitae), ivor
y, horn,

tortoise shell, and even to a very limite
d extent

cocoanut shell ; some are decorated with 
enamel

and others are set with gems.

It is interesting to note that in

Statistics London there are 120 Russian,

23 Polish, 2 Swedish and 2 Nor-

wegian gold or silversmiths ; 128 Russian
, 31 Polish,

Swedish and 5 Norwegian watch or clock-

makers ; 116 German gold or silversmit
hs, and 268

German watch and clock makers ; while the

" heathen Chinee " is represented by
 one single

solitary goldsmith.

A pretty and original idea

Living Pictures prompted the lady artists of

Weimer, a town where, since

the days of Goethe, artistic interes
ts of various

kinds have been concentrated under
 the patronage

of art loving grand dukes, to repr
esent a number of

objects of industrial art by living 
pictures. The

execution of this idea was a very tas
teful one, and

the performing members of the la
dy artists' club

earned much applause. They represented, for

instance, an ash tray and seal in gilded 
bronze, two

ladies clad in bronze-colored garm
ents reclining

against a china bowl in imitation of 
modern indus-

trial art, which is employing graceful
 female figures

in many different ways. Brooches, combs, scarf

pins, pendants, belt buckles, etc., were 
represented

in the same way, though, of course, o
n an enlarged
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scale ; but the photos. of the performance reduced

to the size of execution of jewelry show the pre
t-

tiest -and most attractive designs. This may be

really called studying art from nature.

It is said that this section of Lon-

Islington don is the biggest residential

district for jewelers, silversmiths

and watchmakers ; there being 1531 of the tw
o

former and 6o8 of the latter, leaving out of accou
nt

the watchmakers, who are specially provided for 
in

Clerkenwell.

The value of watches and parts

Imports of Watches thereof imported during May

and Clocks was £101,175, as compared

with £'121,549 in the same

month of 1901 and ,023,o63 in the same period of

1900. The total value of watches imported during

the first five months of 1902 was £'495,544, as com-

pared with ‘588,o1 t in the same period of 190r

ancl ,‘533,032 in 1900. The clocks and parts

thereof imported during May were valued at

‘36,232, in comparison with 444,272 for the May

of last year and £48,524 for that of two. Th
e

five months of the year give a total of ‘r8o,88o,

against £206,928 for the same period of last year

and £224,532 for that of 1902.

A rare and interesting silver

Coins sixpence of Baltimore, or Mary-

land, was sold at Sotheby's, on

July yth, for ‘14 5s. The special interest attached

to same is that it was struck by virtue of a pate
nt

dated June 20, 1630, and offers a unique instance 
of

the effigy of a subject being allowed upon a current

coin.
To the set interested in decora-

War Medals tions of this kind a rare treat

was afforded at the sale by

Messrs. Glendenning & Co., when many English

and foreign coins and war medals in gold, silv
er

and copper were disposed of, among which we

noted the following : A general officer's gold

medal for the capture of Seringapatam, May 4, 179
0,

in brilliant condition, £26 ; army of India medal,

Nepaul, Maheidpoor, 13hurtpoor, fine and rare

combination of bars, X33 ; naval general service

medal of three bars, Acre, Nile, Egypt, brought

‘40 ; a gold cross for Fuentes d'Onor, Bajodaz,

Ciudad, Rodrigo and Orthes ; the gold medal f
or

Fuentes d'Onor with two clasps, the peninsular

war medal with three bars, and the gold badge 
of

a military companion of the Order of the Bath, a
ll

awarded to Lieutenant-Colonel Russell Manner
s,

C. B., Seventy-fourth Foot, a most interesting

group of decorations, brought £'600 ; military ge
n-

eral service, one bar, Salue-run, J. Clarke, Fift
eenth

Hussars, of the highest rarity, £42, and the Ki
ng's

color and regimental color, richly embroidered o
n

silk, carried by the One Hundred and Secon
d

Regiment, temp., George III., £25.

M. Chaumet, in a note to the Academie des

Sciences, Paris, points out that violet light dev
elops

fluorescence in diamonds, and the effect is gr
eater

the finer the quality of the gem in the eyes o
f the

jeweler. Yellow diamonds, with golden reflec-

tions, are only fluorescent in a marked degree
 after

illumination by violet light. Siam rubies are fe
ebly,

and Burmah rubies strongly fluorescent in 
violet

light, and the fact serves to distinguish them.

There is no question but what

The Sapphire this beautiful gem is coming

back to fashion ; many very

pretty ones take the form of a star, and are set 
as a

center in a pendant and surrounded by small
er

stones. This stone will be very much worn this

year.
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KNIGHTS'
Our elaborate preparation for Fall trade is

now complete, and our record for excelling our-
selves each year has again been grandly main-
tained. Improvement on the past would seem
impossible, yet we can candidly say that never
has there been placed at the disposal of the trade
an aggregation of goods so fresh, comprehensive
and suitable for retail requirements as we are
now showing.

If you come to town to buy, visit us first
it will save time. If you don't come to town
await our representatives, who will soon visit
you. Besides, we fill mail orders as satisfac-
torily as if you were in our store or our repre-
sentative in yours. There is pleasure, profit
and safety in dealing with us.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Columbus Memorial Building,

Chicago.

IMI/mossrerp

August, 1902 THE KEYSTONE,

Pittsburg and Vicinity

Satisfactory
July Trade

Despite predictions of a month
ago, that business %vould be dull
in July and August, it has proven

quite the contrary, and all dealers are of the opinion

that July, of 1902, has been a humnier, so far as

business returns count. The weather has been

intensely hot, and there seems to be a great desire

of residents to leave all the comforts of home for

the itnmeasureable discomforts of seashore, moun-

tain and country life. Strange as it may seem, this

summer vacation fever has acted in a way most

favorable to the jewelry trade, inasmuch as would-be

travelers have invested to a greater degree this

year in outing jewelry, watches and diamonds than

ever before. THE KEYSTONE representative in-

terviewed such leading retailers as Steele F.

Roberts, Alex. Hardy, Charles AV. Wattles and

Leo Vilsack ; wholesalers, Frank D. Hartman,

Henry Barrett, Mr. Hill and Harry Heeren, and in

every case, " watches and high-priced diamonds"

were pronounced the sellers.

It may be interesting reading to
persons outside of Pittsburg to
learn that, in the regular anal-

ysis of local national bank statements, the deposits

in the past year break all records. Two new insti-

tutions have been added, making the total thirty-

six. An authority on banking states: "The steady

growth of the national banks, despite the remark-

able increase of State banks and trust companies,

Nvith more liberal powers, is another indication of

the solid foundation upon which the financial pros-

p.!rity of Pittsburg is built.
Jesse Crawford, of Goddard, Hill & Co., and

Mrs. Crawford left on July 19th for a trip to Balti-

more, thence to Boston by boat, returning by way

of Providence and Attleboro, where they will stop

several days.
A. Johnson, who was a former well-known

jeweler of Carnegie, Pa., has decided to return to

that town and reopen a new store.

S. H. Schmidt, of Turtle Creek, has discon-

tinued his store on Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg, and

removed the stock to Turtle Creek, where he will

continue his main store.
S. M. Levinson has opened a jobbing house at

927 Fifth Avenue, this city.
Ben. E. Brown, of St. Mary's, W. Va., was in

the city recently, buying largely of fall stock.

Frank D. Hartman, of West, White and Hart-

man, leaves on August 1st, accompanied by Mrs.

Hartman, on a two-weeks' vacation at Youngs-

town, Ohio. George White, of the same firm,

spends his vacation as usual at Atlantic City.

Samuel F. Sipe and J. Harvey Wattles are two

Prominent jewelers of this city who are scouring

the markets of Europe for diamonds, itrt treasures

and the like. Harry B. Hayes, of Hardy & Hayes,

and Mrs. Hayes are also in Europe, expecting to

return to this side about the first week of August.

Al. E. Covert, formerly traveling salesman for

\Vest, White & Hartman, has joined forces with

William Hoegel, and has purchased the manufac-

turing outfit of Frank Land, of the Bijou Building.

Mr. Land has felt for some time the need of rest,

and is enjoying it at Cambridge Springs. Although

undecided as to the locality, Mr. Land will proba-
bly resume business later in the season.

James R. Brown, of Marsh & Brown, Bijou

Building, started during the week of July 21st, on
a preliminary trip through lArestern Pennsylvania,

beginning his regular trip through Ohio on August
Pit. Mr. Brown is recovering from a severely

Prosperity
of the Banks

sprained arm, the result of a wrestling accident.

A severe loss to Mr. and Mrs. Brown was the death

of their youngest son, Frederick Reed, and in

which THE KEYSTONE condoles most sincerely.

Emanuel Grainer & Co., who recently started

up in the wholesale business at 616 Penn Avenue,

are doing excellently. Mr. Morganstern, formerly

in the manufacturing business on Fifth Avenue, will

go on the road for Grainer & Co. the first of the

month.
P. J. Manson, of Jeannette, Pa., passed through

the city on July 12th, en route on a bicycle trip

through Cumberland, Baltimore, New York,

Niagara Falls and Buffalo, expecting to return in

four weeks' time.
John Bauer, the leading jeweler of Zanesville,

Ohio, accompanied by Mrs. and Miss Bauer, made

the trip to Pittsburg by boat, via the Muskingum

and Ohio Rivers, for a couple of weeks' stay in

Pittsburg. "Your paper," said Mr. Bauer to THE

KEYSTONE representative, " is the best out, and I

can't do without it. Trade is brisk in our town

and the fall outlook is splendid."
Henry Terheyden, of 530 Smithfield Street, is

making elaborate alterations to his store, putting

in an entire new front, costing p000. Mr. Ter-

heyden has been in business on Smithfield Street

for the past forty years, and has an exclusive cli-

entele, which has been his during all these ycirs.

His remodeled store will be an addition to this busy

street.
S. Seal, who was at one time in business at

Washington, Pa., has opened a store in Carnegie,

Pa., on Fourth Avenue.
Among the local jewelers who have returned

from July vacations are : Campbell Douglass, of

E. P. Roberts and Sons, from North Carolina;

Julius Spandau, of Spandau Brothers, from the

East ; George Dunbar, traveler for the Geo. B.

Barrett Company, from Boston and Old Point

Comfort ; Lieutenant Warren Wattles, of the

Eighteenth Regiment, N. G. P., connected with

Hardy & Hayes, from two-weeks' encampment at

Gettysburg, Pa.
Thomas Lanyon & Co. have recently started

UI) a wholesale jewelry and material establishment,

with headquarters with Heckel & Ehrhardt, at 243

Fifth Avenue. Mr. Lanyon was for many years

connected with the A. E. Siviter Company.

Robert Miller, a former salesman with the

A. E. Siviter Company, is now engaged in the

same capacity with Albert E. Gerwig.

Philip Ruprecht, the Sharpsburg jeweler, whose

store was robbed a year ago, and whose finding of

some of his stock was most sensational, lately

received word that more of his goods had been

found in Western New York.

Among the leading jewelers from nearby

towns who visited the Pittsburg trade during July

were : Harry Morrison, Mt. Pleasant, Pa.; E.

Grieb, 13utler, Pa.; Robert Wolf, Smithton, Pa.;

Abe. Hantman, Beaver Falls, Pa.; Thomas H.

McNary, Washington, Pa.; L. C. Brehm, West

Newton, Pa.; E. H. Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa.;

E. H. Schafer,. Beaver Falls, Pa.; All. Watson,

Monongahela City, Pa.; H. A. Reineman, McKees-

port, Pa.; \V. E. Johnston, Canonsburg, Pa.;

Frank B. McKinley, Washington, Pa.; L. C.

Roessler, Cumberland, Mcl.; A. Ff. Coleman, Mas-

sillon, Ohio ; John Bauer, Zanesville, Ohio ; E. A.

Malsberry, Rockwood, Pa.; H. R. Brown, New

Brighton, Pa.; J. W. McKean, Charleroi, Pa.;

J. D. McAnlis, Beaver Falls, Pa.; Fred. Patton,

Monaca, Pa.; J. M. Buckel, East Liverpool, Ohio;

E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.; John Linnenbrink,

Rochester, Pa,
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The heated term is not very conducive to brisk

business conditions ; still there is no complaint

from the jewelers, as the volume is not below that

of past years. Among agricultural communities

the prospects are not very good, and the dealers in

the small towns will suffer this year in consequence.

Climatic conditions are very unfavorable to crops,

the dearth of cereals being very apparent.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick

Co., is on his way to Europe to make his annual

purchases of fine imported goods. This firm is

now carrying a large line of marble statuary and

reports a very successful business the past year.

A. T. Hubbard and family are enjoying a trip

down the St. Lawrence and coast of Maine. Mr.

Hubbard will stop at the Eastern cities to pick up

the very latest novelties for early fall trade.

Joseph Schauweker, of the Schauweker

Co., who for the past year has given up the jewelry

business to devote his time to the business of the

Bankers' Surety Co., resigned as secretary of the lat.

ter company and will again enter the jewelers' fold.
Edward Quinlan, jewelry buyer for Bowler &

Burdick Co., is away on a well-earned vacation for

several weeks.
Geo. W. Scribner, of Scribner & Loehr, is

with a congenial party of friends among the many

islands near Georgian Bay. The fishing in this

locality is very good this year.

The Webb C. Ball Co. are about to put out to

their trade another new grade of watch, which will

be known as the " Commercial Standard." It is

after the model of their well-known railroad watch.

The new model will, howeVer, be smaller in size.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. were the success-

ful bidders for making the official pins of the Lake-

wood Yacht Club. This is a very large and flour-

ishing club of yachtsmen of Cleveland, who keep

a large squadron in the river at Lakewood.

The Lowenberg Jewelry Co., of 1485 Lorain

Street, filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy last

month. The business has been conducted by Mrs.

Lowenberg. Her schedule shows the assets to be

$5459.22 and liabilities $4878.88.

Chas. Ramp, of the wholesale department of

Scribner & Loehr, intends to take a trip up the

lakes for his vacation. He will probably stop off

at the St. Clair flats.
Will. Kennon and Will. Wagner, the travelers

for Sigler Bros. Co., left on their trips to the West

last month.
Mr. Murbach, Jr., son of the well-known

jeweler, • of Elyria, Ohio, who for the past two

years has been a student at Toronto, has accepted

a position with Cowell & Hubbard Co. as watch-

maker.
C. K. Merrill and Hal Hulbert, travelers for

Scribner & Loehr, have returned from their outings

and are busy getting ready to leave again on their

trips.
Grant Whittlesey and family are spending

several weeks near the Muskoko Lakes, Canada.

E. N. Davis, Kent, Ohio, will soon open a new

store.

F. W. Birchard and family, of Tiffin, Ohio,

spent a portion of last month visiting in Chicago.

The following buyers were in town recently :

Ed. Nolf, of Nolf Bros., Wadsworth, Ohio ; Harry

Downs, Bellevue, Ohio ; W. P. Croothers, Oberlin,

Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville, Ohip ; Jeweler

Eroe, of Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.; C; H.

Savage, Elyria, Ohio ; J. H. Wight, Wellington,

Ohio.



A Word About
ONE of our Departments:

AT ONCE

for Illustrated

Catalogue free.

Why not take a Course in

Engraving between now and the
middle of November? Engravers
are wanted day and night in the
holiday season.

You can increase your salary
handsomely, or if in business for
yourself, can reap great profits by
knowing engraving as well as the
other requirements of a first-class
workman.
We offer the best facilities—a

fine building in a beautiful location
—the best instructors, equipment
and methods.

Address

Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

Peoria, Illinois.

We make a specialty of
the Diamond Business.

We carry a

Larger Stock
of the Precious Stones
than any other house

West of New York.

We are direct

IMPORTERS and
JOBBERS
and have every facility for
handling orders promptly.

Made in Raised Gold. All styles of coloring.

In 14 K. Mountings for Diamonds from 14 K.

481 Washington Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

St. Louis has been keeping up

Keeping lip its great record of business ex-

Our Record Every month of 1902
has shown, in the bank clear-

ances of this city, a gain over the corresponding

month of Igor. The total clearings of the St.

Louis banks for six months, which ended June

3oth, were 14,303,106,500, which is a gain of 19g
per. cent. over the same time last year. St. Louis

is unquestionably one the most solidly prosperous

cities in the United States to-day.

The " fall " meetings of the
Interstate Merchants' Associa-

Rates to St. Louis tion of St. Louis opened July
'nth with every indication that

they will far surpass any yet held by this associa-

tion. The immense crops of the year will encou-

rage the country dealers to lay in good stocks of

goods and naturally bring more of them to the St.

Louis market than last season, when practically the

entire agricultural country suffered from a pro-

tracted drouth, which crippled, if not entirely

destroyed, the crops in many sections, particularly

in the St. Louis trade territory. Other reasons are

at hand for predicting a record-breaking attendance

at this season's meetings. The territory in which

reduced railroad rates have been secured is far

more extensive than formerly, the trade is being

more vigorously solicited and the membership of

the association has been nearly doubled since last

December, so that more people are working

through the medium of the association for business

with the outside merchants.' More circulars have

been sent out by Manager John A. Lee than ever

before, and the territory has been practically plas-

tered with them. The reduced railroad rates that

these meetings afford will give the jewelers every-

where throughout the West and Southwest an

opportunity to visit the St. Louis market at a

nominal cost and do their fall buying. We give

herewith detailed particulars as to rates, etc.,

on all roads who are co-operating with the

association. There are what are known as " long"

and "short" dates granted by the various passen-

ger associations. The meaning of these terms is

simply that, while the selling dates on all roads

included in the associations begin at the same time,

some of them have more selling dates and extend the

time for returning. For instance, the Central and

Western Passenger Associations have only the

" short" dates for their territory, while the South-

western Passenger Association has both long and

short dates. By this is meant, the Central and

Western Associations have seven purchasing dates

for each of the four meetings of the Interstate Mer-

chants' Association, while the Southwestern Asso-

ciation permits the tickets to be sold at the reduced
rate for eleven days and allows twenty-three days

for returning, while the Central and Western allow

but thirteen days. The Central and Western Asso-

ciations grant a rate of one and one-third fare for

the round trip, while the Southwestern grants a

rate of one and one-fifth fare. The Central Pas-

senger Association includes Ohio, Indiana and

Central Illinois ; the Western Association, Iowa,

Michigan, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Colorado and

Southern and Northern Illinois, Kansas, Minnesota,

Northern Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota and

towns along the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railroad in Arizona and New Mexico. The South-

western Association covers Arkansas, Louisiana

west of the Mississippi River, Missouri north of the

direct line of the Missouri Pacific, extending from

Reduced Railroad

St. Louis to Pleasant Hill and Monteith, Mo.;

Texas, the Southern Pacific and the Chicago, Rock

Island and Pacific Roads in Arizona and New

Mexico ; Oklahoma and Indian Territory. Any

one of our wholesale firms will give any further

particulars desired by out-of-town dealers.
The work of shaping the ground

Progress of our in Forest Park for our World's
World's Fair Fair and putting up the build-

ings thereon, goes splendidly

on as the months pass by, and things begin to look

like a real world's fair grounds out in the park.

The work is progressing finely, a number of the

buildings being well under way already. The

exposition attracts more attention with each day.

It is the favorite theme of conversation among our

people as well as the talk of the stranger within

our gates. For this reason it is the most natural

thing in the world for our business houses to take

up our forthcoming World's Fair and exploit it

in their advertising. The first firm among the

jewelers to do this is the Eisenstadt Manufacturing

Company. They will publish a series of " World's

Fair Ads." during the next twelve months, begin-

ning with our July issue. Elsewhere in this num-

ber the second ad. of this series appears. The

half-tone in this design gives a good picture of the

Liberal Arts Building, which is one of the monster

structures Nvhich make up the great picture of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition. It was designed

by Barnett, Haynes & Barnett, an architectural

firm of established repute in St. Louis. It is the

closest of the big exhibit buildings to the open-

mesh wire fence which will separate the exposition

site from the finished part of Forest Park. It is

the most easterly of the main exhibit buildings

and abuts the United States Government Building.

The Liberal Arts Building will be built of staff

and the estimate of its cost is $500,000. Although

following the prevailing style of architecture of

the exposition—the Renaissance—it adheres very

closely to classic lines. The long facade, especially,

shows a magnificent entrance, which is almost pure

Corinthian.

Wonderful Crops

Missouri now rejoices in

great crops and great crop

in Missouri this Year prospects.. At this time last

year she realized that a serious

drouth was upon her. But it is gratifying to hear

after this unusually severe drouth that the quality

of the wheat just harvested is the finest and the

yield abundant ; that the crop of corn will be the

largest in many years ; that rye is plentiful and high

grade ; that cotton could not be in a better condi-

tion, and that the meadows, along with cultivated

crops for hay, promise a good supply of forage.

A late report from the State Board of Agriculture

says the " wonderful crops this season are not due

entirely to favorable conditions. The farmers have

worked as never before. Unusual activity was

noted early in the spring, and since then farm work

has been pushed with such hearty good will, that it

is believed to be largely responsible for the present

magnificent showing." Prices, also, are unusually

encouraging, and many a farmer will make up the

deficit on last year's operations. In other words,

the farmers of Missouri were put on their mettle

by the unfavorable season of 1901 and are making

II p their losses by energy intelligently applied.• All

of which constrains us to say that the prospects for

fall trade in Missouri at present writing never were

better.

W. J. Rowley is now representing the Geneva

Optical Company, of St. Louis, on the road in

Missouri and Illinois territory and is making an ex-

cellent record for himself,

Morris Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Morris

Bauman Company, is off for an extended Western

trip this month, expecting to be gone nearly all of.

August. This firm, though only organized a

few months, is doing a steadily expanding and

satisfactory business.
Fred. Bross, who represents the L. Bauman

Company in Southern Illinois and Arkansas terri-

tory, got away on his early fall trip with the firm's

new fall lines the third week in July and is already

sending in good business.
A. H. Mark, of the St. Louis Clock and Silver-

ware Company, spent several days in Chicago the

middle of last month on a business trip for his

house.

D. Hafiter, formerly of Hillsboro, Tex., has

recently bought out the jewelry business of A. M.

Zerweck at De Soto, Mo., and will locate there

permanently. Mr. Zerweck is looking for a loca-

tion in St. Louis and expects to embark in the

retail jewelry business here as soon as he can find

a suitable location for his purpose.

As announced in our last issue, the base-ball

team from the Illinois Watch Company's factory,

at Springfield, Ill., came down to St. Louis, June

24111, and had a game of ball with the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing company base-ball club. They

were accompanied by 2000 " rooters " from the

capital of our neighboring State—a jolly crowd and

no mistake. The Eisenstadt boys furnished a band

of music for the occasion and invited a number of

their friends out to the game, which was played

on the college grounds. The Eisenstadt nine

simply " wiped the ground up " with the Illinois

Watch Company boys and had a regular walk-

,away. The score was 16 to I.

C. L. Glines, of Harrison, Ark., was a welcome

visitor in this market last month. He was making

liberal purchases in fall lines. Mr. Glines reports

elegant prospects for business in his section of t-he

country.
Louis Heilborn, of Texarkana, Texas, was

among the visiting jewelers who spent several days

in this market last month.
C. 0. Arnold, of Ottumwa, Iowa, paid the

St. Louis market a visit last month, wherein he

combined business with pleasure.
Charles Mauch, of Mauch & Adams, Marshall,

Mo., the well-known firm of jewelers, was in St.

Louis for several days last month, combining busi-

ness with pleasure.

Sidney Bauman, of the Sidney L. & Morris

Bauman Company, has just recently returned from

a three-weeks' trip in Texas. He reports Texas as

a bit quiet in July, but that the jewelers are anti-

cipating a good fall business and were buying

accordingly.
C. S. Poole, the well-known jeweler of Joplin,

Mo., was a welcome trade visitor in the St. Louis

market last month.
E. G. McDill, of Sparta, Ill., was in St. Louis

last month on a buying trip.

Ed. McKee, manager of the Geneva Optical

Company, accompanied by his family, enjoyed a

two-weeks' outing last month up among the Wis-

consin resorts.
Walter & Hafner, of Hillsboro, Texas, were

represented in this market last month by B. Haf-

ner, who is always a welcome visitor here in St.

Louis. Mr. Hafner was buying liberally for fall,

for the reason that they were expecting a good

trade in their section of the country for the balance

of the year.
Max L. Weiss, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-

turing Company, and family are expected home

from their European trip early in August,
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Look Here, Mr. Jeweler

DID YOU show a line of our Feroza
ware last season ? If not, better get
ill line right away. It's the " ware
that looks like metal " that had
such a phenomenal sale.

DID YOU have our Henri Deux,
the famous reproduction of the
Faience D'Oiron originally made
in 1524 ? Better investigate this line.

DID YOU carry a line of the beau-
tiful Utopian ? It is better than
ever, and no stock is complete
without it. No finer underglaze
art ware on the market.

DON'T make a mistake this season
—see samples and get your orders
in early. Last season we were
unable to fill late orders on the
above lines. Our new factory is
running to its full capacity, but
indications point to an extra heavy
business and we advise you to place
your orders at once.

FEROZA, No. 1109.

The J. B. Owens Pottery Co.
Zanesville, Ohio.

New York Office, 68-70 W. Broadway-- W. H. Dunn.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

Lancaster, Pa.
offers instruction in

WATCHMAKING

ENGRAVING and

JEWELRY REPAIRING

Our tuition rates are very low when
the advantages we offer our students
are considered. The School is open
the year 'round—students can enter at
any time, as each is taken individually
and advanced as rapidly as is com-
patible with solid progress.

WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS, ETC.
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San Francisco Letter

THE KEYS'I'ONE

A. I. Hall & Sons' two travelers, Lance Sm
ith

and Arthur Prouty, recently returned from 
their

annual vacation, and are about to start out on their

usual routes again, feeling greatly benefited
 for

their well-earned rest.

Alphonse Judis, the president of the Alphonse

Judis • Company, jewelry jobbers, of San F
ran-

cisco, figured in what might have been a seriou
s

accident last month. Mr. Judis is an ardent admirer

of aquatic sports and an oarsman of no mean
 ability.

It seems the waterways around San Rafael 
are very

enticing, and as he is making this delightful place

his summer home, he avails himself of every 
oppor-

tunity to get his usual amount of exercise by row-

ing. On one of these occasions he was acco
mpa-

nied by his mother-in-law. When entering the

frail craft the lady did not follow the captain'
s in-

structions, and instead of stepping on to the center

of the boat, stepped upon the gunwale, and 
quicker

than one could imagine, both of the would-be occu-

pants toppled into the water, but we are pleased to

say without any serious results, as, after a shor
t

swim, Mr. Judis landed his passenger safely on the

shore.

A. J. Fetzer, of Weaverville, Cal., after being

married in Sacramento recently, spent his ho
ney-

moon in San Francisco, visiting the trade and 
the

many points of interest in and around our beaut
iful

city.

L. Koehler, who conducted a retail jewelry

establishment on Union Square, this city, has

opened a new store at 434 Sutter Street, corner o
f

Powell, and as his new location is on a very busy

corner, his business will probably be benefited

accordingly.
William Coates, manager for the California

Jewelry Company, of Los Angeles, Cal., spent a

week visiting the trade in San Francisco recently
.

H. S. Butterfield and wife, of the Portland

wholesale house of Butterfield Bros., accompanied

by their daughter, Genevieve, spent a week in 
San

Francisco while en route to Monterey recently
,

where they spent their vacation, this being 
Mr.

Butterfield's first visit to our .city in a number of

years. He visited all of the manufacturing jewe
lers

and large retail jewelry stores, and left with a 
very

good impression of the resources at our hands.

Donohue & Kerdell, the manufacturing jewel-

ers, who have been located in the Levinson 
Build-

ing, at 134 Sutter Street, San Francisco, for a

number of years, have moved into their new q
uar-

ters, at 3 Hardie Place.

Chas. Haas, of Chas. Haas & Son, one of the

leading retail jewelry establishments of Stock
ton,

Cal., spent a few days in town recently, selec
ting

ready-selling novelties for his fall trade.

Emil Pfund, the progressive retailer of Aber-

deen, Wash., has bought the good will, stock and

store of Owen Jones, at Hoquiam, Washington, 
and

will run it in connection with his Aberdeen busi-

ness. It will be under the management of W.

Schtmeman, who was formerly employed by 
Mr.

Jones.
J. S. Lehrberger and family spent a two-wee

ks'

vacation in Colfax last month, and returne
d to

town looking the picture of health.

We regret to announce the death of Mrs. F
. G.

Maresch, the wife of the Fairhaven, Wash., 
retailer.

Her death was due to a shock caused by a. la
mp

explosion. .Mrs. Maresch had been an invalid 
for

some time, and it was while her husband was

absent the accident occurred. The house and con
-

tents were entirely consumed.

The Roy Jewelry Co., of 540 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, have remodeled their store and in-

stalled an entire new set of show cases and fixtures.

They now have an ideal, up-to-date jewelry estab-

lishment.
C. Hadenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt,

the San Francisco jobbers, is on his annual trip

through his old territory, calling upon the trade in

general, and will visit all the manufacturing centers

of the East. He expects to return home on or

about September 1st.

Roland Jacobs, the junior traveler of the

Alphonse Judis Co., is on his initial out-of-town

trip, introducing himself to the many friends of

his house in the Northern part of this State, and we

feel safe in predicting for hitn a hearty reception

wherever he goes.
William Dupen, formerly of New Whatcom,

Wash., has returned from a long stay in New

Zealand, and will open a new retail jewelry estab-

lishment in San Jose, Cal.

Mrs. Grennel, wife of A. H. Grennel, the

Bakersfield, Cal., retail jeweler, spent a few days

in San Francisco recently, calling on her friends.

John Pipenberg, formerly employed by R. W.

Edwards,. the Oakland retailer, has accepted a

position with J. Sorenson, of South Street, San

Francisco.
Louis Coberg, of Healdsburg, Cal., has re-

fitted his store with an entire new set of fixtures,

and it is now considered one of the finest in Napa

Dallas and the Lone Star State

The rainfall which so fortunately succeeded the

recent prolonged drolith has considerably benefited

crops and occasioned a feeling of hopefulness

among all classes of traders. But there is still a

danger that business may suffer from a cessation of

the present moist conditions. However this may

be, there is now little evidence of discontent in

trade circles.
Dan. Meyer, formerly manager of the timing

department of the S. W. Telegraph and Tel. Co.,

has accepted a position with T. J. Hines as wa
tch-

maker.
W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, passed through

Dallas recently on his was to Colorado, where 
he

goes to visit places of interest.

D. R. Newton, of Waxahachie, who has been

in charge of the jewelry department of G. C.

Blackwell, has resigned and has accepted a position

with his father, G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie.

W. E. Shuttles, of Shuttles-Mitchell Co., has

just returned from a trip and expects to leave a
t

once on a similar expedition.

C. S. Moore, of Giles County, has purchased

the stock of Love & Tate, at Bartlett, Tex., wh
ere

he will continue the business at the same stand.

J. R. Day has accepted a position with N. C.

Hall, of Fort Worth.

FL C. Boyd, formerly of Rocksprings, has

moved to Junction, Tex., where he has opened 
up

a repair shop.
Col. R. P. Hill, who has spent several weeks

at Mineral Wells, has returned to his old st
and.

Miss Mamie Poage, of Shuttles-Mitchell Co.,

has been spending her vacation in Corpus Chr
isti

and other Southern Texas towns.

F. E. Chase, of Morgan & Hawley, who 
has

been in Indiana for several weeks on his 
vacation,

has returned home and is again in harness.

A. Hotchkiss, formerly in business in Dallas,

is now working for L. Krower, of New Or
leans.
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K. Carson spent several days in Dallas this

month. He has resigned his position with W. A
.

Peck and accepted a similar one with L. B. Moore,

of Denison.
Joe Martin, one of L. B. Moore's watchmakers,

is on his vacation and is taking a trip through

Kansas.
H. L. Pricharcls, of Ferris, was in Dallas look-

ing over the new styles of jewelry.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, stopped over in Dallas

recently to make some purchases on his way home

from Chicago, where Ile had been on some business

matters.
Joe Harris, formerly with Max Roy, of Gaines-

ville, has accepted a position with the Pollack

Jewelry Co., of Oklahoma City, Okla.

E. C. Harrington, who has been located on

East Elm Street, has moved closer to the business

portion of the city, where he has fixed up a hand-

some store.
R. H. McDill, who is engaged in the jewelry

manufacturing business and trade Work, has added

to his working force Prentice Holaman, who has

been associated with the firm of Robertson, Hill &

Co. for a number of years.

Max Roy, of Gainesville, has moved his stock

of goods and fixtures to Fort Worth, where he has

admitted a partner, and the new firm expects to

have a well-fitted store in every detail. The firm

will be styled Roy & Leffler. Mr. Leffler was for-

merly head watchmaker for J. E. Mitchell Co.

A. H. Kerr, the jeweler, of Corsicana, stopped

over in Dallas a few hours while on his way to

Mineral Wells recently, where he went to spend

awhile recuperating.

L. W. Warker, formerly located at Morgan,

has accepted a position with M. A. Lesser, of Fort

Worth, as watchmaker.

R. L. Clemons is now with J. E. Mitchell, of

Fort Worth, as head watchmaker.

W. F. Wood, formerly of McKinney, is now

located at Itasca.
L. S. Smith, formerly located at Clarendon,

has moved to Herford, where he has opened a

jewelry store.
M. Dorenfield, of Dantzler & Dorenfield,

Corsicana, was recently in Dallas inspecting stocks

for the fall and holiday trade.

G. W. McBride, formerly of Nocona, has

located at Hugo.
G. W. Halton was in Dallas recently looking

over the stocks and getting some new ideas as to

artistic store arrangement.

Wes. Goodin, of McKinney, spent a vacation

in Mineral Springs recently.

The visitors in Dallas during the past month

were : T. D. McIlveen, Fairfield ; H. L. Pritchards
,

Ferris ; K. Carson, Denison ; C. A. Claypool, La-

donia ; C. L. Joyce, Garland ; C. M. Clark, Ennis;

E. I. Pittman, Ennis ; Joe Harris, Oklahoma City,

Okla.; A. H. Kerr, Corsicana ; J. H. Watson,

Mineral Wells ; G. W. Halton, Bowie ; M. Doren-

field, Corsicana ; T. E. Harwell, Milford ; W. B.

Kinne, Gainesville ; J. M. Clower, Clarendon;

W. F. Dietrich, Kaufman ; G. C. Newton, Waxa-

hachie, and F. Allen, Kosse.

Electro-Metallurgy

ED. KEYSTONE :—I hope you will find material

to keep up the articles on " Electro-Metallur
gy."

I know if more electro-platers were to see THE

KEYSTONE they would subscribe, as per the case

of Mr. Landerer, of this city. He is a boss plater,

and when I showed him my scrap-book of articles

on the subject and Workshop Notes, he immedi-

ately subscribed. Yours truly,
Stamford, Conn. C. E. DERBY.



A Wise Man

ISDOM properly applied brings wealth.
Number yourself among the Solomon

and Silver, Platinum, etc., to us for disposal.
We are also large refiners of Sweepings,

always results in continued business relations.
Should our returns not be satisfactory we

Watch

S of the day and send your Old Gold
Our returns are the most liberal.

Wastes, Filings, etc. A Trial Consignment
Those like us best who know us best.

will return all lots at our own expense.

STANDARD METAL CO.

CHICAGO.
collection of FACTS. If you don't get it, writefor our Booklet. Its a

Or it.
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

THE KE,YSTONE.:

A Normal 
The quiet of mid-summer is not

Summer Trade particularly noticeable among

the Kansas City wholesale and

retail jewelry merchants. They all agre
e that while

a certain dullness is to be expecte
d that the condi-

tions are better this summer than the
y were last

year. This is a good indication, indeed, for even

last year there was hardly any c
ause for complaint.

When the brisk season opens up it wi
ll find Kansas

City richer by several new jewelry enterprises

who have recognized the worth of th
e city and

its great facilities as a distribut
ing point. The

coming upon the scene of the house 
of John W.

Sherwood & Company, of New York, i
s a most

flattering manifestation of the city's popula
rity as a

distributing point. The Sherwood headquarters

are in the Bryant Building, and althoug
h the stock

is a large and complete one, it is now 
all in place

and another Kansas City enterprise is 
launched.

The rooms of the Sherwood Company 
at Eleventh

Street and Grand Avenue are to be ha
ndsomely

fitted up, and the new firm will probably 
be cor-

dially welcomed by Kansas City people, w
ho are

always glad to see outside business enter
prises in-

terest themselves in the town. A new 
manufac-

turing firm has also been recently established.

Stuhl, Hassig & Krieke are the proprietor
s, and

they have fitted out a complete manufacturing

plant at 1021 Main Street.

W. G. Riggs, manager of the Kansas
 City

office of the Columbian Optical Company
, was

married June 3oth to Miss Agnes Marie Di
ce, of

Rushville, Ill. The wedding took place at the

home of the bride's sister, Mrs. Ray Blanke
nship,

713 East Thirteenth Street, Kansas City. Mr. and

Mrs. Riggs took an extended bridal trip, ma
king a

tour of the lakes and visiting Elwood Riggs,
 of the

American Optical Company, at Southbridge, Ma
ss.

THE KEYSTONE offers congratulations.

W. F. Innis, formerly with the Colum
bian

Optical Company, has gone to Des Moines,
 Iowa,

to accept a position with S. Joseph.

Jeweler C. E. Russell has purchased a 
resi-

dence near Twenty-ninth Street and Forest Av
enue,

and will occupy it as a home.

Ralph Fuhrmann, clock man for J. R. Merce
r,

sailed Thursday, July 17th, for Europe. H
e will

spend several months with his grandparents in

St. Petersburg, Russia. F. E. Woodington and

Cassius Cramer, both of Mercer's, are camping
 on

a farm near Independence.

The jewelry store of H. P. Alden was partia
lly

destroyed by fire last month.

A. J. Carruth, of Herington, Kans., was
 a

visitor to the local wholesale houses during J
uly.

George Essig, a well-known jeweler at Platt
s-

burg, Mo., died early in July at a sanitarium.

J. B. Hayden, owner of a large jewelry sto
re in

Kansas, came from Topeka last month and 
visited

the Kansas City wholesale houses.

H. B. Carswell has been awarded the con
tract

of inspecting watches for the 'Frisco Railroa
d.

Charles C. Hoefer, of Woodstock, Hoefer 
&

Company, accompanied by Mrs. Hoefer 
and the

children, has returned from an Eastern trip, 
during

which a part of the time was spent in Boston. 
Miss

Edith Sterling, of Iowa City, Iowa, who is a
 niece

of Mr. and Mrs. Hoefer, has returned to her hom
e

after visiting them here.
R. L. Kirby, formerly of El Dorado, has move

d

his jewelry stock to Iola, Kans. Mr. Kirby was in

Kansas City last month, purchasing goods.

C. E. Cleveland, of Woodstock, Hoefer &

Company, has returned from his vacation out
ing.

Miss Ella J. Stone has returned to the office

force of the Edwards & Sloane Company, after a

long absence in Colorado.

Fred. C. Merry, of the C. L. Merry Optical

Company, attended the meeting of the Missour
i

State Optical Association at Jefferson City.

0. 0. Lewis has opened a jewelry store at

837 Kansas Avenue, Topeka, Kans.

Miss Ella D' Huy, for the past five years in the

employ of the C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, died

of typhoid pneumonia, July 8th. The house of

C. B. Norton & Company was closed Wednesday,

July 9th, the day of the funeral.

H. E. Wuerth, the Kansas City manufacturing

jeweler, has been awarded the contract to mak
e

Elk badges for the Elks' lodges of the State of

Missouri. The badges are to be ready in time fo
r

the Elks' reunion in Salt Lake City, August 12, 1
902.

C. G. Chapman, of Mercer's, has returned

from San Francisco, where he attended the meet
-

ing of the Imperial Council of the Mystic Shrine.

W. L. McLeod, of the Columbian Optical

Company's Salt Lake City office, is spending
 the

summer at his old home in Canada.

Roy Hassig, of the manufacturing firm of

Stuhl, Hassig & Krieke, is the father of a boy, 
who

arrived June 15th.

The office and plant of the Burke-Nelson En-

graving Company has been removed from th
e third

floor of the Altman Building to a better locatio
n on

the second floor.

Cards have been received in Kansas City a
n-

nouncing the marriage, on June 26th, of 
C. W.

Woolfolk and Miss Marie Whiteside, of 
Liberty,

Mo. Mrs. Woolfolk is a sister of Whiteside Broth-

ers, jewelers, at Liberty, Mo.

Miss Kate Davis, of Cady & Olmstead's,
 is

spending her vacation in St. Louis. E. A. Hosier,

of the same house, will leave soon for a
 month's

vacation at the Minnesouri Club.

Charles Wright, of Gurney & Ware's jewel
ry

store, is spending his vacation camping
.

F. W. Meyer and family are enjoying an ou
t-

ing in Colorado.

The Columbian Optical Company's ba
se-ball

team challenged the team of the Merry
 Optical

Company to a game of base-ball last mo
nth. The

Merry's lost the game by default, and 
the score

was declared 9 to o.

H. F. Sloane, of the Edwards & Sloan
e Com-

pany, is in the East on his annual vac
ation trip.

A. L. Innis, of the Columbian Optica
l Com-

pany's Omaha office, visited his br
other, W. F.

Innis, in Kansas City, last month.

Miss Darsie Harrod, of Merry's, is sp
ending

two weeks in Cleveland, Ohio.

Bert Hallar, of Cady & Olmstead's, wil
l spend

the month of August in Colorado. 
Miss Kate

Davis, of the same house, is at Eu
reka Springs

for a short stay.

William J. Dunn, of Cady & Olmstead's 
jewelry

store, was married recently to Mis
s Adelman, of

Joliet, Ill. Mrs. Dunn has several relatives her
e.

A cousin, Gus Smith, is an engra
ver with the

Jaccard Jewelry Company, and a 
brother is an

engraver with Clem. B. Altman.

Mrs. Underwood, wife of Jeweler Ea
rl Under-

wood, is visiting relatives in Phillips,
 Maine.

Among the out-of-town buyers who v
isited the

Kansas City wholesale houses lately 
were : Leslie

White, Lee's Summit ; S. M. Coffm
an, Braymer,

Mo.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs
 ; J. A. Zim-

merman, Warrensburg ; Amos Plank, 
Hutchison,

Kans.; William Meyer, Lawson, Mo.
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There has been some hitch in the 
signing of a

contract between the coal operators 
and their men

this year, which has had a tendency 
to retard busi-

ness since the first of last month. The
 new contract

should have been closed up on July 
1st, but as this

was not done, work has been s
uspended in all

mines employing United Mine W
orkers. This

affects something over eleven hundr
ed men. The

chances seem bright, however, for a 
settlement and

all will be well again before many 
weeks are at an

end. As soon as this is settled sever
al new enter-

prises are be started.

Abbott Brothers turned out this week 
a beau-

tiful silver service, which was give
n by the em-

ployees of the Sloss-Sheffield Steel and
 iron Corn-

pany to the retiring purchasing agent, Henry

Hiden. It was elegantly engraved.

An important event to jewelers is the 
quarterly

inspection of watches of the Louisville 
& Nashville

Railroad going on at this writing. This is one of

the largest systems of the South, an
d its influence

along this line is very valuable. P. H. Linnehan is

the local inspector.

A. Brown & Son, of Florence, are c
arrying a

line of optical goods. Dr. John W. Davis, one of

the oldest jewelers in the State, is doing
 likewise at

Tuscambia, near by.

The Tanner medal, for the best-drilled
 soldier

in the Third Regiment, Alabama'tNa
tional Guard,

was made by Abbott Brothers, of this 
city, in whose

store it was exhibited.

Friends are congratulating Jeweler T. B.

Dilworth, at Jasper, on the arrival of a
 boy at his

home.

A gentleman, worth $20,000, is arr
anging to

put in a jewelry stock worth that amount
 at Dothan.

He is expected to be open by Sept
ember 1st.

Editor Williams, of the Dothan Siftings,
 is said to

be interested in the contemplated 
enterprise.

Jeweler J. Lowinsohn is branching out a
nd ex-

pects before long to increase his lines. 
He recently

installed a novel and ingenious cash register.

Mr. Lowinsohn has also disposed of 
what threat-

ened to be a peculiar trouble. Negroes
 had bought

a place for a church across the street 
from where

he is erecting a beautiful home, and 
anyone who

has ever heard a negro meeting in p
rogress knows

what it means. Mr. Lowinsohn got his neighbors

together, put up a goodly sum of mon
ey himself,

and bought the negroes out.

Montgomery merchants have adopted an 
early-

closing rule. Among the first to sign 
were C. L.

Ruth & Son and J. A. Weise, jewelers.

J. L. Schweizer, of Selma, has establi
shed on

his artesian well, at his own expens
e, a public

fountain. He is a candidate for alderm
an.

A. K. Hawks, optician, of Atlanta, has 
estab-

lished agencies with the Tuscumbia
 Drug Store,

at Tuscumbia, and F. M. Cattle, at A
tlanta.

The Phoenix Auction Company has 
bought

the residue of the stock of the late 
Harry Mercer.

Former President N. E. Barker, of the 
First

National Bank, who has resigned to beco
me Vice-

President of the Continental National 
Bank, of

Chicago, was recently presented with a 
handsome

loving cup by his associates. It was furnished and

beautifully engraved by F. W. Bromber
g.

The Chrisman Jewelry Co., of Anniston
, will

move into new quarters September 1st, 
where their

floor space will be double what they now
 occupy.

At Mobile the New York Loan Compa
ny has

bought the stock of the Claude H. Willis
 Jewelry

Company, assigned.
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Completed At Last 
After months of hard work and constant urging our Manufacturers we have succeededin completing our large line of WATCHES.

No. 580.—Gold lulaid, Enameled 4 Colors. No. C20.—Pearl Inlaid, Enameled 4 Colors. No. 578.—Plaiii, Enameled 4 Colors.

Our latest importation of Gold Filled Enameled Watches arrived, including the above ;we also have the Pearl Edges, Miniatures, etc., at prices lower than the lowest. Colors
Turquoise Blue, Dark Blue, Red and Green.

Our CARLISLE 00 Series are Winners
The success of our CARLISLE Extra Small Watches is phenomenal. We carry them inGold, Gold Filled and Silver, both Open-Face and Hunting. Order quickly, as we cannot promiseto fill orders taken later than September 1st. Write for samples if you want a good seller.We carry a complete line of ELGIN and WALTHAM MOVEMENTS, and allthe standard makes of SOLID GOLD and GOLD FILLED CASES.

LARGER AND MORE COMPLETE
is our enormous line of DIAMONDS and JEWELRY. Our traveling representatives are callingon the Trade in all sections of the country, 111(1 we are satisfied that a look would benefit you intrade and profits.

We show the most complete line of WATCHES, DIAMONDS and JEWELRY in Goldand Gold Plate before the Jewelry public. We at all times would be pleased to send selection pack-ages to dealers, assuring the trade of large selections and prompt service. We want your patronage.Patronize the jobber that saves you money.

L. GUTMANN & SONS,
Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Merchants,

51 East Fourth Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
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THE KEYSTONE

Retailers are reporting only a fair trade for t
he

past month. Vacations and summering resorts are

claiming all the pin money of milady. The 
indica-

tions for a brisk fall and winter trade are 
very good,

however. The crop reports for the Middle 
West

and South are encouraging, and
 the trade is losing

no opportunity to .meet th
e promised demands.

The jobbers have already sent out 
their travelers,

and are receiving good business fro
m them. Man-

ufacturers are crowded with work and man
y are

working their forces overtime.

Reports have been received here of a chan
ge

in the firm of James Kincheloe & Co
., of Carrolton,

Ky. W. D. Bogue succeeds Mr. K
incheloe, and

will conduct the business along the same
 lines.

A. G. Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & B
ro., is

spending his vacation at Ottawa Beach, Mich. 
He

reports the capture of a twenty-five pound 
muske-

longe, but will have to show the goods 
on his

return.
Walter Barker, of Barker & Freisens, is mak-

ing a tour of the Northern lakes.

Miss Helen Deters, for several years a conf
i-

dential employee of E. & J. Swigart, left 
one clay

last month, ostensibly to take a vacation, 
and was

wedded to Sam. Ked. 'This is the third 
matri-

monial venture in the past six weeks in whi
ch the

employees of this firm have taken leading 
parts,

and Mr. Eugene Swigart is thinking s
eriously of

commencing injunction proceedings.

Wallace Miller and Walter Geier, members of

the Miller Jewelry Company, are spending
 their

vacations at Rome City, Ind.

Jeweler J. W. Washburn, of Anderson, Ind.,

was one of the callers upon the local trade 
during

the past month.
J. T. Douglas, of Brewton, Ala., was in Ci

n-

cinnati during the past month.

A. J. Augustine, the local representative of 
the

Dennison Manufacturing Co., will spend Aug
ust at

Petoskey, Mich., in search of relief from the 
heat.

Eugene Swigart has returned from Wisconsin

without the string of fish which he had promised 
to

distribute among his friends. John Swigart, who

manages the Swigart Optical Company, Toledo,
 is

spending several weeks in this city as the guest 
of

his brother, Eugene.

J. C. Wilcox, of Welsch, W. Va., dropp
ed into

the city last month to replenish his stock.

G. A. McCarthy, of Maysville, Ky., will mo
ve

to the store lately occupied by J. Ballenger, in 
that

city.
Oskamp Nolting & Co. are preparing to open

their new wholesale house on Elm Street, be
tween

Fourth and Fifth. They have leased a big five-

story building, and will occupy it in its entiret
y.

The retail store, at Fifth and Vine Streets, will 
be

continued. The wholesale house will be one of

the finest in the West when completed. This com-

pany is hard at work on their new catalogue for t
he

season of 1902-3, which promises to be the larges
t,

most complete and most useful trade hand
-book

they have ever issued. It will be out October ist

and will be sent free of expense to all retail

jewelers who make application for it.

Albert Bros. report trade as improving, Their

travelers are already out on their early fall trips 
and

are doing well. This firm are busy on their new fall

catalogue, Avhich they expect to issue Octobe
r ist.

Frank Rose, of Columbus, struck town 
last

month to visit his friends. He is about to open 
a

store in Zanesville, and spent a goodly portion 
of

his time in buying up stock.

The Queen City Silver Company, Cincinnati,

after several months' preparation, will issue their

new catalogue early in the present month and send

it out to the trade immediately thereafter. It will

be the largest and most complete book this co
m-

pany have as yet issued and should be in the hands

of all retail jewelers. If you have not received it

by the time you read this item, write for it and the

Queen City Company will be glad to send it to you

free of expense.
Albert Zang, of J. A. Zang & Co., of Alliance,

Ohio, has retired from the business and is casting

about for an entrance into the jobbing trade. He

has been looking about in this city and is negotiating

with several firms for the purchase of a partnershi
p.

L. M. Prince will join his family in the Adiron-

dacks early in August, and will take a four-weeks'

rest in the mountains.

John W. Solar, of E. & J. Swigart, has

returned to the city after sojourning at his cottage

on the shore of Lake St. Clair, Mich.

J. W. Jones, of Mt. Sterling, Ohio, was num-

bered among the buyers in town last month.

The Steif Jewelry Company, of Nashville, is

now conceded to be one of the leading retail

jewelry houses of the South. The firm held its

annual meeting early in July, at which the busine
ss

was shown to be in a prosperous condition. A. G.

Schwab, of A. G. Schwab & Bro., this city, was

re-elected president, and George Fox, of Fox Bro
s.

& Co., also of this city, was re-elected vice
-presi-

dent. James B. Carr was again re-elected treasurer

and general manager of the company. The 
Steif

Company has made rapid strides under the manag
e-

ment of the above gentlemen.

News from the Northwest

The vacation season is on in full blast. The

next month will see the end of the vacation 
season.

We notice that a brief summer recreation 
is be-

coaling more general every year, and believe 
it a

good thing, as a change makes one more 
contented

to go back to the bench or desk. 
Business, the

past month, has been all that could be 
expected,

some reporting a vast improvement over 
previous

Julys. Jobbers report it especially encouraging,

and say that with shortness of help it 
has taxed

them to the utmost to keep up with orders. 
Pros-

pects are very encouraging for fall busine
ss. Crops

are in good shape, with the possible 
exception of

the portion recently visited by the storm, 
and that

will prove itself better than at first thou
ght, owing

to the diversified crop in the section 
affected. The

majority of the travelers are now ready fo
r their

big trade, and if they do not get it, th
ere will be

disappointments, as all are counting on a big 
sea-

son. The better quality of goods being 
demanded

has changed their lines altogether and 
also means

increased sales.
Geo. H. Tyler, formerly at Rochester, 

Minn.,

is now located at McHenry, N. Dak.

F. H. Straub, Fergus Falls, Minn., was a 
dele-

gate to the Republican State Convent
ion at St.

Pau! last month.

Otto C. Retzloff, Winnebago City, Minn
., has

returned from a two-weeks' vacation.

W. Elhvyn White, De Smet, S. Dak., has 
re-

turned from a short trip to River Falls, 
Wis., where

he attended the wedding of his siste
r.

I. M. Radabaugh, Janesville, Minn, has 
moved

across the street to his new brick store.
 He skys,

" I ant compelled to meet this 
prosperty at least

half way."
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Frank Upson, for the past three months wi
th

J. Mednikow, Milwaukee, has returned to 
his old

situation with M. L. Finkelstein, St. Paul.

Evan A. Nelson, Rugby, N. Dak., had 
his

store destroyed by fire, June 24th ; fully 
insured.

He has reopened and will soon be in be
tter shape

than ever.
Nels. C. Clemenson, Long Prairie ; C. W.

Wick, Evansville ; John P. Weber, Minnea
polis,

and M. J. Kuliher, Princeton, Minn., are sp
ending

their summer vacation taking the optical cour
se

with S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.

E. L. Lewis, Fairmont, Minn., reports the loss

of about koo Wol th of watches by burglars.

E. A. Morse, Boyd, Minn., was a delegate to

the Republican Convention at St. Paul last mont
h.

S. Rubenstein, Eveleth, has moved to Sparta,

Minnesota.
W. B. Lindsay, Bessemer, Mich., spent a short

vacation visiting his old home last month.

Morris J. Bieber, of Sischo & Beard, St. Paul,

spent his vacation at kVabasha, Minn.

Fred. H. Harm, St. Paul, has returned from a

vacation spent with his parents " on the farm."

0. R. Fox, for several years with E. A. Brown,

St. Paul, who left there to go West, was found 
at

Kansas City suffering from entire loss of mind. He

has returned to St. Paul and is under medical car
e,

with good prospects of recovery.

Emil F. Hubner, Stillwater, Minn., is spending

a ten-days' vacation visiting at Fargo, N. Dak.

C. 0. Querna, Madison, Minn., has moved into

his new brick building.

W. H. Nelson, Granville, N. Dak., will move

into his new store about August ist, when he w
ill

carry a general line.

John G. I3ett, Minnesota Lake, Minn., was a

delegate to the Republican State Convention.

Rose Marks, of Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul,

spent her vacation at Lakefield,

Harris & Fsterly, Duluth, Minn., have opened

a store at 'Two Harbors, Minn.

John G. Uhlir, St. Paul, has removed to Mont-

gomery, Minn.
Albert Asleson, Dawson, Minn., was married

June 3oth, at Redwood Falls. The happy couple

spent a few days in the Twin Cities before settl
ing

down to real housekeeping. TIIE KEYSTONE ex-

tends heartiest congratulations.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, have bought the

J. S. Cohen stock of tools and materials. 
Mr.

Cohen will devote his entire time to wholesa
le

jewelry.
Wm. Plackner, Arlington, Minn., expects to

remove to Benson, Minn., about August ist.

Frank A. Uphatn, St. Paul, is off for a month's

vacation and will take in the meeting of thc

American Association of Opticians at Boston 
be-

fore he returns.
J. F. Patterson, St. Paul, is enjoying a well-

earned vacation. Abe L. Smittin, St. Cloud, Minn
.,

has charge of his business during his absence.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers last month were

Otto C. Retzloff, Winnebago City, Minn.; E. 
A.

Morse, Boyd, Minn.; Rudolph J. Theirstein, Wi-

nona, Minn.; W. Alvah Ridley, Anoka, Nlin
n.;

W. B. Lindsay, Bessemer, Mich.; W. Elwyn

White, DeSmet, S. Dak.; W. H. Nelson, Gran-

ville, N. Dak.; John G. Bett, Minnesota Lake,

Minn.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; Fred.

Banfield, Madison, S. Dak.; Albert Asleson, Daw-

son, Minn.; L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.;

Frank L. Willson, Mantorville, Minn.; Wm. Hack-

ner, Arlington, Minn.; Jos. J. Pfister, West Supe-

rior, Wis.; Abe L. Smitten, St. Cloud, Minn.; Emil

F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.
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The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Iv Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST

III CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

S CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment A' his
discovery an d contri I ion.
" The Story of a Collar But ton"
Is the best piece of WIN t. rt ise-
monk construction tilat has
come toPr inters' Itak's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supremo Court.

Quality rand Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 86 CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. gc ROGERS,
20 Malden Lane, New York.

felling Agents to Jobbing Trails.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

DIAMONDS
LOOSE AND MOUNTED

All the leading makes of Movements and
Gold, Gold Filled and Silver Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.
CINCINNATI

A LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

WALTHAM JEWEL SERIES

WATCHES

Wait Wait
Before you buy your Christmas stock of Rings.
Our representative will surely call on you and
save you 25 per cent. on your goods. We have
just moved our plant into larger quarters. Why ?
Because we   have out-
grown our
ters. Without
have the finest
turing plant
York, with all

former guar-
doUb t, we
ring man ufac-
west of New
new, up-to-

date machinery. If our representative fails to call
on you, send for selection package, which will be
forwarded at once.

Thanking our patrons for former favors, we
remain, yours respectfully,

Furstnow Ring Co.
Fond du Lac,

Wis.
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Providence and Attleboro

The North Attleboro Leader, a young and

promising organ, recently concluded a popularity

contest, the candidates in which were the fo
remen

in the several local jewelr
y shops. The contest

lasted for a few weeks and closed when the cl
ock

ceased striking 12 at midnight on July 5th. The

award consisted of a handsome Morris chair. 
The

largest number of votes was received by Alfred

Farrell, foreman at the factory of the Codding &

Heilborn Co.; the voting for the four candidates

who led at the finish being as follows : A
lfred Far-

rell, with Codding & Heilborn, 10,658 ; And
rew

Morris, with G. C. Hudson & Co., 9503 ; R. G.

Semple, with F. H. Sadler & Co., Attlboro, 1352;

Henry Slaiger, with Estate of 0. M. Draper, 
1250.

J. M. Fisher & Co., of Attle-

boro, had a rather peculiar

experience last month with an

individual representing him-

self to be a retail jeweler from Canal Street, New

York City. According to Mr. Fisher's statement

the stranger entered the office of the firm and asked

to see some goods. He gave the name of some of

the largest dealers in the metropolis as his personal

friends and references. He ordered goods amount-

ing in value to $70.75. While he was making his

selection Mr. Fisher wrote the man's name and

address on a slip of paper and handed it to his

partner, Fred. W. Lincoln. Mr. Lincoln failed to

find it in the books of the mercantile agencies or

in the city business directory. Some doubtful

statements made by the man in his conversation

were carefully noted by Mr. Fisher. The stranger

proffered a check for the amount of the goods,

drawn on the Jefferson Bank, New York. Mr.

Fisher placed it in a drawer of his table, together

with the order and said that the goods would be or-

dered in duplicate and delivered from the New York

office, saving the necessity of sending them by ex-

press, causing no delay at the same time. The

stranger at first demurred, but filially agreed to the

arrangement and departed, leaving the order and the

check. On the following morning intelligence was

received from New York to the effect that no such

person was known in the trade there, and that the

address given by him was one at which a wholly

different business is carried on. That the indi-

vidual in question is a swindler is still further evi-

dent from the fact that the officials of the Jefferson

Bank know nothing of him.

The celebration of Labor Day, for which Attle-

boro has acquired some fame, will this year lack

none of its wonted significance. The citizens of

the town have appointed a committee to take

charge of the day's programme. Among the mem-

bers of this committee are the following : James

A. Bigney, of Regnell, Bigney & Co.; Sidney 0.

Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.; Edward A.

Sweeney, of W. H. Wilmarth & Co., and Hiram

R. Packard, of the Daggett & Clap Co.

The business of the Heller Jewelry Co., at

25 Calender Street, Providence, has been purchased

by N. Shiner & Co. Mr. Shiner, of the latter firm

was formerly connected with Summer & Kotler.

W. Hunter Brown, formerly of J. A. Deknatel

& Son, New York City, and Fred. J. Mills, of

Mills & Catlow, Providence, have entered into

partnership for the purpose of manufacturing

jewelry novelties at 409 Pine Street, Providence.

The firm-name will be Brown & Mills.

McDermott & O'Neill is the title of a new con-

cern started at 123 Eddy Street, Providence, for the

manufacture of jewelry.

Attempted Swindle

in Attleboro

An engine of prodigious capabilities has been

installed at the new factory of the Attleboro Mfg.

Co., which is now being completed. The plant

also includes a tank of 30,000 gallons capacity.

The Electrical Building, Providence, in which

several jewelry establishments are located, has

been sold to the Stewart Street Land Co. The

property comprises several four and five-story

buildings.
Major Herbert A. Clark, of the Horton-Angell

Co., and Captain William H. Goff, Jr., late of

William H. Goff, Jr., & Co., both of Attleboro,

were on duty at the Massachusetts State militia

camp during a portion of last month.

George J. Smith & Co., hitherto located at

178 Eddy Street, are now at 167 Dorrance Street.

A new firm has been started at 25 Calender

Street, Providence, under the name of the Heller

Jewelry Co.
Julius Eichenberg has opened a precious. stone

manufacturing business at 31 Mathewson Street,

Providence.
A large number of the employees of the Wat-

son & Newell Co., of Attleboro, enjoyed an excur-

sion on July 5th to Rocky Point. Mr. Watson, of

the firm, was present and took an active interest in

the day's programme, which included a ball game

and other equally interesting features.

Edwin H. Newell has opened a stone-setting

and engraving business at 8 Railroad Street,

Attleboro.
The parade held in North Attleboro on the

Fourth of July was one of the largest in the history

of such local demonstrations. The members of

the jewelry trade were much in evidence, the chief

marshal being John E. Tweedy, of Cheever,

Tweedy & Co.; G. Herbert French and Louis G.

Freeman being among his staff of aides.

Alfred Vester, well known in Providence as a

skillful engraver and die-cutter succumbed to

Bright's disease some weeks ago, to the sincere

regret of a large circle of friends. Deceased was

interested in the manufacture of jewelry for a time,

but he severed his connection with that business in

order to devote himself to the art in which he be-

came noted.
Jesse Barrett, with McRae & Keeler, of Attle-

boro, was married recently, and a notable feature

of his union was the hearty ovation which he and

his bride received by the working force of the firm.

With the consent of their employers the latter

marched to the depot and manifested their good

wishes to the happy couple in a manner there

was no mistaking.
The handsome silver loving-cup presented by

Clarence Fisher, of E. I. Fisher & Co., North At-

tleboro, to the Country Club, to be competed for

by its members, was won by G. H. French. Mr.

French will hold the trophy for a year, when it will

be again competed for. The club includes in its

membership several jewelry manufacturers.

Alleged Ingenious Swindling Scheme

Regnell, Bigney & Co., of Attleboro, were

visited last month by a man named Charles FL

Fennimore, who, it is stated, presented to the firm

advertising contracts purporting to have been

signed by them or their accredited representatives.

Bills for the publicity were also submitted. The

customary promptitude with which the company

discharges its advertising debts caused Charles 0.

Sweet, of the firm, to wonder why, in the present

instance, the account had been placed in the hands

of the International Collection Co., who, according
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to the statement of Fennimore, their representa-

tive, make a business of purchasing the accounts

of publishers and such firms, saving them the

trouble of a collector. Mr. Sweet conceived sus-

picions as to the genuiness of the signature to the

contract and the truth of Fennimore's representa-

tions. After an investigation he caused the arrest

of Fennimore. When brought before the district

court the charge preferred against him was that of

" uttering a false instrument purporting to be a

contract signed by Regnell, Bigney & Co. for cer-

tain advertising." A plea of " not guilty " was

entered and the case adjourned until July 15th,

bail for his appearance being accepted at $500.

When arraiged on the foregoing date before the

Bristol grand jury charges were presented by four

other jewelry firms in addition to Revell, Bigney

& Co.
The first was that of having in his possession

a forged document purporting to be a contract for

advertising in the Manufacturer's 'ear Book,"

bearing the signature of the 0. M. Draper estate.

The other charges were of a similar nature, the

signatures being those of R. Wolfenden's Sons,

Regnell, Bigney & Co. and A. H. Bliss & Co.

The allegations in the case of Regnell, Bigney

& Co. and R. Wolfenden's Sons also included the

extra detail that the forgeries were actually uttered,

while in the other three they are alleged to have

been merely in the possession of Fennimore,

backed by his open statement to the police that

he was planning to utter them.

In this case the word " forgeries " is used in a

rare way. The prosecution claims that the signa-

tures are perfectly genuine ones, but that after they

were affixed to receipts these receipts were re-

printed, with new wording between the original

lines, so that they became orders instead. The

definition includes altering a document as well as

affixing a fraudulent signature. That is the way

this case contemplates the word.

It was claimed by the prosecution that com-

panies' signatures were obtained for receipts and

were afterwards ingeniously transformed into fraud-

ulent contracts. This claim was supported by

blank forms cleverly drawn up by Deputy Sheriff

Nerney and submitted by the prosecution. The

manner in which they might be dishbnestly manip-

ulated was illustrated and a scheme unfolded by

which a cumulative system of fraud could be

practiced.
What started him on the track of this feature

of the game was that among Fennimore's papers

were two slips which illustrated the game " before

and after," and following the suggestion given on

those slips he had these six forms made for use at

the trial.

Fennimore's defense was that he knew nothing

about the contracts except that they were handed

to him by the International Collection Bureau, for

which he is a collector, and if they were forgeries

it was not his fault.
After hearing the arguments, Judge Reed held

Fennimore as probably guilty and held him for the

November term of the grand jury in $200 on each

charge. On request of counsel for defense, the

amount of security was reduced to $150 on each

charge.

Charles S. Sinsheimer, of New York, the

counsel of the International Collection Agency

Bureau, of New York, and a witness and attorney

for Fennimore, stated to Charles 0. Sweet, of

Regnell, Bigney & Co., immediately after the

trial, that they should take steps at once to enforce

the payment of the money due on these alleged

contracts.
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r-Qc(7 The
Jeweler's Success

depends upon

His Stock and The VVay He Presents It.

Jewelry and Silver-
ware Cases,

Paper Boxes, Trays
and Findings.

Boston, New V, rk, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cincinnati,
St. Louis.

Established 1844.

Dennison Products
have been used for many years by the lea( ling jewelers because

of this fact, and are valued for their

Quality, Finish and Artistic Excellence

OsmortiornaG&C.a.
Mamm.iii•WmcitbAlf •Jtwttli14• AMMIC A.-

Rel iabili.ty is an essential necessity in businessnowadays. Our grand new catalogue
for 1903 will be ready for distribution

on or about November 1st, and our customers know that our catalogues
are safe guides from which any jeweler, however large or small his
business may be, can safely order therefrom. The merchandise
illustrated each year is spank new—all the old things are eliminated.
In a word our book senses—up-to-date cataloguing. Send for a copy
and examine the book critically.

It is yours for the asking.
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The Jewelry Trade
Will Please Take Notice

that we have leased the large five-story building on Elm Steeet,
near Fourth, West Side of Street, Nos. .0,3, 415 and 417.
We occupy the upper floors, where we shall have extraordinary
facilities for the handling of all kinds of jewelry merchandise, and
where we will be pleased to welcome the jewelry fraternity. XX'hen
you come to Cincinnati make your headquarters with us.

You will be made welcome.

Fraternally yours,

OSKAMP, NOLTING & CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO

August, 1902

Philadelphia Letter

Buyers'
Excursions

THE KEYSTONE

Several hundred merchants ar-

rived in this city, on July 16th,

on the first of the trades excur-

sions under. the auspices of the

Trades League of this city. The merchants came

in four excursions, two on the Pennsylva
nia Rail-

Iliad front the central and west centrid parts of the

State, another on the Baltimore and Ohio fron
t

Ohio and West Virginia, and the fourth on th
e

Philadelphia and Reading Railway from points

along the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern

Railway. The excursionists combine business

%kith pleasure, and ill taking their annual vacations
,

through the courtesy of the trunk lines, are enabled

to get stop-over privileges at reduced rates to 
make

their purchases of stock. The Lehigh Valley Road

brought a number of merchant visitors on the fol-

lowing day, July t7th, from Buffalo and all imme-

diate points on the line.
In accordance with the con-

clusion of a contract between

Service Resumed the Pneumatic Transit Com-

pany, of this city, and the

Government at Washington, the pneumatic tube

service was resumed last month between the Phila-

delphia Post Oflice, the Ilimrse, the Reading Ter-

minal and Broad Street Station. The service was

oiscontinued about two years ago. The amount

\Ilia the Government has contracted to pay for

this service is $39,183 per annum. Bids have been

made by the company for the extension of the

service to the sub-stations at Eighth Street, Ciii ma-

bia Avenue, Sixth Street, Fairmount Avenue, Nine-

teenth and North Streets, Nineteenth and oxf(a.d

Streets, Ninth and Washington Avenue, Eighteenth

and Christian Streets and Thirty Eighth and :\ larket

Streets. The mail to these stations is now trans-

ported in trolley cars. These bids will be opened

in Washington On August i ith.

The Philadelphia College of Horology will

open its fall term September ist in their new build-

ing, Broad and Somerset Streets, this city. This

I uilding, a cut of Which is here shown, was pur-

chased by F. XV. Schuler, the principal of the col-

lege, and the necessary alterations were made to

make it suitable for the purposes of the college. In

the new quarters the pupils will have more room,

an abundance of good light, new benches and

tools. The Philadelphia College of Horology was

founded by F. XV. Schuler nearly ten years ago,

and it has since graduated a great number of effi-

cient horologists, the methods of teaching being

thoroughly practical. The new building is the

Pneumatic Tube

best manifestation of the institution's successful

past and hopeful future. THE. KEYSTONE jOHIS

with the graduates of the college in wishing Mr.

Schuler continued success in his new quarters.

The total output of coin at the

three United States mints located

at Philadelphia, New Orleans

and San Francisco, for the fiscal

year ending June 30th, %'as $94,526,678, and of this

amount the Philadelphia institution minted $17,424,-

586. In former years a large part of the gold coin-

age came from the local mint, but during the year

just ended only $315,162 %'as turned out, the re-

mainder of $61,980,572 in yellow coins being struck

at San Francisco. There are twenty-four stamping

presses in the Philadelphia Mint, while San Fran-

cisco has but eight, and, although the value of the

Western city's output is much greater than that of

Philadelphia, the local mint stamped many times

more coins than the capacity of the San Francisco

plant would permit.

Total Mint
Output

Omaha and Vicinity

Conditions in Conditions in this city and

This Section throughout Nebraska are much

the same as the industrial con-

ditions in other parts of the country. Labor trou-

bles on the one hand and splendid agricultural

prospects on the other, have produced a situatio
n

which differs but little from the general situ
ation

East and \Vest. In spite of the Union Pacific

strike, extending all along the line to Ogden, 
there

has been no indication that business has been 
nota-

bly injured. Both sides are displaying the utmost

confidence of ultimate victory. That the Union

Pacific will spend several coffers of gold to defea
t

the union men who decline to accept the p
iece-

work system, is unquestioned, but apparently 
the

men are undaunted by the immense power o
f the

great Vanderbilt-Harriman line. At all events,

there has been no break in the ranks, and
 they

HOW claim that the equipment of the road will
 soon

be in such a deplorable state that the off
icials will

be glad to make terms %% ith the striki
ng boiler-

makers and machinists. On the other h
and, the

road gives no sign of having been han
dicapped.

During July the State was visited

by some heavy floods caused by

Prospects the excessive rains, which often

developed into cloudbursts, and

as a result some inconsiderable streams
 became

raging rivers, working havoc along the 
adjacent

lowlands. This gave rise to unreliable reports of

great loss to the farmers, and for some

days it was believed that the damage had

Excellent Crop

been really enormous, especially as there

were frequent complaints of too much rain

from nearly every point in the State.

When the clouds had rolled away, how-

ever, it \'as learned that never in the

history of the State had crops been i
n

such a fine condition, and the crop report
s

issued from the statehouse have confirme
d

the most optimistic hopes. Consequently,

it would require several strikes much

greater than the present one to cause

any noticeable atnount of business 
depres-

sion in the face of such encouraging i
nfor-

mation.
The jewelry store of S. A. Sherrard

,

at Wood River, Nebr., was rec
ently en-

tered by burglars, who secured five

watches, three gold rings, a dozen 
gold

chains, some watch charms and other
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trinkets. Entrance was gained by cutting out

a panel in the rear door and re
moving the bars

which fastened the door. From the manner of

gaining entrance it was surmised that th
e robbery

%vas the \ V Olk of some one who was fam
iliar with

the building.
The jewelry jobbers have shared

in the general revival of confi-

Confident dence. Their orders from all

portions of the State have been

extremely satisfactory, and the prospects 
for the

next few months are excellent. There have been

no reasons for complaint up to date, a
nd there

seems but little chance that the jewelers will
 have

any reason to feel dissatisfied with the fall 
business.

It should be added, that the business men of

Nebraska are now extremely confident in the f
uture

of the State. The passage of the irrig
ation bill

will, in the years to come, remove all fear of 
the

old specter of drouth which always 
hovered near,

even in seasons that started out with go
lden pro-

mise. The business men contend that it wi
ll double

the population of the State in thirty years 
and make

the per capita wealth much higher than a
t present.

Peter Edholm, a brother of Albert 
Edholm,

the jeweler, of this city, was recently in 
Omaha. He

is now chief of police at Deadwood, S. 
flak. For

a number of years he was in the jewelry
 business

there and has always been very popular. H
e visited

Omaha as a member of a committee to a
waken in-

terest in the great Elks carnival, held in 
Deadwood

in the latter part of July and the first o
f August.

Ile succeeded in securing a large dele
gation of

Elks and others from this city.

A. Mandelberg has up to date held his his 
own

against the trustees of the Boston Ground 
Rent

Company, which has been trying since the 
first of

the year to secure possession of the stor
e at 1524

Farnam Street, with the intention of turni
ng it over

to the Milwaukee Railway Company, 
which has

been eager to secure this location for 
its ticket

office. Mr. Mandelberg decided to make a figh
t

and won out in the preliminary suit by 
which the

trustees sought to gain possession of the 
premises,

alleging the termination of the lease. Failing in

this suit the trustees have now brought
 suit for

$23,o0o, claiming that amount as damages 
because

of his refusal to turn over the store.

Among the callers at the Fl. J. Penfold 
optical

store recently were : E. C. Ruge, Sprin
gfield, Nebr.;

F. W. Whiting, Axtell, Nebr.; J. M. 
Doyle, Ni, la,

Iowa ; 1. E. Barron, Creston, Iowa ; 
Mr. Brandt,

Neola, Iowa ; 0. Grotham, St. Paul, Nebr
.; M. NV.

Stone, NVahoo, Nebr.; G. A. Cassiday
, Shelby,

Iowa ; N. D. Talcott, Greenwood, Nebr
.; L. M.

Shaw, Osceola, Iowa.

A. F. Smith, of Reichenberg-Smith 
Company,

has returned from New York.

E. A. Dayton, head of the jewelry house 
of

E. A. Dayton & Co., paid a visit during 
July to

New York, Providence and North 
Attleboro.

J. G. Beste, Hartington, 
Nebr.; A. \V. Cross,

Pierce, Nebr.; Henry Snyder, Platts
mouth, Nebr.;

W. H. Bodky, Sioux City ; C. Marqua
rdt, Norfolk,

Nebr., were among the recent callers at the 
jewelry

house of the Reichenberg-Smith Compan
y.

M. L. Stephens and 'William Shoem
aker, co;

the Omaha Horological School, are s
pending their

summer vacations in Iowa.

A. G. Gullander has charge of the repair
ing

department which was recently added by the 
Shook

Manufacturing Company.

Charles Weigel, who was recently empl
oyed

by Maurice Wollman in Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, has

taken charge of S. W. Lindsay's optical 
depart-

ment. Mr. Wollman recently closed out his bus
i-

ness in Council Bluffs,

Wholeshle Trade
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WE ARE ALWAYS READY FOR BUSINESS.
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Seamless Gold Filled Chains

Don't fail to see
our New Line of

IN ALL STYLES.

LOCKETS. Our line is not excelled in
price, variety or beauty.

We Mahe I:xce 1 len t Goods Only.

If you are looking
for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those
With this trade-mark

and see that 4,C. A.
M. & Co." is stamped
on the swivel of the
Chains you buy.

Purchase CHAINS from your jobber that are made
from seamless filled wire, exactly as represented, by
the well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH 0 CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

FINE FINISHED GOODS SELL THEMSELVES.

:IP

8885 0566.

HAND PAINTED CHINA.

We carry at all times a complete line of Hand Painted China,
especially adapted to the wants of the retail jewelry trade, and
turn out only first-class work.

If you want an elegant line of Hand Painted China for your
trade, we believe it will be to your interest to call and see our line
when you visit the Chicago market. If you cannot visit us, write
and we will have one of our travelers call on you.

WHITE'S ART COMPANY,
Decorators and Importers,

Lakeside Studio, 447 Elm Street, CHICAGO. ILL.
Decorators of Hand Painted China only.

9268/0530

Q.)
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Atlanta, Ga., and Southern Notes

Trade Conditions The protracted spell of dry

weather experienced in this sec-

tion recently was very injurious t
o agricultural

interests. Business was sluggish during the 
greater

part of the month ; in fact, some trad
ers say that

conditions had not been so indifferent for a numbe
r

of years. Trade is so dependent upon agriculture

and the latter in turn is so sensitive to w
eather con-

ditions, that there is little Warrant for bei
ng over-

sanguine regarding the future. Fully fifty per cent.

of the corn crop was destroyed during
 the heated

period just witnessed, and cotton fared littl
e better.

Happily, however, the drouth is broken at
 this

writing and the country is being benefited by h
eavy

rainfalls. This atmospherical change was much

needed, and its refreshing influences are aleat
ly re-

flected in a reanimation of business and a 
feeling of

confidence among the merchants. The exod
us of

pleasure-seekers contributed to the depress
ion, but

as tourists will soon be returning home,
 the effects

of this feature will also shortly disap
pear. Jobbers

report dull conditions and backward col
lecting, but

they anticipate an improvement with the a
dvent of

crop marketing.

A diamond ring was the cause of suit rece
ntly

brought against Sebald & May, of Atlanta, 
by T. P.

Capehart,a Sea-Board Air Line conductor,in th
e city

courts. The ring in question was pawned to 
Schaul

& May some time ago, and Capehart clai
med that

it had been stolen from him. An interesti
ng phase

of the case was the summoning of M
iss Agnes

Bush, a former sweetheart of Capehart's; w
ho had

at one time worn the ring. She identified t
he stone

by a flaw, that she claimed to have been ca
used by

having struck it against a bread-tray while 
knead-

ing dough. A misunderstanding between 
Miss

Bush and Mr. Capehart resulted in the retu
rn of the

ring to him ; a few days later it was stolen 
from

him, and a short while ago he discovered it 
in the

show window of the above-mentioned fir
m. The

jury returned a verdict in favor of the plain
tiff.

A report from Charlotte, N. C., states that
 the

shipment of gold from the United States A
ssay

Office in that city exceeded by nearly $45
,000 the

amount shipped last year. The report i
s for the

fiscal year ending in June. Virginia, Maryland, the

Carolinas, Tennessee, Georgia and Alaba
ma sup-

ply the office at Charlotte—three-fourt
hs of their

output going there, the remaining por
tion is sent

to the large northern smelters. The 
shipment of

gold for June of this year exceeded that of 
last year

by over $5000. One bar weighing sixty-five
 pounds

and valued at $13,500 was shipped in June. 
The

latest total amount of gold shipped during
 the past

year was $266,097.75.

Ire E. Teagle, of Ashburn, Ga., is 
suffering

from a second attack of paralysis. . Mr.
 Teagle

suffered his first attack about two years a
go, shortly

after his return from the Philippines, w
here he

served in the United States army, and hi
s almost

miraculous recovery was told of in the 
columns of

THE KEYSTONE. Mr. Teagle's health again began

to fail, the paralytic attack having set in. A 
little

boy arrived at his home in May, and since 
then

both the mother and child have been ver
y ill.

Mr. Teagle has the sympathy of many 
friends in

his misfortune, who earnestly wish for th
e early

recovery of himself and family.

Perry Keener, the well-known jeweler and

Optician, of Palatka, Fla., rejoices in the po
ssession

of a neat .farm, of which he is justifiably 
proud.

His ten-acre crop of potatoes is a copious one 
and

a profitable feature of his agricultural ente
rprise.

Harry McLanlin, of Sanford, Fla., has returned

from a vacation trip to Central Georgia. H. E.

Adams, of Tampa, Fla., who was in charge of Mr.

Lanlin's store during the latter's absence, has re-

turned home.
W. M. McNeal, the popular Loyd Street

jeweler, has completed improvements in his store.

The premises have been considerably enlarged, the

walls and ceiling refinished and new fixtures in-

stalled. The store is now one of the prettiest in

the city. Mr. McNeal has an extensive watch

trade among the railroad people; he and his genial

associate, Joe Clay, enjoying a great deal of popu-

larity.
In a fire that recently destroyed the City Hall

at Houston, Texas, it was thought that the old

town clock had been ruined, but upon examinati
on

It was found to be practically uninjured, and will be

placed in the new City Hall, which is now bei
ng

built.
Dalhorite & Co., Independence, La., who

were robbed of Poo worth of jewelry some tim
e

ago, have offered a reward of $25 in cash an
d all

the jewelry recovered, for the capture of, wit
h evi-

dence to convict the thieves. The burglary
 was

committed June 5th.

On July 7th a fire started in the rear of J. W.

Taylor's jewelry store at Greenville, N. C.,
 and

totally destroyed the store as \'ell as two adjace
nt

ones. It is not known what the loss amounts to,

or what insurance was carried.

J. P. Stevens, the engraver, is chairman of th
e

manufacturers' committee to provide for an ex
hibit

of Atlanta's products at the fair to be held 
here in

the fall.
D. S. Portor, Jacksonville, Fla., has mo

ved

into his new store, 13 Iowa Street. Mr. Portor was

burned out last year in the big fire, and has 
since

been occupying temporary quarters.

The firms of Maier & Berkele, Davis & Free
-

man and Jno. M. Moore & Sons were am
ong the

contributors to a fund of $1000, recently raise
d by

popular subscription for the Georgia Schoo
l of

Technology.
J. S. Trepagnier, of F. L. Trepagnier & B

ro.,

Plaquemine, La., has returned home from a 
vaca-

tion spent in New York. This was Mr. T
repagnier's

first vacation in nearly twenty years.

A number of Montgomery, Ala., jewel
ers are

closing their stores at 6 P. AI. during the 
summer,

among whom are J. L. Weiss, A. W. Le 
Bron and

C. L. Ruth & Sons.

Geo. F. Broadnax, Memphis, Tenn., has

secured the services of J. \V. Shively, 
formerly of

Youngstown, Ohio. Mr. Shively will be in charge

of the optical department for Mr. 
Broadnax.

Arthur A. Everts, a prominent Dallas, 
Texas,

jeweler, was nominated for lieutenant-g
overnor by

the Texas State Prohibition Convention at their

recent meeting.

H. T. Whaler, of Titusville, Fla., has
 com-

pleted extensive improvements in his s
tore and is

preparing to add largely to his stock.

H. H. Schaul, of Schaul & May, 
and family

are at Poland Springs, Maine, where 
they will re-

main during the heated months.

W. T. Hixson, El Paso, Texas, was 
one of the

visitors to San Francisco, Cal., dur
ing the recent

reunion of the Mystic Shriners.

J. T. Sobers, of Bainbridge. Ga., has pur-

chased the stock of the late W. M. 
Subers, of that

town, and will continue the business
.

The recent arrival of a little son at
 the home

of Jeweler T. B. Dilworth, of Jasper
, Ala., was the

source of many congratulations.
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The New York Loan Co. has purchased
 the

stock, fixtures, tools, etc., of the Claude H. W
illis

Jewelry Co., of Mobile, Ala.

F. Von Stein, of Punta Gorda, Fla., has bee
n

succeeded by H. M. Higginbotham. Mr. Higgin-

botham was formerly at Arcadia, Fla.

A new optical room with the latest and m
ost

improved appliances has been fitted up by C. 
L.

Ruth & Son, Montgomery, Ala.

Robert Schneider, Savannah, Ga., recently 
in-

stalled a new illuminated clock in the tower 
of

No. 6 Fire Engine house, Savannah, Ga.

D. S. Portor, of Jacksonville, Fla., has returne
d

from the East coast.

Will. Nolan has returned from the encamp
-

ment of the Fifth Georgia Regiment at Wright
s-

ville Beach, N. C.

Karl Lehman, of Karl Lehman & Son, Natchez,

Miss., has returned from a summer outing at

various resorts.
Walter E. Crane, of El Paso, Tex., has been

granted a patent, serial No. 34580, on a new e
n-

graving machine..

H. A. I3oley has removed to 91 Peachtre
e

Street, where he has large and handsome quarter
s.

W. C. Camp, manager for F. C. Barnes, o
f

Fort Worth, Tex., and wife, were in Chicago
 last

month.
Hosmer Howell, formerly with J. W. Langley,

Sylacauga, Ala., has opened a jewelry business 
at

Albertville, Ala.

A pearl was recently found in the Clinch

River, Tenn., that brought $t15 in the open mar
ket.

J. 1'. Ketchem, the popular Atlanta jeweler, is

chevalier of the recently organized Patriarchs

Militant.
Emil Gieland, the well-known jeweler, is

spending a vacation of several weeks at T
alla-

poosa, Ga.
I. M. Schwab, the well-known Savannah, 

Ga.,

optician, has completed extensive improvemen
ts in

his store.
Ed. Brown, manager for C. L. Byrd & Co.

,

Memphis, Tenn., is taking a vacation trip to 
the

Pacific Coast.
E. Rose, a well-known jeweler, of Fayette

,

Ala., has put in a stock of optical goods.

J. W. Boone, the well-known Marietta St
reet

jeweler, is erecting a fine residence on Mar
ietta

Street.
Harry May, of Schaul & May, has returne

d

from a business trip to Tennessee.

Armee & Val Colson, of Richmond, Ky., h
ave

opened a branch store at Richmond, Ind.

T. N. Pollock and wife, of Ashland, Ky., ar
e

enjoying a vacation in California.

Max Roy, formerly of Gainesville, Tex., 
has

removed to Fort Worth, Tex.

Chrisman & Co., of Annisten, Ala., have move
d

into new and larger quarters.

Simon Linz, of Dallas, Tex., has secured 
a

patent on a new cup design.

J. L. Schweizer, a well-known Selma, A
la.,

jeweler, is a candidate for alderman.

W. B. McDuffie and wife have returned from 
a

trip to Asheville, N. C.

J. H. Wilson, of Rockwood, Tenn., is 
putting

up a new building.

Charles W. Dann, Kissimmee, Fla., opened 
a

jewelry repair shop July 1st.

H. E. Kuley has opened a watch repair s
hop

at Marietta, Ga.

R. A. Whidly has opened a jewelry stor
e at

Ashburn, Ga.
R. F. Silvers and wife are at St. Augustine,

 Fla.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Arkansas

Jeweler F. W. Hawrv, of Helena, has installeda massive fire-proof safe in his store. He reportsthat the prospects for a satisfactory fall trade in hissection are exceptionally promising, agriculturalconditions being at present most gratifying.

Colorado

Notice has been given that the firm of Breckel& Atwell, Steamboat Springs, has been dissolvedby mutual consent. The business will be continuedby J. W. Atwell.

Indiana

Francis A. Voirol, a well-known jeweler andprominent citizen, of Fort Wayne, passed to hisreward a few weeks ago, after an illness of twoyears' duration. He was eighty-two years old anda native of Switzerland. He was a man of religioustemperament and identified with many church or-ganizations. He is survived by six sons and threedaughters. One of the former is Frank J. Voirol,the jeweler, 272 Calhoun Street, Fort Wayne.Frank Stinson, of Dallas Green's jewelry storeat Fort Wayne, was flurried some four %%,eeks agoto Miss Emma Schoemann, of Aurora, at whichplace the ceremony was performed. A receptionwas held after the wedding and was attended by anumber of family relatives. The couple %vitt residein Fort Wayne. THE KEYSTONE extends congrat-ulations.
After an illness of three years, Herman CarlKachlein died last month at Lafayette. Deceasedwas for many years head of the firm known as thatof Kachlein & Rising Co., of Lafayette. He wasborn in the latter city in 1861, and after learning thewatchmaking trade established himself in businessbefore he had attained his majority. He met with'much success as a merchant, the business whichhe established being now one of the finest in thatsection.

Kansas _

C. AV. McCormack, who, for the past year, hasbeen with L. R. Mogle, jeweler and optician, 903Main Street, Winfield, has gone to Everett, Wash.,to start business for himself.

Kentucky

The store of Rodgers & Kru11, 420 FourthStreet, Louisville, was last month damaged by afire which originated in the Masonic Temple, atFourth and Jefferson Streets, in that city. Theenormous volumes of water with which the burn-ing edifice was deluged by the firemen, poured onto the stores below, and unavoidable injury wasdone to the latter in consequence. The loss sus-tained by Rodgers & Krull has been estimated at$10,000, and is fully covered by insurance.

Maine

Jeweler F. F. Bartlett, of Rumford Falls, hassecured the services of Edward Cole, of Attleboro,Mass., as watchmaker and jeweler.

Massachusetts

Chester Shepard, senior member of the Shep-ard Manufacturing Co., makers of silverware, Mel-rose Highlands, died suddenly some 1%,eeks ago.Deceased experienced a slight shock about a weekprevious to his passing away. His connection withthe jewelry trade was a long one. He was on theroad for about twenty-five years, during which timehe gained a vast amount of popularity. Mr. Shep-ard came to Melrose in 1893 and established theShepard Manufacturing Company with his son,Chester B. Shepard. This business has been en-
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larged and extended" on different occasions sinceits inception. He was conspicuous in local politi-cal circles and was an ex-alderman of the city.

Michigan

The statement that Starr Parrish, the Coldwaterjeweler had discontinued business, was erroneous.Mr. Parrish has gone into partnership with Fred.C. Fulkerson, the firm-name being Parrish & Co.The company have an elegant store and a clean,modern stock of goods. They report that businessin their section is opening up in a most hopefulmanner.
Weltling Bros. & Co., Detroit, some weeksago finished one thousand gold-plated Elk carnivalbuttons, which they donated to the Detroit ElksNo. 34. On the button was a well-executed Elk'shead, with the inscription, "Elks' Carnival, De-troit, July, 1902.''

New York

Jeweler Purley Castle, formerly an employee ofthe Elgin National Watch Company, Elgin, Ill., forover twenty years, has opened a store at 332 EastWater Street, Elmira. He occupies the east win-dow of Lutz's Pharmacy, and will make a specialtyof fine repair work.
H. L. Fox has purchased the fixtures, etc., ofN. G. Smith, 207 Central Avenue, Dunkirk.
Charles F. Budd has issued a poster, in whichhe announces the opening by him of a jewelry andoptical business in Auburn. Mr. Bucld has had alarge experience with a wholesale manufacturingjewelry firm, of New York City, and will no doubtmake a success in his recent undertaking.
Jeweler Frank H. Dimmick, of Broad Street,Norwich, recently completed some elaborate im-provements in his establishment. Three new andhandsome quartered oak show cases constitute avaluable acquisition to his equipment. These willbe reserved for the display of diamonds, watches,rings, chains and silverware. Portion of the maininterior is utilized as the optical department, ofwhich J. D. Quick is in charge.
C. E. Burnham, the White Plains watchmaker,has removed his business from his old location tothe Albro Building on Railroad Avenue in thatplace.
E. R. White, of Buffalo, is circulating an ad-vertising card which will be preserved by therecipient because of its practical value. The di-mensions of this card are about 8 x 5 inches. Ittakes the form of an ingeniously-contrived postalscale, the rates of postage and other mail informa-tion of local interest being tabulated on the reverseside. The front contains Mr. AVhite's excellently-worded announcement, and at the top righthandcorner there is a diagram of a scale graded inounces and fractions thereof. A cord is fastenedin the middle of the upper portion, by which thecard may be held. A little higher up, and nearerthe righthand owner, is another and longer cord,suspended from which is a rubber band for holdingthe missive. When the short cord is held in onehand and the letter inserted in the rubber, the cardswings to the left, bringing the numbers on thescale directly under the cord from which the letteris hung, to an extent proportional to the weight ofthe communication. A patent has been allowedfor this interesting and useful invention.

Nebraska

C. J. Vlachs has sold out his business at Wahooto F. Hennings.
M. J. Cheney, jeweler and optician, has openedbusiness in Lincoln. He was formerly located inTopeka, Kans.

Texas

Clarence G. McCord, the well-known repairer,of Dublin, was married some weeks ago to MissTennie Cline. THE KEYSTONE extends cordialcongratulations.
The S. Beck Jewelry Co., of San Antonio, areopening a branch optical and jewelry business inthe Citizens' Bank Building, Beaumont. Theyexpect to be ready for business by August 5th.Their new optical department will be one of themost complete in the State ; it will be in charge ofJ. R. Segall. Mr. Beck is at present in the Easternmarkets. His abundant energy would seem to in-dicate that his success is assured.

August, 1902

• G. P. Whiteside, jeweler and optician, of Stam-ford, accompanied by Mrs. Whiteside and guests,returned some weeks ago from an extended tourthrough Southtrn Texas, taking in en route Waco,Marlin, Houston and Galveston. The party spenta most enjoyable vacation and returned muchbenefited by their trip. Mr. Whiteside got downto business on his return with a vigor stimulated nodoubt by the salubrious effects of his recent outing.

Wisconsin

L. Cornelius, the Prairie du Chien jeweler, whoadopts for his establishment a no less suggestivetitle than that of " The Jewel Basket," is expand-ing his interests at quite a rapid rate. He has incourse of construction a double store and officebuilding of brick, which will be replete with allthe most modern store equipment. He recentlyacquired some valuable lots of real estate, whichhe expects to considerably improve and convertinto suitable store premises. He contemplates theoccupation of his new building about October 1st.

Arkansas Items

Trade prospects in Arkansas are equal to if
not better than in any of the adjoining States, and
from a talk with the jobbers here, it seems that the
volume of business is considerably ahead of even
the year 1900. From reports we learn that Indian
Territory and Oklahoma Territory, as well as
Louisiana, are in excellent condition also, and are
confidently expecting a fine fall season.

J. W. Dilbeck and wife, of Morrilton, were in
Little Rock recently purchasing a line of jewelry
for their fall trade. Mr. Dilbeck, starting in busi-
ness at Morrilton a few years ago with a small
stock, has worked up a very nice trade.

Ed: Bowers and son, Tom, were in the Little
Rock market purchasing a line of goods to fill in
their present stock. Mr. Bowers is the postmaster
at DeWitt, and has a jewelry store in connection
with his post office. His place is interesting, in
that he has his own dynamo and lights his own
store, post office and shop. Tom Bowers, his son,
assists in the shop work, and under the instructions
of his father is becoming quite well known in his
section as an expert repairer.

H. H. Hawley, of Dallas, Texas, was in Little
Rock on business during the past month and has
returned to Dallas. We are glad to have such a
sociable fellow as Mr. Hawley among us.

Mr. Clark, who has charge of the Argenta
branch of the Chas. S. Stifft jewelry store, reports
the temperature in Argenta as sizzling, and says
fans are not of much benefit when it is as hot as it
has been recently.

Jeweler Brassie, of Argenta, made some pur-
chases in the jewelry market of Little Rock
recently, and anticipates a fair trade this fall.

\.,r L. Foutch, of Gurdon, Ark., made a flying
trip to Little Rock recently.

F. P. Congdon, formerly representing factories
in Providence, R. I., has accepted a position and is
now on the road for the Bayless Jewelry Co., whole-
sale jewelers, of Little Rock.

M. l). Glich, the enterprising jeweler of
Devalls Bluff, has formed a partnership with E. B.
Reasoner, of the same place. They have purchased
an elegant opening stock to put.in their new store.

''Procrastination (certainly) ' the thief of
time.' I can't do my holiday business without The
Keystone. I hazr nem.,- missed a copy-and I never

Barrington, Jeweler, Kirksville,
Ilfissouri.

THE GYPSY PATTERN

PRICES

ON

APPLICATION.

Design Patent allowed July 21, 1902. Serial number 113,041.

The handsomest and most complete Set made.

French Gray Finish.

We make

MIRROR
COMB
HAIR BRUSH
MILITARY BRUSH
CLOTH BRUSH
HAT BRUSH
VELVET BRUSH
POWDER PUFF JAR
SALVE JAR
NAIL POLISHER
MANICURE SCISSORS
STRAIGHT SCISSORS
EMBROIDERY SCISSORS
GLOVE STRETCHER
TOOTH BRUSH
NAIL BRUSH
CUTICLE KNIFE
HAIR CURLER
NAIL FILE
SHOE BUTTONER
SHOE HORN
CORN KNIFE
PAPER CUTTER
ERASER
BLOTTER
STOCKING DARNER

ETC., ETC.

Also

put up in Handsome Cases in
Manicure Sets, Toilet Sets, Desk

Sets, Etc.

ORDER EARLY

AND GET

YOUR GOODS

IN TIME.

Low in price, fine in quality, original in design.

M. Sickles Ci Sons,
MANUFACTURERS,
Salesroom, 726 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
FACTORY—Newark, N. J.



THE 'IRIAN° PATTERN
A beautiful, new service of
Flatware in sterling silver.

Tea Spoon.

Tea Spoon
(Revene.)

0TRADEA -74MARi

STERLING

Table Spoon,

Dessert Spoon.

Sugar Shell.

Bouillon Spoon.

R. frPallace & Sons Mfg. Co.
Silversmiths,

New rork. Chicago.

THE 'IRIAN° PATTERN
Charming in design and of
exquisite workmanship.

Individual Salad Fork.

Medium Butter Knife.

Butter Knife, Large.

Factories:
Wallingford, Connecticut.

San Francisco.

Dessert Fork.

Medium Fork.

Child's Fork.

MAMA:744

STERLING



For Standard Quality,
For Superior Workmanship,
For Exclusive and Artistic Designs,

The K-E Line of RINGS

Selection packages gladly sent to respon-
sible jewelers.

Manufacturers of Rings.
12 to 20 N. Division St.
342-344 Washington St. Buffalo, N. Y.

• fr.,

The Keystone
Book of'

Repair Guarantees.

Outing Watches
for Men and Women!

Ri gni Now is the Best Time
in all the Year to Sell Them.

During August—the month of vacaticns

—thousands of people will go in for some

kind of outdoor exercise.
Through the leading magazines this

season, we are telling women about our belt

watches for outing wear—and the ladies are

buying these watches by the thousands.
The jeweler who does not carry them in

stock is losing many sales.
These are thoroughly high-class watches,

made to stand the hard wear which they will

get on outing trips. Retail for $15.
Especially appropriate as trophies for

all athletic tournaments in which women

participate.

FOR MEN.—The " B erk shire,"
" Scout," " Americus " and " Cruiser," in

Sterling and Nickel Silver Cases, are just

the watches to wear on camping, fishing and

other trips where expensive gold watches are

likely to get injured.
These watches, though low-priced, are

not cheap looking. Thin models, which can

be comfortably carried.

FOR BOYS. —The " Rugby " and
" Senator." Some men prefer these smaller

sizes.

Our booklets, " Novelties in Chatelaine Belt

Watches for Ladies" and " Watch Specialties for

Men," will be sent to any dealer on request. We

supply these booklets in quantities to dealers with

their names imprinted thereon.

A Complete and Practical Guide
for Watchmakers in Adjusting

Watches and Chronometers for

lsochronism, Position, Heat and
Cold.

By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS,
•• I:x■•■•Isim." author of " Practical flints

.:111•11 1:■•11:1i ring," " Practical Treatise
so I .•prittg," " Electrie,ty antl Mug-
15•1i,111 no Watchmakers," etc.

Sent postpaid to all parts of
the world on receipt of

$2.5o ( los. ad.)

has space for sixteen hun-
dred entries of repairs, with
printed headings. It is made
of pure linen ledger paper,
has 120 pages measuring
9 x I I inches, and is bound
in cloth, with leather back
and corners.

Sent postpaid to any part of

the world on receipt of

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

C ontains two lituldrcd
printed forms with stubs.
Each guarantee is 3 Y4. x 7
inches, and very carefully
worded. Bound in cloth.

Guarantees inspire con-
fidence in your work and
help your bench business.

Sent postpaid to any part of

the world on receipt of
$1.00 ( 4s. 2d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 
19th 6 Brown Streets,

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

THE NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.,

WATERBURY, CONN.

37-39 Maiden Lane, New York City.

131 Wabash Ave., Spreckels

Chicago, Ill. Building,
San Francisco,

Cal.
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We always endeavor to make Rings that 
are better than any other make in 

the

market at the same price. That we are generally successful is 
evidenced in the growth

of the Kaufman business which compelled 
us recently to move our factory 

where larger

quarters were obtainable.

The fall. line now ready and being shown by 
our travelers has taken on the mantle

of expansion and progress. The influences 
surrounding its manufacture are impressed

in the product—it's a prosperous looking 
line, to describe it conservatively.

Every jeweler who handles fine gold rings 
should at least look at it—just to know

what's " doing." Can't learn too much these days, you know. 
Selection packages promptly

sent, anywhere.

Ever write in for our Special Ring 
Proposition?

with deciding to do it to-day ? Clip the coupon.

,ifollisXatt END gr)eil
RING MAKERS
ac Of „,.?g,c

. A

NEWARK N:J
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but they're
too high out of
y's reach

d sold
hey're-

reach of every.
who wants i--;-

reliekble goods.
All our rings

are Stamped
thus

wi)ich means,
price for
they e - 
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We always endeavor to make Rings that 
arc better than any other make in 

the

market at the same price. That WC arc generally successful is 
evidenced in the growth

of the Kaufman business which compelled us 
recently to move our factory where 

larger

quarters were obtainable.

The fall line now ready and being- shown 
by our travelers has taken on the 

mantle

of expansion and progress. The influences surrounding its 
manufa.cture arc impressed

in the product—it's a prosperous looking; 
line, to describe it conservatively.

Every jeweler who handles fine gold rin
gs should at least look at it—just 

to know

vhats" doing.- Can't learn too much these days, you 
know. Selection packages promptly

sent, anywhere.

Ever write in for our Special Ring 
Proposition? If not, what's the matter

xvith deciding to do it to-day ? Clip the coupon.

..XotticXatt inavrCii
RING MAKERS

c*.utoryogtco,.,,.„.c?„,olorn.110.0„Grec.L.H,

NAEWARK,NJ
HEINTZ BROS., MAKERS, BUFFALO, N.Y.RING

August.

Send us

AT ONCE

Your Special

RING PROPOSITION
We want to know about it.

NAME

ADDRESS 



These three pieces of E. H. H. Smith's It
  High-Grade Flatware for

_

Cold Aleut Fork
" Iris"

Perry Spoon
" York Rose"

Sugar Shell
" Perdi"

We shall soon have ready a handsome catalogue of our flatware, including ourknift with patent steel-inserted edge. Every jeweler who would like to know about aknife that always stays sharp—as well as about a superior kind of plated flatware—should send for a copy of//us book.

To make it as easy as possible for
jewelers to become acquainted with our
high-grade flatware, we offer these
three pieces for $2.00, delivered free
anywhere in the United States—cash
with order.

Anyone who is not thoroughly
pleased with his purchase may have his
money back on return of the pieces in
good order within 30 days.

This offer is made only to regular
jewelers, and we shall be much stir-
prised if it does not bring a hearty
response from the progressive element
of the trade, who will be quick to see
the beauty and tastefulness of the de-
signs offered.

If a choice is offered to customers
of jewelers between this and any other
plated ware, we are satisfied that dis-
criminating buyers will choose ours.

We are illustrating our three leading
patterns.

The " Iris "—French gray finish—is the
handsomest ever made in plated ware.

The " Verdi " is neat and tasteful ; plain
without being commonplace.

The "York Rose " is exceedingly hand-
some ; it harmonizes with prevailing sterling
patterns and can be appropriately used with
them.

These three patterns are made in all
staple pieces. New Price-List on request.

All goods bearing this mark 4 S are
positively guaranteed better and more service-
able than triple-plated ware.

Manuficturer,E. H. H. Smith c7 9-1 1-13 Maiden Lane, New York City.

Chronometer Escapement

Article No. 7 of the serial entitled " Chronometer Escapement,"
begun in the February, 1902, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

E shall not show in this drawing the
angular motion of the escape wheel,
but delineate at the radial lines c e

uIlil cf of the arc of the balance during the
extent of its implication with the periphery

of the escape wheel, which arc is one of

about 48 degrees. Of this angle but 43 de-
grees is attempted to be utilized for the pur-

pose of impulse, 5 degrees being allowed for

the impulse jewel to pass inside of the arc of
periphery of the escape wheel before the
locking jewel releases the tooth of the escape
wheel resting upon it. At this point it is
supposed the escape wheel attacks the im-
pulse jewel, because, as we just explained,
the locking jewel has released the tooth
engaging it. Now, if the train had no
weight, no inertia to overcome, the escape
wheel tooth A would move forward and
attack the impulse pallet instantly ; but,
in fact, as we explained in a former article,
there will be an appreciable time elapse be-
fore the tooth overtakes the rapidly-moving
impulse jewel. It will, of course, be under-
stood that the reference letters used herein
refer to the illustrations that have appeared
in the preceding articles of this serial.

If we reason carefully on the
matter we will readily com-
prehend that we can move
the unlocking jewel, i e.,

set it so the unlocking will take place in
reality before the impulse jewel has passed
through the entire 5 degrees of arc embraced
between the radial lines c e and c g, Fig. 6,
and yet have the tooth attack the jewel after
the 5 degrees of arc. In practice it is safe
to set the discharging jewel h so the release
of the held tooth A' will take place as soon
.1s the tooth A' is inside the principal line of
the escape wheel. As we explained in former
irticles, the contact between A' and the im-
pulse jewel i would not in reality occur until
the said jewel i had fully passed through the
arc (5 degrees) embraced between the radial
lines c e and c g.

,At this point we will explain why we
drew the front fan of the escape wheel teeth
at the angle of 28 degrees. If the fan of the
impulse jewel i is set radial to the axis of

Moving
the Jewels

the balance, the engagement of the tooth

A' would be at a disadvantage if it took
place prior to this jewel passing through an

arc of 5 degrees inside the periphery of the

escape wheel. It will be evident on thought

that if an escape wheel tooth engaged the
impulse stone before the 5 degrees angle had
passed, the contact would not be on its flat
face, but the tooth would strike the impulse

jewel on its outer angle. A continued inspec-

tion will also reveal the fact that in order to
have the point of the tooth engage the flat

surface of the impulse pallet the impulse

jewel must coincide with the radial line cg.
If we seek to remedy this condition by

setting the impulse jewel so the face is not

radial, but inclined backward, we encounter

a bad engaging friction, because, during the

first part of the impulse action, the tooth has

to slide up the face of the impulse jewel.

All things considered, the best action is ob-

tained with the impulse jewel set so the

acting face is radial to the balance staff and

the engagement takes place between the tooth

and the impulse jewel when both are moving

with equal velocities, i. e., when the balance

is performing with an arc (or motion) of

tYi. revolution or 225 degrees each way from

a point of rest. Under such conditions the

actual contact will not take place before

some little time after the impulse jewel has

passed the 5 degree arc between the lines

C e and cg.

The Drop
and Draw
Considered

Exactly how much drop
must be allowed from the
time the tooth leaves the
impulse jewel before the

locking tooth engages the locking jewel

will depend in a great measure on the per-

fection of workmanship, but should in no

instance be more than what is absolutely re-

quired to make the escapement safe. The

amount of draw given to the locking stone c

is usually about 12 degrees to the radial

line k a. Much of the perfection of the

chronometer escapement will always depend

on the skill of the escapement adjuster and

not on the mechanical perfection of the parts.

The jewels all have to be set by hand

after they are made, and the distance to

which the impulse jewel protrudes beyond

the periphery of the impulse roller is entirely

a matter for hand and eye, but should never

exceed reuiy of an inch. After the locking

jewel c is set, we can set the foot F of the
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detent D forward or back, to perfect and cor-

rect the engagement of the escape wheel teeth

with the impulse roller .B. If we set this too
far forward, the tooth A' will encounter the
roller while the tooth A' will be free. We

would beg to say here there is no escape
wheel made which requires the same ex-
treme accuracy as the chronometer, as the
tooth spaces and the equal radial extent of

each tooth should be only limited by our

powers toward perfection. It is usual to give

the detent a locking of about 2 degrees ; that

is, it requires about 2 degrees to open it,
counting the center of fluxion of the detent

spring E and 5 degrees of balance arc.
Several attempts have been

Fitting Up madeby chronometer makers
of the Foot to have the foot F adjust-

able ; that is, so it could be

moved back and forth with a screw, but we

have never known of anything satisfactory
being accomplished in this direction. About
the best way of fitting up the foot F seems to

be to provide it with two soft iron steady

pins (shown at j) with corresponding holes

in the chariot, said holes being conically

enlarged so they (the pins) can be bent and

manipulated so the detent not only stands in

the proper position as regards the escape

wheel, but also to give the detent spring E
the proper elastic force to return in time to

afford a secure locking to the resting tooth

of the escape wheel after an impulse has been

given. If these pins j are bent properly by

the adjuster, whoever afterwards cleans the

chronometer needs only to gently push the

foot F forward so as to cause the pins j to

take the correct positions as determined by

the adjuster and set the screw 1 up to hold

the foot F when all the other relations are as

they should be, except such as we can con-

trol by the screw G, which prevents the

locking jewel from entering too deeply into

the escape wheel.
[THE END]

One of the Indispensables
ED. KEYSTONE :—I gained more knowledge

from TilE KEYSTONE in regard to repairing watches,
adjusting escapements, setting pallets, springing
and adjusting Breguet hairsprings and adjusting
movements for accurate time and making perfect
staffs than from all other books and journals com-
bined. I have been reading it ever since it first
came out at twenty-five cents a year.

Bethel, Mo, JOHN G. BAUER.
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Rost Things Ito VaIlloios
AND

Fine NM Jenlio 
OUR SPECIALTY

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN COMPANY
92=98 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our f. IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highlypolished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.
DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches. Wall Cases. Solid Oak. feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepThe construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna- inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weighta. Inside of rase and

8

mented with egg and dart shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

A BEAUTIFUL, CASE Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

Made and Sold by 111011 0 

Co. 165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
•

FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Siredt
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Electro-Deposit " Curios"

THE KEYSTONE

Article No. 54 of the serial entitled " Electro-metallurgy,"
begun in the March, 1898, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

RON articles if well coated with cop-

per will last, even if exposed out of

doors, an almost indefinite time.

They Vill blacken and turn green like antique

bronzes, but the iron will remain unattacked

by rust—in fact, the iron is perfectly encased

in a copper casing, air and water tight. We

do not think we can do our readers a greater

favor, while we are dwelling on copper de-

posit by electricity, than to describe the

method by which some specimens of fruit we

saw recently was produced. In the collection

was a lemon, orange, banana, apple and

cucumber ; but what the ladies would call

the " cutest " of all, was some seed bulbs

from a sycamore, or " button-ball " tree.

If we simply desire to coat

such articles with a shell

of copper, for showing the

form, we can dip the article

to be coated in a strong solution of silver

nitrate (5o grains of the salt to io ounces of

distilled water) and after drying expose the

articles to sunshine, which will reduce the

silver to the condition of a good conductor

of electricity. On attachihg an article so

coated, to. the zinc pole of a battery, and

suspending it in a solution of copper sulphate,

while opposite to it is suspended a plate of

copper to act as an anode, a coating of cop-

per will soon form over the entire surface,

which if continued a short time will be strong

enough to stand handling, and by making

two or three little holes in the deposited

metal, to allow for the escape of gas, the

enclosed fruit or vegetable will very soon

dry up.
Such copper shells gilded or coated with

silver, and placed in a jeweler's show window,

makes one of the finest window attractions

ever shown. A flower, say a rose, dipped in

a solution of acetate of lead, and while wet,

placed in a jar of sulphurous acid gas, is in-

stantly coated with a bright film of lead.

Such lead coating can be used as a basis of a

copper deposit, the same as the silver re-

duced from the nitrate. A basket made of

willow twigs can be treated in the same way,

and a copper deposit made on it.

Such a willow basket first coated with

copper, and then plated with cobalt, is won-

derfully pretty and attractive. The metallic

cobalt, although a white metal, contrasts

beautifully with both silver and gold, and has

the advantage of not tarnishing by the action

of the air. A bright copper deposit pro-

tected by means of collodion lacquer is also

very effective. The collodion holds the color

from changing. A person of any ingenuity

Coating Fruit or
Nuts with Copper

will soon hit on a great number of ways in

which such a system of electro deposition

can be employed to get up tasteful articles

for novelties. The rough exterior of sea

shells can be coated with cPpper by either of

the above processes, and afterwards bronzed

and given a weird effect, to say a Haliotes

shell.
We will now take up the

The Art of process of electrotyping,

giving details of the techni-

cal manipulations ; but be-

fore presenting such details we will give a

sort of condensation of the process, to let

the reader get a general understanding of the

principles involved. In brief, the process of

electrotyping consists in first taking a wax

impression of type, and depositing on such

wax impression a coating of copper of sufficient

strength not to stand the force of the printing

press, but to hold type metal cast inside of

such " shell."
To explain, suppose we have a little dish

of thin copper with a bottom, the lower side

of which is a perfect representation of say

3" of one of these columns of printed matter

on this page—this paragraph, for instance.

Now, if we turned this dish over so the

bottom was upwards, and mounted it on a

block of wood, type high, we could print from

it. In practice we should require to have the

shell of copper pretty thick to stand the pres-

sure. In order to strengthen the copper, we

will cast inside of the shell some metal, which

will fill up the vacancy between the inverted

copper dish and the wood block. Experience

decides that the best metal for this purpose is

type metal—an alloy composed of lead, anti-

mony and bismuth, in the proportions of 6o

parts lead ; 15 parts antimony ; 15 parts

bismuth.
The relative proportions of these metals

are varied a little to modify the hardness of

the alloy, to adapt it for the purpose to which

it is to be applied ; as, for instance, small

type has a larger percentage of antimony,

because they should be harder to stand the

sharper impressions. For backing up elec-

trotype shells, the usual practice is to employ

a soft alloy containing a larger percentage of

lead than the proportions given above.

In actual practice the copper deposit on

the matrix is but a few thousandths of an

inch thick, the stability of the electrotype de-

pending on the type-metal backing. In large

establishments powerful dynamos are em-

ployed to furnish the necessary electrical cur-

rent, such dynamo giving but a low voltage

with great amperage. A dynamo using one-

horse power will deposit a good shell on

thirty square feet in three hours. Smaller

dynamos will deposit copper as well as a

larger one. It is important that the voltage

be kept low (not much over two volts).

(TO 135 CONTINUED)

Electrotyping
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An Audience With Edison

Thomas A. Edison is one of the hardest workers

in this country. He is never willing to leave his

laboratory. The only way Mrs. Edison ever man-

ages to get him to go to his home, when he is

engaged on a problem, is to come after him.

He has a military bed in a room specially set

apart for his own use, and here he stays sometimes

for days at a time. He hardly stops even to eat

and his meals are sent to him at the laboratory.

Mr. Edison has always been very jealous of his

time, and expects his employees to be equally

careful lest a single minute that might yield an

important invention should slip by.

A year or two ago an old friend, whose son

was just starting out in life, called upon Mr. Edison

and presented his son.
" My boy," said the friend, " is about to start

on his business career. Now, I would like you to

give him a few words of advice, and a motto which

he can adopt in his work."
Mr. Edison was very busy at the time with half

a dozen engagements pressing. But, looking up

at the big dial of the clock in the laboratory, and

shaking the young man's hand warmly, he said,

with a smile that is peculiarly his own :

" Young man, the best advice I can give you is,

Never look at the clock."

Medals of the Presidents

President Roosevelt's medal has been already

added to the national collection at the Philadelphia

Mint. It was made in beeswax originally, from a

profile photograph of the President, and was as big

as the largest-sized dinner-plate. A little vermilion

was added to the wax for color, and some gum was

mixed with it to render its consistency better for

modeling. Then the artist in charge proceeded to

fashion the portrait like a huge cameo, using for

the purpose two or three simple wooden tools and

a brush of delicate bristles to mark the hair.

The waxen cameo when finished was repro-

duced in metal by the electrotyping process, and

then a copy of it was made in steel, on a small

scale, this work being accomplished by an inge-

nious machine. As a blunt point traveled over

every part and sinuosity of the electrotyped medal-

lion, a revolving tool, pointed with a diamond, cut

away at a steel disk three inches in diameter, repro-

ducing the original with absolute accuracy, but

greatly reducing the size. As a result, all crudities

of the first cameo disappeared, being refined down,

and the completed steel copy was finally converted

into an intaglio by pressing it into a piece of soft

steel and hardening the latter. The intaglio was

the die for striking the medal.

The Roosevelt metal is of bronze—go per cent.

copper, 6 per cent. tin, and 4 per cent. zinc. Any-

body who wants one can get it by applying to the

mint and paying the very moderate price of two

dollars. In fact, the coin factory keeps similar

medals of all the Presidents for sale as far back as

John Adams. They make a very pretty collection,

and are well worth owning. A special medal of

President Garfield, in gold, was strwck soon after

his death, and for that you must pay nine dollars;

but you can get it in silver for only sixty cents.

Ordinarily these medals of the Presidents are

made of bronze only.

"Will say The Keystone is the hest guide to
a jeweler's success I ever read."—W W. Haler,
Jeweler, Hurlock, Maryland.
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value ? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

We pay for

Old Gold, 8K.,
Old Gold, lo K.,
Old Gold, 12 K.,
Old Gold, 14 K.,
Old Gold, 18 K., .
Gold-Plated Scraps,
Old Silver (fluctuating)

• 32c. a dwt.

• 

40c. "
48c. "

• 

56c. "
72c. "
20 to 35C. an ounce
Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters,

-

67 4,5: 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois.
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Polishing

THE KEYSTONE

Article No. 17 of the serial entitled " Cleaning 
and Restor-

ing," begun in the April, 1901, issue of Tnit KEYSTONE.

E cautioned the reader in our last

about file marks, and will repeat the

caution here without even an apology.

No workman can expect to polish out deep

gutters produced by unskillful filing with a

file coated with rust and " gouts " of metal

sticking fast in the teeth.

A prolific source of injury to

flow to Use and files arises from using them
Not Abuse a File on jobs contaminated by sol-

dering fluid and pickle. No job should be

filed until thoroughly washed and dried. A

strong solution of washing soda should be

kept to throw a job into after removing it

from the pickle. After soaking for a few

seconds it should be soused about, then

thrown into soap suds and washed with a

brush before rinsing, which completes de-

struction of the acid used. The job is now

ready for any little filing after it has been

thoroughly dried with an old, soft linen cloth.

For removing file marks, a piece of

Scotch stone should be employed. It re-

quires judgment and no little skill to use a

Scotch stone, because it is not an indiscrimi-

nate rubbing which is required, but a judi-

cious application of a means to an end ;, that

is, Scotch stone, to remove any file marks.

If the case we are repairing is nearly new,

we should strive to make our repairs look as

much like the rest of the case as possible.

If a silver case is well protected by .a

coating of boric acid before hard soldering,

there will be but little fire coat to remove.

If a noticeable fire coat should present itself,

suspend the job in a solution of cyanide of

potassium, in the proportion of one ounce of

this salt to one quart of distilled water ; and

if such water is not to be readily obtained,

water from melted ice can be substituted.

The case should be connected with the cop-

per or carbon pole of a good, strong battery

affording four or five volts of current power,

and allowed to remain a few minutes. The

knowledge of the time necessary to effect the

object can best be determined by experience.

The idea of this plan is to make the case

serve as an anode until a very small amount

of silver is dissolved from the case and the

fire coat removed. There seems also to be a

further action by the galvanic current, the

oxygen which forms or produces the so-called

fire coat, is forced by the electrical action

from its union with the metal, and is given

off as free oxygen. Attached to the opposite

pole of the battery is supended a thin sheet

of copper in the cyanide solution on which

all the silver abstracted from the case is de-

posited. By rubbing the copper with a little

dry plumbago the silver will easily be rubbed

off in the form of dust of pure metal.

For polishing, the marks of the Scotch

stone can be eradicated by brushing with a

stiff brush and a mixture of tripoli and kero-

sene. A very satisfactory means of smooth-

ing around a joint can be effected by a skein

of linen thread as large as one's little finger.

This skein is fastened at one end to the bench,

At bile the other end is held by the left hand,

and the case rubbed back and forth on threads

which will insinuate themselves into the

cracks and crevices. Most workmen apply

a mixture of oil and flower of emery, to give

• the threads a cutting power. A very good

mixture is to melt tallow and stir in flower of

emery until, on cooling, it forms a solid cake,

which is rubbed on the threads. Powdered

Bath brick also makes a good material to

unite with tallow for coating the polishing

skein.
No workman in this day

A Good 
Lathe 

should think of trying to run
Polishing 

a repair shop without a pol-

ishing lathe. In selecting a tool of this kind

we should not be influenced entirely by the

lathe being cheap. We should bear in mind

such a tool has to do lots of work, and should

consequently be strong and serviceable. A

good supply of brushes and buffs should be

laid in when the lathe is bought, and these

brushes should be distinctly marked for the

material used upon it. Soft brushes are of

little use except for rouge, and even in this

case it is doubtful whether buffs of cotton

flannel or walrus leather are not as desirable.

For first smoothing the case, soft coal

ashes and kerosene is an excellent composi-

tion, and is employed with a hard (stiff)

brush. In all cases where the work admits

of it, use a four-rowed brush three inches in

diameter. Such brushes cost but little more

and wear much longer, and do more work at

the same time. All polishing materials should

be mixed and kept in covered boxes to guard

against dirt, and each brush should have

its own separate box. For instance, you

have a brush for soft coal ashes ; this is kept

carefully by itself, not so much from fear of

scratchy particles getting into this brush, as

from fear of some of the soft coal dust grit

getting into some of the other brushes.

We often hear workmen complaining

that they cannot get as fine a polish on cases

and articles of jewelry as can be produced in

the factories. To such men we would earn-

estly invite them to think for a moment what

the cause might be. We can tell them very

quickly if they cannot solve the question. It

is not because they do not have as good

material, but it is simply because they do not

exercise the same scrupulous care. In facto-

ries, cases are rotton-stone buffed and rouge

buffed on the same lathe. The reader will

981

naturally ask if he must have two lathes for

polishing—one for rotton stone and another

for rouge. Not necessarily ; but great care

must be taken to keep the two processes sep-

arate. You cannot handle the box you keep

your rouge buff in with your hands all

smeared with tripoli and oil, and expect to

do fine polishing.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

The Artificial Production of Precious

Metals

For over one thousand years mankind declared

and believed that gold and silver could be artificially

produced, and innumerable searchers have labored

on this problem. These workers have not been

wholly within the class of metallurgists or what we

might call scientists, but all ranks and callings

have contributed contingents. The general im-

pulse which we designate as alchemy remained

influential until the beginning of the eighteenth

century, and was so widespread that it deserve
s

consideration by a student of social science. While

it is probable that in the more, ignorant ages a

larger number of people believed in incantat
ions

and ghosts than practiced true alchemy, yet 
the

public profession of the latter was much more 
fre-

quent than the public profession of supernatura
l

powers. The history of alchemy has indeed 
less

significance for chemistry than for the history o
f

culture.
The belief in transmutation was promoted by

the observation of cases in which the appear
ance

of gold and silver could be imparted to baser

metals. For example, copper alloyed with zinc

assumes the ordinary color of gold. Treated with

certain arsenical substances it assumes a silver-lik
e

appearance. Moreover, the doctrine of Aristotle

that substances differ, not because of 
different

composition, but by reason of difference of prop
-

erties, necessarily encouraged the transmutation
ists.

It was in this spirit that one operator distilled 
mer-

cury 1700 successive times in hopes of driving
 out

from it the liquefying principle and thus obtai
ning

the solid silver.
This ignorance as to the details of chemical

composition also led to another misunderstanding
.

Mine waters containing copper compounds 
(the

existence of copper as such in the water was 
not

recognized) would, by the action of iron, deposi
t

the copper and the iron would dissolve. We 
have

no difficulty to-day in comprehending the nature 
of

the action. but there was a time when it was
 be-

lieved to be a transmutation, and in alchem
ical

language was expressed as being due to Mars (i
ron)

having laid off his armor and decorated himself

with the garments of Venus (copper).

It is interesting to note also that according to

the Greek alchemists lead was the gene
rator of

other metals. It was especially the generator of

silver. We have no difficulty in understanding
 how

this last error arose. Lead ores usually contain

some silver, often very considerable amounts,
 and

the operation of cupellation easily burns
 off the

lead and leaves the button of silver, in which 
small

amounts of gold are often found.
—Henry Leffmann, in Cassier's Magazine,

"Ido not want to lose a single number of The

Keystone. I would not be without it for severa
l

times what it costs. "—Arthur J. Maker, Jeweler
,

Warren, Rhode Island.
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Special Forming Machines lugs, shown in dotted ouline at C". These

lugs serve as a bracing for the arbor on which

the jaws D D' turn ; they

also support the bolt on

which the tube which holds

the pencil is placed to have

the scalloped edges turned

up. To aid us in talking

intelligently we reproduce
855, July
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Article No. 220c the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

N getting up light machinery for spe-

cial operations, it is well to employ

  the legs for all operations where it is

possible to do so. This policy is recom-

mended for several reasons, of which we will

name two : (a) The muscles of the legs are

much stronger than those of the arms.

(b) It leaves both hands free to perform

quickly all changes of pieces. In using the

feet and legs it is advisable to let the levers,

by which the feet and legs act, be suspended,

the feet and legs resting on the lever merely

act to swing it back and forth like a pendu-

him. This disposition of the parts greatly

relieves the legs from fatiguing movements

which require the feet to be lifted and placed

6 • -
Fig. 2

Fig. 3, on page

KEYSTONE, at Fig. 3, of the

present issue, the only change

being to substitute the letter E

for A. The object we now have

in hand is to turn over the scal-

loped edges a, Fig. 3. To ac-

complish this we get up the bolt

F, Fig. 4, which is of such size as

to just fit the tube .E', Fig. 3.

The head is only for conveni-

ence of handling. At Fig. 5 we

show a front view of the bolt F

and lugs C" C". The parts shown at Fig. 5

are drawn as if seen in the direction of the

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

arrow f, Fig. I. Fitted in the lugs C"

are two sleeves, shaped as shown at G G,

Fig. 4. These sleeves remain in the lugs,

being held in place by flat springs, the ends of

which rest in the channels shown at d d, Fig.

4. The idea of the device is, the bolt Fis pulled

back, as shown at the dotted outline F",

NO. 8T2. inches.

Alt:

9 I.y 1,.. int
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on a pedal, to be taken off and replaced for

every piece passed through the forming

machine.
We will now conceive that we have the

tube for the pencil holder rolled up into a

cylinder, as shown at A, Fig. 2, page 855,

July KEYSTONE, and the next operation is

to fold over the scalloped edges. Although

this is apparently but a small thing to do still

it will require a special machine and a sepa-

rate handling. The machine to employ is

very similar to the one used for folding up

the tube A. We show a side view of the

new machine at Fig. 1. As shown in the

cut, B represents the bench on which the

forming press is erected. The bed plate C is

of cast iron, about thick and 6" by 6"

square, with an opening in the center, to be

subsequently further described. Projecting

from the lower surface of the bed C are two

lugs, one of which is shown at C, Fig. I.

At Fig. 2 we show, on a
A New Forming smaller scale, a plan view of
Press Described

the iron bed plate C, seen

from above, i. e., in the direction of the arrow

),, Fig. 1. To the bed C are attached two

Fig. 5, a tube E is then held between the

lugs C" C" so that when the bolt F is pushed

forward the tube E is threaded on it.
The jaws D D' are actuated
by the pendulum lever shown

Clamp Described at A A', Fig. I. We do

not show the lower end of

this lever, but would say that it is like the one

shown at Fig. 3, page 727, June KEYSTONE.

The jaws D D' are jointed at x, Fig. 1, an
d

turn on the bolt x. Attached to the jaw D is

a spiral spring shown at w, said spring extend
-

An Automatic

ing back to where it is attached to gripper

A" by the stud w'. The idea of this device

is, that as the foot is applied to the lower end

of the lever A and pushes it back, the parts

A" A" are thrown forward and close the

jaws D D' on the tube E and bolt F, holding

these parts firm until the sliding sleeves are

thrust inward and force up the lips a, as

shown at Fig. 3. The grip of the fingers

A" A", Fig. 1, is made adjustable by the

screw t, Fig. I. The piece s inside the finger

A" is made of heavy sheet steel, and is held

in place by a screw shown at s'.
As the lever A A' swings back in the

direction indicated by the arrow r, the spiral

spring w drives the jaw D back, while the

jaw D' falls by its own weight, relieving the

tube E, which now has the lips a opened

as shown. The sleeves G G' are made of

steel and hardened. The forming ends of

the sleeves are shaped to a concave, to give

the lips a a rounded surface. The centers of

the bolt F and pin x are r%" apart and 254 1

above the bed plate C For closing in on

the sleeves G G' two levers are provided, as

shown at H H', Fig. 5. These levers are

jointed at p ft to the feet of the lugs C"
Two springs, shaped as shown at

Fig. 6, enter the channels d d, Fig.

4, in the sleeves G, which pull the

sleeves G G' back after they have

formed the lips a, Fig. 3.
The levers H H' are connected

to the hand lever I by the connect-

ing bars L L'. The idea is, that

when the handle I is in the position

shown at the full lines, the sleeves  

G G' are closed in on the tube E, Fig. 6

Fig. 3. Let us understand how such

a forming tool is used. The operator is seated

in front of it, that is, facing the direction indi-

cated by the arrowf, Fig. I. Now when the

parts of the forming press are in their normal

position they are as shown at Fig. 1. The

operator takes a tube like the one shown at

diagram E', Fig. 3, in his left hand, and

drawing out the bolt F.to the position shown

at the dotted outline, holds the tube E so as

to push the bolt F through it, the inner end

of the sleeve G' pushing the tube E back on

F to the proper position.

The foot of the operator is
supposed to be resting in the
stirrup attached to the lower
end of the lever A, Fig. 1.

After the tube E is placed as above described,

the foot resting on the lever, A is thrown for-

ward, causing the projections A" A" to act on

the jaws D D' to firmly grasp the tube E and

bolt F, and while the parts named are secure,

the left hand of the operator, with a quick

swinging motion in the direction of the arrow

g encounters the lever I while in the position

indicated by the dotted I', forcing said lever

into the position shown at full outline, which

causes the sleeves G G' to swage up the lips

a on tube E, as shown at Fig. 3. The lever

I is thrown back to the position indicated by

the dotted outline I', the pendulum lever A

pulled back by the foot and the jaw D D'

assumes the position shown at Fig. 1. The

swaged tube E, Fig. 3, is removed from the

piece by pulling out the bolt F to the posi-

tion indicated by the dotted outline at F",

Fig. 5, at which time the press is ready for

another tube E to have the ends swaged.

Practically Using
a Forming Tool

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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The Mainspring : Its Manufac-

ture, Kinds and Qualities

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the "Journal Suisse
d'Horlogerie."I

I. Production of Springs

Chiefly because of the great variety of methods,

springs are often hand-manufactured in rather

primitive ways and with rather primitive tools.

Formerly the spring consisted of wrought steel

wire, but since rolling-mills have been improved,

steel can be delivered in ribbons of various thick-

ness, 8o meters long and 8 centimeters wide. This

steel is cut in ribbons, somewhat exceeding in

length that of the spring, by iron shears provided

with a gauge, which can be moved so as to give

any desired width. These steel bands are collected

in dozens and passed over a draw-bench between

firmly fixed files, which only graze the edge, in

such a manner as to remove the inequalities and

regulate the width. Then the surfaces are properly

cleaned, at first with a file, afterwards with emery.

This process requires time, but the drawing

out of the springs before tempering stretches the

wire longitudinally, hardens the surface and thus

increases the future elasticity. Some manufac-

turers, in order to produce a cheaper article, curtail

these operations, but it is at the expense of the

quality.
The springs are not tempered singly, but by

dozens fastened together in the following manner :

on a movable table, two springs, attached at one

end, are wound around each other, the strips being

separated by fine iron wires, which, to the number

of eight or ten, form an interlacement from center

to circumference ; between these two springs two

more are wound, and so on until a diameter of

about 25 centimeters has been reached, which, ac-

cording to the strength and the length of the

springs, requires from five to six dozens. The roll

thus formed resembles a very large coiled spring,

bound at several points by cross wires.

The interior of the furnace which

is employed for tempering the

springs is brought to a white

heat and maintained at the same

temperature, as far as possible, during the treatment.

The furnaces are to-day generally heated by gas. In

earlier times wood charcoal was employed, a fuel

which should be exclusively employed when gas is

not available. The furnace should be situated in a

dark place and sheltered from air currents. The

parcel of springs is placed in the furnace on a re-

volving cross-piece, constructed of fire-proof clay.

The workman superintending the operation must

observe carefully the color variations of the steel,

and try to have the bundle preserve as uniform a

color as possible by moving and revolving the

cross-piece. As soon as the red color desired is

attained, the packet is plunged flatwise into a

vessel filled with melted fat.

The springs are then as hard as glass, and be-

come black by oxidation in the fire. The packets

are unbound and the springs reheated at both ends

for a length of 3 centimeters, so that they may be

fastened in the clamps of the draw-bench without

danger of breaking. After washing they are white

and rather lustrous ; they are then annealed, that

is, that is the degree of tempering is reduced. For

this purpose they are passed over a smooth iron

plate and heated by special apparatus. This plate

is not of uniform thickness. On its edges is a tri-

angular section, so that the heat can be stored in

various degrees according to the distance of the

Treatment in
the Furnace

two sides. The operation being done by hand, it

would be difficult, on account of the slight thick-

ness of the strip to be annealed, to obtain unifor-

mity for the entire length. The end desired is,

however, attained by utilizing different parts of the

annealing plate.
The springs are brought to a yellow, to a red

or a blue, according to their force ; but the end

which is to form the inner turns should always be

annealed more than the rest of the strip.

By the annealing, the spring, previously coiled,

has become perfectly straight. It is from one to

one and a half numbers thicker and one number

wider than it is finally to be.
This is the " rough " spring ; the manufacturer

should always have a stock in all the current

numbers.

Finishing the
Spring

The springs are then stretched

one by one in a draw-bench and

the edges rounded and polished,

which is accomplished by rub-

bing them with oil and emery between two pieces of

hard wood, held firmly in the hands, until the spring

has reached the desired width. Then two springs are

stretched alongside of each other, whose surfaces are

polished simultaneously, so that their thickness is

reduced and approaches the desired size. The

thickness of the steel always varying slightly,

though by a slight fraction of a millimeter, a spe-

cial measurer (Palmer's system) is employed ; by

reducing the parts found to be too thick, a strip

perfectly uniform is obtained. A last phlish is im-

parted by means of finely powdered emery.

The spring is finally blued, and this operation

is similar to that of annealing, except that the same

color is produced through the entire length. This

bluing does not change the tensile power, unless

the spring has been annealed in the first operation

at a lower temperature. In this case there is an

increase, because the steel tempered and blued

attains its maximum of elasticity. But if, on the

contrary, the spring has been previously annealed

at a temperature higher than that of the blue, a

grayish-blue, for example, the blue color will not

impart greater strength any more than violet, red

or yellow. The operation is, therefore, only in-

tended to give the spring a good appearance. The

permanent color of springs signifies nothing.

The unworked ends are cut to a length of 7 to

9 centimeters, and thus the whole spring receives

its precise length. The inner end is reheated (for

springs which are to remain white inside, it is done

before polishing, at the part mentioned already),

furnished with a square hole for the hook of the

collet and rounded off. The outer end is also re-

heated for a length of 2 to 3 millimeters, and per-

forated with a hole for the barrel hook. This end

is whitened again as far as heated. The holes for

the hooks are made with the special pincers, pro-

vided with a punch, familiar to watchmakers. The

disappearance of polish from reheating is remedied

by polishing the edges left bare for a few centi-

meters.
The spring is then carefully cleansed, and after

the inner turn has been formed with round pincers*

the ribbon, which is still straight, is rapidly wound

on a mainspring winder having a revolving arbor

and of a size proportioned to the diameter of the

spring when wound, so as to give it a spiral form.

To obtain more perfect coils, a fine rod or a strip

of parchment is inserted and wound with the

spring. The latter then unwinds with greater reg-

ularity and the inner coil does not remain eccentric.

*This process is much used for springs designed 
for ordi-

nary watches but we prefer the method of formin
g the inner

end, which Is left harder, by the blows of a wooden -ha
mmer on

a rounded surface.
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For the purpose of easy manipulation the

springs are wound and surrounded with a me
tal

ring or wire, and are then ready for shipping.

II. Qualities of Springs

There is no infallible criterion for judging the

quality of springs accurately. However, if they are

badly blued, if their edges are flat instead of

rounded, or if the ribbon is of unequal width,

defective work throughout may be reasonably in-

ferred. It is much better, therefore, to refuse pro-

ducts of this class, however low in price, because

springs of poor quality are too dear at any price.

In spite of numerous experiments, it has been

found impossible so far to establish an absolute

rule for the estimation of the tensile power of the

elasticity of springs. This is a great disadvantage.

Without considering differences in width and

thickness, which may be decreased by present pro-

cesses of manufacture, inequalities in force and

elasticity are noticed in springs of the same parcel.

This originates for the most part from the want of

sufficient experience or of thoroughness on the

part of manufacturers generally. If, for example,

a packet of springs fastened together for temper-

ing is examined, it will be found that certain coils

are too closely wound, while others are too loose.

It is difficult to prevent this, because, although the

springs were previously bent in uniting some two

dozen at one time. there were some coils whose

curvature was not adapted to the place they came

to occupy ; their ends resting against the inner or

outer coils pressed each other at certain points.

while there were unequal spaces at other points.

These irregularities are especially noticeable when

the springs are attached. Under such conditions

it may be easily understood that the springs do not

become equally heated, and that they cannot cool

uniformly, whence, notwithstanding the same tem-

pering, differences are produced in the tensile

power.

Improved Quality

The question now arises : how

can the quality of springs be

at Some Cost improved without raising the

cost ? As was said above, the

strips of steel are cut in pieces of the length of the

rough spring. Instead of proceeding thus, the springs

should be cut the whole length of the steel ribbon by

the cutting machine. In a second machine, a draw

bench, the bands of steel should be drawn out be-

tween two pairs of sliding planes provided with round

grooves. After the second drawing the strip of steel

should have its edges rounded and the exact width

of the spring given, and as it is broken immediately

after tempering to the required length for the spring,

it would form a packet composed of two juxtaposed

strips, and not several dozen springs. There would

no longer be ends without number impossible to

fasten with exactness, and there would be at all

points the same distance between the coils.

It is useless to insist on the advantages offered

by this method for good tempering. Unfortunately,

it is scarcely applicable in present conditions, be-

cause it is almost impossible to cut springs the

whole length of the strip.

Other improvements in the manufacture are feas-

ible, and should be made for the purpose of replac-

ing steel with aluminum bronze. Good results could

certainly be obtained by the employment of elec-

tricity in tempering ; the ribbons of steel would no

longer be fastened in packets, but simply wound in

a small spiral and their two ends be connected with

the poles of a battery, the duration and force of the

electric current being determined by trial. The

cleaning of the steel after the tempering would be

(Continued on page 987)
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also done away with, because at the moment of

heating the spring would be placed under a layer

of protecting oil or fat, which would prevent oxi-

dation.

III. Different Kinds of Springs

Springs of several kinds are manufactured. In

the reversed end spring the outer end is formed by

a backward curve. A greater development of

force in the outer coils is thus obtained, but only at

first, because this very special form becomes soon

modified. Still something in solidity may be

gained if this end is smaller than the rest of the

spring, but the loss of force resulting from this is

liable to annul the effect which it was hoped would

be gained by this form. This spring, on account

of its complex manufacture, is quite expensive.

Among the best springs invented of late years,

the free spring may be mentioned, which is due to

Adrian Philippe. The thickness of the outer coil

is double that of the others, which are all of the

same tensile force. On account of its expensive-

ness the free spring is often replaced by an ordi-

nary spring, fixed in the barrel, with an elastic ring

of corresponding tension, and acting in a similar

manner.
In the spring known under the name of cylinder

spring, the thickness of the ribbon continually

diminishes from center to circumference ; the coils

rubbing against each other, a part of the excess of

force, when the tension is complete, is absorbed so

that the spring is unwound more uniformly. This

advantage is problematical, because this uniformity

of motor force is only obtained by variable friction,

which cannot be regulated.
The chronometer spring, known

The Chronometer as the free unwindi
ng spring or

Spring fusee spring (flirt), is, contrary to

the preceding, thicker at its outer

end and decreases progressively up to its inner coil,

in such a manner that the coils separate from each

other as soon as the movement of the barrel begins.

The difference of force from the commencement to

the end of the movement is greater than in the other

springs, but it has the advantage of less friction

between the coils and of a uniform evolution. On

account of this variation of force this spring can

only be employed in fusee watches.

The ordinary spring is of the same thickness

throughout. Consequently it does not unwind as

regularly as the chronometer spring ; as a compen-

sation, from top to bottom, it has less difference of

tension ; the friction of the coils is also less than in

the cylinder spring. In fact, if the ordinary spring

is of good quality, it will satisfy all the exigencies of

common watches, and even of chronometers, and

on account of its easier manufacture it is less ex-

pensive than all other kinds.

IV. Utility of the Fusee and Uniformity in Traction

The action of the motor spring may be ren-

(lered uniform by means of the fusee, a conically-

shaped pulley, interposed between the barrel and

the motor wheel, with grooves, in which is placed

a flexible steel chain, communicating the traction

from the spring enclosed in the barrel. At the

base 
first mobile

thefu fusee is 
train.

sha toothed-wheel gearing with

the 

Indispensable in old watches having a crown

wheel, the fusee is now only employed in marine

chronometers and in certain English time pieces.

When, in a report made to the International Chro-

nometric Congress, held at Paris in September,

1889, on the construction of chronometers, it was

stated that owing to the progress made in the pro-

duction of mainsprings, the fusee was no longer in-

dispensable for regulating, the question was raised

whether it would not be better to leave it out when

this costly attachment was not even an essential

condition of the isochronism.

This opinion was opposed by Messrs. Saunier

and Rodanet. M. Saunier observed that the first

chronometer in France, for giving longitude, that

of Pierre Le Roy, had no fusee, but that it was

constructed under conditions absolutely different

from those of our modern chronometers ; that

Jurgensen had made a chronometer with toothed

barrel, and consequently without fusee, but enclos-

ing a spring of eleven feet (3.573 m. ) in length, cost-

ing 55 francs ; that the manufacturer, not having suc-

ceeded with the first spring, had made a second,

but declared that, in case of failure, he would not

make a third ; that, lastly, Henri Robert had re-

cently made chronometers with toothed barrels,

but only a single one had furnished a sure move-

ment for a period of several years, while the others,

acquired by the navy, had promptly descended to

the role, still useful but modest, of counters. M..

Rodanet called attention to the fact that, on account

of the differences of force which the springs pre-

sented, according to the extent of the winding, it

was necessary to equilibrate them, and for this pur-

pose the fusee was employed.

It is certain that the fusee only

guarantees a sufficient uniformity

the Fusee of the motor force so long as

the molecular state of the motor

spring does not change, a condition also necessary

in the toothed barrel. This is one of the reasons

why the constructors avoid, as far as possible, pre-

senting their chronometers to the navy competition,

until they have submitted them for a sufficient time

to varied temperatures, capable of bringing the

mainspring and the balance spring to a stable mole-

cular state. This care P. Le Roy advised twenty-five

years ago. But the great fact militating in favor of

the fusee is, that it allows the employment of the

spring, called flirt, a spring attended with an ex-

cellent development.

Another advantage of the fusee is that it allows

a multiplication of the movement. The barrel

being encircled with four coils of the chain, for

example, this length of chain requires six turns of

the fusee to be completely wound. Consequently,

for one turn of the barrel, the fusee wheel will

make on an average a turn and a half, without in-

crease of friction or loss of force.

On the other hand, the fusee has the following

disadvantages : it increases the friction by the ad-

dition of a supplementary mobile ; it necessitates a

stiffer spring, and consequently more liable to

break or to wear out ; it requires a new equipoising

of the fusee each time that the spring is changed;

it requires a chain very much exposed to breaki
ng,

and lastly it occupies much space and compels the

employment of an auxiliary to the winding appa-

ratus, so that the movement may not be interrupted

during the winding.

The presence of the fusee is also an obstacle

to the adjustment of stem-winding work. In fact,

the latter in this case must be a more or less com-

plicated mechanism. It may be asserted that this

is the principal reason for the abandonment of 
the

fusee.
If, to these disadvantages is added the great

progress made in adjusting, superseding much of

Advantages of
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the utility of the fusee for pocket watches, it is

evident Aviv its employment is more and more

restricted to marine chronometers.

It is the necessity of simplify-

Why there are log the construction of the

so Many Inven- watch by suppressing the fusee

tions in Springs that has caused the invention

of different kinds of springs,

for the purpose of arriving at uniformity in traction

during evolution of the spring. In old watches,

constructed before the appearance of the fusee,

there was a mechanism called stacAfreed, disposed

in such a manner as to offer a gradual resistance

corresponding to the decrease of force resulting

from the unwinding of the spring from top to bot-

tom. More recently, we see the inventive genius

of watchmakers exercised in the creation of mecha-

nism for the same purpose. Thus, among others,

M. Viel-Robin, of Paris, after many long experi-

ments for the purpose of rendering the motive

power of a mainspring uniform, proposed the fol-

lowing construction as attaining that end. He

placed an elastic arm on one of the barrel ends

suitably curved. The extremity of this arm pene-

trates through an opening into the barrel and is

connected with the end of the mainspring. The

two springs, the outer and the inner, thus form one

piece and are similar to the overcoil balance spring

employed to-day. When the motor is wound, the

point of attachment is drawn towards the center,

according to a progression of movement and a

direction determined by the curve and the elastic

force of the upper arm.

The inventor asserts the absolute uniformity of

the motor force. But, even setting aside the greater

complication of parts of the barrel, this uniformity,

if it existed, would require the conditions of being

independent of adherence or friction of the strips,

a condition not easy to realize.

To-clay, experience has demonstrated that a

force sufficiently uniform from top to bottom may

be obtained by employing good springs of uniform

ribbon and long enough to leave one or two coils

unused. But, to obtain a suitable rate with such

springs, all the skill that chronometrical science

and practice can furnish must be applied to the

construction of the train.

The Action of Light on Gems

At a recent meeting of the Academie des

Sciences de Paris, M. de Lapparent summarized a

report of M. Chaumet relative to the action of light

on precious stones. The speaker observed 
that

violet light developed a fluorescence in the 
dia-

mond, and that this fluorescence presented a much

greater intensity with diamonds of the greatest

commercial value. The speaker further observed

that a yellow diamond cut in facets, which 
gave

forth golden reflections, did not manifest this fl
uor-

escence after having been submitted to the vi
olet

light, or at least that this fluorescence ended wi
th a

red illumination at the border of the facets.
 Several

hours later, however, the diamond turned brown

and lost its material value, but this alteration 
was

only momentary and the diamond quickly r
egained

its natural yellow tint. The action of violet light

is not restricted to diamonds ; it may be 
exercised

on rubies to such a degree as to be of grea
t assist-

ance in determining values. Thus the rubies of

Siam and Burmah represent a very different 
market

value, and yet it is very difficult to distinguish th
em.

Violet light, produces on the first but a feeble

fluorescence, whereas it excites an intense fluor-

escence on the second—the rubies from Burmah.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this dep
artment

must send name and address—n
ot for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attenti
on will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answer
ed in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each Dec
ember number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these 
indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to thern,as 
similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered 
in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which t
he information may be found.

"English No. 2."—hl your reply to the thi
rd

question under the nont de plume "English
," on

page 735, of the June number, I see 
you say the

length of the mainspring cannot be measur
ed or

determined beforehand except by the old o
ne, if

this was right ; at least, that is the way I 
under-

stand the answer If we measure the inside

diameter of the barrel we can find not on
ly the

actual length and strength of the spring, 
but also

how many turns the barrel will make. You also

say it is better to have the spring too long th
an too

short. This may be true in one sense, because we

can shorten it ; otherwise, the effect is the 
same,

as the barrel does not make as many turns
 as it

should if the spring is too long.—We are a
lways

glad to have anyone criticise our answers. 
There

could have been more of a definite answer 
given

" English," but we think the answer suited th
e ques-

tion. We took from the question that "E
nglish"

had no trouble to get the proper width and st
rength

spring for his watch, but the only fault he ha
d was

in breaking the surplus of the new spring off
. He

usually left it too long, and we told him this 
was a

good fault, because he could easily break an
other

piece off to make it the right length ; whereas
, if

he cut the spring too short in the first place, it 
would

require a new spring. We also stated that the
re was

no way to measure the length of the mains
pring

except in comparison to the old spring, tha
t is, if

the old spring was the right length in the first

place. We still adhere to this answer f
or actual

practical work, and we do not hesitate to say 
that

not one watchmaker out of five thousand wh
o puts

ill a new mainspring in a Swiss watch mathem
atic-

ally calculates the length that the spring s
hould be.

Even if he should go to the trouble to calc
ulate the

length of the spring in inches or in millimete
rs and

obtain the correct length for the barrel to mak
e

or 6 revolutions at one winding, it is very near im-

possible for him, after having this length, to 
trans-

fer it to his spring in order to make it that l
ength,

as the length he will obtain will measure in a

straight line, while the spring he wants to me
asure

will be in a series of circles and each of the c
ircles

will be of a different diameter. So, we claim, for

practical work, even by the best of work
men, it is

a waste of time and not practical to try to m
athe-

matically calculate the length of a mai
nspring, for

no other reason than it would be very n
ear im-

possible to transfer that calculation to a new 
main-

spring unless the spring was pulled out 
straight,

which is something that should not be done.
 We

do, however, claim that it is practical and
 proper

to measure and obtain the proper thicknes
s of a

mainspring and also see that the barrel
 has the

proper number of coils, which, in most 
cases, is

about twelve. There are any number of ways to

obtain the thickness of a mainspring. Here is a

condensed table which will answer all p
ractical pur-

poses. To obtain the thickness of a 
mainspring,

where the arbor occupies one-third the inside

diameter of the barrel, you proceed in this
 manner:

The number of turns you
want the barrel to make

43. divide inside diameter of the barrel 
by 72

5 44 14 0 If 55

44 0 57
"

11 11

6 " " 94
11 11

63/ " 192
41 " 1087 "

7% " 
" 116

The answer in each instance will give ti e

thickness the mainspring should be. Another

method to obtain the thickness of a mains
pring s

to first measure the diameter of the barrel ; 
for

example, say the barrel measures 16.5 m
m., you

divide this by 8, which will give you the space

the spring occupies in the barrel when down:

16.5 -÷- 8 = 2.0625. Divide this again by the num-

ber of coils to give 5 turns to the arbor, which

will be to.7 2.0625 =-- .1927 mm. This .5927 mm.

Is the thickness of the spring, and the barrel should

contain about ii coils of spring. We do not give

the method of obtaining the length of the main-

spring, as we do not think it practicable, and in

each case it would be a long and tedious mathe-

matical calculation and of very little interest to the

majority of our readers ; but we still maintain, to

get the proper length of a spring in practical work

at the bench, is to break off about the amount you

think should come off and run the spring in the

barrel and see if it occupies the proper amount of

space and also has the required number of coils to

give the barrel the proper number of turns. In

September, 1901, KEYSTONE, page 965, in reply to

"Angler," there is another table given to determine

the thickness of the mainspring according to the

diameter of the barrel. All three of these tables

differ, and you get different results. However, the

first table is used by a great many fine workmen

throughout the country.

"Queer."-11/hat makes a watch run all right

when a jeweler carries it, and when another m
an

carries it, it loses its rate P On examination,
 the

movement seems to be all 'I.:ht.—We do not kn
ow

of anything that would cause such a fault, altho
ugh

it may be possible that the owner's habits or work

have something to do with it. For instance, if he

should take off his watch and hang it up at chain

length on a desk or partition that moves, and thus

moves the watch about like a pendulum, the fau
lty

rate would not be surprising. Again, the " other

man " may have a habit of " monkeying " with 
the

movement—this is by no means uncommon w
ith

skilled mechanics, such as machinists ; a class of

men who, by the way, should know better t
han to

touch the movement.

"Gilder."—Kindly give a way to do gilding

without a batteiy. I have formulas, but they do

not work well.—We are not at all surprised 
to hear

that your formulas do not work well, for in 
such an

operation as gilding without a battery the 
result is

always conjectural. The only safe way for a 
jeweler

to do gilding, or plating of any kind, is wit
h the aid

of an electric current of some kind. We
 presume

you mean gilding to a Roman color, and will

answer your question with this understanding.

Roman color on jewelry is produced in t
wo differ-

ent ways. One way is by acid-coloring, a
 process

requiring a great deal of skill and experience.

What is of more importance, very few so
lid gold

articles are heavy and strong enough to s
tand the

operation. We have repeatedly seen ins
tances of

articles coming from the coloring pot so 
eaten out

with the acid as to crush between the f
ingers. To

make a Roman color bath to work witho
ut a bat-

tery, dissolve the contents of two fifteen-g
rain bot-

tles of chloride of gold in half a pint 
of distilled

water or water from melted ice. In two ounces of

the same kind of water dissolve one ou
nce of pure

cyanide of potassium. Now add slowly of this

last solution to the gold solution. 
At first the

cyanide solution will cause the gold to 
fall as a

precipitate of cyanide of gold, but by the
 addition

of more of the cyanide solution this 
precipitate will

be redissolved. Be careful to add no more of the

cyanide solution than will redissolve the
 precipi-

tated gold. Add pure water to make up the solu-

tion to one pint. To Roman color 
with this solu-

tion, or to gild watch movements, cut 
a strip of

sheet zinc and lay or hang the article 
on it, and

suspend in the gilding solution. A f
ew seconds

does the work. It is a much better plan, however,

to use about two Bunsen battery
 cells with porous

cups for gilding or coloring, as the
 zinc strips im-

mersed in the gilding solution soon 
destroy it and

render it unfit for use.

"Ohio."—Should oil be used on the jewel
ed

pallets of a watch f Should it be used
 on escape-

wheel teeth of New England watche
s?—Yes, put a

little oil on both pallet stones ; or, 
better still, put

a little oil on every second or thir
d escape-wheel

tooth. The short teeth on the escape 
wheel of New

England watches should never be 
oiled, but the

long teeth require a little oil. The best way to oil

them is to oil the slot in the balance
 staff.

989

"Diamond Graver."—I see b
y Workshop

Notes you tell how to make a 
diamond graver for

reducing the size of jewels. In setting the dia-

mond in the end of brass wire, do
 you use hard

solder ? I am going to snake o
ne and should

hard solder the stone in to make 
solid. Am I

right?—Soft solder it in ; that will h
old it per-

fectly firm.

" Tentpus." —I have a fine English 
seconds pen-

dulum, regulator, to lbs., mercury g
lass jar, steel

rod, that gains in hot weather and 
loses in cold.

How can I adjust or equalize it f 
Pallets and

'scope wheel are jeweled and all par
ts are well

made ; fine mahogany case ; the han
ds are in a

perpendicular position.—There is no q
uestion but

what the clock is over-compensated a
nd the pen-

dulum contains too much mercury. 
To compen-

sate a clock of this kind it takes time
 and study.

The first thing to do is to place a t
hermometer in

the clock case so that you can tell the 
temperature,

then get the rate of the clock at a giv
en tempera-

ture ; for example, say the clock gains 
2 seconds in

24 hours, the temperature being at 7o0. 
Then see

how much it gains when the tempera
ture is at 800.

We will say it gains 2 seconds more at
 8o0 than it

does when the temperature is at 700. 
In that case

we must remove some of the mercury
 in order to

compensate the pendulum. To do 
this take a

syringe and soak the cotton or whateve
r makes the

suction in the syringe with vaseline. The 
reason

for doing this is that mercury is very he
avy and the

syringe must be air tight before you c
an take any

of the mercury up into it. You want to remove

about 2 pennyweight of mercury to e
very second

the clock gains in 24 hours. Now, after 
removing

the mercury the clock will lose time,
 because we

have made the pendulum lighter. You must then

raise the ball to bring it to time. You 
then repeat

the same operation by getting the rate a
t a given

temperature again and see if it gains. W
hen the

temperature rises, if it does, you must remove

more mercury ; but if it should lose ti
me when the

temperature rises you have taken out t
oo much

mercury and you must replace some. 
You must

continue this same operation until it has 
the same

rate, whether the temperature is high or
 low, and

when you take out mercury you must r
aise the ball

to bring it to time, and when you put 
mercury in

lower it to bring it to time. As we sa
id above, to

compensate a pendulum it takes time and
 study of

the clock, but if you follow out these 
instructions

you will succeed in getting the clock to 
run regu-

larly in both summer and winter.

"Face Plate."—(t) How to mount up jo
b on

face plate. Two slots on my plate are in a circle,

other is straight. Must I clamp to straight one

first and raise to center P—It is not 
absolutely

necessary to fasten the watch plate first 
with any

one jaw. In putting the plate up in the universa
l

face plate you open all the jaws far eno
ugh so that

it will take your plate, then hold the plat
e against

the face plate, allowing the point of t
he pump

center to enter the pivot hole that you 
desire to

center from. Then move the jaws up 
one at a

time and fasten them to the plate. The
 chances

are that the hole you centered from will 
not run

true the first time. You should then 
loosen the

jaws again and insert the pump center once
 more.

Be careful in tightening up the jaws 
so that the

plate will not move, and if the pump center and

face plate is true, your pivot hole that you
 centered

from will run true. A good plan to tell wh
en

the hole is running absolutely true, is t
o take a

piece of pegwood and sharpen the end un
til it will

enter the pivot hole, then flatten one si
de of the

pegwood ; place the T-rest as close to th
e face

plate as possible, then insert the point of
 the peg-

wood in the pivot hole and rest it on the T
-rest and

revolve the lathe. If the hole does not run true the

pegwood will show it very plainly at the 
end.

(2) I have trouble in centering for pivo
ting,

etc. Can you give sonic points, such as kind o
f

graver to use, etc.?—We would suggest th
at you

procure a copy of " Pivots and Pivoting," 
price 50

cents, from this office. The methods are descri
bed

and gravers illustrated in this booklet.

"We had rather miss a Thanksgiving dinner

than The Keystone."— The Red Cross Jewelry C
o.,

Royse City, Texas.
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Workshop Notes

"Regulator. "—I have a regulator which beats

62 beats to the minute ; pendulu
m is 37 inches

long from point of suspension to the ce
nter of the

ball. It is an eight-day weight movement. How

can I make it beat seconds and attach sw
eep second

hand. The movement is a New Haven, 8-day,

Fenton.—It would be very near as much trouble to

change this clock to beat seconds and keep time

as it would to make a new clock, becaus
e the train

wheels and pinion are composed of such odd

numbers.

Our Fall Goods are bright examples of the
,jeweler's art. They include high-grade
Gold Filled Chains, Fobs, Chain Brace-
lets, Lockets and Charms. In fact,
everything in the Chain line.

Ask your jobber for the
Mifavorite patented Lorgnette
Chain, a big- seller, and our pat-
ented Marguerite Bracelet, an-
other big seller,

You cannot afford to be without either. Largequantities of both are being sold, because they are beingwidely advertised to the public through the ladies'magazines.

I I John Street, New York.

" Rough Pivols."—I have fried most every-

thing I can think of but still have a great d
eal of

trouble in polishing pivots. Will you please give

some instructions for the work ?—This matter 
has

been taken up at various times in THE KEYSTON
E,

but inasmuch as we have lately received a numb
er

of requests for such instructions, and also in 
view of

the fact that we are constantly adding new
 names

to our subscription list, we will repeat our i
nstruc-

tions. In turning work which is to be subsequently

lapped and polished with a pivot-polisher, it is well

to do such turning with the idea that the j
ob will

be made as nearly perfect as possible without 
re-

course to the pivot-polisher. The laps employed

for doing the smoothing or grinding are usuall
y of

hard bronze, approaching the same composition

as bell-metal ; but there is no metal for l
aps for

grinding which equals fine, soft, gray cast ir
on.

Ordinary red brass also makes good laps for grind-

ing purposes, and for ordinary job shop use 
the

workman can hardly ask for anything better. Yel-

low brass does not do so well, as it seems 
to be

uneven in texture and rapidly wears out of sha
pe.

Almost any abrasive material can be used 
for

" cutting down " or rough grinding, as, for in
stance,

emery or carborundum. Either of these is made

into a thick paste with oil and applied to the 
lap.

Oilstone dust, also made into a paste after 
being

crushed or ground into fine particles, makes a go
od

grinding material. The scales which accumul
ate

around a blacksmith's anvil make an ideal grind
ing

powder when pulverized on a hardened steel 
stake.

This material has the further advantage that it d
oes

not imbed itself in the steel, as is the case 
with

emery and carborundum. In fact, such iron scales

properly prepared can be made to give an ex
quisite

black polish, but it does not pay*to go 
to the

trouble of preparing them when Vienna li
me and

diamontine can be obtained so readily. Zinc laps

are used for both grinding and polishing. 
Such

laps are usually made from zinc rod such as 
is used

in Laclanche batteries. Pieces of suitable length

are cut from such rods and then drilled an
d fitted

to the spindle of the pivot-polisher. For fitting up

such laps you will need a special arbor, 
which is

fitted to your taper
chuck. We show
such a special

• chuck at A A',
Fig. i. It is made
of steel wire and
goes into the taper
chuck which holds
the cone centers.
Such tapers go into

the chuck up to about the line z. The idea is, the

lap to be turned up is broached out to fit. the spin-

dle of the pivot-polisher and then placed on A' to

be turned to the proper form. Here a difficulty

presents itself which is usually formidable to the

workman provided only with the facilities of the

ordinary workshop. To explain, a lap, to properly

fit the spindle of the pivot-polisher, must have pre-

cisely the same hollow or female taper as the male

taper of the spindle of the pivot-polisher. If this

is not the case the lap will not run true, nor will it

stay in place. To insure a perfect fit of the laps

we must make a special reamer to bore out all the

laps we make. This is easily done. We turn a

taper as shown at Fig. i—the part A is made to fit

the. taper chuck, and the part Al to fit any laps

.which we may have that came with or are made to

ht the pivot-polisher. In case we have no lap as a

guide we can get a copy of the taper by casting tin

or soft solder on to the spindle of the pivot-pol-

isher. This operation is conducted as follows:

Remove the spindle of the pivot-polisher from its

bearings and make a cylinder of wood, say X" in

Is decidedly new, self-adjustable, attractive, and never gets out oforder. Each bracelet comes put upein an elegant satin-lined boaMade in Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and 10 and 14 K. Gold.
SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

PROVIDENCE STOCK COMPANY
Ioo Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 131 Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III

Fig. 1

diameter, and drill a hole axially through it to fit

the arbor of the pivot-polisher. This will be better

understood by inspecting Fig. 2, where B shows

the spindle of the
pivot-polisher and
1. the cylindrical  
block of wood
'I his block is ad-

-8
the large end of the
justed to stand at

taper B1, which is
indicated by the
dotted line x. The
length of the cylin-
drical wooden block C should be about X". A

piece of paper is wraQped around C so as to form

around the taper a recess into which melted metal

I s poured. An alloy composed of three parts of

tin and one of antimony makes a better testing de-

vice than pure tin. This alloy also does well for

laps, as it is harder than pure tin. We make two

of the double tapers as shown at A A', Fig. i.

One of these is used as an arbor for truing up laps,

and the other is filed half away—that is, to the

dotted line v—to form a reamer. We show at

Fig. 3 a magnified transverse section of A', Fig.

on the line t, as if seen in the direction

of the arrow u. The dotted line at s

indicates how the reamer is ground so

as to relieve it and cause the angle r to

cut properly. In forming such a cut-
Fig. 3 ting angle as r the reamer must not be

cut back so the angle at r does not

come to the line ft, said line representing t
he peri-

phery of the hole as it is broached out. In actual

construction we can imagine, say, raw or Tele of
the curvature of the back of the half-round bro

ach

remaining after the broach is flattened to the line s.

After the broach or reamer A is shaped as de-

scribed, it should be hardened file-hard and then

tempered to a pale straw color. Laps reamed out

with this reamer will exactly fit the arbor B1 of the

pivot-polisher. Ivory makes an ideal lap for pol-

ishing a staff, especially where Vienna lime or d
ia-

montine and alcohol are used for polishing. T
he

laps for pivot-polishing are usually shaped as sho
wn

at Fig. 4, and in grinding or polishing there 
are

two surfaces of

0 the lap which can

-+ be employed, to
wit : the cylindri-
cal part o, Fig. 4,
and the flat face
of the lap oppo i.-
site the arrow k.
At Fig. 5 we show 

Fig. 5

an end view of

the lap D as if seen in the direction of the arrow
 k.

The end of the lap D is recessed as indicated
 by

the dotted line e, Fig. 4. To give a good idea 
of

how a pivot-polisher is used, we will take a bala
nce

staff and carry it through the operation of fin
ishing.

As far as the turning is concerned we re
fer the

reader to our little book " Pivots and Pivoting,"

which will be sent postpaid on receipt of fifty cents.

This book describes minutely the process of tu
rn-

ing and fitting, but does not include the use
 of

a pivot-polisher. We show at Fig. 6 a side view 
of a

finished balance
staff for some of
the higher grades

a. of American

mm4411 staff is turned as
smooth and ac-

watches. Such a

7i
curate as possi-
fl et h to tnhee r i 

l. 
\Vet

then commence
to use the pivot-

Fig. 8 polisher, and the
first application

we make of it is to smooth and polish the s
taff E,

on which the roller goes. We all know th
is part

of the staff is slightly taper, consequently 
we set

the arbor of the pivot-polisher to stand 
nearly but

not exactly at right angles to the axis of the
 lathe;

that is, we would set the axis of the arbor
 of the

pivot-polisher to coincide with, say, the clot
ted line

i, Fig. 6, because we intend to use the 
flat face of

the pivot-polisher laps for both grinding 
and polish-

ing. The kind of a lap we will use bo
th for

smoothing and polishing is shown at Fig. 4. T
he

chief reason for using the flat face n of the
 lap D

is, that such face is more readily kep
t in good con-

Fig. 2

9 0
Fig. 4

dition than is the cylindrical face o, Fig. 4. To

restore the flat face n all we have to do is to grind

such flat face on a roughened glass slab with oil-

stone dust and oil if dealing with a grinding lap. If we

are dealing with a polishing lap we substitute finely

pulverized crown glass for the oilstone dust. The

angle of these laps at g is kept full and sharp.

After all scratches and Imperfections are ground

from the staff E, we change the grinding lap for

one which polishes ; that is, we substitute for a

cast iron or bronze metal lap using oil and oilstone

dust, a tin, zinc or ivory lap employing some pol-

ishing material like Vienna lime or diamontme.

These substances produce the best polish when

used with alcohol. We should have said above

that after the grinding lap was used the staff E

should be cleaned by bread crumbs, worked up to

a sort of stiff putty with the fingers. This is done

to remove every trace of grit from the staff before

the operation of polishing commences. The reason

for polishing the staff E immediately after the

grinding is completed, is that if we shift the pivot-

polisher it is very difficult to again get the exact

angle at which it had been set , but we cm remove

a lap and substitute another one very quickly. In

removing a grinding lap we should handle it with

an old rag, to keep the fingers free of grit and thus

avoid contaminating the pclishing laps. The cone

L,7 is ground and polished the same as the staff E,

but of course the arbor of the pivot-polisher is set

at a different angle. For polishing the pivots the

same kind of a lap is used, exct pt the angles at g

are rounded as shown at 
g, Fig. 7. The face of

the lower part of the cone L:1 is
never polished, but left in the gray.
In some instances there is a groove
or oil channel turned in a staff at
the point indicated at the dotted
line h. Where such finish is adopted
a lap made of gray cast iron is the
one to employ. We show such a
lap at Fig. 8, the angle at g" fin-
ishing the channel in the staff.
There is no necessity for using but

one lap now, as this lap does both the smoothing

and polishing if Vienna lime and alcohol is em-

ployed. The lathe should run quite

slow when using this last tool. The

lap D, Fig. 8, is recessed as indi-
cated at the dotted line e. When
this lap is used the spindle of the
pivot-polisher is set parallel to the

axis of the lathe. In finishing the

upper part of the staff—that is, above

the line 1, the staff .E is placed in a

cement chuck. This portion has

but little high polishing done to

it, the part E", where the hairspring goes, being

left in the gray. The part h and the pivot a'

being the only portions polished. The pivot

a is polished with the rounded angle 
g, shown

at Fig. 7, and the part Ii is polished with the

lap D, Fig. 8, the axis of the polisher spindle be
ing

set to coincide to about the line s, the face 
of the

lap coinciding to the line d. One can usually p
ick

up old tooth-brush handles which can be used 
for

making ivory laps. Although such ivory laps are

very nice, they are a little hard to come by, 
espe-

cially if of any size, and the metal laps we h
ave

described are very satisfactory.

9.
Fig, 7

Fig. 8

"Window."—In removing some letters from

plate-glass window, the glass was scratched, 
not

deep, something like fine emery would scratch. 
Is

there any way this could be polished out?—T
he

polishing out of scratches such as these is a 
diffi-

cult operation, and unless very well done, the

condition of the glass is not improved ; in fac
t, it

is sometimes made worse. The method emp
loyed

is to first grind out the scratches with ve
ry fine

emery and then repolish with putty powder. Wa
ter

is used in both operations. The grinding and

polishing are effected by folding a block of wo
od

in cloth. For grinding the cloth should be cotton,

while for polishing it should be fine woolen. In a

case of this kind, where scratches are left on 
the

removal of letters, it would seem that they would

be so high on the glass that they would not be 
no-

ticeable, and that, therefore, it would be inadvisa-

ble to attempt to remove them, as it is a tedious

job, and, besides, is not always successful. Show

cases become scratched quite frequently—a fault

the use of mats will usually obviate,
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the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us. We can give it becausewe are not in the refining business exclusively.
Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments. We handle withoutadditional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which ismuch smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costsranging from 15 to 20 per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments arereceived, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactlythe same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

l24c. per dwt. for 6-karat 36c. per dwt. for 9-karat 48e. per dwt. for 12-karat 60c. per dwt. for LS-karat28c. " " " 7 0 40e. " " " 10 " 82c. " " " 13 " 64c. " 0 " 16 "32c. " " " 8 " 44c. " " " 11 " 66o. " " " 14 " 68c. " " " 17 "Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLATINUM 72c. 44 4 a 44 18 0
Polishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps economically handled and proceeds promptly remitted

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most ofthe firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining itsexact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,
93. 95 and 97 William Street, New York. Established 21 Years.

:i. 12000
GOLD4ILVER gMELTERS44b EFINERS.

//,..cvtogser of 10.

We cordially invite you to visit our factory at

19th and Brown Streets-, who/ /1/ thc Heighborhood of

Philadelphia. We should like to show you through

this big filant, so that you may know how our goods

are made, and see the vast number of in/e1/4)-oz/

and loyal men and women who nyake them. The

officers of the Comfiany want to shake hands with

you, and consult with you as to how we can 
best

jhromote our mutual interests. We want you to

look into the sihirit of our undertakings at close 
view,

and measure for yourself the sincerity of our 
firo-

fessions. We shall welcome you heartily.

This invitation is to Jewelers—and is (iS

heartily extended to the trade in far-away filaces 
as

to our own neighbors in this Quaker "City of 
Bro-

therly Love."



THE REASON WHY

There is a charge for engraving on i
BOSS 10 K: cases. Why? and why 7
'Cno charge" for engraving on 20-year
cases of other makes?

It is easily answered.

An engraved case costs more to make
than a plain or an engine-turned case
the engraver must be paid for his work.
Consequently, if the engraved case is
sold at the same price as a plain or an

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

E. T. case, the difference in cost is

either taken out of the gold in the case,

or the manufacturer is guilty of charg-

ing too much, relatively, for the plain

and the E. T. case.

Isn't that clear?

The charge for engraving on the

BOSS IO K. case is logical and con-

sistent, to any honest reasoner.

Igth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.



Here's a story clipped from "The Youth's Companion."
We commend the Drummer's argument to the Jotham
Blossoms in the jewelry trade who show a " just-as-good"
when customers ask for the JAS. BOSS Case.

" I never thought much about it till the young
drummer that came to the corner on some private
land business sort of—sort of rammed it into me,-
Mr. Appleby admitted. " He was traveling for job-
bers that made a specialty of specialties, as you might
say—food preparations and so on—and he had his
lesson learned so well that he didn't only teach it to
me ; he taught it to Jotham Blossom.
" Jotham keeps the store, ye know, and his is

the only place where a stranger can put up, so that's
where the drummer stopped. Of course the young
feller was round the store more or less, and he couldn't
help noticing Jotham's ways. Contrary, Jotham is.
Sometimes he'll take a notion to give ye some-
thing else, even if he's got what ye want.
Whether he's got it or not, he's bound to make
a sale, anyway.
" Young feller and I were loafing in the store one

(lay, when a woman came in and asked for a kind of
cereal food that comes in packages. Jotham reaches
up and hauls down another kind.
" Just as good, this is,' he says.
" Beg pardon,' says the drummer, after the

customer had gone out, but what makes you think
that was just as good ? '
" Stuff is right there, isn't it ? ' says Jotham.

Give it any name you want to, but you can't go
back of the grain. Besides, they tell me there's
places where folks won't have any other kind.'
" But that isn't the point,' says the drummer.

The people who put up the food the woman
asked for have spent a lot of money to intro-
duce their goods, and they are bound to keep
them up to the standard. They have a repu-
tation to lose; the makers of this other brand
haven't any. Besides, the first manufacturers
advertised and made trade for you. They've
put on the market an article that wasn't there
before, and they've induced people to buy it,
and they're willing to allow you a good profit

for handling it. Do you think it's fair to them,
or honest to your customers, to try to work off
something else in its place ? '
" I know my own business, young man,' says

Jotham.
" Drummer didn't say any more ; just kept his

eye on proceedings while Jotham went on passing
out one thing for another and arguing that Quisby's
Anodyne was just as good as Bounderby's Liniment,
and so on. But the morning the drummer was
leaving I suspicioned he was up to something by the
way he asked, How much is my bill, Mr. Blossom!'
" Six dollars and a quarter,' says Jotham.
" Here you are ! ' says the drummer, layin'

down a queer mess of stuff on the counter.
" I don't see any six dollars and a quarter in

that,' says Jotham.
" "Tis just as good,' says the drummer. In

fact, it's a little better, by current rates of exchange,
for the British half-sovereign and Portuguese milreis
and Italian ten lire and two Mexican dollars amount
to six dollars and thirty-seven cents. You owe me
twelve cents change.'
" Hey ? ' says Jotham, looking at him wild-like.
" ' The stuff's right there, isn't it ? ' says the

drummer. Give it any name you want to, but
you can't go back of gold and silver. Besides,
they tell me there's places where folks won't have
any other kind.'
" Jotham and the drummer looked at each other

a minute. Then the drummer laughed and picked
up the coins and took out his pocketbook.
" 4 Six dollars and a quarter, eh ? ' he says.

' Well, now I'm going to give you just what you ask
for. And I want you to think it over and see if that
won't be the fairest way to treat your customers.'
" I cal' late Jotham thought. He's reforming

gradually. I haven't heard him say something else
was ' just as good '—oh, not for as much as four or
five days."

Notice the paragraph in bold-faced type. Read ' Boss
Case" for " food," and see how neatly the story fits
our facts!

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

Here's something to think over:

The quality of the goods is always 

fixed by the standards of the largest

In other words, the character of Demand determines

the character of Supply. If your store was in the foreign

quarter you'd want " loud " patterns in plated jewelry ; if

on Fifth Avenue you'd stock with dainty things in 
gold:

the quality and kinds of goods in your store would 
show

the quality and kind of your customers.

So with Filled Cases The Boss Case, most used

by jewelers, is made to meet the needs of 
jewelers ; its

quality and beauty are fixed by the standards of the 
trade

which is " the largest buyer" of this case. The other

makes of Filled Cases, on the other hand, whose " 
largest

buyers " are the " irregular " dealers, not jewelers, are 
of

lower quality, because quality is not the first 
consideration

with the " irregular" dealer. " The standards of the

largest buyer " determine the quality, in the Boss Case and

the " other makes respectively.

Think it over—and you'll see the price-question in

another light.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.



is the Show VVindow. Dick Turpin no longer levels
his flint-lock pistol and calls "Stand and deliver ! " on
the lonely highway ; he has now assumed the guise of
the VVindow Decorator and assaults the mind instead
of the person of the passer-by and his modern methods
are more disastrous to the purses of his victims !

If you would call 'Halt!" to every
man and woman that comes be-
fore your window,

with a window-card inscribed as follows:

The artistic decoratiii n these
Silver Cases is called NIELLO.
It is a very ancient art, but only
recently re-discovered, and we have
been able to secure these ex .mples
of the application of the art to Watch
Case decoration. This NIELLO
is as durable as the silver of the
Case itself ; cannot fall out or rub
off ; is flexible ; will never lose its
beauty. And it is efferent from
the usual Case ornamentation—not
" common " — exclusive — original ;
and you can afford the price. Ask
about it.

2222 Oval Tea Set, 5 Pieces, Burnished, 
$45.00 List. 2222 Oval Waiter, 20-Inch, Satin, $r5.00 List.

Treats the dealer and his customer with equal 
fairness, since it sells and wears well. In this respect

it has no rival. It sells because its form and finish win the eye 
at a glance. It wears because

it has a true and fixed quality. Plate that sells and wears in this way pleases and satisfies all

concerned. This has been the way with Homan Plate ever 
since 1847. Further, it costs no more

than poor plate, even though it looks, sells, and 
wears so well. Our new catalogue, just from the

press, will prove it to you. It may be had from your jobber or from us. It pictures the line

of the hour—crisp, popular, and 
complete. Secure a copy before placing your fall orders.

Office, Factory, and Salesroom, 214-226 East 
Seventh St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.
The Silversmiths' Building.

THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.
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Process of Cutting
'Diamonds

KEYSTONE

TRADE MARK

LIBER2IL ART
In its Highest Sense

By our Lines of

Fine Watches and
Jewelry

Offered this Season to the
jewelry Trade.

EaT

LIBERAL ARTS BUILDING,
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, S. Louis, 1904.

HE modus ofierandi pursued in transforming the rough
diamond into the sparkling, cut gem is thus described by a
jeweler who recently returned from Amsterdam, where he

visited and closely in-

spected the world-

famed diamond-cutting

shops:

The diamond, when
mined, is. very often of a
shape so uneven that,
in preference to cutting
half off and letting that
part go to dust, as was for-
merly done, incisions are
now made running with
the grain of the diamond.
The incision is made with
the sharp edge of another
diamond. The cleaving
knife is then inserted and
given a sharp tap, and the
stone will split as the
grain runs, and thus two
or more smaller but bet-
ter-shaped diamonds are
made.

After the diamond is
cleft it is necessary to do
the rough cutting techni-
cally known as "bruting.' 
This is done by affixing
two diamonds on the ends
of two boxwood sticks
with a very hard cement ; one is then rubbed against
the other, and " diamond cuts diamond." They are
held over a cutting box having two iron pegs for levers,
and containing finely perforated brass pans, through which
the dust falls, the chips remaining in the top pan.

The stone having been cut to the sat-
The Polishing isfactiont of the master, is taken to the

polishing room, where a setter selects
a suitable-sized brass cup, called a

"dope," fills it with a mixture of lead and tin, and melts
it in a gas flame. Having worked the solder to its proper
shape, he places the diamond in the center, leaving only
a very small part exposed. A mark is made on the solder
before it becomes thoroughly set, and then the stone is
passed on to the polisher. By the mark made on the
solder the latter knows at once the precise run of the
grain and the way in which it will polish to the best
advantage on the mill.

The first operation is the making of the " table " of
the diamond. This done, it is handed back to the setter
that he may take it out of the solder and reset it for the
first corner, called the flat corner. The solder is again
marked to indicate to the polisher the run of the grain of
this particular corner, and so the process is continued
until the diamond is polished throughout. Every facet

circular 

scai:ame, and every name denotes the grain and how
to polish that particular facet. The polisher uses a

disk, composed of soft porous iron, so that as
the diamond is polished away in the form of dust it
enters the pores of the iron, the result being that we have the diamond
cutting the diamond again.

Without the assistance of the diamond dust the iron would not make the

992a

slightest impression on the diamond. The polishing wheel or disk is pro-
pelled by steam power, and makes 2000 to 3000 revolutions in a minute.
Before the silently revolving disks you will see men so intent upon their
work that they have eyes for nothing else ; for, notwithstanding the per-
fection of the machinery, the skill of the workmen remains of primal
importance. It is with their fingers and thumbs that they adjust the points,
edges and facets of the diamond with extreme accuracy, keeping them con-
stantly moist with diamond dust and olive oil. The thumbs of the work-
men, being used continually, and with much force, become greatly enlarged.

The beauty of a cut or finished stone depends so much upon the form
and position of the facets that a moderately fine stone, well cut and polished,
is of far greater value than a large one less artistically worked. It some-

times happens that the lapidary receives a stone of very unfortunate
shape. 1-lis duty will, therefore, be to take all possible care to pre-
serve its size, and, hiding its faults, give it such form as shall send it
forth with the greatest weight consistent with beauty and brilliancy.

From Harper's Weekly. Copyright, 1895, by Harper & Brothers.

Setting the Diamond Preparatory to Grinding

Process

When Diamonds Break
An interesting diamond incident occurred in Louisville, Ky.,

recently. Secretary Harry Pulliam, of the Pittsburg Base Ball Club,
says the Courier-Journal, smashed and utterly destroyed a $3o0
diamond at the Louisville Hotel. The stone was set in a ring which
had been given him by the members of the Pittsburg team last fall.
It was of the fiery white variety, and for its size—a little more than
two carats—was unusually valuable and handsome. The gold claws
which held the ring in place were heavy and one would suppose
would have given the stone ample protection against any injury it
might receive in a fall. Mr. Pulliam was bathing at the time. He
had his hands in warm water, and the ring was still on his finger.
He started to take it off and had withdrawn it from his finger when
it slipped and fell from his grasp to the marble floor of the bath room.
It happened to strike at the one point necessary to cause its destruc-
tion. However, the fall would not have affected it in the least were
it . not for the fact that the gem was warm and the marble floor
was cold.

The conditions were just right for such an accident, and the
stone falling on the fatal point was shattered and ruined. It was
split in two as evenly as if a lapidary had done the work. The
upper part was still held in place by the gold claws, while the

lower half lay against the
base of the two settings.

G. P. Kendrick, the
jeweler, who saw the ring
after the accident, said
that he had in his whole
experience as _a jeweler
heard of three such cases,
and that such accidents
to diamonds were gener-
ally rare.

" About twenty-five
years ago," said Mr. Ken-
drick, "a Louisville wo-
man broke a large dia-
mond in identically the
same manner. She was
washing her hands in
warm water and let her
ring fall on a cold sur-
face of some kind. Some
years ago I saw another
case of the kind in the
Hoffman House lobby in
New York. A gentle-
man took a stone valued
at $4000 from his wallet
to show it to some of his
friends. It slipped from
his hands and fell to the
marble floor. It was lit-

erally shattered. Mr. Pulliam could have hit that diamond of his with a
hammer a hundred times and made no impression upon it. It happened to
fall on the grain and was just at the right temperature to cause the fracture."

From Harper'. Weekly. Copyright, 1895, by Harper & Brothers.

Cutting and Grinding

;1'
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DICKENS CHAINS

The Most Popular Chains for Young Men.

When you buy, be sure that the swivels are stamped "The J. G. F. Co.," whichwill insure superior quality, style and finish.

New York,
No. 3 Maiden Lane.

The] G. Fuller Company,
High-Grade Chains, etc.

Providence,
No. 7 Beverly Street.

Chicago,
No. 103 Slate Street

THE W. J. JOHNSTON COMPANY
Fifth Avenue and Market Street

PITTSBURGH, PA.

9)2

We will have ready for distribution about August 20th

the most complete catalogue and price-list of American
Watches ever issued. These will be sent by express
prepaid to regular retail jewelers only, upon request and
receipt of business card.

We take this method of distribution to prevent

any copies of this book getting into the possession of

persons who are not entitled to the same.

FOR SALE
We have lots of time for sale fifty people employed. Let us do your

work for you. We are ready to serve you promptly in doing work of any
and all kinds, such as Diamond Setting, Watchmaking, Engraving and
Jewelry Repairing.
We are impaters of Diamonds and other Precious Stones.
Our stock of Tools and Material is the largest and best-selected in

this market.
Trade with us and save money.

WE FILL ORDERS AND RETURN JOBS SAME DAY RECEIVED

MEYER JEWELRY CO.
1016 and 1018 Main Street, •

"Hurry Up Jewelers
For Hurry Up People." Kansas City, Mo. I

FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and Jewels.

Better than all others.

$1.00 to $1.50 per dozen.
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Successors to
Simmons C./ Paye mfg. Co. Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

Manufacturers of Flatware, Souvenir Spoons, Souvenir Novelties, Silver Novelties, Manicure Goods, Silver-Mounted Glass Goods, College and Souvenir Flags, etc., etc., etc.

No. 2098. Salt and Pepper Shaker.
$2.00 a dozen

'APas

41.11A.,

tbk,

0■111;■.

No. 1617

No 1618 No. 1619

No. 16,

N O. 2153

No. 2154

1 2155

Souvenir Tea Spoons.
Nos. 2153 and 2156, $9.50 a dozen.
Nos. 2154 and 2555, 9.00 a dozen.

No. 2155

Bon-Bon Spoons, G. B.
No. 1617, etc., $5.00 a dozen.

ALL GOODS STERLING SILVER. GUARANTEED 925A000 "NE.

We issue from four to six catalogues a year. No. 18 will be ready August 1st. Send for one. No. i9 will beready September 15th. Have your name on our mailing list and receive one.

August, 1902 THE KEvs'irc•NE:

A Credit Man's Experience and
Opinions

Character, integrity and honesty are positive
requisites to-day in determining credit. A man's
record is gone over with a fine-tooth comb before
he can obtain credit, more pains being taken, at
the present time, to ascertain the worthiness of an
applicant for credit favors than was considered
necessary not many years ago. Human nature
may not have changed during this lapse of time,
but the building of a fortune through the usual
course of trade is so slow and so discouraging that
the desire to become suddenly rich, stimulated by
those delusive and unquestionably attractive ads.
of oil and mining schemes that are " absolutely
safe and sure winners," and the fact that Brown,
Jones or Smith has become immensely opulent by
a quick turn of fortune's wheel, often proves irre
sistibly alluring to even honest, industrious and
cautious men.

With these conditions confront-
Dangers of ing the credit man, with the

revelation of incompetency, in-
attention to business, extrava-

gant habits and dishonesty, is it any wonder that
mistakes are made, and that credit-giving becomes
dangerous and disastrous ? In old times the mer-
chant came to market, and there was opportunity
for personal interviews whereby an estimate of
character and worth could be obtained. To-day
the salesman is obliged to hustle on the road, his
orders are sent in to the firm, and the patient but
persevering credit man is put to extremes to secure
information satisfactory enough to warrant his
opening any accounts. Correspondence, soliciting
statements and references, often result in cancella-
tion of orders. Merchants, in many instances, do
not appreciate the necessity of mutual confidence.
Many are over-sensitive, and particularly is this true
when their affairs will not bear close investigation.

I have had some peculiar experiences in this
line. Years ago I remember an order coming from
a party in Nova Scotia. The information secured
was unfavorable. I wrote him courteously, as all
credit men are noted for doing, asking for a state-
ment of his affairs, and offering, if he preferred, to
send the goods C. 0. D., with a liberal discount for
cash. In course of time the letter came back, with
three words written in large, sprawling characters
across its face, " Go to Hell." Needless to say we
didn't think it advisable to make the trip, and the
goods were not shipped.

At another time, a lady of mid-
Characteristic die age selected some goods to

be sent to a town in New Hamp-
shire, and through a misunder-

standing on the part of the salesman, she was per-
mitted to depart without the usual interview. The
customary questions were sent by mail, and a most
spiteful epistle of two pages was received. Indig-
nation and wrath were manifest in every word,
and the letter terminated with the expression that
" if she was only a man and had the strength, she
would return to Boston and horsewhip every one
of the firm."

One day a young lady was brought to the
sanctum for examination, and after the usual in-
quiry had been made as to " How much capital
have you in your business ?" she straightened
back, and with a look of scorn and resentment, re-
plied, " How dare you ask such a question !" All
efforts to convince her that her position wls wrong
were unavailing. She wouldn't yield to argument,
or admit that the relation of debtor and creditor,

which she desired to establish, developed the nec-

essity for mutual confidence.

Credit-Giving

Experiences

Necessity of
Credit

Credit, however, is indispensa-
ble, and the arrangement of
business methods to-day con-
firms the belief that credit is a

thing which can never be abolished. There is
scarcely a human being in a civilized country who
does not transact something in the way of credit
nearly every day in his life, the banker, the mer-
chant, the landlord, the lawyer, the farmer, the
minister. Even the employee, hired by the week,
gives his employer credit from Monday until Satur-
day evening, each person creating liabilities for
clothing, provisions, rent and the necessaries and
luxuries of life, and deriving credit, as individual
conditions demand, until there exists a chain of
credit from producer to consumer without which
business transactions would be extremely limited.

Indiana Jeweler's Association

ED. KEYSTONE — The Jewelers' Club, of
Muncie, Ind., note with pleasure the reference you
made in THE KEYSTONE recently to their organi-
zation, and the fact that steps had been taken to
organize a State association. At the meeting called
in Indianapolis, May 15th, an organization was
effected and committee appointed, as reported in
your journal. The next meeting will be called in
September to complete the business of the first
meeting, and it is hoped that all the jewelers of
the State will attend. About twenty-five were
present at the first meeting, and all were convinced
that the jewelers should have a strong association,
inasmuch as many things of importance to jewelers
can be done with united effort.

The jewelers in every city can be benefited by
working together, many trade abuses can be done
away with, the jewelry business can be brought to
a more profitable basis, and such objectionable
conditions eliminated as traveling auctions, low
licenses, peddling, etc, Uniform charges for work
and better prices can be arranged by removing the
jealousies usually obtaining between local jewelers.
Mutual distrust will vanish through social meetings
and better understandings with each other.

In the State organization the members can in-
form one another of the things coming to their

notice which are detrimental to all, for instance,
the houses that send catalogues and price-lists to

the public or by open mail, They can also devise

ways and means to combat department stores and
those who sell them. Furnish lists of competent
watchmakers who can be recommended, and do
other things innumerable which will be of interest
and value to the trade at large. All jewelers of the

State will be notified of the next meeting, which

will be held in Indianapolis during the State fair,

and it is to be hoped all will come. We want the

counsel and ideas of all.

Muncie, Ind. JEWELERS' CLUB OF MUNCIE, IND.

Jewelry Workers' Convention
The third annual convention of the Jewelry

Workers' Union, which was held in St. James'

Hall, Boston, Mass., concluded its business on

July i8th. The report of the president reflected

a satisfactory condition of things. The election of

officers resulted in the following : H. J. Voll-

mer, New York, president ; J. C. Strachen, Toronto,

vice-president ; B. 0. Jackson, Buffalo, secretary;

C. Beisele, New York, treasurer ; Fred. Fischer,

Newark.; J. A. Hesse, New York ; L. Traznik,

New York, trustees ; Ernest Wind, Philadelphia,

organizer.
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Items of Interest

The Keyless Clock Co., of New York, of
which Joseph Dallafield, C. A. Siegel and S. C.
Kuhn are the directors, was recently incorporated
with a capital of Sio,000.

The J. B. Owens Pottery Co., Zanesville, Ohio,
whose factory was destroyed by fire some time ago,
are now running as usual in their new factory and
are ready to ship goods.

E. A. Martin, Saginaw, Mich., intends to open
a jewelry business under the management of T. W.
Martin. The business will be advertised as Martin,
the Jeweler, and the management will make the
close supervision of expenses a chief feature of its
policy.

Miss Nina Allen, second daughter of Hiram
Allen, the Cloverdale, Cal., jeweler, was married,
August 3d, to Frank Bainhart, of Los Gatos. The
ceremony, which was an exceedingly pretty one, was
performed at the home of the bride's parents. The
happy couple will reside in Los Gatos.

Albert Pfeifer, Little Rock, Ark., recently re-
turned from a five-weeks' trip to the East, where
he made extensive purchases of good's. He re-
ports business as very promising in his part of the
country, and announces that he has added to his
traveling force Archibald Hotchkiss, formerly of
Dallas, who will cover the Southwestern territory.

James Allan & Co., of Charleston, S. C., have

been awarded the contract for furnishing the medals

and diplomas won by exhibitors at the South
Carolina Inter-State and West-Indian Exposition.

The design submitted by this firm was accepted as

the most artistic and appropriate. The list of

awards comprises I450 medals and r600 diplomas.

The new fall catalogue of the Homan Silver

Plate Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, will be out about
August 1st. It will be a handsome book of i6o
pages, beautifully printed and profusely illustrated.

The new book shows up the entire Homan line
completely and to good advantage. It is a cata-

logue that will naturally inspire the dealer that the

product contained therein will amply suffice for any

retail requirement. Every jeweler should have a

copy of the new Homan catalogue, which will be

sent upon request and a mention of this journal.

The twelfth annual outing of the Retail Jewelers'

Association of Missouri will be held August loth at

Montesano Springs. The steamer City of Provi-

dence, with the excursionists on board, will leave

the foot of Olive Street, St. Louis, at 9.30 o'clock

A. sr. The entertainment committee has arranged

for a very entertaining programme of sports and

games, and assure all the usual " good time " of a

" jeweler's picnic." Tickets are 25 cents each, and

can be had from the following St. Louis jewelers :

H. Mauch, F. Baler. J. Schmidt, F. W. Bier-

baum, 0. L. Steiner and \V. F. Kemper, or any of

the St. Louis jobbing houses.

The third annual outing of the employees of

King & Eisele, manufacturing and wholesale

jewelers, Buffalo, N. Y., was held on July 5t11,

when a most enjoyable day was spent at Niagara

River. The members journeyed by the excursion

boat Dorothy, and the proceedings were much en-

livened by the performances of a colored glee and

mandolin club. E. J. Eisele and E. A. Eisele

superintended the affair throughout. A ball game

and other athletic contests formed the chief fea-

tures of the excursion, and when the participants

arrived home at 9.30 P. NI. they manifested much

satisfaction at their pleasant trip.
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OPALS
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EMERALDS TURQUOISE

er PEARLS 4 PEARLS

beautifully decorated, sold only in barrel lotss and at REDUCED price.
Eight subjects—all our best sellers--price for the lot, $7.00 net cash.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF COMPLETE LINE. IMPORT SAMPLES READY TO BE CLOSED OUT.

L. W. LEVY 6 CO., mAnufacturers. 194 Broadway, NEW YORK. Best-selling: line of hand-painted Art China
in the market. Ask for catalogue.

RUBIES a,

PEARLS

AMETHYSTS TURQUOISE AMET Fi's'STS OPALS

ey PEARLS &PEARLS Bi PEARLS s6y PEARLS

OT having an illustrated Catalogue, we are not
  compelled to keep in stock old styles and

unsalable goods because they are illustrated.
Latest styles, new, salable and reliable goods only
at unif)rm low prices.

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

Established 1857.

OPALSRUBIES

& PEARLS

(JPA

& PEARLS
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& PEARLS PEARLS

RUBIES

4 PE ARI..5.

OPALS

EMERALDS

TURQUOISE

PEARLS

SAPPHIRES

,6( OPALS

TURQUOISE

PEARLS

OPALS a

PEARLS

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies. EriF_RAL.D5
PEARL5

OPALS
PE.ARL5

EMERALDS

a PEARLS

OPAL 5.RUBIES
PEARL,

OPA
.3( R t.113IE,S

31 & 33 Indiana Street, Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

SHOW CASES

-SPECOAL

14, 1 MANUFACTURE
oi■T REMMERS. AN225.

7 r ENGRAVED:PIS 70
70E MEWL JIMitit,
RN TIRADE. ---0

Stevenson

Building.

Jewelers' Fixtures.

11AINANAINILIIS.

SKILL

BRAINS
are of more importance in doing a difficult repair job,
or making a special piece to satisfy some customer
with ideas, than in making regular stock.

• WE HAVE THEM
Send us your next package and get a taste of that
fully satisfied feeling.

The Best Assortment of Guaranteed Plump

I0 K. SOLID GOLD RINGS,
'•14

in the latest and most staple patterns ever offered to the retailer at this price. Come in

lots of three dozen only, assorted as above, in a very handsome leather-covered and

velvet-lined box. A complete assortment and stock of Solid Gold Rings for

$56.25 net cash per box. Just the correct thing to display and start business agoing,

doubling your money at the same time. The biggest bargain ever offered. Sent on

inspection to responsible jewelers. To avoid being delayed when the rush begins, please

place your order early.

(iood Work
Best Material Used

Promptly Done Reference Given.
At Fair Prices. Estimates Furnished.

Wm. N. Brunner, 711 Sansom Street,Second Floor Front,

E8I8DOSHED I850
I.I

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO
Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS
OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS TURQUOISE
GARNETS Send for Prise-List ETC.

Masonic Temple,

•

WHOLESALE JEWELERS, Chicago, Ill.

Philadelphia, Pa. When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone
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Our 1902 Series of GESSOART BUSTS, beautifully decorated, sold
and at REDUCED price.

only in

Eight subjects—all our best sellers —price for the lot, $7.00 net cash.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF' COMPLETE LINE.

barrel lots

IMPORT SAMPLES READY TO BE CLOSED OUT.

L. W. LEVY C./ CO., Manufacturers, 194 Broadway, NEW YORK. Best-selling line of hand-painted Art China
in the market. Ask for catalogue.

OT having an illustrated Catalogue,
compelled to keep in stock old
unsalable goods because they are

Latest styles, new, salable and reliable
at uniform low prices.

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

EatAlished 1857.

F. C. HAPPEL CO.,
84-88 State St., Chicago.

we are not
styles and
illustrated.

goods only

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies.

F. C. Jorgeson 6 Company
31 C./ 33 Indiana Street, Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

SHOW CASES

anD

jewelers' Fixtures.

Stevenson
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SKILL

BRAINS
are of more importance in doing a difficult repair job,
or imiking- a special piece to satisfy some
with ideas, than in making regular stock.

WE HAVE THEM
Send us your nI.Nt package and get a taste of that
fully satisfied feeling.

customer

AMETHYSTS TURQUOISE AMETHYSTS OPALS

a PEARLS 8, PEARLS Se PEARLS $4,PEARLS

OPALS, RUBIES

PEARLS

OPALS OPALS RUBIE5

8, PEARLS 8, PEARLS a PEARL5 4 PEARLS.

TO RQUO ISE
a( PEARLS

OPALS a
PEARLS

Watch Repairing for the I rade.

(iood Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

Wm. N. Brunner,
ESTABLISHED 1800

Best Material Used
Reference (;iven.

Estimates Furnished.

I'll Sansom Street,
Second Floor Front,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

°PALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS SCEld for Pri‘c=1.i.st ETC.

11/111.n writing to advertiser., kindly mention The Keystone

Erl1L1AL-1.5
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The Best Assortment of Guaranteed Plump

I0 K. SOLID GOLD RINGS,
No#'14

in the latest and most staple patterns ever offered to the retailer at this price. Come in

lots of three dozen only, assorted as above, in a very handsome leather-covered and

velvet-lined box. A complete assortment and stock of Solid Gold Rings for

56.25 net cash per box. Just the correct thing to display and start business agoing,

doubling your money at the same time. The biggest bargain ever offered. Sent on

inspection to responsible jewelers. To avoid being delayed when the rush begins, please
place your order early.

Masonic Temple,

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO.,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS, Chicago, Ill.
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r‘flitiO IAMONDS
We are importers of Diamonds in the " Rough,55 and with
our superior facilities are enabled to furnish medium and

better grades at prices positively the very lowest. We further desire to
impress upon the trade the fact that our work in this line is of the highest
standard, as none but first-class workmen are employed. When you come
to Chicago we will welcome a call and examination of our stock and
facilities. If you cannot visit the market give us a trial at your memo-
randum orders.

STEIN
Diamond

Columbus

ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers
Memorial Building, CHICAGO

TheW B & C Glasses
WATCH GLASSES

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

7
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The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 0
sold by the
of the United
lows:
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Nes,

w

a other Bn loCgelr nda sases
L-41 brands, and are

leading jobbers

AA„Cep:" States as fol-

Gen per gross $2.75
Mi-Concaves   " 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves " 6.75
Patent Genevas   " 5.50
Extra thick Parallels   " 5.50

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for Flat Concaves, thick  
I tO .. 55 00watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand. Lentilles for Bascine Cases The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for

watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size makethem so that the leading,ffibbers in the United Stales will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. Theyused to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS I I If .you wish to save time III1(I money ancigive good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W El& C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are ill existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and neverheard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B a C.

STORE-KEEPING
MISCELLANY

"Do It Now"

WE have been told that the first thing

that strikes one on entering one of

the big business offices in New York City is

the injunction " Do it now," so prominently

displayed that it is continually before the

eyes of the multitude of busy employees.

This particular establishment is under the

management of a business man who is noted

for his punctuality, energy and methodic

instincts. His duties are onerous, but

promptness is a passion with him and every-

thing is attended to on time. The good

example set by himself, together with the

office motto, " Do it now," is said to Nvork

grandly. The employees know his way and

realize the significance of the motto, so in all

the work they have to do they "do it now,"

and it rarely happens that anything is left

undone within the proper time.

It is no exaggeration to say that procas-

tination is the bane of a large portion of the

jewelry trade. A bench training has left its

mark on many of them, and in merchandising

they manifest a lethargy that is detrimental

to themselves and their business. Micawber-

like, many of them wait for something to

turn up, while a wide-awake competitor has

gone after and probably captured the very

thing they may be waiting for. Then they

grumble at conditions and the slowness of

the times, placing the blame everywhere but

where it actually belongs. " It is easier to

keep up than to catch up." Vigilance is the

price of liberty, and keeping everlastingly at

it is the price of success. If you have

something to do " do it now." Procrastina-

tion is the thief of time and the foe of pro-

gress. Only a few weeks ago a jeweler who

delayed renewing his insurance for a few days

had his entire place burnt out—an expensive

lesson on the danger of delays.

Be Kindly to the Drummers

TT is a curious thing," said a leading

'A' jobber, " that there are so many retailers

and retail buyers who, while painfully carefu
l

of the feelings and interests of their cu
stom-

ers, are utterly oblivious to the feelings an
d

interests of the commercial travelers with

whom they come in contact. Let a man

approach them as a purchaser and they are

all smiles and suavity. Let him approach

them as a seller, and they do not even treat

him Nvith common decency. They seem to

feel a pleasure in visiting upon the head of

the wholesaler's agent all the snubs they

suffer from their customers. As a conse-

quence there is many a merchant doing busi-

ness \Vith traveling men who, while booking

his order, curse him in their hearts, not

because he is a close or shrewd buyer that

they cannot over-reach, but because to get

his order it is necessary to put up with an

amount of indignity and humiliation that

stirs their deep resentment."

The Traveling
Man's Influence

Business is business and a

commercial traveler or any

other solicitor for patronage

expects to put up with discomfort and annoy-

ance, but no one has the right to ask him

to patiently endure unnecessary humiliation.

He who does shows an amount of conceit,

an ignorance of the world and a capacity for

making enemies that sufficiently prove his

own insignificance as a man and a merchant.

There are men on the road as elsewhere who

cannot be too severely treated, but they are

exceptions. The average traveling man has

an exceptional knowledge of the world,

exceptional powers of observation and insight

into character and conditions, and an inside

knowledge of goods and men that makes

him a mine of information, a traveling store-

house, for the people with whom he comes

in contact. With his access to the credit

men of great wholesale houses, his acquaint-

ance with other traveling men, and his many

relations in the great markets of the country,

he is a commercial factor whose influence it

is hard to overvalue. What folly it is to

excite without provocation the of such

a man. What stupidity it is to irritate him

and antagonize him unnecessarily.

The Drummer's
Opinion Counts

If a merchant cannot see the

advantage of having the

good will of the traveling

fraternity let him remember that credit and

the amount of consideration shown the retailer

by the wholesale house are often materially

affected by the traveling man's favorable or

unfavorable attitude toward him. It's a hard

thing to be hard on a man whom you like,

and the reputation of being a nice man to do

(993)
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business with is a valuable moral asset.

Again, it is a good thing to have the good

will of the men from whom you never have

bought and never expect to buy goods. The

time may come when they can speak a word

for or against you. The prestige for good or

evil built up about us by the involuntary

estimates or actions of other people has its

fruit as much as our direct efforts.

Be Candid with Creditors

BE rigorously straightforward in your

dealings with the wholesalers, and be

honest in making known to them your exact

financial condition. Even if threatened with

embarrassment it is always well to confide in

the jobber, for such confidence has often

saved jewelers from ruin. Wholesalers, as a

rule, are considerate, and they are always in

a position to give valuable advice. At the

recent annual meeting of the National Asso-

ciation of Credit Men one of the members

told the following suggestive experience :

" I called upon a firm in January last

that owed us about $5oo, somewhat past due.

They were much discouraged, had no heart

to continue the business and wanted to assign.

I assured them that such a course was entirely

unnecessary, and offered to buy the stock on

account for the benefit of their creditors, all

of whom, with one exception, were unknown

to me. They agreed to this and gave me a

simple bill of sale, stipulating that we were

receiving the stock in trust for certain speci-

fied creditors. I immediately addressed a

letter to each creditor, requesting approval

of my action, which they all promptly gave

except one man, to whom the firm owed

twenty-five dollars. He threatened to attach

unless paid fifty per cent. We advised him

that we thought he would receive more than

fifty per cent., but offered him forty per cent.

for his claim, and he accepted. We sold the

stock on ninety days' time with good security,

the note was promptly paid and we pro-rated

sixty-three per cent. on the claims. The

entire cost of handling this matter was just

eleven dollars. Under an assignment or

bankruptcy we might have got thirty-five

per cent., less collection fees, at the end of

six to eighteen months."

This is what comes of being candid with

one another and working in harmony.



ESTABLISHED
1850 C. F. Rumpp & Sons

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LEATHER GOODS
CARD CASES, PHOTO. FRAMES,
JEWEL CABINETS, DRESSING CASES, ETC., ETC.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF STERLING MOUNTINGS FOR
FINE JEWELRY TRADE.

NEW YORK SALESROOM,
683 and 685 Broadway

(Corner Third St.)

Fifth and Cherry Sts., PHILADELPHIA.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

CUCKOO CLOCK
PERFECTION

We have done more towards bringing
Cuckoo Clocks nearer perfection than any
other concern in the world. We have
gotten people to respect them for their
serviceability and dependability as they
once merely liked them for their uniquely
good looks.

But we're not satisfied yet. We'll be a
little nearer perfection this Fall. Planning
for it now—making new designs for greater
beauty, and plans for still stauncher service.

Send for Catalog.

There are diamonds and diamonds - only oneKoh-i-noor. Show cases innumerable only
one Silent Salesman
Cheap show cases are common as Rhine-
stones. Most of them fail utterly to dis-
play ; besides are shortlived.
The Silent Salesman both shows

its goods and sells them.
It lasts a lifetime, too.

AMER IC AN

CUCKOO CLOCK CO.

PHILADELPHIA

Patented in the
U. S. and Canada.
John Petz, Patentee

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich.

CANADIAN BRANCH—Windsor, Ont.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you Warranted Non.Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes, from oo to 20,inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizes desired. All ourgoods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines in assorted colored stitching.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

The same bags neatly printed, at
$1.50 per gross. Add loc. (ten
cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send
remittance with order. Established tom

August, 1902

Among Jewelry Advertisers

THE KEYSTONE

Good taste ranks high among the need-
ful qualifications of the properly-equipped
jeweler. Not only should good taste be evi-
denced in store, stock goods, fixtures, etc.,
but also in advertising. Cheap dodgers or
circulars, poorly printed on inferior paper,

IAMONDS •

Having recently pur-
chased a large quantity
at a low figure, ,we are
prepared to dispose of
them at an extremely
low price. Our reputa-
tion as leaders in this
line assures you always
highest qualities and ab-
solute satisfaction. See
us and get our prices if
you are interested.

Hudson's
519 Nicollet
Avenue,
Minneapolis.

are a poor advertisement for the jeweler.
So are badly-worded and ill-set newspaper
announcements. Many jewelers simply give
the copy to the printer and pay no more
attention to it. They allow him to set it in
whatever way he wishes, and he naturally
prefers the least troublesome and quickest
way. The printer will soon tumble to the
fact that Jeweler Smith is indifferent as re-
gards the appearance of his ad., and it is

•

Watch
Repairing

is our business, and we give careful,
painstaking attention to it.

We give special attention to repair-
ing id tine watches, the kind that
need extra careful adjustment.

We try to have our work give satis-
faction such as will win the confi-
dence of all who leave their watch
repairing with its.

We want you to feel that when yott
leave your watch with le., for repair,
the work will he thine to tlo• lmst &our
ability and in a COMpclelit

Pilcher Jewelry Co.
Mexico, Mo.

neglected accordingly. On the other hand,
the jeweler who is critical and fastidious and
who insists on attractive and unconventional

JEWELS

Several hundred dollars'
worth sold last week to per-
sons from Muncie,Crawfords-
ville, Peru and Sullivan.

There must be a reason
for their buying in Indian-
apolis, and at this store.

LOW PRICE,
HIGHEST QUALITY,
BEST ASSORTMENT.

C. L. Rost, DiamondMerchant.
15 N. Illinois St.. Indianapolis, Ind.

setting gets a great deal more attention and
better work.

Every advertiser in a newspaper should,
in the first place, furnish the copy sufficiently
early to give the printer a chance to give it
thoughtful attention. If the copy arrives
when the last horn is blowing the printer is
not to blame if the matter looks poorly in
type. The advertiser should, moreover, fur-
nish copy early enough to allow the printer
time to send him a proof for his approval,
and he should always insist on a proof being
sent. Insistence on this is sufficient intima-
tion to the printer that slighting of the work

/

fi 061 0111 Glass
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Our stork of

American and
European

Cut Glass
is the finest, and is a di-
rect importation from the
cutters.

Unexcelled for Brilliancy
of Crystal, Beauty of De-
sign and Excellence of
Workmanship.

Challoner 0
Mitchell,
Jewelers anD Opticians

will not be tolerated, and the man of type is
generally quick to take the hint. Newspaper
space costs, and it is as much your business
to get the most out of it as it is your business

to get a good price for your goods. It's a
matter of dollars in both cases.

We are often asked whether we favor a

fixed style of advertisement ; that is, an adver-

995

tisement always occupying the same space,
having the same border and much the same
typography and general appearance with, of
course, frequent change of matter. The fact
that many continue to advertise in this way
seems to show that it has proved satisfactory,
yet we ourselves would advise almost as fre-
quent a change of form as of matter. Indi-

r"IRENCH IN

I CHINA OPEN
STOCK

41 I

■-•

offers many advantages to housekeepers.
You are enabled to buy just the pieces

you want, and at any time you can replace
broken pieces.

Isn't it worth considering in buying
your dinner set?

Four open-stock patterns to select from.

Geo. E. Feagans
Jeweler. Joliet, III.

viduality is an excellent thing in an adver-
tisement, but novelty and individuality are
better. A peculiar border, for instance, or
unique design may at once suggest Jones'
advertisement, and the reader, who doubtless
knows Jeweler Jones well, may pay no more
attention to it. It is often preferable to have
the reader read the advertisement, or at least
glance over it before he knows whose the
announcement is.

Oiamono
3e vcIr

Our stock of loose and
mounted gems has never
been as complete—and
we are in position to quote
you prices at a consider-
able saving in money.
Our stock of Diamond

Mountings comprises
everything new and desir-
able, including the hand-
carved, unique design
novelties in the new
shades of gold—as well as
the more staple Tiffany
shapes.

C. Lumsden 8,z Son,
Manufacturing Jewelers and Opticians,

Richmond, Va.
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Through This Month
is the time to plan for fall busines

Wisely prepare to carry a
Simmons Chains and Fobs.
more than we've done in the past

The leading jobbers are sh
fall line. Plan to see it early.

S.
big and full assortment of
We're going to do even

to help you sell them.
owing the Simmons 1902

lir Aug. 20th, last call on the SIMMONS CO-OPERATIVE
ADVERTISING PROPOSITION

If you are to take advantage of this most unusual offer, your acceptanceof it must be mailed on or before that date.
This plan affords you an opportunity you've never had before—may neverhave again. It gives you a chance to do a lot of good fall advertising at one-halfwhat it would ordinarily cost. It comes just at the time when advertising willdo you most good.
The proposition is entirely practicable and involves no trouble on your part.We furnish all the advertisements and pay half the cost of inserting them.
Acceptances are coming in fast from big toWns and little, all over the country.Better fill out your contract (in duplicate) and mail it to-day. If youhaven't received one let us know.

Jewelers' Organizations

Headquarters in New York City

New York Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade

C. G. Aixotto, President.
D. L. SAFFORD, Secretary, 170 Broadway.

Jewelers' League

HENRY HATES, President.
L. STEVENS, JR., Secretary, 160 Broadway.

Jewelers' Security Alliance

A. K. SLOAN, President.
Jos, H. NOYES, Secretary, 13 Maiden Lane.

Jewelers' Protective Union

OLIVER 0. FESSEN DEN, President.
IRA Goomoio, Secret:try, John Street.

Headquarters in Chicago

Chicago Jewelers' Association

MAX ELLBOGEN, President.
C. T. WITTSTEIN, Secretary, Columbus Memorial Building.

American Horological Society

THEODORE KCEIII„ President.
C. L. HOEFER, Secretary.

Headquarters in Providence, R. 1.

New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association

FRANK 'I'. PE.% RCE, PreSidelit.
S. K. BALDWIN, Secretary.

Headquarters in Philadelphia

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club

L. P. WHITE, President.
W. S. QUINN, Secretary, 1225 Chestnut Street,

State Associations

Texas Jewelers' Association

R. T. CRAWFORD, PresilIvot, Teleide.
W. W. MITCHELL, Seer:A:try, I: atifelaii.

Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri

F. NV. RAIER, President, St. Louis.
W. F. KEMPER, Secretary, 2326 Franklin Avenue, Si. I, in is.

Indiana Jewelers' Association

JOSEPH HUMMEI„ President, Muncie.
ROBERT E. SCOTT, Secretary, Muncie.

THE KEYSTONE

What Local Organization Can Do

T N recent issues of THE KEYSTONE we

told of several local organizations of retail

jewelers formed chiefly for the purpose of

maintaining at a remunerative and uniform

figure the charges for repairs. But such

societies may be made to serve many pur-

poses besides this, not the least important of

which is the establishing of friendly personal

relations among the members. When men

understand one another agreement is easy,

and each friendly meeting will bring forth

many suggestions which will benefit all.

Other trades than the jewelers have found

such local organizations very beneficial.

Writing to the Stoves and Hardware Reporter

a Texas correspondent says :

Early in this year several of the larger hard-

ware stores of this city consolidated. That is, they

formed a community of interest plan for the pur-
pose of maintaining prices. There has been no
tendency to raise the prices of anything since the
union. It has proven so satisfactory that there is
talk of several of the dry goods concerns forming
a union in order to get better profits and at the
same time to maintain prices. It cannot be called
a pool or a monopoly, for every account is kept
separate and competition is as active as before.
This idea of " community of interest " among mer-
chants originated in Hillsboro, Tex., among the
hardware men of that city in !goo. Profits were so
small that it got almost impossible to pay expenses.

What is described above as a "commu-

nity of interest plan " seems to be simply an

understanding which maintains prices by pre-

venting ruinous cutting, much the same form

of agreement as is entered into by the local

organizations of retail jewelers. THE KEY-

STONE would be pleased to hear from these

latter organizations, as the trade at large

would be interested in knowing the extent of

their benefit in income or otherwise to the

members.

Texas Jewelers' Association

The committee appointed to take charge of the

arrangements for the next meeting of the Texas
Jewelers'Association have decided that this function

be held in Dallas on October 8th, during the second

week of the fair. The meeting will convene at

2 r. M. in the auditorium of the city hall, and

adjourn at 5.30 P. m. At 8 P. m. the members will

take a trolley ride over Dallas and Oak Cliff, thence

to Fort Worth, returning at it P. M. The hour for

assembling on the following day is 8.30 A. m., and

an adjournment will be made at 12 noon. The

members will again reassemble at 2.30 r. M. and

adjourn at 5.30 P. M. At 9 P. Ai, an elaborate

banquet will be held in the Oriental Hotel. Another

interesting feature of this year's reunion will be the

awarding of prizes consisting of three valuable

medals : One for the best piece of engraving, one

for the best piece of watch work, one for the best

piece of jewelry work clone in the Southwest since

the last meeting of the association.
All who are connected in any way with the

jewelry and optical trades are cordially invited to

be present, the invitation extending also to the

wives, sisters or other members of the family.

Many questions of vital interest to the trade will be

discussed, and a number of interesting addresses

will be delivered at each of the sessions.

The Jewelers' League

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee of the Jewelers' League was held at the

League office, July rah. There were present:

Vice-Presidents Street and Greason, Chairman Van

Deventer and Secretary Stevens. The reading of

the minutes of the previous regular and special

meetings were dispensed with.
At the special meeting held June 20th, the

following applicants were admitted to membership :

F. M. Wise, New York City, recommended by

Thos. L. Kelly and L. A. Miller ; L. M. Aron,

Brooklyn, N. Y., recommended by David Marx

and 0. Levinger ; J. R. Greason, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

recommended by J. R. Greason and L. A. Miller;

E. C. Heathcote, Brooklyn, N. Y., recommended

by E. W. Heathcote and L. A. Miller.

At the regular meeting held July 1 ith the fol-
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lowing applicant was admitted to membership:

F. W. Black, Brooklyn, N. Y., recommended by

Geo. S. Van Wickle and L. A. Miller.

The next regular meeting of the League will

be held August 8, 1902.
The appended circular, which is self-explan-

atory, was mailed to the members of The Jewelers'

League with the assessment notices sent out on

July 3d:

The following offer was ordered by the exec-
utive committee at their last meeting. It is made
to the entire membership of the League.

That a first prize of a gold watch costing $75.00
be awarded the member proposing the largest
number of accepted members, exceeding Ave, from
July 1, 1902, to January I, 1903.

That a second prize of a gold watch costing
$50.00 be awarded the member proposing the
largest number of accepted members, exceeding
three, during the same time.

That a third prize of a 14 K. gold official league
button be awarded every member proposing an
accepted member during the same time.

The first and second prizes to be presented
or awarded at the next annual meeting of the
League.

The third prize to be given at the office of the
League, or forwarded to the person entitled to the
same.

Send for printed matter, applications, etc., to
the secretary. Try to do your part to increase our
membership.

Yours Lfratserrnk Nfraternally,
s, JR., Secretary.

American Horological Society

At the annual meeting of this society held on
June t8th, the secretary reported that the society
had received during the year $214.25, and that
sixty-one new members had been elected. The

treasurer reported a balance on hand in the treasury

of $16o.88, after all bills were paid. The officers

and directors of the society are as follows : Presi-
dent, Theo. Kuehl ; first vice-president, B. Rede-

penning ; second vice-president, E. J. Koch ; third
vice-president, J. H. Purdy ; treasurer, A. C.

Becken ; secretary and librarian, C. 1.. Hoefer.

Directors : Max Ellbogen, Benj. Allen, Julius

Schnering, Chas. T. Wittstein, C. H. Knights.

It was decided at the annual meeting that the

society hold its fourth annual watch and clock trades

exhibit in the city of Chicago during the month of

October of this year.

The Jewelers' Security Alliance

The regular monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance was held on Friday, July iith,

the following members being present : Chairman

Butts, Vice-President Kroeber, Secretary Noyes

and Messrs. Alford, Brown, Champenois and Stern,

of the executive committee. The following new

members were accepted :

Louis Heilbron, Texarkana,
Texas.

,liolni P. II ill, Danville, Ill.
F. 1V. lIotfinati, Saratoga

Springs, N. Y.
Goulding's Sons, Free-

port, III.
Steriill i.. A Co., New York

City.
W. W .1hunilton & Co., Den-

cido.
Beek man Ti A' Rohde, New

York
CattM, sicro A. Co., Saratoga

Springs, N. 1'.
Hamrick A co., New York

city.
Ifenney et Cooper, McComb,

Ohio.
Samuel Kirk & Son Co., Bal-

timore, Md.
11, S. Mills, Keokuk, Iowa.

Trask & Plain,

Abe::hiosi.oa.acs, San Francisco,

George W. Walker, Dayton,
Lyon & Co., Wauseon,. Ohio.

Hamm & Block, Buffalo, N.Y.
Antler & Von Colson, Rich-

mond, Ind.
Roger Williams Silver Co.,

New York cit v.
The Chambers & Stewart

Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Loftis Bros. & Co., Chicago,

Ilf.
BerkteroyitC AasilleJhowelry Co., Be.
John, C....Pierik, Springfield,
Charles E. Vail, Plainfield,
IV al 1 1,ti.,.„./1. Buck, Jackson,

Rewame,
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L'Art Nouveau SASH PINS.
The present fad. • We are originators $

of designs ; Rose finish, French gray, etc.
3

Write for special catalogue just
Selection packages to respon-

sible dealers.

ReeNFORD
SILVER

PLATE eo.
Quality
Silverware

per dozen
up,

" 20-YEAR GUARANTEE " with each
piece—a strong point with the pur-
chasing public.
Orders and correspondence solicited
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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The Show Window

FACTORY.
52 Malden Lane

CHICAGO, ILL.,
1629 Masonic Temple.

Katlinsky.)

ASM Matt
Tk- 9116(M0p. Partial View of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo,
Known as the most practical School in the United States

ARE YOU GETTING READY FOR FALL BUSINESS?
My new COMBINATION INITIAL, EMBLEM AND PHOTO. RINGwill help you to do it.

I

Patent Bezel
allowing the

Vertical Flange
which tits into

the Ring.

Reverse View
of Bezel and

Retaining Pin.

No. 557. Photo.

No. 882. Tnitlal. No. 8.56. B. of It. T. No. s70. No. 883. Seal.

My salesmen will call on you,
or send for new catalogue.

Charles M. Levu
Manufacturer of

Fine Rings and Lockets,
Office, 90 William Street, mar Maiden Lane.
Factory, 30 and 32 Platt Street.

New York.
Telephone, 759A John.

b6ofeBro6.61
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK
62-64 State St

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

Appreciative Jewelers Testify to the Value of this
Department

The assurance that one's efforts are being appreciated is always agree-

able and encouraging. THE KEYSTONE seems to be exceptionally favored

in this regard, as letters by the score reach us each month testifying to the

practical value of various articles appearing in our columns. Judging from

letters lately received, our monthly page on window dressing is proving

especially valuable. This is probably because the jewelers, so long indif-

ferent and apathetic in the matter of window trimming, have suddenly

discovered the trade-bringing value of an artistic or novel window display.

A type of the letters recently received on, this subject is the following from

C. A. Radde, 1391 Woodland Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio:

I do not like jolliers. Am none myself, but I think it but
justice to say that I am getting more good from THE KEYSTONE
than I pay for. For example, I used one idea for a window
attraction taken from one issue of THE KEYSTONE. It proved
to be such a good drawing-card that my window was the talk of

this end of the city. What it netted me in dollars and cents

(and what it will in the future) cannot be computed. When I

remember that for one dollar I get twelve KEYSTONES, each
with many good suggestions and helps, I feel that the dollar is

well invested.

Many letters of this appreciative character come to us, and they are

very gratifying as indicating a growing interest in the store window. Yet

there are still hundreds of jewelers who remain blind to the business

value of their store front and almost completely ignore the sale-making

potentiality of a handsome window display.
The show window is a storekeeper's closest connecting

The Eye link with the public. Many retail businesses stand or

fall according as the show window attracts or repels

customers. By the storekeeper's expressions in his show

window the public " size him up." It is possible for him, through this

means alone, to gain a reputation for being wide awake and up to date, or

just the reverse. Time and thought devoted to the show window daily is,

therefore, one of the best investments that can be made.

Presuming the storekeeper to have a well-selected stock, sufficiently

comprehensive to meet the desires of all classes in his town, it is a simple

matter for him to have a new and attractive display every day, or at le
ast

every week. Even the storekeeper who wants to have most of his stock

represented in his window all the time may, by the exercise of a little taste

and ingenuity, rearrange the articles each day so that the display will 
present

a quite new appearance. If the proprietor hasn't the small talent necessary,

doubtless one of the clerks or some one else in his establishment 
has.

Sometimes an undiscovered genius lies in the person of one who 
holds a

minor position. A saleswoman or a salesman who is neat and 
tidy and

evinces taste in dress will often have an innate conception of what i
s requisite

to produce the best results.

of the Store

One-Idea Window—the Jeweler's Weakness

The average jeweler's window is filled with a variety of different 
articles

grouped together. The question arises—Is this class of window a better

trade-getter than the window which is dressed with one class 
of article?

Does the mixed window strike the passer-by as being out of the or
dinary, or

does it go unnoticed ? Has it made any lasting impression, or does

one look without seeing? Does the passer-by tell his or her friends of the

fine show in so-and-so's window of such-and-such ? No. In looking at the

mixed window the mind has taken in nothing ; it has grasped nothing ; 
the

impression is ordinary. The public have seen it before, and do 
not waste

time in trying to distinguish any particular article from the multitu
de.

As an advertisement that window is dead ; no one speaks

of it as being a fine show, neither does it speak for 
itself.

Now take a window filled with one class of goods, 
not

necessarily at one price, although if sufficient goods can

be had to accomplish this, it will be an advantage. The 
public are struck

with the magnitude of the display, will stand and admire, and 
will go away

Lifeless
Monotony

with a lasting impression on their minds of the article in that window. In

the course of general conversation they will tell their friends of the display,

the quantity and the styles, and give as their opinion that there will be no

difficulty in getting what you want in that establishment.

As an advertisement it gives the public more idea of the volume of stock

kept and of the many shapes and styles than any newspaper. It also gives

them confidence to enter without asking themselves, " Will they have what

I want ? " A great many people are afraid they will give unnecessary trouble,

and frequently buy goods they do not want in order to take " something,"

in which case they seldom return.

The fact that all jewelry store windows are very much

alike gives the jeweler with novel ideas a great advantage.

For instance, a striking departure—striking in a double

sense—would be a display of nothing but clocks. Clocks

of all shapes and sizes—everyone ticking and telling correct time. It makes,

indeed, a lively and interesting display, and few can pass by without viewing

it—none without seeing it. The customer who needs a clock will be espe-

cially attracted, and he is not likely to forget this particular store when the

time comes to make a purchase. Nor need the clocks be all different in

style or expensive. There are few better sale-making window trims than a

complete display of cheap alarm clocks, all keeping correct time. Most

people desire a clock of this character, and one such display will influence

more purchases than would a hundred mixed displays of miscellaneous

stock. It is so with other kinds of stock. If there are weddings to take

place make the displays of such goods as are suitable for wedding presents—

no others. Thus you secure attractive and suggestive variety without expense.

Impressive
Displays

The Window Trimmer as an Exhibit

THE KEYSTONE quite agrees with our esteemed contemporary, The

Show Window, in its views of window trimming in public view. Says our

contemporary: "We do not concur in the opinion of those who assert that

it is a good form of advertisement to expose the window trimmer at work

putting in place his display. The sight may interest the idly curious, but it

knocks out the illusion which is always a part of a finished display. One

doesn't relish the repast he has seen prepared as well as he does the one

that comes to him as a surprise, and no more do people appreciate the pretty

display in the store's window after they have witnessed its construction from

crude materials. To take away the illusionary part by exposing the cheap,

matter-of-fact way in which it is put together, is to destroy the beauty of the

picture with all who have observed the process of its creation. And working

with the curtain up interferes with the trimmer putting in his best skill on his

best design, because it takes the nerve out of the strongest to be watched at

work that calls for concentration of thought and deftness at arranging details.

Whatever amount of advertising a store might gain by such an exhibition as

we have alluded to, bears no comparison to the loss it entails in the esti-

mation of the finished work, and the injustice it is to the window trimmer."

Characteristics of Window Cards

We suggest uniformity of style and coloring for price cards. And le':

them be modest, withal. There's no reason why a price card should be

considered as an auxiliary attraction to the display. It's the business point

in the display, to be sure, but if you will stop to think of it a moment, the

price card is not put there to please the eye so much as it is to impress the

mind. And what price card does that better than the neat, plain, rich and

readable one ? Let the fancy of the trimmer run riot in the preparation of

his display cards, if he will, but let the fanciful effect never show on the price

card. Note here the distinctive difference between a price card and a

display card.

The Store Reflects the Proprietor

A great deal has been said about store character and the necessity for

keeping it up to the standard. As a matter of fact, the character.of a store

is the character of the man who owns it. If he is careless or slovenly in his

habits, the store itself is not likely to present any improvement. A man

and his business are so inseparably associated that they unconsciously take

their cue from each other and are good, bad or indifferent in common.

They dress alike, look alike and to all practical purposes are molded in the

same form. It is a very rare thing, indeed, to see an ill-dressed proprietor

of a well-dressed store, or a proprietor who is careful of his personal

appearance and inattentive to the appearance of his store.
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No. 2 A retails $1.75  
Sterling Silver Pencil Holder.
The daintiest and

most useful pencil
holder yet made,
and In the tuost
convenient shape—
nearly flat, in real-
ity an oval fiat.

Actual size.
Retail price -
Plain $1  oo
Chased
Decorated Pattern,

$2.00

Macle and warranted by

In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

AIKIN, LAMBERT 6 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers anti Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIES.
Agvet0-: 1)f PAUL, I WIRT.

Copper Plate

Does Engraving anD Embossing interest you ? If so, this is the season
of the year to look up the matter.If you will write us we will explain our 'various sample sets. which are so arranged that you canquote prices to your customer with an assurance of correctness.

You don't have to figure out the cost : we do that for you. Let us hear from you to—day.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,

Steel Die

Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.
ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

1NRIGH-r (ii_.;(())ut N[31-1A,INNsin.,_:NS
111, WRITES RIGHT _741-1-1E.INR I GHT

Our No. 30 Modern Style, assorted, in plain or chased, black or mottled, fittedwith extra heavy fine 14 K. solid gold pen. Only $7.50 per dozen.No. 20 in assorted styles at $7.50 per dozen. Gold-mounted, at $12.00 per dozen.All Wright Pens are warranted perfect. Will exchange or moneyrefunded if not satisfactory.
The Wright, Jr., $6.00 per dozen. Plain black holder. Fitted with good14 K. solid gold pen. Unquestionably the best value on the market.Our Leader Assortment, $10.00. Contains i dozen assorted, plain, chased,black, mottled and gold-mounted holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. goldPens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.5o each. Above sent on approval..510NS, CARTONS, AND ADV. MATTER WITH EVERY ORDER.WE REPAIR ALI. MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.Elegant Oak, Cherry or Mahogany Show Cases FREE with our $15.00 to $75.00 assortments.Send for our NEW CATALOGUE just out, illustrating over loo Styles of FOUNTAIN PENS,also a number of new Show and Display Cases.
Wm. Weidlich Sc Bro.,

Proprietors,

The Wright
Writes Right

WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis

(3)  v.?
ESTABLISHED /867

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF 'T AND
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY
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Non-Leakable !
Non-Leakable !

Non-Leakable !
What Does Non-Leakable Mean ?

In connection with Fountain Pens it means a pen that can be carried either end tip in the pocket, when filled, without leaking ink into the cap ; one that aperson can use without soiling the fingers with ink. This is a valuable improvement in fountain pens, and is fully appreciated by the users.Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens are the only, Fountain Pens ever advertised as Non-Leakable that are Strictly Non-Leakable. This is theonly pen in the market snitalde for ladies' use, as they can carry them, filled with ink, in their purse or hand-bag when traveling. It is very desirable for militaryuse, and is also very popular \vitt' physicians. In fact, we claim the best all-round fountain pen ever made at any price.

REMEMBER it is MOORE'S NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens that you want for a high-grade pen.Every one guaranteed in every respect. Send for our latest Catalog.

American Fountain Pen Co., Adams, Cushing & Foster,
Selling Agents, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
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Stationery Stock for the Holidays

TAT I ONERS work from six months
to a year ahead. That is to say,
manufacturers are showing now the
goods which will be put on sale by

rytailers for their holiday trade. In very many
instances the lines for a particular season are
made up and carefully locked away in the
safe six to nine months before the time for
selling them arrives. Traveling men have

been out a few weeks with the holiday lines

of papers and papetries, and buyers have

had private views of the lines in the sample
rooms of the manufacturers.

It is time for the jeweler who
already has a stationery de-
partment, or who contem-
plates putting in one for the

fall and holiday trade, to determine upon the
character and extent of the line he contem-

plates introducing. The instructions already

given regarding this department hold good

in a general way, but there are some further
observations along the same lines which apply
particularly to preparations for the holidays.

The warnings hitherto uttered against

overbuying do not apply with so much force

to holiday purchases as they do to the stock-

ing for regular trade. At holiday times

almost anything will go readily, provided it

looks well. There seems to be on the part

of a considerable proportion of customers

a prejudice in favor of appearance, frequently

at the sacrifice of quality ; therefore the same

care need not be exercised in stocking for

holiday seasons that is so absolutely essential

for ordinary business. Nevertheless, one

should not go to the other extreme and buy

all sorts of novelties just because they repre-

sent some departure from accustomed models.
The principal changes in
established goods for the

Style of Goods holidays consists of vari-
ations in shapes and sizes

and partly the addition of new tints to a line

of popular papers. At first sight these minor

changes would not appear important, but as

a matter of fact they frequently determine

wheher a particular paper shall or shall not

be a good seller. Even a slight change in

the flap of a hitherto conventional envelope

will often make it one of the great features of

a manufacturer's line. Stationery business is

very susceptible to prevailing fads, and the

dealer who wishes to make his line a success

must needs take due note of this fact.
The leading papers for fall and winter

are of substantially the same quality as those

THE KUYSTONE

Buying for Fall
and

Holday Trade

Changes in

for spring. The fabric papers are still very
popular ; in fact, they are the great sellers of
any line and cannot be ignored by a dealer
who desires to sell fashionable stationery.
The chief changes are in style and size of
envelopes. The changes in envelopes are
confined to differences in the flap, and in this
category is an attractive style by which the
lower flap is made shorter and the upper one
longer—the latter reaching within about half
an inch of the lower side of the envelope.
Then instead of being cut so as to run from
the point direct to the corner, as has been
the case heretofore, a shoulder about three-
fourths of an inch wide is left between the
corner and the ending of the slant line running
from the point of the flap. It is a little
change, but fashionable people have welcomed
it with pleasure, and are insisting that a good
proportion of the envelopes they purchase •
be made in that form.

There has been a slight

The change in the manufacture
Fabric Papers of the fabric papers. An

effort has been made to pro-
duce a smoother surface. Some complaint
has been made heretofore that the surface of
some papers was too rough and showed a
tendency to catch a fine-pointed pen. Not
all the fabric papers have done so ; some
have, however, and the effect has been an
increased demand for, the goods of the manu-
facturers who were endeavoring to prevent
such a result. As a general rule the tendency
has been overcome in the papers now ready
for distribution, and any manufacturer's stock
can be purchased and recommended without
apprehension on this account. The vellum
parchment and the kid-finish papers will also
continue in popularity ; the vellum principally
in medium weight and the kid finish in heavy
stock. The latter paper has many advan-
tages, and is suitable for use on any occasion.
Sometimes there are reasons which seem to
preclude the use of fabric-surfaced papers.
In other words, strict formality and the cor-
rect taste seem to work against fabric surfaces
and in favor of the stronger appearing kid
finish. Not quite the same observation will
apply to vellum-finished stock, but there is
not so much dignity attaching to that as to
kid finish. And yet vellum was in use in
English society long before the paper bearing
its name was invented.

There are always two styles of packing
to be considered, the ream goods and the
papetries. With the latter there is always
danger that the expense of the package will
be largely represented in the box, and that
the filling will be skimped in some way.
Such a pre-supposition of an irregularity is
based on the well-understood business propo-
sition that if a box is especially rich and
expensive, the value must be taken out of
the paper. Of course, this doesn't apply
with equal force to the very expensive boxes
which are paid for on their merits, but rather
to the ordinary run of boxes which sell for
moderate prices.

This season's lines are beau-
tiful, but a jeweler should
buy sparingly of the most
showy ones. It will be wiser
to cultivate a desire on the

part of your customers to accept only the
best, and to teach them that the best goods

The Need of
Pushing the
Best Goods

I0Ot

are not always inclosed in the most elaborate
boxes. It will be more profitable for you to
nourish a taste for the best stationery pro-
curable rather than for the cheap lines which
will not add to your reputation as a dealer.

In buying ream goods less attention
is devoted to the boxes. The difference is
striking. The stock is most likely of the
best quality, while the boxes are merely
receptacles, and are not made for display
purposes alone. A dealer needs to study
these phases of the question carefully before
making his fall visit to the city. He should
know exactly what he wants so as to be able
to exercise an intelligent discrimination when
the purchasing problem presents itself.

A noticeable feature of the fall lines now
displayed is the increase in the dimensions of
the boxes. Some are decidedly overgrown.
A leading buyer characterized them as im-
practicable. Ordinary consumers do not
care for a box which requires floor room ;
nor have they any liking for the cabinets, as
the tall boxes are called. They may be
novelties, with a more or less original .flavor,
but it will be found that the average stationery-
buying customer will not care for them.
If many are bought they are likely to be
found in stock at the end of the season.

It is always Nvisest to buy freely of the
small boxes running from one to five quires
in papetries, and the quarter thousand in
ream goods. Anything beyond these figures
is outside the range of average trade, and is
likely to be a white elephant that will have to
be cleared at a reduction.

The question of quantity is
difficult to determine, more
especially if you are just
beginning. Until you have

been through one holiday season you will not
be able to judge of your possibilities. Some
locations develop a wholly unexpected trade,
while others are relatively slow. Perhaps it
would be wise to assume that one-half of your
regular customers will purchase stationery
from you if you can supply them.

In building up your trade lay emphasis
upon the fact that you are handling an exclu-
sive line of goods, and. that you have ran-
sacked the market to secure the latest shapes
and sizes, and dwell especially upon the new-
style envelopes, which have been described
above. If you work judiciously you will be
able to attract a good deal of the trade which
the so-called society stationer across the
street has been having. The mere fact that
you carry only a small stock will be convincing
proof of the exclusiveness of it. You can
say, with ample justification, that you are
catering to the best trade only, and point to
your elegant stock as a basis for the assertion.
If you keep up this condition you will soon
draw about you the exclusive trade of your
vicinity. One other point will help you, viz.,
that all leading manufacturers.will make up
any special style desired ; you can ask for
any shape or style in ream goods that a
customer may want, and the manufacturers
will prepare it. Sometimes this will mean
securing a wealthy customer who has peculiar
prejudices which other stationers have been
unable to satisfy. Such prejudices can be
easily converted into dollars, and if you care
to accept the commission you will be enabled
to add to your prestige and to your income.

The Proper
Quantity to Buy



Our newly revised price-list of

high-grade watches is now ready for

distribution. One will be sent to any

legitimate jeweler on request.
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is

permanent feature of TIIE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
Instruments in this department, j

The Simplex Box Stud
The device shown in the accompanying illustrations is known as the

Simplex Box Stud, which will be interesting to all opticians. This stud is
said to be the most improved of its kind
on the market. The Globe Optical
Company, of Boston, Mass., who furnish
the stud to the trade, claim that it pos-
sesses a great many features which
should commend it to opticians, notably
its simplicity of construction. The box
is one piece and the stud screws will not

work loose. It is constructed so as to permit of the guards being changed
easily. The stud is made in gold filled only.

An Improved Fountain Pen
The accompanying cut illustrates the latest model in Moore's non-

leakable fountain pens, manufactured by the American Fountain Pen Co.,
of Boston, Mass. The improvements consist of a long cap with a single

Ring Display Tray

In these days when thievery is reduced to such
that tends to thwart the designs of the evil genius
sition to store equipment. The device shown in the

-
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a fine art, any contrivance
will be a valuable acqui-
accompanying illustration
has been designed for
the exhibition of rings.
It is known as a display
tray, a n d among the
many meritorious fea-
tures cialmtd for it are
its capability for exmbit-
ing the goods to the best
advantage—the whole of
the rings being visible—
while securing the trader

against the wiles of the thief at the same time. The inventor, Joseph P.
Angell, the Pine Bluff, Ark., jeweler, claims that this tray solves a problem
which has long been a source of anxiety to the trade. The construction of
this device is more or less complex, and involves
some rather fine principles in delicate mechanism.
A celluloid surface, with which it is equipped, re-
flects the light into the jewels from beneath, but
cloth or any other substance may be substituted for
the celluloid or no covering at all need be used.
The rings are locked to the tray in such a manner

as that when one is removed, the key
by which it has been unfastened is held
in the tray and cannot be extricated until the ring has been re-
placed. The rings are displayed by what are called " holders."
The holder is connected with the ring by having its " spring
arms " pressed against the ring, the arms, by virtue of their

elasticity, being adapted to fit rings of various sizes and by having a
" tongue " bent over the ring and engaged with a rivet.

turn, a tapered nozzle and a larger ink capacity. The advancement toward
perfection in fountain pen manufacture is well exemplified in this new
model, which will appeal to all users of fountain pens. It has the qualities
that make saletmaking easy for the storekeeper.

New Silver Toilet Ware Pattern
A handsome new pattern, remarkable for the excellence of the die

work and beauty of execution, is the " Paul and Virginia " pattern of silver
toilet ware, just placed on the market by Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.,
Providence, R. I. The file handle, shown in our illustration, conveys but

YESTERDAY CANNOT BE RECALLED
TO-MORROW IS NOT HERE

SO DO IT TO-DAY
• •— -

r"--

Cut is a photo. reproduction. Every bench is exactly per above cut.

Specifications: Solid Oak, Curtain Top,paneled doors, sides and back; fine cabinet finish.
Drawers lock automatically; one drawer arranged for
chucks. Brass trimmings on knobs. Lock and key
on right side of bench. Both top sides fastened with
hinges and turn down. Mounted on castors. Dimen-
sions: 44 inches long, 40 inches high, 26 inches wide.
Solid Oak throughout (no soft wood bottom and
back, as most other benches are made). Guaranteed
in every respect.

SPECIAL PRICE (Cash must accompany every order), NET.
No extra charge for
crating or cartage.

King 8z Eisele, 
to 2o North34D2itvois3ioon Street,

Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

an imperfect idea of the beauty of the design, which can now be had on no
less than forty-five different pieces. The art and symbolism of the pattern
and the great attractiveness of the goods cannot fail to make this toilet ware
a fall and holiday favorite with persons of refined taste.

Best meet the general desire for some

Our Trade

New Design in Cut Glass Ware

An aristocratic addition to the many magnificent cuttings in American
glassware is styled the " Palm " design, inasmuch as it is fashioned after a
palm-leaf pattern. The design is the work of the International Silver Co.
and is furnished in a great variety of shapes in bowls, dishes, vases, etc
The jewelers who have found cut glass a profitable line, will find it to their
advantage to become acquainted with this new pattern, which will be an
attractive addition to their stock.

An Erroneous Impression

Asked recently why he had not joined the association in his State, a
dealer replied that he was never able to see how a general association could
destroy what he believed to be the worst evil of the trade—the absence of
friendly relations between competing dealers and the ruinous price-cutting
that so frequently results. He was in favor of local associations, albeit he
had never taken any steps to organize one in his vicinity. This view is held
by many dealers, no doubt, but as far as it relates to the failure of general
associations to at least modify the evil referred to it is incorrect.

thing good and handsome at a price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.

Our line of SIGNET RINGS

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

Mark guarantees
QUALITY,
STYLE and
FINISH.

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

is complete and has won the Trade.

We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

LaneTMaidenM. B. BRYANT & CO.
Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

New York
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HERE'S TEN DOLLARS FOR YOU!
Buy a gross of our Silver Aluminum Trays printed with a souvenir picture of your

Town, Town Hall, School I-louse, Post Office, Park, Water Scene or anything else appropriate. You'llsell them so quick it will be just like finding money. It makes the hottest selling novelty out, and forsouvenir purposes they won't last while you're unpacking them. Fact.
We have them in two styles and will send Free Samples

for your inspection.
Size, 534 x 3 inches, $ 7.00 per gross.
Size, 63 x 4 inches, 11.00 per gross.

Cost of cut for special picture, $5.00 on the first order;
and on duplicates we make no charge for cuts or printing.
Drop us a postal and ask about our other souvenirs, too.

Address,
DEPT. L

E. A. FARGO 0 CO., Attleboro, Mass.

(
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Retail Trade.
Gentlemen :
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S. 0. Bigney
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Charms,
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They are winners.
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OF"
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The C.G.Braxmar Cu.
Manufacturing' Jewelers
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Are you out
for business ?
If so handle
our Chains.
They \All win
out for you.

The DuBarry
Chain for
ladies is the
latest.
It is a
seller.

Every Jobber should have a supply of our

New Imported Leather Fobs.
English Seals, Signet Seals and

Beautifully Finished Lockets.

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
New York Office,

3 Maiden Lane. Attleboro, Mass.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

A One-Wheel Clock
ED. KEYSTONE :-1 note that from time to

time THE KEYSTONE contains descriptions of pecu-
liarly-constructed clocks, and as a consequence I
am prompted to bring under the notice of your
readers a timepiece designed and constructed by
me, and which, I think, is well worthy of a place
among horological curiosities.

This clock consists of a brass framework sup-
porting two inclined plates, each provided with
eighteen zigzag tracks. On either side of the frame-
work, but not connected therewith, is a frame tower
for supporting the two ball weights,
which furnish the motive power to the
mechanism by means of a cord passing
over pulleys and winding around the
shaft of the single wheel. This shaft
journals at the back in the framework
and in front in a glass dial, which is
secured to the framework to admit of
an unobstructed view of the working
mechanism.

The clock proper has no gearing
whatever ; a single wheel, perforated
at the periphery with sixty holes (one
for each minute) constitutes, in com-
bination with a locking device, the
entire escapement, being at the same
time both main wheel and escape
wheel. The dial has the customary
dial train. The single wheel receives
its impulse from two ball weights,
suspended in towers on either side
of the clock as represented in the
sketch. These weights are grooved
equatorially to receive a silk cord connected
with the drum of the single wheel arbor,
and thus each weight, rolling on this cord,
serves as its own pulley. A novel device is the
method of winding this clock, the operation
being performed at the center of the dial through
the so-called cannon pinion of the dial train. The
wheel is released once a minute by tile action
of thirty -inch steel balls rolling conAtutively
upon the zigzag tracks fitted to the two inclined
plates ; these tracks together represent a distance

of twenty-five feet. A steel ball first completes the

course of the tracks on the upper plate, then runs

through a tube onto the lower plate, completing

the course of tracks thereon and entering another

tube is conducted to one of the lower holes in the

wheel, where, by its momentum, it releases the

locking device which allows the wheel to turn just

the space of one hole or one minute, 'the wheel at

the same time carrying the ball along with it in the

hole, the dial on one- side and the framework on

the other serving as guides for the ball. There are

twenty-nine balls in the wheel all the time ; the

wheel in turning the space of one hole takes in

another ball, but at the same time it allows the

uppermost ball in the wheel to roll out into a tube

through which it enters upon the tracks of the

upper plate. At the end of one minute this ball

enters the empty hole at the bottom of the wheel

and is carried along one space, while another ball

leaves the top of wheel and begins its course upon

the two plates and so on, one ball after another.

THE KEYSTONE

The two ball weights above mentioned are just
heavy enough (two and one-half pounds each) to
counterbalance the twenty-nine balls remaining in
the wheel all the time, and also leave an impulse to
the wheel in reserve. Yours truly,
Canton Junction, Mass. C. H. BRIGDEN.

Responsibility for Guarantees

Ell. KEYSTONE :-111 your July nunil”•r I notice
a query of S. Cooley in regard to work guaranteed.
I am somewhat surprised at the position taken by
THE KEYSTONE. While I have been in the jewelry
business for a very short time (eighteen months) I
find one of the most essential features is honesty—
your word as good as gold and make the people
know it. 1 therefore should have answered Mr.
Cooley by saying, " most assuredly." Under same
circumstances I mulct have said to Mr. 13., "I am
very sorry indeed that you have experienced this

I ( )0z;

Some Wonders of the West as Seen by
a Well-Known Traveling Man

ED. KEYSTONE \ ith your permission I
would like to mention a few of the marvelous things
now seen in the great and growing West. I will first
call attention to the advanced machinery used by
the Great Western Railroad at their new railroad
shops at Oelwein, Iowa. For instance, where they
employ 450 men to-day, in a few short months they
will employ 900 to woo. All the machinery is ope-
rated by electricity, and one of the wonders of the
time is to see them pick up bodily a monster engine,
say seventy-five to one hundred tons, carry it right
over the tops of the other engines for about three
hundred feet and set it down in place in seven to
ten seconds. Next we see them take the steel
tire off of a forty-eight-inch driving wheel in eight
minutes, which is done by wrapping a hollow pipe
around the steel tire and forcing the gasoline blaze
into it and around the tire by compressed air,

making it red hot. We also had the
pleasure of going through the old coach
that carried President Lincoln from
Springfield to Washington when he was
first elected. It had been used on the
Mason City & Fort Dodge Railroad
until the Great Western bought the
right of way. We were allowed to see
the whole plant, from the material in
the rough to the furnishing rooms.

A word about this wonderful little
Western city, which has jumped to
30MC 6000 population in four to six
years, and which, we predict, will
show a population of mono in less
than five years. Oelwein can also boast
of another marvel in a forty-year clock,
made and owned by Purdy Campbell,
of the firm of Campbell & Miner.
Mr. Campbell was fourteen months in
making this marvelously-strange clock.
It was started running April 1, 1896,
and is running on time, and is as per-

fect as one can imagine. He will place it on
exhibition at St. Louis in 1904. It is NYOUIld YO run
forty years, or an ordinary life time.

Very truly yours,
J. C. MoRELAND,

With Lapp & Flershem, Chicago.

A One-Wheel Clock

trouble, we will repair the spring free of charge."

I would figure this job as cheap advertising. I fail

to see why change of ownership should nullify the

guarantee.
My motto is, " Everything guaranteed as

represented." When we repair a watch the work

must be done in a first-class workmanlike manner.

We give verbal guarantee for the faithful perform-

ance under proper usage. This guarantee is as
good to the holder of said watch at this store (so

long as I ant the owner) as a Government bond.

Jeffersonville, Ilei. W. j. MORRIS.

[We do not think that our correspondent's views
differ so much from our own. He would make
good the guarantee to Mr. B. and would " figure it
cheap advertising." This was our idea exactly.
If business policy dictates the wisdom of making
good the guarantee to the new owner, we advise
making it good. But we still clahn that it is safer
and more business-like to give the guarantee the
form of a contract between the jeweler and his
customer—and so limit it. It is not a question of
honesty or dishonesty. A railroad sells mileage
for much the same reason as a jeweler guarantees
his work—simply for business policy. Yet the
railroad stipulates that the mileage be used only by
the purchaser with whom they made the agree-
ment. Its transfer nullifies it. As we said before,
in the absence of a guarantee certificate the ques-
tion is " one which the jeweler will have to decide
for himself." Mere verbal guarantees are not the
most forceful, and the more sweeping a mere verbal
assurance is, the less weight is generally attached
to it. Anyhow, the matter is rather academic, for
such cases are met with too seldom to be of any
practical importance.—ED.]

A Peculiar Case

ED. KEYSTONE :—I worked on an 8-day clock
which had been struck by lightning and badly
mutilated. I put everything in good shape, cased it
(the case was a wooden one and it would run a day
or two then stop. I re-examined everything but could
not find any fault, other than it still showed
signs of electricity. But not enough, however,
that I thought it would interfere with its running.
My customer took it home and it continued to rust
a day or so and then stop. He put a small cup (:)f
coal oil in the case and the clock has never stopped
since ; last remove the cup of kerosene and it stops
within fifteen minutes after removing it.

Lyons, K3118. J. T. Puauv.

[Our correspondent's experience is indeed a
peculiar one. We do not know what influence
is exerted by the oil, but rather lean to the opinion
that a good demagnetizer would be far more
efficacious. Especially is this the case when the
movement has to be taken clown for some other
purpose, as in this instance. When this is done,
It is an easy matter to demagnetize each part
separately.—Eu.]
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The Indestructible "DAYLIGHT" All Glass Case.
Patented 

With ordinary
care, this case
should last a
lifetime.
Write for prices
to-day.

Ask for our No. 11 Catalogue.

Goods well shown--half sold
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL & COMPANY
431 to 437 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

Manufacturers of STRICTLY HIGUI=GRADE JEWELRY FIXTURES.

Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware
Modern and classic in design, of superior finish,
made by best of workmen in our own factories.
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Ed. W. Drury, the well-known traveler for the
Non-Retailing Company, of Lancaster, Pa., was

met in Chicago some little time ago en route to the
Southern part of Mexico, where he is interested,

along with a number of others, in an extensive
coffee plantation. Mr. Drury expected to be away

about three months, and will not be among his

trade again before the latter part of the present

month or early in September. Mr. Drury goes to

Mexico on a tour of inspection to look over the

property of the plantation company and report to

the stockholders.
W. F. Wilmes, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska

traveler for tne Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company,

St. Louis, left headquarters the middle of last

month for an extended trip over his territory with

the finest line he ever carried. Mr. Wilmes is one

of the veteran road men in the territory he covers,

having called on the trade in that section for over

twenty years.
Ed. S. Villmore, traveler for the C. B. Norton

Jewelry Company, Kansas City, enjoyed his usual

summer vacation last month, and is now out among

his customers on his early fall trip.
E. H. Ray, Southern traveler for the Edwards

& Sloane Jewelry Company, Kansas City, left

headquarters the middle of last month for an ex-

tended trip over his territory. He has been show-

ing his new fall lines with good success ever since.

Mr. Ray hails from Dallas, Texas, where he makes

his home, and is well and favorably known to the

trade in the Lone Star State.
Louis E. Fay, Western representative of the

R. F. Simmons Company, the well-known chain

makers, returned to Chicago headquarters last

month from an extended trip over the Western

territory and reports a fine business.

E. H. Snow, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Co.'s

traveling force, is at his home in Kansas City, seri-

ously ill.
Alfred V. Eckman, of Chicago, has recently

gone on the road for the Anchor Silver Plate Com-

pany in Illinois and Indiana territory.

C. C. Azbell, a former well-known representa-

tive of the New England Watch Company in the

West and Northwest territory, is the new traveler

for C. A. Kiger, of Kansas City. He is now out in

his territory, which includes Minnesota, the Da-

kotas and the Black Hills country, displaying his

new lines.

W. F. Adams, better known as " Billy," who

makes the largest cities of the West for the Inter-

national Silver Company from their Chicago office,

was met in St. Louis last month, just as he was

starting out on his fall business campaign. "Billy"

was looking well and feeling better after a seven-

weeks' vacation spent in company with Mrs.

Adams down in the old Bay State. Mr. Adams

reports fall business as starting off nicely.

N. R. Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloane Com-
pany, Kansas City, started out on his early fall trip
the middle of July, and has been sending in some
fine sales already.

V. G. Cuthbert, Missouri and Kansas traveler
for Otto Young & Co., Chicago, in company with
his family, last month enjoyed a delightful month's
vacation at Kent, Ohio, Mrs. Cuthbert's old home.
Mr. Cuthbert lives in Kansas City, and when at
Chicago headquarters, en route East, reported
trade fairly good in the Southwest, with most bril-
liant prospects for a good fall trade among the
retail jewelers of that section.

Charles Cederstrom covers Wisconsin, Minne-
sota and the Dakotas for the Eisenstadt Manufac-
turing Company, St. Louis, and is making a good
record for himself. Mr. Cederstrom is a popular
and hard-working salesman and deserves all of his
success.

Julius Newman, the well-known, broad-shoul-
dered and genial traveler for the L. Bauman Jewelry
Company, St. Louis, left headquarters the middle
of last month with his new fall lines expecting a
good trade through his Missouri and Kansas
territory.

W. H. Burton, W. S. Willis and T. G. Jewett,
who travel from the Western office of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, returned to Chicago
headquarters the last of July from a two-weeks'
sojourn at the company's works in Providence,
R. I., where they were posting themselves on the
Gorham fall lines. All of the above gentlemen
start out on their regular fall trips the first week of
the present month.

Will. Thorsen, of M. A. Mead & Co.'s travel-
ing force, is back again at his post after a pleasant
vacation of three weeks among the northern lakes.
Mr. Thorsen left Chicago late in July for his regular
campaign of fall-order getting.

Joe Auer, who travels in Tennessee, Missis-
sippi and Alabama territory for the Bauman-Massa
Jewelry Company, St. Louis, left headquarters the
last of July for a trip over his territory.

Mark Eiseman, Southern traveler for the
L. Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, left headquar-
ters the middle of last month with his new fall lines
and will cover his entire territory ere he returns to
St. Louis again.

Carl Wiebezahn, who has traveled the North-
west and far West territory for A. C. Becken, of
Chicago, for three years past, resigned his position
July ist, and will engage in other lines than jewelry.
He is succeeded by C. G. Brush, late with the
Reed-Bennett Company, Minneapolis, who ere this
item is read will be out in his territory with
Mr. Becken's new fall lines.

Louis Bauman, of the traveling force of the
L. Bauman Company, left St. Louis headquarters
the middle of last month with his new fall lines for
an extended trip through the far West and South-
western territory.

Fred. Dunn, of F. A. Hardy & Co.'s traveling
force, after a busy spring season, has been enjoying
his usual summer vacation the past month. He
leaves Chicago headquarters early in the present
month on his first fall trip.

L. J. Weiler, Missouri, Illinois and Arkansas
traveler for the Bauman-Massa Company, St. Louis,
took an early start last month on his fall campaign

of order getting.

Sam King, of M. F. Barger & Co.'s traveling
force, is laid up at his home in Chicago with an
affection of the eyes, and will not be able to visit

his trade this month. S. L. Scott will take up

Mr. King's early fall I., ip and will look after his

territory until he is able to take the road again,
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M. L. Barnard, who covers the middle West
for J. B. Bowden & Co., New York, was met in
Detroit, his old home, last month, where he was
enjoying his vacation. Mr. Barnard, though a new

man on the road, is making a success, all of which

he deserves, as he is a mighty pleasant gentleman
to meet.

Jas. D. Packard, Will. A. Schlossman, Carlton
Dominick, Max Gluck and Ed. B. Hoffman, who
compose the able and energetic traveling force of

H. F. Hahn & Co., all left Chicago headquarters
with their new fall lines about July 20th and are
now out among their trade pushing business with
the vim for which they are noted.

John Platt, the veteran traveler for the Theo-
dore W. Foster & Bro. Company, the widely-known
manufacturers, of Providence, R. I., was confined
to his room at the Burnett House, Cincinnati, for
ten days last month, suffering from an aggravated
attack of liver trouble. When met in Chicago the
latter part of the month, Mr. Platt remarked that
he was almost himself again and that though he
had a hard time of it for a time he was able to
again look after business with his old-time vim and
energy. Few men have more friends among the
trade than genial John Platt, all of whom will be
glad to hear of his recovery and give him the glad
hand on his accustomed rounds.

Max Noel, of Despres, Bridges & Noel, Chi-
cago, has been enjoying his vacation this season on
the r:)ad. 'Without doubt, Mr. Noel, or, as he is
familiarly known, " Puck," is the busiest man in
the profession and, like all hard workers, is suc-
cessful. He tells us that he is enjoying a fine trade
this year.

Suggestions to Travelers
The commercial traveler cannot afford to dis-

regard the obligation to express himself with pre-
cision, not forgetting at the same time to take into
account, in his use of words, the degree of cultiva-
tion of thole with whom he is dealing. In approach-
ing a customer it is good to begin in a serious vein,
but, at a right time, in the ensuing conversation to
vary his speech with sprightly, even merry remarks.
Persons of a quiet temperament more easily acquire
the art of expressing their ideas well and clearly
than those of a lively disposition, the ideas of the
latter class coming more quickly and requiring more
management. Hence, it is not uncommon to find
the utterances of these favored ones somewhat con-
fused in their character. Should your business
bring you into contact with people who do not
know their own mind, avoid the appearance of
irritability : answer all questions put to you accord-
to your best discretion, and meet objections, which
may prove to be fickle, with dignity and composure.

Uudue curiosity is a bad habit and ought to be
eschewed. it is a fault which will make a man an
object of contempt, certainly ridiculous, and often
expose him to severe snubbing. There are com-
mercial travelers afflicted with this weakness to
such an extent that they cannot resist the tempta-
tion of peeping at every scrap of paper which they
find in the offices they enter, probably in the hope
of discovering something that might be of service
to them in obtaining orders. If account books
happen to be opened in their presence, orders for
other firms compared or letters perused, they will
take the opportunity to glance at them, thus prying
into the secrets of those with Nvhom they wish to
transact business. Such conduct as this is con-
trary to the laws of good breeding, and is fatal to a
man's chances of business. Never attempt to
swell your stock of information by such means.
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Should the "Unfit" Be Killed Off?

BY JOHN TWEEZER

Certain latter-day Darwinians are seri-
ously arguing that the highest interests of the
human society demand the summary destruc-
tion of the physically and mentally unfit, and
that the world be made a breeding place for
thoroughbreds only. They argue that we
should weed out the human herd as we weed
out a flock of sheep, killing off the unprom-
ising, the maimed and the deficient, and allow-
ing only the organizations which promise
well to live. They emphasize the effect of
heredity on social progress, and ask, in sub-
stance : " If physical and moral defects are
transmissible, if it be admitted that the indi-
vidual does not have the choosing of his
own body and brain, does it not follow that
it is the duty of society to see that he starts
life well equipped in these essentials, both
from a selfish and altruistic standpoint ? If it
is right to hang men for murder, should we
not go further and destroy those whose
progeny will murder?" And so on, with
evident strong conviction of the ethical cor-
rectness of their position.

Undoubtedly the world would be better
off, and the social structure would be firmer
on its foundations, if some happy whim of
fate had interfered to prevent the birth of the
unfit—the physical imperfects, the mental
incapables, the moral degenerates. But who
is to fix the arbitrary standards of physical
and moral fitness? Who can foresee devel-
opment? It is a question whether, in the
process of elimination, the industrious de-
stroyers might not snuff out many incipient
values in the seeming " unfit" infants, while
permitting to live a " fit" lot who would
eventually develop into human monsters.
The misshapen and deformed Socrates would
have been by them destroyed in his cradle ;
Nero, who " started well," would have been
permitted to live. Run over the list of the
physically " unfit " who would have been con-
demned to destruction, if these latter-day
social philanthropists would have had their

way at an earlier time, and realize the extent
of humanity's self-imposed deprivations in
that case : Byron, " the club-footed brat,"
as his mother called him ; Herbert Spencer,
"sick and puny and boneless " in babyhood ;

Mrs. Browning, a life-long invalid ; the
hunchback, Alexander Pope ; DeQuincy and
Coleridge, both nerve-rotten, and addicted

to opium ; Edgar Allen Poe, a neurotic ;
Leopardi, next to Dante, Italy's greatest

poet, bedridden all his life ; the philosopher,
Kant, "forever sick, yet unable to die ;"

Robert Louis Stevenson, born with con-
sumption.

These brilliant " physical incompetents"
are matched by another galaxy of " moral
incompetents," who should have been stran-
gled in their cribs, if the new doctrine is cor-
rect. Villou, the writer of the most exquisite
French ballads, was a housebreaker, thief
and vagabond ; Tolstoi, according to his own
confession, was " a blackleg and murderer ; "
Verlaine was an habitual drunkard ; Shelley,
the " cloud-begot," abandoned Harriet West-
brook, who committed suicide ; Goethe,
Heine, Beethoven, George Sand and George
Eliot, broke all the " moral " laws established
by virtuous society.

On the other hand, such as these, who
were physically " fit," as babes, would have
been set apart by the discriminating judges as
full of promise, and 0. K.- ed as fruitful for
good to the highest interests of humanity :
Judas Iscariot, Catherine, Charles IX., Duke
of Alva, Judge Jeffreys, Caligula, Benedict
Arnold, Robespierre, the Borgias !

I am afraid the later disciples of Nietz-
sche will have to "guess again." They
must wait until we have developed the X-ray
further, so that by looking into the brain of
an infant Robespierre we may pronounce a
right verdict on his future and promptly end
him in the kitchen sink ; until, with the
acquirement of omniscence, we can tell
whether a born weakling will blossom into a
Spencer or a Socrates, or into a revolting
beggar. Until then the Society for Dispos-
ing of the Unfit may profitably delay its
organization.

"It Iss to Laugh"

The English of England and the English
of America are not quite the same. The
mother tongue " suffered a sea change " in
crossing the Atlantic, in that early time of
slow-sailing vessels when it was really the
" broad Atlantic " ; and when it reached these
shores the English speech. of England was
further affected in the new environment by
strange slang and unfamiliar vowels and
twisted consonants. Consequently, the En-
glishman is continually running across new
words in the American vocabulary, which
are entirely foreign to him, exotic, incompre-
hensible. THE KEYSTONE asks you to smile
with it at the latest evidence of the diffiCulty
of translating the American language into
English-of-England, in the instance of our
very highly-esteemed contemporary, The

Jeweler and Metalworker, of London, to
whom we lift the editorial Panama in fraternal
salutation.

In its issue of June 15th, The Jeweler
and Metalworker  did us the compliment to
publish, with the proper credit, an article
which appeared in the April number of THE
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KEYSTONE, entitled, " Some Tactics of a
Genius in Selling." In this article we told
of the limitations with which this particular
Genius was handicapped, in the great jewelry
store in which he was employed ; that while
most of the other salesmen in this exclusive
store enjoyed the extraneous advantages of
family influence, social connections and good
looks, this Genius had none of these. We
then went on to explain that " his father kept
a feed-store—sold baled hay to small buyers,'
etc. And the quoted sentence seems to
have made a peck of trouble in the editorial
room of our English contemporary.

The trouble was in interpreting the word
" feed-store." There is no such institution
in England, and the editor had to evolve
a " feed-store " from his inner conscious-
ness. He had no trouble with " store "—
that is American for " shop," which is the
English description of the place where things
are sold, whether it is a department store or
a six-by-nine hole-in-the-wall. He felt that
half the puzzle was solved when he wrote it
" feed-shop."

But " feed ! " It must be some unintel-
ligible vulgarism—a new bit of dreadful
American slang. In the mental processes
which made for the intellectual digestion of
that particularly gristly word, the editor re-
membered that an American had been quoted
as saying, on going out to lunch, " Wa'al,
I reckon I'll have to scare up some feed;"
and his brain bounded with the joy of deliv-
erance. " Feed-store " was now trans-
latable : the sentence duly appeared in this
shape : " His father kept a cook-shop—sold
baled hay to small buyers," etc. !

Which is why " it iss to laugh," to the
American reader. But what must our Eng-
lish brethren think of the barbarians on this
side the water who eat baled hay Are we
to be classed, in some future Dr. Johnson's
Dictionary, with the disreputable Scotchmen
who eat oats ?—the " feed " which, " in
England, is fed to horses, but in Scotland is
consumed by human beings ?" Is. Western
civilization a failure, in our esteemed contem-
porary's eyes?

Does our trans-Atlantic cousin have
vision of a hungry hoard of Maiden Lane or
State Street jewelers rushing out at the lunch
hour and lining up before a hay-manger ?
Does he question whether we take it raw or
stewed, or served with French dressing?
Does he feel concern for us lest any dust from
the clover-heads fall from our mustaches into
the next watch that comes to our hand for
repair ? Does he now think he comprehends
what is meant by the word " hay-seed," as
applied to the American personality?

Try again, cousin, and good luck to
you! • J. T.

„di
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

A New Method of Testing the Illu-
mination in Schools

Professor Cohn, of Breslau, who has
written so much on the hygiene of the eye,
lately has described a new method for testing
the illumination at any place in a school room.
The method was first proposed by Wingen,
and consists in first finding, by means of the
photometer, one desk in the room where the
illumination is that of five-meter candles.
Now a piece of marked aristo-paper is put on
each desk. After a certain time they are
taken away, fixed in subsulphurous sodium
just as in photography, and then compared
with each other. All papers which have
become darker than the test paper on the
five-meter candle desk show good seats, and
all which are paler, poor ones. Wingen
justly claims the following advantages for his
method : I. It is simple, cheap and brief.
2. It can easily be repeated. 3. It expresses
the illumination of all seats of a whole school
at' the same time and under the same condi-
tions of weather, etc. 4. It may be executed
during school hours, so that the actual condi-
tions are found, that is : the illumination of a
pupil's desk while his neighbor is at his own
desk and probably throws some shadow.
5. It furnishes tables for reference.

The Explanation of the Pain Follow-
ing the Exposure of the Eye

to Dazzling Light
We all know that when we have been in

the dark for a while and then suddenly expose
the eyes to brilliant light, not only is the
effect very dazzling but that there is a sensa-
tion of actual pain. This pain undoubtedly
acts as a protection for the delicate visual
organ as Helmholtz already pointed out, for
without the pain we often would expose our
eyes to light which would seriously hurt the
retina. The question now is : where is the
seat of the pain ? Von Frey has reminded
us that the optic nerve has nothing to do
with this sensation of pain, and he is of the
opinion that the sensation is to be traced to
the sudden contraction of the sensitive iris.
This reasoning need not be accepted at once.
Of course, it is true that the optic nerve as
such only perceives light, but we know that
there are nervi nervorum (nerves of the
nerves) which might be called upon to explain
the sensation of pain. It seems, however,
from the experiments of W. A. Nagel (Klin.
kfonatsbl. f Augenhlk) that the pain is due
to the iris, for this author found that when
an eye is under the influence of a mydriatic
(like homatropine) so that the iris cannot

contract any more, the characteristic sensation
is absent. Axenfeld also believes that we
find verification of this in the fact that in
phlyctenular conjunctivitis, and even in
inflammations of the iris, patients very often
widely open their lids after the use of atro-
pine, when before the use of the latter there
was most intense photophobia and spasm of
the lids.

A Case for Which Not Only the Eyeball
but the Whole Visual System

Was Absent in an Adult

It would appear strange that at times
nature will send forth into the world human
beings without such important organs as the
eyes. Nevertheless there are on record more
than a dozen of cases in which not a trace of
an eyeball, or of anything representing it,
could be found in the orbit on dissection, and
in which the optic nerve did not enter the
orbit. To this class also belongs a case lately
reported in Brain, by Dr. W. G. Spiller, of
Philadelphia. The boy was an idiot, abso-
lutely helpless and very unclean. He could
not walk and was able to utter only a few
simple words. When he died he was twenty-
two years of age, though the body was that
of a child apparently about twelve years old,
and with no signs of puberty. The fissures
between the lids were extremely small, and
the orbital cavities contained only a small
amount of what appeared to be ordinary con-
nective tissue. Nothing resembling an eye-
ball could be seen, and so it is certain that
there was no eyeball, especially as there was
no opening in the bony orbit, through which
the optic nerve could have entered. But
what is of the greatest curiosity is the fact
that not the slightest trace of the optic nerves,
the chiasm or the optic tracts could be found.
Even the higher visual centers in the brain
were found to be missing, and so this case
must be put down as one in which not only
both eyes were absent (anophthalmos), but
in which even the whole visual system had
been left undeveloped. The nerves, how-
ever, which usually go to the external muscles
of the globe and their centers in the brain,
appeared to be in a normal condition.

" Anomalies and Diseases of the Eye "*

A voice from the far West ( Vox ab
occasu soils), Dr. Flavel B. Tiffany, calls his
new book of over 600 pages. It is the out-
come of seven years' work, and on that ac-
count should lay claim to more attention than
many other similar books which are written,
or rather compiled in as many months. The
author states in his preface that the entire

*A copy of "Anomalies and Diseases of the Eye" will be
sent from the office of THE KEYSTONE ou receipt of pub-
lisher's price, $5.00.

(roti)

book is intended to meet the needs of the
general practitioner, the undergraduate of
medicine, the optician and the beginner in
ophthalmology, and we may say that in our
opinion the book, on the whole, has carried
out the author's intention. In the first part
Tiffany treats of the refraction of the eye and
its anomalies, devoting two chapters to an
elementary exposition of the reflection and
refraction of light. Then there are three
chapters on the anatomy and physiology of
the eye. These are followed by one in which
the author shows how to examine the eye.
Myopia, hypermetropia, astigmatism, aniso-
metropia, aphakia and presbyopia form the
subjects of the next four chapters, whilst the
last one of the first part treats of spectacles
and their adjustment. The second part of
about 300 pages, is devoted to the diseases
and injuries of the eye, and closes with a
very good glossary of all the technical terms
used.

That a book of so wide a scope should
be free from flaws cannot be expected. Take
for example, the passage where the author
says (p. 44), that if the eye was previously
myopic to the amount of I I D., it would be-
come theoretically emmetropic after the re-
moval of the lens. This is not correct, as the
reader Of THE KEYSTONE will remember from
former issues, where it was shown that axial
myopia must be about 25 D., in order to give
emmetropia after removal of the crystalline,
and that any myopia, which is purely crystal-
line in origin, leaves a hypermetropia of about
I I dioptries. Furthermore, the causal con-
nection between glaucoma and accommodative
strain (p. 361) must seem extremely doubtful
in the light of the present knowledge, whilst
the explanation of " second sight " ( on the
next page), which is supposed to be due to
a re-established power of the ciliary muscle,
must be called more than doubtful. But
barring a few more items like these, and a
few misprints, the book must be called excel-
lent for the purpose for which it was written.

Paralysis of Accommodation Following
the Eating of Bad Eggs

It is a fact well-known to science that in
the putrefactive decomposition of animal
matters a vast number of chemical substances
are produced. They are called ptomaines or
cadaveric alkaloids, and are closely.resembling
and, in a few instances, even identical with
the alkaloids in some plants. Most of them
are poisonous. One of them, called myda-
leine, acts similar to atropine ; especially
with reference to the pupil. Lately, Dr.
Hennicke, in the Wochenschr. f. Theraftie 1i.
flyg. d. Anges, reports a case .of this kind.
He was called to see a family, three members
of which were similarly affected with regard

(Continued on page 1013)
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(Continued from page ton)

to vision ; that is, they could not see any-
thing distinctly clear at hand, though their
vision for distant objects was not affected.
Examination showed a complete paralysis of
accommodation like that from atropine. The
explanation finally was found in the fact that
the day before the mother and two daughters
had eaten freely of eggs which were by no
means fresh, and which soon had produced
extreme nausea and vomiting. The father
alone had not eaten the eggs and showed no
bad symptoms and no paralysis of accom-
modation.

Colored Coquilles for the Examina-
tion of Diplopia

While testing the eyes for diplopia in
the more peripheral parts of the field, it often
happens that the usual colored glass in the
trial frame proves too small so that the eye
looks to the side of the glass. To avoid this
the reviewer often has used a larger piece of
plane colored glass before the eye. Another
device lately brought forward by Dr. Posey,
of Philadelphia, consists in colored coquilles
of such a shape that they cover the corre-
sponding orbit thoroughly. They also permit
the examiner to ascertain the movements of
the eyes at the extreme limits of their rota-
tion in all parts of the field without the neces-
sity of turning the glass to the corresponding
side. Of course, in using such glasses, one
must be careful that they are well made so
that they produce no prismatic deviation by
their own defects.

The De Zeng Luminous Retinoscope

With the development of the incandes-
cent electric lamp there has come a tendency
to make all apparatus in optical examinations
self-luminous, if possible. Thus the ophthal-
mometer and ophthalmophakometer in their
latest designs have been provided with the
small electric lamps, and thus have been
made much more efficient. Another great
step in this direction is shown by the appli-
cation of these lamps to the skiascope.
Hitherto, there has been a great deal of diffi-
culty for the skiascopist with the plane mirror
at one meter to exactly fulfill the one condi-
tion that gives the best result : namely, to
have the light appear also at one meter.
This requires the original light to be uncom-
fortably near to the mirror and the observer,
and besides, this correct nearness of the light
makes it impossible to approach the patient
without at the same time changing the posi-
tion of the light itself. All these difficulties
are done away with in a new luminous retino-
scope constructed by Mr. De Zeng, who
already has shown his knowledge and skill in
optics in his refractometer, which is certainly
known to many of our readers.

The reviewer had occasion to use the
luminous retinoscope in a few cases, and he
must say that the illumination and the easy
handling of the instrument leaves nothing to
be desired. There is, however, one point

that must be carefully attended to before
entire reliance can be placed on this skiascope.
This refers to the proper adjustment of tht
little lamp and the convex lens. The inventor
himself is well aware of it, and gives with
each instrument detailed directions about this
proper adjustment. If these directions are
followed carefully the instrument will give
excellent and accurate results.

We hope that Mr. De Zeng will soon
succeed in applying the same principle to the
ordinary ophthalmoscope. In fact, we have
seen such an instrument of his construction
which will only need a few improvements
until it will fulfil all the conditions that must
be demanded of an ophthalmoscope that can
be used not only for looking at the fundus
oculi, but also for determining the refraction
at the distance of the spectacle lenses. Such
instrument, especially if so constructed that
it allows the light rays to be focused not
only at the retina but at any point in the
vitreous humor, certainly is a desideratum.

Another Protest in the Matter of
Glaucoma Treatment.

ED. KEYSTONE 1—:,.•1-■•ring to the communica-
tion of Duncan Howe, of Maryborough, Ireland,
in June number of THE KEYSTONE, permit me to
say that I, too " Have a very clear conviction of
the barbarous character of such a course as made
Dr. Javal blind," and I desire to congratulate
Mr. Howe upon his possession of such courage as
to stand out for this conviction. It is evident that
the gentleman has but small knowledge of glauco-
matous troubles, his panacea being not only useless,
but sometimes, as in my own sad experience, ap-
parently harmful, but this does not help the oculistic
side of the case.

From May, 1882 and for the three years follow-
ing this first attack, I suffered much at many differ-
ent tittles from high tension of the eyes ; this pain
being the worst that I have ever experienced, and I
have had my shai-e. Since then there have been
occasional attacks of some severity and I have not
been able to use my eyes for more than a small part
of the time on this account. Have been otherwise
in poor health, but this has been my greatest trouble.
Although tension is now regularly below a normal
average, it is sure to rise upon small provocation.

I have studied all oculistic methods of treatment
and now feel sure that I shall never permit the con-
tinued use of a myotic, nor submit to an iridectomy.
I am thankful that fate has spared me from such
interference in the past, when I knew less and would
have followed such advice had not relief been other-
wise obtainable.

A discussion of the reasons for this position
and of what has been found useful for the preven-
tion of progress of these troubles would not, prob-
ably; be appropriate for your columns. Such eyes
must, until more complete enlightenment comes, be
generally at the mercy of the oculists and all light
upon the darkness of their ignorance should be
offered first to them, in respect for the honest pur-
pose of the profession.

There is good reason to believe, as I have
before written for your columns, that much can be
done with lenses to abate the tendency to abnormal
tension. I should be very glad to learn what is the
relative frequency of glaucoma among persons who
have lost one eye while the other is yet sound.
What reason there may be for or against the sup-
position that glaucoma may be a sympathetic
affection. Respectfully yours,

CHAS. F. TORRANCE.
Forest Grove, Oregon.

In reply to his protest we will say that any man
suffering from a certain disease has a perfect right

to refuse operative treatment even if such be ad-

vised by his medical adviser. If Mr. Torrance

suffers from glaucoma, as he believes he does,
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although the symptoms given are not quite path-
ognomonic, he may choose his own treatment, es-
pecially as the conservative treatment has done so
well in his case. But he must not forget that the
oculists have many cases of this kind in which the
glaucoma never develops perfectly and in which
only the premonitory signs appear from time to
time (Conf. Berry, " Diseases of the Eye," page
218) and which get along very well without opera-
tive interference. The correspondent's case seems
just like one of those, but does that give the gen-
tleman the right to call the operative treatment
barbarous in cases where the disease is much more
malignant and soon leads to blindness?

Professor Horner gives his result of 252 opera-
tive procedures in glaucoma as follows:

Inflammatory
filanicoma

Improved ...... . . . 72.5 iwr cent.
As belbre operation . . . . 11.5 "
Partly retainng i vision . . . 10 "
Not improved and finally lost 6 "

Simple
Glaucoma

22.3 per cent.
37 "
23 "
17.7 "

It is evident that an operation does not save
every eye, as little as an operation will cure every
case of appendicitis with pus in the abdominal
cavity. But it is the duty of the physician to give
advice according to the best knowledge of the

time. If the patient refuses this help because he

sticks to his erroneous conviction that operative
interference is always wrong, he may do so at his
own pleasure (or rather pain) and peril.

As far as the two last questions are concerned,
we must say that we know of no reliable statistics

as to the relative frequency of glaucoma among

persons who have lost one eye while the other is

yet sound. It is known, however, that the sound

eye is usually inclined to the same trouble, or at
least shows premonitory signs from time to time.

Glaucoma is a disease that depends upon the pecu-

liar constitution of the eye, and this constitution

usually does not differ much in either eye. Cer-

tainly, the greatest hygienic care is necessary for an

eye that has lost its fellow by that insidious disease.

Hints for the Optical Workshop

Not all opticians know that glass can be used

to grind glass. A small jeweler's polishing lathe

is all that is needed to try the experiment. An

ordinary empty wooden reel (such as ladies use for

sewing cotton) is screwed upon the lathe as a

chuck. To the end of the reel is cemented, by

shellac or other suitable substance, a watch glass
with its concave surface next to the cement. This,

properly centered and set, is made to revolve

rapidly by means of a foot wheel attached to

the lathe, and upon its rapidly-rotating surface

the edge of a spectacle lens can be both quickly

ground and smoothly finished. Grooving can also

be done upon the edge by means of a suitable

hand-rest.
A polishing lathe is useful to the optician for

many purposes. One can be easily mounted upon

the stand of an old sewing machine and kept in the

workshop for use whenever required. The stands

of the Wheeler & Wilson machines are the most

suitable, as the driving arrangement and gearing

are suitable in character and position for adapta-

tion to the working of the lathe. Brushes, felt and

wool buffs, etc., can be obtained from any watch-

material dealer, and will prove useful daily. Emery

wheel or carborundum disk, Craigleith stone or

drill, can each and all be mounted separately as

desired, upon the spindle of this useful little

machine. —Br.lish Optical Jour nal.
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The Optician's Manual
(CONTINUED)

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows;
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u it
t 11.—TnE EYE ANATOMICALLY.

tOLOCIT OF VISION.
III.—TIIE EYE OrrieAm.v ; OE, THE PHYSI-CHAPTER

CHAPTER IV.—OPTICS.

CIIAVrEii V.—LENSES.
VI.—NUM BEE [NO OF LENSES.

CHAPTER V11.—THE LSE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.

CuncTua VI I 
.--111'.;11'11:1;1!tite'1.4.1gtitAilat"; a ATIoN.CHAPTER

CHAPTER X.—PRE:MYOPIA.

CHAPTER X 1.-1IYPERMETRUPIA.
CHAPTER XIL—MYOPIA.

CHAPTER XIIL—ASTIOMATISNL

CHAPTER XIV.—ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.
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CHAPTER XIV
(Part XVII)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

THE RELATION BETWEEN VERTICAL AND

LATERAL DEVIATIONS

Some authorities make the claim that
esophoria and exophoria are dependent upon
hyperphoria, while others claim that the
latter is caused by the former. Both are
right to a certain extent, because when there
is a muscular imbalance of any variety, all
the rotary muscles are put upon a strain to
fuse the images and maintain binocular vision.
Cases have occurred where lateral deviations
have been cured by a restoration of the verti-
cal equilibrium, and others where the hyper-
phoria disappeared after the correction of an
exophoria or esophoria.

In the determination of the relative im-
portance Of vertical and lateral imbalances,
in any given case, the power of the various
muscles to overcome a prism must be
measured. The normal power of ad- ab-
sufra- and infra-duction being known, any
departure either in the direction of excess or
deficiency, is at once detected, and the
offending muscles picked out in their several
degrees of departure from normal conditions.

HYPERPHORIA WITH ASTIGMATISM

It can scarcely be doubted that the
action of the various muscles may affect the
cornea in such a way as to change the defec-
tive meridian in a case of astigmatism. On

the other hand, a recent writer finds that an
imbalance of the vertical muscles occurs very
frequently in cases of astigmatism where the

axis of the correcting cylinder is at some
other angle than vertical and horizontal, and
concludes that there is a direct connection

between oblique astigmatism and the produc-

tion of hyperphoria, explaining it on three
grounds, as follows :

I. By inco-ordination of muscular action.
2. By an attempt on the part of the

rotating muscles to change the axis to a better
position.

3. By a supposition that in some of these
cases the muscles are normal, but the deflec-
tion of light caused by a difference in the
height of the corneal centers shows a vertical
displacement, which is really optical and not
muscular. Cylinders set at an oblique angle
can sometimes be adjusted in such a way as
to remove a hyperphoria, which tends to
emphasize the importance of accuracy in de-
termining the proper angle for the axis of the
correcting cylinder.

LATENT HYPERPHORIA

Hyperphoria may exist in a latent form,
as does hypermetropia, and represents that
portion of defect which the observer is un-
able to discover. What is latent one day,
may be manifest the next ; or what is latent
to one optician, may be manifest to another
possessing more skill in examination. When
the amount of hyperphoria that is discovered
is equal to the difference between right and
left sursumduction, it may usually be consid-
ered as all manifest. But when it is less than
this difference, there is probably some addi-
tional defect that is latent, and which may
become manifest at a later examination or
under different tests. Or it may become
necessary to correct with vertical prisms
what little hyperphoria can be discovered,
the symptoms thereby being more or less
relieved. After wearing these glasses for a
time, more of the defect becomes manifest,
calling for an increase in the strength of the
prisms, with the result of a cessation of all
the troublesome symptoms.

Hyperphoria, like some of the other de-
fects, may vary from time to time ; it may
increase or diminish, it may disappear and
reappear, or it may remain constant. It is,
however, more likely to get worse than
better, and it is scarcely possible for marked
degrees of hyperphoria to disappear except
by operation.

SLIGHT DEGREES OF HYPERPHORIA NOT

TO BE IGNORED

When astigmatism was first brought to
notice, it was scarcely thought necessary to
correct it unless it equaled or exceeded i D.
Later the amount was reduced to. 50 D., and
soon many cases were reported where great
relief was experienced from the correction of
.25 D. of astigmatic defect ; and now the
fact is recognized that a cylinder of + .12 D.
may often be prescribed with advantage.

The correction of muscular insufficien-
cies is passing through similar changes, and
especially in the treatment of hyperphoria,
have weak prisms proven of great value. In
many cases, depending of course upon the
sensitiveness of the patient, a half degree (in
expressing fractions decimals are preferable
and hence we write it ..50) of hyperphoria
may cause sufficient trouble to call for correc-
tion. The weaker the power of the vertical
muscles, the greater the trouble that may be
expected from a slight degree of hyperphori; •

for instance, in a case where supra- and infra-
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duction did not exceed. i and 1.50, a defi-
ciency of .50 is likely to cause more dis-
comfort than if the upward and downward
rotation was equal to 2 and 3, respectively.
The greater the hyperphoria, the more
urgent the symptoms that will be produced
by it, until in the higher grades binocular
vision is no longer possible and vertical
strabismus may occur, in which cases symp-
toms of asthenopia are unknown.

TREATMENT OF HYPERPHORIA

It goes without saying, in this as in any
other form of muscular imbalance, that an
accurate correction of any existing error of
refraction is always first in order, which
sometimes suffices after a time to cure the
hyperphoria, or at least to relieve the symp-
toms caused by it, so that no further attention
need be given to it. But if the persistent
wearing of such lenses fails to afford the de-
sired relief, or if the refractive error is slight
and appears to be subordinate to the muscu-
lar insufficiency, then it will be proper to
correct the latter by means of vertical prisms.

Hyperphoria is the one form of muscular
imbalance in which it is desirable to prescribe
prisms strong enough for the full correction
of the manifest error, or at least within .25
or .5o of it. This refers to the degree of
hyperphoria as usually found. If it equals
or exceeds 3°, a correction of two-thirds will
probably suffice, although these are the cases
in which a tenotomy is recommended.

In following the rule which has already
been enunciated that the base of the prism
should be placed over the weak muscle, in
hyperphoria the base of the prism must be
down, because this is a tendency to upward
deviation due to insufficiency of the inferior
rectus muscle. Therefore, in right hyper-
phoria the prism is base down over right eye,
and in left hyperphoria base down over left
eye ; or the prism may be divided between
the two eyes, in the first case base down over
right eye and base up over left, and in the
second case base down over left eye and base
up over right.

In order that the student may thoroughly
understand the foregoing statements, we will
pause for a few words of explanation. In
right hyperphoria, on account of the upward
tendency of this eye, the image xvould natu-
rally be formed upon the retina above the
yellow spot, while in the normal eye the
image falls upon the yellow spot ; in other
words, the image formed in the hyperphoric
eye is always above that of the normal eye,
and the asthenopia results from the muscular
effort required to place them on the same
plane, in order that binocular vision may be
preserved. A prism base down over the
hyperphoric eye deflects the rays downward
and lowers the retinal image of this eye
to the same plane as that of the normal eye ;
while a prism base up over the good eye
bends the rays upward and raises the retinal
image of this eye to the same plane as that
of the hyperphoric eye. In either case the
retinal images are placed on the same hori-
zontal plane, whici is the great desideratum.
Or when the prism is divided and placed base
down over one eye and base tip over the
other, the retinal image of one eye is raised
and of the other lowered, so as to bring them
to the same level.

(TO IIE CONTINUED)
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Skiascopy
(CONTINUED)

Our work on Skiascopy, of
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without a copy of this treatise,
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CHAPTER VIII. ( Continued)
The Study of the Eye by Skinseopy—Unsymmetrical Ametropia

—Regular Astigmatism—Irregular Astiginatism—Static
and Dynamic Properties—Puthologleal Cases.

The power of the cylinder required to
neutralize motion in all meridians would be
determined by trial, the same as the power
of spherical lenses. The only difference is
that one meridian is wholly neutralized and
all the intermediate meridians are partially
neutralized. The cylinder is selected with
reference to its neutralizing effect upon the
other principal meridian, but it really neu-
tralizes or completes the neutralization of the
intermediate meridians, at the same time.

In the use of the concave mirror to de-
velop the banded appearance in high degrees
of astigmatism, the mirror is used at such a
distance from the light or luminous area as
to have an area of reversal between it and the
observed eye, and not as described in the
last chapter—eight inches from the luminous
area. The concave mirror is not reliable by
that plan in astigmatism, for the necessary
inclination of the mirror to reflect the pencils
of light to the observed eye develops a cylin-
drical effect and gives an astigmatic appear-
ance when no astigmatism is present. It is
useful only in developing the banded appear-
ance in high degrees of astigmatism, and to
avoid working at too 'near a point with the
plane mirror in such cases for that purpose.
It may also be said of the banded appearance
that it serves the purpose only of showing
the position of one, and therefore, of both,
principal meridians in regular astigmatism.
It isn't necessary to maintain it through an
examination. A spherical lens, which would
destroy it, may be used to neutralize the
other meridian, and the correction of the
astigmatism be made by correcting the elon-
gation of the reflex. The work can be done
more accurately, however, by bringing the
area of reversal for each principal meridian to
the fixed plane of reversal of the observing
eye. But even that is not necessary to be
done for both meridians, for one reveals the
other.

TEST OF ABERRATION

Aberration, as we have heretofore indi-
cated, is more clearly manifest at a point of
observation within one meter—say at 34 or
X meter—from the observed eye. In this
position of the observing eye an area of re-
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versal for one of the principal meridians is
brought to the observing eye, the same as
when working at one meter, to get the effects
of maximum of diffusion and neutralization of
motion in such meridian. The aberration
test is a static rather than dynamic test. The
zonular appearance shown in symmetrical
ametropia is modified somewhat in astigma-
tism, for there is the maximum of diffusion in
but one meridian. The reflex, even in the
meridian of maximum diffusion does
tend entirely across the pupil, as shown at
one meter, but is confined to a central area
as shown in Figs. 57 and 58. To neutralize
these appearances the cylinder is used that
gives the central reflex a symmetrical or cir-
cular form corresponding to the luminous

Fig. 57

area. Such cylinder not only produces sym-
metry in the figure upon area 3 by modifying
the incident pencils, but symmetry at area 4
by modifying the emergent pencils. It is a
very close test, practically neutralizing the
faintest grain of astigmatism. Attention is

Fig. 58

(In this work, as published in book form, the above illustra-
tions are printed in colors.)

directed to the central area of light alone,
which is very evanescent and disappears at
the least provocation. To work to the best
advantage a very small luminous area is re-
quired—the smallest that can be made with
an iris diaphragm. It is not the central area
of light, if there is such an area, that focuses
at the fixed plane of reversal of the observing
eye, but the darker area around it, but by
making the central area of light symmetrical
the darker subcentral area is made symmet-
rical also. The figure will then show slight
lateral motion—slight in extent but not in
rapidity. Its motion is quick but its field of
motion is small. Neither the central nor
marginal area of light can be made to cross
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the pupil by tilting the mirror. Even if the
luminous area is made larger the dark area is
not eliminated, nor are the areas of light in-
creased in extent, but it requires but slight
change in the distance between the observed
and observing eye to develop the reflex in all
areas of the pupil, because no area of reversal
is at the fixed plane ; and but slight unstead-
iness of the mirror to cause the reflex to dis-
appear because the area of reversal or image
anterior to the observed eye has passed from
before the perforation in the mirror so that
the emergent pencils do not reach the observ-
ing eye. The purpose of the small luminous
area is to make the image at area 3 small,
and the image anterior to the observed eye
therefore small, so that there will be little
unused light, and the real image anterior to
the observed eye may be encompassed by a
small area surrounding the perforation in the
mirror. It requires, of course, but the
slightest deflection to take such image from
before the perforation, because, relative to
the motion at area 3, its motion is very quick.

Aberration, whether positive or nega-
tive, is not to be counted as an abnormal
phenomenon, nor is it the least analogous to
irregular astigmatism. It is, in some respects,
analogous to regular astigmatism ; but is
quite different from that. Astigmatism is a
variation of the refraction of different merid-
ians, but aberration is a variation of the re-
fraction of each meridian on account of the
variation in time of the application of resist-
ance to the waves of light composing a pencil.
The zonular appearance is due to the fact
that the zones are alike in time of applying
resistance to the waves, and waves have, in
each zone, practically the same degree of
curvature. Of course, they vary from point
to point, but vision, or visual acuity, is not
fine enough to distinguish any but the more
general differences. The form of the dioptric
surfaces of the eye and the variations in their
indices of refraction are such as to minimize
aberration for the ordinary visual distances—
that is, between the punctum proximum and
punctum remotum, for in dynamic as in static
refraction aberration is very slight. But near
the inner limit of these distances—that is,
near the punctum proximum—aberration ap-
pears. An enlarged or dilated pupil displays
greater aberration, because a larger area of
the dioptric surfaces act, and by nearness the
action of a larger area of the lens is revealed.
But with correcting glasses before the ob-
served eye aberration of the glass is the chief
element of aberration displayed in skiascopy.

IRREGULAR ASTIGMATISM

Unless astigmatism be such that one cyl-
indrical surface in connection with such spher-
ical surface as may be required neutralizes
motion in all meridians the astigmatism is
irregular. If cross cylinders at right angles
to each other correct or neutralize all merid-
ians there is either an intermediate emme-
tropic meridian or an intermediate meridian
that a spherical lens will neutralize. But
cross cylinders not at right angles to each
other are reducible, as we have seen, to one
spherical and one cylindrical surface. If
cross cylinders, such as the above, neutralize
all meridians, there may be found a sphero-
cylinder which will have precisely the same
dioptry in all meridians as the compound.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Optical Questions an Answers

T1-1 E KEYTONEE

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—uot for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in whidi they are received. No attention will be
paid to unruly moos communications.

To emit& us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in 110 management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

niate1.) Age. 
(If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-

2b.erH?ave glasses been previously worn? how long and whatnu m 

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses ti)rd.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
B. Test for Muscular insufficiency.

"G'. 11. D. "—Referring to my inquiry and your
reply in June Keystone, I wish to say that the
lady had never worn cylindrical lenses until I
fitted her the first him', Please explain 70by
it would not be prudevit to prescribe .verch tenses
for a person at this age. Another Ming, re-
g-arding the confusion of terms "esog-opia"
and " esophoria," there was no confusion on
my part. With the full correction on, this
lady's eyes seem to straighten up, and although
Mere seemed to be an apparent squint, single
vision was maintained and with the insertion
of the Maddox rod diplopia was produced
which .showed 5° deviation vertically and 2 °

hori:ontally. These mr'asurements, however
strange they ,nay seem to you, are exactly what
the lest showed, / rpeatol .veveral times
to make sure, as Me .vmall amount of deviation
surprised me, owing to the z 'ay her eyes crossed
without any glasses. In consideration of the
above, what would your expert suggest?

The fact that this patient, sixty-four years of
age, with an astigmatism of 3.50 D., had never
worn glasses, greatly increases the difficulties of
the case. It is a well-established rule in optometry
that astigmatism should receive attention early in .
life, as otherwise persons of advanced years bear
its correction badly or not at all. It is only to be
expected that an eye which for sixty-four years has
been accustomed to a certain kind of vision and
to making a certain effort to overcome existing de-
fects, should become so satisfied and attached to
these conditions that any change even in the direc-
tion of a higher acuteness of vision, causes so
much disturbance and discomfort as to be resented.

It is doubtful if the severe headache of which
she complains can be attributed to her eyes, be-
cause, if so, it would have made its appearance
many years ago.

In view of the fact- that the left eye is so much
more defective than the right, it is probable that
the latter has been bearing the burden of vision
all these years ; in other words, that monocular
vision has existed, and in such case at this age it
would be folly to attempt to restore binocular
vision. Therefore, the proper plan would be to
take care of the right eye first, give an approximate
correction to the left, and for the present ignore
any muscular deviation. The right glass should

less than the full correction for distance, to
\vhich must be added the necessary convexity for
reading.

"M. 11. F."—YOung man, nineteen _years, well
and healthy. He is unable to use the jeweler's
loupe but for a few minutes without causing
him a good deal of pain and unpkasanheess
in his eye, his eye becoming quite red and
irritated at times afterward. I can find no
an/eh-Ole trouble to speak of He is never
troubled about reading or seeing. Relinoscope
shows no defect, nor does the opldhahnoscope
nor Me strabismalic chart. I am unable to
account for it and thought 1,ole might suggest
the cause and remedy. Is it common for other
young men to be boMered so when they first
begin using the glass. Would you advise him
to persist in it or abstain? He uses a three-
inch focus.
When a jeweler uses his glass he holds his

work at the focus distance of the lens, in which
position he is enabled to see without any effort of
accommodation. As he only uses one eye, the
question of convergence need not be taken into

account. In considering the history of the case
as given us, we are at a loss to what to attribute
the difficulty of using the glass in this young man's
case. T ihis s something that must be learned, but
he will probably have no difficulty in getting prac-
tical advise in the use of the loupe. It is barely
possible that there may be something about the
condition of his eye that would interfere with the
comfortable use of such a glass, but if so, it doesn't
appear in the history of the case as given us.

We are inclined to think that a perseverance
in the use of the glass under intelligent instruc-
tions will soon result in enabling him to work
without the pain and unpleasantness of which he
now complains.

There is a stereoscopic loupe on the market
that permits the use of both eyes, the claim being
made for it that it is much more comfortable than
the single glass and that it gives a brighter and
more distinct image and at the same time enlarges
the field.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"E. S"—Is a ilIcKenzie condenser necessary in
using the ophthalmoscope? Al a distance,
can you see the retina with its use?

There are two methods of using the ophthal-
moscope, the direct and indirect. In the first
method the optician looks directly into the eye of
the patient with the ophthalmoscope as close as
one inch.

In the second method a strong convex lens is
interposed between the eye and the ophthalmo-
scope ; the former is held at its focal distance and
the latter at reading distance. This gives a less
magnified but a more extended view of the fundus.
We presume this is what our correspondent has
reference to, as the convex lens may be regarded
as a condenser, and when this is used the picture
of the retina may be seen at a distance of twelve
or fifteen inches ; such picture, on account of the
action of the convex lens, being an inverted one.

'L. S. "—Gentleman, aged fifty-six ; never wore
glasses before. Vision, A'. E. T'0% ; L. E. 1..1'0.
With glasses, + 8 D., V Ai .sante for both
eyes. Ai, astigmatism. Non', vier putting
the + S /). on, patient sees the smallest /yte
for reading al Lit inches, but al any jirrther dis-
tance Mow seems to be a greenish-blue streak
around the edge of everything ; his fingers
have a blue color at ams' length. When
bent/ Thirty-five years old he lost his sight
h / )r- about two weeks ; that is, could see

very we/I in the day lime, but when night came
on could hardly see at all.

It seems almost incredible that a patient with
8 D. of hyperntetropia should live to the age of
fifty-six without having worn glasses. Such an
amount of hypermetropia would greatly impair
the acuteness of vision (as shown by the test iA),
while it would make reading very difficult in a
young person and impossible in one of middle age.
Therefore, we are inclined to doubt whether the
diagnosis is correct ; at any rate, it is not simply a
case of hypermetropia, but in addition there is
probably some functional or organic disease of the
retina, as shown by the attack of night blindness.

A person who is so blind to the welfare of his
eyes as to neglect them for so many years, when
he had constant evidence before him of their defec-
tiveness, cannot expect at this age to put on such
strong glasses as he needs and wear them with
instant comfort. The eyes must be educated to
their use, and this process vihl require time and
patience. The colored streaks around the edge of
everything is probably due to chromatic aberration,
a defect common to all convex lenses but more
noticeable in the stronger numbers.

This case calls for careful attention. The
ophthalmoscope should be used to determine the
condition of the retina, and those glasses pre-
scribed for distance and reading that afford best
vision, with instructions to persevere in their use in
spite of any unpleasantness.
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'C J H."—Gentleman, aged sixty-one; acne a-
lion, shoe dealer. Uses tobacco anti co ee.
Physical condition good. Yroubleyt arille head-
ache, nervousness and insmnnia. Pilled by
oculist with 2 diN/alli, • on bi-
focals. Recently e onset/tea' physie•ian, rho
advised him to leave 0//co//el, and prescrib,V
for liver, etc. is now trembled with diplopia.
R. ± 2, L. -f 2.2.5 g. Requires 10°
base out, to fuse ohjeets al 20 .fiTt. II" bat is
Me probable cause anal 7,•ha/ is the /realm( Id

it be be/ie.,- to wail or 1,1/i be:hire hying
prisms? Is medical treatment alone indicated ?
We are not told whether there is any sisal )ismus

present with the diplopia, or whether it is simply
heterophoria. But, in either case, the first point to
be determined is whether the muscular defect is
concomitant or paralytic. Full instructions on
these matters are given in the chapter on Muscular
Anomalies in "The Optician's Manual, Vol. II."

Esophoria, to a greater or less degree, always
accompanies hypermetropia, and it is possible that
this may be such a condition. But, at the same
time, there is reason to suspect the possibility that
the trouble may lie paralytic. If the diplopia is
constant and annoying' it may become necessary to
prescribe prisms is a sort of crutch for the muscles,
either permanently or temporarily, until nature or
medicine can have the opportunity to restore them
to their natural tone. It is evident that the char-
acter of the diplopia nmst be determined before
the treatment can be intelligently applied. NVithout
definite knowledge on this point, we are inclined
to think the treatment should be both medical and
optical. The optician will prescribe such prisms
as will correct the diplopia, varying them for dis-
tance and for reading. as is necessary, while the
physician will institute a course of treatment which
xvill probably be both constitutional and local.
The case is one that should receive constant atten-
tion for some time, and the prisms will have to be
changed from time to time as the muscles gain in
vigor.

"F. J. W."—What is the cause of pupil in one eye
being larger them the ofher' I have had
three different cases, (me child and i211) grown
persons. . I,, each case t'ision was good, but
one pupil alwe /VS veinal/ice/ larger Man in the
other eye, al all limcs, r(g ardtc.vs of

The statement is made that itic mality of the
pupils rarely occurs in health. We have not suf-
ficient data on which to base an opinion in these
three cases, but in a general way unequal pupils
may be found when one eye is blind, in dental
troubles, from injury, and especially in disease of
the central nervous system. Inequality of the
pupils that varies constantly is regarded as a pre-
monitory symptom of insanity.

The last cause of unequal pupils and the one
in which the optician is most interested, is aniso-
metropia, and particularly where the refraction
is widely dissimilar ; this necessitates a greater
nervous impulse to one eye than to the other,
affecting not only the ciliary muscle but also the
constrictor muscles of the pupil, as both are sup-
plied by the same nerve.

"A. 111."—(1) What would you .suggest to be a
good remedy fin- irritable ? The ends
of the lids, upper and /07ce1. .com to itch all
the time and they look raMir indamed.

(2) Is it a A,(wet pan to if a patient's
eye/ashes, or, in other wends, time Mem,
especially when they are long ?

(i) This condition is known as In
mild cases the writer uses an ointment composed
of boracic acid and vaseline. In more severe or
long-standing cases the customary prescription is
the yellow oxide of mercury made up in the form
of an ointment. In many instances this trouble is
dependent upon an uncorrected error of refraction
and quickly subsides after the proper glasses are
worn. But if treatment is required, the case is one
rather for the physician than the optician.

(2) While there may be some difference of
opinion as to the advisability of trimming eye-
lashes, the advice of the writer is that it should
not be done. This is a safe rule to follow, although
there may be occasional cases that we would recog-
nize as exceptions to this rule.
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The Simplex Box Stud
A new box stud center made in gold filled only of 12 K.

I-10 stock throughout. Below we give three reasons why
we believe this center will meet with your approval.

ist—THE BOX IS ONE PIECE.
2".—The stud screws will not work loose.
3th— Its simplicity. You can change guards easily.

If you are interested, write for further information. Let us send you a sample dozen.

Globe Optical Company
Dealers in Everything Optical. 403 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

A PERFECT AID TO VISION

THE TURNER-REICH
Binocular Field Glass

Gives immense Imwer in small compass. The definition is microscopically
sharp and wonderfully brilliant, in addition to which a wide field of view
is included. They are optically and mechanically perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE-LIST.
Manufactured by

GUNDLACH OPTICAL CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SUSSEELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New York,
TRADE AGENTS.

ARTIFICIAL HUMAN EYES
We are the ())Ily inanufarlarerc in this counlly 7dio eau produce telyrectli,

THE FULL BACK REFORM EYES
Sometimes Called the Dr. Snellen Eye.

1st —The Full Back catches the muscles and gives a surprising increase of motion,
producing lifelike expression.

2nd—Give comfort became there are no irritating edges.
3rd —Aseptic, because there is no hollow back to accumulate secretions.
9th —Overcomes sunken appearance, as it completely tills the orbit

Life-size illustration
of one shape of FULL
BACK REFORM EYE
—No irritating edges.

Life-size Illustration
of old Shell Eye.
Irritating edges.

Enlarged Illustration of Full Back Reform Eye, showing clearly the full hack, which forms an
easy cushion and obviates irritating edges. This FULL BACK is made in various curvature,.

Opticians aro invited to visit our works and see how we make eyes, matching and filling
special orders wiih the it Host facility and accuracy.

We also hay nui tautly ilt hand the largest stock of regular shell eyes.
We eau make to iirder ion the premises) the most difficult eye within a few (lays.
NVrite for our " Facts About Artificial Eyes and How to Order Tlien7."

THE R. HOEHN CO.
I. MAYER & CO., Proprietors 80-82 Chambers Street, NEW VOI2

Also Manufacturers end Importers of Thermometers, Barometers, Hydrometers, etc.
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The Dark Room in Optical Practice

We present to our readers this month an illustrated dr;cription
of the handsome optical quarters of J. A. Caouette, of Paterson,
N. J. Mr. Caouette, who is a member of the American Association

of Opticians and ex-secretary of the
Granite State Optical Society, visited a
number of cities in search of a location
before finally settling in Paterson. Here
he was no more than properly installed
when the great fire destroyed the entire
section of the city in which he was
located, but after the conflagration he
undauntedly set to work again, and the
result is one of the handsomest and
best-equipped refraction establishments
in his city or State.

In describing his quarters, Mr.

Caouette states that " they are prominently located on the second

floor of the modern building at i i r Broadway. The rooms are

three in number, viz., a small apartment equipped as a ladies'

waiting and retiring room, which is furnished with a couch, fancy

pilliows, oak easy chairs, mirrors, writing desk and facilities for

correspondence. The next apartment, which is used as my main

reception room, is fitted with solid oak chairs, a large oak reception

table on which the popular current magazines are strewn. My

diplomas, together with a number of attractive pictures, are hung

on the walls in the center of the room, and the floor is covered

with Turkish rugs. Access is obtained to this room by means of a

glass-paneled door, which opens conveniently from the hallway

situated on the right at the head of the stairway. My dark fitting

room adjoins the reception room, being divided from the latter

by large double doors, between which are hung heavy rope tassel

portieres and a black and gold Japanese screen, which hide the

patient under examination from the view' of those who are waiting

in the reception room. The dimensions of my dark-fitting room

are 25 feet long, 15 feet wide and 12 feet high. This apartment

faces the street and is fitted with three large xvindows having

translucent eyes painted on the lower portions and in the center

of each pane. My sign is attractively painted in black and gold

and looks very artistic
from the outside.
" To make this room

entirely dark, I had slid-

ing blinds fitted on the
interior of these three
windows and over these
again I have dark-green
shades, which I pull

down over the blinds.

This enables me to have
darkness or daylight at
a moment's n9tice. In
this room I have rigged

Ill) vhat I term my oph-
thalmic cabinet, which is
shown in one of the il-
lustrations. It consists
of two brass poles held

in sockets at each side
of the walls to sustain

it ; one pole extends

from the floor to receive

J. A, Caotiette
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and hold the socket joint in place. On these rods are brass rings,
sixty in number. Black felt curtains are pinned to the rings and
fastened on the walls at back of the cabinet where the patient sits.
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I find this an excellent method. I use electric incandescent lights,
with white ground-glass bulbs. I have had made for my own
special use a nickel-plated revolving gooseneck arm, which pro-
trudes from the wall at the back of cabinet. This being at the
back of the patient's head, the revolving joints are very pliable
and can be swung over or under the back of patient's head, without
necessitating a movement on the part of the latter.
" This cabinet is 8 feet long, 6 feet wide and 7 feet high. I

have also a black felt canopy arranged over the patient's head,
which excludes the entrance of false rays of light. After eliciting
from the patient what I deem necessary regarding the history of

the case, obtaining the acuteness of vision and recording same, I
proceed with the patient
to my dark ophthalmic
cabinet. I draw the cur-
tains and produce abso-
lute darkness, after which
I turn on the light, re-
volving it over the back
of the patient's right car
and then proceed with
the examination with my
ophthalmoscope. I make
the examination with the
ophthalmoscope first for
the reason that I wish to
determine whether or not
the patient has any dis-
ease, thereby saving
time, as I have often
found patients showing
signs of glaucoma and
of retinal diseases ; in
either of which cases I dis-
continue my examination

(Continued on page roes)

Eastern Interior of Dark Pitting Room, Showing Ophthalmic caliinct
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FRAC OSED BY THE
f-147 [YriliNtOb'

- OD /5 WHAT
YOU!?
E YEA
WA/YT

- 
A REMEDY FOP THE
PEOPLE, SAFE & PLEASANT
IN ITS APPLICATION.
Where the 4A0Ve
(110(111051.5. (IISCIOSCS •
no anomaly Of retraction
the refracting oculist or optician often finds it convenient
to have at hand a sArr_ and SINPLE lali'lL.DY for any
Irritation or affection manifest.
The NURINE CVE: PENr_DIES are most highly recom-
mended as both safe and simple, being widely used by
Physicians and Opticians.

OPTICIANS SAY:
"WE HAVE LONG NEEDED THESE REMEDIES"

Murine Retails, 50 Cents; Wholesale, $4.00 per dozen
PACKED IN ORNAMENTAL BOXES FOR YOUR SNOW CASE.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER. Send for List of Eye Remedies.

BANENE

TODPS II cyCS.

Cures red ■•■ Os.
Cures red eyelids.
CU EOM
overwiirked eyes.
res

children's eyes.
Cures

iiillanted eyes.
Cures

settles on eyelids.
Cures
Itching and burning

Cures
discharging eye,

Cures
ulcers on eyes.

Cures
congested eyes.

Cures
blurring eyes.

Cures
roughness of lids.

lielieves eye pain.
Is an eye food.
Cures granulation,.
Restores eyche

for Cloudiness of Vision, Impaired Circulation,
Floating Spots and Cataract.

Opticians often bud cases-more particularly in those of middle
and advanced age-where a proper correction has been made, while
at the same time the eye refuses to accept the lenses .with favor.
Investigation often discloses an impaired circulation in the interior of
the eyeball. BANENE relieves these conditions.

Spots that seem to be floating before the eyes, " cobwebs,"
etc., are entirely dispelled by BANENE. BANENE clears the
retina of congestion.

CATARACT.-BANENE and MURINE will absorb any cataract
that will yield to absorption. This treatment is always beneficial,
pleasant and inexpensive, and well worthy a trial before resorting to
an operation. No optician should he without BANENE.

PRICE, by mail, 5 Per bottle, . . $1.25
( Per doze 9.00

BANENE is taken internally, eight droy, in a little water
three times daily.

SOLD BY DRUG AND OPTICAL JOBBERS.
Prepared by the oculists associated with the

MURINE EYE REMEDY CO., Chicago.
Send for Full List of Eye Remedies.
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The Northern
Illinois
College of

Ophthalmology and

Otology,

Masonic Temple, Chicago.

The leading optical college of the world.
Largest and best equipped OPTICAL COLLEGE.
With a faculty of practical teachers engaged in

PRACTICAL OPTICS.
We teach you HOW TO FIT GLASSES.
Write for information and illustrated Announce-

ment.

G. W. McFATRICH, M. D., Secretary,
Masonic Temple, Chicago.

MIMilwans.

TME LARGEST VINEGAR WORKS IN AMERICA.

1%D.114csom

WHITE WINE,BOLDEN syRUP.MALT &CIDER VINEGARS
it WeS.

Iry 0/
er June, 12th . 1902 .

Messrs .The Morino Rye Remedy Co.

CHICAGO . .

GentlOMOn:-

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor under date of
Lbs 7th . inst . together with bottle of Murine you were good enough to
forward . I herewith enclose you 50i being price marked thereon.

I must say your preparation is without doubt the beat article I
have run across, lax and If you knew of the hundreds of dollars I have
spent on my eyes,I think you would agree with me that this is saying a
great cleal,In fact this is the first time I have ever felt so well
pleased over the results, that I could not refrain from telling you what
a good article you had in "Murine " The nature of my business (office
work ) is naturally trying to weak eyes especially,and mine have
bothered mo for five years .About once every month or so the lids end
eye balls become blood shot,necessitating my staying away from the
office for a few days. I intend reading your book-let carefully at the
first opportunity,and It may be you have other remedies specially
adapted for this kind of trouble. A friend gave me part of a bottle
several months ago so I have given it a good trial ,hence my reasons for
asking whore I could obtain It hereafter .1 only received temporary
relief from half a dozen Specialists T have tried at various times .The
best thing I have previously struck was a remedy called "Singleton's
Golden Rye Ointment " made in kingland,but in using this it causes groat
pain for several hours,before it seems to do any good,so I began to
think that this irritation it caused in that way,could not but be harm-
ful in some way,while the Murine seems to soothe the eye in a few momen-
ts sf ter using. I divided the bottle you sent me with two frIends,and
one of them I have since been talking to7says It is the best thing ho
has yet struck " and has purchased some from one of your Agents here.

In conclusion I will add that I only hope it will not lose its
good effects after having used it contirually,as I know some medicines
work well at first but niter a time the system seems to become accustom-
ed to them,but from what I have used of )(urine,' don't think it will.

Diet. W.S.S.
Tours truly,
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The Crossed Cylinder and Its
Uses

We are much indebted to the genius of Dr.
Edward Jackson, especially for the introduction of
the cross cylinder in determining the refraction of
an astigmatic eye. By a crossed cylinder is meant
a combination of a plus and minus cylinder of equal
strength, with their axes placed at right angles :
e. g. + .25 I). cyl. ax. go° C
- .25 D. cyl.. six 18o°. The
above combination is mom
difficult and expensive to   + .25
grind than its sphero-cylin-
drical equivalent, which may
be either - .25 I). sph. C +
.50 D. cyl. ax. go° or + .25 D. sph. C., -.5o D. cyl.
ax. 18o°. Occasionally a stronger or weaker com-
bination than the above is needed, as a + .50 D.
cyl. C - .5o D. Cyl. ora +12 a cyl. C - .12 D.
cyl. It is better to use one of the sphero-cylindrical
equivalents for each of these combinations, -.50
D. spit. C + Loo D. cyl., and - .12 D. sph. C +
.25 D. cyl., respectively.

The crossed cylinder was originally placed in
an ordinary trial lens ring, the axis of one cylinder
lying in the same direction as the handle ; this was
inconvenient and could not be manipulated with
ease or rapidity in interchanging the position of the
two axes, thus losing time, and therefore dimin-
ishing the contrast.

In 1899, Dr. D. W. Stevenson, of Richmond,
incl., suggested to the writer that this inconvenience

-.25

+If

1•4011111111111111111

Fig. 1

The axis of the 1 cylinder is marked by the bl:wkoned holes.
The figures mark where the strength of each vy I Hier lies.

could be overcome by placing a longer handle
midway between the two axes, so that a simple
rotation of the handle at once interchanged the
position of the cylinders. The writer had one
made with the handle so placed and added the
following modifications :

First-A long, round, corrugated handle that
can be easily held and rotated.

Second-Stnall blackened holes marking the
axis of the plus cylinder, the entire glass being
clear. The strength of the cylinder is always indi-
cated by figures on the glass or handle.

With this form-which the writer has used for
the last three years-the axis of the plus cylinder
which is marked by the blackened holes should be
placed in the same direction as the axis of the
cylinder already before the eye, on rotating the
handle, the axis of the plus cylinder is instantly
placed at right angles to its former position, which
is now occupied by the minus cylinder. The more
rapidly this change is made the greater, if any, the
contrast.

Whenever a cross cylinder is placed before an
eye it adds to one and subtracts from the opposite
meridian ; it never acts like a cylinder, adding to
or subtracting from one meridian only, nor like a
sphere, which adds to or subtracts from all merid-
ians at the same time. It always acts opposite in

its two meridians, or axes, increasing the cylinder
and decreasing the sphere in the opposite meridian,
or decreasing the cylinder and increasing the sphere
in the opposite meridian ; that is, it always changes
the refractive strength of the two chief meridians
corresponding with its axes, and the change in the
combination is equal to twice the strength of either
cylinder.

If we succeed in determining the correct sphere
or cylinder by means of objective tests, as photo-

scopy (the shadow test), and the result is placed
before the eye, the patient will usually choose the
other part of the combination correctly. In such a
case %yid) the correct sphere and cylinder before
the eye, the cross cylinder will show that each
meridian is correctly fitted, and that the patient re-

jects a change in either sphere or cylinder. liut if,

as usual, we are trying to have the patient choose
the correct sphere, while the cylinder before his
eye is incorrect, he is sure to choose too strong a
sphere if the cylinder is too weak, or vice versa.
In this way lie will have such a correction before
his eye that if the sphere be too strong the cylinder
will be too weak, and if the cylinder be too strong,
the sphere will be too weak. He will not welcome
any change in either sphere or cylinder separately, as
one of them compensates for the needed strength of
the other, and neither of them can be satisfactorily
increased without at the same time a corresponding
decrease in the strength of the other.

Something is needed that will increase the re-
fractive strength of the combination in one, and at
the same time diminish it in the other meridian, or
vice versa, so that the contrast made will permit
the patient to choose whether he wants one meri-
dian stronger while the other is weaker. The crossed
cylinder gives us the simplest, easiest, quickest,
most convenient method of doing this because it
always adds to one and at the same time subtracts
from the opposite meridian. The following exam-
ples will illustrate the above statements. If the
correction of an eye be + i.00 D. sph. C 4- Loo D.
cyl. ax. go° and the patient be allowed to choose a
sphere without a cylinder before the eye, he will
select either a + 1.25 D. sph., + 1.50 sph., or a
+ 1.75 D. sph., depending largely on the•character
of the letter he sees ; some letters being distin-
guishe(i chiefly by the vertical, others by the hori-
zontal lines. If he has selected the + 1.50 D. sph.

+ 1.01)

+ 1.001
+ 1.001 - 111. 2M°

+ 1.50

Fig. 2 Fig. 3

+ 1.50

he will probably choose a + .50 D. cyl. ax. 900
thus correcting the horizontal meridian and will
reject any change in either sphere or cylinder made
separately.

But if before placing the cylinder before the
eye a test with the .50 I). crossed cylinder is made
for astigmatism, he at once accepts the axis of the
plus cylinder (marked by the holes) at go°, but
rejects it in the opposite meridian.

Fig. 3 represents the strength of the sphere
before the eye. Fig. 4 represents the combined

it 1.501

  :11: 12)1= + 1.00

Fig. 4

strength of the sphere and crossed cylinder, with the
axis of the plus cylinder at 9o°, and the axis of the
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minus cylinder at 18o°, this result will be seen to
be the same as Fig. 2, giving the most perfect
vision possible. Fig. 5 represents the combined

+
+ 1.501 = + 2.00

.50

  + I:

Fig. 5

strength of the sphere and cross cylinder with the
axis of the plus cylinder at 18o°, and the axis of the
minus cylinder at go°, it will be seen that this result
is far from correct, and the contrast between the
two results is so great that the patient has no diffi-
culty in selecting the axis of the plus cylinder at
go° as giving him much the better vision. It will
be seen by referring to Figs. 4 and 5 that both
meridians are changed at the same time, but in a
contrary manner, for while one is strengthened the
other is weakened. As stated before, a simple
cylinder changes one, and a sphere all the meri-
dians. Fig. 4 shows that in this case a strong plus
cylinder is needt d with its axis go°, and the strength
of the sphere should be reduced, + Loo D. sph.
C + Imo D. cyl. ax. go°. If in the above case
before using the cross cylinder a 4- 1.25 D. sph.
+ .5o D. cyl. ax. go° is placed before the eye,

and a test is made with the .25 D. cross cylinder,
the following figures show the results obtained.

Fig. 6 represents the strength of the combina-
tion already before the eye.

4 1.25

Fig. 6

Fig. 7 represents the combined strength of the
combination and the cross cylinder with the axis
of the plus cylinder go°, which is the correct result,

-4 1. 155 _
.251 1.00

  4 1.75 t
+ .25f =

Fig. 7

2.00

the same as Fig. 2. Fig. 8 represents the com-
bined strength of the two with the axis of the plus
cylinder at 18o°, giving an incorrect result. The

-t 1.25+ .25} 1.50

1.7512, • - 1.50

Fig. 8

test shows that one meridian is over corrected, and
the other under corrected, and that a + i.00 D.
sph. C + 1.00 cyl. ax. go° is the final result.

The above diagrams and examples illustrate
the principles of the use of the cross cylinder, but
ill actual practice we rarely obtain such precise re-
sults. However, the cross cylinder nearly always
indicates whether to increase or decrease the
strength of the cylinder before .the eye.

In the above case, as before mentioned, with-
out the use of photoscopy, the patient would pro-
bably have chosen a + 1.50 I). sph. C.; + .5o I").
cyl. ax. go° and would allow of no change in either
sphere or cylinder alone, although both are incor-
rect. While it is possible, by repeated trials, to
arrive at a correct result by changing both the trial
sphere and cylinder at the same time, increasing

(Continued on page 1025)
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The Dark Room in Optical Practice

(Continued from page Rai)

and promptly refer the patient to a reputable
oculist. If there are no indications of disease,
however, I proceed with the examination by
my ophthalmometer (which is the new Hardy
XX century instrument) for corneal astigma-
tism and radius of curvature. The next
instrument I use is the retinoscope. I find
retinoscopy very useful, especially in that it
obviates all possibility of being misled by the
unreliable answers given by children under
examination. This completes the objective
tests. I have in use the De Zeng refracto-
meter, which I find very
useful, especially in
bringing out all the latent
and manifest hyperme-
tropia. It is quick and
can in most cases be re-
lied upon.
" I next corroborate

my tests by that well-
tried method, the trial
lenses. Then comes the
test for muscular insuf-
ficiency. I find that nine
cases out of every ten my
patients say, Well, I
have never had my eyes
examined in this way,'
meaning the test for mus-
cular insufficiency. Let
me say right here, that
no examination is corn-
plete without it, and the
refractionist who uses all
of the above tests is
bound to reap a harvest. I believe in charg-
ing good prices, as cheap prices detract from
good work."

the trial combination already before the eye. This
result gives better vision. Fig. x i shows the result

+ 1.50 1.75

  + 2.00 1
"5

Fig. in

with the axis of the plus cylinder held at 18o°,
which the patient rejects. The test shows that the
cylinder should be increased, therefore a + .75 D.
cyl. is substituted for the + .50 D. cyl. and the
patient now chooses a + 1.25 sph. instead of the
-1- L5o D. sph. The test with the cross cylinder is
again repeated, and shows that the strength of the
cylinder should still be increased. Substituting a

• 

Loo D. cyl. ax. 9o0 for the + .75 D. cyl. the
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but if the sphere is weakened or, in fact, almost
any change made in the strength of the sphere or
cylinder in this malicious combination, the cross
cylinder will aid us.

The following statements should be borne in
mind:

First—When the axis of the plus cylinder
marked by the blackened holes in the glass is pre-
ferred before the axis of the plus cylinder in the
combination, the strength of the cylinder should be
increased, if before the axis of a minus cylinder,
the strength of the cylinder should be decreased.

Second—If the axis of the plus cylinder be
preferred in the opposite meridian to the axis of
the plus cylinder in the combination, the strength
of the cylinder should be reduced, but, if the
cylinder be minus, its strength should be increased.

Third—After every
change in the strength of
the trial cylinder, stronger
and weaker spheres should
be tried ; usually, if the
sphere and cylinder be of
the same sign and the cylin-
der be increased, the sphere
will be decreased, or vice
versa. If they are of oppo-
site signs the contrary holds
true.

Fourth—Any change in
the strength of the cylin-
der should be followed by
rotation of its axis to deter-
mine its correct position.

Fifth—If the cross cyl-
inder does not indicate that
the strength of a cylinder
should be either increased
or diminished, the result is
probably correct, unless a
malicious combination is be-
fore the eye.

Sixth—It is the best
method, in practice, to find
by trial two cylinders of
nearly the same strength,

with one of which the cross cylinder demands an
increase, with the other a decrease of strength, and
then select a lens whose strength is midway be-
tween the two as a final result.

Seventh—When other methods fail to detect
astigmatism the cross cylinder frequently does.

Eighth—If it should be necessary to increase
the strength of one and decrease the strength of
the other meridian, the cylinder must be increased
or decreased, as the case may be, twice as much
as the sphere.

Ninth—Occasionally a malicious combination
will have to be broken by a change in either
sphere or cylinder before a choice can be made
between either position of the cross cylinder.

Tenth—For general use the .25 D. cross cylin-
der is the best ; but in a case where there is a high
degree of astigmatism, poor vision, a dull mind, or
all combined, the .p D. is often the best. However,
if the degree of astigmatism is low, vision good
and perception clear, a .12 D. may yield better re-
sults than either of the above.

Eleventh—The vision is not necessarily im-
proved and is frequently made worse by holding
the cross cylinder before the trial combination ;
therefore, the patient should be asked whether the
vision in one position is better or worse than in
the reverse, and not whether it is better with or
without the cross cylinder.

—Mark D. Stevenson, M. D., in Ophthalmic Record.

Western intorior of Dark Filling Itootn, being directly orp•site to eorner shown in the other phitture
oft page 1021. Distance between these two corners across the room is 25 feet.

The Crossed Cylinder and Its Uses

(Continued front page 1o23)

the strength of one and decreasing that of the
other ; without the cross cylinder, the method is
unscientific and lacks system.

Fig. 9 represents the strength of the sphere

+ .50} = 2.00+ 1.50

Fig. 9

and cylinder already before the eye. Fig. to shows
the combined strength of the combination, and the

-f- 1.25

  22} — t 2.25

Fig. 10

cross cylinder with the axis of the plus cylinder at
900, corresponding with the axis of the cylinder in

patient will choose a weaker sphere, changing the
+ 1.25 D. to a 1.00 D. sph. A further test with

+ 1.50

-I 1.50 2.25

Fig. 12

the cross cylinder will show that the correct result
is obtained because there is no choice between its
two positions.

If in the same case the patient had chosen a

±1:N} + 1.25

2.251
+ 2.50

Fig. 13

+ 1.5o D. sph. C + .75
possible, if not probable,
used, he would have no
positions, as the results

D. cyl. ax. 900, which is
and the cross cylinder be
choice between the two
in Figs. 13 and 14 show;

++1. .25} — + 1.75
50

  I 2.25 1
— .251 + 2'00

Fig. 14
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The Proper Form for Dioptric
Lenses—Part II
[By GUSTAVUS KAHN.]

Article No. 3 of the serial entitled, " The Proper Form for
Dloptric Lenses," begun in the May, 1902, issue

Of THE KEYSTONE.

Toric compounds are lenses ground in such a
manner in which the different refraction of the two
principal meridians are produced not by a sphere
and cylinder, each on one side of the lens as in
ordinary compounds, but by a difference in the
radius of curvature at the two principal meridians
on one and the same side of the lens. Such lens
has exactly the optical effect of a sphere and cylin-
der of the proper kind, and in weak compounds
the lager are, for all purposes, the most practical,
and there is no advantage whatever in any such
toric combinations over the common sphere and
cylinder lens. Not so, however, in very strong
compounds, when thickness becomes an appre-
ciable factor where the full strength of the sphere
is located on one side (the outside) of the lens,
while the cylinder is on the reverse or inner side
next to the eye.

Such a lens is equal to a strong piano sphere,
behind which is placed the simple cylinder. That
such very strong sphero-cylinder compounds give
at most only partial results is obvious, from the fact
of the large amount of aberration of its spherical
parts, while the distance of the cylindrical curva-
ture, which is behind the spherical, may be suffi-
ciently great to increase the aberration materially,
and for that reason such lenses seldom give the
full quota of improvement of vision that would take
place with the substitution of the proper bitoric
compound in its stead.

Now, opticians will occasionally meet such
cases, for which the toric lens had better be ordered
in preference to the ordinary compounds, and all
we would have to do in such instances (provided
our patients are willing to stand the extra expense)
is to fill our prescriptions for lenses in the old way,
sphero-cylinder style, with the remark written on the
order blank to fill it in the desired kind of toric
compound and leave all the rest to the prescription
house, for we could test the correctness of the
focus by neutralization just as well as the common
compounds, and seemingly there is little need for
us to trouble ourselves with transposing from one
kind to the other. We could leave such perplexing
work to the lens grinder if necessary. From the
physician's standpoint this may be well enough,
but an optician who is supposed to know all about
lenses and the manner of grinding them, and whose
business is a specialty in the adaptation of glasses
to the human eyes—not as a side issue when
patients needing medical treatment are scarce, or
when the demand for drugs or other merchandise
is not very brisk—but who make it their special
calling to do this thing and do it properly. Of
such a professional eyesight specialist it is expected,
if he does not grind the lenses himself, to at least
fill his order blank with the proper formula, if for
no other purpose it should be done to uphold his
professional dignity as an optician in order that the
prescription house should know that he does not
belong to the common herd of nondescript and
superficial refractionists, but on the contrary, that
he knows his business and understands it well, and
that his calling deserves the respect due. Then
will the wholesale optical houses begin to discon-
tinue the use of the M. D. suffix at the bottom of
prescription blanks, and our calling will be recog-
nized and honored even by the dispensing whole-
sale opticians.

THE KEYSTONE

Let us, for illustration of our subject, take the
sphero-cylinder formula, which reads as follows:
± 10.50 sph. C 4.50 cyl. ax. too°. Such a lens
when ground will contain an unusual amount of
spherical aberration for reason already given, but
by dividing the necessary curvature equally on
both sides of the lens, the amount of aberration
may be greatly reduced, but in order to do so it
would have to be ground toric, and should be so
transposed to its correct formula written on our
order blank, to which we proceed in the following
manner :

Our first step in the process is to convert the
sphero-cylinder named to its cross cylindrical
equivalent, and by so doing we find that the sphere

10.50 by itself is equal to the generic cross cyl-
inder ± 10.50 cyl. ax. moo C 10.50 cyl. ax. ion,
and by algebraicly adding the 4.50 cyl. ax. too°
to the cylinders having its axis in that meridian, we
get the equivalent cross cylinder for our compound:

55.00 cyl. ax. too° C., 10.50 cyl. ax. to°, but
since the maximum refraction of a cylinder is
always at right angles to its axis, our toric combi-
nation having the whole formula on the same sur-
face, should read : Front surface refraction -I- 15.00
diopters to° meridian C refraction 10.50 diopters
too° meridian ; back surface of lens to be piano,
but such a plano-toric lens would be no improve-
ment over the sphero-cylinder, but on the contrary,
would even possess considerable more aberration
on account of the whole curvature being ground on
one surface cylinder, sphere and all ; therefore, it
will plainly be seen that we should divide the curva-
ture in two and grind one-half of it on each side of
the lens. This gives us the bitoric or double tore,
which is in many respects similar to the biconvex
spherical, and when correctly made will give better
satisfaction than any other form. By dividing the
amount it is best to grind a toric curvature on each
side, of which the formula is as follows : Double
toric lens, obverse refraction + 7.50 diopters Da°
meridian combined with ± 5,25 diopters too° me-
ridian ; reverse refraction the same. Another form,
which is somewhat cheaper and much easier ground
accurately than the equi-double tonic lens, is the
sphero-tore. We write its formula as follows :
Reverse refraction meridian to° + 7.50 diopters
combined on meridian too° -1- 4.50 diopters ; ob-
verse refraction + 7.50 diopters spherical.

This last form, while cheaper than the first one,
is not quite as free from aberration, for that reason
it may not give quite as good satisfaction, but it is
much to be preferred to the ordinary sphero-cylin-
der. We have also another kind of toric com-
pound, known as the so-called meniscoid or
periscopic form, which, to my best knowledge, is
in all particulars similar to a meniscoid spherical
lens, and while it may give a slightly larger field to
a limited area in its center around its optical axis,
the spherical aberration is in the same propor-
tion increased at the marginal parts of such a lens,
but it may be possible to have the same cut to a
very small size, and to such people, with favorable
anatomical features which would permit the lens
to be brought very near to the eyes, it may be of
some object to have this form of toric combination.
Unfortunately, however, many people's facial fea-
tures do not permit of bringing the lenses quite as
near to be desirable for such purposes, even by
clipping away the eyelashes ; for that reason the
periscopic form cannot be universally adopted, but
will only be occasionally serviceable. The formula
for such combination is as follows:

Obverse surface + 18.00 diopters meridian to°
combined + 13.50 diopters meridian too° ; reverse
surface — 3.00 diopters spherical. We may also,
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for a very high compound myopic astigmatism, in
the same manner grind all the different forms of
toric lenses, and will find them nearly as serviceable
as the plus toric ; but for extraordinary high-
mixed astigmatism the cross cylinder will be found
of greater benefit than any contra-generic toric
combination ; at least the difference in cost of
grinding them will nearly be equal in both kinds,
with a very slight improvement with regard to
freedom from aberration in favor of the former.

The present fad, or rather fashion, for very
large lenses should not be humored in very strong
combinations, owing to the aberration of the mar-
ginal parts of the same. For that reason our motto
should be : the stronger the lenir the smaller and
nearer to the eyes they should be placed, while
rimless should be used only in weak and medium
power focus, owing to side reflection, which is
present even when the edges are ground frosted ;
the edges could, however, be coated a dull black
to obviate such troublesome side reflection, but by
doing so the cosmetic effect will he marred, and
our patrons may object to it. For that reason such
lenses had better be put in rims, preferably wider
than the thickness of the lenses, and the former
should be stained a dull black next to the eyes
when the bright metal is the material used. It is
also well to stain in like manner the curls of the
nosepiece facing the eyes for similar reason.

When the sutn of the sphere and cylinder when
added together arithmetically, does not exceed 6.00
diopters, there is no material benefit gained by
having the lenses ground toric to compensate for
the increased cost of such form and the sphero-
cylinder will answer fully as well for all purposes
and at much less cost.

The glass which is at the present time used for
making c.lioptric lenses, while it answers very well
in most respects, it is at the same time altogether
too soft, and very thick convex lenses become
abraided in a short time to such an extent as to be
useless, therefore, for very expensive strong plus
lenses ground either toric or cross cylindrical, a
much harder glass is required in order that such
expensive lenses should have the desired durability,
but to my best knowledge does any lens grinder
at present time use anything else but the softest
possible material for that purpose ? There is,
therefore, still much room for improvement in that
direction, and by calling the attention of the pro-
fession to this shortcoming, which, by the way, is
a grievous one, it is hoped that in the not-distant
future there may be found a remedy for this defect.
Opticians doing refraction work should insist upon
it, then the various lens-grinding establishments
may find it to their interest to make some effort in
that direction.

In prismatic lenses, either with or without
focus, it is best to equally divide the strength of the
prism between the two eyes, although the prismatic
effect, pure and simple, will be equal should the
whole required prism power be placed before either
the right or left eye alone, but there are other
advantages in having the prisms divided equally
between the eyes, because when the full prismatic
power is before one eye or is unequally divided
before them, there must arise greater prismatic
astigmatism, but by equally dividing the prism the
latter is reduced to a minimum and much stronger
prisms will be tolerated than otherwise.

When bases of prisms are either in or out we
place them equally divided, one-half of the strength
of the same, either base in or out as the case may
be, before either eye with prism base up or down.
We divide the prism so that the bases are one up
and the other down for like reasons. Although

(Continued on page eon)
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The Proper Form for Dioptric
Lenses

(Continued from page fo27)

the tull prismatic complement may be ground on
one lens only or the same power placed before the
other eye, with base in opposite direction, the prism
effect as already stated would be identical. Should,
however, one lens, as in some cases of anisome-
tropia, be much weaker in focus with less visual
acuity for that eye than the other eye requiring the
stronger focus—in such cases it may be desirable to
place the whole prismatic power before the eye
requiring the weaker power lens, then the weight
and thickness of the two lenses will be more equal,
while the increased prismatic astigmatism will not
be so noticeable thereby.*

Decentered lenses are in many respects iden-
tical to prism lenses, but since &centering is limited
to (1) size of lenses, (2) strength of power of
spherical, (3) the shape of the lenses—the smaller
the lens the larger the amount of decentering that
may be made. While the greater focal power
gives us proportionately greater prismatic power in
decentering—for every diopter one centimeter
decentration gives one prism diopter—the prism
diopter corresponds closely in weaker powers to
the deviating degree of the prism, lastly the shape
of the lenses, the present oval shape, allows lesser
decentration horizontally than vertically.

Therefore, decentered lenses can only be of
limited use, while any power focus may be ground
in any strength prism—especially is this necessary
with weak lens power combined with strong prisms,
but the toric combination of very strong compounds
and all very strong lenses in general, are admirably
adapted for decentration purposes. Sphero-cylin-
ders or toric compounds should be decentered at
right angles to cylinder axis, otherwise the spherical
alone will then create the prismatic power.

Plain cylinders when strong enough may also
be decentered, but only along the minor axis of the
cylinder, that is, at the line of maximum refraction
of the same, usually, however, the cylinder-prism
lens will be found the only practical form for me-
dium and weak power cylinders, especially with
the now so fashionable large-size lenses, and the
same holds good for weak and medium-power
spheres and compounds unless a very slight pris-
matic power is wanted.

Tinted, or smoke lenses, when required, which,
by the way, is not very often the case, should only
be ground in very weak focus, otherwise, owing to
the varying thickness of the surface of the stronger
lens, the color or tint will be of unequal shade dis-
tributed on the lens in consonance to thickness,
which will be detrimental to the usefulness of them,
for that reason it is better to use in such cases a
piano-shadowed or tinted-ground coquille or per-
fectly flat glasses in connection with medium or
strong-focus lenses ; the colored glasses could be
placed in extra front or hangers with spectacles.

s‘Vhen prisms, base in and also another prism less tip, are
required in the same 111■Iiii practical way is
then to order one lens wit hpi Ir.sin 1111i1ValliS as
required, aml for the other one with the desired prism hase
or down as the ease should ,all for. All.iiher way is to calcu-
late an equivalent resultant prism, with its base apex lino at a
meridian proportionately between both lenses equally at sym-
metrically oblique meridians, both leaning in or out as the
case may he, hut III order to make the correct calculation for
such resultant prisms requires a good working knowledge if
geometrv and trigonometry, for that reason it is 1111101 1110111
Ii,.itctii,iil list Ii) attempt it lateause tho other form with two
prisms, ii111 flir each eye, ham. in Or out, while the other prism,
with base up or 1111W11, gives equally good results, and requiring
Iii) calculations to be made. I must, in eontmet ion herewith
also mention .1. T. Brayton's prism chart, which gives an eaSy
111101111 to thol the equivalent resultant prism and also shows
how they tatty be for both lenses equally without mathe-
matical knowledge, by a graphic and practical method. 'chat
eltlInt is It wonderful specimen of mathematical ingenuity, and
speaks highly of its inventor.

-r KEYSTONE,

When eyeglasses are used the ground coquille tinted
or smoke-shaded glasses should be in spectacles,
with very large glasses in them, in that manner the
colored glasses may be worn over the eyeglasses
temporarily. For more constant use, however, spec-
tacles should be used ; the focus lens could then be
glazed on the same frame, behind the tinted glasses.
To cement the focus lens to the piano tinted glass
would require either a plano-spherical, cylinder or
a plano-toric combination, then the two piano
surfaces could be joined together with Canada
balsam when such is required and piano lenses are
practical. ['riiK END]

How Opticians Should Treat
Customers

[Read before the Minnesota State I qd boa' Association by
DEo. P. Ttertio.1., of Si. Paull, Minn.]

David Hamm says that a great many people
ipnerpret the golden rule this way : " Do unto
others as you would that they should do to you,
only do them first." This application seems all
Ii , i common among tradesmen, and I am sorry to
say that the optician, until recently, at all events,
has been no exception. Time and again people
have beets surprised to find themselves possessors
of gold-filled frames \viten they paid for solid gold.
This is the height of trickery, to say the least, and
will surely react on the seller. A person thus im-
posed on Nv i I be a long time getting over it, and
will never forget it—neither should they. Fortun-
ately, this sort of imposition nowadays is rare, and
Cf nfined unprincipled dealers, and we hope this
class will grow beautifully less. An optician who
wishes to build up a business cannot act on the
principle of " get all you can now from this cus-
tomer, for you may not get another chance." This
principle is fatal to business building.

Gain the Customer's Confidence

When people go to an optician the) don't get
for fun, nor to hear him talk pleasantly a few min-
utes about the weather. They want to see you
give your earnest attention to their business first.
The eyes a man brings to you are the most import-
ant to him of anything, and he is vitally interested,
and whether you are fitting his eyes or fitting a
frame, let him see that your interest is with him.
You may give a person great confidence or none
at all just by the way you address your first few
questions to him. First, knOw your business, then
apply your conscientious efforts to all customers
alike. A man in a retail business must be civil,
courteous and attentive to the smallest details,
because not infrequently what is a small, trouble-
some detail to-day may bring a fine customer and
large sale later. I think whoever handed down
the old saying, " Honesty is the best policy,"
should have added, " and the most comfortable,"
and it is the best business builder, too. Now,
there are many opportunities for us opticians to
save a customer 50 cents or $1 or some amount by
using a frame they already have, or by changing it
a little so they will not need to buy a new one.
Some customers will thank you for it, while others
care nothing and want a new outfit anyway. One
must feel his way and act accordingly. I had an
illustration of this sort not long ago. A man came
in to have the nosepiece of his glasses changed for
a kind that would " stay. on. After this was
accomplished, he said : " That left glass is
scratched. I guess I had better have you put in a
new one. If it was the right one I would not care,
because I don't use that eye anywiy." He looked
surprised when I suggested switching them, thus
putting the scratched lens before the poor eye and
saving him so cents. He was grateful, and a couple
of days later his wife came in with a prescription
for two pairs of glasses and a lorgnette. Did it pay?

Handling Kickers

About " kickers," the same rule of " fix it up
with him as you would wish a dealer to fix it
up with you," might apply. In my own experience
I have had but few of these that I know of. There
is no telling how many there are who have kicked
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to others about me. My energies are all bent to
avoid these things, but as no 1551115 can please every-
body I am no exception. The person xvho com-
plains of prices or kicks (in istying so much no
matter what the price is, and xilio wants something
thrown off the price just on general principles, has
no sympathy in my shop. Some years ago, first
year I was here, one of these men brought me a
prescription and understood the price was to be
$4.50. When he came after the glasses he sur-
prised me by offering $4, saying, " he thought that
was enough." We had quite a set-to because that
was an imposition, pure and simple. No man who
does business on business lines needs to tolerate
any imposition whatever from anyone. Of course,
I was " riled" some on the inside, but was all
smiles to that big, ignorant, filibustering chap on
the outside of the counter. Fiaally, I made him
this proposition : " Now," said I, " you under-
stood the price was to be $4.5o when you ordered
them, and if you don't %yam to pay that I will be
glad to give them to you for nothing if you will tell
me you can't afford to buy them, or I will return
the prescription to you and you can go elsewhere
to get them. I will be glad to do this, too, but I
%%111 never take $4.49 Or anything less for them."
He was mad and started out. After he had reached
the door he suddenly swung around and threw
down $4.50 and took the glasses, though still pretty
mac!, and that was the way he left. In about two
months he sent his daughter with a prescription,
and two years after in he came himself. Of course,
I remembered him, but asked his name just the
same, and taking down the bo ()k referred to the
episode just mentioned. He said : " 011, never
mind ; that's all right, but I lost them, and I want
another pair like them." I prefer not to win a
customer that way, hut sometimes we have to do it.

Forestalling Complaints

A large majority of customers seem to corn-
plain when leaving a ho k en lens for renewal or
frame for repairs. The former complaint may be
overcome largely by making it your invariable rule
to tell all purchasers before buying that the skeleton
glasses break easily. The responsibilty is then
with them, you see. About the frames—it helps
some to tell them that in wiping they should lu)kl
frames by end piece instead of nose piece, and
telling them of a customer who was in just ahead
of them, who has worn his glasses three or four
years and never had a break until to-day. A fre-
quent complaint among customers is misleading
advertisements. Several times I have been handed
a pair of glasses, with sonic fellow's clip advertised
" to tit any nose " and stay on, by an unsuspecting
person who was induced to buy the clip by the
advertisement. When they learn the truth of the
matter, of course they are disgusted and glad to be
fitted at home, or accept the verdict of some con-
scientious optician that they ca mutt we:Er eyeglasses
either with conif(irt or disci onh)rt, and nane e)
spectacles under protest as usual. I Ion't advertise
a nose clip that will fit any nose, for you know ancl
I know there is no guard that will fit all noses.

Cleanliness Above All Things

And now you ■% ill smile when I caution you
younger members who may be just starting out to
keep your store, office or department clean. That
sounds easy, and is easy, but if you will notice the
appearance of a large number of places you visit
you may think it is forgotten. Many optical rooms
look like junk shops, and it is too bad, for, as a
rule, they are small, and the work of dusting and
washing every day, or several times daily, would
not be much. You men must remember that our
wives and sisters and all other ladies see dust ten
times as far as we do, and you know the majority
of our patrons are ladies, int( that reminds me of
another small matter or two that are homely but
practical. You know an optician must necessarily
get close to his customer. Now, how about your
linen, your collar and cuffs? Are they changed
every day, and is your necktie threadbare ? Do you
keep well shaved, and how about you breath ? I )id
you ever go to a dentist or a barber and have a
foul breath blown into your face ? Of course, you
have, and how did you enjoy it ? As a rule, it
pays to give attention to all these little details.
For fear there may be some here who suspect I am
giving the foregoing in the manner of advice, I
wish to say that the substance of these remarks
may be found in our trade journals.
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j1■10. L. MOORE Ci SONS
Successors to KELLAM CI MOORE,

Manufacturing and Wholesale Opticians,
42 N. Broad St., ATLANTA, GA.

THE PIONEER SURFACE GRINDERS OF THE SOUTH.
It means a great deal to be a pioneer in any business. It means that the experiences of years have been successfully turned to good account, " pigeon-

holed " and laid up for our own benefit and the benefit of our patrons. It means that each experiment has proven successful or they would have buried the business
and left it forgotten. THE EXPERIENCE WE HAVE LAID UP IN THE YEARS OF OUR OPTICAL PROGRESS ARE YOURS FOR THE ASKING AT
NO GREATER COST (AND MUCH CHEAPER IN THE LONG RUN) THAN IN DEALING WITH LESS RELIABLE.

WHAT IT MEANS IN
OUR OPTICAL STOCK.

It means that supplementing the work of the prescription department
is our magnificent optical stock, many times that of any other Southern
house.

Every optical staple or special at all in demand is here.
Eyeglasses, Opera Glasses, Field Glasses, Magnifiers, Readers and

Watchmakers' Glasses. Fittings of every kind, even to the twenty or
more angle of anchor guards, in German silver, gold and gold filled ,
with cork or zylonite. Thermometers for the household or for manufacturing
purposes. Drawing instruments and materials.

WHAT IT MEANS IN
OUR PRESCRIPTION DEPARTMENT.

It means progress there as elsewhere—it means that from a small
beginning upon a solid foundation our Prescription Department has out-
stripped all others in the South. THIS GROWTH MEANS PROGRESS.
It means that dealers gave trial orders to us; it means that still other
dealers did likewise, and that they all found PERFECT WORK. It
means that more followed, until it became necessary to double and treble
our working force and our space. It means that our optical stock must
increase with the work until now it has become five times that of any other
Southern Optical House,

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

DIRECTIONS:—Filo down sides of box of studs until they are about 1-100 inch lower than
Ile eiiiiihined thieknems of nose piece and spring. Set screw in lock and screw flown. If lock should

oine at right angles to box, give the screw a (wader turn, either way, without turning lock
and you will get it into exact position without trouble. Then bend flanges down to sides of box.

The only device which will hold the stud screws absolutely in
place and improve the appearance of the eyeglasses.

The only Countersunk Screw Lock ; can be applied to any stud.

Gold, $1.50
Gold Filled, $0.75

Nickel, $0.50 per dozen pairs.

Order sample dozen from

Western Optical Mfg. Co.
Lens Grinders and Manufacturers of Optical Specialties.

High-class l Work a Specialty.

714 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.
EASTERN SUPPLY DEPO f—Jullus King Optical Co., No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.

"METEOR."
The Best Spring Case.

For Offset Eyeglasses.
Entirely " New," Spring will not get

out of order by wearing.
Spring will not interfere with velvet as

on other eases.
Lined throughout.
Made round iin the corners and well

covered.

Manufactured and patented by

HUB OPTICAL CASE CO.,
77' Chelsea Street,

East Boston, Mass.
Sold by the Jobbing Trade.
Send for Catalogue, CI.OSED.

Dealers attending the annual
convention of the American Asso-
ciation of Opticians are cordially

invited to visit our exhibit (on the
right of entrance to Exhibit Hall)
also to call at our office, where we
shall be pleased to extend every

courtesy in our power.

Houghton-Hardy Optical Co.
3U Washington Street,

Jewelers' Building. Boston, Mass.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL
American Association of Opticians

J. II. ELLfs, President, South Bend, Ind.
E. L. Jorms, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets tunitially. Next meeting to be held in Boston,
August 19th, 20th cud 21st.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

THE RT. HON. SIR Ws. IIART DYKE, Bart., M. I'., Master.
Cot. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

S. COWAN, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.13.0.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, Loudon, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

W. G. MATURE, President, St. Cathori
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treieai Braid ford.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians

E. P. President, Boston, Mass.
0. A. 11.0tootr, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Optical Society

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, l'a.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Indiana Optical Society

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
G. S. Gamin, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Next meeting, January 14, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society

NuLsoN K. STANDART, President, Detroit., Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 100 IVestern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

lowa Optical Society
H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society

W. C. Elora:aim, President, Chicago, Ill.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association

KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, See'y, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Ettgene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
L. W. KACHLEIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Vash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. II. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
IV. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third ‘Vednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wig.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

Next meeting, at Oshkosh.

North Carolina Optical Society

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, I igh Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Sec'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. Munnoca, President, Peri land, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Pert land, Maine.
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Tennessee Optical Society

A. H. WEENIE°, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Geo. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association

R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. II. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.CHAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Next meeting, September 10th.

Kansas Association of Opticians

W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, See'y and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians

Louts Mausum, President, Richmond, Mo.
J. W. Taunt; Secretary, Nevada, Mo.•

Virginia State Optical Association

E. E. SHREINER, President, Richmond, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Next meeting, at Norfolk.

Ohio Optical Society

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society

NV. T. EISENSCIIMIDT, President, Newport, Ky.
J. M. IRMEN, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

LOCAL
Central New York Optical Society

H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. G. Got.nutt, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday ofJanuary, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society

A. W. FRANKET„ President.
P. A. DILWORTH, Rec. Sec., 1032 Third Avenue, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each mouth, except July
and August, at Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

B. B. CLARK, President, Roelie•ter, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary , Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club

RICHARD PERLEN, PreSideld.
C. A. ENQUF:ST, Secretary, CI lea, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association
J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
J. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

Chicago Optical Society

W. F. NEWCOMB, President,
A. W. Gotta, Secretary, Room 206, 92 State St., Chicago, Ill.

The Regents' Plans

NEXT in importance to the plan of re-
organizing the American Association's

constitution and by-laws will be the report of
the board of regents, at the convention to be
held at Boston this month. The plans of the
regents have been under the notice of the
members for several months past, and as they
have been outlined in full in these columns,
they are familiar to opticians generally. The
regents, who are men of excellent standing
and long experience, have undoubtedly
worked hard and conscientiously during the
year they have been in office, and whatever
differences there may be, as to whether they
have formulated the best possible plans, it is to
be hoped that their efforts will not have been in
vain. They were handicapped on taking up
their duties to have deeded to them an
unpopular plan for what was generally char-
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acterized as a " paper college. " This " paper-
college " scheme was bitterly assailed at the
Chicago convention last year, and was finally
bequeathed to the newly-elected regents with
the request that they attempt to whip it into
acceptable form. Their duties would have
been much easier and less open to criticism
had it been known that the " paper-college"
scheme had been entirely put aside. It
seems that the regents put forth their best
efforts to eradicate the objectionable features
of the plans left to them and to add to them
what they considered advisable and within
reach.

Even with these improvements, how-
ever, their plans have been severely criti-
cized, especially the proposal to issue a
diploma or qualification certificate to those
who would write a not very difficult thesis
(with the aid of text books) and the pay-
ment of three dollars. It has been pointed
out that first of all the regents would not be
able to incorporate in any form that would
give them any good or sufficient authority to
issue any diploma or certificate that could
have any sort of legal standing. Besides
this, it was also pointed out that the plan
proposed was little improvement over the
low-priced correspondence courses that the
friends and supporters of the regents so
severely condemned, thus placing them in an
awkward position. We understand that
recently the regents have about concluded
that further modification must be made in
their plans, to present them in an acceptable
manner, and that it is probable that when the
final report of the regents is made to the
Boston convention, some of these weaknesses
in the plans will be corrected. It is this will-
ingness to bring their efforts and work into
harmony with the majority of the member-
ship that leads to the hope that these men
will yet be able to evolve a plan that will be
acceptable and a credit to them and the asso-
ciation.

There is no more important work in
hand than this educational work, and every
one should lend every proper effort to the
working out of the difficult problems the
regents have to solve. If they will put be-
hind them the aims and desires of any who
may for selfish motives attempt to influence
them in favor of any particular plans, but
continue to seek out and evolve a broad but
safe and dignified educational scheme, whereby
the optician may be stimulated and guided
to higher courses of study and practice, they
will win the applause of the craft everywhere,
even though, as it likely will, involve a lot of
hard work and considerable time. And in
this connection it may be added that there is
no undue haste in the matter. In fact, it
were better to make haste slowly in a matter
of so much importance.
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AS GOOD AS GOLD
ARE YOU SATISFIED

with the Quality, Price anti Promptness ofII e I,. N1 ork you received. If not, try thenew I IL Insist. of
N. QUINULAV,

Retracting and Manufacturing OPTICIAN
for the Trade,

373 Washington Street,
Room 24, Jewelers' Building. Roston, Mass.

FIELD
GLASSES

12 K. Filled Frames, . $7.50
12 K. Filled Mountings, 6.50

per
dozen.
per
dozen.

Samples at dozen prices.

Supplied with the " Limeburner Bridges "
which make fitting easy.

Send for samples and particulars.

Klein School of Optics
2 Rutland Street,

Boston, Mass.
Summer Courses now in progress.
Regular Winter Courses begin October let.

Instructions in all branches of
the Optical Business. Students
may enter now. Address,

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.

Wt guarantee each
glass to be of the
HIGHEST
Q U A I TN'
19 all optically and
mechanically.

COMPARATIVE FIELDS.

1702 Chestnut Street,
Headquarters for

Quick B Work
and

Instruments.

  CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
iiiMrtiction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY. RETINO-
SCOPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUMnadi a n 

Optician"
to  ai s u bs cribing toC

1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 5, In black
and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 a 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3,—sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle.selling talks.

4,—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, es-
plaining the importance of vision, phenomena
of sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told
in plain language.

All the above, together with the "Canadian Opti-
clan" for one year, sent on receipt ol $1.00.
Address

Philadelphia  24 Adelaide Stre'etC■ivneastd, iTaonrOonpttoi c, 
an
an ad a,

A NEW LIGHT
for STORES, HALLS, HOMES, SCHOOLS, STREETS,

etc. The

Brilliant and Halo

Field as shown by the Warner
cf.1' Swasey Prism Field Glass.

Gasoline Gas Lamp.
A 15-foot Room ean be lighted by one Brilliant,

ri or it 40-foot liall by one halo Lamp at

15 TO 30 CENTS A MONTH.
No smoke, smell or greasy wick !laving sold

over 100,000 of these Lamps during the last four
years that are giving eltelt perfect and universal
satisfaction, we are justified in claiming the best
and only always reliable Lamp in the market, and

Man Lamp, refer to anyone who has used them. Agents wanted
two Candle Power. everywhere.

Field as shown by the best old-
style Field Glass of same power.

Made in three powers
—magnifying 6, 8 and
to diameters.
Ask your jobber for

them.

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

GEORGE BOHNER. 42 State Street, Chicago.

Skiascopy and the Use of the Retinoscope
is the most complete and practical work ever written on the Shadow Test,
a knowledge of which is necessary to every optician. It contains 230 pages.with copious illustrations and numerous colored plates. Price, $1.50.Published by THE KEYSTONE, 191h arid Bromm Si's., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

" ELY " EYEGLASS SPRING.
New find l.11lt popular sivi y will

see them for I be first tnne at Isttston con, ellti,11.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

THE

WARNER & SWASEY
COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The elasticity of these springs does not
weaken, hecauso the action of the coil is one of
eompression. Because of this patented idea we
ran furnish a spring low setting, elegant in
iippenrillilie, in filled and nickel nearly equal

goI. . Although specially adapted for ELY
.k they eau be used on regular studs with

tiny. IV ith these springs, guard pressure without
excess is maintained. Place on old eyeglasses
to improve their style and increase their cling.

Jobbers; or send $1.00 for splendid line of
samples.
W. B. ELY & CO., Middletown, Conn.

"

Kellam & Moore's

COLLEGE of OPTICS
We teach all branches of .9 thiltahnie

optics, including Skiascopy 1 1,1101;11mo-
scopy and Keratometry. We want stu-
dents who are earnest anti energetic,
who are intent on acquiring an optical
education and anxious to succeed. Our
methods of instruction are modern and
scientific.

Two Courses, Attendance and
Address, Correspondence.

JNO. L. MOORE 0 SONS,
At unit,,,, on,

T16.1.

.V

L. A. STEVENSON'S

Eyeglass Guard Gauge
Throw away the ride and stop your guess-

ing. The difficulty of FrrTiNo EYEOLASSES
MADE EASY. Ask your jobbers for it. If
they can't snpply you I will, upon reeelpt of
$2.00, to any address.

L.. A. STEVENSON,
Gaylord, Mich.
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The American Association of
Opticians

THE K.EYSTONe

The Boston Convention
The fifth annual convention of our association

will be held at the American I louse, in the city of
Boston, Mass., August 19, 20 and 21, 1902.

The committees announce that this will be the
largest, best and most interesting meeting in the
history of organized optical societies. The exhibits,
that have proven to be one of the leading features
of the conventions for the past two years, give
every promise of being larger and better than ever.

The programme committee have reported that
they have secured the usual number of papers
upon subjects pertaining to the practice of opto-
metry, by the leading members of the society.
They announce as special attractions that they have
secured the services of W. B. Warner, of the firm
of \Varner & Swasey Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, who
will speak upon the subject of " Optical Instru-
ments." Dr. Earl J. Brown, of the Geneva Opti-
cal Co., Chicago, will deliver one of his interesting
lectures upon the " Anatomy and Physiology of the
Eye, and the Diseases of the Retina as seen with
the Ophthalmoscope."

The final report of the board of regents re-
lating to the proposed plan of the American College
of Optometry, under the control of the association,
ill be presented to the convention. This is a
matter of vital importance and should receive the
careful consideration of the members.

The special committee appointed by the presi-
dent, upon the authority of the board of directors,
to draft and submit a plan for the reorganization of
the association, by %vhicli the State and territorial
and local societies could affiliate with the American
Association, will submit a report. This question is
one of the utmost importance to the future of the
association.

Rates have been allowed by the Central and
New England Passenger Associations. A spccial
rate of a fare and a third has been allowed by the
Central and New England Passenger Associations,
upon what is known as the certificate plan.

Passenger Associations Instructions.—Mem-
bers are to be sure to secure railroad certificate at
their home ticket office at the time of purchasing
their ticket, and deposit the same with the secre-
tary on their arrival at the convention. Those who
visit the convention, whether members or not, are
particularly requested to avail themselves of the
excursion rates, as the greater number of tickets
used, the greater will be the advantage to the
association.

Regarding the question of attendance, it seems
to be the general opinion that the privileges of the
exhibition, lectures and open sessions should be
extended to all opticians, in the belief that those
who are not members now, will possess enough
pride to send in their names when they realize what
is being done for the advancement of the profession
in which they are equally interested with the pre-
sent members of the association.

ED. L. JONES, Secretary.

Side Trips of Interest—Southbridge, Mass.

The American Optical Company have extended
an invitation to those attending the Boston con-
vention to visit Southbridge and inspect their plant.
Of course, it is understood that the invitation does
. not extend to optical manufacturers. The trip is
scheduled to be made on Friday, the 22d inst., the
day following the convention. The visitors will go

to Worcester by train and from Worcester to South-
bridge on the new trolley line, just opened between
these points. The latter will be a delightful ride
through a fine country, and the use of the trolley
will cost less than going the entire way by railroad.
It is expected that the trip will take the best part of
a day. Without doubt the American Company
will give their visitors a fine reception at South-
bridge, and they will see many things, not only of
interest, but of value to them in their inspection
of the big optical plant.

Trip to Providence

On Saturday, the 23d inst., it is planned that
many of those attending the convention will visit
the jewelry and optical factories of Providence.
THE KEYSTONE has made arrangements with the
Gorham Manufacturing Co. whereby the visitors

.1.11N II. ELLIS

The hard-working and 1.npular president
of the American As...tat t..ti of opticians.
who will probably Ist . . 1 ...t ir lg. will
consent to run for another 111111. Ender
l'resident Ellis' administration the associa-
tion had the most successful year in its
history.

will be shown through the great factory of the
.Gorham Co., at Elwood, one of the suburbs of
Providence. The manufacturing Jewelers' Associa-
tion, of Providence, will probably entertain the
visitors during their stay in the city. Arrangements
are being made to this end, also for a boat ride
down the river, including a clam dinner. The
plans so far made are for the Gorham Co. to take
the entire delegation of visitors in trolley cars out
to their plant in the morning, and then to return
them in special cars to the city again after their
inspection of the factory. The factory occupies a
vast area of land, which is nicely laid out with fine
lawns and shrubbery, etc. An interesting object
will be the new casino, %vine!) the company built a
year or so ago for social intercourse. It is under-
stood, of course, that the inspection of the Gorham
plant does not extend to any rival manufacturers.
After the return of the party from the river trip and
clam dinner, it is planned to have the visitors split
up into small parties and visit whichever of the
jewelry or optical factories in Providence thy care
to inspect, it being understood that all will be open
to the visitors and a cordial invitation extended by
all the local manufacturers. The invitations from
the Providence manufacturers who are interested
only in a part of those who will attend the Boston
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convention should be more appreciated on this
account, and, without question, any who make this
trip will be amply repaid, for the Providence manu-
facturers have a great reputation as fine entertain-
ers, and no doubt they will fully sustain it on this
occasion.

Special Excursion Train to the Convention

The opticians of
the West who ex-
pect to attend the
Boston Conven-
tion and will go on
the great Chicago
special train, should send their names in at once
to Mr. Burgis, the passenger agent of the Grand
Trunk Railway, or to A. G. Larson, of Julius
King Optical Co.; F. A. Hardy & Co., Geneva
Optical Co.; Chambers, lnskeep Co., Chicago, to
make arrangements for sufficient sleeping accom-
modations weeks ahead. A large number of people
have already booked their passage, and the suc-
cess of the special train is already assured ; the
only thing now is how big a success it will be.
Opticians may invite their neighbors and friends to
take advantage of this trip, with the benefit of the
$19.00 rate to Boston and return, for there will be
no limit to the number who can be accommodated,
except they do not apply in time. The American
House in Boston is making a special rate to our
convention of itt.00 a day European, or $1.50 for
two persons in a room. The Joy Steamship Line
is making an attractive offer of a special rate of
$3.50 for a trip by boat direct to New York from
Boston, and return by way of Providence, Attle-
boro, etc. The return trip will enable jewelers to
visit the great manufacturing jewelry centers. A
stop-over in Montreal has been arranged, where St.
Lawrence Hall, a very fine hotel, gives a special
rate of $2.50 a day ; and here side trips may be
made, one to Mount .Royal, another to Lachene
Rapids. Both are inexpensive, and carriages may
be had in Montreal for 25 cents per hour, per per-
son. A ten-day stop-over may be made at Toronto,
where the Walker House makes a rate of $2.00 a
day ; and from here one may make a side trip to
Georgian Bay, the Muskoko Lakes, the finest body
of inland lakes in the world. Other interesting
resorts are also nearby.

Many Western opticians are getting their
neighbors and friends to take advantage of this
cheap rate and give them company over the tour.

A number of Southern members have written
the wholesale houses interested in the Western
special, inquiring if some such arrangement could
not be made for their section also, but unfortu-
nately the time is too short to do so. This indicates
a lively interest in that section in the convention.

New Members

The following is a list of new members :

Arthur Forth, Brook lyn,N.Y.
Louis s. I ;rein, I en FOIO.
Churl, hiller, Phoenix,

N. V.
Warren Leland Maxey, Sa-

lem, Mass.
E(1WI II D. Lewis, New York,

N. Y.
Louie 0, Ott, C'olumbia, S. C.
P. M. Rigdon, Texarkana,

Ark.
Harry C. I'nekttp, New York,

14. Y.
Henry L. Lang, Staunton Va.
Fred. Stillborn, WIII011,

N. II.
Frederick Beall°, Provi-
denee, it. I.

Fitt ti k A. I ',Tsui' n, Baltimore,
Alti.

J. 11. Warner, Baltimore, Md.
Ci. W. Metcalfe, Baltimore,

Md.
B. IM. Chisholm, Amherst,

Mass.
Wm. Hazeltine, Kokomn,1nd.
Charles D. Alueller, Newport,

It. I.
Edwin IV. Folsom, Somers-

worth N. II.
Nicholas D. Sawyer, Leconte,

N. 11.
Albert Meyer, Minneapolis,

Wm. A. Hold, New York,
N. Y.

George Whitehouse, Dover,
N. II.

Charles W. DeLaney, Ham-
mond, led,



American Optical Company

Allanufacturerts outhbricige, NIct.s., U.S.A.

GHOUGE W. WELLS, PRESIDENT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

August 1, 1902.

Our attention has just been called to an eyeglass stud which has been

advertised by Stevens & Company, Providence, R. I., having a closed box.

The attention of the retail optical trade has been called to the same through

the medium of the trade papers, consequently, we are taking the same method to

inform them that this stud is considered by us a direct infringement of our

patents. Knowing that no dealer would care to make himself liable by purchasing

and selling such infringements, we make this statement, as we, of course,

propose to protect our patent as may be necessary.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY.

ASK YOUR JOBBER

POINTERS

INTERCHANGEABLE,

NON-BREAKABLE

SPRINGS.

SUPERIOR FINISH.

UP-TO-DATE

STYLES.

Prices
Eyeglasses

$18.00 to $30.00
per gross.

A mong the Jobbers
handling these
goods are the
following:

FOR Made in Three Qualities of Material. TO BE HAD FROM JOBBERS ONLY.

NICKEL SILVER.—A white metal resembling silver, high lustre that will not tar-
nish or rust, more durable than steel.

COLD FILLED.—Made from seamless 10 K. stock, not electro plated, wear and
LOOK LIKE GOLD. Each Pair Tagged and Guaranteed to Wear to Years.

COLDOIN.—A combination of metals resembling 14 K. gold, highly finished and
chemically treated to withstand atmospheric changes.

\\\\,,,_Spectacles and Eyeglasses
The Best Value for the Least Money.

PATENTED.

EY:PAN SI BLE

Julius King Optical Co., New York and
Chicago.

S. F. Myers Co., New York City.
R., L. & M. Friedlander, New York City.
Otto Young & Co., Chicago.
F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago.
Geneva Optical Co., Chicago.

Coulter Optical Co., Chicago.
J. M. & A. C. Johnston, Chicago.
Brooks Optical Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio
L. Manasse Co., Chicago.

POINTERS
SOLID TEMPLES,

WELL TEMPERED.

NO SCREWS TO RUST,
WORK LOOSE OR
DROP OUT.

RE-ENFORCED END-
PIECES.

BROAD SWELL NOSES.

NO SOLDER AT JOINTS.

Prices
Spectacles

$15.00 to $24.00
per gross.

C. L. Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo.
L. Black & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.

. E. W. Reynolds, Los Angeles, Cal.
Lyon Bros., Chicago.

LENSES TO SUIT YOUR TRADE
PERISCOPIC DOUBLE OR PLANO

COQUILLE OR MICOQUILLE.

August, 1902

The Minnesota State Optical Society
The second annual meeting of the Minnesota

State Optical Association will be held September 2d,
at the West Hotel, Minneapolis. The afternoon
session will be called at2.30 P. M., the evening ses-
sion at 8 a. M. The board of directors have de-
cided on an extraordinarily interesting programme,
comprising three papers on various subjects not
already discussed. One of these will be by Earnest
C. Kuhlo, St. Paul, on " The Writing of Prescrip-
tions and Bending of Frames, from the Dispensing
or Manufacturing Optician's Standpoint," to be
followed by papers by J. M. Chalmers, Lake City,
and Louis L. Delklars, Minneapolis.

There will be three questions exemplied on the
blackboard by Messrs. Frank L. Willson, Mantor-
ville ; FL M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, and
C. A. Snell, Minneapolis.

President Millard will give a general review of
the work of the association, and H. M. Hitchcock
will present a report of the work of the State board
of examiners in optometry.

The afternoon session will be followed by a
banquet, which will be free to members. It is ex-
pected the members will also bring their ladies, for
which the especial low price of $1 per plate will be
made.

An Optical Society for New Jersey
Why not have the opticians of the State of

New Jersey form an association ? I should think
there is material enough in New Jersey for a State
organization," writes J. A. Caouette, of Paterson,
N. J. Lots of material, as THE KEYSTONE well
knows. New Jersey is the home of combina-
tions ; some call her the " Mother of Trusts."
In view of this it seems strange that the State
has no organization of opticians. Perhaps a hint
is all that is necessary.

Southern Minnesota Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Southern Minne-

sota Optical Society was held at Union Labor
Hall, Rochester, Minn., June 26th, and was the
most successful gathering of its kind yet held. The
afternoon session was opened with an address by
Prof. J. W. Grainger, president of the society,
followed by a clinic, in which twenty patients had
their eyes examined and their troubles discussed,
Prof. XV. P. Knauer, Minneapolis ; L. J. Korstad,
Zumbrota, and G. E. Friecke, Pine Island, leading
in the discussion. Four large canvases had been
placed on the walls, showing fifty transpositions of
lenses, algebraic addition and subtraction, the
decline of amplitude of accommodation and errors
of refraction. These were all prepared by Prof.
Grainger, who is devoting his time and money
freely for the benefit of his fellow members.

At the evening session Prof. Knauer delivered
an address, which was followed by a lecture,
illustrated with fifty stereopticon views, by Prof.
Grainger. It was decided to give clinical workers
the benefit of their work at the next clinical meet-
ing, instead of sending it to the local dealer as
heretofore. Eight new members were taken in.
The evening or business session will comprise rou-
tine work and the election of officers for the ensuing
year.

It would seem from this that there will be
ample opportunity for every one to get his money's
worth, and with the half fare on all railroads in
effect, owing to the Minnesota State Fair held that

THE KEYSTON

week, there should be a record-breaking attend-
ance. The interest already shown in the election
of officers shows the right spirit and promises well
for the success of the association. Let every man
make it his especial business to be at the meeting,
as matters of the utmost importance will be brought
forth for discussion.

Tennessee Optical Society
We present herewith a portrait of A. H. Wen-

ning, of Nashville, Tenn., the recently elected
president of the Tennessee Optical Society. Mr.

Wenning- was born in
Germany, but was
brought to this country
by his parents when
only one year old. His
initial step in business
life was taken in 1883,
when he went to learn
the watchmaking trade
in Knoxville, Tenn.
He worked at the
bench until seven
years ago, when he
took Up the study of

optics and has since followed the business of re-
fractionist. lie was optician for the B. H. Stief
Jewelry Co., of Nashville, for a period of twelve
years. On January 1, 1901, he opened an optical
establishment of his own, and he now carries a
full line of goods and
possesses the most
improved refraction
apparatus.

We also present a
portrait of G. R. Cal-
houn, also of Nash-
ville, secretary of the
society, and one of the
most active spirits in
the association. He
is a progressive refrac-
tionist who takes much
pride in his profession
and believes that the hope and salvation of the
optician lie in intelligent organization and co-
operative effort.

A. H. Worming

G. R. Calhoun

Meeting of the Michigan Optical
Society

President Nelson K. Standart promptly called
to order the seventh gathering of the Michigan
Optical Society at 2.00 e. m., July 8th, in the
Turkish Room of the Cadallac Hotel, Detroit.
There was a fairly good turn out and Mr. Standart
complimented his brother opticians upon the
interest shown in State organization by their
attendance.

The first matter of interest taken up was appli-
cations for membership. The following names
were presented and favorably acted upon : H. B.
Shillito, Sault Ste. Marie ; Jos. B. Gibbons, Char-
lotte ; D. D. Shane, Grand Ledge ; John May,
Detroit ; Ezra Abbott, Battle Creek ; A. H. Towle,
Lansing ; Charles James, Reese ; H. B. Crane,
Ithaca ; Fred. Kantelner, Chelsea ; L. D. Leavitt,
Alpena ; S. M. Joel, Escanaba ; Mrs. N. F. Boomer,
Hillsdale, and 0. C. Whitney, Morris.

The next matter before the meeting was the
election of a delegate to the convention of the
American Association of Opticians, which meets in
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Boston, August 1-9th-21st. This matter was thor-
oughly canvassed by those present and President
Standart was put in nomination by Vice-President
Patterson. The nomination of Mr. Standart was
made unanimous.

President Standart next read an interesting
letter from Ernest Eimer, an ex-president of the
society, who is now touring Europe, after which
Dr. W. H. Poole, president of the Detroit School
of Retinoscopy, read an interesting paper on
" Ocular Pathology."

The next number on the programme Ivas a
paper on " Optical Advertising," which was read
by F. R. Pancoast, of Hastings, Mich. This paper
was %veil received. The president next introduced
Dr. John S. Owen, president of the Detroit Optical
Institute. Dr. Owen gave a general optical talk,
which proved to be most interesting and full of
practical and helpful hints.

Frank Kennedy, of the Johnston Optical Com-
pany, Detroit, next read a paper on " How We
Look at Things," which invoked some discussion
by those present and which proved interesting and
instructive. A paper on the " Estimation of XVave
Curvopters " followed, by Fred. Preston, optician,
with Traub Bros., Detroit. This paper was well
received.

The evening session was opened with a song
from Mrs. N. K. Standart. Dr. Earl J. Brown, of
Chicago, occupied the rest of the evening with his
illustrated lecture on " The Anatomy and Physi-
ology of the Eye." Dr. Brown's lecture was well
received by a good audience and proved most
interesting and instructive to all present.

The gathering was only a one-day meeting and
adjourned at the close of the evening session.

Virginia State Optical Society
A meeting of the Virginia State Optical Society

will be held at Norfolk, Va., August 16th. Other
similar gatherings of a preliminary character have
already taken place, but this will take on a thor-
oughly practical form. It x%till witness the comple-
tion of an active organization, the object of which
will be to raise the standard of the profession of
optometry and the dignity of the trade in general.
As nearly every State in the Union now boasts of
an organization with the above object in view, and
several States are endeavoring to have proper laws
enacted regulating the practice of optometry, there
is no reason why the opticians of Virginia should
be more oblivious to the needs of the profession
than their brethren in other States ; the necessity for
organization is as great there as elsewhere.

Officers will be elected at the forthcoming
meeting, and the executive committee will en-
deavor to make the gathering both entertaining and
instructive. \X'ith this end in view D. A. Knyk,

oculist, of Richmond, Va., has kindly consented to
read a paper, %ditch %%till be of great interest to those
who desire to reach a higher plane in their pro-
fession.

Little can be done by individual efforts, while
much may be accomplished by a united and con-
certed movement. It is, therefore, requested that
you attend the meeting whether you care to be-
come a member or not, as the executive committee
feel sure that you will be well compensated for
attending.

Application blanks and any information may
be had by applying to the secretary, John \V.
Buchanan, Petersburg,Va. Those who intend being
present at the meeting will kindly advise the secre-
tary at an early date.
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It eliminates from your

troubles loose stud

screws. Have you tried

it on your 13e work?

Incidentally, have you

tried OUR It work?

New B.; Catalog out
August 1st. Many re-
ductions. Send for one.
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ARE YOU SATISFIED ?
A man is judged by the clothes he wears.

A Spectacle, by its Case.

Don't put your name on a cheap case. It's bad
for your name and bad for your glasses. Your Cases
are bound to be compared to your neighbor's. How do
they compare?

$ The Best Cases arc Kirstein's
We make them, and we plan to

keep them the best. May we submit
you samples ?

$ E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO. $
Rochester, N. Y. manufacturers.
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Presto ! Change!
A quick transformation of Eyeglasses into Spectacles

and Spectacles into Eyeglasses, by our patented

Temple Attachment.
NEAT.

SIMPLE.
CONVENIENT.

HANDY.

Patented June 17, 1902.
Other patents pending.

l'overed by foreign patents.

Every wearer of eyeglasses wishes occasionally that his pince-nez
were spectacles. Spectacles stay on, however violent one's exercise ;
however warm the weather. With this little device the wearer carries
practically both eyeglasses and spectacles in one ordinary case.

Automobile and horseback riding, ping pong, cycling, yachting,
golf, tennis, all athletic exercises can be indulged in with perfect safety
with this new attachment.

Sample pair of the new Temple Attachments will be sent to dealers
on receipt of 25 cents.

GALL 0 LEMBKE,
21 Union Square, NEW YORK.

STEVENS QUALITY

THE
NEW

This means to us our best efforts at all times to
produce the best article, that you VILL purchase.
We intend that it shall mean to you that there

is a margin of safety in any article or statement to
which it may be attached.

SIM-PLEX EYEGLASSMOUNTING

MANUFACTURED BY

STEVENS & COMPANY,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

THE OPTICIAN'S MANUAL, Vol. II.,
I he s I i v..I. I. is now ready. It covers in minutest detail the ,ui.jects of Hypermetropia,

.100,011.11isin and Muscular Anomalies. Bound in cloth awl contains 404 pages.
912.00 (8s. 4d.) TIM KEYSTONB, lath and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Ophlhalmolic
Hopholism

600 pages of a
most fascinating
science, con-

densed into 52 pages. A complete
aiul Illustrated Correspondence Course
for $1.00. If your jobber is out of
tht,imm, order from

JOHANN HARRAES, M. D.
233 W. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL,

FREE Lesson sent on application.

J. J. DONNELLY

Gold alid Sil\evo

Electn..PTater
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTARLISFIED lees.
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Optical Notes

THE KYSTONF.,

.4 The McCarthy Optical Co., formerly
located at 709 North Broadway, St. Louis, is now
established in handsome quarters at 609 Locust
Street in that city.

James Iredale, who has been with the
Solomonson Optical Co., of Euclid Avenue, Cleve-
land, Ohio, for a number of years, has started in
business for himself in commodious premises at
44 Euclid Avenue, in that city.

▪ 

Harrie G. James, traveling representative
of the Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co., New
York, has recovered from his late illness and re-
sumed his duties with the company. He is again
on the road and taking orders with his customary
Success.

„le The August meeting of the Chicago Optical
Society has been postponed, as was also the July
meeting. The members will assemble, however,
on Thursday, September 25th, when a programme
embracing some interesting features will be gone
tl I rough.

,At The St. Louis Optical Company, retail,
705 Locust Street, St. Louis, has recently changed
hands and is now under the management of
Arthur Thursby. E. B. Straus, the former pro-
prietor, has sold out and will retire from the optical
business for the present.

at President Sommer, of the Illinois Optical
Society, at the meeting of the above society, in
Chicago, July 17th, appointed Prof. George A.
Rogers, of Chicago, as delegate to the convention
of the American Association, which convenes in
Boston, August 19t11-21st, and 0. C. Lamphear, of
Galesburg, as alternate.

,pt Ed. E. Dammers, the Providence, R. I.,
optician, has recently been appointed president of
the Rhode Island Order of Eagles. Mr. Dammers
is quite prominent in several secret fraternities, and
this appointment is the result of the active interest

he has taken in the society which has conferred
upon him his most recent honor.

.4 The secretary of the Rochester Optical
Club, Rochester, N. Y., has mailed a circular letter

to the opticians in the cities and towns within easy

reach of Rochester, including Buffalo, Niagara
Falls, etc., inviting them to become members of

the club. The initiation fee is two dollars and

yearly dues are three dollars, payable quartes ly in

advance.

Henry Kirstein, the well-known jobber, of

Rochester, N. Y., has been kept busy for the past

few weeks receiving congratulations on a fine baby

boy that made its appearance at his home on June

12th. The heir apparent has been named after its

grandfather, Edward Mark, the founder of the

present firm of E. Kirstein Sons Co. As this is

the first boy baby that the stork has brought to the

families of either of the Kirstein boys, its advent

has been a matter of gratification to the parents.

41 Dr. George W. Ludwig, the well-known

jeweler and oculist, of Chambersburg, Pa., suc-

cumbed to intestinal tuberculosis recently at the

University Hospital, Baltimore, Md. Deceased

wag only forty-six years old and had been ailing

for six months. He was born in. Chambersburg

and had been connected with the jewelry business

for a period of thirty years. He studied medicine

in the Maryland University, from which he gradu-

ated in 1898, his business being superintended in
the meantime by W. H. Ludwig.

An optical society has been organized in
Ohio, which gives promise of being one of the most
substantial State organizations in the country. The
support of well nigh every optician in the State has
been enlisted, and in order to facilitate the work of
organization, Ed. L. Jones, of Sandusky, the ener-
getic secretary, requests all optical practitioners in
the State to furnish him with their full name and
address.

Programme of the Fifth Annual Con-
vention of the American Associa-

tion of Oticians

To be held at the American House, Boston,
Mass., August 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1902 :

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19.
9 A. m.—Reception of visiting opticians and mem-

bers, registration and tiling of railroad cer-
tificates with clerk at headquarters. Room
opposite the exhibition hall, first floor. In-
spection of exhibits.

1.30 P. m.—Convention called to order by the
president. Address of welcome, by Edwin P.
Wells, Boston, Mass. Response, by I tarry P.
Holmes, first vice-president. Annual address
of the president, John H. Ellis, South Bend,
Ind. Reading of the minutes of the last meet-
ing, Ed. L. Jones, secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.
Report of treasurer, C. A. Longstreth, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Reports of standing committees,
by chairman of committee. Report of special
committee on drafting a plan of reorganization,
B. B. Clark, Rochester, N. Y. Paper, " Our
Duty to Our Profession," Gustavus Kahn,
Winneconne, Wis. New business. (All mo-
tions are requested to be made in writing and
presented to the secretary.)

7.30 P. In.—Lecture, " Optics in Astronomy," Wor-
cester R. Warner, Cleveland, Ohio. Lecture,
" Anatomy and Physiology of the Eye," Earl
J. Brown, Geneva Optical Co., Chicago, Ill.
Paper, " On Advertising," Wm. E. Huston,
Chicago, Ill. Paper, C. M. Jenkins, Richmond,
Ind. Paper, F. L. Swart, Auburn, N. Y.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20.

8.30 A. m.—Inspection of exhibits.
to A. M.—Report of the board of regents, John C.

Eberhardt, chairman, Dayton, Ohio. Paper,
" Psychology and Light," Nelson K. Standart,
Detroit, Mich. Paper, W. W. Bissell, Roches-
ter, N. Y. New business.

1.15 r. Al.—Paper, " Myopia," L. G. Amsden,
Toronto, Canada. Paper, Wm. A. Earle, M.D.,
Boston. Paper, "The Origin and Cause of
Reflex Action," Sam'l S. Grant, Montreal.
Canada. Paper, C. M. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind,
Balance of the afternoon to be used by the
local entertainment committee.

7.15 P. m.—Paper, Geo. A. Rogers, Chicago, Ill.
Paper, " The Science which Underlies the Op-
tician's Art," R. M. Lockwood, Chicago, Ill.
Paper, " Is a Black-list Needed ?" L. L. Fergu-
son, New York, N. Y. Paper, John C. Eber-
hardt, Dayton, Ohio. Paper, W. E. Burpee,
Manchester, N. H.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21.

8.30 A. M.—Inspection of exhibits.
10 A. m.—Discussion on the plan of reorganization.

Lecture, " Diseases of the Retina," Earl J.
Brown, Chicago, Ill. Unfinished business.
New business.

1.30 P. m.—Papers, too late to be assigned. Elec-
tion of officers. Unfinished business.

7.30 P. ni.—Banquet.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22.

9.15 A. M.—The members will assemble in the
hotel and prepare to take the trip to snake a
visit to the factory of the American Optical
Co., Southbridge.

Saturday an excursion will be made to Providence,
where the big plant of the Gorham Manufac-
turing Co., and jewelry and optical factories
will be visited.

Next Convention Meeting Place

There are two places being discussed
for holding the iyo3 convention of the
American Association of Opticians, Wash-
ington, D. C., and Atlantic City, N. J.,
and the selection of either seems desirable
for a variety of reasons. It is generally
agreed that the 1904 convention will go to
St. Louis on account of the World's Fair to
be held there at that date. This makes it
advisable to hold the convention next year in
another section of the country.

The advantages of the national capitol
for conventions are many. It is accessible to
all sections except the very far West ; advan-
tageous railroad rates can be secured, and
the city itself is so full of interesting and
instructive places and things of interest that
a convention therein never fails to attract a
good attendance—even those who have visited
the city can always find enough of interest in
it to wish to go again. As Congress would
not be in session there would be no trouble
in securing the necessary hotel accommo-
dation in August. Atlantic City as the
greatest seashore resort in the country is
getting to be a great convention center.
During the past month about a dozen great
trades meetings have been held there. This
popular resort now attracts visitors from all
over the country who never seem to tire of
its unrivaled attractions. During the summer
and early fall seasons the railroads make an
extremely low rate for excursions, the fare
from many places being placed as low as one
rate for both ways.

Should Atlantic City be selected, it
would be advisable, however, to hold the
convention during the first week in Sep-
tember rather than in August, as during the
latter month the resort is so crowded as to
make it difficult to secure hotel accommo-
dations at one place for any number.

The advantages of both places named
are many, and we believe the association
would make no mistake in selecting either.

"The Key to sight Testing"
The latest addition to the treatises on refraction

is " The Key to Sight Testing," the authors being
two well-known English opticians, Harry L. Taylor
and Wiliam S. Baxter, and the publishers J. & H.
Taylor, Birmingham, England. The volume is an
imposing, strongly-bound one of some 350 pages,
tasteful in typography and printed on fine paper.
It is divided into three sections entitled : The Eye,
The Testing Room, and The Workshop. The first
two sections cover well-trodden ground, the sub-
jects being satisfactorily and clearly treated, though
more method in compilation and much less probity
of expression would have increased its value to the
student. The third section, The Workshop, is time
most valuable part of the work, containing as it
does very excellent suggestions on mechanical
optics.

The Cross Retino-Skiameter

This high-class shadow-test instrument will be
exhibited at the Boston convention, and will be
demonstrated daily from 9 to to o'clock A. n. in
room 51 of the "American House." —Adv.



SPECIALTIES in OPTICAL GOODS I
The New Spectacle -LAURANCE ff

This Bridge has two points of pressure and distributes the
weight and does not rest on crest of nose—leaves no mark.

rTh

GOLD FILLED 10 K. Seamless, Guaranteed 10 Years.

"THE LAURANCE.,,

PATENT APPLIED POE.
This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the

looses so that it is impossible for them to rub.

LENSES WE MANUFACTURE ANEXTENSIVE VARIETY.
SPECIAL LENSES of Any Size or Focus Made.

12 Dozen FirstQuality
Interchangeable Peri-
scopic Convex, 1 Eye,
in handsome cherry
polished case,
$12.00 per gross pairs.

Second Quality do. do., 9.00 " " 66

Send for reduced It Price-List.

Spencer Optical Institute

Superior Finish, all styles. Skeleton from $3.50 to $6.50 dozen.

PLATI11111411 A SUPERIOR QUALITY STYLE AND FINISHEXTRA FINE WHITE METAL of HIGH TEMPERTHAT WILL NOT RUST OR CORRODE.

aiffi HMO G U A RNAONT co T E D 
TARNISH.

..$1.75 T0$3.50 PER DOZ.

NICKEL SILVER WILL NOT RUST.HIGH FINISH
In Straight or Riding Bow

and Eyeglasses. FROM$1.25 Tos2 25

REVOLUTION IN RING MAKING

The recognized Optical School for
Business Men, Thorough Attendant and
Correspondence Course.

Send for Prospectus.
This Course is worth $1000 to you

and practically costs nothing.

Dr. fignew's Great German Ege Water

The Prize-Winners.
Paris, 1900. Buffalo, 1901.

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES

All Styles, $10 to $100.
Send for descriptive supplement.

Price, $19.50 per gross, $1.63 per dozen.
Send for Sample Dozen.

in Celluloid, Extra High
Power Lenses. Will not
tarnish nor oxidize.
Handsomest and Strongest.

Made in three colors, Shell, Onyx and Ivory.

READING
GLASSES

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING Co., 15 Maiden Lane, NewYork N.Y.

Our Story is Too Long
to Tell Here.

Our handsome illustrated catalogue,
520 pages, bound in cloth, and occasional
circulars of new goods tell the story of
what we sell in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks, Silverware, Optical Goods, Etc., Etc.

Our large illustrated catalogue of Tools,
Materials, Etc., for Watchmakers, Jewelers
and Opticians tells that part of our story.

We have been established 26 years,
carry one of the largest stocks and sell all
goods at the lowest prices. If you want a
reliable house where you can get your orders
filled promptly and correctly at lowest prices,
wrile us. This request is made only to retail
jewelers as we do no business with others.
Write,

LAPP & FLERSHFM
Department C,

195, 197, 199 State St., Chicago, III., U. S. A.

Jobbers of Everything Needed by Jewelers

Boyden Patent Ring Tray

Made of celluloid in C, sizes. For sale by Jobber

size x Pi For 0 ling,., nu per iluzen,
" x 12' " 8 " 7.01. ■•
" 5 x "0 " 12 " Nun
" 5 x " 16 " 10.1.111 "
" 7',/t x " 18 " 11.00 " "
" 7,4 x 12' 24 " 12.00 " "
Canis, size 2",2 x For I
F.S.BOYDEN & CO..134 E.Madtson St-Chicago

Munn Diet ii ring Jewelers, Medal Makers.
Inaniund NImititings. Repairing quickly
and carefully done. Try US.

If you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing
solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your

jobber for the

Gold Solder
and refuse all substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, Mo.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to nt
Americ en
Stem-Wind
Movements

Tidd's Staffs
are American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock anD
Foot Jewels
(,tiaranlecd

perfectly true—
trued to hole. Every jewel
inspected. $1.25 doz.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, swiss and A 111Prienu Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
BB State Street, Chicago.

Sc.nd for Our New Price-List.

TIDD & CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

Fancy Cluster Rings Made in One Piece.

E--OSITIVELY NO

SOLDER USED.

Over 500 Different Styles.

Their Good Points: 

1s5—Made in one piece.
2d' —No solder used.
3d —No blackening of fingers on account of solder.
4".—No weak places to break.
5th —No tarnishing of joints.
6th —Cost 20 per cent. less to make and you get the benefit.

We make no rings under i o K. and stamp all our One Piece
Clasped Hand sign.

(r1Ve

Rings with aa

We make over 500 styles and are adding new ones every week.
Ask your Jobbers for them ; if he does not handle them, write us and we will
you the names of Jobbers who do. Yours very truly,

CHAS. F. DAMM & CO.
Manufacturing Jewelers

SELECTION PACKAGES SENT TO JOBBERS. Buffalo, N. V.



HA. C. BARD & Co.
\

\ , • 

Importers and Cutters of

li/7". DIAMONDS

Trade-Mark

4-t-s•--.41.--40- set- se- 4- -11».41r-•-• 740-■■■■-•-•-•

Loose Goods Our Specialty
Tile ke011ogt diamond buyers send us their orders.

er mounted goods on memo. to responsible dealers.

Columbus Memorial
Building 103 State St., Chicago

See •p■Stial ad, olt page 1IIJC, Sareruber, IUUI, Is.,
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjuster
is t h., result of many years ex-
p.' i.•occ. It can be fitted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, nr I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. 1 doz., assorted sizes,
solid 10 K. gold, $3.75. or Y,
doz.,assorted sizes, for $2.00;.nI

" 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes.BSc. (Sc. extra if registered.) For samples, a
small size gold and medium size metal will besent for 40 ets., or at IliedillIn large size gold and
large size metal for 50 vents. Address,
CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

LOUIS J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
. 809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor ) (Established 1892.1

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning-

Silver and Plated Ware.
PLATING and COLORING in any finish of

WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

1w.. Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

±I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.
== 
=

f-. I buy stocks of jewelry f4

E
for cash. E

=
=_ =

;7- Correspondence Confidential. E
_

O. KLEIN,== E.205 Cray street,
=
= Kriosxville., Term._

ilIlllIlIlIuuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiij

En DI
& SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM PIETZ TO THE TRADE

1530 CHESTNUT ST PHILADELPHIA.

TYPEWRITING
ti- began with the

1.1 Remington,
,P .‘- and the

MODEL No. 1. (1874).

REMINGTON
stands to-day for , 'ter-

all that is .qff i
best in

MC )1/1: L No.6. 11902).

TYPEWRITING
W y c k of f , Seamans dt Benedict,

I 0,5 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

Ike only simple and interchangeable arrange-
ment. Can be applied to any job ring.

Special Notice
We carry complete line formerly
sold by Zimmern, Rees & Co., also
line of Ladies' and ( 'I ldren' s Fancy
Rings; Gentlemen's Stone and
Cameo Rings.

GLOBE LEVER and LINK LEVER.
Button Back.

For Hard-Soldering. Post can
be attached to any button.
Made in Solid (told Shoe anti Post, Gold

Shoe, German Silver l'ost, Gold Filled Shoe and
Post and Silver Shoe and Post.

J. Bulova,
Manufacturing Jeweler,

51-53 Maiden Lane,
NEW YORK.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker of Fine Tools and Dies for the Dale
Lion 13uilding, Filth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, OHIO Monarch Engraving Blocks

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
You can't afford to let your
watch work worry or annoy
)ou. Send it to us.

DEMAGNETIZING.

W. H. Craft,
319 main Sired, Buffalo, N.Y.

Foot Power Lathes.

{
Correct in principle.

High grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

f he Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.
This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a tine of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

••■■•■••

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone.

No. 109. Price, 50 cents.

Ne. 35.1. l'riee, 25 cents.

ADVERTISING CUTS 
greatly increase the value of newspaper, circular or
booklet advertising. We have a large line of cuts to
suit all kinds of advertisements and every line of
jewelry and optical goods. They were specially
designed for the use of jewelers and opticians, and
the cost is mcrely nominal. A sheet of illustrations,
with prices, will be sent on request.

All orders for cuts must be accompanied by the cash.
Order by the number.

The Keystone,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 133. Price, 50 cents.

No. 217. Price, 35 cents.

Did it Ever Happen to You,
Mr. Jeweler?

That you were compelled to meet department and dry goods store competition?
We carry a line of inexpensive, sightly, up-to-date jewelry with which you

may successfully combat this competition. Such as
Brooches, Studs, Fobs,
Bracelets, Collar Buttons, Vest Chains,
Lorgnettes, Optical Goods,
Lockets, Waist Pin Sets,
Rings, Neck Chains,
Stud Sets, Charms,

Drop us a postal for our catalogue.

Scarf Pins,
Emblem Goods,
Cuff Buttons,

Etc.

Holsman & Alter, Wholesale Jewelers,

120-128 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

iliggins' Wan-01mM Machine
Ft. Worth, Tex.,

April 14, '02.
Mn. J. J. IluatiNs,
Du Quoin, Ill.

Dear Sir ;—
After givingyonr

maeliinea thorough
test, we consider it
quite a suocess and
would not be with-
out it for twice the
prim.
We can give the

machine a most
hearty reeommett-
dal ion.

Yours truly,
J. E. MicrcitELL Co.

A revolution in watch cleaning has been brought about by this
machine. It does the work much better than by hand, and with its
aid you can clean any watch in from five to seven minutes.

It saves time and trouble, and obviates the possibility of. injury
to the movement or loss of the parts. It will add to your income,
reputation, comfort and leisure. It is easily understood and simple in
operation. Every watchmaker who examines it concedes its efficiency.
The illustration shows the inner mechanism of the machine, with the
parts of the watch in position ready for cleaning. A child can do
the rest.

The price of the machine complete is $25.00.

J. J. Hi Patentee andgginc•, DManufacturer, u Quoin, Ill.

L. A. Littlefield,
Manufacturer of

TROPHY CUPS
and other Specialties in

Fine Silver Plate.
FACTORY—New Bedford, Mass,

Write for NM) Catalogue.

$1111).00 HOWARD
luu— MOVEMENTS for

HOWARD No. to. 18 SIZE.
Nickel, divided three-quarter 'date, finely damaskeened, patent pendant setting and windingdevice, 17 tine ruby jewels, raised gold sell in is, hardened and tempered steel barrel, compensationbalance, adjusted to temperature, isoehrenism and position, patent regulator, hardened andtempered Bregitet hairspring, poised pallet, patent C111111011 pinion and center arbor, double sunkdial, roller action sight cut. Factory price, $too.00.

We offer above movements in Open-Face only at $30 each, net cash. We
will alter 18 size gold, gold filled, silver or nickel Open-Face Cases to fit thesemovements free of charge. Send cases with your order at our expense. We
pay express both ways. Movements are guaranteed new, fresh from the
factory and in perfect order, or no sale. Terms, net spot cash.

Rogers, Thurman & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers,

125 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

INliniatn re fae-simile of our new catalogue.

Learning to Engrave
and making a successful

Engraver, depends on the in-
struetions received at school.
Mr. Richard 0. Kandler has had
charge of the Designing and
Engraving Department of one
of the largest jewelry manufac-
turing houses for over 7 years.
Ile then took charge of The
Jewelers' School of Engraving
in 1889, and has been at the head
of this now famous school ever
since. The trade recognizes
him as the leading engraving
instructor. Would it not pay
you to place yourself under his
care and receive his personal in-
structions? If you are interested
in taking a course in the art,
apply for catalog, giving full in-
formation regarding terms, etc.
Correspondence solicited.

THE JEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,
OVER 1000 GRADUATES Suite Inc, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

Reduced fac-simile of the cover of a hook, the title of which explains itself.
Price, ONE DOLLAR, special discount of so per cent. during the next 30 days.
Jewelers sending me their engraving will receive one copy free of charge.

RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Engraver to The Trade,
Suite 1119 Masonic Temple. Chicago. Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention.
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Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' Auctioneers

37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Do You Need Money? Do You Need it Now?
We can sell for you profitably, from $2000 to $6000 per week, any

time of the year, any kind of weather, and in almost any kind of town
or city.

We can frequently sell more new goods at auction in a week than
you can sell in a year and make a larger per cent. profit.

We do not run in a lot of shoddy, sell that and leave you with your
old goods on hand, but sell your goods, and make a special effort on
your worst stock.

If you wish to retire from business we will sell everything abso-
lutely clean.

If you wish to continue in business, we will double your clientage
of customers, increase your prestige and make yours the most popular
store in town.

We are not only experienced auctioneers but experienced jewelers
as well, with a thorough knowledge of all goods pertaining to the
jewelry business, including all kinds of 13ric-a-Brac, Fine China,
Bronzes, Cut Glass, etc.

In proof of the fact that our methods will build up your trade, we
would be glad to refer you to jewelers for whom we make sales every
two to five years.

Our booklet, "Solving a Problem," tells the story in full. It is
yours for the asking.

A Note of Warning to the Trade
During the months of November and December last year, I actually was forced to turn

down one hundred and twenty-three applications from Jewelers who wanted to make sales, as
my time was all taken long before. This notice is sent you with the idea of calling your attention
to the fact that you cannot get a good man at any time you happen to want him. Good men are
scarce and much wanted, therefore, if you contemplate a sale, better commence corresponding at
once regarding it. As to the desirability of a sale, I will say nothing, simply leave it to those I
have sold for to tell you. The clippings below are a sample of what I can send you.

/NOM THE 0,ICE OF
RICE, SHARPLEY & SONS,

MR. P. E. Pol.; Fond du Lac, Wis. 
MONTREAL, CANADA. 

APRIL 1, 1902.
Dear Sir :—As I have now about closed up the estate of Messrs. Rice, Sharpley & Sons, I desire to express mysatisfaction and thanks to you, with which the executors join me, for the able and successful manner in which youconducted the two sales which you held for us in December and March last. The December sale being so very satisfactory

to the late Mr. Fred. Sharpley that upon his death we at once decided that there was no way in which we could dispose ofthe stock, amounting to $35,000, to such advantage as by an auction sale, and that our relations with you had been sosatisfactory that you were the person we should have to conduct the same, and we are pleased to state that the resultshave proven our judgment to have been correct in both instances, the whole of the stock consisting of diamonds, gold and
silver jewelry and watches, sterling silver and „plated ware, bric-a-brac, bronzes glass chandeliers, FIXTURES ANDABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING IN 'THE HOUSE BEING DISPOSED OF IN THE VERY SHORT TIME OF THIRTEENDAYS, with results which are highly satisfactory to us and, I may also add, to the patrons who attended the sale, judging
from the manner in which they attended front day to day up to the last evening, when there was only the fixtures left to
be sold. These people were principally the same people who attended the December sale, and a great many of them
expressed their satisfaction to us at the manner in which the sale was conducted and of the confidence they had in you,' they never hesitating to bid on anything, not even the boxes, knowing that you had not misrepresented anything and
gave them value for their money.

Therefore, I have much pleasure in recommending you to any party contemplating an auction sale, both as to yourability to get satisfactory results, also as to the manner in which you conduct the same, being strictly business all the
time, with enough jokes to liven matters up and please your customers. Should you ever come to Montreal again to dobusiness I ant sure that you will receive a hearty welcome from the customers and friends that you made at our store.
Again thanking you for your services in our behalf, I am Yours truly, (Signed) II. A. CI.Euiloas,

Manager for Rice, Sharpley & Sons.
In liquidation.

FROM THE OFFICE OF
OLMSTED 81. HURDMAN,

OTTAWA. CANADA. MAY 1, 1902.
TO OUR HEAVILY LADEN BRETHREN WHO ARE WEARY OF CARRYING A STOCK THAT WILL NOT

PAY THEM A SIX PER CENT. DIVIDEND, OR WHO WISH TO GET OUT OF BUSINESS AND PREFER TOHAVE THE MONEY AT THEIR DISPOSAL.
We werejust in this condition and had to do something, and after mature deliberation we employed the services

of Mr. P. E. Pope, jewelers' auctioneer, of Chicago. We feel sure that had we secured any other we would certainly have
been robbed, as the public are always anxious to get all they can for their money, but with Mr. Pope's tact he stood between us and the robbers and we came out on top. (Inc sale under hismanagement, although we had direct opposition, was an entire success. What we wish to emphasize most is Mr. Pope's ability to get fair prices in the face of another sale going on where the goodswere being slaughtered, also the entire absence of any misrepresentation. We might also add, that it is even a pleasure to 30 business since the sale, as we have not bad a single instance of a kickcoming front any one who had bought goods which they might have thought bad been misrepresented. MR. POPE IS SURELY THE KING OF AUCTIONEERS TO-DAY.

(Signed) OLMSTED A IEURDMAN.
NN'RITH FOR INFORMATION.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Toronto, Can., Chicago,
260 Arthur St. 11 Stewart Bldg.

Fond-du-Lac,
Wis.

The
Best
Auction
Season

is right now.
Clears out old
stock at a profit
—gives you capi-
tal to buy new
goods—assures a
successful h 01 i -
day trade. I
guarantee a suc-
cessful sale. My
references are the
wholesale jewelry
houses of Kansas
City, Mo., and
hundreds of sat-
isfied retail jewel-
ers. Write me
at once.

D. 0. HERNDON
Jewelers' Realizer

Office, 505 New York Life Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.Telepl  2341.

0_1 3

F you intend doing your own Engrav-
ing during the coming holiday season,
it is time you was thinking of brush-
ing up on this particular branch.

We teach the art of Letter and Ionogram
Engraving- in the most practical manner, in the
shortest possible time and at small cost. We have
had wonderful success with our one, two and three
months' pupils.
We have put on the .market a series of five

steel plate engravings, containing over too exclu-
sive designs of Monof-rrams, Fancy Letters, etc.
You cannot afford to l.)e without this valuable col-
lection. The price is $1.25. We also have an en-
graved copy and transfer plate, 5 X 21/2 , containing
the old English, script and block letter alphabets,
box of our Excelsior transfer wax, with special
transfer paper and full directions for using. Price
for the outfit, $1.00.

Send for our little booklet.
telling all about our institution.
Correspondence Solicited.

Illinois College of Engraving
A. J. CLOW, Prop.

Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

Mr. Jeweler, Do You Need
A Lift?

Possibly they're not coming just right. It may be the fault of thetown. It may be the location. It may be the stock. It may be themethods. You have a feeling that something is wrong. The goodskeep accumulating. Cash is scarce. Business drags. What's to be
done?

In a case like this, the short cut to Easy Street for that lagging
business of yours is plain as the road to mill—send a lettcr to

W. P. HAMLIN, America's Leading
Jewelry Auctioneer,

and you will receive by return mail full information as to the terms and
conditions upon which my sales are conducted, also other information
that may prove of great value to you in your business.

I have conducted more successful jewelry auctions than any other
living man. My field of operations has been from Maine to California,
and covering a period of over twenty years. When I undertake a sale
I guarantee success. My many testimonial letters and bank references
are a sufficient assurance to those who do not already know me, of my
ability to make good.

I am a busy man. My time is usually booked months ahead.
I 
January 

naIspto.sition to take on two or three more sales between now and

A rattling good sale just now would get your stock in elegant
shape for the holidays. NA/rite me.

ADDRESS ALI. COMMUNICATIONS TO

W. P. Hamlin, 28 State St., Rochester, N. Y.
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LON BARNHART, Springfield. Ohio

Watch, Spectacle
and Ring
Durable, Elegant and Attractive.

BEST SIONS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give close,personal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness in v motto. Send for my printed
Price-Lint, which is free for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg. CHICAGO

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME, RECEPTION. BREA n i•ST CARDS, ETC.

MONOGRAMS CND CRESTS oo WATCHES
AND FINE J EWELRY TOCC TOADE

FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER
722 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1093 PARIS, 1889 BERNE, 10139

A large stock of new
CH ROSONI ICTEns always OH
hand ; also second-hand Chro.
nometers made up equal to

'11N1`r 
new fur rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
' I pairing, springing and

_ adjusting Ehronome:
ters, also tine Watch
repairing for the trade

1,-.41110 C A.GEISSLER,
Successor to 11.11. Heinrich
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.Charts, etc.

TH EN „
M R.

F. W. SCHULER, Principal. 1213-15 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,

prospectus ; it will give you full Intone:awn.

mikwerie,Eztirvieve;e;nri,,esiJEne,11 enrlosotrprOapc tt cc inai nilsattittenutdionoluiri

Read ad. on page 588, this issue, Offin send for our

NOW I f you desire to become a thorough, practical Watch-

If you get an order fur a

HAIR CHAIN
send the Hair to me and 1 will make same
promptly.

F. J. LOEPER,
325 Ridge St., Lansford, Pa.

Establish, ISS5, Send fir (

Will payHighest Spot Cash
Price for Entire Stocks of
Jewelry and Art Goods

If interested, will be pleased to hear frem you.
All business and correspondence strictly confi-
dential. Address W111. M. DAVIS,

474 Broadway, New York.

JOHN WOOLLETT

O
Expert

Watchmaker
10 Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

  806

Columbus Memorial Building,
CHICAGO.

We Pay Expressage
B

Gold, Silver
anD Platinum.

ELMIRA,N. Y.
i Offers every advantage to students.

Established twelve years.
Personal instructions.

Cai Hundreds of graduates.
.7 Personal and practical instructions.

eS 
Finest building knew).
Best location..7 North light.
French plate-glass front from floor

to ceiling.
... Private tables made of solid oak.

A A beautiful city.
Fine class of students.T BEST reference known to the trade.
Course in general letter and mono-

gram engraving.
Die cutting land engraving.
"Modern Letter Engraving," S1.50

by mail.
Ask for particulars, it will pay you.

F. 1-1. REES,
Steele Memorial Building, Elmira, N.Y.

ST A 
MA

B 11.111 D S  1877S)---=.

LARGEST HiTt OF HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
DM FLOCK REPATAER•S ASSORT/17NT CABINET,eantain 50 or 100 fini.hed hairspring. complete, aliBizea1011 makes. earefolly arranged. Nil direction.. Cabinetof 511. 81.110; 100./11.75, hy nistt. Same springs, an) hilt,or make. 30 et, per doz.. 80 etc ticr half dor. SteamAnna, lloirsprinti.nlevcry demerlption. Phogihor Brun.,

Rah...print...for Electrical Inktrnments. etc.Lek ',d o LEI,. for Oh....
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

ONCE
USED,

ALWAYS
USED.

SOLD BY
TOOL

AND MATERIAL
HOUSES

rvrovw HERE.

1:11.1111IS oil I... I I 1 /I I II II
Rili intents held intact subj.,. ,•.

Schwitter 0 Kennedy,

BRUSHES
12 GREEN 

STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

PRIM SET 
COMPLETE, $2.00, PREPAID

COIGN, 
°Win! A. TT, 

WATCH OLAT. 
AuF,J

rill END EDT 
NW fORG 

ALPE S

BRISTLE RAN4 
A. 

WWSPES

F47 IPID 
COTTON WRNS

moans •OtISHIPG 
WIRES

Sweep Smelters and Assayers,

25 John Street, New York.
Works-28-32 Cumberland St., Brooklyn, N. I.
Telephone-90-1 Cori landt.

* 
r4 -•

I ,,r Scarf ins, \''■'P ;,,/ Studs and Lace
I t:. The nipst practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Price, $IM per doz. For
sale Iti• all w holesalejewelers and material houses.
Salim e by mail,25c; In 10 K. gold, 73c; 14 E.,t0.00M.CROHNonsr.srartr..488150Maiden Lane,N.Y.

G.F.Warlsworin
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing

Engli•handSols.
Cast. to take

American S. W.
etaeasran my

.peciaity.
01.0 CASES

SLI(E NNW.
Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

eoes-1414,444.ew

VISFACTioN 
OL'AXANTF.V.tt Olt ONO 

SEITM 
SOV.11

„

has purchased the entire stock, fixtures
and good-will of THE ELMORE CO.
and have added same to their already
extensive business.
With our increased facilities we are

capable of turning out the highest class
work obtainable.
Send five 2-cent stamps for one of our

beautiful sample dials and price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115. Dearborn St., CHICA(10.

Ion noo American Watches have
Abbott's Patent Stem

U 7 LI Winding Attachment
A fewmore KEY-WINDERS arestillin use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

American Watches have

The Only Collar Button
that makes :1 man happy. Easily adjosted,
never cuts the button lisle.

The Only Button
for the toe of collideel itiib ruld■er

Made but t cc o qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to its and we will give you the
names of those who do.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers.

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
526 State Street, CHICAGO.

:Ream
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Constant Van Reeth

ItEt•ETTINti,
REPAIRINt

AN13
MATCHING
A SPECIALTY

IMPORTER ana
CUTTER d
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

500, 511 an 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

ENTA111.11.018113 41) VI, is

EX PERT
WATCH MAK ER

to Trade.

loa STATE STREET
CHICAGO
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Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work.
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Plain and complicated work. Prices low.

work guaranteed. Send for Price-List.
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Small Advertisements
No :nlverthsement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under head 'lig "Situations V9 lit eil,"

ONE DENT per word for first twenty-live
words. A ddit )))) atl words and ad vertise-
Inent 5, 'Ili It EE CENTS per n ord.

Under all headings except "Sit tiatt' 
%Vented," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, Initials and abbre-
viations count its words, and ore charged
for as part Of the advertisement. No
display other than t ial letter.

If answers are to be It II.Wa rded,
!IDA age Kt amps ttttt st be enclosed.

To insure inset lion    t ate
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy 11111/it HOE later than
I he Vit 11 of each  th for insertion in
the following month's issue.

The real it; • and address of every
II dvertiser most ace pany the copy of
lie advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
11111.4 send 15 PelitS if they desire a copy
of the paper in whieli t heir ad vertime-
tient. appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19111 & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Levier 1111* hemline. ONE CENT arr want, tar aro

twraty•th I. Word.. A adllionol meril.nad tonerttsrersts,
T1110.F. CENTS per ward. No advertisement Ins ttttt I
far less than 24 A,ats.

VOUNG man wishes to finish trade with a good
watchmaker ; Iowa, Minnesota or South

Dakota pref. Best of refs. "S 49," care
Keystone.
ItY competent watchmaker, jeweler and miles-
" man in South Dakota, Nebraska, 31iiinesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa or I iliutoin, Young mail, of
good habits. . tddress, Box 261, Tyler, Minn.
tti traveling salesman. Will travel in United

States or Canada. Will accept position at
once, Age 30 ; 15 yearn' exp. in jewelry store.
A. C. Brown, Delmar, Del.
VOUNG man, 22, 4 years' exp., wants to finisfi

trade with some good workman. Southern
State pref. 11K 13," care Keystone.
ItY young man. First-class engraver, letter and
" monogram die-cutter. Charles Scheldt, $78
Eighth Street, Troy, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler, 10 years' pee-
" Heal exp., with tine Het of tools, wants situ-
ation OM. 1st. l'refer 311snouri or Illinois.
" 30," care Keystone.
iS traveling salesman by young man having

I horough knowledge of jewelry business in
Ill its breeches. Ago 21); single ; good refs.
., i,,.01," earl: Keystone.

'Ill refractionist, accurate frame
lidjuster, valuable of managing an optical

department. I Ittve own optical instruments.
ieed salesaliall„ good ref. " E 12," earn Keystone.

young man an watchoutker,.grattuate
mid engraver ; tito.s, bench, trial

case, oplit lialmemeter and le honest
and reliable. " W 19," care Keystone.

1")'1 T ION RA nasistant Watehinaker and en-
graver. Some exp. with large city house.

hilt-edge refs. " P 29," care Keystone.
AS assintant watchmaker, jeweler, clock re-
it tinker and plain engraver. Own tools, good
ref. "'I' 23," care Keystone.
t.' RADUATE uwatentaker, Jeweler, optician and
11 plain engraver. Ref. furnished. State
salary In first letter. 6 years' exp. " L $0,"
care Keystone.
YEAT appearing young man, strictlytemperate ;
11 watchmaker, general repairer, good sales-
man end engraver. Best of refs. as to honesty,
etc. Blake W. Gardner, 131aine, Mich.
A Guot) engraver, successful optician, FrenchLI and A merivan clock and jewelry repairer
would like a permanent position. 12 years exp.;
aectuttenied to window trimming and waiting
on trade. Will send samples of engraving and
give refs. on request. A. Landes, TituavIlle, Pa.
11t )SITION in Oklahoma or Southwest by expert
1 optician and watchmaker. Have test case
and tools. $20 weekly, or salary and com-
mission. Highly recommended. P. B. Rowe,
Trinidad, Colo.

IS traveling salesman for a good, reliable firm.
La AIII a hustler, and believe can work up it
good trade. Northwest prof. "S 50," care
Keystone.
HY a German jeweler, 42 years old, now or later.

D. Drape, 333 N. 'tenth Street, Waco, Texas.
ItY a young man, chance to finish trade. Ex-

perienced on clocks and jewelry, also some
watch cleaning. Some exp. In optical work.
" II 40," care Keystone.
yoUNG man, age 21, wishes a position after
1 Sept. 1st as watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
and cp ntiela. Just finished a course in best
Itoroligiol school in United Staten. Good ref.
furnished. Will go any place to work. " I 28,"
care Key  

ATOSITIoN as second watchmaker by young
man, with some chance to learn. 20 years

of age; good habits. " C 31," care Keystone.
THOROUGHLY competent refractionist, phor-

oscoplst and frame titter. Regular graduate ;
special course under one of the masters. Expert
on prescription work. National hank as refs.
71 South Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
VIRST-CLASS watchmaker, tine engraver, Jew-
,' eler, 24 years' exp. Steady, softer, index-
trious ; Al on high grade watches. " K 18,"
care Keystone.
1tY watchmaker, 12 years' exp. on railroad
LI watches. Repair Swiss watches, plain en-
graver ; permanent position. (bowl habits, good
ref.; mingle. '2103 Fourth Ave., Rock island, Ill.
1tY idock-keeper and salenwoman with reliable
U Jewelry store ; several years' exp. Hers.;
Colorado or Southwest pref. Salary reasonable.
"S 47," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER graduate optician, plain en-
" graver wottid like steady position in Chicago
by Dot. 1st. Best of refs. front present em-
ployer. "S 46," care Keystone.
HY a first-class mfg. jeweler RIIII
1' setter and general polisher. State salary in
first reply. I tun no engra5er. " I. 27," care
Keystone.
QEPT. tat, young man, best refs., as assistant
LI watchmaker, engraver or optician-01W or
all—with chance of advancement. Only first-
Class houses need reply. Geo. D. Meade, Oswego,
New York.

WATCHMAKER and salesman ; young
al- man, single; 10 years' exp. in stoi.e, do
plain engraving, will be open for position by
10th of Sept. Western States prel. "15 17,
care Keystone. _

Ornut AN and Jewelry salesman, having 15years' PSI,. aiiil ItilderStillItt 110111 brilltitieS
thoroughly ; .51 salesman and it hustler. I ilt
edge ref. " 11 :i9," care 1:eystillio..

111.' young mau us salesman in iii ibis. joffi elry
house or retail mere, A ) ears' exp. Ilest ref.

Address, P. O. Box ta, [target (Mown, l'a.
pNGIC.1 V Kit, young lad v, will accept
LI about Sem. 1st as leiter and monogram
engraVIT. t'iii naoto. and samples write Landis
School of Engraving, Det ii iit, Mielt.
qTEADY young man, geed salesman, wants
" place to learn watchmaking and jewelry
repairing. Age 2... Will go any place. F. .f.
Dion, Kane, Pa.
A POSITION by an Al watchmaker, good en-
t5 graver awl opi Han, e diploma also best
of refs., with a tirst-class house in the Western
States. Address, "11. F.," general delivery,
San Franeisee, Cal.
YOUNG man in New England would like chance

• 

to act as second watchmaker. Would prefer
position in New England States. " C 32," care
Keystone.
f1,03IPETENT, thorough watelimaker, 'ii graver,
✓ jeweler, optician, salesina I I want s permanent
position Sept. 15th. Bradley 11.o.ologh.al emirse
and 10 years' exp. Married, no bad habits ;
refs.; tools. W. II. Fish, 107 N. Elizabeth,
Peoria, Ill. 

1 ANY first-class Western house desiring line
11 watchmaker that can repair, jewel and
adjust watches—get good prices, satisfy custom-
ers—can secure one with 14 years' exp.-5 in
city on railroad watches. " P 27," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician and plain
11 engraver desires position Oct. 1st. Have
tools, best of refs.; North-central States pref.
"Ma K. 6," care Keystone.
9Q YEARS' exp., satisfaction guaranteed ; no
Liu had habits. Willing to come and show
what I can do. State wages; age 42. J. G.
Carnahan, Oxford, Ind. 
WATCHMAKER, optician, first-class ; strictly
1, honest, steady, no led habits. 25 years'
exp., 39 years oid, German-Amerieati ; tools,
American lathe. Wish full charge—can increase
your blindness. Can test and fit glasses. Address,
Dreher, 2382 Eighth A ye., New York City.
YOUNG man, with exp., fine refs. and tools,

• 

desires situation as watch and jewelry
repairer and engraver on or about Sept. 1st.
"C 33," care Keystone.
11Y good watchmaker and plain engraver. Own
LI tools, best refs., wages moderate. Address,
"B 55," care Keystone.
YOUNG. man, Al watchmaker anti jeweler and
"L stone-setter and line repair work. Gilt-edge
ref. " H 32," care Keystone.
Hy letter and monogram engraver. Best refs.
H "II :15," care Keystone.
1/Y first-class watchmaker, experienced in work
I/ on railroad watches. 11' ill furnish best refs.
Central or Western States pref. Geo. Cochron,
Ellis, Kans.
QITUATION by first-class watchmaker, who Is
" experienced in railroad work and in adjust-
ing fine watches. Refs. are the best. " I' 25,"
care Keystone.
(1001) letter and monogram engraver desires
U position. Samples on application. Alex.
Lathlean, 1110 Masonic, Temple, Chicago.
yOUNG men, 22, will quit bench for ponition as
I traveling salesman ; ref. Or as first-elaas
engraver anti assistant watchmaker. " I' 20,"
care Keystone.
A JEWELER, 12 years' exp., desires a position
a on the road with jewelry or material homes.
"J. IL," 223 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas.
HY watchmaker and jeweler, 13 years' exp.
" Own tools. Northern Texas pref. Box 98,
Flatonia, Texas.

Hy designer and general letter and monogram
U engraver ; ornamental and souvenir work
done. Position with opportunity to perfect
style in copper-plate engraving desirable.
Address, J. Wilbur Ellsmore, 703 Fourteenth
Street, Denver, Colo.

1145SITUATIONS WANTED.
PLO '1: NI A K Elt want ia

house. Do all
quartet-1m,tr strike, eh
clocks. "S 51," eare I■■
RI Y Oct. 15th, stead.,
u watch manurial how,
9 years' exp. with n at t•1
wages. Pittsburg 11. r, •

ig a position 0 ith first-
kinds of line French

init., carriage and hall

1 h .1, as totleStnall in
5 Itel -a le and retail ;

1:e1. Please state
" I KPyS(10/11.,

HELP WANTED.
THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

VIRS'E-CLAsS jeweler Mitt (11111111,111 I -.11 ten
C 'Must be good on new special old, I iiork ;
one who can do engraving pref. Stale salary
mid fiull partieulars. E. G. callant, IV 'ditto,
Kansas.

il•Co II 1.1. competent watchmaker and
engraver. State opialilieat ions, age, married

or single, and wages a•ked. Permanent posi-
tion. E. It. 3111.en , 1;0 ( St.,Itinglitunton,N. Y.
111ATCH M.\ K Elt and optician ; Scandinavian

pref. State salary, ref. etc. 0. A. Johnson,
Elbow bake,
rx pl.:RIF:N(1M watchmaker , one whe can en-
I, grave pref. One who can wait All BIOCO

Stodily Bithili 30 i/C Nets'
York city. . " s. Is," care 1:eystone.
HI:II:11'1' young man N, it II few year.' exp., ivlFo
I, can Wait OH P11,1.0041,, I. je,, ell ■ jobbing
and some engraving. Salary Ill'" 1,101, io start,
but 'tl' rIIIIIiIv given m perfeet lii ni•ell in all
branches of engraving under eXp•rI II orlinutn.
.1. I:. Sprague, New port News, Va.

I I:ST-CLASS jeweler, especially on cluster
5i,rk and diamond ',Ding, at once. " T 24,"

care KeyStelle.
II' A 'ft 'I [MAKER awl engraver for best town in
11 North Itakem. 5Iust be good on railroad
watches and Inninogram engraving. Send refs.,
age and phole. " l III," care Keystone.

III tlt Ii.r Mid monogram engraver ; Western
11 Pen ii,y I vi II ill. " %V 20," care Keystone.
a000 watchmaker, optician and engraver at
LI once. St 'oil 1111Siti011 to satisfaetory man.
State ref. a no. sffi 1ary expected. (Irene O. Thomas,
Kirksvitil', 'III.

Ik'AT1 iiit.5 K Elt, jewelry and clock repairer at
II offic. ilIist furnish good refs. Address,
E. II. Towne, Sifiliet011, S. Oak.
1.` NI 'FN.\ V I.; It and watchmaker ; lIrst-class man
L capable of handling the twat trade. 1
be fine engraver. Refs. Geo. It. Calhoun A I 'o.,
Nashville, Tonn,
a000 watchmaker, engraver and salesman I on
U American watches). Steady, caret'ul iass,
age about '25, bv Sept. 1501. I ii e o leo I i fica i ions,
refs. and exp. In first letter. \Vago.,, TI., a neek
to commence. Bench ivork light II 1,11,EIII.

Hustler and Neel...tent salesman can inerea.e
salary by cone), innions on sales. Permanent
position for right 111/111. " Leadi lig Jeweler,"
box Ibtiquerque, N. NI.

I II lisT-ELAsS watehmaker, jewelry repairer
IL and optician. he honest, steady, of
good habits, and he abb. to give good refs.
Permanent position to the right man. Would
prefer one who is at good salesman and can do
plain engraving. AddresS, Weinberg & Co.,
1138 Sixteenth Street, Dens o•r, Coto.

single wat dim:LI:el., jeweler and ea-
u graver, capable of repairing railroad watches,
to work in Trenten, MI,. Send refs., photo. and
state salary. C. E. Ibinge, 19 l'enitsylvania,
Denver, Colo.
YOUNG man that can repair clocks ; one that

it can engrave pref. Also a man for jewelry
repairing that can engrave. Steady work to
good men. Fire-class refs. necesmary. It. C.
Tankful, New Brunswick, N. J.
TRAVELING salesman, experienced man Only ;
I for diamond, watch and jewelry stork.
Western Pennsylvania and Ohio. iood opening
for first-class IMUI. Ad., Box 211, Pa.

FIRS'r-CL.\ SS Ieweler and engra, or. it list 1.10
line wail:mail and A I engraver. I ;nnd ,alary

find permanent " i iii," II re Keystone.

FIliST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver toivoork 4/11 percentage. L. E. Ising, Danbury,
Connect tent.

AT 0
once, a first-class watelimaker, jeweler and
ptician. Permanent position ; salary, $16

to $20. Send refs. in first letter. P. T. Ives,
Meriden, Conn.
1E5VELER wanted—not watchmaker. AI gen-
" end workman, willing and able to do all
kinds of repairing and ordinary new work—
must be timed to trade work. Send ref. and state
wages wanted, when writing. Work is steady
all year around. Jacob L. Jacobson, 1511 Dodge
Street, Omaha, Nebr.
(It 131 watchmaker to go to City of
I.) Mexico. Must be good workman, softer and
industrious ; single ; expellent...a in It. It. watch
work ; good salesman and ha ve full set ef tiels,
with lathe. Good oopportunity American
house. Address with ref,., . \. I '. Smith, general
wide)) inspector,upartielW2151,51exiceEity,lex.
it'ANTIO, good Johhing jeweler, engraver and
II watchmaker. Wield prefer one who ISM
do sonic jewelry Ilisimracturing. Geed wages
and permanent posi the] to satisfaetory man.
Send refs., samples of ,vi irk and all I it f■minat ion
in first letter. ' E 5," (ere Keystone.
•I II'S!: man in retail optical store ; must
1 understand refraetion one that has hint
store exp. State, age, salary, exp. and ref.
I.. Maness°, 88 Madison Street, Chicago.

(Continued on page 1016)
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HELP WANTED.

(Continued from page laisi
ASSISTA NT watelonlaker to work on clocks and
(1 jewelry. State refit. and salary expected.
I. B. Poe:ell, Greenwich, N. Y.
CATCH-MAKER, engraver oto-d optician Sept.
" 1st. Send photo., samples 01 graving,
state salary, age, married in

en 
or sgle ; exp. as

salesman and optician. Easy position too man
of good habits ; single man pref. Lock Box
598, Dunkirk, Ind._ _
N expert too take charge of a material depart-it ment ; 11111y 1110Se with exp. end thorough

knowledge of the line need apply. Best of refs.
required. Liberal salary to the right party.
Leonard Krower, 536 and 538 Canal Street, New
Orleans, La.
r, FIRST-CLASS watchmakers to work on now

watches. " B 53," care Keystone.
LIVE, hustling, expel-Wowed watch sales-

11 man. One who is cetimetent to take charge
of watch stock of large retail city store. " It 57,"
care Keystone. _ .

WE tweet a first-elass watelimaker. To an. no-telligent, hustling man we can oller a ii 
class position in one of the large,' cities M est.
American, English or Se,ach preferred. Addresswith ref., "R 33," cam. Keyst1■111%
WATCHMAKER, engraver ; that take;(1 pride in doing work well. iood posit ion—
New York State. One pref. that uses no tolmeco
—must not use liquors. Catt wait until
(ember or or October. " It ill," caw Keystone.
YOU NI man who ha, 1nel 1 t :; yea,'

ol at the bench. II. 1„ Morrison, •Pittsburg,
Kansas.
WATCIIMA K ER, at once. State salary ex-" too•o•ted .1. II. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa.

A Ii's
ref .1 E. cald well & Co., 1102 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia.
‘N wat, looker ate! i•tterttrer, agetr,00 y ear, ; 11111,1 ElliS11 good ref.-i'at ii ,rt to right nian iii Eastern remosyl-'

stilt it WIltlleallle house. " I. 31," careNet -Orme.
AT(.1131.% optieitio, salesman at Once;ref'. Perin:the:it position. I.. L. Berens,W liateiiii, 11:11,14.

64 1 I ra ver and opt wittn.

if WA Trl I K and salesman, experi-I envoi no work on railroad watches. Hon-est, sober and ilithlatriOnS young man preferred.Permanent position to the right man. Address,Jaeolo Yining, New Orleans, La.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

OTC ATIoN wanted—refraetioni,t, thoroughlyoo understands optics anti refritetion. Ex eellentelliteation : good :eldress ; highest relerviiees as
.1■■ ■•11:tracter, reputat km mill business integrity.Address, " C," Box 212, Syritetise, N. Y.
IV A N l'El I too poo rodeos, jewelry bind-" mess r cash. Particulars ; confidential.Ad.,I oat it o odolberg,2,2 1,onis,Mo. 

NI)FATIII.:Irs clock, 8-day, moon. BoxU 564, Lanark, Ill.
VAIITNER ; nil-to-date jeweler ; practical man
I of sense and exp. Small capital. "B 56,"care Keystone.
((ASH register, diamond scales, wall case, (Th-u thalmometer, spectacle cabinet. "C 34,"care Keystone.
IIOSELEY No. 2 lathe, almost DOW, good con-111 ; maw attachments. Cheap. Jno. R.Roberts, Sunset, Wash. 
A OR 5 wall eases about 8 feet long, each. Must"1 be in good condition. Address with fulldescription, A. A. Levy, 260 W. Broadway,New York City. 
To buy jewelers' second-hand 20-foot, or 2 10foot wall cases. Must be a bargain. Address,Box 136,  Llano, Texas. 
VECOND-HAND American ffit he. Must be13 bargain. C. 'keg!) 2424 Wentworth Ave.,
Chicago, III. 

RMAI,I traveling optical ease, if sold cheap.u A. E. Prescott, North ('reek, N. Y.
A SET of jewelers' rolls, that and wire. Mustis Ile in strictly first-class condition and reasoon-able in price. Address, Bullard Brothers,St. Paul, Minn. 

EVERY kind of geld and silverware, jewelry,14 watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sentby express or registered mail. Prim not satis-
factory, I will return all articles. .1. L. Clark,
refiner and sweep/4,11011er of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansone St., Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.
USC.. THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES. STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

LEADING jewelry store in a Missouri town ofIJ 2500. Cp-to-date fixtures ; hue, 001111 stock;will invoice about $4000. Will reduce to suitpurehaser. "A 20," care Keystone.

THE only jewelry store in a manufacturing
I town having pop. of 3000. Will invoiceabout $1500. (food trade, but good reasons forselling. G. E. Itedsger, Leetonia, Ohio.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

1;1 RST-CLASS ,jewelry store in hustling mann-
lecturing town in (viand New York ; 2800

inhabitants. Business estioblished 15 years.
Stork and fixtures inventory t*,6000. Work
etuough for '2. One other jewel ry store in town.
14'118011 for selling, poor health. Need not
answer unless roll have cash and mean business.

11 52," care keystone.

HEST ,iewelry stock in.Oklatlionia, on C. It. &
11 P. IL It. poop. 3:o0o. stock and fixtures86200;
will i•o•olowe to suit purchaser. 111.1silletitt lust
year, -1:;,1i00 ; work, max!. Business establishedat t h anol 11 years. Ni, competitiou to speak
II'. 25,- van. Keystone..

elislts„jvwelry, spectacles anti re-1, iudring business ; more work than one can
oloo. \Yin ,it with or without stoek. Store,

A11.1 Ii 5111EVA ; rent, $10.42 per month ;
26 mil.- from Philadelphia. For particulars,:el. .1. I.'. Neill, 727S:111,4.1n St., Philadelphia, ra. 
11;:WE1,1:1* -.ion, in one or on. ilist towns hi11 iikitile,,t ei ; pop. 5000. Stock and fixturesint 'dee ,2eon. I bon't write unless you liave theeatio. Have edoer interests to look after.'• I I 38," eare Keystone.
PA Y1 jewelry business in one of the liest:I loot california. has been established15 years. Will invoice front $4000 to $5000.

!lave worked for :II years at the bench and can
afibrol to retire. If YOU want a good thing,write to Carl Itosppe, Watsonville, Cal.

10,1s1 I ED slat ienery and jewelry busi-ii ness fer eosh. Invoice about $1500. L. F.
Ming Danbury, Conn.
—
$1800 "1". a paying jewelry business in a

railroad tow 11 —11IVISffill station—with'it good repair business established. Holds watchinspection. Reotsons for selling, present ownerdesires to embark in 'alt entirely different busi-ness. Address for particulars, M. F. Barger &
Co., Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

$500 B(t:f)■•■•(;117.eir'r1■14,■:!a sl ";1'11(tI ne ss," \"■'Sst
Iowa.

A Nilo ie‘isith ill foieState of Miami.. ;mut salable steel: ; no st
ers ; low rent. Iles' ereps this year 01 :my se.-t ion of the State, also the 1114,51 Ilealeill cot-tage in the town thew' Priv.iie 1..1., di onecollo eel, store, house anti depot. The ehance.if a lifetime for poling or Illiddle-aged Mall.22110 takes it all if bought at once. Chits. 11:

.\ 11 141,1a,
11..1.1.-EsT.11;1.1S11E1) jewelry busin, in

sonotloern i1 in noosota town ; pop. Eton g000sitanning eoti III ry , Scandinavian, Irish MOAmerican se:Home:It. I oven hiry ;Wool $151.10 ;last year's iiii,iness s17.41.); staple, clean goods.w 5. east' or tiltole for wild or improved; wahreo howl i it or Dakotas. I 11,"care 1:eysione.

(1 111...1 P no. east., jewelry anti optical boat-
ness. Live Ultio totrti, (tont! reasons. "1)12,"care Keystone.

I. 

151111 WILL buy a tine stock of jewelry,
'"' watches, Ile., in one of the best townsin Norther]. Nebraska. Pop. 2000. It. It. di-v Write 1'01' particulars. " L 26," careKeysioone

VE.1TEsT jewel and optical store in the
county ; thriving New York town of 2000;large territory and no oppositiell. \Vetch re-pairs run from F-75 to $17 per month; geod opti-cal trade. stood:. and 1151111'05 ill iiiit,ii

Will 1.011111.1.1 Ily 00111110E IS; 10 fl11110. 1.11/111't an-swer this unless you Inure the t'ash. Reason forselling, have interests hi C:ilifernia that de-mand my attention. Address, " Mee 8," care

\ YIN( j jewelry and optical business, °stab-il lished 2 years, hi good, booming t Mi. town.N ie.:, new stiteh iii, (1,1111..111ton ; imp. 2000.Po 000r health. Particulars, address, Ed. E. I.erch,box 371, Sebring, Ohio.
VEIN' hundred dollars buys business In town41 of 1000. IV E. Doan, Elnia, Iowa. 

$50(11i 11'11.1. buy all . \ 1 jewelry and
"1 umbel Inisiness—Southern 1Visconsin,2500 pop. .1 'lumber of smaller towns to drawtrade from. Please doon't 111,'Sligate unlessyou mean business and have the reody cash.Nothing but st a ple goods. " It lili, ''i.. iii. 1.:eystone

AT a sacritive, a thoroughly up-to-date jewelry
store, including good-will and fixtures, withlease of five years with privilege of live more.stere is located in a growing town of 10,000

I"') p., in a rich oogriett Bevel district, with tinerailroad fa eilit is. The storeroom has recentlybeen lit te.1 Ii ,r the business. There is littleconipet Ilion I Ii the town in this line. The stoekis large n ell assorted, and the fixtures in-chide line ro.e%voml and tilloW eases
and ...wider, and large jeweler's safe. Reason,for •el I i g, olooat II of owner, All inquiries should
I,,, i 1,1 ress 41 to Sharp & Elder, attorneys at law,
Chambersburg, Pa.

[KW I: I. Y store in the hest town in Western
Kent ink y. Stock and fixtures invoice about

$5000. Ihomo teetering town and have watch
inspeet bon 2 roads. Address, 509 IV. 'Market,Lon i Ile, Ky.

IEW ELI; 1' ..i II in Illinois hown of 1200, doing
,,,000d S10..1:, fixtures, tools ; new

),i'i,l liiilljti. Stock and II ‘Itires oolly if (le-
sired. 1:11111...101 ; 1110111y 01' • ; Ito
oppesition. A crage cross receipts about $275
per month. Reason for selling, health. Splen-
did opportunity. "K 16," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

IV.% NT to CI0171,1/111111 W1111 1111E111, 11110 W11111 11
well-established business ill I noliamo city of5000 ; no competition, expenses sneoll. I 'airycomplete jewelry line, china, glass, brie-a-brae,art and optical goods, small orieutal line.Have other interests that prompts the sale of thisexeepti..iial business, centrally located in oilfield just developing. Rare opportunity formail el! 11 o•ash. Ad., " P 28," care Keystone. 

FIRST-CLASS jewelry store in best mining41 town of 7000 inhabitants in California, alsofarming and fruit raising. Gross receipts $200to $250 111011ill. Must go to Europe. "II 32,"care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in good Ohio town of 2000.Ii Sales last imer $5000. Stock $1500. (foodreasons for selling. A bargain. Address, C. F.Pflueger, Carey, Ohio. 
IEWELRY store, established 12 years. StockU and fixtures invoice about $1500. Town12,000. Best reasons for selling. "F 26," careKeystone.
(ION N ECTI CUT coast; established jewelry bolsi-%) ness. Good trade and bench work • CX-penscs cleared by side business • stock reducedI i sot it purchaser. Fine chance'for young 1111111.\V ill sell at once. "W 18," care Keystone.
I STOCK of clocks, watehes and jewelry. ALi snap for a first-class work 1111111 in the greatesthealth resort in the Southwest. Stock and fix-tures front $500 to $1500. Have to quit on ac-count of age and full lug eyesight. For particu-lars ad., P. 0. Box 525, Eureka springs, Ark.
11.7,1VELRY and optical store in town Of-12,000,

_

u Southern lowa. Will sell fixtures withoutstock if desired. Location best in city. Par-ticulars on applictotion. " 7. 4," care Keystone.
te()II 'TUCK orjewelrv and fixtures, good lo-94.401) beation, two ralfroads, 800 inhabitants,no contpetition nearer than 18 miles. floodreason for selling. J. 'I'. Houseman, box 2301N'hite City, 1■11115.
'Kw nity store fir sale In a thriving town ofd '2000. Twerity-t so years est ablished, centraloedi ion Lore, repair trade ; work I, I wogood tion. Reasons for selling out given onapplieat E. E. Coble, Elizabethtown, Pa.

N opening for a a ',lintel:or and1 established [attune,. Failing evesi dit
dal required $1200. "W 21," care Keystone.

buy jewelry business, stock, lix-00Uu tures, tools and material. Pop. nisei!20,000 ; good location ; line chance for a newbeginner. Write for particulars. "Arlington39, ' room 601 Columbus :Alemorial
llicago.

111.1)-ES"f A BLISIIED jewelry busints.ss ; (oily10 je chg. in place. Eine estern New Yorktown ; pop. site ; expenses IOW doing goodIntsiness. 11.111.; stock to $1200. l'oor healt loI entse. " I. 2:1," ea re Keystone.
IEW ELM' store aud business property in11 southern California ; climate need favor-able ; no opposition ; pop. 2500. Bench work$116 to $150 per month. Sales average r.:2:10 permonth. Stock and tixttires $3000. Rent $15month. Property in the best business center,$5000, brings $44 monthly rent now ; will in-crease. " B 58," care Keystone. 
00I ESTABLISHED jewelry business, stockanol fixtures ; located in enterprising Ken-tucky town. Price $1575. Death of toy hus-band meson for selling. Mrs. A. J. Esterle,Bardstown, Ky.

$19cfl HALF cash, for new jewelry store.
rrwril $400 cash for hieyele lousiness. Ad.,Post office box 106, Milforol, 1111.

MUSSINA CO.'S old-estalotedicol jewelry andYr optical hominess, Market square and ThirdStreet, Williamport, Pa. 'Iwo eoonneet lug stores.Best corner in this growing 1.11V .11 40,000.Fixtures $1200. Stock $5500. Will reduce tosuit purchaser.

QTOCK and fixl ores, jewelry and stalienery1) business, Illinois town of 800. Established9 years; no competition ; good surroundingcountry rent reasonable. Stock 1111.1 fixtures
invoice V700. Will reduce to $100o. Reasonfor selling,, retiring from business. J. A.
Headman, 'liable Grove, Ill. 

IEIVELRY store established over 20 years ;Irest location hi city ; pop. 31,000. Sold tosettle estate. Address, S. G. Cushing, 'odour.,['Nelda' rg, Mass.

N YONE wishing to buy it well-establishedit jewelry and optical bushoess in the InolianTerritory, can olotain full inorticularm by ad-dressing me at Vinita, er., within 311 Ins,Have two good stocks for parties with $1500 or$3000, no others need apply. Jul.,Henry Fried-rich, salesman, care box 267, Vinita, Ind. Ter.

$1500 BUYS the only jewelry store and opticalbusiness in a new 1.1111tity seat of South-western Minnesota ; I iIii''mpanion. This in-cludes tools, stock :mot fixture,. I Will guaran-tee thin to 1st the best °pp./Homily in the Stale."N 7," care Keystone. 

THE executrix of a prominent oculist will dis-t pose of his practice, prescription and instru-ments consisting of 1 Mcyrowitz Oplit halmo-meter, Ni. 7:1, Wellshaelt attachment with chnir,bracket for 1Vellsbach bunter, with shade. The
articles ha, e been in le, but a lew years andare in exeellent condition. They will be
115 Ii W110111 01' ill part, and DO reasonable otterwill be refused. A4I., Mrs, Emma B. Ludwig,Executrix, Chambersburg, l'a.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

00K in " Corti:Ile" column ofJuly KeysToNa.I( I have 2 bean! i1111 i, indow eases and tablesathertised. Just a hat pia' want for showinggoods. Cases will sell enough extra goodsto pay for them in a year. N. C. Anstead,Fairfield, Iowa.

AN electric revolving optical sign ; 4 electric11 lights with a razzle-dazzle center. Cheap.Dr. Ramer, Ell: Milwaukee Ave., Chicago. 
9 0AK roll-toe loetiches, good condition. $16roi (eel] ; J.11.1.epper,Mason City, Iowa.

11,4 osf. LE V athe, bench, etc.; good condition.1 " Jeweler," IMO Milwaukee Ave., Chicago. 

{k it 311INET, A and C attachments, C. 0. Conn'sIS:teeter, $85 instrument 
' 
• good as new. Willsell for $35. Ad.,IV. F. Clark, Port Gib8011, Miss.

fIENEVA retinoscope, electric lighting ; pod1.1 as new ; $50. A. C. Kintner, Cumberland, Md.
IHVOT polisher, No. 2 Moseley ; new ; $21.I Jay Alden, Toledo, Ohio. 
A NEW Geneva retinoscope, latest pattern, forIt $35. J. C. Bartlett, Caniloridge, Ohio,

2 GENEVA retinoscopes, with adjustable baseand chin rest. One win Itoelo attachment,other with electric light attachment Regularprice, 067.50 ; will sell foor 050, Both new.Inquire, I,. Bantle], care Swigart Optical Co.,Toledo, Ohio. 

Q-FOOT engine lathe, slide rest, gear cutter,1-1 milling machine, rolling mills, planer,watchmaker's bench and foot-wheel ; all new.RohertsMfg.Ce.,21 ExellangeSt.,Mempliffi,Tenn.
EINE, large, standing walnut regulator, 10 feetI high, 2 feet, 6 inches wide. Also 1 Crocker'snew rolling !loins. 11. F. Barnard Co., Musca-tine, Iowa. 

$30. ni.,eAwTE,,,,I;izepzrzeer,t,„„sTolnreactoineter,
A TH E, chucks, 40-pound wheel, staking tool,Li tools, material ; cheap. C. B. Morris, 'Mexico,Missouri.

1,11 EA P for cash, watchmaker's lathe, complete;
W Ti elnieks, countershaft, foot-wheel. Alsopolishilig lathe, nearly new, with buffs, etc.Rare ellen!), for beginner. Best offer accepted—01Ie all. "Jeweler," box 61, Greenwood,Clark  County, Wis,

atiNEV A retitioseope, new, duplex base, oilU attachment, complete with carrying case;050, cash. Write me. Milo A. Graves, Mexico,New York.

1111.:BOLD burglar-proof safe, 69 inches high,1" iol, ti'j,l '3. , inches deep outside ; steelinsiolo• doom. and atilt. 4:oosI 0650; Sell for $350,cash. F. P. Lot II rop, Itroekton, Mass.
I 1,01' of jewelry, sp....metes, tools, show cases ;ot also a lot of K 1:1 STI IN I .S. 1). II, I.esher,Marion, Iowa.

I PRACTICALLY Geneva retinoscope, inrst-elass (iitliljIj,lii, $50. If we did not haveanother one., we would not sell it at au. "J 10,"Care Ko,•tone

REVENA 1. line 8-day merino...10 nammeters forI) sale. A ,1,11V85, A. M. Chu n Al, 702 ChamplainBuilding, I hiengo,

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADiNG THREE CENTS PER WORD.

(.1.00....ter for good trial case. .1. 4'.U Cameron, Chelan, Wash. 
IV ATI •Il sign polishing lathe, model eye, re-" !witting  ri tie. Vant typewriter, cash reg-ister, refraetemeter, retinoscope, ophtlialmoH
110•101. I.. S. Dunlap, Mapleton, Iowa, •
EINE eoill silver nation flute, Remington type-1 ft Titer, 7 photograph camera. Brehmer,Ilutland, Vt.

VOR optical goods or instruments, or cash.1 t wo-day chronometer, fie,. rate, just adjus-ted ; I Webster-Whiteout) lal he, I Welister-Whit-cond. slide-rest ; I Web...ter-Whitcomb racy plate,I 1Velister-Whiteomb wheel-cutting fixture;I Webster-White, nolo i telex plate, 360 boles;I I !antilop pivod polisher and cheek ; 1 Fas
1.1, horse-power, to run largelathe ; I Logan hairspring goonge, fine tool ;1 A iitlemaire trial ease, 222 lenses to it. "K 15,"care Keystone. 

100 LoTs beautifully situated in Llano, thecoming mooting town of Loafed States. Ifyott have lung trouble this climate will cureyou 15011 feet above sea level, trade alimited number of these lots for matches, clocks
OE many things in jewelry line. Property willd000dole in value in 2 years. Address, Box 136,Texas.

(ION N Womler lit eornet outfit, perfect, used 2V Week,. Wallt 20th Century ophtlialmometer,New century engraver, No. 7 Blickentelerfertypewriter. T. R. Jones, Tempe, A rizone.

Ii1O1t jewelry, nice two-story realdence in West-ern Texas town, 1500 feet above sea level ;nice home. If your lungs are allbeied, this love-ion will cure you ; overlooks mountainous riverabounding full of fish. 'me coming miningtown of Texes; population now about 3000.Address, Box 136, Llano, Texas.
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FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

EINE violin to trade for engraving machine ;
I or whiff have you? W. F. Sharp, 1:berry-
vale, Kansas.

IRoR good land, in town of 5000 population inIowa, jewelry and optical business and good
brick building, paying well on investment.
" B 55," care Keystone.

(WE Imperial self-ink log rotary to rutting press,U 8 x 12, steam or flooff power, eest 1e275 ; 1
Fischer's Be cornet, Silver, 1.11S1 ; 1 engrav-
ing !dock, 06 ; 1 Elgin 15 jewo•I Ii n size 2n-year
case; 1 new Railway 17 jewod Ilantoolen, 25-■ ear
case; 1 telephone seholai.ship in I itterted
Correspondence Sehoel ; I ;a:I ill. itihtlj It nth,
All or part cheap for cash, or will exelninge fool.
Eaton & I:lover engraving inatelii ow, oz00000i trial
ease, tools or hammerless shot goo, or hi hat

investigat io on. Kelly-

-
QWEEP second chronograph, start, stop andS fly-hack, in 20-year tilled coo, : lia; .\ tisri-
,.atI watches. Aid Brothers, Alo.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIO Hr ADING THREE CENT. PER WORD.

JEWELRY and fai
11 British wholesalo
50 years) well know
bob Isles, desires I.
lecturers in jewelry
silverware, woro•11 io
nutters won olesi r
Great Britain. A■l,
12 Church St., Live,

oet goods manufacturers :—
• e•tretry house (established
II to all retailers in the firit-

h rep, e...eid American' main''-
, plated .4■11111,, ele1.11.11-plated

Awl ;ill y i hat
III ID. 11.101.801111.11 111

I 1.1.115; Thos. 'fosse!! & Sons,
•1.0cd, Eng. 

QEE the special oh
u National Collo•go

11, rate oiler of the Nat ional
"t. I )0 las nni.n. 1028.

MAIL order houses, attention. our t his year's
IT catalogue, 160 pages, will he ready october
1st, illustrating watches, jewelry, silverware,
cut glass, optical goods, cutlers', 4'tc. Will sell
several thousand of these and print out er to
suit. J. U. Rutishauser & Co., 103 State Street,
Chicago, Ill. 

INFORMATION of Frank Horace Gill. Last
I heard from at Waco and Hillsboro, Texas.
Light hair, blue eyes, age :0, height about 5 ft. 8.
W. F. Bingham, jeweler, Mon th•oollo, Iowa.

WA'CCIIITAKERS--Eor so I It I I I ,00nd y.01.1 a
" doz. assorted ; o to h h hi. repainnAr
imrpasaa. A. F. hi :0 II, 110(11E AIM
chronometer jewel maker, 37.■ it I Ii ington St.,
Boston. Jobbing a sloe O:olty.

END 12c. for a sanq Io.o• do otoon I ro oiler jetvools,
U or $1.25 a gross. w 1 I o - t e1,1 ;;ood, t i I.
Dotson, 387 East Fir,t ;;;I n;.•;, 1,,

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PEII WORD.

W F. A.W4 II ICO '1::S Ilinn.,
" • tins true onerit. 1....taldished 15 scars;
hundreols of I graduates. You can get
the very best American and European methods
here. Modern and up to oleic.

VIIII are looking for a gond, reliable firm to do
1 your Watch work. I lyre is the place. IV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colton-
low, orial lttiilli,ig, I bicago.

1,,,OLD and silver-plating, satin finish,engraving,
'1 engine-turning, everything in the line of
watell case repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Builoling, Chicago. 

THE Elgin llorological School, the oldest and
only praetieal school for the watchmaker,

gives ilisheet ions hi watch repairing, engraving
and optics. Send for catalogue to Elgin Hero-
logical School, Elgin, Ill. Correspondence
course in optics for 010.00.

1 1"
AL Silver Plating. Trade secrets, formu-

las, receipts, etc., complete. Worth $2000 a
year, costs but $1.50. Success guaranteed. Re-
mit to John R. Berry, Altamont, Ill.

WIKY not send me your watch eases that needrepairing? Can replace any part of a case.
0.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'illdg.,CIticago,111. 

110 you desire to sell your lousiness, or lolly a
I, business, or exchange your business for
other property, or exchange ether property for
a business, or exchange your business for an-
other in a different climate e , itt another State?
im you want help'? 1/o you want it position?
If you have anything to dispose of, or watot
anything in connection with the jewelry or
optical business, write us ,• we can furnish you
with what you want. All business confiden-
tial. The Jewelers' Exchange, Eagle Grove,
Iowa.

HAVE you an old English watch case you want
ii changed into Anierican steno-wind? If so,
send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

IV" pay spot cash for stocks ofjowelrv. Partiesdesiring to close out their stocks consult
Royal Manufacturing Co., 1215 Arch Street,
Philadelphia. All correspondence strictly confi-
dential. 

WHERE to receive the highest cash price for
11 every kind of gold solid silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold end silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. .1. L. Clark (esteblislied
1970), 727 SallSnal Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by nwil or express ; prompt attention given.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE Elgin Vetch Repairing School has some
special inducements to offer to those who wish

to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thonoughly
practical manner in the least possible done, and
at very. low terms. Address, for informatiou,
the Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill. 

IIOLLER jewels for all kinds of watches, 12e.
It a dozen, $1.25 per gross. M. 0. nelson,
367 East First Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

/PST what you want ! And all who 'MVP an
(/ optical department; no matter Mow little you
do in that line, it will increase your business.
Big seller besides. No guess work ; send your
name at once. Harry h. Thomas & Co., Wil-
mington, Del. Established 1889.

EINE, round, brilliant-cut doublets, all colors ;
I sizes : 5-10, 40c.; 11-15, 55e.; 16-20, 70c.; 21-25,
900.; 26-30, $1.20 dozen ; 31-32, 20c.; 33-34, 25c.
35-36, 30e.; 37-38, 40c.; 39-40, 45c., each. Intita-
lion doublets, round, SIZOS: 6-40, 30c.; oval,
4-12 nom., 50c.; navette, 4-12 MM., 50c., dozen.
Enamel turquoise, round, 3-8 mon. Me.; oval,
4-12 mm., 40c.; 'layette, 4-12 Inno., 40c., dozen.
Finest imitation half pearls, 3-13 pp. 100 in
piper, 38c., paper. Lverything else in the
jobbing stone line at the lowest prices. Our
goods the same as sold by all regular dealers.
Remit by money order—stamps not accepted.
Crescent Jewelry Co., Abbeville, La.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute qualifies young noen to
fill positions as watchmakers, engravers and Op-
ticians, and point out the things you ought to
know about the business or professiou. Yuiiuuig
men who acquire a proficient knowledge of the
work can always turn their services -11111/ money.
Every attention will he given to students who
cutter our Institute, by practical and experi-
enced hist rot et o ors. For the past eight years we
Ione° been qualifying students to bold good-pay-
ing positions in first-class jewelry stores. If
you are desirous of becoming a watchmaker,
now is the time to begin. Success comes only
to those who improve every opportunity. Your
opportunity is here. Write tom prospectus.
Dr. Tarbox and Gordon.

Display advs., 42.50 per Inch per column
Smallest adver. Inserted, one inch.

PEARLS SMART
FOR CASH

Ifs customer should bring you any Diamond
or l'earl Jewelry to sell, and you do not care to
buy it yourself, send it to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN s CO.
3 Maiden L,Eane, Newv York,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 

The Watch Adjuster's Manual
A complete and practical guide for watch-
makers in adjusting watches and chronometers
for isochronison, position, heat and cold.

Sent, postpaid, to all parts of the
world on receipt of 82.50 (10s. 5d.)

The Keystone (Sole Agent),
9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

A
Bargain
In
Store
Fixtures

Write for photos. and
description h e fore
September 1st, as they
must be sold.

On account of re-
modeling our store
we will sell at a
great sacrifice
our complete out-
fit, consisting of
six elegant walnut
and plate-glass
wall cases, ten
plate-glass nickel
silver mounted
show cases, coun-
ters, mirrors, draw-
ers, etc.

THE NOWLAN CO.
JEWELERS,

Richmond, Va.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

Yoou r store; ifKeep it Dark don't want
to sell goods. use

Search-Light Vapor Lamps,
as they light up way into the farthest
corner and make folks buy. For
Stores, Homes, Streets. Write for
illustrated catalogue.

SEARCH-LIGHT MFG. CO.
185 Division St., Chicago, M.
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Oliver Manunieturing Co., The W. IV  . . . 933
Orient Manufaeturing Co.   1014
oskamp, Notting .1, t o. 972
Ostbv & Barton co   after 944
()wens Poo!, ■ 4 oo., Elie .1. li  964
pair/mini 1'orporation, The   1008
Paul Mfg. co. 932
Paye A Baker Mfg. CO.. . ...... 992d
Philadelphia College of Horology . . . 988, 1044
Philadelphia Optical College   1014
Phillips & Co., John 994
Pietz, Adam   1040
Pitkin A Brooks . . . . ....... after 944
Pope P E    1042
Providence Stock Company   990
Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., The •  926
Quimby, C. N. 1032
Rees Engraving School   1044
Revell & Co., Alexander II,   1006
Ricketts Chamois Novelty Co., The . .   994
Rockford Silver Plate Co  998
Rodenberg & Dunn   980
Rogers Company, Simeon I.. and George 11.1006
Rogers, Tlourman & Co    loll
Rumpp & Sons  I 1  094
Sandberg, Willhelm K  1044
Sanger's Ring Buff   1044
Schwab & Bro., A. G    970
Schwitter & Kennedy  1044
Scott Mfg. Co., S. C.   946
Search-Light Mfg. Co   1047
Sercomb Company   933
Sickles A S0119  after 976
Simmons I 'i it,, R. F. 9116
Smith liroIN   1000
Smith, E. 11. II.   after 976
Smith, Walter 1. 1015
Spencer optical Manufacturing Co  10311
Stahl, Jr., clois. A  1044
Standard Metal Company ..... . .   966
Stein & Ellbogen Company 992 It
Sterol & Co., Louis   926
Stern, Id. E.   1028
Stevens tit Company 1036
Stevenson, L. A. . . .   1032
St. ',eels Clock and Silver Ware Co.. . . 936e
St. Louis Watchmaking School 1818
Straus & Sons, L. . . . . ...... after 944
Stissfeld Lorsch & Co Ole h
Swartchild & Co .   931
Swigart, E. A J.   924
Tidd & Co 1038
Trenton Watch Co. 936 c
Trout & Co., Chas. L. . . .   951
Tinton Show Case Co 978
United States Watch Company, The . .   986
Van Reeth, Constant,   1045
" Victory " (,old Solder 1038
Vise Post, The   1024
Wadsworth, O. F.   1044
Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co., R. after 944, after 976
Warner & Swasey Co., The 1032
IV it It C Watch Glasses 1)92k
Wells, Chester   1040
Wendell & Company   928, 992
Western Optical Mfg. Co. ,   1030
Wheeler & Ca., Hayden W. 950
White's Art I ompany 974
White & Co., N. II. . . . .   958
IVightinan & Hough Co. ..... . . .  936c
Williams Silver to., Roger . . . . . . after 941
Willson & Co., T. A. . .. .... . . . . 927
Winter Lumber Company, M.   936c
Witsenhatimen, I,  998
Wood & Sons, J. R  1048
Woollett, John   1044
Wright Pen Co.   1000
Wyckoff, S1'1111111115 & Benedict . . . . . . 1040
Young A Co , It, W   1045
Zimmeru & Co., henry .   932



If you order Diamonds and Rings by mail
from J. R. Wood & Sons, you have no job-
bers' profits or travelers' expenses to pay

The cheapest known way of selling goods
is using Uncle Sam to bring the orders.

By saving drummers' expenses and
manufacturing the gold goods we sell, we
are able to give first-class rings and chains,
plump quality gold, finest finish and de-
signs, at lowest possible prices.

By cutting the diamonds we sell, we are
able to sell the retail trade at first cost
plus our profits.

This means a saving of 15 to 20 per
cent. on diamonds.

All goods we sell are unconditionally
guaranteed exactly as represented. We re-
fund money if you wish to return the goods.

1/. /444R//vc- N.)'

SOVETHI\G
\EW

For some time past we have been demon-
strating the perfect work of our New Century
Engraving Machine, by engraving and send-
ing out specimens of inside ring work to
all who asked for them.

We are now showing the machine's
capabilities on a more difficult class
of work—spoon bowls.

This is the best paying kind
of engraving in the business—
that is, for the Engraver, and
the most expensive for you.

If you are not already
aware of it you will be
when you order a dozen
souvenirs.

Especially i f
you buy the
spoons plain and
have them
engraved
afterward.

Hundreds will send spoons to us so that we will be unable
to engrave more than one spoon or one line for each person.
By the way, have you seen POINTERS?" Write for one.

Here is one
item, which if

handled on our
machine would of

itself show a hand-
some dividend on the

investment.

Perhaps you don't know
much about our machine—

here's a chance to get next—
send us a spoon and we will

engrave a line on it for you.

This sample will tell you more
good things about the New Century

proposition than you would ever have
time to read.

We make no charge for the engraving ;
we only ask that you send in the spoon

to-day.

THE EATON & GLOVER

COMPANY

87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK,



A BOSS 14 K. Watch Case will

stand 25 years' wear, and we'll stand all

the risk of it.

A Watch Case is like the suit of

clothes on the man ; the man himself

corresponds to the " works " of the

watch. A man should be as well dressed

as he can afford : so NVith his watch.

Watch-clothes which bear this stamp

are the best and most becoming.

If a Watch were only a time-keeping

machine, any-looking sort of cover that

would sufficiently protect the works would

answer. But a watch is an ornament, as

well as a machine ; hence the case must

combine beauty with utility, grace with

goodness. You'll find the ideal combina-

tion in the Jas. BOSS case.

49 years of experience go into the

making of every Jas. BOSS Watch Case

in 1902.

'

A small painting—a masterpiece—

was recently sold in New York for

$35,000.
In buying a Jas. BOSS Watch Case

you have a right to the same satisfaction

that is experienced in becoming the owner

of any masterpiece of human skill.

In most things of age-reputation one

has to pay for the name; but the

Jas. BOSS Watch Case, the only one

whose worth has been firoved by lime, can

be bought for about the same price as the

inferior imitations.

If all the Jas. BOSS Gold Filled

Watch Cases that have been made and

sold since 1853 'ere gathered together

and laid in a row they would extend

331 miles.
If piled upon each other, the monu-

ment would tower 437,516 feet high.
Put in the scales, they would kick

the beam at 258 tons.
Measured, they VOUldl fill i6, i86

bushels.
By count,. they would be 7,000,000

in number.
WE SELL THIS FAMOUS

WATCH CASE.

COPYRIGHT 1902
BY &THORPE, PUBLISHER
19‘14 8, BROWN ST,s PHILA.
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%), Keep track of the Railroad Man. Wherever there's a
,± railroad or a railroad man there's a possible purchaser of an

Elgin Watch
The ELGIN is the popular railroad watch. Twenty ELGIN
watches have been made for every mile of railroad ever built.

See Jobber's List for prices, or write the company. Every dealer
should send for the new Elgin art booklet, "Timemakers and Time-
keepers." Elgin Watches are fully guaranteed against original defect.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A.
General Offices, 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE, ii John Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, 206 Kearny Street.

•

Fa. OLYMPIAN GOODS
1049

Silversmiths and metal-workers of early days produced wonderful effects by the
combination of Silver and other metals. The lost art has been rediscovered by us, and
applied to a line of goods suitable for desks ; also smokers' articles and novelties.

The effect of polished Silver and the reddish brown of the Olympian Metal is won-
derful, as the surface has a high polish, will not tarnish, and while it looks and wears
like enamel, will not crackle or shiver.

Every dealer will need some of these new goods this fall. Illustrations will soon
be sent out.

Our PAUL and VIRGINIA
is our latest pattern.

We make besides, the full line in our
Washington, Jefferson, Victoria, Bead,
Lincoln and Nightingale patterns.

y, scale.
2028. Paul and Virginia Pattern. I'atent applied for.
2027. Same, extra large.

Our fine Gold Filled,
guaranteed to wear Lockets,
Chains, Fobs, Bracelets,
Pins, Brooches, Earrings
and Chain Mountings,
are giving perfect satis-
faction.

A sample order will con-
vince you of their merits.

1901

Nightingale
Pattern.
GRAY FINISH.

% scale.

2030. Paul and Virginia Pattern.

Call on us for all kinds of

Toilet, Manicure and

Desk Goods and Sets,

and Sterling Novelties.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths, 

100 Richmond Street, • PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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They sell
themselves

The jeweler who handles
our goods doesn't have to
waste valuable time with
his customers in closing
sales. No urging is neces-
sary. They tell their own
little story of price quality,
design and finish they
almost sell themselves.

The store in which is always kept a good assortment of Keller Jewelry

Mfg. Co.'s goods never knows what it feels like to have a customer say,

" I think I'll look further before deciding." Ever have that " tired "

feeling, Mr. Jeweler?

Brooches, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins,
Lockets, Fobs, Tie Clasps, Etc.

Hundreds of new things in Rose Colored goods in the Fall line now

ready. Selection packages to responsible parties where our representative

cannot call.

Factory, 359 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J. Telephone, 3270 John.

%w2A240fivwevw7m1
-W0 VST04,

D - 801
Plain Pol., and Plain Satin,
Engraved Patterns, . .

. $25.00 1

. 26.00 J

0,800
According to
KEYSTONE KEY.

D•788

One
and away they
go!
These 5 stiff and stout
diamond-set 14 K.
0 size Cases

have proved especially attractive to the trade, the sales following our

advertisement of them in the August KEYSTONE having far exceeded

our expectations. Jewelers, everywhere, express surprise that such
unusual value can be sold at the price.

Stiff backs, regular-cut brilliants, finest engraving, the best
workmanship all through—will you try one, or two, or three, or four,
or the five? You'll make no mistake.

The Non-Retailing Co.,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains,
Lancaster, Pa.

Canadian llorological Institute
This school is generally recognized by the trade as a strictly reliable and up-to-date
watchmakers' school, conducted on a sound plan, which may be commended by every good

workman. Its reputation as " the best " rests on its merits, covering a period of twelve years'

successful work. Money cannot buy this reputation. We take an honest pride in it and try in

every way to advance and uphold it.

Our graduates hold first-class positions, and their services are in such demand that
we receive ten offers of good positions for each one we can fill. This is one result of an

expert's personal attention, AN'hiCh is given to each student individually.

Remember the most important feature of a school is the teaching talent ; it is well to bear
this in mind, as no one can really afford to attend an inferior school.

Our new term begins this month. Write for circulars without delay.

Canadian llorological Institute,
It R. PLAVTNER,

Director. 115 to 121 East King Street, Toronto, Ont.
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OUR PLUM TREE
from which we furnish to our customers satisfaction in the shape of Material that is made to use a

nd goods that

are exactly what we claim for them. In addition to this, we extend to our trade fair, square and courteous

treatment, being alive always to the orders that are to follow. Let us have your small material orders as well

as the larger ones. We take prompt care of all and make no distinction.

Our prices of material are as follows :

E. & J. S. Mainsprings,
Superior
Hercules . . . . .
E. 6 J. S. American-made Cock and Foot Jewels,

Eagle
E. 6 J. S. " " Balance Staffs, .

Eagle

•
•

per dozen, $1.25.
• " 1.00.

4 
1.50.

4 .75.
6 4 1.00.

.75.

Per gross, $14.25.
" " 1125.
"

Less 6 per cent. discount for cash.

Our Illustrated Tool and Material Catalogue is always at your service for making up

orders. With the Spring Supplement added it is the standard price-list for jewelers' supplies. Sent free

on request, with business card.

E. Co J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.

f711.1PPr- 174INIFT17. 411. -1A

YOUR SWEEPINGS
of gold and silver, whether in filings, scraps, or what not, are worth just so
much ready money.

But isn't it a sort of gamble with you when you ship them away?
Reduce this money-making part of your business to a real business basis.

Know at all times just where you stand. Get the highest market value, get
honest returns.

Uncle Sam sells us his sweepings. He sells to the highest bidder.
Depend upon it that whatever you consign to our hands will get consci-

entious attention.
Returns for sweepings within five days of receipt. Returns for old gold and

silver made same day as received. Consignments held subject to your acceptance,
and returned at our expense if offer should prove unsatisfactory.

Drop us a line and let us start in together at once.

GOLDSMITH BROS.,
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers.

Offices, 63 an 65 Washington St.
Works, Fifty-Eighth au D Throop Sts.
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A S Richard I., the Crusader, on his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, praying for a sign to show a way to
success to his enterprise, saw a blazing cross in

the heavens and was convinced ; so let the
accompanying sign show you the way to
conquer trade. Let us convince " you." Write

to us to-day for a memorandum package. We

carry woo styles of io K. Stone Set Rings.
We pay express charges both ways and give

you January 1, 1903, terms on goods selected.

I—We size and keep our Rings in repair free of
charge for two years after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any unsalable rings for other
styles of Stone Set Rings at any time.

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
31 Builders' Exchange,

SEWING SHIELD

144 140

136 108 129 B

104

tITAILISMED 1812

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD etc STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SENO FOR CATALOGUE

136 so

Buffalo, N. T.

STYLE B

114

143 154 149

iA •
,S4ortine - Wig& Oil.

.4T....848118 kg I "" siasCiamine
Zara,.

4:4'1 - _a-Z3C

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD

FOR NEARLY

EIGHTY YEARS

wiliECK EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co., Grimshaw & Baxter,
General Selling Agents United States and Canada, Sole European Agents,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y. 35 Goswell Street, London

(Ti?) POLISHING LATHES I HEADS 
No. No. Price.

9050, with 9070 head (as
In cut)   66.00

9051, with 9071 head 6.25
Weight   50 lbs.

This lathe is wholly con-
structed of steel and iron. Is
a substantial machine.

The No. 9050-51 lathe is a
new /3roduct lately nut on the
market ; it meets the wind
of a lower-priced machine
that cmnpet it ion i n t rade
requires.

This is our leading low-
priced polishing lathe, of
which we have sold thous-
ands. It is true they have
been copied by other manu-
facturers, but never excelled
or improved.

Design Patented.
No. No. Price.
9058, with 5074 head  818.00
9059, " 9076 "   10.50
9060, " 9081 " (as in cut) 20.00
0061, " 2368 lap-head . . 21.00

Weight, 160 lbs.
This Lathe occupies a floor space

of 24 inches x 30 inches, and stands 40
inches high at the front.
The Driving Vheel is 24 inches

in diameter, and belts to a 5-inch pul-
ley on the intermediate shaft, and from
a 10-i nett pulley on that shaft to the head.
Both Shaft. are made of steel, and

run in self-adjusting babbitted boxes,
making the alignment perfect.
The Box Top, 17 inches x 30 inches,

is made of finely seasoned hardwood,
anddined with heavy zinc.

No.
9081, with single flat pulley (as in cut) $6.00
9082, with tight and loose pulleys . . . 7.00

height to center of spindle   7//

Length of spindle   20"
Diameter of spindle in boxes . . .

between flanges
Length of bearings   2V"
Size of single flat pulley . . . . .  234"x1"
" " tight and loose pulleys . ,  21,4"x 1 "
Extreme space betreen flanges . . .  

We also illustrate a line of polishing heads,
designated Nos. 9083 to 9088, that will fill the
demand for those of medium price and of large
capacity. They have babbitted boxes, and are
perfectly constructed. These heads are built in
only one style of spindle, but in three ditibrent
heights, as described.

No. •
0078, with cone pulley (as in

tit 1   06.00
9079, with single lint pulley .   6.00
9080, with tight and loose flat

pulleys  . . 7.00

Height to center of spindle . .   7"

Length of spindle   10"

Diameter of spindle  yet

Extreme space between flanges  
I.ellgth of bearings   23,(tu

Size of.single that pulley . 31:i" Ile

.0zt. of tight and loose
pulleys   o,(yr x

Screw tip so the right is reinovable.

Special Note.—Our Polishing
Heads Nos. 9074 to 9090 are
those used in connection with
our larger lathes. They are of
superior make and design, and
well made. The bearings are
split, and have screw adjust-
ment for taking up the wear.

(Note: No Charge for Crating or Cartage.)

No. No. Iii.c■•
9052, with 9070 head

(as in cut) . . . 87.00

9053, with 9071 head
87.'15

Weight   00 his.

The table top, of finely

finished hardwood, is 9x15

inches, with a raised edge

to keep articles from roll-

ing otf.

3.0.1
II

The box top, 12 inches x

(.! '‘\ 

18 inches, is made of finely

*04'

\ seasoned hardwood a d

lined with heavy zinc.

No. No. Price.

9054, with 9070 head

(as in cut) . . . 810.00

9055, with 9071 head 10.25

Weight   75 lbs.

Design Patented.

No. No. Price.
9062, with 9081 

.
head . . 618.00

  4063, with 9082
head . 19.00

Weight . . . . 150 his.

This lathe is designed
for light bulling and
polishing required by
gold and silver platers.
It stands 38" high to top
of table, which is 16" x
34". The diameter of
In chug wheel is 24",and
pulleys on the interme-
diate shaft are 5" and 8".
Tip. steel shafts run in
sellu$Ssti zig habbitted
bormjnaking the align-
ment perfect.

9083  
Wirt.No.

9085 10”  
9087   12" 

Single flat
pulley.
• 8.00

9.00
10.00

Tight and loose
No. pulleys.
9084. . . , $ 9.00
9086 . . 10.00
9088 . . . 11.00

Size of base   6"x6"
Heights to center of spindle   8", 10"and 12"
Length of spindle   22"
Diameter of spindle in boxes  
" " " between flanges

Extreme space between flanges  
Length of bearings   2,4"
Size of single flat pulley  netx2o

" " tight and loose pulleys  
Weight   IR lbs.

Screw tips are removable.

247,

1055

(
Quaid )

and finish
guaranteed

Design Patented.
No. No. Price.
9056, with 9072 head
(as in cut) . $14.49)

9057, with 9073 11.•:111

815.00
Weight . . . 110 lbs.
This Lathe occupies

a floor space of 21 inches
x23 inchestatul stands 40
inches high at the front.
The Driving; Wheel

is 21 inches in diameter,
and belts to a 4-inch pul-
ley on the intermediate
shaft,and from an 8-inch
pulley on that shaft to
the head.
Both Shafts are

made of steel, and run
in self-adjusting bab-
bitted boxes, making
the alignment perfect.

The Box Top, 15 inches x 23 inches, is
made of finely seasoned hardwood, and lined,
with heavy zinc.

Note All our Polishing Heads have split bearings, with screw
adjustments for taking up the wear.

No.
9070 . . . $1.00

.1Ieight,6 inches ;

with spindle 8

inches long and

inch diameter.

No.
9071 . . . . 1111.25
Height, 6 inches;

with steel spindle 8
inches long and
ineh diameter. 'this
head is fitted w it h a
small steel spl it
chuck.

No.
9072,   $2.00
9073, with steel split-
chuck head, style of
No. 9076, holding drill
up to l loch, 813.00
Height, 6 inches ;

with steel spindle 10
inches long and X,
tiichi diainetEr.

This line of heads have been redesigned,
and are adapted for heavy butting. They have
babbitted boxes, and are built is four styles of
spindles, designated A, Il, C, D, as illustrated.
No. 9089, with single flat pulley . . . $12.00
No. 9090, with tight and loose pulleys 14.00
Size of base   7" x 8"
Height to center of spindle   9”
Length of A and B spindles   23"

27"

91:

gtr

Size of single that pulley  
" " tight and loose pulleys . . .   234x2 "

23/4"

Weight  ' (I lbs.
Screw tips are removable.

If C 9 IA

Diameter of spindle in boxes . . .
" " " between flanges

Extreme space between flanges . . .
Length of bearings

11,111)‘.1111,11.,N.11/V11.11,%"■11.110,,1,Sibel1/%1,11/11/11?■11‘.11 0•/11,‘,111s.161

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

1156 CORTLANDT.

CABLE ADDRESS

"VENABLO"

IMPURTERS. EXPTIRTERS,

JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS.

SUCCESSORS TO

WATCH MATERIAIS.TOOLS
JEWELERS'AND ENGRAVERS

SUPPLIES.

NEW YORK.

1st. —Accurate and Rapid Filling of Orders.

Our Cardinal Points aa. —Unlimited Stock.
31[1. —Right Prices.
Ob.—Best Grade of (foods.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence.")

tliSiVerN.1.111,1~~&1e1ANN11,111Th.a.1‘.‘,1111,1111,SWIll

No.
9074, with con, pulley i as in

Cut)   84.00
9075, with single flat pulley .   4.00
Height to center of spindle   . 6"
Length of spindle   13"
Diameter of spindle   5 WI

Extreme space bet ween flanges  

No.
9070, with cone pulley (as In

cut)   65.50
9077, with single flat pulley 5.50
Height to center of spindle
Length of spindle  
Diameter of spindle  
Extreme space between flanges . 1"

mis head is fitted with our Steel
Split Drill Chuck, which holds say
size drill up to 34-inch diameter.



A Common Want
of the Common People

Abraham Lincoln once said to some one at his elbow,
66 God must like common people, or He would not have made
so many of them."

Common people constitute nine-tenths of all the people.
Common people constitute the body of society, the bulwark

of government, the basis of business.
Common people have common sense the good sense which

looks around for the place that supplies the needfill things.
Emerson wrote: 64 What we buy in a broom, a mat, a wagon or
a knife, is some application of good sense to a common want."

The merchant who intelligently provides for the common
wants of the common people has in hand the ingredients of an
enduring business success.

A Watch is a common want ; the wise jeweler is he who
intelligently provides a watch that appeals to the common sense
of the common people. It must be an honest watch, all through;
a reliable timekeeper; strong, well made in every part; easily
repaired ; must be good-looking; must be low-priced.

The New York Standard Watch
presents uncommon value at the price that common people can af-
ford to pay for a timepiece. It presents to wise jewelers the oppor-
tunity to get in touch with the great body of common people who
have watch aspirations, but who are debarred by prohibitive price.

Are you a wise jeweler?

Supereminence in Mainsprings
The underlying principles and generally accepted theories of modern main-
spring construction emanate primarily and to the greatest extent from the
Maker of the Longeval.

Making of mainsprings, in its various
phases, has attained its greatest developments
at the hands of this maker.

Method of packing avoids all possi-
bility of rust. Made by the best maker
in the world, of highest grade steel,
finished down by hand, high in
carbon, best in temper,insuring
unilbrm, pulling power.
Only. one spring need
be handled and ex-
posed at a time,
instead of a full
dozen as with
other makes.

With each order for one gross of main-

springs a fine oak cabinet, made

expressly for this brand of

springs, will be included

gratis.

The LONGEVAL
HAMMEL, RIGLANDER
of the nearest jobber who will serve you with the BEST—

are for sale
& CO., 35

at your jobbers.
Maiden Lane, New

If not, write the Importers,

NOTICE.
The importers of these mainsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring
in It separate box ,thus protecting them against rust
and climatic changes, and to place a number of
these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive right to this manner of " dressing"
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have it proprietary right thereto.

The trade is hereby notified that any infringe-
ment Of this manner of " dressing" mainsprings
ft,r the market will be vigorously prosecuted.

York City, for the address

The Longeval
Mainsprings for all makes and grades of American Watches.
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Duplex Base Anti-Friction Engraving Block
Nickel-plated.

With Swivel Jaws.

Adolph Muehlmatt,
Cincinnati.

is good enough for the precise work of the United States

National Bureau of Standards,

Perfection of construction, shape and workman-
ship. The Special is not a cheap engraving
block but a first-class article of improved de-
sign. Complete, with attachments and leather
pad, $6.00.

They made a thorough investigation before deciding, and

without any solicitation placed their orders with us.

INVESTIGATE ! and send for our NEW CATALOG.

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers.

Ask your jobber for " The Special."

WEIN honspAINCRINERI

Price, 8 1.00 Dozen.
4. 10.50 Gross.

Solid Oak Cabinet FREE
with first order for One Gross

,,REOENT" MAINSPRINCIS.
60 Metal-Top Vials, 61.50 extra.

Price, .75 Dozen.The Latest Addition ! 7.50 Gross.

" REGENT" Case Springs.
1" T I I I.:M and see how you like them.

"Regent itrand."
rasicst Fit i itg Case :IrilIg Niads. Made In

(1, is sizes. No It Lifting and Catch.
Price, 50 rents per dozen.
SEND FOR A SAMPLE.

Cross s Beguelin
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, etc.,

0
–

0

We Are Ready to Fill Your
Fall CUCKOO CLOCK Order

This Fall that word " ready " means more than it ever did in our history. It means handsomer

designs than we have ever shown, endless little improvements that add to your customer's sum of

satisfaction. It means, moreover, increased facilities for serving you better.
The difference between the Cuckoo Clock of seven years ago and that of to-day is the difference

between a poor Cuckoo Clock and a good one.
We began to make Cuckoo Clocks because we saw the limitless field (necessity rather) there was for

improvement. We knew what to do and did it. The idea of the Cuckoo Clock remains in all its beauty,

quaintness, its masterly gems of hand carving—it's the execution of that idea, that has been bettered.

We have given the jewelry trade a better Cuckoo Clock to sell than has ever been made.

Of course we sell the imported clocks too, more carefully, more intelligently than that is usually

done. Every one goes through a clockmaker's hands, is carefully tested and regulated before it is

sent out.
The market for Cuckoo Clocks has been established and is daily widening. It is only a question

whether you or someone else shall make the profit that comes of selling them.

Send for our catalog and prices—now.

Priec, 8 .10 Dozen.
1.00 Gross.

Price, 8 .20 Dozen.
6 2.00 Gross.
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T.
Office,

709 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SMELTERS 
ANALYSES and ASSAYS of

ORES, MINERALS and

PRODUCTS of every

description.

HA
REFINERS

Buyers of SCRAP GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
from the trade only.

SW CP RIM NiNG AND OMNDING ROOM.

ASSAYERS
Laboratory and Furnaces,

RIVERSIDE,
Burlington Co.,

JEWELERS'
SWEEPS OUR SPECIALTYAND

BULLION

N. J.

The Best in the World
and Up to Date

K. & D. No. 12
New Model Staking Tool.

New Design.

New Punches.

New Stumps.

Patented Binder
and Bolt for
Die.

Patented Device
for holding up
Punches.

If you want the best
Staking Tool, look at
this before buying.

KENDRICK
& DAVIS,

Lebanon, N. H.

Brilliant and Halo

Halo Pressure Lamp,
500 Candle Power.

GASOLINE GAS LAMPS
are

Lights That Have Never Failed
to give perfect satisfaction, and thousands of
them are in daily use all over the world iu

Stores, Homes, Churches, Fac-
tories, Streets, Parks, Etc.

Average running expense about

15 to 30 Cents a Month.
A 20-foot room can be lighted by one Brilliantor a 40-foot hall by one Halo. Agents wanted
everywhere.

WO Candle Power,

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP CO., 42 State St., Chicago.

"south or fiemagnotizers
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

l'atented
January 29, 1901

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $16.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSMAW & BAXTER,
29 Goswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

e are one of the very few houses that make a specialty of
clocks. And none of the few make so much of a specialty
of them as we do. We know the clock business from A to Z

the state of the market, the offerings of the manufacturers and
the requirements of the retailers. We have long been regarded by the
trade as the leading clock people of the country, and never have we
merited the distinction so much as this year. Not only are our
supplies larger, but they evidence a new stride in clock-making genius

there's more art, more variety, and more fascination about the
designs than ever before. Our leadership in the clock business gives
us a preference with the manufacturers that we give our patrons the
benefit of. Our knowledge and experience are at your service as
well as our stock. We see to it that you make profit-making selec-
tions, and at terms which only the magnitude of our clock business
makes possible. If you are purchasing clock stock, consult us first—
it will save you time and money. Our situation makes us the natural
supply center for the Central West and Southern trade. No other
house has such facilities for quick and economic clock distribution.
We enable you to save in time, freight and price.

Our new Fall catalogue will be mailed to the trade about October 1st.

ALBERT BROTHERS,
Wholesale Dealers in

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Clocks, Tools, Material, Silverware.

N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Streets,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.



THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
„2,14(1

F1

Builders of Pine Machinery

No. 4. Triple-Oeared Power
for flat stock.

Caution to
Watchmakers
Our "U. 5." Mainsprings
are acknowledged by watch-
In a k e ra throughout the
United States to be the best
springs in point of finishand
quality, for the money, ever
placed on the market. We
desire to maintain this re-
putation for the " U. S."
springs, and wtci hl therefore
call rout' attention to the
fact that an imitation spring
resembling the " U.S." has
been offered for sale, tel in
some Instances, we are in-
formed,has even been placed
in " U.S." boxes. To guard
against this deception we
would suggest that you ex-
ercise the utmost caution in
making your purchases,and
insist that the trade-mark
" U. S." appear engraved
upon each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

We are now introducing a
new line of

POWER
ROLLING WILLS,

here illustrated, and if you are
Interested in them we would be
pleased to mail you special circu-
lars fully describing their merits.

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

( 50e.
Rziented fanuary la, 1897.

Stevens' Patent Skeleton Watchmakers' Eyeglasses

HENRY ZIMMERN & Co
47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Importers of
Watch

• / Material

No. 4. DOUble•Oesired Power
for ring stock.

The Celebrated Major Jewelers Show Case and Table.Made on the Katie Knock-Down Principle,
no metal clips or Its required.

"We Lead Where Others Cannot Follow"
In Practical Arrangements
In Correct Designs
In Selection of Materials
In Modern Arrangements
In High-Grade Finish

AT PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
We ale11,11Ve vi freight by our Kade Knock-Down

System of Jewelry Store Fixtures.
Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.
We make a complete line of Modern Jewelry Fixtures, Giedium and fligh Grade
We have math, a spet•ialty ■11 the fixture business it it has become a icicle With Ili.We can fit you out completely WWI fixtures, soda fonntain (The Kade llygionie System), sheeases, stools, ete. Send 25 cents in stamps for our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue.Over 300 pages, size 71,t X Ii in. A book of informati suggestions, prices, etc., illustratingou m tfits from 81-100 tip to the finest. A regular Encycloped

on, 
ia Antericanica.Regarding our goods, ask our customers.

Regarding our responsibility, ask any bank or business house iii tic city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company,
Established 1865 Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.C. D. smith Drug Co.,St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agfa. for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. T.Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.

F. W. Braun & Co., Los Angeles, Cal., .Agents for Cal. and Ariz..los. W. Schlumpf, 318-9 Pacific Blk., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington,C. J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Salem Agents for Arkanmas.Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala.

The High-Grade Fixture Makers

Why Not
carry in your stock more
of our popular low-priced
styles of steel spectacles?

Our Goods
please because they are
the best low-priced spec-
tacles in the world.
They represent unequaled
value.
Every pair you sell will
bring new trade to your
store.

Ask Your Jobber
to quote prices. We fill no
retail orders direct from
factory. Send for a copy
of our new descriptive
catalogue.

T. A. WILLSON 0 CO.
Manufacturing Opticians,

READING, PA.
Established 1870.



English Case as I;eccived As Pemodeled Mr A nicrican S. W. Movement.

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind,

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two cuts show Flat and Round Belcher Rings itonT4esee,,ern:itysrheobwattex emneirreinr with new, high dawn,
Ins. refinished like newsas reeelted itit el ws badly worn off and too low to

permit rebelling tut nes again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.26
" " eight " " " " • 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher,Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c,
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

nitial glove ring with one 93, 95 et 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
olow •t, each end holding •et. NEW YORK CHICAGO

Cameo glove ring with four
elan. at corner, holding omt.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Cic■Id Chains Refilled, Renevvecl and Repaired.
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good Work. Low Prices. Prompt Attentioin.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 ec 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 20 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE:
•

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off; the sante as new.

AF"rElt.

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes. ,

Wendell & Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 9544 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 ani 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

.11

LIGHT UP YOUR STORE
It will increase its attractiveness and be a means of selling these lamps to your

customers at good profits.

THE ANN ARBOR Gasoline Vapor Lamp
Has been in successful use for over

No. K 31. Pendant.
Length, 27 inches. 100 candle

power. Brass Finish.
Each $2.50.

No. K31.

No. K 35. Harp.
Length, 27 inches. 100 candle

power. Brass Finish.

Each 83.25.

No. K 35.

Quickest
to

Light.

Easiest
to

Clean.

Simplest
in

Construc-
tion.

two years. Not an Experiment.

Every
Lamp
Guaran-
teed.

No
Advance

in
Insurance
Rates.

Ann Arbor Arc No. K 2.
Beyond question the best gasoline lamp on

the market for use in stores, halls, offices, etc.

A 500 candle-power light at a cost of less than

% of a cent per hour. Can be lighted in thirty
seconds. Beautifully finished in Oxidized
Copper.

Each 116.00.

No. K 20. Wall.
Length, 27 inches. 100 candle

power. Brass Finish.

Each 112.25.

No. K 20.

No. K 15. Two-Light.
Length, 27 inches. Spread, 38 inches. 200 candle power.

Brass Finish.
Each $4.25.

GASOLINE PRESSURE VAPOR LAMPS,
The American Arc No. 2 and The Reliable.

0-4—N
Each
Lamp
Is
Guaranteed
To give
Perfect
Satisfaction
When
Directions
Are followed.
Complete
Directions
Accompany
Each Lamp

No. K 2. American Arc.
700 Candle-Power.

St ands without a rival. Recently improved.
Tank holds two quarts of gasoline; Oxidized
Finish.

We offer
The famous
American
Arc No. 2
This year
In fancy
Style,
Triple Nickel
Plated and
Ornamented
With scroll
Work at a
Price of
$10.00 each.
No. 2 American
Arc Street
Lamp, lately
Improved
$9.50 each.

Every
Lamp
Is tested
By burning
With mantle
Before
Leaving
The factory.
These Lamps
Have been
Approved
By the
National
Board of
Fire Insurance
Underwriters.

No. K 109. Reliable Student.
Equipped to produce from 100 to 500 Candle •

Power. Bottom half of this lamp is Nickel

Plated, while the top is Oxidized Finish.

Complete, each 85.00.

Complete, each S8.75.

PRICES SUBJECT TO 6 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR 
CASH.

Benj. Allen 0 Co
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

•9 131-137 Wabash Avenue,

No. K 105.
Reliable Outdoor.

Equipped to produce from
100 to 500 Candle Power. De-
signed for Porches, Lawns and
Doorways. Oxidized Finish.

Complete, each 810.25.

Chicago,
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Best meet the general desire for some thing good and handsome at a price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.

Our line of SIGNET RINGS is complete and has won the Trade.

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

( QUALITY,
Mark guarantees STYLE and

FINISH.
GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO. MaideT, LaneNew York

L. LELONG d• BROTHER
Gold and Silver Refiners,

Assayers and

OM,

1441ff

P1111.1rAitth

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, N. J.

SWOOP SENS
"1■1111•3111=■

BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

ipviollsAAliging aChille
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and buffing
wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with perfect ease
speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economll of space reduced to the
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

How can you get
along without a
Pivot Polisher
and do good
work?

•■•■

The Best -
Possible Setting for

Your Goods.

A Phillips' Illuminated

There are diamonds and diamonds—only one
Koh-i-noor. Show cases innumerable—only
one Silent Salesman
Cheap show cases are common as Rhine-
stones. Most of them fail utterly to dis-
play ; besides are shortlived.
The Silent Salesman both shows

its goods and sells them.
It lasts a lifetime, too.

Patented in the
U. S. and Canada.
John Petz, Patentee

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich.

CANADIAN BRANCH—Windsor, One

Why not get our
Catalogue?

4ARDINg
131\.0•T

• POLISHER

Ya SIZE

Price, $30.00,
titled to ;Im lathe.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGD. as
HARDINGE Ems

TFIE HOUGHTON.
Price, $8.00.

With two arms,
$2.50.

With three arms,
$3.25.

MARDI NGE
COMBINED

"VOWV, -cr •

S,ANHARDINGE BROS.., 1036 LINCOLN AVENUE,CHICAGO, ILL. EMEN

I OOLDEPTHING TOOL 001.1

1067SWARICHILD ComPANY  Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Supply HOUSe

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building, CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 1008. Price, 524.00.

1111,
1:11.

No. 1012. Price, $12.75.

" Our Perfect " Watchmakers' Benches have established for us a reputation as THE BENCH MANUFACTURERS of the United 
States. There

are cheaper Benches in the market, but ‘, Our Perfect " is the cheapest in the end. Made in solid oak of standard size, piano finish, with latest improvements.

Nos. roo8 and 1012 are made also with plate-glass top, to x12 inches, set in flush in center of table. Price, $2.50 extra.

For our other styles of Benches, will send descriptive Catalogue on application.

Boettger's
Watch and Tool Demagnetizer.

The Boettger's new Demagnetizer is one of the most
practical and most compact instruments constructed for
destroying magnetism in steel and iron articles ; it can be
used on either direct or alternating current circuit. It has
no wheels or other mechanical parts to get out of order.

It can he used for any voltage, as the lamp from the
circuit is used on the instrument as resistance. The most
important part of the instrument -is a slide in the bottom
of the base. When this slide is not drawn out the cur-
rent is disconnected.

When used on a direct current circuit, and slide is
drawn out 54 inch up to mark, the current passes.direct
through the hollow spool of wire and all steel or iron
articles inserted in the spool will become magnetized.
By drawing out the slide while the article is inserted the
article will become demagnetized, as in doing so the direct
current will be formed in an alternating current.

If the instrument should be used in connection with
an alternating current circuit, it must be used in the
opposite manner ; then when slide is drawn out 34 inch
up to mark, the article which is magnetized will be demag-
netized, and will become magnetized by moving the slide.

Price, . . $15.00.

OUR PERFECT" JEWELRY REPAIR CABINET.
9in. (ken. 4!-'.; in. wide, price of Cabinet,

Dimensions : Cabinet, 18 in. wide, 24 in. high, $6.5o3 in. deep, 7% in. long. Lower drawer, 13 in. wide, 3 in deep, Iona. Top

Is made with hinge and clasp to lift up, giving an extra 
spaee :dm. of lower drawer. 21 drawers.
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MAKING HIS MARK.

This wise Jeweler is making marks that
make money.

He knows that by sendino-
b 

Old Gold
and Silver, Sweepings, etc., to

1STANDARD METAL CO.
CHICAGO,

he is sure of getting all the value out
of them that's in them.

Returns are prompt and accurate. If for
any reason settlements are not satisfac-
tory, we return the consignment at our
expense.

If you don't send your Scrap, Sweeps,
etc., to us for disposal, we both lose
money. If you do, we both make it.

THE POINTLESS 2oth CENTURY SETTING,
WHICH HAS WON ITS WAY BY TRUE MERIT.

Security Set Stones appear larger, are safest and brightest, light being
freely admitted beneath the stones, greatly adding to their beauty. Point
settings are troublesome, wearing off quickly and endangering the gems.
The Security Set Doublet Rings are the success of the hour. Write
your jobber, or sent direct.

SCHRADER-WITTSTEIN CO., MRI. JEWELERS.Established 1863.
CHICAGO-103 State Street. NEW YORK-21 Co 23 Maiden Lane.

Security Mountings are fully covered by patents.

Let Us Help You
to a better position, or increase your earning
capacity in your present situation.

Here is one of many letters we receive from
time to time from those we have fitted for posi-
tions with the best houses in the country:

PHILADELPHIA, February 15, 1900,
The Ezra E Bowman Technical School :

Dear Sirs :—Mince leaving your school, eight years ago,
I have been employed in several large establishments, and
have had the opportunity of working beside numerous skilled
European mechanics. From my experience it gives Inc no
small amount of satisfaction and pleasure to say that the
methods of doing work, as taught in your school, are of the
hest. To any one wishing to learn watchmaking thoroughly,
I most heartly recommend your school. Wishing you con-
stant success, I remain

Very respectfully yours,
L, SCIIAEBEItLE,

With J. E. Caldwell & Co,

We will have ready by September loth a
new illustrated Prospectus, and will be glad to
send it, and other interesting matter, to any
address.

A School for the The Bzra F. Bowman
Thorough Teaching of
Watchmaking, Technical School,
Engraving,
Jewelry Repairing. Lancaster, Pa.

Plain
Solid Gold Rings

Our Specialty.

We have been making Plain, Solid Gold Rings since the year
185a—more than half a century.

Our wedding rings are the best that can be made, and we svIl

them at the lowest prices that square karat and perfect rings can be

sold for.
We are also actual Diamond Cutters and sell direct to the retailer

and so can furnish at much lower prices than you can buy for

elsewhere.
If you come to New York this fall, call and see our goods, we

will be pleased to receive your mail, and place a desk at your disposal

for your correspondence.

J. R. WOOD & SONS,
2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of Seamless Plain Solid Gold Rings,

Engraved Rings, Diamond Rings, Mount-
ings, Chains, Ladies' Stone Rings.

• DIAMOND CUTTERS.
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ST. LOUIS Greatest
Has the

Catalogue.

On the first day of October our 1903 Catalogue
will be sent out.

are the dealer we want to send it to.

you sure you are on our mailing list.

TRADE MARK.

C if you are by sending us your address.

A good business man gets information all he can.

mrhousand illustrations of up-to-date goods.

A comparison is all we ask; we feel safe about the result.

Let it post you; still better, let us fill your orders.

Our name or address does not appear in the same, also no discount.

ive it to your customer to look over, it will be a help to you.
G
uniformly low prices on everything.

very small order has the same attention as the largest.
E

If you do not receive our 1903 Catalogue by October 5th, write us.

St. Louis Clock and Silver Ware Co.
Remember Our New Location,
Locust Street, between Sixth and Seventh Streets. No. 616 Locust Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.
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are sold everywhere
SEE THAT R.F.S &CO IS STAMPED ON THE .

INSIDE OF THE SWIVEL BOW—LIKE THIS

R.F.Siminons Co.
Attleboro Mass.

a

This month's Simmons Chain maga-

zine advertisement is one of a

series that, month after month, catch

the eyes of practically every watch chain

buyer in the country.
These advertisements appear in the most

widely circulated publications in the United

States and Canada—the highest class as well as

the most popular. They reach all classes of

readers who want chains and can afford to buy

them. It is advertising that is turning a tide of

trade to your store. Be ready with a complete line

of Simmons Chains to take this tide at its flood.

R. F. SIMMONS CO., ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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SPECIAL
PRESENTATION

PIECES
and ware requiring new and original designs
are always given our most careful and
prompt attention.

Our several factories and large facilities
enables us to place at the service of the
trade a corps of experts, producing the mos'
artistic

STERLING SILVER
AND

SILVER PLATE PRIZE YACHT.

•

The ware we are furnishing the U. S. Army, the U. S. Navy, the largest Steamships, Hotels andClubs, as well as the trade in general, is a sure indication of the desirability and popularity of ourproductions. Our increased line of

RICH AMERICAN CUT GLASS
is now well displayed in the new addition to our warerooms, is Rtiden Lane, and is worthy of yourinspection.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Successor to

PUNCH BOWL MADE FOR U. S. GUNBOAT " WILMINOTON."

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES 0 EDWARDS SILVER CO.
THE MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
NORWICH CUTLERY CO.
ROGERS 0 BROTHER
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
ROGERS, SMITH Ci CO.
THE ROGERS 0 HAMILTON CO.
WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
SIMPSON, HALL. MILLER Ci CO.
MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

Warerooms:
Q, II, 13 and 15 Maiden Lane,

New York.
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Magnificent Prospects for Fall Trade

THE season has now sufficiently advanced
to enable the business interests of the

country to estimate with fair accuracy the
prospects for fall and holiday trade. The
first thing apparent to one who attempts an
analysis of the situation is the overshadowing
importance of agriculture in determining the
economic status of the country at large.
Great as has been our industrial development
in recent years, the crops are still the factor-
in-chief in maintaining that first essential of
business prosperity—confidence. Though we
have just passed through a comparatively
quiet spring and summer, the prospects of a
teeming harvest proved sufficiently reassu-
ring, and the temporary lull created no
disquietude

These are, indeed, unpropitious days
for the pessimist. The calamity prophet,
who scents adversity in every breath, has
been so long and gloriously disappointed
that he has even lost faith in himself, and has
fallen back on the indefinite commonplace
"it can't last always." This may be true,
but it is quite time enough to bid good
morning to his satanic majesty when we meet
him, and in this heyday of prosperity there
is nobler work to do than pining over the
unknowable future. Make hay, my good
man, while the sun shines and the torrent
will have no terror for you.

AN enthusiastic pioneer once said of the
rich prairie land of the West, " tickle

it with a plough and it laughs in a bountiful
harvest." But not always are the elements
propitious. And this has been the disturbing
factor for months past. Early in the season
there were wailings in some sections over the
drouth ; later deluging rains were the source
of anxiety. Though both these factors were
responsible for material losses, yet the harvest
time finds such crops in the aggregate as
probably have never been equaled in bulk
or value. The man of figures is already at
work and his calculations are electrifying.

He places the value of the cereal harvest to
American farmers at $2,000,000,000. This

estimate is based on the Government's crop

report, which indicated its size in bushels as
follows :

Corn   2,422,000,000
Wheat   634,0oo,c000
Oats   806,000,000

Total   3,862,000,000

If the Government's forecast is realized
this will be the largest total production of
cereals ever recorded in the United States.
It will exceed by more than 425,000,000
bushels the aggregate of the tremendous
crops of corn, wheat and oats in 1900. And
in value on the farm, if the estimate of
$2,000,000,000 is approximately correct, it
will exceed by at least half a billion dollars
the best grain harvest gathered in any pre-
vious year by American farmers.

IN all the grain growing States with thepossible exception of Minnesota, where
the earlier elemental perversity did much
damage, extraordinary grain crops will be
harvested. In Washington, Idaho, Montana
and North Dakota the crops are immense.
So rich is the wheat crop in the first-men-
tioned State that it is expected to yield sixty
bushels to the acre. Kansas and Nebraska,
the two States that suffered most severely in
the depression of the middle nineties, but
which have been favored with fine crops for
several years past, are again in the lucky list.
Such immense crops following several con-
secutive fat years have especial signification
for the jewelers. With debts largely paid
and necessities largely provided for, the
farmers will invest freely in luxuries. Neither
must it be forgotten that the big crops of
the present year will bring unusually remu-
nerative returns. Corn, for instance, follow-
ing last year's short crop, has been especially
high. Wheat prices are lower than those of
a year ago, yet at present figures the crop's
value would be fully equal to that of 1901
and very largely in excess of that of 1900.
The oat crop, too, though falling behind last
year, shows a large increase in value over
that of I goo.

The only sources of anxiety at present
are a possible scarcity of money and of rail-
road cars to move the large crops, but even
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in these matters the banks and railroads seem
to be exceptionally well circumstanced. In
a recent interview J. J. Hill, president of the
Great Northern Railroad, said : "We on
the Great Northern have 2000 cars more
than we had a year ago, and I am informed
the Northern Pacific has about the same
number of additional cars, and I do not be-
lieve we will have any difficulty in handling
the grain traffic." The banks, too, aver that
there will be lots of money for the same
purpose.

An Object Lesson and Example to
the Trade

IT has often been charged against the
jewelry trade that it is slow to take action

in its own behalf ; that it is rather prone to
grumble than to defend. The fact that there
are few organizations among the retail trade,
and none which exercises more than a local,
or at most a State influence, gives some color
to the charge. Corroborative evidence is
found in letters received at this office, which
express dissatisfaction with certain conditions
and a hopelessness in regard to remedying
them which do not make pleasant reading.
A type of these letters is before us as we
write. Carl Rivinius, of Ebensburg, Pa., says:

I do not see anything to improve in THE KEY-
STONE ; it is as near perfection and up-to-date as
can be. There is only one thing I would like to
see improved, or rather brought back to its former
standing, and that is that jewelers could have back
their sales in our line and have some protection
against outside channels. But this seems to be
beyond redemption and THE KEYSTONE cannot be
blamed for it.

Our readers, of course, hold THE KEY-
STONE blameless in the matter. THE KEY-
STONE is the organ of the jewelry trade,
not the jewelry trade itself. Its duty is
to educate, plan and assist ; it cannot
take action. We have reiterated time and
time again that the one available remedy
for the trade grievances lies in combined
and harmonious action among the jewelers
themselves—in other words, in organization.
Individual action amounts to nothing ; indi-
vidual appeal to manufacturers amounts to
but little. A twig is a useless weapon ; a
bundle of twigs may be used as a club. In
union there is strength. E pluribus unum
says the national motto, and the sentiment is
the foundation of all order, power and
progress.

,r HIS train of thought originated in our
perusal of the proceedings at a meeting

of the Michigan Retail Hardware Dealers'
Association, a trade which is half-brother to
the jewelry trade and affected by the same
outside influences. A speaker at this meet-
ing gave a very practical discourse on organ-
ization, in the course of which he stated

THE KEYSTONE

some plain truths which, with slight twisting,
would fit exactly the jewelry trade. He said:

The hardware men throughout the country
have been. and are still confronted with a condition
of things that handicaps them in their struggle with
illegitimate competition. Commercial salesmen
will call upon the druggist, jeweler and dry goods
merchant, and will sell revolvers and cutlery ; the
tinware trade has been ruined by the common prac-
tice of selling to groceries and bazaars ; stoves are
handled by furniture and department stores;
almost all the jobbing houses have special sales-
men who call upon the factories, mill men, black-
smiths and contractors, and are instructed to keep
out of sight of the regular dealers ; while " mail-
order and catalogue houses " curtail and limit the
trade of hardware men generally.

A list somewhat similar to this could be
compiled by any jeweler. The enumeration
was made by the speaker referred to, in justi-
fication of the organization of retail hardware
dealers into associations having for their
object the correction of these evils. " I
firmly believe," he added, "that through
our united efforts much good can and has
been accomplished. Manufacturers are
already beginning to see that it is best to sell
their output through the regular channels of
trade, and through the influence of our
national association, certain lines of goods
are not sold to these demoralizers of trade."

Q0 it would be with a united jewelry trade.
Li The voice of the association would be
the voice of authority. Attention could be
demanded and evasion punished. The speaker
also had something to say on the matter of
price-cutting, and his views were similar to
those so often expressed in these columns.
He said:

My experience has convinced me that one of
the greatest evils we have to contend with to-day
is the ruinous price-cutting of competitors in trade ;
and the best way to cure this evil is to organize
locally, hold regular monthly meetings, rub against
each other, get new ideas, and thus become more
friendly and have a better understanding as to the
best way to deal with the evils of trade, and main-
tain prices at a legitimate profit. To keep hard-
ware business within legitimate channels, and call
a halt to this ruinous cutting of prices ought to be
the chief object of our organization.

There is nothing new in this doctrine.
It is familiar to the jewelry trade through the
pages of THE KEYSTONE. We reprint it,
however, because it has added weight, coming
from a trade that is remedying to some ex-
tent by organization the evils the jewelers
complain of.

Thieves Frustrated by Female Clerks
HE world-famed English editor, W. T.
Stead, once said that " the United

States would one day be the nerve center of
the world." The perusal in the daily press
of such items as the following would lead
one to believe that this happy time had
already arrived :

"There are only two of us here, and I didn't
take the ring ; so if you don't produce it I shall call
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the police," said Miss Elberta Williams, who clerks
for C. A. Carmany, a jeweler, of Coatesville, Pa.,
to a stranger in the store. The man had asked to
see some rings, and while examining a tray full of
them one of the rings disappeared. The fellow
denied the charge, but when threatened with arrest
produced the ring from his pocketbook, where he
said it had got by mistake.

This is no less than the fourth time in a
few weeks that we have read of jewelry
thieves being frustrated by the nerve and
alertness of female clerks. One of these
with untrembling hand produced a gun and
ordered the thief to give up the missing
ring or take the consequences. The ring
was promptly produced and the transaction
closed. THE KEYSTONE is pleased to pay
tribute to the bravery and fidelity of these
female employees who proved their trust-
worthiness under such trying circumstances.
Thieves will not unnaturally select for their
operations a time when a female clerk is in
charge, and it is always wise to be prepared
for such visitors. The nerve 'displayed on
the occasions above. referred to and the
success which attended the show of deter-
mination furnish an object lesson for the
jewelry clerk sisterhood and their masculine
brethren as well.

Audacious Burglarizing

IN connection with the above, THE KEY-STONE must again warn the trade against
the increasing audacity of thieves and bur-
glars. Our news columns teem with an-
nouncements of burglaries, the masterpiece
for the month being the successful theft of a
tray of rings valued at over $3000 from A. A.
Webster & Co., of Brooklyn, as circum-
stantially told in our New York letter. Some
of the thieves display a combination of nerve
and cunning that is the despair of the trade.
Most of the pilferings, however, are made
possible by the negligence of the jeweler or
his assistants, and as an instance of many
such we quote the following from the Times-
Star, of Cincinnati, Ohio:

A daring thief robbed the jewelry store of
Anton Wahl, at 1118 West Eighth Street, almost
under the eyes of the proprietor and his family.
Wahl and his people were sitting out in front of the
store when the thief scaled a back fence that is very
high. Tip-toeing his way behind the counter, the
fellow pocketed six fine watches and left the way
he entered. When the robbery was discovered
there was no trace of the thief.

How beautifully simple ! We notice,
too, that the window-smasher is becoming
more reckless and successful, and the reports
generally hint at the why and wherefore. In
telling of these robberies we are not infre-
quently informed that " on this occasion Mr.
Jones happened to leave his goods in the
window over night," or " the clerk who
dressed the window being away on vacation
Mr. Erown does not yet know how much
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was taken," or " it was the custom of Mr.

Robinson to put the diamonds in the safe, but

to leave the less valuable goods in the

cases."

WE quoted above from the Cincinnati

Times-Star of August 15th, In the

same journal of the following day, August

t 6th, we read that someone smashed

the window of George Neswtedt's jewelry

store at about to minutes to 5 o'clock in the

morning and helped himself to nearly Poo

worth of property as follows :

One Howard adjusted watch, one American

23-jeweled watch, one chatelaine watch and pin,
one heavy gold double watch chain, one gold and

platinum watch chain, one solid gold match box,

two pair diamond sleeve buttons, three rings set

with small diamonds, one pair pearl opera glasses.

We print the list as illustrating the

tempting character of the goods left in the

window over night. The report explains

that " Mr. Newstedt takes out all of the

diamonds from the window, but leaves a dis-

play of other goods." Nocturnal prowlers

should be tempted by no such display as

this. There seems to be sufficient talent

among jewelry thieves at the present time to

circumvent almost any precaution, which is

all the more reason why every precaution

should be taken and extreme watchfulness

practiced by every jeweler and jewelry clerk.

Belated locking of the stable door is becom-

ing too frequent for the good of the trade.

Another "World's Largest Steamship"

THERE seems to be scarcely any limit to

the magnitude of modern human con-

ception and achievements. Another largest

leviathan of the deep has just been launched

in Belfast, Ireland, and the tonnage and

dimensions of the floating monster are truly

wonderful. The new steamship is named the

Cedric, and is the property of the White

Star Company. She is 700 feet long and

will carry 18,400 tons and 3000 passengers.

To the land lubber a floating thing of such

magnitude and carrying capacity is almost

inconceivable. A town with 3000 inhabitants

is by no means insignificant, but no town

of this population could produce such an

aggregation of humanity as is found on the

modern transatlantic steamship. On the

latest trip of the steamship Oceanic she

carried the not extraordinary number of 1351

passengers. Yet so unique was this aggre-

gation that with it alone it would have been

possible to have organized a bank, officered

a big corporation, financed a trust, equipped

a factory, started a new church and a school,

and produced a play and an opera.

A Farmers' Trust is the Latest

PROBABLY the most unique and sugges-

tive development in the trust line is a

monster commission company, entitled the

Farmers' National Co-operative Company,

heralded from South Dakota, with a capital

of $50,000,000. The purposes of the corpo-

ration are to buy, sell and deal in grains,

provisions, live stock and all kinds of pro-

duce, on commission and otherwise, and for

that purpose build and equip grain elevators,

warehouses, cold-storage plants, stockyards,

and whatever may be necessary to carry on

the business of the corporation. One-fourth

of the capital stock will be used for building

the elevators, yards, branch offices, etc., and

another fourth will be made a cash fund

for dealing in grain and provisions on the

Board of Trade. The remaining half of the

capital stock will be left virtually with the

farmers, in various banks, where the money

has been raised, to enable them to hold their

crops for a more favorable market. This will

give the farmers $50,000,000 back of their

interests to help them in securing better

prices for their products.

Compare Paid Returned Checks and
Stubs

ACCORDING to a recent decision a bank

depositor cannot throw the whole re-

sponsibility of taking care of his money on

the bank. He must scrutinize his accounts

and see particularly that the paid checks

returned correspond in amount with the

stubs in his possession. If he neglects to do

this and his checks are raised by a dishonest

clerk the maker of the checks must stand the

loss. Such in substance is the decision just

rendered by the New York Court of Appeals

in a case against the Chemical Bank. A

business house depositing with the bank was

victimized by its own confidential clerk, who

raised checks for a period of two years and

appropriated the excess to his own use.

During the period of the manipulation the

deposit book of the firm was written up no

less than twelve times and the paid checks

returned. A comparison of these checks

with the stubs would have disclosed the

fraud, but the firm did not do this. It got

judgment, however, against the bank for the

fraudulent payments, but the Court of Ap-

peals has reversed this, holding that the firm

had been guilty of negligence in not com-

paring the returned checks with the stubs

and discovering the fraud in its first stage.

There is manifest justice in this decision,

and it interests all who have bank accounts,

but do not trouble themselves to see whether

the returned checks have suffered any unau-

thorized manipulation since they were signed.
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Out-of-town Merchants Flood the
Cities

IN our last issue we advised the trade to

take advantage of the buyers' excursions

to visit the big buying centers. This they

did, in conjunction with their brother mer-

chants, to an extent quite unprecedented.

In fact, the August invasion of the several

large cities by out-of-town buyers in all

branches of trade was so immense as to tax

the hotel capacity. The most reliable and

conservative of the New York dailies de-

scribed the crowded metropolis as follows :

" Rarely, if ever, except in a time of some

great celebration, has New York been so

well filled with strangers as it is now. Many

of these visitors are tourists, taking advan-

tage of cheap excursion rates ; but large

numbers of them are merchants from the

South and West, who have come here to buy

goods for the fall trade. Never before have

there been so many buyers in town as there

are now, and the wholesale merchants and

the hotel men are correspondingly delighted.

No better evidence of general business pros-

perity could be given than this. Assured of

great crops, the country merchants are rush-

ing early to the chief markets of the country

to buy supplies for the fall and winter. Job-

bing houses report a notable increase in

business over the corresponding period of

19o1."

THE daily press of the other large cities

reported porportionately large crowds

of visiting buyers, and of these 'a goodly

number were jewelers. Such of them as our

representatives found time to interview were

enthusiastic over the idea of personally visit-

ing the markets, and freely confessed that

they found their trip as profitable as pleasura-

ble. In view of the prosperity foreshadowed

by the big crops, it was no surprise to learn

that they were making unusually elaborate

preparations for fall and holiday trade. Both

jobbers and retailers report that the average

purchasing is more liberal, and the stock as

a whole of better quality than heretofore. A

record-breaking watch-selling season is anti-

cipated, and there is little doubt that the

factories will be taxed to supply the demand.

An unusually liberal investment in high-grade

novelties indicates the hopeful conditions, as

does also the extensive purchases of standard

silverware stock. That cut glass will be

handled to a greater extent than heretofore

by the trade is also evident in the market

reports. In fact, present purchasing, not

alone of visiting buyers to the cities but by

the trade generally through the traveling

men, indicates such confidence, favorable

conditions and timely preparation, as are

probably without parallel.
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WE INVITE THE ATTENTION OF THE

JEWELRY TRADE
to the fact that our NEW GOODS may now be seen at all
of our salesrooms. The addresses will be found below.

There are many novelties especially prepared for the
coming season and an incomparable showing in a great variety
of designs of the things that are always " good stock." As
for that, however, there is never any question as to Gorham
stock of any sort. It is accepted as representative the
‘v orld OVer.

GORHAM goods are always fashionable because they
are the best, not because they cost any more.

GRAND PRIX

PARIS, I 900

TRADE-MARK.

STERLING

FIVE GOLD MEDALS
BUFFALO, 1901

They are never sold to Dry Goods or Department Stores.

GORHAM MFG. CO• Silversmiths
Broadway and Nineteenth Street, New York.

BRANCHES : NEW YORK : 21-23 Maiden Lane. CHICAGO : 131-137 Wabash Avenue.
SAN FRANCISCO : 118-120 Sutter Street.
WORKS : Providence and New York.

The Proceedings of the
spring Club

(Continued. Part 9)

Main-

"Now, Hiram," said Chairman Silver-
plate, mopping his forehead and fanning
vigorously, " we're ready to let you show
your intellectual goods, and you may open
up.'"

Hiram Hustler grinned expansively as
he rose, and asked, " Shall I show my
18-karat line first, or would you like to in-
spect the popular stuff ? I've all sorts, and
all are sorted. You pays your money, and
you takes your choice.'"

"0, go ahead !" said Lorgnette ; "be-
gin in the middle, if you like, and work out
to both ends : only begin; for Mrs. Lorg-
nette has a watermelon on ice, and we'll
never get it cut before midnight unless you
hurry along."
" A watermelon ! Gee whiz, Mr. Hus-

tler, let's pack up the goods and put them
back in the trunk !" whispered Johnny
Jumpup. The Chairman frowned on Johnny,
rapped for order, and Hi Hustler, with his
thumbs in his armholes, said :
" I'm going to begin right in the middle,

as Mr. Lorgnette suggests. I'm going to
assume that each one of you has received
notice from me that I'll call upon you on a
certain date ; and I'll tell you how you will
variously receive that information.
" One of you will merely glance at the

notice, throw it into the waste-basket, and
forget all about it ; and when I turn up on
the specified date, this one will say, Hullo,
Hustler, you here ? Sorry I haven't an order
for you—just ordered all I needed by mail
yesterday, from your house—would have
held the order for you, if I knew you were
coming,' and so on. I remind him that I
sent him a notice ; he ponders for a moment.
' Now that you speak of it, I remember to
have seen such a notice ; but I clean forgot
about it. Sorry—better luck next time.'
Half a day lost, Jones's traveler gets ahead
of me by the delay, bad hotel to stay at, an
attack of ' the blues ;' all because this cus-
tomer treated my notice (which meant so
much to me) like an unsealed circular. Loss
to my house in needless expense ; loss to me
in time, and in the showing of total annual
sales, on which my hoped-for increase of

salary hinges ; loss all around, on my side,
and no gain whatever 'to the jeweler on his
side. Was it quite fair to me, and half-way
decent?
" Another of you gets the notice and

pins it before hint on his desk, so that he will
not forget it ; for he wants some goods, and
wants them from nze. But this is how, when
I call : "Morning, Hustler—what'a you got,
to-day ? same old chestnuts you've been
showing me for a year, I suppose ! No,
don't want any gold watch cases—don't like
your patterns—Jones's man has the pretty
patterns in cases, and he'll be here in a few
days. Movements : well, I want a lot of
7-jeweled 0 size. Scarce, are they ? Well,
I'll buy some better grades next time, but
must have some cheap ones to-day, or there
is no use in trying to sell me jewelry. How
much for these lorgnette chains ? $3.50 ?
Why, man, you're 'way in the air with
your prices ; I can buy these for $3.20, all I
want of them. I can use a few filled cases,
if you can meet the to per cent. discount
that other drummers are offering me.' I
look him in the eye and know he's lying ;
and he knows I know he's lying ; but it
doesn't affect his hearty insistence on his
statement. Eventually I pull out quite an
order from him, at my regular prices ; but
throughout the purchase is a running corn-
ment on my poor stock,' and the reprehen-
sible practice of my house in insisting on the
terms of the cash discount, and animadver-
sions against the jobbing trade in general.
" I call on the third one of you. You

are reading the morning paper when I arrive,
and continue to read it through, only looking
up to give a surly ' Good morning,' but
otherwise ignoring me for a long half-hour as

though I were an applicant for your charity.

In the meantime I have opened my telescope

and piled the stack of trays on the counter.

You finally drift in that direction, look over

a few trays with a bored expression, take

your hat and must see a man—will be back

soon.' After an hour it is dinner-time ; I

return after dinner, again unpack my goods,

and after a desultory inspection of the stock

you 'believe there's nothing you want.'

Time spent in your store, three hours ; and

I was made to feel like a beggar in every

minute of the three hours ; made to feel that

I was Lazarus at the gate of Dives, and was

of a low order of humanity altogether.

(1077)

" Now, Messrs. Silverplate, Hairspring,

Lorgnette and Pennyweight, representing the
retail jewelry trade, I want to protest against
the habitual attitude of the average merchant
to the drummer. A very great many of you
meet hini on the plane of equality, on his
merits as a man ; but another great many
indiscriminately revile us as a class, making
up your opinion of us from your impression
of the few black sheep in our fraternity.
Of course there are unworthy ones among
us : drummers with offensive personal
habits, and those who deceive as to the
quality of their goods, and those who are
over-persistent, and those who practice various
smart' abominations ; but it isn't fair to treat

the best of us as the worst deserves. I fancy
there may even be a retail jeweler, or two,
who is not entirely above reproach ; I am
sure that some preachers are not quite fit ;
and among the thousands of drummers there
must be some that deserve your scorn. But
I make the deliberate statement, and chal-
lenge its denial, that, man for man, the
average drummer stands on fully as high a
level of intellectual, social and moral worth
as the average jeweler, and is entitled to a
high and respectful consideration, not only
for the trust that is put in him by the house
which he represents, but also for his merits
as a man !"

Hi Hustler sat down, and Johnny Jumpup
clapped his bands in enthusiastic applause.
" Say," whispered he to Frank Footwheel,
" isn't Mr. Hustler the real stuff? Golly,
can't he talk, for sure !"

Henry Hairspring : " I think you'll
all agree with me that Mr. Hustler has made
out a pretty strong case. It is a difficult
matter to determine just why the drummer
is habitually maligned. Possibly the comic
illustrated weeklies may have helped ; possi-
bly the earliest drummers were of a poorer
grade than now, and their shortcomings in-
spired the tradition which now prevails. Mr.
Hustler is certainly right in his estimate of
the present average drummer ; in the jewelry
trade especially, he stands for a high order
of worth, a type of the best in every-day
manhood. The fact that he is intrusted with
thousands of dollars' worth of easily-con-
verted stock speaks for his integrity of char-
acter ; the fact that he is brought into con-
tact with those who deal in beautiful objects

. of art, and are consequently supposed to

(Continued on page 1079)
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Chicago is the buying center of the widest and wealthiest territory in
the world. 21s the source of supplies of the myriad stores of the vast
Western country, a visit to this city is an event of a life an education
and an opportunity, a pleasure and a profit.
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Through the efforts of the wholesale merchants of
Chicago distant buyers are now accorded special railroad
rates, and we extend a hearty welcome to the hundreds
of jewelers who will take advantage of them. Our house
is familiar to the entire trade of the country as the

Premier Watch House of the West
and it will be a pleasure to us to prove to you how
merited is the distinction. Chicago's famous motto,
"/ will," is our motto also. We prefer performance to
promise. Our leadership in watches is not a claim;
but an actuality. To the jeweler in search of watch
stock it means the most desirable stocks to select from
intelligent, safe and profitable buying.

M. A. MEAD & CO., Watch Jobbers,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

September, 1902 Tile KEYSTONE

That Competitor of Yours

WHAT is your attitude toward him,
both as a personality and as a rival in

trade ?
Assuming that you have correct ideas on

all the underlying principles of business—
appreciation of the virtues of integrity,
promptness, perseverance, system and the
other needfuls ; that you practice wisdom in
buying, judgment in crediting and discount
your bills ; that you advertise forcefully ; that
you observe all the general conditions of
success : all this is insufficient if you do not
have that knowledge of human nature which
solves the intricate problem of competition
for the public's favor. Assuming that of two
jewelers who are equally equipped in every
way in natural and external advantages—
same capital, same reputations for honesty
and technical skill, same advantages of loca-
tion, same quality of help, same facilities for
buying same goods—one correctly interprets
fieofile' S oftinion as to the right personal atti-
tude in their competitive relations, and the
othcr does not, the former will succeed in
trade ; the latter will fall short of complete
success.

With each year of nearer approach to
the higher civilization the good will of the
public goes more and more to the merchant
who observes the strict proprieties in his
relation to his competitor, gets further and
further away from the merchant who ignores
the ethical considerations in his competitive
attitude. And the public good will will make
or break the merchant of the future.

The drift of things is toward a larger
charity, a respect for the human personality,
a concession of the merit of one's opponent.
Nations are feeling this upheaval of sentiment,
in their official relations ; individuals are in-

sistently clamoring for its general recognition

in the brotherhood of man. The millenium
may be a long way off, but humanity is at

least beginning to witness the foreshadowings
of a higher civilization.

We have an illustration in mind. Some
years ago one of the " department" houses

of New York went under the management of a
sour, cynical fellow, who at once began a cam-
paign of abuse of his competitors. His adver-

tisements did not so much vaunt the qualities
and prices of his own goods as they attacked

the merits of his rivals' goods. He seemed
to think that the way to build up his own

trade was to tear down the trade of his com-

petitors. The public first was amused, then

disgusted. It would not " stand for " such a

policy of competition. To-day that depart-

ment store is a " back number."
Let us try to follow the mental processes

of the public, in respect to two jewelers who
have different ideas as to the proper attitude

toward one's competitor,

Smith elevates his brows and depresses
his mouth at the mere mention of the name
of Jones ; intimates confidentially across the
counter that Mrs. Jones does her own wash-

ing, and the little Jones are half imbeciles;
shrugs his shoulders, with a wink, when told
of Jones' big donation to the church ; is filled
with amazement that Jones should ask $6o
for a watch which he (Smith) would be glad
to sell at $55 (though, as a matter of fact, he
sold a duplicate of the watch the week before
for $65) ; wonders how the conscience of a
jeweler who firofesses to be honest could
permit him to sell and guarantee Wearwell
& Co.'s chains ; and by a hundred adroit

insinuations he informs the public that
whether they buy of Smith or not, Jones' is

nol the place to buy goods, if they would

respect their pocketbooks or themselves.
Jones, on the other hand, has studied

the problem with a sane mind. While he

does not lie awake nights composing flatter-

ing praise of his rival for the printer, he stu-

diously avoids any public or private dispar-

agement of him ; says nothing against Smith's

goods or prices or methods ; has a good

word to say for him when his application is

posted for club membership ; severely repri-

mands a customer who says outright that

Smith cheated him in a former transaction;

takes occasion to say pleasant things of

Smith's bright boy, and praises Mrs. Smith's

zeal in the church work ; " will not believe"

Smith's comments on himself, brought to him

by industrious gossips ; is not in the least

ruffled or rattled when the evidence of Smith's

abuse of him is convincing. Here is the

result of these two policies : Jones attracts

to himself, first, the older, more formal and

substantial people, to whom he commends

himself by his observance of the proprieties;

second, that vigorous element in the commu-

nity which voices the American spirit of sym-

pathy, for the under-dog in a fight ; third,

the plain, common-sense citizen who argues

that if Smith shows such spleen and bitter-

ness without discoverable cause he must

either be losing trade to Jones or he envies

the greater manliness of Jones, and shows it

in the natural way of small minds by violating

the Golden Rule. Smith not only loses all

these advantages of sympathy accruing to

Jones, but he loses something more—some-

thing vital ; he loses a certain confidence in

himself, in failing to call out a rejoinder-in-

kind from Jones ; he loses the habit of frank-

ness and the openness of manner which

accompany habitual and cordial good will to

our fellows. He grows more bitter as he

grows older, exhibits increasing spleen and

misanthropy, and eventually renders himself

obnoxious and disagreeable to the general

public. He has been judged and found

wanting.
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The attitude to the competitor will solve
the relative question of progress between two
jewelers otherwise equally endowed naturally
and externally, in the hastening day of finer
human appreciations.

The Proceedings of the Main-
spring Club

(Continued from page Ion)

possess fine sensibilities, speaks for his gene-
ral intellectual equipment, made necessary by
the conditions. I heartily endorse Mr.
Hustler's criticisms."

Mr. Lorgnette : " It has often seemed
strange to me that employers did not more
frequently take up the bad treatment of their
drummers as insults to themselves. It would
do much toward dignifying the drummer's

vocation, in furnishing him a needed moral
support. I am not sure that the employer is
not much to blame, in withholding this active
moral support when notable bad treatment of

the drummer calls for resentment and rebuke.''
Solomon Silverplate : " If the merchant

fully realized just what his position would be
were there no drummers, he would ' rather

bear the ills he has than fly to others that he
knows not of.' The drummer saves the

merchant the trouble and expense of going

to the markets ; the drummer brings him the

choice of all the markets. Instead, there-

fore, of complaining if these drummers come

too often, let him be thankful that they come

at all. True, their mission is not philan-

thropic ; the houses that send them out have

a profit in so doing ; but the retailer has a

reciprocal profit in their visit, and is probably

the largest ultimate gainer in the general

scheme."
" Well, that watermelon is waiting, and

so is Johnny Jumpup's appetite," said Louis

Lorgnette. " Let us adjourn to the dining-

room, and we'll have Hi Hustler do the

carving, as a reward for his interesting talk

to-night."
" Say, they couldn't elect a better

carver, to suit me," said Johnny, as he put

his arm into Hustler's, " for Mr. Hustler

knows a boy's size, when it comes to water-

melons !"
(TI) DE CONTINUED)

In the choice of evils, choose—neither !

W E live in deeds, not years ; in thoughts, notbreaths;
In feelings, not in figures on a dial.

We should count time by heart-throbs : he most
lives

NVho feels most, thinks the noblest, acts the best ;
And he whose heart beats quickest lives the longest.

—Joanna Bailie.
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A Watchmaker's Troubles

The Experiences of an Observant Bench-Worker

TROUBL ES—every body' s got 'em ; the
lawyer, the cook, the watchmaker. I

sometimes think that the watchmaker, from
being confined more closely than most other
workmen or tradespeople, his work requir-
ing unusual attentiveness, and being without
chances for mental or physical relaxation,
overdevelops his troubles. Nevertheless,
many of, his troubles are real. From fifteen
years' experience at the bench I have learned
how to overcome many of them.

In the first place there is nothing so
good for a watchmaker who is closely con-
fined to his bench every day as plenty of
exercise and amusement, after business hours,
together with occasional vacations. It is
wonderful how refreshed you will feel if you
try it and surprising how quickly it dissipates
many of one's troubles.

A correspondent in the July KEYSTONE
alludes to one of the old-time troubles of the
watchmaker—what to do when he has re-
paired a watch for a man who afterward dis-
poses of the watch to another party who
claims all the rights and privileges of a guar-
antee given to the first party.

In such cases it is needless
to debate the right and
wrong of the case. The

question is the expediency of conforming or
not to the demands of the customer. Decide
whether it is good policy or not for you to
fix that watch and then be governed accord-
ingly. I had an identical case once. I told
the customer that I had repaired the watch
for Mr. So-and-so and did not know him in
the transaction. Straightway quoth my cus-
tomer : " Well, I can take the watch back
to the first owner and I presume you will fix
it for him. What's the difference in your
making your guarantee good to him or to
me ? " " I think there is considerable differ-
ence," I said, " but leave the watch with
me ; we won't fall out about a matter like
that ; I'll put the mainspring in." Which I
did. It was bad policy to waste a lot of
time arguing a question like that ; it would
have been almost impossible to beat into his
head what I thought as to the justice of it.
If you feel disposed to kick, do it pleasantly.
I put a new spring in this watch and he after-
ward brought me several other jobs, all of
which I no doubt would have lost had I
" laid down" on him.

I had another mainspring
trouble once, which no doubt
has happened in precisely

the same way to many another watchmaker.
I cleaned a watch, for which I charged the
regulation price, and it was duly delivered to

Responsibility
for Guarantees

Be Guided by
Expediency

THE KEYSTONE

the owner. In three days' time that watch
was back. Mainspring broken. "It will
cost you $1.50 to repair this watch," I said.
" The devil you say," he remarked. "Didn't
I tell you to repair this watch—put it in first-
class order and do everything necessary. If
that mainspring was worn out why didn't you
fix it. You agreed to fix that watch for a
certain price and guarantee it for a year. I
paid you your price, and that blamed watch
has not run three days." In most cases
of this nature the customer will willingly pay
the cost of a new spring, but this time he
kicked. I quietly and plainly explained to
him the injustice of his claims, but put the
spring in. Right here many a watchmaker
goes to pieces, loses his head and tells that
particular customer to take his watch and go
to a particular place where the temperature
is particularly warm. The result is that he
goes to your competitor, cusses you in great
shape to him, takes all his other work to this
same competitor, and besides will actually
hunt up work and patronage for him. What-
ever the merits of the case you are the loser,
and that's what counts. Sticking up for your
rights too strenuously does not always pay.
I put the spring in this watch, after I had
explained to him my non-liability (and some
of it was bound to soak in). He was pleased
at my liberality and brought me many other
watches for repairs, on all of which I got a
good round price, and when possible added
a little extra. I don't think I lost anything
in the transaction. Fact of the matter, I got
paid for that mainspring.

In watch repairing, always
Diagnose the be sure to have a clear un-Watch's Troubles

derstanding as to repairs
and charges before the work is done. It
saves lots of troubles with which workmen are
worried. Never take in a watch which you
agree to put in order for $2.50, and when
you come to deliver it say you " found some
other work necessary, for which you will have
to charge, and the price is $3.50." What-
ever reputation you enjoy or how much con-
fidence your customer has in you, it is calcu-
lated to raise doubts as to your integrity.

One of the most vexing
things that is constantly hap-
pening, is for some slab-

sided fool to come into your store and inno-
cently ask : " Is that time right? " Your
first impulse is to throw him in the street.
Many a watchmaker has sat up late in the
night studying how to muzzle that question,
and nothing is better calculated to send a
watchmaker to the insane asylum as that
everlasting sentence fired at him, year in
and year out : " Is that time right ? " It
will be observed, however, that the question
is asked in the utmost good faith. People
don't consider. Fact is, they have their own

Is That the
Right Time?

September. 1902

business to consider. And when they set
their watches they want the right time.
Neither is it caused by your neglect, for I
know that for ten years my regulator, which
is an imposing one, with mercurial pendulum,
has never been wrong. I get the time every
week or two, and change my clock if only a
few seconds out of the way. But I have
found almost a complete cure. I have painted
a neat sign and attached it to my regulator
as follows :

TIME RECEIVED BY TELEGRAPH.
This Clock Is Exactly Correct.

Since placing the sign there I am rarely
asked the question, my appetite has im-
proved and I work in peace.

A Rare Kind of Grievance

IT is probably given to THE KEYSTONEalone to know the full extent and variety
of the troubles, real and imaginary, which
fall to the lot of the jeweler. An Indiana
member of the craft writes as follows : "Per-
haps you will have the kindness to let me
know how much abuse a person is obliged to
take in his own store from a customer before
he has a right to order him out. In case he
refuses to go would the merchant have a right
to put him out forcibly ? " We trust that
the cases in which a question of this kind
arises are few and far between, and we also
trust that when the question does arise the
jeweler will be ruled by reason rather than
temper. Abuse is not justified by law or
morals under any circumstances, and the
jeweler would, of course, have the right to
resent and prevent it, but physical force,
except in corporeal self-defence, is as legally
unjustifiable as abuse. The law furnishes a
remedy for the merchant's grievance much
more effective and less dangerous than physi-
cal force. There is an old saying that " the
easy way is the best," and it applies very
forcefully in any altercation between mer-
chant and customer. Of course, the point
may be reached wherein forbearance may
cease to be a virtue, but even then taking the
law into one's own hands is risky physically
and commercially. Should the abuse be
such as to compel immediate expulsion, the
act would no doubt be entirely justifiable,
but the argumentum ad baculinum is one
that can be used both by the transgressor
and the aggrieved, and the latter must not
let temper or impulsiveness blind him to his
own possible physical shortcomings. The
jeweler's calling is not conducive to muscular
prowess, and he will generally find an appeal
to the law and its officers safer than an appeal
to his biceps.
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and ware requiring new and original designs
are always given our most careful and
prompt attention.

Our several factories and large facilities
enables us to place at the service of the
trade a corps of experts, producing the mos'
artistic

The ware we are furnishing the U. S. Army, the U. S. Navy, the largest Steamships, Hotels
Clubs, as well as the trade in general, is a sure indication of the desirability and popularity of
productions. Our increased line of

is now well displayed in the new addition to our warerooms, 15 Maiden Lane, ind is worthy of your
inspection.

For genuine merit it has never been equaled.
It cannot be excelled.
The goods are

6.'10w elf,P10,41,...."

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES Co EDWARDS SILVER CO.
THE MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
NORWICH CUTLERY CO.
ROGERS & BROTHER
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
ROGERS, SMITH C./ CO.

THE ROGERS Ci HAMILTON CO.
WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER C./ CO.
MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

Perfect in Color,
Artistically Designed,

Brilliantly Finished and
Exclusive!

They can be sold at prices which will admit of

Our New Catalogue No. 26 is now ready.

Designed to be of practical value to you in
as well as buying the goods.

GENERA!. OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

SUNBEAM."
No. mat. 2I-IN. TWO-PIECE VASE.

PUNCH BOWL MADF. FOR U. S. GUNBOAT " WILMINGTON."



No. 404. Flower Vase.
Royal.

OHIO CUT GLASS CO.
Bowling Green, Ohio

Manufacture the

Real Cut Glass

We are turning out very fine

articles of Real Cut Glass. Our

study is originality and excellence.

We cut our designs on the finest

Blanks made in the world, and

know our work is excelled by

none. We solicit correspondence.

George R. Spinney,
President of this Company,

will exhibit the line in the East in August and September.

I H. M. Felker, Agent,
NEW YORK ( 25 W. Broadway.

John A. Dobson & Co., Agents, No. 306. Claret Jug.
BALTIMORE ( 16 0 18 South Charles St. Regent.

1313. Bon-Bon. Milroi.

Zwlik eelu thtc.

RICH
CUT GLASS

1 " Look through the world,'Tis neer met with elsewhere."

Rd Saucer. Ionian.

We do not need to tell you that October is one of the months in which cut glass has a large
retail sale; but we do think we should explain that August business indicates a large September
trade, and we urge you to place your order early, if it is not already in, because it takes time to
make goods if they happen to be out of stock.

T. B. CLARK 0 CO., Inc., Honesdale, Pa.

No. 563. Cut 139, " NONPAREIL," Vase with 2 Handles, 12 inch.

ILLUSTRATION HALF SIZE.

The Straus American Cut Glass
counts among its many strong points ORIGINALITY in designs of shapes as well as cuttings. We have again produced a

number of strikingly original articles, and our complete fall assortment is now ready. No buyer of Cut Glass can in justice to

himself afford to place his orders before having seen our line.

All of our Cut Glass is of a HIGH STANDARD. We do not make "cheap" goods, but rather sell a first-class article a
t

a very low price. The so-called Cut Glass whose only attraction is "cheapness " gives satisfaction t
o no one. We have

always aimed at making our PRICES as REASONABLE as possible. Our Cut Glass is well known as a good profit

producer for the dealer, and its well-merited reputation will be maintained.

TRADE

MARK

WE ISSUE AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

L. STRAUS & SONS Manufacturers,

42, 44 and 46 Warren Street and 116 Chambers Street,

Factory, 5gth Street and North River, New York. New York.



TIGHT BINDING

THE "CORINTHIAN"
PATENTED

In Our New Factory 

Hollowware,
Toiletware,

Everything Loving Cups,
New in , Fern Dishes,

( Ragout Dishes,
, Spoon Worh.

Quality and Finish, the best skilled labor can produce.
Everything made by a legitimate silversmith 'wilt be found

In our stock.

The trade 'visiting the East are cordially invited to <visit our
new quarters and inspect the lines <we offer for the
fall season.

Roger Williams Silver Co
SALESROOM,

860 Broadway,

New York. TRAOI-NARK

FACTORY,

104 Sabin Street,
Manufacturers' Bldg.,

Providence, R. 1

The new "20th Century" cut has added still
further to the glory and lustre of the diamond.
When cut exact it is unequaled for brilliancy,
We have only the most skillfully cut and per.
fect proportions in this magnificent improve.
ment. By the "20th Century" cutting the
diamond has reached the perfection of bril•
liancy designed for it by nature.

We are
now filling

orders

DIAMOND
t'q

ES

0

TRADE MARIt

for
this

cutting

Chas. F. Wood C/ Co.
Importers and Cutters of Diamonds,

I Maiden Lane, New York.

/410,Li)340 k+,of plA

(

103 State Street Chicago.

[ TRADE"1133S MARK
RWALLACE"

Of course, there are
many brands of silver-
plated spoons, forks,
etc., and each claims
its goods points. The

"1835 R.WALLACE"

brand combines the
virtues of all the
others, while still main-
taining its own indi-
viduality.

It also has a trade-
mark of its own.

R. Wallace& Sons Mf. Co.
Wallingford, Conn.

New York. Chicago. San Francisco.

London.

Our stamp on Sterling Silver is a mark of

beauty and value.

TRADE

STERLING

MARK

"IRIS"
<ISI>

The
Most
Refined
And
Graceful
Art
Nouveau
Pattern
Ever
Produced
In
Plated
Ware

Our " Iris " Pattern has the beauty of
design heretofore characteristic only ,of the
richest Sterling Patterns. With this feature is
combined a standard of excellence in quality
that surpasses any other make of Plated Ware.
A beautiful and lasting finish is secured by a
scientific process of our own in the plating,
and by the utmost care in every detail of
man ufacture.

Write for illustrated Booklet regarding
" Iris " and other patterns.

Goods Bearing- this Hark

<IS>

are positively guaranteed better and more
serviceable than triple-plated ware.

E. H. H. SMITH, .11aniyacturer,
3 Maiden Lane, New York.



"La Du Barry"
No. I

OUR FALL CAMPAIGN

"La Vision"

is already well under way. We have entered it with as strong a new Toilet Line as can possibly
be produced, no pains and expense having been spared in our effort.

A pretty illustrated booklet describing our Bouguereau and Watteau sets will be mailed toyou for the asking.

925/1000
Fl NE

lbollowwarc
Watch Our Ads.

999/1000
FINE

IDCP00i t mare

The Mauser Manufacturing Company,
SILVERSMITHS,

Branches: 13 Malden Lane, New York.
126 State Street, Chicago. Salesrooms:

Factory and

"Watteau"
No. 4

14 East 15th Street, Fifth Avenue,
bet. Broadway and NEW YORK.

e'L'Art Nouveau"
No. 3 è Bouguereau"_1No .5

September, 1902

Advice to the Afflicted

A SUBSCRIBER writes as follows:
" My competitor is a repairer who

orders from catalogues when he has an
inquiry for a watch. He shows the cus-
tomer his bill from the jobber, and sells
the watch at cost, merely asking the cus,.
tomer to pay him fifty cents for his 'trouble.'
Of course he is hurting my trade, as I must
get a living profit to enable me to continue
in business. Now, how can I get protec-
tion?"

We pause long enough to marvel how
the other fellow manages to scrape through
and pay his butcher, and answer our suffer-
ing and much-wronged correspondent thus :

Four ways seem open toward the solu-
tion of the problem ; and the suggestions
come from four various authorities.

The first is from our office-boy—a san-
guinary youth whose ancestors carried shilla-
labs and broke heads with a cheerful and
ready alacrity, whenever the occasion offered.
He says, "I'd push me fist into de brute's
face, an' lick him good and hard ; " but the
proposition is shocking to the Quaker in-
stinct, and Mike is promptly rewarded with
the editorial frown.

The second suggestion is that our cor-
respondent ascertain the name of the jobber
who sends his catalogue to the 50-cent-profit
competitor, then write that jobber stating the
facts, and request him to decline to fill the
had man's orders. It might work—but then
again it might not ; for there are other job-
bers who issue catalogues and are out for biz,
and the b. m. would likely get the goods
somehow, if he was determined, as long as
his cash held out and he was "legitimate"
(in the sense that all his time was given to
repairing or dealing in watches and jewelry).

The third suggestion is a good one. Go
to the bothersome gentleman in a spirit of
candor and argue the matter with him in a
temperate and pleasant way. Tell him frankly
that his practices are hurting trade, and not
helping his own pocket ; suggest that a
" fair" price is fair to both buyer and seller ;
that as he cannot buy dry goods, or shoes, or
bread, or a chair, or medicine, or a doorkey,
or a coffin; or anything else at a profit of one
or two per cent on net cost, no one would
expect him to sell a watch on such a margin,
etc., etc. You might even go further : tell
him that if instead of sending to the catalogue
house for a watch he will bring his customer
to you, you will pay him double his usual
profit—you will give him a dollar on each
watch sale thus made, instead of the fifty
cents which he usually makes in his own
operation. At any rate, if you approach him
in the right way you will likely find him a
" good fellow " who will listen to reason and
adopt any fair suggestion.

The fourth plan is to be used only in
case the second or third fails. In that case

THE KEYSTONE

the only thing left for you to do is to make a
frank appeal to the sense of fairness and right
in your people. Get out a circular which
will argue the matter at sufficient length.
Make it clear and convincing. Tell the
people that a business with invested capital
must have sufficient returns of profit to keep
it going. Mention, as pertinent examples,
the various kinds of business in your com-
munity, so that each reader can fit the argu-
ment to his personal case—even the farmer
and the day laborer will find the application.
Appeal to the common instinct of self-preser-
vation. Be manly, open and earnest, and
the appeal will be respected by all who respect
the ethics of trade in its relation to every-
day life.

The Purchase of Rubies at Mandalay

THE ruby trade is active at Mandalay.
It is estimated at $1,000,000 annually,

or thirty locs of rupees. The most beauti-
ful stones are always designed for Paris.

The chief houses of Paris and Amster-
dam send their representatives to treat di-
rectly with the shans. No customs are more
interesting to the foreign observer than those
which characterize these transactions. Cer-
tain conditions are rigorously enforced, such
as the hours at which the examination and
purchase of the merchandise can take place,
and the signs for indicating the bargaining
and its conclusion.

The shans never employ artificial light
to illuminate rubies. In their opinion, the
sun, in.its full brilliancy, can alone bring out
'their fires and their splendid colors in perfec-
tion. Sales can only take place between nine
o'clock in the morning and three in the after-
noon, and the sky must not be overcast.

The purchaser places himself near a
window with a large copper plate before him,
and the venders present themselves in turn.
Each of them, detaching from his waist a small
greasy bag, containing his rubies, pours these
on the plate. To better examine, the buyer
arranges them in 27 heaps thus classified :

First, three heaps including : ( i) Stones
up to three grains ; (2) stones from three to
six grains ; (3) those from six to ten grains.
Stones exceeding ten grains are placed aside,
since they are to be estimated separately.

Then a division of these heaps is made
according to color ; the first quality is named
extra red ; the second, pale ; the third, dark
or colorless. Then come three new classifi-
cations, according to the possibilities in cut-
ting : ( I) those which will cut well ; (2)
those which will lose more than half their
weight ; (3) those which cannot be cut, but
only polished.

The spinels and the tourmalines are
easily separated, since the sunlight on the
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copper plate produces a very different reflec-
tion from that of the true rubies.

When the buyer and vender agree upon
the accuracy of the classification, they esti-
mate the value. No word is uttered. They
join their right hands, which they cover with
a flap of their garment or a silk handkerchief,
and agree on the prices by means of a series
of pressures with the fingers. If there are
many good stones, the price is made by tolah
(a measure of rupees), which they express
by pressing their thumbs together. If the
stones are inferior, the offer is made for all
the heaps by pressing the joints of the closed
hand together. Thus, the buyer who wishes
to offer 200 rupees for the lot, seizes the two
fingers of the vender at the middle. If the
vender demands 350 rupees, he indicates 300
rupees by taking hold of three fingers of the
buyer, and 50 more by sliding his hand down
near the palm. When a bargain is corn-
pleted, the hands are uncovered and the
prices recorded in account books.

For stones above ten grains, the prices
vary according to the color and the adaptation
to cutting from io to 150 rupees the tolah.
Fancy prices are often paid for beautiful
stones exceeding three carats. Some years
ago a ruby of 3654 carats was found in the
Magouk mine, for which the price of 90,000
rupees ($3o,000) was paid at Calcutta.

Cutting constitutes an important industry
at Mandalay. The 13irmanese workmen are
extremely skillful, and, above all, intent on
avoiding loss in weight. The merchants of
Mandalay assert that the . European cut is
very wasteful, and they would not employ a
workman who despoiled a stone of more than
a quarter of its weight, while at Antwerp
two-thirds is frequently sacrificed. The tools
employed by the Birmanese are very simple.
With a small steel chisel and a light wooden
mallet the stone is shaped as far as possible,
in accordance with its plane of cleavage. The
face is polished upon a copper plate covered
With a paste of ruby dust. The apparatus for
grinding the facets consists of a contrivance
placed on an ox horn, whose extremity is bent
back and pointed. At some distance from
the point the stone, according to the facet
which it is to present, is fastened on a small
cross piece with wax or lac. The movement
is started by an apprentice, a workman in-
spects the stone from time to time, and when
the facet is sufficiently large, the lac is softened
and the stone readjusted for another facet. In
this way it requires a month or six weeks to
cut and polish a ruby of one carat.

Pale rubies, cut with a round surface,
with the base in the form of a cup, are much
employed for ornaments. Gold vessels are
enriched with this class ; the luster of the gold
darkens the ruby and gives it the veritable
color of "pigeon blood." Diamant.
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FIVE GOOD REASONS WHY
You Should Use the "Scott System" of Grading Diamonds.

CHART FOR THF
GRADING or DIAMONDS.

. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
I). Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

White and perfect.
White and slightly imperfect.
White and imperfect.

Commercial white and perfect.
Commercial white and slightly

imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

7. Good color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
9. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, Mandl, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

It will give you

an exact knowledge of the grade of the diamond,
an opportunity to make a quick sale,
prices on which you can make a fair profit,
the confidence of your customer.
the full benefit of our experience.

Our system is just as useful to the experienced dealer as to the jewelcr
who is not an expert.

It saves time for the expert.
It saves mistakes for the inexperienced.
It brings business to both.

Send for some of our stones to show your next diamond customer.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

AMERICAN PEARLS

Highest Prices paid for

PEARLS
an SLUGS

GOLLY

-OATS A FINE

PEARL FOR

MASSA BROWER

MIAURIeE BROWER
Importer of Diamonds

and Precious Stones

12-14-16 John Street (Anderson Building)

NEW YORK

,:fate/g.4,

•

New York Letter

The " buyers' excursions " have
Flocks of Out-of- so far been a phenomenal suc-

cess this year. The Sun of
recent date said : " Buyers are

now crowding into the city and the hotels are taxed
to their utmost. At a Turkish bath for the last
two weeks they have been accommodating any-
where from eight to fifteen buyers who were unable
to secure rooms at the nearby hotels. A Broad-
way hotel was forced to ' double up ' last night by
using a hundred cots, while a hotel on Fifth Avenue
had but one unrented room at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, and last night was forced to use thirty-
six cots. The buyers' season lasts to the latter
part of September, and the Merchants' Association
is registering on an average 40 per cent. more
per day than in the correspondhig season of
1901." Out-of-town jewelers are proportionately
as numerous as any other class of merchant, and
" liberal purchases of good-quality goods " is how
the local jobbing trade describe the operations of
the visitors. And fortunate, indeed, is the jeweler
who can come to this market in person at this
time, for never have such comprehensive and beau-
tiful stocks been placed at his disposal.

In putting into service the new
Twentieth Century (2o-hour)
trains between New l'ork and
Chicago, the New York Central

and Pennsylvania Railroads find that they " have
builded better than they knew," as the business
which these trains have done from the start de-
monstrates that there exists a commercial demand
for faster trains than have heretofore been in
regular service between the two great commercial
centers of America, and that the necessary excess
fare of eight dollars is no barrier. Another phase
of this enterprise, of greater value and more far-
reaching benefit to the entire business world, is the
improvement in the mail facilities between these
two important points, and both the New York
Central and the Pennsylvania Railways have,
through the agency of these twenty-hour trains,
materially improved the mail service, making it
possible to post a letter in New York on Wednes-
day afternoon, have it delivered in Chicago Thurs-
day morning, and a reply reach New York early
on Friday morning ; a possible gain of nearly a
day and a half.

town Buyers

An Age
of Speed

So far there is no falling off
Importation of in the importation of precious

stones, nor are there any pre-
sent indications that 1902 will

not be the banner year in this connection. Judging
from present conditions even the great record of
1901 will be overshadowed. The figures, as sup-
plied by Jewelry Examiner Gen. Geo. W. Mindil,
show that the pearls and precious stones passed
through the appraisers' stores at this city during
July amounted in value to $2,654,806.65, or $110,-
406.61 more than for the corresponding period of
last year, the latter being heretofore the largest
amount for July and the second largest of any

Precious Stones

month on record. From January 1st to July
31st the total value of the importations of precious
stones and pearls at New York was P4,109,067.93.
The showings for the month of July during the past
three years are appended :

(lit. Uncut. Total.
3 illy, 1102 . . 62,143,805.58 6511,071.07 02,654,806.65
.111 I y , 1511 I , 2,355,389. SI 189,010.42 2,544,400.04
.101 y, 1000 . .. 1,482,781.05 618,043.57 2,100,824.62

The recent arrest of Herman I.ibby while
endeavoring to dispose of $5oo worth of damaged
silverware at Springfield, Mass., was the first link
ill a chain of facts which account for a long series
of robberies which occurred last summer through
the Madison office of the Adams Express Co. The
subsequent arrest of Fred. Littlefield, a trusted
employee of the company, who was apprehended
on advices from the Springfield police, practically
solved the mystery. Libby is cousin to Littlefield,
from whom, he told the police, he received the
goods. Littlefield likewise made a full confession.
I.ouis Strasburger's Sons & Co. and William
Scheer are said to have lost goods in connection
with these robberies.

The Jewelers' Association and
A Warning to Board of Trade has issued a

special notice warning members
against filling orders upon

checks, unless the check is properly verified.
'!'here has been recently quite a number of orders
for goods from Pennsylvania, Ohio, etc., enclosing
checks, and these checks have invariably been
found to be worthless, in fact, the parties are not
known. The trade is also warned to be careful as
to the identity of parties applying for goods on
memorandum, presumably for responsible parties.
Business cards have recently been handed in and
goods obtained without the knowledge of the
parties for whoin the goods were presumed to
be for.

Jobbing Houses

Lost Diamond

A diamond said to be worth
between $500 and $600, which

Recovered had been lost for a period of ten
years, was recovered some weeks

ago in a rather peculiar manner. A Swede, dressed
as a laborer, walked into Jacob Meyers' jewelry
store, at Third Avenue and One Hundred and
Fifty-third Street, and placing a large diamond on
the counter asked the jeweler if he would give him
seventy-five cents for it. The jeweler roughly
estimated the diamond to be worth at least $5oo,
so he hurried to the Morrisania police station and
told his story. The detectives took the man to the
station. He said he was a gardener, and found the
stone on a lawn in the rear of. 65 West Ninetieth
Street. The detectives learned on investigation
that Mrs. W. W. Murray, while playing tennis on
the lawn ten years ago lost a diamond valued at
$600, but decided at the time not to give the matter
publicity.

Secretary Shaw's

Some time ago Secretary of
the Treasury Shaw was

Misconstrued Ruling quoted as saying that, under
his new ruling, a returning

tourist from Europe might bring in any kind of
goods as personal effects up to the value of Poo,
"even baled hay," without payment of duty.

(1083)

Taking advantage of this liberal construcion,, cer-
tain passengers have found that the customs inspec-
tors were disposed to draw a very strict line. One
example was that of a man who wished to bring in
a number of watches, the total value of which did
not exceed Poo. He was compelled to pay duty,
although protesting. Secretary Shaw said, " When
a man attempts to bring in a dozen watches under
the personal effects' exemption clause, we know
from the nature of things that he isn't bringing
them here for his own use. No man uses a dozen
watches."

Another Gift to the

The latest presentation to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art

Museum of Art is Heber R. Bishop's collec-
tion of. jade ornaments, said

to be worth $5oo,000, and which has been one of
the attractions of Mr. Bishop's town house. George
F. Kunz has been engaged for some time in pre-
paring the collection for exhibition, and much
labor and expense has been included in making a
descriptive catalogue. This and the Garland-
Morgan collection of porcelains will greatly enrich
the museum, the rapid growth of which in the last
ten years has been one of the tnarvels of the me-
tropolis ; one thing, at least, of which the city has
the right to be proud.

The personal estate of the late
Appraisement Charles L. Tiffany, one of the

founders of the business of
Tiffany & Co., is found by ap-

praisement to amount to $9,638,662. Such realty
as there was did not come under the appraise-

. ment. The appraisement shows the extent of
the discrimination made in the testamentary
papers against the son, Burnett Y. Tiffany. Be-
quests of specific sums of money under the will
aggregate $2,615,150, and include Louis C. Tif-
any, son, $800,000 ; Mrs. Annie 0. Mitchell,
daughter, $80o,000 ; Burnett Y. Tiffany, son, in
trust, $450,000, and Louise H. Tiffany, daughter,
$450,000. The commissions of the executors
amount to $289,729, and the other expenses of
administration are put at $50,000. The debts
amounted to $25,971.36. These bequests and
other sums being deducted, a residuary estate of
$6,607,811 remains for distribution under the will
as follows : Three-eighths to Louis C. Tiffany;
three-eighths to Mrs. Annie 0. Mitchell, each
getting $2,496,679 ; one-eighth to Louise H. Tif-
fany and one-eighth to Burnett Y. Tiffany, each
getting $832,226. The one-eighth shares are
in trust.

of Tiffany Estate

Precious Stone
Industry
Prosperous

In his annual report on the pro-
duction of precious stones in
1901, prepared for the geologi-
cal survey by George F. Kunz,
we find this gratifying introduc-

tory : " The year 1901 was marked by the greatest
known prosperity in the precious stone industry.
Never were more diamonds, pearls or emeralds
sold ; nor did fine gems ever before command bet-
ter prices, and diamonds are likely to advance still
further during the coming year. Never were finer
gems more difficult to obtain, even at high prices,
nor were they more firmly held."

(Continued on page zo8,5)
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Gold Cases
We are now showing our Fall line of Gold
Watch Cases, containing many new shapes

and a greater variety of engravings than we have ever offered for
inspection before. If our traveler does not call, we can send, on
memorandum, an assortment for your consideration.

Mil/ham Jewel fruiches
We have this new small Watch cased in a great
variety of plain and fancy Cases. A selection
sent on request.

Registered Trade-Mark :

14 T.1,5K NUM

Standard of Merit.

Hayden Trkeeler & Co.
2 Maiden Lane, New Tork.Telephone, 8 Cortlandt.

I4K
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\ G PANSY
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ESTABLISHED 1866.

Loose and Mounted

Knipe.
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co.
PA N SV

DIAMONDS 
and PEARLS

GOODS SENT FOR
SELECTION

2 Tulpstraat
AMSTERDAM 

12 Maiden Lane(p. 0. Bo 1c 6251

NEW YORK
Our imports of DIAMONDS and PEARL5 are direct from Amsterdam, Londonand Paris, and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements." L. 6c Co. Diamond Disk " sent free on application.

ANN!

ESTABLISHED 1842

THE E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
TONVEFi"ERCFLOCKS

WATCHMAN'S CLOCKS LIBRARY CLOCKS CHURCH CLOCKS
OFFICE CLOCKS SCHOOL CLOCKS HALL CLOCKS
BANK CLOCKS ASTRONOMICAL CLOCKS MARINE CLOCKS

RAILROAD CLOCKS
CLOCKS OF SPECIAL DESIGN AND ALSO THE FAMOUS

" E. HOWARD & CO. WATCHES"
BOSTON OFFICE, 403 WASHINGTON STREET
FACTORY. 206 Eustis St. (Roxbury Out., Boston) NEW YORK OFFICE. 41 Maiden lane

CHICAGO OFFICE, 103 State Street, R. B. Redfern, Mgr.

The 'Jap 99 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (side) Pat"I Solid I;old l'at'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will And are attractive goods and quicksellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3. I7X, S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

September, 1902

New York Letter

( C'on tinned _Town page lo83)

The persistent and protracted
A New Safe efforts of the metropolitan jewel-

ers haveculminated in theorgani-
zation of the Broadway-Maiden

Lane Safe Deposit Company. The paid-up capital
of the company amounts to $too,000, and a glance

at the appended list of officers and directors affords
ample assurance that the company is singularly
favored in its executive personnel. Nelson B.
Burr, who was president of the original company,
resigned and was succeeded by Bird S. Coler.
Edwin S. Hooley was elected first vice-president,
August Oppenheimer, second vice-president, and
C. G. Alford third vice-president. The following

comprise the board of directors : Bird S. Coler,
president Guardian Trust Co.; Edwin S. Hooley,

of Edwin S. Hooky & Co.; August Oppenheimer,
of Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith ; C. G. Alford, of
C. G. Alford & Co.; Leopold Stern, of Stern

Bros. & Co.; W. F. Carlton, chairman Evansville
& Terre Haute R. R. Co.; Geo. E. Fahys, of
Jos. Fahys & Co.; W. M. K. Olcott, of Black,

O'cott, Gruber & Bonynge, lawyers ; Alvin L.
Strasburger, of Louis Strasburger's Son & Co.;
A. K. Sloan, of Sloan & Co.; Milton P. Bagg, of

• Milton P. Bagg & Co.; Louis Windmuller, trustee
Title Guarantee & Trust Co.; D. C. Townsend, of
Neresheimer & Co.; Maurice Maas, secretary and
treasurer. The offices and vaults of the company

will be in the Broadway-Maiden Lane Building,

and at the present rate of architectural progress it
is expected that the safes and vaults will be ready

for renting by November ist, and that all other
arrangements will be perfected with the advent of

the new year. For the convenience of the trade a

large room will be utilized as a Jewelers' Bourse.

The office and outside vaults will be accessible

both by day and night.

A tray containing forty-two dia-
mond rings, valued at $3150,

Diamond Rings was stolen from a show case in
the jewelry store of A. A. Web-

ster & Co., 44o Fulton Street, Brooklyn, on Tues-

day afternoon, August 19th, and although there

were at least a dozen persons in the store at the

time, no none saw the tray removed from the case

nor did they make the discovery for some time

after the thief had left the store. The show case

from which the diamonds were stolen is in the

center of the store. It has a sliding door in the

back. Mr. Webster, of the firm, was in the store,

as was also Miss Bauer, one of his clerks, and

several jewelers who were repairing watches. The

proprietor, who was in the rear of the store, saw a

man standing at the diamond counter and asked

him if he was being waited upon. The man said

he was, and Mr. Webster then returned to the rear

of the store. A few minutes later Miss Bauer asked

the man what he wanted. He told her he was

being waited upon. She also left him. Then a

woman customer entered the store and Mr. Web-
ster soon was engaged in conversation with her

and accompanied her to the cashier's office as she

wanted to pay a bill. Sometime later Mr. Webster

discovered that the tray of diamonds was missing.

Then the strange man was suspected. Mr. Webster

stated that the man must have reached over the
show case and shoved back the sliding door to get
at the tray. After securing it the thief had to pass
Mr. Webster and the woman customer and also the

cashier, but none of them could remember seeing
him leave the store. Mr. Webster said the thief

Deposit Company

T I-1 E Kevs-roNe

Stole Forty-two

must have concealed the tray under his coat. The
police say it was the work of a professional and
daring thief, as none other would attempt to com-

mit such a robbery when so many persons were in
the store.

Not a little excitement has been
Undervaluation caused in china and pottery

circles by the undervaluations
alleged to have been placed on

importations in these lines. Some domestic manu-
facturers claim, indeed, that such frauds have ex-
tended over a period of twenty years, causing a
yearly loss to the treasury of between $1,000,000
and $2,000,000. The matter is being investigated
by the treasury officials. It is the general opinion,
however, that a mountain is being made of a mole
hill and that it will be found that such frauds, if
any, are confined to a few isolated instances.

William A. Bryant, of M. B. Bryant & Co.,
7 Maiden Lane, was last month honored by being
elected to the captaincy of the Essex Troop, of

Newark, otherwise the
First Troop, N. G., N. J.
Captain Bryant has a mili-
tary experience extending
over a quarter of a cen-
tury. He enlisted in the
Seventh Regiment, N G.,
N. V., in 1875, and served
in that organization for
seventeen years. He en-
tered the First Troop as
a private on January 16,
1893, and was elected first-
lieutenant of the Troop

June 15, 1899. This office he held until his recent
election to the captaincy. He was recently unani-

mously elected lieutenant-commander of the New

Jersey Naval Reserve, but declined this honor,
preferring to stay with the Troop. His home is

in Montclair.

Maurice Brower, the pearl importer, had a

novel experience recently while abroad. He was

at Monte Carlo and called on the stone dealers who

do business there, not making known at first that

lie himself was a dealer. At one place he was

shown black pearls, which the dealer represented

as being Orientals and enlarged greatly on their

beauty and rarity. The dealer's eyes opened con-

siderably when Mr. Brower, after looking the stones

over, remarked, " Why I handled these stones

myself in New York recently." The dealer per-

sisted, however, in the fact they were Oriental

stones and that his caller was mistaken. In refer-

ring to the incident, Mr. Brower was asked whether

it was possible for him to identify the stones under

such circumstances, as it seemed almost incredible

that he could do so. He replied that the stones

were peculiarly marked, and that he had fixed

these peculiar formations in his mind and there

was no question, whatever, as to the identity of the

stones. To the uninitiated, it seems rather won-

derful that a dealer handling as many stones as

Mr. Brower does should be able to fix the individu-

ality of particular stones in his mind and thus be

able to identify them months after they had passed

out of his possession, especially in another part of

the world. Mr. Brower's present collection of

pearls is said to be one of the finest in New York

City and to embrace all varieties, colorings and

forms, including several as large as 102 grains and

valued at $5000 each.
L. Witsenhausen, of 37 Maiden Lane, is now

established in more commodious quarters on the

third floor of that building. The new quarters are

double the size of the old ones, and have been

Frauds
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specially fitted up for the needs of the business.

Mr. NN'itsenhausen now devotes all his time to

overseeing the home business, giving up traveling.

He is represented on the road by five men, who

cover all the Eastern, Middle and Southern States.

Samuel Cohn and H. Abraham, formerly sales-

men for Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, have started

in business on their own account at 9-13 Maiden

Lane. The firm-name is S. Cohn & Co., and loose

diamonds will be their specialty.
1.. Pearlin, ring manufacturer, and J. Segal,

dealer in optical goods, both of whom have quar-

ters at 51 Maiden Lane, have formed a partnership
to be known as Segal & Pearlin, and will carry a
line of jewelry and optical goods.

Harry K. Dodd, son of David C. Dodd, Jr.,

Newark, N. J., died at his home in that city on
August 2d. He was forty-seven years old, and

until a few years ago was connected with the
jewelry firm of David C. Dodd, Jr., & Co., at

Marshall and Halsey Streets, Newark.
The 24-Karat Club has arranged for a " shore

dinner," which will take place at Supper's Hotel,
Bath Beach, on September 5th. The names on the

committee of arrangements, C. F. Brinck, presi-
dent of the club ; Col. J. L. Shepherd, J. R. Glea-
son and E. R. Crippen, are in themselves an
earnest of the success of the function. The party

will leave New York at the foot of Whitehall
Street, on the 1.2o P. m, ferry to Thirty-ninth Street,
Brooklyn, where a special car will be in waiting to

take the diners to Bath Beach.
J. Ehrlich 8z Sons, jewelers and opticians, have

opened their fourth New York store in the arcade
of the Broad Exchange Building, 25 Broad Street.
It will, in fact, be a branch of the Astor House
store, so well known to down-town business men.

The National Electric Clock Co., of New

York, was incorporated last month with a capital
of $25o,000. The following are the directors:

R. J. Stuart, New Hamburg ; Joseph Butcher and

W. L. Rose, New York.
The Spencer Optical Manufacturing Co. have

added a new man to their staff of traveling men in
Ferdinand J. Wirtz, who will cover the middle
Western States. Mr. Wirtz has been selling optical
goods on the road for a number of years, so is no
new hand at the game. He has started out for the
first fall trip, which will extend for a month or
more yet.

The many friends of John 'R. Wood, of the
diamond house of Chas. F. Wood & Co., had occa-
sion to address him as " Mr. Mayor " for a part of
last month, as he was acting mayor of Newark,
N. J., in the absence of the mayor on his vacation.
Mr. Wood is president of the Conunon Council of
Newark, and as such is the city's official head in
the absence of the mayor.

Mrs. T. Lynch, i Union Square, who is making
a tour through Europe, is at present sojourning in
Switzerland.rlatVv.

The Welch & Osborne Co., of 45 Maiden
Lane, is going out of business, owing to the settle-
ment of the estate of the late J. H. Welch. At
this writing the stock of jewelry, sikerware and
clocks is being sold out. It is stated that Chas. H.
Osborne, of the firm, will enter the employ of the
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn., as their New
York salesman.

The annual picnic and summer night festival
of the New York local of the International Jewelry
Workers' Union was held on Saturday afternoon,
August 23d, at Zeltner's Morrisania Park, Third
Avenue and 17oth Street. Various pastimes were
indulged in, including a tug-of-war contest, the
winners of which were awarded a handsome prize.

(Continued on page R187)



Cbarit
is supposed to begin at home, but
often begins nowhere, and that is jo
Just where it should begin and
end in business. You don't want
Charity; you don't expect Charity;
and you don't get Charity. Charity
is said to cover a multitude of sins.
It certainly covers a multitude of

business errors. If you buy less

attractive goods than your competitor, but still keep on buying
at the same old place because you like the salesmen, that is
Charity on your part. If you are often disappointed because
your orders are not promptly filled, and receive a very poor

assortment in your memorandum packages, and you still
continue to send your orders to the same slow old place,
simply because you have been doing so for a long time, that
is Charity, but you are not getting it. Any house that solicits
your business for any but purely business reasons is asking
Charity from you. We are not looking for Charity, and we
do not believe you are.

We are Headquarters for AMERICAN WATCHES and DIAMONDS.

Our stock is always the best;'
our service is prompt ; and our
watchword is, and always has
been—the best goods at the
right prices in the quickest time. G.ArwYokfc.

September, 1902

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1085)

Representatives of the Central

Cheap Rates to Passenger Association have

adopted the report of the spe-

cial comtnittee appointed some

time ago to fix a plan for the issuance
 of excursion

tickets to New York during the period 
when the

G. A. R. excursion rates are to be 
effective. This

report recommends that a one-cent-a-mi
le rate be

made from all points within the Central 
Passenger

Association territory and return. The rates have

been offered to the roads in the Weste
rn Passenger

Association territory for basing purposes.

From a driver's helper to the

position of assistant superin-

tendent of the most important

. branch of the Adams Express

Company, and from there to a cell, charged 
with

having perpetrated robberies amounting
 to more

thin $17,000, is the history of Frederick
 G. Little-

field, recently arrested in this city. With him,

held as an accomplice, was his cousin,
 Herman

Libby, of Springfield, Mass., whose arres
t in his

home city while trying to dispose of $5oo 
worth of

silverware, led to the solution of a my
stery of a

year's duration. In the possession of Captain

Titus is solid silverware which fills two trunks,

valued at about $1200. One of the trunks 
was that

which Libby tried to dispose of ; the oth
er was

found in a house near Littlefield's home.

The death of Mrs. Mary Ann

Death of Mills, which occurred some

Mrs. M. A. Mills weeks ago, removes perhaps

the most picturesque personality

from the diamond trade in this country. T
he de-

ceased lady was head of the retail diamond 
firm of

Mills & Coleman, 672 Madison Avenue, N
ew York.

Her connection with the diamond trade 
covered a

period of forty-three years, and at the time
 of her

demise she was an octogenarian and the 
possessor

of a vast fortune. It is not often that a woman

attains such a distinction in the mercantil
e field.

Mrs. Mills, however, seems to have been 
particu-

larly favored by nature for success in the 
diamond

realm. From her earliest days diamonds
 held a

peculiar fascination for her, and she posses
sed an

intuitive knowledge of them. Her first transaction

consisted of the purchase of a number of dia-

monds at a pawnbroker's sale. These she dis-

posed of at an ample profit, and transactions 
of a

similar character followed. For thirty years she

did business on Grand Street, whither she 
removed

from Bayard Street. Her last location, however,

was 672 Madison Avenue. She was twice mar-

ried ; her first husband was Lawrence 
Coleman,

her second being Dudley M. Mills. She is sur-

vived by three children, one of whom is 
George

B. siCnoeslesman, her partner and successor in theb 

The recent cruise of the Knickerbocker 
Yacht

with 
Club was 

in 
participated in by several men connectedv 

this city. The yacht Nautilus,

owned and captained by Jno. J. McCue, the
 cut

glass manufacturer, of Brooklyn, had on 
board

J, D. Bergen, the cut glass maker, of this 
city and

Meriden ; R. H. Keller, publisher of the Crock
ery

Dealers' Year Book, and Jos. O'Gorman, 
editor

of the B. and D. Bulletin and advertising ag
ent.

The cruise lasted a week, and the gentlemen

referred to were sailing on the winner, as the

Nautilus won not only the first prize for yacht
s in

her class, but the Mason's cup, which is offered by

the clubolubn he uto the yacht winning the greater number of

New York

An Express
Man's Theft

THEE K 11".STON

Edmond E. Robert, the watch importer, of this

city,recently returned from a ten-weeks' trip abroad.

Most of the time he spent in France and Switzer-

land, at the watch factories he represents in this

country, the Vacheron, Constantin and the Omega.

Speaking of trade conditions on the other side,

Mr. Robert said that the Swiss manufacturers of

watches who made the better grades were quite

busy, while those who made the cheap, unnamed

grades were dull. He said that they accounted for

the slow trade to the poor conditions of trade that

have existed in Germany for the past year or so, as

Germany is a large market for Swiss watches. Mr.

Roberts said that the Vacheron and Constantin and

the Omega factories were pushed to keep up with

orders, and had been compelled to increase their

capacity during the past year.

E. G. Glouskin, the New Haven, Connecticut,

jeweler, spent a few days in this city last month

buying fall stock. He reports prospects for th
e

coming season as very promising. Like other New

Haven jewelers, the Yale students are a big facto
r

in Mr. Glouskin's business.

George H. Dege is now connected with the

New Haven Clock Co., of New Haven, Conn. He

was buyer and manager of the jewelry departm
ent

of the Welch & Osborne Co., 45 Maiden Lane,
 for

the past six years.

The Expense of Running a Store

Our practical contemporary, the Retailer 
and

Advertiser, in answer to a correspondent
, gives an

interesting calculation of what percentage 
of the

gross sales the different expenses of a 
store should

be. While most jewelers may overlook the "
 de-

livery " and " dead help " items, they 
will find the

calculations such as should apply fairl
y well to

their stores as well as to the larger 
establishments.

Says our contemporary:
Taking a general business as the

standard, we would say that zo

Estimate per cent. of the gross sales

ought to cover the entire ex-

penses. We will not enter into the 
question as to

whether this thing or that thing is to b
e charged to

an equipment, or to a plant, or to e
xpense. Let us

say that everything the merchant 
receives from his

business is income, and that everythi
ng he spends

is expense—of course, excepting
 the equipment

and bettering of his store.

As a general rule, a healthy gro
wing store can

well afford to carry expenses so
mething like this :

A Conservative

Rent
Selling  
Dead hell)  
Delivery  
Advertising  
Interest, taxes, insur-
ance, etc  Three

By " dead help" we mean 
superintendents,

bookkeepers, watchmen, etc. This makes a total

of 20 per cent. on the gross 
income of the business.

If a merchant saves his 
discounts, they should

easily take care of the interest, 
taxes and insurance.

Undoubtedly the expense of a

In a One-Line store in a fairly prosperous c
on-

dition runs more often to 25 t
han

to 20 per cent. In a one-line

business it is impossible for 
a merchant to keep

some of these expenses as 
low as we have men-

tioned, but these figures are 
mighty good ones for

every merchant to carry in 
his head, and you will

find upon investigating the 
matter that the great

department stores keep pretty 
close to these figures

if they are doing a thrivin
g business.

 Three per cent.
Five 14 11

Four
Three
Two

ti 11
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14 Karat
Diamond-Set
Brooches,
Scarfs and
Links.

Complete Lines
of 10 K. Jewelry in very
latest productions.

A postal card request

brings you a selec-

tion of new

things worth

seeing.

New
Elk Buttons

SEND FOR SELECTION.

Highly artistic designs in our new

" Runaway Girl " and " Florodora "

Sterling Silver Brooches, Sash Pins,

Waist Sets, Scarf Pins, Hat Pins, Cuff

Links, Tie Clasps, etc., in medium-

priced, but expensive appearance.

14 and 10 K. Jewelry

Silver Jewelry and Novelties

Ebony and
Gun Metal Novelties

Manufacturers and Importers

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
5 & 7 Malden Larto

New York, N. Y.

Catalogue ready about September 15th

for Ebony, Silver Novelties

and Gun Metal.
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We desire to announce that
our New York salesroom in the
beautiful new building known
as the Broadway-Maiden Lane
Building, corner of Broadway
and Maiden Lane, is now fully
established and equipped for the
wants of the Eastern trade.

NVe extend a cordial invita-
tion to dealers visiting the
markets to call and inspect our
lines.

J. VV. Forsinger,
Wholesale Watches,

Chicago and New York.

September, 1902
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Business throughout the West and the North-

west still holds up to a satisfactory standard of

activity, and the reports are that it shows a hand-

some gain over corresponding periods of last year.

The fall season is now close at hand ; in fact,
 by

the time•this is read, will be here, and our business

men generally are looking forward with confiden
ce

to a very active fall and winter. Especially is this

true in the jewelry and optical trades. A generally

satisfactory state of affairs is reported throughout

this territory, and it is believed that the volume of

business is running in excess of last year in all

Western trade centers—Cincinnati, St. Louis,

Kansas City, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago.

The outlook certainly continues encouraging. As

the farmers have been favored with good crops,

which they can dispose of at remunerative prices,

and as mechanics and laborers are well employed

at good wages, it would seem that the essent
ial

elements for a continuance of prosperous times

have been bountifully supplied.

The Greatest 
Iowa is unique as a State. We

have often said that it was the

most American of all the States.

This is true, as we will show.

With almost no resources but those of agriculture,

she has developed into a magnificent common-

wealth, which the last census places at the head of

the agricultural States of the greatest agricultural

nation in the world. Nor is this all of her great-

ness. While enjoying wonderful material growth,

she has built up one of the most efficient systems of

State education and one of the best State govern-

ments in the entire Union. Here is the story of the

figures contained in the agricultural bulletin of the

census bureau just recently published. They almost

stagger the imagination of the average man, and

will prove most interesting reading to the man of

business. The total value of farm products for the

year in which the census was taken was $4,739,-

118,o(x) ; the average income for each farm was

$655, and the average farm comprised 146 acres.

Iowa heads the list of the States with products for

the year 1899, valued at $365,411,528, and Illinois

comes second with $345,649,611. Iowa has over

Agricultural State

86 per cent.. of improved farm lands, 9 per cent.

more than Illinois, which is again second on the

list. The value of the products and of the lands of

the north Atlantic States has fallen off during the

last ten years, but the loss. has been more than

offset by the development of the Northwest and

the Southwest. The development of the splendid

State of Iowa is the work of the last generation,

and has been synchronous with the industrial devel-

opment of the country. Without that industrial

advance Iowa could nut have been what it is. It is

the railroads which give Iowa access to the markets,

and the agricultural machinery which makes it pos-

sible for the population of the State to plant and

harvest the great crop. Neither the character of

the soil nor the quality of the population, fine as

they both are, alone could have made the territory

of Iowa the State that it is to-day. We take off

our hat to Iowa, the most American of all the States.

The outlook for corn still con-

Crop Conditions tinues bright. There is little if

any change ill the situation from

last month. There is scarcely a

disappointment from one end of the corn belt to

the other. The acreage is great, the yield indica-

tions heavy and the market good. The world iS

short on corn, assuring a fair price even if the

record-breaking corn crop now in sight is all se-

cured. Other cereal crops, with the exception of

wheat, are expected to be the heaviest in years. 
It

is now estimated that the farmers of the United

States will receive two billion dollars for the cere
al

crops of this season. It is believed that the crops

of wheat, corn, oats and rye will be the heaviest 
in

the history of the farming States. A few distri
cts

have been thrown out of the markets for the 
year

by the heavy rains and destructive floods, b
ut in

most of the States the conditions are favorab
le to

the heaviest yield on record. This is not the esti-

mate of speculators or of the farmers themse
lves,

but of the statisticians and of the railroad m
anagers

who are preparing to move the crops. Last year

the partial failure of the corn crop was a s
erious

matter to the railways. This year the managers of

all the railway lines traversing the wheat and 
corn

districts are making preparations to meet the 
un-

usual demand for transportation to Chicag
o and

the seaboard. As usual, prosperous condi
tions for

the farmers mean prosperous conditions fo
r the

people at large, and a good harvest for the 
manu-

facturer, the jobber and the retail dealer.

We are glad to note that inde-

pendent of systematic move-

ments a general tendency toward

western emigration is noticed

throughout the East. It is more

marked than at any other time since the " b
oom"

period. The years of depression almost 
entirely

cut off this western movement but with t
he return

of prosperity, and especially with the 
high prices

commanded by farm products for the last f
ew years,

there has come about an inevitable desir
e on the

part of Easterners and Europeans of 
agricultural

life to seek the better opportunities of t
he West.

In the Middle and New England States, 
because of

the denser population, farm lands still 
command

higher prices than they do in the West, an
d yet

they are incapable of production per a
cre. When

those farmers realize that they can sell 
their old

farms and for the money received buy
 perhaps

twice as much and better land in the W
est, the

incentive to emigrate becomes very strong. 
Aside

from the general satisfaction that must 
come to all

western people from the increasing 
population,

there is additional gratification in the general

character of the new settlers. Those brought by

and Prospects
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the railways, for example, are very largely from

those Eastern States where nativity is in itself a

pretty good guarantee of worth.
The coming watch and clock

exhibit of the American Horo-

logical Society is to be held in

Chicago, October 22d to Novem-

ber 1st, inclusive. This date

was chosen at a special meeting of the society,

held recently. As it is within the period of special

excursion rates offered by the Merchants' and

Travelers' Association for their October meeting,

it is expected that the attendance of the out-of-

town jewelers will be very large. The exhibit will

be kept open from A. 111. to 6 P. AL each day, and

a strong effort will be made to induce a large num-

ber of manufacturers to make exhibits. A repre-

sentative will be sent East by the society .to call

upon manufacturers in that section and 'secure

their co-operation. No pains will be spared by the

society to make the exhibition an even greater

success than that of last year.

The Northwestern States are

now just finishing up one of

the greatest harvests ever known

in that section. • This harvest is

showing that Minnesota, North

and South Dakota have produced much more

wheat, oats, barley and flax than crop estimates

have credited to this country. It is not a " bum-

per " crop that the Northwest has raised. It is not

a large yield per acre. It is simply a good average

on a greatly increased acreage—except wheat—

which has made the Northwest product this year

probably the largest crop in her history. Had the

conditiOns been wholly favorable throughout the

season with. the present acreage, the figures would

be enormous. A conservative estimate of the

wheat yield of the three States does not bring the

aggregate much above the figures of a year ago.

The estimate of this grain is as follows : Minnesota,

85,000,000 bushels ; North Dakota, 55,000,000 ;

South Dakota, 38,000,000. Oats is the best grain

crop, the estimated yield being : Minnesota, 6o,000,-

000 bushels ; North Dakota, 20,000,000 ; South

Dakota, 20,000,000 bushels or io,000,000 greater

than ill 1898, the banner year. Flax will make up

for the shortage of wheat, the estimate being :

Minnesota, to,000,000 bushels ; North Dakota,

25,000,000 ; South Dakota, 9,000,000—Too per cent.

greater than a year ago. Corn is full of promise,

the estimate yield being : South Dakota, 40,000,
000

bushels ; Minnesota, 25,000,000 ; North Dakota,

20,000,000.

A few years ago the question of money to

move the crops was always a serious one, but now

the money is ready on demand and will go into the

hands of the farmers when they are ready to sell.

The money that is in Chicago, or St. Louis, or

Kansas City, or Minneapolis and St. Paul banks to

move crops has been placed there without embar-

rassment to other business interests. Its distribu-

tion to so many points will contribute greatly to

Permanent business activity this fall. The process

which involves the transfer of great sums of money

from the financial centers to the pockets of millions

of farmers, that involves special preparations by

railways and steamship lines for the transfer of

wheat, corn, rye and oats from millions of farms to

elevators, storehouses and mills and individual

purchasers, is one of the most interesting in our

business system. The effect of large or small crops

is seen in every department of trade. The larger

the crops the wider the distribution of money, and

when, as in this year, the farmers receive for what

their farms have produced an amount of money

(Continued on page tou3)

Coming Watch
and Clock
Exhibit

The Crop
Situation in the
Northwest



At 'resent our diamond stock is larger
and more complete than it has ever been.
In quality it averages hiA'rh and in price
reasonable. We are looking for an ex-
apional trade this- fail, and arc glad to
say our buying tr175 abroad this. season
resulted more satisfactorily than any "re-

jo- und what we wanted,
and believe we have what you want. If
7l ie have not sold you diamonds—give us
a trial Our facilities for 'leasing you
are unsurpassed.

We carry the most complete line of

W atches in this country, comprising the very

best makes in an almost endless variety of

designs. Our watch business is so exten-

sive that our stock is always new from

factories and therefore desirable. Why not

take advantage of the Merchants' and

Travelers' excursions and post up on new

ideas by looking over our big line? The

advantages of _personal selection will more

than pay the expenses of the tri'ih. Make

our store your general quarters while here.

You are welcome whether you buy or not.

Wholesale Jewelers,
131=137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Wholesale Jewelers,

131=137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.



$22,938,531.60 IN

PRECIOUS STONES 

Extraordinary Diamond
Importations,

All Records Broken in the Volume of
Precious Stones Imported.

The report of Gen. Geo. W. Mindil,
Jewelry Examiner at the Public Stores,
New York, on the value of precious
stones and pearls imported through that
port for the fiscal year ended June 30th,
shows this year's importations to be
by far the largest recorded for any fis-
cal year on record. The total amount
is $22,938,531.60, which is more than
$1,000,000 above the figures of last year,
which figures were more than so per cent.
more than the year before and 22 per cent.
more than 1899, a banner year. The fig-
ures are significant as indicating the won-
derful prosperity this country is now
enjoying.

Twenty-three million dollars' worth of precious stones
and pearls ! The figures carry an impressive idea
of the magnitude of the diamond business in this
country. As one of the large diamond importing
houses in the West, a portion of the vast total
of imports came direct to us the portion, too
that was selected with the greatest care and with
most solicitude for the interests of the trade.
We are diamond people first of all known

as such to the entire trade. Our history is the
history of the diamond import business in this
country. Our name stands for diamond know]
edge, and the best selected diamond stock in the
United States  a stock which meets ALL require-
ments from the humblest to the most pretentious,
and the prices are right. Keep this in mind who;
haying stock for the fall and holiday trade.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO Wholesale Jewelers and Diamond Merchants,

I, COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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equal to our national debt, there can be no doubt

as to the outcome of this fall and winter's trade.

Almost uniformly good reports as to col-

lections come not only from the West and North-

west, but from many parts of the South, where

trade is picking up. Some shading of the rosy

crop conditions noted for some time past is report-

ed. Spring wheat harvesting has been interfered

with in some cases by rains,•but final promise has

not been materially impaired. The weather in the

corn belt has been too wet and cool for the very

best progress of that plaat. Complaints of hot,

dry weather causing the shedding of cotton comes

from the South, but in Arkansas, in the Memphis

district and in the neighborhood of New Orleans

conditions are claimed to be highly favorable. That

the crop will be earlier than usual seems certain.

Rice in Georgia, Louisiana and South Carolina

promises to be a large crop.

Personal

Jeweler Louis Sheik and wife, of Cheboygan,

Mich., are expected to spend the first week in
September in Chicago, combining business with

pleasure.
Dr. J. B. McFatrich, president of the Northern

Illinois College of Optics, accompanied by his

family, has been spending the summer in Colorado.

They expect to return to Chicago about the middle

of September.
Samuel Swartchikl, of Swartchild & Co., and

family, who have been enjoying a three-months'

European trip, will sail from Southampton for

home August 29th. They expect to arrive in Chi-

cago September 8th.
Percy M. Smith, manager of the Des Moines

branch of the Geneva Optical Company, was in

town for several days last week, visiting at head-

quarters. Mr. Smith joined the Chicago excursion

to the Boston convention of the American Associa-
tion Of Opticians.

Drackett, Clock & Jehlinger have succeeded to

the wholesale business of Drackett & Jehlinger, on
the twelfth floor of the Stewart Building. Mr. Louis
D. Clock, the new member of the firm, was origin-
ally a Alichigan man, but for the past fifteen years
has been in the retail trade in the Far West and on
the Pacific coast. latterly Mr. Clock has been en-
gaged in the retail jewelry business at Mercur,
Utah, which he will continue, but will remove to
Chicago and take an active interest in the above
firm in charge of the office, Messrs. Drackett and
Jehlinger spending the larger part of their time on
the road.

Frank M. Sproehnle, of Sproehnle & Co., is
the proud father of a baby girl.

M. Goldsmith, of Goldsmith Bros., the refiners,
has just returned from a three-weeks' stay in Ken-
tucky, their old home State, where the firm have
extensive coal interests.

Cards were received among the trade last week
announcing the marriage of Miss C. B. Thompson
to William M. Davidson, at St. Bartholomew's
Church, Englewood, this city, on the evening of
August 27th. •Both Miss Thompson and Mr.
Davidson are quite well known among the trade,
from their connection with the wholesale house of
J. W. Forsinger, where they have held responsible
positions for several years past, the former leaving
the employ of Mr. Forsinger the first of the present
year. A host of friends in the trade of both these

good people will join THE KEYSTONE in wishing
them all kinds of good luck in their new relations
to each other.

W. D. Turner, of Turner Bros., the West Side
retailers, joined the Chicago contingent last week
in their trip to Boston to attend the annual meeting
of the American Associaton of Opticians.

E. L. Spencer & Co., manufacturing jewelers,
of 12rovidence, R. I., have recently established a
Western office on the eighth floor of the Columbus
Memorial Building, with Z. E. Chambers in charge.
Mr. Chambers is well known in the trade, having
traveled for B. F. Norris, Alister & Co. in Missouri,
Iowa and Kansas territory for a number of years
past. In his new position he will show the Spencer
line among the wholesale trade from Pittsburg to
the Pacific coast.

N. V. Cole, the well-known jeweler-optician,
of Michigan City, Ind., joined the Chicago excur-
sion party to the Boston convention of the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians, which left this city
the afternoon of August 17th, and made one of a
most lively and merry party.

Charles C. Offerman, Chicago and Western
representative of William Smith & Co., the widely-
known gold chain makers, of Providence, is again
seen among the trade after enjoying a pleasant
summer vacation.

H. H. De Loss, vice-president of the Standard
Metal Company, formerly a Chicago man but
latterly a resident of Bridgeport, Conn., spent a
few days in town the early part of the month at the
Chicago office of the company.

A. C. Becken and family spent a week the
early part of the month visiting at his old home in
St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Becken tells us that the Twin
Cities, and the Northwest in general, is enjoying a

great season of prosperity just at present on ac-

count of the record-breaking harvest that is now

assured to that country. He never saw that section

more prosperous, and Ile has been acquainted with

it for about twenty years. Mr. Beckett predicts a

great fall and holiday trade in the Northwest.

The family of A. C. Bard, of A. C. Bard & Co.,

have been summering at the Thousand Islands.

L. M. Levy, of the Philadelphia Watch Case

Company, was at the Chicago office of the corn-

pany for a few days last week.
Chas. H. Spencer, assistant manager at Otto

Young & Co.'s, is at his place again after a short

vacation pleasantly spent at his old home in New

York State.
W. J. Miller, Chicago agent of the Seth

Thomas Clock Company, is at his desk again after

a delightful summer outing spent at Mackinac

Island in company with his family.
Charles J. Jacobs, Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of the Homan Silver Plate Company,

mourns the loss of a father. He recently returned

from the East, where he had been to attend the

funeral obsequies.

M. A. Mead and Mrs. Mead returned last week

from a most delightful five-weeks' outing, spent

among the Eastern cities and seashore resorts.

Russell Freeman, salesman at Hyman, Berg &

Co.'s, took in the opticians' excursion to Boston

on his vacation trip. His special care while away

was to see that his friend " Bill " Sommer did not

get lost among the classic precincts of Beantown.

He reports that " Bill " was neither lost, strayed

or stolen at any stage of the game, and that the

convention proved to be a lively and interesting

one.

L. G. Booth, the lively advertising man at

Benj Allen & Co.'s., is enjoying a fortnight's vaca-

tion up among the Wisconsin lakes.
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A souvenir postal note from Ed. E. Bausen-

bach, the South Canal Street retailer, dated Berlin,

July 29th, has been received at KEYSTONE head-

quarters, saying that lie and Mrs. Bausenbach are

enjoying their tour of Europe immensely, espe-

cially their jaunt through Germany. They expected
to turn their faces homeward from Berlin, taking in
Dresden, Paris and London, arriving in Chicago

about September 15th.
Mr. and Airs. J. T. Brayton, of the Chicago

branch of the Julius King Optical Company, were
among the excursionists to the convention of opti-
cians at Boston last week. There were seventy-
five people on the Chicago train, and Mrs. and
Mr. Brayton were the life of the party. They re-
port a great time and royal treatment from the
Boston people.

Walter Ghislin, Chicago manager for the Gor-
ham Manufacturing Company, his just returned
from a visit to the company's factory at Provi-
dence, R. I.

E. Hart, the busy manager of the material de-
partment at Benj. Allen & Co.'s, will enjoy a well-
earned vacation the first two weeks in Septem-
ber. Mr. Hart goes to Nebraska to hunt prairie
chickens.

Jacob Bunn, president of the Illinois Watch
Company, of Springfield, Ill., was seen circulating
around among the wholesale trade for several
days last week. Mr. Bunn reports a wonderful
demand for high-grade watches—nothing like it
ever known before.

H. D. Dunning, jeweler-optician, of Fremont,
Nebr., a well-known dealer in this market, • was a
member of the Chicago excursion party to the
annual convention of the American Association of
Opticians, which was held in Boston last week.
A. L. Howard, of Beloit, Wis., was another familiar
figure among the Chicago trade that was seen
among the excursionists. A. E. Fairbanks, of Raton,
N. Mex., also fell in with the Chicago contingent.

W. J. Young, of Cole & Young, the South
Chicago jewelers, and Mrs. Young were among the
excursionists who went to Boston last week, to
attend the annual convention of the American
Association of Opticians.

Theodore Colberg, formerly with F. A. Hardy
& Co., of this city, but at present filling a respon-
sible position with John Wimmer, the well-known
practicing optician, of Indianapolis, was in Chicago
for a few days early in the month, calling on his
old friends.

The Illinois Optical Society was well repre-
sented in the Chicago excursion to the annual con-
vention of the American Association of Opticians,
which convened in Boston, August 19111, 20th and
21st, by Henry Borsch, the well-known Adams
Street optician ; Prof. Geo. A. Rogers and W. C.
Sommer, optician with Hyman Berg & Co. These
are representative men in the optical profession
here in the West, and our State society was fortu-
nate in being represented by such able gentlemen.
We shall expect to hear good reports from them
upon their return next week from the claEsic shades
of the Hub.

Gossip Among the Trade

The following students have recently registered
at the Chicago Horological Institute : John C.
Burke, Middlesboro, Ky.; E. D. Osterfass, Hedrick,
Iowa ; William M. Hamilton, Lexington, Ky.; C.
M. Franke, Newton, Ill.; Edward Henning and
S. Levine, Chicago.

The Chicago Horological Institute is making
steady progress under the management of J. R.
Parsons, the veteran horological instructor. This

(Continued on page mo,i)
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We have done so well with our Special Assortment of

I() K. PLUMP SOLID GOLD

NrCIO

Ladies' Set Rings that we advertised last month, that we are again making the
same offer to the retail jewelers. This assortment is made up of the latest and most
staple patterns ever offered at the price. It consists of three dozen good-selling patterns
as illustrated above, put up in a handsome leather-covered, velvet-lined box, for $56.25net cash per box. A splendid trade-winner to put in your window and double your
money. Sent with privilege of examination to regular dealers.

Masonic Temple,

M. S. FLEISHMAN COso,

WHOLESALE JEWELERS, Chicago, Ill.

September, 1902 T KE,YSTOIN

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

A Trio
Birmingham has entered upon

of Skyscrapers the skyscraper period, having

just contracted for the third

structure of this kind. The first, a ten-story steel

building, is almost ready for occupancy, costing

$250,000 ; the second, a nine-story steel, has the

foundation ready—it will cost $175,000 ; the third

has just been contracted for, will cost half a mil-

lion and will be known as the First National Bank

Building. All are in the business section of the

town and show up impressively. The third will be

occupied by the First National Bank, and as F. IV.

Bromberg has his jewelry store in the old bank

building, it is very likely he will go with the bank.

He has one of the largest stocks in the city.

Birmingham is enjoying unusual

prosperity. Pig iron has gone

up to as high as $20 a ton in

some instances, and steel has

climbed with it. Both are made largely in the dis-

trict, and of course bring in large returns for local

business men. All the miners are at work again,

and the district is booming as it never did before.

The Valley Iron Company, composed of old stock-

holders of the Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad

Company, has bought 13,700 acres on the Alabama

Great Southern Railroad, one hundred miles above

the city, and will build a big furnace and open coal

mines. The ore and coal are so located that they

can be brought to the furnace without one cent of

cost in freight charges.

The many friends of P. H. Litmehan, owner of

the Hillman jewelry store, sympathize with him in

the death of his brother a few clays ago. While

the mayor was out of the city last week Mr. Untie-

han, alderman, was in his chair. He made it un-

derstood that any man fined for carrying a con-

cealed weapon would find little sympathy with him,

and he would not even consider remitting a fine.

By the way, Mr. Linnehan says he has no idea of

running for mayor.
The failure of C. L. Ayers & Son, optical and

Photo. goods men, has been noted. The schedule

shows that local people and banks were caught for

the large amounts, though some New York and

Rochester houses lost more or less. The members

of the firm came here about eighteen months ago,

when they ran the Kansas City Optical House.

The store is still open.
F. W. Bromberg has been in Mobile for sev-

eral days with his family. His brother, Frederick

Bromberg, has been mentioned as the most desir-

able man for the Republicans to run for attorney

general.
C. A. Oswald has re-entered business in Bir-

mingham, opening a place at 2116 Second Avenue.

I le has been in bad health for some time.

The sad death of W. A. Parrish, at Gadsen,

was greatly regretted by the jewelers and others.

He was a son of Rev. D. I. Parrish, of the Tuska-

loosa District, Methodist Episcopal Church South,

and had jewelry stores in Attalla and Birmingham.

I-Blieue 
Creek.

1. 

of James Parrish, jeweler, at

J. Lowinsohn, who will open a new store on

Second Avenue, is in the East, buying a stock of

goods. He will vacate his present stand on First

Avenue. His new place will be one of the largest

stores of any kind in the city, and he will add sev-

eral lines not now carried.
J. JafTe, who has one of the largest stores in

Bessemer, is in the Great West this week, having

gone out there with the Elks.

Prosperity
Abounds

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The usual quiet season is at its

Trade Conditions very quietest now, but never-

theless, both wholesale and

retail jewelers agree that busi-

ness has kept up better this year than it did last.

A certain dullness is only natural in the summer,

and perhaps it is just as well, for it gives dealers a

chance to straighten up and replenish their stocks

before the first cool days set thoughtful people to

thinking about Christmas. The optical establish-

ments are busy as usual, and have no cause to com-

plain of their trade. Many of the retail jewelers

are taking advantage of the quiet to make altera-

tions to their stores, and change around their

stock. The traveling men who were in lately make

most glowing reports as to the condition of the

country in the vicinity of Kansas City, and every

condition points to a substantial increase in all

branches of business this fall. The summer has

been a delightfully cool one, and there have been

none of the hot winds to distress the farmers, and

place the crops in danger.

The Meyer Jewelry Company, which has suf-

fered somewhat in the same way before, has lately

undergone a series of losses in the mails. About

a year ago Mr. Meyer reported the loss of several

packages, and this summer a great many have been

lost, the average for awhile being one a day. Steps

have been taken to trace the lost packages, but the

necessary governmental red tape makes it slow

work. In the meantime, packages continue to be

lost and there is no doubt that they are lost sight

of in the mails, for they ,Tire all registered and

accounted for until the time that they are given

into the care of the postal authorities.

Otto A. Wolf, formerly in the jewelry depart-

ment of Emery, Bird, Thayer & Co.'s store, has

opened a stationery and engraving plant at 109 and

III East Eleventh Street.

The Bryant Building, in which the Sherwood

Jewelry Company is quartered, is being entirely

remodeled, and in the meantime the Sherwood

people are occupying temporary quarters on the

second floor. When their new quarters are com-

pleted they will be among the handsomest whole-

sale jewelry establishments in the West.

(Additional Kansas City News on page ttir)

and Prospects

Utility of a Want-Book

How many dealers are there who keep a want-

book ? A want-book is practically a ledger made

UI) from the stock account and shows at a 
glance

what may be needed. Dealers frequently fall into

the habit, and a very careless one it is, of waiting

until a traveler comes along and then going over

the stocks in a listless sort of way with the object

of finding out what is needed. What they need

most of all is a record of what they want or are

likely to want at any given date. If goods in any

line run low or there is apt to be a demand for

them in excess of present supplies, jot the items

clown on the book and see that they are ordered at

the first opportunity. Don't wait for the traveler

to point out your necessities, although he is a ver
y

valuable assistant in your business at times, and is

always worth cultivating for the knowledge that's

in him, but use the book as a sort of aut
omatic

memory and look into it at regular intervals. No

one can be expected to remember all the daily

wants that come up for filling.

Io95

Chicago News

(Continued Jim,* page 1093)

school has just issued its fall announcement, which

should be in the hands of every intending student

who expects to pursue a course of instruction in

watchmaking. This book gives some interesting

facts about the history of horological schools in

America and can be had for a postal card request

and mentioning that you saw this notice in THE

KEYSTONE.
The Madson & Buck Company, 8o7 Masonic

Temple, well known as manufacturers of fountain

pens, has been reorganized as the Madson & Steele

Company ; its capital has been increased and the

scope of its business greatly enlarged. W. L. Steele,

whose name becomes identified with the concern,

has heretofore had nothing to do with its manage-

ment. He has been elected vice-president of the

new company ; Martin Madson, who founded the

business, is president, and George R. Madson is

secretary.
News has been received by the Chicago trade

that Daniels Bros. have closed out their retail busi-

ness at Kearney, Nebr., where they have been

located for the past fifteen years, and have re-

moved to Denver, Colo., where they will embark

in the wholesale jewelry business.

The Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-

mology have just finished sending out the third

edition of their college announcement, a handsome

booklet profusely illustrated and full of information

about their school. This finishes up 35,000 copies

of this college announcement that have been printed

and circulated this year.

Out-of-town Visitors

Jeweler Ed. Newcombe, of Big Rapids, Mich.,

is in the city this week on his fall-buying trip.

Mr. Newcombe is accompanied by Mrs. New-

combe.

A. B. Jones, of Stewart, Iowa, was in Chicago

for a few days last week, selecting his fall bills.

A. M. Croll, of Norway, Mich., was a visiting

buyer in this market last week, picking up late fall

novelties for the home store.

E. H. Carpenter, the well-known jeweler, of

Burlington, Iowa, was a welcome trade caller in

this market last week.
Charles Maurer, jeweler-optician, of Cham-

paign, Ill., was among the buyers in this market

last week. Mr. Maurer was making liberal selec-

tions from the latest fall lines for the opening of

his new store, which he expects to get into about

the middle of September. He informed us that his

new establishment would be modern throughout,

with everything new. It is ten years since Mr.

Maurer embarked in business in Champaign, and

his career ever since has been one of steady

growth and well-deserved success. THE KEY-

STONE takes pleasure in noting his prosperity and

expansion.
E. L. Marsh, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was in the

Chicago market last week, on a purchasing trip.

J. R. Losey, of J. R. I,osey & Son, jewelers,

Plymouth, Ind., was a welcome visitor in this

market for a day or two last week.
(Continued on page 1130

"We do not see how anyone in the retail jewelry
business could get along without The Keystone."—
A. W Gilbert & Co., Jewelers, Canandaigua,
New York.
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We have done so well with our Special Assortment of
I() K. PLUMP SOLID GOLD

%ea

Ladies' Set Rings that we advertised last month, that we are again making thesame offer to the retail jewelers. This assortment is made up of the latest and moststaple patterns ever offered at the price. It consists of three dozen good-selling patternsas illustrated above, put up in a handsome leather-covered, vcivet-lined box, for $56.25net cash per box. A splendid trade-winner to put in your window and double yourmoney. Sent with privilege of examination to regular dealers.

Masonic Temple,

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO•9

WHOLESALE JEWELERS, Chicago, Ill.

September, 1 , io2

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

A Trio
of Skyscrapers

TIrIE KEYSTONE.?

Kansas City and the Great Chicago News
Southwest
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the large amounts, though some Nev Voir': and
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of the firm comie here otbout eighteen months ago,
\\hien they rom the 1:ansas City Optical House.
The store is still open.

I'. \V. Ilv,o1111,yrg- hots been in :\lobile for sev-
eral days \vitli his family. His broodier. Frederick
Bromberg, hok beton mentioned a., the most desir-
Able man for the keptiblicans IA) run for attorney
general.

C. A. 1 IsWit1(1 has re-entered business in Nr-
ininglutin, opening a place ;it 2116 Second Avenue.
11c has been in bad health for some time.

The soul death of \V. A. Parrish, at Gadsen.
WitS greatly regretted by the jewelers and others.
1 le was a son of 1:tov. I.. Parrish, of the 'hi:4.A -

I, ■usit 1 Iistrict, Nlethodist Episcopal Church South,
alul had it elvy stores in Attalla and Birmingham.
Ile was t I or tiler of James Parrish, jeweler, at
Blue Crek-k.

I. Le on iti,ohn, whO Will open a new store on
Second .\ vo•iitte, is in the East, buying a stock of
go 10 otk. n ill v;icate his present stand on First
Avenue. 1 li; new place will be one of the largest
stores e of any kind in the city, and he will add sev-
eral lines not now carried.

J. Jaffe, \vino has one of the largest stores in
Itessetner, is in the Great \Vest this week, having
gone out there with the Elks.
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shotikl be in the hand, 4.1 every intending student
who expects to 1/111"til1e it CO111"tic tot ill■•1111C11 1011 in
watchmaking. This s■allt•

all(ali illi• tot ticlii.uls ill

.\111(•FIC.1 and can he hotel for a postal card request
and mentioning that you san this notice in Tut.,
1■1.1 ,̀1 0 ONE.

The Nlaelson & Buck Company, seo7 Masonic
Tvmpk.. wen known as 10)(1111;1in

1)t'11, Iliiti been reorganized as the loalsoolt Steele
Company ; its capital has been increased and the
scope of its lousiness greatly enlarged. NV. L. Steele,
%vino...A.. name becomes identified with the concern,
has heretofore had nothing ho oloo \% ill! its Manage-
111,11i. Ile has been elected ieetresident of the
new comp;tny ; Nlartin Nladson, It liel totinded the
busineo.s, iffeSidellt, and Ca.orge R. Madsen' is

News 11,Is been received by the Chicago trade
that IMMO, Bros, have closed out tho•ir retail lonsi-
ness at 1:.e;iriley, Nebr., ‘vhere they have been
located for the past fifteen years, and have re.--
moved to Denver, C(do„ Nvhere the). will emb;trk
in the wholesale jewelry business.

The No wthern Illinois College of Oplithal-
IllologN hI,i\t 

just finished 
sending „ill the third

edition of their college announcement, a hands, ome
b000klet profusely illustratc•cl and full ot into ocmatio oil
about their school. This finishes up cl
(of this college .111010 aincement that have been printed
and circulattel this t ear.

Utility of a Want-Book
I to ,o‘ many dealers are the•re who keep a want-

A want-Nook is practicalk a ledger made
up from the stood; account and shows at it glance
what may be needed. Dealers frequently tall into
the• habit, and a \ cry careless one it is, of waiting
until a traveler comes along and then cooing over
the stocks in a liSlictiti sort of way with the object
04 finding out what is needed. Mutt they need
nmst of all is a record of N'hat they ve ant or are
likely to want at any given date. If woods in any
line run low or there is apt to be a demand for
them in excess of present supplies, jeol. the items
down on the book and see that they are ordered at
the first opportunity. Don't wait for the traveler
to point out your necessities, although he is a very
N.aluable assistant in your business at tittles, and is
always worth cultivating for the knowledge that's
ill him, but use the book as a sort of automatic
memory tmd look into it at regular intervals. No
one can be expected to remember all the daily
wants that come up for filling.

Out-of-town Visitors

leweler Ed. Nekt 0 0 tiilttt, (If 11i:J., ,

o•o•k on his iallion \ nig hip.
Mr. Ncw•oinhc is no “inpanied by )11s. :,,o•\‘
combe.

It. bones, (of -,•■■•■■:111, tv;r. in Chicago
tor 0 tew days last week, sele 0 tia.g lois HI bills.

A. NI. (,,'roll, of Norwriv. ■lich., was a visitine
bit) et- in this market last week, picking up late fall
!novelties for the home store.

E. II. Carpenter, the well-known jeweler, of
lItirlington, Iowa, was a welconte trade caller in
this market last week.

Charles Nlaurer, jeweler-optician, (of Cham-
paign, Ill., was among the buyers in this market
last week. Nit-. Maurer was making selec-
tions from the latest fall lines for the opening of
his new store, which he expects to get into about
the middle (of September. Ile informed its that his
new establishment would be modern thremghout,
with everything new. It is ten years since Mr.
Maurer embarked in business in Champaign, and
his career ever since has been one of steady
growth and well.deserved success. Tide: KEY-
STONE takes pleasure in noting his prosperity and
expansion.

E. L. Marsh, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was in the
Chicago market last week, on a purchasing trip.

J. R. 1.osey, of J. R. 1.osey & Son, jewelers,
Plymouth, Ind., was a welcome visitor in this
market for a day or two last week.

(Continued on page 1139)

"11'e do no/ see ho7o anyone in /he re/ail je;velly
busineAs 0101 /f 4r'/ along without The key.slone."—
.1. 11: ( & Lb., ,/ewelers, Canandaigua,
_Verc lbrk.
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OUR NEW FALL CATALOGUE
ILLUSTRATING EVERYTHING
NEEDED BY JEWELERS
is now in press and will be ready to send out
to the trade about September 20th. We want
you to have it, and if you have not been re-
ceiving our catalogue heretofore, let us have
your request for the new book by early mail
so that we may have ample time to emboss
your name on the front cover. We believe it
will pay all jewelers to have our new 736-page
catalogue, as it will prove most useful to them
in their business. A postal card will bring it.

A. C. BECKEN
WHOLESALE JEWELER

Columbus Memorial Building, 103 State St., CHICAGO

INGRAHAM CLOCKS

CYCLE MAHOGANY
Dial, 5 Inches. Height, I 1 Inches Length of Base. Inches.
White or Fancy Dial, Columns Imitation Onyx $10.75.

SYLVAN
Dial. 5 Inches. Height, 14Y1. Inches.

Length of Base, 11 inches. White or

Fancy Dial, Mahogany Finish, $9.50.

BETA
Dial, 5 Inches. Height, 114 inches, Length of Base, 13,4
Inches. White or Fancy Dial, Mouldings Marble No. 44,
Columns Imitation Onyx, or Solid Brass Oxidized ....$8.90.

ERNA
Dial, 5 Inches. Height, HY,. Inches Length of Base. 15,.;.
Inches. White or Fancy Dial Mouldings Marble No 44.
Columns Hand Decorated PorcJain  $9 25.
Columns Imitation Onyx, or Solid Brass Oxidized.....$8.75.

ANCHOR MAHOGANY
Dial, 5 Inches Height, I I Inches. Length ot Base, 17;:.; Inches.

White or Fancy Dial, Columns Imitation Onyx $8.75.
ACME

Dial. 5 Inches. Height, 11 Inches. Length
of Base, 1074 Inches. White or Fancy Dial,
Columns Brass Oxidized  $7.00.

dini-ONZ'or.Milstiiig enameled clock cases produces a surface and lustre superior 
in appearance and durability to the finest imported cases, and is

 the

only enameling process ever developed perfectly adapted to the purpose. Our oak cases are %,arnished by immersion, thoroughly coating the 
case inside and out,

which makes an extremely homogeneous and beautiful finish.

ALL our MOVEMENTS are made with BRASS PLATES, 1('t steel. Every clock is run and thoroughly tested before it leaves the 
factory,

and with proper usage is warranted a correct time-keeper.

QUOTATIONS ON INGRAHAM CLOCKS MAY BE OBTAI
NED OF ANY JOBBER.

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., BRISTOL, CONN. [over]



INGRAHAM CLOCKS

SIGNET
Dial, 5 Inches Height, 14% Inches.
Length of Base, 11 Inches White or
Fancy Dial, Malachite Finish, $9.50.

, MINIPPOOMOSINFPOlv.ivrimpotAi+4'‘.

LOTUS

LUZON MAHOGANY
Dial, 5 Inches. Height, 11 Inches. Length of Base,
15 Inches. White or Fancy Dial, Columns Imita-
tion Onyx $8.20

LAKE LINE
Dial, 6 Inches, Height,
22 Inches Eight day,
hour and halt hour
strike. Solid Oak hand-
somely embossed and
finished. Six clocks
(assorted designs) in a
box. List, per clock
$3. 65. Gongs or Alarms
45 cents each additional
list.

CONTINUOUS
ELECTRIC ALARM
This Alarm is set the
same as the old style
and, being run electric-
ally, needs no winding.
It is simple in construc-
tion and will not get out
of order. The switch is
set on retiring.and at de-
sired time will ring con-
tinuously until switched
off. This Alarm may
be fitted to any Oak
Mantel Clock made by
us at an additional list
of $1.45, and will, we
believe, be found very
efficient and satisfac-
tory. CONTINUOUS ELECTRIC ALARM

SIREN

SEMI-CABINETS
Dial, 6 Inches Height, 19 Inches. Eight day, hour and half hour strike. Solid Oak. Popular
Colors. Hard Oil Finish. Six clocks (assorted designs) in a box. List, per clock $4.35.

Our process of finishing enameled clock cases produces a surface and lustre superior in appearance and durability to the finest imported cases, and is the

only enameling process ever developed perfectly adapted to the purpose. Our oak cases are varnished by immersion, thoroughly coating the case inside and out,

which makes an extremely homogeneous and beautiful finish.

ALL our MOVEMENTS are made with BRASS PLATES, not steel. Every clock is run and thoroughly tested before it leaves the factory,

and with proper usage is warranted a correct time-keeper.

QUOTATIONS ON INGRAHAM CLOCKS MAY BE OBTAINED OF ANY JOBBER.

THE E. INGRAHAM CO., BRISTOL, CONN.

September, 1902 THE KEYSTONE

Dallas and the Lone Star State

B. Reagan has bought the entire stock of

W. H. James, of Big Springs, and the new f
irm is

doing a satisfactory business.

H. H. Hawley, who has been traveling for

quite awhile for Shuttles-Mitchell Co., has resigned

his position and opened a repair shop at Bonham
,

taking control of the jewelry stock of Saunders

Martin Co., of Bonham.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, paid Dallas a

visit and also came to buy some new style jewelry,

so he can be up with the times.

A. E. Kujawski, of Ft. Worth, was in Dallas,

on a buying trip.

H. Iverson, of Henry Iverson & Co., of Corsi-

cana, was in Dallas, looking over the fall stock and

making his fall purchases.

L. B. Moore and daughter, of Denison, were

in Dallas, buying their fall stock, and they seemed

pleased with the stocks they saw.

Mike Meisch left a few days ago for New York

and other Eastern cities, on a special business trip.

J. C. Buckner, of Cleburne, was a buyer in

Dallas, last month.
A. Weatherford, of Plano, was in Dallas, on a

purchasing tour as well as some other business that

had to be attended to.

G. A. Pfaeffle, of Greenville, was in Dallas,

shaking hands with his friends and also doing

some buying. George always combines pleasure

with his business trips.

W. C. Langsford, of W. C. Langsford & Co.,

of Cleburne, was in Dallas, looking over the fall

stocks and getting posted on the styles.

R. L. Patterson, who has been working at the

trade for a number of years with M. C. Chamlee &

Co., of Canyon City, has resigned his position and

opened up a repair store at Stratford, Texas.

J. A. Owens, of Bonham, was in Dallas, on a

purchasing tour this month.

J. W. Muchert, of Muchert & Cook, of Sher-

man, was in Dallas a few hours on his way home

from Austin, where he had been to attend the

military encampment.
E. Burroughs, of Italy, paid Dallas a business

trip.
E. Wild, of Tyler, was in Dallas, on a purchas-

ing tour. He also was over to see about new

fixtures.

J. B. Rogers, who has been in the jewelry busi-

ness at Farmersville, died on the loth inst., leaving

a wife to survive her loss.
C. L. Crawford is now located at Hillsboro,

doing repair work.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, was down, shaking

hands with his friends and purchasing stock.

E. E. Keel, who has been traveling for Albert

Pfeifer, of Little Rock, Ark., has accepted a posi-

tion with J. E. Mitchell Co., of Ft. Worth, taking

charge of the optical department.
W. R. Thomas, of Celeste, was a buyer in

Dallas during the month.
J. C. Jones, formerly of Yoakum, but now of

Tuctuncari, N. Mex., was in Dallas a few days ago,

on his way to Galveston, to attend the carnival.

J. P. Morgan, of Morgan & Hawley, is now on

his way to Detroit, Buffalo, New York and other

Eastern cities. Mr. Morgan expects to be absent

from the city several weeks.
J. C. Slaughter, of Kaufman, was in Dallas for

the first time for quite awhile last month.
C. S. Higgins, of Morgan & Hawley, has just

returned from a very successful trip, and is now

getting ready to leave again.

Dee Wheatley, of Commerce, has had his pur-

chasing clothes on here of late and has succeeded

in securing a very fine burglar-proof safe, which

adds a great deal to his store.
Mr. and Mrs. Everts have gone to visit the

cities of the East as well as going on business.

They expect to have a jolly time. When the

nominee for lieutenant-governor of the Prohibition

party of Texas goes on a trip like this, you can be

assured he will enjoy himself.

R. H. McDill, manufacturing jeweler, of Dal-

las, spent a day in Ft. Worth, attending to some

business.
S. M. Lamb, of DeLeon, has moved to Stephen-

ville, where he has opened up a nice store.

B. Regenbrecht, formerly of Sealy, is now per-

manently located with Castleberg Jewelry Co., of

Crockett, Texas.
A. J. Baker has bought the entire stock of

fixtures of J. G. Ereckson & Co., of Marfa, Texas,

where he is doing well.

J. W. Peavy, of Edgewood, has been on his

annual vacation, but has returned and settled down

to work again.
C. W. Haltom, formerly of Bowie, has opened

a store at Hobart, Okla. Ter. We all hope for

young Haltom all the success that is necessary.

M. E. Bugbee & Co., of Gonzales, have opened

a branch store at Eagle Lake, where they are

meeting with success.
William Louien, formerly of Belleville, is now

located at Eagle l-ake.

J. F. Schuttee, of Honey Grove, was in Dallas a

few hours between trains, on his way in search of

a watchmaker to help him out with his fall trade.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was a buyer last month.

G. E. Moore, of Denton, was in Dallas, look-

ing over the new styles.

J. M. Grogan, of Arlington, was in Dallas last

month.
C. L. Norsworthy, of Zimmerli & Norsworthy,

went on a visit to his old home and to see his

elks, who live in Huntsville.

E. C. McGee, of Shuttles & Son, has gone to

Toronto, Canada, to spend a few weeks with his

folks and for a much-needed rest.

John Fisher, the manufacturing jeweler, has

moved into a new location, where he is ready to

handle his old trade again.

A. H. Peacock, who has moved into a new

location, is doing well.

W. E. Shuttles, of Shuttles-Mitchell Co., has

just returned from a successful trip.

Adam Hafner, formerly with the Ross Jewelry

Co., of Waxahachie, is now located in De Sota,

Mo., where he has opened a nice and up-to-date

jewelry store, and has admitted a partner, the style

of the firm being Hafner & Rogers.

Jerry Harbour, of Coleman, left last month for

the Concljo, on a two-weeks' fishing trip.

W. D. Armstrong, of the Armstrong Jewelry

Co., of Brownwood, took a vacation from business

for a few days last month to attend the midsummer

carnival at Belton, Mr. Armstrong's old home.

Dr. M. W. Armstrong, of the Armstrong

Jewelry Co., spent the month of June with hi
s

father, in Temple.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, visited the

Dallas markets on a purchasing trip.

Robert L. Caston, of Ft. Worth, came over on

the Interurban cars, and made Dallas a flying 
trip

for the purchase of stock.

J. N. Bucher, Of Hillsboro, was in Dallas,

seeing about his personal business as well as get
-

ting some new goods to liven up the stock whic
h

he has already on hand.
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Charlie M. Boyd, of Shuttles & Son, is getting

everything ready to leave on a long trip, and ex-

pects to be gone until Christmas. We hope that

Charlie won't get lonesome.

P. J. Narry, having charge of the jewelry de-

partment of W. B. Hiet, of Venus, was a buyer in

Dallas.
L. M. Bowman, of Bowie, had the misfortnne

of having the building he was occupying burned

down. Mr. Bowman's loss was almost total.

C. A. Claypool, of Ladonia, was a buyer in the

city during the month, and reports a good cotton

crop.
F. E. Brasfield, who was located at Ladonia

for awhile, will take charge of the jewelry depart-

ment of S. H. Abbott, of McKinney.

E. Johnson, of St. Joe, has bought the stock

and fixtures of A. 0. Duncan, and Mr. Duncan's

successor seems to be doing as well as could be

expected.
C. C. Anderson, of Stephenville, spent a few

hours in Dallas, on his way to North Texas and the

Territory, looking for a suitable location.

M. Signor, of the Crescent Jewelry Store, of

Palestine, was in Dallas on one of his purchasing

tours.
J. H. Greer, of Ft. Worth, has been absent

from his place of business for several days. Mr.

Greer left for Chicago, where he went to attend

to some business, and as usual, John combined

pleasure with business. He had a very success-

ful trip.
W. D. Henderson is preparing to open up a

neat jewelry store in Huntsville.

G. F. Flynt, of Mineola, seemed recently to be

unusually happy. Upon questioning him we find

out the cause. He is a papa, and it's a boy.

J. M. Clower, of Clarendon, has opened up a

branch in Childress, and with the assistance of a

workman, he expects to be able to keep both places

running.
W. H. Kidd, of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis, spent

a while in Mineral Wells, on a recreation trip.

The S. Beck Jewelry Co., of San Antonio, are

going to open a branch store in Beaumont.

Wedding announcements have been received

by a number of local jewelers of the marriage of

C. G. McCord, of Dublin, to Miss Tennie Cline,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. P. Cline, of Dublin.

The happy event took place on the 9th of July, 5902.

Fashions in Jewelry

These are hints that Paris is sending out to the

four corners of the world:

The favorite stone, as well as the rarest and

most expensive, is to be the pearl.

Pearls have been going up steadily for some

years, and of course their very rareness makes

them all the more to be desired.

And next to pearls emeralds.

The bow knot and the coronet promise to be

the two best designs for pins, etc.

Art Nouveau ideas still have a hold on jewelry,

but it must be confessed that not everybody appre-

ciates them, and there is a whisper that they will

fall out of fashion before long.

Marquise rings are coming back into style

again.
The heavy dinner ring and cluster and single

stone rings are also very fashionable.

Lavallieres, those pretty little pendants that

just show over the collar, are being made of all

sorts of odd and curious gems.



If you are looking
for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those
with this trade,merk

and see that " C. A.
M. 6 Co." is stamped
on the swivel of the
Chains you buy.

Our line is not excelled in price,
variety or beauty.

Purchase CHAINS front your jobber
that are made from seamless filled

wire, exactly as represented, by the

Nt,e11-known and reliable Chai

house of

Fine Finished Goods
Sell Themselves.

Favorable 
September is the harvest month

Reports of Trade and much anxiety has been ex-

pressed as to what the harvest

was to be. Rumors of the terrible damage done

to crops by the excessive rains which have all sum-

mer deluged the country, have floated into the

cities, and much speculation has been indulged in.

But this last month traveling men from all the

local wholesale houses have sent in the most

encouraging reports, especially from the north-

western section.

W. A. Sturgeon & Co., are dis-

Pretty in their show window

Prize Cups the Orchard Lake century tro-

phy cup, which is to be awarded

the winning boat the last of August. The cup is a

beautiful example of the art of the silversmith. It

is twenty inches high, including the base. It is

hand-chased in a most exquisite design, the motif

of. the decoration being grapes. The cup cost

$10oo and was gotten out by the Gorham Manufac-

turing Co., Providence, R. 1. Another cup, toward

which the eyes of all yachtsmen turn with longing,

is the one offered by the Detroit & Mackinaw Rail-

way as a feature at the regatta at Twas Bay. The

decoration of this silver trophy cup is a combina-

tion of orchids and laural wreath. The base is a

solid bed of orchids, hand-chased. The cup has

two mountain-stag handles. The trophy is the

work of Wright, Kay & Co., Detroit.

C. E. Berkey, of the Berkey Cash Jewelry Co.,

who has recently been through Southern Michigan

and Northern Ohio, found business better than it

has been in years.
Noack & Gorenflo have their hands full look-

ing after the business forwarded by their traveling

salesmen.
Local jewelers are already beginning to buy

for the holiday trade, and their purchases are liberal

and the goods of good quality.

The elbow-sleeve dress revived the bracelet

craze, and they looked so pretty that even with the

passing of the summer gown, which brought themn

into vogue, their reign is not ended, and all jewelers

say that next to the locket and chain, the bracelet

of unique design is most in favor.

Charles W. Warren and Frank R. Fitch have

severed their connection with Wright, Kay & Co.

and will open a new store in the new Arcade

Building. The style of the firm is to be Charles W.

Warren & Co., diamond merchants and jewelers.

They expect to open about the first of September.

Messrs. Warren and Fitch are now in the East,

selecting stock.
A window of the Walsh Jewelry Co.'s store

was recently broken by a thief, who took about $15

worth of rings.
L. Black & Co. have just gotten out their

catalogue of optical goods. It is a neat-looking

volume and contains much of value to opticians.

A. E. Charlesworth, manufacturing optician, at

26 Grand River Avenue, reports that his business

has increased to such an extent that he has been

obliged to increase his force of operatives.

Horace W. Steere, jobber, 68 Woodland

Avenue, has just put in a most beautiful and com-

plete line of cut glass.
Weyhing Bros. made and donated to the Elk's

Lodge No. 34, of this city, moo lapel buttons for
the carnival, which was held in this city.

M. L. Bowden, of the J. B. Bowden Co., New

York, has recently been the guest of R. C. Traub.
He expressed himself as delighted with Detroit.

Trebilcock Bros., 324 Woodward Avenue,

dissolved partnership some months ago, Mr. E. D.

Trebilcock continuing the business at the old loca-

tion. Mr. Trebilcock says that during the past

season he has done a better business than he ever

has since he engaged in business six years ago.

He has recently opened a manufacturing depart-

ment, making a specialty of rings, badges and

society buttons.
W. C. Noack, of Noack & Gorenflo, was out

of town last month on his vacation.

R. C. Traub, of Traub Bros. & Co., leaves the

first of the month for a ten-days' fishing trip.

President George Johnston, of the Johnston

Optical Co., has met with another breavement in

the death of his eldest child, a daughter. Miss

Johnston died suddenly on August 14th.

A. B. Large, of Bellaire, has moved his jewelry

stock to G. J. Noteware's drug store.

L. S. Chase, watchmaker and jeweler who has

been with C. F. Bauer, of Saginaw, for the past

seven years, has bought the jewelry stock of E. G.

Burlingame, at Niles. Mr. Chase will continue the

business at its present location.

0. L. Altenberg & Co. have bought the interest

of H. C. Crane, in the jewelry stock of Altenberg

& Crane, and will continue the business under the

firm-name of 0. L. Altenberg & Co.

C. M. Harris, who has been in the employ of

W. J. Bottomley, of Brown City, has bought the

jewelry business of Alva Hunn, of Oxford, Mich.

Mr. Hunn has gone West for his health.

Bright Owing to the general exodus of

Prospects Pittsburgers for the summer

months business among the local

jewelers has been quiet. There is a prospect of an

early activity, and the outlook for the balance of

the year is bright. With August over an improve-

ment will be noticed, the present dullness being

natural to the season.

Satisfying conditions are reported by the sales-

men, and the good orders received are indicative

of a heavy business with the advent of fall.

Harry, Albert and Walter Heeren, of Heeren

Bros. & Co., are spending a pleasant two weeks on

Georgian Bay.
J. Harvey Wattles, who for seventeen years

has been making annual tours through Europe and

England in the interests of W. W. Wattles & Sons,

returned to Pittsburg last month, and reports hav-

ing picked up a number of fine goods and novel-

ties, and promises to show a collection of goods

that will be a pleasure to the patrons of this firm.

A jewelry store will be opened in the room

now occupied by the First National Bank by A. B.

Kurtz. The building is on West Main Street, Con-

nellsville, Pa.

The death of Julius Arnheim, jeweler, occurred

last month.

G. B. Barrett, of the G. B. Barrett Company,

is summering at the Thousand Islands.

J. P. Barger, formerly of Bellwood, \V. Va.,

has removed to McKees Rocks, Pa., where he has

opened up an up-to-date jewelry store.

C. Schuldice, of Heeren Bros. & Co., left during

the week for a ten-days' outing at Ocean Grove,

the well-known Atlantic coast resort.

Otto Heeren, of the firm of Heeren Bros.

& Co., has returned from a four-months' buying

trip through France, Germany and Austria.

Unsuccessful attempts at robbery were made

on the stores of J. W. Best, 107 Sixth Street;

Spangler Optical Company, 638 Penn Avenue, and

J. Diamond, 132 Sixth Street.

A robbery reported during the month to the

police was that of J. A. Brasley,. who conducts a

jewelry store at 1329 Penn Avenue. Mr. Brasley

claims that goods to the amount of. $400 had been

taken. The report states that two men had entered

the store, and while one engaged the attention of

the proprietor, visitor No. 2 took three trays of

rings and watches. The proprietor said the goods

consisted of 215 rings and seven watch cases.

J. C. Grogan is a prominent retail jeweler who

has been in New York on a buying expedition.

H. B. Hayes, of the firm of !lardy & Hayes,

reached New York after a European trip in the

Kaiser W'ilneInt der Grosse. Mr. Hayes stopped

in New York for a few days before returning to

Pittsburg.
Samuel Sipe, the well-known diamond im-

porter, returned from a business trip to the dia-

mond marts of Europe. He was welcomed home

by scores of his friends at the Schmidt Building.

Mr. Sipe, who was accompanied by his wife, spent

most of the time in Amsterdam, where, as usual,

he made heavy purchases of diamonds and precious

stones. Before returning to business and Pitts-

burg, Mr. and Mrs. Sipe spent several days at

Atlantic City.

A. M. Andrews, of Ileeren Bros. & Co., had

a thrilling experience last month that he would not

care to have repeated. When Mr. Andrews, whose

home is at 3222 Perrysville Avenue, went down

into the cellar at 10.30 to lock up his house for the

night he was confronted by two masked men, one

of whom held two revolvers against Mr. Andrews'

head while the other went • through his clothes,

securing $540 in cash, his watch worth itioo, a

chain valued at $3o, a diamond charm worth $20,

and a non-negotiable note for $i5oo. The burglars

worked for some time trying to get a ring valued

at $400 from Mr. Andrews' finger, but it was placed

there too tightly. They then demanded the dia-

mond ring. " I can't get it off," bravely retorted

Mr. Andrews. " If you want it you'll have to take

it off yourself. It has not been off for several

years." The burglars then tried to force the ring

from the finger, but their efforts were of no avail

and they were compelled to leave the diamond in

the owner's possession. The men then demanded

that Mr. Andrews call his wife down to the cellar,

as they wished to ransack the house. This Mr.

Andrews positively refused to do, telling them to

" blaze away," as he would not call his wife into

danger. The men then spoke admiringly of the

young man's bravery, and deciding they had secured

enough booty departed. As one passed under a

gas jet his mask fell off, giving Mr. Andrews a full

view of his face—sufficient to enable him to fur-

nish a good description to the police.

Buyers from out of town included J. ',lime-

brink, Rochester, Pa.; H. R. Brown, New Brighton,

Pa.; Koessler Bros., New Kensington, Pa.; E. F.

Preiss, Washington, Pa.; F. B. McKinley, Wash-

ington, Pa.; C. M. Hyatt, Connellsville, Pa.; E. H.

Kennerdell, Tarentum, Pa.; W. E. Ralston, Butler,

Pa.; H. Furtwang-ler, Greensburg, Pa.; Leroy

Swan, New Castle, Pa.; P. Ruprecht, Sharpsburg,

Pa.; I). L. Cleeland, Butler, Pa.; A. C. k ugh,

New Alexandria, Pa.; E. A. Bloser, New Kensing-

ton, Pa.; G. Brady, Washington, Pa.; R. Hunt,

Uniontown, Pa.; M. R. Shingler, Wellsville, Ohio;

P. J. Manson, Jeannette. Pa.; J. F. Murphy, Daw-

son, Pa.; Frank Hayes, Washington, Pa.; William

Hunt, Uniontown, Pa.; Jos. Miller, Harmony, Pa.
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A 300/KLET-CATALOG 
We have a very attractive booklet, entitled

COWENIENCE
SECURITY

USE
which tells in plain) terse English the ad-
vantages of the

LARTER STUDS
for both wearer and dealer,

It also contains fine half-tone illustra-
tions of nearly a hundred patterns of the
Larter Studs made in extra quality 14 K.
plate—all at $4.50 per dozen sets.

Progressive Jobbers carry a line of
these Studs, and Progressive Jewelers may
have a Booklet by sending a postal to

watslwoJ

LARTER, ELCOX & CO.
and 23 Maiden Lane,

New York.
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Atlanta, Ga., and Southern Notes

Trade
Conditions

The past thirty days has shown
a marked increase in business,
and the volume for the past two

weeks has been above the average for this season

of the year. At the present time the outlook for

the fall trade is excellent. Collections that have

been so very backward all summer are improving

every day, and unless all signs fail will soon be on

a normal basis. The fruit crop that has just been

marketed has proven very profitable, and the

money market has consequently relaxed. The

cotton outlook is much brighter than it was a

month ago.

Changes of
Location

Three of the prominent up-town
jewelers are changing their loca-
tions on September 1st. They
are J. R. Watts & Co., E. J.

Kelley and C. W. Crankshaw. The first-named

firm is removing to the quarters vacated by Mr.

Kelley, while the latter is about to occupy the

former premises of Mr. Crankshaw, who will

occupy a new location a few doors above his pre-

sent stand. The circumstances underlying this

evacuation are rather complicated. It seems that

the building in which J. R. Watts & Co. have quar-

ters on Alabama Street is to be torn down shortly.

In seeking a new stand they learned that Mr.

Kelley, who is at 28 Whitehall Street, had refused

to renew his lease, and they promptly sought the

owner and made a deal with him. Then Mr.

Kelley was approached by the owner of the Crank-

shaw store at 55 Whjtehall Street, who after failing

to get Mr. Crankshaw to renew his lease offered

the stand to Mr. Kelley. The latter accepted the
offer, thus forcing Mr. Crankshaw out. Mr. Crank-

shaw's trouble dated further back. Up to about

eighteen months ago he had quarters at the corner

of Whitehall land Alabama Streets, but was forced

to move by the erection of the Whitehall—Peach-

tree viaduct, and the tearing down of the house, to

make room for the new Twentieth Century Build-

ing now being erected. At that time the stock of

F. J. Stilson, who had gone into bankruptcy, was
for sale, and Mr. Crankshaw purchased it, securing

at the same time the remaining portion of Mr.
Stilson's lease at 55 Whitehall Street. This lease

expires September 1st of this year. In the mean-
time Mr. Crankshaw had contracted for quarters in

the Twentieth Century Building, and his store was

to be ready by September 1st of this year. But,
owing to difficulty in laying the foundation of the
building, it has been so delayed that it will be
several months yet before it will be ready for occu-
pancy. With this fact in view, he would not renew
his lease now expiring, and, as told above, was
forced out. He will locate in temporary quarters
at 37 Whitehall Street, where he will remain until
his new store is ready for occupancy.

Miss Edna Stilson, daughter of the well-known
retired jeweler, F. J. Stilson, was married, August
12th, to Joseph Wells Bailey, of this city. The
wedding occurred at the Stilson home, on West
Peachtree Street, and was a social event of the first

magnitude. THE . KEYSTONE extends congratula-
tions to the happy couple.

J. P. Stevens, the engraver, who has been
made chairman of the Manufacturers' Club com-
mittee to provide for the exhibition of articles

manufactured in Atlanta, at the exhibition to be
held here in October, reports excellent progress.

The report that Rosenblatt & Ellington,

jewelers, of Greensboro, N. C., had disssolved

partnership, has been emphatically denied.

Tit-1E KEYSTOI

Julius R. Watts & Co., will add an optical de-
partment to their business shortly. They will
carry a full line of optical goods and the depart-
ment will be in charge of a competent optician.

A. K. Hawkes, an Atlanta optician, recently
lost a lot of goods that were being shipped to him
from the East. The car containing his consign-
ment was broken open and rifled of its contents.

Will. Nolan, with Silvers & Woods, spent ten
days at Wrightsville Beach, N. C., in August,
attending the encampment of the Fifth Regiment
of Georgia Volunteer Infantry.

Henry Schaul, of Schaul & May, has re-
turned to the city from Poland Springs, Maine.

The family of N. Kaiser spent the hot months
at Wrightsville Beach, N. C., and returned Septem-
ber 1st.

Mrs. W. B. McDuffie, wife of the popular
jeweler, has recovered from a recent attack of
typhoid fever.

A clever swindle was worked on several
jewelers at Charlotte, N. C., recently. A well-
dressed young man entered the store of Garibaldi

& Burner, and after looking over a lot of goods

selected a scarf-pin, priced at $7.50. He drew out
a check book of the First National Bank, of Char-

lotte, and wrote a check for the amount, exhibiting

an apparent credit at the bank of Pro. Being a

little suspicious, a member of the firm carried the

check to the bank and found out that C. W. Prit-

chert, as the check was signed, had a balance of

$to instead of pro. The .$7.5o check was paid,

and the warning sent around, but it was found that

Pritchert had already secured a number of valuables

amounting to nearly a hundred dollars, and there

remained $2.50 in the bank. He has absconded.

The death of John C. Meyers, the senior mem-

ber of the firm of John C. Meyers & Sons, New

Orleans, La., occurred recently. Mr. Meyers was

one of the most widely known jewelers in the

South. He was born at Copenhagen, Denmark,

in 1835, and was sixty-seven years of age at the

time of his death.
A suit has been filed against the Germania

Bank, of Savannah, Ga., by S. Wachstein, a jeweler

of that city. Mr. Wachstein alleges that a check

drawn by himself was presented at the bank, but

was turned down, in spite of the fact that he'had am-

ple funds on deposit. He asserts that he has been

materially damaged, and asks that compensation

be awarded him.

Optician Delipscey, of Houston, Texas, was

recently shot and killed by W. B. Williams.

Williams' son had been employed be deceased

as an office boy and Williams claims that the

optician abused the boy.

B. H. Steif & Co., of Nashville, Tenn., have

on exhibition an oriental figure of Buddha that as

a work of art and an historical curio is attracting a

great deal of attention. The figure is life size,

showing a man seated cross-legged, with the pro-

verbial six arms, and as is of hammered brass,

heavily plated with gold.
Geo. E. Cook, who was at one time a promi-

nent jeweler of Clarksville, Tenn., died of appo-

plexy at his home in that city, August 3d.

The Maxwell-Raiford Jewelry Co., of Tuska-

looso, Ala., who carry a line of musical instru-

ments, have recently put in a large stock of sheet

music.

J. C. McCreery, J. P. Mathews and F. F.

Hough, of Columbia, S. C., have recently incor-

porated under the name of the Southern Wholesale

Jewelry Co. They are capitalized at $1o,000.

Geo. Wolf, of Louisville, Ky., is attending the

Elks' convention at Salt Lake City, Utah.

The little son of J. 1'. Moye, a prominent

jeweler, of Dallas, Texas, was recently drowned in

Trinity River, near his home.
A jewelry store has been opened at Richmond,

Ky., by T. A. Robinson.
R. J. Riles and wife, of Jacksonville, Fla.,

have gone to California, on a pleasure trip. They

will visit the Yellowstone Park and other points of

interest on the Pacific coast before returning home

in September.
Z. P. Hamilton has opened a jewelry business

at New Market, Tenn. Mr. Hamilton is a practical

watchmaker and jeweler and ss ill cater largely to

the repair trade.
W. W. Chamberlin, A. E. Krisling and C. C.

Higgins have incorporated under the name of the

Houston Optical Co., of Houston, Tex.
J. F. Lane, of the Greenleaf & Crosby Co.,

Jacksonville, Fla. , and wife, are enjoying a thirty-day

vacation. They will visit several popular resorts.

Wm. Kendrick & Sons, of Louisville, Ky., are

making extensive improvements in their store. It

is being remodeled and a new front is being put in.

Coleman E. Adler, New Orleans, La., has

recently completed extensive improvements in his

store, and it is now one of the handsomest jewelry

establishments in the South.
Charles Greenberg, of New Orleans, La., has

removed to new quarters at Canal and Camp Streets.

One of the incorporators of the Peoples'

Saving Bank, of Selma, Ala., is A. P. Schweizer,

the well-known jeweler.
G. H. McCarthy, Maysville, Ky., have removed

to new quarters. He now occupies the old stand

of John Ballenger.
Fire recently damaged the jewelry stock of

M. H. Heyman, Camden, S. C., to the extent of

six hundred dollars.
Burglars entered the store of Shaw & Shaw,

Lenox, Ga., July 25th, and stole a gold watch and

several rings.
I3urglars recently stole about $6o worth of

jewelry from W. G. Hurd, of Bessemer, Ala.
J. L. Schweizer, of Selma, Ala., has been

elected a member of the City Council.

A repair shop has been opened at Brooksville,

Fla., by F. Von Stein.

A. 0. Duncan, St. Jo, Tex., has sold his busi-

ness to Dunbar & Johnson.
Sam. Frank, of Louisville, Ky., is back at

business, after a pleasant vacation.
Extensive improvements are being made in the

store of Dantzler & Dorenfield, Corsicana, Texas.

The S. Buck Jewelry Co., of San Antonio,

Texas, has opened a branch at Beaumont, Texas.

T. A. Robinson, formerly of Berea, Ky., has

removed to Richmond, Ky.

Chas. B. McFee has opened a jewelry store at

Saluda, N. C.
Dodge & Blair have opened an optical store at

Memphis, Tenn.
Will. Bogue has opened a jewelry store at

Carrollton, Ky.

Among the out-of-town vikitors in Atlanta dur-

the past month were : R. E. Heath, Savannah, Ga.;

R. A. Whidby, Sparks, Ga.; W. W. St. John, Ros-

well, Ga.; F. Gresham, Cartersville, Ga.; Jeweler

Campbell, Carrollton, Ga.; H. Davis, Gainesville,

Ga.; E. N. Brown, Lithonia, Ga.; C. F. Toole,

La Grange, Ga.; Lumpkin Green, Social Circle,

Ga.; C. A. Green, Washington, Ga.; J. T. Wood,

Rome, Ga.; T. A. Nolan, Athens, Ga.; C. A.

Murrey, Lexington, Ga.; W. K. Kincad, Eatonton,

Ga.; Geo. R. Fambro, Valdosta, Ga.; Ira E.

Teagle, Ashburn, Ga.; W. A. Perry, Lexington,

Ga., and Walter R. Cooper, Milledgeville, Ga.



The Giant) in Quality
of

in 
Collar Buttons 

Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,'
Nov. 23,1898.

Thc 1.1111e Schoolmaster now
...uggesis, to every pupil in his
Hass, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz &Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
aiiv pupil will send to Printers'
_Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters' Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krernentz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

UMW& CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. 8c ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

•ip

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

FREE INSTRUCTIONS. Send for Our New Prospectus.

111. L. LANDIS,

It is a Book 9 x 8, awl is very hamisoincly printed. Full
page illustrations of Let mrs and Alunograms engraved by our
Pupils. Also photos. of some of IIIIr latest

The PROSPECTUS of our School is different from any
other. We do not devote its pages to Blowing.

In olleritig this Prospectus we aim to show you our
Method of Teaching, iind will give you an idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

To this end we ,,t, half of our book to Free Instruc-
tions in the Art of Engraving.

Complete Lessons flow to °rind, Sharpen and Polish
a Oraver, with illustrations.

The Art of Cutting.—compiete Script Alphabet, show-
ing sectional parts of every letter, with our System of Cut-
ting, etc., etc.

Our aim in publishing this book is, that those receiving
it, would prize and keep always. However, In reply to this
ad., we realize that thousands will take advantage and send
font, only for the Lessons, not having any sincere intentions

Proprietor end Intirortor. of over attending an Engraving School. For this reason
we will not send unless stamps are enclosed. SEND4 CENTS in STAMPS and we will MAIL to YOU at ONCE. Correspondence solicited.

44 Center St. LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENORAVING, Detroit, Mich.

A Great 
opportunity for jewelers to meet that
department store competition.

We carry the largest and most complete line of

Sightly and Inexpensive Jewelry.
Write for our catalogue. mailed to jewelers
only, on application.

HOLSMAN 0 ALTER, Wholesale jewelers,
120-128 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

For
Sale

We have lots of time for sale—
fifty people employed. Let us do
your work for you. We are ready
to serve you promptly in doing work
of any and all kinds, such as Diamond
Setting, Watchmaking, Engraving
and Jewelry Repairing.

We are importers of Diamonds
and other Precious Stones.

Our stock of Tools and Material
is the largest and best-selected in
this market.

Trade with us and save money.
We fill orders and return jobs

same day received.

Meyerkwelry Co.
"HURRY-UP JEWELERS
FOR HURRY-UP PEOPLE,"

1016 and 1018 Main Street,

Kansas City, Mo.

•
Faultless

Balance Staffs
and Jewels.
Better than all

others.

$1.00 to $1.50
per dozen.
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Omaha and Vicinity

Brisk Fall
Trade

Fall trade has opened up with

the expected briskness, and the

only doubtful element in sight

at present is the cold 
weather and the fear that

frost may injure the corn. Thi
s would prove a dis-

aster of no mean proportion, but
 it is one of those

disasters which is looked for every 
cool summer,

and in nine cases out of ten 
does not occur. It

would be an unpleasant last ch
apter in a year book

that started out with a bright 
promise, which up to

date has been completely fulfi
lled.

Throughout Nebraska the jewel-

Some Sections 
ers have begun to order libe-

Quiet rally, and the demand is much

stronger than at this time last

year. Farther west there has been no demand as

yet. Orders do not come in from Colorado, Wyo-

ming, Utah and other Western States 
until late in

the season. It is usually the last of September or

the first of October before the reta
ilers in these

States make up their minds as to the best
 course to

pursue for their fall and winter business.
 The

reasons for this seem to lie in the difference 
be-

tween agricultural and mining communities. 
The

trade in the smaller towns of Nebraska is 
essen-

tially the same as that which prevails in th
e East.

From the beginning of a season there is al
ways a

steady demand, which increases gradually un
til the

close of the season. In the mining States, how-

ever, the demand is more precarious. 
When it

does come, it generally makes up in strengt
h what

it lacks in duration. It is a well-known fact, that a

higher class of goods is sold in States possess
ing

great mineral wealth than in a granger State,

although in the long run the trade may be mo
re

profitable in the agrarian districts. When a m
an

makes a strike he generally goes in for some of 
the

luxuries of life and quite commonly on a gra
nd

scale. One of the first signs of his good fortune is

the purchase of diamonds, not only for himself 
but

for the members of his family, and not infrequen
tly

for friends and relatives. With an eye to the fit-

ness of things, the man who has made a big str
ike

invests in diamonds of a plumpness and lustre that

will well advertise his prosperity.

The Union Pacific strike has

now continued two months with

no outbreak that would indicate

the existence of a mortal strug-

gle between labor and capital. At first it was the

general opinion that the men would lose, but n
ow

that they show no signs of weakening there is

some doubt on this score, especially as the rolling

stock of the Union Pacific is in a bad way for want

of repairs and new engines cannot be obtained be-

cause of the refusal of union workmen in the shops

over the country to build equipment for this rail-

road company.

A Vexatious
Strike

A Pretty
Wedding

The Chicago Chronicle con-

tained the following account of

the marriage in that city of Miss

Grace Eichberg to Louis Reich-

enberg, of Omaha : " One of the prettiest wed-

dings of the season, solemnized at the Hotel Me-

tropole Tuesday evening, was the marriage of Miss

Grace Lucile Eichberg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Max Eichberg, 4344 Grand Boulevard, to Louis S.

Reichenberg, of Omaha. Rev. Tobias Shonfarber

officiated. The bride was attired in dotted Brus-

sels net appliqued with duchess and point lace

studded with pearls. She wore a tulle veil and

carried a moire bible and lilies of the valley. Mrs

Ike Freehling, sister of the bride, acted as Matron

K Ele'S l'ONE

of honor. The groom was attended by his broth
er,

Max A. Reichenberg, as best man. Will. Eichberg

and Fred. Meyer served as ushers. A banqu
et

followed the ceremony and was attended by ab
out

seventy-five guests. The decorations were sw
eet

peas and bride roses. The newly-wedded cou
ple

will take a trip west and be at home after S
eptem-

ber 15th at Omaha."

Mrs. Henrietta Mandelberg, mother of A.

Mandelberg, of this city, died recently at her home

in Baltimore. She made her home at 2013 Bolton

Street with her children. Mr. Mandelberg was

unable to leave the city because'of the fact t
hat

several of his employees were away on their va
ca-

tions. Joseph Mandelberg, his brother, who also

lives in this city, was able to attend the funeral.

Miss Margaret Kerr, who works for A. Mandel-

berg, has returned from her vacation trip in 
the

South.
Arthur F. Smith, president of the Reichen-

berg-Smith Company, will be married in Oc
tober.

His bride will be Miss Louise M. Peycke, da
ughter

of the wealthy commission merchant, who 
has his

home and business headquarters in Kansas 
City,

and branch houses in a number of Western 
cities.

J. F. Mawhinney, of Mawhinney & Ryan Co.,

has gone to Brant Rock on the Massachusetts

coast, to join his wife and daughter, who are spe
nd-

ing the summer there. 
•

James F. Mines, of Wayne, Nebr., a prom
i-

nent jeweler, has gone to Mexico, where 
he will

spend several weeks.

John Albright, who has expanded his busine
ss

at David City, was in the city recently to 
purchase

his stock. He has secured a new and 
more spa-

cious store, for which he purchased a comple
te line

of fixtures. To his present jewelry bu
siness he .

will add a Musical department.

E. 0. Furen, secretary of the T. L. Com
bs

Jewelry Company, is spending his vacation 
at Lake

Alexandria, Minn. E. J. Sullivan, vice-president

of the same company, is now in New 
England.

A. Mandelberg made a very handsome 
gold

medal, with an automobile on it, for th
e Grocers'

and Butchers' Association, which offered the
 medal

for the most speedy automobile in the We
st. John

Cramer, of Missouri Valley, Iowa, won th
e prize

with his splendid gasoline auto.

Mrs. A. Mandelberg is spending the summ
er at

Lake Minnetonka, Minn.

Sol. Bergman has installed some very 
hand-

some new fixtures.

C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manu
facturing

Company, is mourning the loss of a hand
some gold

watch and a few dollars in money which
 are now

in possession of the burglar who recently
 ransacked

Mr. Shook's house while the family slept
.

C. L. Shook has gone on a business trip 
which

will take him as far as the Pacific coas
t.

I). R. NVilson, of Shenandoah, Iowa, 
and H. E.

Vredenburg, of Shoshone, Idaho, called 
on the

Shook Manufacturing Company and 
other Omaha

wholesale. jewelers recently. Mr. Vredenburg was

en route to Iowa on a visit.

Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Lindsay spent 
several

weeks at Lake Minnetonka.

Mat. Ferrinan, jeweler for S. W. Linds
ay, is

on his vacation.

E. I. Jones, watchmaker for S. W. 
Lindsay,

accompanied the Elks' excursion to Salt 
Lake City.

S. W. Lindsay has just offered a b
eautiful silver

cup for Class A sailboats on Lake 
Manawa, a sum-

mer resort not far from this city. 
While all the

races will be on this lake, contestants
 from any

other lake or watercourse may take part Ivith

Class A boats.

Philadelphia Letter

Buyers'
Excursions

Buyers and sightseers from

various parts of the country

tarried last month in this city

en route to Atlantic City and kindred 
resorts. This

influx of visitors was due to the stop
-over privi-

leges granted by the Pennsylvania, 
Baltimore &

Ohio and other railroads, the details of w
hich were

reported in last month's KEYSTONE. As a
n anti-

dote for dog-day dullness, these prear
ranged in-

cursions are an excellent institution. They benefit

those who participate in them as well as 
the traders

in the cities visited. Last month's visitors hailed

chiefly from towns in Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Indiana,

Kentucky and West Virginia. The benefits 
accruing

to the local trade were chiefly noticeable 
in jobbing

quarters. At the same time the number of lay

visitors, if we may use the term, was quite
 exten-

sive, so that retailers in the principal 
shopping

districts were benefited to some extent. 
N. B.

Kelly, secretary of the Trades League, in 
talking

about the benefit to trade in this city der
ived from

the excursions, said : " We have kept a
 register of

the merchants stopping here, and, c
ompared with

other seasons, so far this has been the best. 
Every

indication is for a great buying season."

Conditions at this writing, considering past

years, are not characterized by any un
usual feat-

ures. Business generally is dull, but a revival is

confidently anticipated with the return of
 those

who are now concluding their sojourns 
at shore

and mountain.
The jewelry store of Charles Asquith &

 Son,

84o9 Germantown Avenue, was the object 
of Lewis

White's attention on August 8th. White is a

negro, who resides in that vicinity, and is 
known to

the authorities as an old offender. He 
had been

under police surveillance some time, but the
 watch

had been relaxed. He rode to Chestnu
t Hill, and

stopped near Asquith's store, which was
 closed

because of the proprietor's absence on a 
vacation.

Persons living next door saw the negro 
attempting

to effect an entrance to the store throug
h a kitchen

window. They immediately gave alarm,
 and a

chase of some miles ensued, in which the 
fleeing

robber was eventually captured, but not 
until he

had to be clubbed into submission by the 
police.

An examination of the jewelry store 
showed that

White had not taken any booty other th
an twenty-

six cents from the money drawer. This he dropped

in a rear room as he fled.

A fire broke out some weeks ago in the 
base-

ment of the building occupied by the 
Philadelphia

Jewelers' Club, which was fortunately ex
tinguished

before it had reached damaging propor
tions. Its

presence was detected by the steward, w
ho turned

in the alarm with due promptitude.

Jacob Gartman, a dental student at the 
Penn-

sylvania College of Dentistry, was arraigned on

August 8th, charged with sundry diamond em-

bezzlements, amounting approximately to 
$2oco.

The plaintiff alleged that for about eig
ht months,

Gartman pursued the vocatipn of private 
diamond

salesman, and thereby won the confidence
 of the

jewelers to a certain extent. Charles H. Dean, of

715 Sansom Street, testified to being sw
indled out

of a set of diamond pendants, value 
for poo.

Isaac Dubrow, 632 South Street, was another

jeweler who had been victimized to the 
extent of

two gold watches and a gold chain. Gartman, it

was stated, procured about $2000 worth of 
jewelry

from eight traders on July nst, which he 
pledged

for $12oo cash. He is alleged to have co
nfessed

his guilt. He was held for trial under heavy 
bail.
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Manning, Bowman & Company,
NEW YORK : 25 West Broadway.

Crockery Exchange Building. 
CHICAGO: 35 Randolph St. SAN FRANCISCO : 134 Sutter St.

•

Atlas Block.

No. 208. CHAFING PISTE
Patent Solid Lamp-Holder

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish is a
perfect article

Soda Fountain Accessories,

Nickel and Silver-Plate
IVORY ENAMELED
FOOD PAN

Patented May 23, 1899

CAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR CHAFING DISHES
The greatest improvement ever made in a Chafing Dish. Pure clean,durable. It is so constructed that food can only come in contact with thePorcelain-Lined Dish. The top rim being plated, the complete ChafingDish has the same appearance as when made entirely of metal,

Tea Ware
Table Kettles

English PewterBaking Dishes
Bath Room Furnishings Prize Trophies

Tankards, etc
etc.

Meriden,
Connecticut

No. 1893. " METOR." Sectional View
FRENCH CIRCULATTNG COFFER PERCOLATOR.By this French process of percolation, or distilling,

coffee of the most delicious fiavor,and of any strength
desired can be made on the table in a few minutes.
(Also used for Tea).

New Catalogue No. 34 K., for Fall of 1902, now ready.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed,
at $1.50 per gross. Add 10c.
(ten cents) per gross extra for
orders to be mailed, and always
send remittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established iç,00. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

Established 1857.

always succeed in selling some goods
from your memo. packages; your goods
are fresh and clean."

—Extract from Customer's Leifer.

F. C. HAPPEL CO.
84-88 State St., Chicago.

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies.
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The Trade
Situation

THE IC 1SYSTONE

Cincinnati Letter

There was a very perceptible

awakening in the trade in this

city during the past month.

Conditions were never more favorable, and the

retailers were taken completely by surprise. From

the wholesale trade the reports are equa
lly good,

and indications for a very bright fall bu
siness are

seen on every hand. There is a general tendency

to expand, and several of the larger whol
esale and

retail dealers are looking about for more com
mo-

dious quarters. Watches and diamonds are finding

the biggest demands. Travelers and buyers in

from the small towns in Kentucky and Indiana
 are

reporting trade that resembles that of the boom

towns of the frozen North.

By the time this item is read, Oskamp, Nolting

& Co. will have moved into their new quarter
s in

the large five-story building on Elm Street, 
near

Fourth, where they will occupy the four upper

floors. In their new location they will have the

largest floor space devoted to the wholesale jewelry

business in this market and will have largely im-

proved facilities for handling their steadily increas-

ing business.

Jeweler G. H. Newstedt is the victim of one of

the most daring robberies ever recorded in Queen

City police annals. His store, located in one of

the most prominent sections of the city, where

thousands of people pass at all hours of the day

and night, was visited on Saturday morning,

August t6th, by the window-smashing burglar, and

relieved of nearly $600 worth of jewelry. The

large plate glass in one of. the show windows was

shattered with a half of brick and all the articles

appropriated within full view of half a dozen people.

It was the latter that led to the apprehension of the

thief. Fred. Lease, a soldier, belonging to Com-

pany M, Third Infantry, was caught trying to dis-

pose of the glasses. He was arrested by the army

authorities at Fort Thomas and turned over to the

Cincinnati police. Another soldier, named Reeves,

is also implicated in the burglary, but as he left on

a furlough immediately after the deed was com-

mitted, he has not been arrested at this writing.

Lease is a native of Worcester, Mass., and is

23 years old. Part of the booty has been re-

covered.

Wm. Thelen, formerly with Bene, Lindenberg

& Co., has opened up a retail store at Ninth and

Central Avenue.
W. C. Carroll, of Lebanon, Ky., was in the

local market last month. He left this city for a

two-weeks' sojourn in Michigan.

Fred. Willett, of E. & J. Swigart, is the proud

father of a little girl.
E. & J. Swigart have taken on extra help in

anticipation of a large fall business.

Charley Keller, of Frankfort, Ky., spent his

vacation in this city last month.

W. G. Whitney, representing stationery manu-

facturing interests, was in the city last month,

along with S. C. Corbin, of New York, who is

looking after the Cincinnati end of extensive clock

manufacturers in the East. Both reported business

good.
J. C. Miller, of the Miller Jewelry Company,

mourns the death of a favored sister.

John B. Warren, sales agent of the Elgin

National Watch Company, was here early in

August, calling on the jobbing trade.

Ira W. Smith, of the Horton-Angell Company,

was here last month and reports an excellent busi-

ness for his second trip this season.

Edward Albert, of Albert Bros., returned re-

cently from an extended western pleasure trip,

going as far as the Pacific coast. He reports the

most thoroughly enjoyable trip of sight-seeing and

real pleasure of a lifetime. Mr. Albert was accom-

panied on the trip by his daughter.

President Joseph T. Homan, of the Homan

Silver Plate Company, has just returned with his

family from a month's outing spent at Cape May,

N. J.
Mr. Jacobs, of L. Gutmann & Sons, returned

last month from an extended western trip, which

took in the mining districts of Arizona and Cali-

fornia, where his firm are interested in mines.

A change has taken place in the firm of Ira B.

Wylie & Co., of Springfield, Ohio, Julian Schwab,

of this city, buying out the interest of Mr. Wylie's

partner. The business will be continued at the

old stand under the same firm-name as heretofore.

Eli Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, recently

returned from quite a successful trip over his ter-

ritory and reports a regular old-time trade.

News from the Northwest

Fall business has begun under unusually favor-

able conditions, and there is every prospect that it

will be one of the most prosperous seasons in the

history of the jewelry trade in this section. The

crops which are now being harvested, if not the

largest on record, are nevertheless copious and their

quality is of a very high standard. The feeling in

trade circles is in consequence very cheerful, and a

prolongation of the present happy state of things

is earnestly hoped for. There is an increased de-

mand for better class goods, and collections afford

no grounds for murmuring. On the whole, the

conditions have seldom been more gratifying, and

an additional impetus will be imparted by the ap-

proaching State Fair and meeting of the optical

association.
Abe. L. Smith, St. Cloud, Minn., took charge

of the optical department of J. F. Patterson, St.

Paul, while he was taking four weeks' vacation,

visiting his old home in Canada. Later Mr. Smith

took charge of the business of F. A. Upham, while

the latter was in the East attending the annual con-

vention of the American Association of Opticians.

William Fritz, Duluth, Minn.; E. P. Long,

St. Cloud, Minn., and Guy Livingston, Yankton,

S. Dak., are the latest arrivals at 1\1 Ward's School

of Optics and Engraving, Litchfield, Minn.

Casper E. Wohlfart is again in charge of the

repair department for Scofield Bros., Cannon Falls,

Minn.
J.Wagner, of J. D. Gordon, Walhalla, N. Dak.,

recently spent a three-weeks' vacation visiting his

parents at Shakopee, Minn.

A. Duffner, Watertown, S. Dak., lost about

$1000 worth of goods by shoplifters last month.

Fred. Ohm, with F. Willman, Stillwater, spent

a short vacation at his old home, Eau Claire, 
Wis.,

recently.
Lars Olson, Harmony, Minn., has moved to

Ridgeway, Iowa.
W. Edelman, Minn., spent a few days' vaca-

tion at Minneapolis last month.

Nathaniel Friedman, of the DeMora Diamond

Parlors, St. Paul, Minn., was married August 2
6t1m,

at Winnepeg, Manitoba, to Miss Florence 
Finkle-

man. THE KEYSTONE congratulates the happy

couple.
C. W. Wick, formerly in business at Evans-

ville, Minn., is now located at Clark, S. Dak.
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S. Nestra, Sioux Center, Iowa, expects to quit

business there September 1st.

Stoddard & Halstaed succeed C. H. 1Vood,

Madison, S. Dak.
Wm. E. Weinke has left the employ of Wooley

& Shirley, and gone to work for E. Schmalz & Son.

N. Jacobs, Ironwood, Mich., has returned from

a buying trip to Chicago.
P. E. Peterson has moved from Butternut to

Madelia, Minn.
Plackner, Arlington, Minn., has moved

to Benson, Minn., where he intends to devote more

time to optics.
.Fred. Lanctot, Ada,. Minn., has moved to

Crookston, where he intends to devote his time

exclusively to optics.
C. F. Sischo and Frank A. Upham, St. Paul,

Minn., attended the meeting of the American

Association of Opticians, at Boston, last month.

Mr. Upham returned by way of West Baden

Springs, hid.
. Johnson & Henricksen have opened a new

manufacturing jewelry establishment at 213 Vaslm-

ington Avenue, South Minneapolis.

Clifton A. Snell was married, August 7th, to

Miss Emma Richardson, at Faribault, Minn. Mr.

Snell is the popular secretary of the Minnesota

State Optical Association, also secretary of the

State Board of Examiners and one of the leading

opticians in Minneapolis. Ti mi KEVSSONE extends

hearty congratulations.
F. K. Randall, Phillips, Wis., is now in his

new store building.
Fred. J. Baker, Huron, S. Dak., has remodeled

his store. A new plate-glass front and new paint

and paper make it much more metropolitan in ap-

pearance.
H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, Minn., is

building a new store, and expects to get nicely set-

tled before snow flies.
C. A. Hoffman, Minneapolis, has rented a

store at Fifth and Wabasha Streets, St. Paul, where

he will open a branch of his, optical establishment.

Clifford W. Bates has started in business at

Huron, S. Dak.
E. H. Beatty, watchmaker for A. L. Binford,

Brookings, S. Dak., is spending his vacation at his

old home, Blooming Prairie, Minn.

John Stohlberg, manager of the jewelry depart-

ment for the Golden Rule, St. Paul, has returned

from a three-weeks' buying trip in the East.

J. M. Bennett, of the Reed-Bennett Co., Min-

neapolis, has returned from a two-weeks' trip East.

Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, is on a buying trip

in the East.
Visitors to Twin City jobbers last month were :

M. M. Simmer, Henderson, Minn. ; C. E. Wohl-

fart, Cannon Falls, Minn.; J. Wagner Walhalla,

N. Dak.; C. G. Reim, New Ulm, Minn.; E. F.

Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ells-

worth, Wis.; Hubert P. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.;

Tom Morris, Crookston, Minn.; Julius Anderson,

Mora, Minn.; A. L. Mealy, Delano, Mitm.; R. F.

Pratt, Echo, Minn.; W. W. Winchester, Amery,

Wis.; W. \V. Devitt, Corwith, lowa ; E. S. Hough-

ton, Brainerd, Minn.; Jos. J. Pfister, W. Superior,

Wis.; F. C. Jarvis, Rice Lake, Wis.; F. Willman,

Stillwater, Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine,

Minn.; E. H. Treiber, Scotland, S. Dak.; Thos.

Yates, West Bend, Iowa ; Wm. Plackner, Arling-

ton, Minn.; W. Edelman, Stillwater, Minn.; Abe

L. Smitten, St. Cloud, Mimi.; Thos. H. Gates,

•Neche, N. Dak.

"The Keystone is a leader among trade papers."
—O. E Sturmer, Jeweler, Easton, Md.
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A few samples
of Emblems.
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A WONDERFUL SHOWING
The "Chief Ring," placed upon the market one

year ago, is now the fastest selling Initial and
Emblem Ring, and is sold by the trade every-
where.

If you have not seen them, send for memo.

sample for inspection and judge for yourself.

11!111111111111

*

Price for Ring with
Plain Initial,

each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Fancy Striped Red an
Green Gold Initial,

each, $4.55

Price for Ring with
Rose Diamond Initial,

each, $7.50

Price for Ring with
Plain Emblem ( any
order), each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Enamel Emblem,
(any order),

each, $4.80

Chased Bands,
extra, $ .35

Prices given are for
10 K.

14 K., $1.00 extra.

Emblems of any
order to fit bands.

Above prices are subject to 6 per cent. cash discount.

WEISS JEWELRY MFG. CO.
Globe=Democrat

ST. LOUIS, MO.
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St. Louis Letter

The month of August is fast

Trade Conditions drawing to a close. Our

and Prospects wholesale people tell us that

it has been one of the most

successful summer months ever recorded by the

trade in St. Louis. The retail people also r
eport

a good midsummer business. Crops generally

throughout this trade territory have fared well

during the past month. Most crops, save the corn,

have been harvested. The weather has been jus
t

right for corn, and the crop promises to be the

largest in years. Traveling salesmen are on the

road now in full force sending in good reports
.

All reports governing trade of the future are ver
y

bright. The belief is prevalent, founded on the

Government reports, of unusually large crops from

all sections of the country, and it is predict
ed by

the knowing ones that the fall trade will be the

best that this country has enjoyed for years, as well

as the most profitable. From present indications

there is no possibility of a drawback from the ex-

pectations which are now so solidly bases. The

corn crop promises to be enormous, and it is esti-

mated that something like 500,000,00o bushels will

be the yield from the States of Kansas, Nebraska

and Oklahoma alone. With such prospects the

total yield is very hard to estimate. This outlook

alone bespeaks much prosperity, for the farmer

with plenty of corn means plenty of money, and

that means good times for the jeweler as well as

everybody else.

It is gratifying to note that

The Building St. Louis has made a larger per-

centage of gain in its building

investments in the past year

than was scored by any other big city in the

country. This does not mean that building is

being rushed to any extreme degree here. A

larger amount of building in the shape of residences

could safely be done here than is being done. For

many years there has been a lack of residence

property in St. Louis. There are no indications on

the surface thus far that this lack is yet supplied, or

that it has a chance of being supplied in the near

future. Aside altogether from the demand which

will be created for the World's Fair, and which

will end after the fair closes, the regular and per-

manent needs in the way of residences is not

being met.

Boom in St. Louis

Manufacturers'
Building at the
World's Fair

An excellent view of the Manu-

facturers' Building at the St.

Louis Exposition will be found

in the second of the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing Company's series

of the World's Fair ads., which appears in this

issue. This building is of a Corinthian design

and covers an area of fourteen acres. It is one

of the main buildings, situated at the entrance

to the central boulevard of the exposition. The

structure has a frontage to the north of 1200 feet,

with a depth of 525 feet on the main boulevard.

The architects have designed imposing entrances

at the centers of the main facades, and have placed

a tower 400 feet high at the angle of the main eleva-

tion facing north. This prominent feature gives an

appropriate balance to a tower of corresponding

height on the Varied Industries Building immedia-

tely west. These two towers constitute an impos-

ing and satisfying introduction to the arrangement

of the exhibit buildings of the exposition. A most

skillful arrangement of the sky lines in this build-

ing has been effected. The roof has been so de-

signed as to give perfect light and ventilation, and

at the same time to avoid the extensive and trouble-

some skylight frequently used on structures of this

kind and size. Each facade of the building pre-

sents an open colonnade, which is very acceptable

in a climate like that of St. Louis. This affords a

passage way for visitors, and at the same time

offers a shadow for relief that will enhance the

beauty of the design. The interior of the building

has been laid out with courts of simple and pleas-

ing proportions, with sufficient decorations to

relieve the uniformity of the enclosing walls.

Opportunity for mural decorations is effectively

availed of on the outside walls back of the colon-

nades. The cost of the building is $85o,000.

Missouri's gain in agricultural

development during the last de-

derful Progress cade is little short of marvelous,

according to the census figures.

It is greater than that of any State in the Union.

The record of rapid development and increase in

wealth is shown in every department of the agri-

cultural industry. The census report is surely

mighty interesting reading to the business man,

and every citizen of the grand old State will take

great pride in it. It shows that there were 284,883

farms reported on June x, 1900 ; a gain of 20 per

cent. over 189o, with a gain of so per cent. in acre-

age. The total value of farm property in Missouri

in Iwo, including improvements and machinery,

was $1,033,121,892 ; an increase of 31.4 per cent. in

ten years, and an increase of Ho per cent. since

1880. The wealth produced by Missouri farms in

1899 was drawn from the following sources : Hay

and grain, $280,269,803 ; live stock, $618,720,308 ;

dairy products, $27,660,208 ; vegetables, $16,254,-

i88 ; fruit, $8,421,362 ; cotton, $2,904,796 ; flowers

and plants, $10,881,436 ; nursery products, p872,-

140 ; tobacco, $596,140 ; sugar, $197,575 ; miscella-

neous products, $76,137,141; total, $1,033,121,897.

In dairy products the hen beat the cow by a good

margin, the sales of eggs and poultry aggregating

$17,840,623; as against $r5,042,160 for milk, butter

and cheese. The value of animals sold and animals

slaughtered on farms for the year 1899 was $63,748,-

688, or 39.5 per cent. of the gross farm income.

Atchison County is first in amount of sales, report-

ing $1,407,838, received by 16to farmers from the

sale of live animals, and seven other counties of

the State report sales amounting to more than a

million dollars each. The State's production of

the leading cereals for 1899 was as follows : Corn,

208,844,870, valued at $61,246,305 ; wheat, 23,072,-

768 bushels, valued at $13,520,012 ; oats, 20,545,350

bushels, valued at $4,669,185.

At this time last year Missouri

realized that a serious drouth

was upon it. Two such seasons

would have been disastrous.

But the last of August is here and the crop condi-

tions are officially reported to be the best for many

years. Missouri's vast corn fields promise one of

the largest crops ever raised in the State. The r
e-

port from the experiment station at Columbia is

that the " crop yield in Missouri this year will b
e

enormous, and the same will be the case in neigh-

boring States." Prices also are unusually encour-

aging, and many a farmer will make up the deficit

on last year's operations. Missouri's pastures,

potatoes, cotton, sorghum, cow peas and melons

are all reported to have done finely. The only

scarcity will be in big red apples, but the State
's

apple harvest misses so rarely that a third of th
e

usual yield will be accepted with thanks.

A. H. Lehman, of the L. Bauman Company,

returned early in last month from a two-weeks'

vacation spent up among the Minnesota lakes.

Missouri's Won-

It's Different
This Year

I Ur

Max Weiss, of the Weiss Manufacturing Com-

pany, arrived home from his European trip August

7th, accompanied by his wife and son. They were

absent six months and enjoyed a most pleasant trip

until they arrived in New York on their return trip,

when they had what Mr. Weiss calls a " rough

deal " from the customs inspectors. The Custom

House officials had received secret instructions to

examine Weiss' baggage carefully. It was hinted

that he had thousands of dollars' worth of gems.

There was nothing to this effect in his declaration,

and when the family trunks were landed every arti-

cle in them was dumped out and inspected. All

the Weisses were also personally examined by men

and women inspectors. Result—no jewelry. Mr.

Weiss said the person responsible for his trouble

was the American consul at Budapest, to whom he

had refused to pay $4 for a consular certificate

when he, Mr. Weiss, sent $9000 worth of jewelry

to America some time ago.

E. C. Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,

returned the middle of last month from a pleasant

outing spent in the East.

M. G. Wolff, of Chester, Ill., was here recently

on a buying trip.
S. B. Frank, of Helena, Ark., paid this market

a visit last month, and did his fall buying.

The well-known and leading jewelry house of

Klein & Fink, of Fort Smith, Ark., was represen-

ted in this market the early part of August by

John Fink, the junior partner. Mr. Fink reports

fine crops, excellent trade conditions and a good

present business in his part of the country, and was

buying liberally on this account.

E. K. Kane, of Pinckneyville, Ill., was a recent

trade caller in this market.

Philip Skora, of Evansville, Ind., and Chris.

Hewig, of the same city, were welcome trade

callers in this market the early part of last month.

William Knight, retailer, at 2217 Washington

Avenue, is among the few really successful colored

jewelers in the country. Mr. Knight has had

twelve years' practical experience, and has, by

hard work and careful attention to his trade, built

up a good business.
Rudolph Miller, of Goodman & Miller, Nava-

sota, Texas, was among the leadingwisiting buyers

in this market last month. Mr. Miller was buying

liberally for the reason that the outlook for fall

trade in his section was excellent.

Bahlman, Jacobs & Brown is the name of a

new jewelry firm which has recently opened up in

East St. Louis.
J. H. Greer, of Fort Worth, Texas, was a

visiting buyer in the St. Louis market last month,

picking up the latest fall novelties.

J. M. Hawley, of Troy, Ill., was in this market

last month on a purchasing trip.

W. T. Woolford, of Potosi, Mo., was in the

St. Louis market recently on a buying trip.

George R. Stumpf, the well-known retailer, of

610 Franklin Avenue, has just returned from an

extended wedding trip. Mr. Stumpf was married

late in July to Miss Mary Eble, of this city. The

wedding, though a quiet one, was a very happy

one. Mr. and Mrs. Stumpf have gone to house-

keeping at 3219 South Jefferson Avenue, this city.

THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Stumpf 's large

circle of friends in the trade in wishing he and his

bride a bright and happy future.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Company

are now nicely located in their new quarters and

are enjoying an unusually fine trade for thus early

in the season. They are hard at work on their

new catalogue, which they expect to send out to

the trade about October 1st.
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INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM IN BUSINESS.
Our Motto : Fair and Liberal Treatment of Customers and

General Opposition to Trust Methods.

Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware
Modern and classic in design, of superior finish,
made by best of workmen in our own factories.

Our Personal Guarantee with _All Goods Sold

Simeon L. anD George H. Rogers Company
Factories : Hartford and Wallingford, Conn. P. 0. Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.

HAND PAINTED CHINA.

We carry at all times a complete line of Hand Painted China,
especially adapted to the wants of the retail jewelry trade, and
turn out only first-class work.

If you want an elegant line of Hand Painted China for your
trade, we believe it will be to your interest to call and see our line
when you visit the Chicago market. If you cannot visit us, write
and we will have one of our travelers call on you.

WHITE'S ART COMPANY,
Decorators and Importers,

Lakeside Studio, 447 Elm Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
Decorators of Hand Painted China only.
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San Francisco Letter

Though the summer season on the coast has

been normally quiet, the situation is in every r
e-

spect very satisfactory. A very material busine
ss

revival was noticeable in this city in August, t
he

influx of out-of-town jewelers and their liberal

purchasing creating much activity in jobbing circles.

The visitors are unanimous as to the favorable

prospects, and are showing their confidence by

comprehensive selections of the most desirable

stocks.

V. E. La Porte, successor to H. G. Ray, of

Visalia, Cal., spent a short time with us last month,

calling on the wholesale trade and selecting stock

for his fall business. Mr. La Porte reports business

in his section as being very good, and loo
ks for-

ward to a very prosperous Christmas season.

Armand Jessop, of Jessop & Sons, retail

jewelers, of San Diego, Cal., sailed into this port

recently to look over and select ready sellers for

their fall trade. This house follows the practice of

sending one of the boys to this center yearly.

J. W. Caldwell, of Waitsburg, Washington,

was among the many retailers in town during the

convention of the Knights of Pythias.

William Moore, of Gridley, Cal., was in town

visiting the trade and selecting stock during con-

vention week.

W. A. Green, of Carrau & Green, wholesale

dealers in diamonds and watches, of 220 Sutter

Street, San Francisco, Cal., is on his second trip to

Europe this year, where he will visit the diamond

markets and purchase stock for the Christmas

season. Mr. Green expects to make a very quick

trip and hopes to reach home by the middle of

October.
Read McCraney, one of Sonora's (Cal.) lead-

ing retailers, spent a month's vacation in San

Francisco recently, enjoying our ocean breezes and

building up his system, preparatory to the rush of

business this coming season.

L. Nordlinger, who is connected with S. Nord.

linger, the South Spring Street, Los Angeles,

retailer, was visiting the trade in San Francisco

during convention week.

The Roy Jewelry Co., of 540 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, have had the old front of their store

removed and have replaced the same with the

finest plate-glass windows in the Northern section

of the city. The base of the store is in highly-

polished red stone, which meets the glass about

three feet from the ground. There is a fine speci-

men of stained glass which meets the cornice. All

this and the retinting of the walls indicates a spirit

of progressiveness.
Fred. De Ferrari contemplates remodeling his

retail store at 217 and 219 Montgomery Avenue.

He will remove his old windows and show cases

and replace them with fine, up-to-date fixtures in

plate glass, which will make a handsome store

with a big frontage on this busy street.

L. M. Hoyt, of Hillsboro, Oregon, one of the

leading retailers of that section, spent a week in

San Francisco, attending to his duties as a dele-

gate to the Knights of Pythias conclave, and called

upon the trade.
Carrau & Green, wholesale jewelry jobbers, of

220 Sutter Street, San Francisco, have had the

office remodeled and repainted. It now presents a

very cheerful and attractive appearance.

Al. Cantor, of Nordman Bros., has just re-

turned from a very successful trip through the

Southwest, and reports business in the very best

condition in that section.

S. B. Bailey, the enterprising retailer, of

Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal., spent a two-weeks'

vacation recently in the Yosemite Valley, and called

on the trade in San Francisco. Mr. Bailey contem-

plates increasing the size of his store in the near

future, as his present floor space is entirely too

small to accommodate his increasing stock.

Heacock & Freer, Pacific coast agents for

several Eastern manufacturers, located in the Call

Building, San Francisco, have added another trav-

eling man to the force in the person of William F.

Marshall, who will call upon the trade in this city

and near-by towns.
Mrs. A. F. Dobrowsky, the wife of one of the

leading retailers of Redding, Cal., had quite a

thrilling experience recently while hunting with her

husband. At the time she was some distance from

Mr. Dobrowsky. Her attention was attracted to

her dog, who had treed a mountain lion, and as

she was preparing to shoot it, she saw a second

one. Just at that moment Mr. Dobrowsky came

up and two well-directed shots laid both animals

low. After despatching the first two, Mrs. Dobrow-

sky, on looking higher up the tree, discovered a

third lion, and with one more shot this one joined

its fellows. This is the largest game that the plucky

huntress has ever bagged, although she has pre-

viously brought down bear, deer, grouse, quail,

wild cats, etc.

Jeager Bros., the new retailers, of Portland,

Oregon, owing to increasing business have found

it necessary to add to the size of their store a floor

space of 3o x 6o feet. They will put in an entire

set of new fixtures. This will enable them to carry

about double the amount of stock usually handled,

and is a tribute to the management of a house that

has been established only about two years.

W. A. Ray, formerly in business at Hilo, Hon-

olulu, is about to open a new retail jewelry estab-

lishment in Lakeport, Cal.

Arthur Judis, secretary and treasurer of the

Alphonse Judis Jewelry Co., of San Francisco,

spent a very pleasant vacation in the. Santa Cruz

Mountains recently. He returned to town with re-

newed energy for the fall season.

J. I. Minteer, one of the traveling representa-

tives of The Keystone Watch Case Company, spent

a short time in town, making the acquaintance

of the jobbing trade and their advance agents.

This is Mr. Minteer's first visit to the coast, but he

is old in the business, having spent many years in

the trade. His territory, previous to this, has been

in the Middle West.

Palmer Bros., of Baker City, Oregon, were rep-

resented here recently by a member of the firm

who was much impressed with the city and t
he

keniality of the traders.

Frank G. Will, of Albany, Ore., has remodeled

his establishment and put in an entire set of new

fixtures. This will make his store compare favor-

ably with any in the southern part of the State.

Emile. Hirshfeld, of E. Hirshfeld & Co.,

wholesale jewelers, of San Francisco, has returned

from an extended trip through Mexico and t
he

East, where he purchased a complete line of 
high-

grade goods for fall trade.

The following retailers were recognized among

the host of visitors during the convention 
week :

H. J. Kuechler, of Stockton, Cal.; W. G. Doane,

buyer for the Frank Golden Jewelry Co., of Ren
o

and Carson City, Nevada ; J. Belcove, also of

Carson City, Nevada ; J. C. Wahlen, of Petalum
a,

Cal.; C. W. Wickersham and wife, of Bakers
field,

Cal ; C. A. Kline, of Kline Bros., Whatcom, W
ash.;

J. Gordino, Salinas, Cal., Chas. Haas, of Sto
ckton,

Cal.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Retailers experienced a rather quiet month in

this city, while the contrary was the case in the

wholesale realm. This disparity as decidedly

marked. Jobbers have a much increased number

of men on the road, who report healthy and even

flourishing conditions in their various territories,

while collections have seldom been forthcoming

with such encouraging promptitude. The back-

wardness of retail business is scarcely of much

significance, as under present favorable conditions

an early change for the better is certain. There

can be no reason for misgivings as to fall business,

the volume of which promises to be well up to, if

it does not exceed the highest standard of the past.

Capt. R. E. Burdick has just returned from a

two-months' trip abroad. The captain varied his

return route this year, cooling back by way of the

Mediterranean Sea ; he reports a very enjoyable trip.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. has just installed

a new and costly regulator in its store room. J. fl.

Danforth, secretary and treasurer of the company,

is away for a few weeks' vacation.

Sol. Nusbaum, the well-known• buyer of Sigler

Bros. Co., has assigned. I he will embark in the

manufacture of cigars. The Sigler Bros. Co. pre-

sented Mr. Nusbaum with a diamond ring as a

recognition of his twenty-seven years of continuous

service with them. His fellow employees presented

him wii It a diamond locket.

A new jobbing firm will open up for business

in the near future in the Clarence Building, at 122

Euclid Avenue. The firm is composed of Frank

Chandler and Carl Sigler, late of the firm of Sipe

& Sigler. Both men are well known to the trade.

H. W. Burdick ; C. M. Wilson, of Salem, Ohio,

and A. J. Miller, of Massillion Avenue, will tempt

the finny tribe during the next few weeks in Stony

Lake, province of Ontario, Canada.

The local optical interests were adequately

represented at the recent convention of the frater-

nity at Boston, Mass. W. R. Warner, of Warner

& Swasey, and T. M. Heard, were amongst those

who made addresses thereat.

J. C. Frank, Akron, Ohio, was in New York

recently buying goods for the fall trade.

E. N. Davis, Kent, Ohio, is opening a new

store about the first of September.

J. H. Heiman, 144 Euclid Avenue, lost an out-

side show case, which was smashed by a runaway

horse last month.

G. H. Tipling, of the Sigler Bros. Co., is

spending his vacation at Atlantic City, N. J. Wm.

Wingate, with the same firm, is fishing for a few

weeks at Long Lake, Mich.

Carl Winzenreid has resigned his position with

the Bowler & Burdick Co., to accept one with

Sigler Bros. Co. Richard 0. Carter, of the first-

named firm, and Charles Ramp, of Scribner &

Loehr, are spending their vacations at Stag Island.

George Scribner and family have returned from

a month's outing on the Georgian Bay. They

report a very delightful trip.

George Bain, optician, is at present disporting

himself in the woods in Canada.

The following buyers were in town recently:

J. A. Zang, Alliance, Ohio ; J. W. Kirk, Adrian,

Mich.; W. 0. McMahan, Cambridge, Ohio ; W. P.

Carruthers, Oberlin, Ohio ; J. W. Helfrich, Carroll-

ton, Ohio ; H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio ; W. R.

Brooks, Shelby, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville,

Ohio ; E. N. Davis, Kent, Ohio ; A. L. Boerst,

Union City, Pa. ; W. A. Griswold, Akron, Ohio ;

W. G. Smith, Youngstown, Ohio.
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We can save you time and money if you will combine
your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Tools
and Material and send to us with your Repairing and
Special Manufacturing. We will ship in one pack-
age, and besides we are in a position to give you closer

prices than competitors who have to buy part of
their goods from other jobbers, or have their repairing
done by other shops.

•
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Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Conditions Gen-
Three days of hut winds early

erally Favorable in August did up some of the

late planted corn in the southern

and western parts of Kans
as and in a few places

in Oklahoma, but outside of
 this the conditions

generally have been favorable, and the pro
spects

now are that the corn crop wil
l be a heavy one in

Western Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma. In

fact, all the corn in this territory is 
now well out

of danger. Cutting has been in progress in Okla-

homa and Indian Territories for sever
al weeks.

Cotton is coming along well there also. The

oats crop of this section is turning out bette
r than

during the wet weather. Prairie hay is making a

good crop. Local grain dealers are in a state of

enthusiastic excitement at the outlook. Our

wholesalers are already feeling the impulse. It

may be said that a lively fall business is now 
be-

ginning. General business in and around Kansas

City is fairly booming and the outlook is the mo
st

favorable, our business men say, they ever saw.

Money is in demand to extend all kinds of opera-

tions. Collections have been fairly satisfactory.

W. P. Howard, for four years in the employ of

C. E. Russell, has severed his connection with t
hat

firm and is now assistant-manager of the jewe
lry

department of Emery, Bird, Thayer & Co.'s store.

Mr. Howard is one of the most popular of Kans
as

City's younger retail salesmen, and has hosts of

friends who wish him success in his new position.

D. Meador, of the Columbian Optical Com-

pany's manufacturing department, is in Denver for

a vacation outing.

J. R. Mercer has returned from a business trip

to St. Louis, where he went to attend some of the

details of putting upon the market a patent ma-

chine for the manufacture of the shoe laces in

which he is interested.

F. B. Woodington and Cassius Cramer, of

Mercer's, have returned from their camping ex-

pedition.
Arthur and Alfred Clement, the young sons of

C. A. Clement, of Springfield, Mo., who have been

visiting in Kansas City recently, were entertained

by Mrs. C. L. Merry and Mrs. C. C. Hoefer during

their stay.
Frank O'Rourke, of the Cady & Olmstead

Jewelry Co., has gone to New York to spend his

vacation.
Gordon Rushmer and family, of Pueblo, Colo.,

who have been visiting here recently have returned

home.

Jeweler Wiggins, with G. M. Howe, of Wichita,

Kans., was among the visitors to the wholesale

houses last month.
Harvey Watts, optician, is about to occupy his

new and well-furnished optical quarters at 105 East

Eleventh Street.
A. F. Megede, of the Merry Optical Coin-

pany's office force, has returned from a vacation in

St. Louis.

J. A. Oskamp, watchmaker for the Cady &

Olmstead Jewelry Co., spent a part of August in

Cincinnati.
Mrs. William Toohey, formerly of the Cady &

Olmstead Jewelry Co.'s selling force, is now in the

employ of Gurney & Ware.

W. G. Riggs, manager of the Columbian Opti-

cal Company's office, returned recently from an

extended Western trip.
F. J. Nevin, of the Meyer Jewelry Company's

material department, spent his vacation in Colorado.

L. S. Cady and family are spending the remain-

der of the summer at Macatawa Park, Mich.

W. J. Gurney, of Gurney & Ware, paid a

recent visit to Los Angeles, Cal.

Jeweler Roberts, of the firm of Roese &

Roberts, of McCune, Kans., called upon his friends

in the local wholesale houses last month.

The Killam Jewelry Company's representative,

Mr. Gardner, of Pittsburg, Kans., visited this city

recently and made some purchases.

William Glick, of Blattner & Glick, Junction

City, Kans., visited the wholesale houses during

the middle of August and replenished his stock.

Other out-of-town buyers who visited Kansas

City in August were : Otto Burkland, Ossawat-

omie, Kans.; R. 0. Jehnkner, AVeston, Alto. ; I.eslie

White, Lees Summit, Mo.; C. A. Clement, Spring-

field, Mo.; W. E. Allen, Chillicothe, lo.; J. W.

Ailey, Browning, Mo.; C. H. Bauer, Sweet

Springs, Mo.; A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.;

Dr. Dollinger, of Stuck & Dollinger, Richmond,

Mo.; Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans.; 0. M.

Atwood, Clifton, Kans.; 0. B. Reed, Polo, Mo.;

J. I I. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo : H. W. Tibbals,

Oskaloosa, Kans.; Gus. Willman, Leavenworth,

Kans.

Providence and Attleboro

A Model The new factory of the Attie-

Factory boro Mfg. Co., on Hazel Street,

Attleboro, was formally dedi-

cated on August 2d, and the machinery and other

equipment was subsequently installed therein. The

dedication proceedings consisted of a reception

tendered by the company to its employees, other

members of the jewelry manufacturing fraternity

participating. This new building has all the modern

architectural improvements. The tool-making and

heavy mechanical department and storerooms are

(!)n the first floor. There will be a general office

besides a private office for salesmen on the seco
nd

floor, the cashier, bookkeepers and inquiry wind
ow

being situated at the head of the stairway. Other

adjacent apartments are a stone-setting room and 
a

packing room. Near this section will be the main

workroom. The office of the superintendent,

Eben F. Wilde, is at the juncture of the lat
ter

apartment with the north and south walls. The

premises are furnished with automatic sprinklers
 as

a precaution against fire, and the building is ligh
ted

by a private gas plant provided for the purpo
se.

The establishment is one of the most capacious
 of

its kind in the town.
The division of profits among

Employees Partici- the employees of the R. F.

pate in Profits Simmons Company, of Attle-

boro, took place last month.

Intimation that this significant action would be

taken was given to the workers by the heads of 
the

firm some months ago. Henceforth, it is stated,

this will be a permanent feature of the c
ompany's

policy. The amount of wages paid between J
anuary

I and July I, 1902, was $51,194.06. The 
dividend

paid the stockholders was $e000, and from 
this

2.1 per cent. was taken to be divided pr
o rata

among the help according to their salary 
grade.

The distribution will take place semi-annuall
y.

James E. Blake Co., Attleboro, gave an outing

to their employees last month. Narragansett Bay

was the place of rendezvous, and the day of 
recrea-

tion was thoroughly enjoyed.

Arthur Ostby, superintendent of the factory of

Ostby & Barton, the well-known Providenc
e ring

makers, sojourned in Maine this summer
.

Louis Stern, of Louis Stern & Co., 144 Pine

Street, Providence, with his family, arrived at

New York, Tuesday, August 5th, on board the

Kaiser Wilhehu der Grosse. The party had a

delightful sojourn in the old world, where they

visited many picturesque and fashionable resorts

and familiarized themselves with those portions of

England, France and Germany to which most his-

torical interest attaches.

Charles M. Robbins, of the Chas. M. Robbins

Co., Attleboro, was the leading spirit of the con-

tingent from that town which celebrated "Old

Home Week " at Cape Cod recently. Interesting

exercises were held in Harwich on "Attleboro

Day," at which Mr. Robbins was the principal

speaker.
Frank 'I'. Pearce, president of the New

England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths'

Association, is now the possessor of a launch,

which hitherto served as a life-saving craft at the

Point Judith Station. Mr. Pearce had the boat

considerably improved, and subsequently enter-

tained a number of his friends at the christening

ceremony, when the craft was aptly named the

Pa stDp/e'otae
rntinatteent P. P. of the Gorham Manufactur-

ing Co.'s factory had a most enjoyable outing last

month. The entertainment consisted of a dinner

at the Warwick Club and a variety of games and

field sports.
Sam. lel Otis, of the firm of Harvey & Otis,

jewelry manufacturers, 183 Eddy Street, Provi-

dence, died suddenly of heart failure on August

I ith. He was stricken while on a car on his way

to his home, and died in a physician's office to

which he was hurriedly removed. The deceased

was well known among the trade. For the past

fifteen years he was associated with Henry AV.

Harvey, under the firm-name of Harvey & Otis.

He was a 32d degree Mason, and a member of

the Royal Arcanum, Knights of Pythias and Odd

Fellows.
The new factory which is in course of construc-

tion for H. M. Williams & Co., of Attleboro, is

rapidly nearing completion. Its dimensions will

be 210 x 40 feet, thus affording a floor space of

about 20,000 square feet. The adjacent power

house, already erected, measures 33 x 55 feet.

The Attleboro Mfg. Co. began operations in

its new quarters on Hazel Street, Attleboro, early

last month.

W. H. Bell & Co., Attleboro Falls, have be-

come established in their new premises in the

Freeman Building.

The D. E. Makepeace Co. has been incor-

porated under the laws of Rhode Island with a

capital stock of ittoo,000. The company will con-

tinue the business of D. E. Makepeace at the

same location in Attleboro. The incorporators

are David E. Makepeace, Aldro A. French and

Frederick E. Bodman, of Attleboro, and Harry B.

Mead, of Providence. The associates with which

Mr. Makepeace has surrounded himself are promi-

nent in the jewelry trade. A. A. French is his

relative and has been an official of the firm for

some time past. F. E. Bodman was formerly

foreman for R. F. Simmons Co. and was subse-

quently a member of Fuller, Carpenter & Co., the

Providence jewelry manufacturers. H. B. Mead

has made an excellent reputation as former sales-

man for the Makepeace firm. Mr. Makepeace is

president and treasurer of the new corporation and

A. A. French fills the rOle of secretary. The

company will occupy a large portion of the second

floor of the Makepeace Building, recently vacated

by the Attleboro Mfg. Co.



Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Illinois

F. E. Burridge, jeweler, of Erie, has issued a
novel and interesting postal card, advertising his
facilities for the efficient repair of disordered
watches. The address side is that of the ordinary
card for postal communication ; the other contains
the ad. The catch-line used consists of, " Is
your watch sick," and the suggestiveness of the
legend is contributed to by a cut representing a
doctor in the act of examining an indisposed watch.

Henry S. Dale, the Rossville jeweler, is re-
joicing over the,arrival at his home of a fine baby
boy.

A. F. Pierce and wife, of Milford, started on
an Eastern trip on August 17th. Mr. Pierce is now
enjoying his first vacation in seventeen years, and
will visit Boston, Providence, New York and other
Eastern cities. He will combine business with
pleasure and select holiday goods in the Eastern
markets.

Two of a large party from Peoria who took
advantage of the cheap railroad excursions east
were S. W. Eckley, the manufacturing jeweler, of
that place, and Mrs. Marguerite Reitz, a valued
employee of G. P. Benezet, retail jeweler, of that
city. Mrs. Reitz is a practical watchmaker and
jeweler, equally well posted on the mercantile and
technical ends of the business. The party visited
Atlantic City, Philadelphia, Newark, New York
and Boston. A pleasant call was made at THE
KEYSTONE office.

Welte & Wieting, who still continue the old
business at 309 South Adams Street, Peoria, have
a handsome new establishment at 307 Main Street.
The latter is one of the most elegantly furnished
stores in the country. It is judiciously appointed
and the fixtures are of an elaborate and costly
character. The counters are made entirely of
glass, with wall cases to match. The latter are
furnished with electric lights, which with the abun-
dance of crystal give a very brilliant effect. The
ceiling is of massive metal and highly ornate..
The rear of the premises is reserved for the optical
department, which is equipped in harmony with
the highly artistic style of the other portion of the
premises.

Iowa

L. M. Crosley, jeweler and druggist, of Randall,
has secured the services of J. W. Schroeder as
manager of his jewelry department.

D. A. Curtis and wife, of Knoxville, were two
of a party from that place who started recently for
a month's excursion in the Yellow Stone Park,
Wyoming.

Kansas

N. F. Morehouse has removed his jewelry busi-
ness from 721 to 733 Kansas Avenue, Topeka.
His new location is modeled after the most approved
methods of store arrangement, and offers an ampli-
tude of display facilities. The furnishings are
tasteful and in keeping with his handsome line of
goods.

Rupp & Linn, jewelers, of Atchison, have a
neat and well-appointed store and a handsome line
of goods. The members of the firm are progressive
and ambitious business men, whose success has
always been assured. Mr. Rupp has charge of the
watchmaking department and was formerly the
manager of the Bliss Jewelry Co., another well-
known local concern. Mr. Linn, the other member
of the firm, was formerly with Woodstock, Hoefer
& Co., of Kansas City, Mo.

Louisiana

Isidore Scooler, of the jewelry house of M.
Scooler, New Orleans, died August 3d, after a
lingering illness primarily due to an accident.
Deceased was the son of M. Scooler, one of the
best known jewelers in the South, and has been a
partner in the business for twenty years. He
was deservedly popular and his death was deeply
regretted.

THE KEYS-FONE

Maryland

Allen H. Wentz, who for the past eight or ten
years was engaged in the retail jewelry business in
Westminster, has ceased to be identified with the
trade and is now engaged in the retail clothing
business in the city of Mansfield, Ohio, where he
has taken up his residence. Mr. Wentz's stock of
jewelry, store fixtures, etc., was disposed of to
James H. Cassell, who will continue the jewelry
business at the stand formerly occupied by Mr.
Wentz.

Massachusetts

Joseph F.Whipple, watchmaker, of Springfield,
who has been rounding out his technical education
by a course at the Philadelphia College of Horo-
logy, was a welcome visitor at THE KEYSTONE
office last month.

The business of W. V. Evans, Fitchburg, is in
the hands of the administrator, S. G. Cushing, and
will be sold out.

Michigan

Jeweler R. H. Brabb, of Ypsilanti, expects to
soon move into his new store, which he is fitting
up with entire new fixtures. When he gets located
he will have one of the up-to-date establishments
of the State.

W. B. & E. T. Webb, of Jackson, have re-
cently put in new fixtures and now have a first-class
modern establishment in every way.

Jeweler F. Showerman, of Ypsilanti, mourns
the loss of a wife.

G. G. Case, of Jackson, spent a fortnight last
month at his summer home in Northern Michigan.

Charles Piella, the well-known jeweler of Lan-
sing, is building a fine new residence.

Herman Hess, of Bay City, spent a week in
New York City last month picking up fall novelties.

A. W. Peguegnat, of St. Louis, spent the
month of August in Southern California visiting his
parents, who reside in San Diego.

Minnesota
Harris & Esterly, of Duluth, have opened a

branch store at Two Harbors. Mr. Esterly, of the
firm, who was recently appointed watch inspector
for the D. & I. R. R., has made his headquarters
at the latter location owing to the extent of his
acquaintanceship there. A rumor was circulated
some time ago to the effect that he had started
business for himself, but this was entirely without
foundation. This firm have established them-
selves in new and commodious quarters at 7 West
Superior Street, Duluth. Heretofore they were
located at 406 West Superior Street, in that city.

Montana
L. V. Verberckmoes, optician and jeweler,

Anaconda, is moving into his new and handsome
store in the Durston Block. He concluded a very
successful special sale about August 15th.

Lee Kohn, of the Kohn Jewelry Co., Missoula,
died suddenly at his home last month.

New Jersey

John Edwin Parker, one of the most respected
citizens of Morristown, died suddenly on July
29th. Mr. Parker was born in Birmingham,

England, in 1837, and
came with his father to
Morristown in 1845. As a
youth he sought appren-
ticeship in the jewelry
business with the late
Geo. W. King, and this
position he retained until
1864, when he started in
business for himself near
the store which he had
occupied for so many
years and in which he
had built up one of the
most successful jewelry
businesses in the State.
Mr. Parker was watch

inspector for the D. L. & W. Railroad, and was
universally esteemed as a man and a merchant.
The business will be continued under the same
name under the management of John V. C. Parker,
son of the deceased.

John Edwin Parker

September, isso;

New York

The co-partnership heretofore existing between
Eugene H. Souder and Henry E. Bennett, retail
jewelers, doing business under the firm-name of
Souder, Bennett & Company, at 74 South
Pearl Street, Albany, has been dissolved. Mr.
Souder will continue the business.

C. V. L. Pitts & Son, who occupy a large
jewelry store at 314 Wall Street, Kingston, have
completed some marked improvements in their
premises. The walls are neatly hung in plain light
blue paper with handsome border, and fifty feet of
quartered oak and beveled plate-glass show cases
have been added. A new hot-air heating plant has
been installed for the winter months. A department
which is not new, but which has been much
enlarged, pertains to cut glass alone, of which a
large stock is carried. The optical department,
under the supervision of Harry Pitts, is advantage-
ously apportioned and well equipped.

Ohio

J. W. Clark recently opened a jewelry store of
his own at Mt. Vernon. He was formerly in part-
nership with Frank L. Clark in the firm of Young
& Clark, of that town. Mr. Clark's new establish-
ment is neatly furnished and well arranged.

Pennsylvania

An important real estate deal has just been
made in Phillipsburg, in which S. W. Right, the
jeweler, has purchased of Jeffrey Hayes, the pro-
perty on Front Street, now occupied by Mr. Right
and George H. Richards. The price paid was $50oo.

C. E. Kaiser, a prominent jeweler, of Browns-
ville, died Sunday, August loth. Aside from the
fact that Mr. Kaiser was one of the oldest and
most widely-known jewelers in the southwestern
section of the State, he enjoyed the reputation of
being a workman of superior skill and ability.

Utah

Mrs. E. Lichtenstein, 214 Main Street, Salt
Lake City, has made some extensive improvements
in her store. She has put in a complete new front,
which lends mud. attractiveness to the appearance
of the establishment.

Virginia
Some weeks ago a negro entered the store of

Jeweler A. D. Harding, on Sycamore Street,
Petersburg, and said he wanted to look at some
rings set with imitation diamonds. The man was
waited on by Mr. Harding's son, who took out of
the show case two trays of rings. While the negro
was looking at them he placed one valued at ten
dollars on the tip of his finger, and thinking the
jeweler would not see him he dexterously shot the
ring up his sleeve. He then ran, but was caught.
On the way to the police station the prisoner
endeavored to get his hands into his pockets, but
was prevented by the officers. It is believed that
he threw some rings out of his pockets before he
was handcuffed. On being searched at the police
station there were found on his person two gold
rings, one of which was identified by Mr. Harding.

Washington
E. Pfund, the Aberdeen jeweler, has purchased

the store of Jeweler 0. Jones, of Hoquiam, and will
continue hereafter to conduct both establishments.

Wisconsin

John E. Molle, the Sturgeon Bay jeweler, has
installed a new set of store fixtures and has other-
wise added to the appearance of his establishment.

I. Paul Erickson, of Osceola, has taken charge
of F. C. Hone's jewelry and optical store at Barron.

L. Cornelius, proprietor of "The Jewel Casket,"
Prairie du Chien, has effected the purchase of a
double store, stone block on Bluff Street, in that
town. This property, the acquisition of which
Mr. Cornelius has had in contemplation for some
time, comprises a large brick elevator in the rear
and a lot and barn fronting on Prairie Street. He
intends to take down the elevator, and use the
brick, stone and timber in the construction of his
new stores on Bluff Street.
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Catalogues illustrating

Clocks and
Art Goods.

Silver-Plated
Flatware.

Silver-Plated
Hollowware.

Silver-Plated
Novelties.

Nut Picks and
Cracks.

Every Jeweler should
show

971
in his holiday stock;
'tis a beautiful speci-
men of American art
and workmanship.

Call at our
New York Office,

No. 387

Broadway.

No. 971. Clock. 27 inches high, 12 inches wide.

J. B. Ormolu Gold or Nouveau Bronze;
Onyx, Numedian Marble or Mahogany Trimmed.

Trade= Marks:

.1. B. Ormolu Gold,
1890 Jennings Bros.

The Jennings Bros. Mfg. Co.

New York Show Rooms,

387 Broadway.

Main Office,

Bridgeport, Conn.

1 Factories:
Bridgeport, Conn.
Mi I ford, Conn.
Deep River, Conn.

1578 Fruit Stand, French Gray or Burnished.

HOMAN PLATE
Has the great advantage of being well known. It has satisfied the dealer and his customer ever since 1847.

During these fifty-five years its true worth has been found out. The dealer shares in the natural result—ready

sales, because a pleased customer comes again. On the other hand, a displeased customer stays away.

It is the stay-aways who hurt. If you want the come-again trade in silver plate, secure a copy of 
our new

catalogue to make up your fall orders. It illustrates the reason why Homan Plate is popular with the publ
ic.

Although a large line, it is the easiest to select from. Prices are always moderate for the best grades, being

no more than are asked for poor plate.

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE COMPANY,
Office, Factory, and Salesroom, 214-226 East Seventh St.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

NEW YORK SALESROOM : 32 Park Place. CHICAGO SALESROOM : The Silversmiths' Building.



but you'd never have known it if we hadn't told you.
They have the gleam and soft, delicious lustre of the
genuine—in fact, they are the same in everything
except the price.

We show here a few of the many good selling
patterns, with number and price.

Our traveling representatives are now out with a
fill line of our goods. If they do not call on you, write
us for a selection package. An opening account should
be accompanied by reference.

The top figures of tags are numbers
and the lower figures the price EACH.

THESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED

10 K. GOLD.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF EMBLEM RINGS.

Tea Spoons.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Dessert Forks.
Medium Forks.
A. D. Coffee Spoons, Silver Bowl.

A. D. Coffee Spoons, Gold Bowl.
Five O'clock Tea Spoons.
Sugar Shells, Silver Bowl.
Sugar Shells, Gold Bowl.
Orange Spoons, Silver Bowl.
Orange Spoons, Gold Bowl.
Butter Knives.
Bouillon Spoons, Silver Bowl.
Bouillon Spoons, Gold Bowl.
Individual Soup Spoon, Silver Bowl.

Pie Knives, Silver Blade, boxed.

Pie Knives, Gold Blade, boxed.
Berry Spoons, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Berry Spoons, Gold Bowl, boxed.
Medium Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Gravy Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Cold Meat Forks, Silver Tines, boxed.

Cold Meat Forks, Gold Tines, boxed.
Salad Forks, Silver Tines, boxed.
Salad Forks, Gold Tines, boxed.
Cake Lifters, Silver Blade, boxed.
Cake Lifters, Gold Blade, boxed.
Pie Forks.
Cream Ladles, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Cream Ladles, Gold Bowl, boxed.

Jelly Spoons, Silver Bowl, boxed.

Jelly Spoons, Gold Bowl, boxed.

Guaranteed full standard At Silver

Plate on 21 per cent. Nickel Silver

Base ; Hand Burnished.
Boxes are imitation white seal,

padded cover, silk lined.

Triple Plate.
Tea Spoons.
Dessert Spoons.
Table Spoons.
Dessert Forks.
Medium Forks.

Guaranteed full Standard

Triple Silver Plate on 21 per

cent. Nickel Silver Base ; Hand
Burnished.

( We herewith show a page from our new illustrated Pric
e-Let of Flatware.)

We will be pleased to send express prepaid our

four new catalogues, illustrating our full line of en-

tirely New Goods, comprising Hollowware Catalogue,

175 pages ; Flatware Price-List, 48 pages ; Novel
ty

Catalogue, too pages, and Nut Pick and 
Crack

Catalogue, 16 pages.

We have 26 traveling representatives covering the

would be pleased to have one call on you wit
h a full line of

The top figures of tags are nombers,
and the lower figures till' prilee EACH.

PRICES ARE NET.

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Manufacturer of RINGS, and Jobber in WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY,

Hollowware and Flatware,

EAST SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Novelties, Clocks, Etc.,
OTTAWA, ILL.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

INCORPORATED, 1902.

INCLUDING

M. S. BENEDICT MFG. CO.

HAMILTON MFG. CO.

BENEDICT-CLARKE SILVER CO.

BENEDICT-DUNN CO.

SALESROOMS:

Chicago Office and Warehouse,
109 AND I I I WABASH AVE.

New York Office,
409 BROADWAY.

Toronto Office, 70 BAY ST.
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THESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED
10 K. GOLD.

They're Imitations,
hut you'd have knoNVII IL it 'Ali hadn't told you.They have the gkain and stilt, delicimis lustre of the
genuine—in tact, they are the same in everything
except the price.

We show here a few of the man' good selling
I atterns, xvith number and price.

Our traveling- representatives are now out Nvith a
full line of our ids. If they do not call on you, write
us for a selection package. An opening account should
be accompanied hy reference.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF EMBLEM RINGS.

L.W. Rubenstein,
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PRICES ARE NET,
LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASE

Manufacturer of RINGS, and Jobber in WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY,
Telephone,

3450 John. 54 Maiden Lane, New York City.
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Perfection in RING Manufacture
The Acme of Beauty, Merit and Style.

Rich Cut Glass,
Wave Crest Gems

anD Novelties
Now ready for distribution, being finely illustrated, most

attractive and comprehensive. They will be gladly MAILED
UPON APPLICATION to any desirable parties interested
in artistic and attractive goods to meet the demand of
WEDDING and HOLIDAY TRADE.

DON'T
miss pur-
chasing the
new novelty
WAVE CREST
GEMS, or having
a stock of the most
brilliant and attractive
CUT GLASS, as well as •

carrying a full line of WAVE
CREST NOVELTIES.

Kindly forward your name at once
and receive these most interesting
of publications.

And the bait we are using is a superior line of high-grade

rings. Not only is it superior in quality, but it is quite

different from the regular run of ring lines—has a. whole

lot of character to it that makes it stand out exceptionally

strong, adding to its value but adding nothing to the cost of

the individual specimens that go to make up the complete

show. It's all in the knowing how and—we know how.

If you are not on the route of any of our travelers,

would suggest that you allow us to unfold our Special

Ring Proposition by mail. With the Fall season and

holidays approaching the proposition carries added

interest to the wide-awake jeweler. Fill out the

corner coupon—we'll do the rest.

,ifouisiCatt 122aD Lo
RING MAKERS

New Factory Offices. Columbia and Green Sts.
Manufacturcrs of RICH CUT GLASS,

WEDDING AND HOLIDA1' NO

Offices and Factory, Meriden, Conn.
New York Salesrooms, 28 Barclay St.

Address all Communications, Remittances, etc.,
to Meriden, Conn. Kindly mention The Keystone.

We are also manufacturers of Perfume Sprinklers,
Bitter Tubes, etc. Write for particulars.

NEWARICNJ

Send us

AT ONCE

Your Special

RING PROPOSITION
want to know about it.
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Polishing Watch Cases

Article No. 18 of the serial entitled " Cleaning and Restor-
ing," begun in the April, 1901, issue of TIIK KEYSTONE.

0
gri

N polishing we must make no attempts

to let one brush answer for two kinds

of polishing material, as it is literally

impossible to wash a brush so clean after

employing it for rotten stone or tripoli, that

we can use it for rouge. All jewelers and

watchmakers should have a polishing lathe,

and in getting brushes to use with it they

should not stint themselves too closely, but

be generous in buying, so as to have an

assortment. It is not good policy, how-

ever, to buy too many at first, but rather

feel one's way and get such as we find we

actually need.
We have in previous article spoken of

the importance of making work smooth be-

fore polishing, and in all instances of repairs

it is wise to stone well with Scotch stone to

remove all file marks—or if the job can be

done as well, or better, with an emery buff

do not hesitate to use it. The chief skill of

all good mechanics lies in knowing just what

tool to use and how to use it.

We gave somewhat lengthy

instructions about how to
put on a new joint, but we
think we can to good advan-

tage say more about such a job, especially as

relates to fitting one so as to be readily pol-

ished. We show at Fig. i a profile of a

case back fitted for
a joint at b. In
doing the fitting,
the concave at b
should be made of
exactly the right 

Fig. 1

shape, and the flat surface at c shotild be

made smooth, and the best time to do this is

before the piece of joint wire is soldered on.
A fine emery buff applied skillfully for a few

strokes will usually do it.
Smoothing the flat surface at a generally

has to be gone at more gingerly, as any ap-

preciable amount cut away will frequently

make a bad joint with the center. All such

relations and results must be studied if we

intend to do good work and do it rapidly.

Thinking of your work, and studying how
to obtain desired results, is what makes a

workman skillful. Joint wire is frequently

Properly Fitting
Repair Jobs
or Polishing

ridged and grooved, from being drawn

through old and worn wire plates—such im-

perfections should be filed off with a fine file,

or the joint wire smoothed with emery paper,

before it is soldered in place.
In fact, all the parts should be made

smooth before any soldering is done ; and in

soldering no more solder should be used than

just enough to fill the joint. A little practice

with this result in view will soon enable a

workman to so proportion his solder that

there will be no excess of solder to file or

scrape off. Nine times out of ten, when we

see a botch job of case work, its origin arose

from not properly fitting the work before sol-

dering. In soldering we should remember

that boracic acid applied to silver by first

grinding it into dust, and then mixing with

water to a thin paint, and covering with it

all the surface to be heated, except where the

solder is to flow, will prevent fire coat in a

great measure. For protecting gold, yel-

low ochre should be mixed with boracic acid,

in the proportion of 4 parts of ochre to one

of the dry acid.

The best remedy for fire coat with solid

silver, is a dip in nitric acid for a few seconds.

For gold, if it looks green, dip in hot, strong

sulphuric acid, to which a few crystals of salt-

peter have been added. In both instances,

wash thoroughly in clear water after removing

from the acid. Frequently for cleaning

around a joint, nothing will smooth as well as

a skein of linen thread cut open and made

fast at one end to the bench, and the other

and open end is held in one hand while the

job is rubbed back and forth with the other

hand, over the threads.

The threads should be smeared with oil

and -fine emery, or Bath brick and kerosene.

A very superior smoothing material can be

made from soft coal ashes, by grinding them

to a fine powder, when the ashes are thor-

oughly mixed with warm water in the pro-

portion of about half a pound of ashes to a

gallon of water. After thoroughly mixing,

the ashes are allowed to settle for a few sec-

onds, to deposit the coarser particles, when

the liquid is poured into a second vessel and

the finer particles allowed to perfectly settle.

The clean water is now poured from the set-

tled coal ashes, when it is dried and ready

for mixing with kerosene, to be employed for

removing scratches, by applying the mixture

with a stiff brush in a lathe.

(t/23)

By careful preparation this

A Good Substitute material can be made to

entirely replace rotten

stone and tripoli. It is,

in its coarser state, a substance which cuts

much faster than tripoli ; while by the set-

tling process, grades can be prepared which

leave but little for the rouge to do. The

brush with which tripoli, rotten stone or soft

coal ashes is employed, should be kept

entirely and strictly for the one substance—

even coarser and finer grades of coal ashes

should not be used on the same brush—and

each brush kept in a box by itself. After all

scratches are removed, the work should be

carefully washed with soap and water and

dried on a soft, clean towel. The hands

should be included in the careful washing.

If we have only the one case job, all the

brushes on which we used any of the smooth-

ing materials—coal ashes, rotten stone or

tripoli—should be carefully put away, and

the lathe and fixtures carefully wiped with a

clean towel. We can, under this state of

affairs (after washing the job and our hands),

venture to handle the boxes in which the

rouge brushes and buffs are kept, with some

little hope that we can avoid introducing

some particles of the smoothing material

(coal ashes, etc.) into the rouge polishing

process.

Good rouge should now be mixed with

kerosene, to the state of a thin paste, in a

box always kept carefully covered except

when in use. This paste is applied with a

little spatula to the rotary brushes for the

polishing lathe. It is not necessary that a

very soft brush should be chosen for rouge

polishing ; about what is termed a medium

stiff brush is the most practical, and always

employ a brush with as great a number of

rows of bristles as can be used satisfactorily.

After all scratches are out, and the job has a

bright but milky look, it should be again

carefully washed and dried with a perfectly

clean soft linen towel. The hands should

also be carefully washed and the finger ends

scrubbed with a nail brush. The hand wasli

ing should be dove before the case is wiped.

Now, either with a soft elk-skin buff or one

made of cotton flannel, proceed to do the

final polishing, using the best gold rouge you

can buy, mixed with London Dock gin. The

final black polish (free of milky look) comes

just as the buff gets dry.

(To MX CONTINVID)

for Rotten Stone
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THE SEAL OF YOUR STATE Made into a handsome Brooch or Hat Pin. The seals are beautifully hand-
painted in colors on French enamel. The metal parts are heavy, of neat

fRADE. design and exquisite finish, Made in Sterling Silver and Gold Plate. We would be pleased to quote prices.

THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO., ATTLEBORO, MASS.
NIARg

THE HOLIDAY TRADE

WILL SOON BE HERE

NEW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Geo. Greenzweig A. Co., 206 Kearny Street.

We have a full line for Fall trade.

Chatelaine 'Bags, Purses, Sash
Pins, Hat Pins, Buckles, etc.

Don't forget our Souvenir Spoons
and Quick-Selling Sterling Novelties,

Match Boxes, Cigar Cutters, Key Rings, Pocket

Knives, Stamp Boxes, Scissors, Glove But-

toners, Emeries, Waxes, Paper Cutters, Book

Marks, Bag rags, etc., etc.

September, 1902

How Electrotyping is Done

Article No. 55 of the serial entitl
ed " Electro-Metallurgy,"

begun in the March, 1898, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

i0513

E can give a good idea of the process

of electrotyping by describing in de-

tail all the manipulations necessary

to electrotype an ordinary wood cut, say 3

inches by 4 inches ; because if we can pro-

duce a good electrotype of a cut of this size,

we can also do so from a chase of type or a

larger cut. Indeed, a fine wood cut is one of

the most exacting tasks of electrotyping. We

first coat the face of die cut with black lead

(plumbago) and then take from it a wax mold.

About the best material for

taking an impression of a

Matrix cut is ordinary bleached

beeswax, sometimes called

" Virgin " wax, from its being used for 'the

candles placed before the Blessed Virgin.

This material, as sold in the shops, is usually

more or less adulterated with paraffine and

probably other substances ; but it is question-

able if the adulteration for present purposes

is any detriment. As stated above, the cut

is brushed with fine plumbago, using a some-

what soft brush ; a watchmaker's brush, when

half worn, does well. As in everything else,

a little thought and the exercise of good

judgment are of great advantage. If we give

the matter a little consideration, we can un-

derstand that the edges of the lines of the

wood cut must be clean and sharp, if we in-

tend to perfectly preserve the printing quali-

ties of the cut. Some workmen advise wet-

ting the wood cut, in order to prevent the wax

adhering ; but we all know that water applied

to wood swells the grain and consequently

distorts the finer lines. We are also aware

that no matter how sharp a graver may be,

it to a certain extent closes the pores of the

wood, and for this reason we advocate the

dry method, by brushing with black lead.

The beeswax is melted and poured into a

metal dish or frame, a little trifle larger than

the " form" or cut to be electrotyped.

The next operation is the most critical

one in the whole process of electrotyping, as

we must seize the proper instant at which we

can imprint the face of the cut into the wax

so it will take the sharpest possible impres-

sion, and still have but a slight tendency to

adhere. For this part of the operation, a

special press should be employed. The face

of the wax should be trimmed parallel with

the back of the cut, with a special tool, simi-

lar in effect to a plane such as carpenters

use. The idea will be gotten by inspecting

Fig. I, where B represents the wood block

on which the cut is

  e made, and A, a dish

 A---. or vessel in which

Nig. 1 the wax is placed.

Taking a Wax

sr

\ 
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The pressure of the cut in the wax causes

the wax to rise above the sides of the dish,

as shown at the irregular line c. The opera-

tion of removing the surplus wax is not gone

through with until it (the wax) is hard cold.

The plane which removes the surplus

wax is shown at Figs. 2 and 3. It consists

of a piece of wood

shown at D, with a
guide placed at E.
The cut at Fig. 3

is a view of Fig. 2
seen in the direction

of the arrow f. The scheme is simply to

plane off the surface of the wax above the

dish A, parallel with the back of the cut B.

It is, of course, understood that the back
and front surfaces of the block

B are parallel. Generally, the

engraved block and wax im-

pression will readily separate

at a temperature of 6o F. ; but

if they adhere, a hole bored in

the ends of the block will give

a hole for prying the block and tray A apart;

or ice water can be poured on the bottom of

A to chill the wax. It is instances of this

kind which should induce us to make the

dish, or tray A, of cast iron.
The next operation is to

coat the surface of the wax

which has the impression of

the cut in it, with some con-

ductive substance. The iron tray A is coated

with asphaltum varnish, so that no deposit

will be made upon it. By simply coating the

wax surface with plumbago, which is only

another name for black lead, we can procure

a deposit of copper over the surface of the

wax mold, but the deposit so obtained is

slow, and does not strike or commence

equally over the entire surface at once. For

this reason very many plans have been de-

vised for getting a perfect metallic coating

on the mold or matrix to cause the copper

to commence to cover the entire surface from

the first.
One of the methods resorted to, to

effect this end, is to employ i dram of silver

nitrate dissolved in 2 drams of water ; to this

are added 24 drams of ammonia and 3

drams of absolute alcohol. The face of the

mold is brushed over with this mixture, and

then exposed to the action of sulphuretted

hydrogen gas. As the production of this gas

is a little out of the average practice of work-

shop chemistry, we will describe how to pro-

duce it easily and cheaply from the sulphuret

of iron. To prepare such a sulphuret, pro-

cure a roll of sulphur and a rod of iron such

as blacksmiths employ for making horseshoe

nails. In the absence of such iron, use a

round iron rod about 0 of an inch in diame-

ter. Next take a large metal bucket of cold

Fig. 2

How to Make
a Wax Mold
Conductive

1115

water. Heat one end of the iron red hot

for 6 or 8 inches, and holding it over the

bucket of water present the sulphur roll to

it, and it will excite an intense heat, and the

iron and sulphur will unite into globules

about the size of large peas.

If a wooden bucket is employed, the

globules are so intensely heated that they

will fall through 6 or 8 inches of cold water

and still be hot enough to burn deep inden-

tations in the wood bottom. These globules

placed in a mixture of sulphuric acid I part,

water 1 2 parts, will rapidly give off sulphur-

etted hydrogen gas for reducing the silver on

the wax mold. In our next, we will describe

a process for copper-coating such molds.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Origin of a $30,000,000 Corporation

1-low some of the monster present-day corpo-

rations originated is very interesting. Take, for

instance, the American Bicycle Co., with Col.

Albert A. Pope at its head. This corporation was

organized in 1899, with a capital stock of $30,000,-

000. The companies composing it had produced

the preceding year, according to the official figures,

nearly 900,000 bicycles.
In the early summer of 1876 Colonel Pope,

then a youngster of thirty-three, concluded to take

a short vacation. The Centennial was on at Phila-

delphia, and the newspapers of Boston, where the

Colonel lived, were full of the big exposition. Being

a patriotic American, he concluded to devote his

vacation to the Philadelphia liberty convention.

About the first thing that struck his eye there was a

huge, two-wheeled machine, that mounted a man

in a saddle about five feet above the ground. It

was an epoch-making incident, though the visitor

from Boston little dreamed it, for out of it grew the

great enterprise with its $30,000,000 which Colonel

Pope now controls. The machine formed part

of an English exhibit. The attendant told the

Colonel that it was a bicycle.

" Is it difficult to ride?"

The attendant, bearing none of the fear of the

Lord on him, said "No."

The Colonel studied the machine carefully, vis-

iting the exposition several days in succession for

the purpose. Then he tried to ride it, and, of

course, there was trouble. But the Yankee is nat-

urally intrepid, and though he firmly believed that

none but a trained gymnast could ever manage so

queer a mount, he persevered until he had a fair

mastery of it. Next year he had one of the ma-

chines built in Boston under the supervision of an

English gentleman who happened to be visiting

him. It cost just $313. In England, meanwhile,

bicycling had become quite a fad, and believing that

it might be made popular here, Colonel Pope sent

an order in September, 1877, for a few machines.

These he put out through the agency of the Pope

Manufacturing Company, then engaged in a small

way in the manufacture of minor articles for the

shoe trade. It was hard sledding to get rid of the

stock, but the Colonel's enthusiasm was now thor-

oughly aroused and he had fifty of the uncouth

bicycles built by the Weed Sewing Machine Com-

pany at Hartford. They went somewhat easier,

and during the summer of 1878-'9 ninety-two

machines were sold. That was the beginning of

the bicycle industry in the United States.
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WHEN YOU RECEIVE ONE OF OUR DRAFTS
the amount will represent the actual cash value of the Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.
we are not in the refining business exclusively.

Our large business requires complete smelting, refining and assaying departments.
additional expense and use in our own factories all Old Gold and Silver consigned to us.

The difference in the value of old gold (before refining) and new gold (after refining) is our profit, which is
much smaller than it would have to be if we conducted a separate refining business with expenses and refining costs
ranging from 15 to zo per cent. of the value of the old metal received. We remit the same day consignments are
received, by bank draft (on which there is no exchange to pay). Consignments returned express prepaid in exactly
the same condition received if the amount is not up to your expectation.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24e. per dwt. for 6-karat 36c. per dwt. for 9-karat 48c. per dwt. for 12-karat 60e. per dwt. for 15-karatI
28c. " " " 7 " 40c. .6 .. " 10 .. 52c. " " 6. 13 " 64c. " " " 16 "
32c. " " " 8 " 44c. .. " .. 11 " 56e. ... " " 14 " 68e. " " " 17 "

Highest market value paid for OLD SILVER and PLATINUM 72c. " " " 18 ..

Polishings, Crucibles, Bench and Floor Sweeps ec( nomically handled and proceeds promptly remitted

We can give it because

We handle without

DON'T PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your bills with the returns. You will save much by so doing. Most of

the firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any means of ascertaining its
exact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two profits.
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How Pin Tongues Are Made

Article No. 23 or the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

A
UTOMATIC machinery, especially

that working by man power, is usually

a little difficult to contrive and con-

struct, as, for instance, machines for making

tubes out of the piece A, Fig. 4, shown in

Article XXI. It will please be borne in mind

these instructions are intended more to give

general ideas of mechanical operations than

to give specific directions for any definite ma-

chine. And it would be well to add, no better

practice could be found for a man with an in-

ventive turn of mind, after reading the des-

cription of any machine we have been dealing

with, than to set his ingenuity to work to

devise a better way for doing the same thing.

We fancy but few inventors who have built

or had constructed the machines for carrying

out their own inventions for performing any

given mechanical operation, but saw before

or shortly after their completion many ways

to improve them.

We will next consider the making of the

pin, joint and hook for attaching the pencil

holder to the lapel of the coat or to some

other garment. Pin tongues are of such

general use in jewelers' work that a detailed

description of one of the many methods of

making them cannot fail to be of interest to

all connected with the trade. We have sev-

eral devices for pointing wire in use, but there

are none which give better satisfaction than

those which scrape a point. The general

plan of such machines is, the wire, after

straightening, is cut to the proper lengths

and then placed by hand by a boy into a

pointing machine.
We cannot afford the space

to give more than a general

description, which only in-

cludes the principles which are involved.

We show at Fig. I the essential mechan-

ism of a pin-pointing tool

which effects the process of

pointing by scraping. The

wire A, for making the pin,

rests in a hardened steel

shoe, shown at B. The

idea with this pointing machine is, a hard-

ened steel scraper moves back and forth in

the directions indicated by the double-headed

arrow i. The scraper is a disk of hardened

steel with a hole in the center. We show a

side view of such a disk at Fig. 2, with

el an edge view of a

vertical section of the

disk at Fig. 3. The

central hole D has

the cutting edge f

groand to an angle of

THEE KI.YSTONE

Machine to Point
Pin Tongues

:e
Fig. 2

I.

g. 3

about 800, as shown. The disk C is ar-

ranged to pass over the steel shoe, as in-

dicated at the dotted lines C, Fig. I. We

show at Fig. 4 a plan view

of Fig. I, seen in the direc- .s
tion of the arrow d. The

pointing machine is ar-

ranged to not only give the ii

scraping disk C the back-

and-forth motion already mentioned ; it also

revolves around the shoe .B so as to con-

stantly present a different position of the

scraping edge/to do the work. The wire A

for the pin also revolves as it rests in the

shoe, to facilitate pointing. The shoe B is

arranged to have automatic motions ; that is,

when the wire A is placed on the shoe for

pointing it is set so the end extends beyond

the shoe say Ti,", and as the point is being

scraped the shoe gradually ,rises until a perfect

point is produced. As soon as this end is

attained the shoe has an up-and-down motion

given it, that is, as the scraper moves to the

right, as shown in the cut, the shoe drops,

but rises as it moves to the left, so that the

scraper as it goes back burnishes the surface

it scraped at the commencement. There are

ten of these pointing machines, and the boy

who runs them is constantly employed in

taking out pointed wires and replacing them

with pieces to be pointed. A boy with such

a machine will point about 5000 pins a day

of ten hours.
For attaching the joints to

Making Joints
and Catches 

pins a special asbestos pad

seems about the best of any

method. We show such a pad at Fig. 5.

There are two

kinds of joints

used on pin

tongues ; one

consists of a short

bit of joint wire

hard-soldered to

the pin, as shown at g, Fig. 6. Another has

an additional flat piece of metal attached t
o

the joint, which serves as a

" stop," as shown

In'1111111111
Fig. 5

0
Fig. 6

9 at j, Fig. 7. We 
oi

will first consider

the simplest form

of joint, i. e., the kind that is shown in

Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows an excellent

method for holding pins and joints, and con-

sists of the strip D, made of thin sheet

brass, or what is better German silver, about

I" wide and to" long, folded together length-

wise. Fig. 8 shows an en-

larged view of this strip, seen

in the direction of the arrow

A', Fig. 5. The strip D is

sawn nearly across, as shown

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

at h, Fig. 5,

and thus forms a series of little clips or

clamps, each of which holds a pin tongue.

11t7

The clamps D. are grooved so they readily

receive a tongue, and the brass is elastic

enough so the pins are held securely. Four

such sets of clips, each holding three dozen

pin tongues, are placed on each asbestos card

and one operation of soldering produces a

gross.
The bits of joint wire are cut with a cir-

cular saw from the long pieces as they come

from the wire plate. Children acquire great

dexterity in placing the pins in the clamps D,

and also in applying borax ground to a paste

with water to the place to be joined by solder

and indicated by the arrow 1, Fig. 5. For

plated pin tongues the solder usually em-

ployed is spelter, but a low quality of silver

solder is much stronger and the extra ex-

pense more than compensated for by the

better results. The spring of the wire form-

ing the pin tongues holds them pressed down

on the little piece of joint wire.

The plates D are securely attached to

the asbestos tablet and are never heated hot

enough to anneal the metal, i. e., the pins in

the process of soldering are not heated be-

yond the dotted line m, Fig. 5, consequently

the spring and elasticity of the clamp D are in

no way impaired. The soldering is best

done with an automatic blowpipe. Joint wire

shaped as shown at j, Fig. 7, can be drawn

at one operation by folding down one end to

get it " to start " in a special draw plate.

For restoring the temper of the pin after

soldering on the joint, a special swage can be

employed, in which the pins are placed one

at a time and subjected to a powerful pres-

sure at the point where the pin was annealed.

This process much improves the quality of

the goods, but it necessitates another han:.

dling- ; but as such work is done by the cheap-

est kind of labor it will not add one cent a

gross to the actual expense of manufacture.

Catches and joints are important items in

all retail establishments, and consequently in

all material houses. For jobbing purposes

(and by the word jobbing in this instance we

mean a repair shop), joints and catches are

often made to be attached to the back of a

pin or brooch by means of soft solder.

Where joints and catches are to be attached

in manufacturing, as with our pencil holder,

it is a question which is the best mode of

attaching, that is, to hard-solder the joint

directly to the back plate or to hard-solder

these parts to small plates and soft-solder

these to said back plate. After dealing with

the subject of drawing hollow wire we will

resume the subject of making joints and

catches. (To BE CONTINUED)

"The Keystone is square up to date in aim/

particuhrr, and there could not be offered an iota

of amendmenl"—Marcus jeweler, Mon-

roe, Louisiana.
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High-Grade
Gold Filled
CHAINS

Quality
and Wear
Guaranteed

MEN'S
CHAINS
ONLY

Many
Styles and
Patterns

Why we lead in the chain line is manifest. We make men's chains only. We devote
our entire time, resources and facilities to this one specialty. Our working force are
masters of their art, and comprise the best makers and designers of men's chains in the
world. Our plant and machinery are specially adapted for this purpose. Our chains
have been tested by time and challenge comparison.

All our Chains are ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED to give perfect satisfaction

OR A NEW CHAIN FURNISHED.

Rodenberg 0 Dunn, 9, II 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
Factory, 183 Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,
beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly
polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,
metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS 1—Length as ord...r..4 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

Wall Cases. solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down,

NadeandwdbY Union Show Case C
Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

n 165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
1.1• FACTORY-541-.545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street
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System of Automatic Clock

Winding

[Translated for Tum KEYSTONE 
from the French of A. L.

Jeanneret, in the "Journal Suisse d'H
orlogerie."1

• La Nature has recently given a descr
ip-

tion of a clock wound automaticall
y by means

of alcohol. Some months previously I con-

trived a clock whose rewinding rests on t
he

same principle (but utilized as the wi
nding

agent a weight or spring), the difference 
of

dilatation of two metals, one of which, zinc,

is very dilatable, while the other, nickel-

steel, is scarcely subject to dilatation. The

mechanism is simple, as will be seen in the

illustration.
Imagine a series of cylindrical rods, 8

millimeters in diameter, arranged like a

gridiron pendulum, but in such a way as to

obtain an opposite result ; that is, that all the

lengthenings should be added together. For

this purpose two rods of zinc z, each of
 I

meter, are tapped into a strong cross-piece A

and pinned on the other side in a second

cross piece A', which in its turn supports

two rods of nickel-steel 2 (also of I meter)

tapped into the cross-piece //, which supports

two rods of zinc 3, and so on, alternating the

metals. The inspection of the figure shows

that at the extremity H of the central rod 11

we have variations equal to the sum of those

of the zinc rods r, 3,5,7, 9 and 17-, marked

in the figure by heavier lines than the others,

or a variation of a single rod 6 meters in

length.
The zinc dilating 0.0294 mm. per meter

and per degree, we have, allowing Jo° as the

average variation of the temperature, a vari
a-

tion in the length of this rod represented by

0.0294 X 6 X To = 1.76 mm., in whatever

direction the variation is produced ; for, as

we shall see further on, the shortenings con-

tribute as well as the lengthenings to the

rewinding of the weight.

In this way the dilatation of the rods

of nickel steel, whose total length is 5

meters, are to be calculated. According

to Dr. Guillaume, the alloys, whose per-

centage of nickel is 35 to 36 per cent., have

a dilatation twenty times less than that of

brass, so that the coefficient of dilatation of

brass being o. oi88, we have for that of nickel-

steel 
o. oi88 
20 

0.00094, which,

for 5 meters and. ion, would

give 0.00094 X 5 X lip

0.047 m. There remains,

therefore, as a utilizable course,

1,76 — 0.047 1.71 mm.

The grating which I have con-

structed corresponds substan-

tially with this result. The

force being considerable, I

amplify the course with the aid of a lever K

in the ratio of -51-Q-, which gives me each day a

course of 50 X 1.71 85.5 MM. on the

racks R and R' (Figs. i and 2), actuating

the ratchet T (in Fig. 2 the ratchet is seen

rig. 1

from the rear) by a fine-teeth range 
dis-

posed in such a way that the ratchet 
turns

always in the same direction, whatever 
their

movement.
This rotation may be utilized for rewind-

ing either a spring or a weight. The latter

is here represented. A small endless chain,

C, similar to those which are generally
 em-

ployed for suspension lamps, passes over 
the

drum motor, cut so as to receive the 
links,

supports the weight P, and rewinds the

pulley .111 (Fig. 3), keyed on the arbor of

the ratchet T This pulley has also notches

securing the movement of the chain, which

afterwards slides over a roller, and by its

own weight resumes the vertical position,

ready to engage again in the drum motor.

The weight P will, therefore, of itself

assume up and down movements, indicating

always by its position whether the winding is

sufficient for the permanent going of the

clock.
The racks are kept in such position as to

press on the ratchet by means of a weak spiral

spring S (Fig. I), and a click 0 (Fig. 2),

of which we shall see the utility, is constantly

engaged with the ratchet.

To prevent the weight P from being

wound too far, which might be the case in

winter, a lever L (Fig. 1), is arranged so

that if it is raised by the weight, it will act

by the intervention of the spring V, on a

roller bearing the springs Z Z', the free rack

will be immediately removed from the ratchet,

while the other will be removed only at the

next change of direction of the temperature ;

that is, when having itself let the ratchet ret-

rograde a little, this will be stopped on the

click 0; the second rack becoming free, will

move in its turn from the ratchet until the

weight shall redescend sufficiently to allow

the spring S to overcome the opposing force

of V, and the racks will then resume their

normal position.

The drum motor has a circumference of

Ioo mm. (radius 16 mm. ), and one revolu-

tion causes the clock to go for twenty-four

hours. A weight of 2 kilograms is sufficient

for the movement of the clock ; the course

passed over by the little chain being too mm.

when it is only 85.5 per day, with a lever of

the ratio the pulley M must have a diam-

eter of 46.8 mm., the ratchet having a diam-

eter of 40 mm. For we have the proportion,

85.5 Ioo,
whence x = 46.8.

40

The force

therefore, be

exercised on the rods will,

46.8
I kil. X 50 X

40
=.• 58.5 kil.

Now, the rods having a diameter of

8 mm. , their section is 50 square millimete
rs,

and if the surface occupied

by the pins is retrenched

1.5 mm. by 8 mm. or 12 square

millimeters there remains 38

square millimeters. The co-

efficient of rupture of the zinc

being 5 kilograms per square

millimeter, we have a force of

• 38 X 5 ------ 190 kilograms to

produce rupture. We are, there-

fore, very far from this figure.rt\I\N\I•Nwsi\NN

Fig. 2
Fig. 3



The man who "makes"
money in the Mint has day-
wages to show for his effort;
but the jeweler who sells
United States Movements
not only earns an unusual
profit in the handling, but
he secures a premium of
reputation.

It isn't difficult to make
money: any one can "fool
some of the people some of
the time"; but one can't
make money off of the same
fooled people all of the time.
The jeweler is a fixture in
his community or hopes
to be ; he hopes to make
money off of the same peo-
ple again and again. There-
fore, a big part of his earn-
ings is his gain in reputation;

and he does well to sell the
kind of goods which will
farthest advance him in the
good opinion of his corn-
m

United States Movements
especially appeal to the far-
seeing jeweler who values
his neighbors' good opinion.
Every United States Move-
ment is "built on honor " ;
every one sells another, from
the passed-around word that
it is a remarkable timekeeper;
every one advertises its own
beauty.
And the jeweler who sells

it has the pleasant experience
of securing two good profits
--a very liberal money-profit,
and a gain the public's
good will.

E have recently had so many inquiries

regarding the aneroid barometer and

its construction that the following de-

scription will, no doubt, prove interesting to

our readers. The description is taken from

a booklet entitled " The Aneroid Barometer :

How to Buy and How to Use It, "* by a fellow

of the Meteorological Society. The fact that

this instrument has two names ( " aneroid "

and " holosteric " ) causes much confusion,

many correspondents asking, " What is the

difference between a holosteric and an aneroid

barometer ? " The word " holosteric " is

from two Greek words meaning wholly solid,

and the word " aneroid " is from two Greek

words meaning without liquid. Conse-

quently, there is no difference between

them, as they are two words for the same

thing.

In considering the construction of the aneroid,

the details and the mechanism of which are shown

in Figs. 5 and 6, the indications obtained by the

IF I Iligi(j11

motion of the needle on the dial will first claim

attention. These arise from the pulsations or

throbbings of the vacuum chamber B (the refer-

ence letters are those in Fig. 6), which is composed

of two disks of corrugated German silver, firmly

soldered together, to each of which is firmly

soldered a brass center—one with a thread on it,

*A copy of this booklet can be had from TIIE KEYSTENE
00 receipt of price, 35 cents.

to screw the chamber to the base-plate A; the
other plain, with a hole drilled across it, to receive

a knife-edge C, which suspends the vacuum cham-

ber from a powerful spring D, as seen in the

drawing. On these principally depends the action

of the instrument. The base plate Ais of iron or

brass, and circular in form; to this the vacuum cham-

ber previously described is firmly

attached, while a strong iron car-

riage E, fixed across the chamber,

supports the mainspring D, which,

acting in direct opposition to the
undulations of the vacuum cham-

ber B, give rise to the variations
of the needle F, right and left on
the dial.

The system of levers by which

the slight undulations of the vacu-
um chamber are transmitted to the
index needle will now receive at-

tention.
To the mainspring D is attached the main

lever G, a compound bar of steel and brass about

two inches in length, which serves the double pur-

pose of connecting the action of the vacuum cham-

ber and spring to the indicator and of compensating

for any error which might arise from sudden

changes of temperature. To the end of this arm is

attached a small rod of steel to connect it to the

regulator, which is furnished at its

center with a vertical arm of brass,

by which it communicates with the

movement.

The movement is furnished with

a stout base plate A", of brass, the

projecting ends of which are turned

up at right angles with the bottom;

to the center of this base plate a short

brass pillar is screwed, bearing a pro-

jecting arm 111, also of brass, at the end

of which are two smaller brass pillars

N, supporting a thin plate of brass 0,
between which and the flat arm works

the arbor P, on which is fixed the

hand. A piece of fine chain Q, such

as is used in the delicate works of

small watches, is attached to and works

round the arbor P, and on the rise or

fall of the levers a fine hairspring of

coiled steel R, one end of which is at-

tached to one of the pillars N, tends

to keep the hand in its proper position.

The regulator I works between the bent-up

ends of the base plate, and supports a vertical brass

arm J, to the upper end of which is attached 
the

end of the fine chain which works round the arbo
r.

The connection having been

these various parts, the movement

is screwed to the iron foundation

plate A, to w-hich the vacuum

chamber has been previously fixed;

the multiplicity of levers in the

" movement " is then connected

with the main lever attached to the

mainspring by means of a fine

steel rod at the end of the main

lever, and the communication be-

ing thus rendered complete be-

tween the various parts of the in-

strument, it is ready for the final

adjustment of the dial and hand.

By this mechanism a very small motion of the

corrugated sides produces a large deviation of the

index hand, 2Ag of an inch causing it to turn through

three inches.
Figs. 7 and 8 are sections of the vacuum cham-

ber, a perspective view of which in situ is 
shown at

B, Fig. 6. A is the V-shaped pin which 
rests on

the mainspring (D, Eig. 6), .B is the s
ocket in

which it rests, and this is firmly soldered to t
he

upper surface of the chamber C C, the lower side
 of

which is as firmly attaclled to the base plate. T
he

overlapping of the thin corrugated German silver is

Fig. 7

Section of Vacuum Chamber Before Exhaustion. Scale Full Size

shown at a a a a, while the tube through which the

exhaustion is made is shown at D. Fig. 8 shows

the result of exhausting the air ; this will not seem

surprising when it is remembered that the external

surface of an aneroid of moderate dimensions sus-

tains a pressure of between fifty and sixty pounds,

and the state of tension to which it is brought when

screwed up to the dotted lines, Fig. 8, will enable the

reader to understand its extreme readiness to pul-

sate in response to the varying pressure of the atmos-

phere ; these being dependent on the perfection of

the vacuum chamber and the accurate adaptation

of the various parts of the instrument to each other.

Compensation for temperature is effected by

filing away half the thickness of the main lever

'arm and replacing the brass thus removed by an

equal bulk of steel. This will be recognized at

once as being the same in principle as the method

adopted by Earnshaw in the construction of the

compensating balance of chronometers. The im-

portance of compensation, especially for pocket or

mountain aneroids, will become apparent when it

is remembered that the removal of an aneroid from

the dressing table in the colder Alpine regions to

the pocket will alter the temperature quite 3o
0 F.,

and it has been found that a difference of 300 of tern-

perature, without the compensating arrangement,

raises the needle through one-tenth of a degree,while

with the same increment of heat after the introduc-

tion of the steel, the hand remains stationary.

The instrument being now screwed into its

case, is next tested under the air-pump to ascertain

its range, or the number of inches it will indicate to

the circle, after which the dial is divided and en-

graved, and being placed in position, the needle is

attached to the arbor, and the portion of the scale to

Fig. a

Section of Vacuum Chamber Exhausted of Air. Scale Full Size

which it should point is ascertained by reference to

the scale of a standard mercurial barometer, with

which it is made to agree exactly by a slight turn

of the adjusting screw connected with the carriage

which supports the mainspring.
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AND

Fine NM AKIN
OUR SPECIALTY

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN COMPANY
92=98 STATE STREET, CHICAGO

ESTABLISHED 1858.

GEO. H. FULLER 45‘ SON CO.
Chicago O1fice—io3 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF

INCORPORATED 1898

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND.

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.
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No. 315—As8ortment.

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.
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THE OPAL
Most Interesting of G

ems—Its Colors, Curious Traits and Freakish
ness

HERE is one respect in which the opal is absolute
ly unique.

It cannot be imitated. There are magnificent opals, and

there are opals which are not worth five cents.
 But there

are no paste opals. A piece of opalescent glass might be mistaken

for one of these five-cent opals,
 but scarcely for anything much

better. Jewelers divide opals into various classes : c
ommon, semi-

fire, wood, moss, precious or noble
 and harlequin.

A great many persons think that precious
 stones have a certain

living nature. It would be easy to feel this way about an op
al. It

has so much individuality ; it plays
 such queer tricks with you and

with itself. For instance, there is a certain variety of o
pal which is

an opaque white in its ordinary conditio
n. But if you put it in water

it gradually becomes transparent and
 sometimes develops brilliant

flashes of color. And that isn't all. It likes warm water better

than cold and, alas for its morals, spir
its of wine better than any-

thing. When it gets over its little jag, like some of its human

prototypes, it gets dull and lifeless once m
ore.

Mr. Kunz, the well-known gem expert, has
 sug-

gested using this hydrophane, as it is call
ed, as a

magic stone. A lock of hair, or a tiny phot
ograph,

or other small object could be enclosed in
 it and

would be quite invisible except when the
 stone became transparent

through drink. It is said that this hydrophane will drink 
almost its

own bulk of water, which quite beats any
 German beer drinking.

The finest opals come from Hungary an
d, of late years, from

Australia and Queensland. Opals are not picked up as diamonds

are. They form veins in the rock. Generally these veins are very

thin, more's the pity. That is the trouble with the opal deposits on

this continent, so far as they have been expl
ored.

When the patch of opal isn't more than a
n eighth or a quarter

of an inch in thickness it can't be cut to 
advantage, especially as it

is very bristle. Jewelers who handle opals and the lapid
aries who

cut them, as well as some careless person
s who have dropped their

own opals, know this fact to their sorrow.

The Hungary mines seems to be almost w
orked out, so far as

the largest and finest specimens are concerne
d. In 1400 more than

300 miners were employed in the most famou
s of these mines where

now only about thirty men are at wor
k. The largest opals in ex-

istence come from this mine.

It seems strange that a stone which is
 so full of

Colorless Yet color is really not colored itself. All the play

Beautifully Colored of red and green and violet lights are
 supposed

to come from the diffraction of light.
 The stone

is full of tiny fissures which contain water.
 In these the rays of

light are decomposed.

Opals in which the red and green colo
rs predominate are con-

sidered the finest. The green and violet combination is 
less sought

after. Golden opals, or those in which 
yellow predominates, are

less desirable. The harlequin opal has the lights in 
regular angular

patches, almost like square spangles. It is considered the finest.

As for Mexican opals, they are of all v
arieties and all degrees

of value. The Mexican fire opal is unlike its di
stant relative, the

hydrophane. The fire opal, as might be expected, 
does not like

water. Too much dousing puts out its flames
 and it becomes dull

and colorless.

The Opal's
Curious Thirst
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In fact, there is no prophesying w
hat particular caprice may

lurk in the heart of an opal. Dr. August C. Hamlin tells a stran
ge

story of one which was brought i
n the rough from Central Africa.

When it was turned over to the 
lapidary it was a gorgeous stone,

blazing with some secret fire. The lapidary, strange man ! was

honest and he bid not enthuse over h
is commission. Still he set at

work and polished the stone and han
ded it over to the owner.

" Is this the gem you received yeste
rday ?" the owner deman-

ded with a look of amazement at the ta
me, lifeless bit of glass.

The honest lapidary, so runs the tale
, took back the stone,

turned to the lathe and roughened
 the opal's surface. When lo !

as if in protest, out leaped the fla
mes of light once more. The

polishing of the stone had allowed th
e light to pass without any

breaking up of the rays.

Just as the man had decided to h
ave his opal rough and

glorious rather than polished and ta
me, the stone snapped in two,

in an unpleasant way opals have w
hen on the lapidary's wheel.

The halves were cemented together
 and put in a drawer among

other decrepit and useless things. 
There they stayed for months.

Then someone, hunting in the drawe
r for something, caught the

light of a glowing flame from a dark
 corner. The neglected opal

had decided to mend its ways as well
 as itself and, cement and all,

was more brilliant than ever. It was set and has behaved very well

ever since. Perhaps the sense of this mysterious
 personality in an

opal may be responsible for the sup
erstitious fear of it.

Opals come to this country from 
Hungary and

Where Opals Australia in the rough. Those from Mexico and

Central America are cut and poli
shed near the

mines, often to the damage of the s
tone. Those

which come from abroad are still in 
the matrix or native rock. The

average ones are cut and polished 
by the wholesale dealers, but

they keep the largest and finest s
pecimens uncut so as to shape

them for special orders.

It is a delicate task to cut and polish an opal, because, if

overheated, it breaks. Otherwise the work is quite simple.
 It is

cut with a lead wheel, called a 
lap, with emery on the surface.

Then it is polished with pumice and
 finally brightened with putty

powder. Under the blowpipe the opal cracks
 but does not melt.

It dissolves in a solution of cold c
austic potash. Consequently

neither potash nor blowpipes can be 
recommended for opals unless

you think they are unlucky and wan
t to get rid of them. In that

case one might try smashing the susp
ected stone with a hammer, as

one woman did, or throwing it into 
the semi-liquid Chicago river,

as another woman did.

If an opal grows dull, as it often doe
s, that may mean simply

that it needs polishing. Sometimes, though, it means that the 
opal

is pining for the water cure or the 
oil cure. Try putting your

anmmic opal in one of these fluids an
d see if it doesn't brighten up.

Hydrophane, the bibulous member of
 the family, is often trans-

formed by being boiled in oil. It becomes brilliant and stays

so for years.
Generally opals are more brilliant wh

en they are warm. This

is the reason the dealer often holds 
them in his hand before exhibit-

ing them. There is one famous opal, however,
 which is contrary

about this. It was in the Hope collection and 
was ordinarily a

translucent stone of an emerald green 
color.

When it got too warm it lost its c
olor, which perhaps was its

temper, and turned dull and opaque.
 As soon as it cooled off, it

became translucent and brilliant once m
ore.

A few years ago black opals were 
produced, or introduced.

The authorities on the stone admitted
 that the new opal was beauti-

ful, but they questioned its absolute 
naturalness. The stones sold

well, natural or not. There are some genuine black opals 
coming

from Queensland. 
—New York Sun.

Come From
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We're at Home at Last

We're now at home in our new building, Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia. We bought
the building for college purposes, and the school occupies the upper floor, exclusively.

When we first sized this building up, we knew it was going to make ideal college quarters, but
it's turned out even better than we expected. There's no need to use artificial light at all—the rooms
are flooded with natural light from all sides.

IVe propose in this new college building even more than we did in the old, to conduct an institu-
tion where students will learn Watchmaking, Engraving and Eyeglasg Fitting—learn them by doing
them, not only by being told how, but by actual practical work.

We have every mechanical appliance to learn with, instructors who are themselves practical men,
and above all, a firactical course with every fancy fringe of useless theory cut out of it.

Our students never fail to get positions—we always have more employer's applications on file than
we can fill. There never was such a demand for expert workmen.

How about starting this Fall ? It is a good time to begin. Anyhow, send for our prospectus ;
it will give you full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology.,
For 9 year. at Broad an Somerset Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.F. W. SCHULER, Principal. 1213 Filbert Street.
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The steadily increasing demand for

CiND0_, attests its superiority, both as 

regards quality and salability.

We now have over forty-five hundred active accounts upon
our ledger and want more. If the reader is not a customer
now, we ask him to write us and get our special introductory
offer.

If you have a good polish trade, we can assist you to
materially increase it. If you have no polish trade to speak of,
we can and will help you build up this line. It pays you a
good, steady profit.

C_ANDO Silver Polish is the Best.

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, mass.
004,5•$4.vtriu ilar40-,nalika•,0445.1i)a14, iwtihaN f
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answevy, I i n this department

must Bend name and address—not for 
pu blication, but as Ile

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

*answered in Workshop Notesorder ninnvwDbiEc.ic h tihoeythaerequrceesedovneds

department for each year accompanies each 1 tecember numb
er.

Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, told, be
rme

mailing questions,to refer to thein,as similar ques
t bins may hay,.

been answered in previous issues. These indexes are tirrangeii
alphabetically, according to subject covered ill (Itch answer, and

tell the issue and page ou which the inform
ation may be found..

"Fans."—lVill you tell me what kind of bat-

/cries to use for runn lug an 8-inch buzz fi
tn

want a bat/ay that zed/ last at least three 
monMs

;el/bout recharging.—The power required for r
un-

ning a fan is of such a constant character t
hat is a

difficult matter to run one satisfactorily by mea
ns

of batteries for any length of time, and 
we do not

think that it would be safe to guarantee any
 battery

to run an 8-inch fan for a period of 
three months.

The opinions of many of those who have 
experi-

mented with battery fans are not favorable to 
the

adoption of them, and while those who have 
ex-

perienced disappointment condemn all fans of t
his

class, we believe that there are a few good 
outfits

on the market. In view of the above facts, it

would seem that one should exercise the same 
care

in purchasing the outfit that he would in 
buying

a piece of jewelry, and obtain only the 
goods of

a reliable manufacturer, under a gua
rantee that

would be fully lived up to.

"Balance Staff"—Will you kindly give me

through the columns of your valuable after a few

pointers on ,poising a balance. Sometimes, after 1

am through repairing a staff or putting in a n
ew

one, I find Mat the balance is heavier on one s
ide

than Me other, and have trouble in setting it rig
ht.

—Your trouble may lie in the repair work that y
ou

do to the balance. Take for example a watch 
that

comes in for the balance pivot, and we will say the

balance was in poise before the pivot was broken.

Now, if this pivot,vas put in properly, and 
the

balance is true :ItilOttrid -and flat, the balance will

be in poise ; but the great trouble with some wo
rk-

men is that when pivoting they do not get th
eir

staff to run dead true in the lathe, the conseque
nce

is they get their pivot on one side of the staff. T
his

gives a great deal of trouble—it not only mak
es

the balance out of true, but also out of poi
se.

Then, again, some workmen have the same trou-

ble when fitting a new staff. They do not pick

out a staff that fits the balance hole properly ; 1. 
e.,

if the staff is too large for the balance hole t
hey

force it in and then the balance is thrown out of

true and also out of poise. The same trouble

exists in using a staff that fits the balance too
loosely. In selecting a staff you should find one

that you can just force the staff on the balance

about half way with your tweezers. You know

then that you will have a good fit and no danger of

throwing the balance out of true or poise. Before

poising a wheel always see if it is true in both the

round and flat, also if the staff is true, and if the

pivots are not bent. If all these things are in good

condition, then place the balance on a poising tool

--resting it on the pivots. Now, if the wheel is in

poise it will stop anywhere ; if out of poise it will

stop at a certain place each time.
Now the part that is directly down is heavier,

and, .of course, the part that is opposite is light.

If it is a balance containing screws you can do one

01 two things—make the heavier part lighter or

the light part heavier. You can make the light

Part heavier by putting a time washer on, or y
ou

can make the heavy part lighter by removing the

screw and placing it in a wire chuck in the lathe

and undercut it at the shoulder (don't file the head

Of the screw, that is botch work). As a rule it

requires a very little to be taken off the screw to

bring a wheel to poise. If your wheel is a plain

brass or steel one, containing no screw, the one

dung you can do to bring a wheel of this kind to

poise is to make the heavy part lighter. You do

this by resting the wheel on a bench block, bottom

side up ; take a pivot drill and put it in the pin vise

and drill a shallow, hole in the heavier side of the

wheel. Keep drilling until it comes to poise.

There is no doubt but that you have around the

KEYSTON

store some old balance wheels which we would
suggest that you use to practice upon poising

awhile before attempting it upon a wheel that be-

longs to a fine movement.

"Oregonian."—(1) Now to bend thin pieces
of metal into the shape of a double L ; pieces are
about three or four inches long Y—The foot presses

that are now being described in our serial on

" Gold Working " can readily be adapted for such

work.
(2) How to repair hunting case when joint

has been hOtred through bending the case back too

far, thus making a kink near joint Y—This is a

little job that sometimes causes a good deal of

trouble through the fact that it is not properly

done. A great many workmen open the case and

place a piece of wood or metal across the center

and then bend the back down, thus causing it (the

back) to act as a lever to take out the "kink."

When this is done, the case is almost invariably

damaged, for, even though the utmost care is

exercised, the back is sprung slightly and after the

procedure it will not conform to the center of

the case, and causes dissatisfaction. The proper

method to pursue is illustrated at Fig. t, where A

Fig. 1

shows the proper angle of the back, B the position

to which it has been bent, and C the bend or

" kink." At D is shown a piece of hard wood

about one-half inch wide, one quarter inch thick

and, say, four inches long, with one end brought

down to an edge much the same as a chisel, and

slightly rounded to conform to the shape of the

case. The point of this wood piece D is placed

on the inside of the case, as illustrated, at the part

where the " kink " shows and is hit smartly with a

small hammer. One or two blows of the hammer

are generally sufficient to accomplish the desi
red

end. If the above method be adopted, the case

will not lose its shape, nor be injured in any 
way.

"Selling."—Does it hurl a watch to set it by

stopping the second hand fr' Can it possibly hurl
 the

wheels or pinions? A man came in to have 
his

watch set, and when I set it by stopping The ha
nd

he thought he would have /0 buy 0 new mo
vement

as this one would be worthless after such u
sage.—

If you mean by stopping the second hand t
hat you

held the hand still until it corresponds with the

clock you were setting it by, we must say t
hat you

used poor judgment in doing so. Although that

would hardly hurt the wheels or pinions
, yet it

would have a tendency to break, chip or 
loosen

the roller jewel ; because as soon as you 
stopped

the hand you took all of the power off
 of the

escape wheel, which allowed the balance to 
vibrate

and the roller jewel hit the fork anywhere
 instead

of in the slot, as there was no power on th
e pallet

to keep the fork over to the banking pin ; 
the fork

would have to be there for the roller jewel 
to enter

the slot. The proper way to set the secon
d hand

is to take a very fine bristle watch brush 
or, better

still, get a medium-sized camel's-hair brush
, some-

thing like a painter uses for dusting, onl
y much

smaller ; hold your watch with both front a
nd back

lids open, then when the second hand 
comes to 6o

press the camel's-hair brush on the ba
lance wheel,

then watch the regulator until the s
econd hand

corresponds to your watch, at just that second 
pull

your brush away. A little practice at this will

enable you to set a watch exactly the first 
time.
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"Screw. "—How can I remove a screw front a

watch plate when it is brain off so low dozen that

I cannot gel hold of it it 'ilk Me pliers Y—A tool for

this purpose can be procured for a nominal sum

from any of the tool and material houses whose
anneuncements appear on the advertising pages of
Ttnc KEYSTONE. Such screws may also be re-
moved with the aid of an acid. If this plan be
adopted, it is pursued as follows ; Make a tiny
funnel of beeswax by working it over the end of a

cone-shaped stick. Attach this funnel to the plate

so the broken screw stands at the bottom of it, then

place in the funnel a few drops of sulphuric acid

reduced by adding four parts of water, having the

mixture cool. The acid %'ill then eat out the screw

in a short time.

"firoruct."— If a Breguet hairspring rubs on
the arm of the balance, which is the proper way to

bend the saine—up or down rester-tired), on the
bend of the spring or at any oMer place ? Please
giz.e fitll advice about manipulating same to get
them straichl and free. —It would depend just how
the spring was bent as to where you would catch
it, or whether you bend it up or clown. In cases

where the hairspring does not set flat and true in

the watch, the best way to proceed to remedy the

fault is to remove the spring from the balance and

place it on the bridge, fastening it on the bridge

with the stud. You can then see just where it is

out of flat, but just where to grasp it with the
tweezers depends upon how and where it is out of

flat. In bending a hairspring it is always best to
think twice before bending. By this we mean to
take hold of the spring with the tweezers where
you think it should be bent, but before bending

sort of reason just how the spring will look, or

come, after you have bent it. You can nearly

always tell by doing this just how the spring will

appear after it is bent. After having the spring

flat, look and see if the spring is centered ; that is,

while the spring is on the bridge, and the outside
coil is in the curbing pins, the center of the collet

should be directly over the jewel hole. The above
applies to flat springs as well as Breguet, but the

Breguet spring is a little harder to true in the flat,

because sometimes you will come across a spring
where the overcoil is too close or too far away from

the flat of the spring, which throws the spring out

of flat when in the watch, and it is not an easy

matter for an inexperienced workman to true a

Breguet spring when it once gets this way. To

make a success of truing the overcoil a workman

should know how to make a Breguet spring. Full

instructions for doing this you will find in January,

1900, KEYSTONE, page 49.

"Mysterious."—Some lime ago I cleaned a

high-grade watch and regulated it so it ran on

the second. The owner got it and carried it

and it ran all right for five or six days, then it

lost five seconds in one night. I set it again for

him, thinking I might not have set it right, but in

five or six days it did the same thing in one night.

The mainspring has been in about one year, and

everything else seems to be in good shape. Cases

of this kind you will find to happen frequently—

they are caused by the positon adjustment. By

this we mean that the night the watch lost five

seconds the watch was lying in a different position

from that of the previous night ; although a move-

ment of high grade should run the same in most

any position ; but you will find a great ninny fine

movements vary as much as from ten to twenty

seconds in certain positions. If your customer

brings the watch back again try the rating of it in

different positions for six hours at a time—dial up,

dial down, pendant up, pendant down—and you

will soon find out in %'hat position it loses time, and

can work from that to correct it. Such adjustments

are described in detail in " The Watch Adjuster's

Manual," which you can procure for $2.50 from

THE KEYSTONE.

"Lubricant."—What is the red lubricant used

on windiug train—it scents to cause a scraping

noise r—We know of no red lubricant that is used

on winding wheels. No doubt the red lubricant

that you refer to is rust caused by the want of oil.
Clean this rust off and re-oil the winding wheels

with clock oil, and the scraping sound will stop.



N. 300-7 Jewels, nickel
damaskeened, cut expansion balance,
safety pinion, screw bankings, straight
line lever escapement, hardened and
tempered Breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, hand-
some white enamel dial with depressed
second and red marginal figures. Stem
wind and lever set (open-face without
second hand when desired).

Price, $7.00.
Price according to Keystone Key.

Many progressive, wide-awake jewelers have already sampled
these beautiful new model movements and, judging from the many
complimentary comments we hear, are greatly pleased and buy
more of them.

Why not order a few at once? They will satisfy you.
The leading jobbers handle them.

Ask your Jobber for

LOCKETS
Made by

MOM & Hough Co
Providence, R. I.

Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
of every size and shape in vogue

GOLD FILLED

ROLLED-PLATE

Trade-Mark

SOLID GOLD

STERLING SILVER

The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

J GOLD

Our SHELL Lockets will satisfy your customers.
Can be stone-set or engraved without cutting through

and will wear equal to solid gold.

L'Art Nouveau SASH PINS
The present fad. We are originators $3

of designs ; Rose finish, French gray, etc.
Write for special catalogue just
Selection packages to respon-

_,,: sible dealers.

-1964

FACTORY,
52 Malden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL.,
1629 Masonic Temple.

Katlinsky.)

Wstqw
%.pc4xtevam.

per dozen
up.

issued,

Partial View of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Known as the most practical School in the United States
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Workshop Notes

"Tight Sfiring."—Will you please inform me

the best and easiest way of letting do
wn a spring in

an eight-day clock? Want to tak
e clock down and

both springs are light.—Write to any wholes
ale tool

and material house and ask them for a key
 for let-

ting down clock mainsprings. There are several

good ones on the market, by which you can 
let a

mainspring down without any trouble. No doubt

you understand that you must put a clam
p on the

mainspring when you let it down ; that is, provid-

ing that the mainspring is not in a barr
el and you

want to take the clock apart.

"Gun Metal."—.Please give a method to reox-

idize a black gun-metal case.—We have publishe
d

at various times in this department diff
erent form-

nix for imparting the gun-metal finish. There is

one plan, however, that can be readily adapte
d to

the use of the workman in an ordinary j
ob shop

that we do not think we have given. This is done

as follows : First immerse the case or othe
r article

in crude petroleum, then burn it off in a
 flame gen-

erated by a Bunsen burner or an alcohol lamp
,

after which, finish it by scratchbrushing with a ste
el

brush and wipe with a soft rag. The other form
-

like referred to above can be readily found b
y re-

ferring to the index to Workshop Notes that accom-

panies the December KEYSTONE each year.

"Magnetized."—I have a very good eight-

day lever clock which I cleaned and repaired an
d

it hangs in an engine room in a cement factory,

but it does not run good. It is jeweled in the

balance and has very fine cut steel pivots, but tha
t

cuts no figure in regard to it keeping correct time.

There is a dynamo in the room at the farther end,

and this case is very tight. I have examined it for

that trouble and find no magnetism.—You do not

give us sufficient information about your clock as

to the manner in which it acts for us to tell where

the trouble lies, but a clock that contains jewels

for the balance to run in should keep good time if

it is in good condition. The escapement should

he adjusted as closely as you would a watch

escapement, but we feel that the trouble lies in the

clock containing magnetism, as you state that there

is a dynamo in the same room and as the clock

runs irregularly, which magnetism will cause a

clock to do. Try it for magnetism again, especially

in the hairspring and balance.

"8-Day."—I have an eight-day mantel clock

that gains on striking side. It will run 0. K. and

strike for a number of days and all of a sudden it

will strike the hour at the half hour, and gain in

striking that way. Have had movement out and

cannot find trouble, as it does not strike too many

times, but just gets ahead of the time side. I am

at a loss as to the cause of the trouble.—There is

no doubt but that there is some trouble with the

striking part of the clock. It either does not strike

at some hours or half hours or it may strike some-

times both hour and half hour before stopping.

Take the movement out of the case and put the

hands on ; then move the minute hand around

slowly until the clock warns. Look carefully and

be sure there is no danger of the clock striking

when it warns. If this looks secure then move the

hand to the hour, making it strike ; say it is going
to strike 9 o'clock, when it has struck eight times

stop the train with your finger and let the wheels

run very slow while striking the last one, and when

the .rod drops into the last notch stop the train

again and hold it there. Now, there is a wheel

that contains a pin, the object of which is to catch
on a rod, and this rod holds the wheel until the

clock warns again ; but for the striking part to be

correct, this pin on the wheel wants to be about

one-fourth of a revolution away from the rod when
the clock has struck the last time, or as soon
as this rod falls down far enough to catch the
pin. The object of this is so there is no chance of
the pin getting past the rod at the last stroke ; this
it is liable to do if the pin is too close to the rod

when the rod drops. If you will examine the

clock as above, not only when it strike 9, but all

the hours from i to 12, we feel that you will find

the fault. Of course, if the pin is too close to the

rod when the rod drops, you must lift the plates

apart and change the wheel so that the pin and the

rod will be as explained.

"Satin Finish."—Will you kindly give method

of satin finishing roman-colored goods, such as

watch cases, etc. ?—There are several methods

used for producing the satin finish, but the biggest

part of such work is done either by sand-blasting

or scratch brushing, the latter method being pre-

ferred by the majority of workmen for fine work

such as you contemplate doing. The scratch-brush-

ing process (like many other mechanical opera-

tions) is one in which perfection can be approached

only by practice. The operation is conducted with

the aid of a circular brush made of fine wire, which

is mounted on the spindle of the polishing lathe.

The articles are first polished with this brush in the

ordinary way, keeping them wet with stale beer

during the operation. After they have assumed a

rich, bright color, the operator holds the article in

his right hand and with the left holds a large cork

against the brush in such a manner that the wires

rebound and their points, instead of their sides, are

presented to the article. The result of this treat-

ment is the rich satin finish that is nowadays so

much in use. After the desired effect is produced,

the articles are thoroughly rinsed to remove all

traces of the beer and are then dried in hot box-

wood sawdust. A point to be remembered in using

hot sawdust is that it must never be allowed to

burn. Various plans to prevent the burning will,

no doubt, present themselves to our readers ; many

workmen have ingenious contrivances arranged

with this end in view, the majority of which rest

on the principle of the ordinary glue-pot ; that is,

the introduction of water between the source of

heat and the pan holding the sawdust.

"Nutmeg State."—(1) What substance can be

used on metals to produce an effect like enamel
s, to

fill in engraved lines and figured surfaces ? 
I

want something that will be either air drying 
or

that will not require much heat.—There are sev
eral

substances that may be advantageously emplo
yed

to achieve the desired end. A good lacquer
 can

be utilized, and with the aid of the aniline 
dyes

now so generally sold by druggists, any des
ired

color can be obtained. In the case of incised lines,

printer's ink can be used to good purpose—
this

you can get from your local printer, as the quan
tity

needed would be very small. If a lasting effect

is desired, it can be obtained by electro-dep
osition.

In case this plan be adopted, the article 
to be

treated is coated with a "resist," except wher
e the

coating is desired, and is then immersed in
 the

plating bath.
(2) If we have a small plating dynamo 

and

desire to know the voltage, and have no 
voltmeter,

is there any simple method of determinin
g it r—

We know of no simple method of determin
ing the

voltage of the machine without the aid of a 
volt-

meter. The price of such an instrument,
 of the

style you would require, is quite reasonable. 
They

can be had from any of the electrical supply
 houses.

There are, of course, several methods of 
arriving

at the voltage of a machine, but unless 
the work-

man is well versed in electrical matters, it is 
almost

impossible for him to arrive at the correct r
esult.

(3) I have trouble with a deposit of ni
ckel

front a double sulphate of nickel solution
.. The

deposit " strips" off. Can it be remedied, or the

deposit made flexible or malleable P—It is 
probable

that the trouble does not lie in the solutio
n or the

deposit itself, but rather in the manner of 
preparing

the articles for it. The perfect cleansing of articles

to be nickel plated is of more importa
nce than if

they are to be plated with any other meta
l. The

reason for this is manifest : in gilding, 
bronzing,

etc., the solutions are made with a hig
hly caustic

alkaline salt (cyanide of potassium) that wil
l render

soluble any slight trace of greasy matter i
mparted

to the articles by the hands, or that may ha
ve been

left upon them by carelessness in the
 cleansing

process. In all cases it is imperative that the work

should be chemically clean before being
 immersed

in the bath, and while in the majority 
of plating

operations a slight deficiency in the cleansin
g might
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not prove fatal to the operation, in nickel
 plating

the result would surely be the stripping or
 peeling

off of the deposit, wherever the smallest 
trace of

foreign matter was present. The reason for t
his is

that the nickel solution is composed of salts 
which

have no caustic properties whatever, and th
erefore,

would not remove even the faintest trace of 
greasy

matter. Another point that is well to bear in mind

in working a nickel bath is that it is not a
dvisable

to make the deposit too heavy. It is a common

fault with many workmen (probably owing t
o the

comparative cheapness of the metal) to depo
sit a

very heavy coating of the metal. When this is 
done,

the work will almost invariably strip. In fact, 
it ap-

pears that on certain. surfaces, unless the depos
ition

be very gradual, there is a limit that must n
ot be

exceeded, or stripping will most certainly fo
llow.

It is probable that if you will bear the above 
points

in mind, you will experience no further trouble 
in

stripping. To sum up, the best results will b
e ob-

tained by the following course : See that the 
articles

are perfectly cleansed, and that they are place
d im-

mediately in the plating solution after such cl
eans-

ing (even a few moments' exposure to the ai
r will

affect the deposit) ; and do not attempt to de
posit

too rapidly, especially at the commencement of 
the

operation.

"Polish."—Will you please publish a good,

reliable formula for a silverware and jew
elry

c/eaner Y—Before we give specific formulas for
 pre-

paring polishing compounds, it may be we
ll to

make a sort of general examination as to
 the

qualities of polishing liquids and powders. Clean-

ing and polishing liquids frequently contain in-

gredients which act on the surface of the m
etal.

Prominent among these is cyanide of potas
sium,

which has the property of readily dissolving 
many

metallic oxides, and at the same time acting b
ut

feebly on the metal. Oxalic acid is also used in

connection with cleaning and polishing compou
nds.

Strong vinegar and common salt has a quick 
action

on stained and blackened brass, and is a very u
seful

composition for cleaning old brass. As relates 
to

polishing substances these all act mechanically.

And in selecting material to make up poli
shing

liquids we should make up our mind as to th
e de-

gree of polish we wish to produce. Soft rouge

produces a perfect mirror polish, but it is not

adapted for the average person who cleans u
p his

own silverware. The usual staple for p
olishing

compounds is whiting. Another base for poli
shing

is infusorial earth, which is a substance m
ined in

many places, and is really a form of silica pro-

duced from the decomposition of organic 
remains.

Infusorial earth is usually a light gray or 
white

powder, varying in quality according to the 
loca-

tion from which it comes. It will well pay any one

who has a fancy for experiments in polishing 
solu-

tions and powders to procure a couple of 
pounds

of this substance and make up some mixtures,
 both

liquid and dry. For example : Mix strong ammo-

nia water (spirits of ammonia) of the 
specific

gravity 0.935 with five volumes of water, and
 add

infusorial earth to make a thin paste like 
cream—

this makes an excellent cleaning composi
tion for

silver. By substituting fine whiting for the infuso-

rial earth we also get a good silver cleani
ng com-

pound. A mixture of infusorial earth or 
whiting,

with sodium hyposulphite, also forms a 
valuable

cleaning compound for silver. This composition

can be put up either as a fluid or in the d
ry state.

Marl from some localities makes a good 
cleaning

and polishing paste for both silver and bras
s. The

magic polishing substance for nickel and 
steel is

Vienna lime. This substance has to be used

quickly, or it air-slacks and becomes wo
rthless.

We advise any of our readers who have 
not used

this substance to buy a pound—it comes in 
air-tight

tin boxes—and try its polishing qualities. 
It gives

a mirror polish to almost all metals very
 quickly.

It is not to be understood that we can tak
e a piece

of steel direct from a grindstone and 
produce a

mirror polish on it ; but hard steel pieces 
ground

with oilstone-dust and oil will flash up to 
a mirror

polish almost instantly. Vienna lime can be used

either with alcohol, water or oil. The following is

a good, all-around polishing compound. To 
make

it, mix 6 parts carbonate of magnesia with it part

of jewelers' rouge. To use it, moisten a 
rag with

water and apply some of the powder by rub
bing.

To make a fluid polish of it add enough w
ater, or

better, a mixture of alcohol, ammonia and w
ater,

to form a thin, creamy mixture.
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SCIENCE ana BURGLARY
A New and Startling Process of Cutting Iron and Steel with aCarbon Point An Invention by which One Man can do inTwo Hours what would formerly have been a Month's Work

■/".

t 'LIUS E. HASCH ICE, an inventor of unusual gifts, recently has hitupon a method of concentrating electrical force so as to produce adestructive current of astonishing power. With the simple apparatusthat he employs, he has driven an automobile up an alley in therear of a Chicago bank, entered that institution, attached his wires, and cutopen the steel vault in eight minutes, merely to show the possibilities of hismethod. He confidently offers to expose to view the contents of any safemade of metal while the second hand of your watch is making a dozenrevolutions or so. Protected from interference by watchmen, electric alarmsand Providence, says Mr. Haschke,, a burglar, armed with these newly-discovered appliances, could cut his way almost instantly through any kindof metal barrier and seize upon the stored wealth of vaults and strong boxes.So thoroughly is the force of this assertion recognized by officials of theUnited States Treasury Department that they have decided to purchase nomore expensive so-called burglar-proof safes. Alarm signals and watchmenhenceforth are to be relied on mainly to protect the valuables of thegovernment from theft.

Mr. Haschke, while reticent as to the details of hisExtraordinary process, describes it as a new method of combining two
electric currents at the carbon electrode in such a manner
as to multiply their destructive force to an extent hithertouuknown. The carbon point which discharges the current is attached to asimple wooden handle, and is thrust through a hole in the top of a small,bottomless box of sheet iron, coated with asbestos and having also a woodenhandle. This latter contrivance, which swings freely by a cord attached tothe ceiling, and is steadied by the operator's left hand, serves to shut outmost of the withering white light that otherwise would beat into his face, aswell as to protect him from the heat and the fiery carbon flakes that leapfrom the place of contact. The operator's eyes are further guarded by twopairs of dark spectacles, one above the other, and a piece of thick blackcloth that is placed between the lenses.. Without this protection he wouldbe stricken blind in a very short time, as have been, temporarily, one or twofoolhardy onlookers.

Mr. Haschke's work is mainly performed with a current generated by abattery of twenty-eight cells. This is sometimes reinforced by a current froma convenient lighting or power plant.
The inventor has applied for patents on three features of his process,which he believes are original with him. Until he is assured that patentswill be issued to protect these features from infringement he chooses to keepthem secret. In their interrelation mainly lies the unique quality of hisinvention. The singular blowing or shooting force of the discharge fromthe carbon point, he says, has never been secured before. No other processproduces from electric currents of a given voltage anything like the destruc-tive power which he has evoked. In fact, no swift results such as hisappliances give have been produced before by electricity. In a mysterious

black box, about a foot
square, is hidden the
secret which he declines
to impart, even to those
who employ his process.
This box, with its con-
tents, is leased for a
nominal sum when an
installation is made,
and is not to be opened,
except by the owner
and inventor. Has In-
ventor Haschke ren-
dered dangerously in-
secure all t h e metal
strong boxes of the
world P He asserts un-
hesitatingly that he has,
if their powers of resist-
ance alone are relied on.
With an electric current
of fifty volts or less, ap-
plied by his method,

Heat

COPYRIGHT, DOUBLEDAY, PAGE • COMPANY
Ddr. Reschke operating with carbon point and destructivecurrent, Auditorium Tower, Chicago.

he says, a carbon
point will cut
through the hardest
steel as readily as i
warm knife blade
cuts through butter.

A current sup-
plied by an automo-
bile, by a tapped
trolley wire, or by
a wire of an ordi-
nary electric-light-
ing plant, will fur-
nish the necessary
current to spill into
the burglar's bag,
within a very few minutes, the contents of the best safe ever manufactured.Any metal bars or solid doors shutting off access to the safe can be cutaway quite as readily as if they were made of wood.

The view publicly expressed by bankers of this startling possibility isgiven succinctly and with the best knowledge of the methods of high-gradecracksmen by the bankers' chosen adviser in such matters, Pinkerton'sNational Detective Agency. Joseph H. Schumacher, its superintendent forthe Chicago district, asserts that bankers have nothing to fear from theHaschke process. In Kansas City a bank safe was attacked with a currentof Ito volts, but the attempt failed. Positive information possessed bythe agency, which kept track of these various experiments, proves thatattempts at safe-breaking by electricity have been abandoned and bankburglars once more regard their drills and explosives as the only feasibleagencies for rending asunder chilled-steel plates and combination locks.
If a burglar were to tap a trolley wire, or an electricAn Expert Detec- light wire, Mr. Schumacher says, he would give notice
immediately to the engineer at the power station which
supplies the current that something was wrong anddemanded attention. The sharp investigation that would then be set onfoot could not fail to prove disastrous to the burglar in the midst of hisscientific pursuits. For a burglar to carry with hint the battery necessaryto supply his own electricity would be, in Mr. Schumacher's opinion, quiteout of the question, owing to the curiosity that the cumbersome appliancewould arouse in the mind of any chance observer. In short, says Superin-tendent Schumacher, there has never been a successful bank burglary com-mitted with the aid of an electric current, and very likely there never will beone so committed. This canny detective hints darkly that such curiosity ashas been aroused by the Inventor Haschke's feats is being carefully nursedby certain manufacturers of electric signals who, desiring to install theirprotective system in the establishments of terror-stricken bankers, are doingall they can to alarm the latter and their patrons.

However, the young inventor is not anxious that any burglar shalldemonstrate the truth of his contention, since his sympathies are entirelywith the bankers, and there are many important uses for his discovery thatare not in conflict with the criminal statutes. In two hours' time he severedsix twenty-two inch steel beams in the Rookery Building, in Chicago-a taskwhich, it is estimated, would have required the work of one man for twenty-four days if he had employed the ordinary method of sawing and cold-chiselling the metal. A practical test of the effectiveness of his destructivecurrent in mining copper and other ores is soon to be made in Wyoming.Preliminary experiments indicate that remarkable results can be obtainedwith it in getting out rich ores. The two-inch thick chilled steel rim of acar-wheel was perforated in thirty seconds.
This young man's knowledge of electrical science is entirely self-taught.The son of a wealthy citizen of Austin, Texas, he has experimented withelectricity almost from the time he left the nursery. At fifteen years of agehe was made superintendent of motive power of the Austin Rapid TransitRailway Company, and immediately applied himself to rebuilding much ofits machinery, to render it more effective. At twenty years of age he hadinstalled fifty thousand dollars' worth of electrical machinery in mines inMexico, and had successfully carried out other undertakings of considerableimportance. -Charles 11. Dennis, in Everybody's Magazine.

September, 1902

COPyRIONT, DOUBLEDAY, PAGE • COMPANY
About to apply destructive current to iron plates three-fifthsof an inch thick. The cut seen in the picture wasmade at the rate of a foot In four or five minutes.

tive's Opinion

REDUCED FARES 
FALL MEETINGS, 1902, of the

during the months of September and October, to the Great
Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

National Association of Merchants rd Travelers 'Art'ada;).
ONE AND 01•1E-FIFTH FARE Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the Western Pa•senger Association

• including the following States: Iowa, Wisconsin, hlimatturi ( on and North of
the line of the Mo. Pm, It:t. f  St L 's to Kansas City via Pleasant Hill), Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado; New Mexico, East of Albuquerque on
the Santa Fe System; Wy Ing (from Cheyenne only); also in Minnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the (i. eat Northern,
Northern Pacific and SOO System, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates fr  the nearest points on other lines ; Northern
Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. P., C. dtt N. NV. Ry., and D.. S., S. & A. lines ; Illinois in Western Passenger Association territory.

THIRD MEETING . . f Dates for Buying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
1 Dates for Returning; Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

FOURTH MEETING . f Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. 30 and 31.
I. Dates for Returning Home-October 29, 30, 31, NOV01111/01' 1, 2, 3, 4, ti, 6, 7 and 8.

Including Ohio, Miehigalt (except Northern Peninsula) and Indiana, and

THIRD MEETINti . . { Dates 
for Buying Ticketra-6eptember 6, 7, 8. 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Dates for Returning Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

. part of Illinois itt the Central Passenger Association territory.

FOURTH MEETINO . { Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30 and 31.

Dates for Returning Home-October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORIES.

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway ; Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific Railway ; Cotton Belt System and C. & E. I. Railroad; Missouri, Kansas
and Texas Railway.

Dates for Buying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Dates for Returning Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.

Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.
Dates for Returning Home-October 29, 30, 31, November 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and S.

Write us for additional particulars. Make our stores your headquarters. We are at your service.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Silversmiths' Building.
Diamonds, Watchcs and Jewelry.

PITKIN & BROOKS, State and Lake Streets.
Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps.

H. F. HAHN & CO., Champlain Building.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO., 103 State Street.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO., Columbus Memorial
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers.

A. C. BECKEN, Columbus Memorial Building.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

OTTO YOUNG & CO., 149-153 State Street.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.,
Columbus Memorial Building.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.
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Send for it.

These four boobs
show Everythin
in Watches

IcheciaorAlties
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for

for every season, for every taste of every
section of the country: for boy, girl, man
or woman: for fun, outing, trophy, gift,
memento, business or fashion: formal or
informal: every size, from the smallest
8-ligne to the largest IS-size : every casing,
from nickel to solid gold: every form of
design, from plain to hand engraved and
iridescent enameled : all serviceable and
warranted, whatever the size or grade.

All timed and tested in the cases before
shipment, and ready for the wearer without
adjusting or fussing of any kind.

Get your season's orders in early:
It's a stunningly attractive line.

•

-

NEW ENGLAND WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.

New York-37 Maiden Lane. Chicago-131 Wabash Avenue.
San Francisco—Claus Spreckels Building.

.4c
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wadies ,
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Send for 
Send for it.

Your Security

One of the most valuable assets of The Keystone Watch Case
Company is the confidence of the trade in its professions, its policies
and its purposes. This confidence was gained by our exercise of
a continuous good faith through the fifty years of our history ; the
trade found that Keystone performance always matched Keystone
promise, both in the worth and wear of its goods and in the worth
and wear of its methods, morals and manners.

This generous confidence in us, from the early years, has built
up the largest watch case business in the world ; and this very bigness
is in itself an additional security to the jeweler of this later day.
There is safety for the buyer in a very large manufacturing operation;
the risk of the loss of confidence once gained is greater with every
expansion of the business. The cumulative confidence of the trade
is worth more to us to-day than at any period in our history, and
to-day we are more anxious than ever to safeguard and forever secure
this most valuable of our assets.

So you will see that the most extravagant thing we could do
would be to make an unusual profit, for a time, by cutting the standard
quality of our goods to " meet competition ; for our immediate gain
would be at the expense of enormous eventual loss—the loss of that
confidence of the trade which is our best possession ; best, not merely
from the sentimental standpoint, but best in calculable dollars and cents.

Your security in buying Keystone products is in the very bigness
of the fame and frame of the business which your confidence has
enabled us to build up.

I he Keystone Watch Case Co.,
loth and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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There was never such a promising pros
Fall Season of 1902, in the

pect in trade as here and now in this

United States of America.

Every point of view looks out on prosperity. Two billion bushels

of corn are ripening in the West ; eleven million bales of cotton will be

gathered in the Sunny South ; mines and forests and fields and seas are

pouring streams of gold into the avenues of trade, and the only " cloud

upon the horizon is that which issues from the smokestacks of factory

and forge. We are midway between the disturbing periods of Presi-

dential elections ; there are no troublous questions in financial legislation

to raise the dread specter of Doubt ; an amazing total of capital is

actively employed in developing our natural and inventive resources, and

" the field is white with the harvest."

The benefits accruing from the stupendous harvests and the unex-

ampled manufacturing activity of i 902 will be especially felt, in mercantile

business, in the lines which represent personal comfort and luxury ; and

of these, the Jeweler, most affected in seasons of prostration, will be

The Keystone Watch
19th and Brown Sts.,

one of the most benefited, now that prosperity abounds. The people

will have more money to spend than ever before in any 
Fall season in

the history of the nation—more to spend at the Jeweler's ; and the

spending will be on a better class of goods than was ever averaged

before. Thus, there will be Silver cases bought by those who never

dreamed of owning better than a Nickel case ; and Solid 
Gold cases by

those who contemplated Filled ; and of Filled cases the 
people will not

ask, " Which is the cheapest ?" but, persistently, " 
Which is the best?"

It will be a Fall Season when the people, now 
being educated

through our extensive advertising to the superior 
merits of Keystone

products, will demand these Best Things in Watch
 Cases ; and the

Jeweler who would reap the largest benefits from the incoming flood-

tide of prosperity will provide abundantly with 
Watch Cases stamped

with the " \t/ which represents the best in value for the best of 
times.

Case Company,
Philadelphia.

!t1



A little fall from the twelfth story
to the ground plays hob with the
shape of a Niello Case, but doesn't
jar the Niello.

A boy entered the elevator on the twelfth floor of one of the

Chicago sky-scrapers with a tray of Watch Cases. There was one

too many on the piled-up tray, and that one (a " Niello" Case) slid

off the tray, went through the grill-work which formed the side of

the elevator, and never stopped until it struck the cement floor of

the elevator shaft, twelve stories below.

Yes, of course—the case was a trifle the worse for the fall, as

to shafie—it looked like a drunken S, a Q in the last stages

of paralysis, and an X in its formative period, all combined;

bid not so much as a fiin's-fioint-fiart of the NIELLO was

shaken out/

Niello" ornamentation is as durable

case with which it is fused ; it

or wear out, until the

From the reception our traveling force have been receiving this fall, we are

satisfied m 1 e up-to-date jeweler appreciates our efforts as Ring Makers;

we are being assured daily of having the strongest ring line on the market.

tssure a big profit to the retailer, because he buys them direct from 
the manufacturer.

K-E Rings will give the jeweler's customer satisfaction.
K-E Ring's for quality tnd superior workmanship.

K-E Rings for exclusive and artistic

In fact, K-F;  Rings  and NO other. They are THE goods.
Write for selection package.

beauty ; it combines superlative

attraction with the practical

virtue of serviceability.

Importers of Diamonds, Jobbers in American Watches,

,Spccial Distributing Agents of

New England Watches.

Salesrooms, 14 to 20 North Division Street, 

Factory, 342 and 344 Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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THE " GYPSY "
Wins
on its
Merits

It is

Atos.°
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Design 35,993.

Patented June 24, 1902.

We make every-
thing to match
in Toilet, Mani-
cure and Desk
articles.

Entirely new
styles of Case
Sets in

Comb and Brush
Sets.

Comb,Brush and
Mirror Sets.

Manicure Sets.

Shaving Sets.

Desk Sets,
etc., etc.

Place your
orders early ii
you want their
filled in time.

Write for prices,

MANUFACTURERS,

M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia.
726 Chestnut St.,

FACTORY—Newark, N. J.

1128a

If you want to save money and at the same
time get the Newest Designs and Best-Selling
Styles, do not fail to see our Watch Stock.

We are offering this month 14 K. Solid Gold 12S. and 16s.

Hunting Cases at a price that will certainly astonish you. We

do not wish to advertise the price, but if you will write us we

will tell you all about them. It will pay you for your trouble.

No. 1
No. 2 No. 3

Have you seen our PATENTED ELK CHARM?

We make a very large line of

Elks Buttons and Charms, in

gold, silver and gold filled, but

our latest patented design is the

"Winner."
Cut is Ow Largi• Size.

Made in three sizes, in solid gold and

sterling silver, and shall be pleased to quote

you prices on same if you are interested.

One of the largest dealers in the country offered

to make a contract with us for our entire output of

these goods, but we know when we have a good

thing and prefer to share it with the retail trade.

Do not forget that we not only make a complete line of silver and gold 
goods,

hut are distributing agents for The New England Watch Co., the best watch

for the money ever made—have a stock of Elgin and Waltham 
Movements

second to none, and sell everything used by watchmakers and jewelers, from the

smallest piece of Watch Material to the finest piece of Diamond Jewelry
.

M. Sickles 0 Sons,
FACTORY—Newark, N. J.

MANUFACTURERS,

726 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia.
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COMPLAIN

0IBUSINESS

Just " Get Next " to our
Souvenir Trays and you
won't have time to complain.
Why not look up our other
Souvenirs ? Pay ? Astonish
you!!!

A Couple of
Eye-Openers.

—" Thur souvenir trays are hum-
mers. Send us another gross like
last ones."

Stanton Jewelry Co.,
(ropohition moo.) Nashua, Iowa.

—" figure the July number worth
$200 ; that being- the amount 7N' are
ahead, clear profit, the result ql
an.rwe ri mg- Fargo & Co.' s ad. of
aluminum trays." —(Extract ,front letter of
fil,cnnou-Shary Jewelry Co., to The Keystone,
of Auu,

in no less

The Trays gt hr oa sns oa tl sf

Size, 5 x3Yt, $7.00 per gross.
Size, 6'x4, $11.00 per gross.

SPECIAL cut will cost $5
extra. Size to fit either tray.
No charge for printing same.

A POSTAL WILL BRING FREE
SAMPLE AND FULL IN-

FORMATION.

Address Dept. L.

E. A. Fargo 0 Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

Art Pottery for Jewelers
FOUR LINES THAT SELL,

Corona 

Henri Deux

Feroza 

Utopian 
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,
technical or mercantile, of general interest

and practical value to the trade

Don't buy until you see them—it'll save you money--
it'll make you money.

By the way, have you seen our Assortment "AA"
Utopian Art Ware? It's the best proposition ever offered
you, Mr. Jeweler. Write us about it to-day.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. a.wrooridge& Co., 337 Broad-
"•,1 way, New York City, agents for Twee-

ZerS, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

The J. B. Owens Pottery Co.
Zanesville, Ohio,New York Office--68-70 W. Broadway.

W. H. DUNN.

Over 60 Clerks Kept Mg
attending to the wants of our customers.
For their convenience to send orders and
to make sales from, we issue a fine illus-
trated Catalogue, which we send only
to Jewelers.

If you are not on our list and want a
reliable house where you can get your or-
ders filled promptly, correctly and always
at lowest prices, write us. With our
immense facilities we can take good care
of more customers. Write

Lapp Cr Flershem,
Department C,

195, 197, 199 state St., CHICAGO, ILL., U.S.A.

Jobbers of Everything
Needed by Jewelers.

Anniversary Souvenirs

ED. KEYSTONE :—I may say to start with, that

I would not be without your paper for five times

its cost. It is too good a thing to miss. I notice

that you are always willing to give your valuable

opinion to jewelers when wrestling with difficulties

and take the liberty of consulting you on the fol-

lowing : I decided to celebrate my first anniversary

in this town by giving souvenirs to my customers,

and I advertised that every adult visitor to my store

on anniversary day would be presented with a

souvenir. Now it so happened
that on that day there came to
this place an out-of-town pic-
nic, and to such of these excur-
sionists as called I also gave
souvenirs, though expecting no
return. As I found the scheme
a good investment T intend to
repeat it on a more liberal scale
next anniversary, and would
ask whether you would suggest
any way for limiting the distri-
bution of the books among
those from whom business
might naturally be expected.
I do not want to make any dis-
tinctions that would offend,
and yet I would like to obviate
indiscriminate distribution. To
give a souvenir to persons who
may never call again seems un-
economical, but there may be
no help for it.

PERPLEXED.

after beveling or scarfing the ends. The groove
holds the work exactly in alignment, the broken
part being in plain sight, and if only just enough
solder is used it leaves but little filing or finishing
to do. The same idea can be used in a hundred
ways for small work, where charcoal or asbestos
pad and pins would be clumsy and uncertain when
depending on pins to hold the work. The black
lead—plumbago and clay—can be heated red hot
with the work and can be used over again.

Hackettstown, N. J. R. E. B.

The Jeweler and His Loupe

ED. KEYSTONE :—As a possible explanation of

the case mentioned by M. H. F., in the questions

and Answers page of your Optical Department in

the August KEYSTONE, I suggest the following:
The jeweler, who is evidently a watch repairer,

may have on his bench a piece of polished glass
overlaying a piece of white paper to work on, and

the trouble might in this case arise from the reflec-
tion of the glass. Let him use ground glass or
plain paper and the trouble may disappear.

Newport, Ky. ED. G. LOHMEYER.

Responsibility for Guarantees

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the July issue of your

valuable paper I noticed an article relating to the
responsibility of jewelers for repairs on a watch

that has changed ownership before the expiration of

the time limit after leaving the repairer. I would

BY COMM OF ACETYLENE GAS JOURNAL
A Corner of Mr. Maadden's Store, Lighted by Acetylene Gas

[Limiting the distribution
to adults would seem to be
the only advisable limitation. To discriminate
between likely and improbable customers would
defeat in a great measure the purpose of the scheme,
and be inadvisable even from the standpoint of
economy. Anyhow, the most unlikely customer of
to-day may be a likely customer a week hence. It
would seem to be a good plan, if only to be a
check on repeating, to have every applicant for a
souvenir register in a book for this purpose. Thus,
too, the jeweler might secure a serviceable mailing
list in case he decided to follow up the gift with
other advertising.—ED.]

Holding Small Work

ED. KEYSTONE :—I feel a lively sense of grati-
tude for the many benefits derived from THE

KEYSTONE, having been a close reader of that

journal from its " pink-folder " infancy to the last

number, with scarcely a break. I now offer you

this little item, which some of your readers may
find useful :

In hard soldering, one of the troublesome

things, especially with very small pieces and thin

wires, like gold spectacle hook temples, is to hold

them securely just where you want them. For this

work I take a pencil lead, which can be procured

from any stationer, 4 inch thick, or even thicker.

With a small square file, or graver, I make a small

groove lengthwise of a piece of this lead, say an

inch long, and to this I bind my spectacle temple,

like to ask why the responsibility should cease.

It is the same watch, and the same repairs would

have been warranted the same for Mr. B as for

Mr. A. Now, where is the difference? When a

watch leaves my bench the work I have done on it

is guaranteed for one year, regardless of owner-

ship, and I am very rigid in my system. I do not

think there is any excuse for trying to evade the

responsibility for repairs on the ground that the

watch is owned by another party.

Madison, S. Dak. A. F. LAITY.

Price-Lists in Open Mail
ED. KEYSTONE—I wish to protest against the

practice of some jobbers who send net price-lists

through the open mail. Any clprk in the post

office, or any one else, who may get the package,

are thus enabled to see net prices on goods. I

believe the names of the concerns who send net

prices through open mail should be published so

that jewelers may avoid them when buying.

Watonga, Okla. Ter. W. BANDY.

[This is one of the things which jewelers will
find it difficult to suppress without organization.
Individual protest seldom amounts to much, but
the voice of a united trade would be all powerful.
As there is no such organization, however, the best
that can be done is to flood such firms with indi-
vidual protests, and, if needs be, withhold patron-
age from them.—ED.]

Acetylene as a Store Light
The following 'Utter by Fay McFadden, Gran-

ville, N, Y., an esteemed KEYSTONE subscriber, is
reprinted from the Acetylene Gas Journal, and

will, no doubt, interest many
of Mr. McFadden's brother
ewelers and opticians :

" I have used acetylene in
my store for fully two years, and
have no hesitation in saying
that it will be a long time, if
ever, that a store light will be
found which will give results
measuring up to those of this
remarkable illuminant. The
light of acetylene is so soft and
so perfectly adapted to the dis-
play of goods that it is simply
incomparable. Its peculia r
finality of carrying daylight into
the interior parts of the store,
together with its steadiness, are
marks of quality that every
dealer in fine goods instantly ap-
preciates. Added to this is the
absence of smoke and poisonous
gases, which in case of other
lights, prove injurious to costly
articles. Acetylene lends itself
in a particularly fitting way to

almost any scheme of artistic decoration since it has

not that way of imparting a ghastly hue to articles.

"As to economy, I am gratified to say, after

two years' constant use of acetylene in my store,

that the test on this score has been complete.

The total cost of light for the full twenty-four

months has been 4, or an average of $1.83 per

month. There is constantly in use 150-candle

power, six burners, and the store has better illu-

mination than others of the same floor area (7oo

square feet) using electricity, and at a very material

difference in cost, since the electricity here for

floors of this area is about $75 per year.

" More than all this, there is a very consider-

able difference in the actual candle power, for

since $75 per year pays for ten incandescent electric

bulbs of 16-candle nominal power, or a total of

t6o-candle power, it is an established fact that a

bulb will not produce over two-thirds to three-

fourths of its rating, hence, instead of receiving full

value, only no 13 120-candle power is actually re-

alized. Such is not the case with acetylene. One

receives full value for the money every time and

all the time. The cost of my installation was about

too, and it has already paid for itself in the dif-

ference of maintenance. It is in fact at present

actually a source of profit, not a small one, either.

In addition to its use for general illumination, it

is employed in back rooms, cellar and for the

instruments when occasion requires."
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We have 'em in all Shapes, Designs an Prices.
Diamond Rings of every description.

Diamond Brooches in Pearl and Flush Mountings.
Diamond Drops, both Hanging and Screw.

Diamond Studs in endless variety.
Diamond Lockets for ladies and gents.

Diamond Link Buttons, original designs.

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELRY CO.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

September 1902

Jewelers' Organizations

Headquarters in New York City

New York Jewelers Association and Board of Trade
C. G. Amman, President.
D. L. SAFFORD, Secretary, 170 Broadway.

Jewelers' League
HENRY ILIvits, President.
L, STumits, JR., Secretary, 169 Broadway.

Jewelers' Security Alliance
A. K. SLOAN, PreSident.
Jos. IL NOYES, Seem ary, 13 Maiden Lane.

Jewelers' Protective Union

01.1vEn G. FESSENDEN, President.
IRA GODDARD, Secretary, 11 John Street.

Headquarters in Chicago

Chicago Jewelers' Association
MAX ELLBOGEN, President.
C. T. WrrrsTEIN, Secretary, Columbus Memorial Building.

American Horological Society

THEODORE KUEHL, President.
C. L. llourkm, Secretary.

Headquarters in Providence. R. I.

New England Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silver-
smiths' Association

FRANK T. PEARCE, President,
S. K. BALDWIN, Secretary.

Headquarters in Philadelphia

Philadelphia Jewelers' Club
I. P. Wiii Pr■ -iileid.
S\ s. II! y, 1225 Chestnut

State Associations

Texas Jewelers' Association
R. T. CRAWFORD, President, Temple.
W. W. MITCHELL, Secretary, Ettunium.

Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri
F. W. BA.IER, President, St. Louis.
W. F. KEMPER, Secretary, 2326 Franklin Avenue, St.Louis.

Indiana Jewelers' Association
Jos viol liummat, President, Mi ii.
liii .iii' E. SCOTT, Secretary, MiDicie.

THEE KEYSTONE

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Asssociation

The following circular letter has been !milled
to the jewelers of Indiana :

MUNCIE, August xi, 1902.
Dear Sir..—The meeting which followed the

call of the Retail Jewelers' Association, at the Den-
nison House, Indianapolis, May 15th, was well
attended, about forty towns in the State being
represented. After a very enthusiastic discussion
among the jewelers present as to the benefits to be
derived from a good, healthy organization, we pro-
ceeded to organize the Retail Jewelers' Association
of Indiana.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year : President, Joseph Hummel, Jr.,
Muncie, Ind.; vice-president, Wm. Haseltine, Ko-
komo, Ind.; secretary and treasurer, Robert E.
Scott, Muncie, Ind.; committee on constitution and
by-laws, W. V. Foster, Tipton, Ind.; C. T. Allen,
Valparaiso, Ind.; J. L. Whistler, Marion, Ind.

The object of this association is to defend our-
selves from the many trade abuses, such as auction
stores, peddlers, mail-order concerns and jobbers
who send catalogues to the general public.

We should organize to become better ac-
quainted, both socially and in a business way, to
broaden our ideas of business and promote a
greater interest in the profession, and this can only

be accomplished by our united efforts in this direc-
tion. We hope to have your influence and able
support and your presence at the next meeting,
which will be held in Indianapolis, at the Dennison
House, September 57th, 1902—State Fair week.

We feel you have the interest of this organiza-
tion at heart, and will lend us your presence on the
date of meeting. We enclose application blank of
membership, which we hope you will fill out, with
membership fee of $2.00 for one year, and return it
at once to our secretary, Robert E. Scott, 205 East
Main Street, Muncie, Ind. On receipt of member-
ship fee we will mail you book of constitution and
by-laws ; also certificate of membership, which we
trust you will frame and hang in a conspicuous
place in your place of business.

Fraternally yours,
ROBERT E. SCOTT, Secretary.

Texas Jewelers' Association

The jewelers of Texas are reminded that the
annual meeting of the Jewelers' Association of that
State will be held at Dallas, on Wednesday, Octo-
ber 8th. The wonted alertness of the fraternity in
the Lone Star State regarding the matter of organ-
ization warrants the prediction that the forthcom-
ing gathering will be a notable success, and that
the example set by the aggressive Texans will have
a salutary effect upon their more modest brethren
in other States. The utmost regularity and pre-
cision will be observed in the order of business,
and questions which are pregnant with interest for
every member of the trade will be discussed. The
committees having charge of the preliminaries are :
Arrangements, H. H. Hawley, L. Degrazier, A.
Hotchkiss, W. E. Shuttles ; programme, A. Hotch-
kiss, Miss Luella Moore, D. Goodin.

Proceedings of the Jewelers' League

The regular monthly meeting of tlw Executive
Committee of the Jewelers' League was held at the
league office, August 8th. There were present
Vice-President Fessenden, Mr. Bliss and Secretary
Stevens. The reading of the minutes of the pre-
vious regular and special meetings was dispensed
with.

At the special meeting held July 22d there were
three applicants admitted to membership—one
member from New York, one from Newark, N. J.,
and one from Providence, R. I.

At the regular meeting held August 8th there
were three members admitted to membership—
two members from Brooklyn, N. Y., and one from
Philadelphia, Pa.

The next regular meeting will be held Septem-
ber 5, 1902.

Outings of Jewelers' Organizations

Three of the jewelers' organizations enjoyed
outings recently. The twelfth annual outing of the
Retail Jewelers' Association of Missouri was held
on August loth at Montesano Springs, whither the
members went by steamboat from St. Louis. The
programme was of the picnic and outdoor sport
variety and was thoroughly enjoyed.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club held their
annual outing on August 26th, when the members
proceeded by boat from Philadelphia to Lincoln
Park, one of the pleasure resorts on the Delaware.
The feature of the occasion was a clambake feast
prepared under the direction of E. D. Chase, of
Providence, R. I. There was also music, outdoor
sports, etc.

The Boston Jewelers' Club held their annual
midsummer outing on July 12th at Point Shirley
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Club, Winthrop. There was a dinner, games and
outdoor sports of various kinds. This club will
also have a fall outing, which will be graced by the
presence of ladies.

Gold Beyond Comprehension

The Treasury I kpartment at Washington
recently announced that this country possesses
about a quarter of all the gold that has been made
Il) into money in the entire world.

To quote the official figures there is now in the
United States, including Treasury coin and bullion,
$1,200,000,00o of gold money. This is a larger
sum of coined gold than has ever been possessed
by a single nation in the history of the world before.

It is doubtful whether anyone can comprehend
the meaning of figures so great as those which are
needed to express the present wealth of this country
in coined gold. It would take a laborer earning a
dollar a day 416,666 years to earn a billion and a
quarter of dollars, and he would have to have the
longevity of more than 4000 Methuselahs. If the
nioney had to be earned by day's work it would be
better to put 416,666 laborers at it for a single year.

Reduced to avoirdupois, the one thousand, two
hundred and fifty millions of gold dollars now in
this country would represent 5,000,000 pounds, or
2500 short tons of 2000 pounds each. Packed away
as Uncle Sam packs away his gold in the treasury
at Washington, and in the various sub-treasuries,
it would fill 2500 strong boxes, each 21 by 18 by 24
inches in size, inside measurement, and containing
six cubic feet. Piled up, the gold coin thus accu-
mulated would make a heap containing 15,000
cubic feet.

At two tons to the million, it would take 2500
double teams, or s000 horses to haul this mass of
coined treasure over the average roads of the
country. Fixing fifty pounds as the proper load for
the average man to carry any distance, it would
require an army of too,000 to carry the stuff. In
ranks of twelve, moving in fairly open order, this
army of gold bearers would stretch over eleven or
twelve miles.

A few weeks ago before it was known that the
coronation of King Edward VII. would be post-
poned by a royal illness, it was estimated that the
total cost of the ceremonies would be not far from
$7,o00,0o0. At that rate Uncle Sam's stock of
coined gold would foot the bill for 179 coronations
and leave some millons over.

A billion and a quarter dollars would build
eighty Brooklyn bridges. It would build, equip
and put in commission more than 400 great battle-
ships. It would probably suffice to buy the whole
British navy, provided it could be purchased at
anything like a fair valuation. At a million dollars
a day, the approximate cost of the Civil War, the
coined gold now in the country would wage a war
for more than three years and four months.

Comparison of the quantity of coined gold in
the country with the value of some of the country's
staple products is of interest. For instance, in
round numbers, the output of coal, both soft and
hard, in 1901 was $322,000,000 ; of pig iron more
than $250,000,000 ; of silver more than $36,000,000 ;
of crude petroleum more than $75,000,000 ; of corn,
wheat and oats nearly $209,000,000 ; butter and
cheese more than $384,000,000.

Yet the billion and a quarter of coined gold
now in the United States would buy all these pro-
ducts and leave a trifling matter of $27,875,857 as a
nest egg around which to accumulate another
$1,200,000,000 Or SO. It would build 62,500 miles
of railroad at $2o,000 a mile.
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Manufacturers of Strictly High=Grade Jewelry Store Fixtures

We will be glad to have you correspond with us when
in need of Store Fixtures or Show Cases. We give our
personal and prompt attention to all inquiries.
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The fall of 1902 is expected to be of a kind of
traveling man's millennium. Never did the fra-
ternity start on their fall trips with higher hopes or
more substantial reason for entertaining them. The
retailers are well circumstanced for extensive pur-
chasing, and conditions in all but a few isolated
sections are such as to justify large orders.

E. A. Kelly, of L. H. Schafer & Co., Chicago,
returned to headquarters from his first fall trip the
last of August, reporting an extra good business.
Mr. Kelly will be out among his Iowa trade during
the present month.

Ed. Swartchilcl, of Swartchild & Cu., Chicago,
spent last month in Michigan territory and reports
trade conditions and business generally as never
better in that State than at the present time.

Fred. C. Strang, who represents L. H. Schaf,n-
& Co., Chicago, in Illinois, Indiana and Ohio terri-
tory, is doing a fine trade this fall. Mr. Strang
belongs to the hustling class of roadmen who
always give a good account of themselves.

B. M. Broyles, is a new man on the traveling
force of Wm. Weidlich & Bra, St. Louis. Mr.
Broyles was formerly in the retail jewelry business
at Odessa, Mo., and, though a new man on the
road, is starting in like an old timer.

B. F. Locker, traveling salesman for Lewis
Finkelstein, St. Paul, Minn., said to THE KEY-
STONE representative : " I have never found the
jewelry trade in Southern Minnesota, Northern
Iowa, North and South Dakota in such a satisfac-
tory condition. Increasing sales and a demand for
better class goods are the dominating features of
trade in every town I visit. The number of jewelry
salesmen, too, has considerably increased—new
faces being everywhere in evidence. They are
practically unanimous in voting this one of the
most gratifying fall advents we have had in years.
The propitious state of crops in North Dakota has
contributed much to the prosperity there. In the
face of such a bright outlook the trade tempera-
ment is naturally cheerful."

The road representatives of the Johnston Opti-
cal Company, Detroit, Mich., started out early in
August over the following routes : W. B. Gordon,
clown the Ohio River, through Southern Illinois,
Missouri and Kansas ; John E. Morehouse, Northern
Illinois, Nebraska and Colorado ; W. J. Ennis,Wis-
consin, Minnesota and South•Dakota ; C. M. Scam-
mel, Northern Ohio and Michigan ; George A.
Douglas, Southern Ohio and Indiana.

Karl I. Irvine has been sent to the Pacific
coast to cover that territory for the Reichenberg-
Smith Company, Omaha, Nebr. Mr. Irvine was
formerly employed by the Webb C. Ball Company,
of Cleveland, Ohio.

R. D. Fuchs, who has been engaged in the
music business in Chicago for several years, is
again representing the Reichenberg-Smith Com-
pany, of Omaha, Nebr.

Traveling Salesmen and Advertising
The average traveling representative fails to

fully realize the value of the assistance he can de-
rive from the advertising campaign being conducted
by his house.

This applies, perhaps, more particularly to
those lines of business that have only in recent
years realized the importance of advertising as a
factor in building trade. Representatives in such
lines are frequently inclined to look upon the new
" salesman " as a rival with whom they may not
only have to share the glory of success, but the
remuneration that is awarded in accordance with
the responsibility of the salesman to maintain and
increase business.

No doubt the perfection of advertising is the
" heart-to-heart " talk of a competent representa-
tive with the prospective customer. Nothing can
appeal more certainly to the dealer than the repre-
sentations made by the salesman who knows his
business and is backed up by the confidence born
of knowledge that his goods will fully sustain his
statements.

Advertising
the Salesman's
Best Ally

In these days, however, when
advertising has become an im-
portant factor in the building of
business, the salesman has this
new force to oppose and he

must recognize it whether he wants to or not, and
he cannot oppose it successfully unless he is equip-
ped with a similar weapon.

The dealer is not in the same position to-day
that he was even a comparatively few years ago.
He cannot tell the salesman that he will pay a
certain price and no more, must have the goods
labeled under his own brand, and will give the
salesman the order because he is a good fellow.
Mr. Dealer finds that his customer asks for specific
brands under the maker's label and want and are
willing to pay for them, because they have been
convinced that the goods are satisfactory.

Under these conditions the salesman who fails
to co-operate fully with the advertising plans of
his house is neglecting one of the staunchest friends
he can have as an assistant. The representative
should see that his assistant is at work constantly
and hard, and guide and strengthen his efforts by
pointing out the weak spots in his territory. He
should make a feature in his arguments of the
advertising campaign of his house, show the
announcements and advertising material and talk
convincingly upon the benefit to the dealer from
aggressive work of this character. It will not
lessen his sales, salary or usefulness but on the
contrary must have an exactly opposite effect.

There is not the slightest danger
Advertising is a of the " advertising salesman"
Modern Necessity weakening the influence or use-

fulness of the traveling represen-
tative. On the contrary, it will demand of the latter
a broader, more comprehensive and intelligent
service than ever before, because he must not only
possess the knowledge to understand and utilize the
new element that has become such a prominent part
of progressive business methods, but must be capa-
ble of successfully meeting conditions that will be
presented as the result of similar methods adopted
by his competitors.

Advertising is not doing away with competi-
tion ; it simply adds another strong element, and so
long as competition exists and individual represen-
tation is the strongest method of offering convin-
cing arguments, just so long will the traveling rep-
resentative be a necessity and be of value accord-
ing to his ability to cope with opposing conditions.

—A. M. Woodward.

"What's the Use of Anything?
Why, Nothin'!"

What's the use of summer time, when winter comes
again ?

What's the use of sunny days, when after them
comes rain?

What's the use of wishin' that life was always
Spring—

When with daisies comes hay fever, and you feel
like any ol' thing!

" What's the use of anything? why, nothin'!"

What's the use of lovin', when yer love must sure
grow cold?

What's the use of bein' young, when some day
you'll grow old?

What's the use of beauty, friend—they say 'tis but
skin-deep,

And worst of all, 'tis another thing that's " dead
sure" not to keep?

" What's the use of anything? why, nothin' !"

What's the use of workin', when you have to spend
yer pay?

What's the use of dollars, when they do not come
to stay?

What's the use of winnin' either fortune, love or
fame,

When some day every one of us must sure give up
the game?

"What's the use of anything ? why, nothin' !"

What's the use of askin' " the reason why " of life,
When there's no one who could tell us the cause of

all this strife ?
INe must just go on a till some future day

sublime—
When we'll all forget our askin', our askin' all the

time—
"What's the use of anything? why, nothin' ! "

F. M. H.

Identifying a Train Robber by His
Watch

The illustration here shown is a reproduction
of a photograph of the safe blown open by train
robbers, who held up a train on the Burlington
Railroad, on August 5th. The hold-up took place
five miles north of Savanna, Ill., and the photo-
graph was taken by A. 0. Elliott, jeweler and

Blown-up Safe and Wrecked Express Car

optician, of Savanna. It is said that the robbers
secured $too,000 as a reward for their criminal
daring. In the encounter with the train hands one
of the robbers was shot dead, and, at this writing,
is still unidentified. The dead robber had a watch
on his person, the case being a gold filled hunting
i6-size, No. 5388614, and the movement a 7-jewel
Elgin No. 7680310. If any jeweler has a record of
such a watch it may lead to the identification of the
dead robber.
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SWINGING
business your way—that's your constant

endeavor, if you're progressive.

MARGUERITE BRACELETS
will bring you business, because they are in every way depend-able goods. In addition to their quality, they have their ownproper and peculiar selling feature—a device wherebythey adjust themselves to any wrist or arm. This deviceis extremely simple, involving no clasps, catches, snapsor rivetted joints, but permits the bracelet to retainits position without slipping, firmly, lightly and

without pinching.
The MARGUERITE BRACELET ismade in gold, silver and gold filled, plain,

chased or jeweled, in three sizes. Your jobberwill supply it.
It is made only by the

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO., Providence, R. I.
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No. 857. l'imin, • -

Patent Bezel
showing the

Vertical F lenge
which fits into

the Ring.

Reverse View
of Bezel and
Retaining Din

Mr.
Retailer :

, Seal. No. 851
No. 783. Price, $3.25.

You are the only one that can have my line
of Rings. Send for new Illustrated Catalogue, ex-
plaining my PRINCIPLES OF PROTECTION.
Do it at once.

Charles M. Levy
Manufacturer of

Finc Gold Rings and Diamond Lockets,
90 William Street (near Maiden Lane),

Factory, 3o Platt Street.
Established 1888.

No. 856. 6 Rose Diamonds.
Price, .00.

No. 870. Elk.
Price, $6.76.

No. 882. Tnitial.
Price, $8.00.

New York.

No. 856. B. of It '1'
Price, $7.25.

No. 870.
Price, $5.25.

No. 730. Price, $5.00.
6 Roses, $8.00.

No. 873. Price, $4.50.

No. 875. Price, $4.00. •

No. Kin
Price, .!:•-.25.

3

STORE-KEEPING
MISCELLANY

The Evil of Price-Cutting

AT a recent convention of the Northwest-
ern Pharmacists' Association, one of

the speakers dealt very forcefully and exhaust-
ively with the evil of price-cutting. As this
is a matter of vital interest to the jewelry
trade, we commend to their consideration
some pertinent extracts from the address.
The speaker disclaimed any intention to
make invidious comparisons, or to say harsh
things about price-cutters and their methods.
That these people are shortsighted, he said,
and that their actions are prompted by selfish-
ness is easily provable ; but nothing ever can
be gained by confronting cutters with their
ill-doings and commanding them to desist
therefrom. They must first be made to see
their mistake and then be approached in a
conciliatory spirit and asked to abandon it in
their own interests, as well as those of others,
before we can have any assurance of success.

The theory that competition
is the life of trade is true,
provided the competition
does not involve the giving

away to the public of profits without any
compensating advantage. On articles of
merchandise, upon which large sums may be
saved by the exercise of technical skill in
buying, by shipping in enormous quantities,
by obtaining supplies from new and unusual
sources, by selling goods in large lots upon
favorable terms, by displaying wares advan-
tageously and turning over immense stocks
within a short time, competition is probably
the life of trade. But when the amount of
the commodity demanded by the community
cannot be increased, or, if at all, only very
slightly ; when the dealers are all required to
Pay practically the same prices, the difference
between them rarely, if ever, exceeding 5
per cent. ; when technical skill in buying is
out of the question and all dealers purchase
in practically the same market because the
goods .vary so little that no advantage is
gained by obtaining them elsewhere ; when,
in addition to these points of advantage and
disadvantage held in common, all must ope-
rate under conditions that unfortunately tend
to force down the volume of business but
force up the necessary expense of doing busi-
ness, it may well be questioned whether com-
petition is not the death of trade.

Competition
That Destroys

There may be, in rare instances, a house
commanding large capital, and having better
facilities than usual for doing business on a
large scale that may, for a time, seem to pros-
per to the disadvantage of others ; but there
has never been known an instance where per-
manent good resulted from reducing prices to
the consumer. As a rule, prices seek lower
and still lower levels until the smaller dealers
are making no profit, and the larger ones
considerably less than they would be if the
uniform schedule were a profitable instead of
a profitless one.

In spite of ourselves prices
Prices Seek the are bound to be practically
Same Level the same in all stores, which,

being true, it would seem
that every shrewd man who is interested
would insist, as a business proposition devoid
of any semblance of sentiment, that uniformly
high prices be maintained instead of prices
uniformly low.

How transitory is the advantage usually
gained by lowering prices ! A man decides
to open a store in a certain place, and he in-
troduces himself by cutting prices, hoping
thereby to ingratiate himself with the public.
The advantage gained by this method lasts
until the competitors hear of it, usually about
half a day. If he starts in a modest way,
about two days will be required for the
others to reduce their prices to his figures
or to undersell him. In these circumstances
good-bye to profits in that locality till some-
body is sold out by the sheriff or until an
organizer of a national association comes
along and induces those interested to exer-
cise sufficient business judgment to put into
their tills the profits they have been giving
away to the public, who have pocketed
the change and laughed in their sleeves
at the fools who imagine themselves busi-
ness men, but who act like ill-natured chil-
dren, each vying with the others in the
amount of his earnings which he is willing
to give away.

Cost of Doing

One reason why dealers fall
so easily into the price-cut-

Buainess ting habit is that they do
not know and apparently

do not care anything about the cost of doing
business. In their ignorance they imagine
they are not doing themselves or any one
else any very great harm by lowering prices.

(1129)

Store-keepers, who are good financiers, know
that it costs from 20 to 25 per cent. to pay
running expenses, and that this must, in all
cases, be taken out before profits can be
calculated. Supposing the total cost of
doing busincss to be 20 per cent., which
is a low estimate, let us see how much rate-
cutting can be done without serious detri-
ment. For instance, by adding 20 per cent.
to an $8-a-dozen article, we have an actual
cost of $9.60 a dozen, or 8o cents each.
Now, a cut to oo cents leaves a margin of
ito cents profit on each article ; a cut to
8o cents leaves no profit, while a cut to
75 cents entails an actual loss of 5 cents
on each.

But many dealers admit that it costs
them 25 per cent. to do business. In this
event, the actual cost of the $8 article is
83 cents ; it is easy to calculate how much
cutting can be done in this case without posi-
tive loss to the cutter. A great many dealers
wonder why it is that in spite of all their
sacrifices for their business, and in spite of
their constantly exercised rigid economy,
they are still unable to make more than a
scant living ; it is believed that in the great
majority of cases the explanation is to be
found right here.

But how shall the evil of
price-cutting be cured ? First
of all by substituting for the
policy of competition the

more rational and more serviceable policy of
co-operation. Competition, ill-advised and
misdirected, has produced nearly, if not quite,
all the troubles of which we have been speak-
ing ; mutual respect and mutual good-will
and co-operation must cure the evil which
has wrought such disastrous. results. The
representatives of many branches of business
have learned the value of co-operation, and
this policy may be rightfully considered the
growing tendency of the commercial world.
In fact, it has been aptly stated that reci-
procity and co-operation are the life of trade.
Why should retailers in our line, who have so
long suffered the evil effects of the competi-
tive system, not taken advantage of a plan
that has yielded such satisfactory results to
other interests ? Instead of giving away our
profits, as has become customary, why not
let us help each other to secure additional
profits?

Remedy for
the Evil
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Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 2L Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.
1PRICS NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL,.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, } SELLING
AGENTS. )

CROSS & BEGUEL1N
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

School an  Class Flags
Badges and Pins.

Mr. Jeweler, here is a business you ought
to take up—there's money in it.

Every school and college in your town
has surely got a large number of students
whom you can make customers of yours for
a school or class flag.

SEE THESE DESIGNS lira
Flags with your school name, enameled

in proper colors—
Silver Plate, 75 cents dozen, net. . . Retail 10 cents.
Sterling Silver, $147 " " . . " 25 "

For all orders over $5.00 we will make a special die,
if desired.

Write for Catalogue showing 200 designs of Club
and Class Rings.

BASTIAN BROS.
90 Chamber of Commerce, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ESTABLISHED ONO.
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Watch Repairing for the Trade.
Good Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

Best Material Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

wm. N. Brunner, 711 Sansom Street,Second Floor Front,

-TELEPHONE- Philadelphia, Pa.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

CARNETS Send for Price-List ETC.

september, 1902 THE KEYSTONE

New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is apermanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jewelerthoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally

well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at thebench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods andInstruments in this department.]

A New Eye Wire
An invention which is destined to be quite important

in the manufacture of optical goods, has just been
patented by D. V. Brown, of Philadelphia. It is an eye
wire to be used in the manufacture of spectacles and
eye glasses. All opticians know that the breakage of
spectacle eye wire is very common, especially in warm
weather. This is no doubt due to the expansion of the
lens which has been set too tight in the frame. The
invention covers an eye wire which has been made in

the form of a tube, with the ends turned in so as to allow compensation for
the lens. It is a novel idea, and no doubt will soon be called for by the
general public, and preferred to the old style.

New Pattern of Sterling Silver Flatware
The latest addition to the many new patterns of sterling silver flatware

for fall and holiday trade, is the beautiful " Irian" pattern made by the
R. Wallace & Sons Manufacturing Co., Wallingford, Conn. The " Irian"
is a departure from most of the new patterns in that there is a wealth of

The Gypsy Pattern of Silver Toilet Ware
Among the recently issued patents that interest the trade, is one granted

to M. Sickles & Sons, of Philadelphia, on a handsome new design for silver
toilet ware entitled the " Gypsy " pattern. The design is very elaborate and
well executed, the idea embodied in the name being sybolized by a female

ornamentation, the design completely covering the handle of the pieces.
On the end of the spoon is the Goddess Iris, represented in classic fashion
with a herald's staff in one hand and a pitcher in the other. The conception
is very pretty, and the execution characteristic of theWallace products.

To the
Retail Trade.
Gentlemen :

Don't fail to ask
your jobber for

S. 0. Bigney
& Co.'s
Chains,
Lockets,
Charms,
Fobs, etc.

face with flowing locks surrounded by flowers. The finish is French gray
and strikingly rich. The " Gypsy " pattern has been adapted to toilet sets,
manicure sets, desk sets and a great variety of miscellaneous articles that
will appeal with special force to feminine fancy.

A New Riding Bow Spectacle Case
An improved spectacle case

that will be appreciated by spec-
tacle wearers is shown in our illus-
tration. It is a riding bow case
which will hold torics or any
regular riding bow, the new fea-
tures being that the spectacles
cannot fall out when the case is
opened. This is due to the box-
like form of the case at the
attached edge of the lid, which
prevents the spectacle from slip-
ping when the lid is opened. The
case is made by A. Koenen & Bros., New York, who are furnishing the
optical market with many novelties in the case line.

Are you out
for business ?
If so handle
our Chains.
They will Will
out for you.

The DuBarry
Chain for
ladies is the
latest.
It is a
seller.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Every jobber should have a supply of our

New Imported Leather Fobs.
English Seals, Signet Seals and

Beautifully Finished Lockets. New York Office, Attleboro, Mass.3 Maiden Lane.
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From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.
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3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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School anv Class Flags
Badges and Pins.

\Ir. Jeweler, here is a business you ought
to take up—there's money in it.

Every school and college in your town
has surely got a large number of students
whom vou can make customers of yours for
a sc.:110()1 or (.1,i, ilag.

SEE THESE DESIGNS
\yid, your school nan.ic, enameled

in proper colors—
Silver Plate, 75 cents dozen, net. . . Retail 10 cents.
Sterling Silver, $1.87 " 25 "

For all orders over $5.00 we will make a special die,
if desired.

Write for Catalogue showing 200 designs of Club
and Class Rings.

BASTIAN BROS.
go Chamber of Commerce, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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A New Riding Bow Spectacle Case
An improved spectacle case

that vill be appreciated by spec-
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Are you out
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Watch Repairing for the Trade.
Ciood Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.
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t'a S. 0. Bigney & Co.
New York Office,

3 Maiden Lane. Attleboro, Mass.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO
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Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES

ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS
OPALS WBETE STONER

PEARLS TURQUOISE
GARNETS Scild for Price-List ETC.

When wi ding to adverliserN, kindly mention Tire Keystone

Every Jobber should have a supply of our

N ANT Imported Leather Fobs.
English Seals, Signet Seals and

Beautifully Finished Lockets.
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No. 2 A retails $1.75
Sterling Silver Pencil Holder.
The daintiest and

most useful pencil
holder yet made,
and in the most •

convenient shape—
nearly flat, In real-
ity an oval flat.

"41414WWW,

Actual size.
Retail price—
Plain   S1.00
Chased   1.5o
Decorated Pattern,

$2.00

MERCANTILE

Made and warranted by

In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Manufacturers and Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES.

eaerittrail Agerstes of PAUL, IE. WIRT.

Copper Plate Steel Die

Does Engraving an EmbossingI interest you ? If so, this is the season
of the year to look up the matter.

If you will write us we will explain our various sample sets, which are so arranged that you can
quote prices to your customer with an assurance of correctness.

You don't have to figure out the cost ; we do that for you. Let us hear from you to—day.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,
ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.

WRIGIAT ciFOOULND-1 NN slP IE NS

THE.WR I GHT
WRITES RIGHT

-
• .-

The Wright
Writes Right

Our No. 30 Modern Style, assorted, in plain or chased, black or mottled, fitted
with extra heavy fine 14 K. solid gold pen. Only $7.50 per dozen.

No. 20 in assorted styles at $7.50 per dozen. Gold-mounted, at $12.00 per dozen.
All Wright Pens are warranted perfect. Will exchange or money
refunded if not satisfactory.

The Wright, Jr., $6.00 per dozen. Plain black holder. Fitted with good
14 K. solid gold pen. Unquestionably the best value on the market.

Our Leader Assortment, $10.00. Contains r dozen assorted, plain, chased,
black, mottled and gold-mounted holders, fitted with heavy 14 K. gold
pens. Retail from $1.00 to $3.50 each. Above sent on approval.
SIGNS, CARTONS, AND ADV. MATTER WITH EVERY ORDER.

WE REPAIR ALL MAKES OF PENS. SEND US YOUR JOBS.
Elegant Oak, Cherry or Mahogany Show Cases FREE with our $15.00 to $75.00 assortments.Send for our NEW CATALOGUE lust out, illustrating over ioo Styles of FOUNTAIN PENS,

also a number of new Show and Display Cases.
Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,

Proprietors. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis

) ESTABLISHED.••

0

OM% qs

634D-Akft
FORRESTBdILDlG

119 So.FOURTH sT,C
PHILADELPHIA. I

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE AN
FINE COLOR WORK
JEWELRY CUTS

A SPECIALTY

FOR

/CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEWELS.
RINDS. BADGES

et. null

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
CP A D (')*0 

+Oct

The C.g.Braxmar Co.
Manufacturing Jewplers

PP 10 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK,

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MILITARY

G.A.R.
AT

Li' SHOOTING CT
0 AND I.

/PriNG t.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT
0 AND Cry
.6.4, OTHER

'C/AL

THE'e RIVAL° FOUNTAIN PEN
e.vrt:s rpm FEBRUARY 14, 1893

is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.

We make t wenty-live different styles of Holders, handsomely ehased and
ornamented with gold iimuntings. Send for prieea and tliseount to the trade.

A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send for
catalogue. Export I rade solicited.

Ask your jobber for the "RIVAL" Pen.
All ptus arc 14 111. gold. Every pun Nv•rrantd, All makes of Fountain

N. 1. Plain. Large Cap.

D. W. BEAUMEL d Co.,
Pens and Cold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., Nov York City

Our New Pocket Eraser.
The best selling 25-Cent
novelty on the market.

Office and Factory

September, 1902

Handling Fountain Pens

NCREASING popularity seems to
follow fountain pens, due partly to
wider advertising, but more to im-

provements which have made them reliable
writing instruments.

Fountain pens, of all sta-

A Good Line tionery articles, come the
nearest to being jewelers'
goods, yet only a portion of

the jewelry stores of the country have them
in stock. A good deal of the indifference
which this indicates arises from the known
unreliability of the former goods and the
lack of know ledge that improvements have
changed the situation. If those jewelers will
investigate they will find that they have neg-
lected a most profitable branch of their

business.
If you do not already handle fountain

pens, you will do well to begin your arrange-
ments so as to get ready for the holiday
trade. As a department of your business it
will be an additional attraction which will
cause more purchasers to visit you. And

purchasers are what you want. Investigation
will be easy because all manufacturers are
looking for people who want to add fountain
pens to their lines, and under certain circum-
stances exceptionally favorable terms can be
made. If you are the first in your town to
introduce a particular manufacturer's goods,
the chances are that he will make you special
inducements. If you can learn that one
manufacturer is represented in your town and
another is not, you had better open negotia-
tions with the one who isn't. Of course
there is a vast difference in fountain pens, but
all leading manufacturers make pens that
will write. The differences are in degree
largely, and are limited to the minor appur-
tenances and the arrangement of certain
specified parts of the complete instrument.

No manufacturer's goods
Selecting Fountain are recommended here,
Pen Stock but THE KEYSTONE has

advertisements of a num-
ber of reliable manufacturers. A little inves-
tigation, with some tests, will show you clearly
which is best suited for your trade. If you
cater to a cheap or low-priced trade, do not
introduce the expensive pens. On the con-
trary, if quality is what is wanted or what is
likely to be wanted, then do not introduce

For the Jeweler

THE KEYSTONE

the low-priced goods. All purses can be ac-
commodated and all purchases can be made
entirely satisfactory, no matter what grade of
purchasers may be your customers. The
range in price is from 5 cents up to $35, so
there need be no difficulty in suiting every-
body, regardless of their wealth or poverty.

Having determined to introduce the pen,
write to several manufacturers for prices and
terms. They will most likely send a sales-
man who will explain the more or less elabo-
rate systems of discounts, rebates, the
methods of keeping the stock full and other
trade points of value to you. Do not buy
until you have heard the story of them all.
One manufacturer has a certain inducement
which may possibly be overshadowed by
what another offers, and so on indefinitely.
Get all their figures and then order from the
one who offers most advantageous terms to
yourself. It will take some time, perhaps,
but that is no reason why you should not
follow the matter out to the end. In the end
lies the value to you.

If you have a large store
As to the Quantity and a large trade a good
of Stock assortment, one that will

present a dignified appear-
ance quite in keeping with the store, will be
most desirable. Some dealers show a gross,
others have six or seven gross, but the most
popular displays are in dozens—from two
or three dozen up, depending upon the char-
acter and liberality of your trade. Small
jewelers should reckon in dozens. It is safer,
and arrangements can be made so that the
profit to the dealer will be substantially the
same. The original investment required is
less, which is an important item, and there
are other considerations which will occur to
any jeweler who is considering the proposition.

Nearly all manufacturers provide a dis-
play case with plush or velvet-lined trays for
display purposes. A certain sized case goes
with a specified number of pens, and as long
as the stock is kept up the case is supplied
free of charge. Other manufacturers give a
case outright if a specified quantity is pur-
chased. Such propositions should be closely
scrutinized. If the goods are all right the
manufacturer will welcome the fullest investi-
gation and the severest tests. If they are
not all right you should know it before
you have introduced the goods in your
pen department. Therefore, submit all goods
to a rigid investigation, and especially those
which are accompanied by something which
manufacturers purport to be giving you for
nothing.

Having obtained your
Selling Fountain cases and having your
Pen Stock pens properly displayed,

as near the door as you
can get the case, you are ready for business.
That is, you are ready for a question respect-
ing a fountain pen. Perhaps up to the entry
of the first customer you have felt pessimistic
concerning the deparment, but if you have it
will soon be swept away. You should have
a liberal quantity of printed matter adver-
tising the pens, and most manufacturers sup-
ply this free. Some of them put your own
imprint on, which makes it extremely valua-
ble to you.

Every pen should be full and ready for
instant use. It is very embarrassing to the
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salesman to take up a pen and be compelled
to fill it before offering it to a customer.
Perchance he gets his fingers inky, and that
mishap is charged up against the pen by the
intending buyer. He or she doesn't care
particularly about getting fingers all ink
while filling the pen. So you should keep
every pen full and ready for use. It doesn't
cost much and the benefits are beyond calcula-
tion. To be able to pick up a designated pen
and hand it over to the possible buyer ready
for use, is a strong point in the pen's favor.

The principal object of keeping an
assortment is that you can supply all sorts of
points to suit all sorts of hands. If you have
only a few pens, or carry only samples, this
will be impossible. And there may be delay
about getting the points changed, so that in
the end your customer will wish that he had
never bought a pen.

Go over your stock every morning and
see that no pen has leaked, or that the ink is
not dry on any of the pens. Try each one
and wipe it thoroughly before putting it back
in its case, and when you do put it back be
sure that the pen lies point upward. This
will prevent leaking and will keep the pen
ready for use.

When you take it out of the
Useful Pointers case to try it, do not shake it
in Selling before using. You couldn't

do anything much worse for
a fountain pen than this shaking. It forces
too much ink into the feed and you are sure
to have trouble with the flow for some time
afterward. You can, if you like, give the
Pell a slight jar by holding it in one hand and
striking the other gently. That will start the
ink without filling all the feed grooves and
valves.

If the pen doesn't work at first, turn it
over and spring the point on the surface of
the paper. This motion makes a pump of
the pen and the feed, and draws down the
ink without the necessity of jarring it at all.
If the clogging is persistent, try a hot-water
bath through the feed section. Unscrew it
from the barrel and let a stream of hot water
run through it. This will remove all sedi-
ment from the grooves and passages and will
leave a clear path for the ink to flow.

Possibly you will find that some points
do not work exactly right. Keep a small
piece of whetstone at hand and rub the
point on that a moment. Don't get the point
too smooth. ' A medium point writes better
than one that is either too rough or too
smooth.

Teach one of your clerks, or have one
of them learn the manipulation of fountain
pens. You can repair them yourself, or your
repair man can do it. The principal difficul-
ties encountered will be with the pen, and
you or your penman .can generally remedy
all those faults. If it is in the holder of the
cap or the feed section, send the pen back to
the manufacturer and have him make it right.
They do not intend to send out poor pens,
but sometimes one will slip in.

Several manufacturers have issued cor-
respondence courses teaching how to sell
pens successfully, and these can be obtained
free upon application to the firms issuing
them. They will give all the hints required
for the care of the department and the best
means of handling and selling pens.
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Non-Leakable !
Non-Leakable !

Non-Leakable !
What Does Non-Leakable Mean?

Moore's NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens.

THE NEW 1902 MODEL.

In connection with Fountain Pens i means a pen that can be carried either end up in the pocket, when filled, without leaking ink into the cap ; one that a
person can use without soiling the fingers with ink. This is a valuable improvement in fountain pens, and is fully appreciated by the users.Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens are the only Fountain Pens ever advertised as Non-Leakable that are Strictly Non-Leakable. This is theonly pen in the market suitable for ladies' use, as they can carry them, filled with ink, in their purse or hand-bag when traveling. It is very desirable for militaryuse, and is also very popular with physicians. In fact, we claim the best all-round fountain pen ever made at any price.

REMEMBER it is MOORE'S NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens that you want for a high-grade pen.Every one guaranteed in every respect. Send for our latest Catalog.

American Fountain Pen Co., Adams, Cushing & Foster,
Selling Agents, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

The Pairpoint Corporation

No. 3389. Prize Cup.

CONTROLLING MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

5aLvAr-pecas.

oval.
ct4.44

FACTORIES: NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

No. 406. Clifton Pitcher.

STORES
38 Murray Street, New York City.

', 34 San Antoine Street, Montreal, P. Q.
( 220 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Taking WILLIAM F. NYE'S Watch, Clock & Chronometer
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EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS
IN ROYAL BONN PORCELAIN CLOCKS

Assorted Patterns,

LA CROIX
List, $16.00.

OUR REDUCED PRICE.

$5.95 Net Cash

LA RITA.

5 Patterns

Assorted Patterns,

LA VENDA

LA PALMA
List Price, 516.00 each.

OUR REDUCED PRICE,

$5.95 Net Cash

Eight-Day, Half-Hour Gong Strike. Height, //X inches ;. dial, 5 inches ; width,

14 inches. French or Rococo Sash, Beveled Glass, Porcelain Visible Escapement. ler nr
LIST, $16.00. OUR REDUCED PRICE, wo•yo Net Cash

Fine imported Cases, finished in rich blue, green, royal purple, brown and red ; fine floral decorations, all in colors.
VISIBLE ESCAPEMENT. Ansonia Movements.

LA ROCA.
Fight-Day, Half-Flour Gong Strike. I !eight, it inches ; dial, 5 inches ; width,
143( inches. French or Rococo Sash, Beveled Glass, Porcelain Visible Escape-
ment. Dial, Arabic or Roman. Floral Decorations.

NORRIS, ALISTER C./ CO., 103 State Street, CHICAGO
Our New Fall Catalogue will be ready the last of this month.

and address for a copy.
Send us your name



Stevenson

Building.

The only exclusive

DIAMOND
House in the West

We make a specialty of
the Diamond Business.

We carry a

Larger Stock
of the Precious Stones
than any other house

West of New York.

We are direct

IMPORTERS and
JOBBERS
and have every facility for
handling orders promptly.

MAIL ORDERS
SOLICITED.

SPECOAL
MANG.IfFACTII MU;
DEMOREDS
IL-NTsOIA'VED5 To
THE MAIL JEWEL--
01t40

OFIDIANADDEL05. MD.

SKILL

BRAINS
are of more importance in doing a difficult repair job,
or making a special piece to satisfy some customer
with ideas, than in making regular stock.

WE HAVE THEM
Send us your next package and get a taste of that
fully satisfied feeling.

Ilkdo RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

September, 1902

Can this be Repaired ?

We Repair broken or in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old oms,or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silv,r.Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Yes!

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. N. SPERRY, Manager

THE KEYSTONE

Among Jewelry Advertisers

We noticed recently that quite a number

of jewelers are adopting the plan of giving all

their advertisements a similarity of form and

appearance that readily identifies them. The

matter is changed daily, but the typograph-

ical effect is always the same. This style of

advertising, practiced at intervals, is found

very effective. At least so we infer from the

fact that those who adopt the plan are, as a rule,

the accomplished advertisers who have studied

the art and practiced it intelligently.

Among the many who are using this

style to excellent purpose is George McL.

Presson, of Farmington, Me. The space

used is six by four and a quarter inches and

the same border and typography are used in

all the ads. The advertisement shown below,

entitled " Watch Repairing," is an exact re-

production (somewhat reduced) of one of

these announcements. All are forcefully

worded, and have a snap in phraseology and

a dignified impressiveness of form that largely

compensate for the absence of illustration.

Mr. Presson uses this style of advertising for

every purpose—for jewelry stock, repairing,

optical goods and refraction work. Of course,

the same style should not be continued indefi-

nitely, a complete and striking change at

intervals being deemed desirable.

The YEAR-LONG Clock

THE KEYSTONE is gratified at the in-

creasing amount of advertising now being

given the repair end of the business. The

Odd, but it almost seems as though
some watch adjusters can't make a watch
do right, just as some physicians can't
make headway in certain cases. A change
often brings about a cure in both watch
and patient.
If your watch gets cranky—and watches

do get that way at times—bring it in and
let us adjust it; no charge If repairs are
necessary, we'll tell you ; our prices are
fair and we have the most expert work-
men we can get ; work is done on the
premises.

A New Mainspring—best to
be had 81  00

Cleaning  1.50
Cleaning and Mainspring, 2.25

Jewelry repaired. The finest work in
repairing Jewelry and setting Diamonds
and other stones.

%—'James

A dainty way of giving individuality to

a small advertisement is that adopted by

J. Wiss & Sons, Newark, N. J. As shown

in the following advertisements, the attractive

head and tail pieces appear in each ad.,
while the matter is continually changed. And
in this connection we would say that white
letters on a black background, provided the
letters be not too small and crowded, are

J.WISS et SONS
Gifts for Bridesmaid, Best Man and Usher.

Jeweler and 256 North Main Street,
Watchmaker. Knowville, Ohio.

Sterling and Finest Plate.

Y
ou will be impressed more than ever with thewill

of silver as a wedding gift, once
you've seen the Wise Silverware Exhibit.

Modest, yet exquisitely formed ; individual
serving pieces, complete sets of table silver
tastefully encased for presentation, and even
the inure pretentious family chests, holding
every requisite piece, with cutlery to match—
these and many other gift suggestions, not only
in sterling and plated silver, but in

CUT GLASS, CUTLERY and JEWELRY

as well, await your leisurely choosing. Prices
are consistent throughout,

bench is a fruitful source of revenue to most

jewelers, but it is only in comparatively recent

times that the workman's ability has been

forcefully exploited through the medium of

the daily newspaper. The advertisement
shown is a fair sample
in matter and form of
latter-day style of re-
pair advertising. This
advertisement is force-
fully and convincingly
worded, leaving with
the reader the impres-
sion that he may rely
on good workmanship

even if the charges are
seemingly high. In this
connection we must ex-
press our regret at the
reckless tendency to cut
prices evidenced in
many of the repair ad-
vertisements that come
under our notice. The
figures given in the
above advertisement are
a fair charge for good,
r el ia b 1 e, guaranteed
workmanship, and we
notice that they are the
figures usually found in
the page announce-
ments of the big de-
partment stores. It is
in the small advertise-
ment of the jeweler that
we find price-cutting
most in evidence.

gige0S0==.13030

sLavin&moms
BAMIN CO
309 CONA#M,,,S A

The mechanism of a watch is an

intricate and delicate thing. Many

good watches have been ruined by

bungling repairs. I do expert repair-

ing and I am willing to stand on my

record as such. I know how to handle

a cheap watch and I know how to

handle an expensive timepiece—yet

either gets the same honest attention

and care in this workshop of mine.

If you have watch repairs to be done

I want your work. I promise to do

it right at a reasonable price.

GEO. McL. PRESSON, Jeweler,
15 and 17 Broadway, FARMINGTON.

JOBBING TRADE SUPPLIED, Telephone 47-3.

...0=300=000=00000SNO2003,==.000NROOS003

Consult Hilborn, Eyesight Specialist

J ew el r y ros BROAD Cutle ry
Silverware,' ""'"'""K"' Cut Glass

much more potential than plain type in at-

tracting the attention of the casual reader.

In the Wiss ads. it will be readily perceived

how prominently the name stands out, the

effect being neat as well as striking.

J.WISS et SONS

Wiss
Cutlery
Carvers
Table Knives
and Forks,
Pocket Knives,
Razors,
Shears and
Scissors.

The superior quality of
" Wiss Cutlery" has giv-
en it the distinction it
sustains as being unsur-
passed. The extensive-
ness of the assortment in
which it is shown at " The
Wiss Store" makes this
" the" place at which to
do your cutlery buying—
absolutely everything in
the cutlery line is here.

If you care more for your sight
than for a dollar, consult

Hilborn, Eyesight Specialist. F

–
J ewelry coc„ BROAD ST Cu ry
Silverware,' ""'-'"`"""'" Cut Glass

The holiday trade is now almost in sight,

and the question of advertising should be

carefully studied while there is yet leisure.

It is a great mistake to delay advertising

until a few weeks before the holidays. The

time to advertise is all the time, but even the

casual advertiser should start his holiday

announcements sufficiently far ahead to famil-

iarize the public with his name and goods.
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LEADING WHOLESALE HOUSE
OF THE MIDDLE WEST

Past service has proved our success in furnishin satisfactorilyyour every requirement in

DIAMONDS, WATCHES an JEWELRY.
This year we can assure you even better service than in the _past.Our central location makes us easily and quickly reached;
we can ship orders more promptly than more distant houses;
we save in freight charges and give you the benefit accruing.
We make a specialty of mail orders, and give same satisfactionas in personal selection.

L. GUTMANN 0 SONS, CINCINNATI, OHIO

The Rees Engraving School
as hundreds of students and jewelers will testify, and their work %rill show, is astrictly high-class school.

We have the finest building and equipment in the country. Studentscoming here are surprised when they see our building and furniture.We have more requests for workmen than we can supply. A course in thisschool means something. We teach high-class Letter and Monogram Engraving,Die Cutting and Card Engraving in the least time possible and in the mostthorough manner.
All students are instructed personally and practically • no assistantsemployed. We aecept a limited number of students only. Write for bookletand samples of students' work. " Modern Letter Engraving," a book ofinstruction, sent by mail, $1.50.

F. H. REES, Proprietor and Instructor,
Steele Memorial Building, ELMIRA, N. Y.

J. Bulova Co
SAFE

I M PLE
ECU R E

All initials and
emblems fastened
this way. Can be
applied to any ring,
new or old.

•

:rd I Initial.
:510

RING MANUFACTURERS,
51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Glebe Lever and Globe Link LeverButton Back. For hard soldering.Can be applied to any button.
Wr ite for our NEW CATALOGUE, out September 1st.

N OT I C E WC Ca II furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by ODENHEIMER& ZIMMERN or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

EVERY
WATCHMAKER
NEEDS
ONE

Estb• 1874.

WATHIER'S
NEW IMPROVED

Inc. 1894.

Self-Adjusting Stud Index
Price, Nickel=Plated, $1.50

This index is the latest labor-saving too in the watchmaking trade. ft is simple, practical, instantaneous in exact results.A money and time saver. They are adjusted for every grade and size of :ill standard American movements. Follow thesedirections and in one minute your movement will be in PERFECT BEAT.
I 1st. Place the Lower part of Balance Staff in Round Hole (A). Then turn Balance Wheel until Ruby Pin comes over OblongDIRECTIONS) Hole (B). Now let the Balance down until Roller Titbit, rests on Steel clenter Plate. The Balance is now ready for the Spring.I '2d. Place the Hairspring ola the Staff; with the Mod in exact line with the line on the INDEX corresi ling in 11111111e With thet movement you wish to put in BEAT. New fasten the Hairspring Collet on the &Wand you will Bud movement in 1..11,o BEAT.

doesn't do all or more than we claim. 
JOS. P. WATHIER CO., Watchmakers to the Trade,Money Back If Wathier's New Improved Index

178 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL

September, 1902

Chicago News

(Continued liana page loos)

Personal

Harry Bassett, of L. M. Bassett & Son, Cold-
water, Mich., will visit this market early in Septem-
ber on his fall buying trip.

News has been received by the trade here that
H. Kirkpatrick, of La Mars, Iowa, has recently
moved into his new store, which is said to be one
of the neatest and most modern jewelry establish-
ments in that section.

George Flanders, of Three Rivers, Mich., is
expected a few days in the Chicago market the
first week in September.

Out-of-town Visitors

THE KEYSTON

A. C. Hanger, of Des Moines, Iowa, was in
town for several days recently, selecting goods for
the opening of his new store, which he expects to
move into early in September. •

N. L. Sanders, of Monon, Incl., visited this
market the early part of the month on a buying
trip.

G. A. Pfaifie, of Greenville, Tex., spent several
days in Chicago recently, combining business with
pleasure.

H. L. Chase, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was a
visiting buyer in this market the early part of the
month, selecting the latest novelties for the home
store.

Jeweler Russell G. Colvin, of Hastings, Nebr.,
was in Chicago for several days last week, and
found time to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters
and renew old acquaintance with the writer, who
knew him as a watchmaker for L. H. Guernsey, a
leading jeweler in Hastings twelve and fifteen
years ago. Mr. Colvin brought the news that he
had sold out his business in Hastings to W. G.
Legg, of Sutton, Nebr., the latter having closed
out his business at the last-named place and moved
to Hastings. Mr. Colvin informed us that he
likely will locate in some one of the live towns of
the Pacific Northwest, as he is quite favorably im-
pressed with that country.

D. W. Bragin, with Albert Pfeifer & Bro.,
Little Rock, Ark., was a pleasant caller at KEY-
STONE headquarters recently. Mr. Bragin is a
former Chicago man, and is well-known among the
trade here. He was accompanied by Mrs. Bragin,
and they were enjoying a summer's outing together
at their old home.

Alex. Marks, the veteran and popular jeweler,
of Lawrence, Kans., spent last week enjoying the
delightful summer resort weather which Chicago
has been favored with this season, as well as attend-
ing to his fall buying.

Dave Lochtnan, of Lochman Bros., Spring-
field, Ill., was in town last week making fall pur-
chases and enjoying a few days of life in the West-
ern metropolis. He was accompanied by his
family.

A. C. Fisher, with the Wilber-Lamphear Com-
pany, Galesburg-, Ill., and David S. Ramage, with
Cox & Kuss, La Salle, Ill., was pleasant callers at
KEYSTONE headquarters recently. They were in
Chicago on their return from a two-weeks' vaca-
tion spent at Mackinac Island.

A. F. Thompson, of Adel, Iowa, was a visit-
ing buyer in this market last week, who found
time to drop in at KEYSTONE headquarters and
say that crops were fine in Iowa, and the prospects
for a prosperous fall and holiday trade never were
better.

C. A. Wolf, of Topeka, Kans.-, accompanied
by Mrs. Wolf, were in Chicago last week doing
their fall buying-.

Ed. L Chamberlain, well known in the trade
from his long connection with several Kansas City
houses, was in Chicago recently en route East.
He favored KEYSTONE headquarters with a call
while in town.

J. A. Bucicmaster, jeweler-optician, of Madi-
son, Wis., was here early in the month on his
return from a three-weeks' trip ill the East, which
included a short stay at each of the leading manu-
facturing centers.

Otto Burklund, of Osawatomie, Kans., was in
Chicago last week purchasing and meeting Mrs.
Burklund, who has been pursuing a course of en-
graving at one of our engraving schools.

A. M. Hulsen, of Fennville, Mich., was among
the recent buyers in this market looking up late
fall novelties.

Will. H. Booth, of Sioux Falls, S. D., was in
the Chicago market last week on a purchasing ex-
pedition. He reports a great harvest in his section
and excellent trade conditions in consequence.

E. L. Marsh, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, was a visit-
ing buyer in this market the middle of the month,
and reports crops and business prospects as never
better in Northern Iowa.

The house of F. T. Webber & Co., Danville,
Ill., was represented in this market recently by Mr.
Webber, the head of the firm, who was here on a
buying trip.

A. J. Shellman, the well-known practicing
optician, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was a welcome
trade caller in this market last week. Mr. Shell-
man was a congenial caller at KEYSTONE head-
quarters while in town.

L. M. Guess, Macomb City, Miss., paid Chicago
a visit early in the month, and was a welcome trade
caller among our wholesalers.

Geo. H. Cook, of G. H. Cook & Co., Tucson
and Prescott, Ariz., spent a week in Chicago
recently, combining business with pleasure.

W. J. Peters, of Eureka, Kans., paid the
Chicago market a visit recently, and was a liberal
buyer in fall lines.

Items of Interest

H. C. Bledsoe, of Atkins, Ark., was in Little
Rock recently making his fall purchases.

Jeweler J. P. Arnolds has moved his business
from St. Louis, Mo., to Spearfish, S. Dak.

E. H. Locke has accepted a position at the
bench with R. F. Snapp, of Halstead, Kans.

D. Lerner Jewelry Co. of St. Louis, Mo., has
moved into a new and hanclsome store at 17 North
Broadway, in that city.

H. 0. Hanson, watchmaker for D. W. Smith,
of Pipestone, Minn., spent ten days camping at
Spirit Lake, Iowa, recently.

W. E. Lineback, for many years with W. T.
Vogler & Son, Winston Salem, N. C., will shortly
open a jewelry store at Monroe, N. C.

A. J. Dutton, of Pocahontas, Ark., reports
satisfactory trade conditions in his section. Mr.
Dutton made some extensive purchases in Little
Rock recently.

A. S. Miller, jeweler and optician, of Steele
City, Nebr., accompanied by his wife and son,
spent several days in Kansas City, Mo., last month
on a business and pleasure trip.

M. C. Malone and family, of Waldron, Ark.,
combined business and pleasure in a recent visit to
Little Rock. Mr. Malone is about to instal new
and elaborate fixtures in his store.

The Erie Watch Co. was incorporated under
the laws of New Jersey recently, with a capital of
$125,000. The incorporators are : Russell L. Pea-
body, Richard Woods and Oscar H. Simmons.

Duncan M. Doe, retail jeweler, of Hamilton,
Bermuda, spent a portion of last month in New
York, purchasing goods for the coming season,
the outlook for which, he stated, was very good.

Albert Pfeifer, Little Rock, Ark., had made
preparations for a larger jobbing business this fall
than ever before. The latest addition to the force
is J. A. Brown, formerly with Spaulding & Co., of
Chicago.

J. Sauermann acquired an interest, September
ist, in the Oshkosh Jewelry Mfg. Co., of Oshkosh,
Wis. A. F. Barstow will retain his former interest
in the company, so that the new interest will be
just so much increase in the capital of the business.

Wm. E. Cohn, the jewelry jobber, of 51
Maiden Lane, New York, has been succeeded by
the Cohn Mfg. Co., who will continue the business
along about the same lines. Mr. Cohn leaves early
in September on his first fall trip with a line of
watches, diamonds and jewelry.

Chas. Maurer,of Champaign, Ill., was in Chicago
recently on a purchasing expedition. Mr. Maurer
is having a new building completed, into which he
will move in a few days. The latter premises are
neatly arranged and admirably adapted to the
needs of a retail jewelry business.
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We learn from the Leader, of Emmons, Minn.,
that hitherto there have been two jewelers in that
town, but that now there are none. The Leader is
evidently anxious that the want should be supplied,
and it may interest those who are in quest of loca-
tions to learn that Emmons affords an opportunity.

The show window of W. P. Reichert's store at
Canton, Ill., was smashed with a brick recently, at
three o'clock in the morning, and a quantity of
goods stolen. Mr. Reichert turned the occurrence
to the best account under the circumstances, by ex-
hibiting the missile in the window, together ‘vith
an explanatory announcement which read : " This
is what did the job."

Jewelers' Auctioneer S. Martin, with his family,
recently returned to their home in Milwaukee,
Wis., from a seven-weeks' trip on the Pacific coast.
The prolonged outing was most enjoyable and
beneficial, all the coast resorts and places of interest
being visited. Mr. Martin is again wielding the
hammer, Jeweler Richards, of El Paso, Texas, be-
ing the first lucky one.

Jeweler M. Maloney, of Birmingham, Ala.,
continues to make periodical improvements in the
arrangement of his establishment. His business
has expanded considerably of late years, and an
enlargement of the premises at various intervals
was consequently necessitated. The proprietor left
for Boston on July 1st, where he was joined by his
brother, and both proceeded on a visit to their old
home in Ireland. Max Robinson is in charge of
Mr. Maloney's store during the latter's absence.

The M. S. Benedict Manufacturing Co., of East
Syracuse, N. Y., have issued an advertising novelty
under the caption, "A Message For You." It con-
sists of a mailing card, which, when folded, leaves
one side for the address while the other, by way of
emphasizing the legend, contains the picture of a
formidable looking bull-dog bearing a missive be-
tween his unsymmetrical jaws. A list of the corn-
pany's products, a short dissertation on the same,
together with cuts of their various factories, con-
stitute the reading matter.

Nathan Lawrence"ho for half a century was
a partner in and superintendent of the well-known
silverware manufacturing firm of Reed & Barton,
Taunton, Mass., recently passed to his reward.
He had not taken an active part in business for the
past six years. After learning the trade of britan-
nia working he launched a business on his own
account, but the enterprise was subsequently pur-
chased by Reed & Barton, and the original propri-
etor was made superintendent. The employees
and officers of the company sent elaborate floral
tokens 
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Howard
esteeml.

Vatch Co. was organized at
Portland, ,Me., last month with a capital stock
amounting to $250,000, and temporary directors as
follows : Charles M. Drummond, president and
treasurer ; Henry Endicott, Jr., and John C. Rice.
At the completion of the organization the names
of the permanent officers will be announced. The
business of the company will be to carry on the
sale of the F. Howard watches and watch mate-
rials, together with the repairing of the Howard
watches, which work has until recently been done
by the E. Howard Clock Co. The principal office
of the company will be at 403 Washington Street,

treasurer of the New Haven Clock Co., of New

Boston.
The eath of Samuel A. Galpin, president and

Haven, Conn., occurred in Lon‘diouili,tEyli)ligiolaidnidfe, 

fever,
month. Mr. Galpin was sojourning in the latter

stricken
succumbed. He was a con-

spicuous personality in the business life of New
to 
country

%‘,1ii chhe 
when

 ev ehiei t lsy

Haven and was a member of the local chamber of
commerce. He was fifty-six years old and gradu-
ated from Yale University in 188o, with the degree
of M. A. He afterwards took up the study of the
law and held an official post at Washington for a
time. He relinquished this appointment to become
a partner of E. S. Wheeler, in the firm of E. S.
Wheeler & Co. Besides being president and treas-
urer and a director of the New Haven Clock Co.,
he was also identified with the First National Bank
and the New Haven Trust Co. His bearing was
attractive and his business sagacity was of a high
order.

"The Keystone is worth many times its price
to any jeweler. Workshop Notes are particularly
interesting."—J. Kunzmann, Jeweler, Highland,
California.
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value ? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryJust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.

We pay for

Old Gold, 8K.,
Old Gold, to K.,
Old Gold, 12 K.,
Old Gold, 14 K.,
Old Gold, 18 K.,
Gold-Plated Scraps,
Old Silver (fluctuating)

32c. a dwt.
40c. "
48c. "
56c. "
72c. "
20 to 35c. an ounce
Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters, 67 & 69 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois.
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the alum solution with cochineal or logwood. Yellow globes are made

by coloring the solution with turmeric ; blue by using indigo, and other

colors by using the diamond dyes.
Another method of frosting globes is by dipping them in a hot solution

of 01)50111 salts, or a hot solution of sal ammoniac. In frosting globes they

should be previously polished carefully with a sheet of clean tissue paper to

free them from all dust and grease.
For those without the means above stated, the following simple method

has been recommended : Take a bottle of ordinary mucilage and cover the

globe with a brush as evenly as possible, and then use talcum powder by

sprinkling on same till entirely covered, and allow it to dry. For red lamps

use a red powder.

Window

*V- t•:"

Cr- re-

DIAMONDS
LOOSE AND MOUNTED

All the leading makes of Movements and
Gold, Gold Filled and Silver Cases

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.
CINCINNATI

Everything that is new and novel in Gold
and Best Quality of Rolled-Plate Jewelry

A LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

WALTHAM JEWEL SERIES

WATCHES

*-*

Impressive Chain Displays

The illustrations shown on this page emphasize two important points
in window dressing. The above display, used some time ago by
Chris. Bernloehr, Indianapolis, Ind., illustrates in a very excellent manner
the one-line-at-a-time idea. Chains and watches are the main feature of the
display, and no one could view it without being impressed with the excel-
lence and variety of the stock of these goods handled by the jeweler. In
the matter of chains variety is especially inviting, and it is more than
probable that the man or woman requiring a watch chain will enter the
store after viewing a display of this impressive character. When the
window lands the passer-by in the store it has performed its part.

The ingenious mechanical display of D. K. Rising, LaFayette, Ind.,
shown below, is of a kind that jewelers find very valuable in impressing the
public. The very construction of the design evidences rare mechanical
ability, the requirement most valued in the jeweler. The display is a winter

scene, with street-car track and trolley run by electricity. It shows a suspen-

sion bridge constructed entirely of watch chains, and every detail is perfect

from the strands of the bridge to the trolley pole of the car. The trim,

which was used some time ago, was quite a local attraction and, we are told,

proved an excellent advertisement.

Mirrors Useful in Window Display

Quite a number of jewelers make effective use of small mirrors. These

may be of ordinary mirror glass, cut in circles about ten inches in diameter

and in half circles of the same size, and arranged in whatever design the

jeweler pleases and according to the exigencies of the window. The floor-

ing upon which they are laid must be of some dark neutral tint, to offset the

brilliancy of the mirrors. It should slope as much as possible. Outline

each mirror with a long, gold chain. This will cover the cut edge of the

mirror, and the surplus length of chain may be tucked under it at the back.

On the mirrors arrange jewelry in individual cases of velvet or plush in some

bright color. Put as many on each disk as possible without crowding.

L. A. Littlefield
Manufacturer of

Pewter Mugs
for Trophies

and other

Specialties in
Fine Silver Plate

Factory-

New Bedford, Mass.

Moving Displays and Electric Batteries

An experienced window trimmer, E. R. Dull, says in the Show Window:

" I have received several inquiries in regard to recommending some kind of

batteries for running window displays. I can't do it. I am fully aware that

unscrupulous persons are continually advertising batteries guaranteed to run

anything from a sewing machine to a corn-sheller, but I have yet to learn of

one that is even reasonably satisfactory. Sal-ammoniac batteries are dead

after a few minutes' work ; the plunge type (sulphuric acid and bichromate

of potash) start off strong, but are not constant and last but a few hours;

the Bunsen or porous-cup type are the same ; the Lalande type have but

one-half volt per cell, and the silver-solution type would bankrupt any firm

to renew the chemicals. The only solution I can offer is to either take your

choice of the above, or hire a boy at $3 a week. He will be far cheaper."

Display-Window Philosophy

A master spirit in window trimming, who knows by experience the

business-bringing value of the art, is the author of the following pellets of

wisdom, which merit digestion by all who are complaining of crushing

competition and slow trade:

Progressive merchants nowadays rate the attractiveness of the windows
and interiors as equal in importance to complete and orderly stocks.

Appearances count for as much as buying and selling capacity, and the
decorator is as valuable a functionary in the mercantile business as the
successful buyer or manager.

There is no need of elaborate displays except on special occasions.
Such trims are not required to display goods ; indeed, they very often fall
short of their special purpose. As a general rule windows carefully
trimmed, simply and neatly, are the ones that catch the eye and are the most
remunerative.

There is an old saying : " Advertise judiciously ; trim the windows
artistically ; sell goods reasonably. Success follows."

Well-trimmed windows are a merchant's best advertisement.
My experience has led me to thoroughly indorse the use of fixed mirrors

for backgrounds ; they considerably lessen the trimmer's labors ; they take
considerably less material ; they magnify the size of the trim ; they are most
attractive.

Make frequent changes. Give every line of goods a fair show of the
exhibits, especially in dull seasons. Sometimes a great hit is made by a
strong showing of apparently the least likely lot of goods that would stimu-
late sales.

Write for New Catalogue.

F. C. Jorgeson 0 Company
31 & 33 Indiana Street, Chicago.

MANUFACTURERS

Special High-Grade

" THE BEST OF
EVERYTHING"

SHOW CASES
and Jewelers' Fixtures.

Our Small ROSEWOOD wooding
STEEL-LINED CASE.

We challenge the world to produce a better case,

Frosting Electric Light Globes
The usual process in frosting electric light globes is to use hdyrofluoric

acid ; electric light lamps are also frosted by using the sand-blast process.

A substitute for these processes is to use either alum or a transparent solu-

tion of white shellac dissolved in

wood alcohol.
In using the alum process make

a saturated solution of alum in water

and dip the globe into this, holding

it in a horizontal position while the

crystals are forming and the excess of

liquid is draining. The drying and

cooling process should be very slow,

in order to impart a perfect crystalliza-

tion to the glass. Repeated clippings

and dryings will make El heavier coat-

ing- of crystals, and result in very good

globes. To make red globes, color

Plants and Flowers Always Attractive

Plants and flowers have such a fascination for humanity, especially in

town and cities, that they are among the greatest helps in riveting the atten-

tion of the people to your display. Have you tried flowers and palms and

vines? We do not mean one or two sickly-looking, dilapidated specimens,

but an assortment of natural, healthy-looking plants in your show windows,

or a bank of them so placed in your store that your customers can see them.

Artificial plants that rival nature can now be procured at very moderate cost.

A Mechanical Display by D. K. Rising, La Fayette, Ind,
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THE GREAT WESTERN

SUPPLY HOUSE

67. 230f. 230m. 331. 321. 321.9%, in. 9I4 in. 9% in. 113 in. 13% in. 13% in.$1:50. 81.50. 81.50. 82.00. 82;00. 82.00.
80 PER CENT. 13ISCOUNT.

339.
14% in.
82.50.

223.
15 in.

82.50.

Our 1902 Series of GESSOART BUSTS, and at REDUCED price.
beautifully decorated, sold only in barrel lots

Eight subjects—all our best sellers—price for the lot, $7.00 net cash, or New York reference with order.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE OF COMPLETE LINE. GREAT VARIETY OF IMPORT SAMPLES READY TO BE CLOSED OUT.

L. 'W. LEVY & CO., Manufacturers, 194 Broadway, NEW YORK.
■•■••••

To Fasten a Watch Glass
In fitting a glass in an open-

face watch it often happens that
the largest size that will go into
the bezel is loose after it is in,
because the two angles are not
alike ; this is where dirt works its
way into the watch. When selling
or repairing a watch for a railroad
man, where exacting service is
required, fill this space with
Liquid Amber. The glass being
in place, dip a wooden toothpick
or match splint into the cement
and draw it around the joint, when
the cement will flow in and fill
the space. It is not necessary to
heat the Amber in this job, it will
take care of itself, and the next
day that glass will be as solid as
if it grew there, and will be per-
fectly dust and waterproof.

Sold by every material dealer
in America. Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane,

Wholcsalc Agents. NEW YORK.

QUID A
•

Meilting

d Pallet Jewe
E MURPHY.
OillbLlA.CANADA

Liquid Amber
is the best cement

on the market

b6o9ro6.4

Best-selling line of hand-painted Art China
in the market. Call to see us.

IF WE COULD
SHOW IT TO YOU
there would be no need of trying to tell you of the beautyand salability of NAMRU TERRA BRONZE statuary.There is not much use anyway, for we might talk till" Kingdom comes" without being able to convey to youthe reasons why you can't afford to be without this wonder-fully beautiful new goods, and if we could snake you knowby telling, you would hardly believe, for you know we areprejudiced.

We realize all this and know there is but one way, andwe are going to do it. All we ask is your permission.
WE EXTEND THIS 01:1:ER TO HOLD GOOD UNTILSEPTEMBER 21st, not a day later, because we will be sobusy then it won't be possible.
We will send a selection amounting to $28.14, the lot toretail for 875.00, enough pieces to give you an idea of thedifferent effects. There are hardly two pieces alike in the

whole line. (Now you simply agree to carefully unpackand examine them the day they arrive.) If you don't findit the biggest value you ever saw—if you don't feel sure youwill sell them quickly and have to reorder a number oftimes before Christmas—or for any reason you don't wantto keep them—repack them carefully and write us notlater than the third day after the receipt for shipping
instructions. That's all. Should you not be favored with
the commercial rating by Dun or Bradstreet, we will askyou to remit with the order, deducting the 5 per cent. cashdiscount, making the net amount to be sent 026.75, insteadof 028.14.

If you send cash and desire to return the goods, the fullamount will be returned without question.
We have tried to make this liberal. Sounds like it's allyour way and thud we lose, doesn't it? But after you have

unwrapped a few pieces you will see the how we can run
the risk of having a lot of unsold goods scattered over the
country. You have probably heard of goods that sell them-selves and seldom seen them. These, however, are of thatkind, and it is upon our faith in the fact that they will sellthemselves to you that we make this proposition. Up tothis writing we have not shown NAMRU TERRA BRONZE
to a single dealer in ornamental goods without taking an
order.

ip IT'S WORTH CONSIDERING ANY TIME, IT'S
WORTH CONSIDERING NOW. AFTER THE 21st WILL
BE TOO LATE.

Namrtz Terra Bronze made of a semi-fragile
material undetectable by appearance from metal
bronze.

THE FLORENTINE
STATUARY ei IMPORTING CO.,

Cincinnati, U. S. A.

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

W8t0110S
We are diamond people—

known as such to the entire

trade. Our history is the

history of the diamond in-

dustry in this country. Our

name stands for diamond

knowledge, and the finest

diamond stock in the United

States. It will be well to

keep this in mind during

the present diamond-buy-

ing period. Our stock

meets ALL requirements

from the humblest to the

most pretentious, and the

prices are right.

In watches we hold the same

leadership as in diamonds,

and for the same reasons.

We have the same long

experience and minute

knowledge of trade require-

ments in one line as in the

other. Our present stock

of watches proves this. It

is as remarkable for its kind

as its volume. We recog-

nize only one limitation,

and that is that we limit our

stock to standard makes.

OUR patrons are reputable

jewelers who value their

reputation as we do ours.

In jewelry and novelties
we are in a position to be

of special advantage to the
trade. Such an aggregation

of newness, attractiveness
and worth we have never
before seen—all the latest

fads of fashion and femi-

nine fancies are included—

purse-opening patterns that
sell quick and profitably. If

you come to town, don't

fail to visit us.

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK

62-64 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

We wish to especially call attention of the trade to our new department of CUT GLASS AND
SILVER-PLATED WARE in which we are displaying the complete lines of the Pairpoint Corporation.
We extend you a cordial invitation to call and inspect these lines when you come to market.

STEIN 0 ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers
Columbus Memorial Building, CH ICAGO
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20T"
CENTURY
ELK
RINGS
Made in Raised Gold. All

styles of coloring.
In 14 K. Mountings for

Diamonds from 3 K.
to I K.

Also in Signets in to K.
and 14 K.

Prices quoted on application.

/1"

2054 D

Pearls and Opals.
Green Gold.

Manufacturers

Gold Rings

Brooches
and

Rope Chains 206Z0

Opals, Diamonds and Sapphires.
Green Gold.

41k- BRACHER, BECKER & BARNETT
481 Washington Street, NEWARK, N. J.

CHAINS
DIRECT TO RETAILER.

WE ASK A TRIAL ORDER
FROM YOU,

Because We Give You

HIGH-GRADE GOLD

FILLED CHAINS:

VEST,

LORGNETTE,

NECK,

EYEGLASS,

BRACELET,

KEY,

FOBS AND SEALS.

Best value in Chains for the money.
2. Lowest factory prices without jobbers' profits.

Fresh goods direct from factory.

CHAPIN & HOLLISTER CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ROCKFORD
SILVER

PLATE eo.

No. 2403. BAKING DISH

Branch Offices / 46 W. Broadway, New YorkI. 220 Sutter St., San Francisco

Best
Quality
Silverware

"20-YEAR GUARANTEE" with each
piece—a strong point with the pur-
chasing public.
Orders and correspondence solicited
from Jewelers only.

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
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Advertising by Opticians

[Address Delivered by Wm. E. Huston at ilc• a ioaI Conven-
tion of the American Associaton of ()fa

Shall the optician, the opticist, the ophthalmo-

logist, the refractionist—the one who seeks to make

optometry a profession—shall he advertise ? He

does, unconsciously, if not knowingly ; but I speak

now of type and printers' ink advertising—more

particularly, newspaper publicity.
Advertising is a very much abused and very

much misunderstood word. Leading authorities

define it as the act of instructing or giving intelliL
gence. This is what advertising should be—it is
what good advertising always is. Optical adver-
tising, above all others, should be of an educational
and instructive nature. Yet the varied definitions
one hears among opticians, and not only among
ourselves but among all classes of mercantile and
professional men—and the sort of publicity of many
who consider themselves extensive advertisers—
would only tend to increase the somewhat prevalent
opinion that advertising as the word is generally de-
fined, is nothing but the weapon of the fakir. The
prosperous days of the fakir are past ; past, because
fake advertising has ceased to be useful, and it has
ceased to be efficient because the people have
reached that degree of intelligence where they
easily discriminate between the sincere and the
insincere—the genuine and the spurious.

There certainly is no valid rea-
son why the legitimate optician
should not employ the aid of
type and printers' ink to tell

of what he can do and how he does it, and inci-
dentally instruct hundreds upon the eye and its
defects, when he can reach but one or two by word
of mouth.

The Rev. Henry Ward Beecher spoke these
words from his pulpit : '‘-What are the newspapers
for if not to circulate information ? What more
valuable information can a newspaper give than to
tell a sick man where he can be cured? If a man
has devoted his life and labor to the study of a
special class of diseases, the necessity of his saying
so becomes all the more pressing. His duty to
advertise becomes imperative. The remedy for the
lying advertisement of quacks is for the honest
men to tell the truth. A really able man, whatever
may be his gifts, makes a great mistake if he fails

to use those gifts through want of advertising."
So, I say with Beecher, in newspaper advertising

you meet the fakir upon his own ground with like
weapons. Only, let your weapon, your words ring

true ; be consistent and persistent—bearing in mind
always that advertising is to teach, to instruct, and
the fakir will in time take to the woods, leaving

you as victorious as were the knights of old, in
combat with the coward and poltroon.

As the title of optician has been brought some-
what into disrepute because of the fakir and fake

methods, so advertising has suffered in like man-

lier because of like conditions. Yet few honest
and sincere men will condemn the followers of

optometry because of disreputable members. The
just man does not rail against the churches or

Christianity because among the disciples are hypo-

crites who pray on Sunday and cheat on Monday.

In the medical profession are many noble, sincere
and honest men, and we opticians who have conic
in contact with the " small fry " among the fol-
lowers of yEsculapius, should not judge of this
great body because a few members prefer to lobby
in legislative halls rather than devote their time

and talents towards the scientific alleviation of the

Plea for
Advertising

ailing, and benefiting humanity. So advertising has
suffered in the estimation of many because the
exact meaning of the term is so generally misun-
derstood.

In a recent issue of a well-known medical jour-
nal I read : " It ought to be humiliating to every
conscientious physician when he realizes that the
general public has received its medical education,
such as it is, almost exclusively at the hands of the
worst class of quacks and charlatans, and through
voluminously published and certificate-bolstered
literature of the millionaire patent-medicine ven-
ders." This writer is but one of many. There is
a growing tendency among the more intelligent
and honest medical men to break away from this
ancient, ethical " bug-a-boo." It has been brought
about, too, by the public's demand for more infor-
mation and less secrecy. Yet it is to be regretted
that medical men who take to advertising are the
ones who have created an antipathy among the
professions generally, to any form of type and
printers' ink publicity. Take our friends, the
oculists—having always been associated with a
body of men who virtually ostracize any member
who dares tell what he can do by means of printed
words—he has gradually imbibed the erroneous
idea that advertising is all fakeism—that the bigger
the lie, the better the business. So he immediately
puts his mistaken ideas into practice and proceeds
upon this theory.

Medical Ethics

If the M. D.'s really and disin-
terestedly believe themselves to

and Advertising be the only ones qualified to
, properly adjust glasses, they

should seek in their advertising to educate the
people on this point—to dissuade them from trust-
ing their eyes to opticians, rather than simply heap
abuse upon the optician or jeweler who is just as
sincere in his belief that he can adjust glasses
properly as are our medical friends. This is a duty
they owe the public. They should endeavor to
give valid reasons why the medical doctor is better
qualified to refract eyes than is the skilled refrac-
tionist. This applies as well to some of our exclu-
sive opticians who are continually questioning the
ability of competitors who may conduct an optical
department in connection with their jewelry stock.
The jeweler-optician may be a graduate of the
same optical school as is our exclusive refractionist,
yet this doesn't prevent the latter from warning the
dear people not to trust their eyes to " the jeweler."
We all have our individual ideas as to where and
in whose hands the practice of optometry should
be, but abuse will not put it there. Such talk of
opticians, in store or office, or advertisment, only
evinces a spirit of selfishness, shows lack of busi-
ness acumen and judgment, and aids our medical
friends in their efforts to cast odium upon the opti-
cal fraternity in general. The legitimate optician
who has in view the ultimate welfare of the optical
profession and the improvement of his own condi-
tion and standing, should advertise with this object
in view, as well as his own immediate individual
prosperity.

Proper and judicious optical advertising will
greatly aid in placing the profession of optometry
where it belongs, side by side with its kindred pro-
fession—dentistry. This, by creating interest upon
the subject and instructing the people upon the
wonders, ailments and alleviation of the ills of this
most marvelous organ, the human eye. I believe

the best optical advertisement I ever saw was a
sermon of the late Dr. Talmage. Dr. Talmage

was the best advertised and the best advertising

man who ever appeared before the public. In this
sermon are many hints for the optician ; among the
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gems is this : " The imperial organ of the human
system is the eye. All up and down the Bible
God honors it, extols, illustrates or arraigns it ;
534 times it is mentioned in the Bible. We wander
through the earth trying to see wonderful sights,
but the most wonderful sight we ever see is not so
wonderful as the instruments through which we see.
It has been a strange thing to me, for forty years,
that some scientist with enough eloquence and
magnetism did not go through the country with
illustrated lectures on canvas, thirty feet square, to
startle and thrill. We want the eye taken from its
technicalities, and some one who shall lay aside all
talk about the pterygomaxillary fissures and the
sclerotica, and in common parlance which you and
I and everybody can understand, present the sub-
ject. We have learned men who have been telling
us what our origin is and what we were. Oh ! if
some one should come forth from the university
and take the platform and, asking the help of the
Creator, demonstrate the wonders of what we are !"

Optical advertising can accom-
plish much for the profession in

of Advertising general and more for the indi-
vidual in particular. Your ad-

vertising will be but a drop in the general education
upon the eye and its needs, but it will constitute a
mighty force in making of you a better optician and
a credit to the profession. It will spur you on to
greater endeavors on the public's behalf as well as
your own. No decay, no dry-rot, no stagnation in
the practice of the successful advertiser, for he must
needs supply his mind with a full and generous
diet of all sorts of literature pertaining to his pro-
fession and the science of advertising. A little
feeding will not suffice, for the shots that follow will
come from an exhausted mind—he must be a
teacher in the best sense of that term.

I hold it is no less a professional than a moral
duty for every optician to actively join in the grow-
ing movement, which has for its object the univer-
sal dissemination of the everywhere ignored and
poorly comprehended laws of health and preserva-
tion. We must practically realize that humanity
has as much claim on us for knowledge that will
warn of danger, as for skillfully combined prescrip-
tions in the presence of actual defect or disease.

Every optist who has in view the welfare and
the elevation of the optical profession, should seek
by all possible means to instruct the public upon
the eye, its defects and means of correction and
elimination. Let us not be compelled, in future
years, to look back with regret, as does this medi-
cal writer ; but rather let us seek to instruct the
public by word of mouth, by type and printers'
ink, by our actions and our work—all a system of
advertising—so that future generations will rise in
their perfect vision and bless the followers of
optometry.

Great Value

Most Complete of Optical Text-Books

In regard to " The Optician's Manual, Vol. II.,"
just published, the Dioptric Review, of England,
says:

" This N'olume has been published by that ad-
mirable publishing firm, THE KEYSTONE, and is
practically a direct continuation of the ' Optician's
Manual, Vol. I.,' forming the second to the fourteen
chapters of that, volume. These are all treated
with in the thorough manner in which the com-
panion volume was written. The last chapter,
which has to do with the various anomalies of the
ocular muscles, would perhaps prove the most
serviceable to modern refractionists, inasmuch as
it deals more fully with these subjects than is gene-
rally the case with current text-books. Those
who possess the first should most certainly possess
the second."

4
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" It ( Physiologic Optics ') is of exceptionable
merit to those engaged in refraction work, be-
ing, without doubt, the most valuable contribu-
tion to the science published In English within
recent years. Tscherning's work amplifies our
knowledge to a considerable extent and opens
Its) new fields of thought and supplies fresh
aspects to subjects we have already mentally
discussed." LIONEL LAURANCE, London.

Physiological
Branch

ne1.4.

" I have devcured your work, 'Physiologic
I ptics,' as a hungry hound takes his supper.
It is a work that no one having a regard for the
right relations of visual functions can afford to
do without."

CHAS. F. TORRANCE, Forest Grove, Ore.

of the

American Association of Opticians

If you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing
solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your

jobber for the

CTORY

TRADE MARK.

'Victory"

Gold Solder
and refuse all substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, MO.

The Diamond Cut Glass Works

Manufacturers of * RICH CUT GLASS

for Tableware, and Silversmiths.
Write us and we will send you a proposition that will save you lo per cent.

on your Cut Glass purchases.

W1111.1] IN TOWN, CALL AND INSPECT OUR LINE.

Office and Salesroom, 51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Our Aim Is

RAN
MARK )4

Merited Patronage.

Soillilirlf & Claim
Wholesale Watchmakers'

and Jewelers' Supplies.

Write for our Newest Catalogue,
just out.

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co•
HIGH-GRADE GOODS. NEWEST DESIGNS.
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H. Von Helmholtz

At the recent annual
meeting of the A. A. 0.,
held in Boston, there was
organized an advanced
student body for study and
research, entitled

The
Physiological

Branch

M. Tscherning

In view of this institution, opticians should remember that there are two great luminaries in the field of
physiologic optics—Helmholtz and Tscherning. Helmholtz's great work has never been translated into English,
and besides, a wealth of valuable research has been made since its publication. The great available master
work on Physiologic Optics is

Tscherning's

ee Physiologic Optics"

translated, revised and annotated by Carl Weiland, M. D., in collaboration with the distinguished author, now
Director-in-Chief, in succession to the great Javal, of the ophthalmological section of the Sorbonne, Paris, France.
Every student of physiologic optics should have this standard work.

Bound in cloth. 380 pates, 212 illustrations. Price, postpaid, $3.50 (I4s. 741.1

"Tscherning's researches Into purely opto-
metrical questions produced In lion a linowl-
edge that he lies happily succeeded In imparting
in a more brief and lucid manner than the sub-
jects would seemingly permit. Each and every-
one of the twenty-live chapters portrays vital
points, in particular brandies. The translator's
style Is terse and easy. The optical public shoo Id
feel grateful to both Tscherning and Weiland."

L. I,. FERGUSON, New York.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

"The most notable addition to optical lit-
erature during the past year is the work on
' Physiologic Optics,' by M. Tscherning. The
peculiar richness in this work lies in the abun-
dance of its data regarding the eye and its
dioptries, and the mathematical calculations
fl4 to the action' of the dioptric surfaces based
thereon. As a text for the advanced study of
optics, the work will prove of incalculable
value—the most valuable of any work that has
appeared. PROF. GEO. A. ROGERS, Chicago.
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Hot Weather Vaporings

By ImIN TWEEZER

When the mercury goes mounting in the morning,
When there isn't any shielding cloud in sight,

When your collar is too limp to be adorning,
When you have to kick the covers off at night,

When your handkerchief is soggy with much mopping,
When your hot thirst calls for " high " stuff, cold and sour,

When you're fearing that the wheels are near to stopping
And you're likely to expire in an hour,-

0 it's then there is no joy
In the publisher's employ,

0 it's then indeed the scribble biz is horrid—
For the sweat goes in the ink,
But there's not a thought to think,

And you write from your hand, not from your forehead!

The cheerful optimism of the man who goes in debt with
nothing more substantial in his asset-showing than a vague hope
that " things will pan out all right," is illustrated in the experience
of Polly Ann, aged nine.

Polly Ann entered the country store and lifted her chin to the
level of the counter. " My mamma wants a penny's worth of
ginger." " Very well, little girl, have you the penny ?" replied
the man in the apron. " No, sir, but my mamma said you're to
give me the ginger for an egg." " That's all right—have you the
egg? " " No, sir, but my mamma said I was to tell you that
Me old ken is on"!

Are there not some jewelers asking for credit on the strength
of t le mere fact that " the hen is on " ?

When the gray dust lies in ridges in the gutter,
When the sidewalk is a-sizzling in the sun,

When they use a spoon to serve you with the butter,
When the boarders yell for iced tea, every one,

When the atmosphere with heat is palpitating,
When the ice-cream store monopolizes trade,

When you dream of frosty days, and sleighs, and skating,
Waking up to find it 90 in the shade,-

0 it's then the TWEEZER man
Grabs the swishy palm-leaf fan,

Unconcerned about the editorial need,
And goes off to Land of Nod,
On his back upon the sod,

While THE KEYSTONE'S printer-man is mad indeed!

The Arabs have an apothegm which divides men into classes.It says 

"Man is four:

He who knows not, and knows not he knows not ; he
IS a fool ; shun him.

He who knows not, and knows he knows not ; he
is simple ; teach him.

He who knows, and knows not he knows ; he is
asleep ; wake him.

He who knows, and knows he knows ; he is wise;
follow him."

Oliver Wendell Holmes had a different thought. He wrote :

" There are four men in each man:

The man the world knows;
The man his friends know ;
The man he himself knows ;
The man God knows."

When the other chaps are off on their vacations,
When the town is quite deserted by the fair,

When there's not a sight of friends or dear relations,
When there's not a blessed chance for you to pair,
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When no sympathetic hand's held out to greet you,
When you wander through the vacant streets alone,

When you buy your beer, because there's none to treat you,
And you're blue because the "fellows" all have flown,-

0 it's then 'tis hard to scribble
Sense or nonsense, " thoughts" or drivel,

0 it's then TWEEZER thumps his head in vain ;
Cudgels his poor brain in worry,
While the printer-man yells " Hurry !

Get a move on you and TWEEZER has a pain.

When Philip blushes himself into your store to buy an engage-
ment-ring for Phyllis, you may break down his embarrassment and
further his amiable intention by telling him of the experience of
another of his kind.

It happened " once upon a time." He was a shy fellow, and
entirely ignorant of the customs " made and provided " for such
cases. He went to his father for counsel. " I want to give a
ring to Clorinda as a love-token—what should I have put in it, as
a suitable sentiment ? " " Well, my boy, tell the jeweler-man to
engrave any old thing that hints the tender passion—say, ' When
this you see, remember me.' " The young man smiled his com-
prehension and departed. A week later the young lady was
mystified on receiving a ring, inscribed, " When this you see,
remember father" !

When humanity is red-faced and perspiry,
When its temper runs to raspiness and "sass,"

When a letter from the summering Miss Mira
Tells of chilly, shivery days with that sweet lass,

When the picnic climbs into the crowded trolley,
When the little German band your ear assails,

When all wisdom seems premeditated folly,
And a general sense of stickiness prevails,-

0 it's then one longs to flee
To the mountains, to the sea,

To the woods, "far from the madding crowd;"
0 it's then life seems a fizzle
To the wretch who has to sizzle

In the stuffy six-by-nine, by Fate allowed.

Speaking of engagements, I had something of a shock the
other clay when I was dictating to my stenographer, and the
word " wedding " occurred in my dictation. She put it down thus:

ID
I said, with some curiosity, " What does that jigger stand

for?" " That," she said, " is 'wedding,' in shorthand." I looked
at it again ; and it certainly resembled an interrogation fioint, as
you will see. It set me to thinking.

When I've when-ed out to the limit of my tether,
When I'm absolutely bankrupted in rhymes,

When I feel my wits are going altogether,
\\Then I scratch my head despairingly at times,

When my whole vocabulary is skedaddling,
\\Then the humid weather settles in my nog,

When my intellectual boat won't stir with paddling,
And my lazy brain is heavy as a log,—

0 it's then I hear you say,
" TWEEZER'S grass is turning hay,—

August's heat is scorching all his juices brown;
He'd best have a little rest ;
Really, KEYSTONE, 'twould be best;

Give him two weeks to 'go way back and sit down ' !"
J. T.

0,
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Reviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The Effect of strong Light Upon the
Crystalline Lens

More than fifty years ago Bracke demon-
strated that the ultra-violet rays are consider-
ably weakened by their passage through the
crystalline lens. But if these chemically ac-
tive rays are weakened in their passage they
must be partly absorbed and do some work
to the substance of the lens. What these
rays do to the lens-substance has been inves-
tigated lately by Widmark. He exposed
rabbits with dilated pupils to a 4000-candle
power arc light, first cutting off the heat with
water and glass and permitting the ultra-
violet rays to go through. In mild cases he
found changes in the cells of the lens, and in
severer cases even destruction of the nuclei
of the cells, breaking down of whole cells,
swelling of the cortical fibers with exudation
among them and also between them and the
capsule. In control experiments the ultra-
violet rays were absorbed by a gas and a
solution of sulphate of quinine. In these no
changes were observed in the lens, even when
the light used was four times as strong.
Widmark therefore believes that the cataract
developing in persons exposed to strong
lights is due partly to the glare and partly to
the ultra-violet rays.

A New Objective Method of the
Ophthahnoscopic Determina-

tion of Refraction

In the Zeitsehr/f1 fur Augenheilkunde,
Dr. R. Lohnstein, of Berlin, Germany, de-
scribes a new method of determining the re-
fraction. of the eye, ophthalmoscopically.
Whilst the former methods depend entirely
upon the distinctness of the image, either of
the fundus itself or of a drawing projected
upon it (in the direct as well as in the indirect
image), in the new method the inverted
image is used, but not with reference to its
distinctness, but with reference to its move-
ment as produced by the movement of a
certain convex lens. The author explains the
method as follows :

If the fundus of the eye is regarded in the in-
verted image while employing a convex lens A
with a refractive power of a dioptries, the distance
of which from the cornea of the examined eye is
approximately equal to the focal distance, the real
image of the fundus lies between the eye of the
examiner and the convex lens A only when the
examined eye is hypermetropic or emmetropic, or
when it has a myopia of less than a dioptries. If,
however, the myopia of the examined eye amounts

to a dioptries and more, its punctum remotum lies
on the other side of the convex lens A, the real
aerial image of the fundus lies between the exam-
ined eye and the convex lens, and the observer
looks at the virtual image of the aerial image,
magnified by the convex lens. Now, the real
images which a convex lens produces of any ob-
jects outside of it have the property, during move-
ments of the convex lens, to move in the same
sense ; whilst the virtual images, which are pro-
duced by a convex lens of all objects lying within
its focal distance, apparently move in directions
opposite to those of the convex lens, or even remain
stationary if the object is immediately behind the
convex lens. These facts can be easily verified by
means of a stronger convex lens. If we apply this
to the inverted image of the opthalmoscope, it fol-
lows that if the myopia of the examined eye is
greater than or equal to a dioptries, during move-
ments of the convex lens A, the image of the fundus
to the observer moves in opposite directions or
stands quiet ; for the observed image is here the
virtual image of the aerial image already produced
between observed eye and convex lens A. Is, how-
ever, the examined eye hypermetropic, emmetropic
and myopic less than a dioptries, the convex lens A
produces a real image of the fundus, which, during
movements of the convex lens, moves in the same
sense. From this follows : If, by means of a convex
lens of a dioptries refractive power, which is distant
the length of its focal distance from the corneal apex
of the examined eye, we produce the inverted image
of the fundus of the eye, the examined eye has a
myopia greater than or equal to a dioptries, if
during movements of the convex lens the image
of the fundus moves in the opposite direction or
if it stands quiet. On the other hand, there is
present myopia less than a dioptries, emmetropia
or hypermetropia if the image of the fundus moves
in the same direction as the convex lens.

It is clear how this principle may be
employed to determine the refraction of any
eye. All that has to be done is to find the
lens in front of the observed eye, which will,
on movement of the lens A, produce no
movement at all. The eye has then an arti-
ficial myopia of a dioptries. Suppose we
had taken a lens of 13 dioptries for the lens
A, and we had found that the image ceased
to move by a + 9 D. lens in front of the
observed eye. As the artificial myopia is
13 D., and the lens in front only + 9 D., we
see that the eye has already, as it were, a
+ 4 D. in front by its very build, that is, it
must be myopic by 4 D. If we find for the
lens A a + 16 D. lens, it would show that
the eye was deficient in refraction by 3 D., or,
what is the same, that the eye had a hyper-
metropia of •+ 3 D. If the lens required
was a + 13 D. also it would show that the
eye was emmetropic.

In case of an astigmatism the movement
is different in the different meridians, and the
glass is found for each meridian, which will
abrogate the movement.

(1147)

The described method has a certain sim-
ilarity with skiascopy, as like this method, it
depends upon movement. It is easily prac-
ticed, and is entirely independent from the
accommodation of the examining eye. The
author admits, however, that especially in.
younger individuals, the examination with
the inverted image is more apt to induce
accommodate efforts, which, of course, tray
be overcome by the use of a mydriatic. The
author also gives, as an advantage of his
method, the want of any expensive arma-
mentarium. The ophthalmoscope and the
spectacle case are all that is required, but a
simple contrivance, a ribbon, which keeps
the moving lens at the same distance, is a
useful addition. There are, however, two
disadvantages which are rather serious. The
first is, that often the reflexes are most an-
noying, and the second, that the method in
the lower degrees of ametropia gives less
accurate results than in the higher degrees,
because here the movements are more marked.

The Becquerel Rays in Ocular
Diagnosis

The following interesting editorial com-
ment is taken from American JAW/eine:

The X-rays have come to occupy so prominent
a place in medical and surgical diagnosis that it
will not prove a source of much surprise to find
that the more recent discoveries with regard to the
so-called Becquerel rays are just anncunced as
having a cognate diagnostic application. The
Becquerel rays are the radiations emitted at normal
temperatures by certain metals. Professor Bec-
querel first called attention to the fact that various
compounds of uranium glowed in the dark and
possessed in this regard a property resembling
phosphorescence. The metal itself did not, how-
ever, lose weight as the result of this emanation of
light, and it was found that the light was due to a
disturbance of the ether, causing light waves, but
without any of the development of energy usually
considered necessary for the production of light.
Other metals were found to act the same way,
notably certain rare new metals, as polonium and
radium, so-called because of its radiant quality. It
was discovered that these metals might have an
effect upon the skin not unlike that produced by
the X-rays in the so-called X-ray burns. Salts of
uranium carried in a phial in the pocket have been
known to produce redness of the skin, followed by
desquamation and subsequent soreness that did
not heal for several weeks.

Recently M. Curie, of Paris, the discoverer of
the new metal radium, has been experimenting with
certain possible uses of this metal in ocular diag-
nosis. It is often of extreme importance to know
whether the retina behind opaque ocular media is
still capable of responding to stimulation by rays of
light—is, in a word, capable of vision if the opaci-
ties of the media should be removed by operative

(Continued on page no)
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procedure. The radiations from radium are said
to penetrate absolutely opaque media and demon-
strate the senstiveness of the retinal nerve fibers
very clearly. Among others, the distinguished
French ophthalmologist, Javal, has been attracted
to the study of the subject. Javal is blind, as the
result of chronic glaucoma, for the cure or ame-
lioration of which every means known to science
was employed in vain. He hopes to find in the
new metals and their radiations certain helps for
the blind and also some lights on the physiology of
vision and the nervous conduction of light. The
whole subject is one of those fascinating phases of
advancing science that holds out attractive prom-
ises of important results. Observations so far
made certainly encourage the idea that there may
be significant practical improvements for ophthal-
mology to be derived from the new science of
radiology.

It is evident that Javal, who knows that
his retina will nevermore respond to those
waves of the ether which we call light, is en-
deavoring to find other ethereal vibrations,
by means of which the retina and the optic
nerve may be again stimulated. We hope
that he will succeed by all means.

We may add in this connection that the
much-debated question of the visibility of the
X-rays has been finally decided by Roentgen
himself as well as other investigators. They
found that indeed the X-rays are visible, but
not so much to the most sensitive part of our
retina, the macula, but to the equatorial
region which we use only for very indistinct
peripheral vision.

Observation on the Visual Purple of
the Retina

Hitherto it has been taught that there
was no visual purple in the yellow spot of
the retina. The following resume of his
work, by Dr. F. M. Eldridge Green, must
somewhat modify the old views on this subject:

I undertook this investigation in order to ascer-
tain whether I could obtain any objective evidence
of the diffusion of the visual purple into the yellow
spot of the retina. Many phenomena point to this
conclusion—such as the fact that a perceptible in-
terval elapses before we are able to see with the
yellow spot, and that light may fall on the fovea
without producing any sensation. My first experi-
ments were made with the help of Mr. Treacher
Collins. On examining the retina of a monkey it
was at once evident that the visual purple extended
to the yellow spot, but the very deep yellow of the
spot prevented us from saying with certainty that
the color altered on exposure to light. Mr. Treacher
Collins and I have tried numerous chemicals in
order to find out a substance which would fix the
visual purple, but have not been successful. Nearly
every chemical I used destroyed the purple. I
then examined the eyes of two monkeys by myself.
I tried to obtain a first view of the yellow spot of
the retina through a microscope. It was at first
red and then gradually bleached under the influ-
ence of light. I noticed a curious appearance in
one retina : on examining the region just external

to the yellow spot, I saw rose-colored cones sur-
rounded by one or more circles of colorless rods.
My last operations were madewith the help of Mr.

Devereux Marshall. Two monkeys were kept in a
dark room for twenty-four hours, and then Mr.
Devereux Marshall excised their eyes under chloro-
form, the room being only illuminated by a ruby
light. The retina, having been arranged on a slide,
was put on the stage of a microscope and viewed
with a white light. The whole retina was bright
crimson, but the brightest part of all was the yellow
spot, and it could be seen that the visual purple
was situated between and not in the cones in the
rod-free district of the yellow spot. Then the visual
purple in a few minutes bleached, leaving the yel-
low spot in its usual yellow color.

Refraction and Visual Acuity at Dif-
ferent Periods of Life

In his inaugural dissertation, Hochheim
gives his conclusions from the examination
of 21,814 normal eyes. He finds that in
women up to the fifty-fifth, in men up to the
sixtieth year of life the prevailing refraction
is emmetropia and hypermetropia less than
D. In later years higher degrees of hyper-

metropia are more frequent. In women he
finds in all ages more hypermetropia and less
myopia ( r2 per cent. myopia of all degrees
against 19.4 per cent. among men). Among
the myopes higher than 6 D. there were
found no normal eyes in women from the
sixty-first year, and in men from the sixty-
fifth year. The visual acuity is always best
with the prevailing refraction ; in youth the
visual acuity of the female sex is on the
average better than that of the male sex, but
later the conditions are reversed. In old age
the frequency of deficient visual acuity (two-
thirds and less) increases. Even in the lower
degrees of myopia the acuity is less good
and more inclined to decrease with age than
in emmetropia.

The numbers for anisometropia vary
much according to age and sex. The
myopic anisometropia increases in frequency
with the age. The higher refraction is some-
what more frequent on the right eye than
on the left (52 per cent. in men, 54 per cent.
in women). Difference of the visual acuity
in both eyes exists decidedly more frequently
among the anisometropes than among the
isometropes ; among the former in about one-
half, among the latter in about one-tenth to
one-fifth of the cases.

The Hygienic and Prophylactic Treat-
ment of Myopia

At the ophthalmic section of the New
York Academy of Medicine, Dr. Duane read
an excellent paper on this subject. He
stated that the best treatment of this refrac-
tive error consisted in closely attending to
the following points :

(1) Making the patient wear the full correction
of his myopia all the time, both for distance and
near. This is of prime importance in all varieties
of myopia, low, medium and high, and if applied
early may check the progress of the myopia
altogether. (2) Proper attention to illumination,
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the size and legibilty of the print, the quality of

paper used in the books read, the relative height

and disposition of the seat and desk, and the many

other factors that have been brought out by the

zealous investigators into the subject of school

hygiene. These are important, but subsidiary

matters. (3) In low and medium myopia, mode-

rate restriction of near work, or rather its better

distribution, so that it is done mainly by daylight

and not for too long at any one time. Furthermore,

momentary rest of the eyes at frequent intervals

during the work. These rules to be the more

strictly enforced, the higher the myopia and the

younger the patient. (4) In high myopia with

evidences of progress, much more.stringent restric-

tion of near work. Open-air work to be encour-

aged, and the adoption of confining and eye-taxing

occupations forbidden. (5) In medium and in

especially high myopia, plenty of sleep and out-of-

door exercise. (6) Re-examination of the patient

at frequent intervals (which in the case of high

myopia should be more frequent), to determine

how much the myopia has increased. If it has in-

creased, the glasses should be increased also up to

the full strength, and the hygienic regulations,

above detailed, modified accordingly. He believed

that the influence of near work in producing myo-

pia, or at least in causing its increase, had been

considerably overrated ; the statistics upon this

point being more or less misleading.

Some Interesting Remarks About
Ophthalmometers by the Nestor

of Ophthalmometry

We are glad to see that our greatest
authority in ophthalmometry, E. Javal,
though afflicted with the greatest calamity of
incurable blindness, still takes an active in-
terest in the progress of ophthalmology. In
the German Archiv. f. Ofththalm. Javal has
published an article regarding the testing
of the ophthalmometer. He there recom-
mends for this instrument the Wollaston
prism as the best means of doubling the
images, and finds fault with the instruments
of Kogenaar, who employs the cheap double
prism of glass. This is of importance also
for our American instruments, as some
makers still use the glass-prism, though it
has been shown by the researches of Holth
(Arch. f. Aug. Bd. 41) that this prism makes
the apparatus valueless for accurate measure-
ments. Javal also recommends the division
of our American instruments which have the
zero point for each eye at the right, go°
below and 1800 to the left. All the former
deficiencies of the old models of Laurent
have been avoided in the later instruments of
Giroux, two. Regarding the testing of the
ophthalmometers Javal advises that the eye-
piece should be drawn out always so far that
the eye with totally suspended accommoda-
tion is in focus for the thread of the ocular.
To find this position best the tube with the
eye-piece ought to be unscrewed and held
against the sky. This position of the eye-
piece must be marked. The circle of Rams-
den (the real image of the objective by the
eye-piece) which is seen behind the eye-piece
if the observer's eye is provided with a con-
vex glass, ought to be somewhat greater than
the opening of the diaphragm, which is seen
best if the head is moved to the side. The
objectives must be well centered. If the

(Continued on page tut)
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anterior objective is taken off, the apparatus
must be pretty %'ell adjusted for distant ob-
jects. The instrument ought to be provided
with an artificial cornea ( of 7.5 radius). If
great exactness is required a yellow glass
might be put in front of the eye-piece, as the
Wollaston prism cannot be made exactly
achromatic, ;.tild the yellow glass somewhat
overcomes this deficiency. For the illumi-
nation of the mires, Javal recommends the
electric ones with transparent marks. It is
especially important that the arc is not bent
out of shape, which can be guarded against
by examination with the artificial cornea.
Furthermore, Javal mentions a contrivance
by means of which the two mires may be
united in one pair and be pushed along the
arc without changing their mutual distance.
This he does for facilitating the finding of
differences of curvature between the different
parts of the same meridian. The head-rest
ought to show two lines towards the observer,
which shall show whether the patient holds
his eyes at the proper level.

In connection with these remarks of Javal
we will mention that Hirschberg has divided
each dioptry of his ophthalmometer into four
parts, and that Mithsam has calculated a table
which gives for each division the corneal
radius of curvature in millimeters.

Finally, it may not be amiss to mention
the recommendation of an American ophthal-
mometer in a German medical journal ( Woch-
ensch. f Therapie n. Hygiene). Pichon,
an optician of Cologne, refers to the Cham-
bers, Inskeep & Co.'s ophthalmometer, in
which the doubling prism is movable, while
the mires are stationary.

Muscular Anomalies

ED. KEYSTONE :-As all opticians, I think, are

interested in cases illustrating muscular anomalies,
I would like to record three of my cases that seem
out of the ordinary, in the hope of obtaining

some explanation of the phenomena connected

with them.

Case No. 1.-Young man, age twenty-four

years.; came to me wearing 0. D. - .25, 0. S.- .57.

I lad worn this correction, given by an oculist, for

three years. When working over books, eyes felt

tired. Suffering from inflamed eyes and headache.

V. A. 4a. Retinoscope revealed Inn. and ast. in

0. D. Refused weakest plus lens. Muscle test

showed 6° exophoria. I kept his old glasses and
gave him some exercise prisms, with instructions

for using them. He reported in two weeks. No

visible improvement and still refused plus lenses.

Said the prisms were too much bother, and only

used them twice. I impressed upon him their im-

portance and told him to try agaito. In three days

he returned, saying the glasses hurt his eyes and

made his head ache, and he handed me a pair of

frames with - 1.25 lenses 0. U. 1.le said they

were what he had been wearing for the last three

days and guessed they must have got changed at

home. Muscle test showed 2° esophoria, and I

gave him result of retinoscopic test, which he

received and has worn with absolute comfort

since : 0. I ). -1- .37 .5o ax. 135° ; O. S.
+ .75 S. What was the action of the strong
minus lenses?

The wearing of the - 1.25 D. when a
plus glass ought to have been worn, re-
quired a considerable effort of the ciliary
muscle to keep distant and near vision clear.
But we cannot usually innervate the ciliary
muscle without at the same time sending
down nervous impulses to the internal recti
muscles. Our eyes want to converge with
unnecessary concave glasses, but, of course,
in the interest of binocular vision, we do not
give in to this tendency. With our test,
however, this tendency reveals itself by the
esophoria observed.

Case No. 2.-Woman, age about forty years.

Very poor. Said she wanted a pair of cheap
glasses out of stock to help her in sewing. V. A.,

0. D. Mr, with + 2.50 part of it ; 0. S. If, with
+ 2 = 18. To impress upon her the fact that her

eyes should be properly fitted, I tested her for

astigmatism by the clock dial and gave her 0. I),
4. 1.50 C ± 1.25 ax. 1800 ; 0. S. 1.75 1.50

ax. 1800, in the trial frames, rendering her vision 18

and part of 18. She had 6° right esophoria. As
slje only wanted sphericals, I tried to lower the
cyls., especially in right eye ; but above combi-

nation gave best vision. I gave her some exercise

prisms and after faithfully using them for two

weeks she returned with only 2° esophoria. I then

examined by retinoscopy, in the hope of giving a
better sph. correction. I was a good deal surprised

to find only .5c) astigmatism in 0. D. I let her

try my former correction, which was emphatically

refused ; but with 0. D. I.5o, 0. S. + 1.75 C

+ 1.25 ax. 1800, she saw ft plainly. The sph.
correction I gave her was : 0. D. 1.50, 0. S.

2. What caused the apparent astigmatism in

right eye?

As, according to the retinoscopic test,
there is in the 0. D. an astigmatism of
.5o D., the patient's subjective statement of
1.25 D. astigmatism may be simply due to
incorrect observation at the first examina-
tion. If however, we assume that there was
really at first an astigmatism of 1.25 D., it
may be attributed to the esophoria, which
induced ciliary contractions different in the
different meridians. We miss, however, an
ophthalmometric examination to exclude pos-
sible differences in the corneal astigmatism at
the two examinations.

Case No. 3.-Man, age thirty-two years. Had

been told in his youth that he was going blind

through disease, and so had never worn glasses.

Had never been to school, on account of eyesight,

and could not work, but could get work if he could

see at a distance. Could see nothing beyond two

inches. I could find no disease symptoms. With

0. D. -- 17 C - 2 ax. go°, 0. S. - 15 --. fic, ; 2°
left exophoria. With this correction he used

his right eye for distance and the left for near

vision. I found he could use his right eye for
reading the 20-inch type by placing a strong prism,

base in, before it, or by adding another - 3 sph. to

his correction ; but this addition spoilt his distant

vision. What was the effect of this additional

sphere?

The addition of the - 3 D. spheres
may have required enough ciliary effort to
overcome them to also innervate the internal
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rectus muscle of the right eye, so that it
pulled this eye around from its position of
exotropia and induced it to participate in the
act of near vision.

About the Use of Photographic Papers
as Photometers

In a former issue of THE KEYSTONE we
mentioned a new method for determining the
illumination at every desk of the school-room.
This method makes use of photographic
papers which are laid on each desk, and front
the darkening of which in a given time the
amount of illumination is determined. Now
Crzellitzer calls attention to the fact that this
method can give only under certain condi-
tions acceptable results, as the maximum of
luminosity in the spectrum for our eye by
no means coincides with the maximum of
photographic activity. Lights of different
physical composition may therefore have the
same effect photographically, but may appear
very different for the human eye. For the
Weisbach light Crzellitzer succeeded to get
reliable photometric results by. means of pho-
tographic paper, but for ordinary daylight it
is absolutely necessary by interposed light-
filters to displace the maximum of the efficacy
of the rays from the violet into the yellow
part of the spectrum.

Workshop Notes for Opticians

With regard to the cutting out of lenses by the
use of the diamond in preference to nipping down.
Obviously some sort of guide or eye-size must be
used to lay upon the unedged lens around which to
pass the diamond. The selection of something
appropriate and readily obtainable is not easy. If
lenses were all of weak curvatures there would
not be very much difficulty. Unfortunately it is
not so, and here the trouble arises. For accurate
cutting it is essential that the guide or shape em-
ployed shall not slide or slip during the act of
marking out.

Various pieces of apparatus have been pro-
posed and are in use for this purpose. The com-
monest, perhaps, is the ordinary steel eye-plate
with beveled edges and a central perforation. Less
common is the oval metal protractor, graduated
for standard axis notation. With deep lenses
neither of these are at all good. It is impossible
to hold them steady during the passing round
of the diamond. Some opticians use wooden
shapes made front thin pear wood, like the set-
squares of the draughtsman ; others use home-
made shapes cut from thin cedar wood. Celluloid
has been tried and does moderately well ; but
probably the most satisfactory article is leather.

The leather should be sufficiently thick to have
the requisite stability, and at the sante time he
sufficiently thin to be flexible, so that it will con-
form to the curvature of the lens upon which it is
placed. Patent leather seems to be best. This Call
be very cleanly cut with a sharp knife and a really
good shape obtained. A clean cut circular hole
can also readily be punched out in the center to
make the guide complete. The shapes may be
kept in water so as keep them thoroughly pliable.
Nothing is so supple as well oiled leather ; but for
optical purposes the use of oil nmst be strictly
tabooed, -Erthsk Ofitteal fowl:a
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CRAFTER
CHAPTER

I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
IL—THE EYE ANATOMICALLY.
I11.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSI-
I V.—OPTICS. [OLOOY OF VISION.
V.—LENSES.
VI.—NUMRERING OF LENSES.
VII.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.
X.—PRESBYOPIA.
X1.—HYPERMETROPIA.
XII.—MYOPIA.
X I I. —ASTHMA TISM.
XI V.—A NOM ALIEs OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.
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"The Optician's Man tutl,"cont-
prises the first ten chapters,
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trations and colored plates.
Vol. II comprises Chapters NI
and XII (heretofore published
KS the "Supplement to TM
Optician's Manual "), together
with Chapters XIII and X I V.
This volume thus comprises
Ifypermetropia, H yoria,
Astigmatism and Inontaltes of
the Ocular Muscles, to whielt
has been added much addi-
tional matter and illustra-

tions. These books will be sent postpaid to all parts of the
world on receipt of price, $2.00 each •, or can be had front the
leading wholesale optical houses of Great Ih*Itain, and Bosch,
Barthel de Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for the publisher's price,
88. 4d. each.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part XVIII)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

In these conditions the apparent position
of the objects seen by the two eyes, is the
reverse of that mentioned above. The object
seen by the hyperphoric eye, according to
the law of projection, appears to be below
that of the normal eye. Objects viewed
through a prism are displaced in the direction
of its apex, and therefore a prism base down
before a hyperphoric eye raises the object to
the plane of the good eye ; or base up before
the normal eye lowers its image to the plane
of the hyperphoric eye, in either case restor-
ing the images to the same level.

If the hyperphoria does not exceed I°,
a prism of that degree should be placed over
one eye with its base in the position indi-
cated. If the defect equals or exceed 2°,
the prism may be divided between the two
eyes as suggested above, unless it can be
seen that the deviation is positively limited to
one eye.

In cases where a single prism is pre-
scribed, unless there are distinct indications
to the contrary, it should be placed over the
left eye for the following reason : the right
eye is usually the fixing eye, and the left eye
deviates downward in right hyperphoria and
upward in left hyperphoria. Now, for ob-
vious reasons, a prism placed over the right
and fixing eye to change it to the level
of the left and deviating eye, would not
be so well borne as one placed over the
deviating eye to bring it to the level of the
fixing eye.

The value of a vertical prism can often
be demonstrated to the patient. When
placed in its proper position, while the patient
looks at the distant test card, it affords a

sense of comfort and satisfaction, while a
reversal of its base will be instantly rejected.

In spite of this in cases where there is
no error of refraction, patients cannot always
be depended upon to wear the glasses, be-
cause they do not afford any material im-
provement in the acuteness of vision. As
soon as the urgent symptoms are relieved,
they begin to grow careless in wearing
their glasses, inasmuch as vision is as good
without as with them. In this class of
cases an operation would be advisable if
the case is otherwise a suitable one for this
procedure.

Cases have been reported where the
glasses seemed to be of the greatest benefit
for a time, and later the patient would return
with the complaint that the eyes were worse
and they believed the glasses were doing
more harm than good. An investigation
would result in discovering that the prismatic
lens had dropped out of the frame and had
been replaced with its base in the wrong
direction, which resulted only in adding fuel
to the fire.

When hyperphoria is present it is apt to
be greater at the reading point than at a
distance. In young persons, where one pair
of glasses is used .for all purposes, this dis-
crepancy cannot be taken into account ; but
in presbyopic hyperphorics advantage can
be taken of the additional glasses required
for reading to incorporate a slightly stronger
prism as seems indicated.

Some refractionists prefer to order the
needed prisms in an extra front, or grab
front or hook front, as they are sometimes
called, when they are indicated in connection
with the regular glasses. This enables them
to be used tentatively, and increased or
diminished in strength as necessary, at the
least possible expense.

The prisms prescribed in hyperphoria
should be placed in the position of rest or
assistance to the muscle. Some authorities
have recommended exercise of the muscles,
but while this would be good advice in exo-
or esophoria, it is of doubtful value in
hyperphoria. The experience of the writer
in this class of cases has been such as to lead
him to expect but little benefit from exercise
of the vertical muscles.

In some cases the hyperphoria is secon-
dary to or dependent upon a lateral devia-
tion, and disappears when the exo- or eso-
phoria is corrected by prisms, or when the
internal or external recti have been invigo-
rated and strengthened by a course of prism
gymnastics.

When a vertical and a lateral deviation
exists in the same case, there is diversity of
opinion among authorities as to which should
receive attention first. Some would ignore
hyperphoria altogether, while others would
correct it first, arguing that the symptoms
produced by it are more troublesome and
annoying and less capable of removal by any
effort of the eye itself, than in the case of
esophoria or exophoria.

If the amount of hyperphoria equaled
or exceeded 2°, we would make the attempt
to correct it first and note the effect on the
lateral muscles. Or if the deviation of the
latter was great enough to call for attention,
it would be proper to order a vertical prism
for one eye and a horizontal prism for the
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other, or the two may be combined in the
form of an oblique prism.

When a case of hyperphoria gets be-
yond the help of prisms, or when a radical
cure is desired, an operation may be resorted
to and the one that is most often preferred,
is tenotomy of the stronger superior rectus.
In well-selected cases the relief of the annoy-
ing symptoms that follow an operation is
sometimes wonderful, and is apt to tempt the
surgeon to apply the same treatment to cases
in which it is not so suitable, and the disap-
pointment that follows may cast operative
measures into undeserved disrepute.

CYCLOPHORIA

This is a condition in which there is an
imbalance of .the oblique muscles, and as yet
is not so clearly defined or well recognized
as the vertical. and lateral deviations. It is
detected by means of a double prism, and a
horizontal straight line on a card, as de-
scribed and illustrated in the chapter on
Method of Examination. The treatment con-
sists in "rhythmic exercise" of the weak
oblique muscle by means of cylindrical lenses
which are rotated before the eye. This exer-
cise should be repeated daily and continued
for several weeks.

METHODS OF DIAGNOSIS OF MUSCULAR
ANOMALIES

The objects of the various tests for the
detection of muscular imbalance, may be
mentioned under two heads :

I. Those which displace the image in
one eye from the yellow spot, destroying
binocular vision and producing an artificial
diplopia ; the natural instinct for the mainte-
nance of binocular vision being removed, the
eye is given over to the action of its several
muscles, and a weakness of any one of them
in this way becomes manifest by a devia-
tion in the direction of the antagonistic
muscle.

2. Those in which the image formed on
the retina of one eye, is changed in color,
shape or size, so that the images of the two
eyes on account of their dissimilarity .cannot
be fused into one. The fusion instinct
being no longer called into play, any un-
natural strain upon a muscle is removed, and
if there is a tendency to deviation it will at
once manifest itself.

It would seem as if the latter test, which
changes the appearance .of the image, but
does not displace it from the macula, ought
to be the most accurate and trustworthy one.
It allows a comparison of the images formed
on the yellow spot of each eye, both of which
possess the same degree of retinal sensibility,
in contrast with the first test, where one of
the images is extra-macular and therefore
less vivid.

The " dissociation " of the eyes does
not mean an entire cessation of innervation
to either one of them, but simply on account
of binocular vision being made impossible
and the desire for it removed, the eyes
assume their position of equilibrium or that
which is most restful for them, and a ten-
dency to deviation develops into an actual
deviation, and becomes subject to detection
and measurement.

(TO HE CONTINUED)
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ance occasioned by selling the
cement bifocals. No wafers to blis-
ter or get loose on the "Johnston
Automatic Grooved " Bifocals.
We guarantee the reading lenses to
intercliange with I, 0 and 00 eye
distauce lenses.

With two dozen or more of these lenses we will send a beauti-
ful hinge box for them gratis.

These novelties will do you good.
Write to-day for samples and prices.
Immediate action is the friend of profits.

JOHNSTON OPTICAL CO.
Detroit, Mich.

Leading Prescription House of America.
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Skiascopy
(CONTINUED)

Our work on Skiascopy, of
which this serial is a reprint,
contains over 200 pages, with
numerous illustrations and sev-
eral colored plates. No practi-
cing optician can afford to be
without a copy of this treatise,
which far excels in comprehen-
sivenesS and practical value any
work heretofore published on
the subject. It not only ex-
plains the shadow test iii its
practical application to the work
of refraction, but expounds
fully and explicitly the optical
principles underlying it. In
depth of research, wealth id.
Illustration and scientific com-
pleteness the work is unique.
The price of the book is 51.60
anti it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt
of this amount ; or it can Ike

had from the leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain,
or Bosch, Barthel & Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for tis. 3d.

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as here-
under, itt this journal. The first installment was published
in the September, 1899, issue.
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CHAPTER VIII. ( Conlinued)
The Study of the Eye by Skiescopy—Pusymmet rice! A inetropia

--Regular Astigmatism—Irregular Ant igteatism—Stat Le
and Dy mimic Properties—Pathological Cases.

As far as the spherical part of any corn-
pound is concerned, that has no effect upon
the astigmatic element. It simply increases
or decreases the myopia or hype-
ropia, as the case may be, leav-
ing the astigmatic element as
before.

There are cases, however, in
xvhich the refraction is so different
for different areas of the pupil
that neither sphericals, cylindricals
nor compounds will neutralize mo-
tion in all meridians or at all areas
of the pupil. The conical cornea
is an example of this kind. In
a skiascopic examination the con-
ical cornea shows a triangular
reflex with its apex at the center
of the cornea. A glass eould be
ground to neutralize such a con-
dition, but unless the two apices
—that of the cornea and glass—
coincided. in position on the visual
axis, it would derange vision more than ever.
The visual axis of the eye would have to pass
directly through the center of the glass
corresponding to the apex of the conical
cornea, since it must pass through that apex
of the cornea itself.

There are often cases of irregular astig-
matism—that is, irregular refraction for dif-
ferent areas of the pupil whether they may be
called astigmatism or not—that may be
aisisted by glasses. It is usual in such cases
to select from the areas showing different
power an area most favorably located—near-
est the central pupillary area—and give a
correction for that area. The area of the
pupil directly in front of the macula may thus
be made correct, even though other pupillary
areas are incorrect and tend todevelop diplopia.

But cases of astigmatism so irregular as
not to come within any rule are found, and
there are also pathological cases and cases
that have been produced by surgical opera-
tions or by accident. These are beyond the
scope of a work of this kind, however inter-
esting they may be. They are not cases that
the -optician would venture to deal with,
although as far as refraction work may help
them he is at liberty to do what he can.

CHAPTER IX
Conditions Favorable to Successful Work in Skiaseopy. The

Operating Room and its Arrangements. Practical
Operating Suggestions to Beginners.

It is surprising what accurate results can
be obtained in skiascopy under the least
favorable conditions. It is a method in which
the skill of the operator counts for more than
by any other method, for it permits the
utmost nicety of work. But nevertheless
there is no reason why the operator should
not be provided with every means to make
his work the most successful. While every
facility will not make a good operator of one
who does his work carelessly, a careful worker
is very much aided by desirable arrangements.

Some of the most skilled skiascopists
work with an open light, using no skiascopic
chimney because they fail to derive any
advantage from it. Some prefer to work
with the concave mirror altogether. Some
prefer large mirrors and others prefer small
ones, as some prefer to work at two meters,
others at six meters, others at one or one-half
meter. It is a method permitting such choice.
But the one meter distance, the plane mirror
and the skiascopic chimney to limit the area
of light, are more generally acceptable.
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optician should not be compelled to pass
around from lamp to lamp to turn off or turn
on the light, if that can be avoided. He
should be able to turn the light on or off
without leaving his chair or his patient. This
may be easily managed with incandescent
electric lighting by having the switch that
turns the light on or off within reach of the
hand. There should be three sets of lights :
(1) light overhead for the room in general ;
(2) light near the subjective test cards, and
(3) light in the skiascopic chimney. It
should be so arranged that these lights may
be turned on or off separately.

0

7

Fig. tia

1. Operator's Chair. 4. Trial Case.
2. Patient's Chair. 0. 'rest Cards-20 ft.
3. Skiascopic Light. 6. Light at Test Cards.

7, General Lights—Ceiling.

THE OPERATING ROOM

The best sort of a dark room for the
practice of skiascopy is the room in which
regular work is done—the regular operating
room. There are two ways of making the
operating room fill every requirement of the
optician, both for subjective testing and for
the practice of skiascopy or other objective
method. One. is to have a nice light room
with facilities for darkening it for objective
testing ; the other is to have a nice dark room
with facilities for lighting it. Of the two the
latter possesses obvious advantages. A room
well lighted naturally—that is, by daylight—
must have window spaces, and to screen these
for dark room work requires a good deal of
curtaining and a good deal of attention.
Even then, on bright days, it is difficult to
darken the room sufficiently. The variations
in light by the hour of the day or position of
the sun, and variations due to the weather,
make such a room unsatisfactory. even for
subjective testing. But a naturally dark room
lighted artificially is easily changed from one
to the other, and the light, when it is lighted,
is uniform.

To control the light in the room the

DIMENSIONS AND ORDER

The room should be about twenty feet
long and of sufficient width to contain all
furnishings—optical or otherwise—without
crowding. The skiascopic light should be
upon a bracket, allowing the operator to
move it nearer or farther, or to elevate or
lower it. It will not be found necessary to
move the light to opposite sides of the patient's
head or change his line of vision for exam-
ining the different eyes, nor for the optician
to change his position. The patient might

be directed to look to the right and
left of the mirror, so as to bring the
visual axes to the left of the operator
when the left eye is being examined,
and to the right when the right eye
is being examined ; but even that is
unnecessary, although by having the
patient look in a fixed direction to
the operator's right the reflex will
be principally to the nasal side of
the macula when the right eye is
being examined, and to the temporal
side of the macula when the left eye

• is being examined. The trial case
of lenses should be upon a stand in
front, but to one side of the opti-
cian, enabling him to change the
lenses with as little inconvenience to
himself as possible. The accompa-
nying drawing will indicate the rela-

tive positions of the optician and his patient,
the position of the skiascopic light, trial case,
test cards, etc., as well as the general arrange-
ments of the room.

PRACTICAL OPERATING

Before taking the first skiascopic view
of either eye vision should be tested in the
ordinary way upon the test cards for both
eyes at the 20 feet. If vision is less than
normal actual vision should be noted as
B. E. 20/40, or whatever it may be. A
+ I D. lens sln mid then be inserted in the
rear cell for each eye, of the trial frames,
and the frames adjusted comfortably upon
the patient. General light in the room may
then be turned off, and the patient be di-
rected to look at the test cards 20 feet away.
The light should then be turned off from the
test cards and turned on in the skiascopic
chimney. A little time should be allowed for
the pupils to dilate and the muscles of con-
vergence and accommodation to relax, even
more than they would be relaxed for viewing
the test cards, under the influence of the dark-
ened room and the dimly-seen objects in it.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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THE HARDY XX CENTURY
OPHTHALMOMETER

IS A NECESSITY NOT A LUXURY

BECAUSE
It gives the absolute axis of the cor-

neal astigmatism.

It gives a working supposition as to
the kind of astigmatism and the
approximate amount.

It does away with the necessity of
annoying your patient with
questions.

It saves your time and your patient's
temper.

Its appearance in your office is such
that it is an evidence to the people
that you are keeping up to date,

. and gives them an added con-
fidence in your ability.

OUR FAITH IN THE INSTRUMENT
IS SHOWN BY THE FACT THAT we
will send one on trial for 30 days to any one
of approved credit.

■ 

F. A. HARDY & CO.
WHOLESALE AND MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

{
ATLANTA, GA.

BRANCHES DENVER, COLO.
PARIS, FRANCE.

CHICAGO, ILL.
AGENTS

California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass., for New England.
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.
Raphael, Wheway & Redfern, Ltd., London, England,

for Great Britain.
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Optical Questions an Answers

THE KEYSTON

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn 7 How long and what
number ?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"L. G. C. "-Boy, aged twelve years ; glasses been
worn about a year and a half; been wearing a
- I 0. U. Without glasses, with distant card
11 feet away, with 0. D. he read 80-foot line,
and with 0. S. 120-fool line. With - 1.50 C
- .25 ax. go° O. D., he read 15-foot line, and
with a - 5.50 sphere 0. S. he read 30-foot
line. With reading card, smallest print
marked V. = 5 D. Without glasses his punc-

remotum is 13, inches ; punctum proxi-
mum 8 inches-the nearest he could possibly
make it out. With above correction, punctum
remotum is 15% inches and punclum proximum
334 inches. Do not understand why concave
lenses should enable him to see so much nearer.
With - .50 C - .25 ax. 00° 0. D. and -
50 0. S., he could see better for reading at
common distance. I sent this boy to an oculist
about three months ago. He has been treating
eyes ever since and sent him back to me to be
fitted, so of course am especially particular to
get this case right, and must confess it puzzles
me. I gave 0. D. - 5.25 C - .25 ax. 00°
and 0. S. - 1.25. Pin-hole disk did not im-
prove vision over correction.

In the case of a child where distant vision is
somewhat Unpaired, the optician should be con-
stantly on his guard for simulated myopia or spasm
of accommodation. There are a number of con-
tradictory conditions in this boy's case that make
it somewhat puzzling, one of which is that the con-
cave glasses bring his near point closer, which can
be explained only on the supposition that they
stimulate the accommodation. Another peculiar
feature is that the punctum proximum is 8 inches
in the presence of an apparent myopia, whereas,
at this age, it should be scarcely more than 3
inches, and still closer if the case is one of real
myopia. We are inclined to regard this case as
one of possible hypermetropia, which may be de-
termined by the usual tests, among which should
be mentioned the fogging system. If the exact
refraction cannot be ascertained in any other way,
we think the use of atropine would be justifiable
in order to arrive at a clear diagnosis.

"A. B. have a patient forty-Mree years of
age, who complains of a darkness in front of
her eyes and that sometimes she cannot read at
all. On inspection, I notice that right eye
diverges slightly. She is wearing weak con-
cave lenses, which she has had for eight or
nine years and which are no longer of any
benefit to her. She is a woman of poor educa-
tion, and hence my examination was not as
satisfactory as I would have desired. 0. D.
vision 11 partly ; - 1 D. S. was the best lens I
could find for this eye, and this only raised the
vision to ilg clearly. 0. S. vision i3 partly,
- 3 C ax. 1800 raised vision to ill, and I could
not find anything better. I tried some of the
muscle tests, but with negative results, as I
was unable to produce an artificial diplopia.

This is not a very promising case in which to
expect brilliant results. Inasmuch as the right eye
diverges, there is most likely an amblyopic condi-
tion of the retina, which would account for the
failure to raise the acuteness of vision to normal.
Therefore, if the - i D. S. is the best lens to be
found for this eye, it may be prescribed for con-
stant wear. The high degree of myopic astigmatism

in the left eye, which has probably never been
properly corrected, would account for the impaired
vision of this eye. We would expect, however, a
gradual improvement in vision if the proper cylin-
der is constantly worn, although the prospects for
improvement would have been much better twenty-
five years ago. As the case is apparently one of
divergent strabismus, the usual muscle tests would
not be applicable, and at any rate the case is prob-
ably beyond the help of prisms. The glasses
mentioned above will answer for distance, but as
the patient is forty-three years of age they cannot
be worn for close use. The right eye may possibly
read without glasses, or perhaps with a very weak
convex to enlarge the image and compensate for
the amblyopia. For the left eye the concave cylin-
der may be reduced, or a convex sphere combined
with it. We are not given any information as to
the reading vision, but this can be worked oat
along the lines suggested above.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"111: E. C."-Young man, aged thirty years
intelligent and perfectly healthy ; has worn
glasses for fifteen years. Has been wearing
R. E. - 5.75 sph. C -i cyl. ax. o° ; L. E.
-5.50 sph. ;I; - 1 cyl. ax. 1800. 11i 1/i
4.50 sph. C - .50 cyl. ax. 15° left eye, and
- 5 sph. C - 1.75 cyl. ax. 75° tight eye,
vision = El, but objects look distorted and he
sees a faint outline of a second image. On
removing the cylinders the objects become more
distorted and indistinct. He cannot see near
objects (say, at 18 inches) as clearly as he
should. Can see the double image with either
eye. On changing the cylinder, it appears the
same, and the same lines in the dial that appear
brightest without the cylinder appear slightly
the brightest with any cylinder that I can use.
Atropine was used, but the effect of that has
passed off. Prisms do not help an;'. I have
given lam above corrections and he says his
eyes are improving under them.

This case seems to be the usual one of corn-
pound myopic astigmatism, and the secret of its
successful management lies in the accurate measure-
ment of the defect. Our correspondent makes
quite a change in the axes of the cylinders, particu-
larly that of the right eye, where there is a difference
of 75°. If this is correct, the former optician made
a grievous error. With a cylinder so strong as this,
there is usually not much difficulty in locating the
defective meridian definitely, or at least within 5°
or to°, and the patient's answers are less hesitating
in myopic than in hypermetropic astigmatism. If
patient cannot see near objects satisfactorily, he
should have a weaker pair of glasses for close use.

"E. S."-I had a patient who has only one eye,
the other one having been removed some time
ago on account of disease. I tested his eye
and found vision satisfactory with + .75 D.
for distant vision. A stronger lens would
blur the vision at a distance, but would fit all
right for reading.

Our correspondent has failed to give us the
acuteness of vision and the age of patient, two
very serious omissions. If we knew the first we
would be in position to gain an estimate of the
condition of the eye, but without this knowledge
we are entirely in the dark.

The second point is very necessary in consid-
ering the suitableness of the same pair of glasses
for near and distant vision. In young persons the
glasses that correct the error of refraction as tested
at a distance of twenty feet, will answer for con-
stant wear. But as the patient approaches the
presbyopic age, such glasses will no longer suffice
for reading, on account of the natural failure of the
accommodation, and then a stronger pair must be
supplied for close work. This necessity for stronger
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glasses for close work will arise earlier in life in
those who are hypermetropic, and may occur in the
thirties.

In the case under consideration, it would seem
that two pairs of glasses are necessary ; but as this
man has only monocular vision, the distance lens
and the reading lens may both be set in the same
frame, and reversed as the patient turns from dis-
tant to near vision.

"0. E. W."-I write for information. Can Me fol-
lowing prescription for a lens for the left eye

cyl. + .2511X 
ax. 
. 15°be ground: Sph. + .25 ,cyl.- .5o 1 

p

35° '
Can this lens be ground in any other way so as
to have the same optical effect? Kindly favor
me with an early reply. If the above lens can-
not be ground from this prescription, why not.?

A lens such as that called for by 
in 

prescrip-
tion is known as a sphero-toric lens, n which one
surface is spherical and the other surface shows two
curves of different radii at right angles to each
other. .

But the simpler way is to reduce the toric sur-
face to a sphero-cylinder and then add the sphere,
which would give two results, as follows:

+ .25 S. C - .75 cyl. ax. 135°
+ .25 S.

+ .50 S. C - .75 cyl. ax. 135°
Or
- .50 S. C + .75 cyl. ax. 45°
+ .25 S.

- .25 S. C + .75 cyl. ax. 45°

"W. W. R."- Woman, aged forty-four years;
never wore glasses ; farmer's wife, always
worked hard. Could read E intended for 200
feet at about 8 feel. With R. E. - z sph.
-3.50 cyl. ax. 130°, L. E. - 2.50 sph. can
read E intended for zoo feet at 20 feet. Has
no range of accommodation to amount to any-
thing. Stronger lenses dim vision ; above pre-
scription is about the best. Cannot stand the
tests for mustwlar insufficiency. Extremely
nervous for fear she will go blind. Treated
her eyes last fall. She got better and failed to
come back, but came back when they got so
bad she could not work, early in the summer.
Have been treating her eyes and there is great
improvement in vision fi'd without glasses,
both eyes. Now, without glasses, L. E. can
only see one-half of astigmatic chart; next to
the nose is the half the can see. Have ordered
R. E. - ,2 sph., L. E. - 2 Sfih. 110 accustom
her to glasses and to by to raise the percep-
tiveness. The main trouble is she " doesn't
know much." I have her complete confidence
now and hope to effect a cure.

The first thing to determine in this case is how
much of the impaired vision is due to error of
refraction and how much to diseased conditions.
This can be clone by means of the pin-hole disk
and the ophthalmoscope. The refractive error is
apparently a compound myopic astigmatism, and
it will require considerable skill and patience to
measure it accurately. In addition to this, there
is probably an amblyopic condition of the retina
and perhaps an opacity in some of the refractive
media, which, of course, is beyond the help of
glasses.

In a case like this, where the rays of light have
been falling upon the retina in diffusion circles for
so many years and no perfect image has ever been
formed, it is only to be expected that the sensi-
bility of the retina would become blunted ; so
that even if it was possible to form a perfect image
by means of correcting lenses, it could not be
appreciated as such on account of the depraved
condition of the retina, which may be only func-
tional but is more likely organic.

We do not understand what our correspondent
means by " treating her eyes," or in what manner
he "hopes to effect a cure." We think he has
done his whole duty when he supplies an accurate
correction of the existing errors of refraction, and
the lenses will probably need several changes be-
fore the permanent pair can be ordered.
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MURINE is not an "Eye Water," but a remedy that cures a wide
range of eye diseases, ordinarily treated by the oculist. MURINE is offered to

the optical profession as the only safe preparation known that is effective in the relief of
congestions and will obviate the use of a mydriatic. MURINE does not dilate the pupil ;causes no pain; but clears the transparent medias
of the eye. Opticians often feel the need of a collyrium,
where congestion or inflammation is present, in order to

prepare the eye for a proper measurement for glasses, but in view of
the fact that there is such a large number of eye waters and drugs

suggested for this purpose, which have caused discoloration—opaque spots—
weakness of vision—and in many cases entire loss of sight, much caution should
be exercised in the selection of the vehicle used.

The Murine Eye Remedy Company, of Chicago—numbering among its
associates prominent oculists who personally preside over its laboratory—is the
only company manufacturing an Exclusive Line of Eye Remedies, of which
MURINE is the essential and standard. MUR1NE is a distillation, highly
concentrated, but absolutely harmless even in the eyes of a nursing infant.
It contains the astringent, tonic and antiseptic qualities so much desired by
the eye specialist, and is used largely by oculists and the medical profession
throughout almost the entire world.

ITS VALUE TO THE

OPTICIAN.

PROPERLY
FITTING

ai,Asso
PROMOTE
COMFORT r

MURINE STRENGTHENS WEAK EYES

Do you see Floating Spots or Cobwebs?
Is Vision Cloudy?

What h
Banene

BANENE IS INDICATED IN
THESE CASES.

cases are ofien found, more particularly in those of middle and advanced age,
proper correction for glasses has been made, while, at the same time, the l'ye refuses ...
accept the lenses with favor. Investigation discloses an impaired circulation in the int eni.,1'
of the eyeball. BANENE relieves these conditions. SPOTS that seem to be 1.1.11ATINt
BEFORE THE EYES, "cobwebs," etc., aro entirely dispelled by BA NENE. BANENE
clears the retina of congestion.

BANENE is a distillation of well-known
drugs that are active tonics, the adminis-
tration of which stimulates the capillary

circulation of the delicate structures of the eye. It seems to
have particular effect upon the circulation of the retina and
the optic nerve fibers (threads) that originate in the brain
and pass through a tube (the optic sheath) that attaches to
the back of the eyeball.

These fibers (owing to their passing through fine holes),
completely line the inside concave surface of the eye, attaching
again just back of the lens (at the ora serrata). Passing
through with these fibers is a small blood vessel that supplies

this inside coat (the retina) with blood
vessels. Many times the blood supply is

Cob-webs, Etc. not sufficient for this coat. This causes
the vision to be blurred, the veins to be-

Floating Spots,

come congested and many times pain in the eyeball ; at these
times the patient is usually annoyed with what appears to be
FLOATING SPOTS sometimes arranged and looking like a
chain and cobwebs. Those who are wearing glasses feel the
necessity of changing them, while those who have never worn
them feel how needful they are for their comfort. These con-
ditions speak only too plainly of IMPAIRED CIRCULA-
TION and MAL-NUTRITION OF THE EYE. BANENE
internally and MURINE externally will absolutely cure these
conditions if the trouble has not existed so long a time as to
cause structural changes.

Therefore, the timely use of. these remedies
Opacities, will prevent structural changes due to
Cataract, Etc. OPACITIES, CATARACT, ETC. Their

efficiency upon those parts of the eye
where its nourishment depends upon imbibition is marked.

BANENE is taken internally—Eight Drops in a Wineglass of Water, Three Times Daily.
BANENE and MI:RINE are absolutely harmless, no matter what the eondition of the eye may be. Their use is painless and they act only on the eye.These remedies are specialty prepared by the expert ....ilists of the

MURINE EYE REMEDY COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Sold by Optical and Jewelry Dealers Everywhere.
Send for fuller treatise on Murine Eye Remedies.
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Model Optical Quarters

We hereby acknowledge the many letters from opticians, ex-
pressing appreciation of our descriptions and illustrations of optical
quarters, more especially dark rooms. It is gratifying to be told
that these articles " are invaluable to the. refractionists." " The
only drawback I • see," writes one optician, " is that many of us
have not the available space to permit of such quarters as you
describe." But, even so, the descriptions should be no less
instructive. Elimination is always much easier than addition, and
any optician can so modify the most elaborate plan as to apply to
his own business.

We show in the accompanying diagram a floor
Handsome plan of the handsome quarters of F. .Lyman,Optical Quarters Bridgeport, Conn., who rejoices in the possession

of a very commodious and well-appointed optical
establishment. The figures in the illustration represent the dimen-
sions of the floor space. The floor is covered with a handsome
rug. A represents the position of a corner chair arranged so that
its occupant may face in either direction from the corner. B indi-
cates the position of two electric lamps, one at the top, which is
furnished with a shade for use in reading ; and another further
down, arranged with hood for refractive purposes. C and D
represent the position of two specially-made nickel-plated brackets,
used in holding the refractometer and phorometer respectively.
These brackets are so arranged that they may be raised or lowered
.ind moved to the right or to the left whenever necessary. The
bracket //, mentioned above, which holds the electric lamps, is
capable of similar adjustment. It can be placed above and at the
back of the patient's head or moved close to the operator's
mirror, enabling him to adopt any method of examination. E
represents the trial case, which is also placed in position between
the operator and the patient by two specially-made movable
brackets so arranged that the swinging of the trial case is always
parallel, whether it is pushed up against the wall or brought out for
use. F indicates the position of the operator, and G that of the
ophthalmometer, which latter is fixed on a swinging stand, so that
it can be moved at will in any direction and brought in front of the
patient sitting in chair A. Any one of the instruments can thus
be put in use without having to move the person in the chair. H
represents the seat for people
waiting to be served. / rep-
resents the door and J the
position of charts. The lat-
ter are manipulated by the
cords indicated by /t: This
idea is not a new one, how-
ever, as Mr. Lyman adopted
it more than twelve years ago.
The characters L Al N 0
denote electrical switches, all
of which are within easy
reach of the operator sitting
in chair F and are utilized
for lighting any or all the
lights in the room.

Mr. Lyman is fortu-
nately gifted with mechan-
ical ability above the aver-
age, and in the arrangement
and equipment of his quarters
has put it to excellent use.
Every little detail that would
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save time, make the exam-
ination more perfect or add
to the comfort of the patient
has been carefully attended
to, and Mr. Lyman's me-
chanical originality is every-
where manifest.

Diagram of optical l'a. of
F. Lyman, Bridgeport,

Offices of a
Jeweler-Optician quarters of

t h e jeweler-
opticians is shown in the
accompanying cut of the re-
fraction room of Ralph Fried-
berger, of Stockton, Cal. The
room is situated in the rear
of the store and has two

entrances, one in the front and one on
the side. The room is xo x 15 feet,
using half the width of the store. The
entrance on the side opens into the
workshop, so that the operator can pass
to the %workshop without disturbing the
patients or the visitors. The walls are
covered with dark paper and the
entrances are hung with neat curtains,
with sliding blinds for the dark room.
Eye charts decorate the walls, and there
is also a neat book case. Rugs cover
the floor, with easy chairs for visitors.
An eye model is used to demonstrate

to the patients their defects. The room is lighted by electricity,
there being one switch to turn the light on and off and one to
turn all off except the one for the skiascopic test. The adjustable
bracket is used for the skiascopic test.

Lack of space seems to be the trouble-in-chief with many of
the jewelers who have taken up optics. We recently visited a
store in which an improvised refraction room was formed by a bent
rod with a curtain at the back of the store. The room materialized
instantaneously by passing the curtain along the rod. In this
particular case the one individual had frequently to attend to the

store and the optical depart-
ment, and an advantage of
the arrangement was that
with the curtain in position
the patient had complete
privacy during examination,
while the optician could see
at the same time whether
anyone left or entered the
store. When not in use the
optical room becomes part of
the store by simply drawing
the curtain, and an advertis-
ing advantage in this is that
the optical equipment is visi-
ble to all who enter the store
for whatever purpose, and
naturally arouses curiosity
and interest. The instru-
ments impress jewelry buy-
ers, and thus prove an adver-
tisement for the refraction
end of the business.

A good type
of the optical

Examination ROOM of Ralph Friedberger, Stockton, Cal,
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Fifth Annual Convention
of the American Associ-

ation of Opticians.

In attendance, in the
number and character of
the exhibits, in the var-
iety and excellence of
the papers read and lect-
ures delivered, in the
wise and harmonious
settlement of several
very important execu-
tive subjects, as in other
respects that might be
likewise specified, the
fifth annual meeting of
the American Associa-
tion, held at Boston,

August igth, 20th and 21st, was the most suc-
cessful held in the history of the association.
Nearly 350 names were enrolled. Thirty-six ex-
hibitors completely filled the large hall, 3ox90
feet, and two outside small rooms. Five ses-
sions, occupying about fourteen hours, were held.
A new scientific adjunct, to be known as "The
Physiologic Branch," was formed. An enjoyable
social gathering closed the official program, fol-
lowed finally by two daily excursions to the great
optical and jewelry manufacturing centers of the
country.

Much of the harmony of the convention was
due to a conference held Tuesday night, after the
session, between what had been regarded as the
opposing factions. It was suggested by one of
the Regents and arranged by THE KEYSTONE rep-
resentative as the neutral friend of both sides. It
was attended by the two Regents present at the
convention and the whole Committee on Reor-
ganization and TRE KEYSTONE man. Without for-
mality these formed a sort of Committee of the
Whole, and went over and amended the reports
and recommendations of both committees and
whipped them into shape agreeable to all. Later,
President Ellis and Chairman of the Regents
Eberhardt agreed to move for the adoption of
each other's report and thus publicly give it the
weight of his support and discourage any factional
opposition. President Ellis carried out his part of
the agreement, but unfortunately Mr. Eberhardt
missed the honor of moving the adoption of the
reorganization plan, as will be explained later.

The morning of the first day
was given over to the first in-
spection of the many interest-
ing and valuable displays of
goods, scientific instruments,

machines, inventions and literature in Exhibit
Hall. The first business session was called to
order by President Ellis at 2.15 P. am., and Edwin
P. Wells, President of the New England Associa-
tion of Opticians, was introduced to extend a
welcome to the National Association on behalf of
Boston and New England. Mr. Wells said the
convention had been looked forward to with in-
terest, and referred to the educational qualifica-
tion that had been established by the New Eng-
land Association, and expressed the hope that
something of the kind would be established, more
difficult as it might be, in the national body.

The response was made by First Vice-Presi-
dent Harry P. Holmes, who eloquently referred
to the many historic places of interest that he
had visited in a brief stay in Boston. "As I live

The Opening
Session.

over the stirring scenes that have been enacted
in this wonderful city," he said in conclusion, "I
am impressed as I have never been before, and it
gives me the greatest pleasure to say for myself,
for our courageous but mild-mannered President,
for the American Association of Opticians, both
individually and collectively. for this hearty and
generous welcome to this, the flub of the Uni-
verse, I thank you again and again."

President J. II. Ellis then read his address,
as follows:

The President's
Address.

We come together this year
under the most favorable cir-
cumstances for a solution of
some of the knotty problems
which have in (lie past been a

stumbling block to the association's becoming
what we have all hoped it would—an individual
benefit to the members.

Your President took upon himself the re-
sponsibility of issuing an invitation to all the op-
tical societies to send a representative to this con-
vention. I am pleased to note that a number of
the societies have availed themselves of this op-
portunity, and we have with us the representa-
tives of at least twelve of the State and local so-
cieties, representing as many different sections of
the country. One of the great drawbacks to our
former conventions has been that they were not
a fair representation of the profession, but had
more the color of a sectional gathering. The
cause of the optician is a universal one, and its
interests are only limited by the limitations of
civilization. All meetings of a national character
should have representatives from all parts of the
country. As it has been in the past, local inter-
ests have controlled the actions of the association,
which is followed by a change of policy each year.
Such changes are not conducive to the progress
of the profession.

I feel that the fifth annual convention of the
American Association is to be an eventful one
in the history of optometry, and I congratulate
my fellow-members of the association upon the
general awakening of the followers of the call-
ing to the importance of organization, that is
shown not only in the increased number in at-
tendance at this meeting, but is so clearly de-
picted by the increase in the number of State and
local societies that have been organized since the
Chicago convention.

At that time there were twenty-six societies,
with an estimated membership of one thousand,
whereas to-day we have thirty-one societies, with
an estimated membership of two thousand. The
figures are computed upon the reports made in
the trade journals.

This material growth of the State societies is
prima facie evidence that the profession is alive
to the spirit of the times, which is for closer and
stronger organization, as is seen by the uniting of
all commercial, social and professional interests
for the preservation of their individuality and the
betterment of their conditions. And why should
not we, as a profession, perfect our organization,
that we may enjoy our rights undisputed?

LEGISLATION.

Legislation to control the practice of optom-
etry is one of the most important questions for
our consideration, and one on which this associa-
tion, in its present form of organization, can have
hut a very limited influence, other than placing
itself on record as favoring the enactment of laws
ill all States, that will fix a requirement for the
privilege of entering the practice of optometry
and compelling the registration of all those now
in the practice.

In regard to all matters of legislation, I
Avould recommend that we place ourselves in op-
position to all medical bills referring to the prac-
tice of optics, or that can be construed as applying
to the calling of the optician, until such a time as
we are sufficiently organized, and have strength
enough to make our presence felt lerrislatively, or
in other words, that we act upon the defensive
rather than the creative.

I would recommend that you make provision
for a legislative committee to cooperate with like
committees from State organizations.
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REPORT FROM THE BOARD OF
REGENTS.

The Board of Regents will submit their final
report during this convention upon the proposed
plan of the American College of Optometry, un-
der the supervision of this association. The Re-
gents have made a strenuous effort to develop this
plan, and their mid-year report to the Executive
Committee, with which you are all familiar, was
commendable.

So far as diplomas and degrees are concerned,
the country is surfeited with them, and we should
avoid any so-called plan of education that is ap-
parently calculated to still further overstock the
market with that sort of goods.

DEGREE.

From the beginning of organized optometry
there have been sporadic attempts to secure and
adopt a suitable title by which the refracting end
of the profession could be differentiated from
the dispensing optician, and not conflict with our
medical brethren. Now, if such a title is essential
to our future, and it seems to be, from the per-
sistency with which the question presents itself,
I would stamest that we adopt a title "Doctor,"
properly qualified, or some other title, and have it
simultaneously put into use in all parts of the
country, requesting the properly chartered schools
to confer the degree upon their graduates.

REORGANIZATION.

The present working of the optical societies
has been aptly compared to the functions of ac-
commodation and convergence of the eyes, and
the results with the reflexes that follow in the
wake of lack of harmony in these two functions.
The State societies have been likened to the ac-
commodation, and the American Association to
that of convergence. With these functions work-
ing in perfect harmony, the possessor of the eyes
has a greater resisting power with which to com-
bat environments that arc conducive to impaired
health.

The President, fully appreciating this fact,
requested the Board of Directors, at their annual
meeting, to empower him to appoint a special
committee for the purpose of drafting a plan of
reorganization, to be presented to this convention,
to be based upon the federation of the State and
TerritoriaP societies with that of the American
Association, with a delegate representative legis-
lative body. This plan %yin be given in detail in
the report of the committee.

We are living in a time when the predominat-
ing feature of all branches of business are organ-
izing upon a closer plan for the better protection
of their interests.

As a matter of fact, the American Associa-
tion of Opticians must be reformed in the direc-
tion of advancement of professionalism, or it will
very soon outlive its usefulness and be compelled
to give place to a federated association, consisting
of the representatives of the different State so-
cieties. •

The ideal optical society of to-day is the so-
ciety in which the professional optician constitutes
its active membership. and in which there is no
mixtip of all sorts and kinds, every class pulling
in diametrically opposite directions. I am stating
these things, not because I want them to be so,
but because they are so. What the professional
optician wants is a professional society. If you
are not going to give it to him Ile will make it
himself, and when he does there will be nothing
but husks left of what was once the American
Association of Opticians. In other words, the
society must be something, or nothing, in my
opinion.

There is nothing in this proposition, to make
this a professional rather than a mixed body, hos-
tile to its close affiliation, giving recognition and
extending courtesy to, Nvith dependence upon, the
other branches of the optical business. What we
want is a strictly central organization, represent-
ing an active membership, with just as many
affiliating trades in its associate membership as
ever, such as dispensing, jobbing and manufactur-
ing opticians, trade journals and school represen-
tatives, as associate members, but without voting

(continued on pogo 1163)
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(Continued from page 1161)
privilege, or fee, other than voluntary contribu-tions.

The advantage that would accrue from theadoption of some such plan as will be reported bythe special committee on reorganization would be,that it would enable the societies to do muchto preserve the rights and privileges of the indi-vidual members; it would eliminate many of thebad features of the present meetings of the asso-ciation. The present plan of organization and the
methods of conducting its business allows too
much time to be wasted in the consideration of
generalities, which should be utilized in scientificand educational work. Whereas, if we had a dele-gated legislative body, all controversial questions
could be referred to it and in that way relieve the
general session of the same, giving the members
more time for friendly interchange of ideas, as-
sisting in the breaking down of petty jealousies
that have handicapped the association in the past,
permitting us to concentrate our energy harmo-
niously upon those things that are essential, not
only for the present usefulness, but also for the
continued welfare of the profession.

The American Association would have an in-
creased membership. For the past two years our
membership has remained at the four hundred
mark. I believe that with the federation of all
the State societies we could safely count upon the
membership reaching at least fifteen hundred. It
would be an impetus for the growth of the pres-
ent societies, and be an inspiration for the organ-
ization of societies in those States where they do
not now exist. I believe that we could wield an
influence in legislative work, so that we could
have a uniformity in the optical laws that will be
enacted in every State, with an exchange of cer-
tificates or licenses, in this way reducing to a
minimum the annoyances that State Boards in the
medical profession have had to combat. By a
pro rata of dues upon the basis of $1 to the Amer-
ican Association and $2 to the State societies, a
sufficient revenue to maintain the expenses would
result. The reduction in the dues of the State
societies, which are at the present time in some
cases exorbitant, would be an inducement for
many that are not now members to become mem-
bers. The increase in income of the American
Association would enable us to establish what
might be called a legislative or defense fund and
other desirable lines of work.

On motion it was agreed to
approve of the minutes of the
last meeting, in the form in
which they appeared in the

The Treasurer's
Report.

trade papers. The Treasurer,
C. A. Longstreth, then read his report:
Balance in Treasurer's hands
August Toth, Igor  $207 39

Received from dues   790 00
$997 30

Paid for badges for 19ot con-
vention    $40 75

Expenses of members attend-
ing committees  284 04

Stationery, printing and post-
age  153 65

New England Pass. Assn II oo
$48944

AugustBalance in hands of Treasurer,
1902 5o786

$997 30
The report was later accepted,

proval by an auditing committee.
Chairman F. L. Swart, of the
Membership Committee, read
the report:
The report was accepted and
the applicants ordered enrolled

as members of the association.
The Exhibit Committee reported that thirty-

six exhibitors were occupying the whole space of

after its ap-

Reports of
Committees.

THE KEYSTONE

the Exhibit Hall and several outside rooms, and
made the following recommendation:

"We recommend that at the next exhibit, at
the 1903 convention, a nominal charge be made
to exhibitors for space. We believe exhibitors
would prefer in most cases to pay a reasonable
amount. With the attendance now attracted to
the conventions, the privilege of exhibiting is
certainly worth something. A charge of $1 per
running foot in the present exhibit would have
yielded about $200. This sum would have paid
the rent of the exhibit and assembly rooms, and
also provided sufficient funds for entertaining. It
would seem desirable to pay for the latter, by
some such easy method of raising funds, rather
than by the past and present practice of becoming
more or less of a burden to the local trade, where
the convention meets."

The report was accepted, and the recommen-
dations were adopted by a vote at a subsequent
meeting.

Report of
The Regents.

Chairman J. C. Eberhardt, of
the Board of Regents, then
made the Regents' report,
which follows in part:
At the last annual meeting the

question of a College Plan was referred to your
Board of Regents, with instructions to make a
mid-year report with such recommendations for
making the same feasible and effective as it
might deem wise. At the spring meeting of the
Executive Committee, a report outlining in detail
a plan was submitted, approved, and the Secretary
instructed to forward copy of report, with list of
questions for thesis to the membership, requesting
that a mail vote of approval or non-approval be
taken thereon, enclosing an addressed postal card
containing blank vote, to be endorsed "fa,vorable
or unfavorable."

In response the Secretary received one hun-
dred and sixty-two votes, of which number one
hundred and forty-nine were favorable and thir-
teen unfavorable. The Board of Regents feeling
that the result indicated that a majority were
favorable to the plan, urged the membership,
through the columns of the trade papers, to sub-
mit their thesis, preparatory to assisting in the
permanent organization of whatever plan would
be determined upon at the Boston meeting, em-
phasizing the fact that under the terms of the
report the question of diploma, fees, curriculum,
etc., would be submitted to the Boston meeting
for final action. Through misconception of detail
a controversy arose which had the effect of caus-
ing many, contemplating cooperation, to defer
filing of thesis, believing that plan would be post-
poned pending action of annual convention, other-
wise the number of theses submitted would have
been considerably larger.

The board has received eighty-four theses, all
of which show evidence of earnest effort and de-
serve the highest commendation. Many letters
were also received heartily endorsing the effort
and pledging support, many being from non-mem-
bers of the association who have since obtained
membership, whereas it seems that some of the
theses were submitted by non-members who cer-
tainly will make application, as membership is es-
sential to eligibility.

The plan submitted by the Board of Regents
contemplated the organization from the ranks of
the refracting membership of the association of a
scientific branch, for the purpose of prosecuting
analytical research along lines pertaining to the
profession of optics, the establishment of a code
of ethics, and by making the requisites for eligi-
bility consist not only that of being engaged in
the exclusive practice of optometry, and being
possessed of the requisite capacity and informa-
tion, but also evidence of a reputation for integ-
rity, morality and good citizenship, would event-
ually evolve from this necessarily imperfect begin-
ning, a body, membership in which would be a
sought after honor, and which could ultimately be
made a powerful factor in contributinv to the ele-
vation and advancement of the profession.

The Board of Regents would therefore rec-
ommend that the association endorse the effort
being made by its refracting members to effect an
organization for specific work along educational
lines.

For obvious reasons the organization of a col-
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lege in fact is out of the question at this time,
whereas a nominal organization in this guise 
would not prove popular or efficient; the indis-
criminate issuance of diplomas, certificates or con-
ferring of degrees would belittle us in the eyes of
the professional world and the public in general.
Again we are asked for the fruits of our organi-
zation—what have we accomplished?

Your Board of Regents have had a good
opportunity during the past year, in their investi-
gations upon the educational question within the
American Association of Opticians, to find the
prevailing opinion of its members, and after look-
ing at the matter from the broad ground of gen-
eral expediency. they have come to the conclusion
that to try to promote any college or educational
institution within said A. A. of 0. is not within
the province of this association as it now exists,
and that to call any effort of ours, no matter how
ambitious or worthy the motive, a college is at
least a misnomer. We would therefore make the
following recommenuation

Resolved, That an organization entitled "The
Physiological Branch of the A. A. 0.. be formed
of such refraetionists as have already shown their
interests in this branch of the work by having
submitted a thesis as prescribed by the Board of
Regents, and such others as desire to become
members, who shall conform to the requirements
for membership in said physiologic branch as may
be determined upon. The object of this branch
shall be to stimulate the desire for the more
technical and scientific equipment in the field of
physiologic optometry, and to recognize high at-
tainment in this branch by the conferring of some
suitable honor upon those being found worthy of
this distinction, similar to that awarded by the
various scientific academies.

In conclusion the Board of Regents begs to
express its appreciation of the valuable advice and
encouragement received during the year, which
has contributed much in tiding them over some
of the discouraging phases of their task.

J. C. EBERHARDT,
GEO. H. BROWN,
C. B. TOUSLEY.

The report was accepted, and laid over for
discussion the following day.

The report of the special Com-
Report of mittee on Reorganization was
Reorganization then read by Chairman B. B.
Committee. Clark. After discussion, the

report was referred to a com-
mittee consisting of all the delegates present,
representing Territorial, State and local societies,
and members selected from States who were not
represented by delegates. This committee was
made up of J. C. Eberhardt, Ohio; S. S. Grant,
Canada; H. P. Holmes, Iowa ; F. L. Swart, New
York State; Geo. A. Rogers, Chicago and Illi-
nois ; W. W. Bissell, Rochester Club; F. A. Up-
ham and C. A. Snell, Minn.; W. F. Hayes, Wis.;
C. A. Longstreth, Penna.; L. L. Ferguson, New
York City; V. B. Gilbert, Va.; A. M. Kenney,
Utica, N. Y.; E. P. Wells, New England; F. Pie-
per, Ky.; C. M. Jenkins and W. E. Huston, Ind.;
N. K. Standart, Mich.; W. E. Burpee, N. H.; A.
P. Staley, N. C.; H. E. Murdock, Me.; repre-
senting societies and members named by the
meeting, A. A. Day, Fla.; C. H. Kittrell, Ga.; W.
Cook, Tenn.; E. Bourquin, Kans.; H. B. Sellers,
Del.; A. R. Cantrell, Vt.; T. A. Davy, N. Dak.

Chairman E. P. Wells, of the local Entertain-
ment Committee, then announced their plans to
take the members down the harbor on Thursday
evening, to Nantasket Beach, where a regulation
"clam" or "shore" dinner would be had, to take
the place of the usual formal banquets. The din-
ner was to cost those attending seventy-five cents
each, while the Globe Optical Company would
provide the transportation on the boat. On mo-
tion of Mr. Eberhardt the report was adopted
and a vote of thanks extended to the committee
and the Globe Optical Company; also to THE

(Continued on page 1165)
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KEYSTONE "for the very handsome souvenir which
they had distributed among the membership,
which will add very much to the pleasure of the
convention."

A paper by Gustavus Kahn, of Winneconne,
Wis., entitled, "Our Duty to Our Profession,"
was then read by Secretary Jones, as Mr. Kahn
was unable to attend the convention on account
of the illness of his wife. After a motion express-
ing regret that the author was prevented from at-
tending and of appreciation of the paper, the
meeting adjourned.

On assembling for the even-
ing session the Chair an-
nounced the appointment of
Geo. A. Rogers and L. L. Fer-
guson as a Press Committee,

after which Worcester R. Warner, of Cleveland,
Ohio, was introduced and read a most interesting
and valuable scientific paper on "Optics in As-
tronomy." Mr. Warner, as the president of the
Warner and Swasey Company, makers of many of
the largest and finest telescopes and observatory
instruments, with the advantages of a private ob-
servatory to carry on his own personal research,
is one of the best equipped men in this country
to handle such a subject, and he did it in a mas-
terly manner, and received not only a vote of
thanks but a hearty expression of approval in the
applause that followed the reading of his paper.

The illustrated lecture which followed, by
Earl J. Brown, on the "Anatomy of the Eye,"
was a most interesting one, and held the close at-
tention of the audience despite the big technical
terms necessarily used in its delivery.

Tuesday After-
noon Session.

WEDNESDAY'S SESSIONS.
Owing to the time occupied by the special

delegate Committee on Reorganization in going
over the work and completing their report, the
morning session of the convention was not called
until quite late and only left time for the reading
of a paper on "Psychology and Sight," by Nelson
K. Standart. This was an able paper, and its
pure diction and lofty sentiment were much ap-
preciated.

The afternoon session was opened by the
reading of a paper on the "Question of Credit,"
by L. L. Ferguson. The reading was followed
by an interesting and important discussion on the
subject of credits. H. P. Holmes said he in-
sisted on getting a deposit of at least half the
amount of glasses ordered. P. A. Dilworth said
he did virtually a cash business and consequently
lost little, and urged this as the thing to be done
by all opticians. Mr. Monroe, of Southbridge,
Mass., favored doing a strictly cash business, as
did C. A. Longstreth, who also urged the wisdom
of getting prescription work out promptly. J. C.
Eberhardt said he had had an unfortunate ex-
perience in his business career, owing to the leni-
ency in granting credit by the jewelry firm he
was formerly connected with, and which largely
accounted for the firm's failure. With such a
costly lesson he settled on a strictly cash basis of
business when he later opened his present optical
business, and it has proved satisfactory, and he
has had no losses. B. B. Clark followed and in-
jected into the discussion the question of charging

K

an examination fee for making an examination of
the eyes. He told how he had adopted the fee
system and how it had been adopted with success
by other Rochester dealers. Also the advantages
of local organization for the purpose of establish-
ing and maintaining prices. This new line of dis-
cussion brought Mr. Eberhardt to his feet again,
and he said:

"I have framed and prominently displayed in
my office a card, entitled 'Fees,' which states
that examinations necessary to determine whether
glasses are needed or not will be made free of
charge. Where glasses are necessary the requisite
glasses will be furnished at the regular prices, no
additional charges will be made for examination.
Where complicated or pathological conditions are
encountered, requiring exacting examinatiOn, a
fee of $1 will be charged, and if desirable, the
diagnosis submitted to the physician."

Following him on this topic, Mr. Monroe
thought the plan suggested a good one, as he had
used it to advantage.

Nelson K. Standatt said:

"Three years ago I made a charge of $i for
all examinations, and perhaps with the exception
of a dozen 'cases in all the three years, I have not
made an examination without making that charge,
and I don't tell them that this is taken off when
they buy glasses, but that is an addition to the
glasses, and invariably they will pay that $1 when
the examination is made."

The Chair then announced that
the report of the Board of Re-
gents was now open for dis-
cussion, and Chairman Eber-
hardt pointed out again some

of the salient points in the report. Calling Vice-
President Holmes to the Chair, President Ellis
then made the motion, as per agreement previ-
ously referred to, to adopt the report. He said:

"As a mark of appreciation I feel and wish
to express, I take great pleasure in offering the
following:

"Resolved, That we accept the report of the
Board of Regents and adopt the recommendations
made in their report, and also authorize them to
take such action as is necessary to put in force
the various plans and recommendations outlined
in this report.

"Resolved, That the hearty thanks of this as-
sociation be extended to the members of the
board for their labors of the past year, and for
the broad, comprehensive and sound recommen-
dations made in this report. I move the adoption
of the resolution."

The motion was seconded by N. K. Standart
and H. A. Kirk, and the motion was unanimously
carried. Mr. Eberhardt then arose and said it
afforded him great happiness to thus have their
work and plans endorsed. He also referred to
the honor done the Regents in the President
leaving the Chair to move the resolutions, for
which he extended his heartiest thanks. Chair-
man Holmes also expressed the satisfaction he
felt at the happy turn of events. That he came
to the meeting fearing a break in the association
on the two questions of reorganization and educa-
tion, and said the harmony that was now evident
was due to the fairness of the men at the head of
these lines of work. President Ellis followed in
the same line, and he and Mr. Eberhardt shook
hands while standing before the Chair, amid great
applause from the whole audience.

Mr. Eberhardt then requested that A. Jay
Cross, who was active in formulating the educa-
tional lines a year or more ago, should come for-
ward and say something. Mr. Cross did so, and
started by warning his hearers "not to brag too
soon, as you are not out of the woods yet," and
that trouble was still likely to arise in settling the
details.

Report of the
Hoard of Regents.
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The session closed with the reading of two
papers, one on "Advertising—what is it?" by Wm.
E. Huston, of Chicago, and the other on "The
Story of a Sensation and the Origin and Effect of
Reflex Action," by S. S. Grant, of Montreal.

At the evening session a pungent, satirical
and exceedingly clever paper entitled, "Diploma
Mills," was read by Prof. Geo. A. Rogers, of
Chicago. Several times during the reading the
speaker was interrupted by laughter and applause,
and at the conclusion Mr. Rogers received a
round of applause that was a splendid tribute to
the man and the sentiments expressed. He was
followed by Prof. L. M. Lockwood, who read a
paper entitled, "The Science which Underlies the
Optician's Art." The last paper of the evening
was read by J. C. Eberhardt,

THURSDAY'S SESSIONS.

The morning session was opened by the
reading of a paper on "Toric Lenses," by J. Q.
Adams. President Ellis, Chairman of the Corn-
mittee of Delegates to consider the report of the
Committee on Reorganization, requested B. B.
Clark to read the amendments the committee had
to suggest, which was done. During the reading,
Mr. Eberhardt, who, as previously has been ex-
plained, had arranged to move the adoption of the
report, left the room for a few moments, and F.
Boger made the motion. On his return, Mr. Eber-
hardt expressed his regrets at this unfortunate
turn of affairs, which had prevented him from
keeping his pledge. The motion was seconded by
several members and adopted without discussion
by a unanimous vote, and thus was achieved a
complete victory by those who have contended,
ever since its organization, against the abortive
and weak platform on which the association was
first launched.

A paper by Lionel Laurance, of London,
written by the request of the master of the Spec-
tacle Makers' Company, was then read, by title,
by P. A. Dilworth.

The next business occasioned,
perhaps, the liveliest time of
all the meetings, and was over
the selection of the next an-
nual meeting place. The lead-

ers in the contest were Atlantic City, N. J., and
Milwaukee, Wis., and the friends of each fought
spiritedly, but exceedingly good-naturedly, for
their favorite. A. M. Frankel, of New York city,
named Atlantic City, which was also urged by
Henry Kirstein, C. A. Longstreth, Wm. J. Benn
and D. V. Brown, while the Milwaukee hosts
were marshalled by A. G. Larson, F. A. Upham,
H. P. Holmes and. C. B. Allard. The first vote
taken was objected to, it being claimed that votes
were cast by non-members. The final vote re-
sulted in the selection of Atlantic City, which se-
cured forty-five votes. Milwaukee had twenty-
two, Niagara Falls four and Cleveland one. On
motion of Mr. Upham, who had named Milwau-
kee, the choice of Atlantic City was made unani-
mous, amid applause.

On motion of B. B. Clark, the chair named
the following Nominating Committee : B. B.
Clark, Harry P. Holmes, L. L. Ferguson, Wm. J.
Benn and H. Borsch, and the meeting adjourned.

The afternoon session opened
with the report of the Nomi-
nating Committee, which was
laid aside for a little, till more
members assembled. The

question of remunerating the Secretary was then
(Continued on page 1167)

Next Meeting
Place.

Officers' Work
Rewarded.
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taken tip, and after considerable discussion, on
motion of P. A. Dilworth, the Secretary was
voted $2oo for the coming year, out of which he
was to pay his own expenses. The sum of $too
was also voted Secretary Jones for his services
during the past year, and he was also authorized
to draw an order in favor of President Ellis to
repay him for a typewriter, the purchase of which
his work for the association had made necessary.

Mr. Eberhardt then announced his desire to
resign from the Board of Regents, explaining that
he had been elected Chairman of the new Physi-
ologic Branch that had just been formed, and he
thought he could render better services in that
alone, with another to take up his work on the
Board of Regents. Several members spoke
against accepting the resignation, believing that
Mr. Eberhardt's services were needed on the
board, and would not be interfered with by his
new duties. Mr. Eberhardt insisted on resigning,
however, and the discussion was closed by the
Chair announcing that the By-Laws provided for
a way for filling the vacancy, if Mr. Eberhardt in-
sisted on resigning, and then took up the report
of the Nominating Committee. On motion of
C. A. Longstreth, the Secretary was instructed to
cast a single ballot for the candidates named by
the committee, and they were declared elected, as
follows:

New Officers
Elected.

President, John H. Ellis,
South Bend, Ind.; First Vice-
President, F. L. Swart, Au-
burn, N. Y.; Second Vice-
President, F. A. Upham, St.

Paul, Minn.; Secretary, E. L. Jones, Sandusky,
Ohio; Treasurer, C. A. Longstreth, Philadelphia,
Pa.; member Board of Regents, in place of C. B.
Tousley, term expired, Wm. Sommer, Chicago;
Executive Committee, Harry B. Holmes, Chair-
man; Fred. B. Rehman, C. M. Jenkins and P. A.
Dilworth.

On motion of B. B. Clark a vote of thanks
was given to Edwin P. Wells, Wm. J. Berm, A.
G. Larson and F. Boger for their efforts in mak-
ing the present meeting pleasant and successful.

The recommendation of the Exhibit Commit-
tee that the next committee be given authority to
charge a nominal fee for space at the next meet-
ing, if this was deemed advisable, was then
adopted. A paper on "Legislation" was then read
by Harry P. Holmes, after which a vote of thanks
was passed to the cities that had so courteously
extended invitations for holding the next meet-
ing. C. B. Allard then made a suggestion that was
deemed worthy of further consideration, and this
was that as the association would undoubtedly go
to St. Louis in 1904, that a special building should
be erected in the fair to exhibit optical and kin-
dred goods during the whole time of the fair.
The Chair was authorized to appoint a special
committee to consider the feasibility of the
scheme and report at the meeting next year.

The meeting then adjourned to meet in At-
lantic City, N. J., in 5903.

THE SHORE DINNER.
Instead of holding the regulation formal

banquet, the local Entertainment Committee de-
cided that it would be desirable to substitute, by

TI-IE KEYSTONE

way of novelty, what is known in the New Eng-
land States as a "shore dinner." While clams are
a principal item in these dinners, they include a
variety of fish and vegetables, ending with the
usual dessert and coffee. The dinner was held
in one of the dining pavilions at Nantasket Beach,
where the party had gone by boat. The dinner
was quite informal, but none the less enjoyable.
At its conclusion there were a number of short,
off-hand talks that were good, despite their more
or less impromptu character. J. C. Eberhardt
was called upon, after President Ellis, who pre-
sided, had thanked the members for having hon-
ored him with a reelection. He also referred
with satisfaction to the harmony and successful
outcome of the deliberations just closed. Mr.
Eberhardt's toast was "The Ladies." He con-
cluded his remarks by reciting that beautiful poem
of Whitcomb Riley's, "That Old Sweetheart of
Mine." He felicitously said that the Reorganiza-
tion Committee had erred in not including in
their plan a section for the ladies. Geo. H.
Brown, another of the Regents, spoke of the har-
mony that had started and ran right through all
the meetings. F. Boger was called on but said he
had no funny stories or serious talk to give, but
he would give each one present one of his papers
on their return to Boston. J. E. Briggs, of Ro-
chester, was the next speaker, and kept the
audience in an uproar with his hits and sallies at
some of the notables of the past meetings. Mr.
Briggs resembles Henry Ward Beecher, and
showed that, like him, he is a natural orator. He
was followed by Geo. A. Rogers, of Chicago, who
made a brief and witty speech. Wm. J. Benn, of
Philadelphia, was the next speaker, and referred
to the great work that had been accomplished in
the accepted work of the Reorganization Commit-
tee and the Regents, and how the association had
thereby entered into a larger field of usefulness
and with brighter hope of success. F. L. Swart,
of Auburn, N. Y., the newly elected Vice-Presi-
dent, was next called on, and likewise expressed
his gratification over the harmonious meeting just
held, and expressed the hope that the State and
Territorial societies would be prompt and active
in accepting the plans made for their affiliation.
C. D. Waugh, of Rochester, was called upon to
speak for the traveling man, and right royally he
did, with a selection of drummers' stories. B. B.
Clark, another of Rochester's good talkers, was
the last speaker. He thought the greatest benefit
to be derived from attending such conventions
was the exchange of ideas. He appealed to the
New York State men present to appoint them-
selves a committee of one to work for the increase
of the membership and the efficiency of the asso-
ciation, with the purpose of making the next
meeting three times as large as this one.

THE PHYSIOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE
A. A. 0.

The above effected
a permanent organiza-
tion as per approved re-
port of the Board of Re-
gents by the election of
the following officers:

John C. Eberhardt,
Dayton, 0., President;
P. A. Dilworth, New
Y o r k, Vice-President;
C. A. Longstreth, Phila-
delphia, Treasurer; C.
F. Hart, Lynn, Mass.,

Secretary; Geo. H. Brown, Manchester, N. H.,

JOHN C. EBERHARDT.
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Librarian. A constitution and by-laws was also
adopted. A list of charter members appears be-
low, who should at once remit their dues ($t.00),
with correct address, to the secretary, so proper
enrollment can be made and copy of constitution
and by-laws forwarded when printed. Applica-
tion for membership should be made to secretary,
who will supply necessary blanks. The eligible
members are as follows:
John H. Ellis, South
Bend, Ind.

A. Jay Cross, New York.
J. C. Eberhardt, Day-

ton, 0.
P. A. Dilworth, N Y.
C. A. Longstreet, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
C. M. Jenkins, Rich-

mond, Ind.
Gustavus Kahn, Whine-

conne, Wis.
Ed. L. Jones, Sandusky,

Ohio.
Samuel S. Grant, Mon-

treal, Canada.
E. Le Roy Ryer, N. Y.
G. E. Holmberg, Peeks-

kill, N. Y.
W. T. Eisenschmidt,

Newport, Ky.
A. M. Frankel, N Y.
Arthur Forth, N. Y.
Theodore C. Miller, Bos-

ton.
Wm. R. Donovan, Bos-

ton.
S. R. Quigley, Elmwood,

Austin K. Pierce, Mil-
ford, Ill.

Charles A. Enquest,
Utica, N. Y.

Ernest Eimer, Muskegon,
Mich.

H. B. Herman, Williams-
port, Pa.

W. A. Edwards, Fabrone,
Wis.

Henry W. Appleton, Mo-
bile, Ala.

C. W. Crosby, Dubuque,
Ia.

H. P. Ames, N. Y.
Frederick MeTaylor, Ma-

quoketa, Jackson
Co, Ia.

Lucius A. Le Mieux,
Seymour, Wis.

Mark Wilzinski, Seattle,
Washington.

Adolph Stabe, N. Y.
Frank D. Ormond, Se-

dalia, Mo.
Lewis Prizer Merar,

Janesville, Wis.
Victor P. Gilbert, Rich-

mond, Va.
Alfred T. Hariott, Nor-

wood, Mass.
Edward Goldstein, Zanes-

ville, O.
Frank W. Lurtz, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
W. 0. Drishans, Scrib-

ner, Neb.
H. D. Feast, Washing-

ton City, D. C.
H. L. Eggleston, Akron,

Ohio.
E. W. 13. Paterson, Grand

Rapids, Mich.
Thos. H. Bowen, Bridge-

port, N. J.
Charles D. Mueller, New-

port, R. I.
Wm. A. Woll, N. Y.
Frank A. Pancoast,

Heastings, Mien.
J. Harley, Mickimer

Glendeo, Dawson
Co., Mont.

Louis 13. Hilborn, New-
ark, N. J.

Fred St. Ward, Visalia,
Tulare Co., Cal.

A. J. Stoessel, Mil-
waukee, Wis.

Number 355, Wellsburg,
W. Va.

A. D. ilarter, North
Adams, Mass.

Wm. F. Barry, Boston,
Mass.

Chas. J. Hubbard, Lud-
low, Vt.

Clinton It. Padelford,
Fall River, Mass.

Louis 0. Ott, Columbia,
S. C.

David Kletzky, Pueblo,
Col.

IL J. Crutchett, Armour,
S. D.

J. H. Jones, Youngstown,
Ohio.

F. B. Holman, Owasso,
Mich.

W. IS. Nuss, New Haven,
Conn.

Frederick A. I'leper,
Covington, Ky.

Samuel Van Vila, De-
troit, M

Claunce S. Hart, Lynn,
Mass.

Hugh McEwan, Fond du
Lac, Wis.

Fred Hamilton, N. Y.
J. H. Brandt, Baltimore,

Md.
E. D. Lewis, Jersey City,

N. J.
W. G. Maybee, St. Cath-

erines, Canada.
is. J. Cartier, Artie, R. I.
Louise A. Thayer, Can-

ton, 0.
W. W. Gleason, M. D.,

Provincetown, Mass.
G. Fred Beane, no ad-

dress.
Chas. W. Delaney, Ham-

mond, Ind.
John D. James, Detroit,

Mich.
Geo. L. Dietrich, Canton,

Ohio.
W. A. Charping, Arka-

delphia, Ark.
R. B. Sullivan, Jackson,

Tenn.
Perle L. Sagebiel, Day-

ton, 0.
Jos. L. Miller, Williams-

port, Pa.
Edw. Smering, Chester,

S. C.
J. W. Brown, Ortonville,

Minn.
Herman S, Saylor, Den-

ver, Col.
Edith Gallup, Denver,

Col.
Robert C. Sheppard,

Bakersfield, Cal.
Garrison I). Shoemaker,

Middleburg, N. Y.
W. A. Summersgill,

Homestead, Pa.
C. II. Rudd, Richmond,

Va.
Louis D. Green, Denver,

Col.
Aaron G. Green, Denver,

Col.
A. L. Bolsta, Ortonville,

Minn.

TRIP TO SOUTHBRIDGE.
On Friday, about one hundred and twenty-

five of the members and ladies went to South-
bridge to accept the invitation of the American
Optical Company to spend the day with them
and inspect their big plant. The party went by

(Continued on page 1169)
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train to Worcester, and from there to South-
bridge over the new trolley line recently opened,
on two special cars. The Lensdale works of the
factory were reached about ten o'clock, and the
party was divided up there and placed in charge
ot two guides, who showed them all the interest-
ing features of the work. The gold tilled branch
ot the works was then inspected, after which the
party was taken to the Town Hall, where they
were entertained by the American Optical Com-
pany at a delightful luncheon,served by a Worces-
ter caterer. Music was furnished by a local orches-
tra. When the guests had all assembled, Geo. W.
Wells, President of the American Optical Com-
pany, welcomed them in a cordial manner and re-
quested that they proceed with luncheon without
formality. At the close of the dinner President
Ellis, on behalf of the guests, thanked the officers
of the Optical Company for their generous hos-
pitality; also for providing the opportunity for in-
specting their works. After the luncheon the
party proceeded to the main factory buildings and
inspected in turn the gold, steel and case depart-
ments, the latter occupying a separate building.
A dozen or more guides were in charge of the
groups, and everything of interest in the works
was pointed out and explained. The party
brought away with them a handsome menu, on the
front cover of which was a colored print of the
works; also a neat little brochure entitled, "A
Few Facts and Figures Compiled by the Ameri-
can Optical Company, Concerning Their Indus-
try."

TRIP TO PROVIDENCE.

A small delegation from the convention went
to Providence on Saturday morning and were
amply repaid for the time spent in this great
jewelry and optical center. On their arrival they
were met by Secretary Lawton, of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company, and members or repre-
sentatives of the following concerns, who partici-
pated in the local entertainment that was later
provided: Stevens & Co., Bassett Jewelry Co.,
B. A. Ballou & Co. and G. J. Kirby & Co. The
party took a special car that the Gorham Com-
pany had waiting at the depot and at once pro-
ceeded to the big Gorham plant at Elmwood (one
of the suburbs of the city), and for two hours the

party went hurriedly through the immense plant.
The time was too short to do justice to it, but
as the works closed down at noun the time to be
spent was necessarily limited. On leaving, Mr.
Lawton, who had given his personal attention to
the visitors from the moment they landed until
they left the factory, presented each of the visitqrs
with a fine, large print of the factory buildings
and grounds, also with booklets, giving interesting
data of the plant and some of its notable produc-
tions. The party was then taken back to Provi-
dence and entertained at luncheon in the main
dining room of the Narragansett Hotel, which is
one of the finest in New England.

THE EXII1BaS.

As the visitor entered the hall the first exhibit
on his right was that of the lurine Eye Remedy
Co., of Chicago, which occupied the whole right
end wall of the room. An illustration on another
page will give a good idea oi this exhibit, which
was in the charge of Mr. and Mrs. Huston, who
distributed souvenirs, lead pencils, writing pads
and bottles of Murine. The next exhibit was that
of Chambers, Inskeep & Co., of Chicago, also il-
lustrated on another page, showing their new
model ophthalmometer. 1he adjoining exhibit
was that of the Houghton & Hardy Optical Co.,
of Boston, who are the New England agents for
Murine and Chambers, lnskeep & Co.'s instru-
ments. The special feature of the exhibit was
the Reisner lens measurer, which this firm are
also agents for.

lie next exhibit was that of W. H. Ely &
Co., of Middletown, Conn., of the eyeglass
guard. Morgan & Brown, of Lebanon, N. 11.,
had the adjoining space, in which they operated
their new patent lens edging and cutting machine.
The next exhibit was of fountain pens by Aikin,
Lambert & Co., of New York City. It was under
the personal supervision of Mr. Lambert, of the
firm. The next exhibitor was Chas. Wilder, of
Petersborough, N. H., manufacturer of ther-
mometers, and a general line of these goods was
shown.

The next space was occupied by another ther-
mometer concern, the Randall-Faichney Co., of
Boston, their specialty being a clinical thermome-
ter. The next exhibit was that of the Bassett
Jewelry Co., of Providence, who displayed a fine
line of eyeglass chains, hooks and lorgnettes, in
charge of Mr. Gardner, the traveling representa-
tive of this firm. The next exhibit was also of
chains, and was one of the attractive exhibits.
It was made by B. A. Ballou & Co., of Providence,
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and was in charge of D. H. Child, the firm's popu-
lar Eastern representative. The firm had a large
electric sign made especially for the wall backing
their exhibit.

'rhe next exhibit was also a most interesting
one. It was made by L. E. Waterman Co., manu-
facturers of fountain pens, and was in charge of
Raymond & Robbins, the firm's Boston agent. The
visitor was attracted to the exhibit by a moving
wax hand on the top of a show case, making
waved lines of different shades on a moving slip
of paper. The exhibit included a full line of the
goods made by this well-known concern.

Tug KEYSTONE headquarters were immedi-
ately adjoining this exhibit, and here was dis-
tributed a pictorial guide to Boston and its sub-
urbs, which were very much in demand. Here
were also to be found copies of THE KEYSTONE
and booklets describing various optical books pub-
lished by this firm. The next exhibit was on
the corner of an adjoining booth, and was the
patented swinging table of N. K. Standart, of
Detroit, Mich.

The last exhibit on this side of the room in
the hall, that of the E. Kirkstein Sons Co., was
undoubtedly the handsomest in the hall. It was in
the form of a large booth embellished with a
green covering resembling tapestry or felt paper.
An illustration on another page of this issue will
give an idea of the appearance of this exhibit.
The features of the exhibit were the "shun-on"
eyeglasses and the firm's new automatic edge
grinder, which was in operation. This is said
to be the only machine capable of grinding lenses
square or any other shape desired. It is ad-
justable to any stone and has a pressure as high
as seventy-five pounds. Another specialty was a
new opthalmometer table, arranged so that it
can be adjusted from the operator's chair' by a
horizontal wheel under the table, within easy
reach of the operator. The firm also showed an
unusually handsome collection of opera glass
bags and eyeglass and spectacle cases of their
own manufacture. The exhibit was in charge
of Messrs. Kirstein and Waugh, of the firm, and
several of their hustling assistants from Roches-
ter.

In the rear of the main room was a smaller
hall occupied by four exhibitors. E. A. Colville,
of Boston, here showed his illuminating test card
cabinet. The right half of the inner hall was
occupied by the Globe Optical Co., of Boston.
The notable features of the exhibit were the
firm's lens-grinding machine, several of which
were in operation; a varied line of optician's signs,

(continued on page 1171)
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Looking for
Spectacle and
Eyeglass
Cases?

How is this for
$8.00 gross?

Made of good leather, in
Offset Eyeglass, Riding
Bow and Straight Temple
lengths.
Send for our illustrated
catalogue of other styles
and kinds of cases.
We have all kinds.

Prescription
Work

Nothing but the
best from our
shop.

Send for our
new R list.

Don't wait until the last minute to place

your Opera Glass orders.
Send in your orders while our stock is full
and complete. We have them at all prices.
Glass like the above, in white or oriental
pearl, gilt tubes, $3.80, less 6 per cent. for cash.

MCINTIRE, MAGEE & BROWN,
Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opticians,

723 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

95.00 A TIME=TESTED SUCCESS $15.00
Used in every State and Territory in the Union and by the U. S. War Dept. in the Signal Service Corps.

Geneva Superior Binocular

SEND FOR
DESCRIPTIVE
BOOKLET AND
TERMS TO
DEALERS.

Advertised
in Greater New

The most successful combination Field, Marine and Bird Glass
ever placed on the market.

MADE IN THREE STYLES FOR 1902:

Geneva Superior No. 1 —4 Power Combination Field, Bird and Opera.
Geneva Superior No. 2-4 Power, Jointed, for adjusting to pupil distance.
Geneva Superior No. 3-6 l'ower, Extra Strong, for long-distance field and

marine work.
Three Models but One Price, $15.00.

in the leading magazines, and sold exclusively in New England by Andrew J. Lloyd & Co., 323 Washington Street, Boston,
York by Gall & Lembke, 21 Union Square, and in Pittsburg by W. E. Stieren Co., 544 Smithfield Street.

N. B.—" Geneva 1 Work is Accurate."
I•(. you sending your R' work to the right place, viz. : Geneva ?

GENEVA OPTICAL CO.,
Geneva, N. Y.

"The Only Treatise Covering the Entire Science and Practice of Refraction."
In regard to " THE OPTICIAN'S MANUAL," Vols. I. and II., an eminent reviewer in the London Optician says:

"Many of our renders are already in possession of the ' optician's Manual,' Volume T., and to those Refractionists who are not we would tender the advice to
procure that excellent treatise without delay. The second volume, to WiliCil we now draw attention, is fully up to the high standard set by its predecessor. The 390 pages are
devoted exclusively to the discussion of hypernietropia, myopia, astigmatism and anomalies of the ocular muscles. The treatment of these four varieties of visual error is
fully dealt with under very numerous separate headings, as also the various instruments of diagnosis and diagrammatic tests, and the sequalte of eye-strain, in the form of
headache, neuralgia, and so on. We should add that the low price of the book is quite out of proportion to the great mass of information and suggestive advice that it contains,"

Such is the universal testimony of the most competent critics. The volumes can be had separately, if so desired.
Sent prepaid on receipt of price, 82.00 (Sc. 4d.) per volume. THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Streets, Philadephia, Pa., U. S. A.
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prism glasses and microscopes, and a very large
line of test cases, including a new roll top test
case. The firm also exhibited the various drills
and cutters manufactured by The Standard Opti-
cal Co., Geneva, and a complete line of eye-
glass and spectacle cases made by the American
Optical Co. The latter also furnished the exhib-
itor with a number of leather skins with which
the cases are covered. The Vise Post Company,
of New York City, occupied a small space in this
hall, to show the vise-post mounting. The ex-
hibit was in charge of the patentee, Mr. Alex-
ander, of New York, who distributed sample
mountings free.

Occupying the entire left-hand side of this
inner hall was the very complete and interesting
exhibit of the R. Hoehn Co., of New York. One
of the features of this exhibit and of the whole
exhibit was the manufacture of artificial eyes.
The company had brought one of their skilled
workmen from New York, and here he showed
how the different forms of artificial eyes were
made, including the new Snellen form, which
is now so much in demand. The firm made a
fine display of thermometers and barometers and
similar instruments of this kind, and distributed
as souvenirs artificial eyes and their well-known
"Red Cross" clinical thermometer. The view
of these exhibits in the inner hall will be found
on another page in this issue.

Passing out into the main hall, the first ex-
hibit is that of the Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., of New
York, who occupied a large space showing their
various instruments. The special features of this
exhibit were their new opthalmometer and a
Finch eyeglass mounting and the Mueller re-
form artificial eyes. A card made up of the dif-
ferent parts and angles of their new pivot guard
was distributed as a souvenir, also a special bul-
letin gotten up for this occasion. The exhibit
was in the charge of Joseph Daly, assisted by
B. Hanauer and C. P. Koch. Occupying a cor-
ner of this exhibit was Manager Beckwith, of
the New York Mutual Optical Co., who showed
the new eyeglass spring which his company have
applied for a patent on, also the firm's special lens
drill.

The next exhibit was that of the Hub Op-
tical Case Co., of East Boston, who made and
distributed the official badge of the Convention
in the form of an eyeglass case, appropriately
lettered in gold. The exhibit included a full
line of the eyeglass and spectacle mountings
made by this company. The adjoining space was
occupied by D. V. Brown, of Philadelphia. The
specialties of the exhibit was a new phorometer,
which is claimed to be a great improvement over
other instruments of this kind. Another feature
was the new patented Cushing wire controlled
by this firm. It is claimed that it will do away
with much of the breakage in gold frames. The
wire forms a tube inside instead of being solid,
and this relieves much of the strain, and conse-
quently reduces the breakage. A fine line of
opera glass bags was also displayed, and sam-
ples of the new cushion wire were distributed,
also a very pretty lapel button. The exhibit was
in the charge of Mr. D. V. Brown himself, as-
sisted by Robert Foster.

The Orient Mfg. Co. were the next exhibit-
ors, and showed a line of their eyeglass and spec-
tacle cases. A feature was the aluminum case,
now being made, and the case was given to the
visitor as a souvenir. The American Fountain
Pen Co., of Boston, were the next exhibitors,
and the Moore's non-leakable fountain pen was
the feature. This concern sold their goods at
half price to those attending the convention. The
exhibit was in charge of W. G. Cushman, who
also occupied space in showing his well-known
great German eye water, and bottles of the latter
were distributed as a souvenir.

The Briggs Optical Co., of Rochester, occu-
pied the next space, and J. E. Briggs, the pat-
entee of the mounting made by this company, and
B. B. Clark were present to show its advantages.
G. J. Kirby & Co., of Providence, were the next
exhibitors, and showed a fine line of eyeglass
chains, mountings and cases. The exhibit was
personally looked after by Mr. Kirby, of the firm.
Gall & Lembke, of New York, showed their pat-
ent temple attachment, whereby an eyeglass can
be converted instantly into a spectacle by the
adjustment to it of their new patent adjustable
temple.

The next exhibit was that of the A. Jay Cross
Optical Co., and here Mr. Cross explained per-
sonally to the visitors the different specialties of
his company. J. L. Borsch & Co., of Philadel-
phia, occupied a small adjoining space to exhibit
their patented bifocal glasses. The next exhibit
was that of the Toric Optical Co., of New York,
who had constructed a pyramid of boxes con-
taining their No. 32 specialty of fifteen-year filled
mountings. The exhibit was in charge of Super-
intendent E. Kornfeld. Brown & Burpee, of
Manchester, N. H., exhibited their well-known
cabinet of test cards. The Geneva Optical Co.,
of Chicago, were the next exhibitors, and the
specialty was the new Geneva combined retino-
scope and opthalmoscope, shown for the first time
in this section. The exhibit was in charge of
Percy M. Smith, the manager of the Des Moines
branch, who was assisted by Earl J. Brown and
several others. This company also gave demon-
strations of their new instrument in a room up-
stairs in the hotel, which was continually
crowded with those wishing to see the workings
of the new instrument.

The last exhibit in the main hall was that
of J. Ouimette, Jr., of Southbridge, Mass., who
showed quite a complete line of goods manu-
factured by the American Optical Co., of his
town. This included drillers, lens cutters, strap
gauges, trial frames, roll top and flat, and the
new trial frame with patented cylinder markings,
the cylinder lines being etched on the glass with
dots instead of with the old ground glass, the
focus number being also etched in the glass.
Mumford's new blowpipe and new retinoscope
were also shown. A strap gauge was distributed
as a souvenir. In the entrance to the main hall
numbers of The Focus, a daily paper, were dis-
tributed free to the visitors.

Taylor Bros., of Rochester, New York, made
a separate exhibit in an outside room, as the firm
were unable to secure sufficient space in the ex-
hibit hall to do justice to their big line. The ex-
hibit was in charge of Mr. Zimmerman, and the
visitors received as a souvenir a thermometer to
be used in traveling, it being enclosed in a stiff
leather case with a hinged lid. Another outside
exhibit was that of the Paye & Baker Mfg. Co.,
of Providence, who showed a line of their souve-
nir goods, spoons and silver novelties.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

This association shall be known as the
American Association of Opticians.

ARTICLE 2.
The object of this association shall be to

federate into one organization all branches of
the optical profession of the United States and
Canada, for the purpose of fostering the growth
and diffusion of optical knowledge; for promot-
ing friendly intercourse among opticians; of safe-
guarding the material interests of the optical pro-
fession ; of elevating the standard of optical edu-
cation; of assisting in securing the enactment and
enforcement of optical legislation and of en-
lightening and directing public opinion in regard
to the problem of optometrical science.

ARTICLE 3.
Composition of Membership.

Section r. The membership of this associa-
tion shall consist of active, associate and honor-
ary members.

Section 2. Active members must be of adult
age, good repute and engaged in optics for not
less than two years previous to the date of appli-
cation, together with membership in the State
society or association in which they reside, if
such organization is in affiliation with the Amer-
ican Assocation of Opticians.

Section 3. Associate members shall consist
of those affiliated with the jobbing and manufact-
uring sections and those engaged in optical jour-
nalism and optical colleges. They shall hold no
office, but shall be entitled to appointment on com-
mittees.

Section 4. Honorary members shall consist
of those that have distinguished themselves in
some branch of optics. They shall have the priv-
ileges of the floor, but shall be ineligible as voters
and bold no office.

ARTICLE 4.
House of Delegates.

Section I. The House of Delegates of the
American Association of Opticians shall consist
of delegates elected by the permanently organized
State and territorial societies or associations in
affiliation with this association, and four dele-
gates from each section of this association.

Section 2. The delegates shall be appor-
tioned among the several affiliating societies, one
from each society.

ARTICLE 5.
In order that its appropriate work may be

expeditiously and systematically performed, this
association may be divided into four sections,
each of which shall be devoted to the encourage-
ment and furtherance of the interests of each
individual section, and shall be known as the
Refracting, Dispensing, Manufacturing and Job-
bing sections.

ARTICLE 6.

This constitution may be altered or amended
by a two-thirds vote of the house of delegates,
providing that the amendments are proposed in
the general session of the association one year
previous of being enacted, a notice of the amend-
ment having been mailed to each member of the
association at least three months previous to the
regular annual meeting of the association.

(Continued on page 1173)



IT IS NOW TIME
to look over your stock of OPERA GLASSES. Order early while the

assortment is complete, as there are many good sellers that will go early in the season.

Black,

Fancy Leather,

Pearl,

Enameled,

Aluminum.

Many

New Styles

this Season.

Our travelers are showing the largest and most complete line we ever had.
Ask about our New Folding ()Pet-a Glass. Just the thing for your fine trade.

There is a good profit in Opera Glasses ; why not sell them?

Globe Optical Company, 403 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR Made in Three Qualities of Material. TO BE HAD FROM JOBBERS ONLY.

NICKEL SILVER.--A white metal resembling silver, high lustre that will not tar-
nish or rust, more durable than steel.

COLD FILLED.--Made from seamless 10 K. stock, not electro plated, wear and
LOOK LIKE GOLD. Each Pair Tagged and Guaranteed to Wear to Years.

COLDOIN.-A combination of metals resembling 14 K. gold, highly finished and
chemically treated to withstand atmospheric changes.POINTERS

INTERCHANGEABLE,

NON-BREAKABLE

SPRINGS.

SUPERIOR FINISH.

UP-TO-DATE

STYLES.

Prices
Eyeglasses

$18M0 to $30.00
per gross.

Among the Jobbers
handling these
goods arc the
following:

PATENTED.

EXPANSI BLE
Spectacles and Eyeglasses
The Best Value for the Least Money.

Julius King Optical Co., New York and
Chicago.

S. F. Myers Co., New York City.
R., L. & /VI. Friedlander, New York City.
Otto Young & Co., Chicago.
F. A. Hardy & Co., Chicago.
tieneva Optical Co., Chicago.

Coulter Optical Co., Chicago.
J. M. & A. C. Johnston, Chicago.
Brooks Optical Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. Bauman Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
L. Manasse Co., Chicago.

POINTERS
SOLID TEMPLES,

WELL TEMPERED.

NO SCREWS TO RUST,
WORK LOOSE OR
DROP OUT.

RE-ENFORCED END-
PIECES.

BROAD SWELL NOSES.
NO SOLDER AT JOINTS.

Prices
Spectacles

$15.00 to $24.00
per gross.

C. L. Merry Optical Co., Kansas City, Mo.
L. Black & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
Globe Optical Co., Boston, Mass.
W. Reynolds, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lyon Bros., Chicago.

LENSES TO SUIT YOUR TRADE PERISCOPIC DOUBLE 0 PLANO.
COQUILLE OR MICOQUILLE.

SLIA(IIII)Cr, 1902

Fifth Annual Convention

of the American Associ-
ation of Opticians.
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BY-LAWS.

ARTICLE I.

Section I. No person shall take part in the
proceedings of the association, or any of its sec-
tions, until he has registered his name and ad-
dress in full in the registration book (and pre-
sented his credentials to the committee), and
paid his annual dues. He shall indicate what
section he will affiliate with.

Section 2. No person who is under expul-
sion or suspension by the State society of which
he is a member, or who has been dropped from
the rolls of the same, shall be allowed to con-
tinue as a member of this association until he
has been reinstated.

Section 3. No person who is not a mem-
ber of his State or Territorial society shall be
eligible to active membership in this association,
provided such society be in affiliation with this as-
sociation.

Section 4. The annual dues payable in ad-
vance shall be $2.00, except to members of affiliat-
ing societies, whose dues shall be $1.00. Any
member in arrears for one year, unless absent
from the country, shall be dropped from the roll,
after being notified by the treasurer. if same is
not paid in three months from mailing of notice.

Section 5. Members of the profession from
State and territories where there is no society in
affiliation with this association may become mem-
bers by making a written application to the sec-
retary, accompanied with a letter of reference
and the annual dues. The secretary shall sub-
mit the application to the executive committee,
who shall have the power to elect.

ARTICLE 2.

General Sessions.

Section I. The general sessions of the asso-
ciation shall include all registered members who
shall have equal rights to participate in the dis-
cussions and vote on any pending questions.

Section 2. The general session of the asso-
ciation has the right to discuss questions referreu
to it by the house of delegates, and it may, by a
two-thirds vote, order a general referendum of
any question pending before the house of dele-
gates.

Section 3. The president shall deliver an
annual address upon the opening day of the an-
nual meeting. The address and recommendations
of the president shall be referred to the house of
delegates for consideration and action; and their
action to be reported back to the general session.

ARTICLE 3.

House of Delegates.

Section t. The house of delegates shall be
considered as the legislative body of this associa-
tion. Its sessions shall be open to the members
of the association, but they cannot participate in
the discussions only upon invitation from the
house of delegates.

Section 2. Each State and Territorial society
that is in affiliation with this association is en-
titled to send one delegate to represent them in
the house of delegates.
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Section 3. Members of the house of dele-
gates representing the different sections of this
association are to be elected for the term of two
years.

Section 4. The function of the house of
delegates shall be to act upon executive business
presented to this association, but it may refer
such decisions as it may deem wise and expedient
to the association for final vote.

Section 5. In order that each State and Ter-
ritorial society may have proper representation at
each annual meeting of this association, it shall
have the authority of electing alternates who,
upon presentation of proper credentials, shall be
empowered to act as regularly elected delegates;
provided that both the regularly elected delegate
and the alternate are absent, the members of any
affiliated society present at the meeting shall se-
lect one of their members who shall represent
such society in the house of delegates.

Section 6. No member shall be seated in
the house of delegates until he has presented a
certificate to the president and secretary, signed
by the president and secretary of his State or
Territorial society from which he received his
authority to act, stating that he had been elected
to serve as the representative of such society in
the house of delegates of the American Associa-
tion of Opticians. The section delegates shall
present a certificate signed by the chairman and
secretary of his section, stating that he had been
elected to serve in the house of delegates.

Section 7. The house of delegates shall pre-
sent a summary of its proceedings to the last
meeting of the general session of each annual
meeting of this association.

Section 8. A majority of the house of dele-
gates shall constitute a quorum for the transac-
tion of business.

ARTICLE 4.

Officers.

The officers of this association shall consist
of a president, two vice-nresidents, a secretary,
a treasurer and an executive committee of four
active members, and a board of regents of three
active members.

The president, first and second vice-presi-
dents, secretary, treasurer, together with the ex-
ecutive committee, shall be elected by ballot, at
the first general session of the last day of the
annual meeting. Only those in attendance will
be eligible to office.

The board of regents shall be elected for the
term of three years, one for the term of three
years, one for the term of two years, and one for
the term of one year. Then one year after the
adoption of these by-laws, and each year there-
after there shall be elected one regent for the
term of three years.

ARTICLE 5.

Duties of Officers.

Section t. The President shall preside at
all meetings of the general sessions, and all the
meetings of the house of delegates, at all meet-
ings of the association ; call special meetings upon
a written request of 20 active members, appoint
all committees, unless otherwise provided for in
the by-laws, and appoint officers to fill vacancies
for unexpired terms of office, occasioned by death
or otherwise. He may submit in writing any
suggestion to the general session or the house
of delegates or to any standing or special com-
mittee that he may deem of interest to this as-
sociation.

Section 2. • Duty of Vice-presidents. In the
absence of the president, the vice-presidents in
their order shall perform the duties of the presi-
dent.

Section 3. Duties of the Secretary. The
secretary shall keep a record of all meetings of
the association and its committees; conduct all
correspondence, notify all committees of their
annointments and give notice to all members of
all meetings and perform such other duties as
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pertain to his office, or may be prescribed by these
by-laws. He shall send out notices of the annual
meeting 30 days prior to the date thereof.

He shall receive all applications for mem-
bership, which .shall be placed in the hands of
the executive committee on the first day of each
month ; he shall make a report to the treasurer
on the first day of each month, handing over all
such moneys received and take proper vouchers
therefor.

Section 4. Duties of the Treasurer. The
treasurer shall keep all moneys of the association
and disburse the same upon the signed order of
the president and secretary, keeping a correct
account of all his transactions and reporting the
same at each annual meeting and when required
by the president.

Section 5. The duties of the Executive Corn-
mittee. The executive committee, together with
the president and secretary, shall constitute the
board of directors. They shall name a proper
time for the annual meeting of the association,
conduct all business not requiring a special vote.
They shall be an advisory board, act on all mat-
ters not already provided for in these by-laws.

Section 6. Duties of the Board of Regents.
The board of regents shall have charge of all
educational matters undertaken by this associa-
tion, and shall make a written report each year
to the association regarding their official action.
The chairman shall serve for a term of one year,
in the turn of their election to the board, the
oldest member succeeding.

Section 7. The president shall immediately
upon the assembling of the annual meeting ap-
point an auditing committee, who shall audit the
books of the secretary and treasurer and report
on the same.

ARTICLE 6.

Any member may be reinstated by the pay-
ment of all arrearages in dues by a two-thirds
vote of the general session.

ARTICLE 7.

The place of holding the annual meeting
shall be fixed by the general session.

ARTICLE 8.

Section I. This association shall be gov-
erned by the rules of order prescribed in Rob-
erts Manual.

Section 2. Duties of members. No one
shall be permitted to address the association until
he shall announce his name and residence, which
shall be distinctly repeated by the chairman. Re-
marks shall be limited to five minutes. All mo-
tions of importance must be submitted in writing.

Section 3. No new business shall be intro-
duced at the general session of this association
on the last day of each annual meeting, except by
unanimous consent.

ARTICLE 9.

Time of Sessions.

Section i, The general session of the asso-
ciation shall be held at to A. M. and at 7.30 P. M.
of the first day of the annual meeting, and at
1.3o and 7.30 P. M. of the subseqUent days.

Section 2. The house of delegates shall hold
their first session of each annual meeting at 2
P. M. of the first day, and on subsequent days
at such time as is necessary to complete its busi-
ness.

Section 3. The sections of the association
shall hold their first session at each annual meet-
ing at 2 P. M. of the first clay of the meeting,
and may be in session from 9 to 12 A. M. on sub-
sequent days.

ARTICLE to.

This constitution and by-laws shall go into
effect upon the adjournment of this annual meet-
ing of 1902.

B. B. CLARK,
F. L. SWART,
J. H. ELLIS,

Committee.
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A Vest
Pocket Opera
Glass Only Half an

Inch Thick.

"LaReine" is a folding opera glass
that can be carried inthe vest pocket.

No case is necessary, as the patent-cover
and arrangement fully protects the lenses
—and makes the glass only about as thick
as a two-bite sandwich.

When opened, all side lights are eliminat-
et:I—the full force of its exceptionally power-
ful lenses being focused on the object.

Nothing to wear out—can't break in or-
dinary use.

All metal parts are oxidized.

The cover of genuine black morocco
is as durable as it is handsome.

Tell your jeweler or optician to
get you one.

Price, $12.00.

1;;;;;;TI, Lorsch & Co., 37 flaiden Lane, N.Y.

Ophthalmic Lenses indrical Lenses. The Prism Dioptry
Dioptric Formuire for Combined Cyl-

and Other Original Papers.
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Sent postpaid to all parts of the world on receipt of S1.50 (6s. 3d.)
Published bY THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
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Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated course

entitled " Ophthalmic Hypnotism," It
will surprise and delight you. It is a com-
plete course of 40 lessons, a $25 course for
only S1.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARRAES, M. D., Oph. D.,
233 W. Madison St., Chicago.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch
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Also in
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for a beau-
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115 Dearborn St., CIJICAUO.
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a Many physicians from different States,
who are regular graduates in medicine,
are taking a special course with us inI phthalmic Oldies. The list of our
graduates is constantly increasing. Now
i4 the time to fit y'otirself with a scien-
tific knowledge that will insure proles-

!
sional success as an optician. Address
KELLAM & MOORE'S
COLLEGE OF OPTICS,
ATLANTA, GA.
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"ELY” EYEGLASS SPRING.
New and elegant popular styles. Many may bay e
seen them for the first tiniest Boston Convent i 011.

r 
The elasticity of these springs does not

weaken, because the action of the coil is one of
compression. Because of this patented idea we
can furnish a spring low setting, elegant in
appearance, in filled and nickel nearly equal
to gold. Although specially adapted for ELY
I Wards they can be used on regular studs with
any. With these springs guard pressure without
excess is maintained. Place on old eyeglasses
to improve their style and increase their cling.

Jobbers ; or send $1.00 for splendid line of
samples.
W. H. ELY it GO., Middletown, Conn.

ARE YOU SATISFIED
with the Quality, Price and Promptness of
the 1), work you received. If not, try the
new 1,74 house of

C. N. QUINIEW,
Refracting and Manufacturing OPTICIAN

for the Trade,
373 Washington Street,

Boom 24, Jewelers' Building. Boston, Mass.

Klein School of Optics
2 Rutland Street,

Boston, Mass.
Summer Courses now in progress.
Regular Winter Courses begin October 1st.

Instructions in all branches of
the Optical Business. Students
may enter now. Address,

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE PREMIUM to all subscribing to

the " Canadian Optician"
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 6, in black

and gold, on embossed bristol board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
very catchy.

3,—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustration, type-setting, etc. They are
spectacle-selling talks.

4,—A copy of an Advertising Booklet, ex-
plaining the importance of vision, phenomena
of sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told
in plain language.

cAllnthe, above, together with the "Canadian Opti-la 
for one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.

Address " Canadian Optician,"
24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
Instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY, RETINO-
SCOPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A
TRIAL CASE.

L. A. STEVENSON'S

Eyeglass Guard Gauge
Throw away the rule and stop your guess-

ing. The difficulty of PITTING EYEGLASSES
MADE EASY. Ask your jobbers for It. If
they can't supply you I will, upon receipt of
$2.00, to any address.

A. 8TEVE-1\130N,
Onylorti,

WARNER
AND

SWA S EY
UNIVERSAL PRISM

FIELD
GLASSES

NV( guarantee each
glass to be of the
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QUALITY
both optically and
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COMPARATIVE FIELDS.

Field as shown by the Warner
e.9 Swasey Prism Field Glass.
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style Field Glass of sante power.

Made in three powers
—magnifying 6, 8 and
to diameters.
Ask your jobber for

them.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.
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WARNER & SWASEY
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CLEVELAND, OHIO.

The It. Hoehn Co.
Houghton-Hardy Optical Co.

Marine Eye Remedy Co.
Kirsteln Bons Co.

Chambers, Inskeep & Co.

View of Some of the Exhibits at the Boston Convention

Globe Optical Co.
J. Oulmette, Jr.



A Vest
Pocket Opera
Glass Only Half an

Inch Thick.

"LaReine" is a folding opera glass
that can be carried in the vest pocket.

No case is necessary, as the patent-cover
and arrangement fully protects the lenses
and makes the glass only about as thick

as a two-bite sandwich.

When opened, al! side lights are eliminat-
,d- the full farce °f its exceptionally power-
t al lenses being locused on the object.

N Iliingto wear out—can't break in or-
liii V use.

All metal parts are oxidized.

I.  cover of genuine black morocco
able as it is handsome.

I ell your jeweler or optician to
get you one.
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Invention
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NO SCREWS TO LOSE

THE VISE POST
(PATENTED)

Applied to any eyeglass.

A BOLT AND NUT
No stud screw to come loose.
Always reliable, simple, and easily applied.

It will give you satisfactory results.
It will please your customer.
Made in Gold, Gold Filled and German Silver.
Send a trial order.
Circulars giving detailed description sent on appiica

For sale by

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

ATLANTA, GA.
DENVER, COLO.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

J. H. ELLts, President, South Bend, hid.
E L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in 1903, at
Atlantic City, N. J.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
TIIE RT. HON. SIR WDI. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
Cot. T. Duvws SEWF.LL, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England,

British Optical Association

S. COWAN, F. 73. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians

W. G. 3Ity HEE, President, St. Catharines.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
E. P. WELLS, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Masa

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Optical Society

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
A. MAIrrix, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

Indiana Optical Society

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
G. S. GRUBB, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Next meeting, January 14, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.
WE. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 estern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

lowa Optical Society
H. P. Bot.mits, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Annual meeting, June 10 and 11, 1903.

Illinois Optical Society

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, Ill.
LOREN L. BomE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association
L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, Seey, 308 hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Next meeting, October 6, 1902.

Oregon Association of Opticians
J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
L. W. KACHLICIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Mu,ichester, N. It.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA 8w1nnt, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

• North Carolina Optical Society

F. NV. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

S. B. MILLARD, President, Litchfield, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Seey, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians

II. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

THE KEYSTONE

Tennessee Optical Society

A. H. WENNINO, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Gko. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association
R. B. Emit, President, Denver, Colo.
It. II. BIEOEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth it., Denver, Colo.
Miss eta AN, Cor.Secy., 1683 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Next meeting, September 10th.

Kansas Association of Opticians
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, SeC'y and Treas., Junction City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians
Lons ItniEntt, President, Richmond, Mo.
J. W. Thum; Secretary, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association
If. L. LAN,,, President, Staunton, Va.
J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Vu.

Annual meeting, August, 1003, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
Elwin L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society

W. T. EISENSCHMIDT, President, Newport, Ky.
J. M. litmEs, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society
H. C. WATTS, PreSident, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. G. Gounnt, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second B'efinesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society

A. W. FRANKEL, President.
P. A. DILWORTII, Rec. Sec., 1032 Third Avenue, New York.

Meets second NVednesday of each mouth, except July
and August, at Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
BARBA' H. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. A. ENQUEST, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Next meeting, September 16, 1902.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association

J. NV. GRAINUER, President, Rochester, Minn.
J. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

Chicago Optical Society

NV. F. NEwcomn, President.
A. W. Gott; Secretary, Room 206, 92 State St., Chicago, Ill,

Niagara District Optical Society

Josmi llorsu, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. 1)1-. we, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out,

The National Convention

OUR readers will see by a perusal of the
report of the proceedings, printed on

other pages of this issue, that the fifth an-
nual meeting of the American Association of
Opticians was a decided success, and by far
the most important in the life of the organi-
zation. The two great problems that have
been under discussion for several years, reor-
ganization and education, were finally settled,
and settled in a satisfactory manner to all
present, except possibly to one or two, who
have stubbornly resisted these inevitable for-
ward steps from the beginning. The over-
whelming sentiment evident at this meeting
in favor of the immediate and proper settle-
ment of these vexing problems was too

1177

much for those who had insisted that the
association needed no reorganization, and so
the meeting was saved the discord that the
" pull backs" had made at previous meet-
ings. THE KEYSTONE has labored long and
hard for these reforms, so feels as finely over
the result, as do the satisfied body of the
membership who attended the convention
and put the stamp of their approval on the
recommendations that have been urged in
these columns, and to w hom our congratula-
tions are due and now made.

THE notable changes involved in the re-
organization plan and new constituton is

that a classified membership is provided for,
and an opportunity presented for affiliation
with the association by the various State and
territorial societies. By the latter, the asso-
ciation becomes, what it logically should be,
the nominal head of all the societies in this
country and Canada. Provision is made for
official representation for these societies in
the House of Delegates, another new feature
of the reorganization plan, and thus these
societies will have a direct voice in the execu-
tive management of the affairs of the associa-
tion, as it is provided that this House of
Delegates will have almost sole control of all
executive business.

The adoption of the broad and sound
recommendation of the Board of Regents,
from which they had eliminated the objec-
tionable features pointed out in August
KEYSTONE, and the formation of the new
Physiologic Branch, gives the association a
scientific flavor that will lift it immeasurably
in the estimation of every one, and should
be a grand inspiration to the ambitious refrac-
tionist who hopes to establish his calling
firmly among the professions.

British Optical Society Bars Americans

WHILE the new "hands-across-the-
sea" doctrine may appeal to British

opticians politically, they manifestly regard it
with disfavor professionally. At the recent
annual meeting of the British Optical Society
it was decided that hereafter candidates for
the society's examination must be British, so
that for the future candidates from the United
States will be disqualified. Opticians from
Canada, being British, will, of course, be
eligible. The wherefore of the disqualifica-
tion clause is said to be the success of the
American optician in England, which seems
to have so alarmed our cousins in the " tight
little island " that the disqualification proviso
was devised as a check on the enterprising
invader. Interviewed on the matter, Secre-
tary Sutcliffe, of the B. 0. A., said : " If an
American decided to take up his residence in

(Continued on page my)



Gold and Silver Medals awarded at the Pan-American Exposition

MEYROWITZAriljpALMOMETER
. A TWENTIETH CENTURY INVENTION.

The FINCH RIGID SPRING Eyeglass

More elegant
a n d becoming
than other eye-
glasses by its
simple construc-
tion and dainty
appearance.

Patented January 29, 1991

Patent protected by Patent Title and Guarantee Co.

Great comfort
to wearer on
account of sepa-
rate adjustment
of four bearing
surfaces.

Will not throw cylindrical lenses
out of axis.

THE UP=TO-DATE INSTRUMENT.
No untried new experiment, but the optical principles, which have established the reputation

of the instrument, carried to perfection.
The mechanical parts are made like a microscope.
Tram-illuminated double movable mires.
Automatic Register of reading ; Artificial Cornea, and all mechanical adjustments.
This is the style of Ophthalmometer recommended. by Tscherning, in " Physiologic Optics."
Descriptive circular sent on request.

Manufactured by The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., 
TRADE

Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,
Optical Prescription Work a Specialty. 104 EAST 23D STREET MARK

Manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request. K 
Apparatus sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe
Agents for Great Britain : The Anglo•American Optical Co.. 47 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

Incorporated,

A PERFECT AID TO VISION

THE TURNER-REICH

Binocular Field Glass
Gives immense power in small compass. The definition is microscopically
sharp and wonderfully brilliant, in addition to which a wide field of view
is included. They are optically and mechanically perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE-LIST.
Manufactured by

GUNDLACH OPTICAL CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New York,
TRADE AGENTS.

Only three parts
to the mounting
Perfect rigidity
by absence of
post screws.

Manufactured by The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co., Incorporated,
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,

Optical Prescription Work a Specialty. 104 EAST 23D STREET,
Our new illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological 

uM.ARK.
31allif,■141 Ilrescript ion Book sent free upon request. 
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A.
1pliarat us sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe.

Agents for Great Britain : The Anglo•American Optical Co., 47 Hatton Garden, London, E. C.

•
Only one hand is needed to adjust them upon

the face without touching the lenses,

A combination Spectacle and Eye-
glass, with advantages of both.

MADE IN GOLD ONLY.
Sample mounting sent prepaid upon receipt

of $3.25.
In ordering, give ,pret rich, measurement

For Sale by all Jobbers.
TRADE

RESULTS!
(Not promises)

Is what you want.

We guarantee to make a PROFIT-
ABLE sale and treat your reputation
as we would our own. What we

have done for others we can
do for you. Wire or write if
contemplating a sale. Our
ideas cost nothing and might
help you.

R. H. ELLIOT.

We refer to the following :
()termed & Jaccard Jewelry Co. (3 sides), St. Louis.
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co. (2 sales), St. Louis.
Bauman Jewelry Co. 4 sales), St. Louis.

P. J. McBride, Fort Worth, Texas.

1,,
Garry Mercer (Estate), Birmingham, Ala.

It. S. Lilies (2 sales), Mobile, Ala.
Chas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa.
A. M. Zerweck, De Soto, Mo.
Geo. A. Thomas, Memphis, Tenn.
A. Davis & Co., State & Madison (8 sales),Chiengo.
E. C. Moller. Memphis, Tenn.
S. Beek Jewelry Co., San Antonio Texas.

mI larslian & mDuncan, Ottuwa I, owa.
The above are some of our recent

sales. Ask them about ILK

Elliot & Worcester,
Auctioneers and Appraisers,

517 Mermod & Jaccard Building,

ST. LOUIS, MO. F. A. WORCESTER.

September, 1902

British Optical Society Bars Americans
(Continued from page len)

England or in any of the British colonies,
and if he produced credentials of respecta-
bility, the council could at their discretion
admit him to examination and grant a certifi-
cate." In the trade, however, it is under-
stood that "the council's discretion" will
lead that body to freeze out all Americans—
no matter how many credentials they may
have. We do not know what, if any, reason
the American optician has for complaint
against this seemingly narrow action of his
British brothers. The United States is good
enough for so many of us that the self-exiled
count for little. Besides, we cannot grumble
too loudly at what seems to be another recog-
nition of the protective principle by free-
trade England.

Wisconsin State Optical Society
The third annual meeting of the Wisconsin

State Optical Society was held at Oshkosh, on July
29th. Of the fifty-one members of the society forty
were in attendance. Alva Snider, of Beloit, pre-
sided at the gathering, and I. M. Addleman, of
Tomah, dfficiated as secretary. Treasurer H. C.
Wiegand, of Racine, submitted a report, which told
of healthy financial conditions and of the progress
made by the society during the past year. The
president made an address, in the course of which
he congratulated the members upon the gratifying
condition of the society, in view of which he was
confident that its sphere of usefulness would ex-
pand as time goes on. Papers were read as fol-
lows : " The Nature of Light," by J. H. Williams,
Milwaukee ; " The Anatomy and Physiology of the
Eye," by Louis Muskat, Milwaukee ; " Skiameter

. and Skiametry of the Eye," by Gustavus Kahn,
Winneconne, and " The Anatomy and Diseases
Found in the Eye by the Ophthalmoscope," by
Dr. Earl J. Brown, of Chicago.

Virginia State Optical Association

The annual meeting of the Virginia State
Optical Association was held in the offices of
Tucker, Hall & Traylor, Norfolk, August 16th,
mid the success which attended it augurs well for
the future of this healthy organization. The pretty
banquet at the Ocean View Hotel, which followed,
proved a very enjoyable aftermath and the infor-
mality which is characteristic of such functions was
the means of drawing forth all that was best in the
temperamental make-up of the members. Another
interesting feature was the elaborate luncheon ten-
dered to the members by Tucker, Hall & Traylor.

The meeting was called to order by President
E. E. Schreiner, of Richmond. The first session
was devoted entirely to business. Several applica-
tions for membership were received and were
referred to the committee on membership. After
the business of the session was transacted, the
association was entertained at lunch by Messrs.
Tucker, Hall and Traylor.

The second session of the association was held
at Ocean View Hotel, at which meeting the follow-
ing officers were elected : H. L. Lang, of Staunton,
president ; A. F. Jahnke, Jr., of Richmond, first

T11 KEYSTONE

vice president ; E. W. Green, of Roanoke, second
vice-president ; V. B. Gilbert, of Richmond, third
vice-president ; G. L. Hall, of Norfolk, treasurer,
and John W. Buchanan, of Petersburg, secretary.
The following were elected as the executive corn-
mittee : C. H. Rudd, of Richmond, chairman ;
V. B. Gilbert and E. F. Schreiner, of Richmond;
B. R. Tucker, of Norfolk, and E. W. Buckingham,
of Lynchburg.

Dr. D. A. Kuyk, of Richmond, one of the
best-known oculists in the State, delivered the
principal address. Addresses were also delivered
by several members of the association. The meet-
ing afterwards adjourned and was followed by the
baaritiet. The next annual meeting will be held
at Staunton during August of next year, but the
exact date has not yet been decided on.

Niagara District Optical Society

The opticians of the Niagara district, Canadian
side, recently formed a society to be known as the
Niagara District Optical Society. The initial
meeting was held at the residence of W. G. Maybee,
at St. Catherines, Ont. The officers selected for
the new society were Jonas House, of Welland,
president ; F. G. Dunlop, of St. Catherines, secre-
tary and treasurer. The new society will meet in
different .towns throughout the Niagara district
from time to time.

A Handsome Catalogue of Optical
Goods

The Columbian Optical Co., of Kansas City,
Mo., have just issued their new catalogue, a most
creditable sample of modern catalogue compila-
tion. The cover design, a miniature reproduction
of which is here shown, is tasteful, astistic and

aptly symbolic. The contents are all-embracing
and so systematized in arrangement that reference
to any particular requirement is the work of a
moment. The illustrations are copious and well
executed, and the paper, press work, binding, etc.,
combine to make the volume one of beauty as
well as utility. It will be a serviceable addition to
the reference library of the optician.

Optical Notes

jS The R. Beskow Optical Co., of Green-
ville, Texas, have become established in new and
spacious quarters in that town. The retail busi-
ness will be continued under the name of R.
Beskow and the wholesale and manufacturing
branches will be carried on under the style of the
R. Beskow Optical Co.

of E. Culverhouse, for many years in charge
of the optical department of Ryrie Bros., Toronto,
Canada, and a conspicuous personality in the ranks
of the Canadian Optical Association, has launched
into business for himself. His quarters are at
King and Yonge Streets, Toronto, where he has
established optical parlors on a very modern scale.

• 

Gustavus Kahn, Winneconne, Wis., the
well-known optician and optical writer, replying to
a request for suggestions as to how we might im-
prove THE KEYSTONE, says : " I do not see how
it is possible to improve your journal without
further enlargement, which is simply impossible at
$1.00 subscription, because, as it is, we are getting
ten times the value for our money."

,,ot The Goerz Optical Works, whose New
York office is at 52 Union Square, announce the
inauguration of a photographic contest, for which
they have allotted prizes to the amount of $1500
or the equivalent in Goerz manufactures. The
photographs are to be made with Goerz double
anastigmat lenses. Full conditions and require-
ments of the competition are set forth in a folder
issued by the company.

.4 Dr. Javal, of the French Academy of Medi-
cine, who is sightless, denies that Nature compen-
sates blindness by increased sensibility of touch
and hearing, but contends that when a person is
blind an extra development takes place in a sixth
sense, which is latent in all persons. This sense,
which has been called the sense of obstacles, acts
by the perception of certain warm and indefinite
vibrations. The seat of the sense is believed to be
placed in the forehead.

14 E. Kirstein Sons Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
have issued a very handsome, well-arranged and
complete prescription price-list. In the front part
of the book is a page devoted to a valuable article
on " Helps and Suggestions Regarding Frame
Fitting." The catalogue is handsomely printed on
heavy calendered paper and profusely illustrated.
A striking feature is a full-page illustration of the
well-known Shure-on girl used by the company in
the various advertisements they have been running
on their Shure-on eyeglasses. A page is also de-
voted to the adjustment and other useful informa-
tion regarding these popular eyeglasses. The cata-
logue will be sent free to any dealer on application.

%A The Manhattan Optical Co., of New York
City, and the Gundlach Optical Co., of Rochester,
N. Y., have consolidated and will hereafter be
known as the Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
The plant of the Manhattan Optical Co. will be
removed to Rochester and incorporated with the
Gundlach concern. At a recent meeting of the
directors of the new company the following officers
vvere elected : President, Henry H. Turner ; vice-
president, John Zellweger ; treasurer, John C.
Reich ; secretary, Chas. P. Schmid. The directors
of the company for the first year are : H. H. Turner,
John Zellweger, John C. Reich, Rudolph Schaefer
and Stephen B. Ayres, New York. The company
is incorporated for fifty years and is capitalized at
$600,000.
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RIGHT IN IT!
The jeweler whose store

is equipped for the right
display of his stock.
Here in the heart of the

Furniture State we manu-
facture everything pertain-
ing to store fixtures—

Show Cases,
Wall Cases,
Glass Shelves,

Stands,
Nickel Display Fixtures,
Etc.

Our catalogues are filled with suggestions for
a better, and accordingly, more profitable

display of your goods.
Better write for 'em.

L. ,. C. / .1r,v

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.

New York Salesroom:

679 Broadway.

Time and Money
are two points the person has in mind when considering a course
n LETTER AND MONOGRAM ENGRAVING. The Illinois
College of Engraving always considers the above points so far
as it applies to our students. Since our establishment we have
always endeavored to give our pupils the greatest amount of
knowledge in t 11 e shortest
possible time. In money mat-
ters, too, we think we are
considerate. Our prices for
tuition will be found as low,
or lower than other institu-
tions making a specialty of
teaching the art I of letter and
monogram en graving. The
success at tained by our
school the past two years de-
monstrates  the fact that the
jewelry public appreciate our
consideration of their interests.

Don't you think you had better arrange to take a two or three-
months' course so that you will be in shape for the coming fall rush?
We have had wonderful success with our one, two and three-
months' students. We would be pleased to have you write for our
little booklet telling all about our school.

The Illinois College of Engraving,
A. J. CLOW,

Proprietor. Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

STAR

Jr PAYS TO BUY IN NEW YORK

BRAND

AMERICAN
MAINSPRINGS

BEST
0
Ft

TRADE MARK

SPECIAL OFFER
Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)

Drawers, ,given with your first order for one gross
" STAR' Brand American or Swiss Main-
springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 net
cash, or go cents per dozen.

*" STAR " Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra quality,
made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewel
grades, $1.543 per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including Solid
Oak Cabinet, $12.00.

Gem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one gross
assorted, in Solid Oak Cabinet, $7.50.

* STAR" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot HoleJewels, or
End Stones in Settings,
Si oo per dozen,or $io.5o
per gross, includingSolid
Oak Cabinet.

Gem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents per
dozen, or $7.50 per gross, including
Solid Oak Cabinet.

* STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, ■us 25 cents per dozen.

(iem Brand American Roller Jewels,
one gross, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-
inet, $2.25.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case -Screws, oni‘ gross assorted, in Solid
Oak Cabinet, $1.75, or 20 cents per
dozen.

*4, STAR " Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, olic gross assorted,
in Solid Oak Cabinet, $1.5o, or is cents
per dozen.

* " STAR " Brand American Hour
and Minute Hands, Waltham or Elgin,
all sizes, 25 cents per box one dozen
pair.

* " STAR " Brand American Sec-
ond Hands, Cabinet of (12) dozen ; each
dozen packed in separate box and marked,
for all sizes Waltham and Elgin, complete
set, $1.25.

Seamless OW Filled 12 K. Watch
Bows, 18, 16, 6, and 0 sizes, assorted OD
card, per dozen, 1.75.

Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box,
4110, or 4/26, or separate sizes 4, 6, 8,10,12,
14, per dozen, 25 cents.

Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs
steel, ally Size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail orders. All prices quoted are subject to
6 per cent. cash discount except STAR " Brand American Mainsprings,
with Cabinet.

If you wish to know about our other Specialties, write for Our Little Book,
Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

H. B. Peters &Co., B 1r7o7a a 1w7:y , New York
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RIGHT IN IT!
The jeweler whose store

is equipped for the right

display of his stock.

Here in the heart of the

Furniture State we manu-

facture everything pertain-

ing to store fixtures—

Show Cases,
Wall Cases,
Glass Shelves,

7,4rers;

Stands,
Nickel Display Fixtures,
Etc.

Our catalogues are filled with suggestions for
a better, and accordingly, more profitable

display of your goods.
Better write for 'em.

CL/NE Aczr

Chicago Salesroom:

238 E. Madison St.

New York Salesroom:

679 Broadway.

Time and Money
are two points the person has in mind when considering a course
in LETTER AND MONOGRAM ENGRAVING. The Illinois
College of Engraving always Cunsiders the above points so far
as it applies to our students. Since our establishment we have

to give our pupils the greatest amount of
t 11 e shortest
In money mat-
think we are
Our prices for
found as low,
other institu-
specialty of
of letter and
graving. The
tamed by our
two years de-
fact that the
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ters, too, we
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tuition will be
or lower than
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teaching the art
monogram en
success at
school the past
monstrates the
jewelry public
consideration of

Don't you think you had better arrange to take a two or three-
months' course so that you will be in shape for the coming fall rush?
We have had wonderful success with our one, two and three-
months' students. We would be pleased to have you write for our
little booklet telling all about our school.

The Illinois College of Engraving,
A. J. CLOW,

Proprietor. Masonic Temple, Chicago, III., U. S. A.

STAR

IT PAYS TO BUY IN NEW YORK

BRAND

AMERICAN
MAINSPRINGS

BEST

Ix
TRADE MARK

SPECIAL OFFER
Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)

Drawers, given with your first order for one gross
" STAR" Brand American or Swiss Main-
springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 net
cash, or go cents per dozen.

" STAR" Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra quality,
made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewel
grades, $1.50 per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including Solid
Oak Cabinet, $12.00.

Gem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one gross
assorted. in Solid Oak Cabinet, $7.50.

*,,STAR" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot Hole Jewels, or
End Stones in Settings.
$1 oo per dozen,or $1o.so
per gross, ineludingSolid
Oak Cabinet.

(iem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 05 cents per
dozen, or $7.50 per gross, ini•lioling
Solid Oak Cabinet.

* " STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gro,,, ii,...orted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, 25 cents is•r dozen.

tiem Brand American Roller Jewels,
one gniss, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-
inet, $2.25.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case Screws, one gross assorted, in Solid
Oak Cabinet, $1.75, or 20 cents per
dozen.

* STAR" Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, one gross as
in Solid Oak Cabinet, $1.5o, or is cents
IR' r iii IZI`11.

* STAR " Brand American Hour
and Minute liands, Waltham or Elgin,
all ,izes, 25 cents per box one dozen

* "SIAR " Brand American Sec
ond Hands, ( abinet of (12) dozen ; earl,
dozen ',inked iii „,parate box and marked,
for all sizes 1S'altliani end Elgin, couplet.
set, $1.25.

Seamless (told Filled 12 K. Watch
Bows, IS, 16, it, and 0 sizes, assorted on
card, iier dozen, $1.75.

Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box,
4 10, or .1 26, or separate sizes 4, 6, 8,10,12,
11, lod• dozen, 25 cents.

Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs
steel, any size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail orders. All prices quoted are subject to
6 per cent. cash discount except ” STAR " Brand American Mainsprings,
with Cabinet.

If you wish to know about our other Specialties, wite for Our Little Book,
Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

H.B.Peters &Co., Bir7o7aa1;:y, New York
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Our Selection Packages
Are
Eye-Openers.

Write to us for one ---we pay charges both ways.
No rings made under 10 K.

Berthold Block & Co.
RING MAKERS,

507-5 1 5 Washington St.,

A Word About
ONE of our Departments:

Write

AT ONCE

for Illustrated

Catalogue free.

We teach

Watchwork,

jewelry an

Optics.

Address

ENGRAVING
Why not take a Course in

Engraving between now and the
middle of November? Engravers
are wanted day and night in the
holiday season.

Yo.0 can increase your salary
handsomely, or if in business for
yourself, can reap great profits by
knowing engraving as well as the
other requirements of a first-class
workman.
We offer the best facilities—a

fine building in a beautiful location
—the best instructors, equipment
and methods.

The Horological Department,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

Peoria, Illinois.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Riggin' WalCii-010801ilg Machine

Mn. 5. d 1,,,,lN5 'Ott Quoin, Ill : CENTRALIA, ILL., May 7, 1902.
-I am well acquainted with the machine by this time and can honestly say I wouldI ot be will hout it at double the price of the machine if I could not replace it. My workman is alsoveil pleased and says it is a good investment. It hm proved to be all that you claimed for it andI will be pleaked to recommend it to any one belonging to our " craft." It not only saves time butdoes the work better than can possibly be done by hand. I will be glad to answer any inquiriesconcerning it. R.espt'y yours, W. L. Diciumnr,

I. C. R. R. Watch Inspector.

A revolution in watch cleaning has been brought about by this machine. It doesthe work much better than by hand, and with its aid you can clean any watch in fromfive to seven minutes.
It saves time and trouble, and obviates the possibility of injury to the movementor loss of the parts. It will add to your income, reputation, comfort and leisure. It iseasily understood and simple in operation. Every watchmaker who examines it con-cedes its efficiency. The illustration shows the inner mechanism of the machine, withthe parts of the watch in position ready for cleaning. A child can do the rest.The price of the machine complete is S25.00.

J . J. i ggins, Pate n Manufacturer
eeand, Du Quoin, III.

"His Lamps Went Out."
If he had been a Live One he would
have used Seareh-LIght Vapor
Lamps. We light Stores, Streets,
Homes, everywhere cheaper than
candles, nearly as well as daylight.
Write to-day for illustrated list sod
liberal ternas to the trade.

SEARCH-LIGHT MFG. CO.
185 Division St., Chicago, Me

CUTS FOR ADVERTISING.
This is It sample of an assort-

ment of several hundred adver-

O
tising cuts which we are furnish-
ing to the trade at a very low
priee. Sheets showing a great
variety of these cuts, with prices,
will be sent on request.

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Blown Sts., Philadelphia.

F. C KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
26 State Street, CHICAGO.

Steam
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

, 64113 c
0r* •

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to order in Gold anal Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW. .

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price- List.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
You can't afford to let your
watch work worry or annoy
you. Send it to us.

DEMAGNETIZING.

W. H. Craft,
319 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A. C. BARD & Co.
\\\\ 11/1/4

Trade-Mark

Importers and Cutters of

DIAMONDS
Loose Goods Our Specialty

The keenest diamond buyers send us their orders.
Loose or mounted goods on memo. to responsible dealers.

Columbus Memorial
Building 503 State St., Chicago

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker or Fine Tools and Dies for the Trage
Lion Building, Filth and Elm Streets

Hish•Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

NEW YORK and CHICAGO.
firaerica's Leading flit Jewelrg Ructioneer.

j!! 11

I have made some of the largest and most suc-
cessful sales ever made in New York, Chicago,
Baltimore, Md.; Washington, D. C.; Pittsburg,
Pa.; Cincinnati, 0.; Kansas City, Mo., and
every sale was made at a handsome profit over
cost without selling brass watches or hurting the
reputation of the jeweler. I furnish a good
assistant at no extra expense to the dealer, when
so desired. Read the press notice below, then
write rue for dates. I have only a few open dates
left until next year.

DAN. I. MURRAY,
No. 3 Maiden Lane, New York,

or 163 State St., Chicago, Ill.

A GENTLEMAN AUCTIONEER
Mr. Dan. I. Murray, of New York City, who

is conducting the sale of the stock of the Elgin
Jewelry Co. and who has just completed the sale
of the Dodd, Werner & Co.'s stock, is one of the
most genteel and refined salesmen ever heard in
this city.—Cincinnali Enquirer, Sunday, January

1902.

7 HE wwwwm, ENGRAVED DESIGN BOOK
low WILL TEACH YOU.

Your time is money, so don't waste it by paying railroad fare and lo,ing
your Wages. Our book contains the correct principles and
shape for Script, Old English, German Text, Rustic,
Roman and Illocic Lettering; alma Ribbon, Block
and Cypher Si gram Designing. Our
Instructions mad Illustrating of the 

Illt

Different Strokes and how to out Tc030141\k\3%

them.

them, are complete In every
detail, and you cannot
fall to understand 

• PEVIAL
OFFER should
not be everlooked.

This being the null Season,
Why Not Take up ENGRAVING a

We will send by poi.aid exidt. to acky pal c f the world

OR $2, :nnnne. lq cue. rrellgiagytel rlic.ohkatr,rwahnieclii iaurenutler.ely rstietiedpifartoersn.

Alm 36 dome Practice Plat..

Or wIll Seed the Heldgn llocdt Separute for 1111.50.

JOHN B. WIGGINS CO., Engravers, 44 and 46 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

Balan ce
1Jewels.

Grade 1, Balance Stalls, extra finish, 81.50 doe.
" 2, " " polished, . 1.25 "
0 3, .1 " gray, . . 1.00 "
" 1, " Jewels, extra finish, 1.50 "

3, II ta 1  00 "
Cap Jewels,  1 00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,

fo
uHurr 

p
y•npJorrelors KANSAS CITY, MO.

r Hurrpo 

(IT

The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to UN and we will give you the
names of those who do.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers.

Tidd's Staffs
are American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock an
Foot Jewels
Guaranteed
perfectly true—

trued to hole. Every jewel
inspected. $1.25 doz.

TIDD & CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

THE MASTER TREATISE ON PRACTICAL WATCH WORK

r ff • 

is THE WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL, by Charles Edgar Fritts (Excelsior), a complete and
reliable guide for watchmakers in adjusting watches and chronometers for isochronism, position, heat and cold.
This well-known work is now recognized as the standard authority on the adjustments and kindred subjects,
both here and in England, and is the only complete, thorough and practical work devoted to those subjects
printed in any language.

Sent prepaid on receipt of price, $2,50 ( I0s. sd.)

Published by The Keystone, 19th & Brown Sts.. Philadelphia, U. S. A.



ESTABLISHED
1850 C. F. Rumpp & Sons  

MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS,
CIGAR CASES,

CARD CASES, PHOTO. FRAMES,
JEWEL CABINETS, DRESSING CASES, ETC., ETC.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF STERLING MOUNTINGS FOR
FINE JEWELRY TRADE.

NEW YORK SALESROOM,
683 and 685 Broadway

(Corner Third St.)

Fifth and Cherry Sts., PHILADELPHIA.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

VOCHERlAii CIIRKASTIINTIN
OENEV

THE LEADER in

E ROA.

•4 'Cr
0":A:"

NsTA 
AlAHK.

I Quality Durability
t Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLF AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

rsiiv.4,44%*%,%**tvwsis,s3

The Chicago t
Horological Institute

is meeting with splendid success
and bids fair to have a large number of students

this fall and winter.

11,111111/111/11c111.11/111/1111.111/%.•'%.1111Thille11111/11.11111/11.111111.111.111.11.

As our School is growing rapidly, we
are constantly adding new tools and appli-
ances, and would be pleased to hear from
and to arrange with all who wish to avail
themselves of our splendid opportunity, as
soon as possible. Chicago is large enough
to take care of all who may wish to come,
but we would like to anticipate as nearly
as possible, so as not to be caught napping.

Address J. R. PARSONS,
1272 Madison Street, CHICAGO.

fac-siniile "Ill' TIPNV catalogue.

Learning to Engrave
and making a successful

Engraver, depends on the in-
structions received at school.
Mr. Richard 0. /Candler has had
charge of the Designing and
Engraving Department of mo.
of the largest jewelry manufac-
turing houses for over 7 years.
Ile then took charge of Th..
Jewelers' fiehool of Engraving
In 1889, and has been at the head
of this now famous school over
since. The trade recognizes
him m the leading engraving
instructor. Would it not pay
you to place yourself under his
care and receive his personal in-
structions? If you are interested
in taking a course in the art,
apply for catalog, giving full in-
formation regarding terms, etc.
I orrespondence solicited.

THE JEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING,
OVER 7000 GRADUATES Suite 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago.

.%6CIEN.
.`‘

'AikiriL(F1
• :'4i,'

Reduced Reduced fac-simile of the cover of a book, the title of which explains itself.Price, ONE DOLLAR, special discount ol so per cent. 1111 ring the next 30 days.Jewelers sending me their engraving will receive one copy free of charge)
RICHARD 0. KANDLF.R, Engraver to The Trade,Suite 1119 Masonic Temple, Chicago. Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention.

A DARE AND A PRESENT
w4VFLIP'6-0.

FATHER WHICH ART
IN HEAVEN. HALLOWED BE

THY NAME THY KINGDOM
COME THY WILL BE DONE ON
EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN GIVE
US THIS 0/10 OUR DAILY BREAD AND
FORGIVE US OUR DEBTS AS WE FOR-
GIVE OUR DEBTORS AND LEAD US
NOT INTO TEMPTATION. BUT DELIV
ER US FROM EVIL, FOR THINE
IS THE KINGDOM. AND THE
POWER. AND THE GLORY.

FOR EVER. AMEN

Here's a nice little job—the Lord's Prayer complete engraved upon a small pearl bangle, no
larger around than the uncut end of a lead pencil. You can't read it with the naked eye, but
examine it with a microscope and you'll find it all there, to every line and dot—a rare piece of art
work, a wonderful specimen of engraving.

Can you duplicate it ? Can any hand engraver in your employ duplicate it?
THIS IS A DARE.
Well, a 17-year-old boy in our shop did this, and it wasn't much of a job, either. Took just

20 minutes' work all told.
It was done on a New Century Engraving Machine, the same ordinary, extraordinary machine

that we are trying to sell you with the same appliances. It can be repeated on this machine any
hour of any day in the week.

To realize fully what this means you must see a sample of the work, and we are going to
give the opportunity..

UPON REQUEST WE WILL SEND FREE OF CHARGE TO ANY JEWELER OR
ENGRAVER AN EXACT DUPLICATE OF THE BANGLE SHOWN ABOVE. To any outsider
we will send one for two dollars, just what YOU can get for them where YOU make them. But
all we ask of you is a simple request beneath your business letter head or with your business card
enclosed to show that you are one of the trade. We will also enclose other samples which will be
eye-openers.

We hope by this method to convince you, if you are a doubter, that we have a machine of
marvelous accuracy and exquisite delicacy of touch, a machine which can do something for YOU.

If you can't engrave by hand, it makes you an A No. i engraver. If you can
engrave, it can widen your range.

It can boost your business and make it more profitable by plugging up the free
engraving leak.

It can cut in 'two your engraving expenses by saving misspent time and energy.

All in all, it can be made the most lucrative mechanical partner you have ever
had in your business.

All this we mean, and other men will tell you that it is so. Can you afford to be without
such a machine?

Why wait a day or a week, with fall and a new season close on your heels?
Write to-day for the engraved bangle and get your name in early. It will give you a new

idea of what's what in the engraving business.

THE EATON & GLOVER Co.
Manufacturers of the New Century Engraving Machine,

87 Nassau Street, NEW YORK CITY.

P. S.—Are you getting " Pointers ?" It is the brightest little trade paper of the year. The September number will
contain 16 pp. and a lot of new features. Write for it. It is free to jewelers.
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Mitchell & Tillotson
Jewelers' Auctioneers

37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

" Out of the glouths of these,
the Witnesses."

A Random Selection from a Stock of Testimony.

L ■ vs'not, l'A., Aug. 20, 1902.
We take pleasure in testifying to the extraordinary success of the auctioneering

efforts of Mitchell & Tillotson, as witnessed by us and reported to us by customers of ours
whom they have served. Their original methods accomplish two principal things: First,
they smile the confidence and respect of their audience at once, and hold it in increasing
degree to the end of the sale ; second, they leave behind them a host of friends and im-
prove the reputation of the jeweler. They acomnplish these things because of theirinvariably representing values truthfully–do not misrepresent or over-state. In consequence, the jeweler never needs to fear subsequent com-
plaints, to the injury of his prospects. They snake special and constanteffort to work offthejeweler's old stock; and our cust ((((( ers report partic-ular satisfaction because of this feature of their work. As a result of their
tact and skill, we have yet to hear of the first sale in which they have not secured a
handsome profit over the cost of the goods, even with stocks which represented the
accumulations of twenty-five years. These gentlemen have an agreeable presence and
interesting personality ; can be trusted fully ; have a high sense of honor, and we cor-
dially commend them to the best opinion of jewelers who contemplate employing the
services of skilled auctioneers.

THE NON-RETAILING CO.

A Note of Warning to the Trade
During the months of November and December last year, I actually was forced to turndown one hundred and twenty-three applications from Jewelers who wanted to make sales, asmy time was all taken long before. This notice is sent you with the idea of calling your attentionto the fact that you cannot get a good man at any time you happen to want him. Good men are

scarce and much wanted, therefore, if you contemplate a sale, better commence corresponding atonce regarding it. As to the desirability of a sale, I will say nothing, simply leave it to those Ihave sold for to tell you. The clippings below are a sample of what I can send you.

saes.' THE carnet OF
RICE, SHAPPLEY & SONS,

Mit. P. K P  , CANADA. OPE, Fond du Lac, Wis. APRIL I, 1902.
Dear Sir :—As I have now about closed up the estate of Messrs. Rice, Sharpley & Sons, T desire to express mysatisfaction and thanks to you, with which the executors join me, fur the able and successful manner in which youconducted the two sales which you held for us in December and March last. The December sale being 80 very satisfactoryto the late Mr. Fred. Sharpley that upon his death we at once decided that there was no way in which we could dispose ofthe stock, amounting to 930,000, to such advantage as by an auction sale, and that our relations with you had been sosatisfactory that you were the pence., we should have to conduct the same, and we are pleased to state that the resultshave proven our judgment to have been correct in both inatauces, the whole of the stock consisting of diamonds, gold andsilver jewelry awl watches sterling silver and ,plated ware, bric-a-brac, bronzes glass chandeliers, FIXTURES ANDA BiOLUTELY EVERYTHING IN THE HOUSE, BEING DISPOSED OF IN THE VERY SHORT TIME OF THIRTEENDAYS, with results which aro highly satisfactory to us and, I may also add, to the patrons who attended the sale, judgingfrom the manner in which they attended front day to day up to the last evening, when there was only the fixtures hit tobe sold. These people were principally the same people who attended the Pecember sale, and a great many of themexpressel their satisfaction to us at the manner in which the sale was conducted and of the confidence they had in you,they never hesitating to hid On anything, not even the boxes, knowing that you had not misrepr,ented anything andgave them value for their money.
Therefore, I have much pleasure in recommending you to any party contemplating, an mei ion sale, both as to yourability to get satisfactory results, also as to the manner in which you conduct the MIMI', being strictly business all thetime:with enough jokes to liven matters up and please your customers. Should you ever come to Montreal again to dobushiest; I am sure that you will receive a hearty welcome from the customers and friends that you made at our store.Again thanking you for your services in our behalf, I am Yours truly, (Signed) IL A. CIJontoRN,

Manager for Rice, Sharpley & Sons.
In liquidation.

FROM THE OFFICE OF
OLMSTED & FIORDMAN,

OTTAWA. CANADA.
MAY 1, 1902.

TO OUR HEAVILY LADEN BRETHREN WHO ARE WEARY OF CARRYING A STOCK THAT WILL NOTPAY THEM A SIX PER CENT. DIVIDEND, OR WHO WISH TO GET OUT OF BUSINESS AND PREFER TOHAVE THE MONEY AT THEIR DISPOSAL.
We were just in this condition and had to do something, and after mature deliberation we employed the servicesof Mr. P. E. Pope, Jewelers' auctioneer, of Chicago. We feel sure that haul we secured any other we would certainly havebeen robbed, as the public ire always anxious to get all they can for their money, but with Mr. Pope's tact he stood between us and the robbers and we Came Out on top. Our sale under hismanagement, although we had direct opposition, was an entire success. What we wish to emphasize most is Mr. Pope's ability to get fair prices in the face of another sale going on where the goodswere being slaughtered, also the entire absence of any misrepresentation. We might also add, that it is even a pleasure to do business since the sale, as we have not had a single instance of a kickcoming from any one who had bought goods which they might have thought had been misrepresented. MR. POPE IS SURELY THE KING OF AUCTIONEERS TO-DAY.

(Signed) OLMSTED & I1URDMAN.WRITH FOR 111•11'7()F21%1ATION.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Toronto, Can., Chicago, Fond-du-Lac,
260 Arthur St. 71 Stewart Bldg. Wis.

I

R. M. HARDING, Chicago's Most Successful Auctioneer
Office,

Columbus Memorial Building,

Room 306, Chicago, Ill.

Leading Firms
To Whom I Refer.

I give a list of firms who are among the

largest and most favorably known among

the jewelers of America and Canada, for

all of whom I have conducted sales in the

past year, any one of whom I believe will

be glad to inform you of my success and

methods in conducting auction sales.

C. L. NEWMAN, Halifax, N. S.

FAIR AND SQUARE JEWELERS,
Joliet, Ill.

J. MERELL & Co., Anaconda, Mont.

DAVID W. ALLEN, Montreal, Quebec.

DRAKE, CAREY & Co.,
Davenport, Iowa.

T. L. COUGHLAN, St John, N. B.

TRINKLEY & KOERBER, Fort Wayne, Ind.

KEPPLER JEWELRY Co., Anaconda, Mont.

K. BEZANSON, Sydney, Cape Breton.

The Man You Want

is the one who can get the money out
of your stock without loss or injury to
your future reputation. The success
of all auctions depends largely upon
the salesman's ability to protect goods
as well as sell them.

15 Years'
Continuous Success

Write me before doing business
with others.

All correspondence strictly confi-
dential.

Best of Chicago Wholesale
Reference, also Montreal
and Toronto, Canada.

C. A. BEGHTOL, Ogden, Utah.

W. M. C. ALEXANDER, Salida, Col.

A PEACOCK spreading its gorgeous tail mocked a RAVEN
111.it passed by, ridiculing the black hue of its plumage and say-
ing : " I am robed like a king, in gold and purple, and all the
colors of the rainbow, while you have not a bit of color on

your wings." " True," replied the RAVEN ; " but I soar to the
heights of heaven, and lift up my voice to the stars, while you walk
below like a cock among the birds of the dunghill." Fine feathers
don't make fine birds.—Aesofis Fables.

The auction field is full of Peacocks ; some have a larger spread
than others, but they are Peacocks just the same. In selecting your
salesman, be careful not to get hold of a bird of that variety on account
of its plumage. In short, don't waste any time sorting them over—
engage

RAVEN
to-day ; he sells the most goods, gets the best prices, guarantees a
net profit at close of each day's sale, and is a man of experience, skill
and ability. You need him !

• JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.

JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

E. R. TYLER,
Room 306-103 State Street, CHICAGO.

Assisting P. J. Burroughs for the past 7 years, using his methods and bringing the same good results.

I am a practical auctioneer of experience and honest methods. All my
sales are conducted on purely business principles. I treat all correspondence
confidentially, and promptly answer all letters. I shall be pleased to have you
drop me a line if this interests you.



LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio
71anafacturer of rine siGNS

Watch, Spectacle
and Ring
Durable, h:legant and Attlactive.

131b.1811' MONS ON EARTH
Send tor Catalogue.

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

Io
n nor,  American

Abbott's 
   PWaattecnhetsstheavme

U5LI U Winding Attachment
A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.

Send them to us and MAKE A FEW
DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, lecei BERNE, 1855

A large stock of new
CHRONOn ETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re-
pairing,springing and
adjusting Chronozue,
tars, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade

C. A. GEISSLER,
SUPVISHIE II, 11. 11. Heinrich
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.Charts, etc.

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Plus. The must practical and only ad-
justable one iu vented. Price, $1.60 per doz. For
sale by all wholesaiejewelers and material houses.
Sample by. mail, 25c; in 10 K. gold, 71,c; 14 K.,81.09
M. CROHNotaraidevw.,48&50Maiden Lane.N.Y.

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME, RECEPTION. BREAKFAST CARDS. ETC.

MoNOGRAMS AND CRESTS on WATCHES
AND Fl NE JEWELRY TO THE rssor. 

FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER
722 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. J. DONNELLY

Gee artd LiTVQ14.

CTeCt}00-P1Bitelo

73 Nassau St., New York
Send us your card, and we will mail

you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

SPOI,IIPP1,11 adv. lin pane 111111, NIRenther, 19111, issue.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells' Perfect Sell-Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjuster
is the result of many years' ex-
perience. It can be fitted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your Jobber font, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. 1 doz., assorted sizes.
solid 10 K. gold, $3.76. or %Patented U.S. doz.,assorted sizes, for $2.00;and Cattails. 1 doz., metal. assorted sizes,

85c. (8c. extra if registered.) For samples,
small size gold and medium size metal will be
sent for 40 elm., or a medium large size gold and
large size metal for 50 cents. Address,
CHESTER WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

It  806

Columbus Memorial Building,
CHICAGO.

STEEL DIE
&SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM PIETZ TOTHE TRADE

1530 CHESTNUT ST PHILADELPHIA.

Constant Van Reeth

RECI7TTING,
REPAIRIN( ;

AND
MATCHING
A SPECIALTY

IMPORTER an
CUTTER Qf
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

OR '111E, 'IRMA,

509. 511 ant 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

I:- 111.101100 40 'It unns

*G.

EXPERT
WATCHMAKER

to the 'Trade

103 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

Estimates furnished before commencing
strictly first-class work

Special attention given to Demagnetizing

TYPEWRITING
.),• began with the

z 14 Remington,

i-- and the
MODEL No. 1. (1874).

REMINGTON
stands to-day for , ..

all that is
best in - .01

MODEL No. 6. (1902.)

TYPEWRITING
Wyckoff, Seamans cf. Benedict,

Gs S. Ninth St., Philadelphia. =

When writing. to advertisers, kmdiv
mention The Keystone.

NOW
THEN,
MR.

If yeti desire to become a thorough, practical Watch-
maker, Engraver, Jeweler or Optician attend our
Ullege.
We have the finest and most practical institution in

this country.
Read ad. on page 1124, this issue, then send for our

prospectus ; it will give you full information.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,
F. W. SCHULER, Principal. 1213-15 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor ) (Established 1892.1

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

juity- Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

([0(K HAIRSPRINGS

'MAN R OSS
ESTABLISHED1877

LARGE-ST MYR 01 11A1PSPRINGS IN U.S.
TIIP eLOCTC REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,contain SO or IMO finished imirsprings complete, nil sixesn 11111 k,.. carefolly armfrined, foll directions. Cabinetnf I. 01.1101 11111.51.75, I,' snail. Ranie shrines, nto sire

or r MILO. 30 et, per dor.. SO Ms. per hnif dor. StearnDan, Hairspring. °revery description. Phosphor Broil..
Ilnir•prings for Electrical Instruments, etc.Ask your Jobber Inc these Cabinets.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

We Pay Expressage
IIN WA)

Gold, Silver
an Platinum.

Returns made immediately on receipt and
shipments held intact subject to acceptance.

Schwitter & Kennedy,
Sweep Smelters and Assayers,

25 John Street, New York.
Works-28-32 Cumberland St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Telephone-904 Cortlandt.

ONCE

USED,

ALWAYS

USED.

BOLD BY
TO

AND MATERIAL
HOUSES

EVERYWHERE.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons,
LANCASTER, PA.

Watchmaker's Tools and Supplies.
Repairing and Engraving for the Trade.

Rivett and

K. C./ D. Staking
Tools.

" Lancaster"
Engraving

Blocks.

Rivett Lathes an Attachments.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathes an Attachments.

Moseley Lathes an Attachments.
(Send for prices)

Here is something every watchmaker needs—
BALANCE TIMING WASHERS

We will send one gross of any size, poSilmitl, for 25 cents in
stamps. Genuine F. C. Ries make.

Orders filled from any catalogue.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading ',Situations Wanted,"

ONE CEN1' per word for first twenty-live
words. Additional W01313 1'11E1 advertise.
meats, '111ItEE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
%Vaulted," '1'11ItEE ClINTS per word.

Name, address, initials and at !titre-
yds ti011,4 4. I BS words, and tire vitalized
for as part of the advertisement. No
tl.mlay other than t wo-line iIliIiItl letter.

If IIIIIINWHIR4 are to be 1.01,Valll. 11,
1111.0 ag'4. stalliiplit 111 IINt be mole:4441.

1'4, i nonce IIIHBEI 1011 111011 H3' Ill II PIt 111C-
P pally Ill orderS for advertisements,
and copy must reach Um not hetet. than
I,.. 2511, of HaB11 lIllIlItil fOl. inaertIon In
Ike following Mont It'S issue.

Tile real name and address of every
H d Vert I s r  St nee patty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers %vim lire 1108 SII1ISCEII/PIPS
11tif RPM' 15 emits if f hey desire a copy

Ill the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender liti, !lending, ONE CENT per word, for Ornttwenty-lite words. Additional words and ndterlIvements,THREE CEN'IM per word. So ■plvemisemeol

for lees than 25 emits.

VOUNG man, 22, 4 years' exp., wants to finish
trade with some good workman. Southern

State pref. " K 13," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician and plain
" engraver desires position Oct. 1st. have
tools, best of ref.; North-central States pref.
" Mc K. 6," care Keystone.
fly lady graduate opt Winn, ex perieneed ,
" Competent saleslady, educated business wo-
man ; satisfactory refs.• own apparatus for ex-
amining eyes. "Optician," box 738, Houston,
Texas.
fly first-class watchmaker, by Sept. 15th. Salary

$22 per week. C. Swanson, 118 Iowa St.,
Chicago, Ill.

VOUNG man, assistant. watchmaker. Can do
1 clock, 80111G jewelry repairing, also plain
engraving. Own lathe and other tools. Salary
secondary consideration. "L 32," care Key-
stone.

ASSISTANT watchmaker and jeweler. Perma-
n nent position. Age, 26. Good pivoter and
hard solderer. General assistant at the bench.
S. A. H.,106 S. 2d St.,Colu mbia, Lancaster Co.,Pa.

Al WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engravernd Ha salesman. ave own tools, 15 years'
exp., 30 years old, no bad habits, honest and
steady ; refs. A. J. Crovencher, East Pepperell,
Mass.

WATCHMAKER, jewelry maker and repairer ;
stone setter ; good engraver on all kinds of

letter, monogratn, rained and skeleton work ;
graduate optician ; good salesman. Have full
sets of teas and trial case for above. Salary,
$25 per week to start. "V 3," care Keystone.

pY a first-class mfg. jeweler and diamond-
" setter and general polisher. State salary in
first reply. I am no engraver. " L 27," ears
Keystone.

Irf Oct. 15th, steady position as salesman in
" watch material house, wholesale and retail ;
9 years' exp. with watches. Ref. Please state
wages. Allegheny City and Pittsburg pref.
"F 31," care Keystone.

WY first-class watchmaker and good all-around
Li man by Oct. 1st. Experienced in railroad
work, engraver, jeweler, salesman. Western or
Southern States pref. " II 26," care Keystone.

IS traveling salesman for a good, reliable firm.
II 12 years' exp. in jewelry store. Good refs.
Will accept at once or Jan. 1, 1903. "J. H.,"
223 Elm Street, Dallas, Texas.

APTICIAN, graduate of the Philadelphia Opti.
51 cal College ; also clock repairer, both French
and American ; and jewelry solderer. John G.
Miller, P. O. Box 371, Meriden, Conn.

pOOD jewelry repairer; do some new work.
U Factory and store exp. Thorough work--
man; shop economist. Good refs. Age 84;
married. "Jeweler," 1417 N. Rockwell Street,
Cnicago.

EAT append tag young man, strictly temperate,
good watchmaker and engraver, desires a

change. Good refs. " Watchmaker," care A. J.
Clow, 1010 M11.1101HC Temple, Chicago, Ill.

PRACTICAL watchmaker, jeweler and script
/ engraver open for position in September.
Have had 11 years' exp. at bench. Can give
best of refs. 'Wish steady position. Age 26;
can speak German and English. Address, 820
Main Street, Green Bay, Wis.

IN wholesale jewelry house, Chicago only. By
I young man with 14 years' exp. in retail
jewelry stores, including eomplete knowledge of
all branches and ns manager. Willing end
anximm to work hard for advancement. Gilt
edge refs. from present employers. Salary
wanted, $1500. Can omic now or later. only
those wanting n hustler need apply. Can call.
" G 18," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

2 YOUNG men, with 10 years' exp. in all
branches, ffidical business—fitting, n.frac-

Hug and shop work, about to go to California.
Would like to communicate with an Wield
concern in regard to a position. Best refs.
Jas. B. Matthews, 146 W. Cumberland Street,
Philadelphia. 

AS watchmaker, engraver and jeweler. Young
II man ; good refs. and samples. Address,
" Jeweler," 462 North Clark St., Chicago, III.

AT once, by first-class llerman watchmaker,
ft Jeweler and engraVer wants steady position
with Al house as watchmaker, jewelry repairer
and engraver—plain, fancy, script, old. English,
monogram and ornamental work. State salary
first letter. Prefer south or North. Address,
" b.," 605 E. Main Street, Richmond, Va.

WANTED, a position by a good watch and
elocknuaker ; also engraver. Address, F. J.

Thurman, 128 E. Second St., Hastings, Nebr.

WY watchmaker, jeweler, with 4 months' exp.
and 13 anent lis' course at Bradley llorological

Institute, Peoria, Ill. Own lathe and tools.
Terms, $15 per week. Address," Watchmaker,"
205 Wiudom Street, Peoria, Ill.

YOUNG man, 18, desires to complete trade
1 under experienced watchmaker. Willing
to go anywhere and work cheap. 1 year's exp.
I. It 64," care Keystone.

PY October, as watchmaker, jeweler and en-
" graver. Best of refs. Good salesman, speak
German. Address, J. 31. Schur, Elgin, Ill. 

fly first-class letter and monogram engraver,
Li with chance to practice on watch and clock
work. Exp.; best ref. " H 43," care Keystone.

REFRACTIONIST, 9 years' practical exp.-6
Is years with present firm in charge of their
optical department. Understand surface grind-
lug, edging and mounting. Open for engage-
ment after Oct. 1st. Good ref., also Philadelphia
ref. For further particulars, address " 35,"
care Keystone.

WI first-class watchmaker, Oct. 1st, Speaks
Derman ; owns tools ; Al salesman. Can

take charge of bench work. First-class ref.
Only first-class parties need apply. H. H. Salz-
mann, Darlington, Wis.

fly good watchmaker, plain engraver, jeweler,
o graduate optician. Best refs.; no bad habits.
Owns trial case and small tools. '' C 39," care
Keystone.

wWATCHMAKER, first-class, 41, wants perma-nent position. Salesman ; English and
German. Present location, Chicago. " E 14,"
care Keystone.

ItY first-class watchmaker, experienced with
" railroad work ; can take care of railroad
watch inspection, can repair all kinds of com-
plicated watches ; 18 years' exp. Graduate
optician. Salary, $25 per week. " L 35," care
Keystone.

PXPERIENCED traveling salesman ; young,
Ii energetic, best refs., wishes inside position,
or as city salesman. 2 years' retail exp. " L 34,"
care Keystone.

LADY refractionist, graduate 6 years' exp. in
IA office, expert on prescription work. Have
complete outfit. State salary, full particulars ;
city pref. " H 48," care Keystone.

MY watchwork will satisfy your customers.
tu Not expert, but competent on all grades of
modern watches. Good salesman and jewelry
repairer. Engrave but little ; few tools; 6 years'
exp. Age 26 ; single. Go anywhere, but prefer
Southeast, Southwest or Michigan. State salary
and particulars. G. L. Abbott, 413 Hillsdale
St. W., Lansing, Mich.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler wants
it position at once, with good house ; 10 years'
exp. Speak Gernian. Have tools. Al refs.
Experienced as clerk to wait on fine trade.
Address, "Watchmaker," P. 0. Box 1195,
Galena, Ill.

AS assistant watchmaker. Do plain watchwork,
11 engraving jewelry and clock repairing.
Speak German. have bench tools. Address,
"W.," box 31, Montgomery, Ill.

(IAN manage your store. The past 6 years ten-
t' ployed as manager, buyer, salesman. French
clock, jewelry and watch repairer. Married.
Do not drink. Best ref. Box 591, So. Norwalk,
Conn.
pOMPETENT jeweler. Married. Experienced
U in all branches. German. Also engraver,
(no watchmaker). Desires position. D. Drape,
602 South St., Waco, Texas.

QITUATION by first-class watchmaker, who is
U experienced in railroad work and in adjus-
ting, fine watches. Refs. are the best. " P 25,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, in Missouri or
" Illinois, Oct. 15th. Fine set of tools. No
bad habits and a thorough workman. Lock
Box 11, Many, La.

pY young man with 1 years' exp. at watehmak-
U Mg to finish trade tinder good workman.
Can fertaish best of refs. Address. "S 55,"
care Keystone.

VOUNG watchmaker, clock repairer, good en-
1 graver. Fine set of tools, with Moseley lathe.
Honest, sober and steady workman. Can also
repair jewelry. " P 86," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

POSITION as first-class watchmaker. Exp. in
I railroad work. American, age 23. Good
habits. Beat of refs. Box 553, Bar Harbor, Maine.
fly Al experienced letter and monogram en-C1 graver and salesman. Best of refc and sam-
ples. "C 41," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, first-class letter and mono-
" gram engraver, salesman. Experienced in
railroad rating. State salary. "Watchmaker,"
114 Michigan Ave., Detroit.
001.), all-around workman and salesman, 30
8,1 years old, 15 years' exp. Want position in
South. Address, " II.," 722 Ft. Wayne Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind,

28 YEARS' exp., satisfaction guaranteed ; no
bad habits. Willing to conic and show

what I can do. State wages ; age 42. J. G.
Carnahan, Oxford, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, experienced on railroad
" work, wants permanent position with reli-
able house, who appreciate honesty, sobriety,
ability and good refs. 525 per week. " C 42,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 10 years' exp., American and
" Swiss watches, all tools and good refs:,
wants good, permanent position by Oct. 1st.
" Watchmaker," 829 N. Eighth SL ,Philadelphia.

WATCHMAKER and salesman desires position
" after Oct. 1st. Single, $15 weekly ; Al ref.
New York State pref. " C 43," care keystone. 
(IOMPETENT engraver, 10 years' exp., good
V salesman and all-around workman. Can
assist on watches ; best refs. " II 50," care
Keystone.

AS assistant. Plain watchmaker, jeweler good
it engraver and fair knowledge of optics by
young man. Good ref , photo. and samples on
demand. Have tools. " 1) 28," care Keystone. 

WY first-class watchmaker and jeweler ; single;
" American. Have own tools ; 20 years' exp.;
sober and industrious. Moderate wages ; best
refs. " 11 49," care Keystone.

APTICIAN, young limn, age 25 ; excellent edu-
u cation, good address. Thoroughly under-
stands optics and refraction : good aaleaman.
Desire permanent position with good house
where a man of ability will be appreciated.
State salary and part feelers. Address, " 13. C.,"
box 212, Syracuse, N. Y.

Y young man, 23, good appearance, with good
watchmaker to finish trade in store. Expe-

rienced on clocks and jewelry. Have tools,
refs. and photo. Chicago pref. " B 66," care
Keystone.

QTOP ! Read this I Middle-aged man, with
0 16 years' exp., desires position. Fine watch-
maker, graduate optician, fair engraver ; tine
tools and refs. " 20,' ' care Keystone.

ETTER and monogram engraver that is used
" to cutting for enamel and class-pin die sink-
ing. Would like position in manufacturing,
wholesale or retail house. " B 67," care Key-
stone.

fly a thorough practical watchmaker, used to
1, all classes of tine and complicated watch
work, thoroughly posted in taking charge of
department, taking in and delivering work.
Highest refs., covering a term of 5 years, from
the finest retail jewelry house in the United
States. "C 45," care Keystone.

(IOMPETENT watchmaker, thorough optician
" and salesman, fair engraver. Good appear-
ing, steady, no bad habits. Married, age 27.
9 years' exp. Also experienced in railroad work.
Wants permanent position with good city house.
Can take full charge. Speaks ( ;email, Norwegian
and English fluently. "11 41," care Keystone.

HY first-class, all-round engraver. Lettering,
" monograms and ornamental work. Design-
ing, carving, etc. " P 38," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and salesman wishes shut,-
" Lion. 20 years' exp. Tools and refs. Can
do all kinds watch work. State salary paid first
letter. " I) 80," care Keystone.

AS jeweler, watchmaker and optician ; 12 years'
I' exp. Age 80 years, and single. Position
desired in California. Can furnish Al ref.
W. A. McKenzie, Box 184, Lake Placid, N. Y. 

VERY fine watchmaker, engraver, optician and
salesman, open for position now or Jan. 1,

1903. Salary, $1400 per year. "11 51," care
Keystone,

PERMANENT, as first-class watchmaker with
good, reliable house ; 20 years' exp. Com-

petent on fine and complicated watches. Beat
of refs. Address, " H 42," care Keystone.

fly young man to finish trade with thoroughly
competent workman. Salary not so much

an object beyond expenses. Good refs. 13 years'
exp. Box 634, Muncie, Ind.

TO finish trade. Young man, 20, 2 years with
I large mail order house—engraving, watch
cleaning and repairing. " P 33," care Keystone.

wATCHMAKEIR, thorough, competent on all
fine Swiss and American work. Am now

holding responsible position and can furnish
best refs. Ifave own tools. "H 52," care
Keystone.

rtY graduate optician, first-Mass refractionist.
Have test case ; good salesman. Presently

employed in an up-to-date jewelry store. Best
refs. " L 37," care Keystone.
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HELP WANTED.
UNCISS THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

piRST-CLASS refractionist and optical sales-
', man ; one having own teat case aud oph-
thalmometer preferred. Address, F. B. Alex-
ander, 565 Broad St., Newark, N. J. 
IV: want a first-class watchmaker. To an In-

telligent, hustling Mall It I can offer a first-
class position III ,III( the largest cities West.
American, English ur :.'1.1,acit preferred. Address
with .• I 33," care Keystone.

1131 l.I 1131 E. Elt, mast be Ihir engraver. Send
sample ef I'll graving, also ref.; state exp.

Salary., P.ort Itaansay di Co., 1, 3 and 6
Colonial Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.
WATHC 3IA K El t and jewelry repairer ; single
" man pref. Steady position. State ref. and
salary expected. Sol. Levinson, Deadwood,
S. Dak.

(;001) watchmaker awl sah4sman ; married man
U pref. State ex II., wages VH1101.01. 1701114.
apply unless Waffling 'trail) eniplOyMent.
W, ii. Kralis, Red oak, lelva.
WANTED, aa tirsa-class plaleellgraNer. Address,
" with specimens of work, refs. and salary
wanted, S. Jacobs da aincapolis, 31inn.

hAolTHOROUGHLY e;41111artent watchmaker,
jeweler and plain engraver. E. 11. IVether-
d, Alleutown, Pa. .

WATCHMAKER,. w he eau alo engraving and
" jewelry repairing and wait on trade. Give
refs.; single man pref. Address, E. Schertzinger,
Alahanoy City, Pa.
plIts1-CLASS watchmaker and engraver. Must
I be reliable and well recommended. Perma-
nent posititm to right party. Only capable man
need apply. Sy man Bros., 828 Sixteenth Street,
Denver, celo.
AN Al x isol rapid watchmaker and engraver,

competeilt ;apt iehan and good salesman;
married man preI. Must a he sober, industrious
man of good address. Good permanent position
for first-class man—second class will not do.
Will pay good wages. Must be competent to
take entire charge of jewelry department.
" P 31," care Keystone.
A BRIGHT, smart, energetic youtig man who
Li thoroughly understand', taking charge of
the material department of wholesale jewelry
house. Boston, Mass. Would prefer knowledge
ofjewelry in addition. Must Is• a good salesman
and not afraid of work. NIitie iithers need
apply. Salary, $15 per week, and advaeeeinent
according to merit. Good opportunity for rigid
man with satisfactory refs. " C 35," care
Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver ; must be first-
" class in both lines. Or manufacturing
jeweler and first-class engraver, who under-
stands common watchwork. No 'aerological
school graduates or boozers need apply. Send
samples of engraving and state wages in first
letter. Hal. B. Smith A Co., Logansport, Ind.

WANTED, third week in September, a first-
" class watchmaker and clock repairer.
Steady position ; single man pref. Must be
honest, good habits ; no drinking man need
apply. Address, I'. 0. box 245, Hagerstown, Md.

YOUNG man, at once, with seine exp. at bench.
Good recommendat !MIS necessary. A. Swen-

Hagman, Moorhead, Minn.

IEWELER, must be thoroughly competent on
d all hard soldering (gold) jobs, set stones,A1
quick. Steady position near Pith:burg. Send
refs. Salary, $12 to $15 a week. Engraver pref.
Give age and exp. " II 47," care Keystone.
IIPTICAL surface grinder. Good pay, permit-
" nent situation for competent man. Address,
" 31 34," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, at once. Send
" photo., state salary, age, married or single,
and if can conic at once. Must know how to
wait on trade. State exp. as salesman. Steady
position to the right party. Lock box 598,
Dunkirk, Ind.

IN experienced watchmaker, well recom-
(I mended. Good, permanent position to the
right person. Must lie of good address, good
habits and have own tools. State salary and
send photo. F. A. Marean, Belvidere, Ill.

pIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver ; per-
' manent. J. Herbert Hall, Pasadena, Cal.

pOOD jeweler, plain engraver and assistantif watchmaker. Good chance for advance-
ment and chance to work on fine watch repairs.
Steady position to right party. II list have good
ref. and state salary in first letter. Young,
tangle man pref. M. Berman, 1309% Eleventh
Ave., Altoona, Pa.

A YOUNG man, single, able to clean and main-
n spring a watch, fair engraver and jeweler.
Will give him charge of a branch house if steady
and willing to work, after being with me 18
months. "W 22," care Keystone.

Q GOOD men that can do watchmaking, en-
,' graving and jewelry repairing and are good
salesmen, who eome well recommended. Apply
to the following firms: Bass & Bro., Terrell,
Texas ; Perkins Bros., Nacogdochea, Texas;
Ben C. Smith & Co., Sulphur Springs, Texas. 

WANTED, at once, first-class watchmaker, Jew-
" eler, engraver and optician, $20 per week
to begin, anti salary raised if the right man ;
permanent position. State age, and married or
single. :Utast be sober and industrious, with
good ref. R. T. Crawford, Temple, Texas.

(Continued on page tr9o)
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HELP WANTED.

Continued from page 1189)
A STRICTLY up-to-date optician,to take charge
Li of an optima dept. in a lirst-class jewelry
store In Atlanta. Send salary and commission.
Address, giving full particulars as to self and
ability. Julien R. 1k atts & Co., 28 Whitehall
St., Atlanta, Ga._ .  
ORST-CLASS watchmaker and optician. Must

csmie well recommended, have own tools
and thoroughly experienced ; good salesman ;
moist be of good address ; good habits. Send
I ie to. and salary expected in first letter.

11 Stearns, Pine Bluff, Ark.
puts),•1•4•1,Astts watelonaker and engraver, $25
1 per week. 1 refs. required. Sam Cohen
At Co., Viet cr,

once, Ivateli, clock and jewelry repairer ;
A optician pref. Give age, ref. and salary
wante(I. J. H. Sides, Chester) t.wit, )1.1.
1100D engraver, one who can de hard soltleiingU and jewelry repairing. The same I will give
STI opport II n it y to learn clock and watch repair-
ing. Young man, single. Enclose sample of
engraving. "A 16," care Keystone. 
I N all-around man, watchmaker, jeweler, fair
A .ng I.:leer and optician. Strictly responsible
man. "P 34," care Keystone.
plits.r-r LASS watchmaker at onee. Address,
✓ with refs., F. E. Hull, Santette  Lake, N. Y.
WATCHMAKER and jewelry, clock repairer.
" Must furnish good refs. Will pay good
wages to right man. Must be single. Harry
Heeren, care Heeren Bros. Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
AT once, a good and experienced watchmaker
LI and engraver, one who understands optics
pref. A permanent positien to the right man.
State salary, 5011(1 samples of engraving. Ref.
and photo. in first letter. C. Aug. Carmany,
Coatesville, Pa.
A GOOD watchmaker and engraver. All-around
it man. Steady job. Best of ref. required.
Either married or single. Will raty good wages.
Send sample of engraving in first letter with
stamp. "I' 37," care Keystone.
pntsT-cLAss watchmaker. Must be good en-
✓ graver and jewelry repairer. Position per-
manent to competent man. Salary, $25 to $30
per week. Send sample engraving. Only re-
sponsible parties need apply. Address, Box 07,
Grand Forks, N. flak. 
WATCH NI A K ER, who eR11 Ill) good engraving.
" State age, .•1: it. and send sample of engraving.
Address, E. t:. ileovm II arrisburg, Pa. 

A GOOD watchmaker, enc that is an optician.
tr State lowest salary in first letter and send
photo. Also state age. 0. C. ienther, Wheel-
ing, W. Va.

plitsT-c I. A SS watchmaker wanted at Portland,
I Oregon. Must be thoroughly competent to
handle all kinds tif watch and ehronometer
work, including split seconds, repeaters, etc.
Must be abb. te n ot telt or adjust escapements,
change key-wind watches to stem-wind. Must
be a thorough nest milk and in the common ae-
ceptance Of the term, a fast workman, able to lay
out work for less compit•nt men and do his own
work besides. Must be able to know, after re-
pairing or inspecting a watch, whether it is in
order or not. Must have some excel' t I ye I it r,
be able to read, write Riot speak English plainly
—of good address, good disposition and courte-
ous. Minct be temperate, of good habits, honest,
and furnish a good previous record. To such a
man we will give steady employment. A man
between 30 and 40 years of age preferred. We
do not want an apprentice or an old man. No
Incompetent person need apply. Butterfield
Bros.

IVATCHMAK:Elt, engraver and jewelry re-
' pairer, with own watch tools. Itood refs.
required. Send sample engin% tog, stating salary
in first letter. i. II. Mel: el% ey, st. Joseph, Mo.

AT once, young num assistant jeweler and en-
/1 graver. Honest and good habits. A. R.
Grove, Bluffton, Ind.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and clock repairer;
" one who es))) engrave pref. Nlitst be strictly
temperate and a hustler. Send refs., photo. and
state wages in first letter. " I ) 29, "care Keystone.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

ECON I )-I IAN!) jewelry fixtures, safe, lathe,
etc. Must be cheap auld in geed condition.

" 31 33," care Keystone.

Q)IALI, gasolene engine. "Jeweler," Pren-

• 

tice, Wis.

QMALL traveling optical case, if sold cheap.U A. E. Prescott, North ('reek, N. Y. 

II 
wallets cheap. Ross King, Syra-

u cuse, N. Y. 

\JEW Century engraving machine, also oph, -

• 

thalmometer. " II 65,' care Keystone. 

RIVETT jewelling caliper and pivot polisher.
n S. W. Hall, Norwich, Conn.

QECOND-HAND, four-dial, street post clock.

• 

Address, L. C. Eisenschmidt & Bro., New-
port, Ky.

MO. 2 Moseley slide rest,pivot polisher and wheel

• 

cutter. State their condition and price in
first letter. W. F. Boost, Colby, Kans.

WIAMOND scale ; must be in good condition
1, and price low. " F 33," care Keystone.

WANTED.

(100D size and quality trial case cheap. Write
1" description fully. A. H. Krause, Green-
ville, In. 

woRTH of watches, jewelry and silver
novelties and cut glass, on consign-

ment until Jan. 1st. Have fine business in up-
to-date city of 26,000. Good location, fine Ws-
play room, two good windows. Have not capital
I,) buy what I need. Best of ref. and can fur-
nish bonds. Address, " F 32," care Keystone. 
pvEity kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,
" watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory, I will return ell articles. J. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

$1000

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS fI EADING TH DEE GENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A I.UKsT and best-established hl lea) businessI., in San Francisco ; good location. Address,
" Keystone," 126 Kearny St., San Francisco.

IEWE1,13Y store in Illinois town of 1200, doing
0 a good business. Stock, fixtures, tools ; new
brick building. Stock and fixtures only if de-
sired. Railroad center ; plenty of work ; no
opposition. Average gross receipts about $275
per month. Reason for selling, health. Splen-
did opportunity. " K 16," care Keystone. 

IEWELRY stock and fixtures in an east-central
Wisconsin town. A booming railroad center;

pop. 20,000. Other business, reason for sale.
" II 44," care Keystone.

$4000 WILL buy jewelry store in Michigancopper country. Modern store, new
stock. Good. reason for selling. Stock and fix-
tures inventory $7000. Can be cut down. " McH
9," care Keystone. 

UNTIRE stock of jewelry, optical goods and.
1:t trial case, 

H 
fixtures, benches, tools, lathe, bur-

nishing wheel, etc. •, erring & Hall safe, Water-
bury regulator. Will sell all or part cheap if
sold at once. Address, Lock Box 713, Wash-
ington, Iowa.

1EIVELRY store, established 50 years ; tip-to-
1 date stock ; inventory about $1300 ; will re-
duce to suit. 2500 inhabitants ; county seat
and State Normal School. Address immediately
for particulars, IV. II. Hills, Genesee, Living-
ston Co., N. Y.

RARE opportunity to step into paying watch,
It ijewelry and optical business, n Seattle.
Will take between $4000 and $5e00. " L 33,"
care Keystone.

pINE jewelry store, in lively town in South-
✓ western Virginia. Pop., 4000. Big tern -
troy ; county seat ; fine summer resorts ; big
Iron and zine furnaces. No opposition. Stock
can be red 'teed to suit purchaser. Inspectors
on N. & W. It. Good reasons for selling.
Write for fit I I particulars. "P 32," care Keystone.

RA RGA IN—S100 buys an old-established watch-
', repair store, safe, regulator, sign, etc. Beat
location in city of 10,000. Low rent, and doing
1111811108B of $30 per week. Must be sold at once
as owner is going (nit t)f business. A big bar-
gain for a good workman and a grand, good
opening for an optician. Do not answer unless
you mean business. Apply at once to "Jeweler,"
Box 366, Berlin, N. H.

IInVELRY and optical business, $15,000. Es-
tablished 12 years. Box 96,Wilmington, Del. 

IEIV EERY, optical and camera business for sale
0 at. once in one of the finest towns in Massa-
chusetts of 8000 pop. Stock and fixtures inven-
tory about $2000. Fine line of work. Reasons
for selling, going to manufacturing. " G Is,"
care Keystone.

OILY jewelry store in town ot 700 people. Fine
It fixtures and good repair trade. Mock will
invoice from $500 to $700. A prosperous town
—8 large business brick buildings just finished.
Address, C. G. Collier, Nardin, Oklahoma. 

1EWEL1IY and optical business, established In
0 1860. Good bastion. Present proprietors
desire to retire, and will make a very liberal
offer. Stock, fixtures and good will. Excellent
opening for an energetic, ambitious young man.
Ad.,Sin it h & Dreer,938Arch St.,Philadelphia,Pa. 
IEWELRY store in thriving town of 2000 pop.

ill Iowa. Invoice about $2500 ; good location.
Good reasons for selling. "M 35," care Keystone. 
RNIALL established jewelry business. Bench
u pays expenses. Reason failing eyes. Write
quick. " 0 27," care Keystone. 

THE only optical store in St. John, New Bruns-
) wick •, does a good business ; good stand.
Stock will invoice about $800. Good reasons
for selling. St. John Optical Parlors, 211 Union
Street, St. John, N. B.

$5c11 BUYS fixtures and small stock of watches
LW and bench trade of $100 a month on

watch work alone, besides jewelry and clock
work. 4 living rooms • yard all fenced in so no
one earl bother. In a towns of 100,000 pop.; well
known. Lots of It. R. work. Cheap rent. Good
reason for selling. Established 7 years "D 81,"
care Keystone.

$20pfl WILL 'my a complete jewelry stock
'mu and fixtures in the busiest city III

Wit4C01181D ; pop. 18,000. Will not sell after GO
days. " II 45," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(WE of the best, up-to-date jewelry stores in
u Western New York. Pop., 6000. Old-estab-
lished business ; inventory, $3500. Easy terms
to right party. Poor health. "S 53," care
Keystone.
UTICA'. business in a fine growing city, over
u 50,000 inhabitants, in Massachusetts. 11•:stab-
fished over six years and growing. A good op-
tician, who is physically well, can increase it.
No bonus asked but don't waste time and post-
age writing lindens you have $2500 MAIL Will
bear closest investigation. l'oor health cause
of sale. Will stay a few months on salary to
introduce purchaser. "S 52," care Keystone.
fiLDEST business in State of Washington. Ea-
u tablished 32 years. Fine storeroom, vault
and large room in rear. Building is 80 x 20 feet,
Mite-glass front. Purchaser can get long lease.
Pop. 14,000 ; army post, schools, etc., make it
equal to 40,000. Fine farming and fruit country.
Purchaser must have about $10 000. Poor health,
reason for selling. Address, Z. K. Straight, 119
Main St., Walla Walla, Wash.
I EADING jewelry store in Missouri town of
" 2500. Pp-to-date fixtures ; nice, clean stock ;
will invoice about 14000. reduce to suit
purchaser. "A 20," care Keystone 
1EIVELRY and optical business in the best
0 country in the world to make money, it is
Oklahoma. More bench work than any one man
can do. Prices better than anywhere. Best
corn crop since the strip opened ; good half
wheat crop. Must be Mill. Going to Europe.
" K 19," care Keystone.

11IT account of death of owner, 19-years'-estab-
u lished jewelry and optical business ; small
stock and tools ; small gasoline engine, $350.
Address, Mrs. Hattie Mott, Avalon, Mo.

$3fifin WILL buy jewelry business, stock, fl
out/ tures, tools and material. Pop. 3000.

Best location ; a beautiful town, Hutchinson,
Minn. Can reduce to suit. Write for particu-
lars. Address, Post Office Box 489, Hutchin-
son, Minn.

ABOITT $1500 buys a good jewelry and book
store in Central Iowa. Splendid location.

Only one in town. This is a snap. Cause for
selling, eyesight failing. 11. AL Dayton,
Colo, Iowa.

$1000 spot cash buys jewelry business in city
of 85_,000. No better chance for the
Wright man. rite for information. " L 36,"

care Keystone.

(1,000 paying jewelry business in Eastern Illi-
u nois town. Pop., 1500. New stock, safe
and fixtures. Invoice, 112500. Only store in
town. Reason for selling, proprietor died re-
cently. Will sell at liberal discount. Mrs. C. A.
Golf,'Sidell, Ill. 

RUSINESS block and jewelry business. Rents,
I) $1400 year. Repairing, $100 month. Healthy
Connecticut town. Good home and business.
" C 40," care Keystone.

$7cf1 will buy a nice, clean jewelry business.uu Established 10 years ; in one of the
prettiest towns in the State. Bench work al-
most $110 per month. Deposited cash in bank
after all living expenses and rent paid, past
year $2000. Good, salable stock, low rent. Good
reasons for selling. Write for particulars.
Chas. 11. Watts, Augusta, Ill.

IEWELRY stock in town of Control New York,
0 surrounded by seven towns without jewelry
stores. Good run of repairing. Address, Levy
Sproul, Dundee, N. Y. 

RARE opportunity for young man to go into
II business. An old-established watch, clock
and jewelry business in good Iowa town of
1600. Will sell at bargain. "13 62," care
Keystone.

SNAP, stock ofjewelry, tools and fixtures, In
11 good, growing town. K. R. Scott, Clare-
more, Ind. Ter.

MUST sell at once, one of the host payingjewelryAlt stores in a Once of 6000, in New York State.
Inventory, $3500. Will make a sacrifice if Rohl
at once. Iftuat get out doors. "S 54," care
Keystone.

(INLY jewelry store in town of 1100 inhabitants
v in Illinois. Rich farming community. Aver-
age gross receipts, $300 per niontli. Low rent.
$1500 required, or can reduce to $1000. Must
change climate. No auctioneer need answer. •
Address, "Ii 63," care Keystone.

WILL sell small stock of jewelry, which in-
" voices $250. Small town ; good country.
" N 8," care Keystone. 

WATCIIES, clocks, jewelry, spectacles and re-
" pairing business. More work than one can
do. Will sell fixtures at a sacrifice, with or
without stock. Store and dwelling neit $10.42
per month. Best location in town. A number
of smaller towns to draw trade from. Good rea-
sons for selling. Samuel IL Smith, Woods-
town, N. J.

WILL sell my jewelry stock and fixtures if
" purchased within the next 30 days. A.
Iluelsman, Fond du lac, Wis

fIttEAT opporlunity—Stoek of jewelry, crock-

• 

ery, musical instruments, sewing maellines,
toys, racket goods etc., about $6500 ; also briek
store building, $4700, in good co(nnty-seat town,
Northwestern Iowa, $13,000. Annual profits,
nearly $5500. " C 44," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

fiNE-HALF interest in old-entablished paying
u jewelry business, in good North Texas tow!,
of 7000 inhabitants Capital required, front
$1500 to $2500. "It :16," care Keystone.
ABOUT $1000 buys stock in good town of 1000.It IV. E. Doan, Elute, Iowa.
ILL HEALTH compels sacrifice of established

• 

business, New York State. Railroad center,
shops and round houses, also mills and factories.
Only jewelry store in city. An unusual oppor-
tunity. Will sell all or fixtures only. "T 25,"
care Keystone.

A J
EWELRY store in Wisconsin established 40
years. Invoice $4000 ; will reduce to suit

purchaser. Will sell with or without fixtures.
Pop. 16,000. " II 16," can. Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

CpHEAP, new bench, lathe, countershaft andsome hand tools. I. G. Howell, Lynch,Nebr.
QLIDE-REST for Moseley 1 x 2 lathe, brandU new, has never been used, in perfect condi-
tion. Price, $12. J. A. Robinson,Toronto,Kans.
q; DWT., 10 K., 18 size, lag., engraved, Wal-
t") tham case ; new, perfect, $17. Address,
W. G. Mead, C'ortland, N. Y. 
MIEAP, 1 De Zeng's refractometer. Box 18,U Ludlow, Vt.
RE ZENO refractometer, brand new, latest
il model, $30. "Optician," 436 Main St., W
sted, Conn.
WATCHMAKER'S bench, showcase and eight
" trays, sign, material cabinet, watch-repair
cabinet, stool, $18. Horace Marlette, Fort
Wayne, Ind.
UOOK in "Ira Sale" column ofJuly KII:v8ToNE.
U I have 2 beautiful window cases and tables
advertised. Just what you want for showing
fine goods. Cases will sell enough extra goods
to pay for them in a year. N. C. /Instead,
Fairfield, Iowa.
WALL case, 9 x 10, walnut ; Food condition.

Sell cheap. H. 7'. Blank, Elsie, Mich. 
AMERICAN lathe No. 2, chucks, countershafT,
n stake tool, small tools and material. All
good. A bargain, $35. Mrs. I). C. Townsend,
IVinfield, Kans.
aENEVA retinoscope, eleetrie lighting ; usaU very little ; ditplex base. Regular price
$67.50, now $45. Voiniari, the optician, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
TEST case, cost r50, for $25. A. OpdenDyk,

• 

jeweler, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
RRAND new $67.50 Geneva retinoscope, withI) duplex base and kerosene light ibr 850.
W. J. Dick, Watseka, Ill. 
RALE burglar-proof safe. F. Catlin, Winsted,II Conn. 
PINE lot watch and jobbing material, less thanC half price. W. R. Heartsfield, Rocky Mount,
N. C.
A BARGAIN, a jeweling rest for Hopkins lathe,
Li as good as new. Cost originally $38. Will
sell for $12.50. Armor It Weinshenk, 220 Sutter
St., San Francisco, Cal. 
fiNE New Century engraving machine, madeU by Eaton & Glover Co., nearly new. Strait
Bros., Salida, Colo. 
$ 15 0F0001cLutLateLlnily,r7reselartz,ntoitialki,d touokd

FATON-ENGLE complete jeweler's outfit, '118
I., model, but good as new. Has latest attach-
merits. Cost $80. Will sell for $50. Also com-
plete file of TOE K. totriToNE, from Nov., '97, to
Dec., '01. Best bid gets ICKvsToNE. A. W.

Admr., Huntingdon, Tenn.

a000 chronometer, printing outfit and De Zeng

• 

refractonieter, " B 68," care Keystone.

TRIAL case made by'Queen it Co. Cost $75.00;
I first $25.00 takes it. A. P. Staley, High
Point, N. C.
TRIAL case, 55 pairs spheres, 30 pairs cylin-

• 

ders, 13 disks, ete., 2 trial frames Coat
849.50, priee $25. A. It. Chamberlin, Aurora, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

1000 ACRES Southeast Missouri land. Price,
$4 to $10 per acre, to exchange for

watches, diamonds and jewelry. C. II. Martin,
Donipban, Mo.

11110NOGRAPH and Remington typewriter.

• 

What have you? W. L. Roberts, jeweler,
Wilmington, Del. 

REMINGTON hammerless, 12-gauge shotgunIL and leather case, for trial case. Cunsins,
Franklin, Ill.

UATON-GLOVER engraving machine. Condi-
Li tion perfect. Low for cash, or in exchange
for watches or regulator. J. Beaty & Son,
Moorefield, W. Va.

MODEL No. 1 printing press, for lathe, or best
in offer. "Jeweler," Prentice, Wis. 

POLISHED wood Geneva trial MC, $30; De-
I 7,eng refractometer, $20; ('ron)) retitle-ski-
ameter, new, $35. AVant st ander(' lent) drilling
machine. It Brodhuti, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

WOLF American clutinienn bicycle, for lathe
or typewriter. F. Catlin, IVinsted, Conn. 

APIITHALMOMETER, for cash, optical goodsU or watches. W. R. Crawford, MoKensio,
Tenn.

A NEW Geneva retinoscope, $50 ; will trade forWatches, jewelry or. opht halmometer. Harry
Engle, Trenton, Mo, 

PRANCIS engraving machine and Johnson

▪ 

dioptrie eye meter. Vant typewriter, roll-
log mill, chronometer or cash register. Ad-
dress, Box 304, Atchison, Kans.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS uzsotsta THREE CENTS PER WORD.

CpASE screws, 15c. per dozen. Bonney, Keokuk,Iowa.

I F interested in the latest practical engraving

▪ 

machine, let us hear from you. The " Zidac"
Is the result of 80 years' experience. Handy,
quick and accurate adjustments. The price is
$60, including patterns and attachments. John
W. Scott's Sons, Cadiz, Ohio. 

RALANCE staffs 15 jewel grade, perfect In
✓ temper, finish and true to size, $1.25 per
dozen. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

$25REWARD for recovery of old, solid goldwatch, case No. 1-1070, initials J. II. R.,
and date 1835 on back ; and round, Roman gold
two-picture locket, chained both Al(hen. Contained
picture. Address, J. A. l'earee, Sheriff; Tails-
hawse°, Fla. 

PLATLUMO frames, straight or riding temple,
I one eye, 81,72 a doz. This is the best frame
on the market, being light, good teruvr, holds
Its color, fine finial), Bonney, Keokin , Iowa. 
IN a dozen balance jewels / give you four differ-
u ent sizes of holes. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa. 

WATCHMAKERS—For $1 I will send you 3
dos. assorted watch jewels for repairing

purposes. A. F. Freeland, watch, clock and
chronometer Jewel maker, 370 Washington St.,
Roston. Jobbing a specialty. 

QPECIAL price, interchangeable,one eye lenses.

• 

Write for it. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

(IPTICIANS, attention; Increase your business.
u No experimenting ; It's a certainty. harry
E. Thomas &Co., 'Wilmington, Del. Established
1889. Just what you want. Send us your name.

REND 12c. for a sample dozen of roller jewels,

• 

or $1.25 a gross. Warranted good. H. 0.
Dotson, 367 East First Street, Los A tigeles, Cal.

ORDER a !sample dozen Pt:Ultimo frames.
Bonney, Keokuk, lows.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
THIS HEADING HHHHH GENTS PER WORD.

RALANCE jewels, garto•tm, by sizes, 75e. per
dozen. Bonney, Keokuk, loin's.

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has some

• 

special inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and
at very low terms. Address, for information,
the Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill.

HAVE you an old English watch ease you want
II changed into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. IVadswortin,S11 versmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.

RALANCE stairs, 7 jewel grade, $1 per dozen.
Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa.

W F. A.WOODCOCK'S School Winces, Minn.,
11• has true merit. Established 15 years;
hundreds of successful graduates. You can get
the very best American and European methods
here. Modern and up to tiate.

wily 
not send me your watch cases that need

repairing? Can replace any part Of a case.
G.F.IVadsworth,Silversiniths'131dg.,Chicago,I11.

UND 8101104, 75e. per dozen, for any make or
Li size of watch. Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa, 

WHERE to receive the highrunt cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, fillings, brumhings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper formic. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Sansoni Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

RUBY and sapphire jewels by SIM for any
it make of watch, $1 per dozen. Bonney,
Keokuk, Iowa.

THE Elgin Horological School, the oldest andonly practical school for the watchmaker,
gives instructions in watch repairing, engraving
and optics. Send for catalogue to Elgin Hero-
logical School, Elgin, Ill. Correspondence
course in optics for $10.00.

ROLLER jewels, 25e. per dozen, quality fair.
IL Bonney, Keokuk, Iowa,

OLD and silver-plati ng,satl In fin ish,engraving,
rl engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch curse repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

The Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving
and Optical Institute IN kllOWII as one of the
hest of its kind, and the prize that till their stn.
dents seek to capture is a first-class position
and good salary, Idlers cannot win the prize,
for unless a student is an earnest worker and
improves each day and hour, he has written
failure on his work froin the start. We desire
hone but earinest workers for students, and to
such we devote our entire time and energies,
training each olie in special branches of the
work. Our individual instructions are thor-
ough and systematic. We believe our Institute
the only one that bestows individual care upon
(melt student. We claim that for thorough in-
structions our Institute ham no superior. Write
for prospectus. Dr. Tarbox It Gordon.

Display advs., 82.50 per Inch per column
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.

pE.A.Ftr_s pooRuGcHATsH
If a customer should bring you any Diamond

or l'earl Jewelry to sell, and you do not care to
btty it yourself, send it to
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.

awheireayuldu rainithiLavae anneh■immiNiarovvCasYh 
York,where

  aid inked 1880 

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
The most accurate test for hyperopia, myopia,

astigmatism and presbyopia, without the assist-
ance of trial lenses For $5.00 we teach you
" the Fay system of prescribing lenses" by cor-
respondence. Second-hand inmtruntents of all
makes for sale. The book, " New Methods in
the Science of Fitting Glasses," 25c.

W. G. FAY MFG. CO..
Jobbing Opticians. 179 Broadway, New York.

If you get an order for a

HAIR CHAIN
send the Hair to me and I will make same
promptly.

F. J. LOEPER,
325 Ridge St., Lansford, Pa.

Established 1885. Send for Catalogue.

'Tie time you thought of a end M ANU-
wFoAr kCtTo yasRlIaNterGy

ojt14.11WbeEtLoo bRusiyo strldelgeirr.
Better get acquainted now and save worry later
In the season. We guarantee Good Work,Prompt
Service and Reasonable Prices. Send us your
next lot of jobs and we'll prove our worth.

MOUILLESSEAUX BROS.
MANUFACTURING JEWELERS,

22 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

WALTER L. SMITH,
Die Sinker and kngraver.

Monograms, Crests and Special Work
on steel and fine jewelry.

1213 Filbert Street, PHILADELPHIA.

G.F.WMISWOffil
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everythingin
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
Silver Plating
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine-

Turning
Chnnging Old

Crop, to mite
Amerienn S. vv.
Movement. nly

OLD I ASIR
II IDE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.
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My Wand of Wealth
–

WE SELL DIRECT TO

My First Duty
on my return from a seven

weeks' trip to the Pacific coast
with my family, is to offer apology
to the many jewelers who craved
my services during my absence.
Now that I am again in harness
in my usual good form—strong of
arm, clear of eye, fluent of speech
and bright of mind—I promise
them as a recompense even greater
serviceability than heretofore.

Present conditions, Mr. Jeweler.
furnish all the requisites that con-
stitute an auction millennium. Immense crops, good prices, a
liberal, hopeful spirit among the people—these and a good stock
are all I require to make wealth for my patrons. In the hardest
of times I never failed to make a success—under present condi-
tions the "Martin sale" is a bonanza, a wealth-maker, a repu-
tation-builder. The " Martin sale " admits of no trickery, no
misrepresentation, no duplicity—it is a straight, honest sale, such
as will benefit the jeweler's name and business as much as his
bank account.

I could fill every page in this immense issue of the big
Keystone with recommendations from reputable jewelers attest-
ing the integrity and efficacy of my methods and my uniform
success. Write me early, for there are many others awaiting
my services.

()ualtv and
finish of thc Chains
are superior and unassailable.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers of

High-Grade Rolled-Plate Chains,

Factory, 101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I.
sAN FILA 1-.1 1 )1.1•11lK:

Alaiden Lane. 112 Nitier -treet.

.Nlasenie Temple.

lIN\!\III nit II
E17 Lumber Exult:Inge,

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Long Distance Telephone,
Number 3234 North.

tilirCal2
ZW(q1

(tv. IT)) •
oametifamt&C9.
Matimoirt•W:Qabat t ...1twttERJ• AhitR1( A. -^

A Catalogu that will be useful to every dealer.

C It vill be the most concise and
best illustrated catalogue gotten

out by any wholesale jewelry house this fall. It will list brand new
merchandise—the kind that %dB help your business and be a credit to
your store. It will quote hut one price and that the lowest. It will
not misrepresent. You can bank on what it tells you about the goods
it offers—our reputation is back of it. This catalogue will be out late
in October. A copy will cost you nothing but a postal—provided you
are a retail jeweler. Let us have your request for the new book to-day.

P NOTING

APB: 111:41k.411.14.11,1111!
WHOLESANI-E• .ft WE  LE HS.

5. .

11111111,1iJlariAitii.i'Ail
•Sti AM P tiOlT r40 &CO. 
;:tercillearsiirrjtAtZ6c:to., -̂6Z

kill
4.10.1.7.7.9467,640~.720....41.2g050Xia.400, 

Jr

Trade
Announcement.

By the time this is read we ‘vill he nicely located in our new and
commodious quarters on Elm Street, near Fourth, at Nos. 413, 415
and 417. We occupy the four upper floors of the above building
where we have every facility for the quick handling of everything
needed by jewelers, and where we will take pleasure in welcoming
the retail jewelry trade at all times.

When you come to Cincinnati be sure to drop in and see us and
make your headquarters at our store.

OSKAMP, NOLTING & CO., CINCINNATI, VH10
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6REATEST

WATCH WOOS
IN THE WORLD ffilmw,

About thirty-four years ago the Elgin Watch Works began in a modest way making the

world's best watches. To-day it is still making the world's best watches—and making

more watches than any other factory. These great works and the great works they

produce assure every dealer of satisfied customers and increased trade.

Veritas Father Time
23 and 21 Jewels 21 Jewels

B. W. Raymond B. W. Raymond
19 Jewels 17 Jewels

are famous movements sold largely to railroad men. The first two are the long-run watches that will

time a train from New York to Chicago and on to New Orleans with one winding. See Jobber's

List for prices, or write to the company. Every dealer should send for the new Elgin art booklet,

"Timemakers and Timekeepers." All Elgin Watches are fully guaranteed against original defect.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY,
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. SAN FRANCISCO, 206 Kearney Street.

Jr&B. Start the Season

Goods well bought are half sold ; and you will certainly miss many sales unless you
have on hand a good assortment of Fa goods.

Those Olympian Goods (made of silver and metal) are just the proper kind of
goods to tone up your stock and give it a pleasing combination of color ; and for Gifts
to Gentlemen, nothing could be more acceptable.

In this metal we have a full line of Smokers' Articles and pieces for the Desk.

Sterling Silver
Toilet Sets,

Manicure Sets,
Shaving Sets,
Sewing Sets,
Writing Sets,

Smokers' Sets,
Travelers' Sets,

Mirrors,
Brushes,
Combs,

Rich Cut Glass,
Novelties.

Nt.su;'

CUT SCALE

11 III 111 111111 11 11111111 1111 1111

407 Toilet Set in Paul and Virginia Pattern.

3
SIZE I8X 11/4.

Fine Gold Filled
Chains,
Lockets,
Charms,

Link Buttons,
Mt. Hope Buttons

Bracelets,
Padlocks,
Pins,

Brooches,
Fobs,

Earrings,
Hair-Chain

Mountings.

Have you received a copy of our catalogue ? If not write for one at once and we

shall be glad to send it to you. Like our goods, they are the finest ever sent out by a

jewelry house.

THEODORE W. FOSTER 0 BRO. Ca
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths,

• 100 Richmond Street, Providence, R. I.Successors to
FOSTER C3 BAILEY.
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THE KELLER EWELRY 11F6 -446,-46.
64 Nassau St. NEW YORK. Copyright 192,By Burr rlointoch Woolf]

112 FIT1

MANUPACTUFZERS' OF

R] FINE GOLD JEWELRY, Brooches, Cuff Buttons, Scarf Pins, Lockets, Fobs, Tie Clasps, Etc.

Gold Cases

Gold Cases
Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

illus-
trates the
advantages of
concentration o f
effort. As we handle
only Watches and Chains,

I 195

The Non-Retailing Company, of Lancaster, Pa.,
offers to the trade, in this most promising Fall season, a line of

Solid Gold Watch Cases which cannot be surpassed in any
s̀.""jobber's showing between the two oceans. None of our

efforts in preceding years quite reached our present
success in gathering a Gold Case stock that is

unmatched in scope and variety. Not only
is the number of pieces greater, but

the designs are more beautiful,the
price-range is wider, and the

provision in every direc-
tion more complete.

This Gold Case
stock of
ours

we give to those lines all the
benefits of large capital and in-
tensified attention, with the result that
our gathering of goods in these lines is ad-
mittedly the best that is now being offered to
discriminating buyers. And as of Gold Cases, so
also of Filled, Silver and Nickel Cases, Movements,
Chatelaines, etc. Our stock is comAlefe. We invite
memorandum orders, and solicit inquiry from new trade.
The Non-Retailing Company, Lancaster, Pa. .

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

Gold Cases

TheW B & C
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

,
> le tr--ir-trvow0-,avatntr

- EIVarit1571'

N."

The only medal at the Chicago 'World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 9,
sold by the •

of the United
lows:

U!t W B & C glasses
w than other and

brands, and are
leading jobbers
States as fol-

Genevas   per gross $2.Z5
Mi-Concaves   " " 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves it (4 6.75
Patent Genevas   0 5.50
Extra thick Parallels   I I 5.50
Flat Concaves, thick   " 7.50
Lentilles for Bascine Cases " 10.50

The only Medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.
Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size makethem Flo that the leading jobbers in the 1 nited States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. Theyused to buy a chettiter grade of goeds, tin t Seen found out Iltt• of tile ■fla proverb, " The liest is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS! I If you wish tO save time Juni Money and give good satisfaction to your ensteiners (If you are not using them), try the W B& C and don't be deceived by bluffing and humbug-ging advertisements, Aiming a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in exist cure over sixty years, gild during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and !WNWheard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C.
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KEYSTONE ane _.4t,c,v,

we use promptness, and the success of our business •.::::.'°'building has been the fidelity with which we care for our 0011:-'.

tLIII6 improve 

we aim to give them reliable goods at the lowest possible cost. 41=;211110
customers' wants and the strict attention we give to the small

/ f4,1.■ , o make our stock an ideal headquarters for the Tool and
our service, and we are not satisfied to do well, hut strive , (A 1

details which make up the line. It is our constant endeavor to

Material business. Our customers' interests are always our own,
,■\N;N.)1i. _

Try our Special Materials if you have not used them.

E. ô J. S. Mainsprings,
Superior ••

PRICES ARE:
per dozen, $1.25. Per gross, $14.25.

1.00. 11.25.
.90. 10.00.
1.50.
.75.
1.00.
.75.

Hercules " . . . .
E. & J. S. American-made Cock and Foot Jewels,
Eagle "
E. 6 J. S. " " Balance Staffs,
Eagle 44 4 4

Less 6 per cent. discount for cash.

11.1 4 4 44

64

Don't Forget that we also make a specialty of genuine
Factory Material, of which we have probably the largest- assort-
ment in the country. Customers ordering genuine material can
always rely on receiving exactly what they order. Special catalogue,
quoting prices of Jewels and Staffs for all makes, free on request.

This Fall Season promises to exceed the busiest the
trade has yet seen. To meet it we have added to our force so our
material orders suffer no delay. Small orders are always filled at
once and not "held over." If our illustrated catalogue is not at
hand, ask us for a copy.

E. O. J. SWIGART

11111111111111111111111111111=J
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Clarinda, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours with inclosed check for $19.74 at
hand ; same is satisfactory. W. L. Pedersen.

Curtis, Nebr., July 18, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Will accept the $4.02 for gold and silver
shipment. Thanks. Very respectfully,

S. R Rime.

Rochester, Minn., May 24, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago,
Gentlemen : Your check for $24.54 received, and

will be satisfactory. Yours truly,
J. E. Reid.

Windsor, Mo., May 30, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your remittance for $10.45 for old

gold and silver received and Is satisfactory. Thanks.
Very respectfully, W. T. Jordan.

Greenville, Ala., May 23, 1902.

Gentlemen : The price ($16.58) you allow for old
gold we sent you on May 15th, is satisfactory.

Yours truly,
Alabama Jewelry Co.

Memphis, Mo.„1uly 25, 1902.

Gentlemen : Your check for $15.40, of July 24th,
received and found satisfactory.

Yours respectfully, Z. Sandoz.

Kansas City, Mo., June 23, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : We received check this morning, and
It has proved satisfactory to us. Thanking you tor the
favor, we are Yours truly

Clem. B. Altman.

Goldsmith Bros. 
Oneonta, N. Y., April 30, 1902.

Gents : Yours of April 28th at hand with check for
$11.80 for old gold. It is satisfactory.

Respectfully, Geo, II. Chandler.

Keokuk, Iowa, August 6, 1902.
Draft $126.36 received for sweeps.

T. R. J. Ayres & Sons.

New Haven, Conn., May 1, 1902.
Dear Sirs : Your check for $6.40 for old

gold and silver is satisfactory. With thanks
for your promptness, I remain,

Yours truly, E, A. Monroe.

Great Bend, Kans., June 29, 1902.

Dear Sirs : Your check for $23.20 for old
gold, etc, is satisfactory.

Yours truly,
W. D. Gould & Co.

Lafayette, Ind., April 29, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Gentlemen : Check for $17.42 received.

Everythiug satisfactory. Thanks.
Respectfully, John Riedel.

Conway Springs, Kans., Juno 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check, $7.30, of June 23,

1902, received ((or old gold), and is entirely
satisfactory. Many thanks.

Respectfully, N. W. Frantz.

embodies practically the entire

contents of the myriad letters

daily received from our pat-

rons. The few samples here

given are typical of the whole.

This universal and unqualified

satisfaction to patrons is our

proudest achievement. It has

been, in fact, the corner stone

and foundation of our business,

the inspiration and basic prin-

ciple of our methods, the secret

of our growth, the builder of

our success.

Why not join the host of satisfied? Why
not make us a trial consignment of OLD GOLD,
SILVER, SWEEPS—anything containing Gold.
You run NO risks. We make accurate valua-
tions and hold consignments subject to your
acceptance. We stand the expense of reship-
ment if valuation is not satisfactory. Returns for

old gold and silver made same day as received.

Returns for sweepings within five days of receipt.

%53.525-2-52-52.52525252S-2_52.525 252.525-a92.--47.

Bloomville, Ohio, May 26, 1902.

Check for gold and silver received. It is
satisfactory. Respectfully,

C. 0. Snyder.

Decatur, Ill., July 11, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : We accept your estimate on old

gold and silver and with many thanks, we
remain, Sincerely yours,

J. L. Peake &Son.

Wamego, Kans., July 19, 1902.

Gentlemen : Am in receipt of remittance
of $23.00 of July 17th. Thanking you, I am,

Truly yours, II. W. Parsons.

Sheboygan, Wis., July 20, 1902,
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Received cheek for $12.14, for
which I am ever so much obliged, and 1 um
perfectly satisfied. Yours truly,

Louis Diestelhorst.

Kankakee, Ill., June 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check for $17.92 received. Please

accept my thanks for same.
Yours truly, N. P. Petersen.

Minot, N. Dak., April 7, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago. 

Gentlemen : Your check received and amount
satisfactory. Yours truly, W. II. Reighart.

Wilkes-13arre, Pa.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Yours of the 21st with check received.
Thank you. Frederick Job.

Danbury, Conn., Feb. 18, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : Check accepted, 636.00. Thanks.

Yours truly, Charles A. Romans.

East Liverpool, Ohio, Aug. 2, 1902.

Check of July 31st received, which is perfectly satis-
factory. The Wade Jewelry Co.

Knoxville, Tenn., July 30, 1902.

Check at hand for last old gold shipment. Same is
satisfactory to our "patient."

Yours truly, H. J. Cook Co.

Leadville, Dec. 20, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours of the 17th, with enclosed check,
$52.06, received and all satisfactory.

Respectfully, American Jewelry Co.

Goldsmith Bros.
Morrison, Ill., Feb. 1, 1902.

Your remittance, covering invoice of old gold and
silver, was, as is altrays the case, very satisfactory to us.
Thanking you for prom_pt returns, we remain

011113, S. M. Ladd & Co.

Greencastle, Ind., Dec. 14, 1901.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : We are in receipt of your check for
$7.20 for gold and silver wastes. Many thanks for same.
We will be more careful in saving our waste in future,
and some day you will hear from us again.

Very truly yours, Cammack & Black.

Peoria, Ill., April 28, 1902.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Your favor with $15.70 en-
closed received, would say, to my entire satis-
faction. Yours truly,

J. J. Faber.

Boulder, Cob., June 14, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Your remittance for "sweep-
ings" received and is satisfactory.

Very truly yours,
It. M. Crosby.

Peoria, Ill., Jan, 29, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Dear Sirs : Your favor of 28th inst., and

check $110.40 for sweeps at hand, and is satis-
factory. Respectfully,

C. L. Crawford & Co.

Rockford, Ill., Jan. 29, 1902.

Gentlemen : Your cheek in payment for
sweeps to hand, same is entirely satisfactory.

Yours truly,
The New Rockford Watch Case Co.

Olneyville, R. I., Feb. 11, 1902.

Yours of 8th inst. entirely satisfactory.
Yours truly, T. McCall.

Delta, Colo., April 17, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Gentlemen : Your check for $23.20 at hand

and is satisfactory.
Yours truly,

Stockham & Hillman Co.

Hopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 18, 1901.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill. 
YDear Sirs : our elleck for gold entirely

satisfactory. Many thanks.
Yours very truly, E. H. Barker.

Iowa Falls, Iowa, Jan, 28, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago,
Gentlemett : Your cheek for $21.75 received

and accepted. It was fully as much as I ex-
pected. 'Thanking you, I am,

Yours truly, G. D. Elliott.

Smelters,GOLDSMITH BROS., SweepRefin Sers 
and 

Assayers.
Works, 58th and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.Office, 63 and 65 Washington St.,
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elongeval°Mainsprings
cost little more than other kinds, but whcn von have
seen and used them you will agree that the extra cost
was an investment and not an expense.

No other mainsprings equal the "Longeval"
quality, life, and last, but not least, in the beautiful 'and
careful manner in which each spring is guarded against
all possible contact with the fingers or exposure to the air.

The method employed in packing the "Longeval"
Springs leaves nothing to be desired, giving protection :

First, against rust, as each spring is wrapped in oiled
anti-rust tissue paper, then placed in an individual
paper box.

Second, against climatic changes, as every box con-
taining a spring is enclosed in tin foil.

Third, against useless handling. We all know that
more springs are ruined by coming in contact with
perspiring fingers or by being exposed to the air
than by anything else.

Selection is made easy. Twelve springs, each in an
individual box, are placed in a strong sliding box, pro-
perly labeled, showing the contents.

.4

fiftil, Till 1SS

Ar441, .111'0111g

You Run No Risk
as the maker's guarantee is so

1
a

broad, and it will protect you
against any possible loss.

We reproduce a fac-simile of the certificate accom-
panying every dozen of the eeLongeval" Main-
springs for American watches.

The Cabinets, which are furnished gratis with every order for one grossof springs, are made on the famous " Unit System." Its possibilities canbe readily seen from the above illustration, showing four Cabinets, jointed.

The 
e, 0 Longeval are for sale at your Jobber's.
If not, write the importers, Hammel, Riglander & Co.,35 Maiden Lane, New York City, for the address of the

nearest jobber who will serve you with THE REST

Longe The Longeval Mainsprings
for all makes and grades of

American Watches.

NOTICE.
'I Iii. i porters of these mainsprings are the firstto have employed the idea of putting eaelt springIII a separate box,thus protect i lig t hem against rustand climatic changes, and m place a num' sqr oithese small boxes in IL 1.1i.X 411' uaSe.
They have taken expert advice as to their soleand exclusive right to t his inatiner of " dressing "

mainsprings, 1111(1 have been advised that 1111y
1111Ve 11 proprietary right I h,roto.

The trade is her, by notified that any infringe-ment if this manner of "dressing" mainspringsror the inarlipt will he prosecnIed.

GENUINE AMERICAN STAKING TOOLS
Staking Tools, with heavy glass

globe.

No.
1800. Japanned frame, nickeled

top and bottom, polished wood
stand. 24 punches, 8 stumps.

84.00.

1801. Full nickel frame, with
flat polished wood stand. 24
punches, 8 stumps. . . 95.00.

1802. Japanned frame, nickeled
top and bottom, with revolv-
ing wood stand. 32 punches,
8 stumps.   85.00.

1803. Full nickel frame, with
revolving wood stand. 32
punches, 8 stumps. . . . 96.1)11.

Finish and Quality Guaranteed. Warranted in every respect.

Full nickel-plated Staking Tools, Staking Tool, lull nickel-plated.

on polish4 hard wood. revolving on polished hard wood, revolving

stand, with heavy glass cover. stand with heavy glass cover.
Full nickel-plated Staking Tools,

on polished hard wood, revolving
stand, with heavy glass cover.

No.
1804. 50 punches and 14 stumps,

68.00.
1805. 50 punches and 14 stumps,

heavy frame,  
1806. 50 punches and 14 stumps,

extra heavy frame, . 410.00.
1807. 54 punches and 16 stumps,

extra heavy frame, . . $12.50.
1808. 54 punches, 16 stumps,

extra finish, extra heavy
frame,   614.00.

These Staking Tools rightly deserve the name of unexcelled, for 
their

perfection in beau I vol model, con ve dence and workmanship. 
The solid-

ity of the heavy ha ,e, the ability to use them on the 
largest watch 

ne m

plates,

the especially fi teper and finish of the die, punches and stumps, all

combine to make I I min par excel! .nee " and most desirable.

No.
1809. 100 punches, 20 stumps,

1618.50.

1810. 105 punches, 21 stumps,
620.00.

1811. 105 punches, 20 stumps,

extra finish,   $22.50.

DEMAGNETIZERS.

4•17111ii

No.
1812. Improved Staking Tool,

with 54 punches and 13 stumps,
613.50.

1813. Improved Staking Tool,
with 100 punches and 20 stumps,
with stand and shade, *21.50.
The base of this tool is oblong

shaped and heavy, forming a per-
fectly solid foundation for the tool.
The steel is hardened and highly
polished and has twenty different
sized holes. It is secured to the
base by a hardened steel pin and
bar, and is tightened by means of
the knurled screw in arm of tool, a
slight turn of which fastens the
plate firm and rigid. The tool is
supplied with 54 punches and 13
stumps. The punches are made M
the finest steel, hardened, ground
and polished, 111111 consist of 12 flat-
face, 5 COMM \ 1 and 2 cross-hole hol-
low punches ; 6 Ilat and 6 round face
solid. punches ; 2 cylinders, 1 roller,
1 forging, and 1 each prick and set
punches. The stumps are made
different sizes, solid and hollow,
and 4 are milled out to be used for
roller removers. The tool is mounted
on a large size mahogany base and
covered with a glass shade, and
being fully nickel-plated is It de-
cided ornament to any work bench.

No. 1815. This \Vafoli IMinagnetizer for
use on alternating current, is guaranteed
to remove magnetism from any watch that
can be inserted in the coil.

Every jeweler appreciates the necessity
for a reliable demagnetizer, because of the
many watches that are daily magnetized
by close approach to electrical machinery
or street car motors.

It will work perfectly on alternating
current of any voltage or frequency,. It
will not work on direct current. Its life is
perpetual, and it it.•ver needs repairs.

Price, $5.00.

No. 1816. This Demagnetizer can be used either on direct or

alternating current, and is the only one of our Demagnetizers that can

be used (in DIRECT CURRENT, which is generally the only 
current

that can be had in large cities. R is a modern instrument and guar-

anteed to give good satisfaction. It is well made and of good material,

and will last a lifetime. It is a perfectly reliable instrument and can

be used, if desired, 1,11 alternating current. Price, S15.00.

Solid Loather Safety Braided Vest Chains, with N. P. Steel 
Buckles.

Width, of an inch ; length, 7 to 8 inches. (Cost of mstage, per dozen, 7 
cents).

No.
1818. Ordinary quality 1 dozen assorted, on card  

1819. Fine " 1 " 11 11 11

1820. Extra fill e " 1 " " " " .

1821. Real alligator, 1
1822. Ordinary quality, with white metal center  

1823. Fine 11

1824. Extra line " 
it 11 „ 11 

. .

1825. Real all
1826. Very narrow, fine quality. width % inch, 

.

1827. Saints as 1826, with nickel har, toggle and swivel 
. .

1111111P 71 ,11 ( 111'' Numb. -
per don, 8  per gross, 92.50.

.45; 

01 MIL WOwer.- 1111111mmuili

.50; "

.60; "

.40; "

.50; "

.60; "

.75; "

.60; "

.80; "

5.00.
° 6.00.
" 4.00.
0

6.00.
7.50.
6.00.
9.00.

Key Chains.
No.
1832. Solid Leather, fine quality,

per dozen, IN .50; per gross, *5.00.
1833, Solid Leather, extra fine quality,

per dozen, 8 .70; per gross, 817.50.

1834. Solid Aluminuin, tine quality,
per dozen, 6 .75 (reduced from $1.50 per

dozen), per gross, 87.50.

1835. Solid Nickel, assorted patterns,
highly finished, per dozen, 60.00.

1836. Steel, per dozen, .35 ; per gross, $3.00.

1837. Steel, nickel-plated, fine quality,
per dozen, .60; per gross, *7.00.

BONO DISTANCE TELEPHONE

1i56 CORTLANOT.

IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS.

JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS.
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Our New and Improved Staking

Tool. (lust out).

No.
1814. 100 punches, 24 stumps,

11120.00.

This is our new and improved

Staking Tool Frame. Additional

weight has been placed directly

under the die, making this the most

solid and symmetrical design manu-

factured. The die is a heavy pattern

located in the usual manner and

firmly clamped in perfect alignment

by a new and adjustable bolt, having

Iwo bearings in the frame, and is

operated by a slight turn of the
knurled disk in either direction.
Another HOW feature of this tool is
a friction sleeve for holding the
punches up while placing and re-
moving delicate parts of watches in
or from the die. Much care has been
exercised in the selection of new and
original shaped punches and stumps,
in view of having just what is
required for the various parts of
modern watches. This tool is
offered to the trade with the entire
confidence of the makers, believing
that it will meet the full approval of
the most critical workmen.

The " Pederson"
Ouaranteed

Demagnetizer.

We g arantee that it
work, so do uot hesitate to pl,i■
your ordcr,

For Alternating Current
Only.

Full directions with each instru-
ment. In ordering, be sure to state
the exact voltage and the make of
incandescent lamp used.

No, 1817. Price, $3.50 net.

CAelir nt■OR[raS
"VENA01.0-

No.
1828.
1829.

Fine quality, 1 dozen assorted, on eart
  per dozen, 8 .90; Per gross, 44 9.00.

" " With bar, swivel and toggle  

1830. Fine quality, 1 dozen assorted,
on card

1831. 'ne qua,ility, with bar, swivel
and toggle . . per 1

. per dozen, .90 ;

per gross, 9.00.

1,1%4.11, 8 1.15;
Ir gr,ss, [2.00.

" " 1.15; " " 12.00.

OUR CARDINAL POINTS!

1st. -Accurate and Rapid Filling of
Orders.

2d. -Unlimited Stock.
3d. -Right Prices.
4th.-Best tirade of Ooods.

" We handle everything known to the
trade and solicit correspondence...)

016fErgiktk
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THESE LOW-PRICED STYLES

ARE

ALWAYS IN DEMAND

can be picked up by laying in an early stock of
holiday goods.

There is no use in waiting until the eleventh
hour before brightening up your store for the
Christmas trade. Jewelers' stocks are not
perishable goods. Chains and watches and
rings will not spoil or run away, so brighten
up your store now, and get the benefit of .the
advertising it will bring you. The early buyer
gets the cream of the trade.

Don't be afraid that early Christmas buyers
will find some flaw in their purchases and come
back and make trouble for you. You need
have no such fear—as far as our line of chains
is concerned. L. S. C/ Co. Chains are guar-
anteed for all time. If they ever prove not as
represented we will refund the price paid.

Of course we could not afford to make such
a guarantee as this if our goods were not strictly
all right. A-n experience of more than thirty
years has taught us how to make them all
right.

Ask your jobber—early,

Is often suggested by observation. Look at
this Pivot Polisher in position for pivoting and we
are convinced you will at once begin to think. We
are satisfied we will hear of your decision. Price,
fitted to any lathe, $30.00. Write for further
information and Catalog No.4 to

No. 8003. Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.

Large-sized lenses. True Focus Numbers. Made in

solid dozens, and in assorted dozens, ,m4
, ;;„ 14, 12.

(Vie make a small extra charge for Nos. 5, 6, 
7 and

assortment A.)

The beat spectacle in the world for 
the money.

Maker of

No. 40736 Plano Convex. Nickel-plated Frame.

Large-sized lenses. A neat riding bow spectacle 
at

a low price.

Chain Makers an Silversmiths,

Providence, R. I.

For HOLIDAY TRADE.

Factory,

New Bedford, Mass.

No. 890% is a bifocal spectacle that can 
he sold for about

one-half the price of ally other bifocal on 
the market.

It is carefully made, accurately numbered 
and prac-

tical in every way. Packed in solid dozens, 5 to 24,

and assortments A and a.

SEND TO US FOR DESCRIPTIVE 
CATALOGUE

AND ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR OUR 
GOODS

MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

READING, PA.

We are originators of designs.
Selection packages to dealers of mercantile

standing.

FACTORY, 52 Malden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL., 1629 Masonic Temple.
(L. KATLINSKY.
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Ask your jobber for
this label 

True Bra'The

Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass

WATCH OIL.
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Factory—
NEW BEDFORD
MASS., U. S. A.

Note the
"CLEAR AND. BRIGHT

AND LABELED • 

RIGHT"

"Your Repair Department gives
excellent satisfaction."

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

Established 1857.

—Front CUsfinner.s Lefler.

F. C. HAPPEL CO.
84-88 State St., Chicago.

A

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies.

S Richard I., the Crusader, on his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, praying for a sign to show a way to
success to his enterprise, saw a blazing- cross in
the heavens and was convinced ; so let the
accompanying sign show you the way to
conquer trade. Let us convince "you." Write
.to us to-day for a memorandum package. We
carry woo styles of To K. Stone Set Rings.
We pay express charges both ways and give
you one-half due January 1st, one-half due
May 1st terms on goods selected.

I—We size and keep our Rings in repair free of
charge for two years after you have sold
them.

2—We exchange any unsalable rings for other
styles of Stone Set Rings at any time.

The Q1161671 cny Rincso- Mfg. Co.
31 Builders' Exchange, Buffalo, N. r

and
beware of
imitations.

IIIGHEST QUALITY FINIS

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

URA.ME,;:05-12INGI

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS: 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

A. N. CLARK Sc SON, Plainville, Conn.
METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad.
way, New York Cityragents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

Caution to
Watchmakers

The Safety Guards! 
The Crohn's Patent Safety Guards
are used all over the United States
an Europe

They are for sale by all wholesale watch
material and jewelry houses. It is a known

fact and acknowledged by the best experts
that the

Crohn Patent Safety Guard
is one of the best and safest guards ever in-
'vented. It can be used for any size scarf pin,
studs, brooches or ladies' hat pins.

M. CROHN
Maker and Inventor

48 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED

Our "U.S." mainsprings
are acknowledged by watch-
makers throughout the
United States to be the best
springs in point of finishand
quality, for the money, over
placed on the market. We
desire to maintain this re-
putation for the " U. 5."
springs,and would therefore
call your attention to the
fact that an imitation spring
resembling the " U.S." has
been offered for sale, and in
genie instances, we are in-
forrued,ints even been placed
in" U.S." boxes. To guard
against this deception we
would suggest that you ex-
ercise the utmost caution in
making your purchases,and
insist that the trade-mark
" U. 5." appear engraved
upon each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

Thle,mledJan,taty 12, 1897.

Stevens' Patent Skeleton Watchmakers' Eyeglasses

HENRY ZIMMERN et CO In""`:'111.1c°4• 9 Material

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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"Your Repair Department glves
excellent satisfaction."

The Old Reliable
No-Catalogue House.

Established 1857.

Customer's Leifer.

F. C. HAPPEL CO.
84-88 State St., Chicago.

Factory—
NEW BEDFORD
MASS., U.S.A.

■111■111111DAMIMM■NRA,,_

Jobbers in

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry and

Watchmakers' Supplies.

S Richard I., the Crusader, on his pilgrimage to
Jerusalem, praying for a sign to show a way to
success to his enterprise, saw a blazing cross in
the heavens and was convinced ; so let the
accompanying sign show you the way to
conquer trade. Let us convince "you." Write
.to us to-day for a memorandum package. We
carry woo styles of io K. Stone Set Rings.
We pay express charges both ways and give
you one-half due January 1st, one-half due
May 1st terms on goods selected.

I—We size and keep our Rings in repair free of
charge for two years after you have soldthem.

2—We exchange any unsalable rings for other
styles of Stone Set Rings at any time.

The Queen 0.1/  Rifl_er Mfr
31 Builders' Exchair4re, Butfiilo, A7. r.

Ask your jobber for
this label 

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

'
The True &lie

Beaded Label

French
Watch
Glass"CLEAR AND. BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HiGHEST CLUA ITT, FINISil

CORRECT StIAPE

AND

CCURAT E SI ZING1

•

Ask YourjFoobrber 

Them

SUSSFELD,

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK : 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S

2.) CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. H.WalbrIdge& Co., 337 Broad-
way, New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co.. 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

'

'The Safety Guards!
The Crohn's Patent Safety Guards
are used all over the United States
an Europe

They are for sale by all wholesale watch
material and jewelry houses. It is a known

fact and acknowledged by the best experts
that the

Crohn Patent Safety Guard
is one of the best and safest guards ever in-
'vented. It can be used for any size scarf pin,
studs, brooches or ladies' hat pins.

M. CRoi-EN
Maker and Inventor

48 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED

Caution to
Watchmakers
Our "U.S." Mainsprings
areacknowledged by watch-

m ak e rs throughout the
United States to be the best
springs in point of iinishand
quality, for the money, ever
placed on the market. We
desire to maintain this re-
putation for the " U. .5."
springs,and would therefore
call your attention to the
fact that an imitat imring

reeseentn o dltle ug gtb 
 h,rsal , and in

some instatie,s, iv.. are in-
formed,has even been placed

in " U.S." boxes. To guard
against this di.neption we
would suggest that you ex-
ercise the utmost eatill011 in
snaking your purchases,and
insist that the trade-mark

" U. S." appear engraved
upon each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

Aleadeil ja nun, y 12,1897.

Stevens' Patent Skeleton Watchmakers' Eyeglasses

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO
Importers of

Watch
• Material

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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English case us Received. its Remodeled for American S. IV. Alovement.

WENDELL C./ COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.Key-Wind Cases eltanged to Stem-Wind.
English Cases eh:Ingot to tit ,%nterican Ntovements without altering outside appearance.Hunting Cases (hanged to open-Face.

Old \Valid, Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Meiling old gold eases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 on 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

II
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two cuts • ow Flat end Round Belcher Rings The e eats show ti e same eines with new, high clews,as received, with el in badly worn oil and too low to stonesseenrely ret.et, and entire rings refinished like new.permit resetting stun. again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.26" " " eight " " " " •• 1.00 to 2.00
We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to costfrom The. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring aud number of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 76c.

WENDELL Sc. COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

Initial glove ring with one 93. 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
elate at each end holding set. NEW YORK CHICAGO

Cameo glove ring with four
claws at corners holding set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

AS DELIVERED.

Gcld Chains Refilled, Renewed a.nd Repaired.
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Cilc).od Work. Low Prices. !Prompt Attcritiort.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 & 97 William Street FM. SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 21 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in t he silverware tine ; making
nets, park to match the old tones that have
been melted or broken ulf,the saute as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes. ,

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made ourbusiness the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doingSpecial Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.
We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Orderfor New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.
It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customersPerfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increaseyour entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 an2 97 William Street, New York, 57 Washington Street. Chicago.

?4,3u, kAP-S

4

•

4.)

THE SILVERWARE SUPPLY HOUSE
OF THE MIDDLE WEST

A unique feature of our business is that each depart-
  ment—Watches, Clocks, Silverware, Jewelry, etc.—

Is conducted separately and by persons who are 
thorough

masters of their specialty. No department is given

special attention at the expense of the other, though to see

our present lines of Silverware you would probably 
infer

that we made this branch our leader. This department

is certainly complete to a point never before 
reached. In

SILVER=PLATED FLATWARE
more especially, we have the largest and most 

carefully

selected stocks ever shown—all the latest styles in standard

makes of known reliability. As we handle only 
absolutely

trustworthy goods in any line, and buy in such large

quantity, we enjoy the special favor of the 
manufacturers,

and this makes possible the best goods and best 
terms for

our patrons. Being centrally located there is not only

prestige and safety, but economy and convenience in 
buy-

mo- from us.

ALBERT BROTHERS
N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Streets,

Cincinnati, Ohio.Wholesale Dealers in

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Clocks, Tools, Materials, Silverware.

I 205
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Best meet the general desire for some thing good and handsome at a price that affords the RETAILER a good profit.
Our line of SIGNET RINGS

{ QUALITY,
STYLE and
FINISH

' GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Our Trad(

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

Mark guarantees

is complete and has won the Trade.
We have enjoyed the favor of people of taste and refinementfor more than fifty years.

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from 7
M. B. BRYANT & CO. MgliedenvoLrakne

It Pays to Buy in New York
BRAND

Makes no difference how low our prices are,you may always depend upon qualities.
Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)Drawers, given with your first order for one gross" STAR " Brand American or Swiss Main-

springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 netcash, or oo cents per dozen.
*" STAR " Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra quality,made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $1.25 per dozen ; 15 Jewelgrades, $11.5o per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including SolidOak Cabinet, $12.00.
Oem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one grossassorted, in Solid Oak Cabinet,

*.,STAR" Brand
American-Made Cock
and Foot Hole Jewels, or
End Stones in Settings,
$1.00 per dozen,or $10.50
Jr gross, including Solid
Oak Cabinet.

Gem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents perdozen, or $7.50 per gross, including
Solid Oak Cabinet.

* STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid Oak
Cabinet, $2.75, or 25 cents per dozen.

Oem Brand American Roller Jewels ,
one gross, assorted, in Solid Oak Cab-inet, $2.25.

* " STAR " Brand American Long
Case Screws, one gross assorted, in SolidOak Cabinet, $1.75, or 20 cents perdozen.

* g, STAR" Brand American Pillar
and Plate Screws, one gross assorted,in Solid Oak Cabinet, $t.5o, or is centsper dozen.

* " STAR " Brand American Hour
and Minute Hands, Walthain or Elgin,all sizes, 25 cents per box one dozenpair.

* " STAR " Brand American Sec-ond Hands, Cabinet of (12) dozen ; eachdozen packed in separate box and marked,for all sizes Waltham and Elgin, completeset, $1.25.
Seamless Oold Filled 12 K. Watch

Bows, IS, 16, 6, and O sizes, assorted oncard, per dozen, 11.75.
Mascot Pivot Dri Is, assorted in box,

4/10, or 426, or separate sizes 4, 6, 8,10,12,14, per dozen, 25 cents.
Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubs

steel, any size or assorted, per dozen,
25 cents.

Prompt attention assumed all mail o -ders. All prices quoted are subject to6 per cent. cash discount except " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings,with Cabinet.
If you wish to know about our other Specialties, write for Our Little Book,Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

H. B. Peters & Co., B1r7072a1;:y, New York

The Best
Possible Setting for

Your Goods.

A Phillips' Illuminated

There are diamonds and diamonds—only oneKoh-i-noor. Show cases innumerable—onlyone Silent Salesman
Cheap show cases are common as Rhine-stones. Most of them fail utterly to dis-play ; besides are shortlived.The Silent Salesman both showsits goods and sells them.It lasts a lifetime, too.

Patented in the
U. S. and Canada.
John Pete, Patentee

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich.

CANADIAN BRANCH—Windsor, Ont.

Why not get our
Catalogue?

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold ana Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS:11.1'111L11:1111'''l 
141
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

S0uthwest Corrier
anD

Nevvark, N. J.
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TRENTON WATCHES
make a good line for the retail jeweler to handle.

They are, quality considered, the cheapest goods to purchase, and permit the

retailers to obtain a liberal profit from well-satisfied customers.

You will be pleased and well repaid if you place a sample order for these New

Model Movements.

No. 125-10 SIM., 12 jewels, solid nickel
top, plates handsomely damaskeened in gold,
mierometor regulator, cut expansion balance,
safety pinion, screw hankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened an(1 tempered
hreguet hairspring, quick train, exposed wind-

ing wheels, dust band, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and venter and with

red marginal figures. Hunting lever set.
Open-face pendant set.

No. 200-16 size, '7 jewels, nickel damas-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered bregitet hairspring,
quiek t inin, exposed winding wheels, dust
band, handsome white enamel dial with de-
pressed second. Hunting lever set. Open-face
pendant set.

Write for our new price-list.

Ask your jobber for Trentons.

No. 315-12 size. 7 jewels, nickel (lamas-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinions,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding wheels, hand-
some white enamel dial with depressed second
and red marginal figures. Stem wind and lever
set.

No. 300-6 size, '7 jewels, nickel dames-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinions,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered bregnet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding wheels, hand-
some white enamel dial with depressed second
and red marginal figures. Stein wind and lever
set..

Trenton Watch Company,
Trenton, N. J.

I W.W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
Builders of Fine Machinery

rn III III Lir

No. 4. Triple-Geared Power
for flat stock.

We are now introducing a
new line of

POWER
WOLLING MILLS,

here illustrated, and if you are
Interested in them we would be
pleased to mail you special circu-
lars fully describing their merits.

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A. No. 4. Double•Geared Power
for ring stock.
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Get Get our diamonds on memorandum.
Get other houses' diamonds on memorandum,

then compare the stones and prices, and convince
yourself that we can sell you at is to 20 per cent.
lower prices than you can buy for elsewhere, for
the reason that we are actual diamond cutters, and
sell direct to the retail dealer, without the expense
of salesmen.

We guarantee our diamonds to be absolutely
as represented.

If you come to New York this fall, call and
see our goods. We will be pleased to receive
your mail, and place a desk at your disposal for
your correspondence.

2 Maiden Lane,
DIAMOND CUTTERS.

Manufacturers of Plain Solid Gold Rings.
Engraved and Ladies' Stone Rings. Mountings.

1,08 a

WE LEAD The 'Gypsy" Pattern the
talk of the people and the

OTHERS FOLLOW success of the Season

Ask
your

jobber
for
the

C' Gypsy"
ill

No
stock

Complete
without
the

cc Gypsy"
Sets.

Nvi:ITF;
Fol; COMPI,LIE
PRICE-LIST.

MANUFACTURERS,

M. Sickles C./ Sons, 726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
FACTORY—Newark, N. J.



20" The Only Fixture That Perfectly Meets Every Requirement
of Window Lighting.

A

Patented April 20, 1897 ; Feb. 21, 18'19.

HIGHEST AWARDS EVERYWHERE.

• SOME STORES
That have adopted the Frink System.
WM. BA RTIIMAN   New York.
STRAUSS . ......   BYGOklyn.
CHAPMAN & JAKEMAN .   Norfolk, Vit.
LINDO BROS .  New York.
BANCROFT BROS. . . . Columbus, Ohio.
RIGHT & FAIRFIET.D CO. • Butte, Mont.
SitAw & BERRY Co. . . . . Washington, 1). C.
HARERL JEWELRY CO. Denver, Colo.
GOODMAN BROS.   Columbus, Ohio.
J. EHRLICH'S SONS   New York.
E. P. SUNDBERG . . .  Fargo, N. flak.
SIMONS & CO.  New Haven, Conn.
CASTLESERG  Washington, D. C.HOMIEST & COOK . Sherman, Tex.J. S. LEwis & Co.  Ogden, Utah.F. A. BOBBINS  Springfield, Mass.C. HARTDEGEN & CO. Newark, N. J.
HARMAN & KOCH New York.

Frink's SIVean't Window Reflector
NY progressive merchant knows that GOOD STOCK NEEDS GOOD LIGHTING. The better the windowdisplay, the greater the necessity for perfectly lighting it. Frink's Patent Special Window Reflector floods thewindow with a brilliant, even light ; no glare in the eyes to obscure the vision ; not a single objection can be raisedagainst it. It has been installed in leading stores throughout the United States, and many in foreign countries, withalways satisfactory results. CLUSTER REFLECTORS, of Silvered Corrugated Glass, for the lighting of storeinteriors are unequaled. Effective, economical, durable. Catalogue and estimate on request.

Reflectors for
All Purposes.

I. P. FRINK,
551 Pearl Street, NEW YORK.

1

Gold Solution

GOLD
SOLUTION.

G01.1).

I. I:I \
‘1:NI" • ■1,1%.\ \.

F. KROEBER & CO.
manufacture a Gold Solution for

gold-plating which is warranted to be
made of pure gold.

From analytical tests made it is
guaranteed to contain double and treble
the amount of gold as similar solutions
now on the market.

This standard of quality 

will be rigidly maintained.

For regilding soiled Jewelry and
gilding Repairs this solution is perfect.

It is a strong gold solution, that
will gild inferior gold or silver, also nickel
etc., by immersion, in two or three min-
utes. No battery required.

Put up in large ten-ounce bottles. Price, $1.50.
With full directions for using.

F. KROEBER & CO.
LI Maiden Lane NEW YORK.

Higgins' Watch-Cloning Machine

MR. J. J. Timonls, Du Quoin, : CENTRALIA, ILL., May 7, 1902.near Sir: —I am well acquainted with the machine by this time and can honestly say I wouldnot be without it at double the price of the machine if I could not replace it. My workman is alsoveil pleased and says it is a good investment. It has proved to be all that you claimed for it andI will he pleased to recommend it to any one belonging to our " craft." It not only saves time butdoes the work better than can possibly be done by band. I will be glad to answer any inquiriesconcerning it. Respt'y yours, W. L. DERLETH,
I. C. R. R. Watch Inspector.

A revolution in watch cleaning has been brought about by this machine. It doesthe work much better than by hand, and with its aid you can clean any watch in fromfive to seven minutes.
It saves time and trouble, and obviates the possibility of injury to the movementor loss of the parts. It will add to your income, reputation, comfort and leisure. It iseasily understood and simple in operation. Every watchmaker who examines it con-cedes its efficiency. The illustration shows the inner mechanism of the machine, withthe parts of the watch in position ready for cleaning. A child can do the rest.The price of the machine complete is $25.00.

J. J. Higgins, PMaatnetnilfiecet uarnedr, Du Quoin, Ill.

..4111111111■1111111111111111111.1111111•11111111111111111111=1111111

Watch Chains
HEN you pack a trunk for an important trip you're

mighty particular to put in only what you need—no room

for rubbish. In packing your show cases for the fall-
business trip, stock up on goods that sell,

If it's chains, select the best—best in make, best in
reputation, best in "going" qualities. If it's gold filled

goods, put in Simmons Chains.
We've been at it for thirty years now, making the best chains

we—or anybody—can make. We make every part and appendage

of the chains—we buy gold bullion from the U. S. Government,

make the ingots and draw our own seamless gold filled wire.

Then when the very best chain is ready we don't stop. We

market it for you. We seize the public ear and din "Simmons

Watch Chains." Thus far about 3,000,000 Simmons-Chain buyers

have stood before the retailers' cases.
Stock up now with Simmons Watch Chains—and see that

your stock is big enough to supply the steadily increasing demand

for them.
If your jobber doesn't keep them, we'll tell you who does.

we fifinffend toolvdityt2attehoradtagN EW YOR K 9 MAIDEN LANE-
CHICAGO 126 STATE ST.

I 208 C
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CAN YOU BEAT THIS?
A 14 K. Solid Gold, 16 Size Hunting Bascine, Medium Weight,

Richly Engraved Case, similar to designs below, for

$2100 NET CASH
0 Size 14 K. Solid Gold

Hunting-, similar to cut, in
great variety.

NOTE PRICE. 

This is positively the best
value for medium weights

ever offered.
NOTE PRICE. 

u(1(010)
' l!unrot

mu,
Anw.-

We carry a
large and com-
plete line of Filled and Gold
Cases in all sizes and endless
variety of design.

Always on
hand, a full line
of Elgin and

Waltham Movements, and Sole
Agents for St. Louis and vicinity
for the United States Watch
Co. Movements.

Bauman=Massa Jewelry Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

 J

A WORD TO THE WISE
I 208 e

36 10-K. Ladies
' Rings, set with Rubies, Emeralds, Sapphires, Pearls and Opals. One-third of the above

assortment contains Opals. These Rings have heavy, showy shanks, and are finely made in

choice designs, in leatherette, velvet-lined, hinge covered box.

1 $49.50 Net Cash I NOTHING TO EQUAL IT 1 $49.50 Net Cash I

Bauman-Massa Jewelry Co.
St. Louis, Mo.
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Cuypo SILVER
POLISH

is Especially Adapted for Use on Cut Glass

A more brilliant and lasting lustre can be attained on cut glass bythe use of than by any other means. Far superior to
soap suds or any common methods now

alcohol, C_NDO
in vogue.

We at all times carry a large stock ahead ready for the quickfulfillment of rush orders. Having our own printing department we areable to handle any special work with the utmost dispatch.
Among the many jobbers handling CANDO are:

HARWOOD BROS., Boston, Mass.
BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago, III.
SCR IBNER & LOEHR, Detroit, Mich., and

Cleveland, Ohio.
KuNz & ROGERS, Detroit, Mich.

A. E. SIVITER & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.J. P. TRAFTON, Los Angeles, Cal.
MAIER & BERKELE, Atlanta, Ga.
M. SICKLES & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.A. R. JUSTICE & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

SEWING SHIELD

144
STYLE B

136

.,V.e.ry-2434,6a4,
2r,13:3.

'440,

Watch Oil.
NOBS GCRIIIILC

THE STANDARD
OF THE

WORLD
FOR NEARLY
EIGHTY YEARS

103 129 13

140 104

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYE GLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E"

136 eo 114

143 154 149

WATCH

UK
  OIL 

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL
for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has beenused by the master horologists of the world for nearlya century. The best workmen use no other. If youpride yourself on your repair work or the timepiecesyou sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co•9
General Selling Agents United States and Canada.

31 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London

I 208 g

The Clement Combined Lathe Attachmenti.d)
replacing

Tailstock, Screw Tailstock, Filing Fixture, Rounding-up Tool, Pivot Polisher, Slide 
Rest, Swing Rest, Jeweling Caliper.

SENT ON MEMORANDUM AT YOUR REQUEST.

The fact that we have sold over $1000.00 worth of them ill the town where they are 
inainnactured in lk_.ss than onc (I3 show that with

them "Seeing is Convincing."

SLIDE REST.

This has the cross feed, rear feed, is indexed for taper cutting, etc., very substantially built, and 
capable of doing very .heavy work. This has the

advantage over the regular slide rest, in that after using a taper, and setting again straight 
in line, a taper pin fits a hole so it must be perfectly straight

in line, cutting the same size all the way ; on other rests you have to depend on your 
eye to set it straight in line. In addition to the above, we wish to

state that by the use of the micrometer adjustment the lengths of surfaces cut, can be 
accurately gauged to thousandths of an inch. In case that anyone

interested in this attachment doubts the efficiency of the slide rest, we will here state that 
in our factory we use it in the manufacture of the parts of this

attachment which are necessarily made by hand.

Two of the Finest Watchmakers in

THE WORLD.

WALTHAM, MASS., July t, 5902.

I have examined the Clement Combined
Lathe Attachment for watchmakers, and in my
opinion it is a very useful and accurate device.

D. H. CHURCH.

N. B.—Mr. Church is the well-known Master Watchmaker
at the American Waltham Watch Co., and is. without ques-
tion, the greatest inventor, and one of the finest judges of
up-to-date watchmakers' tools of any mau in the world.

WALTHAM, MASS., Sept. 23, 5902.
W. D. CLEMENT.
Dear Sir :—I have carefully examined your

"Combined Lathe Attachment," and I believe
it to be a very convenient and useful tool for the
watchmaker and repairer.

I find that it is easily adjusted to the large
range of work for which it is designed, and its
construction is such that it assures accuracy in
the results obtained by its use.

Very truly yours,
Wm. M. MATHESON.

N. B.—Mr. Matheson is well known as the Master Watch-
maker at the United States Watch Co., of Waltham, Mass.
Our attachments are used in their factory.

•
Send for

FULLY ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

showing attachment set up in every position.

A FEW TESTIMONIALS.

Two of the Most Extensive Railroad Watch

Inspectors in THE UNITED STATES.

MR. W. D. CLEMENT.
Dear Sir :—In answer to your inquiry would

say your Combined Lathe Attachments used in
the Watch Department, Boston & Maine R. R.
are giving entire satisfaction.
Your Jeweling Caliper meets with special

favor. Yours very truly,
JOHN A. COVILLE,

BOSTON, July 26, 1902. Chief Watch Inspector.

Mr. Coville is the Chief Inspector of the whole Boston &
Maine Railroad System with 2786 miles of road, and has
12,500 watches under his inspection.

BOSTON, MAss., June 5, 1902.

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.
Dear Sir:—I received the Clement Combined

Lathe Attachment some time ago and have used
it on several jobs that I had waiting to try it on.

It is far beyond even the high expectatiohs
that I had for it.

I am also very much surprised to see how
extremely simple it is. No one would think
from the cuts that it was so simple to change
from one attachment to another.

All I can say is that you must have known
just what the watchmaker needed.

If this note is anything that you wish to make
use of as a reference, you are welcome to do so.

C. W. RUGGLES.

Mr. Ruggles is well known as the first Official Railroad
Watch Inspector in the East, and for nutny years the Chief
Inspector of the Fitchburg R. R., also Official Inspector on
the New England R. R. 'and the N. Y., N. H. & II. R. R.

THE TWO Largest Jewelry Houses in THE

NEW ENGLAND STATES.

BosToN, Ass., July 25, 1902.

W. D. CLEMENT, Waltham, Mass.
Dear Sir :—We are using the Clement Com-

bined Lathe Attachment with great satisfaction.
This Attachment is, without question, the

most valuable watchmakers' tool of any kind
on the market. HENRY L. REYNOLDS,

Head Watchmaker for Smith, Patterson & Co.

N. 13.—Smith, Patterson & Co. are well known as the
largest Jewelry house in the New England States.

BOSTON, Mass., Sept. r, 1902.
W. D. CLEMENT.
Dear Sir:—Having been for the last year in a

position to watch the progress as well as the
results of the Clement Combined Lathe Attach-
ment, I am pleased to say that I ,:onsider it a
most excellent attachment, thoroughly replacing
the several attachments as represented, besides
performing many new operations which cannot
be done at all with the separate attachments.

Yours very truly,
A. L. LAWRENCE,

Head watchmaker with N. G. Wood 4 Sons.

Send for circula.r describing

30 NEW OPERATIONS OF THIS TOOL

which cannot be done with tools replaced.

Price of Attachment, $40.00, STRICTLY NET.

Any and all jobbers known to offer this attachinilit ;it a discount or any reduction from list price, will not he 
allowed to handle the same.

We mean business on the discount question ; jobbers please take notice.

W. D. CLEMENT, WALTHAM, MASS.



gIGH-CLASS CHINA CLOCKS AT A SACRIFICE
ill Rich Red, Blue and Green Colors.

Cases are Beautifully Decorated.
Floral Designs.

Genuine imported Cases from BONN, Germany.

La Roca.
Visible Escapement.

8-Day, Gong Strike. Width, 144 inches ; height, inches.
French Sash and Dial. List price, $16.00.

Reduced to $5.95 net cash.

La Palma.
Visible Escapement.

8-Day, Gong Strike. Width, 1434. inches ; height, IIYt inches.
French Sash and Dial. List price, $16.00.

Reduced to $5.95 net cash.

Visible Escapement.
8-Day, Gong Strike. Width, Li height, II I.:,

French Sash and Dial. List price, $

Reduced to $5.95 net cash.

La Croix.
Visible Escapement.

8-Day, Gong Strike. Width, 14'4 inches ; height, I2;g inches.
French Sash and Dial. List price, $16.00.

Reduced to $5.95 net cash.

Best Quality Ansonia Movements.
ro BE CLOSED OUT BY

Norris, Alister & Co., 103 state Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

12°8 ;

W. & D. Greatest Success in Jewelry
This Season.

LW 8/ D 
THE FLORODORA BRACELET

Patented Filly 8, 1902.

Made in STERLING SILVER only. Finished in Oxidized, Polished or (Rose Gold.

No. 7163. STERLING SILVER,
Polished or Oxidized.

No. 7163-R. STERLING SILVER,
Rose Gold Finish. ALL FLORODORA GIRLS WEAR THEM.

I, No. 7304. STERLING SILVER, Polished or Oxidized.

No. 7304-R. STERLING SILVER, Rose Gold Finish.
h Stone Sets.

No. 7303. STERLING SILVER, Polished or Oxidized.

No. 7303-R. STERLING SILVER, Rose Gold 
Finish.

THE

FLORODORA

BRACELET

FITS

WRIST

PERFECTLY

No. 7196. STERLING SILVER,
Polished or Oxidized.

No. 7196-R. STERLING SILVER,
Rose Gold Finish.

No. 7301, STERLING SILVER, Polish■qi ■.1. I /7,
No. 7301-R. STERLING SILVER, R• ;old Heish.

Secret Catch Engagement Bracelet.

No. 7290. STERLING SILVER, Polished.

No. 7290-R. STERLING SILVER, Rose Finish.

No. 7296. STERLING SILVER, Old English Finish

For sale by Leading Jobbers in

New York. St. Louis, Boston. Pittsburg. Buffalo.

Chicago. Philadelphia. Des Moines, Indianapolis. Los Angeles.

Cleveland. Lincoln. San Francisco.

Cincinnati. Kansas City. Dallas.

W. & D. 
Denver.

Minneapolis.
Omaha. New Orleans. 

W &
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller. Pendant Set.

10 Ligne.Made in 
Ligne.

6 Different o Size.
12 Size.Grades. 16 Size.

Fitting American Cases.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL.

SEND FOR PRICE—LIST.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, 1 SELLING CROSS & BEGUELINAGENTS. )3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. i7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Ask your Jobber for

LOCKETS
WighimanMaibYliough Co.

Providence, R. I.
Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
Trade-Mark

SOLID GOLD
STERLING SILVER

of every size and shape in vogue

GOLD FILLED
ROLLED-PLATE

The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

  Lockets will satisfy your customers.Our 
GOLD

Can be stone-set or engraved without cutting through
and will wear equal to solid gold.

A Great 
opportunity for jewelers to meet that
department store competition.

We carry the largest and most complete line of

Sightly and Inexpensive Jewelry.
Write for our catalogue, mailed to jewelers
only, on application.

HOLSMAN 0 ALTER, Wholesale Jewelers,
120-128 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Partial View of theSt. Louis Watchmaking School. 2308 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.Known as the most practical School in the United States

208 k

FILLED VEST CHAINS
118 Gold.

ror,,,,,,fijyylty.1441t,e2,‘2.52.02/2".w.:441,A 4. .4

■1%.

No matter how the styles change, these are always good.

When you buy, be sure that the swivels are stamped " The J. G. F. 
Co.," which

will insure superior quality, style and finish.

N C7V York,
3 Maiden Lane.

The] G. Fuller Company,
Makers of High Grade Chains, etc.

Providence,
7 Beverly Street.

Chicago,
103 State Street
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller. Pendant Set. Fitting American Cases.

PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL,.eA
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ARE FINE TIMEPIECES. •

zo Ligne.Made in 
Ligne.

6 Different 0 Size.
12 Size.Grades. 16 Size.

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels,
Adjusted to heat and cold,

and 5 Positions.

SOLD. ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST.

EDMOND E. ROBERT, 1
.3 Maiden Lane, NEV YORK.

SELLING

AGENTS.
CROSS & BEGUELIN,

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Ask your Jobber for

LOCKETS
ifighlmanMaibyllough Co.

Providence, R. I.
Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
Trmk-mark

SOLID GOLD
STERLING SILVER

of every size and shape in vogue

GOLD FILLED
ROLLED-PLATE

The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

Our 0 
)4 GOLD
SMELL/ 

L 

ockets ,vill satisfy your customers.
Can be stone-sct or engraved xvithout cutting through

and will wear equal to solid gold.

.M=I■111=

141 Great opportunity for jewelers to meet thatdepartment store competition.
We carry the largest and most complete line of

Sightly and Inexpensive Jewelry.
Write for our catalogue, mailed to jewelers
only, on application.

HOLSMAN o ALTER, Wholesale Jewelers,
120-128 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Partial View of the
St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.Known as the most practical School in the United States

FILLED VEST CHAINS
1/8 Gold.

afrottowtte

000
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No matter how the styles change, these arc always good.

The J. G. F. Co.," whichWhen you buy, be sure that the swivels are stamped

will insure superior quality, style and finish.

The J. G. Fuller Company,
Makers of High-Grade Chains, etc.

Providence,
7 Beverly Street.

Art!ul York ,
3 Maiden Lane.

44,

Chicago,
103 State Street
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Such has been our growth
in the past four years.

Success has been "trade-
marked" on all our goods.

Get in touch with us and
sample our line. You'll think
a "town meeting" has struck
your town.

of Silver Aluminum novelties.
It not only shows a notable
example of progress, but the
line that has placed us at the
head of the aluminum indus-
tries.

Address

Dept. L.

MAGNET WINDOW EASELS 'in

It is time now to think of display preparations for the 
Holidays.

Magnet Window Easels were designed by us to help you 
make your windows attractive to give them

the life and color that are always pleasing to the eye 
and what is more important, to display your goods

at an angle that makes them readily seen from the
 street.

These easels are covered with the finest quality of 
silk velvet—not plush—and cannot be bought

elsewhere as we are the originators and sole 
manufacturers. Colors are Royal Purple, Green and Ruby.

When ordering be sure and state which color you 
desire.

-- PRICES •

Magnet No. I. For Rings, Size 85 x 94 inches   each, $1.50

Magnet No. 2. For 0, 6 and 12 Size Watch Cases, Size

x 94. inches   
44 1.00

Magnet No. 3. For 16 and 18 Size Watch Cases, Size

7 x 13 inches   1.10

Magnet No. 4. For Spectacles and Spoons, Size 7 x 13 inches 
" 1.25

Magnet No. 5. For Eyeglasses, Size 7 x 13 inches 
1.25

Magnet No. 6. For Vest Chains, Size 7 x IS inches . 44 
1.25

Magne No. 7. For Rings, Size 34 x I0 inches

Magnet No. 8. For Rings, Size 454 x 5q inches  

Magnet No. 9. For Rings, Size 4% x 5 inches  

Magnet No. 10. For Brooches, Size 8 x 9'1! inches  

Magnet No. 11. For Chatelaine Watches, Size 8 x 9 '; inches,

not shown in Cut  

Magnet No. 12. For Lockets, Size 7 x 13 inches  

each, $1.10

.75
44 .75

1.25

125

1.10

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.

131-137 Wabash Ave.,
Wholesale Jewelers,

CHICAGO.
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ATTLEBORO, MASS.
Office, 13 Maiden Lane. Chicago Office, 103 State Street.

ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.

HAND PAINTED CHINA.

We carry at all times a complete line of Hand Painted China,
especially adapted to the wants of the retail jewelry trade, and
turn out only first-class work.

If you want an elegant line of Hand Painted China for your
trade, we believe it will be to your interest to call and see our line
when you visit the Chicago market. If you cannot visit us, write
and we will have one of our travelers call on you.

WHITE'S ART COMPANY,
Decorators and Importers,

Lakeside Studio, 447 Elm Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
Decorators of Hand Painted China only.

1110609r06.4
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches NEW YORK

62-64 State St

Jewelry ALBANY,N.Y.

The Pairpoint Corporation

No, 3389. Prize Cup.

CONTROLLING MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

5akteit Teats.
cotct.

eta q1444.

FACTORIES: NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

12080

No. 406. Clifton Pitcher.

.1" 38 Murray Street, New York City.

STORES , 34 San Antoine Street, Montreal, P. Q.
zzo Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

CHAINS
DIRECT TO RETAILER.

WE ASK A TRIAL ORDERFROM YOU,Because We Give You
Best value in Chains for the money.

2. Lowest factory prices without jobbers' profits.

3- Fresh goods direct from factory.

CHAPIN & HOLLISTER CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

HIGH-GRADE GOLE)

FILLED CHAINS:

VEST,

LORGNETTE,

NECK,

EYEGLASS,

BRACELET,

KEY,

FOBS AND SEALS.
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The Jewelers and the Editors
of the country are my advertisers. The jewelers commend me for what I have done ; the
editors for what they have seen me do. Honest spokesmen all. What they say is fact, not
fancy. I don't ask you to rely on an adsmith's dream or worthless self-praise. The follow-
ing opinion of my latest sale is the opinion of all the press and of all the jewelers wherever
I have conducted a sale—and that's practically everywhere.

5x1rac1 from half-column article in El Paso Daily Times, of .S'eplember D,r9o2.

WONDERFUL AUCTION SALE.

Immense Crowds and Lightning
Selling.

The auction sale of A. H. Richards
continues and at each afternoon and even-
ing sale crowds of the most prominent
ladies and gentlemen can be seen eagerly
purchasing. The sale is conducted by
Mr. Sam Martin, an auctioneer whose
fame through the north is unequaled ard
who has refused hundreds of good offers
to auction off large stocks on account of
their goods not coming up to the stan-
dard. Mr. Martin's reputation is heralded
from the Pacific to the Atlantic and there
is n..)t a jeweler it) the United States that
do2s not know him personally or through
business transactions of others and recom-
mend him at the head of his profession.
Lait evening when the sale started tbere
was hardly standing room in the store to
accommodate those who were in atten-
dance, and it has now become a question
of space to accommodate those that are
eager to buy.

S. MARTIN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
Long Distance Telephone, Number 3234 North. 784 First Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

DIE SINKING
FINE GOLD CARVING X.SPECIAL WORK„mum islac, FORThETNADEiz r•

721.31V/iFilhat-SWzdziekb..Pa

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

Bssihhandttniss
Cases to take

American S. W.
Movements mg

OLli1.737*
MADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give close, personal attent ion to repairs sent me.
Promptness my motto. Send for ins printed
Price-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers

CHICAGO, 1893 11189 BERNE, 1050

A large stock of new
CIIRONOM ETERS always on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. lie-
pairing, sprit] ging and
adjust tag I Ironton,
ters, also fine %Vetch
repairing for the trade

C. A. GEISSLER,
Successor to II. II, Heinrich
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.Charts, etc.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

Send five
2-et. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
watch dial
and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

Wizen writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Don't Miss a Chance to see the 
best line of Sterling Silver Toilet, Manicure,

Writing and Shaving Sets. Our own unique design cases.

The STYLE, FINISH and price of this line will interest you.

0

Competent Instruction
as well as time and money, are of prime importance to the
student of letter and monogram engraving, because if the instruction
is faulty or not up to date great harm will result. We have made a
study of this work, covering a
period of twelve years. Since
our establish- ment we have
constantly e n - gm Mt* deavored to weed
out the useless frills considered
so necessary by the old-time en-
graver, to those who would mas-
ter the art of engraving, there-
by shortening the route to the
student of en- graving. Let us
remind you that if you intend to
take up the study of engraving so
as to be in shape 

A. 1% Clow to do your own, 
engraving during the rush, you
had better arrange to take a month or two with us. We have had
wonderful success with our one, two and three-months' students. We
will be pleased to reserve desk space for you during October or Novem-
ber. Send for our little booklet telling all about our institution.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING,
A. J. CLOW, Proprietor. Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.
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You are cordially invited to call at our sample rooms. If you cannot visit New York, drop us a card

and one of our salesmen will visit you.
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The Jewelers and the Editors
of the country are my advertisers. The jewelers commend me for what I have done ; the
editors for what they have seen me do. Honest spokesmen all. What lhe_y say is fact, not
fancy. I don't ask you to rely on an adsmith's dream or worthless self-praise. The follow-
ing opinion of my latest sale is the opinion of all the press and of all the jewelers wherever
I have conducted a sale—and that's practically everywhere.

Extract from half-column article in El Paso Daily Times, of Seplember ii,1902.

WONDERFUL AUCTION SALE.

Immense Crowds and Lightning
Selling.

The auction sale of A. H. Richards
continues and at each afternoon and even-
ing sale crowds of the most prominent
ladies and gentlemen can be seen eagerly
purchasing. The sale is conducted by
Mr. Sam Martin, an auctioneer whose
fame through the north is unequaled ard
who has refused hundreds of good offers
to auction off large stocks on account of
their goods not coming up to the stan-
dard. Mr. Martin's reputation is heralded
from the Pacific to the Atlantic and there
is rvit a jeweler in the United States that
does not know him personally or through
business transactions of others and recom-
mend him at the head of his profession.
Last evening when the sale started tl:ere
was hardly standing room in the store to
accommodate those who were in atten-
dance, and it has now become a question ,
of space to accommodate those that are
eager to buy.

S. MARTIN, Jewelers' Auctioneer,
Long Distance Telephone, Number 3234 Nnrtli. 784 First Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

DIE SINKING
FINE GOLD CARVING Z-rEci„A,LT„war
9raii#9&T. Miliayilaglaizg
121,3Y 1_91f 12-e4

ll.F.WagSWOith
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer

the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SliverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing 11111

BeitlWiondSwl“
Cotes to take

American A. W.
Mo”ments Ivy

pporlalty.
OLD VASES

M1111.1 NEW.

Silversmiths'

131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

W1LLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I
1'n /11110H, •• \

1,10,11 is l'iss 1,1. the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO. 1593 PARIS. 1889 BERNC, 1059

\ la rg0 stock of it,,
CI 1 11■■•■■,I 1.1 F.115 1119II1N ■111
11111,1 11119, second-hand (lin.-
ninnel,rs 1118(10 1111 IN111111
new I i rent ar flur sale al

nosier:it, rriis ,s. lie-
pairing,springing and
adjusting ( 11 1'1111111111 -
(era, also fine NVat,l,
repairing for the

C.A.GEISSLER,
s5eeP.01. 111 II. II. llolorlelA
26 South Street,

Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.
Charts, etc.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

Send tics
2-ct. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
watch dial
and
price-list.

CARMAN ART CO.
115 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

11107.-mr---7

Competent Instruction
as vell as time and money, are of prime importance to the
student of letter and monogram engraving, because if the instruction
is faulty or not up to date great harm will result. We have made a
study of this work, covering a
period of twelve years. Since
our establish- ment we have
constantly e n - deavored to weed
out the useless frills considered
so necessary by the old-time en-
graver, to those who would mas-
ter the art of engraving, there-
by shortening the route to the
student of en- graving. I..et us
remind you that if you intend to
take up the study of engraving so
as to be in shape A. J. clow to do your own
engraving during the rush, you
had better arrange to take a month or two with us. We have had
wonderful success with our one, two and three-months' students. We
will be pleased to reserve desk space for you during October or Novem-
ber. Send for our little booklet telling all about our institution.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING,
A. J. CLOW, Proprietor. Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

Don't Miss a Chance to see the 
best line of Sterling Silver Toilet, Manicure,

Writing and Shaving Sets. Our own unique design cases.

The STYLE, FINISH and price of this line will interest you.
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You are cordially invited to call at our sample rooms. If you cannot visit New York, drop us a card

and one of our salesmen will visit you.
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'Why should you buy the

Rivett Lathe
It has more value than any other lathe.

It is made by a firm who make this class of work.

It is made by a firm exclusively, whose tools are acknowledged the best

by all the best shops and institutions in the world.

It has only one standard, and that is the BEST.

It has been made under one head-RIVETT ever since the begin-
ning, and the plant has increased steadily, from the smallest to
the largest.

INVESTIGATE! and send for OUR NEW CATALOG.

FANEUIL WATCH TOOL CO.
Brighton,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons,
LANCASTER, PA.

Watchmakers' Lathes and Attachments, Tools and Supplies.
Repairing and Engraving for the Trade.

How often, when fitting a
glass to a bezel, do you find
the nearest you have is a
little too large ? Then you
must send away for one, to
the annoyance of your cus-
tomer and yourself. Gives
him a bad impression and
reduces your profit.

With this tool you fit the
glass 'In a jiffy," please
the customer, turn stock
into cash with good profit,
and avoid the necessity of
keeping large and ever-
increasing stock of glasses.

Price,

$10.75,

less

6 per cent.

for cash,

for any lathe.

SNYDER BEZEL CHUCK.
For holding bezels, caps, barrels, wheels, etc. No lathe is corn-
plete without it. It will save its cost in a short time. Accurately
made. Working parts of fine tool steel.

Rivett Lathes and Staking Tools.
Whitcomb and Moseley Lathes and Attachments.

Send for Catalogues and Price-Lists.

Trade Repairing and Engraving Price-List sent on application.

The Celebrated Major Jewelers' Show Case and Table.
Imole on the Kade Knock-Down Principle,

no metal clips or holes required.

"We Lead Where Others Cannot Follow"
In Practical Arrangements
In Correct Designs
In Selection of Materials
In Modern Arrangements
In High-Grade Finish

AT PRICES THAT ARE RIGHT
We also save you freight by our Bade Knock-Down

System of jewelry Store Fixtures.

Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewell] Fixtures, Medium and IRO Grade
We have made a specialty of the fixture business and it has become a science with us.
We can fit you out completely with fixtures, soda fountain (The Kade Hygienic System), show

cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps for our 20th Century Fixture Catalogue.
Over 300 pages, size 7,1,‘x 11 in. A book of information, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating
outfits from $300 up to the finest. A roguish Encyclopedia Americanica.

Regarding our goods, ask our customers.
Regarding our responsibility, ask any bank or business house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company The High-Grade Fixture Makers

Established 1885 Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
C. D. Smith Drug Co.,St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agts. for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. T.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.
Jos. W. Schlumpf, 318-9 Pacific 111k., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington.
C. J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala.

pERFEcTioN
GOLD

t OLORINGSOLUTION

l'e 14v

OLDROSEA..ROMAN 1
7.0:nar

FINISH FROM 3AME BOTTLE i

DIRECTIONS.

manufactured by i
Thekrtectionfleg Co.A.

Bernheim's " Gold Solution
pints, $1.75.

" Regent" Foot Wheel, 85.50.

_
114 1 .41.01

Polishing Lathe, 88.00

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe, $27.00

MOM Goods
0111181181 MOOS

Ajax Insulators, per dozen, 81.75.

Discount for cash, 6 per cent.

Cross & Boom
Importers, Exporters and

Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware, etc.

17 illaiden Lan, NOW York.

Polishing Lathe, 814.00.

1211

"Regent" Nickel-Plated Screw Drivers, 5 In set, 40 cts.

Watch Glass Cabinet, Solid Oak, 80.00.

11111111:1111111i111111111 _

Flat Top Stench, Solid Oak or Wall lit $10.50.

Roll Top Bencb, Solid Oak or Walnut, 1120.00.
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A SLIDE
that is peculiarly excellent in its way,
because it does simply and surely
what no other slide will do.

THE MIFAVORITE
LORGNETTE CHAIN

is a strong, steady seller, because it appeals
to the customer. These points talk for it :

The slide is an integral part of the chain
and will always stay ri:trhl side out.

The MIFAVORITE SLIDE moves
almost without friction, cannot stick, and
does not require pulling. It will not strain
or break the most delicate links. Once
adjusted, the slide retains its exact position
and does not slip.

The MIFAVORITE SLIDE wears
the chain less than any other slide, because
it does not chafe the links, presents less
rubbing surface, and is not constantly

slipping back and forth on the chain.
THE MIFAVORITE is an.

endless chain, and therefore pre-
sents the minimum number of

parts to be lost or broken.
Made in the

highest grades
only, and by the
most accurate and
skillful workmen,
in solid gold and
gold filled. The

slide on the gold filled chain is solid gold. Your
jobber will supply it.

Made 
onlII

y by the

PROVIDENCE STOCK COMPANY, Providence, R. I.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

maker or Fine Tools and Dies for the nage
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

5 Cents a Month
for lighting Residences, Stores, Churches,

Halls, Streets, etc., with our

Halo Pressure Lamp,
500 Candle Power.

BRILLIANT
30 cents a month per light with our

Halo Gasoline Lamps.
A 15-foot room can be lighted by one

Brilliant or a 40-foot hall by one Halo
Lamp. Every lamp guaranteed.

Agents wanted ev... rywhere.

Brilliant Gas Lamp Co.
, 42 State St., Chicago.
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The Only Collar Button
that makes a man happy. Easily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Matte in two qualities,

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does notl send to us and we will give you the
names of those who do.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

OMNI Or
ottainexta

No. 2284. Smilax. No. 2282. Ivy Vine.

Palm Plants
Inches

No. high. Leaves. Each. Doz.
27433/. 24 3 $ .17 $1.20
2745JA. 36 4 .36 3.60
2746. 42 6 .45 4.80
2211A. 48 10 1.20 12.00

100
$9.60
24.00
36.00
72.00

Feet.
12
10
7

Palm Trees,
Potted

Leaves.
24
16
9

Each
$5.20
3.80
3.00

No. 2280. Holly Vine. No. 2275 D. Grape Vine.

No. 2275F. Full grape vine, autumn colors ; per doz. $  75

No. 2275B. Fall grape vine, autumn colors, without grape clus-

ters, per dozen yards, $1.50; with grape clusters, each, 
.45

No. 2275E. Extra large grape vine, green, with tine plated leaves;

Dozen. per dozen . 
1  50

$40.00 No. 2284. Smilax ; per dozen yards, 00.75 ; per gross . . . . 7.20

40.00 No. 2282. Ivy vine, 18 leaves ; per dozen, $1.25 ; per gross . 12.00

30.00 No. 2282A. 12 leaves ; per dozen, $0.75 ; per gross 7.20

No. 2280. Holly vine, 18 leaves and berries ; per dozen, 81.25

per gross  13  20

No. 2280A. 12 holly leaves and berries • per doz , $1.00; per gross, 9.00

No. 2746. Palm Plant.

These miniature one-inch clay pots, trimmed with flowers and provided
 with a hook, to he

worn on the coat and made to he worn as a buttonhole bo
uquet, come 25 assorted styles in a

hox for $1.50, or per hundred $4.80. They are the joy for the youthfu
l and for the old, and sell

like hot cakes for 10 cents each. Don't delay your order, as these goods displayed in yo
ur

window will attract business.

No. 2064. Hyacinth,
14 inches high,
each, 25 cts.

N. 2150. Fcro Fillings.
(6 in. dilinieter.)

N. 2150. 4 in. diameter, $ .55
No. 2150. 5 i ri diameter, 1.00
N.. 2150. 11 i n . diameter, 1.15

7 ie. diameter, 1.50
No. 2150. 8 in. d inflicter, 1.75

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
as State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-LW.

When writing- to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

Our goods are not
the cheap, flimsy articles
that are such poor imita-
tions of nature as to be a
discredit to the houses
using them.

Our trade-mark is the
guarantee of the beauty
and permanency of our
plants.

Many stores are tak-
ing hold of our plants in

a general merchant way.
Why don't you?

ESTIMATES GIVEN. We make
special Prices for big store decorations-

say Fall grape vines, grapes, etc., and

furnish everything complete to be put up.

No. 2141A. Rose Bush, trimmed with Lilacs
and American Beauties, each, $2.50.

Feather-head Chrysanthemum Spray, 15 Inches
high, each, $ .60.

Queen Chrysanthemum Spray, 22 inches high,

each, $ .60.
French Chrysanthemum Spray, 30 inches high,

each, $1.00. In white, pink, tea and purple.

No. 2124C. Peony plant, 30 Welles high,
each, $1.50.

Our New Illustrated Catalogue, 
1902-1903, will be

ready about October.

FRANK NETSCHERT
. BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET... •

s' 
NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
%2.00, PREPAID

.001. TON, 
•1119T4.4 AND 

IINI..T.,W,A,TCH

AAO 
OOTTON NI.

."11191,IL WASH 
ANO ENO 

ANUS ltO

COTTON WAIFS
MID CHITS"

• ARISTIC 
iHiNC.

...000.3**EtrOtr.

SSItt-,AC,11,,S OUrAt 
V1.12)04Z.,■10NU.)

181 S. Clark Street,

CHICAGO.

9

34 Barclay Street,

NEW YORK.

No. 2210. Areca Plant,
5 leaves, each, $1.00.

No. 2211. Areca Tree, 10 ft.
high, each, $6.00.

Japanese head trimmed
with flowers and natural sea
moss, very ornamental and
successfully used for favors,
per dozen, $4.20.

100 Candle Power.

No. 2535. Rose Spray.
To sell singly as cut

flowers.

Rose Sprays No. 2535 are
the highest grade of' muslin
roses. We have these sprays
from $0.60 to $9.00 per
dozen. At the same time
we have a full line of
natural-preserved roses
which last forever, and feel
like the real natural roses,

Per Doz.
No. 2535. Rose Sprays in
white, cream, tea, pink,
yellow or red, 81.50

No. 2538. Lilac, white,
purple, $1.80.

No. 2589. Chrysanthe-
mum, $2.00.

No, 2063. Hollyhock in any
color, 24 inches high,

each, 5 .50.

No. 2007A. Auracaria No. 2042. Queen Chrysan- No. 2145. Rose Bush and

Plant. themum. American Beauty Roses.

No. 2042, Queen Chrysanthemum, 30 inches high, in full 
bloom, each, $3.00 ; in white, pink,

yellow or red.
No. 2007A. Auaracaria Plant, 18 inches high, each, 75e.

No. 2145. Rose Bush in white, cream, tea, pin
k, yellow or red, 30 inches high, each, 

$1.50.

No. 2143. Rose Bush, with three roses, 24 inches 
high, each, 81.25.

No. 2143 B. 36 inches high, with live ros
es, each, $2.50.

" t, •
±.7)
-

T.C7
1 '

.
:-105• 44y.711,

--rwer,•-r- • st!,

No. 2027A. Begonia Plant.
No. Each.
2028A. 8 muslin leaves, 45c.
2029A. 6 velvet leaves, 95e.
2030A. 8 in. im. velvet, 45e.
2027A. Transparent . . 90e.



B.
709 Sansom St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. 
HAnOffice,

REFINERS
S

wel

SMELTERS
ANALYSES and ASSAYS of

ORES, MINERALS and

PRODUCTS of every

description.

Buyers of SCRAP GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
from the trade only.

ASSAYERS

TO
JEWELERS'
SWEEPS OUR SPECIALTYAND

BULLION

Laboratory and Furnaces,

RIVERSIDE,
Burlington Co.,

N. i.

The Best in the World
and Up to Date

100 Punches and 24 Stumps.

111!l111c.,,I1 11111 I 111111

K. & D. No. 12
New Model Staking Tool.

New Design.

New Punches.

New Stumps.

Patented Binder
and Bolt for Die.

Patented Device
for holding up
Punches.

If you want the best
Staking Tool, look at
this before buying.

KENDRICK
& DAVIS,

Lebanon, N. H.

The t'Jap "Wants Your Work

ELKS' B TTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'dSterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quicksellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3, I73 S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

"South Bong" Demagatizors
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

Patented
January 29.1901

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES :
For Direct Current $16 00
For Alternating " 5:00

Agents for England,
ORIMSHAWS BAXTER,
29 Goswell Road,Lornion,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

Watchmaking Made Easy.
This is done by using " Our Perfect " American-made material as 

shown in the Cabinet below. 55 different kinds of Balance Staffs for American-made

Movements. 29 different kinds of Balance Jewels for American-made Movements. 12 different kinds of Roller Jewels.

1 2 1 5

How to save time, labor and money.

An absolutely new idea for Watchmakers.

CORRECT SIZE

OF BOTTLE.

Our

700-page

Illustrated

Catalogue

will

be sent

FREE

upon

application.

Our

Our

700-page

Catalogue

will

be sent

FREE

upon

application.

EXACT SIZE
OF BOTTLE.

Cabinet complete contains 96 bottles, all filled and labeled of-

7 lA dozen Polished American-made " Perfect" Balance 
Staffs,

64 " Gray finish "

No. 1000.

73 dozen Ruby and Sapphire First Quality Ainerican-made " 
Perfect " Balance Jewels,

12 " Our " Perfect " Roller Jewels-

33 dozen In a11. Price complete, $32.00

" Our Perfect " Balance Staff, High Grade, Polished, 
for all American Movements   per dozen, 1.50
11 14 1.25

14 14 
" 

• . Gray finish,
Cock and Foot Jewels, 

II it

Roller Jewels, 
64 li

t4 
it it 14 41

Cabinet shown above is made of Solid Oak, highly polished ; 
has two trays holding 96 bottles ; grooved so

bottles lay firm. A very fine Cabinet to hold all material of 
any kind. Price of Cabinet, with 96 bottles,

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR 
ABOVE DIRECT TO

• Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House,

it

4. 41

11

4t

1.50
.30

4, gross, 3.00

$4.00

Swartcluld & Company 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building,

9 CHICAGO, ILL. Established 1070.
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A MILLION TIMES A MONTH
and over, our advertisements say to silverware users,

"Ask your dealer " for, or "Any jeweler can supply you"

with

to show you some of the newest
Spoons, Forks, Knives and Fancy
Serving Pieces, stamped with the well-
known trademark

1847 ROGERS BROS:
Purchase a few pieces, add others at
your convenience, and you will be sur-
prised how easily and quickly your
table will be supplied with all the nec-
essary articles in the best grade of sil-
ver plate. Make sure they bear the
complete trademark " 1847 Rogers
Bros.," which insures "S'ilvePlate that
Wears" and the genuine Rogers goods
for over half a century the standard of
quality. Send for catalogue No. 61.
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO..

(International Silver Co., Successor.)

Meriden, Conn.

BERKSHIRE
INDIVIDUAL

FISH KNIFE

'1847 ROGERS BROS."
GOODS.

These advertisements, as well as many
others, are appearing regularly in several
hundred publications, and cannot fail to
send customers into the stores of our trade.
At this season of the year make the most
of this publicity, by having a good line of
this salable brand to show possible custom-
ers. Order early for your holiday supply.

Carving
ts in "1/ ROER BRS: " r Pkhe84GSO eyearc" 

as well as the Dinner, Tea and Fruit Knives are the best
that money and long experience can produce. The
handles are Nickel Silver, Silver Soldered, light and
handsome, and Fine Crucible Steel Blades insure a thin,
keen cutting edge. "1847 Roger. Bros." Spoons, Forks,
etc., to match can be p=ased at your convenience from
leading dealers everywhere. Send for catalogue No. 61.
Meriden Britannia Co.,(vriVi',.",t=2.1,1:) Meriden, Conn,

IF YOU ADVERTISE

in your local papers, send to us for folder
No. 1085 K, showing electrotypes de-
signed for that purpose.

SHOW CARDS
AND FOLDERS

furnished any of the trade upon request.

AVON PIE KNIFE

dERKENINP
COLD LIPAT--Jeweler

Can Supply You
with these goods, as well as other
pieces bearing the same trade
mark. Some dealers may try to
convince you that other kinds are

"Justus good" or the "same quality" as

Any
COLUMBA

CAKE 1004

r1847ROGERS_BROS.
Do not be deceived. If this brand is goodenough to Imitate, it ought to be goodenough for you to buy and use. Only the bestleaver imitated. These goods are well knownas "Silver Plate that Wears," and are the resultof nearly sixty years of experience by thelargest concern of its kind In the world. Youcan safely buy from any dealer anything bear-ing, the com plete tp_42 Rogers Bros." trademark without argument or further investigation,bend for catalogue No. 61,

MERIDEN BRITANNIA 00.,(International Silver Co., Successor.)
MERE0EN, CONN.Haw T0TLE-11AsnuroN, Csua4a—Cnrei,50.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.,
Successor to MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.

CHICAGO,
195 State Street.

NEW YORK,
9-11=13-15 Malden Lane-218 Fifth Avenue.

LEADING JOBBERS CAN SUPPLY YOU.

Canadian Branch,
HAMILTON, ONT.

...

".•
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Anniversary and Holiday Number of

The Keystone

TH. November issue of THE KEYSTONE,

which is customarily our holiday num-

ber, will this year be entitled Anniversary

and Holiday Number. The dual title is due

to the fact that next month THE KEYSTONE

will enter on its twenty-first year, the first

issue being published in November, 1882, in

the form of an unpretentious four-page circu-

lar. By way of celebrating this event, as

well as the advent of another prosperous

holiday season, the Anniversary and Holiday

Number will be one of exceptional practical

worth and attractiveness. It will have a

specially-designed cover, the artist using as

his motif the coming-of-age idea. The con-

ception is a happy and classic one and

admirably executed. The contents, as is

customary, will be enriched by many special

features and an exceptional wealth of illustra-

tion. Our past triumphs in the matter of

holiday issues are sufficient earnest that the

forthcoming number will be a notable acieve-

ment in trade journalism—a credit alike to

its publishers and the trade. It will be issued

early in November, and all whose subscrip-

tions expire in the interval should be prompt

to renew, so as not to miss this very beautiful

and valuable number.

Expansion in the Jewelry Trade

1 1, is a 
fortunate thing for the business

world that people of wealth delight to

proclaim their happy condition by lavish

display. Nor is this human weakness pecu-

liar to the very wealthy, for the moderately

wealthy, the merely comfortable and even

the poor have the same predilection for per
-

sonal adornment. This is especially fortu-

nate for the jeweler, for in this twentieth

century as in the most primitive ages jewelry

wearing is the chief manifestation of human

vanity. And the trade are uniquely favored

at this time ill that the prolonged prosperity

has given our people at large such an oppor
-

tunity as never before to gratify their love

for jewelry. Every jeweler should carefully

study the prevalent conditions in his locality
,

if only as a tonic to his confidence, for ther
e

is now no doubt that we are on the threshold

of the greatest jewelry buying season in the

history of the trade.

PrHE voluminous importations of 
precious

stones indicate an unprecedented trade

in gems. More precious stones are brought

into and sold in the United States to- day

than ever before in the history of the country.

The change, indeed, from the depression of

the middle nineties is startling. Speaking

on this subject, Chief Appraiser Mindil, of

New York, said : " There is no greater

evidence of the prosperity of our country

than the increase of the trade in jewels.

When the demand for such things increases

it shows beyond a doubt that there is plenty

of money around. The revision of the tariff

has had its effect also. Since '97 the growth

in the trade has been something wonderful.

The books for that year showed the value of

stones imported to be about $2,500,000.

To-day stones amounting in value to the

same figure pass through the Custom House

in one month—not every month, but several

months in the year. Our imports for a year

now reach $25,000,000, or ten times the

amount recorded for 1897." Only condi-

tions of unprecedented national prosperity

can account for these figures.

NEVER was the craze for jewelry-wearing

so rampant as at present, and manu-

facturers have been beforehand in furnishing

such variety, beauty and richness in their

specialties as enable the trade to reap maxi-

mum benefit from the favoring conditions.

Dame Fashion has once again become the

jewelers' handmaiden, and even the twentieth-

century woman, with her tendency to mascu-

linity, fob chains, etc., is among his self-

constituted agents. The pearl and many

other current fads also widen his opportuni-

ties. Surely, Mr. Jeweler, Providence is

propitious, and if the season prove a lean

instead of a fat one, the blame, we fear, will

be your own.
May we suggest to our readers that the

present time is peculiarly favorable for the

handling of such side lines as art porcelain,
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cut glass, etc. The cut-glass possibilities are
exceptionally promising. One well versed
in this matter said recently :
" It isn't so many years back when the

price of cut glass was almost prohibitive. It
was only bought for special occasions such as
weddings or " crystal " anniversaries of them,
and a small piece was gazed upon with awe
even on such occasions. The manufacture
was confined to very few concerns, and they
got whatever they had a mind to ask for their
goods. Within the last few years, however,
prompted by the craze for cut glass, many
new firms have started up, and since the
virtual elimination of foreign cut glass from
the American field some of the large import-
ers have conducted glass-cutting shops in
America. The result of this competition was
the creation of hundreds of cuttings where
there had been one, and reduced prices."

The handling of cut glass by the
jewelers is past the experimental stage.
Those Who have added this line announce
results as eminently satisfactory.

Jewelers as Keystone Contributors

A. MOST gratifying feature of the situation
in the jewelry trade is the widespread

interest now taken by the jewelers in the
mercantile teaching of THE KEYSTONE. This
is unmistakably evidenced in the number
and character of the letters we receive from
the subscribers and in the articles and sug-
gestions which they send us. It evidences
progress in the right direction, a strengthen-
ing of the trade bulwarks at their weakest
points. The evolution of the working jeweler
into the up-to-date merchant is now very
noticeable, and the fact augurs well for the
future of the trade.

Nothing could be more gratifying to us
than to have our readers help us in the edit-
ing and compiling of this journal. Ev5er-
entia nzagistra ofitinza. Experience, after all,
is the best teacher, and communications from
the jewelers themselves are, on this account,
generally of great practical value. Some ex-
cellent contributions have been coming to us
in the recent past, and we invite the jewelers
to continue the good work. Many of them,
we fear, are over-modest in that they prefer a
nom de plume to their real name. There is
no very good reason for this, as most of the
contributions reach us in good shape, and
whether they do or not we will see that they
appear in a respectable verbal dress in our
columns. Send the ideas ; we will attend to
the form of presentation. The subjects which
may be treated are innumerable, and the
varying views will be interesting. Sample
contributions from the trade will be found on
pages 1224, 1225 and 1283 of this issue.
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Genius for Invention on the Increase

T I •: marvelous development and assured
industrial pre-eminence of this country

are admittedly due, to a large extent, to the
inventive genius of our people. This being
so, it is interesting and suggestive that
American genius for invention, as illustrated
by the number of patents granted by the
Patent Office, was more active during 1902
than ever before. According to the report
of Commissioner Allen, the applications for
patents last year numbered 51,258 as com-
pared with 48,075 for 1901, an increase of
3183, or a gain greater than that reported
for any previous year. It is also gratifying
to learn that Commissioner Allen has im-
proved the system of the bureau to such an
extent that litigated cases, if appealed from
one examiner to another, may be tried and
passed upon by the three tribunals of the
department within sixty days of the time the
original contest is instituted. " This," Mr.
Allen says, " is faster than the attorneys
generally wish." Out of the 51,258 appli-
cations filed last year only one out of every
1500 was carried to the District Court of Ap-
peals. Of the 27 cases submitted to the
court during the eight months prior to June
30th, in no instance was the department's
decision reversed.

THE New York Sun aptly states that
probably no sincerer tribute was ever

paid to the value of our patent system than
that .of Mr. Takahashi, who was sent here
three years ago by the Japanese Government
to study our laws and practice with regard to
patents. " We saw the United States not
much more than too years old," he said,
" and we asked : ' What is it that makes the
United States such a great nation ?' We in-
vestigated and found it was patents, and so we
will have patents." The salient features of
our system have been recently incorporated
into the patent systems of Austria, Canada,
Denmark, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Nor-
way, Russia and Switzerland : this is a high
tribute to the efficiency of our patent laws in
stimulating the great inventions that have
helped to place us at the head of industrial
nations. Only last month representatives of
the Chinese Government visited the patent
office at Washington with a view to gaining
a general idea of our patent system, it being
the aim of that Government to found a patent
system similar to ours. Surely Thomas
Jefferson, the father of the American patent
office, built better than he knew.

As evidenced in our list of patents on
another page of this issue, there seems to be
special activity in the field of optical inven-
tion, and the improvements seem to be almost
wholly the work of American inventors.
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"As Ithers See Us"
TT is probably given to us more than to

any of our contemporary trade journals
" to see ourselves as ithers see us." This is
due to the close relationship existing between
THE KEYSTONE and its readers. We con-
trive, at least once a year, to elicit from a
large percentage of our 12,000 subscribers
their ideas as to the worth of THE KEYSTONE
embodying suggestions for its improvement
or criticism of its shortcomings. We value
all these opinions and give them merited
consideration. Many of the suggestions we
adopt ; some we find impracticable and im-
possible of adoption, but they are none the
less welcome. This frequent consultation
with our readers is an excellent check on our
shortcomings, and it is undeniably respon-
sible for much of the merit accredited our
journal. It is due ourselves to say that the
trade opinions are commendatory to an over-
whelming extent. The eulogistic bouquets
are " thick as leaves in Vallambroso," but
there is always sufficient criticism to be an
effective antidote to possible megalocephaly
or cranial enlargement. Not all the praise,
however, comes from the good-natured
jeweler ; for frequently the unsentimental,
disinterested outsider feels it his duty to tell
the jewelers how fortunate they are in their
favorite trade paper. A recent issue of
Printers' fizk, the well-known journal of
publicity, says editorially :

The September issue of the Philadelphia KEY-STONE is a testimonial of enterprise and progressin trade journalism. THE KEYSTONE is the ablestpaper of its class. No up-to-date jeweler can affordto miss its educational advantages.

It is complimentary to Printers' Ink that
over 12,000 jewelers and opticians hold the
very same view. We may add that this
October issue is even more valuable than the
September one, and the November issue—
well, let past achievement tickle curiosity as
to future possibilities.

Possibilities of Oil as a Fuel

THE prolonged strike of the coal miners
in the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania

has served one useful purpose in educating
the people of the East on the possibilities of
oil as a safe and practical fuel for industrial
and even for domestic uses. Intelligent
newspaper readers must have noticed in re-
cent months the lack of information that
frequently characterizes the pronouncements
of the Eastern press on this subject. There
are in the majority of these articles a great
many more " ifs " than actual facts justify,
but the ignorance is by no means inexplicable.
It is easily accounted for by the cheapness of
coal in this section under ordinary circum-
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stances, the lack of an oil suitable for fuel

and good for nothing else and the absence,

until recently, of any strong incentive to

seek for a new fuel supply.

In the parts of the country where fuel

oil is produced there is no " ifs" as to its

possibilities. In Southern California, for in-

stance, oil has been used as steam fuel for

years. Locomotives, factory machinery,

pump and elevator engines, agricultural

machinery, electric light and power plants

burn oil, and the apparatus for the purpose

is very _simple and inexpensive. The princi-

pal cost of changing an engine from a coal

burner to an oil burner is in the value of

material and devices discarded.

THE Navy Department, stimulated by the

sparcity of the coal supply, has made

tests on some of the ships which are con-

sidered very satisfactory by those interested

in liquid fuel. It is also announced from

Washington that the Geological Survey is

preparing data showing the possibilities of

oil from the Texas field coming into compe-

tition with the coal of Pennsylvania for all

fuel purposes. This paper will give the rela-

tive fuel value of the Texas oil and various

kinds of coal, especially the hard coal of

Pennsylvania, the mining of which has ceased

on account of the strike and the impossibility

up to the present time of securing any agree-

ment between operators and the miners. It

is believed that it will be instrumental in

guiding consumers of coal toward methods

for supplanting the use of that fuel with oil,

especially during times when high prices are

demanded for coal.

don't try to map out a course for your organ-

ization that would take years of experience

to follow successfully. A baby must crawl

and feel its way before it gets on its feet.

After the chairman has spoken let him

dispense with parliamentary law temporarily

and call on certain men to state their views ;

then, when they are through, elect a presi-

dent and secretary pro tern. and committee

on resolutions to draft a constitution and

by-laws.
The committee on resolutions having met

and drawn the constitution and by-laws let

them ask the secretary to call the stationers

together.
Then elect president, vice-president, sec-

retary and treasurer, also executive commit-

tee, and have those who wish to become

members sign a paper. After this has been

signed only those should be allowed to vote

on the constitution and by-laws whose names

are thereon.
The chairman of the committee should

report what it has done and give its docu-

ments to the president, unless he has the

chairman of the committee read it, each

article singly, so as to criticise and alter or

amend, and when all have been corrected let

someone move the adoption as a whole.

Now you are ready to do business and

discuss matters of interest to the trade. Again

let me emphasize "one thing at a time."

If the members feel disposed let them

have a banquet and forget all about business

for one night in the year at least.

The good you can do will only be seen

after you have got the boys together and be-

come acquainted, and lose the fear and spite

you imagined they had against you.

Don't wait for someone else to start the

ball rolling ; start it yourself and let all come

together for mutual benefit.
How to Organize

0 UR readers have become so interested
in the matter of organization that we

are in receipt of a number of letters asking

how to proceed to form a local or State asso-

ciation. A very satisfactory answer to this

question is given in a recent issue of the

American Stationer by the secretary of one

of the stationer's organizations. The mode

of procedure is succinctly outlined as follows :

Get as many influential business men of

the trade to act on a preliminary committee as

possible, then let the chairman of the com-

mittee issue invitations to all you wish pres-

ent at your preliminary meeting, and possibly

open a box of good cigars for the benefit of

those who like a smoke. The meeting gath-

ered, let the chairman of the committee call

it to order at the proper time, and then let

him state the reason of the meeting, saying

why the meeting was called and the needs of

the trade; but above all things go easy, and
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century and in this go-ahead country, a

thinking, breathing business man who never

reads?
Can you picture a merchant of to-day,

depending, as he must, on the patronage of

the public, yet blindly ignoring what this

same public most admire and demand—up-

to-date methods and progressiveness?

Can you imagine anything more distress-

ing than a mechanic pegging away at the

bench from sunrise to midnight, a lingering

plodder of the past, so out of touch with the

spirit of the times that he not only never

reads, but actually resents advice, suggestion

or innovation.
" No time to read." And what manner

of man is this who has " no time to read ?"

We know him, Mr. Jeweler, and his acquaint-

anceship is one of our personal sorrows.

" The jewelry business is not what it used to

be," he will say, as he glances pathetically

at the attractive window of his live competi-

tor across the way. He thinks lie knows it

all, poor fellow, and yet his story is invariably

one of disappointment and hopelessness. He

fails to realize that the world has no time

and little patronage for the man who has

" no time to read."

" No time to read." " See over there—

two KEYSTONES with the wrappers still on ?"

said a " busy " jeweler to us a few days ago.

" I haven't time to open them." " Have

you seen M—'s window up the street?''

we asked. " I have," he answered ; " it's

a beauty. One of his young men is gifted

that way and arranges the displays. I have

no one to do that kind of work." Mr.

M— had just told us how a handy clerk

easily made the displays from instructions in

THE KEYSTONE. The other jeweler actually

had THE KEYSTONE, but he had " no time

to read it "—a good thing for his competitor.

" No time to read." Common sense

must convince any jeweler that if he has no

time to read THE KEYSTONE it would pay

him to take time. The life and prosperity of

the jewelry trade depend on the capability of

its members to adapt themselves to changing

conditions. They must make a study of daily

developments in business-doing, keep in touch

with modern ideas, post themselves on what

their competitors are doing and adopt with

alacrity the way of their more progressive

brethren. The one way to do this effectively

and impressively is to read THE KEYSTONE.

" No time to read." " He doesn't read

THE KEYSTONE or any other trade journal,"

wrote the drummer when sending an order to

his house. Why did the drummer say this?

Because the modern credit man insists on this

very information as an aid to him in sizing up

his patrons. The shrewd credit man has his

own ideas about the man who has no time to

read, and they are not helpful to his credit.

"He Had No Time To Read"

THE story of the decay and death of

many a jewelry business in the United

States can be told in the few brief words,

" no time to read." Sad, significant sen-

tence—too often a sentence of death to the

hopes and ambitions of many a well-meaning

jeweler.
" No time to read." Think of it. We

live in an age when education is almost a

necessity of existence, when the printing press

is the greatest force in the land, when pub-

licity is the recognized motive power of suc-

cessful merchandising, yet there are jewelers

who will wearily lift their eyes long enough

from the workbench to say, " I like THE

KEYSTONE, but I have no time to read it."

" No time to read !" Can you, Mr.

Jeweler, depict to yourself in this twentieth
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READY FOR BUSINESS
A cordial invitation is extended to the

JEWELRr TRADE

to visit our warerooms and inspect our new line of SAMPLES

FOR THE FALL BUSINESS OF 1902.

11 We have given special attention for many months past to

the preparation for this year's greatly increased demand.

Nothing has been omitted to make our line the most

complete and extensive in the field as well as the most

representative of the best traditions of the Silversmith.

GRAND PRIX
PARIS, 1900

TRADE-MARK.

STERLING

FIVE GOLD MEDALS
BUFFALO, 1901

17 Every year's work demonstrates the increasing efficiency

and individuality of our factory methods. Artist and

artisan are in the closest relationship, and we take pride in

having developed a distinct School of American Crafts-

manship of the highest order.

IT Our goods are not sold to Department or Dry Goods Stores.

11- If you are not coming to New York our fall line may be

seen at both of our Western offices.

GORHAM MFG. CO., Silversmiths
NEW YORK : Broadway and i9th St. and 19-21 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO : I 3 i - i 37 Wabash Avenue. SAN FRANCISCO : I 18-1 20 Sutter Street.

WORKS : Providence, R. I., and New York City.

The Proceedings of the Main-

spring Club

(Continued. Part xo)

The Chairman beckoned to Frank Foot-

wheel. They held a whispered conversation,

in which the watchmaker was seen to shak
e

his head "no," and the Chairman to vigor
-

ously urge the other side. Finally the

Chairman, Solomon Silverplate, turned to

the company, and said:

" I've been trying to induce Frank to

take his turn ' at opening the evening's dis-

cussion, but he declares he can't overcome

his shyness, when standing on his feet to

speak, and says he'd be scared so stiff tha
t

he'd be tongue-tied if he made the attem
pt.

He is entirely too modest concerning his

capacity for speaking entertainingly, and I'm

sure we're the losers by his timidity. But I

succeeded in getting him to agree to ask

questions which we are to answer. He is

one of that large number of worthy yo
ung

men who, beginning at the bottom of 
the

ladder, and having mastered the mechanica
l

end of the profession, now look forward 
with

proper ambition to the time when they m
ay

start in business for themselves. Therefore

his questions, he says, will bear upon 
the

problems which face the beginner. I am

sure we shall all be glad to be questioned
 by

him, and we may get to disputing a
mong

ourselves as to the right answers. So now,

Frank, you may plump your first question."

"Thank you, sir," said Footwheel.

" It is very kind of all of you to excu
se me

from speaking, after I've had so much be
ne-

fit from these meetings in listening to 
your

speaking." He was blushing furiously at

the sound of his own voice, and sat do
wn

abruptly ; then arose as suddenly, saying,

"0—I forgot ; I'm to ask questions. 
My

first question is : When should a finished

watchmaker feel justified in starling in 
busi-

ness for himself?"

There was silence for some minutes,

each retailer apparently waiting for some

other to answer ; when Benjamin Bargain

arose, and said :

" Looks as though you four retailers

were paralyzed at the thought of a prosp
ec-

tive competitor ! Possibly I am in better

position to answer, as a jobber, as I've

encouraged a good many young men to

start, and I can recall only one failure among

them. I should say, Footwheel, that if you

are ' a finished watchmaker,' you are pretty

nearly ready to start right now ; for that im-

plies that you have been in a jewelry store

for several years, have observed the routine

of trade, have ' caught on ' to the practices

of an experienced merchant, and have ab-

sorbed very valuable ideas in all directions.

But the fact that you are a finished watch-

maker' is not quite sufficient. Assuming

that you have occasionally left the bench to

wait on customers over the show case, and

have thereby developed your talents as a

salesman ; and further, that you have taken

opportunities to look over traveling sales-

men's stocks and so familiarized yourself

with styles, values and prices ; and furth
er,

that you have given some thought to extra
-

neous features of the business—financing,

advertising, and all that wide range of essen
-

tial knowledge : assuming that you have trie
d

to get knowledge in these various directio
ns,

you need only two things to justify vent
ur-

ing into business for yourself. You need a

little capital, and a big lot of confidence and

determination."

" How much capital should I have?"

" It depends. In this town, where you

are well known as a skillful workman, a
nd

would surely attract a considerable numb
er

of customers on that score ; and where 
your

genial disposition has made for you ma
ny

friends who would come to you out of go
od-

will and sympathy, you would probably 
suc-

ceed by starting with Poo° capital ; 
in a

larger town, where your personality, as a

stranger, would not count for much at
 first,

you would require more. There is —"

" Let me interrupt a moment," said

Henry Hairspring, " to say that if Fran
k had

$1000 capital, he could easily command a

credit of an additional $500 ; for his 
charac-

ter and conduct, and his knowledge 
of the

business, are such that by referring to a
ny of

us here, you jobbers would fall over each

other in the effort to sell him $5oo on 
credit.

So that his capital, in cash and cre
dit, would

easily be $1500, to start."

" True enough," rejoined Benjamin

Bargain. " What I was about to sa
y was

that it isn't so much the amount of 
capital,

but the kind of capital, that counts. A 
thou-

sand dollars, and brains, is a bigger 
capital

than five thousand and incapacity ; 
add to
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the brains another ingredient, character, and

you multiply your capital again. The value

of the capital lies in the man who is to

manipulate
" What are the most important rules for

a beginner to follow P"

" I don't believe any two of 'em '11 agree

on what is most important," whispered Johnny

Jumpup to his friend Hi Hustler. " Old Mr.

Silverplate '11 say one thing, and that French-

man, Louis Lorgnette, won't see it his way at

all—now mind !"

" Since none of the retailers seem quite

ready to answer, I'll suggest that one of the

first resolutions the beginner should make

would be to limit himself to a few houses, in

purchasing," said George Goldskin. He can

do better by concentrating than by scattering,

while his capital is small. To these few

houses let him make a full, fair and frank

statement of his financial condition ; invite

their scrutiny of his methods, and his pro-

gress ; ask for opportunities at 'bargains';

and he will gain in peace of mind, as well as

in profit. It will be soon enough to buy from

every house that sends out travelers when he

has acquired the judgment that comes with

experience."
" If I were to mention the first impor-

tant rule for the beginner," said Silverplate,

" it would be to practice absolute and un-

varying honesty with the public—in repre-

senting quality, in giving guarantees, in

advertising ; but if I know Frank Footwheel,

it is not necessary to state the rule to him.

Therefore I suggest, as the next needful

thing, system, method, order. This implies

a complete system of stock record ; carefully-

taken inventories, in which depreciated values

are considered ; discipline of help ; cleanli-

ness ; keeping every promise as to delivery

of repair jobs ; watching the time-limit on

bills for cash discounts ; returning memoran.

dum consignments promptly ; collecting ac-

counts promptly ; and other details, sundry

and various. The problem of financing a

business generally ' comes easy ' to the mer-

chant who is studiously systematic."

Louis Lorgnette : " The main thing is

to treat your customers attentively, politely,

and with a respect and consideration that

does not go to the extent of cringing ; and

to get a proper profit on your goods."

" Yes, but what is that 'proper profit,'

Louis ?" asked Peter Pennyweight. " We'd

(Continued on page 1221)
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PREMIER
WATCH HOUSE

OF THE
WEST

The Greatest Watch Selling Season
in the history of the trade now confronts you. There isn't a doubt of it. As the holidays
approach the watch demand will be enormous. Will the supply be equal to it ? The ques-
tion suggests that YOU safeguard your interests in advance by tying to the one house that
can supply ALL the watch wants of ALL its patrons, irrespective of quantity, grade, or time
of ordering. There's prestige and security in having a watch house like ours back of you,
especially in case of a prospective pinch.

M. A. MEAD 0 CO., Watch Jobbers,
Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.
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Responsibility for Rings Made or Sold

THE following letter brings up a question

of a rather puzzling character, which

has much interest for the trade at large :

ED. KEYSTONE :—To what extent_are we re-

sponsible for the loss of a stone from settings sold

or manufactured by us? How long must a je
weler

be held responsible for the prongs of a ring 
or

other mounting? Has this question ever been de-

cided in a court of law?
Truly yours,

Portland, Oregon. W. FRIEDLANDER.

The first consideration is " who is re-

sponsible ?" In a case of this kind the retailer

who sells the ring will naturally hold the

manufacturer responsible. And reasonably

so, for the imperfection in the ring is charge-

able to the maker of it. But to what extent

and how long is the manufacturer respon-

sible ? To this. we can give no very definite

answer, inasmuch as each individual manu-

facturer is guided in the matter by business

policy rather than by any general rule. In

order to give our correspondent, and inci-

dentally our readers, as reliable information

as possible we interviewed a number of ring

manufacturers :
J. R. Wood & Sons, of New

Statements by York City, succinctly stated

their policy in the matter as

follows : " If goods don't

show signs of long or hard wear, we would

replace the stone lost out of a mounting of

ours through the breaking of a prong. A

year or so is about the time within which we

figure on making good for such imperfections

in our goods."
Ostby & Barton Co., Providence, R. I.,

said : " Retailers naturally look to the manu-

facturer to make good any claim that may be

presented for the loss of any stone which is

occasioned by any defect in the manufacture

of the ring. It is impossible to tell the

length of time that a stone should remain in

the setting, as the rings are subjected to

entirely different conditions, which would in

some cases cause a weakening of the points

and consequent loss of the stone much earlier

than would otherwise be the case. We in a

great many instances, as a matter of policy,

supply missing stones without charge when

we do not believe that the loss of the stone

was occasioned in any way by any fault of

the ring itself."
Another prominent Eastern ring manu-

facturer said, in answer to our query as to

responsibility for stones lost from settings :

" Your question is rather a hard one to

answer. As a rule, when a stone falls out

while the ring is in the jeweler's store, we,

in order to have no dispute about the matter,

and not to lose his trade, generally put in

another free of charge. We often get corn-

Manufacturers

plaints from jewelers after the ring is sold

and worn six months, or one or two years,

the jeweler claiming that he sold it a few days

ago and the stone fell'out. In most of these

cases we use our judgment, and it depends on

who the customer is. If it is a cheap stone

we never charge, and if expensive, amount-

ing to several dollars, we sometimes close

one eye and say nothing. As a rule, we find

jewelers never acknowledge they are guilty.

They always blame the manufacturer. Often

it is a great deal the fault of the wearer ;

some give more wear to rings than others."

" Has this question ever

The Law in been decided in a court of
the Case law?" asks our correspon-

dent. He has in mind, no

doubt, the case of a customer against a

jeweler. Of course the buyer of the ring

will hold the man who sells it to him directly

responsible. Thus if a stone were lost from

a ring on account of a broken prong or im-

perfect setting soon after the ring was pur-

chased, the purchaser would naturally insist

on a refund or a duplication of the lost stone

by the jeweler. If the manufacturer makes

good, trouble would be averted ; if he does

not, and the retailer also refuses to make

good either because the ring was worn too

long or received exceptionally hard treat-

ment, then a lawsuit might ensue and the

Court would have to decide the case on a

common law or common sense basis after

considering and weighing the affecting cir-

cumstances. We have no recollection of any

case of this character coming before the

courts. The willingness of the manufacturer

to accept reasonable responsibility generally

averts trouble of this character.

Which Way Do Your Windows Face?

ONCE upon a time a man built a flour mill ;

and he put all the windows in his office

on the up-river side. Some one asked why;

and unto this question the wise man made

answer and said :

" I don' t need to look at the water that

has run over the wheel ; it has done its

work. It's the water up the river that's

going to run this mill to-day, and next

month, and next year. That's the water I

need to watch. When I want to look back-

ward I'll break a hole into that blank wall

that looks down the river and put a 
window

in it. But I'm looking ahead now ; I'm

looking up the river."

Which way do your windows face? Are

you sitting in a window that faces do
wn the

stream, and looking on the water that 
has

already passed your wheel? Move to the

other side ! Look up, not down ; forward,

122 3

not back. In the water that is coming

toward you there is power for making suc-

cess of your enterprise ; in the water that has

passed there is no longer any potentialities

for you. Some man farther down the stream

may avail himself of it ; but the water that

will turn your wheel to-day, and to-morrow,

and next year, is hurrying toward you from

up the river.
Are .your eyes on the up-river water?

The Proceedings of the Main-

spring Club

(Continued from page 1131)

best skip that for the present, and take it up

again. I think the supremely important

thing is advertising—but you know I'm a

crank on the subject, and as I've taken up

two of your evenings on that question I

sha'n't enlarge on it again."

" Well, now that you've all had your

whack at Footwheel's questions," said Hi

Hustler, " I'm going to close the services with

a benediction- on the young fellow who thinks

of starting in business for himself. You're all

right, Frank—go in and win ! Nothing ven-

ture, nothing have !' Don't wait on the bank

for the stream to stop running, so that you may

cross it dry-shod—you'll be shivering there

when you're an old man, for the stream won'

stop ! Wade in ! When you strike mid-

stream you may find your feet wet, from an

unsuspected hole in your boot ; but you'll

know, then, where to mend your boots, and

next time you'll be hunky. If you sit at

another man's bench for ten years your

enthusiasm will wear off, the middle-age con-

servatism will grip your energy by the

throat, and you'll forever miss the joy of

strength and freedom which goes with effort

in one's own behalf. Don't sit in fear of

hobgoblins which exist only in the imagina-

tion. Strike out—assume your place in the

world—think well of yourself. Don't be

worried by the predictions of misanthropes.

There is danger in undertaking anything;

there's a big-sight greater danger in doing

nothing. And whenever you say you're

ready, I'll bring down my stuff and be good

to you !"

" Say—you-tins all forgot the biggest

rule in the bunch, fer making a beginner a

success from the word go,' " piped up

Johnny.
" We'll hear the ' biggest rule ' right now,''

said the Chairman. "Speak up, Johnny."

"Why, say, it's dead easy, and I've got

a cinch in walkin' off with the prize. The

biggest rule?' Why, don't you know ?—

susscribe to THE KEYSTONE—that's what !"

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Increasing the Business

A Keystone Subscriber Offers Practical Advice to
His Fellow Jewelers

IT goes without saying that every jewelerworthy of the name, desires to increase
his business as much as possible. The writer
offers the following advice, which at least has
the merit of having been tried and found
successful. If it should be the means of
inspiring only one fellow jeweler to make
another effort he will feel repaid for the labor
of writing it. The writer has derived a great
deal of knowledge and inspiration from THE
KEYSTONE, and urges upon all who would
succeed, the necessity of preserving and
reading every number:

Before you write another
Holding the advertisement, before you

make another attempt of any
kind to attract new cus-

tomers, get "on the outside of yourself," so
to speak, and see what you are doing to hold
the customers you already have. Are .you
treating them right ? Are you giving them
full value for their money? Are you treating
them as you would have the shoe man or the
hardware merchant treat you? What do you
do with the honest old gentleman that comes
in and tells you that " he is entirely ignorant
of watch values, but wants a watch for his
son and expects you to do what is right with
him?" Do you appreciate this kind of a cus-
tomer, or do you take advantage of his igno-
rance and " soak him?" What do you do
with people who trust you with special
orders ? Do you attend to them promptly,
or do you put them off from day to day with
flimsy excuses? How about your repair
department? Do you do your work promptly
and to the best of your ability, or do you
stand off every other victim with the "waiting-
for-material " dodge? When you can answer
these questions as they should be answered,
these and a few more in the same strain, then
you will be in position to take care of new
trade and not before.

The best way in the world,
How to Get and a way that will never be

improved upon, to get new
customers, is to treat your

old customers so that they will always speak
a good word for you. See to it that your
customers never have reason to doubt your
word ; see to it that they are always treated
as you would like to be treated if in their
place, and half of the battle is won. Supple-
ment good store methods with good adver-
tising and you will surely win. What is good
advertising? Good advertising is the kind
that sells goods. There is no other test.
Some people pin their faith to the newspaper
and condemn the circular, and sonie the

Old Customer

New Customers

THE K eYSTONE

reverse. The writer uses both, and uses
them freely. Remember one point : Your
ad. must be different from the ordinary and
above the ordinary to command attention.
Write your ad. with the same care you would
use in applying to the President for an office.
Leave out wit and crowd in argument. If you
undertake to describe an article don't cut
your description too short, and don't use
technical terms if it can be avoided. Above
all, tell the truth. If you cannot truthfully
advertise the " largest stock in the country,"
advertise something that you have got. Use
a good cut in every newspaper ad. and set
the body of the ad. in small type. Always
insist that the printer leave plenty of margin
between the ad. and the border. Advertise
one thing or one feature at a time. Don't be
above borrowing advertising ideas from some
one else ; the chances are that he borrowed
them, too. Keep a mailing list and bombard
your customers with well-written and well-
printed circulars at regular intervals. Always
send them through the mail in good enve-
lopes. Don't harp too much on low prices,
but talk quality and use every means to im-
press the minds of the people with the fact
that you are a safe man to trade with.

" Is It a Boy or a Girl?"
ED. KEYSTONE :—I vih to ask your advice in

regard to help in the store. I am not in favor of
taking a boy, as when a boy has learned his trade
he is likely to start up against you. A young lady
of this town wishes to learn the trade. Now, would
it be advisable for her to learn it, and would she be
likely to make a success of the business?

Yours truly,

Our correspondent leaves us in doubt as
to whether he inquires in behalf of " her " or
in behalf of himself ; but we will answer his
double-barreled question by saying, Yes. It
would be advisable for " her " to learn the
trade for her own sake, and for his sake;
and she would likely make a personal success
and a success from her employer's point of
view.

Why shouldn't the lady learn the trade?
She certainly has great delicacy of touch by
nature ; she can thread a fine cambric needle
(can you, sir?) ; she can tie a knot in the
very end of a thread, when your thick fingers
would waste a half inch of the material. Does
the male possess all the mechanical wit of
humanity? Give woman a chance and she
will learn to pivot a staff as cleverly as the
best of you.

Put her behind your counter : the place
seems hers by right of the fitness of things.
The pretty goods of a jeweler seem to call
for pretty feminine taste to display them.
She will give an "at home" feeling to timid
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women shoppers, and be a boon to the young
man who wishes advice as to the right thing
to give to his Araminta. She will elevate the
" tone" of your establishment, repress any
tendency toward vulgarities of speech among
the other clerks, and , be a conservator of
good conduct generally.

She will help the "success of the busi-
ness" if she is the right sort ; and her quicker
wit will enable her to "learn the trade" in
advance of her brother. By all means, Yes,
to both our correspondent's questions.

But there is one observation made by
our correspondent that gives us pause in our
recommendations. He says, " I am not in
favor of taking a boy, as when a boy has
learned his trade he is likely to start up
against you." Are you quite secure from
ambitions on the part of the lady? What
guarantee have you that she will not "start
up against you?" And if she "starts up"
—oh, tell us the state of your mind then ./
You can't speak scornfully of her without
exciting the wrath of all the chivalric youths
in the bailiwick ; you will have to be discreet
in your advertising, lest you drive sympathy to
your gentle competitor ; you will have to sail
between the Scylla of Doubt and the Cha-
rybdis of Despair.

On the whole, we should take the
chances. Employ the lady, and luck go
with you!

Safe Getting Off

DID you ever see a citizen in the act of
getting off of a moving street car while

he faced toward the rear of the car? Biff !
a torn coat, a dusty hat, a bruised citizen—
that's how.

Did you ever try to get off the express
train that does not stop at your local station,
but "slows down " a little, and temptingly?
If there was life left in you, you probably
concluded, on your recovery, that you would
be worth more to your family if thereafter
you would wait to get off safely—either by
keeping on the express train until it stopped,
or traveling by accommodation trains.

There's a good deal of judgment neces-
sary in determining the time when, the place
where, and the manner how, of " getting off."
Your business methods may have carried you
into Prosperity in the past, but the train is
scheduled to stop when some competitor, with
better methods, is blocking your way. Then
it is time for you to get off and change cars.
And when you jump off, see that the landing
place is soft, or you may break the legs of
your reputation. And finally, face front
when you jump—otherwise you'll be rolled
in the dust, and be laughed at for your bruises.

PUNCH BOWL- " PALM " CUTTING

OUR CUT GLASS DEPARTMENT

now entirely settled in the new addition to our warerooms, 
contains many beautiful specimens in rich American 

Cuttings, the

product of our own factories. Although this Department is not a new one, the adding of a 
portion of No. 15 Maiden Lanc

to our former large warerooms allows us to display the line to 
better advantage than ever before. The Palm Cutting, shown

above, is only one of the many exclusive patterns made in a great 
variety of shapes and sizes in Bowls, Dishes, Vases, 

etc.

Our assortment of Sterling Silver and Silver Plate is the 
largest in the world.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
ROGERS & BROTHER

Warerooms:

Successor to

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO
MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.

NORWICH CUTLERY CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

13 and 15 Maiden Lane, New York.
OENERAL OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.



DIAMOND LIKE

BRILLIANCY OF
FINISH
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CAROLYN PUNCH

Office and Salesroom,

38 Murray Street,
gs(EW YORK

(Factory, MERIDEN, CONN.)

Manufacturers of

AM 4 RICAN
CUT GLASS

that can be sold at a Is

liaodsome Profit 1
Nothing can be more
appropriate for Wed- r's
ding or Holiday Gifts
than

RIC
CUT
GLASS

Hugon
Out glass

because its

Purity of Color
and Artistic
Designs

will appeal to the most
fastidious.

We have many

NEW SHAPES
and the

In no other make

of silver-plated spoons,

forks, cutlery and fancy

pieces can you find

such a strong combi-

nation of beauty and

reliability as in the

"1835-R.WALLACE"

brand. Look for the

trade-mark of charac-

ter. It does not resem-

ble a score of others.

R. Wallace E Sons Mfg. Co.

wall/word, Cowl.

41. 14"

CYPRESS PUNCH FRANI
RIALTO. VA5K—I2 and 14 in.

Popular Prices

New York. Chicago. San Francisco.

London.

Our stamp on Sterling Silver is a mark oi

beauty and value.

at which these goods are sold Places them

Within the Reach of All.
Send for Catalogue No. 26. Electros free for advertising.

Owing to certain conditions we have been greatly dis
ap-

pointed and our Catalogue is about a month

later than we intended.

rfff77 

TRADE MARK

311 1$4*

STERLING
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RICH CUT GLASS

Which is the cheaper a dish at
$7.5o, less 60 per cent., or one at
$6.00, less 50 per cent. ? Figure
this out, then think it over.

"Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere.''

TOWLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Silversmiths,

NEWBURYPORT, MASS.
CHICAGO, ILL.

149 State Street.

NEW YORK,

41 Union Square.

120. Bowl. A U.

1300. Celery. Kenmore. T. B. Clark & Co., Inc., Honesdale, Pa.

O
NLY a few catalogues left, illustrating our RICH CUT GLASS, WAVE CREST
GEMS and other WAVE CREST NOVELTIES. Our catalogues this yearare the most attractive and comprehensive of books, and we will gladly mail, uponapplication, these works of art.

CUT GLASS of the richest brilliancy and the most attractive of original designs.
Numerous additions to the WAVE CREST NOVELTIES.
WAVE CREST GEMS, the latest thing out and most taking line for the Christmasseason of 1902.

We are also manufacturers of BITTER TUBES, PERFUME SPRINKLERSand goods of that character. Write for particulars.

Cucumber Server

Bitter Tube. Sprinkler Tel, .Ing, "Comet.

The C. F. Monroe Co.
MANUFACTURERS or RICH CUT GLASS,

WEDDING AND HOLIDAY NOVELTIES
Offices and Factory,

MERIDEN, CONN.
WEIV YORK SALESROOMS,

28 Barclay Street.
Address all Communications, Remittances, etc., to Meriden, Conn.

Beef Fork -Large
Croquette Server

Tomato Server

A FEW PIECES OF THE CANTERBURY 
PATTERN.

Kindly mention
The Keystone.

The TOWLE MANUFACTURING COMPANY does NO 
RETAIL BUSINESS ANYWHERE.



to6 Tobacco Jar,
Gray Finish, Black Inlaid Engraving, $5.00 List.

1;1141111

277 Smoking Set, Burnished, Gold Lined, $6.25 List. 667 Golfer Flask, Black Inlaid Engraving, $3.25 List.

Has been sold since 1847, and yet it has more life and strength now than at any time in the past. Why?

It has kept the law of change from year to year. This is the plain fact in plain words. Each year has
found it in close touch with the wants of the trade in all parts of the land. Not a style is made that does
not fit some real need, so that each piece of plate hits the mark in shape, style, and price. It costs a great

deal to keep such a large line up with the times, but it pays in the end to be in the lead. Our new book

proves us to be still in the lead. Get one from the house you deal with or from In, as it tells the whole tale

of thrift at a glance. Do not buy a piece of plate till you see one of our new lists.

Office, Factory, and Salesroom, 214-226 East Seventh St.,

CHICAGO SALESROOM : The Silversmiths' Building.



Choicest Bric-a-Brac

Paris and Vienna Objects
df Art

Kayserzinn and Nouveau
Art Pottery 

Marble and Bronze Statuary
at Roc/ Bottom Prices.

An Unparalleled Array
of High-Class Novelties

especially suitable for the Jewelry trade.
We can show you better values for the money, and a

larger assortment than any house in the line.

■.■

"La Vague."
(The Wave.)
French Bronze.

L. STRAUS & SONS
MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS

42 to 46 Warren and I 16 Chambers Street, NEW YORK

Limoges, France.

Steinschoenau, Bohemia.
Carlsbad, Bohemia. Rudolstadt, Thuringia.

Paris, 21 Rue de l'Echiquier.

Cut Glass Works, 59th Street and North River, New York City.
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Guaranteed Work and Goods

THE KEYSTON

A Subscriber Gives a New Turn to the Guarantee

Discussion

THE writer notices a little discussion in

THE KEYSTONE about the warrant of

watch work and the question whether we

warrant it only to the present owner of the

watch. Well, if we warrant it at all why not

do as The Keystone Watch Case Co. does,

simply give a• straight warrant of the article

and let it go at that ? But why should the

watchmaker and jeweler go out of his way to

give written warrants on everything? No

one else does.
Won't it be time enough for me to war-

rant a chain for five years when the shoe-

maker will warrant my shoes for at least one

year?
Why not commence to warrant plated

spoons for ten years about the same time that

the carpet dealer warrants my carpet to wear

five years without showing wear?

When the blacksmith resets a shoe on

one foot of my horse does he give a war-

rant as to how long it will last, and does he

assume any responsibility for the other three

shoes?

When a carpenter comes to my house to

do a job, does he fish out of his pocket a

blank warrant and fill it out and urge the

acceptance of it?
Does " Washee-Washee " give a Chi-

nese written warrant that the shirt will re-

main clean and immaculate till next wash day?

How is it with the grocer, the dry goods

dealer, the bookseller, the plumber, the

mason, the butcher, the baker, the candle-

stick-maker?

Where is there to be found in all the

trades and businesses any other ones such

fools as the watchmaker and jeweler in this

quession of warrants?

I think that if any watchmaker would try

the scheme on the other merchants of his

town and demand written warrants on all his

purchases, he would be met with the digni-

fied remark, " My friend, we are doing busi-

ness on business principles, and if there is

any legitimate cause of complaint of our

goods we will make it right, but we do not

give writen warrants, and if you do not trust

us that much you can go elsewhere ;" or

perhaps he might meet a more curt reply

from some irritable merchant and be simply

requested to " get out of the store."

Of course, some jewelers will think that

because it has become a custom that they

must continue it, but why not abandon a bad

custom just now instead of encouraging it?

Why should not the jeweler have as dignified

a standing as other merchants? In the na-

ture of things it should be more dignified.

Fighting the Catalogue Houses

PROBALY no trade suffers more at the
hands of catalogue houses than the

jewelry trade. This being so the question of

successfully contending with them is one of

paramount importance. Every scheme or

effort to offset their competition is conse-

quently interesting. One such scheme has

just been brought to our attention, and the

fact that it was used by a hardware merchant

makes it none the less interesting. It appears

that this particular dealer handled, in addi-

tion to hardware proper, a line of vehicles.

He has issued and circulated among his trade

a catalogue containing a proposition which

deals directly with the catalogue-house ques-

tion, and that should appeal to all those who

are sufficiently fair-minded to consider the

question from the standpoint of reason with

regard to their own interests. This proposi-

tion is reprod ed as follows :

Some buyers would rather send away for ve-
hicles than to buy them at home, thinking they are
getting them at wholesale cost and saving a middle-
man's profit. This is a mistake, as the middleman
in that case is the catalogue house, since none of
them are manufacturers, as anyone will learn who
will visit their place of business. In fact, their
stock in trade is their • catalogues and printed
matter. When they receive an order, accompanied
by the cash, they order the goods from some fac-
tory and pay for them with the purchaser's funds.
I can do the same thing, and propose to do so if
purchasers desire. All that I ask Is that I be dealt
with in the same way that they are, and given the
same time that they are to get the goods. Place
your order with me ; plank your money down when
you make the order and I will furnish you the same
goods at the same price. I will even do better
than the catalogue fellows in this way : I will not
ask you to take goods where mistakes have been
made in ordering. I will shoulder the mistakes
myself, something they won't do.

About two years ago a gentleman came to me
with a sad story. He had ordered a phaeton, but
had forgotten to state that he wanted a narrow
track. As is customary with all manufacturers,
where the width of track is not given, they had sent
the vehicle wide track, and the purchaser, having
no recourse on the catalogue house of whom he
bought, then wanted me to trade him a narrow-
track vehicle for the one which he had bought.

So bring in the catalogue. If my goods and
prices are not satisfactory, then I will be governed
by the catalogue quality and price, and if any mis-

takes are made in ordering I will shoulder them.

This proposition can be readily made to

apply to any other class of goods. The

dealer who comes in competition with cata-

logue houses, as most dealers do, is really in

a position to supply his trade with goods of

the same quality at a 'less price than is asked

by the catalogue houses, and can often give a

better quality for the same amount of money.

He has the additional advantage of being able

to show the goods before they are paid for,

and if the quality is equal to what is de-

manded he can not only effect a sale but

gain the confidence of his customer, some-

thing which the catalogue houses have very

rarely succeeded in doing. The hardware

merchant's scheme as reproduced above from

the Stoves and Hardware Reporter merits

the attention of the retail merchants.
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The Testimonial, In Jewelers'
Advertising

HE foundation of all patent medicine

advertising is the Testimonial ; and the

whole structure of the proprietary medicine

business is laid on the convincingness of this

personal testimonial.
Why shouldn't the same method which

makes for patent medicine success be em-

ployed in the advertising of the retail jeweler?

When the jeweler says that his natches
keep time and his jewelry is beautiful and his

salesmen are reliable, the public accepts his

statements with greater or less reservation ;

but it is haunted by the suspicion of self-

interest in the avowals, or is influenced by

the thought that the man is prejudiced by

nearsightedness. But if some one else says

these nice things for him the public accepts

this outside opinion as being unprejudiced,

therefore fair and right. And therein is the

argument for the Testimonial.

The securing of a testimonial and per-

mission to use it is only a matter of tact and

a study of human nature in the .person whom

you "tackle." You sell, say, a watch to a

man who is pleased with his purchase ; and

he says - so. Tell him that it would be of

great advantage to you if everyone knew that

he was pleased ; speak of his influence, and

so appeal to his vanity ; and in seven cases

out of ten he will meet you more than half

way in getting his name into print.

The convincing power of a succession of

published testimonials, one each day, would

soon be felt ; their cuviulative effect would be

very valuable.
After you had secured a dozen, or two

dozen, of testimonials telling why and how

individual buyers had been pleased or bene-

fited by buying at your store, issue them

collectively in booklet form and mail them

in generous number to the people in your

community, and hand them out to visitors

and shoppers. Have the booklet attractively

printed, under the title, " What Some Folks

Say of Smith's Jewelry Store."

Mr. Benjamin Sherbow, in ..The Ameri-

can Advertiser, makes a good suggestion.

He says:

" I would suggest a letter-writing contest on
the following lines : I would offer, say three prizes
(make them worth while) for the three best an-
swers, in the shape of a short letter, to the question,
'Why do you like to shop at Brown's ? ' Then I
would appoint some impartial judges to pass on the
letters and award the prizes. I would have plenty

to say about the progress of the contest in my news-
paper space and publish several of the letters each
week.
" At the close of the contest I would pick out

the best letters and publish them in a booklet."

The use of the Testimonial in advertis-

ing may be profitably considered by jewelers

who " do things different " in achieving the

right kind of publicity.



IT HELPS YOU SELL DIAMONDS
Our system of grading

and the diamond expert.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and Imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. (loud color and pet Sect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
9. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

diamonds is helpful to two sorts of dealers, the inexperienced jeweler

To the inexperienced jeweler it gives a safe guide to go by in

determining the grade of the stone. The less you know about

diamonds, the more you need it. We guarantee the grading shown
by the chart.

To the diamond expert it gives a quick method of verifying his
own judgment, and saves his time. . The more you know about
diamonds the better you will appreciate it.

To whoever sells diamonds, it is a source of profit. Any jeweler
can use it quickly and easily. It will make him, to all practical

purposes, a diamond expert.

A trial order will convince you of the merits of our system.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

AMERICAN PEARLS

Highest Prices paid for

PEARLS
an SLUGS

-DATS A Fl N E

PEARL FOR

MASSA BROW ER.

Aimumee BROWER
Importer of Diamonds

and Precious Stones

12-14-16 John Street ( Anderson

NEW YORK

Building)

New York Letter

The significance of conditions

asJewelry Business in the diamond and jewelry

Trade Barometer trade as a dependable reflex of
? those prevailing elsewhere in

il the industrial realm has always been manifest to

those who look beyond the surface of such matters.

1 But there are many who fail to recognize the im-
tc portance of the jewelry business as a prosperity

i indicator. In view of this, the following sage corn-

ment from the New York Commercial is refreshing:
i

The business done by dealers in jewelry and
precious stones is a good test of the condition of a
country as regards its financial standing. People
do not buy extensively of such articles unless they
have plenty of money to dispose of for luxuries,
and dealers do not make extensive preparations to
meet a demand for precious gems unless they have
satisfactory evidence that the demand will be certain
to arise. Such evidence seems to have been fur-
nished them this year, for the importation of dia-
monds has never been so extensive as it is now.
The records of the appraiser's office show that in
one day this month diamonds valued at $800,000
were passed, and this is not by any means an ex-
ceptional record. The fact is that the large im-
porters realize that the wonderful crops of the
present year, added to the prosperity that the
country was already enjoying, making an unusual
demand for gems almost an absolute certainty this
season. The South African war did not materially
raise the price of diamonds, although the impres-
sion seems to have gone out that it did. But the
price is undoubtedly higher than it was a short
time ago, and this is explained by the fact that the
expense of mining them has increased, the gems
having to be sought deeper in the ground now than
formerly. The trade looks for an increase in the
prices from now on.

The regular monthly meeting of

Proceedings of the the Jewelers' League was held

Jewelers' League Friday, September 5th. There

were present : Vice-Presidents

Fessenden, Karsch and Greason ; Chairman Van

Deventer and Secretary Stevens. The minutes of

the previous regular and special meetings were

read and approved. There were four applicants

admitted to membership, three from New York

and one from Philadelphia, Pa.

The elevated railroads of Man-

Greatest Passenger

in the World

hattan and The Bronx are un-

Transportation matched by any open-air steam

railroad system in the world in

the number of passengers car-

ried each year. The report of the business done

by these elevated railroads for the year that ended

June 30th last, shows that in that year 215,000,000

passengers (round numbers) were transported.

It might have been added that they were trans-

ported without accident to one of these passengers

excepting some trifling bruises.

Imports of 
The importations of precious

stones during the month of

August were the largest for any

similar month on record. The

total reached $2,329,505, or nearly $125,000 more

than in August, 1899, the latter being heretofore

the record month. The total importations for the

Precious Stones

eight months ended August 31st, were $16,438,-

573.89. The following table represents the value

of the importations during August for the past three

years:

August. Cut. Uncut. Total.
1902 . . $2,524,078.42 $205,427.54 $2,329,505.96
1905 . . 5,458,208.47 398,373.69 1,856,582.16
1900 . . 1,034,470. 82 256,640.65 1,295,111. 47

The superb collection of jades

The Bhhop which Heber R. Bishop has
presented to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is regarded as

the finest in the world. The cases in which the

collection will be contained are of Parisian work-

manship. The room selected for the exhibition of

the jades is the large northeast corner room on the

second floor of the new building. The skylight

and the frieze will be removed and the entire apart-

ment redecorated and • finished in the style of

Louis Quinze. Mr. Bishop has given $55,00o for

this purpose. There still remains a great deal of

work to be done on the interior of the new build-

ing, and the indications are that it will nut be ready

for opening before the first of next May.

The second assistant postmas-

Pneumatic Tube ter general visited the post

Facilities Inspected office September 8th, and in-

spected the pneumatic tube

mail receiving and despatching apparatus. Later he

had a conference with the inventor of the pneu-

matic tube and the general manager of the Tubular

Despatch Company, which has obtained a renewal

of its contract to carry the mails through the tubes

for four years. No new pipes are to be laid for

the present, but the old system, which connects

the post office with Brooklyn and stations P, D, F,

H and Madison Square, are now reported as being

in working order.

A daring " pennyweight " sneak

Capture of a thief, who has been operating

Pennyweight Thief intermittently in this city for

over a year, was last month ap-

prehended, after having made two futile attempts

at robbery, one at George W. Shiebler & Co.'s,

5 Maiden Lane, and another at the store of the

Spencer Optical Mfg. Co. The prisoner is an

Italian of about 27 years. His manners are attract-

ive and his dress fashionable. He gave his name

as John Tarraffallo when charged with attempted

larceny in the Tombs Police Court, and was held

in $500 bail to await the grand jury. About one

year ago Tarraffalo called at the down-town branch

of the Gorham Mfg. Co. and asked for a diamond

and sapphire ring. The clerk,whom he addressed

was a close and correct obseher, and something

in Tarraffalo's manner aroused his prejudices. He

told the latter that they did not stock the goods

requested. The visitor departed, but it was only

a few weeks later that he again called at the estab-

lishment. The clerk who waited on him conceived

no suspicions as to the stranger's integrity, with

the result that the fellow stealthily appropriated a

valuable article of silverware unnoticed. Notwith-

standing this he had the coolness to return on

different occasions subsequently, but only to be
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ordered away. His most recent adventure, how-
ever, and the one which proved his undoing,
occurred some weeks ago, when he called at
George W. Shiebler & Co.'s, and asked to be
shown some high-grade silver match cases. When
the goods were submitted Tarraffalo proceeded to

perform some sleight-of-hand tricks with a pocket-

handkerchief, which he finally dropped among the
silverware. The clerk watched him closely and
noticed that in removing it he took a costly silver
match case. Realizing that he was detected he

replaced the article and hurriedly departed. Un-
daunted, however, by the recent frustration he
proceeded to the store of the„Spencer Optical Co.,
where he endeavored to work a similar scheme,

but with a like result. He ran out of the store but

was this time pursued and given in custody.

One of the untoward happenings

Death of of the past month was the un-

John Schimpf, Jr. expected death of John Schimpf,
Jr., which took place in St.

Mary's Hospital, Brooklyn, Sunday night, Septem-

ber 7th. Mr. Schimpf, who was treasurer of the

Adelphi Silver Plate Co., and of Schimpf & Sons,

New York and Brooklyn, had only attained his

thirty-eighth year. The cause of his death was

hemorrhage of the brain, caused by a fall from a

trolley car at Albany Avenue, Brooklyn. Ile was

picked up by a policeman, who summoned medical

aid. Later he was removed to St. Mary's Hos-

pital, where, after an operation, he succumbed.

He was unmarried and was well known and es-

teemed in the silverware trade.

Wm. I. Rosenfeld, of 59 Maiden Lane, an-

nounces that he has established offices in London

at 50 Holborn Viaduct ; in Amsterdam, at 2 Tulp

Straat ; in Antwerp, at 55 Avenue des Arts. M. B.

Rosenback, of the firm, is now abroad purchasing

diamonds for fall trade.

Ludwig Nissen, senior partner of Ludwig Nis-

sen & Co., was the subject of a biographical sketch

in the issue of the New York Commercial of Sep-

tember 1st.
The incorporation of the Metcalf Co., of New

York, took place at Albany last month. The busi-

ness of the company will be the manufacture of

objects of art. The directors are : J. A. Metcalf

and R. B. MacPherson, of New York City, and

R. M. Biddle, of Montclair, N. J.

The partnership hitherto existing in the firm of

Tosky & Kunke, manufacturers and designers of

jewelry, 73 Nassau Street, has been dissolved by

mutual consent. The liabilities of the firm have

been assumed by L. Tosky, who will continue the

business at the old stand. S. Kunke is opening a

jewelry store on Eldridge Street.

Max J. Lissauer, of Lissauer & Co., has re-

cently returned from a four-months' trip to Europe.

The greater part of the time abroad was spent in

purchasing diamonds and pearls, and the firm has

already received several large consignments of

goods purchased for the fall and holiday season.

Mr. Lissauer gives his personal attention to this

important branch of the business, and believes the

results warrant his doing so.

(Continued on page 1229)
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Hand-Made Solid Gold Watch Gases

8 JJK

14 L1JK

Proportion
Accuracy of Fit
Finish
Strength of Backs
Smallness of Crown and Springs

—these are all pints in which our Hand-Made Solid
Gold Cases excel. We have been many years, per-
fecting these important features, and we can say that
no one has brought the art of casing to a higher point
of development.

( )ctober, 1902

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1227)

At Carlisle, Pa., September loth,

' Trial of 
" Abe " Rothschild, the noto-

Abe Rothschild rious swindler, was convicted of

conspiring to defraud more than

thirty New York City jewelers 
of diamonds and

watches valued, approximately, 
at $250,000. The

arrest and conviction of Rothsc
hild are largely due

to the diligence and determ
ination with which the

New York Jewelers' Association and Board of

Trade kept track of him. This useful body, at a

considerable cost, enlisted the services of
 the Pink-

erton detective forces, and were 
also successful in

securing many important witnesses f
or the prosecu-

tion. Rothschild was defended by two legal 
lumi-

naries of high repute. His

accomplice, Thomas B.

Best, who, as told in the

TH1 K IrSTON IE

Our constant aim is to cater to the demand of those who want solid gold cases that have intrinsic worth rather than cheapness.
The cases bearing our stamps Is lejjf( and 14 00K are the finest hand-made solid gold cases produced.

14 K 
weight bearing our stam p

For those who do not desire the heavier and more expensive hand-made cases, we make solid gold cases of a lighter
14 K These are considerably lower in price, but they are finely made and finished in the

same superior way as the heavier cases This line is large, and though some of the prices are exceedingly
moderate, quality has not been sacrificed for price. The character is there in every instance.

Jewelers should remember us when they desire the best gold cases, in heavy, medium or light weight.
Selections on request. 

Hayden kr-heeler & Co. 2 Maiden Lane, New York
Telephone 8 Cortlandt

-

(7---.lit:TEMP.'S
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L & O.
0 PANSY
o
40 CP■ *.

ESTABLISHED 1866.

0

DIAMONDS 
Loose and Mounted

and PEARLS

2 Tulpstraat

AMSTERDAM

GOODS SENT FOR
SELECTION

v■_""
tV' 12 Maiden Lane

(P. 0. Box 1625)

NEW YORK
DIAMONDS and PEARLS bought by our Mr. Max .1. LIssauer, while in

europe, have now arrived, and we offer them to the trade at most advan-
tageous prices and terms.
" L. ec Co. Diamond Disk " sent free on application.

The Highest Achievemen
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

111101101011&CONSTIINTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER in

E ROA.

• • S TAN -
TRADE-MARK.

J Quality
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

Durability

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New Yor

July KEYSTONE, posed as

George H. Stewart, the

Shippensburg, Pa., mil-

lionaire, for the purpose of

effecting the fraud, pleaded

guilty and turned State's

evidence. The chief object

of the prosecution was to

establish the criminal rela-

tionship between Best and

Rothschild. In this connec-

tion, a Mrs. Meyers, who

conducts a boarding house

on Greenwich Avenue, New

York, was an important

witness. Her deposition

went to prove that Best

had boarded with her, that

Rothschild called on him

frequently, and that the

two wrote several letters

similar to those received by

the jewelry firms. There

was a score of other wit-

nesses, whose testimony

supplemented that of Mrs. Meyers, e
stablishing the

partnership of the prisoners. When 
Rothschild was

put on the stand be gave his version
 with the most

amazing subtlety and astuteness. It became appa-

rent that in premeditating the fraud h
e endeavored

to preclude the possibility of his 
being identified as

Best's partner, in the event of arrest
. He deposed

to being employed by a fixture 
house in New

York, and stated that Best was ab
out to open a

jewelry store in Shippensburg, an
d that he, the

witness, accompanied him thereto for
 the purpose

of taking measurements, with a view t
o furnishing

the store fixtures. This narrative was soon dis-

counted, however, and when the 
prisoners reap-

peared before Judge Biddle five days 
subsequently,

notwithstanding a motion for a ne
w trial, Roth-

child was fined $200 costs of the su
it and was

sentenced to two years' imprisonment
 ; while Best

was fined half that sum and was 
condemned to a

year's imprisonment. With the exception of a

representative of J. R. Wood & 
Sons, New York

firms were not represented at the t
rial, the princi-

pal prosecutor being Oliver G. Fessen
den, president

of the Jewelers' Protective Union.

Maurice J. Power, head of the

National Fine Art Company,

Maurice J. Power succumbed to pneumonia,

September 7th, at his resi-

dence, 317 East Nineteenth Street. 
Deceased was

sixty-four years old and a native o
f Ireland. He

became early identified with the bronze b
usiness,

and the company to the head of which 
he attained

executed a good deal of work for prominent

jewelers. He was conspicuous in the political

world of late years, having occupied va
rious civil

offices.

Jewelers' Associa-
tion and Board of
Trade

The membership of the New

York Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade reached the

highest point in the history of

the organization when ten addi-

tional members were admitted on Septe
mber x

The aggregate number is now over 40
0, but the

significance of the development becomes 
more

comprehensible when it is understood that
 its pre-

sent membership is greater than has ever 
been pos-

sessed by any similar organization de
voted to the

interests of one particular business. T
he ten firms
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The Young Building, on the fourth 
floor of

which are located J. & P. Stern, s
ilversmiths and

jewelers, was slightly damaged by 
fire recently.

Beyond being put to a little tempora
ry inconveni-

ence, the Stern firm suffered no loss.

Master & Fowler, of Flushing, have 
dissolved

partnership. The business, which has 
been estab-

lished forty years, will be continued by
 J. Edward

Master. The partnership had been in
 existence

only eleven months. Mr. Fowler has started in

business for himself at 97 Main Street.

Milton Mannist & Co., have moved 
from 57

Maiden Lane to 82 Nassau Street, at 
which latter

location they occupy half the top fl
oor of the

building. Their business had entirely outgro
wn

the old quarters. The building from which they

removed is at this writing about to be 
demolished,

and the other occupants, L. M. Stern and
 S. Bietch-

man, are in quest of new

quarters. The old build-

ing will be replaced by a

Members and Guests of the 24-Karat 
Club at the "Shore Dinner" (see 

page 1231)

Death of

recently admitted are as follows : A
rnstine Bros. &

Mier, Cleveland, Ohio ; F. H. Cutler 
& Co., North

Attleboro, Mass.; Wm. Loeb & Co., 
Providence,

R. I.; A. Mendelsohn & Co., 
Boston, Mass.;

Orient Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.; Van
 Antwerpen,

Van den Bosch & Co., Brooklyn, N. 
Y.; Van Vliet,

Latz & Co., New York, N.Y.; White S
tone Jewelry

Co., Providence, R. I.; L. Wits
enhausen, New

York, N. Y.
The Seth Thomas Clock Co., ere

cted a large

tower clock on the new Forbes scho
ol, Pittsburg,

Pa., recently.

H. B. Peters & Co., 177-179 Broa
dway, New

York, who furnish the trade the 
Star and Gem

brand of specialties, will send to 
any jeweler on

request a pocket price-list of material 
and jewelers'

supplies.
M. J. Averbeck, 19 Maiden Lane, 

has issued

Catalogue " H," a compilation that
 abounds in

well-executed half-tone cuts of the 
latest designs

in solid gold and sterling silver 
goods, diamond

jewelry, etc. The pictorial feature of this inter
-

esting catalogue predominates, littl
e reading matter

being used beyond a brief descript
ion and price of

each article. The inside page of the front cove
r

contains an announcement to the 
trade, and a

copious index is set forth on the 
corresponding

page of the back cover. A cut of 
one mile of sky

line of the Empire City, as seen fr
om the Hudson,

constitutes an impressive feature of th
e front cover.

new twelve-story office

structure, especially suited

to the jewelry trade.
J. H. Thomas, of Bris-

tol,Tenn., was in New York

recently, purchasing his

holiday goods. Mr.Thomas

reports satisfactory con-

ditions in his section.

F. Hoefer, of Aurora,

Nebr., announces that he

will visit this city this month

for the purpose of selecting

fall stock. His address

while here will be care of

R. L. Wolcott, 14 Irving

Place.
The Mauser Mfg. Co.,

14 East Fifteenth Street, is

to have a new building at

the southwest corner of

Thirty-first Street and Fifth

Avenue. The structure will

be seven stories and will be

occupied by the company.

The New York Standard Watch Co., w
hose

works are on Woodward Street, Jerse
y City, has

purchased the building at Woodward 
Street and

Communipaw Avenue, that city, in view 
of future

business expansion.

Max J. Lissauer, of Lissauer & Co., 12 
Maiden

Lane, made liberal purchases of d
iamonds and

pearls during his recent European tour.
 Much of

his time abroad was spent in London
, Amsterdam

and Paris.
Henry Freund & Bro., the watch and 

jewelry

firm, 9 Maiden Lane, have issued a 
tasteful piece of

advertising matter in the form of a calen
dar for the

coming year. A bust, representing an 
ideal type

of feminine beauty, forms the pictoria
l feature.

A young man who said he represented Fr
olich-

stein & England, of this city, called on
 a number

of Maiden Lane jewelers recently with
 a request

for goods on memorandum. Inquiry at 
Frolichstein

& England's developed that the fello
w was a fraud.

This method of swindling is becomi
ng ominously

popular of late ; at least one local firm w
as hoaxed

through its agency not many weeks ago.

David Zimmern, of Zimmern, Rees 
& Co.,

13 Maiden Lane, was robbed of cash 
amounting to

$65 and personal jewelry valued at 
$5oo, while

stopping at English's Hotel, Indianapo
lis, Ind.,

recently. On retiring for the night he left the

money and valuables on a table in his 
room, but

both had disappeared when he arose n
ext morning.

(Continued on page 1231)
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Headquarters for Holiday Supplies
In view of the prosperity now assured, we have made unusually elaborate provisionfor meeting the enormous demand incident to Fall and Holiday purchasing. Our stocksand our facilities for prompt filling of orders are a very model of preparedness.
Our complete mastery of the Watch and Diamond business enables us tosatisfy the retailer in a manner that cannot be improved upon. We are now showing suchan array of these goods as even exceeds all our past achievements, and the well-informed,calculating retailer knows thoroughly what the " White " service means.
In our system of business-doing there is no such word as disappointment ; it nevercrept into our methods, and it never shall.
At the back of all our enterprise there is character, capacity and trade confidence—acombination that leaves no room for a flaw in our business fabric.
Now for your orders.

N. H. WHITE 0 CO.
21 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.Headquarters for

Waltham, Elgin, New England and United States Watches.
Diamonds, mounted and unmounted, in medium and high grades.

THE KEYSTONE

New York Letter

(Coniinued from page 129)

The E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., of Forestville,

Conn., have opened an office in the Lorsch Build-

ing, 37-39 Maiden Lane. The office will be in

charge of Charles H. Osborne, recently a partner

in the Welch & Osborne Co.
The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Security the executive committee of the

Affience Jewelers' Security Alliance was

held on Friday, September 12th,

with the following members present : Chairman

Butts, President Sloan, Vice-President Wood,

Treasurer Karsch, Secretary Noyes and Messrs.

Abbott, Alford, Brown, Champenois and Stern, of

the committee. The following new members were

accepted :

J. P. Archibald, Blairsville,
Pa.

Darwin L. Brown, Sparta,
Mich.

Emil M. Schwenke,New Rich-
land, Minn.

(!ari R. Demuth, Redfield, S.
Dak.

Phil. H. Doll, East Las Vegas,
N. M.

J. Freshman, Cripple Creek,
Colo.

Houghton & Hunter, Seattle,
• Wash.

Sal. Sickle, Salt Lake City,
Utah.

Shuons & Co., New Haven,

. Conn.
Wm. C. Alexander, Salida,

Colo.
Mrs. R. G. Grabowsky, Bay

City, Mich.
Louis M. Lowenthal, Mt. Ay r,

Iowa.
Strait Bros., Salida, Colo.
Conrad J. Brotherly, Newark,

N. J.
Allsr & Allsopp, Newark,

M. L. Bowen, Fort Madison,
Iowa.

Wm. H. Carew. Streator, 111.
A. B. Conrad, Newton, Kans.
A. Courvoisier Co., Chicago,

Chas. E. Davis, Great Falls,
Mont.

Clint. E. Dice, Joliet. Ill.
J. B. Dickey, Newton, Kans.
Geo. Eckstein, Boone, Iowa.
Fair & Square Jewelry Co.,

Joliet, ill.
H. \V. Faragher, Sabetha,

Kans.
E. G. Gallant, Wichita, Kans.
Gustav Gnam,New York City.
Wm. R. hale, Greenville, S. C.
Ireland Bros., West Milton,

Ohio.
L. H. Johnson, Kennett, Mo.
Kidd & McCoy,Okarclie, Okla.
M. Levitz, Albany, N. Y.
E. Lichtenstein, Salt Lake

City, Utah.
Axley C. Metcalfe, Baltimore,

Md.
Joseph Myers, Brookston,Ind.
Edward Rebel, Streator, tn.
Renaud-Rtgottlet Co., New
i York City.
Roy & Leffler, Fort Worth,

Texas,
Stahl, Ilassig it Krieke, Kan-

sas City, Mo.

Sweetser, Bennett Co.,Boston,
Mass.

Harold S.Tower, Charles City,
Iowa.

Geo. H. Webster, W h ite Plains,
N. Y.

Jos. Welt Cleveland, Ohio.
Otto Winterhalter, Lake

Charles, La.
E. L. White, Guthrie, Okla.
Jas. H. Whiteside. Liberty,

Mo.
Ray L. Bowman, Champaign,

Carl Entetimann,Los Angeles,
Cal.

John Hansen, Washington,
0. C.

Horrigan B r o s., Holyoke,

Harry F. Legg & Co., Minne-
apolis, Minn.

James It. Smith, La Grande,
()re.

P. J. Williams, Port Angeles,
Wash.

Louis Hansen, Devils Lake,
N. Pak.

Hirsch & Oppenheimer, Chi-
cago, III.

Otto E. Homann, Pittsburg,
Pa.

C. II. Jaquette, Scottdale, Pa.
David N. Keene, N. Yakima,

Wash,
Geo. H. Kuhn, Fayette, Mo.
Moore & Evans, Chicago, Ill.
Rogers, Thurman & Co., Chi-

cago Ill.
II. N. Skinner, Everett, Wash.
Gustav R. \your, Chicago, Ill.
Carson & Smith, Hagerstown,

Md.
Chas. Keller & Co., New York

City.
Tire & Benson, Auburn, N. Y!
F. B. Palmer, Union City, Pa.
Matlack° & Co., Tacoma,

Wash.
B. & L. Veit, New York City.
Rieman & Ladson, Washing-

ton, D. C.
Wm. H. Robinson & Co., Wor-

cester, Mass.
C. S. Lynch & Co., Caldwell,

Kans,
G. P. Roberts & Co., McCune,

Kans.
Carter, Howe &Co.,New York

City.
J. P. Barger, McKees Rocks,

Pa.
Mrs. A. Beck, Summit, N..1.
Jaceard Jewelry Co., Kansas

City, Mo.

Shore Dinner of the 24-Karat Club

• Thirty-three members of the above interesting

organization journeyed through a picturesque sec-

tion of suburban Brooklyn on September 5th, and

held the function known as the " Shore Dinner," at

Suppers Hotel. The party included a munber of

guests well known in the trade, whom the club had

invited to participate in the festivity. The 24-K.

Club is pre-eminently a social institution, whose

personnel embraces some of the most versatile

spirits in the Eastern jewelry trade. The " shore

dinner " this year was characterized by no hamper-

ing formality nor, contrariwise, by any inappropriate

hilarity. There was humor and healthy enjoyment

in abundance, and feasts for the appetite and intel-

lect. Naturally, toasts were many and mirthful ;

but they were agreeably brief and sufficiently

humorous. With the exception of Col. John L.

Shepherd's address, an extract from which ap-

pears below, oratorical features were not con-

spicuous. The colonel's reputation for eloquence

and wit on such occasions sufficed to render a pro-

nouncement from him a matter of course.

The programme for the day began early when

the members assembled at the foot of Whitehall

Street, whence they proceeded to the Thirty-ninth

Street ferry, Brooklyn, where a special car was

waiting to convey them to the appointed rendez-

vous. Here a sumptuous board had been provided.

The outdoor enjoyment was abundant, the facilities

for bathing and boating being all that could be de-

sired. At 3 P. M. the members assembled on the

piazza of the hotel and regaled themselves with

choice viands and savory sea-food. It was at this

juncture that humor and high sentiment began to

find such apt and unceremonious expression. C. F.

Brinck, president of the club, was the object of

general eulogy. Col. John L. Shepherd's remarks

were awaited with much expectancy. He said, in

part:

I say to you, live all the days of your life as a

young man, and you can depend upon it when you

hear an old man talking of the good old times, that

his life has been a failure. He has not availed him-

self of the many opportunities that have presented

themselves to him, for the golden age of life is in

the future and not in the past. Therefore, I say to

you, live a strenuous life, keep close to the front.

Avail yourself of every opportunity, no matter how

small, it lies with you to make it great. No one

can do this for you. Be upright, be just, be honest.

Do your level best for yourself and your friends,

and when you at last turn your face to the West

every cloud will be tinged with gold, every hope

will be realized. The world will be the better for

your having lived in it, and you will be a fit mem-

ber for a 24-K. in another world.
Never be satisfied with your present position

or environment. If you are doing well, try to do

better, that you may help others. A satisfied man

or nation never make any progress. It is the dis-

satisfied men who make the world move, who keep

the wheels of progress turning, and no better ex-

ample of this exists than this great country of ours,

that has been built up by the dissatisfied of all the

nations of the earth. Millions and millions of men

come here seeking the liberty and justice and pros-

perity that had been denied them in the Old World,

and casting themselves in this great crucible of

American recreation, they produced a Washington,

a Jefferson, a Lincoln, a Grant, a Lee, and a

McKinley, the peers of statesmen and soldiers,

that ever lived on this big round world of ours.

It was the dissatisfaction of the American

people with Spain's treatment of Cuba that led to

the last war—a war in which we never lost a battle,

a gun or a flag ; a war in which we taught all the

world a lesson of bravery and patriotism they shall

never forget. The nations of Europe previous to

this had looked upon this great nation as a mob,

but we taught them better, and to-day there is not

a nation upon the face of the earth that dares to 
lay

its hands upon a poor and lowly people wit
hout

waiting to see what Uncle Sam has to say about it.

For all these things we should never cease to honor

the men of the War of the Revolution who estab-

lished our country, and as well the men of the

great war of forty years ago, when more than

300,000 brave men gave up their lives that the

nation might live. Let us not forget that all these

things came about because the people were not

satisfied with their condition.

Music was rendered throughout the afternoon

by an accomplished orchestra, and a choice souve
nir

of the feast was handed to each participant. 
The

guests of the club were C. A. Cree, L. W. Ruben-

stein, Stephen Avery, H. N. Eliassof, F. W. Jud
ge,

Jr., Walter Wright, T. Zurbrugg, G. F. Fenn
er,

W. T. Thompson, W. C. Wales, E. J. Peck, J.
 K.

Thompson, R. R. Fogel, A. Schwob and L.

Anderson.

14 Karat
Diamond-Set
Brooches,
Scarfs and
Links.

Complete Lines
of 10 K. Jewelry in very
latest productions.

A postal card request

brings you a selec-

tion of new

things worth
seeing.

New
Elk Buttons.

SEND FOR SELECTION.

Highly artistic designs in best qual-

ity gold filled Brooches, Cuff Links,

Scarfs, Neck, Vest and Guard Chains,

Bracelets, Lockets, Fobs, Hat Pins.

NOW READY
CATALOG d

Silver Jewelry, an Novelties.

Ebony, and

Gun Metal Novelties.

Send for one.

It's worth having.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers,

New York, N. Y.
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Mr. Watch Buyer!
You have been hearing a great deal about the scarcity in

watches of late. We merely want to emphasize this fact and

assure the trade that this condition will grow more fierce as the

weeks roll around from now until the holiday season sets in.

We predict that the present season will be the greatest

watch selling season ever known, and we believe the wise

jeweler will make preparations for it by laying in his stock of

movements and cases early. We are urging our customers to

purchase their watches for the fall and holiday trade now, so

that they may avoid delay and disappointment later on.

Allow us, Mr. Watch Buyer, to make the same suggestion

to you, and impress on your mind that we arc headquarters for

" Scarce movements ; that we have the largest and most

comprehensive stock of watches in America, and give mail

orders our prompt attention. Write our nearest office.

J. W. Forsinger,
Wholesale Watches,

Columbus Memorial Building, Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane,

Chicago. New York.
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Trade Conditions 
Trade is quite active in Chicago

and Prospects and, generally speaking, is the

same throughout the West and

Northwest. The situation is rea
lly ahead of this

time a year ago. All the wholesale trade cond
i-

tions are as active as could be e
xpected at this time

of the year. Nearly all our jobbers say their S
ep-

tember sales will show a handso
me increase over

those of August. This is owing largely to the new

stores that are being opened al
l over the West,

Southwest and Noetwest. There 
seems to be more

opening bills being sold than ev
er before. As a

rule, the new dealers are buying
 a higher grade of

goods than usual. The Wester
n country is well

filled with money and dealers do 
not expect to ex-

perience any difficulty in dispos
ing of high-class

goods. This was true of last fall's busi
ness and it

is expected to be one of the princip
al trade features

in jewelry this fall. The buying of better grade

goods has become what might be 
called almost a

habit with country dealers, and it is more than

likely that the country stores this 
fall and holiday

season will be stocked with a high
er grade of goods

than they ever before have had. 
About the only

embarrassing feature with wholesal
ers is the diffi-

culty in getting goods of various k
inds, the manu-

facturers being unable to make anything l
ike

prompt shipments in several lines. T
he fall season

is, in fact, entered upon with back 
orders on many

of their books. There still contin
ues to be much

correspondence between jobber and 
manufacturer

with a view of hurrying up shipme
nts of back

orders. Some of our prominent 
jobbing houses

are urging their customers to purch
ase the goods

needed for their holiday trade at 
an earlier date

than usual to avoid delay and 
disappointment.

The manufacturers say they are han
dicapped in the

turning out of their products by the 
difficulty in

many cases of obtaining skilled labor.

Conditions 

Returning travelers from the

South say that there will be g
ood

times there this fall and w
inter,

the same as in the West 
and

Northwest. A 9,700,000 bale cotton 
crop for 1902,

which is the figure at which the yield for
 the year is

in the South

put, means that there will be a lot of jewelry 
and

goods in allied lines sold down there
. The corn and

wheat growers are not the only agr
iculturists that

will be in clover this year. Probably the cotton

yield will be slightly below that of 19
or, but in the

general tendency toward an increase of 
the foreign

demand, the chances are that it will 
bring consider-

ably more money into the South tha
n last year's

output did. The country is in a fl
ourishing condi-

tion in every respect, and the best p
art of the story

is that the prosperity is diffused 
throughout the

entire United States, and in almost
 all interests.

Well informed business men

Trade Conditions from the Northwes
t report that

the damage wrought by frost

during the middle week of Sep-

tember, was not so severe as first su
pposed. They

do not consider the damage don
e an important

factor. True, there was damage in some 
sections,

but it was not great enough to materi
ally reduce the

yield. Late flax and wheat were cut d
own in

North Dakota and considerable lat
e corn in South

Dakota and Minnesota, but the co
rn crop was so

far advanced over other parts of
 the corn area of •

the West and Northwest that it 
was almost out of

danger from any frost such as has
 ever appeared

around this time of the year. At 
this writing the

corn and all other crops are now matured and

entirely out of danger. There is no question but

it would have been much better 
for the Northwest

had this proven a good corn yea
r, but well posted

authorities in that section say tha
t there will be

adequate revenue from crops alr
eady harvested for

all purposes.
The past month has witnessed

a great rush to the irrigated re-

gions of Colorado and the mid-

dle West. Investors have been

going West in large numbers an
d reports indicate

that they are buying land qui
te liberally. The

prospect that the Government is 
going to take hold

of irrigation in earnest, and that 
the coming decade

is to see the desert blossom 
as the rose, has led

them to believe that the next gre
at tide of emigra-

tion will sweep over the arid 
regions between the

Mississippi River and the Rocky 
Mountains, and

that the most fertile soil of the n
ear future will be the

irrigated plains of Kansas, Nebr
aska, Oklahoma,

Texas, Colorado, Arizona, Wy
oming, Utah, Mon-

tana, Washington and California
. To all who are

interested in this Westward mov
ement, the recent

census bulletin on irrigation is 
of great value. It

gives the history of attempts to 
raise crops in the

United States by means of art
ificial water supply,

and dwells especially upon t
he great growth of

public sentiment in favor of 
irrigation in the past

ten years, but that part of th
e report which will

most deeply interest the pr
ospective investor, or

the prospective settler, is the 
showing made of the

cost of land, the cost of irri
gation and the valite of

the average crop product. 
No man will leave a

state of humid atmosphere for
 an arid plain with-

out satisfying himself .that it 
will pay, and while

general statistics are not safe t
o go by in determin-

ing what any individual piece 
of land will do, they

do give a general view of 
what is ahead of the

emigrant, from which he can 
estimate more safely

his chance in any particular 
locality and on any

particular tract. The average v
alue of the irrigated

land of the West is given 
as $42.53 an acre, the

lowest price being $16.10 
in Wyoming, and the

highest $89.19 in California. T
his does not include

the lands now being put on t
he market, with water

rights guaranteed but not ac
tually irrigated, which

are being bought by spe
culators much cheaper

than the lowest figures her
e given. The average

in the Northwest

Irrigation in
the West
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value of crops produced on thes
e lands in 2899

was from $7.18 an acre in Wyomi
ng to $28.47 in

California, an average for the arid 
States of $14.81.

The cost of irrigation ran as low
 in that year as

$2.86 an acre in Nevada to $12.56 a
n acre in Wash-

ington, the annual average cost 
for repairs and

maintenance being from 16 cents 
in Wyoming to

82 cents in Arizona and New Mexico.
 Taking the

averages for the whole arid region, 
$14.81 the value

of the crop per acre, a water cost of
 $7.80 per acre,

and an added cost of maintenan
ce of 38 cents,

leaves to the farmer for his work an
d investment

an average of $6.63 an acre. Of the total 5,711,965

acres irrigated in 1899, 64 per cen
t., Or 3,665,654

acres, were in hay and forage, which
 are not the

most profitable products ; wheat, o
ats, rye and

barley come next, but altogether 
occupied only

one-fourth of the irrigated land ; ve
getables, or-

chard fruits and small fruits following in
 order.

Personal

President Hulburcl, of the Elgin National

Watch Company, has gone East on 
a short busi-

ness trip. He is expected to return by 
October 1st.

Charles C. Hoefer, of Woodstock, 
Hoefer

& Co., the well-known wholesalers, of
 Kansas City,

was in town for a couple of days
 early in the

month, doing some buying among t
he watch and

case manufacturers and meeting his daughter,

Miss Eunice, who was here on h
er return from

spending the summer among friends 
and relatives

in Wisconsin.
At a recent meeting of the board o

f directors

of the Geneva Optical Company, of this city,

William Smith was re-elected presi
dent ; James D.

Bradley, vice-president ; Fred. H. S
mith, secretary

and W. W. Coup treasurer. Messrs. Bradley and

Coup are the new men in the corporat
ion, succeed-

mg Geo. K. Shoenberger and R. S. 
Hogarth, both

of whom retire from the company.
 Mr. Coup will

take an active interest in the f
irm, devoting his

entire time in assisting Secretary Smith in the

Management of the business.

Geo. E. Marshall, retail, at 203 St
ate Street,

has been confined to his home for
 the past three

weeks from heart trouble. He wa
s convalescing

at last accounts and expected to 
be attending to

business again by October ist.

Ernest Kirschner and Walter Reni
ch, for ten

years faithful employees of the Jue
rgens & Ander-

sen Company, have gone to 
Minneapolis, Minn.,

where they have embarked in the
 manufacturing

business for themselves. THE KEYSTONE joins

with a large circle of trade friends i
n wishing these

worthy young men abundant succe
ss in their new

venture.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Davidson, whos

e marriage

was announced in our last issue, are
 spending their

honeymoon in New York City and 
vicinity.

Louis Manheimer and family hav
e returned

from an extended summer Outing 
spent at Atlantic

City, N. J.
The following resolution was P

assed at the

regular meeting of the Chicago J
ewelers' Ascocia-

tion, held September T6th : " That
 two members

be appointed by the president for th
e purpose of de-

vising a plan to co-operate with the
 several express

companies to prevent goods bein
g delivered to

persons fraudulently representing 
themselves to be

messengers of the express companies." The

president appointed Messrs. Vogell
and and Becken

on the committee.

Ernest Zimmerman, cashier for the 
Juergens

& Andersen Company, has been
 receiving the

congratulations of his friends the pa
st two weeks

upon the arrival of a son and heir 
at his home.

(continued on page 1235)
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of everything in Watches, Jewelry, Silver-
ware, etc., that a jeweler can use is to be
found in our 1903 Catalogue now being
sent out.

We have taken extra pains to make this Catalogue out-
class anything we have ever before published, as we realize
this is going to be an exceptional year in the jewelry business.

This annual book has steadily increasedin size, utility and appearance until now
it represents one of the highest achieve-
ments in catalogue making. The goods it
lists contain true quality and are in a
wider range of selection than was ever
before attempted in any jewelry cata-
logue. Many of these goods are exclusive
with us and cannot be found in any other
catalogue in the country.

We are wholesale jewelers only, not selling any goods at
retail. We have so systematized the filling of mail orders that
you are sure of satisfaction both in regards to promptness
and accuracy.

If your book doesn't reach you within
a reasonable length of time—write us.

BENJ. ALLEN 0 Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers,

131 to 137 Wabash Avenue Chicago.
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Geo. M. Stallard, of the Geneva Opt
ical Com-

pany, returned the middle of t
he month from a

two-weeks' fishing trip up in 
Northern Wisconsin.

He reports the greatest luck of 
his life and that he

thoroughly enjoyed the rare sport he 
found.

W. A. Burhman, formerly with J
eweler C. P.

Mingst, Evansville, Ind., has recentl
y taken a posi-

tion as house salesman with B
enj. Allen & Co.

Bringe Bros., of Milwaukee, Wis., 
are about

to enlarge and improve their s
tore. This move is

made necessary by the dema
nd of their growing

business.
There is great joy in the house of H

ahn these

days, all on account of the advent of a
 young son

born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Hahn
. The young

jeweler, though only two weeks old, 
already bears

the name of his honored gra
ndfather, so that the

house of H. F. 1-Ialm & Co. already ha
s a hold on

the third generation.

Harry 0. Barden, credit man for A. C. Beck
ett,

is back again at his desk after a two-weeks'
 pleasant

vacation spent in Colorado. He was ac
companied •

by Mrs. Barden on his trip.

G. V. 'Dickinson, general agent of the E
lgin

Watch Company, has returned from a 
month's

vacation among the Eastern resorts, looking
 fine

and feeling well. He was accompanied 
by Mrs.

Dickinson.
M. A. Mead, of M. A. Mead & Co., retur

ned

the middle of the month from a Western tr
ip in the

interests of his firm. Mr. Mead tells us that he

never found trade conditions better in the R
ocky

Mountain country, and that he found the jew
elers

already doing something like a holiday business.

R. A. Kettle, Chicago and Western represen
-

tative of Robbins & Appleton, selling agents f
or

the American Waltham Watch Company, is at 
his

desk again after a delightful fortnight's outing spe
nt

at French Lick Springs, Ilid.

G. C. Kinsman, chief watch inspector of the

Wabash Railway System, with headquarters at

Decatur, Ill., was a trade caller in this marke
t

recently.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brayton returned the early

part of the month from their Eastern outing,-.whi
ch

included a few days at each of the following

points : Boston, Southbridge, Newport and New

York. They report a delightful trip.

A. C. Bard & Co. are distributing to the retail

trade their new diamond catalogue, which is a very

handsome and complete one, covering all the

various styles of diamond jewelry mostly in de-

mand among the retailers, which includes an ex-

tremely complete assortment of desirable articles.

The reader of our journal who has not already

received one of these catalogues would do well to

request it, as it is handy in size and replete with

information.
The Elmer A. Rich Company have succeeded

the Rich & Allen Company in the diamond busi-

ness in room 803 Columbus Memorial Building.

No change in the business whatever, the only

change being in the firm-name.

Ben. Means, the well-known watchmaker, will

have the sympathy of his friends in the trade on

account of the serious illness of his oldest daughter

from typhoid fever. The young lady's case has

been given up as hopeless by the attending

physician.
Otto Young & Co. have just issued their 19°3

catalogue. It is a complete and most satisfactory

exhibit of the lines carried by this well-know
n

house. It has been the aim of the firm to make

this catalogue better in every way than any o
f its

predecessors, and this has been carried out no
t

only in the matter prupared for general informa
tion,

but also typographically as shown in the good pape
r

and excellent illustrations with %vhich it is crow
ded.

It will certainly prove a very useful trade 
hand-

book to the retail jeweler, and deserves to be 
care-

fully read and preserved by the dealer who rec
eives

it. This catalogue is issued for general distribution

among the retail jewelry trade, and the above fir
m

sends it to all regular jewelers in their trade 
terri-

tory when they write and request it. So if you do

not receive it by October 15th, ask for the new b
ook.

D. H. Raymond, the well-known Western

traveler, who has been in Mexico for nearly a
 year

past in the railway time service under A. C. Sm
ith,

is again back in Chicago, having resigned his

Mexican position.
Herbert Compton, buyer for the F. C. Happel

Company, is being congratulated of late upon th
e

arrival of a young jeweler at his home.

C. M. Secor, who has for several years 
past

represented J. H. Purdy & Co. in Michigan an
d

Indiana territory, has resigned his position.

Mn. and Mrs. Samuel Swartchild anti their s
on,

William, have returned from a three-mont
hs' trip

in Europe, during which they visited m
any of the

principal cities and points of interest. The
 journey

was made both for business and pleasur
e, and was

greatly enjoyed by the whole party. Mr. Swart-

child improved the opportunity to look 
through

the various German factories for the newest 
things

in tools for the watchmaker, and he assure
s us that

he has secured some decided novelties in 
this line.

He found general trade somewhat depressed

throughout the German empire. However, this

was not the case with the tool factories, as h
e found

them very busy. Just at present they are having a

large business with the United States. Mr. Swart-

child tells us that he found trade in the reta
il

jewelry stores throughout the continent dull
 and the

shopkeepers, as they call them there, comp
laining

somewhat of poor business. He thought he 
could

see a growing demand fdr American 
watches, as

the dealers were beginning to carry the
m in stock.

Herbert W. Allen, of the Columbus Memor
ial

Building, is about the most enthusiastic ya
chtsman

in the trade. Mr. Allen has been one of a party of

friends who have made up the crew of fou
r on the

Coleen, one of the crack boats of the 
Chicago

Yacht Club. Mr. Allen has been spending his

vacation time all summer long sailing with the

crew, and they have been so fortunate 
as to win

the club's prize in the season's sailing of
 big boats.

Henry J. Furber, well-known in the 
Chicago

trade as the former landlord of the 
Columbus

Memorial Building, left town yesterday m
orning for

a trip to Europe. He expects to 
spend a year

abroad in recreation and travel.

William W. Coup, the new treasurer 
of the

Geneva Optical Company, is a railroad 
man of ex-

tended experience. For nearly twenty years he

has been 'connected with the passenger 
department

.of the Northwestern railroad, latterly 
as cashier and

ticket agent in the general passenger 
office at Lake

Street and Fifth Avenue. A year or 
more ago he

became interested in optics, and last 
winter took a

course at one of our optical school
s. Of late he

has become so fascinated with optic
s as a profes-

sion and as a business, that he has 
gone into it .as

his life work.
Frank Pitkin, of Pitkin & Brooks, 

Chicago's

widely-known house in cut glass, f
ine china and

lamps, is at his desk to-day after a ten
-days' busi-

ness trip among the Eastern manufact
uring centers.
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Henry Lutz, manager for Horace W. Ste
ere,

wholesale dealer, Detroit, was in Chicago for 
a day

or two early in the month looking over 
manufac-

turers' lines in search for the latest fall nove
lties.

Gossip Among the Trade

At a recent meeting of the American Horolo
-

gical Society a resolution was passed setting 
aside

the sum of fifty dollars to purchase books f
or its

library. This applies to books published in Eng-

lish only. Here is an excellent opportunity for

parties who have works on horological subjects 
to

dispose of them. C. L. Hoefer, secretary, Room

811 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago, will 
be

glad to answer communications on this matter.

The Stein & Ellbogen Company are making a

handsome display of the complete sample lines 
of

cut glass and silver-plated ware manufactured b
y

the Pairpoint Corporation, for which they are

Chicago selling agents.

Benj. Allen & Co.'s already large quarters are

being taxed to the utmost by the fall rush, and th
ey

find it necessary in every way possible to econo-

mize space. They have recently put in two large

safes in their watch department, which will gi
ve

them much needed room for storing their su
rplus

stock of movements and cases. This is only one

instance among many that are happening with th
is

firm's expansion.
F. C. Jorgeson & Co., store fixture makers,

31 and 33 Indiana Street, will remove Octobe
r 1st

from their present quarters to 208 and 210 
West

Lake Street, corner of Halsted, where they 
will

occupy five floors, much more than doubling 
their

present capacity. Though a new firm, this house

is already doing a fine business, and we are gl
ad to

note their expansion.

The thirty-seventh annual catalogue of Norris
,

Alister & Co. will be forthcoming about the
 15t11

of the present month. The company has e
xercised

a particularity in the preparation of this 
compila-

tion which insures its success as an adv
ertising

production. It will be of ample proportions and

contain 500 interesting and well-printed 
pages.

The pictorial features will be rich and 
abundant,

and the firm's latest and best merchandise
 will be

described with brevity and forcefulness. It will be

the largest compilation of its kind ever i
ssued by

the firm, and will be sent to regular jewe
lers on

request.
A. C. Becken has issued his twelfth annual

catalogue and price-list. It is in every respect an

improvement on his previous catalogues, con
tain-

ing 736 pages, or 84 more than the catalogu
e of last

year. It is an exceedingly handsome compilation,

complete in every detail and arranged with 
admira-

ble precision. It contains an adequate exploitation

not only of all kinds of jewelry, but of to
ols and

materials as well. As an advertising feat it 
com-

pletely outclasses all the previous achievemen
ts of

Mr. Becken in the realm of publicity.

Out-of-town Visitors

P. C. Minton, of the Minton Jewelry Compa
ny,

El Reno, Okla., is spending this week 
in the

Chicago market selecting his fall bills and 
enjoying

a whiff of metropolitan life. Mrs. Minton accom-

panies him.
W. J. Gurney, of Gurney & Ware, Kansas

City, is in Chicago to-day and was a cong
enial

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters. Like every

other man from Kansas City he thinks his to
wn is

the best one on earth, and that it is forging t
o the

front at a wonderful pace.

(Continued on page 1237)
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HE above illustration is the frontispiece of our New 32-Page Fall Circular, which we are just sending out to thetrade. It illustrates several hundred of the brightest, nobbiest and most stylish articles in jewelry merchandiseshown this season. This New Fall Booklet of ours shows the finest assortment of high class, thoroughly reliableand latest novelties in the country at absolutely low prices. As a catalogue to buy from it is unequaled. Thearticles shown in it are sample values that demonstrate our leadership in jewelry jobbing. If you have notreceived this booklet by the time you read this ask for it and we will cheerfully mail it to you. When you cometo market be sure and call on us—you will be welcomed every time.

C. H. KNIGHTS 0 CO.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND DIAMOND MERCHANTS
COLUMBIJS MEMORIAL BUILDING CHICAGO.
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Will. Weld, of Weld & Sons, Minn
eapolis,

Minn., was a welcome visitor among o
ur wholesale

and manufacturing trade recent
ly. He reports the

Northwest as unusually prosperous this seas
on with

fine prospects for a record-break
ing fall and holiday

trade.
Among the well-known and leading we

stern

jewelers seen among our wholesale and 
manufac-

turing trade recently was Will. H.
 Beck, of Sioux

City, Iowa. Mr. Beck was in town for a week and

was accompanied by Mrs. Beck and th
eir daughter.

When met by TIIE KEYSTONE represent
ative Mr.

Beck said that in all of his exp
erience in trade he

thought he had never seen conditions or
 prospects

for business men more flattering than
 this season,

and that he was looking for the fall an
d holiday

trade to eclipse all former records. For these rea-

sons and on account of the prospective shor
tage of

popular selling goods as the holidays appro
ached,

he was making his holiday purchases 
somewhat

more liberal and earlier than usual.

James Anderson, for a number of years past

watchmaker for C. D. Gardner, Manistee, 
Mich.,

was in Chicago for several days early in the
 month

purchasing a stock for the new store he is 
just

opening up in Manistee. Mr. Anderson bou
ght his

fixtures and opening bills mostly in this market

and will have a modern establishment from t
he

start.

B. B. Gragg, until lately with W. H. Disney
 &

Co., Terry, S. flak., was in this market las
t week

selecting his opening bill for the new jewelry 
store

he is opening at Brook, Ind.

L. S. Cady, head of the well-known retail

house of Cady & Olmstead, Kansas City, 
was in

Chicago recently en route home from his sum
mer

outing spent among the Michigan resorts. 
Mr.

Cady is one of the pioneer jewelers of the Miss
ouri

Valley and has been successful in building u
p a fine

business and reputation for his firm in the vigo
rous

and growing metropolis at the mouth of th
e Kaw

in the thirty-five years that he has been in busi
ness

at that point. The writer remembers Mr. 
Cady

and his store in the early seventies when Kan
sas

City was a struggling young city. Mr. Cady was

then as he is now a firm believer in his town's

future and said then that he believed he would
 live

to see a great city grow up at that point. We
 are

glad that he has been spared to witness the
 fulfill-

ment of his prophecy and we hope that he will liv
e

many more years to witness Kansas City's 
still

greater growth and expansion.

Jeweler Ben. Martin, of Logansport, Ind., was

in the city recently looking over the market for the

latest fall novelties.

Rudolph Weitlich, of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., spent

a few days in the Chicago market early in the mont
h

selecting his fall bills.

J. B. Johnson, for several years past with Hu
m-

iston & Co., Goodland, hid., was in Chicago fo
r

several days recently selecting his opening stock

for a new jewelry store that he is just opening up

at the above town.
A. L. Downard, jeweler-stationer, Marengo, .

Iowa, was in Chicago last week on a purchasin
g

trip.
F. C. Cook, of F. C. Cook & Co., Janesville,

Wis., a well-known buyer in this market, was here

last week on the lookout for fall novelties and

made very liberal purchases of goods for the holi
-

day trade. He anticipates a good business through-

out the entire season.

Williams & Mann, of Clarksville, Tenn., were

represented in the Chicago market last week by Mr.

Williams, the head of the firm, who was here com-

bining business with pleasure.

Tom Ware, of Gurney & Ware, Kansas City,

Mo., was in Chicago recently on his way home

from a most pleasant vacation spent among the

Northern lake regions.

T. J. Ellis & Co., of. Jonesboro, Ark., were

represented in the Chicago market for a few days

last week by Mr. Ellis, the head of the firm, who

was here looking over the fall lines of our manu-

facturers and jobbers.

Jeweler Robert Ernst and Mrs. Ernst, of Vicks-

burg, Miss., spent a few days recently in Chicago

while on their way from their summer outing spent

among the Northern lakes.

E. J. Hervey, of Grand Rapids, Mich., was

among the visiting buyers in the market last week

selecting their fall bills.

R. C. Eisenbach, for the past fourteen years

with the H. C. Katchlein Company, of Lafayette,

Ind., was in this market for several days last week

selecting goods for his new jewelry store which he

is just opening up in Lafayette. Mr. Eisenbach

purposes that his establishment shall be secon
d

to none in that section and up to the times

in every particular.

John C. Pierik, so well and favorably known

among the trade as the head of the jewelry hous
e

of Sommer & Pierik, Springfield, Ill., was in 
the

market the early part of the week looking up th
e

latest fall novelties. Mrs. Pierik accompanied him

and while here they were the guests at the home o
f

W. C. Sommer, optician at Hyman, Berg & Co.

Jeweler P. L. Gordon, of Fairfield, Iowa,

accompanied by Mrs. Gordon, were trade callers i
n

this market early in the month. Mr. Gordon was

selecting his fall bills as well as enjoying the sight
s

and scenes of the western metropolis for a few days
.

C. E. Wardin, of Topeka, Kans., one of the

" old reliables " among the jewelers of the Su
n-

flower State, spent a day or two in Chicago earl
y

in the month. He was a welcome visitor am
ong

the trade and reported prosperous times in Kansa
s

with fine prospects for good business during 
the

fall and winter.
M. T. Thorsen, of Decorah, Iowa, was a trade

visitor in the Chicago market recently selec
ting

his fall bills.

T. H. Anderson, of Bedford, Ind., was among

the many visiting buyers in this market rece
ntly

buying their fall supplies.

George Flanders, of Three Rivers, Mich., spent

a few days in the Chicago market the early 
part of

the month buying goods for his fall trade.

Both members of the firm of Stoutheimer Bros.,

the well-known Milwaukee retailers, visited 
Chicago

recently to place their order for new fixt
ures for

their store. They were callers at KEYSTONE head-

quarters and brought the news that they were 
about

to fix up their store in modern style and 
that they

expected to have an up-to. date jewelry 
establish-

ment in every particular by the time they got

through with their improvements.

F. W. Teshner, of Milwaukee, Wis., was
 a re-

cent trade visitor in this market. He was 
picking

up his stock of fall novelties among our 
wholesalers

and manufacturers.

F. E. Shortess, jeweler-optician, of T
raer,

Iowa, was a visiting buyer in the Chica
go market

early in the month. Mr. Shortess made a short

call at KEYSTONE headquarters and a
ssured us

that crops were turning out fine in his 
section, and

that the harvest generally was bountif
ul, which

assured dealers a prosperous fall trade.
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Jeweler C. A. Cole, of Winterset, Iowa, was in

town the early part of the month on his way home

from a two-months' outing at Petoskey, Bay View
,

Mackinac Island and Sault Ste Marie, Mich. H
e

reported a delightful time. While in Chicago Mr.

Cole was selecting his fall bills of novelties and

holiday lines for both his Winterset and Indian-

ola stores.
W. T. Nixon & Co., the well-known firm of

jewelers at El Paso, Texas, have been represented

in the Chicago market the past two weeks by Mr.

Hixon, who is here visiting relatives and doing the

fall buying for his firm. Mr. Hixon reports good

business in his section of the great Southwest and

that dealers in his country are anticipating a good

fall and winter trade.

Mrs. Wolf Fink, wife of Jeweler Fink, of

Lead, S. Dak., has been in Chicago for the past

two weeks, visiting friends and looking after th
e

entrance of their son into St. John's Military Insti-

tute, at Delav.an, Wis.

E. A. Buder, of Cairo, Ill., was among the

large number of but-of-town jewelers in this marke
t

last week, attending to their fall buying.

Jeweler C. Christenson and his son, Trace, of

Stoughton, Wis., were in the market the early part

of the month, calling on their friends in the whole-

sale trade.

Thyle & Planer, of Emmetsburg, Iowa, were

represented in this market the early part of the

month by Mr. Thyle, the head of the firm, who

was here on a purchasing trip.

B. S. Gaylord, of Owosso, Mich., was in Chi-

cago recently, selecting his fall bills among our

wholesalers and manufacturers.

J. G. Irwin, manager of the Palace Jewelry

Store, Parkersburg, Iowa, was in this market
 the

early part of the month and found time to pa
y his

respects at KEYSTONE headquarters during his
 stay

in town.

Thorpe & Hoberg, of Sioux City, Iowa, were

represented in this market for a few days recentl
y

by Mr. Thorpe, who was here on a purchasi
ng trip.

W. F. Kirkpatrick, of W. F. Kirkpatrick &

Co., St. Joseph, Mo., dropped in upon his C
hicago

trade friends early in the month, on the loo
kout

for new things for his fall trade.

S. N. Jenkins, the well-known gold-pen ma
n,

formerly in business in Chicago, but now in 
busi-

ness in Richmond, Ind., under the firm-n
ame of

Jenkins & Company, was in Chicago recently, 
call-

ing on his numerous friends in the trade.

B. L. Turner, of Trammell & Turner, Hous-

ton, Texas, spent a fortnight in Chicago re
cently,

visiting relatives and regaining his health, 
which

has not been good the past few months
. Mr.

Turner is an old Chicagoan, and was enjoying
 his

outing exceedingly. He dropped in at K
EYSTONE

headquarters and said in reply to inquiry that

Texas, generally speaking, was all right th
is fall ;

that Houston was enjoying great prosperi
ty and

that they were expecting a fine trade from 
now on

through the winter.

L. A. Fondersmith, of Hoopeston, Ill., visited

this market last week on a purchasing e
xpedition.

Frank Le Bron, the well-known jeweler,
 of

Keokuk, Iowa, was seen in one of our who
lesale

offices yesterday. Mr. Le Bron said that his town

was about to give a street fair and that 
he was in

the market preparing for the event, which t
he mer-

chants of the town were anticipating would be

quite a successful affair.

C. A. Vanderberg, the well-known and s
uc-

cessful jeweler of West Superior, Wis., spent 
seve-

ral days in the Chicago market last week selectin
g

his fall and holiday bills.
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It's thirty-seven years since Wm. Blackinton, thefounder of the firm of W. 8z S. Blackinton, made the firsthard-soldered, fancy-link, rolled-gold-plate chains ever madein the world—a "stunt " which still holds the record asthe greatest event in the history of chain making.
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We have done lots of other things "first "—we

4\
 have a penchant for doing things that way. For
instance, we were the first to make guaranteed

rolled-plate or gold filled chains. We were the_,. first to have registered trade-marks. And the
"W. & S. B. *" trade-mark was the first

that ever was stamped on a chain swivel
—all of which innovations were acknowl-

, 
edged by the trade to be steps in the right
direction—ahead.

That's the direction we always take and
that's why the " Old Reliable W. &S. B.*"
Chains are ahead of the procession in

,

quality, finish, workmanship and wear—
don't forget the wear. Jewelers who han-dle the " Old Reliable W. & S. 13. *" never get into

trouble, because the "guarantee " covers Me goods 
not the tag. Think it over—then ask your jobber to
open up his line of " Old Reliables "—then buy them.
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I 1.1 I 141 lb.' 1.

S. Blackinton Co.
New York,

14 Maiden Lane.
Factory,

North Attleboro, Mass.
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Philadelphia Letter

The magnitude of the benefits

Benefits From
derived from the trade excur-

Trade Excursions sions, the last of which arrived

in Philadelphia early in Septem-

ber, is readily comprehensi
ble from the figures

prepared by L. H. Townsend, press 
agent of the

Trades League. According to Mr. Townsend's

figures, about 178,500 persons from p
oints as far

west as Indiana, as far south as Virg
inia, and as far

north as Canada took advantage o
f the low rates

offered by the railroads. He estimates
 that at least

30,000 of these excursionists stopped off
 in Phila-

delphia for ten days, and that they spe
nt on an

average of not less than $12 apiece dur
ing their

stay. That would make a total of $36o,000.

C. L. Conrad, C. Heuber and C. Loeffl
er, three

Quaker City jewelers, whose stores ar
e situated in

close proximity, recently enjoyed a 
fishing expedi-

tion at Anglesea. The outing was a ve
ry happy

one both from a sporting and social p
oint of view,

and the party resolved to visit the s
cene of their

felicity at a future date.

Thomas Moore, formerly a member of the fir
m

of F. P. Blair & Co., Bellefonte, Pa., ha
s accepted a

position as watchmaker at the Wanamaker 
store,

this city.

The Jewelers' Club has issued notices t
o its

members intimating the appointment of a s
pecial

committee whose province it will be to sti
mulate

interest in the organization and particular
ly to take

steps toward the improvement of the club 
rooms.

The following is a list of the students wh
o

entered the Philadelphia College of Horology,

September 1st, for a course in the different bra
nches

of the modern jeweler's craft : Geo. A. Whel
ess, Jus-

tice, N. C. ; Fred. B. Patterson, Barnesville, 
Ohio ;

Wm. Mallett, Manchester, Mass.; Howard C
. Bul-

lock, Canton, Ohio; Ray \V. Vickers, Worce
ster,

N. Y.; Louis F. Stock, Clearfield, Pa.; Melvin 
H.

Gardner, Washingon; Pa.; Geo. E. Dail, Windso
r,

N.C.; Frank Wingler, Sharon, Pa.; L. F. Hyde, Ne
w

Philadelphia, Ohio ; Ralph- Hogan, Akron, Ohio;

G. D. Linkletter, Knack, N. Y.; R. W. Thayer,

Jamestown, N. Y.; D. Makof, Philadelphia, Pa.

C. J. Conrad, son of C. L. Conrad, the wel
l-

known local jeweler, is achieving distinction in t
he

dramatic world. During the two coming seasons

he will tour New England with the Dot Carro
ll

Company. He figures in leading juvenile roles

and is skillful at staging the plays.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. designed the prize to be

competed for at the fall tournament of the Library

Chess Association. The prite, a miniature illustra-

tion of which is here shown is made of gold-1o3

dwts, of 14 K. metal

being used in its

manufacture. It

takes its form from

the chess "castle,"

and is three inches

in diameter and five

inches in height.

The total height

with base is eight

inches. The in-

scription on the

base is as follows:

"Presented to Mer-

cantile Library

Chess Association

by Harris J. Chil-

ton, 1902." The prize is apt in design and

beautifully executed.

Miss Ruth Sickles, daughter of Ed. Sickles, of

AI. Sickles & Sons, was awarded first prize at the

recent annual floral chair parade, held on the

Boardwalk, Atlantic City.

Simons, Bro. & Co., 611-613 Sansom Street,

have taken the final step which will enable them to

concentrate their entire time, energy and attention

to their manufacturing and wholesale business. It

will be remembered that about a year ago the firm

sold their retail jewelry, watch and diamond depart-

ments to Edgar A. Smith and Joseph D. Hoover,

retaining the retail silverware, clock, bronze and

bric-a-brac departments. Last month the firm sold

these latter departments to William J. Davis, thus

definitely disposing of the retail branch of their

business. This leaves them free to devote their

entire resources and energy to the manufacturing

and wholesale branches, and the manufacturing

equipment will be enlarged and their lines ex-

tended. As a result of the transfer of the retail

departments the company, who own the building

they occupy, will vacate the entire first floor. The

clerical force and general offices will be removed

to the second and third floors, which are now

being altered and improved to meet the new con-

ditions. Unhampered by the division of interests

and attention entailed by the retail branches, the

firm anticipates accelerated progress and an even

greater measure of success.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

President Roosevelt's visit to

Great Crowds this city on September 22d in

connection with the Spanish

War Veterans reunion, was re-

sponsible for a large influx of strangers. Fully

150,000 visitors poured into the city to participate

in the festivities which were held in honor of the

visit of the " strenuous " President. This immense

gathering of strangers taxed the hotels to the

utmost ; but, as Detroit is noted for its fine and

numerous hostelries, the crowd was satisfactorily

taken care of. A great military parade took place

on Monday, September 22d, in which the Spani
sh

War Veterans played an important part. In the

evening the dramatic order, Knights of Khorrassan

(an auxilliary to the Knights of Pythias) partici-

pated in a very humorous parade. All the marche
rs

either appeared in full regalia or costumed them-

selves in ludicrous fashion.

Many retail jewelers took ad-

Influx vantage of the special low rate

of Retail Jewelers made by the railroads to come

and make their fall purchases.

This resulted in unusual activity among the jo
bbers.

As there are a number of county fairs which 
take

place about the first of October, the local jewele
rs

have been stocking up to make ready for the 
pros-

pective rush. These conditions have stimulated

business all along the line and have given the fall

trade a decided impetus.

An attempt was recently made to pass a wort
h-

less $500 draft on the firm of Wright, Kay 
& Co.

Ed. S. Hunter alias W. L. Clark, is held at 
police

headquarters with " suspicion of forgery " reg
is-

tered against him. A few weeks ago a young m
an

dropped into this store and made a few purc
hases.

A few clays later he made another purchas
e and

introduced himself. He made several purchas
es

at various times and in all bought about $5o
 worth

of jewelry, paying for all in cash. A few day
s later

he called and selected a diamond ring and a
 gold

of Visitors
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watch. He did not take them with him but called

about 6 o'clock, just as the store was being closed

and asked for the watch and ring, presenting in

payment for them a $5oo New York draft on the

Traders' Bank. Mr. Kay became suspicious and

using the long distance telephone ascertained that

the draft was worthless. He immediately notified

the police who took the man in custody.

George K. Savage, a clerk in

Noack & Gorenflo's wholesale

house, who was fined $25 Sep-

tember iith after he had con-

fessed to stealing $2 from the firm, is charged with

thefts of a much larger amount. Mr. Noack pleaded

with Justice Sellers to let Savage down easy be-

cause of his family. "Savage admitted having

gotten at least $240 from the firm, and I think that

the sum will be found to be much greater," said

Lieut. Sadler. " He told me after some question-

ing that he had averaged $6 a week for forty weeks,
and some weeks he had taken more than that

amount. The statement should be made out of

justice to the firm Who would not think of prose-

cuting a man who had taken but $2 from them."
Savage was a trusted employee and his theft was a

great surprise to the firm.

Traub Bros & Co. were the victims of two

clever thieves a short time ago. Wm. Wayne and

Chas. Prather, who had " done time " in several

state institutions in the past, called on the above-

mentioned firm and asked to see some diamond

rings as they wanted to match one which one of the

men wore in his shirt front. The young man who

waited on them placed a tray of diamond rings be-

fore them, the contents of which the men examined!

with a critical eye. Finally they left stating that

they might return later. After they had gone the

salesman discovered a 25c. " phoney " ring had

been substituted for a Poo gem. The police were

immediately notified and later in the day landed

the culprits in jail as they were returning from the

Windsor Race Track. After a preliminary exami-

nation they were turned over to the Recorder's

Court to await trial.

W. F. King, Jr., of Adrian, Mich., was in the

City recently calling on the wholesale trade and

made purchases for the fall trade. Mr. King, who

formerly did all his shopping in Chicago, admits

that he can do just as well here and finds the li
nes

shown are equally as large and attractive.

Frank Ormsby, of Otisville, Mich., was a visit
or

here last month making purchases for his 
holiday

trade.
Fred. Grimm, of Mt. Clemens, Mich., called o

n

the trade recently. Mr. Grimm is very en
thusiastic

over the prospects of a big fall business in h
is sec-

tion of the country.

The Sempire Clock Co., of St. Louis, Mo
.,

have rented 75 electric regulators to the 
Detroit

Evening News Co., who intend to distribu
te the

clocks at various points throughout the c
ity to be

used as an advertisement.

D. B. Bancroft, the Griswold Street retaile
r,

returned the early part of last month from
 a six-

weeks' summer outing, most of his vacati
on being

spent in an enjoyable manner in the New 
England

country.
S. B. Lemmon, watchmaker for D. B. B

ancroft,

the Griswold Street jeweler, spent a fo
rtnight at his

old home in Des Moines, Iowa, last 
month. He

was accompanied by Mrs. Lemmon.

Noack & Gorenflo have been very busy wit
h

their new fall catalogue the past month. 
It will be

a handsome and representative book, we
ll worthy

of the attention of the trade. They expect to send

the book out about the middle of October.

A Dishonest
Clerk
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London Letter

• Business in general has been very quiet thrcsugh-
out Great Britain, particularly so in Ireland and
Scotland, but the tendency of the last two weeks
has been upward, and the probability is that busi-
ness will now soon become good again. One of
the great mistakes over here seems to be the prac-
tice of the traveling man talking dull trade, and
whether a retail dealer's business is dull or not, he
soon begins to believe it is after hearing " no busi-
ness " from almost every traveling man who calls.
If the Prince of Wales in his famous speech at the
Guildhall had supplemented his words " wake up"
by advising the commercial men to " hurry up,"
it would have been good advice. Of course, it can
be carried to extremes the other way, and the
boastful salesman is not as a rule the best ; still it
does strike your correspondent that to go around
with a long funereal face is not exactly conducive
to securing orders. Trade is not nearly so dull at
this time as it was last year at the same time.
Every small shop-keeper one meets shakes his
head and asserts dismally that he never saw busi-
ness so bad. Usually, however, after five minutes'
conversation he admits that he is just a little bit
ahead up to date on last year's sales. All in all,
it really looks as though manufacturer, wholesaler
and retailer were all three going to have an ex-
ceptionally fine fall trade.

On the whole, trade in gems has
been fair ; nothing, however, to
boast of. The holiday season is
always a quiet time. There has

been a good market for fancy stones—pearls, em-
eralds and rubies of good quality fetching good
prices. Reports from Amsterdam say that business
in diamonds, has been on the whole rather quiet,
although a few large parcels of brilliants changed
hands, especially in large sizes, for which there is
still a good demand, more particularly in sizes
ranging from 2 to 4 grains, and up to 3-carat stones.
Small goods, especially meles, are not at all salable
just now, except the very smallest sizes of bril-
liants. Roses are also not easy to dispose of.
There is a good demand for rough, especially of
large sizes. The factories are fairly busy, and
there is a good prospect of plenty of work for
the next few months.

The state of the Paris diamond
market has not been very pros-

Market perous, owing, no doubt to the
large number of dealers being

out of town for their usual holidays. There has been
a fair demand for middle quality metes and also for
large brilliants. Very fine pearls have also been
in demand. A few large parcels of cheap rubies
and sapphires and rubies changed hands, these
being mainly for exportation.

Though the coronation has been
described in minute detail by

Crown the newspapers, it may be of
1 nerest to supplement the par-

ticulars of the King's crown, which appeared in a
recent number of the Horological Journal, by some
details of that worn by the Queen, which is com-
posed entirely of diamonds, all mounted in silver
settings. This metal was selected as most com-
pletely displaying the beauty and brilliancy of the
stones, gold being alone used on the inner and
hidden portions of the mounting. The circlet, un-
surpassed in effect by that of any existing crown, is

inches in width, and is entirely encrusted with
brilliants of the finest water. These diamonds, vary-
ing in size from one, specially fine in color, weigh.

The Gem
Trade

Paris Diamond

The Queen's
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ing nearly seventeen carats, down to those of the
smallest dimensions, necessary to carry out the
design, are placed as closely together as possible
throughout. In this method, technically called
pave setting, no metal is visible, so that the entire
circlet is one blaze of light. This strikingly-rich
band supports four large crosses-patees and four
large fleurs-de-lis of light and elegant design,
which, placed alternately, enclose the purple silk
velvet cap. The center of the largest crosse patee
displays the priceless Koh-i-noor, the grand and
unique feature of the crown. Three very large
diamonds of extraordinary lustre occupy the centers
of the other crosses-patees. Eight graceful arches,
curving inwards, spring from the crosses and fleurs-
de-lis, each arch being composed of three rows of
diamonds in illusion setting, the central row being
of very large stones, whilst smaller ones afford an
excellent contrast, a result also taken into consid-
eration by making the arches from the fleurs-de-lis
slightly less wide than those which spring from the
crosses. The arches converge towards the center
and there unite in supporting an orb encrusted with
diamonds, set in the same manner as the circlet.
This is surmounted in turn by a crosse-patee of
large diamonds arranged to show equally well on
both sides, and with its edges set with small dia-
monds. The total number of stones used is 3688.
By Her Majesty's special command the crown has
been constructed as lightly as possible, with the
result that the entire weight is but 22 ounces 15
pennyweights.

Sir William H. Bailey, after a
long period of experience in the
subject, and considerable study
as to the best methods of prop-

erly illuminating a clock dial during the hours of
darkness, has placed upon the market a handsome
dial, of which we gave a few details. The back-
ground of the dial is enameled on metal, with a
white porcelain ground, and a system of small
electric lamps ingeniously arranged, illuminates
the figures. To obtain the greater effect these
figures consist of a glass bulb, showing white en-
ameled lettering on a blue ground. Experience
has shown that a suitable degree of illumination for
these lamps is about eight-candle power. Their
light is reflected on the background. The hands
are black, the frames of the figure are gilded with
the best gold, and the outer frame is of copper left
a natural color, and lacquered four times. The
whole presents a very rich and ornamental
effect, and the time is clearly discernable from very
considerable distances.

The new clock at St. John's
Church, Longton, Staffs (for

Church Clock which the late G. T. Hemming
left $2500), has now been com-

pleted and set going. It is an extra large size,
striking the hours and Cambridge chimes quarters,
and showing time upon three dials seven feet in
diameter, which are illuminated with a special
quality flashed opal glass. The work has been
carried out by Messrs. J. B. Joyce & Co., clock
manufacturers, Whitchurch, Shropshire.

What is said to be the only
complete gold toilet service in
the world belongs to the Khe-
dive of Egypt. It was made in

London, and consists of twenty-eight pieces. Each
piece bears the monogram of the Khedive in dia-
monds. Upwards of 3000 diamonds and over 1200
rubies were used in decorating these golden toilet
articles. The body of each piece is of eighteen
karat gold, and all are enclosed in a diamond-
incrusted ebony case.

Coronation
Clock Dial

Handsome

Gold Toilet
Service

October, 1902

Arkansas Items

Albert Pfeifer, of Little Rock, Ark., has been
succeeded by Albert Pfeifer & Bro. The new firm
has New York offices at 9-11 Maiden Lane. Owing
to the recent growth of the business Albert Pfeifer
found it advisable to take a partner, and conse-
quently associated himself with his brother, thus
adding new ideas and capital. Archibald Hotch-
kiss, representing this firm, returned home last
month to replenish his sample cases and is again
in his territory. He reports a good business and
bright prospects, with money plentiful and the
people liberally disposed.

C. H. Carmichael, of Booneville, Ark., visited
Little Rock, Ark., recently, where he made exten-
sive purchases of holiday goods.

Junction City Jewelry Co., John L. Green pro-
prietor, is preparing to do an extra large business
this fall. Times have been quite prosperous in
that section, as the immense mill industries and the
extension of the railroad have greatly benefited
the town. Mr. Green has always been very suc-
cessful, owns his own brick store and has it ele-
gantly furnished with plate-glass show cases and
attractive fixtures.

W. D. Elliott, of Camden, Ark., who is a
graduate of the St. Louis School of Watchmaking
and Engraving and a graduate optician, has opened
up a repair shop in the drug store of H. J. Smith
and is arranging to carry a small stock of jewelry.
Mr. Elliott is a good workman and we predict
for him much success in his new location.

W. L. Foutch, of Gurdon, Ark., has had more
than his share of misfortunes during the last few
years. A short time ago his store was broken
into and some jewelry stolen, and later an attempt
was made to burglarize his safe, which was filled
with a quantity of explosive matter and set off;
but as he had a wrought-iron safe instead of a cast-
iron one, the explosive failed to have the desired
effect, the safe not opening up as was intended
by the safe breakers. Not being able to secure
a larger house, he is having his present store re-
modeled, and when his plans are matured he will
have one of the neatest jewelry stores in that
section.

Stinson & Berg, of Camden, Ark., are plan-
ning to remodel their store, put in more show
cases and further beautify their already attractive
place of business. Mr. Stinson intends going to
market soon. They are enjoying a good business
and are expecting a good season.

Mrs. George H. Stinson's jewelry store, in
charge of " Joe " Terrill, expects to have an in-
crease in trade by the erection of the new Cotton
Belt passenger station, which is to be located on
an adjoining block.

H. T. McKinley, jeweler, on Markham Street,
Little Rock, is preparing for a lively fall business.

F. B. Sprat, jeweler, formerly of Pine Bluff,
has recently located in Conway, Ark., where he
has opened a jewelry store.

Al. Kronberg, of the firm of Kronberg Bros.,
jewelers, at 416 Main Street, Little Rock, has been
to Hot Springs for the summer, returning Septem-
ber 1st.

Bayless Jewelry Co., of Little Rock, report an
unprecedented business this season. They say
their fall sales have already exceeded those of last
fall, and that their trade is getting heavier as the
season advances. H. A. Maxwell, one of the rep-
resentatives of this company, after being at head-
quarters a few days, is again on the road taking
orders.

111111Pr .INPF L.

MACHINERY BUILDING,
Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

St. Louis, 19o41.

AN EXPOSITION
of the

Latest and Most Imfirovea' Tools and Machinery for the
making of Fine Jewelry can be seen al our factory.

An Attraction of Esfiecial Interest to Jewelers vi siting
St. Louis during the World's Fair.
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DORST & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturing Jewelers

to the Retail Trade

Make a specialty of all kinds of Ordered Work. Medals,

Badges, Diamond Mountings. Repairing and Matching of

all kinds of stones. Engraving, Plating, etc.

Cincinnati, Ohio, s. E. Cor. 5th & Elm

JEWELRY OR SILVERWARE

when placed in

DENNISON'S JEWELRY AND SILVER-

WARE CASES,

PLAIN AND DOME TOP PAPER BOXES,

embodying

PERFECTION IN QUALITY, FINISH AND

ARTISTIC EXCELLENCE.

Used by the

Leading Jewelers of the United States
for the last 58 years.

Ask for

our new Jewelers Catalogue, illustrating
our new line of Cases, Ring and Watch
Trays and Jewelers' Findings.

Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis.

1

No. 33. Tubular.

ALL CLOCKS

ARRIS

ARRINGTON

LLIOTT

CLIPSES

VERYTHING
SOLE AGENTS

TO THE TRADE FOR

J. J. ELLIOTT'S
CELEBRATED

CHIME CLOCKS.

CASES MADE IN OUR OWN FACTORY.

Harris & Harrington,
32 & 34 Vesey St., New York. APPLY FOR CATALOGUE.

No. 303.
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7117 HE "TWENTIETH CENTURY" cutting has idealized the
Diamond as nature's masterpiece in gems. The discovery of this
cutting brings renewed glory to the modern lapidist, and will neces-
sitate the revision of the story of the Diamond in thousands of books
and encyclopedias. The accepted dictum of centuries that " the
brilliant cutting best brings out the beauties of the Diamond" can
no longer be said. The climax of its brilliancy is attained by the
"TWENTIETH CENTURY" Cutting.

We have the largest and most complete stock of this cutting in
the market.

stands for

Perfection in RING Manufacture—
The Acme of Beauty, Merit and Style.

Importers and Cutters of Diamonds,
103 State Street, Chicago. I Maiden Lane, New York.

OSTBY & BARTON CO.
Providence.R.1.

Manning, Bowman & Company,  Connecticutieri n
NEW YORK : 25 West Broadway. CHICAGO : 35 Randolph St. SAN FRANCISCO: 134 Sutter St.Crockery Exchange Building. Atlas Block.

ALL 14K.

0;10

No. 103/3 No.112 198_9 No.107 12 1...§ No.I13 2162 No.10A

New and Or4ina1

Designs

Quality 

Guaranteed

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish
is a perfect article

Tea Ware No.104 12 1_ No.106 9-
No 109 9'lf

Baking Dishes

Table Kettles
French Coffee

Percolators
No. 226. CHAFING DISH OUTFIT. 8 Neves.

No.108 81P. No.111 91r2
No.1024 091_5 NNo.110 10 tiP

English Pewter Prize Trophies, Tankards, etc.
Soda Fountain Accessories, etc. Bath Room Furnishings

New Catalogue No. 34 K., for Fall of 1902, now ready.

Made by THE MILLER JEWELRY CO., tieTtr,im CINCINNATI, 01110
SEND FOR SELECTION 

PACKAGE
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We have sct a
Standard
The quality of the Kaufman Gold Rings

never varies, neither does the workmanship
and finish—the standard of superiority is
always maintained in all these essentials.
The only other requisite is design, and the
quality of this feature is largely a mat-
ter of individual opinion. We have
always succeeded in producing designs
of character—designs that sell—the
kind that stick out in the tray among
many makes. Eye dazzlers, so to
speak.

The approaching Holiday Season
will be a good time to try us. If our
men don't conic your way with samples,
write. Or, better yet, use your scissors
on this page. The coupon entitles
you to a special proposition, well worth
looking into.

d(2011iSIate illaDgKe0

RING MAKERS
New Factory Offices. Columbia and Green Sts.

NEWARK NJ

Send us

AT ONCE

Your Special

RING PROPOSITION
We want to know about it.

NAME  

ADDRESS  



Our Fall Trade is Indeed Gratifying.
From the reception our traveling force have been receiving
satisfied the up-to-date jeweler appreciates our efforts as
we are being assured daily of having the strongest ring line on

this fill, We are
Ring Makers;
the market.

K-F: Rings assure a big profit to the retailer, because he buys them direct from the manufacturer.
will give the jeweler's customer satisfaction.

K-E Rings for quality and superior workmanship.
K-E Rings

In fact, K-E Ring
K-E Rings for exclusive and

S and NO other. They are THE goods.
Write for selection package.

artistic designs.

Established 187o,

Factory and Trade-Mark.

KING 6 EisELE,
Makers of Rings,

Importers of Diamonds, Jobbers in American Watches.
Special Distributing Agents of

New England Watches.
Salesrooms, 14 to 20 North Division Street,
Factory, 342 and 344 Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

October, 1902

St. Louis Letter

Rush of
Outside Buyers

THEE KEYSTONE

St. Louis enjoyed a rush of

outside buyers the past month.

She is expecting another rush

through October, as the splen-

did harvests now assured are sucii that the activity

will not culminate until the present month, and it

is safe to say that for tha remainder of the fall

season the outlook for general trade is St. Louis

was never as good as at the present time. Thou-

sands of merchants have been here, especially from

the West, South and Southwest. Sales are at least

25 per cent. heavier than in former years. In

jewelry they have run from 25 to 50 per cent.

higher.
The Globe-Democrat cheerfully

St. Louis remarks that large gains are re-
Growing Rapidly ported by all the St. Louis

wholesale dealers in all lines, in

their sales this year as compared with 19or. These,

ill a general way, are shown in the bank transac-

tions and in the earnings of the railroads centering

in this city. In each there has been a heavy in-

crease over last year. The business and population

of St. Louis are growing rapidly.
St. Louis is now one of the

Why We Boast great shoe making centers of

the country. She makes one-

sixth of the shoes manufactured in the United

States, and is fifth among the American cities in

shoe production. According to a census bulletin

just out, St. Louis in two manufactured shoes

valued at $8,826,150 a gain of roo per cent. in ten

years, by far the largest percentage of increase

anywhere. One of our leading daily pipers is

authority for the statement that in the last two

years St. Louis shoe manufacturers are said to

have doubled again, and that the industry is gain-

ing faster than ever. St. Louis will yet be the

world's shoe center.
The chairman of the Missouri,

commission of the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition suggests

that every farmer in the State

who has anything on the farm of extraordinary

quality or unusual size this year should carefully

preserve it for exhibition at the St. Louis World's

Fair in 1904. Many farmers have already notified

the commission of remarkable productions of the

soil, which they are willing to turn over to the

proper authorities for preservation. Most of the

cereal crops have produced abundantly in this

State this year, and a fine collection should be

made at once.

Farmer?
Exhibits

Conditions in
the West and
Southwest

President Yoakum, of the Frisco

system, which is now one of the

leading railway lines traversing

St. Louis territory, while in

New York recently, was inter-

viewed by a newspaper reporter on the subject of

actual and prospective conditions in the great

Southwest. Mr. Yoakum is naturally in a position
to obtain reliable information, and as he is a man
of conservative and carefully balanced judgment,

his opinion may be accepted as indicating the out-

look within a reasonable certainty. Among other

thiclgs he said :

To-day, I regard the East as more dependent
Upon the West than the West has been upon the
East for many years, and from my knowledge of
the conditions and the substantial growth .and
development of the West and Southwest, I believe
that this independence of the West will increase as
time goes on. Not only will this prove to be true
in.matters of manufacture and industrial life, but it
will ultimately apply to money matters also. The

greater Southwest, by which I mean that territory
bounded on the east by the Mississippi, north by
the Missouri, south by the gulf and west by a line
drawn from Kansas City to El Paso, is going to
afford a tremendous market for the products of the
manufacturing centers of the country. The new
towns that are going up there now are not by any
means like the boom towns of ten or fifteen years
ago. To illustrate this, when our line entered one
of the new towns in Indian Territory a few months
ago, we found there were eighteen brick buildings
in process of erection. Ten years ago there might
have been the same number of buildings, but they
would have been cheap frame structures. When it
is understood that this same substantial improve-
ment is going on throughout the whole of that
section, it becomes evident that the manufacturing
industries of the Union will find a constantly widen-
ing market in that prosperous region.

The St. Louis Watchmakers' School is about

to build a new school building out in the 63oo block

on Easton Avenue. It will be so x 150, three

stories, made of handsome brick and entirely

modern in every respect. The ventilation will be

perfect with a splendid light, and it will be corn-

plete and modern in every respect. President

Jaegerman states that their pupils have been in-

creasing in numbers so of late that they simply had

to make arrangements for larger quarters. Their

fall term opened last month with a large class of

students.

The baseball club of the Eisenstadt Manufac-

turing Company is still keeping up its fine record

as a winning team. They have won 22 out of 26

games played this season, and among the clubs

they have defeated are some of the leaders in this

city and vicinity. The club were guests at a ban-

quet given last month at the Mercantile Club by

Messrs. Sam. and Morris Eisenstadt, after whom

the club was named. The occasion was a most

enjoyable one. After the dinner was over, the

management escorted the players to the Columbia

Theater, where they enjoyed the evening's per-

formance.

W. F. Wilmes, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma

and Nebraska representative of the St. Louis Clock

and Silverware Company, is doing well this fall at

sending in orders.
Jeweler Wm. Brazeale, of Pacific, Mo., a

familiar figure in this market, was here last month

buying goods.
Sidney Bauman, of the Sidney L. and Morris

Bauman Company, is being congratulated by his

friends upon the arrival of a young jeweler at his

home.
On Monday, October 6th, the forty-second

annual great St. Louis Fair will begin under

auspices of the most favorable kind, insuring a

week of success such as has seldom, if ever, been

equaled, even by this famous enterprise. It is the

purpose of the management this year to outdo-

former efforts. A large crowd of country buyers

are expected in town fair week, and both our

wholesalers and retailers are anticipating a lively

time that week.
President Alvin Bauman, of the L. Bauuman

Jewelry Company, has asked THE KEYSTONE to

state as a fact that the Bauman Jewelry Company,

which has recently opened up a large retail store

on State Street, Chicago, is in no way connected

with his firm. Mr. Bauman tells us that quite a

number of people have been inquiring of them re-

garding this, hence their desire to have it distinctly

understood by the trade that they are in no way

whatsoever connected with the Chicago firm above

mentioned.

Jeweler J. L. Wolff, of Paducah, Ky., was in

St. Louis last month on a purchasing trip, buying

rather liberally for the fall trade.
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The building selected by the Eisenstadt Com-

pany for the subject of their World's Fair series of

advertisements in this issue of THE KEYSTONE is

the Machinery Building. This design, which is the

fourth of the series, will be found elsewhere, and

is quite a study and well-handled by the artist. It

will be interesting to our readers to know that this

building, which is now under construction, is one

of immense magnitude. Its dimensions are 525

feet by woo feet ; cost, $496,597. Machinery build-

ing will contain the power plant for the exposition,

developing ro,000 additional horsepower, the

largest power plant ever shown as an exhibit. The

ground allotted for the building is of peculiar

shape, viz., a large parallelogram, with a huge

corner piece cut out of the southwest angle.

Among the many visiting dealers here last

month was Jeweler S. T. Schneider, of Bonne

Terre, Mo., who was in the market on a buying

trip.
Williams & Mann, of Clarksville, Tenn., was

represented in this market for several days last

month by Mr. Williams, head of the firm, who was

here on a buying excursion.

The Goldstein-Weisser Jewelry Company, of

Peoria, Ill., were represented in this market last

month oy Mr. Weisser, who was here for a few

days combining business wi.11 ple;;sure.

President John Bolland, of the ll hind Jewelry

Company, retail, a.turned the middle of Septem-

ber from his annual vacation.

The new fall catalogue of the St. Louis Clock

and Silverware Company, will be sent out to the

trade the first week in October. This house have

been very hard at work on their new book, which

will be found to be by far the most complete

catalogue they have ever issued. The retail

jewelers will find it most helpful and useful in his

business, as no firm-name or discounts appear on

its pages. Should you not receive this catalogue

by October 7th and desire one, it will be sent you

free of expense if you will send this firm your re-

quest and say you saw it in THE KEYSTONE.

Jeweler Chris. Keyler, of Nashville, Ill., was

in St. Louis recently on a buying trip, and was seen

among our wholesale houses making selections for

the home market.

C. A. Clement, the well-known jeweler, of

Springfield, Mo., was in St. Louis last month on a

business trip. He reports Southwest Missouri as

unusually prosperous this fall; and that the dealers

in this section are anticipating a fine fall and winter

trade.

L. B. Moore, of Dennison, Texas, was a visit-

ing buyer in this market for several days last month.

While here Mr. Moore bought liberally for the

home store.
C. E. Turner, of Mineral Wells, Texas, was in

this city last month on a purchasing trip. Mr.

Turner remained in town for several days making

liberal selections of fall goods among our whole-

sale houses.
The firm of Muchert & Cook, Sherman, Tex ,

were represented in the St. Louis market for seve-

ral days last month by George E. Cook, junior

member of the firm. Mr. Cook was here combi-

ning business with pleasure and making liberal

selections of goods for their fall trade.

J. B. Jeffords, manager of the J. I.. Duke

Jewelry Company, of Fayetteville, Ark., was a

welcome trade visitor in this market for several

days last month. Mr. Jefforcis made liberal selec-

tions of fall novelties for his home store while in

the market. He reports business good in his

locality, with a bright outlook for a prosperous fall

and holiday trade.
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1 ....MAKES OUR CUSTOM-
ER PROSPEROUS.
LET US INOCULATE

YOU.

If you have not received a copy of our new Fall
catalogue, write us, and if you are a jeweler we will
gladly mail you one.

If our travelers have not seen you, let us know and
we will arrange to show you our Fall line.

We do special manufacturing and repairing and
carry a complete line of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Tools and Material.

Edwards 0 Sloane Jewelry Co.
610 Keith 0 Perry Building, Kansas City, Mo.

October, I ()02

Providence and Attleboro

THE KEYSTON

John Conefy, one of the old-

Death of an Old 
est jewelry workers in North

Jewelry Worker Attleboro, died on Septem-

ber 6th. Deceased had been

connected with the jewelry trade since his boyhoo
d

days. He worked in Pawtucket and New 
Bedford

and subsequently entered the se
rvices of J. H.

Sturdy at the Falls. In 1857 he entered the em-

ploy of Richards, Codding & Co., now kno
wn as

Ira E. Richards & Co., with whom he has

worked continuously for nearly forty-five 
years.

Gyllenberg & Hultman is the name of a new

die-sinking and hub-cutting firm at 12 Melrose

Street, Providence.

The Providence jewelry workers took a con-

spicuous part in the local Labor Day demonstration.

The Jeannette Jewelry Co. has removed from

102 to 107 Friendship Street, Providence.

The incorporation of the E. A. Fargo Co.,

Attleboro, took place some weeks ago. The com-

pany's capital is said to be $30,000, and the incor-

porators are Edwin A. Fargo, Nathaniel W. Lunt

and Edward P. Jostram.

Chas. M. Robbins, of the Chas. M. Robbins

Co., Attleboro, who was a candidate for Congress

in the 14th Massachusetts Congressional District,

issued an announcement some weeks ago intima-

ting that he had withdrawn from the contest.

Stillman Bros. Co., Providence, have filed

articles of incorporation at the office of the secre-

tary of state. The company will engage in the

manufacture of all kinds of machinery. The capital

is said to be Sto,000, and the incorporators are

George Edward Stillman, Albert B. Stillman and

Robert K. Willoughby, of whom Albert B. Stillman

is president.
Joseph L. Sweet, of the R. F. Simmons Co., and

Louis J. Lamb, of C. H. Allen & Co., of Attleboro,

returned last month from a three-months' pleasure

tour in Europe.
C. H. Allen & Co., of Attleboro, have removed

from the two sections of the Robinson plant on

Railroad Street to the new Makepeace Building on

Pine Street, where they have larger quarters and

better facilities.
Edwin A. Fargo, of the E. A. Fargo Co.,

Attleboro, carried off the golf championship at the

recent tournament of the Highland Country Club.

Charles E. Briggs, of Attleboro, died last

month. He was for many years with the firm of

Sturdy Bros., formerly Blake & Claffin, and was

afterward in the employ of the James E. Blake Co.

John M. Fisher, of J. M. Fisher & Co., Attle-

boro, whose temperance principles are a matter

of note, was conspicuous at a recent rally of the

l:rtohebiboitrioo.n party for Southern Massachusetts and

Rhode Island, held at the camp-meeting ground in
iti 

The artificers of Room Y, of the Gorham

Mfg. Co., enjoyed an outing at the Emery Club,

Reservoir Avenue, Providence, Saturday,NSeptem-

ber 6th. The evening was given over to athletic

and musical features, the former being of a very
1:1aeanshaonotda.nd interesting character, and varied in a

manner suitable to different types of strenuous
1 

Henry N. Pervear, the well-known Providence

jewelry manufacturer, died last month at his home
in Pawtucket, after an illness lasting three weeks.

Deceased was born in 1843, and in 1875 he was the

possessor of a store in Pawtucket. He later opened

a,tewelry business in Providence, with Emmons D.

Guild as partner, under the firm-name of Pervear &

Guild. A dissolution soon took place, however,

and Mr. Pervear occupied different locations until

he finally established himself at to9 Friendship

Street. Joseph Nichols was a partner in the busi-

ness for four years, Nichols & Pervear being the

name adopted, but the business eventually became

known as that of N. H. Pervear Co.

Straker & Bros., designers and die cutters,

are now established at 102 Friendship Street,

Providence.
The Gorham Mfg. Co. have been commissioned

to execute a bronze statue of General Sherman.

It is at present nearing completion and is to be

erected at a conspicuous point adjoining the

United States Treasury Building in Washington.

Henry Carpenter and Frank T. Pearce, both

of Providence, were members of the committee

having charge of the arrangements for the one

hundredth anniversary of St. John's Commandery

Knights Templar, which was celebrated Septem-

ber 29th.
The third annual outing of the Irons & Russell

Relief Association, was held recently at Island Park.

The members journeyed to the latter place on elec-

tric cars and enjoyed a clam dinner. A formal

business meeting was held, at which officers were

elected as follows : President, Richard Turner;

vice-president, Charles Sullivan ; treasurer, Charles

Webster ; secretary, G. Richards Whittemore;

auditing committee, Max Schwarz and William

Donnelly ; visiting committee, Edward Swan,

Alfred Williams, Hiram Ide, Matilda Hunold and

Mrs. Lillian Davis.

Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

Fall Trade Things are brightening up

Opening Up Well considerably in Kansas City,

and both wholesale and retail

jewelers are thoroughly pleased with the way trade

has opened up for the fall season. The wholesale

houses agree that business has been unusually

good, and that it very seldom happens that the fall

season opens up so auspiciously. The retail stores,

too, are filled every day with customers, and the

large optical and manufacturing establishments are

busiest of all and are working overtime to till

orders. This rush would not be so remarkable if

it had occurred a few weeks later, when the fall

festivities are using all of their power of attraction

to get out-of-town people to Kansas City. Last

year the festival season was not such a great suc-

cess as usual, and fewer people visited town. This

was doubtless occasioned by the fact that no

especially novel features had been prepared. This

season, however, all is to be different. The Retail

Merchants' Association is to start the ball a-rolling

the last week in September, with a great street fair,

which will have all sorts of original features to

recommend it.
These fall festivities, if they are

The Festival a at all successful, are a splendid

Drawing Attraction means to gain the good will of

out-of-town people. Many buy-

ers take advantage of the cheap rates to come to

the city and purchase their holiday goods, while at

the same time enjoying the various entertainments

offered. The jewelry trade seems particularly well

disposed toward these fall celebrations, and a

prominent retail jeweler gave as his opinion lately

that the crowds this year would be far greater than

ever before. " Everybody has plenty of money,

and is feeling good about things in general," he

remarked. " When people have money and are in
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comfortable financial condition, they are willing to

spend, and I certainly look for a greater crowd of

spenders this fall than has ever visited Kansas City

for a fall festival."
Business in all lines of trade is rushing, and

although it may have little to do with the jewelry

trades, it is an interesting commercial fact that the

receipts at Kansas City stock yards broke the

record, September 16th. More than 30,000 head of

cattle were consigned on that day. The theaters

are in full blast, and the hotels here are all full.

The town is simply swarming with traveling men,

the jewelry and shoe trades being most strorgly

represented. The influx of traveling men means

that the fall season has opened in earnest.

Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cady have returned after

several weeks' outing at Michigan lake resorts.

J. R. Mercer has gone to Ncw York on a busi-

ness trip. Mrs. Mercer accompanied him and will

remain in the East several weeks before returning

to Kansas City.
Edward L. Chamberlain, of Emery, Bird,

Thayer's, has returned after an extended trip to St.

Paul, Minneapolis, Chicago, New York, and the

Eastern jewelry markets. Mrs. Chamberlain ac-

companied him.
W. M. Smith, of Cady & Olmstead's, has re-

turned after his vacation outing. George Furman,

with the same firm, has returned from a camping

sojourn. Bert Hallar, also with the firm, is back

from Colorado.
Harry N. Snow, of the Meyer Jewelry Com-

pany, was passing around the cigars last week.

It's a boy.

J. R. Mercer has had on display in his window

a very pretty medal, which he is offering to the

champion runner of the Kansas City amateur

league.

C. L. Merry has returned from a business trip

to Chicago.
Miss Myrtle White, of Merry's, has returned

from her vacation trip.
Jeweler Smith, of the firm of Wideman &

Smith, Eldorado, Kansas, was a visitor to the

wholesale houses last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Margolis have gone to Colo-

rado for a three-weeks' stay.

W. S. Simmons, of Massena, and J. Jacobs,

of Winterset, were among the Iowa jewelers who

were in Kansas City last month purchasing their

fall stock at the local wholesale houses.

There has been an unusual rush of visitors to

the wholesale houses recently, and even more

buyers are expected in during the carnival. Among

those who came to Kansas City to buy goods lately

were : H. A. Tibbals, Oskaloosa, Kansas ; W. E.

Payne, Marceline, Mo.; C. H. Seiler, Galena,

Kans.; George Spangle, Chetopa, Kans.; E. Hos-

tetter, East Lynne, Mo.; A. B. NlacDonald, Chilli-

cothe, Mo.; C. A. Clement, Springfield, Mo.;

Walter Sperling, Seneca, Kans.; F. M. Dillon,

Bonner Springs, Kans.; J. B. Hampton, Colby,

Kans.; George F. Powell, Mena, Ark.; A. Rosen-

field, Leavenworth, Kans.; William Glick, Junction

City, Kans.; W. H. Meyer, Lawson, Mo.; M. A.

Staley, Ponca, Okla. Ter.; M. B. Gordon, Bray-

mer, Mo.; Frank Mitchell, Marshall, Mo.; S. J.

Strickler, Salina, Kans.; Walter Starcke, Junction

City, Kans.; J. W. Phillips, Chanute, Kans.; S. J.

Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; T. I. Morrison,

Williamsburg, Kans.; Charles Blattner, Junction

City, Kans.; G. A. Young, Moberly, Mo.; Dr. J. M.

Rose, Stafford, Kans.; C. E. Wardin, Topeka,

Kans.; Gus. Millman, Leavenworth, Kans.; George

McCoy, Okarche, Ind. Ter.; W. W. Whiteside,

Liberty, Mo.; J. H. Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.
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Mail orders solicited. Liberal selections sent to responsible dealers.

Special Note.—Our 00 Extra Small Carlisle Watches have a big demand in
Gold, Silver and Filled.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The fall trade has opened up with eve
ry pros-

pect of being the most volum
inous of the past few

years. Already there are many inquiries from the

buying public for large and expensiv
e pieces for

the coming holiday season. T
he jobbing houses

are doing a splendid business, in
 fact, the best

that has ever been done by our local
 jobbers at

this time.
The Whittlesey Optical Co. will delay 

their re-

moval to their new location in the Scofield 
Building

until early winter. Mr. Whittlesey says that his

firm was too busy to think now of trying 
to move.

A. T. Hubbard will spend some time in th
e

East buying the latest novelties. All the Eastern

cities will be visited.

Otto Loehr, of Scribner & Loehr, has just re-

turned from Denver and other Western cities a
nd

reports an enjoyable trip.

Capt. R. E. Burdick, was recently elected to

the presidency of the Clifton Park Club, a
 new

social organization recently incorporated. The

club will build an imposing club house, which w
ill

be the largest in the city, upon the bank of t
he

lake, near Rocky River.

J. H. Heiman, 144 Euclid Avenue, seems to be a

marked store for burglars. The plate-glass front

was smashed one night recently and the window

cleaned out of watches and rings that had been

left on display over night. Mr. Heiman estimates

his loss to be about five hundred dollars. The en-

tire detective force of the city have been at work

on the case, but at present writing have not found

a clue.
Another jewelry robbery occurred last month

in the East End, near Nillson Avenue, by which

C. E. Wilsdorf, of 1186 Payne Avenue, was the

unfortunate loser. Two well-dressed men entered

the store and asked to see diamond rings. A tray

was set out and after looking for a few moments

one of the robbers suddenly threw a handful of red

pepper in Mr. Wilsdorf 's eyes, grabbed the tray of

rings and ran. Mr. Wilsdorf seized his revolver

and shot at the fleeing pair, but did not hit them.

The stolen rings were valued at about five hundred

dollars. No trace of the robbers or the gems has

been discovered as yet.

Carl J. Einig, for six years past with Bowler

& Burdick Co., has resigned and entered the em-

ploy of Scribner & Loehr.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. have been exhibit-

ing the silver cups which were purchased to be

given to the successful automobilists who recently

broke all records on the Glenville race track. The

display attracted crowds daily to the Euclid

Avenue show windows. This town has gone

automobile mad, but there may be a reason, see-

ing its chief exponent is a Cleveland man, namely,

Mr. Winton.

Chas. Keim, of the firm of Scribner & Loehr,

is again on duty, after a severe illness of several

weeks' duration.
Several messages have been received from

Mexico from A. C. Smith, now chief of the time

service of the Mexican railways. Mr. Smith be-

lieves Mexico has a great future and never allows

an opportunity to pass to extol its advantages.

C. B. Guild has established a plant at 90-92

Euclid Avenue for gold and silver plating, also

general repairs. The firm-name will be known

as the Buckeye Plating, Bronzing and Repair-

ing Co.

Clark Miller, Fremont, Ohio, will move into a

new store room about the first of the month.

N. J. Gilger, Norwalk, Ohio, was in the East

for a few days last month, buying for the fall

trade.
Will. Davis, silver buyer for Sigler Bros. Co.,

has returned from a fishing trip in the mountains of

Pennsylvania.
Eugene H. Dutter, silver buyer for Cowell

& Hubbard Co., has recently put on the market a

very complete price book for dealers in silver. It

fills a long-felt want among jewelers and has

already been adopted by some of the largest

houses among the trade.

H. J. Barnes, with G. M. McKelvey Co.,

Youngstown, Ohio, was in New York the middle

of the month, in search of new goods.

The following out-of-town buyers were in the

city the past month : C. H. Reynolds, Alpena,

Mich.; W. J. Eroe, New Castle, Pa.; E. Wolf,

Londonville, Ohio ; D. Leonheiser, Huron, Ohio;

A. H. Coleman, Massillon, Ohio ; W. J. Higgins,

Shelby, Ohio ; C. M. Wilson, Salem, Ohio ; W. C.

Fisher, Lorain, Ohio ; W. H. Deuble, Canton,

Ohio ; Chas. Gilmore, Kenton, Ohio ; G. P. 1-hint-

hey, Clyde, Ohio ; L. G. Hamilton, Fremont, Ohio.

Business
Good

Cincinnati Letter

Trade in this city has undergone

a big revival during the past

month. All branches are re-

porting brisk business, and many of the manufac-

turing concerns are working twelve hours per day

to turn out their orders. The past month witnessed

the celebration of the Fall Festival or harvest home

in this city. This event has become an important

one to the people of the middle west and over

100,000 strangers were attracted to the city. The

retailers report favorably on the sales to visitors

during the festival.

One of the most attractive displays at the festi-

val was that of the Homan Silver Plate Company,

of this city. This firm had a complete silver man-

ufacturing and plating plant in operation which

proved a big drawing card to the festival. The

display was generally voted one of the best of the

festival. The firm also exhibited a complete line

of hollow and flatware, tastefully arranged. The

exhibit was in charge of President Jos. T. Homa
n.

A new enterprise, that will be closely allied

with the local jewelry trade, has been launched by

Joseph Phillips, W. D. Geigerman and Edward

Meyer, all formerly connected with J. Hoar & Co
.,

of Corning, N. Y. The firm, which will be known
 as

the Enterprise Cut Glass Co., will manufacture c
ut

glass ware, and has already established it
self in

126, 128 and 130 Opera Place. It has 75 men at

work and expects to double its force at the begi
n-

ning of next year. The firm is also fitting its 
plant

to manufacture the rough goods. Its display at the

festival was very interesting and attracted mu
ch

attention.
Harry Emrie, who for many years had charge

of the optical department of Oskamp, Nolt
ing &

Company, has severed his connection with that

firm and acquired an interest in the Florenti
ne

Statuary and Importing Company. The compa
ny

is manufacturing plaster figures with a bronze 
finish,

Mr. Etnrie has been succeeded by Harry Win
ston.

who formerly had charge of the photo. depar
tment

for the above firm.

Bohn Dietrich, the well-known optician, who

suffered an injury to his leg some months a
go, is

able to be about, but with the aid of crutches
.
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Harry R. Smith, father of Judge Rufus P.

Smith, of this city and formerly a well-known

jeweler, is lying dangerously ill and his recovery

can scarcely be hoped for.

A. G. Schwab & Bro. have leased another floor

of the building which they are now occupying in

part, enabling them to double their floor space and

greatly increase their stock. A. G. Schwab is in

the East.
F. G. Eaton, of J. H. Hale, of Lima, Ohio, has

completed a course in engraving in this city and has

returned to his business.

W. S. Willette, of Lexington, Ky., stopped

over in Cincinnati, on his return from an extended

hunting trip in the Rocky Mountains. He is ex-

hibiting the scalps of eight mountain lions and a

grizzly bear, which he claims he shot. His friends

are entertaining doubts, however.

The Miller Jewelry Company is displaying a

fine line of Masonic rings of an original design. It

hss also increased its line of pearl pendants to the

extent of 25 patterns.

Gebhardt Bros. have just completed a lot of

15,000 gold buttons for the street car men's benev-

olent association. The buttons are of a general de-

sign, although intended for different organizations.

Dorst & Co. are reporting a brisk business.

Their present plant is being taxed to its utmost

working capzcity.
A. G. Schwab & Bro. during the past month

made a sale of a twenty-one grain fresh water pearl,

found in the St. Croix River, in Wisconsin. The

pearl sold for $900 and was purchased by an Eastern

firm, whose name will not be divulged. It is the

largest fresh water pearl sold in this market during

the past decade.
Theodore Neuhaus & Co. was the firm chosen

by the Fall Festival Association to make the hand-

some gold, diamond-studded badge that was pre-

sented to President Roosevelt on the occasion of

his visit to the festival on September 20th. The

badge is a work of art and reflects great cred:t to

the firm. It consists of a circular pendant embla-

zoned with the monogram of the association in red

and blue. The bar bears the words : " To Our

Honored Guest," and the whole is suspended on a

ribbon of royal purple.

Jeweler Slagle, of Chillicothe, Ohio, was in the

Cincinnati market early in the month making pur-

chases for the home store.

Dave Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, is home

again after a pleasant outing of several weeks spent

at Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Hugh Murray, of Danville, Ky., was a trade

visitor in Cincinnati last month selecting goods for

his fall trade.

George Bowers, of Marion, Ohio, was a visit-

ing buyer in this market the early part of Septem-

ber. He reported trade as prosperous in his sec-

tion, with good prospects for a fine holiday trade.

John C. Pierek, the well-known jeweler of

Springfield, Ill., accompanied by Mrs. Pierek and

their daughter, were in the city the early part of the

month combining business with pleasure. While

in town they were guests of Henry Fox, of Fox

Bros. & Co.
The Frank Herschede baseball nine were de-

feated by the Dorst & Co. nine recently in an in-

teresting game, the wore standing 18 to 6.

Among the buyers in town during the past

month were William Keller, of Georgetown, Ky.;

Charles Bloom, of Marietta, Ohio ; Frank Taylor,

of Carlisle, Ky.; W. P. Roth, of Galatin, Tenn.;

M. D. Kelley, of Hopkinsville, Ky.; A. Clooney,

of Maysville, Ky.; W. J. Bretz, of Rockport, Ind.;

R. M. Bagley, of Grayson, Ky.



The Finest
Illustrated
Diamond
Catalogue ret

If you want one ask for it. We send it free,
exfress paid, to any regular ye' weler in our
trade territory. Already we have sent it to all
dealers who are on our mailing list, but we
fear we may have overlooked some progressive
jeweler who is a possible customer of ours, and
we want him to have our new book,for we are

con.fident that he will buy from us sooner or later. The book is full
of the best illustrations to be had. It is' beautifully printed on the
_finest of paper and will prove a great help to the live dealer in selling
kze goods. If you really have use for and can aAhreciate the most
'/egeznt Diamond Catalogue ever issued, wrile us for`a copy.

juergens & Andersen Company
92-98 State Street, Chhago.

To the
Retail Trade.
Gentlemen :

Don't fail to ask
your jobber for

S. 0. Bigney
ec Co.'s
Chains,
Lockets,
Charms,
Fobs, etc.

The)' are winners.

Are you out
for business?
If so handle
our Chains.
They will win
out for you.

The Du Barry
Chain for
ladies is the
latest.
It is a
seller.

Every Chain of our make is
guaranteed to give entire

satisfaction.

nolliR#1/4„

No.

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
New York Office,

3 Malden Lane. Attleboro, Mass.
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News from the Northwest

THE K 11(STONE

September has come and gone, and with it the

grandest rush of visitors ever entertaine
d by Twin

City jobbers. That it was mutually satisfactory is

evidenced by the numerous orders left behind 
and

the better feeling existing betw
een the retailer and

his jobber. All visitors report the best of feeling

in their neighborhood regarding
 prospects for future

business. Crops are safe and the yield large.

Money is more plentiful than before, 
and naturally

there must be business. Travelers are now all out

pushing hard for orders and getting them
, too.

Collections are being met more promptly and t
he

only drawback there seems to be is 
the lack of

competent help. One jobber made the rema
rk

" we could place twenty good men, 
watchmakers

and engravers, at once at good salary and 
steady

positions. Manufacturing jewelers are also wanted
."

This is certainly proof that there is business 
in the

Great Northwest.

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, have just issued

their annual box list, which is being sent to t
he

trade generally. If you are missing from the list

send for it ; you will find it valuable for reference.

E. \V. Holmes, St. Paul, is taking a course of

engraving with S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.

John 1). Bodford, Alinneapolis, has bought the

C. C. Norris stock.

Ed. H. Gross, Kenmore, N.Dak., spent a three-

weeks' vacation at his old home, Shakopee, Minn.

Nathan Friedman, St. Paul, has returned from

kVinnepeg, where he was married last month.

Chas. E. Carlson, for twelve years watchmaker

for Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, has opened a retail

store at 844 Payne Avenue.

J. 0. Holen, administrator of Fred. Scott,

Stillwater, has sold the business of the Scott Jewelry

Co. to T. C. Stocking and Mrs. Fred. Scott. The

business will be continued with Albert Mellin, Jr.,

in charge.
C. R. Sweitzer has left the employ of H. B.

Shellito Co., Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

J. B. Hudson, Minneapolis, is spending a

month's vacation at Yellowstone Park.

Miss Minnie Reed, daughter of Robert Reed,

of the Reed-Bennett Co., Minneapolis, was married

recently to E. Palmer, Detroit, Mich.

Fred. W. Terhune, Groton, S. Dak., has

moved into his new store.

Fred. Leins, Sault Ste Marie, Mich., will be

married next month.
Wallace Fletcher, for several years with C. Ar-

veson, Sleepy Eye, Minn., will soon open a store at

Sanborn, Minn.
Martin J. Kalilier, Princeton, Minn., has com-

pleted his optical course with S. B. Millard, and

gone to work for Lee Schaefer, Lakota, N. Dak.

F. Francke, Long Prairie, Minn., died last

month.
F. J. Pratt, optician, St. Paul,Minn., has moved

from 376 Robert Street to 84 East Seventh Street.

J. J. Birkebak, Lester Prairie, Minn., has

bought the interest of Geo. H. Birkebak in the

firm of Birkebak & Co., Worthington, Minn., and

is now in charge of the business there.

M. Edelstein will open a diamond parlor at

West Superior, Wis.
I. I). Allen, Cooperstown, N. Dak., was married

at Glencoe, Minn., last month.

Nick Wahlin, for some time traveler for R. B.

Wegner Co., St. Paul, is now with The Murdock

Jewelry Co., Minneapolis.
H. Britzius, Faulkton, S. Dak., spent his vaca-

tion visiting his old home in Iowa.

Arvid E. Osterberg, watchmaker for Albert

I. Shapiro & Bro., St. Paul, leaves there October ist

to go to work for 0. H. Arosin.

Otto Supe, Sault Ste Marie, Mich., is down

with typhoid fever at this writing.

Crain Bros., Redfield, S. Dak., have moved

into their new store, which, with new fixtures, is

quite an improvement.

Wm. Lenz, Osakis, Minn., has built a new

brick store building.
Albert Asleson, Dawson, Minn., is now com-

fortably settled in his new store.

A. L. Haman, St. Paul, Minn., is the proud

father of a new boy.

Wm. P. Nesbitt, Jr., Grand Rapids, was called

to Minneapolis last month to serve as a petit juror

in the United States District Court.

Chas. L. Proctor, for the past eight years with

S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn., has gone to Bis-

mark, N. Dak., to work for J. B. Cook & Co.

Donald McIntyre, lately with Tom Morris,

Crookston, is now with S. B. Millard.

J.W.Wegman, St. Paul, attended the I. 0. 0. F.

convention at Des Moines, Iowa, last month.

T. Wm. Clark, of Clark Bros., St. Cloud,

Minn., will open a branch store at Little Falls,

Minn., October 1st.

P. Levinson has opened a new jewelry store at

423 Robert Street, St. Paul.

• Leo Scherfins has left the employ of J. H.

Eggers, Jr., Plainview, Minn., and gone to work

for Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks, N. Dak.

The State fair and the annual meeting of the

Minnesota State Optical Association brought a

large number of visitors to Twin City jobbers. 
All

seemed to enjoy the visit, and again proved the

wisdom of at least one visit annually to the marke
t,

if only to visit and renew acquaintance. In the

rush the following were noticed : Timothy Norton,

Armour, S. Dak.; Charles L. Proctor, Litchfield,

Minn.; Leo Scherfins, Plainview, Minn.; Hubert 
P.

Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; L. 0. Hulberg, Nort
h-

field, Minn.; W. H. Nelson, Granville, N. 
Dak.;

E. C. Bennett, Zumbrota, Minn.; F. W. Zi
mmer-

man, Hammond, Minn.; Edw. H. Gross, Ken
mare,

N. Dak.; Fred. H. Towne, Sisseton, N. 
Dak.;

Albert Mellin, Jr., Stillwater, Minn.; E. Sc
hmidt,

Howard Lake, Minn.; John Hammer, Alma, Wi
s.;

George W. Dillon, Manley, Iowa ; George 
I-I.

Birkebak, Worthington, Minn.; Lucien Diacon,

Chaska, Minn.; I. M. Rudabaugh, Janesville, 
Minn.;

A. H. Sugg, Zumbro Falls, Minn.; John
 B. D.

Wagner, Morton, Minn.; G. \V. Silchor, Re
nville,

Minn.; J. H. Eggers, Jr., Plainview, Minn.; 
Fred.

W. Schmidt, Howard Lake, Minn.; A. B. 
Cornwell,

Turtle Lake, VVis.; William W. Arms, Owat
onna,

Minn.; George L. Rochat, Ada, Minn.; Ma
x and

Joe Kline, Duluth, Minn.; W. F. Beier, 
Jordan,

Minn.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; 
A. L.

Mealy, Delano, Minn.; John L. Mahowald,
 Mont-

gomery, Minn.; George K. Munro, Grand 
Forks,

N. Dak.; A. J. Rost, St. Peter, Min
n.; W. G.

Gould, Glencoe, Minn.; J. Haga, Hector, 
Minn.;

0. N. Steenstrup, Truman, Minn.; N. 
Greenberg,

Pembina, N. Dak.; H. Ziskin, Grand 
Forks, N.

Dak.; William R. Crandall, Mankato, Mi
nn.; H. E.

Doane, Valley City, N. Dak.; F. C. 
Kinney,

Mazeppa, Minn.; Charles Hansen, Twin 
Valley,

Minn.; Fred. Ohm, Stillwater, Minn.; Ch
ris. Arve-

son, Sleepy Eye, Minn.; J. Boerner, 
Duluth, Minn.;

P. L. Lillie, Spring Valley, Wis.; 
N. C. Pabst,

Fargo, N. Dak.; J. C. Veden, Wade
na, Wis.;

John H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.; J. H.
 Roettger,

Torah, Minn.; S. C. Hone, Osceola, W
is.; Louis

M. Winter, New Richmond, \ Vis. ; I. 
D. Allen,

Cooperstown, N. Dak.; John Paulson, G
reattinger,
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Iowa ; W. B. Armstead, Atikin, Minn.; A. C.

Stiles, Britton, S. Dak.; T. Wm. Clark, St. Cloud,

Minn.; Clyde E. Day, Preston, Minn.; P. C. Nelson,

Jackson, Minn.; E. H. Trieber, Scotland, S. Dak.;

F. E. Elliott, Ellsworth, Wis.; S. B. Millard, 
Litch-

field, Minn. ;-Frank L. Willson, Mantorville, Minn.;

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; Andrew 
M.

Wilton, Alexandria, Minn.; Hans J. Heram, Elbow

Lake, Miim.; James M. Nelson, Ellsworth, Wis.;

Jos. J. Pfister, West Superior, Wis.; C. H. Ner-

bovig, Mankato, Minn.; Jacob C. Hub, Mapleton,

:\ I inn.; T. E. Schleuder, Albert Lea, Minn.; L. J.

Korstad, Zumbrota, Minn.; Albert J. Krueger,

North Branch, Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood

Falls, Minn.; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth, Wis.; Ge
o.

L. Pixley, Granada, Minn.; George C. Nerbovig,

Le Sueur Center, Minn.; Emil I. Schwenke, New

Richland, Minn.; Flo. B. Sweet, St. Cloud, Minn.;

F. M. Harper, Renville, Minn.; William Kroh
n,

Annandale, Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater,

linn.; J. Wm. Brown, Ortonville, Minn.; 0. K.

Lee, McIntosh, Minn.; C. R. Sweitzer, Sault Ste

Marie, Mich.; A. L. Boltsa, Ortonville, Minn.

A Vexatious Difficulty

ED. KEYSTONE :-I had a somewhat unpleas-

ant experience recently in regard to which I would

ask your advice. A party left two diamond rings

to have new mountings put on them. After the

said individual had left the store the clerk discov-

ered that one of the diamonds was imperfect.

Nothing was done to it until the clerk, with whom

it was left, called at the house of the owner and in-

formed the latter of the defect in the stone. Bear

in mind that the diamond had not as yet been

removed from the setting. The owner, a lady,

said she had never had the ring examined as to t
he

character or condition of the stone, but that she did

not think her husband would give her an impeffe
ct

one. " If you have not changed the stone," she

added, " I suppose it's all right." Well, after

putting the diamonds in new settings, she said the

stone under question was not as white as the oth
er,

and that previously they were the same in color.

She left the store, entertaining doubts as to wheth
er

she got back her own diamond ; in fact, she w
as

evidently under the impression that an inferior one

had been substituted for it.

Now had we repaired the mounting and said

nothing about the imperfection, she would have

discovered it later and would probably rashly con-

clude that she had been hoaxed.

Is it the best policy to inform parties, in the first

instance, of any defects in stones left as above ?

What is the best way out of the difficulty?

Your truly, W. P. G.

[In regard to the above, it is scarcely necessary

to say that the proper mode of procedure is for the

jeweler or setter to carefully examine the stone or

stones in the presence of the owner, pointing out

any possible defects of color or cutting or flaw 
of

any kind. If this be not done trouble is very likely

to ensue " The best way out of the difficulty "
 in

the case mentioned above is a problem. Our cor-

respondent does not say that the clerk had the ring

with him when he called on the owner to announce

the defect. Had he had the ring with him and

pointed out the defect it would be evidence of good

faith, anyhow, and possibly have obviated trouble.

As it is, we do not see that anything can be don
e,

for even if the patronage of the individual were

sufficiently important to justify the giving of a new

stone as a placeal, it would scarcely be advisable

to give it, as the offer might be interpreted by t
his

suspicious customer as proof of her suspicion. The

vexatious situation is the penalty of the initial

omission—not examining the stone in the presence

of the owner.—En.]
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Trade
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By the time this is read we will be nicely located in our new andcommodious quarters on Elm Street, near Fourth, at Nos. 413, 415and 457. We occupy the four upper floors of the above buildingwhere we have every facility for the quick handling of everythingneeded by jewelers, and where we will take pleasure in welcomingthe retail jewelry trade at all times.
When you come to Cincinnati be sure to drop in and see us andmake your headquarters at our store.

CO., CINCINNATI, OHIO

Patent Bezel
showing the

Vertical Flange
which fits into

the Ring.
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Reverse View
of' Bezel and
Retaining Pin

Mr.
Retailer:

No. 855. Seal.
Price, 68.00

No. 85.1. Seal,
Price, 63.25.

(64

No. 883. Seal,
Price, $5.00.

You are the only one that can have my line of Rings.Send for new Illustrated Catalogue, explaining my Principles of
Protection on the New Interchangeable Rings ; also see the
illustrations of Gentlemen's and Ladies' Almandine, Opal, Diamondand Pearl Combination Rings and Diamond-Set Lockets.

Charles M. Levy,
Manufacturer of

Fine Gold Rings and Diamond Lockets,

Pstablished 1888.

No. 856. 6 Rose !dementia
l'rice, $0.00.

No. 870. Elk.
l'rice, $6.75.

90 William Strcet (near Maiden Lane),
Factory, 3o Platt Street.

No. 882. Tnitial.
Price, $5.00.

New York.

No. 856. 13. of It. T
Price, 87.25.

N. ,6:7o.

itlf0V.2):00,

Price, 85.25.

ppiSLP1899 1.

No. 783. Price, $3.25.

mm nnnn

No. 730. Price, $5.00.
6 Poses, $8.00.

, ,141.41yo,

No. 873. Price, $4.00.

No. 875. Price, 64.00.

No. 856.
Price, 85.75.
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Omaha and Nebraska

Big Crops and The wholesale and retail jewelry

Fine Prospects trade is at this writing all that
could be expected. The bright-

est hopes for the success of the crops have been
very nearly fulfilled in spite of the early re

ports

of extensive damage by frost. Each crop in suc-

cession has this season proved a triumph, and

the result is that the State was never in 
better

condition, and certainly at no time in its past his-

tory has Nebraska had so much wealth. In a 
short

time this wealth, which is to a great extent in the

grain of the present harvest, will be converted into

cash drawn from Eastern sources. This westward

movement of money is an annual occurrence ; but

this year, as was recently noted in the daily press,

the Eastern money market has recognized the need

of an unusual volume of money for this purpose.

In consequence, Secretary Shaw has taken measures

to provide against a stringency in the money mar-

ket by depositing the Government's money in the

national banks throughout the country in exchange

for free bonds. He even suggested that where

national banks did not have free bonds they should

borrow them, so that there would be no 'necessity

of going into the open market to buy bonds in

order to secure sufficient money for circulation.

This great drain of money from the East is due to

the phenomenal Western harvest. Of course, this

money will eventually return to the East in ex-

change for manufactured goods, and in this way

the necessary equilibrium will be preserved. In

this instance—and it is a fact frequently overlooked

—it is possible to see clearly how much good times

depend on good crops. For unless the farmer has

the money with which to buy the goods of the

Eastern manufacturer there will be no impetus to

trade. The manufacturer waits until he under-

stands fairly well just how big the demand is going

to be before he begins to estimate how much he

shall produce, and unless the chances are good for

a big demand the factories will not be kept busy.

A visit to the trade reveals just such a demand as

might be expected, and in no case has there been

an unsatisfactory response.

The final act in the Trans-Mis-

sissippi and International Expo-

the Exposition salon was the presentation at

the Millard Hotel of handsome

medals to President G. W. Wattles and the follow-

ing members of the executive committee : Z. T.

Lindsay, chairman ; F. P. Kirkendall, E. E. Bruce,

A. L. Reed, W. N. Babcock and E. Rosewater.

The medals were presented on behalf of the board

of directors, who at their last meeting decided to

commemorate the success of the exposition in this

way. The commitee selected at that time to make

the presentation consisted of John A. Wakefield,

G. M. Hitchcock and John C. Wharton. In the

committee-room, which was the scene of their

deliberations during the exposition months, a little

luncheon was served and the presentation followed.

The medals, which are of 54-karat gold, were fur-

nished by the Reichenberg-Smith Jewelry Company,

of Omaha. The workmanship on them is most

artistic. All of them are of the same design and

differ only in the names and titles inscribed on the

cross bars. The face of the medal bears a figurc

of the winged victory standing on the threshold of

the temple of fame, holding in one hand a wreath

and in the other a scroll, on which appears this

writing, " Gloria Actiones Cinxit ;" translated,

" Glory Crowned his Efforts." Below, in blue let-

lering, are the words, "Trans-Mississippi and Inter-
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national Exposition." On the reverse side appear

these words in script : " Unanimously voted by the

board of directors in appreciation of honorable

and self-sacrificing services to the exposition."

The usual fall festival, Ak-Sar-Ben, which is

Nebraska spelled backward, brought a tremendous

rush of merchants from the country because of the

low railway rates and attractions of the celebration.

The jobbers had been counting on this inrush and

the results were extremely gratifying.

Albert Edholm is exhibiting some handsome

fresh water pearls, found in a small stream in the

southeastern part of the State by P. H. Jussin, of

Falls City, Nebr. There are several hundred

pearls, large and small, and they are said to be the

first find of any note in this State.

S. M. Thomas, formerly of Tabor, Iowa, now

of Mound City, Mo., spent a few days in the city

calling on the jobbers.
On their return from their wedding trip Mr.

and Mrs. L. S. Reichenberg were tendered a de-

lightful reception at the home of the groom's

parents. The house was decorated with palms and

smilax and a string orchestra played during the

evening. About 200 guests were present. Mr. and

Mrs. Reichenberg are making their home at the

Iler-Grand Hotel for the present.

F. M. Whisman, of Whiting, Iowa, was a trade

visitor in this market last month.

Dr. F. A. Keller has accepted a position with

the H. J. l'enfold Optical Company and will travel

in Iowa and Missouri.
E. I. Jones, head watchmaker at S. W. Lind-

say's, has returned from a visit to Salt Lake and
Denver. E. A. Griffin, of Bancroft, Nebr., was in

the city recently ordering jewelry. He brought

with him his son Hugh, who will stay and take a

course in the Omaha Horological School.

Fred. Steiner, of Newman's Grove, Nebr., was

in the city recently and bought his fall stock of

goods. Mr. Steiner, who is a graduate of the horo-

logical school here, is about to install his business

in a new store.
Aretas I. Agnew, of the Columbian Optical

Company, states that the optical business was never

in a better condition.

David Prentke, of Cleveland, Ohio, who con-

ducts a wholesale jewelry business, was married in

this city recently. The bride, Miss Hattie Morris,

is a daughter of Max Morris, of Omaha. The cere-

mony, which occurred at six o'clock in the evening,

was performed by Rabbi Simon. Marcus Feder,

of Cleveland, was best man. The bride was at-

tended by her sister, Miss Juliet Morris, as maid of

honor. Palms and ferns were the decorations.

Miss Morris was attired in a dainty gown of organ-

die over taffeta. After the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.

Prentke left for an extended wedding trip through

the East.
McLaughlin, late of the Omaha Horo-

logical School, has accepted a position at Hannah,

S. Dak.
George Birkebake, formerly with Fred. Brode-

gard, has taken a position with the T. L. Combs

Company.

Isaac Lichtenstein has taken charge of the

jewelry department in Bennett's store.

E. A. Dayton has returned from a business trip

to the Black Hills, where he found conditions

thriving.

W. J. Taylor, formerly employed by the Shook

Mfg. Co., is now representing Sol. Bergman on the

road. A. G. Gullander, watchmaker for the Shook

Company, is now traveling for the firm in South

Dakota. W. W. Dickenson, of Wilson, Kans., is
now watchmaker with the Shook Company.
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W. D. Gay, the well-known Essex, Ia., jeweler,
accompanied by a number of friends, enjoyed a
fishing trip in the lake district 'op miles northeast
of Minneapolis some weeks ago. They landed an
adequate number of black bass and pike, and took
snap-shots of some of the more picturesque places
visited, which will serve as souvenirs of the happy

expedition. They also did some hunting.

C. Peterson, Elkhorn, Iowa; J. C. Peterson,

Plainview, Nebr.; Ed. J. Niewohner, Columbus,

Nebr.; W. B. Vail, Norfolk, Nebr.; H. P. Sutton,

McCook, Nebr.; F. B. Harris, Lincoln, Nebr.;

C. D. McElwain, Red Oak, Iowa ; August Meyer,

Grand Island, Nebr. ; 0. C. Finn, Hastings,

Nebr.; E. A. Griffin, Bancroft, Nebr.; F. E. Samp-

son, Blair, Nebr.; M. L. Kyle, Creighton, Nebr.;

M. Barnes, Avoca, Iowa ; J. W. Hewitt, Oakdale,

Nebr., and Anton Cross, Pierce, Nebr., were

among the trade visitors calling on our wholesalers

during last month.

The Clocks of Paris

The municipal authorities of Paris recently

awarded the contract for winding the public clocks

of the city. In an effort to secure uniformity in the

public timepieces, the budget is burdened each

year with an expenditure of $52,000. The position

of official clock regulator is no sinecure. There

are 7000 clocks placed in 550 buildings of the

Ecoles Communales, in the offices of the Town

Hall, in the mayoral quarters in each arrondisse-

ment, in the hospitals and other public institutions

directed by the city fathers. Generally the sum of

35 cents is allowed for each clock, which has to

be kept in order and wound up every fortnight.
Some of the clocks included in this category are

very delicate and complicated pieces of mechanism.

For instance, there is a wonderful clock in the

tower of the conciergerie at the Palais de Justice,

which dates from Charles V. The Corn Market

and the Bourse have also distinguished timepieces,

which demand considerable care in their adjust-

ment.

A Malleable Glass

A lamp chimney that will not break on a lamp

has at last been made. It results from a newly.

discovered process of making malleable glass,

something the world has been searching for since

the making of glass began hundreds of years before

Christ. The Egyptians, the Phcenicians, the Greeks,

the Romans, and all nations since have striven in

vain to make a glass that would mash before it

would break. The problem has been solved by an

Indiana man. His name is Louis Kauffeld and he

lives in the town of Matthews, Ind. His may be

regarded as the greatest achievement of the present

age in the art of glass manufacture.

The secret of making the glass the Indianian

refuses to divulge, but he gave ample tests with the

finished product to prove its malleability. It seems

impossible to break it from the effects of heat.

Water was boiled in a lamp chimney made from

the glass and another of the chimneys was placed

over a fire and permitted to attain such a heat that

one side shrunk in as if it were beginning to melt.

In neither instance was there any sign of a crack.

The glass appears to be clearer than the ordinary

product and is more elastic in its molten state.

Mr. Kauffeld claims that his glass contains neither

lime nor lead, and at present is only manufacturing

lamp chimneys, such as are made in an off-hand
factory.

•



INTERESTING NEWS Fit°,1; SOUTHWESTERN JEWELERS
Prosperity points its finger at the entire southwestern section of these United States. At no time in its history has the outlookbeen brighter for a big Fall trade. Hard times means a scramble for existence. Moderate conditions means the possession of the comfortsof life, and prosperity signifies that the people will buy Jewelry.
Ours, the largest, fastest growing and the most satisfactory establishment in the South ; located centrally in a country thatfor years has telt the want of just such a convenience, announces that even BETTER SERVICE THAN EVER is extended to itsgrowing list of patrons.

The Material Department, managed by a material man of rare ability, offers the quickest, the best and mostaccurate service in the country. Watchmakers' Supplies, Tools, Jewelers' Findings, Jobbing Stones and everything neededby Jewelers. Each order is carefully inspected before shipment, so that no mistakes need be anticipated. Write for ourconfidential Material offer.

The Optical Department. A new acquisition of this establishment under the supervision of a practical optician,stands ready at all times and at a moment's notice, to fill orders promptly and accurately. Optical Supplies of every description ;Instruments, Test Cases, Stock Lenses, etc., at prices that will meet and in many instances prove smaller than the same goodscan be bought for elsewhere.

In Our Manufacturing Department. Every modern machine for the manufacture of Jewelry is em-ployed. The entire plant is run by electricity and is under the superintendency of a manufacturing jeweler. Ask for our estimateon special work of any description. Watch repairing for the trade is especially solicited.
Our Corps of Traveling Men are now on a tour through Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory andArkansas. If they do not make your town, send us a postal and we will see that one visits you. They are carrying a full line ofWatches, Jewelry, Diamonds, etc.

ALBERT PFEIFER & BRO.
MANUFACTURING AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

9-11 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. Southern Office and Factory, LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
getv ADDRESS ALL SOUTHERN COMMUNICATIONS TO LITTLE ROCK, ARK. 'Yid
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

Ushered in as it was by the State Fair at Dal-

las, which at this writing is in full swing, the fall

trade in this section promises to be of an unusually

substantial character. The railroads are giving low

rates, and it is expected that the number of mer-

chants who will avail of this opportunity for pur-

chasing fall lines will be the largest in the history

of the city.
J. M. Chappell, of J. M. Chappell Optical Co.,

of Dallas, has returned from a trip to his old home

in Virginia. He also visited Philadelphia, New

York and New England. Mr. Chappell enjoyed

his trip very much and is now in good trim for

business.
J. L.

has just
fever.

E. C. Joyce, of Joyce & Son, Forney, Tex.,

was a recent trade-caller in the Dallas markets.

E. N. Mann, of Mansfield, was a buyer in

Dallas this month.
H. Iverson, of H. Iverson & Co., of Corsi-

cana, has been on a visit to Chicago combining

pleasure with business.

W. H. Sherrill, manager of the Red Cross

Jewelry Co., of Royce, was among the visitors to

the wholesale houses last month.

Vergil Sears, who has been in business at

Coalgate, Ind. Ter., for some time has admitted a

partner, the style of the new firm being Sears &

flesterlee.
W. M. Martin, who has been doing a repair

business at Tioga, has removed to Bonham, Tex.,

where he is engaged in a similar capacity.

J. T. Stansel, of Hartshorn, Ind. Ter., has sold

out and has gone to Elk City, Okla., where he has

opened up a nice store.
W. A. Peck, of Denison, was a visitor in

Dallas last month.
F. E. Yantis, of Sulphur Springs, paid Dallas

a visit last month and looked over the stocks of fall

goods.
C. G. Lord, of Fort Worth, made a flying trip

to Dallas, coming over the Interurban, and only
tarried a short while.

J. H. Cox has ope.ltd up a business in Blum,

Tex., under favorable circumstances.
A. L. Jones, of Llano, who has been running

a retail business in that place for some time, has

admitted a partner, and the new firm is styled

Jones & Francis.
R. M. Wright is open for

located at Blossom, Tex.
J. P. Inman, formerly of Rising Star, is now

located at Midland, and is doing an encouraging

business.
Ras Redwine, of Henderson, was in Dallas

last month looking over the new styles and select-

ing a line with which to liven up his stock.
C. Smith has opened up a repair shop in

De Leon, 'Tex., where he is doing well.
J. W. Howell has purchased a kit of tools and

is now serving an apprenticeship, as watchmaker,

under the instructions of W. H. Gumm, of Van

Alstyne, Tex.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis,
jobbing markets.

M. Walker, who has been working for G. C.

Newton, Waxahachie, has resigned his position
and is getting everything in readiness to open a
repair shop.

W. H. Gumm. of Van Alstyne, was in the city
last month calling on the jobbing trade.

DeGrazier, of Shuttles Bros. & Lewis,

recovered from a two-weeks' spell of

business and is

was a recent caller in

\V. R. Thomas, of Celeste, was a recent calLr
on the local jobbing trade.

G. L. Newton, of Carlsbad, N. Mex., manager
of the Eddy Drug Co., paid Dallas a visit last

month. He reports business very good in his
section.

G. C. Newton, of Waxahachie, was in Dallas
recently looking after a real estate deal ; he was

also a welcome caller on the jewelry trade.
S. W. Straus, who holds a position as watch-

maker with L. Hilburn, of Texarkana, was a recent
buyer in Dallas.

Arthur A. Everts, the well-known jeweler, of

this city, is the nominee of the Prohibition party for

lieutenant-governor of the State. The nomina-

tion is relatively more of a distinction in Texas
than in many States, by reason of the unusual

strength of the Prohibition party, no less than

eighty counties being entirely prohibition, and one

hundred and twenty-three partially so. Mr. Everts

Arthur A. Everts

is the proprietor of a very handsome store, beauti-

fully furnished and richly stocked. The fixtures

are white with gold ornamentation and mahogany

bases. Besides the store proper, there are watch-

maker's and engraver's rooms, workshop and

copper plate printing room and an optical depart-

ment, with all the most improved equipment. Prob-

ably the most attractive feature of the store is the

stamped steel ceiling, lighted with one hundred

and twelve incandescent lights. Mr. Everts is

official watch inspector for the Texas and Pacific

and Cotton Belt Railways, and does a very large

watch and watch repair business.

J. 0. Baker, of Collinsville, was chosen as a

delegate to the Republican convention that was

held in Sherman, Texas, on the 28th of August.

A. A. Nilson, of Denison, was a caller in the

Dallas market last month, getting new ideas as to

how to improve his store.

Rudolph Miller, of Goodman & Miller, of

Navasota, Texas, has been on a several weeks'

purchasing trip to the East.

Mr. and Mrs. Everts, of Dallas, returned last

month from a trip to the East and report having

had an enjoyable outing.

C. C. Anderson has located in Hartshorn, I. T.,

where he purchased the fixtures of the Stansel

Jewelry Co., which latter firm has removed to

Elk City.
Wm. Louwein, who has been located at Bell-

ville for a number of years, has sold out and

accepted a position with A. Viano, of Bay City,

Texas, taking charge of the jewelry department.
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E. Burroughs, of Italy, Texas, was a recent
caller in this market.

C. B. Pittman, of Ennis, paid Dallas a visit.
This is the first time Mr. Pittman has been to Dal-
las and he was much pleased with his visit.

W. F. Deitrich, of Kaufman, who has been to
Colorado, has returned, much improved in health
and has settled down to business for the fall.

R. E. Mitchell, who has been working for

W. F. Deitrich, of Kaufman, has resigned his
position and is getting ready to open up business
for himself in Pittsburg, Texas.

G. W. Haltom, of Bowie, visited New York
and other Eastern cities on a business trip recently,
combining pleasure with business.

D. R. Newton, of Waxahachie, was in Dallas
recently, greeting all his old friends.

Col. R. P. Hill, who has been spending the
summer in Emporia, Kans., has returned to Dallas,

much improved in health and in good form for fall
business.

R. E. Mickle has opened up a repair shop in

De Leon, Texas.
C. Holmberg, of Addington, I. T., has re-

moved to Ft. Worth, where he is opening up a

nice store.
The new firm, at Ft. Worth, of Roy & Leffler

has installed new and handsome fixtures. Their

store is one of the prettiest in the State.
Zimmerli & Norsworthy, of Dallas, have added

a stock of tools, jewelry findings and watch glasses

to their business. The repair department of this

enterprising concern is under the capable manage-

ment of E. G. Buerger, formerly with the Howard

Watch Company. Mr. Zimmerli, of the firm, also

gives this branch of the business his personal

attention.
Among other visitors in Dallas during the

month were : J. M. Grogan, Arlington ; W. M.

Bain, Ferris ; A. A. Nilson, Denison ; \V. F. Diet-

rich, R. E. Mitchell, Pittsburg ; J. IV. Howell,

Van Alstyne ; Ed. Gumm, Durant, I. T.; Merce

Walker, Waxahachie ; C. Holmberg, Ft. Worth.

An Ingenious Swindler

A well-known jeweler describes the following

ingenious fraud, of which he was himself the victim :

A smart man came into my store the other day

and said : " I have a commission from a sister in

Buffalo, who is about to be married, to buy some

plate for her." Then he selected about km) worth

of goods, and said : "Just send them around to

my store on Seventh Street at twelve o'clock,"

naming a well-known establishment.

The goods were sent by a clerk, who found

the customer apparently engaged in showing car-

pets, and perfectly at home. He recognized the

clerk—"Ah I just step this way and I will give you

a check." He went with the clerk to a desk, drew a

check and took the goods. He appeared to be so

perfectly at home that the clerk had not the slightest

suspicion.
Of course, the check was worthless, and we

found that he had secured the desk privilege at the

store by pretending that he was buying a large

stock of carpets, among other purchases, in the

city. He swindled five jewelers in this city and

others in other cities.

"One mie-ht as well be in a boat without an oar
as to be in the jeweby business without The Key-
stone."—G. S. Dunlap, Jeweler, Mapleton, Iowa.
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The Giant
Of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD 0 LJA RANTER

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Storyof a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers' ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in him
olass, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz Co.,49Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
'ol la r Button." Afterward, ifa■ pupil will send to Printers'
1,1, another leaflet, new or old,
ihat is half as good as this one.
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution." The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPriniers'ink'sattentionin the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Stevenson
Building.

SPIECOAL
MAKItutr-A,Ereanzna=5;
IREACIPliEtin
irlAGIRAVERS) TO
THE Erma ,DEMELL?
RiV 'MOE

OPINANAIPOiLI.S, MD.

SKILL

BRAINS
are of more importance in doing a difficult repair job,
or making a special piece to satisfy some customer
with ideas, than in making regular stock.

WE HAVE THEM
Send us your next package and get a taste of that
fully satisfied feeling.

We do RELIABLE
Silver Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Can this be Repaired? Yes!
We Repair grnAeanrtoicrlemierhelejfilgerwsaamreelainset;emwaking new parts to match the old ones,

We Replate 
ir article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized SilverId Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Sercomb Company State SE Adams St&

CHICAGO

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. N. SPERRY, Manager

The YEAR-LONG Clock
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The price of pig iron has been

The Iron Industry advanced to $25 in cases wh
ere

it can be found for immediate

delivery. Contracts running into the first six

months of next year have been made as high as 
$19

a ton. This is a big advance over what was ex-

pected some months ago, and will have the ef
fect

of bringing a great deal of unexpecte
d money to

the district, as it was thought that iron would 
not

go over $12 a ton. The Williamson iron furna
ce,

long idle, will be put in blast, and the output 
will

be about 8o tons a day. The Gadsden 
charcoal

furnace, with a capacity of 6o tons a day is ready

for the touch. This is also a furnace that has long

been out of blast. The old Round Mountain 
fur-

nace is going in blast, and will have a good 
output.

One of the Birmingham furnaces of the Sloss-Sh
ef-

field Company has been put in after a t
horough

overhauling. This, in itself, adds 5000 tons a

month to the output of the district. All this indi-

cates unusual prosperity for next year. The

Alabama Steel and Wire Company has increased

its capital stock to $5,000,000, and will build a s
teel

null and two furnaces in this district. The First

National Bank and W. H. Woodward have made a

contract to-erect a steel building to cost over half a

million dollars, which is to be used for offices.

This will be the third of the kind in the city con-

tracted for this year.

One of the most extensive busi-

nesses in and around Birming-

ham is that of the installment

jeweler. He gathers his largest

trade from the adjacent mines and factories, where

the pay days are monthly and weekly. The men

make good wages and, as it is a long way to town,

they buy a great deal in this way. One of the

leading jewelers of the city, P. H. Linnehan, who

now has a fine line and a fastidious trade in the

new Hillman Hotel Building, had for many years

one of the largest businesses of this kind in the

State. He combines this branch though not to

such an extent as heretofore. Others are doing the

business now, and making money at it, as he did.

The greatest difficulty is that some men have

abused eed the system and used it as a cloak to de

fact that has tended to bring it in clisre

pte

-

Unlike their brethren in many of the larger

towns, few Birmingham jewelers are pawnbrokers.

There are a number of pawnbrokers who carry

small lots of jewelry as a means of working off

unredeemed pledges, but in all this big city there

is only one jeweler, J. Lowinsohn, who does a

regular pawnbroking business, and he contem-

plates relinquishing it. Not long ago he stated

that as soon as he could do so without loss he was

going to give it up. Mr. Lowinsohn, by the way,

is getting ready to move into his handsome new

store in the central business part of the city.

W. F. Williams has established a business at

Amory, Miss., for the purpose of buying and sell-

ing pearls, which are found in good quantity in that

Pitt of Mississippi. It is reported that a Birming-

ham jewelry house intends to establish a branch

tsiltditoedrre eeds,land will make a specialty of gathering pearls.

John W. Davis, jeweler, of Tuscumbia, has

in Florence.
s to his line. He also operates

W. C. Abbott has returned from New York,

where he took a special course in optics.

Jeweler W. K. Thaxton lost his wife a few days

ago. He has the sincere sympathy of many friends.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality rand anstruction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 86 CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Sc ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

Runs 400 days with one winding.

J. B. Bechtel & Co
JOBBING TRADE SUPPLIED.

719 Sansom Street,
• 9 PH I LA DELPH IA.

Installment
Jewelers

E. C. Sizemore, jeweler, of Albertville, became

a benedict last month, and is receiving congratula-

tions.
C. F. Cross & Co., jewelers and opticians,

Gadsden, now carry a line of school books and

musical instruments.
R. L. Crosbie has just finished a contract for

the court house clock at Russellville.

G. W. Whitlock, optician for J. B. Whitlock,

of Eufaula, has completed an optical course.

San Francisco Letter

We regret to announce the death of one

of the oldest jewelry jobbers of the Pacific

coast, J. T. Bonnestell, who passed away recently,

after a short illness. In the person of the deceased

has passed away one of the pioneers of the trade,

who was known and loved by all. His friends

were legion and deeply regret his demise.

J. Hammersmith, of Hammersmith & Field,

retailers, of San Francisco, was the recipient

of a very fine traveling bag from his many friends

in the Olympic Athletic Club, upon his retiring

from his position of leader in that organization,

which office he has filled most satisfactorily for a

a number of years.

Carl Enternunin, of 117 South Spring Street,

Los Angeles, Cal., has increased his floor space

and added a new private office to his manufacturing

establishment. The expansion in facilities was

necessited by his growing businses.

A. C. Madsen has opened a first-class repairing

establishment in Cottage Grove.

There's a new arrival at the home of Chas.

Weinshenk, of Armer & Weinshenk. The visitor

arrived on September x 3th, and mother and daughter

are doing well.
Chas. Maurman, formerly with Armer & Wein-

shenk, of San Francisco, has accepted a position

with A. 0. Werner, of Fresno, Cal.

Leon Nordman and wife spent a two-weeks'

vacation at the hot springs in Gilroy, Cal., last

month and enjoyed their sojourn very much. 
Mr.

Nordman returned feeling greatly improved in

health and is now in condition to withstand the

rush of the holiday season.

We regret to announce the death of Leonard

Untermeyer, son of David Untermeyer, of New

York City. Mr. Untermeyer was formerly in busi-

ness with his father on the Lane, but it has been

several years since he married and settled in 
San

Francisco. • Death was due to appendicitis, 
the

patient not rallying from the operation. The

funeral was largely attended by his friends in
 the

trade, and the expressions of regrets tendered
 to

his brother, who happened to be in San Fr
ancisco,

were many and sincere.

Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Trafton, of Los Angeles,

spent a few days with us recently sight-seeing, 
and

returned home greatly impressed with our grow
ing

city. Mr. Trafton reports the outlook for the

jewelry business in his section as the best in 
its

history.
H. S. Butterfield, wife and daughter, Genevieve,

spent a day in San Francisco recently, en rou
te to

Portland, Oregon. Mrs. Butterfield and daughter

have been spending the summer in the 
southern

part of California, and Mr. Butterfield met 
them in

San Diego, and sailed from there to San 
Francisco,

where he again embarked for home.

N. M. Bailey, of Rio Vista, spent a short 
time "I would not do without The Keystone for

in San Francisco recently calling on the 
wholesale ten times the amount."—J. W Dilbeck, Jeweler,

trade, and replenished his stock for the fall 
business. llforrillon, Arkansas.
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S. Nordlinger, the retail jeweler, of South Spring

Street, Los Angeles, spent a few days in this city
,

en route to Chicago and New York, where he wil
l

replenish his stock for the fall trade. He intends

to be away for five or six weeks, as he contem-

plates making a short stay at Elberon, N. J., where

some of his relatives are located. During his ab-

sence the boys in the store are having same re-

modeled and repainted.

F. M. Reiche paid this city a flying visit

recently, and returned to Los Angeles much bene-

fited by his short stay. Our fresh winds give visit-

ors renewed energy, and retailers come to town

again and again and inhale the tonic and return to

their respective stores, feeling the better for the

change.
James Montgomery, of Montgomery Bros.,

retail jewelers, of South Spring Street, Los Angeles,

is on a tour of inspection through all the large

manufacturing establishments in the East, and inci-

dentally to buy leading novelties in the jewelry

line suitable for their fall trade. This house is one

of the most enterprising establishments in Southern

California, and they are continually adding to their

lines.
The Alphonse Juclis Co., jewelry jobbers,

have found it necessary to add another safe to their

collection, and have started a distinct watch de-

partment. They are doing a very large business in

this line now, and were compelled to take more

floor space to accommodate the new safe.

• S. W. Thompson & Co., the well-known re-

tailers, of Salem, Oregon, have found it necessary to

increase the size of their store room, and will add

another room to their floor space, which will enable

them to handle their growing trade to better

advantage.
James E. Lewis, of Lewis Jewelers' Supply

Co., of Denver, Colo., spent his vacation in San

Francisco sight-seeing and calling upon the trade,

and left with a very good impression of our hustling

city.
Announcement cards of the wedding of Miss

Minnie Scoots to E. E. Wood, of Modesto, Cal.,

are out, and they are receiving the best wishes of

the trade. The ceremony took place on August 20th.

Peter Engle and son, of Marysville, Cal., were

among the visiting retailers in town recently.

W. E. Lawrence, accountant for Carrati &

Green, of San Francisco, was married to Minnie

Strehl, on September loth, at the home of the

bride's parents in San Francisco.

Percy McClure, formerly located in Lakeport,

Cal., has opened a new establishment in Wil-

litts, Cal.
The old house of A. Hyman, of Oakland, Cal.,

has been changed to Hyman Bros., and will con-

tinue to do business at the same old stand under

the new name.
Among the host of visiting retailers in town

recently purchasing their fall stocks were the fol-

lowing well-known dealers : John Hood, Santa

Rosa, Cal.; C. A. Boswell, San Jose, Cal.; A. B.

Wilson, Martinez, Cal.; H. R. Condy, Wadsworth,

Nev.; A. P. Lahmer, Los Gatos, Cal.; Frank

Smith, San Jose, Cal.; L. H. Dewey, Yreka, Cal.;

Louis Koberg, Healdsburg, Cal.; J. L. Cobb, Dos

Palos, Cal.; A. 0. Werner, Fresno, Cal.; W. H.

Warren, Sacramento, Cal.; Alfred Tatsumi, Sacra-

mento, Cal.; W. H. B. Schmied, Napa. Also,

Mrs. Chas. Daunt, of Modesto, Cal.; Mrs. Emil

Pfund, of Aberdeen, Wash.
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Stop! Look! Listen !
October 1902 THE KEYSTONE

WE ARE ALWAYS READY FOR BUSINESS.

Seamless Gold Filled Chains
IN ALL STYLES.

Don't fail to see
our New Line ot Lockets. Our line is not excelled in

price, variety or beauty.

WE MAKE EXCELLENT GOODS ONLY.

If you are looking
for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those
With this trade-mark

and see that " C. A.
M. & Co." is stamped
on the swivel of the
Chains you buy.

Trude-Mark.

Purchase CHAINS from your jobber that are made fromseamless filled wire, exactly as represented, by the
well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO.
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

FINE FINISHED GOODS SELL THEMSELVES.

This wise Jeweler is making marks that make
money.

He knows that by sending Old Gold and
Silver,. Sweepings, etc., to

STANDARD METAL CO.
CHICAGO,

he is sure of getting all the value out of them
that's in them.

Returns are prompt and accurate. If for any
reason settlements are not satisfactory, we
return the consignment at our expense.

If you don't send your Scrap, Sweeps, etc.,
to us for disposal, we both lose money. If
you do, we both make it.

The mid-summer dullness has

not crept into September, as

there is a briskness prevailing

which augurs well for October

business. All travelers are now touring their

respective territories, and are sending in large

orders. These orders are mainly for the holiday

season. Though collections are reported as 
being

very slow, there is no reason to dread an
y pro-

longed money stringency, as there seems to 
be

plenty of cash going around.

The statement of the Pittsburg

Condition of National Banks for the sixty-one

Banks days ending September 15th,

was disappointing, especially in

the falling off of deposits. This has been accounted

for by the heavy drain upon bank funds. 
The

total deposits, omitting two banks whose stat
e-

ments have not yet been published are $127,994,223,

a decrease since July 16th of $4,849,772. Building

operations have not been so extensive as formerly,

owing to the high price of materials, but there
 is

enough of this kind of work to keep all interests

very busy.
In a little frame shop in the rear

Achievement of an of 1046 French Street, Meadville,

Aged Artificer Pa., a town little over roo miles

from Pittsburg, there stands a

piece of architectural carving and mechanism on

which James H. Belknap, a retired woodworker,

has spent almost a quarter of a century. Belknap

is now 80 years of age, and it is feared that he will

not live to complete the wonderful work upon

which he has spent so much time. The Strasburg

clock was exhibited there in 1878, and in 188o the

famous Engle clock, built by Stephen D. Engle, a

jeweler, of Hazleton, Pa., was displayed, and after

seeing these two specimens of handiwork, Belknap

decided to build a clock that would eclipse both of

them. He started making Biblical incidents and

characters the principal feature in his mechanical

clock. Among the scenes and characters which he

reproduced are the animals entering the ark, the

sacrifice by Abraham, the Last Supper, the Cruci-

fixion, the Resurrection, etc. He made hundreds

of figures in wood, representing the Saviour, disci-

ples, priests, kings, soldiers, prophets and notable

characters in the Bible, and all these are designed

and constructed to move by clock work. Part of

the mechanism has been completed, but owing to

the advanced age of the artificer it is almost certain

that his work will never be completed.

The W. J. Johnston Co. has issued a hand-

somely compiled catalogue and price-list of Amer-

ican watches, showing a great variety of new styles

and patterns of gold and gold filled cases. The

catalogue has fifty-five pages with colored cover.

The illustrations are well executed and attractively

printed on fine coated paper. A copy will be sent

by express to any retail jeweler on request.

The annual exposition is well under way, and

with the railroads offering special inducements to

come to Pittsburg, the jewelers are profiting by

the advent of many visitors. A tour among the

trade evinced the fact that there is scarcely any

NPariety of stock that is not being called for, there

being a seasonable demand for everything which a

goodigaihsosuad 
novelties.

sen canror‘iees:i ,atches, diamonds, art goods,

cut 
Heeren Bros. & Co. have a remarkably fine

display of electrical fixtures at the exposition t
his

year. The exhibit is artistically arranged and is

attracting a great deal of attention.

Clyde J. Sankey, the well-known jeweler and

watchmaker of this city, was married to Miss Bertha

Zane on Wednesday evening, September 17th at the

home of the bride in Wheeling, W.Va. Mr. Sankey

is a cousin of Ira D. Sankey, the evangelist. Mr.

and Mrs. Sankey are now on an extended Eastern

tour, and on their return will live at 5979 Alder

Street, East End, Pittsburg. THE KEYSTONE

tenders best wishes to the happy couple.

After January 1st, Jesse Crawford, the popular

jeweler with Goddard, Hill & Co., will embark in

the jobbing business for himself. Mr. Crawford

has been associated with Goddard, Hill & Co. for

almost twenty-seven years, and under this firm's

splendid tutelage he has mastered the jobbing

business. Mr. Crawford has not found a suitable

location, but expects to establish himself in good

quarters in the Fifth Avenue district.

S. F. Roberts spent several weeks at resorts

along the New England coast. Walter Williams,

with E. P. Roberts & Sons, was in Philadelphia for

a couple of weeks' vacation.

G. B. Barrett, of the George B. Barrrett Com-

pany, was in New York during September on

business.
The Penn Building, lately purchased by J. Alex.

Hardy, of Hardy & Hayes, is being remodeled,

and will be ready for office renting in a short time.

Among the new jewelry stores lately started up

is Harry Gold, on Fifth Avenue ; the Empire Jew-

elry Company, at 707 Fifth Avenue ; and the

Standard Jewelry Company, on Smithfield Street

near Seventh Avenue.

Harry Hartley, formerly with W. E. Stieren

Company, is now with Heeren Bros. & Co. in the

optical department.
Philip Ruprecht, of Sharpsburg, Pa., is remo-

deling his store quite extensively. Mr. Ruprecht

has had further news concerning the whereabouts

of some of the goods stolen from him.

A. E. Shutterly and Mr. Dyer are recent addi-

tions to the clerical force of Goddard, Hill & Co.

A. Johnson, who is erecting a large building in

Carnegie, will start a store there as soon as it is

completed.
Gillespie Brothers, of the Park Building, have

added a cut glass department to their already

extensive establishment, and will make a special

feature of this commodity.

The firm of W. D. Arthur & Company, com-

posed of W. I). Arthur and William Zeiher, Sr
.,

engaged in the jewelry business at 722 Park Build-

ing, was dissolved on September 8th by the wit
h-

drawal of William Zeiher, Sr. The business w
ill

hereafter be conducted by W. D. Arthur at the

same place.

J. A. Hardy, of Hardy & Hayes, Fifth Avenue,

spent the week of September 15th in New York
 in

the interests of the firm. Large importations of art

goods and high-class novelties, purchased by 
Harry

Hayes, of the firm, during his stunmer spent a
broad,

are now arriving at the New York Custom 
House,

and Mr. Hardy has gone on to receive them
.

The W. E. Stieren Company, of 544 Smith-

field Street, and 406-408 Sixth Avenue, dea
lers in

everything optical, mathematical, photograp
hical,

artistical and meteorological, have sold their 
pho-

nograph department, formerly located on th
e sec-

ond floor of their Sixth Avenue building.
 The

Steiren Company will occupy this immens
e floor

space with a further extension of their 
rapidly-

growing mathematical department. The 
workmen

have already begun operations to this 
end, and

the work was practically finished Sept
ember 1st.

l'art of this additional space will also be set
 apart

for an extensive exhibit of magic lantern
s, stereop-

ticons and moving-picture machines, together

with different light-giving apparatus. This latest

move on the part of the Stieren Company is but

another step in the extrordinary progress of their

large and progressive stores.

Henry Terheyden, of Smithfield Street, was a

recent visitor at the Markleton Sanatarium.

W. W. Wattles & Sons have opened a new

curio room on the third floor of their store, 214-216

Fifth Avenue. The collection in this department

consists of antiques in the way of rare screens, sat-

inwood tables, etc., which were picked up by

J. Harvey Wattles while on his trip abroad this

summer.
Among the jewelers from nearby towns who

called on the trade during the past month were:

J. M. McKinney, East Liverpool, Ohio ; H. N.

Seaman, Washington, Pa.; Walter McKean, Char-

leroi, Pa.; Robert Hunt and William Hunt, Union-

town, Pa.; A. Fisher, Greensburg, Pa.; Ed. Koess-

ler, New Kensington, Pa.; C. A. Curl, Vandegrift,

Pa.; C. H. Jaquette, Scottdale, Pa.; D. L. Cleland,

Butler, Pa.; P. J. Manson, Jeannette, Pa.; XV. F.

Brehm, Rochester, Pa.; Gus. A. Spies, Mononga-

hela, Pa.; Mr. Phillips, Vandegrift, Pa.; Thomas

Tomlinson, Charleroi, Pa.; J. Frank Murphy,

Dawson, Pa.; Fred. Patton, Monaca, Pa. ; E. F.

Preiss, Homestead, Pa.; Fred. W. Laban, Steuben-

ville, Ohio ; Charles Allen, Turtle Creek, Pa.;

John A. Slonecker, Scio, Ohio ; Adolph Masher,

East Palestine, Ohio ; W. E. Crawford, Belle Ver-

non, Pa.; J. J. Buser, Freedom, Pa.; M. R. Shing-

ler, Wellsville, Ohio ; C. A. Lindsay, Johnstown,

Pa.; E. A. Bloser, New Kensington, Pa.; F. H.

Hayes, Washington, Pa.; Thomas H. McNary,

Washington, Pa.; Thomas L. McWilliams, Irwin,

Pa.; Frank Murdock, Ligonier, Pa.; A. M. Kurtze-

bon, St. Louis, Mo.; P. Ruprecht, Sharpsburg, Pa.;

A. A. McFarland, Burgettstown, Pa.; Harry Grieb,

Butler, Pa.; W. E. Johnson, Canonsburg, Pa.; John

Linnenbrink, Rochester, Pa.; Leroy Swan, New

Castle, Pa.; Joseph Miller, Harmony, Pa.; L. C.

Grasse], Mahoningtown,Pa.; C. J. Nichols, Pleasant

Unity, Pa.; T. N. Smith, Morgantown, W. Va.

A Nugget from the "Hot Air" Mine

A three-ounce nugget, taken from the Hot Air

Mine, will be sent to President Roosevelt by the

Pioneer Mining Company and Col. Grigsby, of

Nome, Alaska. The nugget is an extremely hand-

some one, measuring about two and a half inches

long and three quarters of an inch thick. It is as

smooth as a pebble. The inscription was engraved

by Jeweler Delkin, of Nome, and runs as follows:

" 3 oz. 7 dwt. ' Hot Air ' for the Rough Rider." On

the reverse side is : "Compliments of Pioneer

Mining Company and Col. Grigsby." Another re-

cent achievement of Jeweler Delkin's consisted in

the making of a gold purse, not a purse intended

to hold gold to the exclusion of other valuables,

but a purse made out of gold. It will be made out

of 3000 colors that were taken out of Mr. Delkin's

mine. Metal plates one-fourth of an inch square

are joined by small rings, and on the outer surface

of each plate fifteen or more colors are soldered.

The dimensions of this gold purse will be about

3 x 4 inches, and it will be shaped like a chatelaine

bag.

"The Keystone is heeler than all other jeicelers'

papers combined. If I could get as much interest

on my money as I get out of the dollar I invest in

The Keystone I would he pretty we//paid. "—H.

Tucker, Jeweler, Hilrgiusvilit, Missouri.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

Connecticut

Jeweler P. T. Ives, of Meriden, was recentlythe subject of a sketch in the /Warning Record, ofthat place. Twelve years ago Mr. Ives beganbusiness on an unpretentious scale. His progress,however, was marked and uninterrupted, so muchso that he had to vacate his original quarters onWest Main Street for want of space, and remove toa roomy and well furnished store in the MeridenHouse Block. Here he added several new lines,including cut glass, cameras and photographic sup-plies. Last year it became necessary for him toacquire still further space, so he augmented hisstore frontage by an additional show window. Theoptical department is relatively elaborate, and isin charge of Optician Swayze, an adept in this line,who was formerly at Niagara Falls, Ontario.

District of Columbia

I. Kahn, of 545 Eighth
Street, E., \ Vashington, re-
cently installed new and taste-
ful store fixures, which add
considerably to the attractive-
ness of his premises. Mr.
Kahn's store is a model of
neat and judicious arrange-
ment.

Georgia

R. Brandt, the Athens
jeweler, made a tour of the
Eastern jewelry markets re-
cently and paid a pleasant call
at THE KEYSTONE office.

George T. Beeland, of Ma-
con, one of the best-known
jewelers in the South, died on
September 7th, after a linger-
ing illness. Mr. Beeland went
to Porter Springs some time
ago in the hope of regaining
vigor, and was apparently
much improved when he re-
turned some weeks ago. He
took a sudden change for the
worse, however, and his col-
lapse soon ensued. He was
44 years old and was born in
Milledgeville, but his parents removed to Maconwhile he was yet an infant. He was conspicuouslyidentified with religious tvork in his city.

THE KEYSTONE

until he finds a suitable location. He may possiblyembark with a partner if he could find a suitableone ; or if he knew of a business already estab-lished and which was being offered for sale, hewould consider the advisability of acquiring it. Hewas at the bench for over thirty years, but had toabandon that class of work owing to his lungs. Hedeplores the evil practice of price-cutting, which inhis travels he finds painfully prevalent in the jewelrytrade, as well as in most other businesses.

Minnesota

0. C. Retsloff, the well-known jeweler, ofWinnebago City, is the ruling spirit of a corpora-tion known as the Ecuador Rubber and Develop-ment Company. He is its president, and hisnephew, C. 0. Retsloff, of Esmeraldas, Ecuador, isresident manager. The field of operations will bein the latter country, where the rubber plantations,which it is the company's purpose to develop, aresaid to offer an unusually desirable opportunity forshrewd speculators. • The other officers of the cor-poration are men of prominence in Minnesota.
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one of the most popular jewelers in the West andone of the most energetic members of the UnitedStates Commercial Travelers' Association.

New Jersey
A. Davidson, the Washington jeweler, has pur-chased from J. W. Fitts estate, the business blockat Nos. 5 to 7 E. Washington Avenue. He willthoroughly remodel the premises and convert theminto one of the finest jewelry stores in that section.

New York

John W. Schein, formerly of Heintz Bros.,Buffalo, has opened a jewelry engraving businessat 379 Main Street, in that city.
B. B. Witter, of Keeseville, who is now muchimproved in health, has resumed business at hisold stand.

Ohio

Louis Commlossy, for sixteen years headwatchmaker and diamond expert with William
Walcott, 318 Summit Street,
Toledo, opened a business
of his own at 609 Madison
Street, in that city, Septem-
ber 1st.

Jeweler 0. J. Fuchs, of
Chillicothe, visited New York
City and other Eastern mar-
kets last month on a purchas-
ing tour and made a pleasant
call at TIIE KEYSTONE office
en route.

Jeweler H. T. Smith, of
Willoughby, who was taken
sick in December last, died
some weeks ago. His busi-
ness is being offered for sale.

View of the pretty store of Jeweler Steele, of Newark, N. Y. The fixtures are finished in white enamel andgold. On the side of the store shown on the left of the picture are twenty-five feet of French platemirrors. The steel ceiling and tile walls complete one of the handsomest stores in this section.

Illinois

Edward J. Peek, the enterprising jeweler, ofJoliet, recently made a tour of the East. He visitedthe principal trade centers, including New YorkCity, and made extensive purchases for fall busi-ness. He made a pleasant call at THE KEYSTONEoffice en route, and gave a gratifying account ofbusiness conditions in his section.
William J. Young, of Cole & Young, jewelryand musical merchandise dealers, Chicago, accom-panied by his wife, made a tour of the East lastmonth. Mr. Young and his lady were welcomevisitors at the office of THE KEYSTONE.

Iowa

F. W. Heron, the Webster City jeweler, is soonto occupy the entire floors of the local structureknown as the Woodworth Building. He intendsapportioning the premises to the best advantage.A new front and a steel ceiling will be installedand all unnecessary partitions will be removed. Therear portion is admirably adapted to the needs ofan optical business and will be used exclusively forthat department. Jeweler Heron runs a branchstore in Blairsburg and another in Woodstock.

Michigan

Jeweler H. Aldred has closed out his businessin Alpena and intends moving from place to place

Montana

William Chamberlain, of White SulphurSprings, has gone for a few weeks to Helena fortreatment by Dr. Tuttle, the well-known oculist.Harry S. Tuttle, one of the best known jewelrymen of the Northwest, was married recently toMiss Christian Olsen. Mr. Tuttle, whose store ison North Main Street, Butte, enjoys much popu-larity in that city. He was for several years mana-ger of J. H. Leyson's jewelry house, anotherlocal firm, but two years ago he established theTuttle Jewelry Co., of which he is the head.Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle spent a few weeks in theEast.
An announcement which comes as a considera-ble surprise, not only to members-of the jewelrytrade but to the larger proportion of his fellow-townsmen, is that of the retirement from businessof J. H. Leyson, the well-known jeweler of Butteand Salt Lake. In making public his intention,Mr. Leyson states that after twenty-two years of asuccessful career, for physical reasons and owingto a desire to take life more leisurely, he has de-cided to retire from active business life. Mr. Ley-son came to Butte twenty-five years ago and threeyears later started in business—the name of the firmat that time being Leyson & Turk. Several yearsago Mr. Leyson purchased his partner's share inthe business and since that time has conducted italone. He has been for some time prominent inthe affairs of the city, and is well known andhighly respected throughout the entire West. Hisretirement was signalized by a sale of his entirestock, which was attended by an immense crowdof people. The sale was conducted by John A.Maynes, manager of the store, who, by the way, is

Pennsylvania

Penrose Myers, one of
the progressive jewelers of
Gettysburg, recently opened a
branch store at 24 Chambers-
burg Street, that town: Mr.
Myers makes a specialty of
battlefield souvenirs.

Edward Koch, a young
jeweler of York, returned
last month from a pleasure
tour spent in several of the
Eastern and Middle States.
Mr. Koch enjoys the reputa-tion of being one of York's most popular jewelersand is the proprietor of a handsome >-etail store.

J. P. Barger, formerly of Ben:. ood, W. Va.,has purchased the store of Charles A. Loughman, atMcKees Rocks, Pa., and will continue the businessat the same stand. He took possession August 1st.Hugh Bissett purchased the store vacated byJeweler Barger, and will continue business therein.
W. S. Pipes, who formerly conducted a jewelrystore at Waynesburg, is now in charge of thejewelry department of Kaufmann Bros.' depart-ment store at Pittsburg.

Virginia

Jahnke Bros., the well-known jewelers, ofRichmond, celebrated last month in a befittingmanner the fiftieth anniversary of the establish-ment of their business. A. F. Jahnke, Sr., founderof the business, is a native of Poland, and it was inthe country of his nativity that he acquired hishorological skill. He came to America in 185o,and after remaining a short time in New York City,went to Petersburg. He subsequently removed toRichmond, where, together with a partner namedMyers, he founded the establishment, which atpresent is one of the finest in the South. In 1857,A. F. Jahnke, Jr., became associated with hisfather in the business, and in October, 1897, thesenior member retired from active duties, leavinghis interest in the hands of his two sons, A. F.Jahnke, Jr., and Robert P. Jahnke, the latter ofwhom later went to Texas for his health, and isnow in that State engaged in the jewelry business.The firm has two branches, one in Lexington andanother in Chattanooga, Tenn.

WHAT FOR THE HOLIDAYS?

The jeweler who dabbles in China, Art Pottery, Bronzes, Bric-a-Brac,

Decorative Glass and the like, wants variety. He also wants choice,

exclusive bits—for his is generally a critical clientele. And just as

critical about the things of little price as about the most costly. We sell

several thousand jewelers this art-at-a-price every year, just because we

provide the greatest variety to be found in this country. It embraces

the small things that sell for card prizes and the most costly produc-

tions from the potteries, "by royal warrant " to the crowned heads of

Europe. Our expert will select an assortment to any amount you

stipulate, if you can't come to New York, He does this every

day. Don't wait too late—selections ma de row are best.

Bawo & Dotter,
Originators of Fashions in Ceramics,

26 to 32 Barclay Street, New York.



.REDUCED FARES 
PALL MEETINGS, 1902, of the

EQUAL THESE FIVE TOILET SETS IF You CAN

TO DO YOUR FALL BUYING.

during the months of September and October, to the Great
Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

National Association of Merchants rd Travelers 'al't'sgini;1;.
ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE

the line of the Mo. Pac. Ity. fro
Ile SII Ilt a Fe System ; NVymning
Northern Pacific and So,, Sysle
Peninsula of Michigan on tite C

THIRD MEETING .

FOURTH MEETING

Special Excursion Rates in the territory of the 'Western Passenger Associalion• including the following States: Iowa, Wisconsin, :11 issniuri on HMI North ofIII St. Louis to liansas City via Pleasant Hill), Kansas, Nebraska, Colora(10; New Mexico, East of Albuquerque mi(from Cheye  only); also in 111innesota and North and South Dakota, except on the lines of the eat Northern,in, and members on those lines can secure the reduced rates from the nearest; points on olber I ; Norlitern., M. & St. P., C. & N. W. Ry., and D., S., S. & A. lines; III' •s in 1Veste1n Passenger Association territory.
( Dates for Buying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 0, 10, 11 and 12.

Dates for Rutin g 11 -S.11i4II,Io.r 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
S Dales for !laying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.

▪ 

1 Dates fol 1t(  g 11 -October 29, 30, 31, Noeiii he r 1, 2, 3, 4, li, 6, 7 and 8.

ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE. Including Ohio, 11liehigan (except Northern Peninsula) and Indiana, at dpart, of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association territory.
THIRD MEETING . I Dates for Baying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

' 1 Dates for Hetet:.  • g 11(nne-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
FOURTH MEETING . r Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25. 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.

1 Dates for Return illg 110111C-October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, 7 and 8.

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA AND INDIAN TERRITORIES.
ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway ; Chicago, Rock Island andPacific Railway; Cotton Belt System and C. & E. I. Railroad; Mi s  • i, Kansasand Texas Railway.

Dates for Buying Tickets-September 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Dates for Returning Home-September 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Dates for Buying Tickets-October 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31.
Dates for Returning 11 .--October 29, 30, 31, November 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, '7 and 8.

THIRD MEETING . .

FOURTH MEETING .

Write us for additional particAtrs. Make our

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Silversmiths' Building.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

OTTO YOUNG & CO., 149=153 State Street.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

PITKIN & BROOKS, State and Lake Streets.
Cut Glass, Fine China and Lamps.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN CO., 103 State Street.
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers.

stores your headquarters. We are at your service.

C. H. KNIGHTS (Sc CO., Columbus Memorial
Diamond Merchants and Wholesale Jewelers. Building.

A. C. BECKEN, Columbus Memorial Building.
Wholesale Diamonds, Watchcs and Jewelry.

I-I. F. HAI-IN (Se CO., Champlain Building.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

B. F. NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.,
Columbus Memorial Building.

Wholesale Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry.

WE ASK YOUR PARTICULAR

ATTENTION TO OUR "CALLA"
SET-THE DIE WORK OF WHICH
IS EQUAL TO OR SUPERIOR
To ANYTHING WE HAVE EVER
PRODUCED.

ALL OF ABOVE DESIGNS ARE
BEAUTIFUL SPECIMENS OF
BOLD RELIEF WORK AND ARE
UNSURPASSED BY ANY PAT-
TERNS NOW ON THE MARKET.

NEW YORK
BROADWAY-MAIDEN LANE

BUILDING AND
41 UNION SQUARE

" CALLA"
"POND LILY" "FLORAL"

" NEW ART " " BIRD"

WE ARE MAKERS OF

GOLD AND SILVER THIMBLES,

NECK AND
GUARD CHAINS,

CANE HEADS

AND UMBRELLA

MOUNTS.

66

16

FLORAL SET-ON EACH PIECE

THERE is A DIFFERENT FLOWER.

BIRD SET-ON EACH PIECE THERE

Is A DIFFERENT BIRD.

WE MAKE A FULL LINE OF TOILET

AND MANICURE PIECES IN EACH
PATTERN.

FULL SIZE ILLUSTRATIONS SENT

ON APPLICATION.

SIMONS, BRO. Ci CO.
PHILADELPHIA

611-13 SANSOM STREET
CHICAGO

702 COLUMBUS BUILDING



Headquarters for Emblem Goods
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No, 305, cost 83.37 each.
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No. 312, cost 83 37 each.

\\)
No. 306, cost 83.37 each.

!,11115111811-ia 

No. 308, cost 83.37 each.

No. 409, cost 86.75 each. Extra Heavy.

--- —

No. 303, cost 83.75 each.

No. 318, cost sto.es each.
Extra Heavy, Genuine Diamond.

How are these for prices on

koTsEP
AFFECT

SOLID GOLD
EMBLEM RINGS?
These rings are made up in every popular
society order ; quality being 10 K. guar-
anteed and fine workmanship, highly
enameled in appropriate colors, and beau-
tifully engraved. Most of these rings have
a raised center emblem, which, if desired,
can be changed to represent two or more
societies. Here's to You, Mr. Jeweler, and

No. 311, cost 83.37 each.

Any of these rings can be made extra
heavy at a small expense, also in 14 K. if
desired.

Not

Keystone
List,

No. 410, COSI: 65.25 Pile])

Less 6 per
cent.

10 days.

We show here only a few of our many
designs.

We are also headquarters for all stan-
dard American lines of CASES AND
MOVEMENTS.

Ce Here's to Brotherly Affection !!"

No. 407, cost 65.70

No. 405, cost S5.15 each.

No. 403, cost 84.00 each.

No. 406, cost 89.00 each.

OUR COMPLETE
EMBLEM

RING CATALOGUE
FOR 11-14: ASKIN(1

No. 408, cost 83.37 each.

No. 309, cost 83.37 each.

No. 310, cost $3.37 each.

No. 304, cost 83.75 each.

1No. 104, c,ist is9.1)() each.

- 7-7 -7AAD,

No. 400, cost 84.50 each.

—11-77-11,

No. 401, cost 84.50 each.

No. 402, cost 84.30 each.

LW.Ruhenstein
54 Maiden Lane, Telephone 3450 John.

Note our previous ads.
in The Keystone

on Pearl Rings an Gents'
Stone Rings,

sold by weight.

NEW YORK.

SOLID GOLD CHAINS
at little more than the cost of a good filled chain.

A great seller at a good profit.
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No. 106

No. 110

No. 111

No. 112

These chains are guaranteed to be m K. solid gold, of fine 
workmanship—hand-made, and average weight per chain

1334 dwt. to 15 dwt. $9.00 each (net, not Keystone list), less 3 per 
cent. for cash thirty days. Owing to the small

margin at which these chains are now offered, the above are 
positively the only terms they will be sold on.

' 
Manufacturer of Gold Rings and Special Jobber of

L. NV. Rubenstein, Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry,

54 Maiden Lane, New York.Telephone. 3450 John.

The above Chains are sold under the following
:

We hereby guarantee the actual gold value of the above chain 
to be $6.00, to

be 75ayable, if desired, on return of chain to us within jive 
years.



THE GLORIOUS hues of
Autumn, the deep reds

and their rich shadings ; the
yellows and greens, with the

blue of the sky overhead and the
infinite play of colors, as the
sunshine, with intervening
shadows, touches it all

—that is the beauty
which enameling gives

to watches :

40;:fir

each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Fancy Striped Red and
Green Gold Initial,

each, $4.55

Price for Ring with
Rose Diamond Initial,

each, $7.50

Price for Ring with
Plain Emblem (any
order, each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Enamel Emblem
( any order ), each, $4.80

Show your win-

dows full, with
Autumn glories by

their side,and you will

win the Autumn

buyers!

An ordinary watch will

be bought when other

things are passed by—

when it is also a thing

of beauty it makes a

doubly strong appeal.

This is a good dozen
assortment : Buy it now

and you will duplicate

your order before the

month passes.

Waterbury, Conn.

New York-37 Maiden Lane.

Chicago-131 Wabash Avenue.

San Francisco—
Claus Spreckels Building.

LF" WATCH

Above prices are subject to 6 per cent. cash discount.
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Price for Ring with
Plain Initial,

each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Fancy Striped Red and
Green Gold Initial,

each, $4.55

Price for Ring with
Rose Diamond Initial,

each, $7.50

Price for Ring with
Plain Emblem , any
order , each, $4.25

Price for Ring with
Enamel Emblem
any order , each, $4.80

Chased Bands,
extra, $ .35

Prices given are for 10K.
14 K., $1.00 extra.

Above prices are subject to 6 per cent. cash discount.

WEISS JEWELRY MFG. CO.
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT BUILDING,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

(;1.()I-2.1()CS hues of
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"IRIS"
<SC>

The
Most
Refined
And
Graceful
Art
Nouveau
Pattern
Ever

Produced
In
Plated
Ware

Our " Iris " Pattern has the beauty of
design heretofore characteristic only of the
richest Sterling Patterns. With this feature is
combined a standard of excellence in quality
that surpasses any other make of Plated Ware.
A beautiful and lasting finish is secured by a
scientific process of our own in the plating,
and by the utmost care in every detail of
manufacture.

Write for illustrated Booklet regarding
" Iris " and other beautiful patterns.

Goods Bearing this Mark:

<Si>
are fiositively guaranteed better and more
serviceable than triple-plated ware.

E. H. H. SMITH) Manufacturer,
9-1 1-13 Maiden Lane, New York.

The Watch House
of Philadelphia

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
14 and 16 South Tenth Street.

Send

A full line of

Keystone Solid Gold an
Jas. Boss Filled Cases
Elgin Movements
Waltham

Hamilton

4 4

6 4

for our new illustrated watch catalogue.

Don't Forget
that

We have Moved
to the

Mercantile Library Building,

18 South Tenth Street,

where shall be glad to show you all the
fyew Goods for Fall Trade.

G. S. Lovell Clock Co.
Manufacturers' Agents,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wire Drawing

ri Me No. 24 or I he seriul entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the NOVU1111.er, 1900, issue Of TUE KEYSTONE.

rPITA5

OLLOW wire for joints, and known

to the trade as joint wire, is very

easily made. To make such hollow

wire, round wire of the proper size is first

flattened between rolls ; some skill is required

ill the process of flattening, as ordinary rolls

do not do as well as small special rolls where

the wire is drawn between them, and the

force of the. " pull " doing the flattening ;

that is, no power is applied to turning the

rolls, all the force employed serving only to

draw the wire through, care being taken to

guide the wire centrally to the rolls. To

accomplish this, the reel on which the round

wire is placed to be flattened should constantly

exert a force tending to pull the wire back,

and by this action cause the wire to enter the

rolls perfectly straight, and at right angles to

the axis of the flattening rolls. This is an

important matter.
Rolls for such flattening need be but of

small diameter and quite short. Rolls t"

long between bearings, and Yi." in diameter

are ample in size for such purposes. After

the wire is properly flattened, which is deter-

mined by gaging, both in thickness and

width, it is thoroughly annealed before pass-

ing through the draw plate. The ordinary

" draw plate" is employed, except it has a

round taper punch set in such a way that the

flat ribbon of metal has to fold itself about the

punch as it is drawn through the draw plate.

The punch, which causes the flat ribbon of

metal to take the cylindrical form, is known

to the craft as a " doomer."
This doomer, if properly

shaped, will not bind in the

draw plate, but retain its

position at its proper place,
the strip of metal folding around it and slip-
ping by into the hole in plate. It is a good
plan to attach the doomer to a stud in front
of the draw plate. The arrangement is shown
Ill Fig. 1, which is sup-
posed to show the parts
as if seen from above. In
this cut, A represents the
draw plate, D the ribbon
of flattened wire, C the
doomer, the stud by

Drawing
Hollow Wire

rig I

which it is held by the set screw 6, and B

the hollow wire as it passes through the

plate A. Usually one subsequent drawing

is made, with the doomer removed, and the

hollow wire passed directly through one size

smaller hole in the plate completes the pro-
cess. The flat-
tened wire D is
prepared for en-

Fig. 2 tering the hole
in the plate A

by simply shaping the end, as shown at c,

Fig. 2.
It will be understood that no consider-

able length of wire can be drawn by " draw

tongs," as in such case the wire would be

flattened and spoiled at the point grasped.

Workmen, for a small lot of wire, frequently

roll the wire around their bodies, and by

turning about exert force enough to pull the

wire through the plate. Where long lengths

of wire are required the wire is wound around

a drum, the rotation of the drum doing the

pulling. Of course, this plan would cause,

the wire to approach to one end of the drum.

This effect is remedied by only allowing two

or three coils to clasp and pass around the

drum, the wire then passing off and is coiled

up by the attendant into a coil.
This will be understood by inspecting

Fig. 3, where F shows the drum around
which two full coils

of wire are wound,
where by friction of
the wire it is pulled
through the plate
A. As the wire

at B' is released, it is made into a coil at G,

said coil being in the hands of the attendant.

As soon as the coils around the drum crawl

much to one side, and pull 'obliquely, the

enveloping coils on the drum are loosened

and pushed to the proper position and the

winding resumed again by simply pulling on

B' so as to cause it to grip the drum.

Half-round or concave wire can be formed

by drawing two ribbons through the draw

plate at one time, with a doomer set to pro-

duce the proper concavity ; but of course

such wire cannot be run through the wire

plate the second time. Such wire is useful

for spectacle and eyeglass frames. An occa-

sionally useful angular wire can be produced

by placing a square doomer, as at C, Fig. 1.

Wire so produced takes the form shown at
(1257)

Fig. 3

NH', Fig. 4. Of course it is to
be understood that a square hole 11

is used. Joint wire with a stop,
was some years ago produced by
a Belgian jeweler by a plan shown in Figs.

5 and 6. A block of hard native graphite,

shown at L, Fig. 6, was perforated

to receive (both at once) the hollow
cylindrical wire, shown at J, and also

Filo; a flat ribbon for the stop, shown at

K The graphite block

was a little deeper in proportion

than we have shown it at 1_,

Fig. 6. The wires J K were

perfectly cleaned from all oxide

and dirt, and were then caused

to automatically pass through the graphite

block L, which was heated to a low red

heat, that is, heated nearly up to the fusing

point of hard solder, which was applied in the

form of filings mixed with a borax paste to

the crevice d, somewhat in advance of the

graphite block.
At about the position indicated by

the arrow e, Fig. 6, a blowpipe flame was

directed, which caused the solder to flow and

unite the parts J K perfectly. The jet of

flame at e was of the type used by fancy glass

workers, and the air source governed by

water pressure so as to . be entirely steady

and constant. The only skill which seemed

necessary for the process was to so time the

movement of the hollow wire land the flat

ribbon K that the solder would flow just at

the instant they passed into the graphite

block L.
This graphite block was kept. to the

proper temperature by a separate glass

worker's jet. The composite wire formed of

the parts J (hollow wire) and K flat ribbon

of metal was cut into lengths for attaching to

either pin tongs or for joints. The solder

used for joining J K being of a fine quality,

would not melt as readily as that used for

joining it to the pin or joint. For stop joints

to pin tongs (or pin tongues, as both spellings

are made use of ) ; the composite wire was

cut with a circular saw into short lengths and

arranged as described in our

last article. Care of course

being taken to set the joints

so the stop would come right,

the lip f, Fig. 7, resting in a

little channel, pressed in the asbestos pad

on which the soldering is done.
(10 BE CONTINUED)

Fig 4

Fig. 6

rig. 7
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GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Chicago Office-1°3 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF

INCORPORATED 1E/9e

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

Warranted First Quality Rolled Plate.

.(i)
3 0-6

P.....PAMMAPIAMpq

11818MANIAMAmpmmig.

No. 315—Assortment.

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers

Warranted First Quality Rolled Gold

No. 30—Assortment.

Assortments of Chain Trimmings on Black Cards with Gilt Beveled Edges.

Ln
'co

NAMPA) m

fluppv- up JEWELERS &HURRY- UP PEOPLE

Mailings! Diamonds Olamollgs!
The Largest Stock in the West

MEYER dIEWEL.11111f
1016 C--1018 MAIN ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

EVERY

WATCHMAKER
NEEDS
ONE

Estb. 1874.

WATHIER'S
NEW IMPROVED

Inc. 1894.

Self-Adjusting Stud Index
Price, Nickel=Plated, $1.50

This index is the latest labor-saving too in the watchmaking trade. It is simple, practical, instantaneous in exact results.A money and time saver. They are adjusted for every grade and size of all standard American movements. Follow thesedirections and in one minute your movement will be in PERFECT BEAT.
1st. Place the Lower part of Balance Staff in Round Hole (A). Then turn Balance Wheel until Ruby Pin comes over OblongDIRECTIONSi Hole (B). Now let the Balonce down until Roller Table irests on Steel Center Plate. The Balance s now ready Pp. the Spring.j 2d. l'iace the Hairspring on the Staff, with the Stod in exact line with the line on the INDEX corresi ling in name with theI. movement you wish to put iu BEAT. Now fasten the Hairspring Collet on the Staff and you will find movement in perfect BEAT.

Money Back If Wathier's New Improved Indexdoesn't do all or more than we claim.
JOS. P. WATHIER CO Watchmakers for the Trade,

178 West Madison Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

October, 1902

Watch Case Repairing

THE KEYSTONE

Article No. 19 of the serial entitled "Cleaning
 and Restor-

ing," begun in the April, 1901, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

ENTS are removed from watch cases

by placing the case on a suitable

case stake and striking the distorted

place with a boxwood or rawhide mallet. A

workman should keep several sizes of such

case stakes to be able to manage cases of

different sizes and shapes. A steel wire loop,

shaped as shown at A B, Fig. 1, is

a very useful tool for case repairs.

To make such a loop B, we employ

a steel wire about Tiu" in diameter

for a small-sized loop, and for a

larger loop, such as we need for heavy

cases, the steel wire should be about

115". Such loop's are bent to the desired

form, hardened and tempered to a straw color,

then inserted in a handle, as shown in Fig. I.

Many dents can be rubbed

out from the inside with such

Burnish a loop burnish, by placing

the case on a block of hard

wood and rubbing forcibly. Burnish marks

can be avoided to a great extent by placing a

strip of tinsel (the same material as dial

washers are cut from) between the loop and

the case. To hold the tinsel with the same

hand as we hold the watch case, and prop-.

erly apply the burnishing loop, requires some

practice, but it can be done after a few trials.

Frequently, when a bad angular dent is made

ill a case, the most successful mode of pro-

cedure is to force the indented part out to

excess with the loop, and then place the case

on a case stake in such a way that it lies

firm, and with a wooden mallet bring the dent

down to the stake.
At best, only a rough outline can be

given of the processes resorted to in case re-

pairing. A little study, aided by natural

ingenuity, will soon enable a workman to

bring what a person unaccustomed to the

repair of cases would call a hopeless wreck,

into very passable shape. Where burnish

marks are disagreeably prominent in a case,

about the only remedy is to stone out the

marks with a Scotch stone and repolish.

Buffs made by the workman him-

self, after the manner shown at

Fig. 2, are great accessories to

case repairs in a job shop. The

block C D is of wood turned up

on the arbor of a polishing lathe.

The best wood for all such blocks

is gum tree which grew out in the open. It

is hciti)tidquite hard
screw.

arsdaenwd. very difficult to split with

The pin D is left about M." long and

T3u" in diameter. A strip of leather is cut

Fig. 1

Using a Loop

Fig. 2

about vii" wide, and long enough so that

when wound in layers around D, a longitu-

dinal section of the convolutions would appear

as shown at the dotted lines E. In winding

such a strip of leather on D, the inner end

(of the leather) should be attached with glue

to D, and allowed to dry before the winding

commences. Leather of almost any kind

can be employed for winding on D. Some

of the leathers used in shoemaking, for uppers,

answers admirably for some purposes. Oak,

hemlock and tanned sheep skins make good

rotten stone buffs, especially for the inside of

watch case backs. Strips of leather for wind-

ing on D can be made by joining several

short lengths by gluing.

Care should be taken to cut the strips of

precisely the same width from end to end,

and when wound on D, securely glued by

the edge of the leather strip to the face of

C at d d. Buffs made in this way from

chamois skin, serve admirably for rouge

work, except for the final polish, when cotton

buffs should be employed. A strip of cotton

flannel wound on such a piece as C D can be

used for both rouge and rotten stone—not

the same buff for both materials, but a buff

of this kind for each material. Another

home-made buff is very conve-

nient, and is made of wood, like

the one shown at Fig. 2, except

the face is slightly convex, as

shown at f, Fig. 3. These buffs

are provided with disks of heavy

chamois skin lied into the notch

at c, so as to make a continued stretch of

smooth leather across the face at f f.

All polishing lathes should be provided

with a tool rest for turning blocks like CP,

Figs. 2 and 3. Thick buffs made of elk,

moose or walrus leather are very nice, but

outside of case factories such leathers of good

quality are hard to come by. But buffs made

like those shown in Figs. 2 and 3 will satisfy

almost any workman. Disks cut from good

wool felt and attached with glue to the face

of turned blocks like F, do nicely ; but the

trouble is to get hold of the felt, which is

only dealt in by few people, and when a

workman wants to get hold of some for such

purposes, piano-action makers seem to con-

sider it as bestowing a great favor to part

with a piece for five times its actual value.

A workman, however, can console himself

with the thought that good, thick chamois

skin tied on a button like F will do just as

good service, and produce as satisfactory

work.

Polishing Buffs

Cotton-flannel disks of vari-

ous sizes are so useful for

jewelers' purposes that we

will describe how to make them. Before

doing so, however, we would say that a

I 259

cushion made by placing three or four disks

of such cotton flannel between the face F at

f before we tie on the chamois-leather cover,

gives a very desirable elasticity to such a buff.

For cutting out cotton flannel or chamois

disks we take a piece of Yankee clock spring

and break out a piece of the coils, which

corresponds to the size of disk we desire to

cut out, and file one side to a cutting edge

and also file the ends so that they come per-

fectly together. We then turn a disk of

brass or other sheet metal of

the size we desire the cotton-

flannel disks, and place it In

the coil of mainspring. We

show at G, Fig. 4, such a coil

or ring of clock spring, with

ends meeting at e. The brass

disk we just mentioned is placed inside the

mainspring ring G, as shown at Nu!, Fig. 5,

which figure is a side

view of Fig. 4, seen

in the direction of the

arrow g. On the out-

side of the mainspring

Fig. 5 ring we place three or

four coils of strong

binding wire, to bring the spring to a true

circle by conforming to the brass disk If.

To hold the mainspring ring in place we cast

a block of tinner's solder on the lower part

so it extends up to the dotted line i. The

form of the soft-solder block is indicated by

the clotted lines ij. The method of casting

on the block of solder is as follows : A cyl-

indrical wood block is procured, of the diam-

eter indicated by the dotted line/ Into the

end of this block K is inserted three or four

wires h, with their top ends bent to the form

shown at n n, to grasp and hold the lower

edge of the mainspring ring G. Around the

wood block Kis now wrapped three or four

thicknesses of paper, and the paper bound

with a string to the block K Melted solder

(or what is still better, melted old type) is

poured in until the paper cup is filled to the

line i. The brass disk II is now removed,

and when we desire to cut some cotton-flannel

washers, the solder block K is set solid and

three or four thicknesses of cotton placed on

G, and on top of the cotton is placed a block

of wood with the end of the grain toward the

cotton flannel. On striking the wood block

with a mallet, the mainspring ring G cuts out

the cotton-flannel disks nicely.

(To DE CONTINUED)

Fig. 4

Ft'

A Tribute in Rhyme

I love this paper dollar hill,
And I need it in my ;

I love THE KEYSTONE better still,
Couldn't do without it—gee whiz!

Fulton, Ky. R. N. PHIPPS.
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There's a comfortable sense of safety in
selling United States Movements. The retail
jeweler who sells this line is assured, first, that
the goods will give utmost satisfaction to his
customers, as time-keepers ; second, that a
broad policy of good faith, on the part of its
makers, stands back of every Movement for its
correct construction and the integrity of its
materials—or exchange without hesitation ;
third, that there will be no breaking-down of the
fine profit which these Movements return to
the jeweler, by the competition of "irregular "
dealers.

United States Movements are not only made right,
but are sold right. They are distributed to the trade
through twelve jobbers only, and these are required to
confine their sales to legitimate jewelers.

There are no such rigid protective measures for the
trade in the practices of any other Watch Movement
Company anywhere.

United States Watch Co., t
of Waltham, Mass.feree/e/wwwes/e/e/e/s/s/e/s/eive/etkes/e/e/e/e/e/se/s/s/e/ws/srerwwws/1
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Striking Solution for Electrotype
Molds

Artiole No. 56 of the serial entitled "El
eetro-Metallurgy,"

begun in the March, 1898, issue of THE KEYSTONE
.

LiOR coating the wax mold with copper

a striking solution is prepared by

adding 2 pounds of sulphate of cop-

per crystals to I gallon of water. There

should be no free sulphuric acid added to

this solution, or it will burn the mold. After

the crystals of sulphate of copper are dis-

solved, the wax mold made from the cut or

type is placed on a level board face up, and

sufficient of the copper solution poured on to

cover the mold. Fine iron filings are now

dusted on the surface of the solution from a

dredging box, and the particles of iron worked

into the face of the mold with a soft brush.

The sulphuric acid com-

bined with the copper,

having a greater affinity

for the iron than for the

copper, unites with it ; while some of the

copper held in solution is precipitated on the

face of the mold in a bright reguline deposit.

The mold is now thoroughly washed with

water, after which it is placed in the electro-

typing bath to receive an extra coating of

copper. The bath in which this extra deposit

is made, is made up in the proportion of

gallon of water in which i 4 pounds of sul-

phate of copper has been dissolved, and

about a gill of free sulphuric acid has been

added.
The deposit of copper must be so con-

ducted that the " shell," as the copper is

termed, is soft and tough, or the type metal

back will not adhere. In wood cuts, where

the lines are very fine, the brush may be dis-

pensed with, and the copper solution dis-

turbed by means of fine spray from a rose

nozzle. Very fine iron filings must also be

made use of. A small sieve made of fine

mesh wire cloth is better than the cooks

dredging-box usually employed. If we

reason out the matter, we will soon get to

understand what is wanted.

For small jobs a -large camel's hair pen-

cil, with sifted iron filings, can be manipulated

so as to coat the finest lines perfectly. The

principle on which such a striking solution

works, can be gotten at by placing a little

pool of it over a black leaded wax surface,

and then with a piece of iron binding wire

touching the plumbagoed wax surface. Chemi-

cal action produces local galvanic action and

a copper deposit is made on the wax, which

adheres with great tenacity. Now the action

of the brush tumbles the particles of iron

filings over the wax surface, causing a pre-

cisely similar deposit.

Coppering the Face
of the Wax Mold

THE,' KEY8TONEE

The reader can readily see that if coarse

iron filings are rolled or brushed over very

fine lines, as in the tint lines of a wood cut,

they would lodge and produce very imperfect

results. The same remarks apply to black

leading ; if extreme care is not taken, parti-

cles of black lead will produce similar results.

The art of electrotyping has made great

strides in the United States within the last

decade. While it is important there should

be a reliable shell of copper, still the experi-

enced electrotyper will be able to " back up"

a shell that would seem impossible to handle

until the operator has acquired the proper

manual dexterity.
We are led to describe the

process of electrotyping in

detail, more from a desire

to furnish our readers with

the requisite knowledge to apply the process

to a kindred mechanical art, than to fit them

for making electrotype plates for printers'

use ; because in this day extensive plants for

electrotyping exist in every large city, where

most of the operations are performed by

automatic machinery at a cost which would

throw all hand-power operations out of the

question. Even black leading the molds is

now done by a machine.

As we have already suggested in former

articles, many articles made of metals could

readily be produced by electro deposition,

and it is chiefly toward this end that we give

the process of electrotyping. We shall con-

tinue the details of the process, however, so

as to enable any person to master the pro-

cess, who seeks to do so. The idea with

copper-coated molds is, you can get an even

deposit of metal from an electric current in

much less time than you possibly could by

simply using a black leaded surface. There

is one thing which the inexperienced person

should guard against, and that is, destroying

the sharpness of the wax mold by any method

or process of rendering it conductive. This

remark is of peculiar importance in electro-

typing from cut work, and has already been

referred to, but the necessity of great care in

this respect is sufficient excuse for further

consideration of this especial part. Black

lead, no matter how carefully manipulated,

has a tendency to round the receiving angles

of the matrix. By receiving angles we mean

the angles left in the wax from an edge having

been pressed into it. But after the attention

of the workman has been properly aroused,

we think he will have but little trouble if he

uses the proper precaution.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Electrotyping
Applied to
General Industries

"Just let her come! I could not improve

it in the least. I can't afford to do witho
ut The

Keystone."— W N. McAllister, Jeweler, N
ew

Albany, Miss.
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A Magnificent Clock

It Adorns the Reading Room in the Library of

Congress

The last bronze figure completing the magnifi-

cent clock of the Library of Congress has been

finally set in place over the portal of the beautiful

public reading room. The clock, with its attend-

ant sculptures, cost the government the sum of

$9500. The creator of the work is the sculptor,

John Flanagan.
The bronze figures, symbolizing Time, Day

and Night, and the Hours, now surmount the time-

piece. The scaffolding, which had been erected for

the accommodation of the workmen, has been re-

moved, and the Library of Congress is complete,

as far as its architectural plans were to be earned out.

The commission for the clock was given in 1894.

To design it took two years.

In a panel about eight and a half feet square is

a dial structure of various colored marbles—rich

deep red, sienna and green African, incrusted with

malachite, lapis lazuli, thulite and other semi-

precious stones. The dial is a sun in gilt bronze,

three feet in diameter, framed with a wreath and

garlands of intertwined oak and laurel in bronze

patine.
The bronze figures on each side and surmount-

ing the dial, and which constitute the new additions,

are a rich dark green bronze, the artist having an-

ticipated the effects of time in the color. On either

side of the face are students, typifying the "Reader"

and the "Writer."
Above the dial structure and coining out of the

ground of gilt mosaic, on which are figured, also in

mosaic, the signs of the Zodiac, is a group of

"Time," with two attending figures of " Day " and

" Night." The group is decoratively completed

by two infants accompanying "Day " and "Night,"

the advance guard of the " Hours."

A Lesson in Mathematics

What's that, my son? Figures won't lie?

Oh, fudge ! I've heard that before.

But you know I'm from Missouri.

Now, my boy, let us see.

We will begin the trouble by supposing two

women each owned thirty chickens, which they

agreed to sell and divide the proceeds share and

share alike.

Behold ! A peddler appears upon the stage of

action. He buys one woman's poultry at the 
rate

of for two chickens, which makes $15 for her

thirty egg-offsprings.

The other woman's chickens are less valuable,

so the peddler takes her collection at the rate of 
$1

for three chicks, or $10 for the thirty, makin
g a

total of $25 for the entire crowd of sixty chicken
s.

Now comes the division of the spoils. How

much does each woman get on the split-up?

Twelve fifty, you say?

That looks all right on the face of the returns,

but— Let us see some more.

The first woman sold thirty chickens at the rate

of two for $1. The second woman disposed of

thirty chickens at the rate of three for $1. 
That

makes a grand total of sixty chickens at the 
rate

of five for $2, does it not?
Well, five into sixty goes twelve times—and

twelve times $2 is $24—the sum received 
for the

sixty chickens. Therefore each woman quits the

game with $12 in her fist.

Yes, my son, you say figures do not lie.

Then, what became of that other $1.
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WE SELL DIRECT TO
THE RETAILERS.

Qualty and 5B
finish of the Chains
are superior and unassailable.

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.
Manufacturers of

High-Grade Rolled-Plate Chains,

Factory, 101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I.
NEW 
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YORK OFFICE: SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:37 Maiden Lane. 112 Slitter Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Alasouic Temple.
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Plan
We pay expressage on
all shipments of Gold
and Silver sent us, and
should our offer not prove

satisfactory we will return
the consignment intact. Re-
turns made on all consign-
ments of Old Gold and Silver
the same day as received;
returns on Sweeps as
promptly as is consistent
with accurate results.

Prices Paid
Old Silver . Fluctuating
Platinum . 76 cis. per dwt.
Old Gold -

8 Karat, 32 cts. per dwt.
10 Karat, 40 cts. per dwt.
12 Karat, 48 cts. per dwt.
14 Karat. 66 cts. per dwt.
18 Karat, 72 cts, per dwt.

Plated Scraps,
20 to 35 cts. per oz.

SWEEP SMELTERS
and ASSAYERS I))
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Clock With Electric Barometer

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE front the Journal Suiss
e

d'Horlogerle.]

In our March, 1902, issue we gave a de-

scription of the chronologometer of the Dufayal

establishment. Another mechanical curiosity

in the same establishment is the electric

barometer, whose dial measures not less than

1.50 meter in diameter, and on the glass of

the facade is pendant to a dial of lunations

(Fig. I). The central dial of 3 meters

Fig. 1

gives the time, while the large dial indicates

the days, the months and the dates. Under-

neath comes the mechanism of the clock,

which occupies quite a restricted space, the

pendulum having only a length of about

0.865 meter. MM. Chateau, father and son,

at the direction of M. Rives, architect, have

solved a very delicate problem quite satisfac-

torily by an ingenious and original application

of the motor principle to the barometer.

Figures 2 and 3 represent the arrange-

ment. H (Fig. 2) is the hand of a very

elaborate aneroid barometer placed on the

C:) 

movement, causing them to make one com-

plete revolution in an hour. Every hour,

therefore, the abidade G passes once over

the hand g from which its plane of rotation
is a few millimeters distant. The barometer

is intercalated in the circuit which ends at

the battery P, the mass of the barometer,

and consequently the hand H, being con-
nected with one of the wires, the other wire

ending at the disk and the abidade G. The

two pieces D and C form an interrupter.

At each oscillation of the pendulum B of the

clock, the piece A determines a contact be-

tween C and D, but the current can pass

from the barometer, and consequently work

the relay I K, only when the abidade G is

superposed on the hand H We will desciibe

how the contact is occasioned.
The relay I A; closing on the button L

of the battery U, let us see what occurs in

the disk E, which actuates by wheel work

the hand H' of the large barometer (Fig. 3.)
E is a disk of isolating matter, with

metallic button 111, and two metallic
sectors T and 7". Hand the two

sectors receive by the rubber N the

current of U. S and S are two

brushes, isolated from each other

and mounted on two disks, 0 and

0', whose common arbor is solidly

connected with the arbor of the abi-

dade G. The two pieces S and S
are therefore always parallel to the

abidade G. By means of the rub-

bers V' and V" they are connected

through 0 and 0' with the electric

motors R and R' and can cause the

disk E to turn, one to the right and

the other to the left.
Suppose, at the moment of the last con-

tact of G and of g the two hands Hand H'
have been in perfect concordance, and that

during the rotation of the abidade, a varia-

tion of atmospheric pressure has carried

H to H", displacing the hand to the extent

of an angle a. There is now between Hand

H' a deviation of a. The disk E is motion-

less in the position marked by the figure, and

the diameter which joins the borders of the

two sectors T and T' is parallel to the posi-

tion H The movement of G and the

brushes S and S being in the direction of

the arrow I, the superposition of G on the

hand will take place at H' less than an hour

after the preceding contact.

The horary difference will

correspond to a difference of

position of a degrees.

It is seen that at the

moment when this superpo-

sition occurs, there will still

remain to S S' an angle a to

pass over on the disk E be-

fore coming in the position

parallel to that of H Now,

the current passing at the

moment of contact of G and

of H in the relay IK a cir-

cuit is closed at each attrac-

tion of K for A the circuit
passing by N, 7', 5', 0', 1/', R' and U.

The motor R' at each passage cau
ses the

disk E to turn to a small extent in th
e direc-

tion of the arrow 2, until it has moved 
back

in this direction to the extent of the 
angle a.

At this moment the brush S' leaving 
T', the

A/

4.

7,1
4/

Fig 3

I
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Fig. 2 NINO;

body of the clock. There is nothing pecu-

liar about the barometer. Its dial is covered

with a glass, in the center of which is a hole

giving passage to the arbor of an interior

disk, which carries an abidade G. The disk

and abidade receive from the clock a rotary

I263

disk E becomes Motionless again. The hand

H' of the large barometer having turned

with the disk to the right to the extent of the

angle a, is again in concordance with the

hand H of the aneroid barometer of the

clock.
If the hand of the aneroid were, on the

contrary, displaced to the left, the brush S

would have been in contact with T at the

movement of the superposition of G and

H. The motor R would then have caused

the disk to move to the left, as also the

hand H'.
Figure 4 shows how the contact of G

and H is produced. The rod a of G passes

through a fork 6,
carried by a lever
C, furnished with a
tooth d, pressing
against the toothed
crown wheel/. The
crown wheel is cut ft
in such a way that
every tooth allows
30 seconds of con-
tact between G and

in consequence
of the drop of the
finger d in one of
the notches. For
the 30 seconds fol-
lowing, the contact
is impossible, G is
removed, and
therefore alter-
nately approaches
Htwice every min-
ute. The approach
becomes efficacious and determines the closing

of the current in the line of the disk D only

at the moment of the superposition of G

and H.
The contact of the two pieces being

made tangentially by rounded surfaces, no

deterioration can result to the delicate needle

of the aneroid, and its indications cannot be

rendered inaccurate.
This system allows of employing for the

indication of barometric changes, hands and

dials of unlimited size. The motors R and le

can have as great a force as desired and ac-

tuate any needle whatever. It may be said

also that the hand being generally of alumi-

num and perfectly poised like the hand of a

clock, requires for its movement but a slight

force.
The only resistance to be taken ac-

count of is that of the transmission, which it

is difficult to avoid in practice, when there

are decorative effects to provide for ; but even

this resistance can be greatly reduced by pour-

ing from time to time a drop of oil on the

parts exposed to friction.
Of course, the barometric apparatus is

wound up with the mechanism of the clock.

The method is the same as we have described

for the chronologometer, with the difference

that the human hand is replaced by the lighting

current of the house, acting by means of a

small dynamo.

Fig. 4

"The Keystone is a horological school by

itself, and should be read by all young men that

wish to acquire the knowledge necessary to enable

them to climb the ladder of success."—A. Walter,

Jeweler, Chicago, Illinois.
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Gems an Their Identification

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P. 0. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when Ibusy on special order work. I, t
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL & CO., V, W95 ant' 97 CHICAGO. 
97 William St., NEW YORK.

n St.,
1 

We won't sell these goods to
anybody but Retail Jewelers.

osavaill$164e.
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S the diamond is so well known
 only a passing reference to it is

necessary. Suffice it to state that it is the hardest know
n substance,

and has a metallic surface lustre b
oth in the rough state and when

cut, which combined with the prism
atic hues and the manner in

which it disperses the colored 
rays into which white light is split, puts

 it in

the position as chief among 
gems, and should make it an easy 

matter for

anyone to determine between that
 and any other colorless stone.

The white jargoon is the nearest approa
ch to the diamond

both in surface lustre and brilliancy, o
r power in dispersing

light ; also the white sapphire, if well 
cut and polished,

will sometimes approach the diamond. 
Both these stones

have frequently been pawned for 
diamonds, but this

should not be possible were the
 pawnbroker possessed of the knowledg

e as

to how he could readily test, 
since there is a wide difference between 

them

if examined carefully ; a questionable 
stone may easily be tested by rubbing

a piece of sapphire, i. e., "co
rundum," on it. A piece of common s

apphire

can easily be obtained for this purp
ose. The hardness of the diamond 

being

0 and the sapphire 9, the sapp
hire, of course, will not attack it ; b

ut should

it be white jargoon or white s
apphire, or any other stone, the s

apphire

would scratch its own kind and cut
 deeply into the others. Another method

of testing the diamond is to take 
its specific gravity. This is obtained by

first weighing the stone in air, an
d then in some liquid of known d

ensity;

the weight of the liquid displaced 
by the diamond is then ascertai

ned.

Supposing, for instance, a sapphire weighi
ng four grains is weighed in water

and only turns the scale at three 
grains, that proves it has displac

ed one

grain of water ; so the specific gra
vity of sapphire is 4, as it shows

 the

number of times it contains the wei
ght of an equal bulk of water. I give

the specific gravity of sapphire in 
preference to diamond as an illustrat

ion on

account of the diamond being 3.5,2,
 thereby making it rather compl

icated.

Another test is the X-rays. Under these rays the diamond is 
transparent,

whereas most other stones are (+ag
ue.

A word as to the cutting in times
 gone by. The scientific treatmen

t of

the diamond in cutting was little 
understood, consequently there are l

arge

numbers of these stones in circ
ulation which, if recut, would ve

ry often

double their value. To obtain the 
necessary " fire" each stone should h

ave

fifty-eight facets,* viz.: thirty-three on
 the front or top, and twenty-fiv

e on the

back or base. By this means the greatest br
illiancy is obtained, so much so

that diamonds cut in this fashion 
are known as brilliants. The famous

Koh-i-noor was an instance of how 
a stone may be spoilt by being 

cut

without due regard to the optical p
roperties of gems. Her late Ma

jesty had

it recut in 1852, but even now it 
is too thin for its size to show the 

prismatic

hues so much admired in a diamond.

Now, in convincing ourselves 
of the true nature of the

principal colored stones, the first 
thing to provide oneself

with is a little instrument calle
d the dichroiscope. This

consists of a rhombohedron of 
Iceland spar fixed in a

metal tube capped at one end, with a
 small square hole in the cent

er ; at the

other end is a lens. By means of this instrument,
 such stones as the ruby.

sapphire, emerald, peridot, topaz, 
tourmaline, chrysoberyl and others,

 may

easily be determined. First, take the ruby. This stone, viewed through

the ciichroiscope parallel with the 
base of the original crystal, wh

ich may

easily be found by turning it about, 
will show two distinct colors

, thereby

separating it from the red spinel k
nown as spinet ruby, or from 

garnet, both

of which do not show two colors. 
Therefore, if we look at the stone 

we

wish to test at every angle (and this m
ay be done even if it is in a 

setting,

unless it happens to be extremely thin),
 and it does not show two c

olors, we

may be perfectly certain it is not a 
ruby. The ruby, without doubt

, is the

most coveted of all gems, and when of 
perfect color and good size, is m

ore

valuable than any other precious s
tone. A ruby of, say, four 

carats and

perfect color, would sell for at least 
eight times as much as a fine 

diamond

of the same weight. Occasionally, very fine rubies 
come into the market.

These are from the mines of Burma, or 
more often from the treasury 

of some

Stones Closely
Resembling
Diamonds

Use of the
Dichroiscope

* The writer was manifestly net vet 
acquainted with the now 

"Twentieth Century"

cutting rim I ly deseribed in nib: 
linywroiii,: of May, 1902. This new mining gives the 

stone

eighty-eight facets, and greater 
brilliancy is attained than in

 the so-called " brilliant" cut
ting.
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Eastern potentate, and have perhaps been
 handed down through hundreds

of generations to be parted with at last 
to meet some financial crisis.

The sapphire may be known in a similar
 manner to the

Identifying the ruby—namely by viewing it through the d
ichroiscope ; if

it is a genuine sapphire, the two colors 
shown will be

dark blue and greenish straw, but should it b
e blue spinel

or an imitation, only one color may be seen. It is the dichroism, or play of

the different hues in fine rubies and sapphi
res which gives them that peculiar

beauty that has always been the stumbling 
block of imitators of these stones.

The sapphire being the same material as
 the ruby, i. e., corundum, is

generally found in conjunction with it, but s
ome fairly fine sapphires have

been found in several places in the Unit
ed States without there being any

trace of rubies in the same locality. Inferior specimens of sapphire are

found in many parts of the world. Extremely dark blue sapphires are found

in Australia, and large quantities of pal
e blue, and consequently almost

valueless, stones in Ceylon, some of them of
 very large size. Here also are

found stones of almost every imaginable c
olor, such as yellow sapphires,

sometimes known as Oriental topaz, and p
urple sapphires, the true Oriental

amethyst, but these latter are comparati
vely rare. Sapphires and rubies

when cloudy and silky are sometimes cut 
with a convex surface, and then

display a shimmering six-pointed star, and ar
e known as star stones.

The emerald was a stone greatly admired by
 the ancients

and is, indeed, when of fine color, a most 
beautiful gem.

Those lovely, rich, velvety stones so muc
h sought after

are very often called old Spanish emerald
s, but emeralds

were never found in Spain. The explanation
 is that when the Spaniards

conquered Peru, the country from whenc
e the finest emeralds have come,

they—to quote a much used latter-day 
phrase—commandeered large quan-

tities of precious stones and gold, and in t
his way became possessed of large

numbers of emeralds. The two colors of 
emerald seen through the dichroi-

scope are yellowish green and bluish gre
en. The hardness of emeralds is

between 7 and 8, varying with stones fro
m different mines. Emeralds are

found in Bolivia, South America, Siberia,
 and in smaller quantities in a few

other localities. The emerald is usually cut in a different 
form from other

stones, viz., step or trap-cut, which tends 
to soften the color and gives it a

much richer appearance. There is a great art in cutting colored st
ones, as

no two individual stones are precisely al
ike, although they may be of the

same nature. They therefore require very 
delicate handling to ensure them

looking to their very best advantage wh
en finished.

The peridot is another variety of green st
one, but unlike

Other 
the effierald, it is of a more delicate color,

 and requires to

Colored Stones be viewed in bulk to be seen to advantag
e. Fifty years

ago this stone was very fashionable, but 
after being unap-

preciated and almost forgotten, it has
 again come into favor. Examined

through the dichroiscope, this stone als
o gives two colors, yellow and green.

Unfortunately, it is not a very hard stone
, being much softer even than an

emerald, and being easily scratched by 
wear. It is one of the few stones

which will not resist the file. When not very thin it is improved by bei
ng

step-cut. Peridots are obtained from Egypt.

The true topaz, known as Brazilian topaz,
 apart from the Oriental topaz,

otherwise yellow sapphire, is a very brillia
nt stone ; many stones called topaz

are only quartz or yellow crystal, and ar
e of little value. The genuine yellow

topaz, seen through the dichroiscope, s
hows one side pale pink, the other

yellow. Yellow quartz does not show two color
s ; blue and pink topaz are

much more rare than the other kind. 
The blue stones are sometimes not

unlike aquamarines, but much brighter, 
and when of a decided blue tint, are

very effective. Fine pink topazes are at present in great
 demand and fetch

good prices, a result of their increasing
 popularity.

The wonderful beauty of a fine opal ca
nnot be properly

described except by the poet. There are no imitations of

this stone worthy the name. The " f
ire," which is not

caused by any coloring matter in the 
stone, but by its

peculiar structure, is inimitable. Opals are generally cut en cabochon, with

a convex surface, but some very fine 
work has been done on opal in the

way of cameos. A head or figure in o
pal on a dark brown matrix back-

ground sometimes looks very beautiful
. Formerly, opals were principally

obtained from Hungary, but most now 
come from Queensland, New South

Wales. They also come from Mexico, an
d are often called fire opals, being

reddish in color and exhibiting flashes o
f fire.

The best known form of chrysoberyl i
s the cat's eye, but it also occurs

in many colors and is a very handsome sto
ne when well cut and polished.

The olive green variety is known as a
lexandrite, and it was the favorite gem

of the late Czar Alexander. It is remarkable for its turning to a r
asberry

red by artificial light. It is a very hard stone, being nearly
 as hard as

sapphire, and is found mostly in Ceylon,
 but also in Brazil and the Ural

Mountains. —The London It 'akhmaker, Jeweler and Silversmi
th.

Sapphire

Testing the
Emerald

The Many.
Tinted Opal
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SILVER CREAM is an honest polish—some polishes are not.
We have been engaged in the manufacturing of silver polish over
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recognized it as a superior material for polishing silver.
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[Translated for THE KEYSTONE front 
the "Revue

Chronometrique."I

It is interesting to study 
the transformations

which have taken place in 
certain kinds of time-

pieces tit periods widely 
separated and observe how

they come again into mo
de, either ina decadent or

improved form. Objects nearly i
dentical with those

made before often appear as 
new inventions, and

from lack of historical 
knowledge the makers are

not aware of the fact. 
What " reincarnations " in

clockwork have claimed merit a
s innovations!

The fashion of inserting a 
watch in the cover

of a card-case shaped li
ke a book, of more or less

costly material, was anticipa
ted in the sixteenth

'Paul Gamier possesses in his 
magnificent

ccoellilteulirty.ion one of these books so 
well preserved

that it might be taken for a 
produc-

tion of the present day. It is one

of the most beautiful spec
imens of

German artistic decoration that 
we

have ever seen. It was made in

1583 by Hans Schnier, of S
peir,

who had for maker's mark a repr
e-

sentation of the cathedral of 
that

town, which is stamped on the

movement close to the signature

and date. This superb book is of

gilded copper ; its cover embel-

lished with roses in relief, and 
its

two clasps richly chased, form 
an

ensemble of elaborately executed

design. The open work in the

right hand cover is intended to

allow the sound of the bells enclosed

immediately beneath to be heard. 
• 

In the midst of engraved work on

the left cover are a sun dial 
of

jointed stylus, and a compass placed

beside it for orientation. It is mov-

able at will, so as to preserve

the necessary horizontal position.

The carved and rounded back

of the work is equally orna-

mented. The inner face • of the •

front cover contains two allegorical

parsonages in arcades surrounded

with fruits and flowers. • Similar

decorations are found on the

inside of the other cover, and on the gilded
 copper

plate of the movement. In the upper part of this

is a dial formed of two concentric disks,
 the larger

having- the twenty-four divisions of the
 day ; the

snail kar, which is movable, regulating an 
alarm. In

the lower part is another dial with two 
concentric

disks, one indicating the hours and the 
other the

quarters. There are also two other dials, one of

them giving the day of the month and th
e other

serving as a compass.
Other books have a glass inserted in the 

cover,

so that the time may be observed wit
hout opening

cite;nttliiiery
.
 m se date from the beginning of the seventeenth

In still others, there is a curious co
ntrivance

for the observation of the time without 
opening

the case. It consists of a rose, of the diamete
r of

the dial, divided into twelve sections, o
pen and

corresponding to the hours, thus r
evealing the

movement of the hour hand. As works 
of art, all

th-se are superior to our horological 
card-cases

IL I ,. some three hundred years later.

The ring placed on the top of some of th
ese

a ;anon books might seem to indicate th
at they

kvtn:e carried as other watches were ; but we d
o not

beolrienv.e. this was generally the case, for the
re are

other timepieces of no more elaborate const
ruction

It tying rings, which are known not to have
 been

Worn.
Among the timepieces of the sixteenth c

entury

were clocks made in the form of enormous 
watches.

At, the close of that century there was in the
 main

office of the city officials in the Hotel cleVille,
of Paris,

a large watch enclosed in a case of red mo
rocco.

In Garnier's collection is a large 
timepiece of

gilded copper, in the form of a sphere of tw
o equal

parts hinged together and closed by a finely
 chased

hook. It is signed " Jacques de la Garde, 
Blois,

1551." Its state of preservation is perfect. Its

arabesque covering is very beautiful ; it h
as striking

works, and there is open work in the upper
 hemi-

sphere for allowing the egress of the sound.
 The

key for winding has a crank and is kept 
in its

original cloth sack. This piece is very interesting,

not only on account of its decoration, but es
pecially

its shape, which was very rare at that pe
riod.

Passing from the seventeenth to the ninete
enth

century, we find the same form revived as a 
novelty.

Not more than twenty-five years ago watch
es were

made composed of two crystal hemispheres;

though the style was commonplace and not 
original,

it had a certain vogue. Fortunately, soon after,

similar spheres appeared ornamented with 
enam-

eled jewelry, which continue to be charmi
ng orna-

ments. These spheres, which, unlike some of the

other work, are equal to those of the s
ixteenth

century, sometimes contain repeating watches,

greatly complicating the work ; but the form 
cannot

be claimed as original.
Although some of the old horological monst

ers

having rings were not worn, other elabora
te time-

pieces were used more as personal ornamen
ts than

for their convenience in indicating the 
time. The

Clockmaker's Shop of the Sixteenth Cen
tury.

great ladies and gentlemen carried them 
suspended

from the neck over their clothing. Gabrielle d'

Estree wore a gold " monster" having a 
quantity

of diamonds and rubies, as appears fro
m an inven-

tory of 1599. This fashion seems preferable to

that of our modern ladies, who wear 
them sus-

pended from the neck but within th
e clothing,

allowing only a small, short chain to be 
seen.

The watches which appeared in the han
dles of

canes and•umbrellas about fifteen years a
go, making

a great sensation, had already a long 
history ; for,

in 1545, Parker, Archbishop of 
Canterbury, be-

queathed to his son Richard, Bishop of 
Ely, a cane

of India wood, having an inlaid watch 
in the knob

of the handle.
During the seventeenth and eighteent

h cen-

turies canes, which were in great favo
r and carried

with much ostentation, were more than
 ever fitted

to receive watches in their superb 
knobs of gold

or silver, terminating in handles of
 various rare

woods. Under the Empire, although the cane
 had

lost most of its splendor, it was y
et made the

vehicle for the watch. This was more appropriate

than with our modern canes, umbr
ellas and para-

sols, which are now much less the 
object of such

decoration.
From the sixteenth century, watches 

have been

inserted in rings ; the fashion has 
never ceased,

though the decorative details have 
changed accord-

ing to the taste of different perio
ds. In 1542 the

Duke of Urbin, Guid' Nbaldo della
 Rovere, pos-

sessed a ring having a striking watch.
 Later, Anne

of Denmark, married in 1589 to 
James I, King of

England, had one containing a watch
 set in crystal,

striking the time, not on a bell, but 
by gentle taps

on the finger. In the Dauphin Almanac for 1772,

Tavernier, of the Rue de Missy, is 
recorded as "one

of the most celebrated for watc
hes in rings, brace-

lets and knobs of canes." About the same time

Divernois even inserted repeating 
watches in rings.

Some of these watches of past ages are finely

executed and ornamented with very valuable

jewelry. The most decorative are those o
f the

eighteenth century, of rectangular form, called

marquises; others of these inserted watches ha
ve

round settings as they were originally made, a
nd

are made still, though they are but little worn now

except abroad.
But our makers have revived the insertion of

watches in bracelets. Fortunately, all the modern

bracelets are not such fearful leather bands as

appear in a certain new style, in which the watch
 is

carried. On the contrary, some of these are tine

samples of gold work and enameled jewelry in

which the watch finds a suitable place. These

bracelet watches are not inferior artistically to those

of the eighteenth century, with this difference that

formerly the construction of the watch required

consummate ability in the watchmaker, while now

it has become an object of current manufacture.

During the eighteenth century carriage watches

were made which were called Berlin watches. The

common nickel watch, which is now enclosed in a
small leather case, affords a striking

contrast with its centennarian

grandfather. Formerly, a Berlin

watch was an object of art as well
as of utility remarkable for its deco-
ration and its complications. The
latter, it is true, would now be
useless, since carriages are not used
for long journeys, and there would
be no occasion for the alarm and

the striking apparatus. These

timepieces were the outcome of the

large table watches of the close of

the sixteenth century, and were

• 

likewise of vast dimensions. They

were oftenest made of silver and

chased or engraved, or executed in

repousse. The subjects were myth-

ological scenes or personages of

the time. Some had merely orna-

mental work, but extremely rich in

design. Exquisite open - work

• 

scrolls allowed the sound of the

bell placed in the inside to be better

heard. The movements were some-

times covered with pieces of cop-

per, which were marvels of open-

work and engraving, and might

well be called gold lace. They

sounded the time on the journey

by means of long silk cord, term-

inated by a small metal ball, which

could be drawn by the persons
 in the vehicle.

The ring which served for suspen
ding the watch

was itself very curiously jointed, and made in

such a way that the watch coul
d be turned in

any direction for presenting the
 dial, whatever

the position which it occupied in the carriage.

The dials were generally compos
ed of an enam-

eled disk, with a central one also 
of enamel or of

metal, and movable in alarm watches. Berlin

watches were made wherever there
 were watch-

makers ; those having metal dials 
were rare in

France. These watches were at times carried

in ornamental cases of tortoise shell, 
or shark skin,

or other material embellished with 
metal studs,

oftenest of silver, and so arranged as to form

splendid ornaments. This class of watches were

used in France until the Revoluti
on ; and abroad

until railways superseded carriage 
traveling.

The Berlin watches were followed by 
the

familiar traveling clocks, with thin glass case

and frames of gilded copper. They are still

called traveling clocks, although 
now but little

used in traveling, from their being
 too cumber-

some. However, they are less so than the 
travel-

ing clock of Louis XI, described 
by M. Franck lin,

" which the king had made to 
take with him

wherever he should go." This clock was enclosed

in a box placed on the back of a h
orse. Martin

Guerrier, the driver received five tours sous a

day for himself and his nag. That arrangement

might really be called cumbersome.

"I would be pleased to meet the man that 
can

improve The Keystone. I am inter
ested in The

Keystone from the first page to the last ;
 even the

wrapper that it comes in is interest
ing."—L. A.

Kerr, Jeweler, Kendrick, Idaho.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

must send name and address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
Au INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers tire requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

mailing quest ions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous issues. Theme indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Dial Screw."—What is the best way to re-

move a movement from the case when the screws

!hal hold dial feel have worked loose, so that screw
heads will catch in the groove in the case.—Prob-

ably the best plan to adopt in this case is to take
down the movement, then place both thumbs on

the heaviest parts of the plate and press it out of

the case. Apply the pressure gradually, so that

no more force than is necessary will be used.

"Pins."—Will you kindly give instructions
for making a solution for tinning brass, same as

used on pins, etc. Y—One of the methods in most
general use for such work as you inquire about is

done with the aid of a boiling solution of pulverized
tartar 3.5 ounces, stannous chloride 14.11 drams,

and water to quarts. This solution is heated to the
boiling point, and while in that state the articles to

be tinned are immersed in it in contact with zinc or

in a tin sieve, the latter plan being probably the

most convenient. The process is shortened by
frequent stirring with a tin rod.

"Gill Letters."—Can you tell me how I can
put a name in gilt letters on a prayer-book or a
Bible in such a way that they will not rub off? Is
there any preparation for doing such work 1—We
do not know of any preparation that you could
utillize for doing such work as you desire. Of
course, there are several " gold paints " on the
market that could be used, but we do not think any

of them would pmve to be of a lasting character.
High-class work of this kind is done on special
machines with the aid of gold leaf, but it is possible
that for a special order, such as you probably have
in mind, your local printer may be able to help you
out by using ordinary type and bronze powder.
We would suggest that you consult him in the

matter.

"Sunburst. "—Kindly tell me how to repair or
solder a broken pearl sunburst or any other piece
ofjewehy set with half-pearls, etc. I find it quite
a task to remove the pearls and reset them A
zoatehmaker told me of a paste to coal such goods
will!, except the broken part, which could then be
soldered without danger to the sellings.—The only
safe plan to pursue in such repair work as you
mention is to remove the sets before soldering.
This plan, of course, takes much longer than if we
cover the sets with some material and then proceed
to do the soldering, but this fact should be taken
!nto consideration when the work is taken in, and
if properly explained to the customer, there should
be no difficulty in obtaining a price for the work
that would be ample to cover the extra time in-
volved. As to the paste recommended by the
watchmaker, there are quite a few of such com-
pounds, though we know of none that we could
conscientiously recommend as being thoroughly
reliable. Harvey Rowell, in his work on hard sol-
dering, writes as follows : "An investing material to
cover portions of work that are liable to break by
heat and to retain the parts in proper position, such
as teeth in dental work and precious stones in
jewelry, is composed of five parts of white beach
sand and four parts of plaster of paris. Mix dry
and then add water to make a consistency easy to
manipulate. A little asbestos fiber is sometimes
added. When a thick body of the investing mate-
rial is used, as around a denture, a strong wire is
inserted in the middle of the investment to retain
It ill position in case it cracks with the heat. As
!he metal, if it gets hot, expands more than the
investment a piece of asbestos wicking may be laid

in the place of the wire. It comes in balls like
candle wicking and is used by steam-fitters in pack-
ing hot joints. For special purposes a shallow cup
of the required shape may be made to hold the in-
vesting material and the whole heated in an oven,
or muffle furnace, to near the soldering point, the
joints having been previously prepared for the flow
of the solder. Heat and cool any article invested
slowly in proportion to the thickness of the in-
vestment."

"Colored Gold."—(r) Can you please give
me a recipe for alloying gold to colors, blue,
green, etc.1—Blue gold is arrived at by the admix-
ture of fine gold and iron, green gold by the addi-
tion of silver, red gold by the addition of copper.
The following alloys will, no doubt, be found use-
ful by such of our readers who desire to decorate
articles of jewelry with leaves, flowers, etc.:

Blue gold alloy. ozs. dwt. grs.
Fine gold  o 18 o
" iron  o 6 o

4

Green gold alloy No. 5.
Fine gold  I o o
" silver  o 6 16

I 6 t6

Green gold alloy No. 2.
Fine gold  o o
" silver   o 4 4

White gold alloy.
Fine gold  
" silver  

4 4

• 

12

• 

12

4

Red gold alloy No. 5.
Fine gold  
" copper . . .   o 5 

• 

5

Red gold alloy No. 2.
Fine gold  
" copper . . .   o

(2) Also please inform me how I can get out
58 K Fold without having trouble with it, such as
cracking ? I always have trouble with 58 K. gold.
I melted two rings and can't get the metal to
work.—As we have previously remarked on these
pages, 18 K. alloy is the most difficult with which
workers in the precious metals have to deal. See
our reply to " Western Inquiry," in another
column.

"Regular."—A 57-jewel movement carried
about a year began to gain time ; the owner moved
the regulator and still it continued to gain until it
could move no farther. I cleaned the movement,
examined carefully and found nothing wrong, but
I had to put in a pair of timing screws before I
could gel the regulator in center. What was the
cause P—It is most probable that two of the bal-
ance screws became loose and were lost out of the
balance wheel ; this theory seems to be correct,
inasmuch as you state that it just took two screws
to bring it to time.

"Western Inquiry."—(5) How can I make
first-class black oxidizing solution? I have tried
several different formula', but find that they give
either green or brown black.—You have neglected
to state the class of work you desire to oxidize,
but we will give several formulze that will, no
doubt, give the desired information. A solid black
on copper may be produced with the aid of a
heated pickle of 2 parts of arsenic acid, 4 parts of
concentrated muriatic acid, i part of sulphuric
acid, and 24 parts of water. If, however, the color
produced by above is not the one desired, a dead
black color on copper may be arrived at by brush-
ing the object over with a solution of i part of
platinum chloride in 5 parts of water—if the ob-
ject is small, it may be dipped in the solution, in-
stead of being brushed. Whichever plan be adopted,
the operation is repeated until a uniform dead black

1269

forms on the articles under treatment. If the arti-
cles to be colored are of brass, the following solu-
tion, by Dr. Langbein, may be used advantage-
ously : Dissolve freshly-precipitated carbonate of
copper, while still moist, in strong liquid ammonia,
using sufficient of the copper salt so that a small
excess remains undissolved, or, in other words,
that the ammonia is saturated with copper. (The
carbonate of copper is prepared by mixing hot
solutions of equal parts of blue vitriol and of soda,
filtering off, and washing the precipitate.) Dilute
the solution of the copper salt in ammonia with
one-fourth its volume of water ; add 31 to 46 grains
of black lead, and heat to between 95° and 104° F.
Place the clean and pickled objects in this pickle
for a few minutes, until they show a full black
shade, then rinse in water, dip in hot water and
dry in sawdust. The solution soon spoils, hence
no more than is required for immediate use should
be prepared. On articles of iron, a lustrous black
may be had by the application of a solution of sul-
phur in spirits of turpentine, prepared by boiling
upon the water bath. After the evaporation of the
spirits of turpentine, a thin layer of sulphur re-
mains upon the iron, which, on heating the object,
immediately combines with the metal. For oxidiz-
ing articles of silver, solution of pentasulphide of
potassium (liver of sulphur) is generally used for
the purpose. Immerse the articles in a solution of
2.75 drams of liver of sulphur and drams of
ammonium carbonate in i quart of water heated to
176° F., and allow them to remain until they have
acquired the desired dark tone. On immersion in
this solution, the articles become pale gray, then
darker and darker. The proportions given for this
solution are such as to enable the workman to
color silver-plated articles. If, however, they are
very heavily plated, or solid, the strength of the
solution may be doubled. In case the operation is
not successful, the coating of silver sulphide formed
by the above solution may be removed by immer-
sing the articles in a warm solution of cyanide of
potassium.

(2) I have trouble in working coin gold, such
as splitting, etc. Can you suggest a remedy ? I
use for alloy pure silver and shot copper.—In alloy-
ing, it is essential to use nothing but absolutely
pure silver and copper in order to produce a good,
workable alloy. The pure copper is readily obtain-
able nowadays, owing to the fact that it is so much
in demand for electrical purposes. There are seve-
ral other matters to be taken into consideration:
If the metal is poured into an ingot mold at too
high a temperature, there will be a tendency to
crack in rolling, especially if it has been alloyed to
18 K., which is conceded by workers in the precious
metals to be the most difficult gold to render work-
able. In making rings, if the small, special ring
rolls are used, it will greatly lessen the tendency to
crack during the process. It may be possible that
the silver and shot copper you used for alloying
contained a little of one of the baser metals, such
as tin or lead, and if this is the case, it will be
necessary to remove such metals before good re-
sults will be achieved in working the allow. This
can be done with the aid of ammonium chloride
(sal ammoniac) and mercuric chloride (corrosive
sublimate). The metal is melted and the surface
covered with sal ammoniac. The sublimate is then
added, a little at a time, and the furnace brick
quickly replaced after each addition. The impuri-
ties are converted into volatile chlorides and
escape, together with some of the refining agents,
which are also volatile. The dense vapors given
off are very poisonous, and should only be per-
mitted to escape by means of the flue. The metal
may be tested by removing a little with a dipper
and casting it into a thin bar. If this shows the
necessary toughness the operation is finished ; and
the metal is then covered with charcoal, well
stirred by means of a plumbago rod, and poured.

(3) Will you also kindly Worm me what the
average whit)/ of a first-class diamond setter is in
New York a ty S—It is rather a difficult matter for
us to say just what the "average salary " of a
workman is in New York. If he is one well-known
in the trade as a competent and reliable workman,
he is paid far more than another who is his equal
as a workman, but who is not known in the trade
in that city. Of course, this is equivalent to saying
that a workman going to that, or any other, city
must work for a lower salary than he is capable of
earning until his ability has been proved to his
employer's satisfaction. The range of salary paid
such workmen may be said to vary greatly.
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© me Matt Pa,"

Could you use more ? Does the chance of a higher salary temptyou at all?
If you will give us a chance to perfect you in Watchmaking,Engraving and Eyeglass Fitting, we will guarantee to increase yourearning capacity from 25 to 50 per cent., and we will come pretty closeto finding you the position to do it in.
After our course you will be able to earn, more money because youwill do more work in the same time, because you will do it better,and because you will be able to do a grade of exclusive work that younow can't do at all.
We're about opening the season at our new College Building—Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia. Here we have airy rooms,plenty of light, all necessary machinery, the best instructors money canhire, and everything else necessary to teach Watchmaking, Engravingand Optics in the practical way that gets a man looked on as a high-salaried expert.
Better start in now. Send for prospectus, anyway ; it will giveyou full information.

The PfillageObla College of Horology
F. W. SCHULER,

Principal.
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Workshop Notes

"Nercury."— Give me a receipt for taking
mercury or quick silver off of gold.—This can
readily he accomplished with the aid of heat. If
yoll Will heat the gold to a trifle over boo° F., the
mercury will be dissipated in vapor.

"Spoon Handle."—How to overcome the sud-
den sharp " click" caused by a jerk), uncoiling of
spring in an eight-day clock, while running.—The
clicking and jerky uncoiling of the mainspring is
caused by the spring being gummy and dry, and
from want of oil. Let the spring run down in ben-
zine and clean it thoroughly ; when it is dry re-oil
it, using vaseline, and you will find the jerking of
the spring will disappear.

"Glass."—(z) Will you kindly give me a for-
mula for making a polish for cleaning tarnished
si / oerware, eki—See our reply to " Polish," page
I I 27, September, 1902, KEYSTONE.

(2) Also, please let me know if there is any
way of mending a broken piece of eat glass .9 I
have a small piece that is broken through the center,
and would like to know if it can be tnended and
how.—There are several proprietary cements on
the market for mending broken glass and china,
but they do not seem to be suitable for cut glass.
We would suggest that you try " Liquid Amber
you can get it from any of the material houses
whose announcements appear on our ad"ertising
pages.

"Turquoise."—What is the cause of a blue,
genuine turquoise turning to a greenish color I—
There are several reasons that might be advanced
for a change ill color of a turqoise, but the most
probable one is that it has been caused by exposure
to the light. As a rule, those turquoises that are
sent to this country from Burmah, Thibet, Khoras-
san, China, Saxony and the Isthmus of Suez are of
little value, and will fade or turn green from con-
stant exposure to the light. It is probably such a
stone that you have. When a stone of this kind
fades or turns green, it can sometimes be restored
to its original color by repolishing. Such pheno-
mena as this are explained in Rothschild's work on
" Precious Stones," a copy of which can be had
from THE KEYSTONE for p.00.

" Black."— Please inform us how to give alumi-
num a dead black finish, such as is used on photo-
graphic apparatus P—A black finish can readily be
imparted to aluminum with the aid of shellac and
lampblack. In using this medium, however, there
are several points that should be borne in mind.
In the first place, if the surface to be covered is to
be in such a position that it will be liable to abra-
sion, no more lampblack should be added than is
sufficient to give the desired effect ; while, as in the
inside of a camera, if the surface is not exposed, a
slight excess will not be detrimental to the job. It
is not practicable for us to give the exact quantity
of lampblack and shellac to use ; this must be
arrived at by experiment. When just enough lamp-
black has been added to color the shellac, it will
dry with a gloss, and as we add more and more, it
will approach the " dead" black that you desire.

IF79,- 9 yrz.rir-.si fit 121.3 Vilber-t Stpcni..A.

"Pinion."—Please let me know the best way
to tighten the cannon pinion of 18-size Crescent
Street movement. I have sold several of these
movements and they have given trouble in this
way.. it seems the pinion is fob large after it has
been once taken off —There are two kinds of cannon
pinions used in the Crescent Street movement—
one has an opening on two sides, which allows part
of the cannon pinion to act as a spring ; the other
one is solid. This solid pinion has always given
more or less trouble to the watch repairer. The
center staff, where the pinion fits on, is a little
larger at the top than it is in the center. The object
of this is to keep the pinion down while setting

the watch. The hole in the cannon pinion is sup-
posed to be smaller in the center than at the top or
bottom, so as to fit the center post and to hold it
friction tight. In a great many cases when removing
the solid pinion it makes the hole the same all the
way through, therefore when putting it back it i3
too loose. The best way to remedy a loose pinion
of this kind is to take a file and slot the pinion on
two sides until you reach the hole in the pinion.
This will make it something like the new pinion,
leaving a tongue in the center, which will act like
a spring ; then squeeze this tongue in just a trifle,
when you will find it will hold friction tight and
will remedy the trouble.

"Experience."—How much mercury is re-
quired for a regulator? How near full should the
jars be, and must the two sides be equal in weight
of mercury P—It is not absolutely necessary that
the jars of a mercury compensating pendulum
should be of the same size or the mercury in them
stand at the same height. As, for instance, one jar
of mercury could over-compensate and make up
for what the short jar or jars fell short. It is usually
held that the mercury in the glass jars of a mercu-
rial pendulum beating seconds should stand 7.4"
high to properly compensate for temperature
errors ; but this rule does not hold good in all
cases, as the relative weights of the mercury and
the pendulum fixtures are also factors in the prob-
lem. We can readily see that a jar of mercury
eighing only four or five pounds resting on a

heavy stirrup, and pendulum fixtures weighing,
say, ten or twelve pounds, would not compensate
if only the usual height (7.4") is used. In fact,
such compensation would be inefficient and unsat-
isfactory. A good weight of mercury for a pendu-
him is about twelve pounds, and the stirrup and
fixtures to weigh about three pounds, making the
entire pendulum weigh about fifteen pounds.
Having the mercury at unequal heights has a ten-
dency to throw the center of oscillation to one side
of a vertical line passing through the center of the
pendulum rod. It is well to keep careful record of
the rate of a precision clock and in this way detect
temperature errors, and if we find the clock de-
ficient in this respect, add an auxiliary compensa-
tion of some kind in preference to changing the
quantity of the mercury in the jars.

" have a 15-jewel adjusted move-
ment that I have not been able to regulate. The
first twelve hours after winding it will gain four
to five seconds, and the next twelve hours will lose
three to four seconds, so it comes about right in
twenty-/our hours. The inovement is in first-class
condition. Will you kindly tell me where the jizull
is P—As you say the movement is in first-class con-
dition, it is most probable that the fault lies in the
adjustment. The matter is fully treated in " The
Watch Adjuster's Manual " (a copy of which can
be had from this office for $2.50), from which we
take the following:

Variations in running.—In regulating a watch,
the workman should remember the distinction be-
tween an error in the rate and one arising from its
not being in good condition. Having set it accu-
rately, we examine it at intervals and compare its
time with the standard. If it gains or loses an
equal amount in each six hours after being wound
and set, and four times as much at the end of the
twenty-four hours as at the end of the first six, or
even if it gains or loses the same amount in the last
twelve hours as in the first twelve, the error is one
of rate, and can be corrected by the regulator. In
such case, we say it " gains " or it " loses," so much
per day. But if it gains in the first twelve hours
and loses in the last twelve, or the reverse, then we
say it " varies," and the fault is not in the rate but
in the condition of the mechanism—generally a
non-isochronal hairspring, and a variation in the
motive force. The only remedy for this is to re-
move its cause, as directed in the chapters on
isochronism.

Regulating a varying watch.—Such a watch
can only be regulated to produce a correct average
at the end of each day, and the customer must be
impressed with the importance of winding it at
precisely the same hour every day. It does not
matter much what hour that may be, only he should
choose one in accordance with his habits and which
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he will be sure to remember. Furthermore, he
must be sure to compare its time with the standard
regulator at the same hour of the day, for if he
compares it in the forenoon at one time, and in
the afternoon or evening the next time, regulating
and setting on each occasion, his watch will soon
keep no time at all. Ile may even set it in the
forenoon, and in the afternoon of the same day find
it a minute or two out of the way, while it may be
right again the next forenoon, twenty-four hours
after setting, if it is not disturbed. A workman
who fully appreciates this point may make quite
inferior watches give tolerable satisfaction, while if
he alters the regulator for the customer whenever
he happens to come in the shop, or allows him to
do it himself, his reputation as a workman will soon
" peter out."

'Castings."—Want to make some castings of
aluminum, silver and nickel composition (buying
nickel aluminum ready made). in what manner
must the molds be prepared to avoid a streaky
structure 1' sometimes gel by casting in iron
molds? Give all the'information you can regard-
ing vent holes—out/els for air. T he foundry
here does not make fine smooth castings ; I think
their sand is not fine enongh. C,an you give me
any information as to how to prepare best sand for
molding P—Nickel alloys are held by founders to
be very difficult to manage. In employing iron
molds the temperature of the mold has much to
do with the castings. About zoo° F. usually gives
the best result. Aluminum castings require especial
precautions, as do the many alloys. As far as vents
are concerned, they are regulated by good judg-
ment and experience, and then, again, air vents
which would be ample for one man to pour for,
would fail for another. As a rule, all metals should
be poured at : s low a temperature as they are per-
fectly fluid. This advice admits of modification by
the nature of the castings to be made, as, for
instance, a rather bulky casting allowing a lower
temperature than one where the metal has to fill
small, thin portibns of a mold. Dry sand molds,
that is, molds made and baked in an oven, are
much esteemed by some founders, while other
workmen will produce equally as good results with
" green sand,' that is, sand moistened a little to
make it pack. In fact, we know of no mechanical
operation which is so difficult to describe as foundry
practice. Molding sand is a natural product, and
that of the best quality is found in only a few
places. That esteemed the best on the Atlantic
coast is found at Waterford, a few miles above
Troy, N. Y. Good molding sand is said to be
found in abundance on the Pacific coast, but we
are unable to name the localities. Such sand is of
peculiar grit and is naturally mixed with from 4 to
I% per cent. of lOam. No artificial compounding
seems to answer the purpose.

"Carat."—Will you kindly let us know what a
carat diamond represents in weight, together with
the origin of the word carat?—There is really but
little known relating to such weights. According
to some authorities, the name comes through the
Arabic quirrat from the Greek keration, the fruit
of the carob or locust tree (ceratonia siliqua) used
as a weight. The carat or karat, as used as a
standard in weighing precious stones, was un-
doubtedly of oriental origin, and was probably
first employed in weighing pearls. The original
carat weight was a berry growing in a pod. Proba-
bly as a check on the weight of seeds employed
for weighing purposes, the carat was supposed to
be the twenty-fourth part of a denarias, a Roman
coin of about sixteen or seventeen cents value.
The coin took its name from an X stamped upon
it. The original grain weight was supposed to be
equal to a grain of wheat taken from the center of
an ear and well dried. The carat, as applied to
the weight of precious stones, varies in different
countries. In England and the United States it
equals 3.17 grains troy ; in France, 3.18 grains troy,
and in Holland, 3 grains troy. As applied to gold,
the term karat expresses the alloy only, and does
not pertain to weight ; that is, it represents the
number of parts of fine gold in twenty-four ; thus,
12 karat gold would be half gold and half alloy,
It is now customary to use carat when writing of
the weight of precious stones, and karat when
writing of the quality of gold.
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'Actions speak louder than words'

The "action" of New York Standard Move-
ments is a more convincing argument to the
jeweler than any words of praise which the
Advertising Man could conjure from his en-
thusiasm. The Movements themselves speak
directly to the judgment of all who examine
them, and more eloquently than type could
hope to do. "The Best Watch in the World
for the Money" is its own best advertiser.

" Seeing is believing."
The jeweler is generally con-

vinced of the worth of the NEW
YORK STANDARD WATCH when he
sees its action, its finish and its
external attractions in general.
But its claims rest upon a firmer
foundation than mere appearance.

Carrying is KNOWING.
The wearers of NEw YORK STAN-
DARD WATcHEs are able to testify
that promise, in the outward show,
is here borne out by 15e1/2rmance.
The New York Standard Watch
is as good as it looks. The only
"cheap" thing about it is the .price.

The New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, N. J.

DIAMOND
MOUNTINGS

.11.0"..W.-••••■•

SPECIAL
DESIGNS

The coming holiday season will find a country teeming with wealth ; a people athirst for luxury ;
a taste that only rich goods of unique design will satisfy. Ideal stock for these conditions are our
celebrated

HAND-CARVED GOLD RINGS
WITH DIAMOND MOUNTINGS.

Also Pendants, Scarf Pins, Lockets, etc., of special design and in endless variety.
These goods are a class by themselves. They represent real art in gold work—the beatitiful

creations of the trained mind and skilled hand—novel, rich and fascinating. See the sample lines carried
by our representatives. The Prices will surprise you.

C. P. Goldsmith & Co., Importers and Manufacturers,
33-43 Gold Street, NEW YORK.

"AZURE" TURQUOISES
Every

" AZURE "

Turquoise

has a ring or

circle engraved

on the back.

No others

are genuine

"AZURE"

Turquoises.

on the back. None oenuine withougi
the ring 0 on the reverse side.--

If your jobber or manufacturer does
not carry " AZURE" Turquoises,
write to the office of the Company,
170 Broadway, New York.

"AZURE"

Turquoises

Do Not

Change

Color.

Every

"AZURE

Turquoise

Guaranteed.

Highest Awards (Gold Modals) at Paris, Buffalo arid Omaha.

The trade is respectfully cautioned to look out for infringements or colorable imitations of the " Azure " trade-mark.



The three designs we picture here

new this season, all

made by us here.

They're way above

the average of
it 

Cuckoo Clock de-
signs—clever, artis-

tic conceptions executed by as

clever artists in wood. Hardly

seems possible that so much

could be given for the money,

and it isn't possible with anyone

but ourselves.

11111111111111111111111

We have gained the title of the
largest Cut Glass house in the West.
We believe this statement is true,
but size alone don't count. Do you
suppose a business would grow as
this has if goods and prices and
treatment were not right?

There is no question about either.
The important thing in all this is
not that we have such a reputation,
but that we deserve it.

It is worth your while to keep in
touch with such a house as ours, we
think. Don't you ?

We extend to you a cordial invi=
tation when in the market to call
and inspect our line, with which we
hope to make this argument more
convincing.

No. 6I5—.hour strike and Cuckoo,

$10.50.

No. 615 Q—,1. -hour strike, Cuckoo

and Quail, $13.50.

One of the handsomest designs

that has ever graced a Cuckoo

Clock. One of our exclusive

creations.

No. 902— '2-hour strike and Cuckoo,
$10.25.

No. 902 Q-34.-hour strike, Cuckoo
and Quail, $13.25.

There's a clock something like
this of foreign make and design,
decidedly less handsome, decid-
edly inferior in workmanship, for
which a decidedly higher price is
asked than we quote.

No. 1902-54-hour strike and Cuckoo, $8.45.
A moderately-priced clock, yet look how much beauty we manage to crowd in

to

It—that's one of our ways of doing things differently.

Our customers have the largest Cuckoo Clock filant in the world to defiend on.



to supply himself with the two best selling
articles for this fall at the lowest possible price.

The round locket is steadily increasing in
popularity, and the accompanying cut repre-
sents absolutely the six best selling patterns
on the market, in good quality rolled-plate,
three bright—three satin finish, put up in a
handsome silk-lined box, sold by us at only
$4.80 net, per box.

The rings are the best assortment of guar-
anteed plump 10 K. SOLID GOLD RINGS,
in the prettiest and most salable designs ever
offered to the retailer at this price. Come in
lots of two dozen, assorted same as cut, in a
very handsome leather-covered and velvet-
lined box. A complete stock of guaranteed
rings for $37.50 net, per box.

There are guarantees that guarantee, and others

that don't.
A Georgia darkey may guarantee the payment of the

national debt; that is the guarantee of irresponsibility.

A little girl in the primer class may guarantee the

correctness of the atomic theory ; that is the guarantee of

ignorance.
A vicious criminal serving a life sentence may guar-

antee that he will " be good " if the jailer will permit

his running away ; that is the guarantee of dishonesty.

The only guarantee which guarantees is that based on

responsibility, knowledge and good faith.

I. We have a world-wide reputation to sustain, and a capital of

$4,000,000 to protect : that spells responsibility.

2. We have been making Filled Cases for nearly half a century

(no other Filled Case maker for half that period) and tho
usands of

Boss Cases have been worn continuously for over 35 years : 
there's

knowledge, not hope or guess-work.

3. We are under the " fierce light " that beats on leadership, and

our record shows neither flaw nor stain : there's proved co
mmercial

honor and unchallenged good faith.

We guarantee

wear 25 years.
We guarantee

wear 20 years.

Both the above articles are elegant display items for your window, sure trade-winners, and you
money at the same time. Please order early to avoid being delayed.

M. S. Fleishman Co., JWewhoelleesrasle Masonic Temple, CHICAGO. 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.
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Dear Mr. Jeweler:

I suppose it is well to discover one's limits of capacity,
though one's vanity must suffer in the admission that there are limita-
tions; and I therefore assume no virtue in admitting that I now see my sad
finish as an Advertising Man. There's a deep cavity where my bump of
Self-Esteem once projected.

My humiliation came about in this way: The Stock Man sent word he'd
like to see me; and I climbed down stairs and entered the Treasure-House
of Beauty. The Stock Man waved his hand over a tableful of the very
newest things in BOSS Cases, watched me out of the corner of his eye and
said nothing--but grinned like a Cheshire cat! I tried to look

unconcerned; tried to show an easy confidence that the Advertising Man

would do justice to the job of description; but all the same I knew that I

had been knocked out in one round. I crept up stairs to my den, and

to despair!

The Dictionary didn't help me; none of the poets who had written on

Beauty could supply the needed inspiration; my own vocabulary lacked

all the necessary words. What were mere words, indeed, in presence of that

tableful of beautiful Filled facts! Farewell, complacent belief that I

had the "know how" of telling of what I saw!--the Cases were beyond me, and

the Advertising Man mourned, with Othello, "his occupation gone"!

'Deed-and-double, Mr. Jeweler--really and truly--crease-cross--these

new patterns of JAS. BOSS 14 K. and JAS. BOSS 10 K. Cases for the Fall

trade of 1902 are just "the prettiest ever"; and the best, too, in every

feature of construction that makes for long wear, that ever came

through this big factory. Everybody concerned in the making, engraving

and finishing of these latest goods seems to have been determined on

putting the BOSS Case several notches higher in the scale than the highest

point heretofore reached by this top-notcher in Filled Cases; determined,

apparently, to settle beyond any further question the absolute superiority

of the original Filled Case. Words are meaningless, in description of

them; pictures are futile; there's only one satisfying way to find out

about them; SEE them!

-‘efteal Co-394;6-e
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THE KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO., 19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia.
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Once-t there was A man who bought a Safe. It was a beautiful
Safe, all right; it was shiney with paint all over and there was N

Picter, on the front, Qf a Founting and ducks and Trees and a
purty Girl anD Things too numerous to Mention ; and the man
who bought it was most tickled to deth, for he thought he Had

a sure-enuff fire-proof plaice for his papers.
Well, one night There was a fire ; an the fire dident do a thing
to that Safe—mebbe. It looked like 30 cents after the Fire.
It was all bent up, and the door was busted off, and the Man's
papers was all burnt up.
Then the man said things not fit for publicashun ; and the

mans wife she up and says "Well, Henry, I guess youve found out
by this time that a, purty outside dont make a Safe, an a, thing
isent all right just because the fellow that makes it says its all
right." Then the Man went on dredfull ; but his wife kep at him.
"Henry, when you buy anuther safe I guess you'll pick the kind that
has been tried. The unly  proof of fire-proofness is a fire. You better
stick to the kind of safe that has went through Fires and not busted
open, if you want to keep your Papers from burning up."

I guess its about that way with some other things, like watch cases.
My Pap he got a watch from his pap, long before I was borned, and
he says it is the real stuff. He has wore it for 28 years an it looks all
right for  me,  bimeby. Pap says it's got a boss  Case on it. It sounds
funny when Pap uses slang. When I say a thing is boss, or  bully, he

takes after me with a strap. But he says "boss" right out, c/a Never
blushes. A Pap is a, queer thing.

34,catt

October, 1902

Items of Interest

THE KEYSTONE

Roy Allen has opened a jewelry store at
okmulgee, Ind. Ter.

C. B. Beck has removed his jewelry business
n.om Dawson, Ga., to Richland, Ga.

A. M. Morrow has only recently embarked in
the retail jewelry business at Pittston, Mich.

John N. Hole has removed from Dayton, Iowa,
10 Rolfe, Iowa, where he has a growing business.

Charles Winans, of Toledo, Ohio, has lately
I oved into a new store and reports an increased
and growing trade.

E. Bachman, of Milwaukee, Wis., has improved
his store with a beautiful new front, which has
added much to its attractiveness.

The pretty establishment in Carmi, Ill., hitherto
known as that of B. A. St. John, is now conducted
under the firm-name of Boyer & St. John.

Jeweler A. T. Scattergood, of Sturgis, Mich.,
has recently made extensive improvements in his
store in order to keep up with his growing business.

King & Eisele, ring makers and wholesale
jewelers, Buffalo, N. Y., have installed. four extra
burglar-proof safes of massive dimensions in their
building.

A. S. Thomas, proprietor of the Santa Fe
Watch Co., Topeka, Kans., will be married to
■Iiss Annie B. Porter, of Osage City, Kans., on
k:tober 29th.

William i Sheldon, of Adrian, Mich., has re-
cently returned from a visit to the New York
market, where he was picking up novelties for his
fall and holiday trade.

R. F. Church, of Albion, Mich., has erected an
elaborate new store, in which he has recently be-
come established. The premises are of a decid-
edly modern character.

A movement is on foot to start a State associa-
don of jewelers in North Carolina. Those who
favor the project might communicate with R. C.
Bernau, of Greensboro.

Julius Reinhardt, of Centralia, Ill., has moved
into a new building in that town. His display

Ili ties now are very abundant, and his store is an
usually handsome one.

R. C. Bernau, Greensboro, N. C., has been ap-
pointed local watch inspector for the Southern
Railroad by J. W. Forsinger, of Chicago, general
watch inspector of the system.

A. J. Heesen, of Toledo, Ohio, has put in a
new and attractive front in his store and other fea-
tures to make his establishment up to date, his
growing business demanding it.

The Philadelphia Watch Case Co., of River-
side, N. J., recently added to its equipment one of
the celebrated 8-inch precision lathes made by the
Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Boston, Mass.

W. H. Loomis, of Rawlins, Wyo., has recently
moved into the Post Office Building. His friends
among the traveling men report that he now has
one of the swellest stores in his State.

W. W. Junkin, formerly with L. Schmidt, Brad-
dock, Pa., is in charge of the store of P. H. Young,
Bucklin, Kans. The latter is a thriving center at
the termination of the Chicago Rock Island Rail-
road division. Jeweler Young is official watch in-
spector for the road in that section.

Jeweler C. N. Frazier, of Norwalk, Ohio, has
been unfortunate recently in having had a case of
small pox in his family. This dreaded disease has
been epidemic in Norwalk the past two months.

In the advertisement of Charles M. Levy, New
York, on page 1128h of the September KEYSTONE,
the price of Masonic emblem ring No. 856 was
incorrect. It should have been $5.75 instead of
$5.25.

A. 0. Wold, the Langdon, N. Dak., jeweler,
has opened a branch store at Osnabrock in that
State. Jeweler Wold owes his expansion chiefly to
systematic advertising, and his success i,ii this art
he attributes to the publicity departmefit of THE
KEYSTONE.

Kuesel & Puls, of Milwaukee, Wis., will mo/e
into a new store this fall which will give them
double their present space. This house is one of
the successful young retail jewelry firms of the
Cream City, and THE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in
noting their prosperity.

It was stated in our last issue that a patent on
the new " Gypsy " pattern of silver toilet ware
was granted to M. Sickles & Sons, of Philadelphia.
We should have stated that the patent was granted
to Eastwood, Park & Sickle's, of Newark, N. J.
M. Sickles & Sons, Philadelphia, furnish the goods
to the trade.

G. H. Sherman & Son, of Victor, have just
moved into a new Storeroom in the bank block,
where they have fitted up one of the handsomest
jewelry establishments in the Centennial State. It
is a modern store in every particular and creditable
alike to the prosperous young city in which it is
located and its proprietors.

G. W. Idner & Son, West Palm Beach, Fla.,
are making significant progress. They recently
doubled the size of their premises and installed a
complete optical depattment. Their entire estab-
lishment is brilliantly lighted throughout with
acetylene gas. In addition to their stock of jewelry
they carry an extensive line of souvenir photos. and
stationery goods.

A. E. Feddersen, of Belle Plaine, Iowa, who
occupies ample quarters in a newly-erected busi-
ness block in that town, has been very successful
since he located there seven years ago. Previous
to that time he worked for Jos. M. Geist, Duluth,
Minn., with whom he spent nine years. He is the
oldest jeweler in Belle Plaine, and his career and
quarters were recently the subject of a eulogistic
review in a local print.

Manning, Bowman & Co., of Meriden, Conn.,
have issued Catalogue No. 34, which contains illus-
trations, prices and descriptions of all their latest
products. This catalogue is of ample dimensions,
and is compiled with exactness and system. The
price-list of spoons, forks, etc., near the end, is a
useful supplementary feature. A table of contents
in the initial pages indicates the portion of the
book at which the various articles are mentioned,
while the index at the end deals with each article
in detail.

M. L. Landis, proprietor of the Landis School
of Engraving, Detroit, Mich., is preparing to put
up a new brick building to be used as an office and
schoolroom. It will be located in one of the most
beautiful parts of the city, near Woodward Avenue.
He expects to occupy it early in January. The
schoolroom will be of ample length and each pupil
will have a window with a north light. Some of
the pupils who arrived at the school recently, are :
Will. H. Reynolds, of Alpena, Mich.; Hugh Glaze,
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of Circleville, Ind.; Mrs. Charles Burris, of Galion,
Ohio ; Mrs. J. E. Haep, of Montpelier, Ohio ; Ed.
J. Gallagher, of Willoughby, Ohio, and Frank E.
Strong, of Cleveland, Ohio.

Jeweler W. 0. Barnes, of Alliance, Nebr., who
is also the town assessor, recently distinguished
himself and got a well-merited write-up in the local
papers as master of ceremonies and general enter-
tainer of the Omaha Commercial Club, who stopped
over at Alliance for a banquet on their recent tour
of the State. Mr. Barnes is what is generally called
in Western parlance, a " pretty good all-around
man," and we are glad to note that he is meeting
with well-merited success in his jewelry business
as well as being popular among his neighbors.

Robert & Loup came to Denver, Colo., twelve
years ago. Soon thereafter they opened up a'small
place as watch repairers. By hard work and close
attention to business in the years that have inter-
vened, they have managed to build up a fine
business. They have of late constructed and
moved into a new store, which is a most creditable
and modern jewelry establishment. Originally,
both Mr. Robert and Mr. Loup were Swiss, and
learned their trade in their mother country. They
do a very large repair business, and ha N e recently
been appointed watch inspectors for the Denver &
Rio Grande Railway. Tin: KEYSTONE takes plea-
sure in noting this firm's prosperity and expansion.

On the afternoon of September 19th, a des-
perado of no less than sixty-five summers, made a
daring attempt to rob the store of A. E. Dumas,
Manchester, N. H. A clerk was arranging goods
in the show window when he noticed the fellow
approaching with a stone in his hand. Immediately
afterwards the missile had crushed through the
pane, and before the stunned employee could
realize what was taking place the robber had taken
a tray containing nine watches. He hastened away,
but the clerk, with the aid of some sympathizers,
succeeded in effecting his capture. The goods
were recovered and the robber placed under arrest.

The Dennison Mfg. Co. has just issued its
" 1903 Jewelers' Catalogue," a book of more than
100 pages, printed on heavy enameled stock, pro-
fusely illustrated and full of valuable information
for jewelers. Jewelers' supplies of every descrip-
tion are shown, new and improved styles of jewelry
cases, ring trays, combination figure trays, as well
as the reliable Dennison silverware cases, paper
boxes and other findings. If you do not receive a
copy of the catalogue write the nearest store of the
Dennison Mfg. Co. Their stores are located in all
the leading cities—Boston, New York, Philadel-
phia, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, etc. The
present is the fifty-eighth year of this company's
experience in the manufacture of jewelers' supplies.

Thomas J. Pairpoint, former head of the Pair-
point Mfg. Co., of New Bedford, Mass., died some
weeks ago at the age of sixty-four years. He had
not taken an active part in business matters for
some years prior to his demise. He was an expert
silversmith and designer, and some of his achieve-
ments in the latter art were decidedly meritorious,
notably his execution of the golden sword pre-
sented to Lord Napier by the City of London, and
the century vase, one of the largest silver pieces
ever constructed by the Gorham Mfg. Co. Fol
the former he was awarded a diploma by the Albert
Hall. He was likewise the recipient of five medals
for exhibits in Paris and London. Mr. Pairpoint
was an Englishman by birth and for a number of
years after coming to this country was in the em-
ploy of the Gorham Mfg. Co. His death occurred
at his residence, 27 McKinley Avenue, Providence,

i; Continued on page 1272e)
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The World's Biggest Nugget

Han Who Found it Dies Poor in a Lumber Camp

A Successful Combination
That Merits Your Trade

We back this up by the most complete
and best selected stock of DIAMONDS,
WATCHES, GOLD AND PLATED
JEWELRY that has ever been shown to
the jewelry trade.

58 years of uninterrupted success
speaks for itself:

We want to do your Repair-
ing and Manufacturing.

St. Louis.
Telegraph Office in Building.

NE day last August the body of a man who discovered the
largest nugget of gold the world has ever seen, was
brought from a lumber supply station in Canada to the

iwarest burying grounds. Samuel. Hawkins Napier ended his days
in a miserable cabin, after having once amassed a fortune and
become the lion of Great Britain's capital.

When in 1852 the world was startled by the reports of fortunes
won in Australia by inexperienced miners, Napier was purser on a
clipper ship plying between Liverpool and Melbourne. He with-
stood the temptation for five years, but in 1857 gave up the sea
and joined his brother, then at the Kingowar diggings, not far
from Melbourne. The claim was just 36 feet square, but beneath
the surface lay a hunk of treasure that made the eyes of kings and
queens sparkle when they saw it.

Napier and his brother worked their claim with
varying success until August 15th of that year,
when they unearthed the nugget that made them
famous throughout the world and yielded them a

furtune. Samuel returned to Bathurst, New Brunswick, where he
became one of the leading men, and was elected a member of the
Provincial Parliament for his native county of Gloucester. The
fortune which came so easily slipped through his hands almost as
quickly, and before long Napier was glad of the chance to earn his
bread by working at any job he could find. Three or four years
ago the man was sent into the pine woods by a lumber company,
with only a dog as his companion, and there he died sitting at a
l( nigh table.

Napier once told the story of his great find, and it was written
down by John Lambert Payne, secretary to the minister of railways
of Canada. Napier said :

" We had got down to the pipe-clay bottom, which
marked the bed of an ancient river, and was the
chief characteristic of all alluvial diggings in
Australia, when my pick struck something hard.

I knew at once it wasn't a boulder, for there was not the same ring
to it. It struck dead. Scraping the dirt away I caught sight of
the bright yellow of pure gold. It was then about to o'clock in
the morning, and I immediately called to my brother. My first
thought was that some one would come along and see what we
were digging out, so we tried to keep it partly covered while we
(lug away with pick and shovel.
" When the nugget was at last free it was all that I could do to

1.ft it, and I saw that it was solid pure gold. It was 2 feet 4 inches
long by to inches wide, and from 14 inches to 3 inches thick. It
weighed exactly 146 pounds 4 ounces 3 pennyweights, and was
actually the largest and finest nugget of pure gold ever found any
where in the world. One or two others were found that weighed
as much, but they were not solid or pure gold.

"The knowledge that it was enormously valuable made us
afraid that some one would discover what we had found and rob us
of it. The first thing we did was to cover it over with loose dirt
and then we sat down to plan how we would get it out so as to
prevent any one from knowing it. We discussed scheme after
scheme until we worked ourselves into a great state of anxiety.
" At last we hit upon a plan. We remembered that we had

lent a tub to the tailor in the mining camp. We would go down

The Monster
Nugget

The Story
of the Find
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to his place and get the tub on a wheelbarrow and as we
passed the hole where the nugget lay we would place it in the
tub. We arranged the whole plan very carefully. We were
to take turns in wheeling, and if any one spoke to us one was
to stop and talk while the other was to wheel right along.
The scheme worked well, and just about dusk we landed the
nugget in our tent. We threw it under one of the low beds

and sat down to wait till midnight. Early in the night we put
out our light and pretended to go to bed. At last the lights were
all out and not a soul stirred in the camp.
" With pick and shovel we began to dig right in the middle of

our tent. We worked hard, and in the course of a few hours had
a hole six feet deep. Into that we laid our nugget and filled in the
earth with great care so as not to leave a trace of our work. Then
we felt safe. No one had seen the nugget but ourselves, and it was
now buried six feet out of sight. But a nugget buried six feet was
of no use to us. We must get it to Melbourne. There was plenty
of time to organize a plan, and besides, there might be other nuggets
in our claim. We must see about that. For a time we watched
the tent, but after awhile went to work every day and left the tent
open. We thought that the best way to prevent suspicion, and it
worked all right. No one in the camp knew of the nugget, and
our fortune and lives depended on the secret being well kept.

" For three months the nugget lay buried, and at
the end of that time we washed out our claim. We
found a number of nuggets in the same hole, one of
which weighed eight pounds. After paying up all

of our scores we had only Poop each left from our washings. Then
we arranged to quit the diggings and go to Melbourne, which meant
a long ride. Armed only with shotgun and revolver, we started in
a one-horse cart, and in due time reached Melbourne. Next day we
deposited the nugget in the bank, and our fears were at an end.
" The news spread like wildfire, and thousands rushed to the

Kingowar gold fields. While in Melbourne we named the nugget
the ' Blanche Barclay,' in honor of the beautiful daughter of the
Governor, and by that name the model in the British Museum is
known. The bank gave us an insurance of $5o,000 for the safe
delivery of the nugget in London, and we sailed for England.
" When we arrived there we were made the lions of London.

The papers wrote up the story of the nugget and told who we were.
The Queen sent for us and we dined in Buckingham Palace. We
drove down from the Bank of England under heavy escort, taking
the nugget with us. Her Majesty and the Prince Consort received
us most graciously, and the Prince of Wales, who was a lad of 15
years, showed a very deep interest in the nugget. I do not wonder at
that, for it was one of the prettiest sights one could see. It was 23.7
karats fine, or as nearly absolutely pure gold as it is possible to get.

"Then the nugget was put on exhibition at the
Crystal Palace, for which privilege we were paid
$250 a week. We lived at a swell hotel on the
Surrey side and had a great time. This lasted for

three months, during which time Sir Roderick Murchison had a cast
made of the nugget for the British Museum. The work was so
perfectly done by an Italian that you couldn't tell one from the
other until you lifted them. He gave me a duplicate. Finally we
sold the nugget for $6o,000. It was not worth more than $50,000
intrinsically, but being the largest and finest gold nugget ever found,
we got $to,000 more for it than its real value.

"After a time it passed into the hands of the Bank of England,
the intention being to keep it for the British Museum, but about
that time a new general manager or directorate came in, and to the
surprise and regret of every one, the nugget was melted down and
turned into money. It yielded to,000 sovereigns."

The Buried
Treasure

The Nugget Sold
and Melted
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No. 60

The Kuehl Line of
Hand-Carved Cuckoo, Quail and Cuckoo,
Trumpeter, Musical •fid Miniature Clocks
Our line of Cuckoo Clocks are imported direct from the BlackForest ( Schwarzwald), Germany. The carving of these clocks isdone by hand by the natives of the Black Forest, and is especially fine.The figures are accurate and life-like.
My movements with the Trade-Mark known allover the world for 20 years, have made this Trade-Mark stand for reliability. They are made of the best temperedsteel and brass with screw pillars, patent rachet wheels, new escapewheel, and are well finished and adjusted. The same are -GUAR-ANTEED to be CORRECT TIMEKEEPERS. They are in fact thebest on the market.
Please remember that all genuine Black Forest Cuckoo Clocksare stamped with the above trade-mark.

For sale by all

Wholesale Clock and Jewelry Houses.
Jobbers supplied (only) by GEO. KUEHL.

Office and Warehouse, 178 Randolph Street, Chicago.

IF WE COULD
SHOW IT TO YOU
there would be no need of trying to tell you of the beautyancl salability of
There is not Namru Terra Bronze statharYmuch useanyway, for we might talk till "Kingclotn conies" withoutbeing able to convey to you the reasons why you can't affordto be without this wonderfully beautiful new goods, and ifwe could make you know by telling, you would hardlybelieve, for you know we are prejudiced.We realize all this and know there is but one way, andwe are going to do it. All we ask is your permission.WE EXTEND THIS OFFER TO HOLD GOOD UNTILOCTOBER 21st, not a day later, because we will be so busythen it won't be possible.

We will sena a selection amounting to $28.14, the lot toretail for $75.00, enough pieces to give you an idea of thedifferent effects. There are hardly two pieces alike in thewhole line. (Now you simply agree to carefully unpackand examine them the day they arrive.) If you don't findit the biggest value you ever saw—if you don't feel sure youwill sell them quickly and have to reorder a number oftimes before Christmas—or for any reason you don't wantto keep them—repack them carefully and write us notlater than the third day after the receipt for shippingInstructions. That all. Should you not be favored withthe commercial rating by Dun or Bradstreet, we will askyou to remit with the order, deducting the 5 per cent. cashdiscount, making the net amount to be sent $26.75, insteadof $28.14.
If you send cash and desire to return the goods, the fullamount will be returned without question.We have tried to make this liberal, Sounds like it's allyour way and that we lose, doesn't it? But after you haveunwrapped a few pieces you will see the how we can runthe risk of having a lot of unsold goods scattered over thecountry. You have probably heard of goods that sell them-selves and seldom seen them. These, however, are of thatkind, and it is upon our faith in the fact that they will sellthemselves to you that we make this proposition. Up tothis writing we have not shown NAMRU TERRA BRONZEto a single dealer in ornamental goods without taking anorder.
IF' IT'S WORTH CONSIDERING ANY TIME, IT'SWORTII CONSIDERING NOW. AP-mit THE 21st WILL13E T( It) LATE

Namru Terra Bronze—made of a semi-
fragile material undetectable by appearance from
metal bronze,

THE FLORENTINE
STATUARY 6 IMPORTING CO.,

Cincinnati, U. S. A.

•

BOTH ARE SATISFIED
You and your customer

when you sell an

"E. HOWARD & CO." WATCH.
He has a first-class Watch. You have a first-class profit.

WRITE FOR AGENCY TO

THE E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
403 WASHINGTON ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.

Xervauld'

BOSTON

TRADIE•SIASS

4374414111ED 1662

WE MAKE MOVEMENTS
TO FIT REGULAR

AMERICAN CASES..

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.
SPECIAL

FALL CouRSE. ai Sharpened, Polished, Ready for Eligra a ing.To enter, write Its atonce for terms and make
advance engagements,as we only accept a

one graver at the prices

N a w Prospectus,
p_ago 1102 of September
ERYSToNE.

pupils at one time.
See description of our

SOLICITF.D.
You can order any

CORRESPONDENCE

Special Script . . 1, 2, 3

34 Aill,11.11\Number. i, Plain " " Reversible Per sem

)).1

Limited number of

3 65 

of seventeen ((ravers
,paoted. The Full Set Spoon Bowl . . "A, B"   .65    

..6o nING". A 9-1a 'I.

85   1.70m 0 a n t e d in eleven Ring Graver . . Ring   65  .85   85Seal Graver . . 05v"eFrslai in " and six "Re- Liners   8, 10, 14,-5   .60  
  .45     45

Me" handles, in Flat Gravers 36 to 42 .90 2 50
  1.75erfeot order for engrav-

ng, complete, 88 50. —peeAU Gravers are tested and guaranteed. Order., promptly attended to on receipt 0/rash ormoney order for same. A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, •1..50,M. L. L AN DIS, 44 Center Street, DETROIT, MICH.

A Fine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Dandled,

RE VE RS I BL E

October, 1902

Items of Interest

(Continued from page me a )

"Rivett Lathes " is the title of a neat, readable
and instructive catalogue, issued by the Faneuil
kVatch Tool Co., Boston, Mass. Its dimensions
ire 63 x 8g,, and it is bound in a cover of black
ith appropriate golden borders. As implied by

the title it treats of Rivett lathes and all appertain-
iiig thereto. It embrases 53 pages of well-printed
matter and is copiously illustrated. It deals ex-
Imustively with its subject and tabulates instructive
price-lists. A reproduction of the gold medals
awarded the company constitutes the adornment of
the outside back cover.

M. C. Yott, for fourteen years with the J. D.
Bergen Co., of New York, nine years at the factory
and the remainder as manager of the New York
office, is about to sever his connection with that
concern to become secretary and treasurer and
also a director of the Ohio Cut Glass Co., of Bow-
ling Green, Ohio. The entire charge of this latter
concern will be in the hands of Mr. Yott, who
assures us that the plant is one of the best equipped
of its kind that he has ever seen. The product, he
says, will be an attractive new line of standard
quality, yet at such popular prices as will enable
dealers to handle the goods with profit and
satisfaction.

The Butler Optical Co. and the Butler Silver
Plate Manufacturing Co., of Syarcuse, N. Y., have
installed machinery in a new four-story brick
building on East Water Street, in that city. The
' members of the two companies are identical. They
are A. G. Finn, F. A. Butler and John J. Hurley.
The Butler Optical Company has for three years
carried on business in the Monroe Block. Some
time ago it was decided to move from Syracuse to
some Western city. When the attention of N. Fl.
Chapman, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce,
was called to the situation, his anxiety for the re-
tention of the business in Syracuse culminated in
the organization of the Butler Silver Plate Manu-
facturing Co. The two lower floors of the com-
pany's new premises will be devoted to the silver-
plate branch, which will be under the supervision
of John J. Hurley, who for eight years was super-
intendent of the M. S. Benedict Manufacturing
Company, at East Syracuse. The optical depart-
ment will be in charge of F. A. Butler.

The large catalogue of Benj. Allen & Com-
pany, Chicago, for the year 1903, will be issued to
the retail jewelry trade early in October, and its
publishers claim for it that it is the largest and most
complete work of the kind ever sent out to the
dealer by any wholesale jewelry house. The edi-
tion is Soo pages, printed on fine book paper, and
contains over 8000 illustrations of jewelry and arti-
cles in kindred lines. It is a splendid production
gotten up in the most approved style of the printer's
art. The binding is a beautiful shade of red silk
cloth on heavy boards, making it durable as well
as attractive. The new catalogue contains a num-
ber of innovations that the retail jeweler will find
helpful and handy to him in the daily round of his
business. One feature is especially worth mention-
ing—the watch department, which covers 12o pages
of the book—an increase of 47 pages over the same
department in this firm's catalogue last season.
This is perhaps the strongest feature of the cata-
logue. The publication is the result of many
months of careful study, and will be of great value
to the retail jeweler in selling his goods as well as
buying them. There is too much covered in this
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catalogue to attempt to describe it in detail, for one
has to see it and be engaged in the jewelry busi-
ness to appreciate its extent and value to the trade.

John Bally, senior member of John Bally &
Son, Elmira, N. Y., died recently from heart failure.
Deceased was a native of Geneva, Switzerland, and
at the time of his demise was well advanced in years.

P. M. Thouren & Co., manufacturing jewelers,
Minneapolis, Minn., have made quite a number of
alterations and improvements in their shop. They
recently installed two new pairs of large power
rollers and a screw press. The needs of their
business made it necessary for them to increase
their floor space, and they have accordingly made
their premises about one-third larger than their
former dimensions. They have also augmented
their staff of employees.

Indiana Retail Jewelers' Association

The Retail Jewelers' Association, of Indiana,
held its second meeting at the Denison Hotel,
Indianapolis, September uth. The meeting was
well attended, and some very important business
was transacted. The following jewelers were ac-
cepted as new members : M. G. Kreusch, Cam-
bridge City ; Jos. Hummel, branch store, Hartford
City ; J. E. Porter, Loogotee ; H. Rossier, Martins-
ville ; Geo. H. Morgel, Brazil ; Philip Horr,
Aurora ; J. C. Wagner, Vincennes ; Sam'l Praeger,
Terre Haute ; D. W. Braittain, Brazil ; Herman
Vollmer, Princeton ; Barnes & Foster, Spencer
and C. E. Kendall, Dana. It was the opinion of
the meeting that the association was in need of the
good will and co-operation of the jewelry jobbers
and kindred firms. The objects of the association
are not to create friction between the retailer and
jobber, but to bring them together, to formulate
plans whereby they may be mutually helpful. It
was also resolved, that each member of the associa-
tion extend to the different jobbing houses with
whom he trades an invitation to join the associa-
tion as associate members. Several very interesting
papers were read and all manifested great interest
in the organization. President Hummel, after
enumerating a number of the handicaps in the
struggle with illegitimate competition to which the
trade has been subjected, said : " I have in my
possession a letter from a wholesale jewelry house,
in which they say, ' We believe by your united
efforts in a strong organization of the retail jewelers
you can wield a most powerful influence, and in a
very short time be able to discriminate between the
legitimate and the demoralizing trade. We will
surely lend you a helping hand and do all in our
power to aid you in this good cause.' This letter
I speak of," he continued, "to show you the
earnest feeling our jobbing friends have for our
welfare, and I believe they are as anxious to do
their part as we ourselves are to do ours. So, let
us individually work for the interest of this organi-
zation, and each member present make it his
business to have one or more new members join
before our next meeting during the first week in
February. Now that we have such a good start,
under such favorable prospects, let us all pull with

a long pull, a strong pull, and bring our organiza-
tion to the front as the leading Retail Jewelers'
Association of the United States."

The association will hold its next meeting
during the first week of February, 2e03. A strictly

social reunion will be held the first week of Septem-

ber following. The place of meeting and exact

date for each of those gatherings will be announced

in due course.
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European Estimate of American
Advertising

American advertising in its audacity and effec-

tiveness has long been the admiration and despair

of Europe. The advertisement of a chain manu-

facturing concern which recently appeared in THE
KEYSTONE is the subject of an illustrated article

ill a recent issue of the Revue Internationale de
l'Horologerie,Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland. The
pictorial feature of the advertisement, a forlorn
canine tied to a stake, is reproduced, full size, in
the French article, which is as folllows :

American Advertising

We have already had occasion to point out the
very marked pre-eminence of the Americans in the
matter of publicity and advertising. There are
certainly profitable lessons for the world at large
to be drawn from this marvelous advertising in-
stinct of the business people of America. They
know that plain type no longer suffices to attract
the attention of possible patrons, something being
necessary that appeals more directly to the eye.
The illustration serves to arouse interest in the
matter that accompanies it, and more attention is
given it.

A novel example is shown in our illustration,
the excellent reproduction conveying all the mean-
ing. humor even, which it has in the original.
Observe this excellent animal which is used for
advertising purposes by the Bassett Jewelry Mfg.
Co., of New York ; it tells that this company does
not belong to the big trusts in the jewelry trade,
and that they can thus better serve the interests of
their patrons. The thought may be better repre-
sented thus : " See what it costs to be bound by
the trusts. There is no longer any freedom for me,
and I can only contemplate with a hopeless look
the fetters that prevent me from attending to my
business in my own way."

It must be conceded that this little illustrated
bit of history is by no means vulgar ; on the con-
trary, it merits distinction by reason of its senti-
ment and truly American originality.

Our foreign friends do not give a very correct
interpretation of this illustration, there being no

such institution as an American jewelry manufac-

turing trust, but the article is none the less signifi-

cant as a tribute to American advertising.

Rules for Business

In Mr. Carnegie's Empire of Business " he

sets down the prime conditions of success as they

seem to him. Above all, he says, a young man

should concentrate his energy, thought and capital

exclusively on the business which he has adopted.

If he has begun on one line, he should fight it out

on that line.
The concerns which fail are those which have

scattered their capital, which means that they have

scattered their brains, also. They have investments

in this, or that, or the other, here, there and every-

where. " Don't put all your eggs in one basket"

is all wrong. I tell you, " Put all your eggs in one

basket, and then watch that basket." Look round

you and take notice ; men who do that do not often

fail. It is easy to watch and carry the one basket.

It is trying to carry too many baskets that breaks

most eggs in this country. He who carries three

baskets must put one on his head which is apt to

tumble and trip him up. One fault of the American

business man is lack of concentration.

To summarize what I have said : Aim for the

highest ; never enter a barroom ; do not touch

liquor, or, if at all, only at meals ; never speculate;

never indorse beyond your surplus cash fund;

make the firm's interests yours ; break orders

always to save owners ; concentrate ; put all your

eggs ill one basket and watch that basket.
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Prices talk, so do our goods. Our motto is to let our customers be their own judge as to the merit of our goods,which is a guarantee to us that you will buy our rings in preference to all others.These Rings are to K. plump, well made and finely finished. To introduce our goods to you, we will sell you thisbeautiful assortment of two dozen of our latest designs which we have manufactured for this corning season ; selectionis put up in a beautiful leather-covered, velvet-lined tray ; the complete assortment for $49.75, less 6 per cent. ro days:5 per cent. 30 days ; net 6o days. Place your orders early and receive your goods in due season for the holiday rush.
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Married Women's
Debts

Can

THE KEYSTONE

When the husband is
responsible for them
and when he is not.

ONSIDERABLE uncertainty appears to
exist among retailers as to the extent to
which a husband is responsible for his
wife's debts. At the solicitation of one of

its subscribers the My Goods Economist took the
trouble to find out the law in the case, which is as
follows :

C. F. Rumpp 0 Sons
MANUFACTURERS OF

Established
1850.

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS, CARD CASES,
CIGAR CASES, DRESSING CASES, WRITING CASES, ETC.

Special Lines for Fine Jewelry Trade. 

Fifth & Cherry Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

PHOTO. FRAMES,

NEW YORK SALESROOM.
683 an 685 Broadway

(Co,. Third St.)

6826 Jewel Case.
SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

STERLING MOUNTE1)

POCKET BOOKS

in silk-lined cases.

The Law in
the Case

In the old days the effect of
marriage at common law was to
suspend the legal existence of
the wife during marriage. All

her personal property vested in her husband abso-
lutely. He could dispose of it as he saw tit, and
his creditors could seize it and subject it to the
payment of his debts.

The husband was also entitled to the earnings

of his wife, not only those which had actually been
received by her but also those which were due. In
general, whatever she earned she earned as his ser-
vant and for him, the theory of the law being that

her time and labor, as well as her money, were his

property. And incredible as it may seem, notwith-

standing the husband lived apart from his wife in

violation of his marriage vow, his right to her prop-

erty, including her earnings both before and after

marriage, was adjudged to be the same as long as

the legal relation of husband and wife continued.

More Recent The old law as to the rights and
Statute duties between husband and
  wife, arising out of the marriage

relation, has suffered no violent

change. The husband is bound to furnish his

wife with a suitable home, to provide according to

his means and condition of life for her maintenance

and support ; to defend her from personal insult

and wrong and to be kind to her. So long as he

does this his authority is acknowledged, even at

present, and if the wife's wishes and interests clash

with his own she must yield.
In the absence of any contrary testamentary

disposition by the wife of her property, the hus-

band is still entitled to the income of his wife's real

property during his life if any children were born

to them.
Not until recently was a law enacted in this

(New York) State, giving the wife, and not her

husband, the right to her earnings, as well as the

right to sue for any loss to her earning capacity as

a result of injuries sustained by her.
As a sort of recompense for taking all of his

wife's property the husband was obliged to pay

all the debts of his wife, even those incurred by

her previous to marriage. .For the law was that

when married she was married with all her debts, as

as well as all her fortune. Whether, therefore, she

brought him a fortune or not his liability to pay all

her ante-nuptial debts was not affected.

But by the laws of 1896, of the State of New

York, the liability of the husband for the debts of

his wife incurred by her previous to marriage is

limited to the extent of the property of his wife

which he acquired by ante-nuptial contract or
otherwise.

The husband's liability only continues during
marriage. If the debt be not enforced in the life-
time of the wife the surviving husband retains her
fortune in his hands and cannot be charged further
with her debts.

Husband Must The husband being entitled to
all the personal property of his
wife, to all her earnings and
acquisitions, the law imposes on

.him the obligation to support and maintain her. If
he refuses or neglects to supply his wife with what
is necessary for decency and comfort in his condi-
tion of life, he gives to her credit to procure it for
herself on his account and at his charge.

The wife's necessaries are such articles as the
law deems essential to her health and comfort.
Food, drink, clothing, washing, medical attend-
ance and a suitable place of residence may be re-

garded as necessaries in the absolute sense of the

word. Other purchases, both in kind and amount,

are to be decided according to the social position

in which the married pair live.
Thus a large milliner's bill or a costly ball dress

or opera cloak might not be deemed necessaries for

the wife of a laborer, but would be for the wife of a
well-to-do merchant, and he would be bound to
pay it.

Supply Necessaries

jI

Mode of Life And as no one's real financial
condition is known to the world
at large, Bradstreet's and Dun's
notwithstanding, the retail mer-

chant is not bound to investigate the true means of

the husband, but may rely on the apparent mode
of life which he adopts, the position which he

allows his wife to assume, the establishment which

he maintains before the world.
By these the husband gives the wife the power

to pledge his credit even for more than the mere
absolute necessaries of life.

Thus, husbands have been adjudged to pay
for costly furniture in the wife's boudoir, for silver

fringes to a petticoat and a side saddle of the value

of $375, for a set of false teeth and the dentist's

fees and for a piano. In one case the husband—a

miller earning pc. a month—was required to pay
for a horse worth $45 for his invalid wife, in order

that she might take exercise as advised by her

physician.
On the other hand, the husband is not bound

Factor
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to pay for treatment by a Christain Scientist or a
hypnotist, not even for the rent of a church pew.

When Wife Lives When the wife lives with her
husband the broad assumption
is that he is liable as to all debts
incurred by her for necessaries,

and whoever supplies her in good faith may send
his bill to her husband and compel payment. For
it is not to be supposed that a husband will go in
person to buy every little article of dress, household
furniture or provisions which may be needful for
the household.

if, therefore, an action is brought against the
husband for the price of goods furnished to his
wife when they lived together, it must be taken that
these goods were supplied by his authority, unless
he proves that he has supplied his wife himself, or
by other agents, or that he gave her ready money
to make the purchases, and that the merchant had
notice of all this.

This ruling is based on the principle that the
husband has the right to decide how and by what
means these necessaries are to come, and as long
as he has provided necessaries in some way his
legal duty is discharged. In order, therefore, to
bind Me husband for goods furnished after notice
not to supply them, the seller must show not only
that the articles furnished were necessaries, but
that the husband faded in his duty to provide them.

With Husband

When They
Live Apart

When the wife lives apart from
her husband—because he has
abandoned her or turned her
away without reasonable cause,

or compelled her by cruel treatment to leave him—
he is still liable for her support, and she has the
authority in law to pledge his credit to the extent
of purchasing all necessaries.

His general advertisement or particular notice
to individuals not to give credit to his wife will not
terminate his liability.

When Husband In all these cases the husband's
liability springs from the fact
that the goods were furnished
on his credit. When the mer-

chant, however, trusts the wife individually, agree-
ing to collect payment from the wife's separate
property or from an allowance which she receives
from the husband ; or if the credit was given ex-
pressly to a third party ; or if the bills were made
out to her ; or drafts were made upon her and she

accepted them in her own name payable at her

own bankers ; or where the merchant conceals the
purchases from the husband for a long time and

secures the debt by the promissory note of the

wife—in all these cases the wife is purchasing the

goods on her own credit, with the seller's consent,

and the husband is not liable.

is Not Liable
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Prices talk, so do our goods. Our motto is to let our customers be their own judge as to the merit of our goods,which is a guarantee to us that you will buy our rings in preference to all others.These Rings are ro K. plump, well made and finely finished. To introduce our goods to you, we will sell you thisbeautiful assortment of two dozen of our latest designs which we have manufactured for this coming season ; selectionis put up in a beautiful leather-covered, velvet-lined tray ; the complete assortment for $49.75, less 6 per cent. lo days:5 per cent. 30 days ; net 6o days. Place your orders early and receive your goods in due season for the holiday rush.
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Married Women's
Debts 11 When the husband isresponsible for them

and when he is not.
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oNSIDERABLE uncertainty appears to
exist among retailers as to the extent to
which a husband is responsible for his
wife's debts. At the solicitation of one of

its subscribers the My Goods Economist took the
trouble to find out the law in the case, which is as
follows :

The Law in
the Case

In the old days the effect of
marriage at common law was to
suspend the legal existence of
the wife during marriage. All

her personal property vested in her husband abso-
lutely. I le could dispose of it as he saw tit, and
his creditors could seize it and subject it to the
payment of his debts.

The husband was also entitled to the earnings
ot his wife, not only those \% hich had actually been
received by her but also those which were due. In
general, whatever she earned she earned as his ser-
vant and for him, the theory of the law being that
her time and labor, as well as her money, were his
property. And incredible as it may seem, notwith-
standing the husband lived apart from his wife in
violation of his marriage vow, his right to her prop-
erty, including her earnings both before and after
marriage, %'as adjudged to be the same as long as
the legal relation of husband and wife continued.

More Recent The old law as to the rights and
Statute duties between husband and
  wife, arising out of the marriage

relation, has suffered no violent
change. The husband is bound to furnish his
wife with a suitable home, to provide according to
his means and condition of life for her maintenance

and support ; to defend her front personal insult
and wrong and to be kind to her. So long as he

does this his authority is acknowledged, even at
present, and if the wife's wishes and interests clash
with his own she must yield.

In the absence of any contrary testamentary
disposition by the wife of her property, the hus-
band is still entitled to the income of his wife's real
property during his life if any children were born

to them.
Not until recently was a law enacted in this

(New York) State, giving the wife, and mit her
husband, the right to her earnings, as well as the

right to sue for any loss to her earning capacity as

a result of injuries sustained by her.
As a sort of recompense for taking all of his

wife's property the husband was obliged to pay
all the debts of his wife, even those incurred by
her previous to marriage. For the law was that

\vlien married she was married with all her debts, as
:is well as all her fortune. Whether, therefore, she
brought him a fortune or not his liability to pay all

her ante-nuptial debts was not affected.
But by the laws of 1896, of the State of New

York, the liability of the husband for the debts of
his wife incurred by her previous to marriage is

limited to the extent of the property of his wife

which he acquired by ante-nuptial contract or
otherwise.

The husband's liability only continues during
marriage. If the debt be not enforced in the life-
time of the wife the surviving husband retains her
fortune in his hands and cannot be charged further
with her debts.

Husband Must The husband being entitled to
all the personal property of his
wife, to all her earnings and
acquisitions, the law imposes on

shim the obligation to support and maintain her. If
he refuses or neglects to supply his wife with what
is necessary for decency and comfort in his condi-
tion of life, he gives to her credit to procure it for
herself on his account and at his charge.

The wife's necessaries are such articles as the
law deems essential to her health and comfort.
Food, drink, clothing, %vashing, tnedical attend-
ance and a suitable place of residence may be re-
garded as necessaries in the absolute sense of the
word. Other purchases, both in kind and amount,
are to be decided according to the social position
in which the married pair live.

Thus a large milliner's bill or a costly ball dress
or opera cloak might not be deemed necessaries for
the wife of a laborer, but would be for the wife of a
well-to-do merchant, and he would be bound to
pay it.

Supply Necessaries

Mode of Life And as no one's real financial
Factor condition is known to the world
  at large, Bradstreet's and Dun's

notwithstanding, the retail mer-
chant is not bound to investigate the true means of
the husband, but may rely on the apparent mode
of life which he adopts, the position which he
allows his wife to assume, the establishment which
he maintains before the world.

By these the husband gives the wife the power
to pledge his credit even for more than the mere
absolute necessaries of life.

Thus, husbands have been adjudged to pay
for costly furniture in the wife's boudoir, for silver
fringes to a petticoat and a side saddle of the value
of $375, for a set of false teeth and the dentist's
fees and for a piano. In one case the husband—a
miller earning $30 a month—was required to pay
for a horse worth $45 for his invalid wife, in order
that she might take exercise as advised by her
physician.

On the other hand, the husband is not bound

2

to pay for treatment by a Christain Scientist or a
hypnotist, not even for the rent of a church pew.

When Wife Lives When the wife lives with her
husband the broad assumption
is that he is liable as to all debts
incurred by her for necessaries,

and whoever supplies her in good faith may send
his bill to her husband and compel payment. For
it is not to be supposed that a husban i ll I%% .. .11
person to buy every little article of dress, household
furniture or provisions which may be needful for
the household.

If, therefore, an action is brought against the
husband for the price of goods furnished to his
wife when they lived together, it must be taken that
these goods were supplied by his authority, unless
he proves that he has supplied his wife himself, or
by other agents, or that he gave her ready money
to make the purchases, and that the merchant had
notice of all this.

This ruling is based on the principle that the
husband has the right to decide In )'V and by %%Alia
means these necessaries are to come, and as long
as he has provided necessaries in some way his
legal duty is discharged. In oreler, therefore, to
bind the husband for goods .fiernished at?er notice
not to supply them, the seller »rust Allow not only
that Me allicles furnished were neces.s•aries, but
Mat the husband /ailed in his AO, to proz.ide them.

With Husband

When They
Live Apart

When the wife lives apart front
her husband—because he has
abandoned her or turned her
away without reasonable cause,

or compelled her by cruel treatment to leave him—
he is still liable for her support, and she has the
authority in law to pledge his credit to the extent
of purchasing all necessaries.

His general advertisement Or particular no/i00
to individuals not to g i c credit to his wife will not
terminate his liabilif.r.

When Husband In all these cases the husband's
is Not Liable liability springs from the fact
  that the goods were furnished

on his credit. When the mer-
chant, however, trusts the wife individually, agree-
ing to collect payment from the wife's separate
property or from an allowance which she receives
from the husband ; or if the credit was given ex-
pressly to a third party ; or if the bills were made
out to her ; or drafts vere made upon her and she
accepted them in her own name payable at her
own bankers ; or where the merchant conceals the
purchases front the husband for a long time and
secures the debt by the promissory note of the
wife—in all these cases the wife is purchasing the
goods on her own credit, with the seller's consent,
and the husband is not liable.
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NCLE SAM now coins his money
by a brand-new process and with
brand-new machinery. His great
$2,400,000 mint in the Quaker

City is the best-equipped and most
artistically. modeled coin factory in the
world. Whereas in the old Philadelphia
mint you were .permitted only to peep
through small windows at the industry in
dark rooms, you may in the new structure
stroll comfortably upon high, overhanging
galleries, and there watch every act of the
nation's money-makers working in their
ample, well-lighted laboratories.

THE GREAT MELTING FURNACES

Leaving the deposit room, where it is
received, the bullion is taken first to the
new melting room. Here are sixteen new
melting furnaces, whose temperature can
be raised to Too° degrees by oil fuel, which is now exclusively used. Inthe melting furnaces of the old mint anthracite coal was employed.Piled about the furnaces are keg-shaped crucibles made of plumbago.These, as needed, are placed in the furnaces, and into them are thrown thegold and silver bricks. These bricks are brought from all parts of the worldand vary greatly in size. Before being made into money they must bealloyed with copper until they are .900 fine.

The melters stand before the furnaces wearing huge mittens made ofheavy buckskin or crash, padded with scraps of ingrain or brussels carpet.When the precious metal reaches a certain color, which they can detect onlyafter long experience, it is ready to be molded into ingots. But before thisis done a few drops of the molten metal are removed by the assayer.A man whose gloved hands clutch a pair of long tongs, holding a three-spouted gray bowl in their jaws, dips from each crucible the glowing, liquidmetal and pours it into a series of clamp molds. Each set of these is takenby a second pair of gloved hands and plunged into cold water.The hardened Ingots are next dipped into muriatic acid, which eatsaway all particles of foreign matter. Finally they are placed in another bathof water.

THEE KYSTONE

World's
Largest Coin Factory

The Machinery and Processes in the New Philadelphia Mint

GOLD AND SILVER INGOTS

Whether gold or silver, they are all molded to measure a foot in length,but vary up to one and one-half inches in width and thickness, according tothe coin to be struck from them.
Each finished ingot comes from the mold with a •blunt end or top, thisbeing caused by the end of the mold in which the liquid metal is poured.A row of topping machines bites off this irregularity, and from these thebars are passed to men at benches, who file off the rough edges.The filings are caught in oilcloth-lined boxes and carefully saved. Nextthe properly shaped ingots are sent to a long table, where they are placedside by side in a row, and a man with a brand and hammer stamps uponeach a number, designating its melt.
The bars now pass to the assayer, who compares the few drops of metaltaken from the furnace with the correspondingly numbered lot of the finishedproduct. If the latter fails to reach .9oo fine it must be remelted.Ingots which run the gauntlet of the assayer pass next into the rollingdepartment, which, like the melting room, has been equipped with brand-new machinery. Between pairs of massive rollers the ingots are passedfifteen times. They are then of twice the required thickness.Next they are sent to the annealing or tempering furnace, where theyare heated cherry red and plunged into water. Then they are put throughanother series of rollers fifteen times before being reduced to the properthickness, which, of course, depends upon the denomination of the finishedcoin to be made from them. Ingots which before the rolling process resem-bled sticks of solder, in point of size, leave the last rolling press in the formof strips varying in dimensions up to six feet in length, four inches in widthand about a sixteenth of an inch in thickness.In the old mint these strips were made by a sort of combined rollingand pulling process, which has now been abandoned.

THE CUTTING MACHINES

The flat strips of gold or silver are next fed to a series of cuttingmachines, which move very rapidly with a vertical motion. A man on oneside feeds the carriage and one on the other takes out the strips pierced withround holes from which the metal has been cut.
Into a tray beneath each cutter fall the disks, known as blanks or plan-chets, upon which the final designs are to be stamped. Blanks above thesize of a quarter are cut in a single row from each strip ; others in rows oftwo. The refuse strips are returned to the melters.
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The blanks or planchets next pass
to the cleaning department, and thence to
a series of automatic weighing machines.
Each of these is composed primarily of
ten upright brass tubes, beneath which
passes a long sliding bar.

Each move of the bar pushes off the
ten bottom planchets into a small basket
on one end of a small scale beam. The
blank •coins are weighed instantly and are
passed through a series of troughs leading
to three boxes. Into one box fall the
light, into the second the heavy and into
the other the standard planchets.

The light planchets are condemned
and melted over. All planchets which are
too heavy are taken into an adjusting
room. Here 140 women, each with a
small set of scales and files, are employed
in cutting the edges of the heavy planchets
until all come down to the standard.The next step is to run all planchets of proper weight through themilling machines, which put on the flat rim, or raised edge which protectseach coin's face from abrasion. The milled blanks are then heated to acherry red by passage through an automatic heating furnace, from whichthey drop into a copper colander, and are then lifted by a crane into a bathof muriatic acid, are revolved in this bath and are finally dropped into arevolving screen filled with boxwood sawdust, such as jewelers use, whichthoroughly cleans and dries them ready for coinage.

TWO DOZEN HEAVY PRESSES
Against the long wall of the coining room there are twenty-four great,heavy presses, each with a vertical face of polished steel, cast in the shapeof a giant letter " 0." At a sort of manger, filled with glistening planchets,there sits, feeding each machine, a young woman with a canvas apron, inwhich she now and then places a handful of the new disks.The mouth of each machine is a small upright tube of the diameter ofthe coin to be stamped, and into this the blanks are continually inserted inhigh cylindrical stacks. From the upright brass tube a pair of automaticfingers rapidly take each bottom coin and place it upon the lowermost oftwo dies, rapidly clashing together like hungry jaws.These at one blow strike the top and bottom impressions, and at thesame time, by force of expansion, the disk of metal tightens within a flutedcollar which gives the finished coin a reeded edge.Silver dollars and gold coin are stamped at the rate of eighty-five aminute ; quarters and half dollars, ninety a minute ; nickels, no a minute;cents, I20 a minute.
You will note that this is the first time nickels and cents have beenmentioned. They are distinctly Philadelphia coins, not being stamped atother mints. But the stamping is the first process which Uncle Sam subjectsthem to. Their planchets are supplied by a New England firm.From the coining room the finished money goes to the proving depart-ment where its accuracy is again tested. It is now ready for the counting room.

WHERE THE COINS ARE COUNTED

In this department gold coins, silver dollars and half dollars are allcounted by weight, being stacked up inside steel frames and swept off intothe pan of a huge pair of scales. The quarters, dimes, nickels and centsare shuffled over large flat boards with parallel strips of brass, betweenwhich a row of coins fits loosely.
Being filled with the money, it is tilted until the pieces flowing over itfill all the spaces between strips. In this way Poo° in dimes -are countedon a single board every eighteen seconds, and thrown into an aperture at thefront of the counters' table. Leaving the counters the new money is putinto steel strong boxes to await shipment.
The loss of a grain of gold or silver dust is prevented, if possible, at thenew mint by making recoveries from the roof to the very wells of the cellar.The floors of the melting room are of honeycombed iron. Anything droppedthereupon will go through:
This honeycomb in the neighborhood of the furnaces is removed daily.The dust then swept from the bare floor is, together with all broken crucibles,crushed in a mill and put through a process for separating the precious metalparticles.
The clothing which the smelters and moulders wear, also the aprons ofthe women coiners, must -never leave the building. The working appareland mittens when worn out are burnt, and the gold and silver extracted fromthem. These recoveries from the melting department average $12,400 ayear, while the total loss in the entire mint is falling below $5oo a year.

WE are making a line of real nice
College Flags, Seals and Lapel Buttons.
They cost a little more than some of

the others on the market, but as we make
them heavier and more artistic, finish them
better and sell them only to Retail Jewelers,

they will be found the most profitable and
satisfactory goods to handle.
We make them for every University and

College in the country, over too in all.
Any Retail Jeweler can buy one or more at

the prices quoted, which are subject to our
catalogue discount. We won't sell them to

any one else.
We would like very much to receive your orders.

WENDELL & COMPANY
WHO DO YOUR SPECIAL ORDER WORK AND RE-PAIRING OF ALL KINDS. (If we don't, we ought to.)

93 to 97 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK }
57 

The two wonderful shops

WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO 
r z

LIST PRICES

Large Flags, Sterling Silver
t6 

Gilt .
to tt 

Medium Flags, Sterling Silver .
CI 6t 44 

t4 " Gilt

Gilt
Small Flags, Sterling Silver

44 44 

Seal Fob Charms or Brooches
Heavy Sterling Silver, Gray Finish

'MCORP"-

Maw

CI 44 " Gilt •

Each, $2.00
41 2.50

Doz., 10.00
,t 13.00

6.00
8.00

Each,

Doz.,

2.20

2.70

6.00
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Attract all the Gold and silver from the jewelers throughout the land

We give FULL VAL UE because
Our large business requires complete smelting, refiningand assaying departments. We handle without, addi-tional expense and use in our own factories all old goldand silver consigned to us. If we were in the smelting andrefining business exclusively, our expenses and refiningcosts would be 15 to 20 per cent. of the amount of oldmetal received, the same as that of other refiners. Thatis why no refiner can compete with us, and why ourrefining business is growing so rapidly.

WE REMIT THE SAME DAY
Consignments are received, by bank draft (on whichthere is no exchange to pay). CONSIGNMENTS RETURNED,EXPRESS PREPAID, in exactly the same condition received,if the amount is not up to your expectation.

by so doing. Most of the firms that take gold and silver on
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others,

Iver Sell it to us for full cash value and pay your
bills with the returns. You will save much

account do not use it themselves; nor have they any
who place a value on it that will afford two profits.

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD
24c. per dwt. for 6-karat. 4oc. per dwt. for o-karat.

'' I3 2C. it t tt 8 48c. '' C C '' I 236c. 9

28c. " " " 7 " 44C. " "
5 2C. per dwt. for I 3-karat. 64c. per dwt. for i6-karat.

68c. "
,2c. it ‘C

HIGHEST AliIRKET PRICE FOR OLD SILVER

WENDELL & COMPANY
93, 95 and 97 William St., NEW YORK Es TAHLISHED 21 YEARS 57 Washington St., CHICAGO

SMELTERS
REFINERS

AND ASSAYERS
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New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

An Attractive Art Novelty

A New Model Staking Tool

We show in the
accompanying il-
lustration a sample
of one of the latest
novelties on the
market, the Wave
Crest Gems, manu-
factured by the
C. F. Monroe Co.,
of Meriden, Conn.
These goods,
which are espe-
cially suited for
holiday stock, are
V er y artistically
gotten up, the cen-
ter being a sort
of convex plaque
made of opal, with
scroll and orna-
mental designs at
the sides ; the cen-
ter is hand-painted
in landscapes,
views, animals,
figures and numer-
ous designs that
are most attractive
and taking. The
trimmings are gold
plated and exe-
cuted in an artistic
manner. These
gems are for wall
ornaments and
they constitute the
latest extension of
the line of Wave
Crest ware, which

is known the world over. The C. F. Monroe Co. have issued this year two

handsome catalogues, one of the Wave Crest ware, in which they illustrate

many pages of these beautiful gems, giving the different designs and

patterns used on same, as well as showing up all of their other novelties in

the Wave Crest line. The other is one of the most comprehensive of cut-

glass catalogues published this year. It comprises some eighty odd pages

and shows many of their new and original designs.
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A New Mantel Clock
We illustrate herewith a handsome new mantel

clock, which is manufactured by Harris & Har-

rington, 32 Vesey Street, New York City. It is

known as the " Balloon " pattern, on account of its

shape. The design is copied from an antique,

which was picked up by one of the firm on a trip

to Europe. The case is a crotch veneer and to all

appearances is like a mahogany (solid) case. The

movement is a 15-day French make, with hour and

half-hour strikes. Although in appearance a very

expensive article, the clock is made and sold to

meet the demands of the average buyer for an ele-

gant and stylish article at a reasonable price.

Among the most profit-making articles in the

jewelry store is the artistic clock, and this new pat-

tern seems to have the qualities of a sale-maker.

The present season seems to be exceptionally rich in the clock line, 
and self-

interest demands that the trade make the acquaintance of the many novelties.
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The accompanying
illustration shows a new
model staking tool re-
cently patented by Ken-
drick& Davis, Lebanon,
N. H. This model is
new in design, with new
punches and stumps.
Atnong the more no-
table improvements are
a patented binder and
bolt for the die, and
a patented device for
holding up the punches
while placing and re-
moving delicate parts

of watches in or from

the die, which is of a

heavy pattern, located

in the usual manner, by

a new adjustable bolt.

The tool is admirably
constructed and hand-

somely finished. The

new features merit for

it the attention of those

who desire the most
up-to-date equipment.

Protecting Patents
General Spaulding, acting secretary of the treasury, has issued a ruling

in which he has pointed out a method whereby manufacturers of patented

articles may, in a measure, protect themselves against the importation of

infringements of such articles and yet not take the matter into court. This

ruling was the result of a number of applications that have reached the

treasury department, asking that customs officers at various ports be

instructed to refuse admittance to such articles. There is no law making

such action possible, but attention is called to the fact that Section 1 r, of the

present tariff act provides a partial remedy. This section reads as follows:

" That no article of imported merchandise which shall copy or simu-

late name or trade-mark of any domestic manufacture or manufacturer, or

shall bear a name or mark, which is calculated to lead the public to believe

that the article is manufactured in the United States, shall be admitted to

entry at any custom house of the United States. And in order to aid the

officers of the customs in enforcing this prohibition, any domestic manufac-

turer who has adopted trade-marks may require his name and residence and

a description of his trade-marks to be recorded in books which shall be kept

for that purpose in the department of the treasury, under such regulations

as the secretary of the treasury may prescribe, and may furnish to the depart- .

ment fac-similes of such trade-marks ; and thereupon the secretary of the

treasary shall cause one or more copies of the same to be transmitted to

each collector or other proper officer of the customs."

General Spaulding suggests that owners of patented articles shall adopt

a trade-mark which may be registered as provided in the section above

quoted, and while it must be conceded that a trade-mark will not protect

from infringement, which must be prosecuted in the courts, still it is believed

that the publicity which will thus be gained will be such a protection that

infringers will not find it profitable to attempt to import goods which may be

otherwise identical, but which cannot be imported under the registered name

or trade-mark.
It must be borne in mind, however, that this registration of a trade-

mark or a proprietary name will not prevent the importation of goods under

the same trade-mark, if the manufacturer of such goods has the right to use

it, the department taking the position that the law is intended chiefly to pro-

tect the consumer from fraudulent importations and not to prevent the exclu-

sion of genuine articles manufactured abroad by parties who have a right,

by purchase, license, or otherwise, to use the trade-mark.

General Spaulding's suggestion is opportune, as there is just now

such an extraordinary wealth of American invention that the cases of foreign

infringement must necessarily be very numerous, and every precaution must

be taken to protect the domestic inventor against illigal invasion of his

rights. Law is expensive and General Spaulding's ruling may prevent to

some extent expensive litigation.
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Western Headquarters for
Fall and Holiday Supplies

Jewelers know from past experience our capability to supply promptly andsatisfactorily the every requirement of our patrons. This year to meet thegreater demand we have made greater preparations than ever. We havelarger stocks in all lines—Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.,—and greater facilities than ever before for furnishing supplies to theWestern and Northwestern trade. Our lines comprise all that is newest,best and most trade-winning—safe to handle, sure to sell.

Stein & Ellbogen Company,DIAMOND CUTTERS and
Columbus Memorial Building, CHICAGO.

WHOLESALE JEWELERS.

INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM IN BUSINESS.Our Motto : Fair and Liberal Treatment of Customers andGeneral Opposition to Trust Methods.

Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware
Modern and classic in design, of superior finish,made by best of workmen in our own factories.

Our Personal Guarantee with All Goods Sold

Simeon L. an George H. Rogers Company
Factories: Hartford and Wallingford, Conn. P. 0. Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.
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The Burglar 0? The Inventor

ES," said the gentlemanly burglar, " there

is one class of men that I occasionally

stumble upon in my midnight work

which I prefer to avoid. An inventor is

always an unknown quantity, and it is unpleasant

business ransacking his house. He might be as

harmless as a child, or he might prove more

diabolically cruel and cranky than an escaped

lunatic. Only twice in my experience have I met

such characters in their own homes. One was in a

suburban house, where everything seemed so easy

that I took my time about entering the open win-

dows ; but after I had stepped inside I knew that

there was something wrong. I found the floor

strewn with all sorts of strings and pipes and coils

of wire, which, when I stepped upon them, jangled

and made all sorts of noises.
" I tried to get out of the window as soon as

possible, but I was so tied up in the wires and

strings that I stumbled twice. Then the owner of

the house appeared, aroused by the jangling noises

made by his infernal things. There was a scene

which nearly cost me my life. I escaped, however,

by tearing around among the pipes and wires until

the man went down on his knees and begged me

to desist.

"The other instance where I paid an unex-

pected visit to an inventor's home was in New

York. The fellow was somewhat of a crank, I

imagine, and he invented things for the pleasure of

it. I knew nothing about his occupation until I

aroused him in the middle of the night by stumbling

over his shoes in the middle of the floor. He was

the most composed man I ever met under similar

conditions.
" 'Why do you frighten a man in that way," he

asked crossly. 'Is it not bad enough to rob the

house without waking me up by such noises.'

" 'Any man who throws his shoes in the middle

of the floor deserves to be rudely awakened,' I

answered, turning up the gas to study my man the

better. ' I owe you no apology.'

" 'You are wrong,' he answered. ' You do

owe me an apology. If you had shut the door of my

room behind you, I might have accepted the situa-

tion. But any man who will leave such a draught

blowing on a sleeping man deserves to be—'

" 'I accept the correction,' I replied, bowing

and stepping toward the door. ' I will apologize

and at the same time close the door.'

" The perfect composure of the man had

aroused my suspicions and I discreetly kept my

face toward him while I backed toward the door

and closed it. There was a click of the lock and

the door banged sharply against the jam.

" 'You have closed it with a very bad grace

and with little thought of the consequences,' the

man added. ' If you had given me time to explain

you might have saved yourself a good deal of in-

convenience. As it is now I think you have made

the situation unpleasant for both of us.'

" 'I don't understand,' I muttered, more non-

plussed than ever by the man's words and attitude.

" 'I suppose not, but your ignorance does not

alter the fact. I shall, however, seek to enlighten

you. To do so I must go back somewhat in my

story. I'm an inventor by profession'—these

words made me shudder—' and I am just now at

work upon a very great thing. In fact, it will prove

a revolution in some lines of trade. I mean to

invent a time-lock which

will prove superior to

any on the market to-

day. This lock will be

of value in an infinite
variety of ways, but

chiefly for use on safes and bank vaults. All that

you have to do is to set it for a certain length of

time, and no earthly power can unlock it. You

may blow up the safe or vault, but the steel bolts

will not move from their position. It will remain

locked until the time expires, and then the steel

spring will open it automatically.'

" I have met such locks in my work before,' I

said, impatiently ; ' but what has that to do with

the present case?'
" 'Very much, indeed. If you were of a dis-

cerning nature you would have noticed the connec-

tion before now. I have put the time-lock on that

door to test it. Every night I retire and lock the

door, and no power can open it until seven in the

morning.'
" 'A mighty good protection from your wife,'

I suggesed, with a grin. ' But why was the door

open when I entered?'
" 'That also will I explain. The night was so

hot that I thought I would leave the door open.

Besides, my wife is away, visiting her mother.'

" 'Now I undestand. Then I am to believe

that I am locked in here with you until seven in the

morning?'
" 'Exactly, and that is the time the private

watchman raps on the outside door to see if all is

well.'

" 'I see,' I replied, smiling less pleasantly.

But you would not dare signal to the watchman

that you had a burglar in your room. I would

shoot you the instant you did so.'

" 'I'm afraid you are too hasty, and do not

understand the life work of an inventor. I would

not have to signal. There is an automatic device on

the outer door which would warn him. That can-

not be disconnected so long as the door is closed.'

" For the first time I began to feel a little

creepy, but I answered with what suavity I could

command : ' But what if I break down the door?

It is only made of wood.'
'" That would be impossible. It is four inches

thick and made of stout oak, and is braced with

steel ribs. Nothing short of dynamite could blow

it open.'
" 'But the windows?' I continued. 'I have

slid down the side of houses before now with

nothing but bed quilts to support me.'

"The man sighed—there was no mistaking

that. He looked almost pathetically at me and

then said :

" 'I am sorry to shatter another delusion of

yours, but that avenue of escape is totally closed.

It would mean instant death to you. If you will

notice the iron grating at the windows you may

gather my meaning. Those small steel bars are

charged with electricity enough to kill a dozen

men. If you attempted to cut them or pry them

apart you would never live to tell the tale. • Not

even I, with all my skill at mechanics and invention

could escape through the windows, or touch one of

the steel bars of the gratings. Your only hope is

to reach the basement of the house and turn off the

switch, but that seems impossible until after seven

in the morning.'
" I felt now the perspiration breaking out on

my forehead, for I was undoubtedly in a trap,

locked up in a room with the owner of the house,

with no possible means of escape until daylight.

For some time I lust my nerve and stared help.
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lessly at the inventor before me. He looked so

pathetically sorry for me that I almost laughed in

his face.
" ̀Do not make light of it,' he broke out re-

proachfully, for no man should look death or

prison in the face without sorrow and remorse. I

should think that your past deeds would—'
" ' See here, old man,' I interrupted, ' I may

be shut up in a room with you all night, but I'm

not going to be lectured. I'd rather do the talking

if there's any to be done.'
" 'But, sir, I'm thinking only of your welfare—

of your soul's safety in the hereafter. I should like

to reform you and turn you away from your path

of crime. We have six hours together before us,
and if in that time I could convince you —'
" 'You cannot,' I interrupted rudely. ' I wish

to rest and sleep. It will do me more good than

if—'

" 'You must be very far gone, indeed, if you

can sleep at such a time as this. In all my expe-

rience with criminals I have never yet found one

who would not—'
" 'I yawned and stretched myself on the sofa

opposite him and closed my eyes. ' If you do not

wish me to kill you, pray be quiet. I have no need

for your sermon.'
" ̀Ah, you will speak differently some— but

be careful how you stretch yourself on that sofa.

It has a patent spring invented by me which will

make it close up with a click and suffocate you in

a moment if you should accidentally touch the

knob.'

" 'What an infernal hole this room is !' I ex-

claimed, jumping from the sofa and standing in the

middle of the room. Is there anything else of

your invention in this room?'
" 'Nothing of importance ; that is, nothing ex-

cept the chairs, which have collapsible backs and

legs. If you should happen to seat yourself on one

and tip over to the right it might—'

" I moved away from the nearest chair and

took a seat on the foot of the bed near my mid-

night acquaintance. ' The bed at least is all right,

I suppose ?' said I.
" 'Not if two get on it. It will stand just one

hundred and fifty pounds, and no more.'

" 'What will happen then?' I demanded,

fiercely, standing up once more.
" 'It will spring—'
" The man could not finish his sentence. His

face suddenly blanched and I felt my nerves

shaking.

" Then there was a turn of the door-knob and

suddenly the door opened, and a vision of white

nightclothes stood before us. A voice asked,

sharply : ' John, what are you doing at this time of

the night with the gas turned up so high ? Are

you up to your old—'
"Then there was a shriek, and the woman

dropped in a heap at the door, swooning before

my eyes as she caught sight of me. I turned an

inquiring eye toward the man in bed, but he

avoided returning the gaze.
" ' Mandy, why did you come here and spoil it

all,' he said. '
" The truth was dawning upon my mind, and

in a few minutes I recovered sufficiently to say,

' You deserve a horsewhipping, old man, but I'll

let you off easy. Now that the door is open I think

I shall bid you good night.' "
" I hurried somewhat nervously down the

stairs ; for, after all, I was not certain that the man

was faking, but I believe to.this day that he was no
inventor at all. If he wasn't he had a pretty fertile
imagination." —Geoge E. Walsh, in Public Ledger.
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Recent Inventions

The following list of recent inventions was
specially prepared for our columns by William F.
Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, ioo3
F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.:

Patent No. 7o8,364.—Granted September 2,
to Jakob Kienzle, of Wurtemburg, Germany.

This invention relates to repeating mechanism
for striking clocks, and it seeks to provide means
which will permit the clock to be set even when it
is striking without any danger of deterioration.

Patent No. 7o8,886.—Granted September 9, 1902,
to Charles Hour, of Paris, France.

This invention relates to self-winding clocks,
and its object is to provide means for automatically
winding the clock which is controlled or operated
by the variations in the temperature of the atmos-

There are no goods in the novelty line for jewelers so satisfactory as HAND-DECORATED CHINA. There is genuine merit to them—
always pretty, always worth their money ; and, as a rule, dealers who have invested in them find it necessary to reorder. The china is the best imported, and the
decorations are lower in price than similar goods coming from abroad. AN ASSORTMENT OF 1150.00 WORTH WILL GIVE A FAIR VARIETY, the prices
ranging from $1.25 each upwards. For such as do not visit New York, or are out of the line of our representatives' travels, we can make up the assortment that
will be most salable. Cash with order or New York references.

1.4. VV. LEVY & CO., Ma n LI fa tzt u rcrzA,1.4avY . Dreytts.14 .* Co.
194 Broadway, NNAT YORK.See August and September advertisements of Statuary.

Porrrie,r1y

A BIG SUCCESS
Every Jeweler should have a line of these rings, which
are daily growing popular throughout the country.
Samples sent on memorandum to reliable jewelers.

Patented Aug. 19,1902.

Made in Raised Gold. All styles
of coloring.

In 14 K. Mountings for Diamonds
from 3‘ K. to IM K.

Also in Signets in TO K. and 14 K.

Prices quoted on application.
Manufacturers of GOLD RINGS, BROOCHES and ROPE CHAINS.

School an Class Flags
Badges and Pins.

Mr. Jeweler, here is a business you oughtto take up—there's money in it.
Every school and college in your townhas surely got a large number of studentswhom you can make customers of yours fora school or class flag.

SEE THESE DESIGNS W.
Flags Nvitil your scho()I name, enameled

ill proper colors—
Silver Plate, 75 cents dozen, net. . . Retail 10 cents.Sterling Silver, $1.87 " " • • " 25 "

For all orders over $5.00 we will make a special die,if desired.
Write for Catalogue showing 200 designs of Cluband Class Rings.

90 Chamber of Commerce, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Patent No. 708, i i 2 —Granted September 2, 1902,
to H. E. Andersson, Stockholm, Sweden.

This invention relates to electrical clocks and
is designed to provide means for periodically wind-
ing up the mainspring by means of electrically-
controlled appliances.

6.3

phere, utilizing the well-known principle of the
contraction and expansion of liquids under the
variations of temperature.

Patent No. 7o8,253.—Granted September 2, 1902,
to Arthur F. Poole, of Wheeling, W. Va.

This invention relates to electrical means for
winding clocks, and the object thereof is to pro-
vide means wherein a master clock, through a
series of electrical connections, will actuate secon-
dary clocks ; and it is designed to provide means
for sending out suitable impulses to the secondary
clocks so as to bring them into synchronism with
the master clock, and also to send out impulses
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Design Patent No. 36,025.—
Granted August 26, 1902,
to Sidney A. Keller,
New York, N. Y.

This patent covers the
particular design for lids for
puff boxes or similar articles,
disclosed in the accompany-
ing illustration.

Design Patent No. 36,o12.—Granted August 19,
1902, to Louis C. Porter, of Attleboro, Mass.

This patent
covers the par-
ticular design for
backs for hand
mirrors, brushes,
or similar ar-
ticles, disclosed
in the illustration.

Alexandria's Old Town Clock

Price of b Gambler Sold at Auction Paid for It
at the Close of the War

Perhaps no clock in America has a more
Interesting history than the one in the steeple
of the city hall and market house, in Alexan-
dria, Va. It was installed as the purchase price of
a gambler.

In the days before the war Alexandria was
known by the sporting fraternity as a pretty rapid
place. But in those good old days it was square
games and no cheating in the town. Once, how-
ever, Alexandria was visited by several professional
gamblers from the Southwest in search for dupes,

and a respectable citizen, in an evil hour, fell into
the snare they set for him. After a series of ad-
verse games he found himself fleeced out of some-
thing like $3000.

He paid without any bickering, but not very
willingly. Then a lucky thought enabled him to

take his revenge on the chief blackleg. Somehow

or other he learned that there was an old law in
Virginia, established while she was yet a colony, in
which it was provided that if any man could not
show that he was pursuing some " lawful means of
obtaining a livelihood," he should be sold or hired

out at auction to prevent his maintenance becom-

ing chargeable to the town.
Going before a justice of the peace the citizen

entered a complaint against the gamester. The

man was arrested, tried and condemned to be sold

at public auction. At first he was disposed to treat

the matter as a huge joke, but he found out his
mistake when he was taken to a public
stand and put up for sale.

The victim started the bid with : " One
hundred dollars."
" Two hundred," said the gambler.
And so gamester and victim went on

bidding until the amount had reached $2000.
Jo The gambler begged to be let off, pleading

poverty, but he pleaded in vain.
There was no alternative. The gambler

must either be forced to labor, under the super-

vision of the man who had small cause to love him,

or he must go on bidding for himself. He was

actually compelled to do this until the sum had

reached $3500.
Then he was knocked down to himself and

permitted to leave the town. The citizen gave the

proceeds of the sale to the city to be used for

putting a clock in the town hall, and it is still per-
forming its duty as a timepiece.
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which may be used for actuating the striking
mechanism of the secondary clock, as well as to
set them up.
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Bracher, Becker & Barnett,
481 Washington St., Novark, N. J.

Manufa.cturers of GOLD RINGS. BROOCHES and ROPE CHAINS.

School anZ Class Flags
Badges and Pins.
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For all orders over $5.00 we will make a special die.if desired.
Write for Catalogue showing 200 designs of Cluband Class Rings.
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Patent No. 71,Y;6.--( :ranted September 9, 19o2,
to Charles Hour, of Paris, France.
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A Talk on Retouching

f LI it

I.:TOUCHING is necessary in photographic
portraiture because it is a means by which
various imperfections and blemishes which
do not contribute to the likeness, but
which are reproduced in the negative, may

be removed. It is also a means by which the lines
of a face and irregularities of feature may be soft-
ened, and lights and shadows blended or intensified.
Thus retouching deals with texture, form and color,
and idealizes, while at the same time it preserves
the likeness, and carries out or furthers the photo-
grapher's work in posing, lighting, etc.

Delicate atmospheric effects are sometimes
lost, seemingly solidified in the retouching process.
Don't do it, leave them alone. Don't try to grasp
the color or perfume of the rose.

Retouching is close work for the eyes and try-
ing to the nerves. We will add, it is fascinating
work and you may be inclined to work too long
hours. If your eyes are strong and accurate, and
you will take good care of them and of your gene-
ral health ; if you have a taste for the work, and
some talent, there is no reason why you cannot
become a successful retoucher.

If you take a proof of an un-
Before and After retouched negative, and a
Retouching print of the same negative

after it has been retouched,
and study them carefully, you will see what changes
have been made by the retouching. Where the
negative has been modelled, what shadows have
been softened, what lights have been intensified,
and you will see the blemishes of the skin have
been removed.

By comparing the proof or print with the nega-
tive, you will see those parts which are dark in the
negative are light in the proof, and those parts
which are light in the negative are dark in the
proof. This you will understand when you think
that the dark or dense parts of the film of the
negative exclude light from the proof while it is in
process of printing, while the light or thin parts
admit light more freely.

For your first work select heads softly lighted
and of fine texture. By so doing you will train
your hand tq fineness of stroke and lightness of
touch.

Before you retouch a negative, take a compre-
hensive view of the negative as a whole ; then of
the parts, then of the parts in their relation to the
whole ; and then of the parts in relation to the
parts.

Work with a definite object, a mental picture
of the effect you wish to produce in the negative,
of expression and modelling, of light, shadows and
texture.

No work you can put on a negative will be as
beautiful as the film where it is perfect. Put on as
little work as will answer the other requirements,
and make the work which you do blend with those
parts of the film which are perfect.

Be careful to keep a likeness, but idealize it.
The ideal is constructed from the real, from those
things which actually exist ; but if you never find
in any negative sufficient material to enable you to
give expression to your highest ideals, don't he
discouraged and don't give up your ideals ; the
mere fact of your holding them will enable you to
do much even when material is scarce.

The attainment of an ideal, like the attainment
of any success is comparative ; but other things
being equal, the higher our ideal the higher will be
our expression of it.

If you are a beginner in the art
The Materials to of retouching, you wish to know
Use in Retouching what materials to use and what

materials others are using. We
believe the best results are obtained by using the
Smith metallic retouching lead. We know many
first-class galleries in different cities where these
leads are used exclusively. There are also some
photographers who use Faber graphite leads, and
know nothing about metallic leads. In one New
England city the stock dealers do not keep them.
Nevertheless, we say try them.

Snell's or Lloyd's retouching varnish is for
Faber lead. Pour half the contents of a bottle of
this varnish into a bottle, add to it some powdered
resin, and let it stand for a couple of weeks. You
need not be particular about the quantity of resin
you use, as the varnish will cut only a certain
amount, and that which remains in the bottom of
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the bottle does no harm. The other half bottle of
varnish you may keep, as it is for thinning, if your
varnish becomes too thick, and you may wish it to
experiment with the Faber lead. A few things in
favor of metallic leads. You can sharpen a point
as fine as a needle and keep it, by occasionally rub-
bing it over emery paper. It leaves the surface of
the negative clean, and you can put on all the work
you wish without making slipper), or greasy places
on which your lead will not take. So you are not
apt to get a spotted or specky effect.

Retouching frames can be purchased of any
stock dealer, but a very good one can be made.
Take a board of any size convenient to use at your
window, and cut in it an aperture about three by
six inches. A narrow strip of board may be fast-
ened just a few inches below this aperture to furnish
a rest for the negative. Cut the upper edge of this
so it will slope toward the frame to prevent the
negative from slipping off. On the back, over the
aperture in the board, fasten a small pasteboard
box about three inches deep. Cut out the bottom
of the box, and paste in place of it a piece of fine
white egg-shell tissue paper. This forms a little
well of diffused light, and the tissue paper is far
enough from the negative, so you do not see the
grainf of it through your negative. Set this board
up at an angle that suits your eyes and is com-
fortable to sit at, and pull your window shade
down to it. If the window shade is light colored,
you may find it necessary to cover the lower part
of it with a dark cloth. A north light is best, but
any light that suits the eyes, except sunlight, will
do. On a dark day you can reflect much light on
your work by placing a mirror on the stand back
of your retouching frame, but ordinarily a large
white blotter is a good reflector.

Some retouching frames are provided with
hoods to shut out the light around you ; but we
must consider, especially in hot weather, that they
shut out the air at the same time. A better way is
to arrange your window as we have suggested, and
place a screen in such a position as to shut you
from the light of the room.

Directions for 
Place your chair at a distance
from the retouching frame, so

Retouching that as you sit at work a straight
line could be drawn from the

crown of your head to the base of your spine. If
your chair is too close to the retouching frame
you will bend from the end of the sternum or
breast bone. This position is very harmful to tile
vital organs.

To prepare your negative for retouching, grind
it lightly with very finely powdered pumice stone.
This comes prepared for the purpose. The grind-
ing is done by sifting a little of the pumice on the
face, and on the neck and arms and hands, if they
are bare.

Move the fingers with a smooth circular motion
over the places to be ground, using care not to
grind too much. Dust off the remaining pumice with
a clean piece of cotton, and apply a few drops of
the varnish, rubbing off quickly with a clean cloth,
using a light but firm circular motion. Varnish as
nearly as you can only the parts of the negative to
be retouched, for dust is apt to stick to varnish, and
sometimes the paper will in printing. Use only
what your work requires you to use.

A good plan is to have several pieces of black
paper, or bristol board, with apertures of different
sizes cut in them, to lay over a negative you are
retouching. These serve the purpose of giving
yOU a place upon which to rest your fingers with-
out resting them on the film. They also serve to
focus the light on your negative, by shutting out
the light around it.

Bear in mind the dark places in the print are
light in the negative, and the places which are light
in the print are dark in the negative. Remember,
that we speak of them as they appear in the print.
The dark or dense places in the negative we call
high lights ; for you see they are light in the print,
and the light or thin places we call shadows, for
they are dark in the print.

In the negative the high lights
Retouching the are often somewhat broken.
Face This is sometimes due to imper-

fect lighting and sometimes to
the contour of the face. For instance, the highest
light is often on part of the forehead and the upper
part of one cheek. If the forehead is very irregular
different parts of it catch the light quite differently.
If the light is high on the cheek in the vicinity of
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the cheek-bone, and the race is very thin, the edg
of the high light will be broken and abrupt.

Place your negative on your rctouclung frame.
In the first position, retouch the side of the face near-
est your left hand, working from the outer edge of
the shadow in the cheek, and just from the inner
edge of the high light on the jaw bone up to the
high light on the cheek bone, up to the nose,
grading, modelling, and removing blemishes as you
go, with such strokes as set in to fill in the places
you are grading up, working with the lines of the
face, instead of crossing them, even when you are
removing them.

You will see that the edge of the face seems to
recede too abruptly from the high light on the jaw
bone. A few strokes of the pencil, not so near the
edge of the face as to flatten it, w ill blend these
two lesser lights. Now work on this side of the
chin, grading carefully tow aid the center and up
toward the under lip. When the lip appears too
thick you may sometimes wol k quite up to its
edge, and with a few strokes of the pencil give it
a new outline. The vertical lines somoimes seen
in the lip must be retouched out.

Now turn your negative to the second pcsition,
and in this position retouch the forehead, grading
from the shadows up to the high light, and being
very careful to keep the modelling. Do not remove
all the soft little lights and shadows.

If the view of the face is nearly a full front
xiew, the edges of the forehead may look more
irregular than they really are, and by retouching at
the edge of the hair the forehead may be given a
more regular outline.

The outline of the whole face may be made as
regular as you wish by working off, say, into the
background, a projecting cheek or jaw bone, thus
losing its edge you make a new outline, being care-
ful not to flatten the face.

Straightening a high light on the nose helps to
give it a regular outline.

Etching is sometimes done on
Etching on the negatives, and a sharp little
Negatives blade is used for this lair-

pose. The careful photographer
usually does this work himself. A safe way to
learn to do this is to observe some one who does
it well.

Draperies, especially lace and embroidery,
often need retouching to bring out the patterns, or
to accentuate the effects obtained in lighting.
Straggling locks of hair may be retouched out.

The suggestions we have given you in regard
to materials, position of negative, etc., in retouch-
ing, are not fixed rules, but only suggest one way
of doing. As you progress you will doubtless for-
mulate methods of your own, and become a law
unto yourself. And if you discover methods which
enable you to attain better success, don't be afraid
to employ them. We believe in the survival of the
fittest, and we emulate success.

—Grace Elicahrth Markel, in the Photo Era.

" Physiologic Optics "K

In relation to Dr. Tscherning's work on

" Physiologic Optics," as translated by Carl NN'ei-

land, M. D., and published by THE KEYSTONE,

L. I.. Ferguson says:

" The chapter on ' accommodation ' is that
which principally interests all practitioners. The
historical aspect of the case is carefully described
and the various false hypotheses are given. To
those who understand the law of catoptrics or have
studied the preceding pages, will come a complete
understanding of the truth of the experiments of
Langenbeck in 1849. It seems surprising that men
of science should have held to the theory that
accommodation obtained from either increased
curvature of the cornea, or a distension of the eye
at its antero-posterior axis. Cataract operations
have been in vogue, differing only in detail from
the time of Ptolomies, of Egypt, down to the pre-
sent period. After such operations it was a well-
known fact that theaccommodative impulses of the
eye were nil ; therefore it seems surprising that it
was not well known even before Young, in
that the seal of accommodation laid in the crystal-
line lens." •

*" Physiologic Optics" eau be hut from this office oo
receipt of price ,1111.00 (14s. 7d.)
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A.\\OUNCEME\T

THIS IS THE TIME OF THE YEAR THAT
YOU WILL BE PLACING YOUR ORDER FOR
A QUANTITY OF STATIONERY FOR YOUR
OFFICE USE.

SEND US ONE OF YOUR LETTER HEADS
AND LET US GIVE YOU AN ESTIMATE FOR
YOUR YEAR'S SUPPLY.

THE MANHATTAN ENGRAVING COMPANY
24 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK

Lighting of Stores and Windows

THE coming of shorter days and longer
nights brings up the important question

of store lighting. We are gratified to find
that this matter is being given increasing
attention and that the trade are awaking to
the great value of abundant light in the store,
both by day and night. Recent invention
has put within reach of storekeepers such
facilities for illumination that there is little
excuse at the present time for the dark,
uninviting store, still so frequently met with.
The " dim, religious light " should have no
place in a jewelry store.

The custom of keeping jewelry stores
open in the evening is still prevalent and
there is no better time for a jewelry display,
if the window and store be well lighted.
If your store is situated on a prominent
thoroughfare, where a great many persons
are likely to pass after sundown, the windows
should be well lighted, so that the goods in
them may be
viewed and so
that the adver-
tising value of
your window
may go on
while your
store is closed.
There is also
another value
in having your
store properly
lighted up, or
in having the
street in front
of your store
well lighted. It
is natural for
persons walk-
ing about at
night to walk
on the side of
the street that
is best lighted,
and if the lights
in your win-
dows or in front
of your store
are kept burn-
ing they will
naturally pass
your store

many times, when, if your side of the street
were dark, they might go on the other side.
It is a good plan to get people in the habit
of passing your store, whether it be by night
or day. It is natural for persons to use one
side of the street in preference to the other,
where they have to pass along a thoroughfare
frequently, and if you can get them in the
habit of passing by your store at night they
are also likely to pass it in the day time and
get interested in it.

For artificial lights, of course, electric
lamps are by far the best and safest ; but
where these cannot be had there are many
covered lamps that are very effective. Always
light from the top and as far forward as
possible. Clean the windows every day on
the outside if possible and as often as con-
venient inside, as nothing enhances the
appearance of goods so much as bright
plate glass, which from its nature abhors
dirt and is but little trouble to keep clean.

Consult Your Salespeople

You can get lots of friendly and very
good advice from your 'employees if

you will only cultivate the habit of getting
from them what they have learned by contact
with the customers. This really is the most
accurate information which one can have
regarding his business. It should be your
ardent desire to find out as nearly as possi-
ble what the customer thinks of you and of
your goods. If you could get the confidence
of your clerks and every once in a while con-
verse privately with them, you can likely
obtain a great deal of valuable information,
which will enable you to correct any bad
points which your business may possess or
which will point out to you how to improve
your store service. Don't hold yourself so
far above your employees that it entails a
visible condescension on your part to take
counsel with them as to the needs of the
business. A dissatisfied clerk is of very

little use to the

View of the well-lighted store of Arthur A. Everts, Dallas, Texas showing the handsome steel ceiling, with its hundred andtwelve incandescent lights. The business value of good lighting is impressively shown in this handsome store
(1273)

store ; indeed,
he is oftentimes
a veritable
hindrance to its
advancement.
A clerk, how-
ever, may be
the victim of
a misunder-
standing or of
a false impres-
sion in regard
to the attitude
of the pro-
prietor. It is
well, therefore,
to endeavor to
reason him out
of his delu-
sion or dissatis-
faction ; but if
this cannot be
done he should
be dismissed.
An . ill-condi-
tioned clerk
exercises a dis-
organizing in-
fluence over
his fellow-
workers.
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Non-Leakable !
Non-Leakable !

Non-Leakable !
What Does Non-Leakable Mean?

1173 -EVIl iNSIE
I FOUNTAIN-PEN,

THE NEW 1902 MODEL.

In connection with Fountain Pens i means a pen that can be carried either end up in the pocket, when filled, %%Alma leaking ink into the cap ; one thatperson can use without soiling the fingers with ink. This is a valuable improvement in fountain pens, and is fully appreciated by the users.Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens are the only Fountain Pens ever advertised as Non-Leakable that are Strictly Non-Leakable. This is theonly pen in the market suitable for ladies' use, as they can carry them, filled with ink, in their purse or hand-bag when traveling. It is very desirable for militaryuse, and is also very popular with physicians. In fact, we claim the best all-round fountain pen ever made at any price.

REMEMBER it is MOORE'S NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens that you want for a high-grade pen.Every one guaranteed in every respect. Send for our latest Catalog.

American Fountain Pen Co., Adams, Cushing el Foster,
Selling Agents, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass., U.S. A.

The Art of
Window Dressing

Mie an Tenn
Cali

VV.,IA,

Rhode sland .Can

Conp. Missouri Miss.  Flor da Dela are Geo la
THE SEAL OF YOUR STATE Made into a handsome Brooch or Hat Pin. The seals are beautifully handpainted in colors on French enamel. The metal parts are heavy, of neatRADE 

d,'SH1 and exquisite finish, Made in Sterling Silver and Gold Plate. We would be pleased to quote prices.
THE CHAS. M. ROBBINS CO., ATTLEBoRo, MASS.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our " MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon=Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to zo, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstitch machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.at $1.50 per gross. Add I0c.
(ten cents) per gross extra for
orders to be mailed, and always
send remittance with order.

Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World,

Established woo. JOHNSTOWN, N. Y.

•

HE KEYSTONE is much gratified
at the growing interest manifested in
its window dressing department, but

while our friends freely ask us for ideas and
suggestions they seldom favor us with the
creations originated by themselves, which are
often very valuable. We would like this
department to be a kind of clearing house for
window-dressing ideas that are novel and
practicable. To this end as an inducement
to our readers to send us photos. of such
windows we make the following offer:

An Electro Free for Photo.
jewelers are invited to send us

photographs of original and attractive
window trims. In return we will send
free of charge a half-tone cut of the
photo. immediately after it has ap-
peared in THE KEYSTONE. This
offer applies only to such photos. of
window displays as we deem worthy
of reproduction in our journal.

In recent years modernized methods and
outside competition have cultivated a better
feeling among the jewelers themselves, and
there is no more effective instrument of trade
protection than an interchange of ideas for
the benefit of all.

Might we again ask is there any longer a
jeweler who still harbors a shadow of doubt
as to the trade-bringing potentiality of a
well-dressed window?
Those who have tried its
efficacy as a means of draw-
ing trade are enthusiastic
in its praise. We consider
the storekeeper's window
his cheapest advertisement.
In a newspaper he can but
describe his goods and give
reasons why they are bar-
gains. In his window he
can display the goods them-
selves with or without prices,
as he deems best.

Window advertising
catches a class of custom
that iswell worth the baiting.
In the larger cities there are
wealthy ladies who decide
at whose store they will
trade before they order their
carriages to do their down-

town trading, but these are few. The great
middle class and those below, that pay cash
because they cannot obtain credit, will judge
of the interior of a store by the window
display, and well it is for the merchant that
his windows are a good index of the best
things inside. There is also a trade caught
by attractive window advertising that never
would materialize, were it not for the show ;
just as the huckster creates an appetite that
never would have been developed were it not
for the polishing of his red-ripe apples. In
business appearances count for a great deal.

Patriotic Window Displays
There are many days in the year when

patriotic displays can be effectively used.
We were recently favored by George P. Ways,
of Davis, W. Va., with a photo. of such a
display used by him on last Fourth of July,
but equally serviceable, if not quite so appro-
priate, for other patriotic occasions. Mr.
Davis assures us that it was a fine advertise-
ment for his store, attracting crowds of people
and gaining eulogistic notices from the daily
papers. Such displays have special force in
that they appeal most favorably to the sym-
pathies of the public, symbolizing as they do
the enterprise and patriotism of the jeweler.

Mr. Ways' window was draped with two
flags, which were fastened to a board that ran
across the front of the window, about half way
up. They were then carried to the back of
the window, forming a roof and background
for the display. The two columns that sup-
ported the arch were made from Columbia
grand-record boxes, and were about five
inches in diameter. They had a square base
block at top and bottom, measuring about
eight inches in length by four inches in width.
The arch was sawed out of box lids and made
by putting four-inch blocks between to bring
it to the proper width, and then bending
pasteboard around the top and bottom. This
was covered with blue bunting adorned with
white stars. The columns were covered with
red crepe paper, and the square blocks with
white paper. This at once afforded the three
colors of the national standard, but to con-
trive a Liberty Bell was a more difficult
problem. Jeweler Ways endeavored to pro-
cure a bell, but was unable to find a suitable
one. However, he set to work and contrived
an ingenious fac-simile by bringing a wire
waste paper basket to the desired shape and
covering it with plaster of paris. The hanger
was sawed from a half-inch board, making
two pieces, and notching out to fit across
each other. A wire was run through the latter

and this was used to hang
the bell to the arch. The
clapper was made of a rub-
ber ball, with a cork in-
serted in the bottom and
hung on a wire. The bell
was painted with gold
bronze, and a black line
represented the proverbial
crack in the original. The
following inscription was
used, but the photograph
does not show it:

A Patriotic Window Display.

(1275)

Proclaim 1Therty Throughout
all the land, unto all the
inhabitants Thereof.

The floor of the window
was covered with red crepe
and goods were attractively
displayed thereon. The
window was much admired.
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

No. 2 A retails $1.75
Sterling Silver Pend! Holder.
The daintiest and

most useful pellet'
holder yet made,
and in the most . _  --------
convenient shape-- - 
nearly Hat, In real-
ity an oval fiat.

Made and warranted by

Actual size.
Retail price--

zl Plain $1  on
Chased 1.50
Decorated Pattern',

$2.00

Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Manufacturers and Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS. TOOTHPICKS an NOVELTIES.

ILlenerfsl Agtsast.s. (If PAUL, L. WIWI'.

OCTOBER WEDDINGS
You could easily secure the Invitation and Announcement orders of
your community if you had the proper samples of stationery andcould quote positive prices. We have just what you need in that line—a Sample Set completein every respect. Don't put it off, but write about it to-day.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,
ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.

Tilt WRIGHT
WRITES

RIGHT.

No. Dozen.

12 CC, $12.00.

9.00.

31 MCC, 15.00.

22 M., 13.00.

92 A, 33.110.

82 l'CT, 60.00.
111.1%111Mo.
Halt

Wright, Jr., Fountain Pens, $5.00 per dnz , 14 K. Gold Pens. We repair all 1111alleF Fountain rind GoldWI Spev. U It 6.00 II 41 II Si ■■ Pena. Write tot for new Cninloane Pitt nut.
Wright ' 10-20-30 " " 7.50 " " heavy " " " 

fr'e withWilliam Weidlieh & Bro., Proprietors,
619 Locust Street. WRIOHT PEN CO., St. Louis, Mo,

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY
CHARMS, JEW ELS,
RINGS. BADGES
<

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS
0 AN D

4.00. tAs,01"-

ESTABLISHED 16671)4f

y
WOOD AND

C`jr PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF TONE AN
PINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

1,5111100.Aimq,
wpAkItfiltM, ,

FORRESTBUILDI G '

119S0.FOURTH ST7
PHILADELPHIA 

Manuacturing Jewelers

N° 10 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES 81 MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

MILITARY
G. A.R.

AT H LET IC,
11",,,SHOOTING

0.94:1;' 7Af•gt‘

SENO FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

FIRE AND POLICE
DEPARTMENT

THE 13 IVA L'9 FOUNTAIN PEN1.1 I rEiiitr RI' I-!, 1893is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.
SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.11 0 make twenty-five different styles td Holders, hatokoinely Out.ed andortottnented with gold ItioltIllittga. Send for prices and discount to the trade.A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send forcatalogue. Export trade solicited.
Ask your jobber for the " RIVAL" Pen.All pens tre 11 K. gold. Every pen warranted. All makes of Fountain

D. W. BEAUMEL & CO.,
Pens and Cold Pens Repaired. 45 John St., New York City

Our New Pocket Eraser.
The best selling 25-cent
novelty on the market.

Office and Factory

How Fountain Pens Are Made

OI.TNTAIN pens have assumed such
importance as a portion of the aver-
age jeweler's stock that it is advisable

that our readers should be thoroughly posted
on their construction. The following expla-
nation covers the subject pretty thoroughly:

The most important feature
The Feed of a fountain pen, and the

part on which all satisfactory
service depends, is the feeding device. This
feature involves two main purposes : one, the
conduct of the ink from the barrel or reser-
voir to the nibs of the pen ; and the other,
the introduction of air in the barrel to take
the place of the ink as it flows away. The
basic principle on which the first result is
secured is the law of capillary attraction, by
which the desired flow of ink is automatically
regulated by the act of writing ; just as in the
case of dip pens, ink collected on the nibs is
conducted to the paper by means of the
familiar slit. The same idea was employed
by the Egyptions in cutting their writing
sticks from split reeds 5000 years ago, and no
scientific effort has since succeeded in an-
nouncing an improvement on this method or
a substitute for it.

The mode of introducing air
into the barrel is the follow-
ing: The feed bar consists
of a grooved duct or passage

about one-sixteenth of an inch wide, on the
bottom of which are the tiny saw cuts by
Which the capillary action is secured. When
these are once thoroughly moistened they
never become dry until the ink in the barrel
is entirely exhausted, while the flow begins
and ends according as the pen is held in an
upright position and drawn across the paper,
or is released from it. The main passage,
however, is always free from ink, and feeds
up into the barrel the air which it receives
from the heart-shaped aperture in the gold
pen to which it is fitted.

Of almost equal importance with the
feeding device used in a fountain pen is the
gold pen which it contains. The best pens
are solid gold, 14 karats fine. No baser
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Introducing
the Air

metal is known that does not soon become
corroded and useless because of the chemical
action of the acid in the ink ; no finer quality
contains sufficient alloy to give the necessary
elasticity and strength. The nibs are dia-
mond-pointed with the best iridium and
ground by the most skilled workmen in an
endless variety of styles : some smooth, like
ordinary gold pens, and some to " feel " the
paper, like steel pens ; some as fine, almost,
as a needle ; some coarse as the broadest
stub ; some stiff and hard, and some (for
professional writers) so flexible that they
bend at the slightest touch—with every grada-
tion between these various extremes.

It is a fact generally lost
sight of, even by retail deal-
ers in writing instruments,
that perfect parts do not

necessarily give a perfect fountain pen. You
may have a good pen point and a scientific
feed, but if these are not accurately and
skillfully adjusted in the holder the result
will not be satisfactory. Many a man will
take a pen in perfect condition, and pull out
the feed and pen point from the holder, think-
ing that it is an easy matter to re-adjust
them as before, but in almost every case he
will have trouble with it until he returns it
to the maker to be reset. In the same way
persons make a great mistake who wish to
get new pen points, and order them sepa-
rately for their own adjustment. Each pen
has to be fitted to the feed with which it is
set, and if it is improbable that an inexperienced
person can readjust pens and feeds that have
already been set up once, it is much less
likely that he will succeed with parts that
have never been put togeiher at all. There-
fore the best manufacturers make it a rule to
supply no gold pens bearing their name
unless they have the holders to be fitted by
expert workmen, and can send them out
under a guarantee ; otherwise a party not
receiving satisfaction blames the pen and the
makers and injures the reputation of the
goods without just cause. It is no more
reasonable for a man to try to tinker with

his fountain pen than for him to meddle with
the works of his high-grade watch instead of
taking it to a watchmaker.

Another very important con-
sideration in the setting of
gold pens in fountain holders
is the necessity of " center-

ing " the point. This also can only be done

by a man who " knows how." All profes-
sional writers require that their pen shall be

set in this way, and hence arose the popu-

larity of so-called " oblique " dip penholders

which were so popular a few years ago, but

have since almost entirely disappeared. A

fountain pen correctly set gives exactly the

results sought for in the oblique holder,

Adjustment
of the Pen

" Centering
the Pen Point
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without any inconvenient or awkward attach-
ments of any kind whatever.

In constant ratio with the
Increasing n g growing recognition of foun-

tain pens as a necessary
convenience, comes the in-

creased demand for the best. In fact, it is
to the perfection attained that the present
recognition is due. There is, to be sure, a
" gullible public," but the steady patronage
of discriminating consumers is what respon-
sible manufacturers and dealers depend on.
These buyers realize that in getting anything
that requires mechanical perfection—from a
fountain pen to an automobile—their money
is as good as thrown away unless the article
is entirely reliable. Hence, dealers should
use intelligent discretion in buying and only
handle the product of reliable manufacturers.

Of all stationery goods there's none
which harmonizes more with a jewelry stock
than fountain pens, nor is there any other
more desirable, because they command a
ready sale and occupy very little space.
Most jewelers now handle these goods, and
it would pay well to push them by advertising
and window display. The trade are too
prone to keep such stock in the background,
and to regard it rather as a convenience for
customers than as a valuable profit-maker.

Detective Envelope

There are two ways in which it is custo-
mary for mail thieves to tamper with sealed
envelopes to ascertain whether there is any-
thing inside worth appropriating—one by
forcing the flap open with a thin metal blade,
and the other by steaming the envelope until
the mucilage no longer holds the flap. In
either case it is difficult for even the person
to whom the letter is addressed to ascertain
whether the envelope has been opened unless
something has been extracted. It is to serve
as a sure indicator of wrongdoing that a new
envelope has been designed. The improved
envelope differs from the ordinary kind only

in having a sheet of tissue paper attached to
the flap and extending down inside the
pocket. This sheet attaches itself to the
surface of the envelope with the sealing of

the letter, and it is obvious that any attempt

to force the flap would tear the tissue, in spite

of the utmost caution, the torn tissue being

plainly seen when the envelope was opened

in the proper way. To detect any subjection

to the steaming process the tissue is secured

to the flap by a colored mucilage, which
liquefies instantly when brought into the
presence of the hot steam, daubing the inner

and outer surface of the letter until it plainly

indicates the use of improper methods to
ascertain the contents.
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Do Fountain Pens
Pay?

They
Don't"

cries the feeble

voice of the jew-

eler who has

bought cheap

pens and foisted

them on his cus-

tomer, only to

have him come

back disgusted

with the pur-

chase. It was

trouble, trouble,

trouble from first

to last, and that,

too, on top of

small profit to

begin with. No,

such a Fountain

Pen stock does

not pay.

'Yes, They Do"
shouts the jeweler who last year bought a liberal Christmas stock of' the genuine

Waterman
Ideal

Fountain
Pens

and pushed them and sold them at a good profit. Listen to what he says about the
business : " I bought a stock of Waterman Ideal Fountain Pens, and a good stock,
too, because the Waterman people told me I ran no risk in doing so, that they would
buy back any of the pens that didn't sell, that were in good condition, because they
were as good as wheat and would sell in one place if not in another. I bought
quite a variety, gold and silver mounted, as well as the staple lines of plainer pens.
They loaned me a case for the goods and furnished me with window cards and other
advertising matter, and they proved to me that the pen was a thoroughly practical
writing instrument, that it would never go back on any one who treated it half
decently. They showed me how big the profit was on an individual sale, and they
pumped me full of enthusiasm and left me to work out the trade. I pushed the sale
and I never had a stock that responded so easily to a little effort, and the result is
I am buying bigger this Fall than before, and expect

A Harvest of Fountain Pen Profits
from my Christmas trade."

This experience could be repealed a thousand times. Write for
I articulars of our special holiday stock for jewelers. Begin early
to prepare for Christmas trade.

L. E. Waterman Co.
12 Golden Gate, London. 173 Broadway, New York.

"If it isn't an 'Ideal,' it isn't a Waterman."
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Fall and Holiday Styles in
Stationery

The prevailing prosperity has created

exceptional activity in stationery as in other

trades, and the salesmen on the road re-

port fine bus-

mess pros-

pects. While

the condition

of the country

will get chief

credit for this,

much is due

to the unusu-

ally artistic

samples which

are this season

being placed

before the
trade. The

prosperity of

last year en-

couraged the

dealers to de-

vote more time

and attention

to the creation

of beautiful effects both in boxes and in

stationery. This has resulted in lines which

cannot possibly fail to be attractive, and which

have, in all probability, induced dealers to

place larger orders than was their original

intention.

be considered a paper of utility rather than

of fashion. It is suitable for use on any

occasion, and takes the pen and ink beauti-

fully, writing without friction or catching

the pen.

An attractive as well as useful novelty

in stationery goods is called the

" envelnote." It is a pad contain-

ing twenty-five sheets of paper,

which are folded up into the form

of an envelope. This is a novelty

that would seem to be indispen-

sable to the traveling person, as

well as very useful to any one.

This paper so seals as to in-

sure absolute privacy. Contain-

ing as it does the correspondence

paper and the envelope all in one,

it occupies but very little space

and is extremely economical. It

r ved
Weddfing
Stationery

Of the four styles ii vogue,
the dark Script is liked by
ninny pviople, as II has both
is.auty and in its
fav.w. i: 111111 letterings are
smw.w hat reSS ill VII 'UC than
folla,r1■ , hough still in de-

. imt mnt. rho,' old Engihdi is
perhaps the leading favorite

with particular people, though some
prefer the lighter effect of the Shaded
Old English.

Our business in 1Vecbling Stationery

is growing fast, as a natural result of

the excellence of our work and the

promptness with which ire execute

orders. Prices are ,not favorable.

Paget & Co.,
Jewelers and Stationers.

There is little change in the

Changes in Shapes fall stationery, says the
 Dry

and Sizes Goods Economist, aside from

a few new tints and the new

boxes. The principal changes in holiday

goods consist of slight variations in s
hapes

and sizes. At first sight these minor changes

Always Ready

Fountain Pens

'111111.1111

Pen troubles disappear when
you get a fountain pen that suits
your hand. There is nothing
gives so much satisfaction as
one of our pens that never fail
you, but write without any
shaking or coaxing. The prices
are $1 to $4 each, and we guar-
antee the dollar pen by return-
ing money or exchanging it if
not pleased.

We are now showing a large stock

of school supplies of all kinds—the
latest innovations at wonderfully
low prices.

J. FORTESCUE Co SON,
Jewelers and Stationers.

might not appear important, but, as a m
atter is finished in all the popular tints

of fact, they frequently determine wheth
er or of paper, is patented and retails

no a particular paper shall or shall not be a with a good profit for twenty-five

good seller. The manufacturers very often cents the pad, which includes

put out a new tint of paper which seems to 
twenty-five sheets of paper, blot-

them to be very pleasing, yet for some reas
on ter and stout cover.

or another the paper will not sell. The next There are many

season the same tint will be placed upon t
he Novelties new things this

market in a different size paper and then wi
ll in Papeteries season in papete-

sell in liberal quantities. Thus is it finally ries. These are very

possible to gain the true desires of the gre
at finely finished and most attrac-

American buying public. 
tively put up in handsome square

There has been a slight change this sea- boxes. Not the least important feature, how-

son in the manufacture of fabric paper. 
The ever, is the price. They can be retailed with

finish of last season was found to be a 
bit a good profit for but twenty-five cents each.

too rough to meet the desires of the 
public, A feature of the latest society stationery is

and an effort has been made to prod
uce a the beauty of the boxes. One of these, for

smoother surface that would not show a ten- 
instance, is elaborately lithographed in red

dency to catch the point of a fine pen. T
here and gold with a design of hearts. The sta-

is, however, an active demand still for the tionery inside is tied with red satin ribbon

rough fabric papers by people of fashion. and a wide bow of red satin ribbon is placed

The vellum parchment and kid finish p
apers on the cover of the box. It contains four

.also continue popular. The kid paper may quires of two sizes of parchment paper and

2/9

would retail with a good profit for $1.50.

A new papeterie, known as the " Montmo-

rency," comes in a box covered with a green

kid paper beautifully lithographed in a four-

leaf clover design. Inside the cover of the

box is an old-fashioned portrait in gold frame.

Billions of Stamps

Twenty-four billions of stamps is what

the officials of the third assistant postmaster-

general's office estimate will be printed for

Uncle Sam during the next four years under

the contract just let to the bureau of engrav-

ing and printing. This includes ordinary

stamps of the various denominations, postage-

due stamps, special delivery stamps and

stamps in stamp books. The number is so

great that it loses its significance to the human

intelligence. The ordinary stamp is one inch

in length. If all this vast number were

printed in a single row on one long strip of

paper, that paper tape would be more than

385,000 miles in length and would girdle the

earth fifteen times, with something over.

Stacked upon each other, these twenty-four

billions of bits of printed paper would make

a stack almost z000 miles high. Each of the

stamps placed upon a letter or ordinary size,

say 634 inches in length, would pay the

postage on a string of letters more than

2,500,000 miles long. There were a few

over 15,000

post offices in

1847, when

stamps were
introduced.

To-day there

are over 75,-
000 post of-

fices. In 1847

the gross reve-

nue of the pos-

tal department

was $4, oo o -

coo ; last year

it was more

than $1 I , -

000,000. The

department is

planning to

bring out a"

new series of

stamps to be known as the issue of 1902
.

The head of Martha Washington will 
appear

upon the 8-cent stamp, which will be the 
first

instance of a woman being thus honored 
in

our postal history. President Harrison will

appear upon the 13-cent stamp, a new denomi
-

nation, intended for postage and registry fee

on a foreign letter. On the stamps the family

name of the subject will appear under the por-

trait, with the year of birth upon the left of the

name and the year of death upon the right.

Society
Stationery

Our Stationery Department

is complete in every detail. We

carry only worthy qualities,

styles and patterns that are in

vogue. The only way to gain

your permanent patronage is to

sell satisfactmy papers at satis-

factory prices. This we do.

Being expert engravers we make
a specialty of visiting cards,
wedding and reception invita-
tions, etc.

SMITH de DUNCAN,
Jewelers and Engravers.



in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?
Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value? We have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this country

Just on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.
Old Gold, 8 K., . 32c. a dwt.

1 
Old Gold, to K., . 40c. "
Old Gold, 12 K., . 48c. "We pay for Old Gold, 14 K., • 56c. "

"(
Old (fold, 18 K., . 72c.
G 2old-Plated Scraps, 0 to 35C. an ounceOld Silver (fluctuating) Very highest market price

Dollar for dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANYRefiners and Smelters, 67 & 66 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois.

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at oncethe beauty, utility and cheapness of our " IDEAL" CASE.It is made of quarter-sawed oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,beveled plate-glass top, double strength glass front, ends and doors, has two highlypolished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.
The construction of this case is first-class. it has a nicely molded top, orna-mented with egg and dart

Made and Sold by

A BEAUTIFUL CASE

October, 1902

Wall Cases. Solid Oak. s feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, I foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and ‘■ eights. Inside of case and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

Union Show Case 65 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL. Co.• FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cur. Loomis Street
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

In the last issue of THE KEYSTONE we told how some
jewelers adopt the plan of giving all their advertisements a
similarity of form and appearance that readily identifies them.
They change the matter daily, but retain the same typographical
effect. Prominent among the retail jewelers who notably,
admirably and persistently use this style, and with satisfactory
results, is M. Truby, Independence. Kans., whose advertise-
ments are an excellent example of the uniform style of news-
paper publicity. We reproduce on this p:tge two of these.
The space used is four by four and a half inches. The border
is tasteful and effective and the type is distinctive and legible.
More than this, the matter is always snappy and to the point.
There is no waste of ammunition, and no statement is made

impress of truthfulness. The advertise-that does not have the
ment of a reputable
jewelry store should
be a forceful and dig-.
nified statement of
fact, exaggeration or
prevarication being
rigorously sup-
pressed. In these
several respects Mr.
Truby's advertise-
ments are models, and
convey an advertising
lesson to the trade.

Women as Jewelry
Purchasers

" One who visits
the department stores,
jewelers and other
marts of trade," says
Printer's " can-
not but be impressed
with the fact that for
every man customer
there are present a
score, or thirty, or forty women. The wise advertiser is he who
writes. in such manner as to arrest the attention and appeal to the
interest of the fair sex."

The moral is one that should not be lost upon our readers.
For them it has a special significance. The feminine proclivity for
jewelry in every conceivable form is practically the mainstay of the
trade. This, coupled with the fact that the housewife usually con-
trols the domestic treasury, should weigh with the jeweler when
preparing his copy. As a matter of fact, when the male members
of a family make jewelry purchases their selections are often de-
termined by mothers and sisters, the superority of feminine taste in
all such matters being generally conceded. From this viewpoint
the absolute necessity for choice wording, dignity of form and
truthfulness of statement become strikingly apparent. Extravagance
of speech is a characteristic of the showman or theatrical agent, but
in everyday business the merchant who promises least and performs
most is the one who succeeds.

It is especially advisable to keep the women of the community
in mind in pre-holiday advertising, because the women do the buy-
ing in the holiday season to even a greater extent than at any other
tine of the year.

19k.zzo-Thzzn.=p 1871%

We Take
Old Gold

If
You
Pay More

Than we charge for repairing you pay
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too much. If

you pay less you don't get your work done right. Wi-

th) our watch, clock and Jewelry repairing as well as it

can be clone and our prices are very low—cleaning, $1.00 ;

mainsprings, $1.00, and all other work equally low.

When was your watch cleaned last ? Better have it

examined now ; you may save yourself considerable ex-

pense later on.

Big
Independence,

Watch

"Ihe TrUlby'S,

People. Kansas.

xzt74.61,77eorre-tY

and Silver in payment for anything in the store. If
you will hring us any old gold jewelry, watches or silver-

ware, worn or out of style, we will gladly give you
full value of your old metal in New Stylish Wares.
Would you not like to turn some old relic you have
into something you could enjoy, even if you could
not get the original cost of it in a new article?

COME

IN AND Independence,

Tr u by's,

WALK AROUND.
 N•1•11,1• Kanslic.

A Forceful "Dodger"

While newspaper advertising is by
all odds the best, there are instances
without number in which it may be
effectively reinforced by circulars or
dodgers. Such circulars should be
dignified in style and make-up, and
logical and truthful in statement. There
is one before us which is so admirable
in its " argument " that we reprint it
in its entirety, as the matter may be of
service to our readers. It is in dodger
form, 84 by 5;;<,, inches, and is signed
by F. E. Burridge, Erie, Ill. , who has
manifestly an excellent comprehension
of the science of salesmanship. The
wording is as follows :

RELIABILITY AS A BUSINESS FACTOR.

Reliability is one of the strongest factors in business life. It is the
creator of confidence, and confidence is the foundation on which every
business must be built in order to be successful.

It is the most potent factor in the business world. Without it no firm,
large or small, can ever hope to succeed. Human nature is much the same
the world over, and the reliable firm, the trustworthy firm will be almost
certain to obtain the lion's share of trade.

A reputation for reliability is worth having, is worth striving for. It's a
possession that once obtained will secure its owner a trade that sticks and
rarely changes, one that can be depended on for steady patronage.

Reliability and good quality go together. One stands for the other;
indeed, nothing in the whole world tends more to establish a reputadon for
reliability than the sale of honest, trustworthy goods.

This is especially true when applied to the merchant in a small town
where the store is dependent on the steady patronage of the same people
day in and day out.

The city merchant, depending largely upon transient trade, need not
guard his reputation so closely. People 'wrongly suppose that the city
merchant can and does sell cheaper than those located in smaller towns.

No one understands the fallacy of this belief better than the city merchant,
and he is, therefore, justified in assuming that the largest part of those who
expect to find the biggest bargains in the city, are the ones who look at the
price and overlook quality.

We have built up a large business by selling reliable, trustworthy
WATCHES, CLOCKS and JEWELRY at low prices. We realize that our
future success depends upon maintaining our reputation and a reputation
can be maintained only by selling honest goods.

We ask you to remember us when you need anything in our line. You
may rest assured that your patronage will be appreciated.
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10,000
We have spent ten thousand dol-

lars in an honest endeavor to show
you the difference between the
" LARTER STUD" and a " Pipe
Stem," but there are still a few jewel-
ers who write to us for " Pipe Stem"
studs. Your attention is invited to
the following points of interest

Every Difference means an Advantage.
Length of piston, - -
Curved end of piston,
Diameter of piston,
Spring full length of piston,
Careful, conscientious con-

struction, - - -

All Larter Studs
have this

Secure in buttonhole and eyelet.
Solid, unbreakable elbow joint.
Cannot get out of order.
Never loses power.

Absolute satisfaction.

trade-mark stamped
on the barrel.

Progressive jobbers carry a com-
plete line of these goods in stock.

LARTER,
ELCOX & CO.

21 and 23 Maiden Lane,

New York,

HOW ABOUT THIS,
MR. JEWELER?

We make the four best-selling lines
of Art Pottery on the market to-day.
We have a special proposition to
offer you. Our representative may
not be able to see you in time for
the holiday trade. You ought to be
posted about it before buying. It
will cost you nothing to find out. Just
send us your name on a postal card;
we'll do the rest.

THE J. B. OWENS POTTERY CO.
Zanesville, Ohio.

NEW YORE OFFICE -68-70 W. Broadway--W, H. Bunn.

The Ezra F. Bowman
A School for the thorough
teaching of
Watchmaking, Engraving.
Jewelry Repairing. Technical School

LANCASTER, PA.

Established fourteen years ago. 

Among the best in the beginning.
Each year something improved and added. 
Its recommendation of students carries weight.
Thoroughly practical courses.

All promises fulfilled.

We notice that students upon arrival aregenerally even better pleased with the school thanthey had expected to be. This certainly provesthat we do not overrate the excellences of ourmethods of instruction.
Send for Prospectus, etc.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

Jewelers' Organizations
ED. KEvsTDNE :—I wish to testify to my appre-

ciation of your zeal in the matter of organization
among the retail jewelers. I believe some of those
who were officers of the defunct Retail Jewelers'
Association of Philadelphia would willingly re-
enter the field of organized effort for mutual good.
On the other hand, there are those who hold erro-
neous, even preposterous, ideas as to the utility of
jewelers' organizations. I was recently introduced
to a brother jeweler, and when he incidentally be-
came aware that I had been an officer of the Retail
Jewelers' Association he treated the entire move-
ment with derision, saying that funds were devoted
to social and festive purposes which should have
been utilized to practical advantage. However, he
became disabused of the false impression when I
explained that all expenses for such were secured
by a hard-working committee through the medium
of a theater benefit, not one cent of the association
funds being appropriated for such purposes. I hope
your noteworthy efforts to revivify the organization
movement will meet with the success which they
deserve. Yours truly,
Philadelphia, Pa. C. L. C.

As to Watch Selling
ED. KEYSTONE :—I read your interesting and

valuable journal carefully at night when the busi-
ness of the day is at an end and all is quiet. I pe-
rused with interest your "Advice to the Afflicted,"
as published in your last issue, for I too have had
an experience similar to that on which your corre-
spondent seeks counsel. I am of opinion that the
unfair competitor complained of by him is not a
good repairer, otherwise he would not be guilty of
such underhand methods. I would venture to
assert that he adopts a course similar to this : A
customer leaves a watch for repairs and the time-
piece is ruined by Mr. Repairer. The latter then
concludes : " I will get him a new one and charge
him so many dollars, and I will show him how
badly the old watch wore, etc." I should think
your correspondent ought not to believe all he
hears regarding his unworthy competitor ; he
should listen, but rumors should not make a great
impression on him. He should simply hold his
peace and the customer will soon say to himself:
"The watch Jones offered me might be the same,
but I doubt it, for one cannot get something for
nothing in this country."

Under similar circumstances I adopted this
policy : I paid very careful attention to the few
watches left with me to repair, and did not let one
go out until I carried it one week in my pocket
and was positive it would keep good time. I also
had my friends carry watches for me, and when a
customer did call for a new watch I never allowed
him to see a 7-jeweled one until the very last. I
laid several 2I-jeweled on a nice show cloth, then
the next grade and so on, until some particular one
struck his fancy. Then he asks the price, and it
has been my experience that four times out of five
the customer will not get lower than a 17-jeweled
movement and pay a good price for it, too. I say
then, "you can carry this watch one month, and if

you don't like it you can exchange it for any other,"
but never a one comes back for exchange. In
this way I sell a large proportion of high-priced
movements, and my store is talked about. My
customers will say to their friends, " you can see
what you are buying at Scott & Scott's store. He
has all kinds and explains the difference."

Cheer up, brother. Do as I say and you will
eat strawberries and cream when your competitor
will be saying: " My rent is due soon, and where
will I get it ?" Keep the price up—no more cutting.

Yours truly,

Denver Colo. J. W. SCOTT, of Scott & Scott.

New Hair in a Violin Bow
ED. KEYSTONE :—In the July number you told

how to rehair a violin bow. As I have an experi-
ence with my own and others, I will tell you how I
do it. First remove plug and old hair ; the recess
where the hair goes should be shaped properly.
To hold hair good, it should be undercut on the
edge where the hairs come out and the plug beveled
the same way, and the back end straight, as the
pull is all on the bevel end the plug cannot come
out. I always fill the frog end first. Remove some
of the wax from the hair and shove it down in the
recess and place plug, bevel end first, and shove
plug in place at back ; put in pearl slide and ferrule.
Now wet the hair and comb it straight with a fine
comb and cut to proper length. Burn end of hair
to swell same and keep from pulling through ;
cover with shellac and form in ball with finger over
end of hair ; place plug as before ; put frog in
place ; drive little wedge to spread hair in frog.
Now run the hair quickly through alcohol flame, it
will tighten all loose hair, also lay them evenly. It
is unnecessary to glue hair in a bow, as it will never
come out if the above plan is properly carried out.

Yours respectfully,
Shullsburg, Wis. W. C. HONEYCOMB.

•

Gasoline vs. Acetylene as a Store Light
ED. KEYSTONE :—I was interested in the article

on acetylene gas as a store light, written by Bro.
McFadden, of Granville, N. Y., which appeared in
the last issue of THE KEYSTONE. However, " I
can go one better," to use a homely phrase, as I
have had my gasoline gas plant (which is one of
the Matthews gasoline gas machines, 40 Dearborn
Street, Chicago) in use nearly two years without
having to pay one cent for repairs. I have twelve
too-candle-power lights in the store proper, one in
the basement, two in the warerooms and twelve
up stairs in domiciliary apartments. We likewise
use it in our gas range for all our cooking purposes
throughout the year.

In regard to brilliancy of light we all know
that a Welsbach is superior to any other. Mr.
McFadden refers to the absence of smoke and poi-
sonous gases when acetylene is used. Presumably
his boy empties and refills the machine, as we
know from experience that in refilling with carbide
a strong objectionable odor is emitted. This must
be done at least twice a month. With the Matthews
plant there is a carburetor or tank, which holds
seven barrels, buried seven feet underground,
outside the building (not in the basement). This
is furnished with cells and with a filler pipe to each
of the latter. In my basement I have a mixer for
mixing the proper amount of air with the gas, and
an air pump which is run with a large weight.
This I have to wind up once a week. The pump
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forces air through a pipe connected with the car-
buretor, which is filled with cotton wicking. The
air forces the gdsoline through the wicking, vapor-
izing it ; then back through another pipe to the
mixer and into the piping throughout the house, so
that the moment you open the burner you have gas
ready to light. The weight on the pump exercises
a steady pressure of an entirely automatic character.

Now, as to the cost. One year ago I put three
barrels of gasoline in my carburetor at a cost of
$25.77. I sold the barrels at $1 each, making the
net cost $22.77. This has run our gas range and
furnished us with light for a year. There is no
possible danger connected with this system, as
there is nothing but gas in the pipes, which is
harmless unless purposely interfered with. Since
I installed the three barrels of gasoline twelve
months ago I have had to pay no attention to the
machine beyond winding up the weight that runs
the air pump, the time occupied in which is about
one minute a week. In all other respects it is
similar to city gas, except that it does not smoke,
and the pressure is always the same. The floor
space in my store is 1600 square feet, that in my
living apartments amounts to the same, while my
warerooms are 960 square feet in area.

Yours truly,
Stillman Valley, Ill. C. S. DUSTIN.

A Fine Old Clock
ED. KEYSTONE :—A short time ago we were

called upon to repair an old clock, eight feet high,
with brass movement, made in 1698 by M. Thomas,
Carnarvon, Wales. It is a 30-day clock, has brass
dial, iron pendulum and a case which is of oak,
highly finished, and is owned by Li Bruse of our
city—being left to his wife by her ancestors. It was
brought to America in 1818. A new case was made
for it by Thos. Penpris Huber in 1819. It has
been in the family for 204 years and is held in great
reverence by its owner. The clock is in beautiful
shape and no bushing has been done. All the re-
pairing needed was cleaning and adjusting. The
verge is of the best steel, of hand make ; not the
least sign of wear on any part, with the exception
of the escape wheel, and that the front pivot hole
was refilled. It is a fine piece of mechanism of the
highest type, and is good for 204 more years if
taken care of. It keeps accurate time and can be
heard all over the house it occupies, as it is put in
the frame in such shape that every swing of the
pendulum is life itself. I have not seen such work
on any old clock before—it is simply marvelous
how it wears. The color of the brass indicates its
hardness ; and some of the wheels are one-quarter of
an inch wide. Yours truly,
Portage, Wis. GADSON & GRANT.

Brotherly Advice as to Investment

ED. KEYSTONE :—Tell the jewelers not to try
and see how much stock they can get into their
store, but how little will answer to supply the de-
mands of their customers, and put the balance into
real estate and stop paying rent. It's surprising to
know how few jewelers own the house they live in,
and if they hadn't bought that old stock they would
never have had it. In my estimation, it's not how
many dollars' worth of stock a man has in his store
January ist that counts, but how many clean dollars
he can show outside the store. This is all available.
With good wishes for all interested in getting along
in this world. Truly yours,
Brandon, Vt. C. M. CARPENTER.
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LOOSE anD MOUNTED.

Jos. Noterman 6 Co.
509-511-513 Race Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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HIGH-GRADE CHAINS FOR MEN
When buying your holiday chain stock keep in mind the
conditions of the season. Money is plentiful and the buying
spirit prevails. This means a big demand and an insistence
on high-grade goods of tasteful style and standard quality.
Jewelers know the chains that suit.

The R. & D. Chains are men's chains—hand-
some in design, rich in appearance and high in quality. They
are the accepted standard in men's gold filled chains—the
reliable kind that make prestige as well as profit for the
jewelers. Guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or a new chain furnished.

Rodenberg 0 Dunn,9, II e 13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
Factory. 183 Eddy St., Providence. R. I.
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Ourselves and The Others

BY JOHN TWEEZER

The United States of America is justified,
just now, in a complacent self-esteem. It
admits the impeachment which the Honorable
Bill Devery brought against one of his erst-
while Captains of Police—it is "gittin'
chesty." And it thinks it has reason for its
beatific feeling of self-sufficiency. It has
" got there.''

We have grown so fast that we can no
longer be compared with any one nation, but
1‘;ith all lhe rest of the world combined. Is
this " merely American boastfulness" ? Let
us look into the facts.

With less than five per cent. of the popu-
lation of the world, and seven per cent. of

the area, we are about equal, industrially,

to half the remainder of mankind.

We produce two-thirds as much as the

rest of the world in iron, steel and coal, and
three-fifths of the total manufactures and food

products.
We surpass all The Others, combined,

in corn, cotton, eggs, petroleum, leather,

copper and forest products ; produce half as

much silver and iron ore, and catch half as

many fish ; one-third as much gold, wheat,

oats, hay, butter and cheese ; one-fourth as

much beer.
Reckoned by value, we consume twice

as much corn as all The Others combined,

one-fifth as much wheat, one-third as much

oats, one-third as much cotton, one-fifth as

much wool, one-third as much sugar, one-

half as much fish, nearly as much coffee,

one-fourth as much tea, and three-fifths as

much meat. We are the best fed and best

clothed people in the world.

Once upon a time the Hon. Tom Reed

made an estimate, based on careful and sci-

entific review of facts. Our population was

then about 70,000,00o ; and Mr. Reed con-

cluded that our 70,000,000 were equal as

consumers—as a market for our own and the

world's products—to 700,000,000 in The

Others. That is, every man, woman and

child in the United States consumes in agri-

cultural, mining and manufactured products

as much as is consumed by ten persons out-

side of the United States. A prodigious and

significant revelation, surely. And of equal

significance are the figures in the power of

production. Mulhall has shown that a farm

hand in the United States does as much as

two in the British Empire, three in Germany,

five in Austria and seven in Russia. Com-

bined, the farm laborers of Europe do nine

times the work to get only double the results

of the farm laborers of the United States ;

that is, it takes four and one-half Europeans

to equal one American in product. Extend
the comparison to Asia and Africa, and it is
easily demonstrable that the average United
States producer is equal to ten the world
over among The Others.

With only one-twentieth of the earth's
population, we have subdued and devoted
to the use of man not less than one-fourth of
the cultivated land of the earth ; and our
400,000,000 acres of land under cultivation
produce in such profusion as to give us pre-
eminence in most of the products of agricul-
ture. And for every man here engaged in
agriculture a product valued at $900 is con-
tributed ; while the average Frenchman pro-
duces but $580, and the average German but
$510, in agricultural products.

Our production of manufactured goods
is nearly seven times as great as our propor-
tion of population. The average grois manu-
factured product, per hand, in the United
States has a value of $19oo per annum ; in
France, $650 ; in England, $485 ; in Ger-
many, $450.

The freight carried on the railroads of
the United States equals the total freight
carried on all the other railroads of the earth
and on all lines of ocean shipping. So says
Senator Depew, and as ex-President of the
New York Central he should be accepted as
authority.

We have one-third as much wealth as
all The Others combined, one-third as much
gold, one-fifth as much silver, one-third as
many cows, twice as much life insurance in
force, one-half as much savings-bank deposits,
one-fourth the spindles in operation, spend
two-thirds as much for education, have one-
fourth as many exports, one-tenth as much
revenue and only one-thirtieth as much debt.

Debt? We are the only nation of im-
portance that is _paying off its debt. Since
186o we have paid $2,75o,000,000 of interest
on the national debt and $2,000,000,000 of
the principal, and in the same time have paid
out nearly $3, 000, 000, 000 in pensiOns. Money
is accumulating in our National Treasury
faster than we can use it, and if the law per-
mitted we could pay off the entire debt of the
nation at once, without serious hardship to

the tax-paying body ; or we could sell
$1,000,000,000 of Government bonds at
2 per cent. within twenty-four hours, if we
were privileged to fund the debt at a lower
rate of interest.

Yes, we are "gittin' chesty"—and of
right!

A Word to the Employee

Are you given to "skimping" your

work? Giving your employer just what your

agreement calls for, but no least bit more, in

vindication of some fantastic need of asserting
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your "rights " ? Watching the clock and
scowling if your piece of work sees the hour-
hand go over the perpendicular? This, then,
is to you.

You think you are indulging yourself at
the expense of your employer. Well, you
are, of course ; and on the face of things it
would seem that he is the only loser by your
rigid economy of time and effort. That is
just where the captious employee blunders :
it is you that lose most.

Some time, if not now when you read
these lines, then some time, you will realize
that whatever you do in the way of honest,
full measure, concentrated work you do first
of all for yoarself. You think that by doing
just enough and no more you are keeping
your employer from imposing on you : it is
a dishonest thought, in the first place, and a
stupid thought first, last and all the time.

You may rob your employer of some of
the time, or some of the effort, or some of
the enthusiasm that he pays you for, but you
rob yourself more. Because you rob your
opportunities, your moral character and your
self-development.

Only one thing in the world can improve
your capacity and better your condition, and
that thing is your own effort.

You go into employment, whatever the
kind of employment, with certain mental
facilities, certain muscular faculties. Their
development or decay depends entirely upon
yourself.

No work that you do is worthless. It
never pays to slur any task that you have
undertaken. There is no kind of work that
can fail to make a better man of you if you
work at it honestly, earnestly and loyally.

You train your mind through the work
that exercises your body. The successful
men, the men who do things in this world,
always did whatever they did as well as they
could.

You may deceive your present employer
and deceive the next half dozen ; but you
can't deceive nature ; and you can't deceive
yourself, when you come out of your stupid
thought and look yourself straight in the eye.

Merely working " fairly well " for your
employer is not enough. It may be enough
for /lin!, but it is not enough for you. You
are cheating yourself when you are skimping
him. He may think that " fairly well" is
not enough, and may discharge you, because
he can't wind you up to keep a-going.

You've got to keep yourself wound up;
you must be a se/f-winder. You'll never be
of any earthly use to yourself or any one else
unless you work for the good you yourself
get out of the work. You may not scent to
be a dead, flat failure, otherwise ; but in your
heart of hearts you'llfeel you are, sure !

J. T.
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ALEXANDER H. REVELL Sc. CO.
431=437 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Manufacturers of

Strictly

High=Grade

Jewelry Store

Fixtures.

NOTES ABOVT

TRAVELING

View of a Jewelry Establishment we have recently tilted op.

We will be glad to have you correspond with us when in need of Store Fixtures or Show Cases.
We give our personal and prompt attention to all inquiries.

ARE YOU LOSING MONEY
by not being in possession of the ability to command
the wages of a first-class workman ? If so, do
as thousands of others have done, come to the
Horological Department of Bradley
Polytechnic Institute (formerly Parsons'
Institute) and perfect yourself in Watch Work,
Jewelry Work, Engraving and Optics.

Do not put it off this time as you have in
the past, but make up your mind that you will put
yourself in shape to be on equal footing with the best
workmen in the country, thereby being able to draw
wages due a thorough workman.

This school is not an experiment, having had
sixteen years' successful experience. It is endorsed
by the leading jobbers and watch manufacturers of
this country ; besides, we have hundreds of testi-
monials from individual jewelers who have been
fortunate enough to get one of our students ; and
from many students who are in business for themselves
or have secured lucrative positions with salaries much
in advance of what they had before coming to us.

Illustrated Catalogue free on application. Send
a postal card to-day with your name and address to

–(7 i

ti g

.
1.11 tr" rr1r C111.

HOROLOGY HALL

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute, PEORIA, ILLINOIS.
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We read considerable in some
Traveling Men of the daily papers about how

the organization of the trusts
has thrown traveling men out of

jobs. This is true in some cases, but it is also
true that there are more traveling men employed
in the West to-day than ever before. The big
increase in Western jobbing has furnished good
salesmen plenty of opportunity. In fact, there
never was greater demand for successful and ex-
perienced road man than there is to-day. Only a
few days ago one of our leading jobbers said to the
writer that the greatest problem his firm had to
contend with in the conduct of their business was
to find men who could sell their goods in a credit-
able way and make money for them at the same
time. There can be no doubt about it, clever sales-
men with a good trade following are in lively
demand just at this moment for next year's con-
tract right here in Chicago as well as in other west-
ern trade centers.

Irwin A. Levis, formerly in the diamond trade

in New York, is now on the road for the L. Bau-

man Jewelry Company, St. Louis, as special dia-
mond salesman.

Frank B. Lawton, the well-known ring sales-
man, representing the Untermeyer-Robbins Com-

pany among the wholesale trade in the West, has

been in the Chicago Hospital, Chicago, most of

September, suffering from a light case of typhoid

fever. At last accounts Mr. Lawton was on the

road to recovery, being able to sit up. By the time

this item is read he is expected to be up and about

again.
R. S. Conrad in Indiana, C. H. Hubermann

in Iowa, Emmett Carew in Illinois, and F. W. H.

Schmidt in Wisconsin compose the present travel-

ing force of Schmidt & Clauer, Chicago. All of

these gentlemen are out among their customers this

month.
Tom Hoefer, Will Thorsen and M. R. Peck,

who look after the road interests of M. A. Mead &

Co., were at Chicago headquarters for a few days

the middle of last month, stocking up for exten-

ded trips over their respective territories. These

gentlemen report a greater demand for watches

than ever, and believe that this will be the greatest

watch year in the history of the trade.

H. M. Hubbard who carries the St. Louis

Clock and Silverware Co.'s line in Texas and the
Southwestern country, makes his headquarters at

Fort Worth, where he lives. Mr. Hubbard is doing

a nice trade this fall, fully up to last season, which

was the greatest business season ever known in

Texas.
Charles E. Bunker, who has recently taken the

Whiting & Davis line among the wholesale trade
from Chicago west, is already giving a good
account of himself. He has just finished up an

and the Trusts

extended Western trip, which included the Pacific
Coast, and reports good business. C. E. Whiting
continues to represent the above firm in the East
and Middle West.

Ira W. Smith, whose likeness is shown in the
accompanying picture, is the traveling representa-
tive in the Western territory of the Horton-Angell
Company, one of the pioneer manufacturing firms
in that great center
of jewelry making
—Attleboro, Mass.
Mr. Smith began his
career in the jewelry
line when but a
mere youth. He is
an Attleboro man
born and bred, and
has lived and
breated the atmos-
phere of jewelry
from his youth up.
After serving sev-
eral firms in his native town in minor positions, he
entered the employ of his present firm three years
ago as traveler in the Western territory. The first
of the present year Mr. Smith was made Chicago
and Western representative of his firm and now
makes his headquarters in the Western metropolis.
Personally, Mr. Smith is one of the most com-
panionable of men. He is the prince of good
nature, seldom displaying any temper, although
it is understood that he has an abundance of that
commodity on tap whenever it is necessary to use
it. He is a man of thorough business training, alert
and active, and his sterling qualities and upright
character make him admired wherever he goes.

A genial companion, easy to approach—a " hail
fellow well met," with the interests of his trade
always at heart about fits E. S. Villmoare, who

travels in Miss-
ouri, Indian
Territory and
Texas for the
C. B. Norton
jewelry Com-
pany, of Kan-
sas City. We
give Mr. Vill-
moare' s pic-
ture herewith,
which gives a
good idea of
the man. He
began in the

jewelry business 1886, starting in with Herman
Oppenheimer, where he remained nine years.
In 1895 Mr. Villmoare made his present connection,
filling a traveling position from the start. He
has many friends in the trade, and is classed
among the successful salesman who cover the
great Southwestern country.

Ira. W. Smith

E. S. Villinoare

A Legal Decision

Where a merchant employs a traveling sales-
man for a year at a fixed salary, payable monthly,
and agrees to pay in addition to it all his expenses,
not to exceed a certain sum per annum, he has a
right to know that the expenses charged are legiti-
mate business charges, and he is not bound to pay
anything without knowing what it is for, and that it

is a legitimate expense of his business ; and until
such agent accounts for money advanced to him for

expenses, such employer is entitled to offset against
his account a balance claimed to be due as salary.
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Pointers for Young Drummers

An old and successful salesman tells a good

story that furnishes an object lesson in the art of

becoming a salesman, for selling goods is enough

more than an accident to be an art nowadays. In

a certain house where first-class shoes are made
was working a hustling young fellow as shipping
clerk, who had been begging for two or three sea-
sons for a chance to go out on the road. Finally a
splendid short route was picked out for him, and
he started out full of confidence and joy. When
he started it was reckoned he could cover the
ground in about three weeks. Five days after his
departure the proprietor of the factory walked in
early in the morning and there in his office sat Mr.
Newsalesman. His face bore traces of mental
anguish, and the tale of woe he recited was more
pitiful than funny. " They wouldn't even look at
my samples " was the burden of his confession.
He is now a good shipping clerk. When the old
salesman had recited the incidents of the young

man's abortive efforts, he said:
" Isn't it queer that so many fellows think it

easy to sell goods ? And how soon the illusion is
dispelled when they try it. Now, if I had been on

that young fellow's route I would have called on
my man, chatted pleasantly with him a few moments
and asked him when he could look at my samples
Then I would have gone to the next man in town
and done the same thing, and so on through the
list. Py that time I would have obtained a pass-

able idea as to my most probable customer. When
he was likely to be the least busy I would have
walked in with my leading samples and told him
that it would take but a moment to see some very
good shoes. He would have looked at them, too,
and probably given me a trial order at least. Then

I would have gone through the list in the same
way. On some of the dealers I would have just
breathed,' as they say in a certain game that
some of your readers may understand, for you
know an old salesman is quick to size up a man,
and can tell in five minutes whether he is worth
more than common courtesy. It will save young

men who are starting to sell goods many heartburn-

ings to have several confidential talks with sales-

men who know how. Then, they should be
politely persistent and never lose heart."

Keep the Dollar on the Move

Here is a simple problem in multiplication:
If you invest a certain amount of money in a

hammer, and then sell it at an advance of fifteen

cents, you have made fifteen cents.
If you use the same money for the purchase of

another hammer, and make four such deals in a

year, you have cleared sixty cents.
If you have po,000 in your business, and are

able to turn it over four times a year, you are on

the same level as the man who has po,000 and

turns it over once in a year.
If the above don't carry its own moral, then

there is no moral to be made out of it.
That is a great question in selling goods : To

sell Me goods, and get the money out of them;

to have that money to put back into other goods,

to sell again.
If you have a dollar locked up in some old

slow-coach of an article, go at it with all your

might, and get that dollar out. Then speed it

forth after something else that will move livelier;

keep it at work, and make it earn something all
the time.
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How to Overcome the Difficulties of
Refraction

Dr. C. L. Minor, in a paper read before
the Western Ophthalmologic and Oto-Laryn-
gologic Association, takes " the difficulties of
refraction to include not only the mere
testing for the error, but every condition
that bears upon the result of the correct-
ing, i. e., testing the muscular balance,
the prescribing of lenses and the fitting of
the frames." About these difficulties he
expresses himself as follows :

I believe one of the chief reasons for not ob-
taining better uniform results is that we are too
hasty in arriving at a conclusion. For instance, if
a patient comes to many of us with asthenopic
symptoms, and after a test of a minute or two we
find he has II vision, reads Snellen No. I perfectly,
and muscles normally balanced, we are too likely
to tell him that it is not his eyes that are causing
his symptoms, but some other part of his anatomy.
Again, in order to gain time, some are wont to be
satisfied with the first lens that gives his patient
If vision, when by changing the axis five or ten
degrees, or by increasing the strength one-fourth
or even one-eighth diopter, the print will be more
clear-cut. It is very often these very slight dif-
ferences in degree, which seem trifling, that gives
the nervous patient, or the one that uses his eyes
for near-by constantly, the result that some one
else has failed to obtain.

Some of the troubles that confront us as re-
gards patients are, how to refract. First, children
too young to read or to reason with ; second,
imbeciles ; third, insane ; fourth, patients with
nystagmus ; fifth, patients after cataract extraction,
or any patient whose intelligence is below par, and
bed-ridden patients. A few of the difficulties as to
methods are:

First, we place too much reliance on one test
or one form of testing. Especially is this true of
the ophthalmometer, optometer, refractometer,
or any mechanical device for correcting errors of
refraction.

Second, we neglect entirely or rely upon one
test for our investigation of the muscles.

Third, we pay too little attention to the fitting
of the frames.

As to his own routine the doctor states
that he makes it a rule that every patient
who comes into the office complaining of
symptoms pointing to the necessity of refrac-
tion, is subjected to a homatropine test, unless
contraindicated by disease, even if it is no
more than presbyopia, even in very advanced
age. Of course, it is useless to argue any
more against the necessity of a mydriatic in
otherwise healthy eyes. Every thoughtful
and skillful refractionist knows how good re-
sults can be obtained without such drugs, and
the doctor himself acknowledges the unrelia-
bility of the result obtained under a mydriatic
when he says:

After three days or more, for the effect of the
homatropine to wear away, have elapsed, I check
up my original results. I place in the trial frame

the full correction and then add to this minus
sphericals until the vision of the patient is equal to
the vision under homatropine. This, of course,
gives me the amount in diopters of the strain upon
the eyes. I next make the muscle test with this
correction on, and if this test corresponds in ratio,
not in actual prism degree, with the test without
correction and the test under homatropine, I pay
no further attention to the muscular balance. I
now test the near-by vision with full correction on,
and if patient is a presbyope I add on plus spheri-
cals according to age.

However, as there is much good advice
in the article about refraction, we reprint
here, without further comment, those places
which will be of particular interest to our
readers : We will only say a few words
about his remarks against the ophthalmom-
eter. It is true that this instrument cannot
give us the exact cylinder that must be pre-
scribed in each case. But it is of the greatest
value in cases of high astigmatism, because
here the corneal curvature is of the greatest
importance, and we always obtain valuable
hints for our work. Furthermore, we are
enabled by ophthalmometry to say how much
a change in refraction goes hand in hand with a
change in the form of the cornea, which is a fac-
tor worth knowing, as such change of corneal
curvature is sometimes indicative of glaucoma.

I first make a careful ophthalmoscopic exami-
nation of the fundus and a record of the same.
Next, a shadow test, using a concave mirror
(whether a plane mirror or concave lies with the
oculist, the same results being obtained by either),
which tells me the following : First, whether there
is myopia or hypermetropia ; second, whether
there is defect requiring a plane spherical, a plane
cylindrical or sphero-cylindrical or cross-cylinder
lens ; third, the axis of the astigmatism if present,
and fourth, one is enabled to estimate the amount
of the error within .5o diopter if he has used the
test faithfully.

What a wonderful advantage over the ophthal-
mometer, which is not accurate and cannot be re-
lied upon at all, since, in the first place, it measures
only the corneal astigmatism and varies in that
from .25 to .50 diopters in strength, and from 5 to
15 degrees in axis, does not measure plain spheri-
cal defects, in mixed astigmatism cannot know
which is the plus or minus defect, cannot be used
in class of cases above mentioned, i. e., children,
imbeciles, nystagmus, insane, etc. At best it is
only an aid, and only a very poor aid at that, on
account of its unreliability. In my judgment, as
soon a a test varies, just so soon it is well to dis-
card that for one that you can trust.

After the shadow test in ordinary cases, I use
my trial frame and lenses. It is just at this point
that we have success or failure in our result,
according to whether we are careful or careless.
If I can get II vision without difficulty I alternate
back and forth with one-fourth or one-eighth
diopter lens, adding to and subtracting from,
shifting my axis one or two degrees in order to
find lenses or axis that will make the letters
appear more clear-cut, although they may see It
with any of them. If the patient is in doubt as to
which one of the two or three lenses is the clearest,
I come back to the shadow test and let that decide
for the patient.

If, again, you have almost it vision and there
does not seem to be any lens which will give a
better result, the shadow test will come to your
aid again and show you that what result you have
is the best that can be obtained, or will show you
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what change to make. After having finished the
refraction with the lenses, I invariably make a
shadow test, aud if shadow is not neutralized I put
in the lens that will neutralize, and if the patient
will accept that I enter that correction in my book
instead of the one I first found.

Let me put in a word of caution at this point :
If the patient does not accept your shadow correc-
tion do not rely on it, for it is not infallible, and it
is only an aid to your work and bears out the state-
ment that I formerly made, that one must not rely
on any one test.

The real value of the shadow test is found in
those cases in which you must rely upon objective
tests alone. You can neutralize the shadow in a
few minutes, even if you only get a " snap-shot"
view of the fundus as the patient rolls his eyes
around. This is the only method that I know of
that will give you any more than an approximate
result. It is true that the old method of direct
ophthalmoscopy will give you some kind of a re-
sult, that I have been unable to arrive at any accu-
rate result, for it is impossible with the patient's
eye moving in all directions, for me to relax my
accommodation for the length of time necessary
to focus the optic nerve.

I would not decry the use of the ophthalmome-
ter as an aid for those who are very expert in its
use, but I do think it exceedingly bad practice to
rely on its results alone, for it varies so much in
its results. Neither would I rely upon the shadow
test alone, but the latter in my mind is just as
good and a little better, and requires one-tenth of
the time. But what in my mind is the test par
excellence, is the trial frame homatropine test with
the shadow for aid to more rapid work. The home-
tropine putting the ciliary muscle at rest relieves all
spasm of that muscle, and gives us a perfectly qui-
escent eye in which to focus the rays of light with
the lenses. It is only with such an eye, with all
possible strain or accommodative function removed,
that you can adjust the proper correcting lenses.

After correcting the error I then make a test of
the muscles with the full correction on, first testing
the internal with the prisms, beginning with the
lowest and alternately test each eye until the
patient is no longer able to obtain single vision by
whatever concentration he tries. I then try the
external recti in the same manner, and then the
upper and lower muscles. After all this testing I
use the Graefe candle test without red glass, and if
there is the slightest insufficiency it will become
apparent after the fatigue caused by the former
test. It is needless to remark that a careful record
of these tests is made for permanent keeping. * * *

If patient is one for whom I had to rely upon
my shadow test, I take into consideration his age,
and making allowance for that, put such correction
on and notice by the expression of countenance or
by acts whether there is any apparent change with
lenses on, and if any intelligence is shown at all I
add to or subtract from these lenses and note
change, but rely principally upon my original
examination for calculation as to lenses that should
be prescribed.

It is in the prescribing of lenses after you have
made your refraction that brings you success or
failure. You must decide first whether glasses are
for constant use or for near, and how do we decide
that ? If our patient is a myope, lie, of course,
wants glasses that will enable him to see clearly at
a distance. In these cases I always order full cor-
rection to be worn constantly if my patient's age is
35 or under, for I believe in exercising the ciliary
muscle since nature provided us with one to be
used, and not allow it to atrophy from non-use,
which it will surely do. I say full correction to age
of 35, for I believe that presbyopia begins earlier
in myopes. I will also qualify the above statement
by saying that the above applies to near-sighted-
ness of four clioptries or less.

In hypermetropes I decide upon constant use
or otherwise by taking into account first, whether

(Continued on page 1201)
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the patient suffers from headache, due to eye
strain ; if so, I usually order lenses for constant
use ; second, the business of my patient. If he has
an occupation which requires almost constant appli-
cation of his eyes near-by, such as bookkeeper,
stenographer, etc., I then order full correction for
near use, since there is a constant strain on the
ciliary muscle all day long, and by relieving that
you usually relieve all the symptoms that the patient
complains of. If the error is so great that after a
fair trial he is not relieved, you can then order a
separate pair for distance. The age must be taken
into consideration in ordering lenses for constant
use.

I have been asked frequently, at how early an
age do you prescribe lenses ? The youngest patient
I have prescribed glasses for has been four years,
but I should not hesitate to prescribe them at an
earlier age if occasion demanded, and by that I
mean if I had a case of cross-eye, due to the ab-
sence of a focus in one eye. Until the age of 14 or
15 I find the nearest to the full correction that you
can prescribe is about one-half, and proportionately
on until about the 35th year, when full correction
can usually be worn with a little difficulty.

In deducting from the full correction for con-
stant use, I place the full correction in the trial
frames and then add just enough minus spherical
to have the patient read as well as when under
homatropine, and then prescribe lenses from 0.50
to i.o dtopters stronger. If the full correction is
cylindrical I order full correction cylinder with a
minus spherical added to compromise with the
ciliary muscle, and do not lessen the cylindrical
correction instead, as so many oculists do. I be-
lieve you get the best results from correcting all of
the astigmatism.

If patients object to wearing lenses all the time,
and positively refuse, I compromise on lenses for
near use, warning them that they must not expect
to get complete relief from such a course.

I often find school children and college stu-
dents in whom slight defects cause grave symptoms.
I order for such ones full correction, to be worn at
study during school days, but to be laid aside at all
other times. A careless optician will spoil many
an oculist's good work by not centering his lenses;
by not taking into consideration whether lenses are
for near use or constant—i. e., by not placing
glasses at proper angle ; by making patient uncom-
fortable on account of pressure from nose piece, or
have temples too tight ; by using too small lenses,
so that the patient looks under, over or around ex-
cept when looking straight ahead. I tell my
patients that it is just as important to have the
frames fit the face properly and the lenses to rest
properly before the eyes as it is to get the proper
glass for the eyes. I always request my patients to
bring their glasses to me before wearing them, so
that I may see if the frames fit and the lenses are
according to the order, and then I am responsible
if they do not give results. I have every one of
my patients wear spectacle frames if possible, and
I discourage the use of bifocals. I always trans-
pose my cross cylinders to sphero-cylinders, so

that the patient will have as large a field as possi-
ble. The new toric lenses will obviate that neces-
sity in the future. In regard to the torics, they are
very much of an improvement over the old style in
syhero-cylinders, and will prove of especial advan-
tage with patients with long lashes or prominent
eyes. Do not, however, prescribe toric lenses in
eyeglass frames, for it is practically impossible to
center them accurately, and if this is not so they do
more harm than the increased field can do good.

I have talked at length on the uncomplicated
cases of refraction, i. e., those that do not contra-
indicate the use of homotropine.

Those cases of glaucoma, adhesion of iris
from former iritis, macula cornew, deposits on lens,
beginning cataracts, any disease causing torpidity
of aqueous or vitreous, choroiditis, etc., that need
refracting, I believe the neutralizing of the shadow
by retinoscopy to be not only the most rapid but
most accurate.

What shall we say of anisometropia? Dr.
Alexander Duane, of New York, in a recent article,
concludes that it is best to try to correct all cases of
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anisometropia, and if the patient cannot wear cor-
rection, then ignore one eye. He ascribes four
reasons for failure:

I. One image being indistinct and blurred con-
fuses the vision of the good eye.

2. Glasses correcting defect are too strong.
This can be overcome if patient persists in wearing
glasses.

3. The prismatic effect of glass, strong enough
to correct defect when patient looks anywhere but
through center.

4. Muscular deviation cause of patient's ina-
bility to use glasses.

I always correct anisometropia according to
rules mentioned in the preceding pages. If there
is a deviation of one eye or vision is not normal, I
have the eye with good vision tied up and require
my patient to use the other eye with the correction
on for an hour at a time, three or four times a day,
if he is under 25 years of age. In children an eye
that deviates as much as 30° from non-use can be
brought to binocular vision by such a procedure.
Vision as low as ?A can be brought to normal by
careful, persistent training and changing of lenses
nearer to the full correction, as the eye will allow.

Persons in middle life can wear anisometropic
correction with ease if vision is normal or nearly so
in each eye.

After cataract extraction I do not attempt to
refract the operated eye if vision in the other eye is
normal or nearly so, for I have never seen a patient
yet that could wear correction in which the differ-
erence in refraction is so great. I believe this to
be due to the fact that the images are of different
size, despite the fact that so many are against me.
I believe that the images are mathematically differ-
ent on account of the greater refraction of the rays
of light in one than the other, but when the images
are projected with a prism the images are the same.

The cases of anisometropia that bother me the
most are those of myopia in one and hypermetropia
in the other eye. I prescribe usually the full cor-
rection myopia and as near as possible hyperme-
tropia with varying degrees of success.

Transient Astigmatism

That the astigmatism of the human eye
may change in the course of time is now a
fact well established and recognized. But
whether the astigmatism of a person may
change during the examination of the refrac-
tionist, is a question upon which there exists
great difference of opinion. It is true, that
often enough during the subjective examina-
tion for the presence and amount of astigma-
tism the patient seems to change his mind as
if the astigmatism itself underwent a change.
But such change is probably due to a faulty
position of the head or other extrinsic fac-
tors, for an objective change in the optic
system could be explained only by an un-
equal change in the curvatures of either
the crystalline lens or the cornea. Now, an
unequal change in the curvature of the crys-
talline would have to be due to an unequal
contraction of the ciliary muscle in different
meridians ; but such is very unlikely and has
never been demonstrated unquestionably in a
living person. The other possibility would
be a change in the corneal astigmatism,
which, of course, could be easily seen by the
ophthalmometer. Such changes, indeed,
during the ophthalmoscopic examination
have been reported ; but their explanation as
being due to actual changes in the corneal
curves cannot be easily accepted for normal
corneas, on account of the peculiar arrange-
ment of the fibres of the cornea. With re-
gard to this question, Dr. 0. A. Griffin, of
Ann Arbor, Mich., read an interesting pa-
per at the meeting of the Western Ophthal-
mologic and Oto-Laryngologic Association
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this year. In this paper, after some prelimi-
nary remarks about the frequency of the
astigmatic condition, he gives a resume of
the literature at hand and his own experi-
ments, which we here reproduce in full :

Under the caption of " Physiological Astig-
matism," Thorington presents the following facts:
" This is due to lid pressure, or temporarily to
extreme pulling or contraction of the extraocular
muscles. It is a voluntary astigmatism, and there-
fore not constant. It is not a condition of all eyes.
The writer has demonstrated with the retinoscope
and the ophthalmometer that the condition can be
produced in eyes not otherwise astigmatic. Draw-
ing the lids together in the act of squinting or
frowning, the patient can press the cornea from
above or below and give the horizontal meridian
of the cornea a longer radius of curvature and the
vertical meridian a shorter radius, or with the eye
looking into the telescope of the ophthalmometer,
no overlapping of the mires is noted, but in some
instances when told to open the eyes widely and
' stare ' into the instrument, as much as 4 to 4 a
diopter of astigmatism may be recorded."
" It is not rare," says the late Dr. Noyes, " to

discover, as Laquer pointed out, that the curve of
the cornea is not constant. It sometimes changes
as we look at it, because the images approach or
separate instead of remaining still. They exhibit
these oscillations under the action of the lids, and
also if the upper lid is lifted off the globe, under the
action of the motor muscles. Drawing on the lids
at the outer angle will increase the corneal curva-
tures greatly, hence we have an explanation of the
uncertain finding in some cases of astigmatism
apart from spasm of accommodation."

In his excellent work on ophthalmometry,
Davis offers the following : " In a few cases the
recti muscles can, by voluntary action, alter the
corneal astigmatism. I have reported one such
case in the Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital Re-
ports, January, 1895, where the patient had a cor-
neal astigmatism with the rule of 0.50 D., which
he could, by voluntary action of the recti muscles,
-increase to 2 D. in the right eye and to I.50 D. in the
left eye. When under a mydriatic he could still
increase the astigmatism in the right eye to 1.50 D.
and in the left eye to i D. The lids were held from
the eye so they could have no influence."

Lautenbach, in a paper " On the Local and
General Conditions that Change Corneal Curva-
tures," makes mention of the action of the ocular
muscles, lid pressure, segmentary contraction of
the ciliary muscle, in conjunction with certain
dyscrasias in their weakening effects upon the sub-
stance of the cornea, as productive of temporary
alterations in the curvatures of the cornea, and also
makes evident that many heterophorias are clue to
an effort on the part of the extraocular muscles to
ameliorate the astigmatic condition present.

Aside from the statement of Davis, we are led
to infer from the above that transient modification
of the cortical curvatures is of common occurrence,
and would accordingly complicate our refractive
work markedly. That many cases in which a wa-
vering of the mires is noticed are not instances of
a transient astigmatism is attested by De Schwei-
nitz in the following comment : " Nothing is more
common than to see the mires separate and overlap
again, so that the apparent curvatures of the cornea
seem to change while under observation. This
change is due to slight movements of the eye,
which bring different portions of the cornea into
view. It is difficult for most patients to remain
long in the required position before the instrument,
and hence the reading should be rapid as well as
accurate."

Although the varying positions of the mires
have commonly been observed in my use of the
ophthalmometer, the indicated transient astigma-
tism has found but rare corroboration in the
employment of the retinoscope and the subjective
tests. Thus the thought occurred to me that,
aside from the instances which De Schweinitz cites,
possibly this apposition and recession of the
images might obtain its origin, in many cases, in
the eye of the observer. A thorough investigation
into the possibilities of the action of the accommo-
dation upon the position of the mires revealed the
truth of my supposition. Oscillations of the targets
may be observed when an artificial cornea is em-
ployed, providing the accommodation is active.
For instance, the mires are placed in apposition

(Continued on page 1293)
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with the eye focused sharply at the point of contact,
If the eye is now adjusted for infinity ; or, in other
words, the accommodation is suspended, the
mires separate and remain in this position with

relaxation of the eye, but on fixing the mires they
return to contact. With the use of a greater
amount of accommodation, the images overlap.
As a further demonstration of the effects of the

adjustment of the eye upon the movement of the
mires, the following experiment was performed by
the aid of fifteen patients, mostly medical students,
whose training would fit them for the test. Their
eyes, as viewed through the ophthalmometer,
showed in each instance an apparent variability in
the amount of astigmatism. They were then in-
structed to examine both my eye and the artificial
cornea when a similar wavering was recorded.
Preparatory to a refraction of their eyes a cyclo-
plegic was employed, and when the accommoda-
tion was thoroughly suspended, the patient again
viewed my eye and the artificial cornea when no
oscillation of the mires was noted, except in one
instance. In order to substantiate these findings,
both my associate and myself passed through the
ordeal of mydriasis with a corroboration of the
facts recorded above. Had there existed the tran-
sient astigmatism which each of us apparently
possessed, a recession and apposition of the images
would have obtained even under the action of the

cycloplegic, unless it were due to a segmentary

action of the ciliary muscle, which condition is
probably rare.

From these experiments it is evident that in

order to secure accurate readings in ophthalmom-

etry a certain degree of skill and familiarity with

the limitations of the instrument is imperative to

keep the eye nicely adjusted at the point of contact

of the mires. A correction of the examiner's

ametropia, especially of the astigmatic variety,

should receive attention, as it is difficult to con-

trol the accommodation under these conditions.

Another point should be made evident to the

student : Care should be exercised to hold the

head perfectly steady during the examination, as a

movement of the head will produce an apparent

transient astigmatism by directing the vision

through the periphery of the eye-piece, with its

resulting prismatic displacement of one or both of

the images.
A fact which I wish to make prominent is that,

in my experience, with rare exceptions, an oscilla-

tion of the mires can be traced, either to a move-

ment of the eye of the patient during examination,

thus presenting different portions of the cornea to

view, or to an accommodative effort on the part of

the observer. I would, however, not have it un-

derstood that action of the lids and the extraocular

muscles may not produce a transient modification

in the curvatures of the cornea ; for a few instances

have come under my observation illustrative of

this condition ; but among the Imo cases which I

examined only two patients exhibited enough

transient astigmatism to complicate their refraction.

In each instance there was a spasmodic variability

in the visual acuity, ever under the action of a

cycloplegic, Loo I). of transient astigmatism being

recorded in one case by the ophthalmometer and

substantiated by subjective tests. This instance

was unilateral, and produced by spasmodic action

of the lateral recti muscles.
In conclusion I wish to make mention of the

following phenomenon, which I have heard dis-

cussed as an evidence of the existence of a tran-

sient astigmatism. It is occasionally observed that

after an ametropia is corrected the patient will

state, while looking at the astigmatic chart, that the

line upon which the attention is fixed becomes

more distinct than the rest of the radiating lines.

This may occur with or without a cycloplegic, and

is due to the presence of small degrees of over or

undercorrectecl astigmatism, together with an ac-

tive accommodation. Many such cases have come

under my observation, but are always regarded as

an evidence of an incomplete suspension of the

accommodation, which is fully demonstrated by

further instillations of the cycloplegic. In my

opinion, to prove the existence of a transient astig-

matisms it requires not only the apposition and

recession of the mires, but a variability of the

visual acuity with the accommodation thor-
oughly suspended, corroborated by the findings of
retinoscopy.

As a closing word, I wish to say that I am an
ardent supporter of ophthalmometry, as it presents
many facts of practical and scientific interest which
other means of examination fail to make evident,
but unless we understand thoroughly the limita-
tions of the method and possess the necessary
faculty of accommodative control, the findings of
ophthalmometry will confuse rather than aid us in
refractive work.

The author states that an oscillation of

the mires can be traced to a movement of the

eye under examination by presenting different

portions of the cornea to view. The reviewer

would remark, however, that a slight to and

fro movement of the head forwards and back-

ward is probably much more causative of an

oscillation of the mires. This can be avoided

by carefully observing whether the patient's

head is always resting against the head-rest.

With regard to the second point, that oscilla-

tion of the mires may be caused by accom-

modative efforts of the observer, the reviewer

must say that such efforts can be guarded

against by simply attending to the adjustment

of the eye-piece. This, as has been explained

in a former issue of THE KEYSTONE, ought

to be unscrewed and adjusted in the following

manner : Hold the ocular against one eye

and pull out the lens until the spider's thread

appears perfectly distinct at the same time

that a very distant object appears quite plain

to the other eye. This insures that the eye

views the spider's thread without any accom-

modation. If now the opthalmometer is

moved forward or backward until the corneal

double image appears perfectly clear together

with the thread, we are sure to get quite reli-

able results undisturbed by accommodative

efforts. An easy way to show the disturbing

influence of accommodation is to put a + 3

D. lens in front of the eye-piece, which is

about equal to an accommodation effort of

+ 3 D. If the mires just touched before,

they will now be separated to the extent of

about .75 D. The explanation is found in

the fact that the addition of the ± 3 D. lens

changes the focus of the ocular. The focus

becomes shorter and the corneal image in the

telescope must be moved a little further from

the objective in order to be viewed distinctly.

This increased distance of the image from

the objective can only be obtained by moving

the objective (that is, the ophthalmometer)

nearer to the cornea under examination. But

this movement increases the size of the first

corneal image, as the nearer the same object

to a convex mirror the greater the reflected

image. The doubling, however, is not in-

creased, as it is fixed by the prism, and so

it comes that the object, the distance between

the mires, has to be decreased in order to

correspond to the same doubling. Tscher-

ning has calculated that a movement of the

instrument of about one millimeter is equiva-

lent to a faulty reading of about D. in the

object. Finally, it must be said that there is

a great difference in this regard in the different

makes of the ophthalmometers, and that every

instrument ought to be tested by a correct

artificial eye before reliance can be placed on

its measurements of the corneal radii. Javal

himself has given valuable rules as to the ob-

jective testing of each instrument, which we

have given in detail in a former issue of THE

KEYSTONE.

The Ophthalmoscopic Appearances of

the Normal Fovea

Hitherto we have not had such detailed

descriptions of the central area of the retina

(the fovea) as we have had for a long time

about the head of the optic nerve and its

surrounding area. The cause no doubt lies

in the fact that by the direct method the

ophthalmoscope allows only a small area of

the fundus to be seen distinctly, and that by

the indirect method, where the field is quite

extensive, the magnification is not quite high

enough to make small details plainly visible.

This difficulty apparently has been overcome

by the Thorner ophthalmoscope, which gives

as great field with sufficient magnification and

allows of a quiet observation, though it cannot
be denied that the high price of the instru-

ment, together with the fact that it is by no

means easy to observe with an undilated pupil,

will deter many from using it. Dr. Howard F.

Hansell, of Philadelphia, has used it already

quite extensively, and writes in American

Medicine as follows about his findings of the

normal fovea:

Less attention has been paid by writers on
ophthalmology to the physiologic variations in the
opthalmoscopic appearances of the macula and
foveal region than to those of the optic nerve head,
not that they are unessential to an accurate picture
of the eye ground, but because the foveal region
presents, when studied by means of any of the
many different styles of hand ophthalmoscopes,
practically the same form and color in all. Yet the
normal variations are extensive, interesting and
valuable for the definition of the healthy as com-
pared with the diseased fundus. They embrace
the size and shape, color, vascularity and bounda-

ries, and depend upon the extent of the field under

observation and the brilliancy of the illumination.

The anatomic basis for these apparent variations is
difficult to determine, but is probably dispropor-

tionately slight, for the microscope could hardly
reveal individual differences in the fundi of normal

eyes that could explain them.
In a number of healthy eye grounds, approxi-

mately moo, examined in the past few months by
the Thorner ophthalmoscope, the foveal region
and its immediate neighborhood were carefully in-

spected. With this instrument the personnel does

not modify the description of the fundus, since ex-

actly the -same view under precisely the same con-

ditions is seen by every observer. There is no

room for differences of opinion as to the details of

the fundus picture, although interpretations of the
findings may be different or the theoretic explana-

tions may vary. The examinations forced the im-

pression upon me that this region is equal to the

papilla in the consideration of those factors that

constitute a normal eye ground, and that fine de-

fects, readily overlooked or beyond the capabili-

ties of the hand ophthalmoscope, would change the

diagnosis from normal to abnormal.
With the magnification of the direct, and the

extent of the field of the indirect method of exami-

nation and without reflexes, the average foveal

region presents the following characteristics:

I. The Size and Shape.—The size, including

the macula, the circummacular zone and the boun-

dary is about equal to that of the nerve head. The
circumference of the zone or the boundary is

marked by reflected light ; which, while flitting and

unsteady, is confined to the outside limits of the

region. The shape is round or slightly oval with

the long diameter horizontal, and this is indepen-

dent of the refraction. Astigmatism seems to have

little influence in determining the apparent shape,

and even high grades can be imperfectly estimated

by the very slight distortion that is exceptionally

seen. Astigmatism is, however, at once manifest

by a comparison of the terminal twigs of the
vessels. The form and extent of the foveal region

is the magnified and exact picture of the anatomic
arrangement of the retinal tissues of the part as
seen under the microscope. The glistening border
marks the edge of the excavation, the deep red the
shelving sides, and the macula or yellow spot the

(Continued on page 1295)
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Neglected Opportunities.

How many jewelers are allowing opp
ortunities to go to waste !

Not consciously, perhaps, nor beca
use the average jeweler does not

work hard enough ; but simply tha
t he does not appreciate the

opportunity, and hence his energy is 
misdirected.

First Opportunity.

The great opportunity for the

jeweler is Optometry. True, all

jewelers sell glasses, but too many

do it in the same mercantile spiri
t as

merchandise is sold.

This will not answer : he must

organize an Optical Department ; 
not

in an indifferent, half-hearted way,

but it must be pushed with deter-

mination, and persistence, and intel
-

ligence, with the certain result of 
soon

equaling, or perhaps surpassing, 
the

other branches of the business.

Second Opportunity

The Correspondence or Attend-

ant Courses of The Philadelphia

Optical College. The success of the

first depends upon the second, while

the second finds its logical field of

usefulness in the first. Our Monthly

Attendant Course fills the bill most

admirably. If you cannot remain for

a month, our Two-Weeks' Attend-

ant Course will probably answer your

requirements. Or we can give a

Special Post-Graduate Course of

one week. If unable to leave home,

the opportunity is still within reach in

our Correspondence Course.

If Interested In OptIcal Instr
uction. enclose 6c. for "The Key to Succ

ess in Optics."
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anatomic and geographic center and lowest part of

the cup.
2. Color.—The color is the result of the

amount of retinal and choroidal pigmentation, of

the height of the boundary, and steepness of the

sides, and of the degree of illumination. The pig-

ment modifies the tone and color according to its

density. In the brunette the macula stands out as

a bright, yellow, circular dot, the circummacular

zone is deep red, the circumference is glistening

and the whole region is surrounded by a zone

of deeper pigmentation than that of the rest of the

fundus. In the albino; the boundary is indistinct
or invisible, the macula less yellow, the intervening

space light red and the circumjacent zone absent.

In the grades of pigmentation between the African

and the albino the region varies from a light red to

almost black, the central point always standing out

in less or greater contrast. The elevation of the

edges, that of the fiber layer of the retina, modifies

slightly the color of the depression. The more

pronounced the cup and the sharper the distincti
on

between the foveal and the extrafoveal retina, the

more brilliant and complete is the glistening, flitter-

ing reflection of light that in most cases completes

the full circle. The intensity of the reflection na
tu-

rally depends in great measure upon the brightne
ss

of the illumination. With the small kerosene lam
p,

accurately adjusted before the semicircular aper-

ture, with which the German-made Thorner

ophthalmoscope is provided, the illumination 
is

hardly appreciably less than with the Welsba
ch

mantle substituted by an American optician.

3. The Vascularity.—The foveal region, ex
-

cepting the macula, is abundantly provided
 with

vessels. The tortuous, terminal twigs, both arte-

ries and veins can be plainly seen as they 
curve

over the border of the excavation and disappe
ar in

the circummacular space before they reac
h the

yellow spot. Contrary to the usually accepted

statement, therefore, the retina within the f
oveal

region contains bloodvessels.*

*Here the author undoubtedly means b
loodveasela visible

ophibalmos,opically; for it is well known that 
the blood supply

is very abundant in the foveal region. Professor Baker, the

University a (eorgetown, Washington,
 I). C., in Norris I1111

Oliver's "System of Diseases of the Eye,
" for example, states :

"The region of the yellow spot is, 
however, one of the best

supplied of the whole retina, it receivin
g a multitude of fine

twigs from both the temporal and mac
ular arteries." lie also

gives a drawing from an excellent pr
eparation of the injected

bloodvessels of this region by B5hiii and
 v. Davidoll; on page

196 of the first volume.

The Spontaneous Cure of Senile

Cataract

That occasionally patients with senile

cataract who have refused to be operated

upon, get cured spontaneously, we have

several times mentioned in these co
lumns.

Another case is now reported by Sidney

Stephenson in the Lancet, as follows :

Female, aged fifty-five, V., 0. D. = 
fingers at

meter, unimproved. V., 0. S. -= fingers at 4

meters, with 9 D. S. = %. The r
ight lens was

opaque in its deeper parts, with a 
posterior polar

opacity. The left lens showed a 
posterior polar

opacity and opaque striw in the corte
x.

Floating opacities in the vitreous 
present in

both eyes. Eight years later the patient was see
n

again.
V., 0. D = fingers at 35 cm. Cataract nearly

mature ; V., 0. S. with + to D. S. =-
- %. The an-

terior chamber was deep, the pupil 
clear and black,

the iris sluggish and tremulous, an
d the tension

normal. The lens was dislocated an
d lying in the

lower part of the vitreous chamber. 
The patient

was seen for the third time two y
ears later. The

pupil of the right eye was found c
lear and black,

the iris tremulous, the anterior ch
amber deep, and

he lens dislocated downward into the vitreous

humor. T. normal ; V. with + 9 D. 
S. = 24.

The author considers the cure of
 the

cataract brought about in one or other of the

following ways :

I. The commonest is for the opaque lens to
become slowly absorbed, a process that seemingly

may even extend to the capsule. 2. Formation of

a so-called " milky " or " Morgagnian " cataract,

in which the hardened nucleus floats in a liquified

cortex ; in these cases the cortex may be converted

into a clear, transparent fluid through which the

patient may be able to distinguish external objects,

especially when the nucleus lies out of the line of

sight, as it would do in the upright position. 3. The

cataractous lens may become dislocated in the

vitreous, where it may remain for years apparently

without entailing harm to the eye. 4. The lens

may become dislocated into the anterior chamber

and undergo gradual absorption.

The Question of Credit

Address by I. L. FERGUSON, at the annual conven
tion of the

American Associiii cin of Opticians.

The two principal abstract sides to the profes-

sion of optometry are its professional aspect and its

commercial aspect. Where one begins and the

other leaves off is

almost as knotty a

problem as the correct

analysis of compound

astigmatism.
In the field of med-

icine we find profes-

sionalism pure and

simple, and by pro-

fessionalism I mean

that no goods are pur-

\ veyed, the charge or

fee being for profes-

sional advice solely;

so, while it is true that

the physician is yearly

euchered out of his fees by unprincipled patien
ts,

yet the problem which he faces is not one, two, six

with that which confronts tfre optician, who not

alone gives professional advice but goods of

intrinsic value, which have to be paid for to 
the

wholesale optician—that is, if he desires to mai
n-

tain his credit.
I doubt not but that the experience of ever

y

optician is similar to my own, so far as the 
giving

of credit is concerned. A spherical lens is
 broken;

its owner sends it to the optician by hi
s errand

boy, or more frequently himself, but when th
e job

is completed he either sends his boy wit
hout the

money or conies himself, and with a blase face
 tells

you to charge it.

\\ _..

L. L. Ferguson

Delinquent
Customers

Or, to take another of an unend-

irg series of like import, a man

will enter, stating that he has

lost his glasses, desires a new

pair, has not the change, but will pay next w
eek;

probably he does, or what is more probabl
e, he

doesn't. Now, of course, I understand that an

optician would commit " hari kari " if he d
id such

foolish things for strangers, but here's the 
rub—it

is his business friends or previous custom
ers that

" work " him. I say previous customers advisedly,

because immediately the eyeglass is charge
d to the

customer's account he is seen no more
. Such

accounts are of the " Kathleen Mavourneen "

kind ; they "may be for years and may be f
orever."

An optician with the tastes of a statist
ician could

compute authentically the business morali
ty of his

town or vicinity by computing the ratio 
of those

who pay and those who don't pay.

My experience leads me to believe that
 lenses
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and optical odd jobs must soon be classed in the

same category as street car fares and umbrell
as.

Probably though some optometrical psychol
ogist

may at some future time discover an interdepend-

ency or co-relation between bad eyes and bad con-

sciences. Another fruitful source of lax business

morals is the sending in by mail broken eyeglasses,

all of which are repaired and returned with the bill

for same, which is never paid. So much for the

complaint ; now then, can it be cured ? The causes

underlying the above are no doubt unintentional

dishonesty, which every year we must expect to

charge to debit side of the ledger or to the profit

and loss account.

A Remedy
Suggested

Before adopting heroic measures

to stop this abuse, the optician

should pause and well consider

lest he become too drastic and

thereby offend those whose influence is not to be

despised even if their consciences are seared. We

must not forget that in the way of recommendations

in the influencing of trade it takes a really repre-

sentative man to do good, but that any bum can
 do

you harm, because the latter invariably possess the

most garrulity, and that bad influences circulate

quicker than good influences.

In a measure, I have found a means to circum-

vent these conditions, which is as follows : R
e-

corded on the formula is the name, not only of the

person to whom it belongs, but also the name

of the person who originally sent the party.

This scheme serves not only as a memory

strengthener, but also serves to show how mu
ch

value a client is in sending others. Now then
, if I

find that a certain party is remiss in his paymen
ts

and does not fulfill his duties as a link in my endle
ss

chain of recommendations, why I promptly put 
this

account into the hands of a collection agency. 
But

if he be remiss and yet is influential enough to
 send

other clients, why then I wink at his busines
s tur-

pitude and do not press him to pay. The optici
an

soon finds that his clientele is divided into three s
ec-

tions, to wit : I. Where the confidence is mutual

and the patient is enthusiastic, and who always
 puts

in a good word. 2. The passive, who perfuncto-

rily wears his spectacles and is neither see
n nor

heard from, year in and year out, until he ne
eds a

new pair. 3. The malignant maligners who never

hesitate to drive a spike with a hammer into yo
ur

professional existence just for the sake of pu
re

cussedness.
Now, the man who pays his bills may be safel

y

reckoned in the first class, but if he hangs up 
he

quickly metamorphoses into the second class, a
nd

when he is pushed to settle, the transformati
on is

complete, as he enters the third class, and, to 
use

a vulgarism, he becomes a "knocker" This is

the fellow that opticians should combine aga
inst,

because as soon as this leech has been shoo
k off

by one optician he immediately fastens him
self on

another.

Compile a
Blacklist

By combine I mean a blacklist.

Every local society should in-

stitute a blacklist for their own

protection. Let society mem-

bers bring to their meetings the names an
d ad-

dresses of those who refuse to pay ; let the s
ecre-

tary write the same on the blackboard, and 
during

the progress of the meeting the information c
an be

copied at leisure. This would entail but little extra

work and would be of inestimable benefit t
o the

profession.

"To my knowledge The Keystone is the best

trade journal. "—I. Braun, Jeweler and Optician,

Two Rivers, Wisconsin.
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CHAPTER I.V.--OPTICS. (OLOOY OF VISION.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VL—NUMBERING OF LENSES.
CHAPTElt V II.—THE USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VI I I.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—MICTIIOD OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.
CHAPTER X1.—IIYPERMETR0PIA.
CHAPTER MI.—MYOPIA.
CHAPTER MIL—ASTIGMATISM.
CHAPTER XIV.—ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES.

The entire serial, The Op-
tician's Manual, can now be
had in book form, the work
consisting of two volumes of
some 400 pages each. The
Optician's Manual, Vol. I,
heretofore known simply as
'"The Optician's Manual,"com-
prises the first ten chapters,
with additional matter, illus-
trations and colored plates.
Vol. II comprises Chapters XI
and XII (heretofore published
as the "Supplement to The
Opt ician's Manual "), together
with Chapters XIII and XIV.
This volume thus comprises
Hypermetropia, Myopia,
Astigmatism and Anomalies of
the Ocular Muscles, to which
has becn added much addi-
tional matter and illustra-

tions. These books will be sent postpaid to all parts of the

world on receipt of price, 82.00 each ; or can be had from the

leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain
, and Bosch,

11sa dr 
4d. each.

latCo., Sydney, N. S. W., for the publisher's price,8 

CHAPTER XIV

(Part XIX)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLE
S

A slight physiological heterophoria is

not incompatible with normality, because

although the accommodation and conver-

gence are closely connected and share the

same nervous supply, yet they are not indis-

solubly one. The unconscious effort that is

made to maintain binocular vision in the

presence of a normal amount of deviation is

SO slight that no inconvenience is experi-

enced. But when the heterophoria is greater,

the effort required is sufficient to cause

symptoms of asthenopia, which will be all

the more marked in a neurasthenic or debili-

tated patient.

TESTS FOR HETEROPHORIA

I. Screen test : a, objective.
b, subjective.

2. Prism tests.
3. Phorometer.
4. Maddox rod.
5. Maddox double prism.
6. A strong convex sphere.

7. The cobalt blue lens.
8. The tropometer.
9. The clinometer.
ED. The perimeter.
I I. Tests for convergence.
I 2. Tests for divergence.
13. Tests for sursumvergence.

THE COVER OR SCREEN TEST

Objective Test. This is an interesting

test that can be easily made and requires no

instruments. It depends on the fact that in

the condition of normal muscular equil
ibrium,

the instinct of binocular fixiation is so strong
that it continues even after one eye is ex-
cluded from vision. The patient is asked to
look at a test object (a light or a round black
spot on a white card) twenty feet away. A
screen or a card is placed before one eye,
which will still look straight in the direction
of the object the same as if it was yet visible.
The card is then shifted to the other eye, and
as the eye that was first covered is already in
position to fix the object, no change will be
required and it will remain stationary. This
indicates a condition of orthophoria.

But if the first eye when covered de-
viates in any direction, it will, when the card
is transferred to the other eye, turn in the
opposite direction, and the amount of one
movement will be exactly the same as the
other.

The card should be kept before the eye
for an appreciable length of time, at least
thirty seconds, and then suddenly withdrawn
while the eye is closely watched for any
" corrective '' movement that may take
place and which indicates some form of
heterophoria.

If the corrective movement is inwards,
the presumption is that there had been a
tendency to an outward deviation, which
would indicate a condition of exoAhoria.

If the corrective movement is outwards,
the inference is that there had been a ten-
dency to deviation inwards, from which we
diagnose a condition of esofihoria.

The prism base in or base out that
stops this movement will be the approximate
measure of the exo- or esophoria, although
this method is scarcely applicable in slight
degrees of heterophoria.

This test will also determine which of
the two eyes habitually fixes the object.

Before making the above tests it has
been recommended that both eyes be closed
for a short time.

SUBJECTIVE COVER TEST OR PARALLAX

TEST

In the former test the observer deter-
mines the existence of heterophoria without
asking the patient any questions, but in the
parallax test the co-operation of the patient
is necessary. The test depends upon the fact
that when any muscular imbalance is present,
a sudden screening of the fixing eye makes
the flame appear to the patient to move, as
it becomes necessary for the deviating eye to
make a corrective movement in order to
assume the task of fixation, and this move-
ment manifests itself by an apparent displace-
ment of its field of vision.

The perception of this movement. de-
pends upon a momentary diplopia, which is
quickly corrected as fixation is shifted from
one eye to the other. This is a form of
diplopia in which the images are not both
seen at the same time, but in succession, and
thus give the impression of moving from one
place to another.

If the right eye is screened and then
uncovered, and the object appears to move
from left to right, esofihoria is indicated.

This can easily be understood when it is re-
membered that in esophoria the diplopia is

of the homonymous variety and the right

image is seen by the right eye, which accounts

for the apparent movement from left to right.
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If, on the other hand, when the cover is
removed from the right eye, the light appears
to move towards the left, exophoria is indi-
cated. In this condition the diplopia is
crossed, and the left image belongs to the
right eye, which accounts for the apparent
movement from right to left.

This test possesses the advantage of
requiring no special apparatus. Its useful-
ness depends upon the intelligence of the
patient, but after a few trials the movement
of the light and its direction can be quickly
determined.

The movement of the light can be con-
trolled by prisms, and the amount of hetero-
phoria measured by the strength of the prism
which, when placed before the eyes, will
cause the movement to cease. The following
statement in tabular form may serve to em-
phasize the above facts and present them in
a form that can easily be remembered :

01'1DE IN PARALLAX TEST

INDICATES I CORRECTED BY

Light moves out Esophoria Prism base out

Light moves in Exophoria Prism base in

,PRISM TESTS

These are the time-honored tests intro-
duced by von Graefe. An artificial diplopia
is produced by placing before one eye a
prism strong enough to prevent fusion, and
the positions assumed by the two images will
indicate whether the muscles are in or out of
balance.

The testing prism must be strong enough
to produce an insuperable diplopia and to
separate the two images sufficiently to make
slight deviation tendencies easily perceptible.
On the other hand, it should not be too
strong, or else the false image is formed on
the retina at a point so far distant from the
yellow spot, that it does not allow a proper
and accurate comparison to be made with the
true image. In the production of vertical
diplopia, the writer recommends a prism of
6°; and for the production of horizontal
diplopia, a prism of ion, although it may
be necessary in some cases to increase this
to 12°.

The first is placed in a vertical position
and it is a matter of indifference whether the
base be up or down. The second is placed
in a horizontal position, and it is of impor-
tance that the base be placed in, as that is
the position in which diplopia can be more
quickly obtained and with the weakest
prism. The reason is that in this position
the diplopia results from an overpowering of
the interior recti muscles, the weaker of the
lateral muscles ; whereas if placed base out
a prism of 30° to 400 might be required to
vanquish the internal recti.

The importance of the base line of the
prism being in a strictly vertical or horizontal
position cannot be too strongly insisted upon,
because a slight turning of the prism will
introduce new prismatic values that will
vitiate the result, and the stronger the test
prism the greater the vitiation.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Are We Doing Your Prescription Work ?
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( Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, Colo. California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast.

This is the very busiest time in the year for prescriptions. We are doing more in

this line than ever before, and, best of all, getting it out promptly and accurately on

the day that it is received.
We know that we give the best service on prescription work that is given by

anyone, on account of our unexcelled facilities for getting this work out, and call our

claim to your attention now because we feel sure that if we were doing your work,

you would not be subjected to annoying delays and mistakes on account of the fall

rush of work of this kind. We solicit a trial, in the belief that we will be able to

give you more satisfactory service than you have ever been able to get elsewhere.

WE ALSO CALL YOUR ATTENTION

to the instruments illustrated below, which will prove a great aid to you in your work

of refraction, as they will save you time, and give an accuracy to your work that it is

not possible to have without them:

Price,

Less 6 per cent.
for cash

The XX Century Ophthalmometer
WITH ILLUMINATED MIRES

IT GIVES
the absolute axis of the corneal astigmatism.

PAMPHLETS SENT

Price, $6.00

Less 6 per cent.
for cash

THE PUNCTUMETER
AN INSTRUMENT

for measuring the refraction of the eye
and in addition a superior spherical lens
measure.

ON APPLICATION

F. A. HARDY 0 CO.
Wholesale and Manufacturing Opticians

CHICAGO, ILL.
AGENTS

Paris, France. 
Globe Optical Co.. Boston, Mass., for New England.
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia.
Raphael. Wheway Redfern, Ltd., London, England,
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for Great Britain.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-

ment must send name and address-not
 for publication, but

as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in

the order in which they are received. No 
attention will be

paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfacto
rily and give•

proper advice in the management of cases 
submitted to us, it

ts essential that we be furnished with a 
complete history of

each case and accurate information on the 
following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, 
always approxi-

mate.)
2. Have glasses been previously worn? Ilow 

long and what

number?
3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what

 improvement

glasses afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without 

glasses and with

them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by ra

diating lines).

6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"L. A."- Will you kindly explain the followin
g

statement, contained in an English text-book

on refraction "The normal refraction of the

eye in childhood is hypermetropic ; some few

remain so, a great number become emmetropic

as they gel older, a law percentage of these

pass on to myopia." As a student of visual

optics and the anatomy of the eye, I accept

the thou laid down by various eminent

authorities, that hypermetropia and myopia

are abnormal conditions, due to the shape of

the eyeball : in the first instance, to the antero-

posterior axis of the eyeball being too short

and, in the second case, to the antero-posterior

axis of the eyeball being too long. That being

so, I presume lhal it is an hereditary and con-

structional (1)111 /ion, and would like to learn

by what mechanism of nature these various

conditions aller by age ; whether it is due to

the rf:fracliye media of the eye or to an altera-

tion in the shape of the eyeball.

An undeveloped eye is hypermetropic, and
 a

hypermetropic eye is an undeveloped one ; th
is is

the explanation of the fact that hypermetr
opia is

the natural condition of the refraction in 
infancy.

The eye is flat because not fully devel
oped, thus

throwing the focus for parallel rays behind the

retina and constituting the condition we 
know as

hypermetropia. As the eyeball grows and de-

velops, it becomes larger and the focus of 
parallel

rays approaches nearer and nearer to t
he retina,

until at last it falls on this membrane 
when the

condition is one of emmetropia. If now this

growth of the eyeball should continue, 
the focus

of parallel rays would be in front of 
the retina,

and the refraction of the eye would then b
e myopic.

So that this change of the condition of 
the refrac-

tion from hypermetropia to emmetropia,
 and from

emmetropia to myopia, is due to the growth
 of the

eyeball. These changes are aggravated and int
en-

sified by long-continued use of the e
yes for small

objects close at hand, which causes 
a congestion,

then a softening and then a bulging o
f the fundus,

as is evidenced in progressive myop
ia. An eye

may pass through the stages outlined 
above, but it

is impossible for an eye to chan
ge in the other

direction ; that is, a myopic eye ca
nnot become

emmetropic or hypermetropic.

"H. W A."-Young man, aged 
twenty-five years,

has never zoom glasses. His visual acuity is

I8 with either eye. He shows some 
hyperopic

astig-malism. With + 2.50 cyl. ax. go° before

both eves, the lines are about all the 
same.

W + 1.25 c + 2.50 cyl. ax. go° 
before

both ryes, the vision is not any better
, but not

worse. I hied concave glasses, with 
the same

result ; with - 1.5o before both eyes t
he vision

remained the same. His eye looks myopic.

The pin-hole lest does not increase 
vision any.

He has quite a deal of exophoria.
 I cor-

rected 8°, but believe there is more
. With

4- 1.25 2.50 cyl. ax. go° C; 4. in, before
both eyes, his vision remains the 

same. Has

not the least trouble to wear the gl
asses. The

only symptom he has with or wit
hout glasses

is poor vision. Please give me some light on

this subject. Has been this way since 
childhood.

Inasmuch as the acuteness of vision i
s not im-

proved by convex or concave len
ses, or even by

the pin-hole disk, we are led to
 infer that the

impaired vision is due to amblyopia or to some

diseased condition. An ophthalmoscopic examina-

tion now becomes necessary, in order to locate the

disease and determine its character. In the absence

of the knowledge to be gained by such an exam-

ination, it is obviously impossible to express an

Opinion ; but, in view of the fact that this condi-

tion has existed since childhood, there is but little

ground to hope that it can be improved upon. In

regard to the exophoria, there should be no

trouble to measure its exact amount, but how

much of it should be corrected is a matter for care-

MI consideration.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page.

"R. H."-Thung man, twenty-six years ; slen
der,

126 pounds, not very robust, nervous tempera-

ment, good habits ; occupation, watchmaker-

at bench eleven years. Has floating objects

before the eyes ; the one used most is the worst

(right eye). When using them continually,

suffers sharp pains, twitching of eyelids, si,rht

becoming blurred and occasionally has diffi-

culty in recognizing one at a distance ; on

see type, .75 D., at eleven inches. Never wore

glasses. .Has been under treatment with sev-

eral specialists, without relief Case has been

diagnosed as disease of the optic nerve, hyper-

metropia, astigmatism. Some advised glasses ;

one said if he did he would go blind. Would

you advise him to retire front the busine
ss?

Is medical treatment alone indicated ?

Unfortunately, our correspondent has failed to

comply with our request, as published 
on this

page, for the important details of the case a
nd the

picture of the patient that is presented is so 
incom-

plete that we are unable to express an int
elligent

opinion upon it. The impression we receive is

that the case is probably one of hyperme
tropia or

astigmatism, perhaps complicated with sp
asm of

accommodation. We scarcely think there 
is any

danger of blindness or any occasion to r
etire from

business ; but if we are correct in our 
supposition,

the proper lenses are the first and most 
important

consideration. Medical treatment may perhaps

become necessary later, although we 
incline to

believe not.

"E. H. L."-Nan, aged sixty-five ye
ars, has had

right side of head stepped on by horse. 
Has

hypermetropia of 1.50 and muscular troub
le.

Has been wearing 4- 2 lens over left eye
 and

1.50 over right, with 6° prism, base i
n.

Those glasses did not rive satisfactio
n, as

he could not see well ; besides, things 
looked

to be out of plumb. I placed + 1.50 len
s over

each eye ; also 7° prism, base up and in,
 at an

angle of 50°, and + 3.75 for reading. 
On

read fairly well and everything seem
s plumb,

but can see print of larger size below 
where

he is reading. The range of accommodation

with glasses is P. P. 8 inches and P. 
A'. 24

inches ; without glasses can just see the
 head-

ing of a newspaper at 8 feel distant. 
W hat is .

the trouble of seem- that print below, and please

state if any other corrections can be m
ade.

Our correspondent has failed to give u
s the

acuteness of vision, without the correcti
ng glasses

or with them. This is a seemingly small matter,

but it is so important that we must again 
call

attention to it.
The condition of the muscular equilibrium

must be carefully examined and with som
e system.

It will not suffice to place a prism at s
ome haphaz-

zard angle, in the hope that patient w
ill accept it ;

but the standard tests for heteropho
ria must be

made use of. An artificial vertical dip
lopia, caused

by a prism base up or down, will 
show whether

the lateral muscles are equally balanc
ed and reveal

any esophoria or exophoria. An 
artificial hori-

zontal diplopia, caused by a prism 
base in, will

show whether the vertical muscles 
are balanced
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and reveal any hyperphoria. Or a test for thes
e

'phorias may be made by means of the Maddox

rod. After this, the strength of the individual

muscles may be measured by means of a pris
m

placed apex over them. With the knowledge

gained by these tests, one will be in a position t
o

prescribe prisms intelligently, if any are shown to

be needed. When hyperphoria and exophoria ar
e

present in the same case, the experience of the

writer with an oblique prism has not been satisfac-

tory, but he prefers to place the horizontal prism

over one eye and the vertical prism over other eye.

"H U. M"-Please publish a table showing the

P. P. and I'. I2. of an emmetrope at the age

of five years and every five years after to

seventy-five years ; also a hyperope of z, 2

and 3 D. and inyopes of 1, 2 and 3 D. and the

approximate lenses to correct each at the dif-

ferent ages.

Table of amplitude of accommodation at dif-

ferent ages:

to years   14. D.
12 "   13. D.

15
,,   12. D.

17 " II D.

20
Id 
  10. D.

23 ,,   9. D.

26 Id

30
7. D.

33  
 6. D.

35  
 5.50D.

37 
5 D.

40  
 4.5o D.

43   4. D.

45  
 3.50D.

47  
 3. D.

50 2  50 D.

55  
 I.5o D.

6o   .5o D.

A hypermetropic eye requires some of its

accommodation for distant vision, and hence 
for

close use there is a deficiency to the extent of th
e

hypermetropia. A myopic eye, on the other hand
,

possesses a surplus of accommodation to the
 ex-

tent of the myopia. Therefore, in hypermetropia,

the amplitude of accommodation would be as

much less, and in myopia as much more, as t
here

is present hypermetropia or myopia.
When our correspondent asks for an approxi-

mate table of lenses to correct hypermetropia an
d

myopia at different ages, he shows ignorance i
n

the estimation and correction of these defects
, or

else we fail to grasp his question aright. If there

is present a hypermetropia or myopia of 
r, 2 or

3 D., there is already indicated the proper len
s for

the correction of the defect, which, when c
ompli-

cated by the approach of presbyopia, must be

corrected by another lens, stronger or w
eaker,

according to the amount of presbyopia present

as determined by the loss of accommodation
, or

the position of the receding near point. The P
. R.

of a myopic eye is at a definite distance,
 for an

emmetropic at infinity and of a hypermetropic
 eye

beyond infinity.

"F. J. W" - What per cent. of cocaine solutio
n do

oculists usually use before making examin
a-

tions of eyes for glasses? How long does 
the

patient have to use it, and how many drop
s a

day is it absolutely necessaty to use in maki
ng

examinations e
We do not know what our correspondent h

ad

in mind in this question, but we must say
 at the

beginning that cocaine is only a mydriatic a
nd not

a cycloplegic. It may be used in the dark room

for retinoscopic and ophthalmoscopic exam
inations,

which are rendered much more satisfactory
 by the

dilatation of the pupil it causes. A single appl
ication

of the usual four-per-cent. solution may be
 made

an hour before the desired time, and its effec
t weats

off during the day. As a contracted pupil 
greatly

increases the difficulty of using these instru-

ments, one can readily see the great advanta
ges

of a drug that will dilate the pupil without

affecting the accommodation. Cocaine is often

combined with the cycloplegics to increase 
their

mydriatic effect.
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Patent Antiseptic Eyeglass Guards
Rigidity, Convenience, Lightness, Strength and Comfort with

Cleanliness and Sanitary Wholesomeness.

Stock, per single dozen  
Prescription, per pair  

Gold Filled
$1.00
.25

LEADING PRESCRIPTION HOUSE OF AMERICA.

The Ophthalmic
Cabinet

makes subjective optometry
easy and eliminates mis-
takes. We make a specialty
of the chart business, both in
connection with our cabinet
and independently. Our
charts are the best--and the
best advertised.

We are pleased to quote prices

to jobbers on any of the charts

that we make, and submit esti-

mates on anything new in the

chart line.

Brown 0 Burpee,
Manchester, N. FL, U. S. A.

Fancy Thermometers
for the Holiday Trade

Popular priced, ser-
viceable Holiday Nov-
elties to retail from 25
cents upward. It will
pay you to handle
same, as these goods
have not been hawked
around. Write for
our illustrated cata-
logue, which tells the
story of one of our best
lines of Fancy Novel-
ties, mounted with our
own make of reliable
Thermometers.
We make the cheap-

est as well as the high-
est priced Fancy Ther-
mometers, but all are
reliable.

"If

No. 901. 4% in. high.
Price, 92.00 per dozen.

Imitation Vienna Bronze in natural colors.

No. 888. 10 in. high.

Price, 90.00 iker dozen.

The R. Hoehn Co.
I. M A 1" iR & Co., Proprietors,

Manufacturers and Importers of Thermome-
ters. Barometers, Hydrometers, etc.,

for all purposes.

80 St. 82 Chambers St., NEW YORK
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Skiascopy
(CONTINUED)

Our work on Skiascopy, of
which this serial is a reprint,
contains over 200 pages, will,
numerous illustrations and SV V-
eral colored plates. No praeti-
dug optician can all'orti to be
without a copy of this treatise,
which far excels in comprehen-
siveness and practical value any
work heretofore published on
the subject. It not only ex-
plains the shadow test in its
practical application t■■ Gm work
of refraction, Mit expou
fully and explicitly the optical
principles underlying it. In
depth of research, wealth of
illustration and scientific com-
pleteness the work is unique.
The price of the hook is $1.50
and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt
of this amount; or it can be

had from the leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain,
or Bosch, Barthel At I 'o., SpillOy, N. S. IV., for 6s. 3d.

The work will eontilioe to appear in serial form, as here-
under, in this journal. The first installment was published
In the September, 1899, issue.

THE KEYSTONE

CHAPTER IX. ( Continuea)

Conditions Favorable to Successful Work in Skiascopy. The
Operating Room and its Arrangements. Practical

Operating Suggestions to Beginners.

The patient need not hold the eyes in a
fixed position during all this time—really the
actual time is very short—but he must be
made to " look into distance" when the opti-
cian begins to work, slightly to the right (the
optician's right) of the mirror. This brings
both visual axes near to the mirror and near
to the visual axis of the observing eye, and
gives a view, in the right eye, of an area of

the retina slightly to the nasal side, but upon
the area of the macula.

As the light from the mirror is cast upon

the face around the observed eye and made

to cross it in any meridian by the tilting of

the mirror, some form of skiascopic pheno-

menon will appear in the pupil and show at

once whether the eye is emmetropic, myopic

or hyperopic. If the eye is emmetropic the
+ I D. lens before it will bring the area of

reversal to the observing eye—case 2—or the

position in which the motion of the reflex

cannot be determined. Hence, if motion is

distinctly with the plane mirror, the eye

tinder examination is hyperopic, and the plus

lens that neutralizes motion or brings the

area of reversal to the axed plane, practically

the cornea, of the observing eye, is the full

correction of such hyperopia. If motion is

against the plane mirror the eye is myopic,

and the minus lens that neutralizes motion at

one meter is the full.correction of such myo-

pia. We may not be able to distinguish ex-

actly the absolute point at which reversal

occurs, but if of a diopter either way pro-

duces opposite motions the point midway

between them is as close as we can come to

it. If the lens that neutralizes motion in one

meridian does not eliminate motion in all

meridians astigmatism is shown. The un-

corrected or unneutralized meridian may be

measured either by the sphere that corrects

that meridian, although producing motion

in the meridian first neutralized ; or by

the cylinder, axis at right angles to the

unneutralized meridian, which neutralizes

motion in the uncorrected meridian. Each

eye is tested separately and its correction

found.
The operator dos not require, if work-

ing at one meter, to be an exact meter from

the eye under observation. If he is 6 inches
nearer, or 34 instead of 40 inches, it makes
a difference of but k of a diopter and for two
or three inches the amount would not be
worth noticing. A distance of 6 in. more
than a meter would make even less differ-
ence. The trial case does not contain lenses
graded fine enough to measure these low
degrees. But in working at a distance of
kss than one meter, every inch counts more
and more the nearer the working distance ;
but at a greater distance, as at two meters,
inches cut very little figure. If no astigmatic
signs appear, to get the exact correction of
an eye by skiascopy requires a wonderfully
short space of time. The direction of motion
tells what kind of a lens is wanted ; the
rapidity of motion and the size of the reflex
tells about what strength of lens is required.

To get that lens from the trial case that most
nearly neutralizes motion and produces the
maximum of diffusion, if not at an exact
meter, at an inch or two in front or back of

the meter point, is but the work of a minute

or two. The operator may allow himsc:f a

range of 6 inches, 3 inches to each side of

the meter point, to get the exact point of re-
versal, which none of the trial lenses will

give him at exactly i meter ; for 3 inches to

either side of the meter point, reduced to

diopters, is absolutely insignificant. No trial

case lens will measure it, for it is less than

Tia- of a diopter.

MOVING THE LIGHT.

The facilities for moving the skiascopic

light are of advantage in two ways : (I) the

light, the observed eye and the observing

eye should be in the same horizontal plane,

and as patients will have considerable differ-

ence of body length or height of the eyes

when seated in a chair, the skiascopic light

should be adjustable in height ; but (2)

moving the light is of chief importance in

bringing out the banded appearance in astig-

matism, and this is effected by the adjust-

ment of the distance of the light from the

mirror. To make these changes in position,

without changing the general direction of the

beam of light from the skiascopic chimney,

the latter should rest upon a rotary founda-

tion, so that as the light is moved backward

or forward upon the bracket or bracket

hinges, the chimney may be rotated in the

opposite direction from the rotation of the

bracket.
With the plane mirror, when the area

of reversal of the most myopic meridian of

the observed eye is at the observing eye, the

area of reversal of the least myopic meridian

is posterior to the observing eye. If the ob-

served eye has nearly, or quite, or more,

than one diopter of astigmatism the light

cannot be moved to the distance required for

the fullest display of the banded appearance,

for with D. of astigmatism it would re-

quire to be % meter from the mirror, and for

34 D. of astigmatism it would require to be

at I meter from the mirror. That is, if the

most myopic meridian is + ( ir+ I) D. and

the least myopic meridian + ( 71. + ) D.,

there is y3 D. of astigmatism. To place the

light at the same distance as the area of re-

versal of the least myopic meridian it would

require to be ir3 =-- 3/2 meters from the ob-
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served eye, or % meter from the mirror.

But with % D. of myopia the light would

require to be 1% = 2 meters from the ob-

served eye or i meter from the mirror. It
is evident that with one full diopter of
astigmatism and the area of reversal of
the most myopic meridian at the observ-
ing eye, the area of reversal of the least
myopic meridian (which would be emme-
tropic) would be at infinity, and the light
could not be moved to infinity. Hence the
necessity of using the concave mirror to
develop the most striking appearance of
the band if the eye is more than I diopter
astigmatic.

With the concave mirror the least myo-
pic meridian, or area of reversal of the least
myopic meridian, is brought to the observing
eye. Then the area of reversal of the most
myopic meridian is somewhere between the
observed and the observing eye. It is only
necessary to make the focal area of the con-
cave mirror and the area of reversal of this
most myopic meridian of the observed eye to
coincide, or be equally distant from the mir-
ror, and therefore equally distant from the
observed eye, to develop the banded appear-
ance most strikingly. This is done, with a
concave mirror of given power, as a 25 centi-
meter mirror, by moving the light. The
position it is necessary to place the light in-
dicates the position of the area of reversal.
For instance, if with the anterior area of re-
versal at the observing eye, and with a 25 cm.
(+ 4 D.) mirror the banded appearance is

developed most strikingly when the light is
20 inches from the mirror, the focal area of
the mirror is 20 inches in front of the mirror.
Hence, the other area of reversal is 20 inches
in front of the mirror, or 20 inches from the
observed eye, and it has 2 D. of myopia in
that meridian. But if the light requires to

be within 16 inches of the mirror to develop
the banded appearance most strikingly, 23
D. of its 4 D. power is used in neutralizing

the pencils, leaving but 1% D. to focus them.

This places the focal area of the mirror

40/1 = 27 inches in front of the mirror or
13 inches from the observed eye. Hence,
that is the position of the area of reversal of

the most myopic meridian, and 3 D. of myo-

pia is shown in that meridian. The amount

of astigmatism in the former case is i D., in

the latter 2 D. Again, if the light has to be

144 inches from the mirror, 23% D. of its

power is used to neutralize the pencils, leaving
D. to focus the pencils with at 40/IY4. =

32 inches, or 8 inches anterior to the observed

eye. This shows 5 D. of myopia in the most

myopic meridian, or 4 D. of astigmatism.

The nearer the light is brought to the mirror

to develop the banded appearance, with a

concave mirror, the higher the degree of

astigmatism. But the nearer the light, with

a plane mirror, the lower the degree of

astigmatism.
But as we have said heretofore, it is not

necessary that the light be at one area of re-

versal and the observing eye at the other to

develop the banded appearance. If the light

is somewhat near the other area of reversal,

sufficiently near it to make the difference of

diffusion in the two meridians striking, the

banded appearance is developed. This ac-

counts for the great differences noted in the

banded appearance in different eyes.

(TO BE CONTINUED)



Briggs Patent Mountings
Rims or Rimless.

" Easy as None,"

No more discomfort
with glasses.

Revolves to give
desired pantoscopic tilt.

No screws to work
loose. Carried in short,
flat case and adjustable
to any P. D.

Endorsed by both
trade and public.

Electrotypes free.

PATENTED JULY 2, 1901

An Optician's Best Work
is often ruined by spectacle cases that do not meet the requirements
of the riding bow. The particular curve, the result of painstaking
effort is easily destroyed by a non-conforming case.

The ECLIPSE R. 13:s Nos. 8anD9
PATENTED JULY 2 1901

The lenses are grooved in less time than it takes to drill
holes. Groovers furnished all who desire them, 75 cents.
Our standard width mounting can be used in 90 per cent. of
cases. Made in gold, gold filled and nickel. Send $1.00
P.O. order or stamps for sample gold filled with sphero
lenses, case and wholesale price-list. No samples sent
on memorandum.

If your Jobber cannot furnish them, write us.

are the only cases.made that fully meet the requirements of up-to-date
opticians. They protect the nose-piece, conform readily to any
temple curve, and thoroughly satisfy the optician and his customer.

The design is new, the construction novel, the protection perfect
The ideal RIDING BOW SPECTACLE CASES for conscientious
opticians.

No. 9. For usual and Medium=size Riding Bow

No. 8. For any size Eye, Bridge or Temple

Manufacturers

4054 & 4056 Haverford Ave., Philadelphia

A PERFECT AID TO VISION

THE TURNER-REICH
Binocular Field Glass

Gives immense power in small compass. The definition is microscopically
sharp and wonderfully brilliant, in addition to which a wide field of view
is included. They are optically and mechanically perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE-LIST.
Manufactured by

GUNDLACH OPTICAL CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New York,
TRADE AGENTS.
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Equipping Optical Quarters

Opticians who are handicapped by limitations of space—and
they are by no means few—manifest most creditable ingenuity in
making such space as they have serve their purpose. Many, how-
ever, have failed to solve the problem, and to these the various
suggestions published in our columns are very valuable. As the
chief factor in progress is an interchange of ideas we would suggest
that those opticians, who have by their mechanical adeptness sur-
mounted difficulties of the kind mentioned above, would send us
plans and descriptions of their quarters, as such would prove
instructive to many of their brethren.

We reproduce herewith a photograph of the dark room of
S. P. Schuessler, Baton Rouge, La. The dimensions of the room
are 133 X 15 feet, but
the necessary distance
for examination is ob-
tained by the use of
a convenient alley as
shown in the picture.
The room, as arranged
and equipped by Mr.
Schuessler, is a perfect
optical chamber, con-
taining all the facilities
in space and instru-
ments for the most
thorough eye examina-
tion. A very handsome
reception room adjoins
the dark room.

Mr. Schuessler is
well pleased with the
result of his entetprise.
He says : " Since in-
stalling our dark room
we have more than
quadrupled our optical
business, and what is
more satisfactory still,
is that it continues to
grow. It only goes to show that the public, if given a chance,

will, of their own accord, seal the doom of the nomadic " specialist,"

who, out of the kindness of his heart, calls at their residences, and

sells them a pair of Po crystals for $2.50. By raising the standard

of our work and adopting modern methods, we hoped to increase

our business. Our hopes have been realized far beyond our most

sanguine expectations."
Such, indeed, has been the experience of many other opticians,

and the fact is encouraging to the trade at large, especially to those

whose ambition is above their present facilities.

The chief object of these articles is to impress on the refrac-

tionists the business value of neat, well-equipped quarters. The

eye is a precious part of the human anatomy, and its possessor will

always be slow in entrusting it to any one in whom he has not con-

fidence. Nothing is more essential to this confidence than well-

appearing quarters and such equipment as evidences professional

training and capability. Human nature is very impressionable, and

while it is not always commendable to use this weakness for business

advantage, a competent optician is certainly justified in so using it.

Shakespeare anticipated modern advertising when he said, " You

must not walk upon a laboring day without the sign of your pro-

fession." The refractionist must always be surrounded by the

impressive paraphernalia of his specialty.
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Workshop Notes for Opticians

A frequent cause of disappointment and annoyance is found in

the splitting and chipping of spectacle lenses after they have left

the glazier's hands. These accidents happen frequently without

apparent cause during transit through the mail, and at other unex-

pected times. In most cases the breakage may be attributed to un-

equal rates of expansion and contraction of the glass and eye-wire.

Hard-tempered and unyielding steel eyewire causes most breakages..

In some few cases, from similar causes, the wire itself is broken, or

the solder gives way. With the softer and more yielding gold

filled and gold frames such accidents hardly ever occur.

The borax which is used as a flux in soldering is generally

in the form of a crystal, which is wetted and rubbed to a paste
upon a piece of slate. A
better result seems, how-
ever, to be obtainable
by using finely pow-
dered borax, which has
first been carefully dried
and sifted. Really, noth-
ing whatever is gained
by sticking hard and
fast to the antiquated
notions of our grand-
sires in little matters
of this kind.

The Rangoon oil
mentioned as most ap-
propriate for the lubri-
cation and preservation
of steel spectacle and
ey eglass frames, should

on no account be used
for gold articles. Gold
frames should never be
oiled, owing to the ten-
dency of the decomposi-
tion products of the oil
to cause discoloration.
If a lubricant is needed

for springs or joints a little beeswax may be carefully applied.

It is not an uncommon thing to find the nickel coating of

a frame commence to strip off when the frame is wiped. This

is due to imperfect work. The deposit has been either unevenly

or too quickly produced. Small articles, like spectacle frames,

should not be placed in large nickeling vats without the pres-

ence of larger articles at the same time. If these are present the

smaller articles get a much more even and steady deposit of

nickel, and the work is much superior both in appearance and

durability.
The grooving of spectacle lenses may be done upon a thin

Craigleith stone with a pointed (beveled) edge instead of the ordi-

nary copper disk usually employed for the purpose. Stones used

for ordinary edge grinding, if of the Craigleith variety, should not

be run at so high a rate of speed as stones of softer texture. As a

general rule, the softer the stone the faster it should run. Hard

stones are bad for chipping lenses, and if they are run at too high a

rate of speed the tendency to this fault is aggravated. Craigleith

stones are best trued by holding a flat bar of iron across the face of

the stone and feeding wet sand in between the stone and the bar.

After truing-up, the surface may be smoothed for lens grinding

by holding a large piece of hard glass steadily against the stone

whilst it revolves. —Rrilish Optical Journal.

An Ingeniously-Contrived Examination Room
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MURINE is not an " Eye Water," but a remedy that cures a wide

range of eye diseases, ordinarily treated by the oculist. MURINE is offered to
the optical profession as the only safe preparation known that is effective in the relief of

congestions and will obviate the use of a mydriatic. MURINE does not dilate the pupil;
causes no pain; but clears the transparent medias
of the eye. Opticians often feel the need of a collyrium,
where congestion or inflammation is present, in order to

prepare the eye for a proper measurement for glasses, but in view of
the fact that there is such a large number of eye waters and drugs

suggested for this purpose, which have caused discoloration—opaque spots—
weakness of vision—and in many cases entire loss of sight, much caution should
be exercised in the selection of the vehicle used.

The Murine Eye Remedy Company, of Chicago—numbering among its
associates prominent oculists who personally preside over its laboratory—is the
only company manufacturing an Exclusive Line of Eye Remedies, of which
MURINE is the essential and standard. MURINE is a distillation, highly
concentrated, but absolutely harmless even in the eyes of a nursing infant.
It contains the astringent, tonic and antiseptic qualities so much desired by
the eye specialist, and is used largely by oculists and the medical profession
throughout almost the entire world.

ITS VALUE TO THE

OPTICIAN.

HVRlNI STRENGIIENSWEAK EYES

Do you see Floating Spots or Cobwebs?
Is Vision Cloudy?

BANENE IS INDICATED IN
THESE CASES.

Cases are often found, more particularly in those of middle and advanced age, where
proper correction for glasses has been made, while, at the same time, the eye refuses to
accept the lenses with favor. Investigation discloses an Unpaired circulation in the interior
of the eyeball. BANENE relieves these conditions. SPOTS that. seem to be FLOATING
BEFORE THE EYES, "cobwebs," etc., are entirely dispelled by BANENE. BANENE
clears the retina of congestion.

What Is BANENE is a distillation of well-known
Banene drugs that are active tonics, the adminis-

tration of which stimulates the capillary
circulation of the delicate structures of the eye. It seems to
have particular effect upon the circulation of the retina and
the optic nerve fibers (threads) that originate in the brain
and pass through a tube (the optic sheath) that attaches to
the back of the eyeball.

These fibers (owing to their passing through fine holes),
completely line the inside concave surface of the eye, attaching
again just back of the lens (at the ora serrata). Passing
through with these fibers is a small blood vessel that supplies

this inside coat (the retina) with blood
vessels. Many times the blood supply is

Cob-webs, Etc. not sufficient for this coat. This causes
the vision to be blurred, the veins to be-

Floating Spots,

come congested and many times pain in the eyeball ; at these
times the patient is usually annoyed with what appears to be
FLOATING SPOTS sometimes arranged and looking like a
chain and cobwebs. Those who are wearing glasses feel the
necessity of changing them, while those who have never worn
them feel how needful they are for their comfort. These con-
ditions speak only too plainly of IMPAIRED CIRCULA-
TION and MAL-NUTRITION OF THE EYE. BANENE
internally and MURINE externally will absolutely cure these
conditions if the trouble has not existed so long a time as to
cause structural changes.

Therefore, the timely use of these remedies
Opacities, will prevent structural changes due to

OPACITIES, CATARACT, ETC. Their
efficiency upon those parts of the eye

where its nourishment depends upon imbibition is marked.

Cataract, Etc.

BANENE is taken internally—Eight Drops in a Wineglass of Water, Three Times Daily.
BANENE and MURINE are absolutely harmless, no matter what the condition of the eye may be. Their use is painless and they art only on the eye.

These remedies are specially prepared by the expert 1/elllitati of the

MURINE EYE REMEDY COMPANY, CHICAGO.

Sold by Optical and Jewelry Dealers Everywhere.
Send for fuller treatise on Murine Eye Remedies.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians

J. H. Ei.ms, President, South Bend, Intl.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in 1903, at
Atlantic City, N. J.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, Bart., M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAVIF.S SEWELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association

S. COWAN, F. B. 0. A., President.
J. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O. A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians
W. G. MAYBEE, President, St. Catharines.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
E. P. WELLS, President, Boston, Maas.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

STATE

New York State Optical Society
B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Pennsylvania Optical Society
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETH, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Ps.

Indiana Optical Society
C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
O. S. GRUBB, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Next meeting, January 14, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit., Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society
H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.

Annual meeting, June 10 and 11, 1903.

Illinois Optical Society

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, Ill.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association

L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCHOHAY, See'y, 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Next meeting, October 6, 1902.

Oregon Association of Opticians

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle Wash.
L. W. KACHLEIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association

GEO. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.
W. E. linnenx, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third 'Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society

ALVA SNIDER, President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, TOMSII,

North Carolina Optical Society

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association

FRANK L. WILLSON, President, Mantorville, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nieollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, December 2, 1902, at St. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society

A. H. WENNING, President, Nashville, Tenn.
Gao. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Rs.,

Nashville, Tenn.
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Colorado Optical Association

B. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Cob.
R. 11. BIEOEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.H.ClIAPMAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Katie.
WALTER STARCKE, See'y and Treas., ,tunction City, Hans.

Missouri Association of Opticians
Louis MEGEDE, President, Iiieliniond, Mo.
J. W. TALBOT, Secretary, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association
H. L. !Awn, President, Staunton, Va.
J. W. ItUf'HANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Annual meeting, August, 1903, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society
JOHN C. EBERHARDT, PreSidont, Dayton, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society
W. 'I'. EISENSCHMIDT, President, Newport, Ky.
J. M. Imum4, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., Louisville, Ky.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society
H. C. Warm, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
A. G. GOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society

A. W. FRANKEL, President.
P. A. DILWORTH, Ree. Sec., 1032 Third Avenue, New York.

Meets second Wednesday of each month, except July
and August, at Fifth Avenue Hotel.

Rochester Optical Club
B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.
F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club

RI(1HARD PERLEN, President.
C. A. ENQUEST, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association

J. W. GitAiNnitit, President, Rochester, Minn.
J. 0W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

Chicago Optical Society

IV. F. NEWCOMB, President.
A. W. Gone, Secretary, Room 206, 92 State St., Chicago,

Niagara District Optical Society

JONAS HOUSE, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out.

Growing Friendliness Between Doctor
and Optician

ONE of the most gratifying features of the
situation in the optical field is the gradual

subsidence of the antagonism of medical men
to the refractionists. The competent optician
is now accepted by medical practitioners as a
matter of course, and in most cases both
professions are working in harmony and to
their mutual benefit. As the science of
refraction developed, the average medical
practitioner began to realize his incompe-
tency as well as the superior attainments and
skill of the qualified optician in the practical
work of refraction. In a paper read before
the last convention of the American Medical
Association by Dr. Butler, professor of oph-
thalmology in the Cleveland, Ohio, College
of Physicians and Surgeons, he said : " I
know that the mere mention of the general
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practitioner fitting spectacles suggests to the
minds of every one present the middle-aged
or aged practitioner who, having failed to
make a success of general practice, took a
six weeks' post-graduate course, bought a
brand-new ophthalmoscope and test case and
came home prepared to teach us all how to
snip muscles. The traveling optician is pre-
ferable."

FURTHER along in his address Dr. Baker
told how some years since the oculists

of Ohio were summoned by the State board
of registration and examination to formulate
a rule to govern the prescribing of spectacles
by the opticians. He said :

Some of the younger ophthalmologists were
very much in favor of a strict interpretation of the
law, enforcing which would prevent all but gradu-
ates of medicine prescribing spectacles. I asked
this question : If the opticians do not do this work
who will? We have over 3,000,000 people in -the
State, all of whom sooner or later will need specta-
cles. There are probably not more than too physi-
cians in the State competent to prescribe spectacles
intelligently. It is clearly impossible for them to
fit the entire population with glasses. The general
practitioners are unfitted by education, experience
or inclination to do it, and until such time as they
are willing to undertake this %vork I believe that It
would be injudicious and unwise to interfere with
opticians prescribing spectacles.

We trust that our readers will take to
heart the moral of this confession of Dr.
Baker, viz., that it is all a question of com-
petency and that they will go ahead mastering
their profession till they attain the same legal
and professional recognition accorded to the
dentist or pharmacist.

The Keystone in China and Australia
erI I E daily mail of THE K EYsToN I.. fur-

nishes interesting evidence of its inter-
national circulation, and not only evidence of
its circulation, but of its world-wide reputa-
tion as the standard authority on matters
optical. There are two letters before us as
we write, one from David Benjamin, Hong-
kong, China, in reference to an optical ques-
tion in previous issue. The other is from
D. S. Mair, Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia, who writes as. follows :

Asa subscriber to THE KEYSTONE I would ask
you if you will kindly furnish me with the consti-
tution and by-laws of one of the leading optical
societies of America. It is my intention to try and
form a society in Sydney, and I think it advisable
to be guided by the experience of those who have
belonged to such societies. Incidentally I may add,
that THE KEYSTONE has been an invaluable guide
to me, and no words of mine can express the esteem
in which I hold your journal.

The fact that these subscribers pay $2.44
per year for our journal emphasizes still more
their high opinion of it. In every country
in the world where English is spoken THE
KEYSTONE is a welcome visitor to the trade,
and is the accepted authority on all that per-
tains to jewelry and optics.
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DEPARTMENT

To-day, in our Prescription Department, you will find the most
improved optical devices for the accomplishment of rapid but perfect
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Our Grinding Department is equipped with every mechanical device,
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to maintain the advantage gained by being the " Pioneer Surface
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We are the " Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South."
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October, 1902

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, Wednesday evening, Septem-
ber loth, with President Frankel in the chair. The
scientific session opened with a lecture by Professor
Fox on " Position and Negative Curvature of the
Plus and Minus in Optics." Dr. Welzmiller, who
was to have spoken on " The Heart and Lungs,"
sent a telegram regretting his inability to be
present.

The business session was then held. The
secretary read minutes of last meeting, which were
adopted as read. Messrs. Dilworth and Ferguson
made their reports as delegates to the annual con-
ventions of the State and national societies, respec-
tively, and on motion of Mr. Marchant the delegates
were tendered a vote of thanks. A motion was
also made by Mr. Kahn that the delegates be reim-
bursed their respective fares, which was unani-
mously carried. Mr. Dilworth addressed the
society on the advisabilty of changing the meeting
place from the Fifth Avenue Hotel to the College
of the City of New York. He stated that in a
recent interview with Professor Fox, the special
instructor of the society on physical optics, and
professor of physics at the college, the latter sug-
gested to him the suitability of the college as a
meeting place for the society, as the members
could have all conveniences for making experi-
ments, the department of physics of the college
being equipped with all the necessary appliances—
lenses, lanterns, etc., which could be at the disposal
of the society. Mr. Dilworth further suggested
that if the society favor the change, that a motion
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be made to the effect that the chair appoint a com-
mittee of three to communicate with the trustees of
the college with a view to obtaining permission to
hold the monthly meetings of the society therein.
Mr. Cross strongly favored Secretary Dilworth's
suggestion, and on the former's motion the chair
appointed the following committee : A. Jay Cross,
L. Kahn, P. A. Dilworth.

The usual bills were then presented and or-
dered paid, and on motion the meeting adjourned.

New England Association of Opticians
The first fall meeting of the New England

Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the evening of September 16th.
After the minutes had been approved the chair an-
nounced as the examination committee for the year
H. M. Klein, E. M. Parks and W. C. Berry. The
two applicants for membership, Fred. R. Cutter, of
Somerville, Mass., as an active, and John G. Har-
wood, of Bennington, Vt., as an associate mem-
ber, were favorably acted upon. An application
was received from Geo. H. Newell, of Lynn, Mass.,
for active membership.

Secretary Barron then described the good work
done by the clinic of the New England Optical
Institute, and thought that it might be advisable
and profitable if some arrangement could be made
whereby the members of the association could
avail themselves of these privileges. The clinics
are held two mornings each week, at the Barnard
Memorial Building on Pleasant Street, with Wm.
A. Earle, M. D., the president of the institute, in
charge. After discussion, the chair appointed
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Messrs. Palmer, Barron and Barber as a committee
to consider the matter, confer with the officers of
the institute and report at the next meeting. During
the discussion the members present, who had taken
the institute courses and participated in the clinic,
spoke of the great benefit they had derived from
attendance thereat ; not only in refractive work,
but in recognizing and detecting diseases.

This ended the business of the meeting, and
the chair presented Dr. Earle, who gave a practi-
cal, informal talk on " Accommodation." The
doctor invited questions on the topic at all points,
and this resulted in bringing up a number of in-
teresting cases and problems that are met with in
refractive work, in which accommodation plays a
part. At the conclusion the doctor was given a
hearty vote of thanks, especially in view of his
having responded, as the chair explained, on rather
short notice, and of his suffering during the evening
with a severe headache.

North Dakota to Organize
THE KEYSTONE is gratified to learn that the

spirit of organization has manifested itself among
the optical practitioners of North Dakota. Now
that the question has been mooted, we hope there
will be no flagging of interest until the formative
work has been perfected. A call for a meeting
will probably be issued in the near future, when, it
is hoped, there will be such a rally as will insure
the movement against premature failure. Members
of the Minnesota Association will attend the initial
gathering and lend their aid and advice in the work
of organization.

Ittim!---

Group photo. of a number of the delegates to the Annual Convention of the American 
Association of Opticians, August 21, 1902. The new State House, facing the

Boston Commons, appears in the background.
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October, 1902

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held at the
Fifth Avenue Hotel, Wednesday evening, Septem-
ber zoth, with President Frankel in the chair. The
scientific session opened with a lecture by Professor
Fox on " Position and Negative Curvature of the
Plus and Minus in Optics." Dr. Welzmiller, who
was to have spoken on " The Heart and Lungs,"
sent a telegram regretting his inability to be
present.

The business session was then held. The
secretary read minutes of last meeting, which were
adopted as read. Messrs. Dilworth and Ferguson
made their reports as delegates to the annual con-
ventions of the State and national societies, respec-
tively, and on motion of Mr. Marchant the delegates
were tendered a vote of thanks. A motion was
also made by Mr. Kahn that the delegates be reim-
bursed their respective fares, which was unani-
mously carried. Mr. Dilworth addressed the
society on the advisabilty of changing the meeting
place from the Fifth Avenue Hotel to the College
of the City of New York. He stated that in a
recent interview with Professor Fox, the special
instructor of the society on physical optics, and
professor of physics at the college, the latter sug-
gested to him the suitability of the college as a
meeting place for the society, as the members
could have all conveniences for making experi-
ments, the department of physics of the college
being equipped with all the necessary appliances—
lenses, lanterns, etc., which could be at the disposal
of the society. Mr. Dilworth further suggested
that if the society favor the change, that a motion
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be made to the effect that the chair appoint a com-
mittee of three to communicate with the trustees of
the college with a view to obtaining permission to
hold the monthly meetings of the society therein.
Mr. Cross strongly favored Secretary I Al wortli's
suggestion, and on the former's motion the chair
appointed the following committee : A. Jay Cross,
L. Kahn, P. A. Dilworth.

The usual bills %'ere then presented and or-
dered paid, and on motion the meeting adjourned.

New England Association of Opticians
The first fall meeting of the New England

Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, on the evening of September 16th.
After the minutes had been approved the chair an-
nounced as the examination committee for the year
I.E. M. Klein, E. M. Parks and W. C. Berry. The
two applicants for membership, Fred. R. Cutter, of
Somerville, Mass., as an active, and John G. Har-
wood, of Bennington, Vt., as an associate mem-
ber, were favorably acted upon. An application
was received from Geo. H. Newell, of Lynn, Mass.,
for active membership.

Secretary Barron then described the good work
done by the clinic of the New England Optical
Institute, and thought that it might be advisable
and profitable if some arrangement could be made
whereby the members of the association could
avail themselves of these privileges. The clinics
are held two mornings each week, at the Barnard
Memorial Building on Pleasant Street, with 1Vm.
A. Earle, M. D., the president of the institute, in
charge. After discussion, the chair appointed
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Messrs. Palmer, Barron and Barber as a committee
to consider the matter, confer with the officers of
the institute and report at the next fleeting. I hiring
the discussion the members present, who hacl taken
the institute courses and participated in the clinic,
spoke of the great benefit they had derived from
attendance thereat ; not only in refractive work,
but in recognizing ancl detecting diseases.

This ended the business of the meeting, and
the chair presented Dr. Earle, who gave a practi-
cal, informal talk on " Accommodation." The
doctor invited questions on the topic at all points,
and this resulted in bringing up a number of in-
teresting cases and problems that are met with in
refractive work, in which accommodation plays a
part. At the conclusion the doctor I'as given a
hearty vote of thanks, especially in view of his
having responded, as the chair explained, on rather
short notice, and of his suffering during the evening
with a severe headache.

North Dakota to Organize
THE KEYS I ■N F. IS gratified to learn that the

spirit of organization has manifested itself among
the optical practitioners of North Dakota. Now
that the question has been mooted, we hope there
%vill be no flagging of interest until the formative
work has been perfected. A call for a meeting
will probably be issued in the near future, when, it
is hoped, there will be such a rally as will insure
the movement against premature failure. Members
of the Minnesota Association will at o-nd the initial
gathering and lend their aid and advice in the work
of organization.

Group photo. of a number of the delegates to the Annual Convention of the American Association of Opticians. August 21, 1902. The new State House, facing the
Boston Commons, appears in the background.
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October, 1902

Annual Meeting of Minnesota
State Optical Association

The second annual meeting of the Minnesota
State Optical Association was held at the West
Hotel, Minneapolis, on September 2d. The
attendance was meagre—discouragingly so—only
thirty-five members being present. The meeting
was called to order by President Millard. The
minutes of the June meeting were read and
approved. The president read a short report of
the progress made by the association during the
past two years. The society, he stated, was organ-
ized in June, 1900, and in September, 19ot, the
number of members in good standing was forty-
nine. At present the number is ninety-two, and
there is a cash balance to the credit of the asso-
ciation which amounts to $479.25. The respective
reports of the secretary and treasurer told an
equally gratifying story.

Albert J. Krueger, North Branch ; Fred. A.
Lanctot, Ada ; F. A. Bartlett, Lake Crystal ; and
Joseph J. Pfister, St. Paul, were then elected
members of the association. Six other applications
were presented and referred to the proper com-
mittees to be reported on at the December meeting.
Article 2, section a, of the by-laws was amended
by the unanimous vote of the meeting. J. M.
Chalmers, Lake City, was elected first vice-presi-
dent ; and F. W. Harper, Renville, second vice-
president. The election of president occasioned
an interesting contest, there being four candidates,
C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato ; J. M. Chalmers,
Lake City ; S. B. Millard, Litchfield ; and Frank L.
Willson, Mantorville. Mr. Nerbovig announced
his withdrawal from the contest, stating that he had
three years more to serve on the board of directors,
and was ineligible for the presidency. Mr. Chalmers
withdrew after the second ballot had shown a gain
for him in the voting. The third ballot resulted in
a tie ; the fourth returned Frank L. Willson by a fair
majority. Clifton A. Snell was re-elected secretary
by acclamation ; and Louis L. De Mars, of Minne-
apolis, succeeded J. J. Dowd as treasurer. The
final ballot was for a member of the board of
directors to succeed J. K. Martin, of Minneapolis,
a position which holds good for four years. The
successful candidate was E. F. Huhner, Stillwater;
the other aspirant being Arthur R. Proeles, of
Minneapolis.

The salary of the secretary was raised to fifty
dollars. This popular official was recently married,
and was the recipient of many pretty compliments
at the meeting. A vote of thanks was accorded
the retiring officers for the excellent manner in
which they discharged their duties during the past
year. This concluded the business portion of the
programme, and the reading of papers was opened
with an interesting discourse on " Workings of the
Law and the Doings of the State Board of Exam-
iners in Optometry," by H. M. Hitchcock, of Red-
wood Falls. In the course of his address the
speaker stated that the attorney-general of the
State, after carefully reviewing the law, volunteered
the opinion that from a legal point of view it is one
of the best enactments on the Minnesota statutes.
Mr. Hitchcock called attention to the fact that the
law was not perfect, nor was it expected to be.
He referred to the pharmaceutical law, which was
enacted twenty years ago, and which it took fifteen
years to whip into shape, and averred that it would
take careful nursing and continued vigilance on the
part of the opticians of the State to perfect their
measure and learn by experience the proper
methods for carrying it into effect. To be successful
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the legislative movement needs the hearty co-oper-
ation of every optician in the State through the
optical association. " Without organization," con-
tinued the speaker, " we are unable to do anything."
He acknowledged an error which the board had
made in refusing to issue certificates of registration
to non-members desiring to take the examination,
the attorney-general ruling that it was unconsti-
tutional to refuse a certificate to any citizen of the
United States who would pass the required exam-
ination. The board, the speaker asserted, wishes
to be kept informed regarding violations of the
law, and will gladly co-operate with local interests
to secure its enforcement. What appeared to him
the most important part of the law was, that those
beginning to practice should prove that they had
made adequate preparation.

Louis L. -De Mars followed with a paper on
" Presbyopia," and this concluded the afternoon
session. The members re-assembled at 7.15 P. hl.,
when the business opened with a paper by Ernest
C. Kuhlo, St. Paul, on the interesting question of
" Prescription Writing and Frame Bending." In
the course of his essay Mr. Kuhlo illustrated the
errors into which a careless optician is calculated
to fall. He emphasized the importance of writing
the prescription in a manner easily intelligible to
the manufacturer. C. A. Snell followed with a
dissertation on the " Transposition of Lenses,"
giving blackboard demonstrations. S. B. Millard
also took up this subject and illustrated the actual
work of the lens in its relation of the eye.

A move was then made to the banquet hall
where an elaborate feast awaited the guests. At
to P. M. all the members had been fully regaled
and were in excellent spirits when business was
resumed with the reading of a paper by J. M.
Chalmers, on " How May we Further Increase the
Interest in our Association ?" He said he admired
the work and success of the organizers of the asso-
ciation who had so ably brought it to its present
healthy condition, but he thought they had not met
with all the encouragement they deserved. The
attendance at the meetings was not all it should be.
They probably felt like the comedian who was
generously applauded for his good work, and in
reply said : " Ladies and gentlemen, I thank you
for your generous outburst of enthusiasm, but I
expected more "—and he got it. Let us hope our
association will also receive more, and that by next
year we can say we have at least a majority of the
opticians of the State in our ranks, and that they
will attend The meetings. There are now 351 regis-
tered opticians in the State, of which only about
too are members of the State association. We
want more and must have them. Let every mem-
ber become an organizer in himself and get at least
one more. Mr. Chalmers suggested organizing the
State by counties or districts, and that meetings be
held quarterly in each division. The press notices
of such gatherings, he thought, would bring the
public more in touch with the character and aspir-
ations of the profession. These branch associations
could merge into one State organization. The next
meeting will be at St. Paul,Tuesday, December znd.

Those in attendance were : J. M. Chalmers,
Lake City ; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls;
S. B. Millard, Litchfield ; Albert J. Krueger, North
Branch ; Hans J. Heram, Elbow Lake ; J. C. Hubb,
Mapleton ; E. Schleuder, Albert Lea ; C. A. Ander-
son, Willmar ; C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato ; E. M.
Schwenke, New Richland ; C. A. Snell, Louis L.
De Mars, E. W. Kittridge, F. C. Worrell, Geo. J.
Preston, J. J. Dowd, Paul C. Hirschy, Arthur R.
Proeles, Minneapolis ; J. H. Zimmerman, Chas. H.
Lasky, I. Rubinow, Frank Heitzman, Jos. J. Pfister,
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Ernest C. Kuhlo, H. W. Harm and Geo. T. Hart-
mann, St. Paul; Geo. C. Nerbovig, Le Sueur Center;
J. Wm. Brown, Ortonville ; and F. W. Harper,
Renville ; L. J. Korstad, Zurnbrota ; Frank L.
Willson, Mantorville ; T. Wm. Clark, Little Falls;
C. Arveson, Sleepy Eye ; C. M. Stanton and
Gertrude Ayers Stanton, Marshall.

Notes of the Meeting

Frank A. Upham, St. Paul, failed for the second
time in the history of the association to attend a
meeting. He was reported at West Baden Springs
boiling out malaria contracted at the American
Association meeting at Boston.

Andrew M. Wilton, Alexandria, apologized to
the meeting for arriving late, but explained it by
saying his automobile broke down, and that it took
him twice as long to get there as he had contem-
plated. The fair sex was happily in evidence at the
evening session and banquet. They numbered
about fifteen, and included wives and " sisters " of
the members, and their presence imparted notice-
able joy to the proceedings. The gracious spouse
of Secretary Snell was especially the object of
felicitations.

Ex-President Millard's sage address, from the
reception it met with, evidently impressed his audi-
tors. An invitation to hold the summer meeting,
June, 1903, at Lake City, was forthcoming front N'ice-
President Chalmers but was laid over for future
consideration. Other invitations will doubtless be
extended, and a spirited contest is expected. The
summer gathering will consist of a three-days'
session, with entertainment for the ladies as well.

So pleased were the jeweler-optician members
with the workings of the association that the matter
of forming a State jewelry organization was mooted.
It is to be hoped that the idea will reach fruition
ere many moons are to an end.

Frank L. Willson, the newly-elected president
of the Minnesota State Optical Association, was
born at Waukegan, Ill., December 11, 1856. In
the following year his parents moved to Mantor-

ville, Minn., his pre-
sent home. He was
educated in the Man-
torville High School,
and when prepared to.
enter the State Uni-
versity at the age of
eighteen his father
purchased a stock of
drugs and obtained
the services of a grad-
uate of the Philadel-
phia College of Phar-
macy to manage the
store and instruct the
son in the business.

His connection with pharmacy and optics began
here, and since 1894 he has been quietly engaged
in perfecting himself with view of engaging in
optics as a life work. He has taken eight courses
under different experts, and in the clinical work
under each has profited by their ideas of examina-
tion and treatment. For the past two years he has
operated one of the finest equipped optical offices
in the State in a building apart from his drug busi-
ness and is giving optics his entire attention.
Among his " armament," as he terms it, is included
all the latest and best apparatus, both objective and
subjective. He has been quite successful in his
business and is owner of a number of stone busi-
ness blocks and other real estate in his home town.

Frank L. Willson
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A FEW SPECIALTIES in OPTICAL GOODS I
The New Spectacle, " LAURANCE "
This Bridge has two points of pressure and distributes the
weight and does not rest on crest of nose—leaves no mark.

12 Dozen FirstQuality
Interchangeable Peri-
scopic Convex, 1 Eye,
in handsome cherry
polished case,

$12.00 per gross pairs.

Second Quality do. do., 9.00 " " "

GOLD FILLED 10 K. Seamless, Guaranteed 10 Years.
Superior Finish, all styles, Skeleton from $3.60 to $6.60 dozen.

11 1 11P1

,,Annr\AAnnnAnnnni. 

PATENT APPLIED FOR.
This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the

lenses so that it is impossible for them to rub.

LENSES WE MANUFACTURE ANEXTENSIVE VARIETY.

SPECIAL LENSES of Any Size or Focus Made.

Spencer Optical Institute
The recognized Optical School for

Business Men, Thorough Attendant and

Correspondence Course.
Send for Prospectus.

This Course is worth $1000 to you

and practically costs nothing.

Dr. Hgnew's Great German Ege Water
Price, $19.50 per gross, $1.63 per dozen.

Send for reduced l Price-List. Send for Sample Dozen.

P1HTfifill1P1 A SUPERIOR EXTRA FINE ALIT4TILL arDFSVTZEIAG. TEMPER 
THAT WILL NOT RUST OR CORRODE.

and RUN GUARNAONTT ET EO D 
TARNISH.

,...$1.75 Tos•3 50 PER DOZ.

N WILL NOT RUST.NICKEL SILVER
 

HIGH FINISH.

FROM .25 To$2.25 In StraanIgh yoerg iRaisds1 enz Bow

DEADING
It GLASSES

The Prize-Winners.
Paris, 1900. Buffalo, 1901.

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES

All Styles, $10 to $100.
Seed for descriptive supplement.

in Celluloid, Extra High
Power Lenses. Will not
tarnish nor oxidize.
Handsomest and Strongest.

Made in three colors, Shell, Onyx and Ivory.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURINGL 0., 15 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.

THE GRIP GUARD
The Most Perfect Guard on

Always clean,

Does not pinch,

the Market. An Antiseptic Guard.

Made by M. E. STERN,

Price in 14 K.,
$9.00 per doz.

Price in 10 K.,
$7.00 per doz.

Price in Gold Filled,
$2.00 per doz.

Price in Nickel,
$1.00 per doz.

Send 15 cents for
Sample Pair.

36 and 38 John Street, NEW YORK.

Wholesale and Manufacturing Optician.

$25.00 Optical 4...'oura for $10.00.

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE OF OPTICS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

v,t)
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Two Courses.
Regular Rates:

Personal Attendance, $60.00.
Correspondence Course, 25.00.

Our "Special Club Rate" offer
has proven so popular that we have
decided to continue it for a thne, and
until further notice we will give our
regular 125.00 Three Months' Corre-
spondence Course for only $10.00—
$7.00 with application and iX.00 when
ready for our finely lithographed,
highest honor diploma (10:21 Inches),
conferring the degree " DOCTOR OF

°P111V7ie" to-day for our free "Club
Rafe Circular," with reduced fac-
simile diploma.

Address, THE NATIONAL COLLEOE OF OPTICS, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTION
is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY, R ET I N O.
SCOPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

litlyti.74efol•ilounsiLtal:eorand
$ . 004

Optical Booklets.
YOUR NAME ONLY WILL APPEAR ON
THEM. They are trade whiners. Samples
sent on application.

THE KEYSTONE,
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

/61141/111/\••••■••/1110)

Kellam ec. Moore's •
k, COLLEGE of OPTICS ;•
1 (Incorporated)
• •
• You can obtain a complete optical edu- •
,,A cation by home study under the gold- 6,
✓ once of one of the most successful eorre- 1
• spontlence schools in the United Stades. •
• Our graduates are everywhere—in this •
• and other States—and are practicing •
• their profession with great success. •

% 
Two Courses, Attendance and

0111
• 

Correspondence. •
O KELLAM & MOORE'S College of Optics .

(6111/081k.880/0111/1110%

Atlanta, Ci/El.

Boston's New Vz House.
Accurate Work.

Promptly Returned.
Prices Reasonable.

C. N. QUIMBY,
373 Washington Street,

Room 24, Jewelers' Building. Boston, Mass.

You will regret a heavy stock of old-style eyeglasses as soon as

the advantages of the ELY EYEGLASS as now made are known.

The Ely Eyeglass Manufacturing Co.,
Send $1.00 for splendid line of samples which will Middletown, Conn.

have an immediate sale, or loc. for a sample spring.

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A
TRIAL CASE.

L. A. STEVENSON'S

Eyeglass Guard Gauge
Throw away the rule and stop your guess-

ing. The difficulty of FITTING EYEGLASSES
MADE EASY. Ask your Jobbers for it. If

they can't supply you I will, upon receipt of
$2.00, to any address.

L. A. STEVENSON,
Cietylord, Mich.

Winter Courses begin October lit and
last to June 17th. Students may

enter at any time.

Klein School of Optics

2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.
Instructions in all branches of the

Optical Business. Students may enter
now. Address

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
2 Rutland St., Boston, Mass.

FREE FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR
A QUADRUPLE diLE CPaRnEaMlalinMotpotaienllasub..scribing to

L—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 5, in black
and gold, on embossed hi-1st°' board—rich and
attractive.

2.—Another one of nine Window Cards, 9 a 7,
black and white, on heavy glazed cardboard—
Very3 _si yc. at ht ehey .

Common Sense Optical Ads..
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
sfoprecitlalucisat.rsaettiloinig , :alse:s etting, etc They are

4.—Aipnla pi copyniai ni

plain 

lt aho nef

of sight, eye defects, their remedy, etc., told
::inangpeort

Advertisingf 
vision, 

ft Booklet. 
phenomena

of

the above, together with the .Canadian Opti-
cAldadren"ssfor one year, sent on receipt of $1.00.

24 Adelaide 
stre.:tewoneran Optician,"

Toronto, Canada.

October, 1902

Optical Inventions

The following list of recent optical inventions
was specially prepared for our columns by William
F. Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, 0003
F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.:

Patent No. 706,899.—Granted August 12, 1902, to
John Carter, of Malden, Mass.

The invention covered by
this patent relates to means
for preventing the accidental
loosening of the screws which
are employed for securing the
ends of the bow springs and
the nose guards to the lens
post. The lens post is pro-
vided with a box having side
flanges only, between which
the end of the bow spring
and the shank of the nose
guard are held. Over the
shank of the nose guard a
plate f is placed having a re-
cess in the inner face thereof, •
which interlocks with one of
the flanges of the post, to

prevent the same from turning. The binding screw
passes through a slot in this plate, and as the latter
is interposed between the head of the screw and
the nose guard shank, any twisting of the latter or
of the end of the bow spring will not affect said
binding spring.
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Patent No. 704,714, granted July 15, 1902, to Aubin
A. Laforest, of St. Louis, Mo.

The invention covered by this patent relates to
an attachment for the hooks of spectacle temples
to provide bearings of greater widths against the

wearer's ear than is ordinarily provided by said
hooks. To this end, channelled flexible plates are
secured to the hooked portions of the temples,
said plates being provided with apertures at their
opposite ends through which said hooked portions
pass.

Patent No. 707,046, granted August 12, 1902, to
Charles 0. Bailey, of Ogdensburg, New York.

The invention covered by this patent relates to
certain new and useful improvements in eye glasses,
and is intended to eliminate any perpendicular and
consequent distortion of the lens focus when being
adjusted to conform to the noses of various persons.
To this end, a bridge of novel form is provided.

This bridge comprises an arched portion in a
substantially horizontal plane merging at its rear
into downwardly-extending arms, the latter being
looped at an intermediate point D, the end of said

arm converging in an upward direction to provide
the arms F to which the nose guards are attached.
The arched portion of the bridge extends to the
front of the lenses, while the downwardly-extend-
ing arms are located to the rear thereof.

Patent No. 704,050.—Granted July 8, 1902, to Her-
bert Van Patton, of Meadville, Pa.
The invention covered by this patent is a de-

vice for determining astigmatism and muscular
insufficiency in the

.-- 6, ,:,5 -. — 4 A ilk

-0 ., 0). ,Co astigmatism objec-

130

A b, 
tively and subjec-

eludes means for
human eye, and in-

measuring the

1

it 
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tively and also for

w 
determining the de-
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Insufficiency'. The
invention Includes

gree of muscular

irN 
essentially a disk
having a central

I \

aperture to which 
the eye to be ex-
amined is applied,
this disk being pro-

vided with concentric circular bands of black and
white upon the front face thereof, with radial
lines crossing said bands indicating the degrees of

a circle. A telescopic eye-tube is tnounted in a
barrel to the rear of said disk, and other disks
having a multiplicity of lenses arranged near their
peripheries are mounted to rotate said lenses in the
line of vision.

Patent No. 707,827.—Granted August 28, 1902, to
James F. Coombs, of Chicago, Ill.

This patent relates to eyeglass guards and the
same discloses an eyeglass guard and bow spring

formed of a single strip of metal suitably bent, as
shown in the accompanying illustrations, to attain
the end sought.

Patent No. 708,141.—Granted September 2, 1902,
to Albert K. Hawkes, of Atlanta, Ga.

This inven-
tion relates to
eyeglasses,
and the object
thereof is to
provide simple
means for ad-
justing the lenses toward and from each other. To
this end the bow spring is made of two sections,
each of said sections being secured at one end to one

of the lenses, and at its other
end slidably secured to the free
end of the other section. Asso-
ciated with each of said free
ends is a frictional-holding
clamp for maintaining the sec-
tions in adjusted positions.
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Patent No. 708,831.—Granted September 9, to
Philip S. Reid, of Rosedale, N. J.

This invention relates to guards for optical
instruments and it consists in providing an ophthal-
moscope with a guard of non-corrosive material

placed against the face of the operative portion
thereof, whereby, when the instrument is applied
to the eye, the guard comes into contact with the
face of the operator, and protects the metal por-
tion of the instrument.

Patent No, 707,109.—Granted August 19, 0902, to
Franklin G. Hirst, of Philadelphia, Pa.

This patent discloses means for converting a
pair of eyeglasses of the pince-nez type into the

ordinary spectacles when desired, by providing de-
tachable temples. Each temple arm is secured to
its lens by an attaching member comprising two
jaws e h, having padded engaging surfaces. The
jaw h is pivotally mounted and the end of the
temple arm per-
taining thereto is
designed to. co-
act therewith
and to hold the
same in clamping
position.

An English View of the " Optician's
Manual"

Those who have secured copies of the excel-
lent optical publications issued from the office of
THE KEYSTONE, will be interested to learn that
the second volume of the " Optician's Manual"
has now been published and contains most useful
and instructive illustrative chapters dealing with
myopia, hypermetropia, astigmatism and anomalies
of the ocular muscles. In some respects this second
volume is more advanced than Vol. 1., but, despite
the careful and learned manner in which the four
great sub-divisions of practical eye refraction are
dealt with, the explanations are such that the stu-
dent will readily grasp what the master wishes to
teach. The book undoubtedly fills a gap in the
literature of higher refractive optics. Professor
Brown is an excellent instructor, and we feel sure
that his students will reap considerable advantage
from a careful perusal of Vol. II. of the " Op-
tician's Manual."

—The lVatchouther, jezveler, Silversmith and Optician.
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The

Most

Successful

Optical

Invention

of the

Dag

NO SCREWS TO LOSE

THE VISE POST
(PATENTED)

Applied to any eyeglass.

A BOLT AND NUT
No stud screw to come loose.
Always reliable, simple, and easily applied.

It will give you satisfactory results.
It will please your customer.
Made in Gold, Gold Filled and German Silver.
Send a trial order.
Circulars giving detailed description sent on application.

For sale by

F. A. HARDY & COMPANY,
BRANCHES:

ATLANTA, OA.
DENVER, COLO.

WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

131=137 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

October, 1902

A New Optical Factory
The progress of the optical industry in the

United States is well evidenced in the new plant of
the Pennsylvania Optical Co., Reading Pa., a cut
of which is shown herewith. This new plant is sit-
uated at 125 South Fifth Street, a leading thorough-
fare of Reading, only a block and a half from the
center of the town.

The property has a granite front of 30 feet,
with copper bay windows, and the depth of the
main building is 45 feet. The rear is 140 feet
deep, and in addition a special building, sepa-
rated from the main factory by a small court-
yard, is occupied by the engineer and watchman.
The rear building has 22-inch brick pilasters every
8 feet, the heavy construction being used with a
view to additional floors as the exigencies of the
business may require. The building throughout is
what is known as " slow-burning
construction," with heavy girders
every 8 feet. The floor is 3-inch
plank, with an inch Maple floor
on top. Handsome glass cases
line the sides of the building for
stock. The office is large and
roomy, with decorated metal ceil-
ing, plate-glass front, fine coun-
ters and all the necessary equip-
ments of an up-to-date office.

The most striking feature of
the whole building is the abun-
dance of light in every parC, of
the factory, the windows running
clean to the ceiling, the spring of
the arch being in the washboard
of the floor above. The factory
has been equipped with up-to-
date machine tools of Brown &
Sharpe and other leading manu-
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afterwards answered by E. C. Culverhouse, chair-
man of the executive committee, constituted an
attractive feature of the proceedings and was freely
availed of by the members. This resulted in the
elucidation of a number of important technical
problems. The officers elected for the ensuing year
were : President,W. G. Maybee, St. Catharines; first
vice-president, Samuel S. Grant, Montreal ; second
vice-president, W. H. Hopper, Cobourg ; third
vice-president, E. J. McIntyre, Chatham ; chairman
executive committee, E. C. Culverhouse, Toronto;
secretary, Alex. Moffatt, Brantford.

At the conclusion of the proceedings on the
r ith, Cohen Bros., Ltd., tendered the members a
complimentary banquet at McConkey's restaurant.
This function was presided over by President May-
bee, Lionel G. Amsden officiating as toastmaster.
Speeches were delivered by M. M. Cohen, Toronto;

131.;

Colorado State Optical Association
The first meeting of the Colorado State Optical

Association, since the adjournment of April loth,
was held at the residence of Secretary Hiegel on
September 17th. There were twenty members
present and four applications for admittance. There
was one out-of-town member present in the person
of 0. P. Schadt, of Colorado Springs. The elecL
tion of officers was to have taken place, but by a
unanimous vote the present incumbents were asked
to retain their respective offices. It was with much
persuasion that President Finch was induced to
remain in office, his growing business and his
overtaxed physical energy being the plea for his
contemplated resignation. However, the matter
was settled by a vote of the members present,
to discontinue the monthly meetings and hold
quarterly ones instead, thus lessening to a very

marked degree the duties of all
officers.

There will be the regular
monthly meeting for October, the
second Wednesday of the month,
when the quarterly meetings will
be decided upon. No papers had
been prepared for reading, but it
is the urgent request of Pres-
ident Finch that members will
prepare addresses for future
meetings.

Messrs. Green, Siepel and
Biegel were appointed to draft a
form of membership card and to
submit same at the October
meeting. The business then
concluded.

The social side of the society
was again demonstrated in the
hospitality of Secretary Biegelfacturers, while the special tools

and machinery used on the pro-
cesses were designed and built
in the shop by the company's own machinists. The
bulk of the tools and many processes in the fac-
tory are unique. For instance,the process of riveting
is not used by any other factory in the world, and the
peculiar machinery necessary for doing this work,
as mentioned above, was designed and built in the
shop. While the present force is only from 35 to
40, the new styles just added to their line will
necessitate increase in force forthwith.

Canadian Association of Opticians
The annual convention of the Canadian Asso-

ciation of Opticians was held in the Saturday Night
Building, Toronto, on September tith and 12th.
The chair was occupied by President W. G. May-
bee, of St. Catharines, and there was a compara-
tively large attendance. Alex. Moffatt, of Brant-
ford, Ont., secretary of the association, presented
a report which stated that the organization was in
a prosperous condition and that its membership
was eighty-seven. In order to augment this num-
ber, a committee was appointed and arrangements
were made for the organization of district branches,
with Toronto as headquarters of the central body.

A discussion took place regarding the orthodoxy
or otherwise of awarding membership diplomas,
after which S. S. Grant, of Montreal, read a paper
on " The Proper Place for Ophthalmic Instruments
in Refraction Work." A paper read by W. J. Har-
vey, of Toronto, on ' Fixed vs. Mobile Lenses,"
created an interesting discussion. A "quiz drawer,"
into which questions were dropped which were

New iltetury of the Pennsylvania Optical Co., Reading, Pa.

W. G. Maybee, St. Catharines ; Prof. S. S. Grant,
Montreal ; L. G. Amsden, Toronto ; H. Coates,
Brockville ; C. Austin, Simcoe ; J. I). Isaacs,
Toronto ; H. Lazarus, Montreal, and Edward Bel-
ton, Toronto.

Rochester Optical Club
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Club was held Tuesday evening, September 16th,
in the office of B. B. Clark, Triangle Building.
Mr. Bissell, who represented the club at the recent
convention of the American Association, gave an
interesting account of his experience thereat. Steps
were taken with a view to making the coming
season the most active in the club's history.

Utica Optical Club
A meeting of the Utica Optical Club was held

in the Y. M. C. A. Building, Tuesday evening, Sep-
tember 16th. Revision of the constitution and by-
laws, begun at a former meeting, was completed,
and copies in pamphlet form ordered printed. The
experiences related by the delegate to the recent
convention of the American Association furnished
abundance of matter for discussion.

Efforts to increase the strength and efficiency
of the club are being made, and all opticians lo-
cated in the vicinity of Utica will be invited to join.
The next meeting will be held Tuesday, Novem-
ber 18th,

and his pretty little wife. Mr.
Biegel has just moved into his
new house—mansion would be a

more suitable word. Some of the members were
not quite sure of the exact location, and when
2505 High Street was reached, they wonderingly
gazed upon a handsome three-story stone resi-
dence, brilliantly illuminated with electricity.
The interior was relatively agreeable. The de-
lightful wife and family of Mr. Biegel contributed
much to the pleasure of the evening, and the
happy circle were recipients of many encomiums
from the members of the association. The Octo-
ber meeting will be held at the residence of Miss
Chapman, on the 8th inst.

Kentucky State Optical Association
The secretary of the Kentucky Association has

issued the following notice, to which a practical
response should be forthcoming from the opticians
of the Blue-Grass State:

The semi-annual meeting of the Kentucky
Optical Association will convene at Lexington, Ky.,
on Tuesday, October 21, 1902. All refracting opti-
cians of the State, whether members or not, are
most cordially invited to attend, as a meeting of
great interest and profit is expected. Since the
last meeting the membership has, been greatly
augmented, and others will be admitted at the
coming meeting. Opticians from other States will
be heartily welcome. Please call at place of meet-
ing, corner Short and Upper Streets, or on recep-
tion committee, Messrs. King and Metzger, 63 East
Main Street. Bring the ladies.

W. T. EisENscitminT, Pres., Newport, Ky.JOHN M. II0IgN) SCP'YI Louisville, KY.
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Optical Notes

-rHE, KE,YSTCINE

ufe Louis Wilhelm, formerly with the Ameri-
caan Optical Co., of Southbridge, Mass , has ac-
cepted a posttion with C. N. Quimby, of Boston,
Mass.

AA B. R. Krieg, Gettysburg, S. Dak., is remov-
ing his business to Clear Lake. He will take the
greater portion of his present stock to his new
location.

.31 Henry Rhein, Chicago, Ill., has removed
from 1639 West Forty-seventh Street to larger and
more convenient premises at 1634 West Forty-
seventh Street, in that city.

.,a8 The Tilton Optical Company, of Tilton,
N. H., has purchased the plant, business and good
will of the Lord Bros. Mfg. Co., of that place, and
will continue the business with increased facilities
and a larger line.

ji V. W. Hills, optician, of Norway, Me.,
has considerably enlarged his premises and made
important additions to his equipment. A new dark
room has been provided and a number of modern
appliances installed.

41 Ernest Eimer, the Muskegon, Mich., opti-
cian, returned on August 27th from Europe on the
the steamship filitcher, of the I lamburg-American
Line. While abroad Mr. Eimer devoted his time
to the study of higher optics.

.4 E. H. Noe, of Oakland, Cal., has relin-
quished his interest in the drug business and has
taken charge of the optical department of the
largest drug store in that city. He will hereafter
devote his entire attention to optics.

41 B. B. Clark, Rochester, N. Y., president
of the Rochester Optical Club, has resigned the
secretaryship of the Briggs Optical Co. His resig-
nation is due to the growth of his refraction busi-
ness, which now monopolizes all his time.

ot Daniel Roselle, who for five years has prac-
ticed as an optician in Denver, Colo., has opened
offices at 48 West Park Street, Butte, Mont. Dr.
Rosche enjoys an excellent reputation, and with
the fine location he has secured is likely to make a
success of his new enterprise.

Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La., manu-
facturing jeweler and optician, has issued a catalogue
and price-list of optical goods. It contains seventy-
three pages of matter and abundant illustrations.
Every item of optical merchandise is catalogued'
and the index is carefully arranged under important
headings to facilitate reference.

.4 H. Connolly, of the American Optical Col-
lege, Detroit, Mich., returned from Europe last
month. His trip was an extended one, comprising
Great Britain, France, Germany, etc. He opened
a branch of the American Optical College in Eng-
land. Recounting his observations on the optical
situation while abroad, Mr. Connolly said : " In
my estimation the Germans are the best equipped
at the present day in Europe, but I believe America
ten years ahead in the profession. There is a great
field in England for American opticians, providing
they are well versed in retinoscopy. I find a great
drawback in introducing American rimless .eye-
glasses and American guards. The English people
claim that they are too light and easily broken.
They say they like something strong and substan-
tial, and in order to demonstrate to you the fact
they will show you a pair of heavy gold guards
with enough gold in them to make three or four

pairs of tses. I was surprised to find an Amer-
ican optician in the Crystal Palace. He said he
was doing fairly well, considering the country. He
believes the English people would take the Amer-
ican goods in time. In my estimation it is only a
matter of education. I suppose it is hard for them
to break off from the ways of their good old
grandfathers."

The following jewelers were in attendance
lam month at the Philadelphia Optical College : W.
W. Hirlinger, Berwick, Pa.; James H. Grubb, 'Thur-
mond, W. Va.; James S. Fox, Milton, Pa.; H. H.
Kern, Allentown, Pa.; 0. I. Markham, Durham,
Conn.; George T. Press, Oxford, Pa.; R. C. Ander-
son, Davis, W. Va.; John H. Sensenig, New Hol-
land, Pa., and William Baker, Goldsboro, N. C.

ot 'The Pennsylvania Optical Co., of Reading,
Pa., has issued a very handsomely-compiled and
richly-illustrated catalogue, descriptive of the
" Ajax " rimless spectacles and eyeglasses. It
is printed on enameled paper, and the cuts are un-
usually fine in emecution. The cover is of an
artistic shade of gray and is prettily ornamented.
The booklet well evidences the enterprise of the
company.

Wonderful Liquid Lens

A photographic lens, so rapid that by its use
instantaneous photographs may be made succei-s-
fully in the ordinary light of a theater, is said to
have been invented by Dr. Edward F. Grun, of
Brighton, England. The peculiarity of the lens in
queston is that it is made by placing an oil between
the glasses of the combinations (not between the
air spaces), which results in a great increase in the
power of refraction. The lens works at a very
large aperture, but is only adapted to use with
small plates. Among the photographic f pos-
sible with it are said tp be the photographia- (4 an
ordinary room with an exposure of but five s, con&
and an illumination of but 48-candle power ; the
taking of a picture at midnight with a fair moon,
with one minute's exposure, and the depicting of a
scene from a play with no other light than the foot-
lights, in one-quarter of a second.

Pose of the Eyes in Photography

It may be interesting to refractionists to learn
that much of the effectiveness of a good picture
may be spoilt by an injudicious position of the
eyes. We learn from the Photographic Chronicle
that the eyes should be turned in the same direction
as the face, not necessarily looking straight ahead,
but never in an opposite direction. Certain photo-
graphers depart from this rule in some of their
show work, often with good effect. The ordinary
sitter, however, does not like it, and will complain
of " squinting," " looking saucy," or "dying duck-
'ish." In a picture it may pass without comment ;
in a portrait it is rarely appreciated. Keep the
eye therefore in the same direction as the face, and
looking parallel, if anything slightly downwards
rather than upwards. XVith most persons one eye
is higher than the other when viewed full face,
hence the lower eye should be kept nearer to the
lens to avoid the unevenness becoming more pro-
nounced. Persons with light eyes must not be
taken looking towards the light. Those with the
deep-set eyes are best illuminated with an excess
of front light and little top light. In telling a sitter
in what direction to look do not indicate a space
less than a foot square.

•
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Canadian vs. American Ootical
Convention

In the current issue of the Canadian Optician,
Editor Amsden contrasts good-humoredly the
Canadian and American ways of doing things.
His long-distance views as to the goings-on in the
Boston convention are of the tobasco variety—
sharp but relishable :
" The convention of the Canadian Association

just closed, while not noted for the blue fire and
saltpetre, so conspicuous in the reports from across
the line, is still an epoch of considerable magnitude
in the matter of optical progress, and is a striking
contrast to the sister convention in the manner in
which it is conducted.
" Our friends across the line are nothing if not

spectacular, and they would rather die than miss
an opportunity for a little political wire pulling, and
in this respect the recent convention seems to have
been a political caucus on a small scale.
" This, with the American election methods

constantly in view, will probably affect the associa-
tion very little, as the members are familiar with the
tricks of the caucus and take them as a matter of
course, and it is not at all improbable that the
executive may re-elect themselves before the con-
vention opens next year, so that there is sufficient
excitement already assured to ensure another con-
vention even without bothering at all about optics.
" It is rather amusing to us on the outside to

read the really fine and heroic address of Mr. H. P.
Holmes, the Secretary of the Association, and to
contrast with it the method which was employed
in the election of officers.
" I annex below the address of Mr Holmes, and

I notice in the same report. as I read this address,
that when the time came for the election of officers
that a select committee, appointed by the retiring
president, brought in a " slate " containing the
names of the desirable candidates. When this list
was read it was found to contain just enough
names to go around, and needless to state they
were the same names that were around last year,
and was virtually a re-election of themselves by the
existing executive.
" The report goes on to state that immediately

the list was announced one of their supporters
moved a casting vote for the lot, and this being
carried the election was over.
" If we remember correctly, the heroics quoted

by Mr. Holmes were brought about by similar
high-handed action on the part of the British
Government and ended by the English tea being
dumped in Boston Harbor.
" I would offer a word of caution to our friends

of the A. A. 0. to be careful that a future conven-
tion may remember the firework speech of the
secretary and dump them in Convention Harbor."

We trust Brother Amsden will be at the next
convention and help handle the wires. Atlantic
City has none of the historic memories which make
Boston so reminiscent to Yank and Briton.

"The Best Book on Optics"

ED. KEYSTONE :—I received the " Optician's
Manual, Vol. I.," and am very well pleased with it.
It is the best book on optics that I have yet seen,
its language being very readily understood. I
have grasped things with the aid of your book that
I never knew before nor could I get the informa-
tion in any other book.

Yours respectfully,
TImaru, New Zealand. WM. N1CBRIDE.
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Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come ? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated course

entitled " Ophthalmic Hypnotism," It
will surprise and delight you. It is a com-
plete course of 40 lessons, a S25 course for
only 5I.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARRAES, M. D., Oph. D.,

233 W. Madison St., Chicago.

Holmes Optical College.
A practical school operated by prac-

tical men.
We can make a practical optician

of you.
We teach you every step—how to

take it and why to take it.
You do the actual work of fitting

yourself.
You go home absolutely confident

that you can do the work.
We have no correspondence course.
Next class, October 13, 1902.
Tuition, $25.00. No more ; no less.
Write and ask us about it, or come

without writing.

H. P. HOLMES, Oph. D., Pres.,

13. E. TROUT, D.D.S., Secy.

CHAS. B. FRISBIE, Ph. B., M. D., Treas.

517 East Locust Street,

DES MOINES, IOWA.

HIGHER OPTICAL EDUCATION
. _

The very first book that
should be procured by opticians
interested in the " higher edu-
cation " movement is

Tscherning's
Physiologic
Optics

revised and enlarged by the
author and translated and anno-
tated by Carl Weiland, M. D.

This is the master work on this
important subject, which is the
very foundation stone of refrac-
tion. The optician who has

not studied it cannot truthfully
claim to be a qualified optician.

Price, $3.50 (14s. 7d.)

The retinoscope is the opti-

cian's magic wand. To tell a

patient just what he can see

and what he can't see without

asking him a single question is

a proof of competency that im-

presses. The best work on the

subject is our treatise

Skiascopy
and

The Use of the Retinoscope

It is a simple, thorough ex-

position of the shadow test

and its practical application to

the work of refraction, easy to

understand, easy to remember.

Price, $1.50 (ós. 3d.)

A complete mastery of the

science of lenses is a sine qua

non of the thoroughly qualified

optician. The standard treatise

on this subject is

Ophthalmic
Lenses

by Chas. F. Prentice, M. E.,

with which is incorporated

Dioptric Formulw for Corn-

bined Cylindrical Lenses, the

Prism Dioptry and other origi-

nal papers. This information

can be had in no other treatise.

Price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 19th 0 Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., U. S. A.
-
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is the latest and most important addition to

The Keystone Optical Library. It is a direct continua-

tion of the The Optician's Manual (Vol. 1) being a much

more advanced and comprehensive treatise. It covers

in minutest detail the four great subdivisions of practical

eye refraction, viz. : Myopia and Hypermetropia (here-

tofore published as the "Supplement to The Optician's

Manual ") Astigmatism and Muscular Anomalies. This

volume contains the most authoritative and complete

researches up to date on these subjects, treated by the

master hand of an eminent oculist and optical teacher.

It is thoroughly practical, explicit in statement and

accurate as to fact. It contains some 400 pages, is

bound in cloth and copiously illustrated.

Price, postpaid to all parts of the world, $2.00 (8s. 4d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Twentieth Century Optometry

[By John C. Eberhardt, I lay too, h■, President of the Physio-
logical Branch of the Ano,rh.aii .kssociation of Opticiaus.I

An important and significant step in the history
of physiological optometry has been taken ; a be-
ginning has been made ; the materials necessary
for rearing an edifice abound on all sides awaiting
the arrival of the craftsmen to quarry and hew
them into shape ; but what is lacking is a matured
plan, so that these materials assembled imder in-
telligent supervision and guidance may be made
the component parts of a harmonious whole. To
this end, the co-operation of all interested in the
welfare of optometry is essential. Criticism must
be replaced by advice, and the ultimate result will
compensate all. The various controversies of the
past year have brought out this one unanimous
verdict, " we need education." The query naturally
arises, "how can it be obtained?" Desultory read-
ing, no matter how honest, is ungrateful ; properly
directed, concentrated and persistent work under
proper direction supplying the indispensable eluci-
dation necessary for the profitable digestion of the
subject matter is indispensable to ultimate results,
consequently we must look to our schools.

Much criticism has been heaped upon the col-
lege courses now supplied, but though inadequate,
they are better than none, and if taken advantage
of will incite in the earnest student the desire for
more complete knowledge, thus furnishing the
solution to this perplexing educational problem ;
for the history of the world shows that in all times
demand lots been met by supply. So that in this
first step we must realize our lack of information
and determine to begin at once and remedy the
fault. Those of us who as yet have done no
systematic work should at once take advantage of
any one of the correspondence or attendance
courses being offered by our various schools ; those
who have already done so, should place themselves
in communication with their Alma Mater with a
view of taking up advanced work in " physiologic
optics," as indicated by Tscherning in his work on
this subject, which is undoubtedly the most valua-
ble contribution to this science, and which, if
studied under proper direction, would lay the
foundation for that broad comprehension of this
philosophy necessary to the digestion of the many
complex phenomena presenting themselves to the
refractionist.

The columns of our publications will undoubt-
edly be at the disposal of those who will contribute
thoughts along these lines, and it is urged that use
be made of this opportunity. In order, however,
to make a practical beginning it is suggested that
the systematic study of physiological optics be
taken up, and that the various publications be re-
quested to begin a series of articles on this subject,
while contributions thereon are solicited from the
pens of those who have the future of this profound
science at heart. In view of the fact that all text
books abound with mathematical formula, and that
a large proportion of the refracting element are not
mathematicians and, as a consequence, find these
works at least difficult, it is suggested that a little
space be monthly devoted to elementary mathe-
matics specifically selected to supply the needs of
the optical student, gradually drifting into trigono-
metrical formula, which is the basis of all refractive
calculations.

In conclusion, the fact is emphasized that the
greater the unity of co-operation and interchange
of thought, the more marked will our progress be.
The president therefore solicits suggestions bearing

THEE KEYSTONIF.

on the work before us, and takes this opportunity
to send out greetings and assurances of good will
to the opticians of the United States and Canada.
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subject to the provisions embodied in the by-laws
of the American Association of Opticians.

Physiological Branch

The American Association of Opticians

I rganized, Boston, Nhas,. Angus( 1002.

AMENDMENTS.

This constitution or by-laws may be altered or
amended at any regular meeting by a two-thirds
vote of the members present ; provided, that notice
of the proposed change is sent to members with
the notices of such meeting.

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.

P. A. Dilworth, Vice-President, New York City.
C. A. Longstreth, Treasurer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Clarence S. Hart, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.
Geo. H. Brown, Librarian, Manchester, N. H.

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE :

C. A. Jenkins.
E. I.eroy Ryer.

perle L. Sagebiel.
Edith Gallup.

CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

This organization shall be known as The
Physiological Branch of the American Association
of Opticians.

ARTICLE H.

The object of this organization shall be to
stimulate and encourage a broader technical and
scientific equipment in the field of physiological
optometry, incite analytical investigation, record
results of such research as may prove of value to
the science of optometry, and recognize high
attainments or merit in this field by conferring
some suitable honor upon those found worthy of
this distinction.

ARTICLE III.

Any person engaged in the profession of opti-
cal refraction complying with the provisions of the
by-laws of this organization shall be eligible to
membership.

BY-LAWS.

MEMBERSHIP.

Section t. Candidates for membership may
address the secretary, who will furnish requisite
blanks for application with necessary instructions.

Section 2. Applicant must be engaged in the
profession of optometry, be a member in good
standing in the American Association of Opticians,
and file with the chairman of the Board of Regents
a thesis on the subjects prescribed by said board.

DUES.

Dues shalL be Pm° annually, payable in ad-
vance to Secretary of Organization.

THE BOARD OF CONTROL.

This board shall consist of the elective officers
of this organization and the'Board of Regents of
the American Association of Opticians ; it shall be
an advisory board, disposing of all business not
requiring a special vote and acting upon such mat-
ters directly referred to them not already provided
for by these by-laws.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

Duties of officers and all other matters pertain-
ing to the government of this organization shall be

Tscherning's "Physiologic Optics"
The remarkable work which Mr. Eberhardt

aptly describes as " the most valuable contribution
to this science," has no compeer in the field of
physiological optics. The other great work on the
subject is the world-famed " Handbook of Physio-
logical Optics," by Helmholtz ; but this volumi-
nous treatise is published in German and French
only, and is entirely too mathematical and profound
for the average student. Besides, Tscherning's
work contains the vast wealth of original research
made in recent years by Tscherning himself and the
great Javal, co-workers in this field. If only as a
compliment to the accuracy of Mr. Eberhardt's judg-
ment of the value of the work, we here quote
briefly from the reviews of it by the most eminent
ophthalmological writers in the country, as pub-
lished in the medical magazines:

" It has often been a matter of regret that there ex-
isted no English translation of Helmholtr's great work.
There will, henceforth, be far less reason for such regret.
The book upon the subject by Dr. M. Tscherning has
been translated by Dr. Carl Weiland, and published by
THE KEYSTONE "

EDWARD JACKSON, M. D.,
Review In Ophthalmic. ReCONI.

" I am sure the work will be well received, and it
8110111(1 tind a plaee with every working ophthalmo-
logist."

WUERDEMANN, M. D.,
Review in Annals of Ophthalmology.

"THE KEYSTONE has done many au oculist a great
service, to bring out so useful a book."

HERMAN KNAPP, M. D.,
Review in .1 rehires of Ophthalmology.

"It is is not simply a compilation of classical
theories, but an exposition of valuable original re-
search, as well."

GEO. M. GOULD, M. P.
Review in Philadelphia Medical Journal.

JOHN C. EBERHARDT,

CONSULTING OPTICIAN.

Rooni501,Conoverlluilding,

Cor. Main and Third Ste.

Main 1807.

Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 22, '02.

The Keystone.

Gentlemen :—Deeply interested
as I am in the advancement of
Physiological Optics, I feel it my
duty to urge all earnest students
of this science to add to their list
of text books Tscherning's new

, work, "Physiologic Optics," which
is undoubtedly the most compre-
hensive and valuable contribution
to optical literature of recent years.

Very respectfully,

John C. Eberhardt,
Pres. Physiological Branch A. A. 0.
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Glossary of Optical Terms

E are frequently asked by optical readers for the name of a

work of reference in which they could find the definitions

of optical terms. As the medical dictionaries are quite

expensive, the following glossary, if carefully studied and pre-

served, will serve the same purpose. This glossary is the same

which appears in Vols. I. and II. of " The Optician's Manual."

Abduction . . .
Aberration . . .
Accommodation .
Achromatic . . .
A ch romatopsia- .
Adduction . . . .
Albinism . . . .

Movement of the eyeball outward.
Wandering from normal.
Adjusting of the eye for near vision.
Without color.
Color blindness.
Movement of the eyeball inward.
Abnormal deficiency of pigment in iris and

choroid.
Amaurosis . . . Partial or total loss of sight.
Amblyopia . . . Impairment or loss of vision without any appa-

rent local cause or anomaly to account for
it. Defective sensibility of the retina.

Amblyopia, Subdivisions of :
Congenital . . Existing from birth.
Exanopsia . . . Loss of sight from continued. 

disuse of the eye.
Hemeralopia . Night blindness, due to

blood degeneration.
Hysterical . Effect of nervous reflex. A

sympathetic condition.
Nyctalopia Day blindness, due to same

cause as hemeralopia.
Toxic   Due to poison absorbed into

the system, as nicotine,
alcohol, etc.

Traumatic . . . . Produced by a blow.
Ametropia The condition when parallel rays of light will

not focus in the eye. Opposite of emme-
tropia or normal vision.

Amplitude (as ap-
plied to accom-
modation) . . Power or extent.

Anaesthesia of the
Retina . . . . Insensibility of tne retina.

Aniridia   Absence of the iris.
Anisometropia . The condition when each eye has different re-

fracting power, necessitating two different
lenses for correction.

Anophthalmia . . Absence of eyes.
Anopsia   Disuse of the eyes.
Aphakia  The condition when the crystalline lens is re-

moved, as after operation for cataract.
Aplanatic . . . . Without aberration.
Arcus senilis . . Ring of corneal opacity in aged.
Asthenopia . . . Weak sight due to weakness of the muscles

controlling the eye.
Astigmatism . . . The condition when, by malformation of the

cornea or of the crystalline lens, or other
cause, the rays of light from a point will not
focus at a point after passing through the
dioptric media.

Biconcave . . . Double concave.
Bifocal  Double focus.
Binocular . . . • Pertaining to both eyes.
Blepharitis . . Inflammation of edges of eyelids.
Blind Spot . . • Entrance of optic nerve on retina.
Brachymetropia • Another term for myopia.
Canthus   Angle of the eye.
Caruncle . Small fleshy growth.
Cataract   Opacity of crystalline lens.
Catoptrics . Laws of reflection of light.
Centrad   Toward the center ; unit of measurement for

prisms.
Chalazion . A cyst of the eyelid.
Chemosis  Swelling of the conjunctiva.
Choroiditis . • . Inflammation of the choroid.

October, 1902

Chromatism . Coloration.
Cilia  The eyelashes.
Ciliary . . . Pertaining to the cilia.
Concentric. . Having a common center.
Concomitant . Accompanying.
Conjugate . Joined together.

Turning to a point.Convergence
Coordination Harmonious action.
Cortical   Pertaining to outer layer.
Coquille ... A shell.
Cyclitis   Inflammation of ciliary body.
Cycloplegia . . • Paralysis of ciliary muscle.
Dacryocystitis . • Inflammation of lachrymal sac and duct.
Day-Blindness . , Impairment of vision on bright days.
Decenter . From the center.
Depilation Plucking out a hair.
Dilation   Expansion or -widening.
Diopter   Lnit of measurement.
Dioptric . Pertaining- to the dit)pter.
Dioptrics Science of refraction by transparent media.
Diplopia  Double vision.
Disk  A circular plate ; the papilla.
Divergence . turn from,
Ecchymosis . • • Extravasation of blood into tissues.
Emmetropia • • Normal vision.
Entoptic  Within the eye.
Entropion . , • Inversion of margin of lids.
Enucleation . • Removal of eyeball.
Epiphora . . . An undue secretion of tears.
Esophoria . . • Deviation of visual line inward.
Exophoria . . . • Deviation of visual line outward.
Exophthalmos . • Protrusion of eyeballs.
Far Point Greatest reading distance.
Focus   Meeting point of refracted rays.
Fovea  Yellow spot.
Fundus   Bottom of the eye.
Glaucoma A disease of the eye characterized by harden-

ing of the globe.
Granular Lids . . An aggravated form of conjunctivitis.
Hemeralopia . . Inability to see at night.
Hemianopsia . . The loss of vision in one-half the field.
Heterophoria . . Abnormal tending of vision lines, due to want

of balance or coordination of ocular muscles.
Heterophoria, Subdivisions of :

..

Heterotropia ,

Esophoria . . . .

Exophoria . . .
Hyperphoria . .

Tending of the visual lines
inward.

Tending outward.
Tending of the visual line of
either eye above the other.

Hyperesophoria . Tending up and inward.
Hyperexophoria . Tending up and outward.
A deviation or squint.

Heterotropia, Subdivisions of :
Esotropia Convergent squint. Turn-

ing in.
Exotropia . . . . Divergent squint. Turn-

ing out.
Hypertropia , . . The condition when one eye

deviates above the other.
Hyperesotropia . Deviation up and in.
Hyperexotropia . Deviation up and out.
Having a common center.
A stye.
Boundary of vision.
Increase of fluids of eye.

• Oversensitiveness of the retina.
• Far-sightedness.
Pus in anterior chamber.

• Incapacity of normal action within the eye.
Within the eye.
Within the orbit.
Cutting part of iris.
Inflammation of the iris.
Inflammation of cornea.
Hernia of cornea.
Protrusion of cornea.

Homocentric . .
Hordeolum
Horopter . . . •
Hydrophthalmia.
Hyperwsthesia
Hypermetropia
Hypopyon
Insufficiency .
Intraocular
Intraorbital
I ridectomy
Iritis 
Keratitis .
Keratocele
Keratoconus .
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Keratoscope.
Lachrymation
Leucoma . .
Macula Lutea
Megalopsia .
Nieibomian .
Meniscus . . . .
Metamorphopsia.
Meter-Angle . .
Micropsia . . .  
Nlimocular 
M uscalloli tan tes .

Oriasis
Mydriatic
M y la  
M yosis  
Myotic  
Nebula  
Neuritis
Nictitation . . .
Night-Blindnss
Nyctalopia . .
Nystagmus . .
Ocular  
Oculumotor . .  
Ophthalmia . .  
Ophthalmic . .  
Ophthaldynameter
Ophthalmology .

Ophthalmometer.
Ophthalmoplegia.
Ophthalmoscope
Optic Axis . .  

Optic Disk
Optics 
Optometer .
Orbit  
Orthophoria .

Orthotropia .

Palpebral . . .
Pannus  
Panophthalmitis
Papilla 
Papillitis  
Perimeter  
Periscopic
Phosphenes

Photometer .
Photophobia.
Pink- Eye . .
Polyopia 
Presbyopia .

Prismoptometer .
Pterygi um .
Ptosis
Pupilloscopy.
Pupillometer.
Reflection . .
Refraction . .
Retinitis  
Retinoscopy.
Scleritis  
Scotoma 
Skiascopy
Snow-blindness
Spectroscope .

An instrument to measure the cornea.
Excessive secretion of tears.
Opacity of cornea.
Yellow spot.
Seeing objects larger than normal.
The glands of eyelids.
Crescent-shaped.
Seeing objects distorted.
Angle of visual axis for one meter distance.
Seeing objects smaller than normal.
Belonging to one eye.
Floating specks or imperfections in field of

vision, due to shadow of vitreous cells.
Unnatural dilatation of the pupil.
A drug that dilates the pupil.
Near-sightedness.
Unnatural contraction of the pupil.
A drug that contracts the pupil.
Opacity of cornea.
Inflammation of optic nerve.
Excessive winking.
A form of retinitis.
)ay-blindness.
Oscillations of eyeball.
Pertaining to the eye.
The third cranial nerve.
Inflammation of the eye,
Belonging to the eye.
An instrument to measure accommodation.
Science of the anatomy, physiology and dis-

eases of the eye.
Instrument to measure corneal curvature.
Paralysis of ocular muscles.
Instrument to examine interior of eye.
Imaginary line through center of cornea

and lens.
Entrance of optic nerve.
Science of light and vision.
Instrument to measure refraction of eye.
Bony cavity for eyeball.
Coordination of the visual lines of the eyes.

Perfect muscular equilibrium in both eyes.
Normal as relates to squint. Opposite of

heterotropia.
Pertaining to eyelids.
Vascularization and opacity of cornea.
General inflammation of eyeball.
The optic disk.
Inflammation of optic disk.
Au instrument for measuring field of vision.
To look around.
Subjective light sensations caused by pressure
on eyeballs.

An instrument for measuring intensity of light.
Dread or intolerance of light.
Conjunctivitis.
Multiple vision.
Decreased power of accommodation, some-
what vaguely called old sight.

An instrument for estimating ametropia.
Thickening- of conjunctiva at inner canthus.
Ittibility to lift the upper eyelid.
The shadow test.
Instrument for measuring the pupil.
Throwing back light.
Deviation of light.
Inflammation of the retina.
A method of measuring ametropia.
Inflammation of the sclerotic.
A dark spot in the visual field.
The shadow test.
Partial blindness from reflection of snow.
An instrument for decomposing light.

Squint 
Staphyloma
Stenopaic  
Strabismus
Stye 
Subjective   . .
Supraorbital .
Symblepharon .
Synechia . .
Tarsal  
Tenotomy . . •
Tension of Eye
Trachoma . .  
Trichiasis  
Uvea  
Yellow Spot .  

•

Deviation of one eye.
Protrusion.
Having a narrow opening.
Squinting of the eyes.
A small boil in eyelid.
Pertaining- to oneself.
Above the orbit.
Adhesion of lid to eyeball.
Adhesion of iris to crystalline lens.
Belonging to the eyelid.
Division of ocular muscle.
Term applied to hardness of eyeball.
Granular lids.
Inversion of eyelashes.
Choroid, ciliary body and iris as a whole.
Point of retina possessing most acute vision.

Optical Symbols
Acc.  
Act.  
Am.  
An.  
As.  
Asth.  
Ax.  
Cc. or — ( minus )  
Ce.  
Cm.  
Cx. or + ( plus )  
Cyl.  
D.  
D. Cc 
D. Cx 
D. T  
E. or Em.  
H. or Hy.  
In  '
L. or L. E  
M. or My.  
Mm.  
N.  
NV.  
0. D. (Oculus Dexter) •
0. S. (Oculus Sinister) •
0. U. (Oculi Unati)  
P. or Pb 
P Cc.  
P. Cx .  
P. D 
PI 
p. p. (Punctum Proximum )
p. r. (Punctuin Remotum)
Pr 
R. or R. E  
R. T.  
Rx.  
Sb 
S or Sph.  
T.  
Ty.  
V.  
Va.  
W. P.  

0
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and Abbreviations
Accommodation.
Age.
Ametropia.
Anisometropia.
Astigmatism.
Asthenopia.
Axis.
Concave.
Centigrade.
Centimeter.
Convex.
Cylinder.
Diopter.
Double Concave.
Double Convex.
Distance Test.
Emmetropia.
Hypermetropia.
Inches.
Left Eye.
Myopia.
Millimeter.
Nasal.
Naked Vision.
Right Eye.
Left Eye.
Both Eyes.
Presbyopia.
Periscopic Concave.
Periscopic Convex.
Inter-Pupillary Distance.
Plano.
Near Point.
Far Point.
Prism.
Right Eye.
Reading Test.
Prescription.
Strabismus.
Spherical.
Temporal.
Type.
Vision.
Visual Acuteness.
Working Point.
Plus—Convex.
Minus—Concave.
Combined with.
At Right Angles.
Degree.
Prism-Diopter.
Foot and Minute.
Inch and Second.
Line, the twelfth part of an inch.
Equal to.
Infinity, 20 feet or further.
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Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Texas, 2 sales,
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Fortland, Oregon.
C. R. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
11, J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill ,2 sales.
Stunner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines. Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Ioua City, Iowa.

S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.

Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. B. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.

C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas,

J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.

Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H, Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.

W H. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.

Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Rrnsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.

BRIGGS & bOlb
45 and 47 Plymouth Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Glowing word pictures of a man's ability as a sales-
man are cheap, especially so when emanating from
the mind of some paid-for professional advertisement
writer, but what still counts for more are honest cre-
dentials of sales made, results and honest references
given. We have to our credit a greater number of
sales, higher aggregate of goods sold, more large
jewelry sales and have realized a better percentage of
profit on individual sales than all others at present
engaged in the business combined. Mr. Dodd was
an associate of the late P. J. Burroughs for 12 years.
Before selecting your Auctioneer write any jobber in
America or his representative. Our services have
been in demand all summer. One success has fol-
lowed another. The Work speaks for itself.

Barnett & Nonnentnacher, Columbus, Ohio.
Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.

M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.

Woodward, Smith & Randall,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wilbur, Lanphear & Ca.. Galesburg,
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.

W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.

Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.

Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.

NI. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.

C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.

Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.

Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.

Strow Bros , Port Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.

H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.

Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.

Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.

D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sates.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
11. Kline, Seattle, Wash.

J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Yysilanti, Mich.

C F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.

Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.

Parmlee Bros. & Co., 1,os Angeles, Cal.

Clemens Hellehush, Cincinnati, Ohio,

P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.

Geo. Chanfler, Manistique, Mich.
C. II. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co, Louisville, Ky.,

Dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.

L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St Louis, Mich.

The J. Holland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.

W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.

Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Lame, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.

Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
j. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.

F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.

Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.

E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa,
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.

Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.

The Hight lit Fairfield Co., Butte, Mont.

C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgli, Pa.

The Max Rollins Stock, Youngstown, Ohio.

P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwecie, Alpena, Mich.

Mrs. Sarah Dickinson Wood,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.

More than too others, and the Jobbers from
Maine to California.

The
TRADE

will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two
EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired ;
each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also
in case of sickness it is an invincible argument. We work in perfect
harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known.
We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.
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TO BUY FROM AND TO SELL FROM.
Our thoroughly revised, complete, No. 103 K, richly illustrated

NEW BIG CATALOGUE
contains the choicest contributions ill select, quick-selling goods from our own plants, as well as those of a thousand other
leading manufacturers ; goods that will attract attention, that will sell fast and bring good profits ; goods that are vastly
different from others because we make or control many of them, and know from careful study and experience they will be
in strong demand.

Our catalogue is not a mere re-hash of worn-out or obsolete old goods and old engravings, but every page, every
article, and every price is held under the very closest examination and criticism before going into the book.

500 Big Pages. Thousands of Illustrations. Uniform List Prices.
NO business book more complete Or more artistic has ever been made—none that can prove more satisfactory from

any or every point of view. The entire broad field of

Jewelry and Kindred Lines are literally and liberally covered.
22 CAREFULLY CONDUCTED, COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS, 22.

Each one a special store iii itself.

We are Sole General Selling MELOTON 9' PIANOS A High-Grade Instrument
Agents for the Splendid • at a Moderate Price.

Our business requires, and we occupy the largest salesrooms in our line in the wholesale Jewelry district.

Write to us without delay for our Catalogue No. 103 K. It always quotes very lowest prices.

S. F. MYERS CO.
Established 1863. MANUFACTURERS, IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Myers Buildings 50 and 52 Maiden Lane, YORKt 33 and 35 Liberty Street, ' NEW .



Kansas Cit's
Exclusive
Jewelers'
Auctioneer

with references
from every home
wholesale jeweler.
Write to any of
them.

This month is my
I weird' anniversary in
the AuMion Work for
the established trade
only. Acquainted with
every plan and method
there is to realize the
best prices, I will con-
vince you on the first
day's sale your financial
coodition or honest rep-
utation will in no wise
be injured, but to the
contryy, with more

MONO than goods sold
and every one who
bought pleased, and
ready and anxious to
buy more. References
given from jewelerA
most all over the United
States for whom I have
sold.

D. 0. HERNDON,

I elephone 2341.

Jewelers' Realizer,
505 New York Life Building,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONED

PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for Pricr-LiNt ETC.

A. C. BARD & Co.
Importers and Cutters of

4 DIAMONDS
444' 04_
*,40 4 Loose Goods Our Specialty

The keenest 41171111011d buyers semi us their orders.
Loose or mounted goods on memo. to responsible dealers.

Columbus Memorial
Building 103 State St., ChicagoTrade-Mark

Foot=Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

High grade tolls / Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.
This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

Now is the Time to floi
IF YOU WANT US

As We Are a Busy Pair.
Remember: that we absolutely guar-

antee profits, and treat your reputation as
we would our own. We create business
and hold it to the end. You secure two
(2) experienced men at the cost of one.
We work on your "Oki

.clock" and sell it.
The one Main Point, "Suc-

cess," is what we are after.
Wire or write at any time.
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Here are a tow ot our recent successfui sales.
Ask them about us.

Mermod & Jaceard Jewelry Co. (3 sales),St. Louis.
Eisenstadt Mfg. Co., (2 sales), St. Louis.
Bauman Jewelry Co., (4 sales), St. Louis.
harry Mercer (Estate), Birmingham, Ala.
P. J. McBride, Fort Worth, Texas.
H. 5. 'Anus (2 sales) 31..bile, Ala.
Alas. Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa.
A. Davis & Co., State & Mtolisoli (3 sales), Chicago.
S. Beek Jewelry Co., San Antonio& Beaumont, 'rex.

A. M. Zerweek, Is. Soto, 31o.
1,o.. A. Thomas, Memphis, Tenn.
E. c. Moller, Alettiphis, 'feint.
arshman & Duncan, Ottumwa, Iowa.

F. A. WORCESTER.

Elliot Sz. Worcester,
Auctioneers and Appraisers of Jewelry,

Fine Art. China, Bric-a•brac. Etc.

517 Mermod & Jaccard Building,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing
solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your

_jobber for the

"Victory"
Gold Solder

and refuse all substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, Mo.

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
You can't afford to let your
watch work worry or annoy
you. Send it to OS.

W. H. Craft,
DEMAGNETIZING. 319 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Manufacturers. Philadelphia. Ion Columbia Ave.

Send for our New Catalogue.
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American Watches have

Abbott's Patent Stem
Winding Attachment

A few more K EY-W1NDERS are still in use.
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF'

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Malden Lane, New York

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.

CHAS, A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R I.

A Note of Warning to the Trade
During the months of November and December last year, I actually was forced to turndown one hundred and twenty-three applications front Jewelers who wanted to make sales, asmy time was all taken long before. This notice is sent you with the idea of calling your attentionto the fact that you cannot get a good man at any time you happen to want him. Good men arescarce and much wanted, therefore, if you contemplate a sale, better commence corresponding at

once regarding it. As to the desirability of a sale, I will say nothing, simply leave it to those I
have sold for to tell you. The clippings below are a sample of what I can send you.

rRONI THE OFFICE or
RICE. SHARPLET & SONS,

MON AAAAA CANADAMR. P. E. POPE, rood du Lac, 1Vis. . 
APRIL 1,1902.

Dear Sir t—As I have 'tow about closed up the estate of Messrs. Rice, Sharpley & Sons, I desire to express mysatisfaction and thanks to you, with hich the eN ocutors join me for the able and successful manner in which youconducted the two sales which you held lis I leceniber and .\l arch last. 'file December sale being so very satisfactoryto the late .Mr. I ni I. -Intrpley that upon hi, death u o at once decided that there was no way in which we could dispose ofthe stuck, anomatitig to 0i5,000, to such ads inuago as by an auction sale, 11111I 111111 our relations with you had been sosatisfactory that ■ .1, (I ere the person st sloodd lull e to conduct the same, and we are pleased to state that the resultshave proven eel' judgment to have been correo in boll. iostances, the whole of the stock consisting of diamonds, gold andsilver jewel?: aa I watches, Sterling silver and plated ware, bric-a-brac, bronzes, glass chandeliers, FIXTURES ANDA tot:HAITI,: Y IV Eli YTHINO t,''.1' Il i Ilol st. itt.iNt , DISPOSED 0I, IN THE VE1tY SHOItT TIME OF THIRTEENVS, with re,Ilt, which are highly sat isfacto,'■ 1,, its :Ito I, I may also add, to the patrons who attended the sale, judgingfront did Inannor I i w Idoli they uttendol rr.o...14,, to day op to the last evening, whet, there was only the 'fixtures left tohe sold. These people were principally the volls I 'i lo who attended the In...lobo,. and a great many of themexpressed their zatisrart ion to its at the manner it, u hi, II the salt, %vas conducted :old of confidence they had In you,they it 'vi' hesitatintr to hid on anything, ...a tho boxes, knowing that you had not misrepresented anything andgave them value for [licit' money.
I Intl c much pleat:ore in recommending you to any party contemplating All auction sale, both as to yottrnidlity to get sstisincinry results, also As it the matmer io which ym, ,...mloot the same, being strictly business all theI ion..., ill, omoigh jokes to liven matters up and please your costono•rs. Shoold yell ever come to 3lontreal again to dobusiness I :lin sere I hat you will receive it hearty welcome from the customers and friends that you made at our store.Agate thatikieg you rot. your services in our behalf, I am Yours truly, (Signed) II. A. CLEmfolot,

Manager for Itice, Sharpley & Sons.
in liquidation.

rROM THE OFFICE Or
OLMSTED & HURDMAN,

OTTAWA. CANADA. 
MAY 1,1902.

TO OUR HEAVILY LADEN BRETHREN WHO ARE WEARY OF CARRYING A STOCK THAT WILL NOTPAY TFIEM A SIX PER CENT. DIVIDEND, Olt WHO WISH TO GET OUT OF BUSINESS AND PREFER ToHAVE THE MONEY AT THEIR DISPOSAL.
We werejust in this condition and had to do something, and after mature deliberation we employed the servicesor Mr. P. E. Pope, jewelers' auctioneer, of Chicago. We feel sure that had we secured any other we would certainly haveboon robbed, as the public are always anxious to get all they call for their money, but with Mr. Pope's tact he stood between us and the robbers and we came out on top. Our sale under hisnolo aement, although we itad direct opposition, WAS all entire success. What we wish to emphasize most is Mr. Pope's ability to get fair prices to the face of another sale going on where tile goodsslaughtered,•also the entire absence of any misrepresentation. We tilIg111 also add, that it is even a pleasure to do business since the sale, as we have not had a single instance of a kickcoming from any one who had bought goods which they 'night have thought had been misrepresented. MR. POPE IS SURELY THE KING OF AUCTIONEERS TO-DAY.

(Signed) OLiasrEn & MINI/MAN.
WRITE, FPOR INIFORMA.TION.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, 260 Arthur Chicago,
71 Stewart Bldg.

Fond-du-Lac,
Wis.

By the Tail With a Down-Hill Pull
is how you will have the fall and winter business if you hold an Auction
and engage me to conduct it. It's the best and only way to reduce a
stock or to sell out clean, fixtures and all, for cash. It's the way
to sell an estate or bankruptcy if the top-notch price is wanted. Under
my guaranteed plan to net a profit at close of each day's business you
can't lose. Then why not decide to-day—it's the time of all times, the
country is prosperous, the people have money and it's the jewelers'
harvest time. Be up and doing. Make hay while the sun shines.
Let me plan, advertise and conduct a sale for you and " I reckon"
you will make some money. Try it.

JOHN H. RAVEN,
1-1(311aricl,

JEWELRY AUCTIONEER
E. R. TYLER,

Room 306-103 State Street, CHICAGO.

1 am a practical auctioneer of experience and honest methods. All mysales are conducted on purely business principles. I treat all correspondenceconfidentially, and promptly answer all letters. I shall be pleased to have youdrop me a line if this interests you.
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If you get an order for a

HAIR CHAIN
send the Hair to lac Lfli J v, ill iilakt. ,ame
promptly.

F. J. LOEPER,

325 Ridge St., Lansford, Pa.

Establidt, d for

Do You Want a Patent?
WILLIAM F. HALL, Attorney at Law,

111,.,n, 7 and 8, Equitiddo Building,
1003 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Counselor in Patent Causes United States

and Foreign Patents Solicited.
Trade-Marks. In fri n genie') t and Validity Opin-

ions. Assignments, Licenses, etc., Prepared.

Ellameler and Enamel Painter
Watch Case Enameling a Specialty.
Silver Enameled Chatelaine Backs
and Bezels repaired equal to new,
at reasonable prices. .
New Backs and Bezels furnished.

R. ALBERS,

16 AND 16 MAIDEN LANE, N EW YORK.

LON BARNHART, 
Springfield, Ohio

Watch, Spectacle

Iliuntifarlurt r of Fin, siGNS
and Ring

Durable, Elegant and Attractive.
EIST S1ONS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue.

Genuine Doublets
BRILLIANT CUT. All Colors.

Round, sizes 5 to 10, 1st quality . . 8 .35 doz.
" " 11 " 15, " "
" " 16 " 20, " " . . .60 "
" " 21 " 25,
" " 26 " 80, " " . . 1.25 "
" " 32 " 34, 82 Facet . . .25 ea.
" " 35 " 38, " "it 0 40, " " . . . .45 "

Imitations, above sizes, all colors . .35 dez.
Extra, Imitation Half Pearls, 8-14 pp. .38 WO

Remit by money order-no stamps. Ask
for catalogue.

L. BURKETT, Abbeville, La.

Sweep Smelters

and

Assayers

25 John Street,

New York.
WORKS:

28-32 Cumberland Street,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

sea epeeist adv. oe palm 1190, November, 1901, loin.
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjuster
is the result of many years' ex-
perience. It can be htted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. I doz., assorted sizes,
solid 10 K. gold. $3.76. or %
doz.,assorted sizes. for Moo;AflI 

""' ". 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes,
85c. Oc. extra if registered.) For samples, a
small size gold and medium size metal will be
sent for 40 els., or a medium large size gold and
large size metal for 50 cents. Address,
CHESTER WELLS, Jeweler, Meshoppen, Pa.

STEEL Olt
&SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM METZ- "THE TRADE

1504 SANSOM ST., PHILADELPHIA.

NAN\ iiIALP/44
-COLLECEOF

WSovtae 77;24;

Most thorough and

practical School in this

country. Send for our

prospectus if you de-

sire to earn a better

salary. See ad. on

page 1270, this issue.

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME, RECEPTION, 13 FITANF• •T CARDS, ETC.

M ONOGRAMSAN. CRESTS on WATCHES
AND FINE JEWELRY 'no TOE TRADE. 

FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER
722 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J. J. DONNELLY

GoTe arte 

ETectro..pTate
73 Nassau St., New York

Send us your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.
 1SHED tses.

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICAL
SOCIETY

r tILISIIISO 40 YHA ms

‘60

EXPERT
WATCH MAKER

to the 'Trade

103 STATE STREET

CFI ICA.G0

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

I teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern
way. My courae permits but iate student at a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

F. C. Kam. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

Ateam
Lapidarg.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

ouu", FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

BalanCie

Jewels.

los

Grade 1, Bala ice Stall, extra finish, $1.50 doz.
" '2, " " polished, . 1.25 "
" 3, " " gray, . . 1.00 "
" 1, " Jewels, extra finish, 1.50 "
" 3, " 100 "

111/ ,11INVelS, 1  00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,

KANSAS CITY. MO.

Constant Van Reeth
IMPORTER an

I ECUTTING, CUTTER d
I: 1.1 'AIiIINU

AND ROUGH
MATCHING
A SPECIALTY DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 anD 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
800 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Floor.) (listalthshed t t9.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA °LASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Ike Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

JOHN WOOLLETT

Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

Room 800

Columbus Memorial Building,

CHICAGO.

NOTICE.
It may be to your advantage to read what we say on page 1210

(4 this KEYSTONE.

EZRA F. BOWMAN'S SONS,
LANCASTER, PA.

Watchmakers Tools and Supplies. Repairing and Engraving for the Trade.

Small Advertisements
NO adVOrthwinent inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under beading "Situations Wit uted."

ON E CENT per word for first twenty-live
words. Add it • al words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except °Situations
Wattled," THREE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial letter.

I answers aro to be forwarded,
postage stamps intuit be enclosed.

To insure insertion money must ac-
company all orders for advertisements,
and copy  t reach us not later than
I he 25th of each  th for insertion its
the following montles i Stale.

The real name and address of every
advertiser mast accompany the copy of
the advertisensent.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 15 cents if they desire a copy
of the paper in which their advertise-
ment appears.

.Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Under till., heading, ONE CENT per word, for firsttwenty•Illt. wOrds. Additional words 0101 advertise...INTIllthE CENTS par word. No advarlIseman1 lakarladfor lakk than 25 cents.

QURFACE grinder, young man, wants position.
" V 5," care Keystone. 

IfY traveler at present employed. Has Mali-
" linhed trade in good territory ; Al refs.
Address, " Smith 38," room 601 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver and all-arotin-ti
11 youn_g man open for position Oct. 1st. hood
refs. • " B 69," care Keystone.
nun 1st, by young num, strictly lemperate,
51 hottest, and not afraid of work. Good watch-
maker, engraver and all-around man. Good
refs. " lkfcA 10," care Keystone office. 
AT once, by competent watchmaker and jeweler,
II 15 years at bench. Age 32, married ; have
tools and bench. Strictly temperate. A. F.
Boylan, Hubbard,Towa.
DY first-class watchmaker, optician, also en-
11 graver. Gilt-edge refs. Address, "John
Marquette," room 601 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago. 
WATCHMAKElt, jeweler, engraver and grad-
" uate optician of New York and Chicago
leading colleges. Young 1111111; good salesman;
also speak German ; 16 years' exp.; competent
to take full charge ; have tools anti optical
instruments. Permanent situation wanted •
refs. first-class. State salary. Ad. " C. L.
suite 1119, care Richard 0. Kandler, NR8011.10
Temple, Chicago,
It Y first-clams lady engraver, graduate of Jewel-
1, ere' School of Engraving ; 2 yearn' exp. Best
refs. and samples. Address, Box 103, Muk-
wonago, WI..

Al WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver and
MI optician, 8 years' exp. .Age 25 ; no bud
habits.; best of refs. Own full set of tools,
trial case and Geneva retinoscope and ophthal-
moscope. Sample of engraving and photo.
State salary in first letter. C. M. 'Ines, Greens-
burg, Ind.
WATCHMAKER, plain engraver and salesman
11 wishes a position. Best of ref. Address,
" Watchmaker," Box 233, Litchfield, Ill. 
WATCHMAKER, engraver, jeweler, graduateTI optician ; young man, single. Am an all-
around man good salesman ; have tools and
trial cane. 'Can give No. 1 refs. Address,
" Watchmaker and Engraver," 417 Pittenix St.,
South Haven, Mich.

Hy watch repairer, jeweler, salesman, clean
Lu stook-keeper ; not afraid of work. Box 90,
Bloomfield, Iowa.

Hy young man, first-class letter and monogram
11 engraver; also salesman. H. V. Cutler,
Moravia, N. Y. 

11110ROUGHLY competent refractionist, phor-
1 oscopist and frame fitter. Regular graduate ;
special course under one of the masters. Expert
oil prescription work. National bank as refs.
71 South Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio.
Hy practical watchmaker, salesman, engraver,
" 12 years' exp.; Al ref. Am no second-class
man. Address, L. Box 461, Madison, Ohio. 
I ADY engraver, age 20, will accept position as
11 letter and monogram engraver and sales-
lady. For photo. anti 'temples write Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 

Hy a first-class mfg. jeweler and diamond setterIi anti general polisher. State Buttery in first
reply. I atn no engraver. "L 27," care Keystone.
WY first-class letter and monogram engraver,
11 with chance to practice on watch and clock
work. Exp.; best ref. "II 43," care Keystone.

flPTICIAN, young man, age 28 ; excellent °tin-
y cation, good address. Thoroughly under-
stands optics and refraction ; geod salesman.
Desire permanent position with good house
where a man of ability will be appreciated.
State salary 1111/1 particulars. Address, "B. C.,"
box 212, Syracuse, N. Y.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

FpIRST-(1, Ass wat ,•11 maker, successful optician,open to engage ti lent. $25 per week ; 39 years
old ; careful halliN ; refs. Address, " N. J. C.,"
601  Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

EX PERT watchmaker, jeweler, engraver, sales-man, wants steady position Nov. 1st. Can
take full charge of jewelry store ; siitgle. Al
refs. from Chieaga ; state wages and answer at
once. Wm. K. s., box 145, Cresco, Iowa.

BHY all-around matt, 10 years at bomb, after
thorough course at Bradley lust., Peoria,
Age 30, sober, reliable and strictly busi-

ness. "T 27," care Keystone. 
A COMPETENT jeweler would like position as

Jeweler and assistant watchmaker. Good
salesman and of good address. Al ref. "NI 36,"
care Keystone.
A GERMAN jeweler, no watchmaker, who is a
u competent repairer and workman, desires
position. For further partiettlars address,
" Drape," 602 8.10th St., Waco, Tex.
BEC. 1st., by watchmaker, aged 27 ; Western
u New Yak pref. "I) 33," care Keystone. 

DY young Indy in jewelry house, either whole-sale or retail. Have had five years' exp.
Understand all branches of business. Can
give good ref. "S 57," care Keystone.
CHANCE of a lifetime, securing a first-class
u watchmaker, jeweler, Al salesman ; 14
years in business for myself. Could take entire
charge. Best of New York City refs. " B 72,"
care Keystone.

BI a thoroughly competent watchmaker andgraduate optician. Eleven years' exp. at
bench. Own tools and test ease. Excellent
refs. " R 41," care E eystene.
VOUNG man, strictly temperate, good watch-
I maker, graduate ept hien, 7 years' exp., de-
sires good position. I I a ve had exp. in ntilroad
work. Can handle fine watches, ete. Very best
of refs. Illinois, Indiana or Kentucky pref.
"S 60," care Keystone. 
HY watchmaker and optician, New England
u States pref. Have Rivett lathe, necessary
tools and good ref. Unmarried. Martin R.
Clark, Bar Harbor, Maine.
HY all-around optical man inpable of taking
1-1 charge of prescription department or shop.
At present am foreman in large wholesale house.
12 years' exp.-6 years as foreman. " B 73," care
Keystone.
HY young man, 24. Understands soft and hard
LI soldering, watch clock and jewelry repair-
ing. Engraver, with set of engraving tools.
Refs. State full particulars. Charles It. Sigler,
New Castle, Ind. 
APTICIAN of 10 years' exp. would like posi-

tion with a jeweler, or will furnish optical
department. Can help at the bench. City 5000
to 15,000. "Optician,' Central Cit y, Nithr.

BHY a young man, 20 years of age, single, no I hadhabits, to do hull Ill and jewelry repairing
and engraving. Graduate optician, with test
case, good lathe and tools. Would ai.m•pt
as assistant in city store, with opportunity of
advancement. Best refs. Chas. S. Bolcourt,
Madison, Ind. 
HY watchmaker and jeweler, in Missouri, illi-
" nets or Kansas, Nov. 1st. Fine workman ;
no bad habits ; own tools. Do not engrave.
Box 75, Stontacille, Mo.
A TRAVELER of exp. in Jewelry lines among
A the trade in the West and South went, desires
an engagement for 1003. Can give good refs.
Address, 'John Jackson," room 601 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago.
gTEADY position with reliable firm, by good
LI workman, 12 years' exp., capable of taking
charge branch store. Best refs. Box 125,
Ashley, Ind.
VTEADY position by first-class optician and

Jeweler ; experienced. Fair engraver ; age
28, single, temperate. Refs. exchanged . h80. ave
test case and complete outfit watchmakers'
tools. E. F. Hill, Helmond, Iowa.
fiPTICIAN, graduate physician, using titydri-
I, ellen when required, having had several
years' practice in refraction, retinoscopy and
ophtlialmoncopy, also store exp., wants situa-
tion with first-class optical house. " E 15,"
care Keystone.
ASSISTANT watchmaker, jeweler, engraver
It and optician ; steady. Good hard solderer
anti watch repairer. Have completed 16 montha
at Bradley Horological Institute of l'eoria, and
three months at bench ; own lathe and tools.
General assistant. Box 294, Wyanet, III. 

By practical watchmaker and engraver in farWestern town of over 3500 inhabitants.
Wages $8 to $12, including one-half railway fare.
Lathe, engraving tools. Refs., etc., furninhed ;
eerrespondence. Address, Mr. Frommer, care
leneral Delivery, Lawrence, Kans.
ts traveling salesman for reliable firm, Steady
it young man, gum! habits, 1$ years' exp. at
bench and ill Milli store. Good judge of goods.
Refs. on application. Will accept at once or
Jan. 1, 1903. Millets and Iowa pref. "L 38,"
care Keystone.
VOUNG man of some exp. would like position
1 in jewelry store, where he can finish his
trade. Town within 100 miles Now York City
pref. "C 46," care Keystone.
AS watchmaker, 5 years with Tiffany & Co., 3

years with the 'Webb C. Ball Co. "B 74,"
care Keystone.

HY young man during Nov. and Dec., assistant
" watchmaker, cloek repairer, etc. Illinois or
neighboring State pref, "W 26," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, salesimi I, opt ician,Al refs. as to character mid abilit y, wants
permanent position with reliable eity house.
All letters answered. Canadian, single, 27 ;
state salary. S. I I . I Ila k el y, Pieton,Ontario, Can.
WATC IINI A K E it, eloek and jewelry repairer;
" age 25, single, good habits, good appearance.
Vest of refs.; 7 years' exp., good salesman.
Blake W. Gardner, Blaine, Mich.
rN-nfiit--clitss house, by /111 mAI watchmaker of

18 years' exp.; steady, sober, rapid work-
man familiar with inlast ion work ; graduate
optician ; good engraver. " It 70," care Key-
stone.
FosITIoN as refraction ist ; 12 years' exp. as

II refract ion 1st and all-around work. " W 27,"
care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, lirst-elass ; ean take charge
" of bench ivork. .11 salesman, speaks Ger-
man ; owns tools ; ref, (July tirst-claas parties
need apply. Chicage, Illinois, and Iowa pref.
II. H. Salzmann, 211.1 V I It I u A ye., Sterling, ill. 
WATCHNIAKER, -clas,, 41, wants porous-
" nent position with gla al firm ; salesman,
English and( erman ; st rictly temperate and
reliable. Middle or Northwest pref. "E 17,"
care Keystone.
IIN first-class jewelry store, by find-class, expe-
1 rienced graduate optician and Al watch-
maker. Can repair jewelry ; am good sales-
man, thoroughly reliable, all-an mild man. De-
mand giant salary. Permanent position in
Southern States pref. Single. Have tools and
trial case and best of refs. " F 35," care Ktiy-
stone.
HY first-class, experienced graduate optician,
" IIISO good salennum in jewelry store. iVould
like to take ■'barge of optical department in
sante. Single. Ilave trial case. Best of refs.
Prefer permanent position in Texas or South-
ern States. Itist pay good salary. " 

1,

36,"
care K IynlI III'.
WAIT II II A K ih1, can do ordinary jewelry und
" speetacle jobs ; 15 years at bench. Own
lathe and tools. Box 115, Flatonia, Texas.
AS assistant watchmaker. Do plain watch work,
It clock and jewelry repairing, 3 years' exp.
Own lathe and small tools. Iowa Prof. Jas.
Allen, McGregor, Iowa.

A WATCHMAK ER, ex perienced in irate!'
manufacturing, and having a long exp. in

adjusting watches, high grades, wauts position.
" P 43," care Keystone.
jtY first-class watchmaker, experienced with

railroad work ; can take care of railroad
watch inspection ; can repair all kinds of com-
plicated watches ; 18 years' exp. Graduate
optician. Salary, 825 per week. " L 39," care
Keystone.
QITITATION by first-class watchmaker, who is
Li experienced in railroad work and in adjust-
ing fine watches. Refs. are the best. " P 25,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, experienced in
11 fine and complicated work, capable of taking
charge of department. Al refs. from large
retail house. "C 48," care Keystone.
HY first-class watchmaker and jewelry repairer,
LI good hard solderer and stone setter ; 21
'ears' exp. Married, strictly temperate. No
less than $20 per week. Have own tools and
trial case. W. F. Sharp, Cherryvale, KRIM.
jN Oklahoma, or Southwest, by expert optician
1 and watchmaker. Have test ease and tools.
$20 weekly, or salary and commission. Highly
recommended. F. K. Rowe, Trinidad, Colo.
AN experienced traveler with a trade following
Li in Wisconsin, Minnesota, the Dakotas and
Northern Iowa, who is now employed, desires
to make a change for 1903. b irst-class refs.
Address, " Charles Rand," room 601 Columbus
Memorial Building, Chicago. 
QITUATION wanted by reliable and competent
11 young lady as engraver and saleslady ; has
had store exp. Will send samples of work.
Ad., A. J. Clow, 1010 Masonic Temple, Chicago. 
VIRST-CLASS engraver desires position to do

general engraving ; can take charge of
engraving department. Montreal, Toronto or
Buffalo pref. Refs given. Address, "Edward
Jackson," room 601 Columbus Memorial Build-
ing, Chicago. 
IAN. 1st, by first-class watchmaker, clock and
11 jewelry repairer of 20 years' exp.; graduate
optician and plain engraver ; competent on rail-
road inspection. Age 33, married ; no whiskey
or tobacco. First-class Southern house ; Middle
Georgia pref. Best refs.; tools and trial case.
Salary, $25 per week. " B 77," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

UN DER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS P•III WORD

i LARGE and old-established optical house
AI now incorporating to push recently acquired
and immensely valuable patents, has an opening
for an energetic man with $10,000 to 815,000.
Must be capable of filling an executive position.
Address, Albin & Slitirttoll; Concord, N. H.

COMPETENT watchmaker and optician from
II Dec. 1st to April 1st. Mingle, good habits;
state salary, age, refs. No horological student
need apply. Box 306, Reedsburk, Wis.
A MAN who has a practical knowledge of the
/I smelting of jewelers' sweepings, also ores.
00011 wages and pertnanent ponition to the right
man. Address, "Smith & Adams," room 601
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

HELP WANTED.

I ut ID watchmaker, one that is an optician.
it Stale lowest salary in first letter and send
photo. Also state age. O. C. Geuther, Wheel-
ing, w. Va.
(1(101) watchmaker end salesman in large retail
1-1 store. Good daylight at bench ; married
man pref. State exp.; must ha, e "wit tools.
Salary $20. Don't amid, unless want ing steady
employment and compcient to take full eliarge of
witteltwork. A. E. Simile, jeweler, Pittsburg, Pa.

yo1NG 1111111 fill. I pi alli watch,•t•rk awl .jI.welry
repair work al once. B. Peden, I Ilea, N. 1.

I HAVE a fine opening for a first-ttlass opt 'chili.
I Will give a 1111P1'111 percentage to the right
party. Have testing remit and everything con-
venient. Scarcely any opposition. Pop. 10,000
I,, 15,000. A. E. Colburn, the leading jeweler,
l'rinithul, Colo,
A F1RST-CLASS jewelry saiestlusti, bv a large
/1 retail Chicago house. Must be able to fur-
nish unquestionable refs. and lie thoroughly
experienced in selling diamonds, watches and
line jewelry. State age, experience, refs. and
salary willing to accept to start. A good oppor-
tunity for the right man. Address, " Brown &
Jones," room 601 Columbus Memorial Building,

illIilleSn'irCLASS jeweler. Must give ref., be
strictly temperate and own tools. Good

wages to right person. Must help wait on trade.
Ifollander pref. l'.NI.Casady, Orange City, Iowa.
nooD jeweler (make new work) am! optician.
" (toed wages • permanent. State salary, qual-
ifications, first fetter. E. J. Pellegrin, Nogales,
Arizona.
WATCHMAKER at onee ; mingle man. Find-
" class workmen on general line of watch-
work. Must he honorable, of good habits and
show an interest in his work and business.
Permanent job at $60 a month. Adtiress, it. L.
Dix, Holly Springs, Miss.
A FIRST-CLASS house salesman and assistant
LI manager in a wholesale jewelry house.
Ad., Bone, Lindenberg A Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
A FinsT-ci.Ass watchmaker. Apply by letter
I' to .1. II. Kelly, care if The Batley, Banks &
Biddle Company,  Philadelphia.
flOOD refract ionint, jewelry anti clock repairer
U who can do light watch work. Permanent
position at moderate salary. Must be sober and
reliable. State exp. and salary expected. F. A.
Fiedler Co., Ltd., Milton, Pa.
WANTED, immediately. Watchmaker and
11 engraver and salesman. $16. Permanent
situation to right man. No left-haunt workman
need apply. Chas.E.Simanton,St. Johusbury,Vt. 
111 STONE setters. Good wages to the right
lu men. Berthold Block & Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
A YOUNG or middle-aged gentleman, with
11 some exp. in jewelry, to join an auctioneer
for the established trade. Must have $500 or
more. A rare entitle° for the right party to
become an auctioneer. Ref. exchanged. Ad.,
Col, J. D. Lewis, room 20 Arapahoe Building,
Denver,  Colo. 

WATCHMAKER and engraver, at once. Sendphoto., state salary, age, married or single,
and if can come at once. Must know bow to
wait on trade. State exp. as salesman. Steady
position to the right party. Lock box 598,
Dunkirk, Intl.
AT once, young man, of good habits, who can
It repair clocks and jewelry and do plain en-
graving and wants to finish under good watch-
maker. Kuhn, jeweler, 1748 Chouteatt Avenue,
St. Louis.
(10MPETENT watchmaker, jeweler, optician ;

• 

875 per month, permanent ; in Montana.
Send reit'. as to character and ability in first
letter. "S 59," care Keystone.
YOUNG man in retail optical store ; must under-
' stand refraction ; one that has had store
exp. State age, salary, exp. and refs. L. Man-
assee, 88 Madison Street, Chicago.
0,00D engraver, assistant watch and jewelry
11 repairer. Permanent. situation. E. D.
Vosbury, Binghamton, N. Y.
WATCIIMAKER and refracting optician. Must.
11 own tools ; counter exp. necessary. State
qualifications, refs. and age. Smith, 79 Monti-
cello Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
VIRST-CLASS mfg. jeweler. Permanent posi-
t' tion, good wages. Pacific Gem Co., Los
Angeles, Cal.
AT once, young man as assistant watchmaker,
LI jeweler anti engraver. Must be honest and
have  good habits. A. R. Grove, Blitilion, Ind.
THOROUGHLY competent watchmaker, en-

• 

graver and salesman Nov. 1st. State quali-
fications, age, married or Magic, anti wages
asked. Permanent position. Chas. A. Tappe,
Bloomington, Ill.
A GOOD clock repairer , one who can also do

• 

plain watch repairing. Permanent position
to right man. Address, Chas, P. Ward, jeweler,
Yonkers, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER, young man pref.; one that is
" qualified to do all cloak work and general
run of watch work. Permanent position to
right man. State salary expected and exp. In
first letter. J. 1'. Allen & Co., Richmond, Va. 
VIRST-CLASS engraver and jewelry jobber.
I Send AR1111111,11 engraving. W. F. Sellers &
Co., Altoona, Pa.

A YOUNG man, best refs., fair watchmaker and
A plain engraver who can take charge of the
watch work. A permanent position for the
right man. Low salary at the start. Address,
"E. H. A.," 618 Ferry St., La Fayette, Ind,

1325
HELP WANTED.

WATCH AI A K ER and engraver wanted ; must
II be first-clatm workman. Will pay $18.
Sehopperle, Oil City, Pa.. ■
0061, watchmaker, ,jeweler and clock repairer.
U Permanent posit ion to 'lull, party. 815 per
week. Address, " 32," rill,. Keystone.
noon watchmaker, slightly tint of health, who
tt would like to spend the winter in the most.
famous health resell in the Smith, and make
expenses by spending a port ion of his time at
the benelt Baptist pref. None lett first-class
workman need apply. N. P. Wells, 9 Pa. Ave.,
Southern Pines, N. C.
W A TC IIM A K E R. A n ex perienced eat ch 111111
" clockmaker wanted. Permanent, steady
position with an old-established house in Phila-
delphia. Refs. required. " A 22," care Keystone.
fILOCKMAKER wanted, with-exp. repairing

• 

all sorts of clocks. Good, steady job with an
old-established house in Philadelphia. Ref.
required. " A 23," care Keystone.
AT once, 5 competent jewelers on ordinary new
11 work and repairing. Also 1 entimeler. Must
have best refs. " T 28," care Keystone.
A FIRST-CLASS Al watchmaker-optician. Must
A be a good, rapid engraver and salesman ;
competent to take entire charge Of jewelry de-
partment. Will pay good wages and permanent
position to right man. Send refs. state wages
wanted and samples of engraving in first letter.
The Pfeiffer Co., Cedar Falls, Iowa.
0,001.) wat ch maker, optician, engraver and sales-
u man, one who has up-to-date ideas about
store management and window dressing. Most
be reliable and well recommended. M. .1.
Buechler, Bridgeport, Conn.
WATCHNIAKER and engrayer ; first-class.
" Steady job, good pay. bend photo. and
ref. first letter. A. 1. Shapiro & Bro., St. Paul,
Minnesota.

A't' once, assistant watchmaker. State age and
Li exp. in first letter. Chas. Oildetuelster, San
Antonio, Texas.
QTEA DI job for single, ail-around man, at once,
I) who does reliable work. salary according
to efficiency. Please send photo. and ref. Paul
C. Pals, jeweler, Eau ('laire, Wis.
VI' ATI M KI:It and engraver at once ; good,
11 all-around man. State salary in first letter.
Thomas, jeweler, Memphis, Tenn._ _
Vol' NG man to learn or finish trade on very
I liberal tempi. I :ice refs. and full particu-
lars in first letter to "J 14," care Keystone. 
(1001) watchtuaker, clock repairer and jeweler.
11 First-class store ; steady position, $15 per
week. Chas. J. Dale, Plattsburgh, N.  Y.
A III ItS'f-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and

salesman. Must furnish best of refs. with first
letter. Permanent position ; salary, $24 per
week. E. P. Sandberg, Fargo, N. Dak. 
10BIIING jeweler and good engraver ; fine
I, shop-run by electric motor. $20 per week ;
permanent position. Furnish sample of en-
graving and refs. K inset & Petri, Columbus, Ga.
AT once, watchmaker and jeweler. Will pay
A up to $18 a week salary. A knowledge of
optics and engraving unnecessary. Permanent
position. State age, exp.,salary expected and
ref. Fred. J. Johnston, lradford, Pa.
('001), fair, watch, clock and jewelry repairer
I1 and monogram engraver and salesman at
once. "1' 42," care Keystone.
AN experienced watchmaker and engraver can

secure a permanent situation. Must have
Al refs.; state salary wanted. Address, C. I..
Ruth & Son, Montgomery, Ala.
AT once, experienced and reliable watch re-

pairer. Steady position to right party. Give
full particulars and refs. in first letter to A.
.Iette, Lancaster, i's.
WE offer premimn of $3 in gold for address of
" good fobbing jeweler and engraver at $20
per week, anti will pay premium as soon as new
man accepts position. Kilted & Petri, Colum-
bus, Ohio. 
WANTED, watchmaker and engraver by Nov.
" 1st. Single matt pref. Send ref. and sam-
ple of engraving. J. P. Phillips, Bowling
Green, Ohio. 
QTEADY position for diamond setter and ACT-
u oral jewelers, on new work and repairing;
also a good watchmaker. Must come well recom-
mended anti be of good habits. Heeren Bros.
&Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
/loop, all-around experienced watchmaker,
11 engraver, optician, salesman : permanent.
Good wages and prospectn to right man, good
habits. Refs., photo., samples engraving. The
Cornwell Jewelry Co.; Pueblo, Colo. 
WANTED at once, a strictly first-class watch-
" maker and !talesman. Give full refs. and
particulars in first letter. Permanent position,
$25 per week. Address, Nat. Kaiser 4 Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.
WATCHMAKER, who can do ordinary watch-
" work. Address, giving refs, and salary
expected, S. Slonim, New Brunswick, N. J.
WATCHMAKER at once nmst be competent ;
it state whether married, salary wanted.
Send photo. Permanent position. W. M. Sawyer,
Belvidere, ill. 
WATCHMAKER and engraver. Permanent
vi position. State salary. II. 1'. Nielsen,
Lorain, Ohio.

WANTED at once, first-class watchmaker,
" jeweler and engraver, steady job. Salary,
$25 week. R. M. Mothner, Beaumont, Tex,

(Continued on rage '326)
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HELP WANTED.

(Continued front page 132.5
VOUNG man with 1 or 2 years' exp. at jewelry
I repairing. Clark Bros., 1.ittle Falls, Minn.
MANION') setter, al o 2 lirsoelass polishers

ft for polishing Tinny in.l her single stone
diamond rings. Alum be Al and rapid men.
Also 1 good watch case repairer. Perinam•nt
and steady position goarantossl too good work-
men. Apply„los. Mayer & It eatt le, Wank
VOU NG loan who has -learned I lie w atehmakers'

trade as a material and tool salennoan. Will
not be reoplired to work at the beno•lo. lout must
have stithrient exp. to) enable him to stied.
watch material. Apply, .111s. )1a)er & Bros.,
Seattle,

IIJATCIINIAK ER and engraver at once. State
" age, exp. and send sample of engraving.
Salary, $12 to $15 per week. I'. Burkart,
Dixon, III.

ir()I-31-1; W; it fr's.ottill;i-it. in watch reiMiring
and must be Mir engraver. A cm.] chance

to work up in tine repairing. First violin pia% er
pref. Give refs. \ mon

mail,-f5(trictly sober anol reli-
able, not afraid of work. $15 and permanent

position to right man. State full particulars iu
first letter. II. V.P. Wood, Colfax, Iowa.

FILIST-(.1-‘" ' 
;-.•iewelt.r and IHIgnIVIT. -I live

loll part iodars first letter, Seliwel-
gert A 'Letts! a. I■ 11.

2 '11M A E. I.;11, engraver and opt ieition-
( one at more to totke charge of my %Ve+toti

store, the other for my Parkersburg store.
11'otild prefer that the party taking charge of
my IVestom snore take $1000 interest in same.
Here is an openieg seldom otfered. I>o net liii
to avail yourself of this if VHII :11(' capable to
fill the requirements. Addres,, with refs.,
Chas. E. Raab, W....too, \* ;I,

•t 1141)01/ 1 InVoling sillOsliiall 10 carry a whole-
sale jewelry line. tine having trade in

(11,i, Indiana Nlieltigan pref. .ktitlressanswer
0. M. Ektier A- l ,0., 143 Elle] ill .1 ve., room 504,
loyeland, 1111i,
(1' °nee, a good watch repairer in the repairing
1 pt I Fli,:sof tiros. . , N. Y.
T "iii... a good anti experieneol watehmaker

:1 and engraver, one who) unolerstanols optics
pref. A permanent position to the right man.
State salary, send samples of ..ngraving. Ref.
and photo,. no first letter. C. .Iug. Carmany,
coatesville, Pa.

-AIM AK ER anti engraver at once. Send
" photo., ref,: •:.t ate salary, age, married or
single. F. T ruby. I v Nano.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS NrAninG THREE CENTS PER WORD.

). 2 :li I.. i;••••1,pi ot polisher anti wheel
ootter. slate Ile)! eoonolitioon and price In

ii I Vrter. \\• 1 Floost, coll.y,
9 • uterican lathes and wheels.

▪ 

Il l,' he le and a snap for credit.
Ex pr..- paid on, way if not stitisfaelnrv.
.).1.1re•s, )1. NI i I la rd, care \Vitt. Ramsay, 1221 1,,
N. VV., I, C.

I.\1( Geo. Wood, Galion,
"

1,-to px's r stevenn' inool'oved mphoroeter.
" 

oo
II 53." ear, Keystone.

14.11'11%11, wanted nor the o•niallishilient of first-
' cla-•,s 21111.11'1' 111"51111115151 1•11,i 111,so Have

had broad o I,. and thortaigh knowledge of •
very sue...or:snot sy.,eni. l'an furnish reliablerefs, e Il id,- Can. E. stone.
FVERV-Itind of gold and silverware, Jewilry,
I) watches, platinum. 'Market value paid. Sent
hy exprcs, or register's! mail. Price not satin-
bi..tory, I Will return all art iele-.1.1.. Clark,
I.', *tom; and ,weepstnelier of gold and silver (es-
tahl klied is701, 727 Stinson' St., Philadelphia.

1:It optiettl 1'0.'s colge-i.011,41ing ma-
chine; also h•tis drill and lens elute]; ; also

Hugiii.• -about 2-horse. C. A. Cole,
Winterset, Iowa.
it' I A M It E I;S-I EEPoplithalmonteter. Nforle

orilloionitiatioon. Box InIS, 1/41eIllierson, Kans.
OCATION for jewelry stock, or will buy clean

If stock front $1000 to $2000. Box 42, Laurel,
Nebraska. _
II IVETT slide rest, foul plate and staking tool.Ii " P 41," care Keystone.
ro correspond with energetic jeweler carrying

$20,000 to $30,000 stoek, and who is unsatis-
fied with present location. "1'47,"eare Keystone.
JEWELER'S safe-the Diebold pref. " K

:1 care Keystone.
/lot )1 o location for a jeweler with small capital.
151 " VI 37." care Keystone.

i)1111T11.% 1,MOM ET EH, ophthalmoscope, scales,I, line polishing lathe, Universal face plate,
slido• rent, Stevens vise, watch reek, demagne-

•r, lolowk. Clark Bros., St. Cloud,

VEW Century engraving machine, also oph-
thalonom oo5ter. " It 65," care Keystone

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

$711fl buys stoek r wateh..., (docks, jewelry,
uu material, tools, optical instruments, etc.

Only watelonaker, railing of 30 miles ; fine
town, Idaho. Splendid opportunity for young
man. "S 61," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

(100 I I import unit v. ( ood t rade established.
U Always good holiday trade. Will pay to
investigate. Central Illinois. Poor health.
"W 24," care Keystone. .
MUST sell at once good-paying jewelry store;
4u5 inventory about $1500. Rent cheap. Bench
work $150 month. Half of stock watches.
Going oil road Nov. let. "Jeweler," 103%
South  Tejon Street, Colorado Springs, Colo. 
(INLY jewelry store in town of 1200 inhabitants.
u Good bench trade. Store and fiat for rent
with or without stock. Geo. Van Artsclalen,
Jatnesburg, N. J.
IEWELRY stock Find fixtures in one of the
11 hest school towns in Central Texas. Will
Invoice 4500. Groat, clean stock ; competition
light. A live business for any man who wants
to come to Texas. " P44," care Keystone.
IEWELRY and millinery store in town of 1200.
ii Profits will ii 'in' than pay for stpck in less
than 6 months. Boos 293, Afloat, 10,11.
POR cash only. 1Ino of the hest paying jewelryI and ooptical stews in Western Iowa. Pop. of
town 700 ; nearest eity 50 miles; no competition
whatever. Bench work alone front S7A to $100 a
month. Steck anol fixtures will invoice about
TIsolo. This is a genuine snap. For further
particulars, " E 16, ' care Keystone.
1.1N IA jewelry store in tote of -the prettiestU towns in New York. Stock, tools and fix-
tures about $1001). I only eash considered. F. E.
Davis, Prat tsburgh, N. Y.
I SNAP. Stock of jewelry, tools and material
11 in good, growing territory town ; good loca-
tion, low rent. l'he place to make money.
Owner has other business. K. R. Scott, Clare-
more, Ind. '1'er.
TM NE jewelry business, West, 75 per emit. on
1 the dollar. State capital ; 15,000 pop. R. R.
i 'overt boo. III health, must sell. " NI 39," care
Ko5.)stoone.

Il I; chance. A good-paying jewelry store
.1 for sale in %Vest 'Virginia oil town, Where 1 here

ill cire11/111i011. Address, 4ir
call on A. C. Beckett, corner State and 11'ash-
itignoto Sts., Chicago, Ill. 
07,[11111 LEADING jewelry business, with
OI-IUVU• modern 6-room cottage. Will take
fruit farm as part payment. Am doing htlelitoss
$400 per month. Very healthy city ; 5000
inhabitants. " P 40," care Keystone.

it RA RE opportunity to step into) a well-estab-fish ed business and fit thistle(' home. Income
from the first day. House and store combined
rent for $20 per month. This is no snide offer
and will bear rigid investigation. only a small
amount of money needed. Leading store; best
Itirat its In 10 wn of 5000-2 doors from post office
and 2 doors froom bank. One of the healthiest
I' wns in NV,' Jersey, " it 75," care  Keystone. 
IN elm of the best Mentions-Western New York
1. State city ; important mfg. center, 23,000
pop. Complo•te tilt lit of up-to-date fixtures,
safe and regulator. Fine opening ; a bargain.
$650 buys it. "R 42," care Keystone.
PINE paying jewelry business, Western town
I of 15,000 railroad center. Good run repair
ow rk, It. R . inspection. Health broken down ;

must clime init not later than November at some
price. A snap; best offer takes it. Requires
$5000 or security. " 'At 40," care Keystone.
IEWELRY store in thriving town of 2000 pop.
U in Iowa. Invoice about $2500; good location.
Good reasons for selling. "Al 35," care Keystone.

fiLDEST established refracting opt felon's bust-
y floss in the best city of Montana must be
sold at once on account of poor health. A good
thing for the right man. Don't inquire, and no
information given, unless you mean business.
speolo.er I optical Mfg. Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New
1 ork City.

In". EERY store in good Ohio town of 2000 pop.
tl Stoek and fixtures about $1500. Reason for
selling, death of proprietor-who has been in
business hero• 27 years. Mrs. It. T. Smith,
Willeughby,

IlOW is your health? Have you to live in a
II :idiot, healthy climate? Are you aatistied to
clear $125 per month as a start, and be your own
boss. Have you $2500 in cash? Then buy me
out. I came from the North flat broke and
sick ; I have littiV S12,000 ill real estate in this
eity on which I grill lire comfortable-going to
oloo it-so if you want a 1)1181110NR On the prinelpal
street of the healthiest city in the Union, write
immediately to E. F. Fegeas, 20 E. Broughton
SI reet, Savannah, Ga. Don't write unless you
got the eash. I am a cash man, that's why I got
the doigh-and my customers are trained to it.
Mark this as it pointer, and you won't have to
stick to the bench long. Enclose stamped
envelope for answer.

IEIVELitl' store and fixtures •, size 13 x 24.U 2 x 5-foot show cases; 1 x6 ft., 2x4 ft. up-
right, 46 in. II.; 1 8-foot wall case, cases all 'oak,
for $400. $2000 stock ; will reduce stock to suit
purchaser. For further information, write me.
I. E. Griffin, Logan, Kans.

WANT to go to Colorado on aceount of Ill health.
18 years t.stablislied jewelry business; fine

town, '2000. Melt farming country. New fall
and Christmas goods just in. Too ?mike quick
sale will give big discount. Who wants this?
$2100 profits hist year. I i. H. Green,Geneva, Nebr.

(INLY jewelry store iii town of over 3000 inhabi-v tants,15 miles from Chicago. Ad.," Brown 52,,,
room 601 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A RARE chance, will sell cheap, shut, 11X111res,
Li tools and all material of old-esiablished
jewelry store in Philadelphia. "J 15," care
Keystone.

(I001) jewelry business in Alichigan Present
U cash account each month $500. 111.pair ,I.rk
all one man can do. IV rite for particular, if
you have $1600or$1700. ".1 16," eare o5ystoone.

$500 buys stock, fixtures and west-will of anexceptionally nice-paying jewelry busi-
ness. Established 10 years, in one ef nicest
towns in State. All the work one man tan do,
and get good prices. Low rent ; want to quit
the business. Write for particulars. Loek box
445, Augusta, Ill.

$500 Buys a jewelry and optical lousiness, in-
cluding bench tools, fixtures and stock,

in a lively town of 800 pop. No competition ;
repair work averages $25 pt•r week ; good sales,
cheap rent. \V ill sell at once. t food renson for
selling ; no old stock. I'. O. Box, 154, Lake
Orion, Mich. 
IEWELRY store in Illinois town of 1200, doing
U a good business. Stock, fixtures, tools ; new
brick building. Stock and fixtures only if de-
sired. Railroad center ; plenty of work ; no
opposition. Average gross receipts about 6275
per month. Reason for selling, health. Splen-
did opportunity. " K 16," care Keystone.
IEWELRY and optical boisiness, established 18
U years. Largest town in central feorgia.
Best location in city. Stock and fixtures invoice
about $15,000. Nice, clean stock ; fixtures partly
new-all as good as new. Store room lately
remodeled ofjewelry store. Good line of bench
work-watch work alone averaging over $135
per mon t Ii. Cause for selli lig, death of proprietor.
Address Mrs. Nellie B. Becloud, tenni io io5t rat rix,
Macon, Lola.
HEALTH and business • an 01,1,er:tinily for
11 both. Cash receipts 1901, t.7)12s.69. Inven-
tory Feb. I. 1902, $4488.36. Stock eolosists of
watches, elo,•lis, Jewelry, diamonds, cut glass,

here. I;e:hams t1o. good-eiy.'1 1 .1 1..l.

china, novelties, 1.1c. NH 01 hen w;atclimaker

inquiry. ,N1lisl lw cash. 1 401 1.1111 iisc 111,i0 ii

capital to good advantage. Sit eat ion, south-
west TeXaS-pari iellliirly beneficial 10 lii ng
troubles. Best of Ills. Address, " 56, ..are

-.:ttationery-ii-nd-fatiey china .toelt
in Northern Iowa. tomtit,. eleim

stock ; good run of heneli work. Mest I tn,,lil
by Dee. 1st. Don't answer if you haven't 111,5
cash. Sales average $475 per Month. " fl 21,"
care Keystone.

A WEI11,-11AYING jet oolry and optical busi-
DVSS 111 Itregon. I minty seat ; prosperous

country with bright prospects, lllti and
healthy climate. The besiness is well °Mali-
Bolted .tiol controls a good trade. '111 one
U','',1 man tan do. le;t -t $1500 to $20011
required. Enclose stamp for reply. It0X 97,
Cot-joint., Oregmi.

$50RR NVILE buy a beatitilul Il..1111. ill ..7011110•111U" 41111.111i1,0 hi iii it f ici ii 1104 11"in
15 to 20 ;ler cent. ./II i11,1,TI111.111
walnut,mato...and lemon groves, 1 1141 , I illerS,
C001 S11111111crs, line roads goo.] sell. Ms and
church,. NA rite to Ittuolidl, santa
Ana, (311.

•

A pp lic II.1SER with cash wanted immediately

• 

fin' 1 Ile leadillt.i :11141 iolily o5Neloisive jewelry
busin,s 4 11...1....1 cattraritia.
Been established 1.) years and 1111'4011 to
retire. Will involve about $45on. A goml run
of bench work. This is a chatter I hat is 5-eidoom
offered. Write about it to-day. Aoloiress, Carl
Itappe, Watsonville, Cal.
WILL sell smolt stock of jewelry, which
u invoices $250. Small town ; good country.
" N 8," care Keystone.
I GOOD jewelry business, established 28 years,at a good town in C'entrid Ohio. For par-
ticulars, address, G. Ryder, I hda ware, Ohio.
fiNLY exclusive optical parlor in Idly 15,000.
u Price from $300 to eloo(i to, 5,00d purchaser.
Large pay roll. Fine i, ii, log' rent.
Good reasons for selling. liaticrooll optical Co.,
Salem, Oregon.

S51PLEND11) opening for good jeweler with
small capital iii HI;e, up-to-date town ; pop.

2000; hest farming community : 2 mines running
every day ; prettio.nt town in Central Itlitteis.
Trade established 25 years ; rent It, including
heat and light. %I'll' sell loalr iii tin. or whole
if) stilt plIfelitiser. I TiVoicc a1,4,111 Rcasom
for selling, sickno5ss. 'I his opening Will hear
the closest investigation. 0,11'111.6'1mi light.
G. S. flolleuletek, Astoria, III.

$600 BuYs.jewelry r in •es
thriving Conn.:it Nebraska town ; pop.

600; only jeweler. Must sell at mu., ; good
reasons. Address, " 51, II," care Kcy,tone.

$1500
establisheol 11 year, ; pep. 150e. Poor health,
reason for selling. .),11., Box 118, sylvania, Ohio.
fiNLY-J—ewelry ImiIsmess in c mimeo imit factory
w town ; 2500. for young matt with
8180. " S A8," earl,

- - - -
IN Indium) Eirst-closs jewelry and optical
51 attire ; stationery and eliinaware, druggists'
sundries, books. Good not of benell work.
Good location on corner ; rent, 525 per month.
Pop. 6000. Nal it ,it gas ; ;40011 con Wry all around.
Only 1 other store; good sehools and churches.
Will intl iii),,,til s:asin and sell for eash. lien-
natal Plr sitllittg, ally er,ippled with rheumatism
cannot work at beno.h. IV 25," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

ION( estalolinheol Ilpti,a1 business in New Di-
li gland city. 9000 records anti prescriptions;
pays above all expenses 61700 yearly. Small
rental. Unusual opportunity for little tnoney.
Price, $800 catill. Don't writt• unless you mean
business. "M 38," care lieystone.
RINE opportunity for a watelonaker-and hilt iI elan, who has 2,2000 or more, In lii town hi
the Northwest ; Moo pop. If you would lite ti
good location and mean business, write "1154,"
care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

WATCHM A NEES' toolS-;. writt:him. Will sell
" eheap. Dr. Barnes, Enoolairg I all:, \ t.
ItI Eli( I II I burglar-proof jeweler's safe for I 220;

(;ood condition'. Lists at 6450. .1. B. Ways,
Coonnellss illy, Pa.
1, EN F:1' ret i tliiplex IND., good as

:oll; for F50. I i I Ilaiter,
211111 S. Jetter•on \ it 1,11i,,
TIIIA17■11,... N,, 1:■.;;-1 .1,11itstm, opt', al I o
11 with additional lenses- h;loe; •..■ 1 ;
1.0ling's ophthalmoscope, retitio-voi .1file,st
new. Make it oder ; enclose stamp. K napp ,t;
Das i's, Nelson, Nebr.
IUAT'clIVI .11: I lf's tools, material and a • mall
" regulator. Plenty work, location good ;
$100. u /wile'', eyes fidling, . t.ddress, Box 5f6,
limlson, Mich.
(1EN EVA retitto,cope, Willi 4111pleN :010131111N)

base, 1 rear It, in .pl•rf..ct cote] it ion. (OS14
$67,50, 1Vill sell to highest bidder. C. 0, D.,
with privilege of examination. Ed. Erinel.
Streator, Ill. 
(INE Eaton A (flower engraving machine, full
15/ al tachments, good as new ; 1900 model I mod
reason for selling. N. C. Alartiti, Epiphany,
soot Ii 1)akolit.

A ItIlE fire anti burglar-proof jeweler's safe in
lo loinfect condition. Appraised $250. 1%' iii
sell very cheap. L. Rood Loomis, assignee,
leveland, Ohio.

lit. I VER fiat, Husain( wire rolls, turning lathe,
11 dog and 

a
mandrels

' 
bellows, mortar and pes-

tle, sledge nd anvil, ingot, 8-ingot lap, ring
bender, shears and forge; all practically new.
Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, Kansas
City, Mo.

Q 17, RI VS n good Engle engraving machine, 6
I IP if type. Frank no)wling, Northum-

berland, Pa.
jolt p, I 'h i'' miter:rope, good RS new.

Addl.,,,s, Harry Nlartin, 1:ahooka, Alo.
01.5 ND ii,., 1-2 Nation,' oleo rie self-whod
E) ; 12-i iirli hiil 40trici eel oak, 52inch, 1„,,g, for ;;;12. 'W..1. 1 M'atselia, ill.
IVIEA It loY new , complete tnevlialtical 1.1111-1., or
• do, Internal Must 1 .0iTespolidence ad anti
1 engraving block. " II 711,'' care Keystone

gr, PITI1 eent. ell on not lowing .noTte goods, Ile, r
u used : Fel:ling trial ea Se F51, shad; c....

$7.50, Geneva lens measure Sc, leies-sizer I [0,
55-piece silverware chest $21. I dotcn, mo
sterling silver knives and forks ,Hol tea..p,.or
Ne. 2 Welister-NVIiileollit slidercs1 I sfi
maker's screwplat,•, t 0 ps and 'I i, I it',., ;
bicycle screwplate. II tap., I I dies, in mist., '.••• ;
staking tool 612.51, ; no Joo I bezel cutter. 5
jeweling tool $1.7), K ing Bee engraving blo
$5, set hollow countersinks $3.75, set steel b., r-
end figures, 115-inch $2.35. "111 41," o'ai
Keystone.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

vh.\ 
foralteming1011

1 typewriter, each ill glad condition. Rankin
Pharmacy, A licrlon, Iowa.
I I BIN moving pi;•111 re machine and stercop-II tiro'', with 90 slides. Cost $140. For a
moor bicycle 01' 2-day maritie chronometer.
I . \V. I'asIvel, Texarkana, Ark.
I .\ 1:GE Antillean watch model, foot blower,I new jewelers' forge, new hond-plating dy-
namo and outfit ; Det colt gas machine,
wato'h rack and howl: ; new, 10-drawer watch)
glass cabinet Want hammerless shotgun,
Italiati harp or so•rey -rutting lathe. A. E.
Collairtl, Trinidad, Colo.
MEW residence properly, saltie $1000; town in11 Central Indiana of 800 ; for jewelry busi-
ness about $1700. " A 21," care  Keystone.

$30fifi DWELLING for ante or trade in thi•uu healthiest part of Louisiana. A lug-
gain. Write at once. Wm. K. Swenson, Mr.,

rolling also lot of Strifil open

Cresco,it4i1 tttew;a1 miii,

I) and hunting 18 ligne stem-wind watches.
What have you'? G. A. Balm, Austin, Tex.
VONIPLETE mechanical scholarallip-,-iitreihn-
y tional Schools. A. B. McDorman, Belvi-
dere, Ill. 
WANT ophtlialmotneter, for cash, cash register
u or typewriter. G. S. Dunlap, Mapleton,
Iowa.
nENEV A Itetillooseope, complete with hese,LI seareely useol at all ; have two for name pur-
pose. Want 11;o-too-date, comph•te trial ease for
it, or will sell for cash at. proper reductiou.
C. H. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

or part of 520,000 Chicago vacant property
.t tot p.w iy t lii I, or 111111.1. 111,111erty. No
111.01/11Sill1111 hi Ii s5nila considered. Address,
11...1. luigeintlI III, wsinitli, Ill.

' 
ff 
11 A N I,A "I' I 11 I Is o or oot hers, -v-Whit-have-wilit
• le I r fins East11.11 real estate, value $t000
to $00) I.' No, ell jewelry, anything sal-
able. Dave reputat loon for selling dead stock.
1Vould roonsider if not too dead.
W. P. ()liver. I 127 .1is■iti it Ii St., Baltimore.

11 1NOI N:1 sliew ease. line black walnut, for
1 1 sloe1. and o'ye glassesafter style in Geneva
tiltietl catalogue, only smaller. Cost $22. What
have you itt e It 71," eare Keystone.

filK roll-t ttp bench, Kendrick A Davis' 70-pu twit
u sink i In tool, 8-Iloot ooak regulator, tine timer ;
oak watelo r;oek. NVay below bargain prices for

1,1 diamond scales, small cash register or
B.,: S15, Webster city, Iowa. 

•NEW No, 3 0 oliver tyllewriter f.11. new No. 4 NewC ':11th fl cilgraving Machine, or best. offer
P.:11,in or Waltham 16 S. movements. IV. C.
Jones, Hanlon' 111011, N. J.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIs ROING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

LIPTICI A N ;•;, at lent iati; .illereaSli your business.
,/ ex!, oanient ing ; s certainty. !tarry

•„., \t'ittoi too giod o, Del. Established
.1110 Whilf you want. send Its your name.

IN iultlitt'lhuIuilV 10 coin vine,' y1111 of our superior
11 f •A for imparting the most practical
kit', watchmaking, etc. 1Vrite us for
part u• lu i. liii in etre 1\ atelimakers' Institute,
I semi) charlo51 Si., I Md.

A FE,. nem, students our tubber class
to 'Lotto' 1:31, llohnes optiyal College,

Ifes Moho..., Iowa.

o pro) eit nor wool ,jeweler. Fine
115-,—R4

22 x 75 foot brict sten. building for rent.
Jewelry business established 12 years. Presodot
occupant just purchased his ii 511
Best location in city Of 10,000 inhabitants ; roell
and elegant surroouuding country. loalern
conveniences; rent. reasonable. Aslitoon it

Mayer, Grand Island, Nehr, 

IF you are looking for an opening in small
country town where you will have no oppo-

sition and good business, write II. M. Martinson,
Emmons, Minn.

REW.111 I i for information leading to
tRim, recovery if Ito oss 14 h., 16 size ease,
68270241with Eight movement 06100080. Address,

E. Tucker II igginsville, 11to._

lv ATC11 MA K ERS-For $1 I will send you 3
d'iz. assorted watch ,jewels for repairing

purposes. F. Freeland, watch, (dirk and
chronometer jewel maker, 370 Washington $t.,

,201"5),1:si'plio.Yri.o.loco5o1 man with
U snot to tat
nos, .1110. I,. )1 aoasse company, wholesale anti
tolamorao•itorito ooptio•ron.. For ilartienlars, ad-
dr,t, N. NI anie•se, ss Madisoit St.. Chicago,

R.\ ETINIOBE Inntitute
Idiots best feat it res of modern 110r0logleal

School praetiee with factory methods. 1 rile

clpai, 1 Soul It(r1:;ri

qEN I) 12e. for a sample dozen of roller jewel,,
u or 81.25 a gross. Warranted good.
Dotson, 367 East First street, Los :kugeles, I al.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD.

YOU are looking for it good, reliable firm to do

• 

your watell k. liere is the place. 11'. K.
Sandberg, watrhomitter to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago

W• 
1,. A.WOoDCGCK'S School,Winona, Minn.,

• has true ment. Established 15 years ;
huntlredo of successful graduates. You can get
the very best American and European methods
here. Modern anol up to date.

II,OLD and sil ver-pht t ing, sat in finish,engraving,
u engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch caie reloairi ng. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

THE Elgito Watelo Rep a iring School has somespecial in 1 to ool 1■■ .iter to those who wish
to learn the watelthooko•rn' I radot in a thoroughly
praet teal manner I Ii the least possible time, and
al Very low terms. Adolress, for information,
the ElginHoorologiool sellout, Elgin, ill.

you an old English watch case you want
changed into American stem-wind 2 If so,

-,511,1 it Mine, lull I will gunrantee satisfaction.
Wallsworth,sil verstititlis'Ithig.,Chicago,111.

It %I•TIMollE Watchmaker's Institute is eon-
., dueled  u,iiuu principles hy (leo. D.
ponsool, A; :Sons 14, , Inc., who have
all 4 th.•,,. —1,...,1 itutere,t., lidl the latest
aml best of I heir sellools. Informal inn free for
t000stal. A ololress, G. D. Parsons, president,
1 South chart, St , Baltimore

' 
Md.

- 
WHY noot send me your watch eases that need
" repairing? (-no repinee any part of a case.
G.F.1Vadsworth,Silversiniths'131dg.,Chicago,111.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

;IN Ilorological School, the oldest Slid hest
known achoul for watelimakers, gives you

practical training in watch repairitog, engraving
and optics. Our graduates are filling the best
p)sit'  with the trade. Address, for cata-
logue, Elgin Horological School, Elgin, III.

fiPT1CIANS! You can increase your income
and certainly your reputation. No expe-

rimenting. I have practiced it successfully for
16 years, but kept it a secret. If interested,
write at once to Dr. Johann Harms, No. 257
W. Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

W II ER E to receive the higiTst cash price for
vvery kind of gold and silver. Refiner of

sweelos, Iiiiftgc, brushings polishings, every-
thing containing gold moil  silver. I,ine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 sansom Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; prompt attention given.

THE (Minim AVatch ltepairing, Engraving and
opileal Institute qualities students foor

salario5o1 poositionn. In this Institute particular
attention is given in starting the student aright.
Inir methods or ii,tructing have been revised
and perfected, until to-dity we confidentially
claim that for thorough and systematie instruc-
tions this Institute has ii,, superior. The work
is arranged in such a manner that the student
can judge for himself what advancement he is
making. Our st intents are progressive, and we
take especial inter,t in their rapid advance-
ment. 'We spare no elfort to make our students
skillful and accomplished workmen. Write for
prospect its. Dr. Tarbox ii Gordon.

Display advs., 82.50 per inch per column
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.

PEA.R.T_S BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If it customer should bring you any Diamond
or Pearl Jewelry to sell, and you do not ime
Ithy it yourself, send it to

CHAS. S., CROSSMAN zVe CO.
3 Maiden L,arae, New Ircirk,
where you can have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880

812.00

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
Th., most accurate 0,1 for hyperopia, myopia,

Fist igniat and In •by opm , w it limit 1114. a•sis1-
1111414 4of trial For :1•45 140, I, ,01
'Ill,, Fay system 01 prescribing 1011,0, -
11,0017410ln, Second-11,111d instremoot, et all
makes for sale. The !took, " New Mei
the Science of Fit t ii.g ( Its'.,' !.i

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.,
Jobbing Opticians. 178 Broadway, New York,

The Most Successful
The new term, just opened, gives

every promise of being the best on
record. We are always pleased to send
our circulars to any aduress on appli-
cation.

Canadian Horological institute,
H. R. PLATTNER, 116 East King Street,

ERECTOR. Toronto, Pnt.

When turtling to advertisers, kindly
mention The ke:.::tone.
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WAIT FOR US

Our 1903 Catalogue will reach you about
Oct. 10th to 15th. If not received promptly,
please advise us.

NORRIS, ALISTER 0 CO.
103 State St., Chicago.

:■5I0 K ,f C.

:351.1 Initial.

I. Bulova Co.,
SAFE

I M PLE
ECU RE

All initials and
emblems fastened
this way. Can be
applied to any ring,
new or old.

3510 Photo.
RING MANUFACTURERS,

51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.
Can he applied to any button.

Write for our NEW CATALOGUE, out September 1st.

NOTICE We can furnish you with any pattern formerly sold by ODENHEIMER& ZIMMER N or ZIMMERN, REES & CO.

([0(ji HAI PsPRINGs
,

..)MANROSSW-_ESTABLISHED

LOGES! MYR Ot HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
TARCLOCIC RIEPAIREW8 APROIITIIIENT CARINIT,

sontaln 60 nr ISO 11,111,114.1 halroprings eomplete, all like.
rl motes. earefolly arranged. Coll direction.. Cabinet

030..1.00; 111041.75. by mall. Socn• spring, any ohm
nr make. 30 eta. per dna., 20 eta. per hoIC Any. gleam
Gomm. ItniraprInVI of ever• ileceriplion. Plin•pbor Brenta
ItalrYprIngs tor Flectrieni Instrument, el,

AA your 7nAhrr for the.. enbItIrt..
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

soilififfliioms
FRED. A. HASKELL,

206 Weybosset St., Providence, R. I.
SEND FOR PRICES,

Learn to Engrave
and learn it right.

"The Best is the Cheapest."
It pays to be a GOOD en-
graver. You become one of
the best by attending this
school.

F. H. Rees
Engraving School,
Steele
MmorjaI Building, Elmira, N. Y.

Tidd's Staffs
are American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock an
Foot Jewels
Guaranteed
perfectly true—

trued to hole. Every jewel
inspected. $1.25 doz.

TIDD 0 CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

TYPEWRITING
_,!....„. . began with the*rim
' Remington,.1'

-,.... , • z and the
MODEL No. I. (874).

REMINGTON
,.....„ir,stands to-day for

all that is ', •
best in

MODEL No. a. (MU

, TYPEWRITING
Wyckoff, Seamans •S• Benedict,

los S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

The Watch Adjuster's Manual.
A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers in Adjusting

Watches and Chronometers for Isochronism, Position,
Heat and Cold.

By CHARLES EDGAR FRITTS, (" Excelsior")
Author of "Practical flints on Watch Repairing," "Practical Treatise on Balance Spring,"

" Electricity and Niagnet ism for Watchmakers," etc.

Sent postpaid to all parts of the world on receipt
of $2.50 (los. 5d.)

THE KEYSTONE, 19th eit Brown Sts., Philadelphia, U.S.A.

059
/109
'1150
051
052
1153
1155
"Os
036
.•57
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BEHIND THE SCENES.
This cut was made from a photograph taken of our packing room.
You get some idea of the amount of business we are doing.
A recent shipment took in nearly every State in the Union, and included besides a number of orders for export

to foreign countries.
Is your order in yet? If not, it's time you got to thinking about it and thinking hard.
At this season of the year our Engraving Machines go way up above par in actual value. So many jewelers

realize this that we have to work day and night to fill the orders.
But we are filling them and doing it promptly, too. We'll take care of yours in the same way at any time,

but it really ought to get in right away.
Just figure it out for yourself. It will take a few days for this paper to reach you. A few more before you

get our reply, and by the time you are ready to purchase, the season will be well advanced.
October is an admirable month for you to purchase your machine—late enough for you to get it for the Holiday

engraving and early enough for us to ship promptly, provided you write NOW.
Let us hear from you to-day.

TH E EATON G LOVER CO., 87 Nassau St., New York City.

TWO SAMPLES
To every Jeweler who writes to us this month we will send two samples—one is a specimen of the Lord's Prayer engraved in a

space one-eighth of an inch square.
It is a wonderful piece of engraving.
The other sample is a specimen of our machine's work done by it on the inside of a ring.
This is not a wonderful piece of work, but it is fine enough in quality to be pretty near it.
When you write, ask for the new trade paper, " Pointers," and if you haven't one of our Catalogues we'll send that, too.
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Knowledge, or "Guess"?

Experience, or Experiment?

The Jas. Boss 14 K. Gold Filled Case is guaranteed

to wear for 25 years; so are the Filled Cases, stamped "14 K.,"

made by various plagiarists of the Filled Case idea, original with

James Boss in 1853.

But
The Jas. Boss Case has been made continuously for 49

years ; no Filled Case made by any contemporary manufacturer

is as yet 25 years old.

The Jas, Boss Case has been on the market long enough,

twice over, to test the .integrity of its guarantee ; thousands of

Jas. Boss Cases have been worn continuously for over 35 years

(one, at least, for 48 years) and still look like all-gold Cases.

No other Filled Case has outlived its guarantee period.

So that
The Jas. Boss Case is guaranteed in knowledge of its

worth ; the guarantees of the other makes are mere guess-work,

buttressed with hope (and likely with anxious prayers ! )

Are you influenced by knowledge, or by "guess 9 ?

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
9t h and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

NOVEMBER. 1
  '
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Knowledge, or "Guess"?

Experience, or Experiment?

The Jas. Boss 14 K. Gold Filled Case is guaranteed

to wear for 2 5 years; so are the Filled Cases, stamped "14 K.,"

made by various plagiarists of the Filled Case idea, original with

James Boss in 1853.

But
The Jas. Boss Case has becn made continuously for 49

years ; no Filled Case made by any contemporary manufacturer

Is as vet 25 years old.

The Jas. Boss Case has been on the market long enough,

twice over, to test the integrity of its guarantee ; thousands of

Jas. Boss Cases have been worn continuously for over 35 years

(one, at least, for 48 years) and still look like all-gold Cases.

No other Filled Case has outlived its guarantee period.

So that
The Jas. Boss Case is guaranteed in knowledge of its

worth ; the guarantees of the other makes are mere guess-work,

buttressed with hope (and likely with anxious prayers !)

Are you influenced by knowledge, or by "guess"?

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
I9th and Brown Sts., I Ililadelphia.
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This is the Man Who Has Revolutionized the Manufacture
of Gold Filled Chains.

HOW?

Jr./),, rr /e, i/e Airy1/e7.

FIRST—A large, modern and up-to-date factory.
SECOND—A practical knowledge of the business, coupled with a thorough system.
THIRD—The employment of brainy and skilled artisans, together with the latest and most improved machinery,

which turn out his chains with a lightning rapidity.
Therefore, there is good reason for the statement, so frequently heard, that his chains have more gold on them

for the money than any other make of chains.

WE WERE ESTABLISHED 18Z3,
NEARLY 30 YEARS AGO.

We learned our trade, making the finest quality of goods, and confess that we
do not know how to make any other quality.

From a very modest beginning we have increased our business each year, and
shall continue to do so, because we make only honest goods.

We have a fine up-to-date factory with five large floors, and have a large
addition planned.

We make every ounce of Stock used, having a finely equipped Stock-Making
Department, including an improved Seamless Wire Plant.

Our VEST CHAINS are all made of seamless wire, and we defy any manufac-
turer to produce a better quality. Our Chains are made to wear.

Our LOCKETS and CHARMS, like our Seamless Chains, have a world-wide
rOufation.

Our BRACELETS, both in Gold Filled and Sterling, are too well known to
need comment, except to say that their quality is fully maintained.

Our HAIR CHAIN MOUNTINGS and CHAIN TRIMMINGS are the
standard, and their fine quality is well known.

Our SLEEVE BUTTONS, NECK and LORGNETTE CHAINS, sell in great
quantities. That alone is enough said.

Our line of STERLING SILVER GOODS contains everything in TOILET,
MANICURE, DESK, useful and ornamental articles.

Beautiful, artistic patterns ; finest finish; best quality steel and other mounted
parts contribute to make this line a great success.

Our OLYMPIAN GOODS (copper and silver) are pronounced the most beauti-
ful in the market, as we alone have the only method known for the production of the
beautiful POMPEIAN RED.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths,

loo Richmond Street,
Successors to

Foster & Bailey. Providence, R. I.
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High-grade gold jewelry is distinctively holiday

merchandise and the line made by The Keller Jewelry

Mfg. Co. is pre-eminently such. It doesn't cost any more

than lots of the mediocre stuff in the market, and gives

the dealer handling it a decided advantage. The variety is

large in such things as

and the designs are artistic and up to date ; the quality is

guaranteed and the finish perfect.

These goods are a strong feature in the Keller

line and should be seen by every jeweler before

his holiday purchases are completed. Selection

packages to responsible parties where our repre-
ak sentatives cannot call.

THE KELLER

Right Goods
sold at

Right Prices
ill

Right Ways

o
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Right Goods
sold at

Right Prices
ll

Right Ways

Whatever is especially beautiful or particularly desirable in

WATCH ES is here in generous provision. Whatever is

exceptional in value for the price, or remarkable in price for

the value, in CHAINS, is to be found in our stock. What-

ever appeals to the appreciation of Legitimate Jewelers, in the

way of proper practices and right methods, has place in our

business policy.

We are prepared as never before in November to meet the exact requirements
and quick demands of the trade. Our service is at its best, our stock at its
fullest, our prices most inviting. We wait your commands.

Right Goods
sold at

Right Prices
in

Right Ways

THE NON—RETAILING CO.,

JOBBERS IN WATCHES AND CHAINS,

LANCASTER, PA.
Right Goods

sold at

Right Prices

Right Ways

M. J. AVERBECK
has in complete readiness all his lines of

Pall and Holiday Goods.

Solid Gold Finger Rings,

Fine Gold Jewelry,

Sterling Silver Novelties.

We supply all the jewelry needs of the retailer.

Send in your orders early.

We are working nights to
fill orders.

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

M. J. AVERBECK Manufacturer,

Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York.



kwelry and Silverware Boxes for the Holiday Trade

No. 141.
No. 1639.
No. 1939,
No. 230.

White paper,

Colored "

PAPER JEWELRY BOXES.
Prices.

ft' quality, ni,;, nest  

telescope

SILVERWARE BOXES.
No, 1699. White paper, for single coffee spoonNo. 1680. " '• " " tea 11

No. 16784 " " " 6 AI

No. 1684. " " single table "
No. 16843/u. " 41 6

WATCH BOXES.
No. 76. Plush, good quality  No. 78. •' large, fine "

very finest"  
No. 77. Leatherette, velvet-lined . . . ...... 3.00No. 290. Velvet, tine quality . . . . . . . . 4.00Price includes stamping in gold leaf all numbers except No.76,for which there is a charge of 25 cents per dozen for stamping.

Per Gross.
$1.00

. 1.40
1.90
1.75

Per Dozen.
$2.75

. . 4.50

2.40
3.20
3.60
5.75
6.00

Per Gross
Printed.

01.35
1.75
2.25
2.12

2.75
3.55
3.95
6.25
6.50

No. 1553.
No. 1550.

No. 1554,
No. 1556,
No. 1583.

PAPER RING AND THIMBLE BOXES.
Prices.

Per Gross.
Per Gross
Printed.White paper, fine, for l ianregdeiumriegs  $2.90 $3 21' 2.75 8 10' " " small " 2.65 3.00

" " " " baby 2.65 8.00" " " " thimble  2.75 3.10

6 per cent. Cash Discount from all
prices on this page.

BROOCH BOXES.
No. 54. Leatherette  
No. 354. Velvet, fine quality  No. 590. good "

Per Dozen.
$2.38
3.75
2.50

We also carry in stock a line of Fine Paper, Satin-Lined Boxes,which can be used for rolled-plate and cheaper grades of goldbrooches. See our catalogue for sizes and prices.

• .t+.14 li;
. t „if i ain
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No, 8063.
No. 8065.
No. 3069.
No. 3071.
No, 3072.
No. 8073,

LEATHERETTE SILVERWARE CASES.
Per Dozen.

$3.50
5.00
5.00
9.00
3.25
5.50

For 6 tea spoons
" 6 table "
" 6 forks  
" single sugar spoon  ,
' " butter knife
" 6 knives  

RING BOXES.
Per Dozen.

$2.12
3.75
2.50
1.50
6.00

No. 8. Leatherette, good quality  
No. 318. Velvet, fine "
No. 594. " good
No. 518. " telescope style  
No. 1050. Celluloid, very fine  

Prices include stamping in gold leaf.

SHOW CASE TRAYS.
Watch, Chain, Ring or Charm Tray  
Plain Trays  each, $1.25

" .80
Regular Trays size, 11% x 11%. Our Trays have band-rubbed and polished wood frames (not varnishflowed) ; are lined with good quality plush, and made to look well and wear.

Our Printing and Stamping is done in our own establishment under competent supervision, and we take pride in sending out workthat pleases our customers. Catalogue sent when asked for with card.

E. Sc. J. SWiGART, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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IT'S JUST
AS EASY

to get full value for your Gold and

Silver sweepings as it is to get less

than that. Simply a question of where

you send them.

You are mistaken if you believe

that any other smelter is giving you as

much money for your scraps and filings

as you can obtain from us.

We absolutely know we allow

better prices than others, and it is easy

for you to test our statement.

Just send us your next lot. It will

be kept apart until we have heard from

you, and if our price is not satisfactory

we will pay 
transportation charges for its return.

Could any offer be fairer?

Remember that we make returns for 
sweepings within five

days after receipt, and for 
old gold and silver same day as received.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers,

Chicago, Ill.Offices, 63 0 65 Washington St.

Works, 58th and Throop Sts.

_
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Ifingaal°Mainsprings
cost little more than other kinds, but when you have
seen and used them you will agree that the extra cost
was an investment and not an expense.

No other mainsprings equal the " Longeval" in
quality, life, and last, but not least, in the beautiful and
careful manner in which each spring is guarded against
all possible contact with the fingers or exposure to the air.

The method employed in packing the "Longeval"
Springs leaves nothing to be desired, giving protection :

First, against rust, as each spring is wrapped in oiled
anti-rust tissue paper, then placed in an individual
paper box.

Second, against climatic changes, as every box con..
taming a spring is enclosed in tin foil.

Third, against useless handling. We all know that
more springs are ruined by coming in contact with
perspiring fingers or by being exposed to the air
than by anything else.

Selection is made easy. Twelve springs, each in an
individual box, are placed in a strong sliding box, pro-
perly labeled, showing the contents.

Hunting ••
:11: MADE IN SWITZERLAND.'N'

_

You Run No Risk
as the maker's guarantee is so
broad, and it will protect you
against any possible loss.

We reproduce a fac-simile of the certificate accom-
panying every dozen of the 1iLongeval" Main-
springs for American watches.

—

Nampa. tow,

The Cabinets, which are furnished gratis with every order for one gross
of springs, are made on the famous " Unit System." Its possibilities can
be readily seen from the above illustration, showing four Cabinets, jointed.

The " Longeval" are for sale at your Jobber's.
If not, write the importers, Hammel, Riglander & Co.,

35 Maiden Lane, New York City, for the address of the
nearest jobber who will serve you with THE BEST

et I 0

The LOilgeVal Mainsprings
for all makes and grades of

American Watches.

NOTICE.
'Fite importers Of these nutinsprings are the first

to have employed the idea of putting each spring
in a separate box,' it Uti protecting them against rust
and climatic changes, and to place a number of
these small boxes in a box or case.

They have taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive right to this manner of " dressing "
mainsprings, and have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The trade Is hereby notified that any infringe-
merit of this manner of " dressing " mainsprings
for the market will he vigorously prosecuted.

9
OUBfr
W PRICED

STEEL SPECTACLES
LEAD THE WORLD

1870 1902
When our business started, thirty-two years

ago, the use of automatic machinery in the
manufacture of spectacles was unknown but,
for that matter, good low-priced steel spectacles
were also unknown. From that time we have
been progressing day by day discarding old
mechanical processes perfecting new ones—
elaborating a factory system and studying how

to give our customers the best goods for the

least money.

Are you fully acquainted with our present line?
If not, would it not be well to send to us for a
catalogue and ask your jobber to quote prices?

T.A.WILLSON CO.
MANUFACTURING OPTICIANS

READING , PA. U.S.A.
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can be picked up by laying in an early stock of
holiday goods.

There is no use in waiting until the eleventh
hour before brightening up your store for the
Christmas trade. Jewelers' stocks are not
perishable goods. Chains and watches and
rings will not spoil or run away, so brighten
Up your store now, and get the benefit of the
advertising it will bring you. The early buyer
gets the cream of the trade.

Don't be afraid that early Christmas buyers
will find 'some flaw in their purchases and come
back and make trouble for you. You need
have no such fear-as far as our line of chains
is concerned. L. S. & Co. Chains are guar-
anteed for all time. If they ever prove not as
represented we will refund the pr.ice paid.

Of course we could not afford to make such
a guarantee as this if our goods were not strictly
all right. An experience of more than thirty
years has taught us how to make them all
right.

Ask your jobber-early,

Chain Makers an Silversmiths,

Providence, R. I.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.
A Fine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled,

Sharpened, Polished, neatly for Engraving.
SPECIAL

FALL COURSE.
To enter, write us at

once for terms and make 
advance gagements,en 
as we only accept a

LIIIIR11111 number of
pupils at one time.
See description of our

N e w Prospectus,
p_age 1102 of September
KEYSTONE.
CO It RESPONDENCE
SOLICITED. 36
You can order any

Numbersone graver at time prices Special Script . . 1 2, 3 
" Plats " " Reversible " Per set.

quoted. The Full Set   .40   .60 81 75Spoon Bowl . . "A', 13"   .65   .85   1.70of seventeen Gravers Ring Graver . . Ring   65  .85   .85m o mm n 1 a d in eleven Seal ( ;raver . . . 65 • '' Plain " and six " lie- Liners   8, 10, 14,-5   , 1.75
perfect order for engrav- ..:,6140o5 ****** :   2.50

  .45
versible " handles, in Flat Gravers 36 to 42  
ing, complete, 448.50.
All Gravers are tested and guaranteed. Orders promptly attended to on reedy, of sas8;j1.°:.money or(kr for same. A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, 81.50.

M. L. LANDIS, 44 Center Street, DETROIT, MICH.

fiti2k.)
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Latest
Improved AL" American Mainspring Guideana NKR!

Waltham Elgin Ilampden

Nos. 2203 6043 5056
Illinois
6061

BOTH ARE SATISFIED •
You and your customer

when you sell an

"E. HOWARD & CO." WATCH.
He has a first-class Watch. You have a first-class profit.

WRITE FOR AGENCY TO

THE E. HOWARD WATCH COMPANY
403 WASHINGTON ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.
BOSTON

71003,61.3

ESTA6L161.11ED 1642

WE MAKE MOVEMENTS
TO FIT REGULAR
AMERICAN CASES.

L. A. Littlefield
Maker of

SILVER-PLATED

SPECIALTIES
For HOLIDAY TRADE.

Factory,

New Bedford, Mass.

Write for Catalogue.

1017.

92

SIGNET
Rings
Brooches
Fobs
Bracelets

We are originators of designs.
Selection packages to dealers of mercantile

standing.
per doz., reg.

FACTORY, 52 Malden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL., 1629 Masonic Temple.
(L. KATLINSKY.)
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simile

of

" Imperial" American Springs, coiled and tagged.

None genuine unless marked "Imperial" and bearing our Registered Trade-Mark, as 
shown in cut.

"Impetial" Malosplings
are the best, the most reliable, have quality, finish, elasticity,

temper, strength and durability, are coiled and tagged,

arranged in the most convenient manner, and " Guaranteed

for One Year."

Price,

'12"
Per Gross.

4 .00
Per Dozen.
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Cabinet

Sent

Gratis

with 36

screw-top

bottles.

The Cabinet itself is worth $6.00
and Is far superior In appearance
than is represented by the cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
With afirst order of one gross of the "Imperial" American or Swiss 

Mainsprings, we send gratis

our improved handsome polished Solid Black Walnut, Oak or Cherry
 Mainspring Cabinet, Is lown

in cut. It is well 'mule, cabinet finished and dovetailed throughout, and the
 cover closes with a

patent snap lock, nickel-plated. It is the only cabinet made that will properly systematize and

keep in thorough order the many American and SW iss mainsprings 
necessary at the present time,

and will be greatly appreciated by all watchmakers. Besides being very useful, it makes a very

handsome appearance. It has twenty drawers, with fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the to
p is

arranged in grooves for thirty-six screw-top bottles for watch and 
,jobbing materials. It will hold

6 GROSS " imperial " American or Swiss Springs. 
Ive also include twit sets of perforated gummed

labels, with name, number and size of the springs, so the 
drawers can be numbered as desired.

These numbers correspond to a directory of all American 
springs which is printed on the inside

cover, showing the correct style, width and strength by Dennison's S
tandard Mainspring Gauge,

and the proper numbers and names for ordering.

IMPORTERS. EXPORTERS,

JOEISCRS, MANUFACTURERS.

'

Wei SUCCESSONg'TO

WATCH MATERIALS, mors:
JEWELERS'AND ENGRAVERS

SUPPLIES.

cs0A9RIALjja. 'NEW YORK.

(We handle everything known to the trade, and solicit 
correspondence.)

WORTHY OF vir f The following letters are samples of unsolicited testimonials,
ATTENTION 1 received from most reliable sources in every 

State of the Union.

Co., New York.W. GREEN et. 
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 10, 1902.

Gentlemen : We are duly in receipt of mainsprings ordered front 
you with cabinet, and will

say that both springs and cabinet are much supermr 
to what we expected. Enclose check here-

with and return thanks for your prompt and 
courteous attention.

Yours very truly, .T. BA IN.

,
MESSRS. W. GREEN tit CO., New York City, N. Y. 

Utica, N. Y. Sept. 15, 1902.

Gentlemen : Please send us the following mainsprings :

1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5042. Be sure anti send your " Imperial '' mainsprings, as will

3 it '2203. 1 " 2220. not accept any others, having had the best possible 
success

2 " 6053. 1 " 2200. 1 with them. We consider them far superior to any 
other main-

2 " 5046. I " 2210. J springs in the market, and your service Is all we could desire.
Yours very truly, EvAss & SONS.

(We send free of charge, upon request, full size Chart of all Mainsprings.) _Q,

71er Ilollowina list shows tha CORRECT STYLES. WIDTH and STRENGTH by 
DENNISON'S STANDARD C

Mainspring Gauge and the proper NUMBERS and NAMES tor ordering the
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Headquarters for Holiday
In Buying Holiday Stock this season keep in mind

these three conditions money is more plentiful than ever be-
fore, the people are in a more liberal buying humor and public
taste is unusually well educated as to quality and design. This
means a more general demand for goods of standard grade,
the product of the best makers such goods as our enormous
stock is entirely composed of

upplies
Our holiday stocks comprise every line handled by the

jeweler, and each line is as comprehensive as unlimited re-

sources and competency can make it. Watches, Clocks,
Diamonds, Silverware, Jewelry, etc. every depart-

ment is complete in itself, no one being sacrificed to another.

We make every line a specialty, and our close relations with the

best manufacturers enable us to do so greatly to your benefit.

The millennial condition in the Middle West was fully
taken into account by us in getting together our present vast
aggregation of holiday stock. It is our business to study in
advance the wants of our patrons, and never did we do so to
better purpose than this year. We are now in a position to
supply every holiday requirement of every patron promptly
and satisfactorily.

6kh_

In buying from us you get the best goods at the lowest

price, quality considered. Then our situation makes us the

natural supply center for the Central West and South, and

you thus save in time and freight charges.

If you have not yet received a copy of our NEW CATALOGUE notify us and we 
will send you one.

ALBERT BROTHERS
CINCINNATI, OHIO.N. E. Cor. Fourth an Plum Streets,
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A Recipe for Making a Good Watch
Take ten parts each of Constructive Genius, WatchmakingSkill and Managerial Capacity, and five parts of Decorative Taste;.add a pound of Hard Common Sense, a handful of Innovationsand a pinch of Conservatism ; stir slowly over the Fire of Deter-

mination ; skim off Old Fogy Prices ; sweeten to taste with ProperTrade Methods ; start the music-box to the tune "America,"
paste on the kettle "The Best Watch in the World for the Money,"pour off into a little box, and label it

LATEST NOVELTY.

Each

Sell 10

Sc.

31T

No. 2746. Pah Plant.

PALM PLANTS.
Inches

No. high. Leaves. Each. Doz. 100
2743)4. 24 3 $0.17 $1.20 $9.60
2740i. 36 4 .86 3.60 24.00
2746. 42 6 .45 4.80 36.00
2211A. 48 10 1.20 12.00 72.00

PALM TREES, POTTED.
No. Feet. Leaves. Each. Doz,
2209. 12 24 35.20 $48.00
2208. 10 16 3.60 40.00
2207. 7 9 8.00 30.00

No. 2143. Rose Bush, 24
inches high, in pink, tea
and red. 75 cents each.

No. Height. Each.
2143. 24 inches. $1.25
2143A. 30 inches. 1.75
2143B. 36 inches. 3.00

No. 202711. Begonia Plant.

No. Each.

2028A. 6 muslin leaves, . . . $0.45

2029A. 6 velvet leaves, . . . .95

2030A. 6 in. im. velvet, . . .45

2027A. Transparent, . . . .90

Begonia Plants of 6 leaves are the

most desirable artificial plants to be

carried in stock.

These in one-inch clay

Pots, trimmed with flowers and pro-
vided with a hook, to be worn on
the coat and made to he worn as a
buttonhole bouquet, come 25 as-
sorted styles in a box for $1.50, or
per hundred, $4.80. They are the
joy of the youthful and the old and
sell like hot cakes for 10 cents each.
Don't delay your order, as these
goods displayed in your window
will attract business.

21•I I A. Rose Bush, trim-
' mod with 1.ilacs and American

Beauties, each, $2.50.

No. 2114G.
2114G. Hanging Basket, each, . . $2.50
2114. hlangitig Basket, each, . . . 1.20
211411. Hanging Basket, each, . . .75
2114K. Hanging Basket, doz., . 7.20

No. 216. Uvas. (Nat. Prep.)
(Cut shows 6 loaves.)

No. 216. Uvas leaves, single, dyed moss
green, $2.40 per dozen.
Uvas leaves, natural color, light gray,

$1.80 per dozen.
Uvas leaves, natural leaves imported from

Africa, can be had in natural color-light
gray-or dyed moss green. The stalks
make effective o rn amen te either in
bunches of 3 or 4 on a wall or 6 in a pot.
As illustrated making a splendid round
plant. From 4 to 6 feet high.

No. 2270. No. 2283. N. 2275E. No. 2291. No. 2275E. No. 2284. No. 2281. N. 22C0.

No. 2279. Hope garland ; suitable for bar trimmings ; each, 50 cents.
No. 2289. Lily garland ; suitable for church trimmings ; each, 50 cents.
No. 2275E. Extra large grape vine, green, with fine plated leaves ; per dozen, $1.50.
No. 2291. Wild rose vine ; per dozen, $2.40.
No. 2291A. Wild rose vine ; per dozen, $1.80.
No. 227510. Fall grape vine, autumn colors ; per dozen, 75 cents.
No. 22751). Fail grape vine, with two grape clusters ; per yard, 45 cents.
No. 2275B. Same leaf as 22751), but without grape clusters ; per dozen, $1.50.
No. 2284. Smilax ; per dozen yards, 75 cents ; gross,
No. 2284. Fall smilax ; autumn colors ; per dozen, $1.00; per gross, $9.60.
No. 2281. Clematis vine ; in blue, pink, white ; per dozen, $1.80.
No. 2282. Ivy vine, 18 leaves ; per dozen, $1.25 ; per gross, $12.00.
No. 2282A. Ivy vine, 12 leaves ; per dozen, 75 cents ; per gross, $7.20.
No. 2280A. Holly vine ; 12 leaves and 12 berries ; per flozen, 95 cents ; per gross, $10.80.

No. 2280. Holly vine ; 18 leaves and 18 berries ; per dozen, $1.25; per gross, $13.::0.

No. 22751).

HOLLY
in

SEASON. 

No. 21.-(). Fern Fillings.

(0 in. diameter.
No. Each.
215). 4 in. diameter. . . $ .55
215t. 5 in. diameter. . . .90
2150. G in. diameter. . 1.00
2150. 7 in. diameter. . . 1.25
2150. 8 in. diameter. . . 1.75

No jewelry store should be
without this homely plant,
which, owing to its nature of
being cultivated in the green-
house, is of course very hard to
be kept. in the house, so we have
made it a study to substitute
this greenhouse plant by the
artificial one, which cannot be
detected from the real ; tissue
paper or jewelry departments
handle same successfully.

HOLLY WREATH.
No.
2712. 14 in. diameter, plain,

8 .50
2712. 14 in. diameter, with

mistletoe, 1.25
2724. 14 in. diameter, extra

fine show, new, 5.00
2114C. Holly basket, 1.50

No. 2535. American Beauty.
To sell singly as cut flowers.

No. 2535. Per dozen Sprays, artificial,
cloth, $1.50.

No. 2531. La France Rose Spray, per
dozen, $1.00.

No. 2580. Per dozen Sprays, artificial,
cloth, 75 cents.

My natural preserved Roses are the latest,
and so very true to nature that any florist
when feeling them with the hands will lose
his bet. These roses are branched up with
artificial foliage on sprays, the most deceiv-
ing flowers that have been in the market.
La France Rose Sprays, per doz. $6.00.
Empress Rose, per dozen, $9.00.
American Beauty, per dozen, $12.00.

No. 2210 Areca Plant.
5 leaves, each, 90c.

No. 2211. Areca Tree, 10 ft.
high, each, $6.00.

4fffcc..„

We make special prices for big store decorations-say Fall grape vines,

grapes, etc., and furnish everything complete to be put up.
Our goods are not the cheap, flimsy articles that are such poor imita-

tion. of nature as to be a discredit to the houses using them.

Our trade-mark is the guarantee of the beauty and permanency of our

plants. Many stores are taking hold of our plants in a general merchant

way. Why don't you?

Ask for Illustrated 68-page Catalogue.

No. 2042.
No.
2040A. Chrysanthemum, $0.50
2042. Chrysanthenth to, 1.25
2042A. Chrysanthemum, 2.50

Table Drachm, 144 leaves,
36 inches high, each $1.50.

ESTIMATES, OIVEN.

Frank Netschert 34 Barclay St., NEW YORK.

187 S. Clark St., CHICAGO.

Feather-head Chrysanthemum Spray, us
inches high, each, 50 cents.

queen Chrysanthemum Spray, 22 inches high,
each, 60 cents.

French Chrysanthemum Spray, 30 inches high,
each 81.00. In white, pink, tea and purple.



N HOC SIGNO VINCES adorns the shield of the
Knights Templar. Translated it reads :—"With This
Sign You Should Conquer." The truth which it
represents has been our motto.

Honesty has been the Jewel which has crowned
with success our desire to outshine our competitors.

One Price has been the Mainspring which is
running our works, and our customers' increasing orders
supply the oil to keep same running overtime.

Quality are the Hands which have remained faith-
ful. Their interests are our interests. They are constantly
going ahead, but this is only a sign of the times.

Satisfaction is our Dial. Our increasing trade
shows with what favor it is looked upon by the trade.

Write to us to-day for memorandum package. We
carry one thousand styles of io K. stone set rings. We
pay express charges both ways and give you one-half due
January 1st, one-half due May 1st, terms on goods selected.
I.—We size and keep our rings in repair free of

charge for two years after you have sold them.
2.—We exchange any unsalable rings for other styles of

stone set rings at any time.

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

English Case as Received. As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 anD 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAG

For 21 years we have been doing

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Hunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting Old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

Those two cut. •11017 RIM and Round Releher Rings These outs show the same rings with new, high claw.,

as reerbed ill rl WK badly 14.01. Off and too low to •tones securely reset, and entire rings refinished like new.

permit rebelling stones nguin.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25

" " " eight " " " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We relit) or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to 
cost

from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

needs the best polish ; one which has a reputation. There is no
service too good for SILVER CREAM. It contains absolutely
nothing injurious to the silver.
We have spent years introducing it into every State.
When you sell a customer a polish, that customer must rely on

your word. You can sell SILVER CREAM with the strongest kind of
a guarantee and look to us for its fulfillment.

SILVER CREAM is unequaled for cleaning cut
glass, mirrors, also marble statuary, in fact, any
article where a soft, pure material is required.

SILVER CREAM has been on the market for
29 years. It is put up in jars as well as bottles.

It is sold by all jobbers.
The original costs no more than imitations.
Made by

VER('EA

Nuverr-Ii -1,,, r.--Agra\ 1160,-Al..-

I"

_

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as now.

A FIE R

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Initial glove ring with one 93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St • Cameo glove ring w
ifset. 
th ur
'

claw at each end holding IRA. NEW YORK • CHICAGO claws at eo rrrrr holding 

Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING.

Main Office and Factory, KEENE, N. FL
Works, Troy, N. H.

New York, 3 Maiden Lane.
London, 2 Butler St., Milton St.

AS DELIVERED.

OctIcl Chains Refilled, Renevved and Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good Work. Low Pri‘,,e. Prompt 
Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL 
JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO

9,3, 95 & 97 William Street FIJI. SHOPS 57 Washington Street

The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 m0 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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Horology Hall
The finest horological building in the world; occupied exclusively by the liorological Department.

You have long felt your need of more knowledge of your
business to be an expert you must know more than the
averao-e; you must learn the fine points; put on tile finishing
touches, so that you can do what the other man has to
give up.

Do not delay longer, but make your plans at once to enter
school in January; as soon as the rush is over, and take a
course in Watchwork, Engraving, Optics or Jewelry.
Then when another holiday season comes you will be "fixed
for it," and can ask and get more wages, or if in business
can make more.

For information and illustrated catalogue, free, address,

See page 1440 of this issue of
The Keystone.

THE HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT,
Bradley Polytechnic Institute,

PEORIA, ILLINOIS.

In 1882, when The Keystone was
a pink baby,

(the early Keystone. a meek little four-page :Iffair,
was printed on pink paper)

an exulting advertisement in its columns announced that
nearly I 20,000 Jas. BOSS Gold Filled Cases had been made
since the invention of the Filled Case by James Boss in IS 5 3.

That announcement of the result of 28 years' effort %vas
then thought to be a rather stunning advertisement—as
indeed it was, in 1882. 120,000 BOSS Filled Cases was
just about 120,000 more Filled Cases than had been made

at that time by any present contemporary of the Boss Case.

In 1902, when The Keystone has
'come of age,"

we announce that OVer 7,000,000 J1S. BOSS Cold
Cases have been made since IS 5 3 ; in other words, Ready

.sixty limes as many have been made in the past 21 years as

in the preceding 28 years—more, and more again, than have

been made by all other Filled Case makers combined.

We think don't you ?--that these figures make a//o/hei-

" stunning advertisement, as they tell the story of an im-

mense growth that is rooted in the soil of Merit, fanned by

" Fair" winds, and warmed by the sun of Trade Confidence.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.



A Twenty-One Years' Growth.

when this present whopping big KEYSTONE was a wee thing inIn 188211 journalism, The Keystone Watch Case Comfiany was far ahead
of its conteinporaries in the Casemaking industry. It then, as now,
dominated the trade in NVatch Cases in the United States and Canada.
But, like Caesar, it longed for " more worlds to conquer."

In 1902 it has conquered the "outside" world. The fame of its products
circles the earth, and from all peoples and countries comes voci-

ferous demand for Keystone Cases. It has been obliged to establish one
office after another in foreign countries to meet the requirements of
distant trade ; and its literature is now printed in nearly all the languages
of civilized humanity. The locations of its foreign offices are as follows:

LONDON, 45 Holborn Viaduct, E. C.
CANNSTATT, GERMANY, Badstr. 9.
GOSSELIES, BELGIUM, 3 Grande Place.
V100, SPAIN, Playa de Guixar.
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 27 Swanston Street.
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES, so Queen Victoria Market Buildings.
AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, Fort Street.
BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, Albert Bldg., Albert Street.
PERTH, WEST AUSTRALIA, 17 Queen Street.
CAPE TOWN, AFRICA, Clarabut Chambers, Progress Lane, Strand Street.
JOHANNESBURG, AFRICA, I Castle Block, Kerk & Eloff Streets
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN, 22 Water Street.
KOBE, JAPAN, 24 Concession.
MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS, McCullough Building, Plaza Goiti.
HAVANA, CUBA, 22 Mercaderes.
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, Avenida de Mayo, 964.
SANTIAGO, CHILI, 750 Monjitas.

Europe, Asia, Africa and Oceanica have heard the guiding voice of
America, and are turning Keystoneward for the Best Watch Cases in
the World!

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

KEYSTONE
Solid Gold Cases

In the year that this lusty giant

of trade papers first saw the light of .

day, in 1882, the Keystone Solid Gold

Case made its first appearance, also.

And its growth in popularity has kept pace

with the growth of that journalistic baby in the

other cradle.

There is good reason for the present solid

reputation of the Keystone Solid Gold Case. It

always gives the greatest value possible for the

price paid. It never shaded the quality indicated

by its karat-stamp. It called to its making the

finest skill in hand-craft, the most expert en-

gravers which money could procure, the ripest

experience in management. It was immensely

helped by the facilities afforded by a great fac-

tory organization, and it gives the "most for the

money " because of the economies embodied in

great purchasing power, the division of the cost of

"fixed charges" among many departments, and the

gathering of talent which is always attracted to any

concern whose leadership is undisputed.

We are nearing the finish of plans, long in preparation, by

which we shall devote much larger factory-space to our Gold product,

and by the early part of 1903 we shall be making just double our present

output of Keystone Solid Gold Cases. The Trade said "You must":

and we are obedient.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.



The Jas. BOSS 14 K.

In 1882 when the

* journal-
istic infant, THE KEYSTONE,

first toddled into view of the
trade, it found the BOSS 14 K.

Case had already preceded it by 28
years; for the Boss 14 K. Case was
born in 1853.

For 28 years the Boss 14 K. Case
had been laying the foundations of the

present great success of Keystone pro-
. ducts all alone ; in all that time it was

the only kind of case made, of all the
kinds that now bear this trade 7 mark.
Keystone Solid Gold, Boss io K., Silver,

Cyclone and Silveroid came later to the build-
ing of the structure of Keystone fame.

The Boss 14 K. was " the beginning of
things," in Filled Case making. Is it any
wonder that a special Keystone affection
goes out to this first-born of its family?

that a special Keystone pride is concerned
in keeping it perpetually at the fore-front of
Filled Case effort?

The Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled Case has
witnessed in its time, the ups and downs
of a long line of imitators—and alas! has

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,

Gold Filled Case.

witnessed more " downs " than

"ups.'' Seven separate Filled Case

concerns were born, and died,afier

the Boss "came of age;' five of

these left no successors, and un-

happy jewelers who sold the cases made

by these five have nowhere to turn for

the redemption of the "guarantees"

which did not guarantee ! And jewel-

ers who are selling the inferior Filled

Cases to-day may profitably pause to

ask themselves " Are these later con-

cerns bound to last, if their cases don't,

so that they will be on earth ' when I

must make good their guarantees?"

In 19029 
49 years after the mak-

ing of the first Boss

14 K. Case, its reputation is at the highest

point in its history. It now stands in a

class by itself. A motley number of

casemaking concerns imitate its features as far

as they can afford to, or dare, but the stream

never rises as high as its source; imitations

always run down hill. The great Original has

always been the best—and always will be!

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.



The Jas. BOSS Io K. 

 II Gold
In 1882 "he", t h e ii II
present strenuous KEY-
STONE was "a-born-
ing," and the nurse

whispered to the trade,
"It's a boy!' another

infant in another nurse's
arms Nvas being christ

ened "BOSS TEN KARAT.'
At this time the Boss 14 K.
Case had been before the world
for 28 years, and its merit had

brought it into great favor with
the public, but there were many
who wanted it who were "a little

short" of the price. To these the
makers of the Boss 14 K. Case
said, " We'll make another Filled
Case, in the same good way, but in
..to K. quality so as to reduce the
cost ; and we'll prove it as creditable as
the other, for we'll put our trade-mark
in it."

So the BOSS 10 K. Case was an-
nounced, and found the market wait-
ing for it; and so, also, the imitators
who had trailed in the wake of the
Boss 14 K. Case now followed Boss
initiative again. But these imitators
had to make a point of price to sell

The Keystone Watch C
II I

ase Co.,

Filled Case.

their io K. Filled Cases

against the Boss—it was

always so from the begin-

ning, as now in 1902.

I h 
Trade re-

n 1902, 
the Trade

more

than ever the real significance of

the " cut-price " question, in respect

of io K. Filled Cases. Jewelers appre-

ciate the fact that there is no experi-

menting in the making of Boss Cases;

that the Keystone Company ku(nos, from

experience of 49 years, just how much

gold must be put into a io K. Filled

Case to justify a 20-year guarantee; that

this company must protect a reputation

that is backed by a capital of $4,000,o00 ;

and that it can't afford to take the risks

which are assumed by makers who have

little reputation to lose. Jewelers know that

gold costs money, and that the price of a 15/ain

Gold Filled Case depends upon the amount

of gold put into it; that hand-engraving is paid

for in cash, and that if an engr-med case is sold at the

price of a plain case, the cask is taken out of the gold in

the case. Jewelers are not generally fools, though some

manufacturers seem to think so ; and because jewelers are

wise, and want to continue in the favor and good will of their

respective communities, they " cleave to that which is good "–

name is BOSS 10 KJ

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

and its
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The
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SILVEROID

CYCLONE Rolled-Plate Case
Here's a Io-year guaranteed Case that is worthy of the Keystone

stan/O.

It stands in the same rank in the Rolled-Plate class as the Boss
Case in the Filled class.

It has more gold in it than 20-year Cases of some other makes, and
7 ,i// 'war longer than some "25-year guaranteed " Cases of other parentage.

There's more deliberate misrepresentation of values in Io-year goods
than one can shake a stick at. The Cyclone Case will absolutely safe-
guard the reputation of the jeweler who guarantees it for io years' wear.

Silver Cases
Keystone Silver Cases had much to do with making Keystone

reputation.

They have always been kept up to their original standard of super-
iority in Quality and Construction and they have grown in Beauty as
Art has advanced in its conceptions of the Beautiful.

The unique "Niello' Silver Case is an exclusive product of the
Keystone factory. It is the last word of originality and taste in Case
decoration.

Case
This humblest product of the Keystone plant is as proud of itself as

our top-loftiest solid 18 Karat is of itself! For it knows it is "the best
there is" in its class—and even 18 Karat faith can't go far beyond that
comfortable conviction!

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

T. B HAGSTOZ CO.,
LIMITED.

Laboratory and Furnaces,

Riverside, Burlington County,

New Jersey.

Office,

709 Sansom Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

PIPING ROOM

SWEEPS 
an?

BULLION 

SMELTERS 

REFINERS 

ASSAYERS 

BUYERS OF

Scrap Gold, Silver and Platinum.
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SOLID 14 K. GOLD EAGLE CHARMS an BUTTONS.
The Charms illustrated all have finely modeled and chased Eagles, are enameled in appropriate colors, scrolls carved, and are finished in the very

best possible manner. All Charms illustrated with claws have genuine Bald-headed Eagle Claws.

COMBINATION CHARMS.

Front View. Rear View.

No. 36. Without Diamonds. $66.00

No. 35 B.
Size of 50e. coin. $38.00.

No. 35.
Size of 25c. coin. $32.00. American flags, or American and British Flag. $50.00.

Front View.
No. 39. Past Worthy President's Jewel ; two American

flags, or American flag and British flag, raised and colored
monogram, and enameled inscription. Price, $20.00.

No. 38. Past Worthy l'resident's Jewel ; with two

No. 22. to R. $32.00.

No. 23. 10 K. $20.00.

No. 20. 10 K. $30.00.

N. 24. 10 K. $24.00.

to. 27. 10 K. $12.00.

No. 28. 10 K. $16.00.

No. 6. Solid gold, extra heavy 10K. No. 2. soli.I extra, heavy 10 K. No. 13. Solid gold, genuine Eagle
claws, 10 K. $72.00 per doz.$36.00 per doz. $48100 per doz.

WILLIAM S. TARRANT

No. 37. With colored raised monogram. $48.00.

No. 33 A.

No. 19. 10 K. $24.00.

No. 25. 10K. $30.00.

No. 33 B.
Size of 50o. coin. $30.00.

r o. 18. 10 K. $20.00.

No. 26. 10 K. $32.00.

No. 3. Solid gold, extra heavy It) K. No. 7. Solid gold, ext ra heavy 10 K.
$48.00 per doz. $36.00 per doz.

9 of the Eagle Charms and Buttons.

The Originator and Manufacturer 
Seattle, Wash Postoffice

• Box 1415.
(Any infringement upon my designs, covered by United States letters patent No. 31,515, will be rigidly prosecuted.) Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Have You
Received
A Copy?

If not, notify us.

Oskamp,
Nolting & Co.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
l47

Established 1839

Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

161 Broadway,
Below Cortlandt Street.

688 Broadway,
Below Fourth Street.

NEW YORK.

We have just finished mail-

ing to the trade our new 1903

catalogue. We mail this val-

uable book to regular jewel-

ers only. If you are a regular

jeweler and have not received

a copy, notify us by postal

and we will send you one.

The book contains the

largest assortment of new

jewelry ever illustrated and

described in a single cata-

logue, and the goods are the

reliable, standard kind that

suit good times and reputable

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41st and 42d Streets.

jewelers. They comprise the

finest designs and best sell-

ers-such goods as will build

up your reputation and your

bank account. Don't be

without this catalogue; it

will be a guide and safeguard

in ordering.

The continuous prosperity

and favorable conditions jus-

tify liberal purchasing of good,

reliable jewelry-the kind to

which this new catalogue is

entirely devoted. It is an in-

dispensable book of reference.

_

THE MIFAVORITE.

Back Front
View View

Patented Nov. 20, 1900.
Illustrations reduced size.

Ask your jobber for the MI FAVOR ITE patented

Lorgnette Chain, a big seller, and our patented

MARGUERITE Bracelet, another big seller.

The MIFAVORITE TROLLEY Lorgnette Chain is a strong, steady seller

because it appeals to the customer.

The Slide moves without friction, has no cork to drop out, does not require pulling.

No sharp edges rub the chain, and therefore does not wear the links through. The Slide

once adjusted retains its exact position and always hangsface side Up.

The Chain is made endless, by being connected up with rings on the back of the Slide,

and travels through a loop attached to the swivel.

Soldered Gold Filled Chain and Solid Gold Slide.

II John Street, New York.

131 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

THE MARGUERITE.

)

ilas...,.,tru-iTramkriC

.4-4.\1 ‘.,.,/.41 Itl*". 
Kafnriutek ral • -',",..s

\ Scud for Circular. 

G.Tne

Patented June 18, 1901.

Is decidedly new, self-adjustable, attractive, ver gets out of I
order. Each bracelet comes put up ill an elegant satin-lined box. I
Made in Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and 10 K. Gold,

\

STOCK CO.,
Ioo Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
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Why you should buy the

Rivett Lathe
It has more value than any other lathe.
It is made by a firm who make only this class of work.It is made by a firm exclusively, whose tools are acknowledged the bestby all the best shops and institutions in the world.It has only one standard, and that is the BEST.It has been made under one head RIVE TT ever since the begin-ning, the plant has increased steadily, from the smallest tothe largest.
Why not INVESTIGATE and send for OUR NEW CATALOG.

FANEUIL WATCH TOOL CO.
Brighton,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

Ezra. F. Bowman's Sons,
LANCASTER, PA.

Watchmakers' Lathes, Tools and Supplies. 
Let us remind you that we carry a full and completegeneral line of Watchmakers' Tools and Supplies, besidesLathes and Attachments, such as Files, Flyers, Brushes,Screwdrivers, Gravers, Tweezers, Oils, Metals, Prepara-tions and everything used by %%litchinakers and engravers.We would particularly call to your attention the excel-lence of the following :

Rivett Lathes and Staking Tools.

Moseley and Webster-Whitcomb Lathes.
E. F. B. Gravers and Truing Calipers.
" Lancaster " Engraving Blocks.

Send for Price-List.

( )111-WATCH REPAIRING ,ind ENGRAVINGIC! artments are continually kept busy
" to the limit," and are making
money for our customers. We return
work promptly, and our prices are
such that the jeweler should make 75
to too per cent. profit.

Send for Trade Repair Price-List.

Reliable Goods at Right Prices
\ Likes no difference how low our prices are.you may always depend upon qualities.

Solid Oak Mainspring Cabinet, with (20)1)rawers, given with your first order for inte grossSTAR " Brand American or Swiss Main-springs, assorted to suit, for $10.50 netcash, or go cents per dozen.
*" STAR " Brand American-Made Balance Staffs, extra qualii .made at Waltham, 7 Jewel grades, $i.25 per dozen ; 15 JeNk( Igrades, $1.50 per dozen ; or one gross assorted, including SolidOak Cabinet, $12.00.
Gem Brand Balance Staffs, 65 cents per dozen, or one grossassorted, in Solid Oak Cabinet, $7.50.

*,,STA R " Brand
American-Made C 0c k
and Foot Hole Jewels, or
End :Stones in Settings,
Si. 0011,1'1.102011,01* $10.50
I,,.'. gross, including Solid
Oak Cabinet.

Gem Brand Cock and Foot Jewels,
or End Stones in Settings, 65 cents perdozen, or $7.50 per gross, ineludingSolid Oak Cabinet.

*4. STAR " Brand American Roller
Jewels, one gross assorted, in Solid OakCabinet, $2.75, or 25 cents per dozen.

Gem Brand American Roller Jewels,one gross, ttssorted, hi Solid Oak Cab-inet, $2.25.
* " STAR " Brand American LongCase Screws, one gros, assorted, in SolidOak Cabinet, $1.75, or 20 cents peribizen.

* STAR " Brand American Pillarand Plate Screws, 11111' gross assorted,in Solid Oak Cabinet, $1.50, or 15 centsper 1102141.
* ii STAR " Brand American Hourand Minute Hands, TValthatu or Elgin,aII sizes, 25 cents per 101X 0111• dozenpair.
* " STAR " Brand American Sec-ond Hands, Cabinet of t 12) dozen ; eachdozen packed in separate box and marked,for all sizes Waltham and Fight, eonipleteso, $1.25.
Seamless (101d Filled 12 K. Watch

Bows, It, 16, it, and 0 size,, assorted oncard, per dozen, $1.75.
Mascot Pivot Drills, assorted in box.410, or 4'26, or separate sizes 4,6,8,10, 12,14, per dozen, 25 cents.
Peerless Pivot Drills, made of Stubssteel, any size or assorted, per dozen,23 cents.

Prompt attention assured all mail orders. All prices quoted are subject to6 per cent. cash discount except " STAR " Brand American Mainsprings,with Cabinet.
If you wish to know about our other Specialties, write for Our Little Book,Pocket Price-List. Free for the asking.

H. B. Peters & Co., 1311707aCIZ, New York

The Watchwise Buy Trenton Watches
A FEW OTHERWISE DO NOT

When the otherwise try samples of these new model movements they will become watchwise
and realize that the beautiful designs and finish, combined with excellent time-keeping qualities, make

" TRENTONS ".easy sellers at a liberal profit to well-satisfied customers.
Why not become watchwise?
A sample line is convincing and does not cost much.

No. 12h-16 size, 18 jewels, solid nickel
top, plates handsomely danmskeened in gold,
micrometer regulator, cut expansion balance,
safety pinion, screw bankings, straight line
lever eseapement, hardened and tempered
bregitet hairspring, quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, dust band, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and center and with
red marginal figures. Hunting lever set.
open-face pendant set,

Write for our new price-list.

a Ask your jobber for TRENTONS.

No. 200-10 size, 7 jewels, nickel dames-
keened, mit expansion balance, safet y pi ii liii,
screw bankings, straight line lever eseapement,
hardened and tempered hreguet hairspring,
gni,* train, exposed winding wheels, dust
hand, handsome white enamel dial with de-
pressed second. Hunting lever set. Open-face
petulant set.

No. 300-6 size, 7 Jewels, nickel darns.-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinion.,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered hreguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding wheels, hand-
SOMC white enamel dial with depressed seeond
and red tnarginal figures. Stem wind and lever
set.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY,

Trenton, N. J.

--Stevenson
Building.

,u4..qp;641-70;->.-
SPECIIAL
MAN al MOT WEER%
ER MOWERS A2.10
ENGRAVERS) TO
THE MEMEL JEWEL-
RY TRAM.

ElftiRDOAPAPIN.05. 11/e.

SPECIAL ORDERS
ARE

TRADE-WINNERS

When you have satisfied that customer with Ideas,

you have not only made a profit but a busine:ss friend

as well.

LOOK AFTER THE SPECIAL ORDERS.

P. s.—We also know a few things about Repairing..

Partial View of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.
Known as the most practical School in the United States.

Re NE of Pollution in 811 Plale—Glass Gases
THE KAM?, IMPROVED SYSTEM"

SOGigiaro Floor Case
u" "- 

no metal clips; no danger of breakage. 'file
the peer of all floor ranee. No holes in glass;

Pall,apitiec-zGitilarsis Case on the niarkrt. Made to ship set up or knock down.

High-Grade Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.

We make a complete line of Modern Jewelrg Fixtures, Medium and fligh Grade
We have made a speeiali rot' the fixture business and it has become a science with
We can tit you out with fixtures, show casc,, sto(,ls, He Send 25 cents in stamps for

our 20th century Fixture Catalogue. 0ver 300 pages, size 734x1I in. A book of infor-
mation, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating outfits from S201) up to the finest. A regular
Encyclepedia A IlleriValli('tt.

Regarding ii r go, Ids, ask our customers.
1;0g:wiling responsi bi lit y, ask any bank or business house In our city, or any commercial agency.

M.Winter Lumber Company The High-Grade Fixture Makers

Established 186 5. Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
C. I). Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agfa. Inc Mo., K1L11,1., Nebr., 0. 'I'. and I. T.
Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales gents for Texas.
Jos. W. Sehlumpf, 318-9 Pacific 81k., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington.
C. ,T. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks (2. Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss, and Ala.
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OUR PRICES Fine Oak Wall Show Cases H 0 LI DAY Go ODS
cannot be at Manufacturers' Cost.

Duplicated.

No. 26. REGULATOR. r1
OAK.

Height, 81 inches ; width, 21 inches ; glass sides and front.
Best grade of Swiss Movement.

Eight-Day, Weight, Time, 12-inch Porcelain Dial, Sweep
Second, Compensating Pendulum, Solid Cut Pinions,
Retaining Power. Movement encased I ii metal to keep
out dust.

Complete, 831.00, net cash.

If you

haven't

received

our new

1903

Catalogue,

send

for copy.

Enclose

your

business

card

to save

delay.

We send

only

to dealers.

,q-ux.,At*V

NORRIS, ALISTER & CO.
103 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

fVflAill.TINAMEAPT61 IftitRkkiNklfigtkAlkifttly— -

JJ j'!1 JJ 4nll Jid 

No. 4300. WALL CASE. OAK ONLY. 841.00, net CaSil.
rase 8 feet Meg. Oak Dimensions: Height, 8 feet 6 inches ; length, 8 feet ; width inside

I case, 18 inches ; whit h .1. tat tside, 27 inches. The doors slide on brass tracks, fitted with gloms
oI the best litmlity, double thick, full length glass in both doors and sides ; has t wo shelves on brackets ;
cupboards in base Mr storing surplus stoek. The ease is made throughout of the best materials and
%yell finished it IS aS good in design and finish as any you can buy, and we make the price so low
that mute need be without it. Shipped in knock-down.

Headquarters for Jewelers.

Don't wait too long as many goods will be scarce,

business being good.

Now is the time to order.

Our 1903 Illustrated Catalogue of over soo pages

is full of the best selling goods, and all at the lowest prices.

jewelers not having a copy can have one Free, all

charges prepaid. Write

LAPP Se FLERSHEM,
Department c,

CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A.

Jobbers of Everything Needed by Jewelers.

AMONG GOODS ILLUSTRATED ARE

Diamonds

Gold Jewelry

Plated Jewelry

Sterling Silverware

Sterling Silver Novelties

Silver=Plated Ware

Table Cutlery

Cut Glass

Shopping Bags

Optical Goods

Leather Goods

Ebony Goods

Watches

Clocks

Bronzes

Umbrellas

Canes

Gold Pens

(fhriottrtno
_4-"t-sgravirsA

is a little gold mine for the practical engraver. If you are

not already a master of the art and have no time to attend

an engraving school, procure at once a copy of

Letter and Monogram Engraving
on Metal and Wood,

by Cellini, Jr. This book is a practical instructor for the
student incl a guide for the practical engraver. Price,

50 cents (2s. Od.)

A handy companion for the engraver is the

No. 4400. WALL CASE. OAK ONLY. 046.00, net cash.
Case 8 feet long. Oak only. Dimensions ; Height, 9 feet 2% inches ; length, 8 feet ; width of

base, 2 feet 3 inches ; depth of show case, 17% invites ; glass last quality, double thick, full length in
doors and sides ; size of glass in each door, 40 x 54. Well adapted for the display of goods ; has 0 lorre
commodious drawers and 2 cupboards for storing extra stock ; the doors are made to slide on brass
tracks, making the case practically dust proof. This ease is constructed in a Arst-class manner and
well finished. Shipped in knock-down.

Keystone Portfolio of Monograms,

r351

EVOLUTION.
The evolution of a Shirt Stud

from the old style "Spring back"

to the

LARTER STU

is the result of many years of

painstaking effort to achieve per-

fection. Not

ment, but a

mechanically

an untried experi-

thoroughly tested,

perfect article of

jewelry. The constant and vigor-

ous growth of our stud business,

in spite of many imitations, attests

the popularity and merit of the

Larter Stud.

LARTER,

ELCOX & CON,
2 I and 23 Maiden Lane,

New York.

containing 122 combination designs—a useful collection for

holiday engraving. l'rice, 50 cents ( 2s. od.

The Keystone,
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Patented Dec. 18, 1900. Feb. 5, 1901.
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THE W. W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO, Some of Our "Leading Specialties" for the
Fall and Holiday Trade

lEll11111111413111111

Builders of Fine Machinery

No. 4. Triple-Oeared Power
for Hat stock.

We are now introducing a
new line of

POWER
WOLLING WILLS,

here illustrated, and if you are
Interested in them we would be
pleased to mail you special circu-
lars fully describing their merits.

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A.

\\,aL514,4

(

Price, $ .75 Dozen.

16 7.50 Gross.

FOR AMERICAN WATCHES.

Price, $ .75 Dozen.

66 7.50 Gross.

ot‘rImmarpoW

- NUNEZ

ova."
Tio._zzo3_

every tonarionsiminti

Solid Oak Cabinet FREE

with your FIRST order for One 
Gross

Regent " Mainsprings.
bo Metal-Top Vials, $1.50 extra.

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen.

" 10.50 Gross.

Price, $ .15 Dozen.

1.50 Gross.

No. 4. Double•Oeared Power
for ring stock.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

4/ I. H.WalbrIdge& Co., 337 Broad•
s) way, New York City, agents for Twee-

zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Caution to
Watchmakers

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

11111/11i1111:;ill'il

..11 J.' 
IITIOMD1111)111

I, .7

"

, 4
411

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners,
Assayers and

Swoop S1110110E3
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

NEWARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

Our "U. S." Mainsprings
areacknowledged by watch-
m ake rs throughout the
United States to be the best
springs in point of ilnishand
quality, for the money, ever
placed on the market. we
desire to maintain this re-
putation for the " U. S."
springs, and would therefore
call your attention to the
fact that an imitation spring
resembling the " U.S." has
been offered for sale, and in
some instances, we are in-
formed,has even been placed
in" U. S." boxes. To guard
against this deception we
would suggest that you ex-
ercise the utmost caution in
making your liurchases,and
insist that the trade-mark
" U. S." appear engraved
upon each spring.

Ask your jobber
for them

1i11111(71 y 12, 1897.

Stevens' Patent Skeleton Watchmakers' Eyeglasses

HENRY ZIMMERN & CO
47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Importers of
Watch

•1 Material

IDEAL
Rivet Remover

A new tool,
that you CAN
REMOVE the
TIGHTEST

; RIVET in a
breech, etc.,
with ease. It
only needs a
trial to be ap-
predated by the
trade. The tool
is held in the
vise when in
use.

Each, $1.25

New Watch and Tool Demagnetizer.

PATENTED MAY 18th, 1902.

This is Something You Need.

Cut is size You cannot afford to be without it. Price $15.00.

Send for circular giving full description how to use it.

Very simple and easy to learn.

These ferrules are soft solder lined and ready for use. 
They

are put up in boxes gross assorted as follows : 1 dozen 10 K.

Gold, 4 dozen Gold Filled and 1 dozen German silver,

Price, sLoo.
HOW TO USE.

Taper both ends of broken temple a little, apply soldering

fluid, insert in ferrule of proper size and hold over lamp; as the

solder flows, crowd together so ends will meet in center of the

ferrule and you will have a neat, clean job.
The 10 K. Cold ferrules are not soft solder lined ; they Can

be hard soldered or used for watch and locket joints.

Jewelry Boxes for Holiday Trade.

For Rings, Studs, Earrings, Brooches,

Plush Square Ring Boxes. .

Velvet Square Ring Boxes, with Hinge and Catch.
Velvetine Square Ring Boxes.

I.eatherette, Russian Color, Velvet and Satin-Lined.

Lockets, Lace Pins, Scarf Pins, Sleeve Buttons, Dumb=Bell 
Buttons.

Assorted Colors—Purple, Green, Red, Blue

Lettering in Gold, 35c. per doz. Not less than 1 dozen lettered.)

ALSO A FULL LINE OF WHITE PAPER 
BOXES. 

Price, $2.50 per doz.
1.50 " "
2.00 "

3.50

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers,

Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, Etc.

66

17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.
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6826 Jewel Case.

C. F. Rumpp 0 Sons
MANUFACTURERS OF

FINE LEATHER GOODS
POCKET BOOKS, CARD CASES, PHOTO. FRAMES,

CIGAR CASES, DRESSING CASES, WRITING CASES, ETC.

Special Lines for Fine Jewelry Trade. 

NEW YORK SALESROOM,

683 an 685 Broadway

(Cor. Third St.)

Fifth & Cherry Sts.,

PHILADELPHIA.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE,

Established

1850. The New "Cosmo"

Two and Three Light

Gas Burners.

STERLING MOUNTED

POCKET BOOKS

in silk-lined cases.

IF WE COULD
SHOW IT TO YOU
there would be no need of trying to tell you of the beauty
and salability of amru Terra BronzeThere is N ot

instautcuhatrize

anyway, for we might talk till " Kingdom comes " without
being able to convey to you the reasons why you can't afford
to be without this wonderfully beautiful new goods, and if
we could make you know by telling, you would hardly
believe, for you know we are prejudiced.

We realize all this and know there is but one way, and
we are going to do it. All we ask is your permission.
WE EXTEND THIS OFFER TO HOLD GOOD UNTIL

NOVEMBER 2Ist, not a day later, because we will be so busy
then it won't be possible.

We will semi a selection amounting to 828.14, the lot to
retail for 875.00, enough pieces to give you an idea of the
different effects. There are hardly two pieces alike in the
whole line. (Now you simply agree to carefully unpack
and examine them the day they arrive.) If you don't find
it the biggest value you ever saw—if you don't feel sure you
will sell them quickly and have to reorder a number of
times before Christmas—or for any reason you don't want
to keep them—repack them carefully and write us not
later than the third day after the receipt for shipping
instructions. That's all. Should you not be favored with
the commercial rating by Dun or Bradstreet, we will ask
you to remit with the order, deducting the 5 per cent. cash
discount, making the net amount to be sent $26.75, instead
of 828.14.

If you send cash and desire to return the goods, the full
amount will be returned without question.

We have tried to make this liberal. Sounds like it's all
your way and that we lose, doesn't it? But after you have
unwrapped a few pieces you will see the how we can run
the risk of having a lot of unsold goods scattered over the
country. You have probably heard of goods that sell them-
selves and seldom seen them. These, however, are of that
kind, and it is upon our faith in the fact that they will sell
themselves to you that we make this proposition. Up to
this writing we have not shown NAMRU TERRA BROKE
to a single dealer in ornamental goods without taking an
order.

IF IT'S WORTH CONSIDERING ANY TIME, IT'S
WORTH CONSIDERING NOW. AETER THE 21st WILT,
BE Too LATE.

Namru Terra Bronze—made of a semi.
fragile material undetectable by appearance from
metal bronze.

THE FLORENTINE

STATUARY & IMPORTING CO.,

Cincinnati, U. S. A.

Competent Instruction
as well as time and money, are of prime importance to the
student of letter and monogram engraving, because if the instruction
is faulty or not up to date great harm will
study of this

period of twelve
our establish.

constantly en -

out the useless
so necessary by
graver, to those
ter the art of
by shortening
student of en-
remind you that
take up the study
as to be in shape
engraving during
had better arrange to take
wonderful success with our one

result. We have made a
work, covering a

years. Since

ment we have

deavored to weed

frills considered
the old-time en-
who would mas-
engraving, there-
the route to the
graving. Let us
if you intend to
of engraving so
to do your own
the rush, you

a month or two with us. We have had
two and three-months' students. We

A. J. Clow

will be pleased to reserve desk space for you
Send for our little booklet telling all about our institution.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Patent applied for.

No. S. Two Lights.

Polished brass, with gas regulators, 4-inch 
basket.

Over 200 candle power.

Price, complete, with shade, globe and 
mantles   62.75

A new invention in a cluster

burner that will revolutionize

the system of cluster lighting

now in use.

Simple,
Economical,

Ornamental

These burners will fit any

gas jet and are just the thing

to light Stores, Halls, Chur
ches,

etc.

So simple the most inexper=

ienced person can attach them.

PRICES QUOTED ON THIS
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Pater.t applied for.

No. 9. Three Lights.

Polished brass, with gas I•cetilators, 4-i
nch basket.

Over 3(0) candle power.

Price, oomplete, with shade, globe (Lod 
»ood les   83.25

PAGE ARE SUBJECT TO A 
CASH DISCOUNT OF 6 PER CENT.

The Nulite Incandescent Vapor Gas 
Lamps

Why burn money while air is free? 
100 candle power, seven hours, one 

cent. (Sir laMpS burn about 94 per 
cent. of air and

strongest and most economical light known to the 
world. They an. c,er ready and 

always reliable. The humblest Innite 
can In■ 111111■1` :IS

for one ygar, but with proper care there is 
practically no limit to their durability. 

Use ilmm a mouth and you 
■roultl ma do w it Inm t lb

Is one solid bronze Ousting made Of a 
special mixture to retain and conduct the 

heat. No joints to warp and get 
out of on ler, No I

cleaning device. They produce heat enough to 
generate perfectly without sufficient he

at to carbonize. The gas iH 
generate.1 ill a tube at

which conducts the heat and makes generation Perfect BO 
that no raw gasoline ever 

reaches the burner when the lamp is 
in I. Mime,

through the intense heat in order to generate, will 
invariably carbonize, clog up and become 

worthless. Our burners are untnist Mudd
)

goes out instantly same as a gas jet. No flicker, 
smoke or noise. They are extremely

 simple, very substantial. 
They will last a life( i

are the best made.
Ir cent. of hydro-carbon 

gas, furnishing the purest, steadiest,

bright and cheerful as the city palace. 
They are fully warranted

co, for many times their cost. THE 
" NUL1TE" BURNER

, I lint :tn. const nolo! W ii II SIII:Il I 
passages to conduct the gasoline

,,,,,:ible ri1:1111, III ch:g. They ore provided with an automatic

(ached to the burner. "I'llis tube is packed with a copper cab
le

iIl lo: best yet discovered. NV hen the supply is turned off the 
light

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING,
A. J. CLOW, Proprietor. Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

HURRY"- UP (JEWELERS U PRY- UP PEOPLE

Diamonds! Diamonds! Diamonds!
The Largest Stock in the West

Supplied with
attached

A well satisfied custo-

mer is the best adver-

tisement. Every lamp

is sure to sell many

others. This is our aim.

heat deflectors

to frame.

Correct design.

Honest construction.

Honest material.

Every lamp guaranteed.

s

MEYER dIEWEILI/LIF
10164E-1018 MAIN ST., KANSAS CITY, MO.

Indoor Are Illuminator.

600 candle power.
No. 42. Price  88.00

Finish, oxidized copper, lacquered.

Heavy brass reservoir. Heavy brass

arms and brackets. Independent shut-

off valve. Special cleaning valve. 
Total

length, 32 inches, spread of arms, 1034

Inches.
Capacity of reservoir, 2 quarts, which

leaves room for air.
urns 12 to 17 hours.

Outdoor A re I II tint inator.

600 candle power.
No. 43. Price  

8Finish , oxidized copper, lacquered.
o .n 

Heavy brass reservoir. Heavy brass

arms and brackets. Independent shut
-

off 
length, 34 Inches, spread of arms, 1234

Inches.

Special cleaning valve. .e. Total

Capacity of reservoir, 234 quarts,

which leaves room for air.
Burns 15 to 20 hours.

No. 15.

Plain Two-Light Chandelier—all brass.

No. 15. Polished, lacquered  83.75

No. 16. Oxidized copper, lacquered   4.00

No. 17. Nickel-plated, polished 
4  25

Length, 30 inches ; spread, 26 inches ; reservoir 
holds 2 quarts.

Brass In stook. Oxidized and nickel-plate,i II order.

No. 27.

Student Lamp—fancy base.

No. 27. Oxidized copper, lac-

quered  84.00

No. 28. Nickel-plated, polished 4.00

Reservoirs hold one quart.

A. C. BECKEN, 103 STATE ST., CHICAGO, 
ILL.



Our New No. 12 Staking Tool

Patented Aug. 26, IQ02.

contains tii thc
in 0 s t important
punches in any
tool.

We have added
new punches and
stumps to meet the
requireme n t s 4)1

modern NN'atch work
four more stumps
than any other
make.

Added to the
above, our new pat-
ented devises make
it b‘ far the most
desirable 1''m )I mall
ufiictured.

Kendrick & Davis, Lebanon, N. H.

FAVOREN

SOLDERING COL

Young's Lolost MmHg.
Now ready and on the market.

FAVORENE
TRADE-MARK Nickel, Brass, etc.

Makes hard soldvring as vas). US MIA Soliterj pg., Will tinw
14 K. solder on s K. goods W VIA It il'T the tise of borax.

FLUX,
ANTI-OXIDIZER,

I PICKLE.

Preserves the temper and color of gold.
Price, 2 0/.. bottit., 35 cents.

Pito.nt allowed April 0, 1002.

Three in One

FOR SALE

BY ALL

JOBBERS.

Your money re-
fund. d If not per-
fectly satisfied.

KLENZENE.
Will vloatt t1r■ piveo of jewelry .0 .iverware—

from the ,.tj iii Inn I,, lin Inns) Di-

stantly, and without the slightest injury eitlwr to
the article or to the hands.

Itolptires Ito robbing or brushing. \Vill not de-
ft., .-..t•ratt•It lb,. Itto,1 Art It•

Price, 3 oz. bottle, 25 cents.
1al ti) aili.w■A April 6, 1662.

If unable to obtain from your jobber, write direct to

Wayne Jewelry Co., l't. Wayne,Ind.,
who furnish you the IIIIMPS ttf itostrest jobbers

from whom same ottly la. old:1011st.

, IV

ifill, ,
, KLERTNE
: PP1 wm.Iv

REMOVESTARNISH
Instantly/

WATCH an

EZRA KELLEY'S OIL

THE STANDARD

OF THE

WORLD

FOR NEARLY

EIGHTY YEARS

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the w,orld for nearly
a century. The best workmen use no other. If you
pride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for-your business.

Henry Ginnel St Co.,
General Selling Agents United States and Canada,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Grimshaw & Baxter,
Sole European Agents,

35 Goswell Street, London

HALO
500 Clandle Power.

THE GREAT COAL, STRIKE
has shut down gas and electric light plants all over the country fw. ■\ :tut of (.),al, but (II,Ii't INorry,

I))) you can get your

LIGHT FOR 15 CENTS A MONTH
for Residences, Stores, Churches, halls, Streets, Etc., with our

BRILLIANT
cilm, .1 month per light \\ ith our

HALO GASOLINE LAMPS
You need these for the Holiday Trade. A 15-fout room can he lighted by one Brilliant, or a .t( -fuot hall byone I Ialo I.amp. Every .1.01m) guaranteed. \gents wanted. Write for Catalogue.

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., 42 State Street, Chicago. 100 ,

Jewels 'OUR PERFECT'
I

Jewels

"Our Perfect " assortments of Swiss Jewels will be found superior in finish and sizes to any others on the market.
We have just received an importation of 300,000, imported by us direct from the jewel-makers. The assortments shown
1,elow will meet the requirements of all grades of repairing.. All articles bearing the brand Our Perfect " will be found
4,f superior quality.

Our 7oo=page Illustrated Catalogue will be sent FREE upon application.

I Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Ruby and Sapphire.

Our Perfect." Price, $4.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 1.

I Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Ruby, Sapphire and Garnet.

Our Perfect." Price, $3.50.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 2.

I Gross American Balance Hole Jewels.

Unset, assorted holes, 10 to 15.

Garnet.

Our Perfect.'•
Price, $5.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 3.

I Gross American Balance Hole Jewels.

Unset, assorted holes, io to 15.

Ruby and
Sapphire.

Our Perfect."
Price, $8.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 4.

Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Garnet, ist quality.

"Our Perfect."

I Gross Swiss Plate Hole Jewels.

Ruby and Sapphire.

Price, $3.00. Our Perfect."

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 5.

I Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Garnet, 2d quality.

Our Perfect." Price, $2.50.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 6.

Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Garnet, 3d quality.

Our Perfect." Price, $t.5o.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 7.

I Gross Swiss Balance Hole Jewels.

Garnet for Cylinder Watches.

#. Our Perfect." Price, $1.25.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 8.

Price, $7.50.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 9.

I Gross Swiss Plate Hole Jewels.

Garnet.

" Our Perfect." Price, $3.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 10.

I Gross American Plate Hole Jewels.

Garnet, assorted holes, 22 to 40.

" Our Perfect." Price, $8.50.

SWARTCHILD & CO
CHICAGO, ILL.

No. 11.

Gross Garnet Cap Jewels.

Assorted sizes, 2 to 7.

Our Perfect." Price, $t.00.

SWARTCHILD & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

SEND YOUR ORDERS FOR ABOVE DIRECT TO

No. 12.

Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House,

Swartchild & Company, 131 to l37 Wabash Avenue, Silversmiths' Building,CHICAGO, ILL. Established 1870
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Goods that Please
the

"Hard to Please',

When the new owners of the United States
Watch Company put its remodeled Movements on
the market a half-year ago, the first evidence of
their success was in the quick-winning of the
approval of watchmakers who were dissatisfied with
the older makes, but who knew "what's what" in
timekeeping construction.

United States Movements appeal to the tech-
nical eye of the Man at the Bench, as well as to
the artistic perceptions of the Man Behind the
Counter.

And they appeal, also, to the Man at the
Money-Drawer. He has suffered from the compe-
tition of the "scheme" man, the "mail-order" man,
and various-and-sundry "irregular" dealers; and he
welcomed the United States Movements, the sale of
which is confined to the Legitimate Jeweler through
the most drastic requirements ever urged upon the
jobbing trade by a watchmaking concern.

United States Watch Co.,
of Waltham, Mass.

sv3.,

;72

sw;

E=MAZ_ 4i_Offsa)Wcf_61%gaLOV01.0MMI-IMASTXEXEX3XEMML2

The Watch Adjuster's
Manual

A Complete and Practical Guide for Watchmakers
in Adjusting Watches and Chronometers for
Isochronism, Position, Heat and Cold.

This work is recognized as the stan-

dard authority on the adjustments and

kindred subjects. It contains an exhaus-

tive consideration of the various theories

proposed, the mechanical principles on

which the adjustments are based, and the

methods followed in actual practice.

By CHAS. EDGAR FRITTS(" Excelsior "),
author of " Practical Hints on Watch Repairing,"
" Practical Treatise on Balance Spring," " Elec-
tricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers," etc.

Sent postpaid to any
part of the world on
receipt of

$2.50 (10s. 5d.)

Record Book of
Watch Repairs

The Keystone Record Book of Watch

Repairs is conceded to be the most

methodic in arrangement and cheapest

of its kind. It has space for sixteen

hundred entries of repairs, with printed

headings. It is made of pure linen ledger

paper, has 120 pages measuring 9 x II

inches, and is bound in cloth, with leather

back and corners.

Sent postpaid to any
part of the world on
receipt of

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)

BOOKS
FOR
BENCH
WORKERS

Book of
Repair Guarantees

THE
KEYSTONE,
19TH AND BROWN STREETS,

PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A.

The Keystone Book of Repair Guar-

antees is a valuable aid to every bench

worker. It is not only a record, but

creates confidence in your work. It con-

tains two hundred printed forms with

stubs. Each guarantee is 3 x 7

inches, and very carefully worded.

Bound in cloth.

Sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of

$1.00 (4s. 2d.)
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enormous increase

in our business this Fall is

how the trade appreciate good service,

liberal treatment, reliable goods and

right prices. We shall in turn show OUR

appreciation by such service this season as

will justify, even to a greater extent than

before, the title which your patronage has

given us the

M. A. Mead & Co., Watch Jobbers
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago

1

IIS mouth, as pictorially told on the cover design of this
issue, To E KEYSTONE enters upon its twenty-first year,
'Ind the event surely justifies some brief allusion to the

aims, methods and policy under which the magazine has reached
its present position of pre-eminence in the field of jewelry trade
journalism. In fact, such has been the interest manifested by
our readers, not only in the progress but also in the mechanical
construction of this journal, that we welcome the coming-of-age
opportunity to give

them an insight into

the mental and me-

chanical equipment

which the publication
of a first-class modern

trade magazine de-
mands. We are too
close to our readers to
be mistaken in our
views, and it is pleasant

for us to know that the
relation between this
journal and the trade
at large is much more
than merely one of de-
mand and supply, and
that THE KEYSTONE
has in its very exten-
sive constituency a
body of friends who
feel a direct interest in
the work of compila-
tion, understand our
broader purposes and
mark with warm ap-
proval each step of progress. And, what is more natural than
that THE KEYSTONE readers should take a personal interest in its
affairs ; because, after all, what is a magazine but a great co-
operative und4rtaking in which the readers constitute the chief
factor. It is their support which makes all things possible to the
publisher, and they, in as material a sense as he, are the bene-
ficiaries of its success. The very fact that our readers can secure
so valuable and indispensable a journal as THE KEYSTONE for one
year for the merely nominal charge of one dollar is, in itself, proof
that each subscriber is in a sense part proprietor, sharing in its
success and personally interested in its progress,

novelty, merit and possibilities of the goods advertised that the
little journal, then distributed free, became a welcome and valuable
monthly visitor to the trade. The literary matter was gradually
increased in quantity and improved in quality, and other advertisers
soon found the bright little monthly an admirable medium for
reaching the retail jeweler. Even then the matter was given the
practical turn and pertinency to the work of the trade which are
to-day the chief distinguishing characteristics of THE KEYSTONE.

In a few years after its
initial publication it

A Modern Composing Room, Showing Linotype Machines

His/on' of The Kystone

In November, 1882, was issued the first number of THE
KEYSTONE. It was in the form of a four-page circular, and as
unpretentious in appearance and typography as in size. It was,

indeed, first issued as an advertisement solely, but such were the

trade journal in the world and proves

evolved from a mere
advertising mediu in
into a fully-fledged
trade journal, and a
subscription price of
50 cents a year was
charged for it. So
valuable even then had
the journal become
that a goodly propor-
tion of the jewelers
willingly paid the sub-
scription price, and
then was started that
wondrous paid sub-
scription list which
now comprises nearly
13,000 jewelers and
opticians, or fully
three-fourths of the
regular trade of the
United States. This is
admittedly the largest
subscription list of any

conclusively the right of this
journal to its title, " Organ of the Jewelry and Optical Trades."

Universal Trade Recognition

Fortified now by the assured support of the jewelers, improve-
ment fast followed improvement until, in a short time, the journal
so increased in size and cost that it was found necessary to
raise the subscription price to one dollar per year. About this
time began the steady increase of the subscription list, which
has been maintained up to the present. And it is appropriate here
to remind the trade that, while THE KEYSTONE Of to-day is
many times more valuable and expensive than THE KEYSTONE of
the year 1889, no advance has been made in the subscription price
since that time, it being the policy of the management to pay the
greatly increased cost from the advertising revenue, thus giving the

subscribers a vastly better magazine without any advance in the
subscription price. This is one of the many ways in which the



individual jeweler and

optician is personally
THE MODERN TRADE MAGAZINE

interested in the pros-

perity of THE KEYSTONE, a fact fully recognized by the trade.

As THE KEYSTONE; in its present form, represents 
the ideal

in a trade journal, so its history is the story of the
 development of

twentieth century trade journalism, now so great an influ
ence in the

industrial development of the country. When THE KEYSTONE

first saw the light the trade journal of the time was
 a nondescript

advertising publication, with the literary matter devoted
 mainly to

insincere and indiscriminate puffery of the business an
d goods of its

advertising patron s.

Its value to the adver-

tiser was little and to

the reader less. There

are even to-day trade

papers of this primi-

tive character, but they

arc mere lingerers on

the modern industrial

stage and subsist

largel y on the charity or

indulgence of liberal-

minded advertisers.

All authorities

concede that in the

great science of mod-

ern journalism, there

is no higher, purer or

more useful branch

than that devoted to

the interests of par-

ticular trades. Jour-

nalism, in its more

general sense, as re-

presented by our big

dailies, is, of course,

a necessity of this

lightning age, when

scientific progress has

made our planet a gigantic household, and when it is advisable

that the mutually dependent members of the great family should be

kept posted on the general happenings. While, for this reason, a

good deal of the news in the morning journal may be useful, or

even necessary, much of it is neither. We might go further, and

say that a fair proportion of it is undesirable, and not a little

absolutely injurious.

The trades journal, on the other hand, strictly confines itself to

such general information as common sense, judgment and experi-
ence sug-

gest as use-

ful, neces-

nary or en-

ter tai ni ng

to the mem-

bers of the

craft to
which it is

devoted,

and, when

the journal

is a higher-

class one,

it is further

a technical
educator,

giving free of charge

abundant practical in-

formation on the intri-

cacies of its favored art. This latter feature, which is essential to

success in purely trades journalism, is one of very great importance,

being an all-powerful factor in the advancement of science, the

spread of technical knowledge, and consequently in increasing the

comfort and happiness of mankind. Trades journalism of this

.bigher sort is more especially needful in this country, where a

knowledge of practical workmanship must be acquired, to a large

extent, in adult life, owing to a regrettable lack of industrial

schools, or even of

moderate facilities for

giving our youth a

technical education.

Most trades jour-

nals, however, and

jewelry journals in par-

ticular, confine their

efforts to the mere pro-

curing and compiling

of general information,

but the sphere of use-

fulness of such four-

nals is limited. It is,

of course, well for a

jeweler to know that

his friend Smith failed

in business ; that Jones

had removed to a new

store ; that a swindler

was going around;

that there was a new

movement on the mar-

ket, etc. This knowl-

edge is serviceable as

far as it goes, but

there are many other

things a jeweler wants

to know, of more prac-

tical benefit to him. A reference to our question and 
answer

columns will prove the truth of this. One subscriber desires to

know how to do enameling ; another how to make
 an easy-flowing

solder ; another how to set glaziers' diamonds ; a
nother wants to

make a roller remover ; one wants to know why Ame
rican and Swiss

levers move sluggish ; others want advice on puzzling cases of

refraction ; and so, all through, from the Alpha to the
 Omega of the

intricate arts of the jeweler and optician. All such points are dis-

cussed at length, and all such questions answered f
ully and explicitly

in the columns of THE KEYSTONE, where will be foun
d, not the

superannuated methods of technical encyclopedias, 
but the very

latest processes and improvements in the constructive 
art.

But THE KEYSTONE does more, for it thor.3tignly co
vers the

art of practical business-d oing ; the buying, keeping 
and selling of

stock ; the designing and decoration of show wind
ows ; effective

arrangement of goods and fixtures ; the science of s
alesmanship ;

proper treatment of customers ; choice of stock and
 help ; how,

where and when to advertise properly ; in fact, all th
e details from

A to Z of successful storekeeping.

In 1890 THE KEYSTONE added an optical depa
rtment, and

this department now covers the entire field of optica
l science and

practice. The editors and contributors are experienced oculi
sts

and opticians of world-wide fame and acknowledged
 pre-eminence

in their profession, and the matter embraces not only 
refraction, the

use of instruments and mechanical optics, but also office equipment,

optical advertising, etc.

Modern Press Room—Where Tim KaYsToNE is Printed

Small Jobbing Proms Run by Electric Motor,

fiA-U

HE first step in

the mechanical

construction of

THE KEYSTONE, as of all other printed matter, is the setting
 in

type. And it is surprising to us who know the modern indispensa-

bility of type that its invention and use are comparatively recent.

From the earliest times some mode of engraving and producing

impressions or devices for the preservation of knowledge has been

known. The Babylonians, the Assyrians, the Egyptians made

impressions on brick and building stones. The character of build-

ings, the names of monarchs and much history were in this way

saved from oblivion. The Chinese practiced a form of printing

ages before the discovery of types in Europe. It is said, though

there is no positive foundation for it, that wooden types were inven-

ted by Laurens Janszoon Koster of Haarlem, in 1428, and me
tal

types at a later date.

Tradition also has it

that Koster' s types

and his secrets were

stolen by a workman

named John Faust,

who took them to

Mentz and introduced

typography.

It is certain that

ten years later, in

1438, John Gutenberg,

of Strassburg, had a

printing press, and in

1450 he and Faust

were in partnership.

Gutenberg's press is

the earliest form.

Printing was intro-

duced into America

by the Spaniards, who

set up a press in

Mexico in 1535. The

first press to be estab-

lished in North Amer-

ica was set up in the

house of the president of Harvard college, Rev. Henry Dunster,

1639, and in 1676 one was established in Boston. After that date

printing became general throughout the colonies. Later, when

business progress became evident, and advertising grew to be rec-

ognized as a necessity, job printing made demands for presses

suitable for that kind of work. These were gradually improved from

the old Franklin screw lever device to the present day machines,

capable, with a skilled operator, of turning out thousands of cards

or small sheets per hour.

To Robert Hoe, who came to this country in 1803, we are

indebted for the first printing presses of iron. The printing press, in

its perfected form, is one of the most wonderful of all mechanical

achievements. In its latest form the newspaper press prints several

colors at one impression, folding stitching and counting. in an hour

twelve thousand colored supplements of twenty-four pages each.

The presses used by the great magazines such as THE KEYSTONE,

move at a lower speed, but do more perfect work, several highly

specialized patterns of machinery being employed, according to the

paper used and the kind of printing to be done. The machine that

attaches the cover to a magazine is another ingenious device of

recent invention, one of the many modern improvements that have

made it possible to place good literature before the million at the

low prices that now rule. There could be no better illustration of

the progress of mechanical art during the present century than is

THE MODERN TRADE MAGAZINE
furnished by the de-
velopment of printing
machinery. In 1800,

the entire process of making a book or a newspaper was done
 by

hand. Indeed, newspapers, as we know them, practically did not

exist, and the age of illustration, with its multitude of paten
ted

processes for producing and multiplying pictures, was yet to arrive.

In those times paper was made almost exclusively of rags, and was v
ery

costly. Nobody had thought of utilizing, for paper making, the

material of the forests, which are now being devoured at the rate of

thousands of square miles annually for the production of the daily

prints. Still more recent is the perfection of the linotype, or

mechanical compositor, which sets type with great accuracy and

rapidity, casting the molten metal as fast as the words can 
flash

through the mind and fingers of the operator who transcribes the

"copy." It would

be difficult to name an

invention of the cen-

tury which tended

more to the progress

of humanity than the

improvements in print-

ing machinery. These

improvements have so

cheapened literature

that the most exclusive

classics are within

reach of the humblest

individual in the land,

and the daily paper,

with its wealth of in-

formation from all parts

of the country,is served

up with breakfast in

the humblest home.

Knowledge is, of

course, the basis of

all progress, and the

broad-cast dissemina-

tion of knowledge has

been made possible

primarily by the improvements in printing machinery and the adop-

tion of more expeditious processes.

Notwithstanding the great perfection of modern printing

machinery, there is a vast amount of work on THE KEYSTONE

which must necessarily be done by hand. There is so far no print-

ing machine which is of any service in setting in type the display

advertising pages of this journal. These pages are regarded in the

world of printing as models of display type setting, and the talent

for such work is rare and costly. It is necessary that the printer

who designs the form of the advertisement should first make a mental

picture of it as it will actually appear when set in type, and this

peculiar talent is acquired only by experience, diligence and natural

aptitude for the complex art of the compositor.

It may be news to our readers that one of the most valuable

possessions of THE KEYSTONE is its list containing the names and

addresses of the entire jewelry trade in the United States. The

compiling of such a list and its maintenance entails an amount of

labor and expense that would be incredible to any but those who

are acquainted with the actual work of maintenance and continuous

correction. To keep track of the changes in ownership, the

removals, deaths, dissolution of partnerships, new businesses, dis-

continued ones, etc., all over this vast country is a task that might

readily be thought impossible, and would, indeed, be so were it not

for the evolved systematization which has made our plan perfect.

Modern Bindery—Where TIIE KEYSTONE IS Assembled and Bound

in



EFORE proceed-
ing to describe
the next step in
the mechanical

compilation of our journal, which is electrotyping the set pages, we must
digress to pay tribute to that great ally of the printer, modern illustration.
THE KEYSTONE, both in its reading and advertising pages, is noted for the
wealth and excellence of its illustration, and some insight into the mechanical
end of the art must necessarily be interesting to our readers. Besides, so
many of them are advertisers and users of cuts, that the information may
be not only interesting but valuable.

THE MODERN TRADE MAGAZINE

Copy for Illustrations

The kinds of copy from which cuts can be made by the modern
engraving house may be described as all embracing. They include photo-

Half-tone Direct from Object

graphs, wash drawings, line drawings, crayon and charcoal drawings, oil
paintings, steel engravings, photogravures, prints from wood cuts and zinc
etchings, printed pages and the actual article itself. In every case copy
should be at least as large as the finished engraving. When making process
engravings of any kind the size can be changed as desired, in the same
relative proportions as the original, but engravings should never be made
larger than copy. If made the same size as copy or smaller, the best results
are obtained.

The proportions to which a picture will reduce or enlarge, are easily
arrived at by the following method : Draw a line or lay a ruler from the
lower left to the upper right corner of the picture and as much further as is
necessary. H the picture is to be reduced to a given width and it is desired
to ascertain what the height will be, measure off the width along the lower
edge from the lower left corner. From this point measure up the diagonal
line and the exact height will be obtained, If the height is given and width

unknown, measure from the lower
left corner to the desired height
and then across to the diagonal
line. The diagonal line crosses
every point of exact proportion.

Ilalf-tone from Photo.

Meaning of "Half-tones ''

In letter press work there are
three kinds of engravings used—
the half-tone, the zinc etching and
the wood engraving. As half-
tone work abounds in THE KEY-
STONE, we will give this form of
illustration the place of honor.

A photograph from nature
contains, besides black and white,
many intermediate tints which
are termed half-tones. These are
essential to the picture. The
half-tone process owes its name

to the fact that it retains
these tints. This has
only been a:7complishect
by making a photographic

reproduction, which is broken up into dots by means of a succession of fine
lines at right angles. Half-tone engraving is the only process known at this
time by which photographs, wash drawings, and things of a like nature can be
reproduced for use upon the letter press. The plate is made by interposing
a screen between the copy and a sensitized plate in a photographic camera.
This produces a negative consisting of the lines and dots. This negative is
printed on a copper or zinc plate, and etched. After etching, even the most
ordinary half-tones pass through the hands of a finisher, who corrects defects,
cuts or tools the plate as may be necessary, and prepares it for mounting.
It is then mounted, trimmed and carefully proofed, after which it is ready
for the press.

The " Screen " in Half-tone Work 

The " screen," as it is called, is not a screen in the ordinary sense of the
word, but two pieces of glass Ivhich have been ruled with very tine lines.
These pieces of glass are joined together with the lines crossing at right
angles. The ruling on different screens varies from about fifty to two hun-
dred lines to an inch. If there are one hundred lines to the inch it is termed
a one hundred line screen. Screens from fifty to one hundred lines fineness
are considered coarse, and are used principally in making half-tones for
newspaper printing. Screens of one hundred ten to one hundred thirty-
three lines fineness make half-tones for general use on supercalendered or
enameled papers, fine flat papers and for printing in magazines. Where
the conditions of printing are unknown these are the screens usually
employed. Screens of one hundred fifty, one hundred seventy-five and two
hundred lines fineness are used only ‘‘,Itere very fine papers are to be used.
The finer the screen the less noticeable are the lines and dots, and, there-
fore, the inure pleasing the results, but the finer half-tones are much more
difficult to print.

Finishing Half-lone Plates

There are various ways of finishing half-tone plates. The most common
way is to finish them square ; that is, allowing the background to come out
to the edges of the block. It may have a small black line about it or it may
not. If so, it is spoken of as " with a line ;" if not, as " without a line.'•
If the background is cut away so that the subject is without any shading
about it, it is spoken of as an " outlined half-tone." If the background is
arranged so that it extends about the subject for a distance and then gradu-
ally fades away, it is styled a " vignetted half-tone." The work of outlining
and vignetting is done by hand after the plate has been etched, but the copy
must admit of the work being finished as desired. For instance, a photo-
graph with a dark background will not make a good vignette until the back-
ground has been altered so that it shades off into pure white, just as is
desired in the half-tone.

Beautiful results are obtained by tooling half-tone plates by hand. This
requires great skill, and the mode of treatment depends upon the subject.
High lights
are cut in,
backgrounds
lined or stip-
pled, and
points desired
to be empha-
sized are
brought out.
There are few
plates that
cannot be im-
proved in this
way. In esti-
mating upon
printing it is
customary to
figure on one
set of half-
tone plates for
every 50,000
impressions.
Sometimes
the half-tones
do not last
this long, and
again they will
show no wear Good Specimen of Half-tone Work

after too,000 impressions.

Experience has shown THE MODERN TRADE MAGAZINE
50,000 impressions to be a

fair expectation of service.

Zinc, or, as it is often termed line etching, is the simplest 
method of

making plates by photographic process. Ally drawing or print consisting of

lines or dots in a color which will

photograph may be reproduced by it.

The copy is placed before a camera

and a negative obtained, but not with a

screen as in making half-tones. The

negative is printed on a piece of zinc,

probably with a number of others.

After being properly treated to insure

only that part of the zinc etching which

is desired, the plate is placed in a

trough containing acid, which moves

with a rocking motion, and is given a " bite." The parts to be preserved

are coated with chemicals from time to time to keep them from
 etching,

and the plate is given as many " bites "

as are necessary to make it the desired

depth. Unnecessary metal is cut and

routed away and the plate mounted type

high. Photographs, wash drawings and

things of this kind cannot be reproduced

by this method.

form. The shell is taken

off the wax and filled with

molten metal, and after

being cooled off, ex-

amined carefully for imperfections and irregularities, 
which are corrected.

Finally, it is mounted on wood or metal, type high, and
 the electrotype is

ready for the printer. Besides type,

any raised surface plate may be elec-

troped for the printer, provided only

the lines are not too fine.
There is always some loss of de-

tail in electrotyping half-tones and very

fine cuts ; how much, depends upon

the electrotyper. Wood engravings,

line engravings and similar cuts should

always be electrotyped for the printer.

The original cuts should be retained,

so that if other duplicates are needed they can be 
made from the unworn

cut and so retain a maximum of sharpness. Half-tones up to about 150

screen give fair electros, but for the finest work it is 
best to run originals

only. As half-tones wear out

and become shallow new ones

are required for every 30,000 to

75,000 copies, depending upon

the depth of the cuts, the quality

of the metal of which they are

made, and the press on which

they are printed. There is a

process of electrotyping which

gives particularly good results,

called the " reverse " process,

in use in one or two first-class

establishments in New York.

In this process the wax impres-

sion is done away with, and very

little detail is lost. The result

from careful printing is very

nearly as good as from the original half-tones. This " reverse " process is

about four times as expensive as, and requires three days more time than,

regular electrotyping. Electrotypes are generally mounted on wood, but

for very heavy pressure, such, for in
stance, as printing on hard hand-made

paper, it is better to have them of solid

metal. In book work it is often neces-

sary to have the electros mounted ; they

can be made heavier by backing up with

metal and the edges beveled off, so that

they can be fastened into what are

called " patent blocks," or special metal

or wood bodies adjustable for various

sizes of plates, and preferred by printers

for their greater ease in handling and

making ready.
The rapid evolution of the printer's

art in recent years is mainly due to the

latter day development of advertising.

which is the lever that moves modern

business. As it isnecessary under present

conditions that every merchant should

advertise in some form, so every mer-

chant is interested in the printer's art,

and even a superficial knowledge of the

mechanical procedure cannot fail to be

of advantage to him. Many jewelers

now-a-days not only write their own

advertisements, but give instructions to

the printer as to how they are to be set,

and this is generally the most satisfac-

tory way both for merchant and printer.

In fact, the names of the different kinds

and sizes of type is a most desirable

part of the educational equipment of

the business man of the time. Many

jewelers, too, are now making the cuts

for illustrating their announcements,

which is also a valuable qualification.

To the jeweler who is an engraver, this

should not be difficult, and the art of

the wood-cutter may be easily mastered.

Zinc Etching

wood clock and engraved by

electrotypes are made for printing purposes.

durable enough to safely print from.

The copy for wood engraving may

be anything—photographs or prints are

preferred. If they can be re-photo-

graphed or transferred direct upon the

block, it saves a large amount of draw-

ing and makes the work less expensive.

If the object has to be drawn upon the

block it will be readily undersood that

as much time may be consumed in the

drawing as in the cutting. Samples of

all these kinds of engraving will be

found in abundance in any issue of

THE KEYSTONE.

Wood Engraving

Before the advent of process engrav-

ing, wood engraving was almost the only

method for making engravings for the

printing press, and it is still extensively

employed for some purposes. Machinery,

furniture, jewelry and mechanical con-

trivances are among the principal ones.

The thing to be engraved is either drawn,

photographed or transferred upon a box-

hand. From the wood cut thus obtained

The wood engraving is not

Process of Electrotyping 

The next stage—electrotyping--

has now been reached. After the type

is set up, paged and corrected, and the

illustrations, if any, placed in position,

the pages are generally electrotyped.

An electrotype is made as follows :

The type is " locked " up in a " chase "

or frame, with heavy bearers or sup-

porters surrounding it and holding it

so tightly by lateral pressure that it

cannot fall out. It is then put into a

press and an impression of it taken in

wax. The surface of the wax mold

is dusted over with fine graphite or

plumbago, and then it is treated to a

bath of iron dust and sulphate of cop-

per in solution, which precipitates a

thin film of copper at once. It is now

put into a bath, where a fine coating

of copper is deposited electrically upon

it. This coating is called a shell ; it is

really a hollow duplicate of the type

atriotic Sulkiect

Zinc Etching

A Good Specimen of Wood Cutting



The History of Five Years of American Prosperity Pictorially Told by the Special Cover Designs of 11m
Holiday Numbers of The Keystone.

OR a number of years it has been the custom
KEYSTONE to issue a holiday number, and the I

C Li issue of each year is accorded this distinction. Whil
at first thought somewhat incon-
gruous to publish a holiday number
early in November, there are many
excellent reasons therefor. In the
first place these magnificent issues
contain a wealth of practical matter
relative to holiday trade, a quantity
of ready-made advertisements and
window trims such as are specially
suited to the season. In order
that such valuable matter may reach
the readers in time to use it to
maximum advantage, the November
rather than the December issue is
made the holiday number. Then,
again, each holiday issue has a vast
number of seasonable announce-
ments of the manufacturing and
wholesale trade, and such announce-
ments must reach the retailer suffi-
ciently early to permit of timely
selection and purchasing. From
this it will be seen that the November
issue is made the holiday number
solely in the interest of the trade.

A feature of all these holiday
issues is a specially designed cover,
and each design is aptly symbolic

of the time and current conditions. For instance, the five holiday cover
designs shown on these two pages depict pictorially the leading events
—the history in fact—of the past five years. The design for 1897

symbolized the big harvests of that
year which inaugurated the suc-
ceeding half decade of continuous
prosperity. The farmer bringing
his grain to the market and calling
at the jeweler's on his return jour-
ney, as shown in the picture,
anticipated the actual happening.
Great was the joy over the advent
of that propitious autumn after a
full five years of the most deplorable
industrial depression.

The "Greater American " design
of 1898 symbolized the glorious
ending of the Hispano-American
War, and the consequent inaugu-
ration of American territorial ex-
pansion. The figures represent
the new colonies and the leading
product of each, while American
guardianship is symbolized in the
figure of Columbia holding the
Stars and Stripes.

The cover design of the Holiday
(1899) Number was beautifully
symbolic of the marvelous nine-
teenth century with its wonderful
wealth of invention, including the

,,argo 1.3TATE
GREATiii?L' 'j'{tJMBER
HOMO'

telegraph, telephone,

the steamship, the

graphophone, the elec-

tric car, the automobile, and many hundreds of less notable

The illustrated review of the century published in this issue was

conceded to be one of the finest articles on this important subject.

This cover was especially notable in that the inventions repre-

sented were so largely the work of Americans. The little Cupids

conveying messages to the

female figure by telephone and

telegraph were using American

inventions. The steamship was

an American invention and the

phonograph also. In fact, the

vast majority of the era-making

inventions of the nineteenth

century were the work of Amer-

ican genius, a fact artistically

represented in the cover design.

The cover design of the

Holiday (1900) issue was a

beautiful specimen of wax

modeling and represented most

artistically the triumph of Amer-

ican manufacturers in the mar-

kets of the world. It symbol-

ized aptly- its title " America,

the Workshop of the World."

In recent years enormous

strides have been made in the

export of American manufac-

tures, the automatic machinery

of the United States giving

the American manufacturer a

great advantage in economic

production. In the picture the

figure of Columbia is pointing

to the busy factory in the back-

ground, and the American me-

chanic is admirably presented

in the skilled workman fash-

ioning a piece of silver. The entire picture was universally admired, and

apart from the beauty of the conception, the execution was deemed a

magnificent triumph of the art of clay modeling as utilized in modern

illustration. It will interest our readers to know that there was no sketching

whatever in connection with this design, the artist simply moulding his

mental picture in clay, the cover being printed from a half-tone cut of a

photograph of this clay model.

The Holiday (1901) issue was an exposition issue to herald the coming

of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, the date of which was

changed from 1903 to 1904. This design, like the others, was universally

eulogized, and as the great fair is still a thing of the future, it retains all its

interest. The right half of the chariot-picture with the unruly horse and

muscular master, represents the pioneer triumphant ; while the left: half

symbolizes the arts and sciences, advanced refinement and civilization.

The forest and prairie background and the motto, " Westward the Star of

Empire takes its Way," are self-explanatory. The design was originally

painted in oil, and the cover printed in super-imposed colors from half-tone

cuts of the original. For the original saying of Bishop Berkeley, " West-

ward the course of empire takes its way," we substituted the later Amer-

icanized form of Historian Bancroft, " Westward the star of empire takes

its way," which is at once more poetical and dignified."

This cover design has been universally eulogized as a work of art in

conception and execution. Only last month it was honored with repro-

duction in the organ of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition—the World's

Fair Bulletin—and a like distinction has been accorded it by other papers.

Our special cover de-

signs are not con-

fined to the holiday

issues, as our Easter (March) numbers are equally 
honored. Some

of our handsomest and most expensive covers in the 
past graced

our Easter issues, and we can promise the handsomest 
yet for our

Probably few of the nearly 13,000 jewelers

dollar a year for THE KEYSTONE have any

idea of the enormous expense entailed

in its compilation. As in the cover

designs all the work is of the highest

class, the illustrations being of the

most expensive character and printed

on paper of such high quality as will

show them to best advantage. Did we

tabulate the expense of a single issue

Of THE KEYSTONE our readers would

scarcely believe that it was possible

for us to keep the subscription so low.

A dollar a year would, indeed, seem

ridiculous, but we gladly give our

subscribers the benefit of our adver-

tising revenue not merely in a low

subscription price, but in handsome,

high-priced covers, fine paper, high-

grade printing and, above all, in an

abundance of reliable technical and

mercantile information. " Give us

more window trims," write many of

our subscribers, and we give them

more, though the cost of the pages on

window dressing in this issue represents

an outlay of very many subscriptions.

Easter, 1903, number.

and opticians who pay a

01v1A11.
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'
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HE coming of
age of THE
KEYSTONE is

THE MODERN TRADE MAGAZINE
very classically represented in the special cover design of this issueas reproduced herewith. The youth of Rome were noted in theglorious days of the great pagan Republic for their physical prowessand mental healthfulness, men/es sanae in corporibus sanis—soundminds in sound bodies—as their own poet, Horace, would expressit. The vvell-developed proportions and general healthfulness ofTHE KEYSTONE are well typified, therefore, in the intrepid Romanyouth. But the chief classical significance of the picture lies in thegarment, known as the tog-a virilis, which the youth is putting on.Probably in no country in the world did manhood count for morethan in ancient Rome, and consequently the arrival of the youngmen at a state of mature physical and mental development wasproperly celebrated. Each youth was awarded a toga virilis, orcloak of manhood, official
recognition of his right to
share in the duties of mature
citizenship, civil or military.

Our readers may notice
that while THE KEYSTONE is
now entering on its twenty-
first year, the volume number
on the cover design is twenty-
three. This incongruity arose
from the fact that in the early
and evolutionary days of the
journal a volume was made to
consist of six issues instead of
twelve.

A few opinions will give
our readers an idea what a
wonderful and essential insti-
tution the modern trade maga-
zine has become. The well-
known organ of the daily
press, Newsfiafterdom, said
editorially in a recent issue :
" From the standpoint of
economic functions the trade
paper of the best type to-day
represents the highest devel-
opment of journalism in this
country." In a recent maga-
zine article H. N. Higgin-
botham, one of the most
successful and best informed
merchants in the country, said:
" A good trade paper is essen-
tial to the merchant of the
twentieth century. Fifty or
even twenty-five years ago the
interior retailer could manage
to get along fairly well without
knowing any more about the
general conditions in his line
of business than he could get
out of the local weekly paper,
supplemented by an occasional
visit to the central market.
To-day a merchant loses
ground if he does not read a
good trade paper and visit
his jobbing market at least

once a year. Every
season now brings
greater changes in

styles than a year brought under the old conditions. New ideasand methods are springing up every day, and it pays to know
about them. New questions, which were unknown a generation
ago, now demand solution under pain of personal disaster. The
merchant can in no way keep so thoroughly informed on those new
ideas as in subscribing for a good, reliable trade paper."

This is the view of all intelligent merchants of the time, and
it is to the credit of the great body of jewelers and opticians that
it is their view also, as is evidenced in our paid subscription list of
nearly 13,000 names, comprising fully three-fourths of the entire
trade of the country. For the remainder of the craft THE
KEYSTONE has bright hopes. We already pride ourselves on
having made it indispensable to all.
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In Sterling Silver and it, Gold Filled. Patent Applied For.

The gift of a chain bracelet naturally carries with it a suggestion of personal friendship.

This sentiment prompted the Kaiser to make his gift to Miss Roosevelt in that form.

In order that evelybody may likewise have an opportunity of appropriately expressing this

sentiment of personal friendship, we have exactly duplicated the Kaiser's gift, in sterling silver

and one-tenth gold filled—omitting, of course, the costly gems which adorned the original.

The ALICE ROOSEVELT BRACELET is now ready for wide-awake jewelers, who

will be quick to recognize it as a good thing. It will make many an acceptable Christmas gift.

The locket is large enough to contain 0 good-sized picture.

Trade

Our Trade Mark aAtears on

every ALICE ROOSEVEL 7' .B. BRACELE7'.
Mark. .

Factory, North Attleboro, Mass.

II.

We also manufacture the Alice Roosevelt Bracelet
with Heart and Oval Locket.
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Silverware
For the Table
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NOIVIDUAL
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Our
"Silver Plate
that Wears"

Is so universally and favorably linowit,that articlesof taw make nre recognised ROO accepted hy thetrade nod public as the standard of the world, midrite generally used by experts where examples Inthe most beautiful table effects are desired.Particular people, wishing table silver to conformwith what aniseed inn faeldonatolgoodlaste,shouldNOTE 01111 TRADE *ARK SHOWN BELOWnod see that each piece they purchase bears our
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THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.,
FACTORY A,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.,
FACTORY B,

Plated Hollowware.

DERBY, CONN.

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.,
FACTORY C,

Sterling Inlaid, Plated and Unplated
Flatware.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY 13,

Plated Hollowware.

LYONS, N. V.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY,
FACTORY E

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY F,

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN. CONN.

OUR FACTORIES
have produced many new and seasonable
goods this Fall that are now on exhibition
at our various salesrooms, and being shown
by our travelers.

We would call attention to our several
brands of Hollowware, Flatware and Rich
Cut Glass as being particularly appropriate
for the Holiday Trade.

If you are not being properly supplied,
write the factory making the goods you
require, and new sheets of illustrations will
be promptly mailed you.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
General Office, Meriden, Conn.

CHICAGO:
State and Adams Streets.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY 14,

Plated Flatware.

HARTFORD, CONN.

ROGERS & BROTHER,
FACTORY J,

Plated and Unplated Flatware.
WATERBURY, CONN.

NEW YORK CITY:
9-15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Avenue.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.,
FACTORY 14,

Plated Flatware.

WATERBURY, CONN.

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.,
FACTORY E,

Plated Hollowware and Flatware.

MERIDEN, CONN.

_

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER 8c CO.,
FACTORY L.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
Sterling and Plated Flatware.

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.,
FACTORY T.

Rich American Cut Glass,

MERIDEN, CONN.

CANADA:
Hamilton and Toronto, Ontario.

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.,
FACTORY N.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware.
MERIDEN. CONN.

THE WATROIIS MFG. CO.,
FACTORY P,

Sterling and Plated Hollowware,
and Sterling Flatware.

WALLINGFORD. CONN.

THE MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.,
FACTORY 5,

Plated Hollowware.

MERIDEN, CONN.
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades.

Subscription-One Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, l'orto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, Mexico and Canada
(except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
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Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be made by a Post-I Mit., Money Order, Bank cheek
or Draft, or an Express Mt ■I lc) I irdeF. \V lieu neither of
these can be procured, semi the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be made payable
to THE KEYSTONE.
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Beware of Thieves and Swindlers

THE necessity for the exercise of the fullest

precaution against the machinations and

audacity of the thieving fraternity becomes

more evident as the holiday season draws

nigh. The features by which the great

Christmas festival is characterized, make it an

especially propitious time for the evil pursuits

of the insinuating sneak thief, the nocturnal

plunderer and the reckless window-smashing

desperado. Displays of merchandise at this

period are rich and tempting, purse-strings

are untied, and because of the customary

rush and bustle there is a relative relaxation

of alertness on the part of the salespeople.

It is becoming painfully manifest that even

during seasons of normal activity the number

of jewelry store robberies which occur is

alarmingly high, and these are conceived and

executed with an ingenious deliberation which

nothing but the unremitting vigilance of the

jeweler and his employees can ever frustrate.

The most discouraging feature of the

robbery reports which reach this office is the

almost incredible gullibility displayed by the

victims. True, there are some who cannot

rightly be charged with laxness of system or

undue credence in the asseverations of wily

strangers, but at a time when the newspapers

are teeming with the nefarious exploits of the

pennyweight thief, the bunco man and the

bogus check impostor, there can be no ex-

tenuation for the jeweler who, through over-

credulity, falls an easy prey to their intrigues.

During the seasons of greatest activity,

wherever the magnitude of the business

would justify it, some one person or more

should be specially allotted to the detection

of dishonesty. This is an extremely critical

position and one which demands abnormal

presence of mind, a keen faculty of divination

and a ready, unerring judgment. A person of

a rash temperament would be as uncertain

in such a searching role as a lunatic with a

loaded gun ; he may make a wrong accusa-

tion at any moment, and the penalty of this

some jewelers know to their cost. In the

case of less pretentious stores, the task of

balking the evil-doer must depend upon the

foresight and strategy of the proprietor and

his sales force. We will cherish the hope,

however, that when the Christmas of 1902

has passed into history and the time for

reckoning resultant profits has arrived, there

will be no distressing and unexpected losses

to mar the rich benefits of which we earnestly

trust the sweet festival x'ill be brimful for all.

Drawing Morals from the Coal Strike

THE coal strike in the anthracite regions
of Pennsylvania is happily over, and all

that remains is to draw morals from it. The

moral-in-chief is the impregnable industrial

strength of the country as revealed by this

supreme test. Though nearly 150,000 men

were idle for five months, though the aggre-

gate loss from the strike was placed at $140,-

000,000 and though anthracite coal has been

regarded as an industrial necessity, still the

industries at large pursued the even tenor of

their way, inconvenienced to some extent, of

cOurse, by the scarcity of coal, but not shut

down or even seriously hampered except in

a few instances. This was a most remarkable

manifestation of industrial stability, and the

reassurance and confidence created by it will

help to compensate to some extent for the

loss entailed.
Another reassuring moral to be drawn

from the strike is the great power of public

opinion. Socialists tell us that in such con-

tingencies as this, when " an irresistible force

meets an immovable body " as in the recent

strike, and when the public interest is detri-

mentally affected thereby, the only remedy

is in force and anarchy. Those holding this

doctrine have been shown that the power of

public opinion is overwhelming, and that no

man or body of men can resist it under pen-

alty of self-extinction. We are an indepen-

dent and self-respecting people, competent

and intelligent enough to rectify all griev-

ances without revolution or violence. This

is a salutary lesson which should be taken to

heart by the forces of discontent.

BUT probably the most important result

of the strike is the recognition and tri-

umph of the principle of arbitration-such

national and governmental recognition, in-

deed, as will be morally forceful in prevent-

ing such expensive trials of endurance as
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that in the coal regions. The commission
appointed by the President to arbitrate the
differences between the miners and operators
have before them five propositions for con-
sideration and action, the recognition of the
miner's union by the operators, an increase
in wages, a working day of eight hours, a
change in the method of weighing the out-
put and the abolition or modification of the
system of company stores. One thing must
be kept in mind in regard to the recognition
of the union, and that is that any such recog-
nition must be preceded by compulsory in-
corporation of the miner's organization. As
now constituted that body cannot be reached
by law for any violation of contract, a con-
dition which makes any agreement with them
useless. What would a contract avail if it
can be broken with impunity? No doubt the
commission appointed by the President will
settle the various points satisfactorily to all,
in which case the present experiment might
result in the creation of a permanent board
of arbitration for the settlement of disputes,
which so directly affect the public. Out of
evil good sometimes comes, and any preven-
tive of coal strikes would be a national
blessing.

ANOTHER lesson of the strike is the
capability of human ingenuity to make

up for almost any economic want. Man
is largely a creature of habit, and so it was
that while we had anthracite in abundance it
never occurred to us that there might be
substitutes which would be superior in con-
venience and cleanliness and possibly in
economy. Many are the homes in which,
previous to the strike, the use of gas and oil
for heating and cooking purposes was un-
known, that have been driven to the use of
these fuels, and have formed such a good
opinion of their qualities that their use is
likely to be continued to some extent however
plentiful coal may become. It is only such
untoward contingencies as the strike that put
human ingenuity to the test and reveal to us
our own resourcefulness.

Enormous Wealth in Bank Deposits

PROBABLY the most accurate measure
of the country's prosperity is found in

the bank deposits. For this reason special
interest attaches to a table prepared by the
Treasury Bureau of Statistics embodying the
reports of the Comptroller of the Currency
on the deposits in the banks of the country.
The information is as complete as it is reliable,
in that the figures include the individual de-
posits in national banks, saving bank?, State
banks, loan and trust companies, and private
banks, and cover the official figures of the
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year 1901. From the table we learn that the
bank deposits of the people of the United
States aggregate eight and a half billion
dollars, an average of $108 per capita. Ten
years ago they aggregated $4,232,000,000,
or just half the amount of to-day, and twenty
years ago they were $2,600,000,000 or a
little more than one-quarter of those of to-day.

THE fascination of figures so enormous as
the aggregate deposits has resulted in

many comparisons which give a vivid idea of
the vast wealth represented. We are told,
for instance, that the depositors in these
banks could draw eight checks, each one of
which would represent a sum larger than the
entire war indemnity that France paid to
Germany after the war of 1870, and that these
same depositors could pay the entire public debt
of the United States seven times over. We are
told, furthermore, that the entire national
debt of the German Empire, of Mexico and
of the kingdom of Sweden could be paid out
of these American deposits, and there would
still be left considerably over $6,000,000,000
credited to their account. The table gives
forceful evidence of the depression of the
middle nineties, as well as the subsequent
prosperity. We learn, for instance, that the
increase in deposits from 1887 to 1892 was
$1,374,718,022 ; from 1892 to 1897, $556,-
357,374 ; and from 1897 to 1901, $3,338,-
205,606. He would be, indeed, an incurable
pessimist who would not be satisfied with the
conditions that have produced such results.

Many Advantages of Discounting Bills

THE KEYSTONE has persistently taught
the advisability, if not the necessity, in

this age of small profits and pressing compe-
tition, of taking advantage of the cash dis-
count in buying goods. Furthermore, we
have published from time to time calculations
showing the advantage even of borrowing
money from the local bank in order to secure
the cash discount in case the jeweler may not
have sufficient available capital to cover his
purchases. So far no exception has been
taken to our teaching, though we regret to
say it has not been put in practice as exten-
sively as we would wish or as its merit justi-
fies. We notice, however, that the National
Association of Credit Men has made public a
communication from a business man in Min-
neapolis, who takes exception to the sugges-
tion that retailers should make a practice of
discounting their bills, obtaining loans from
their banks for this purpose. This merchant
makes the claim that while the retailer can
discount his bills at the rate of 12 per cent.
per annum he reaps little or no advantage
from so doing, as in many sections of the
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country the banks will not loan money under
12 per cent. or at the least io per cent.

HE KEYSTONE has the best reasons
for asserting that this condition is not at

all general, and furthermore, that it applies,
if at all, to only a few sections. And we
must reiterate the fact that the majority
of merchants can profit materially by borrow-
ing money with which to discount their bills,
and this even in States where the legal rate
of interest is 8 or even io per cent. Jewelers,
as well as other retail merchants, must remem-
ber that there is more in this matter of the
cash discount than mere percentages. Apart
from the pecuniary gain, it is worth much to
the buyer to be placed by the jobbing trade
in the preferred class of customers. The
wholesaler has a special affection for the
" prompt pay " man, and he is the first to
be notified when any special offerings are
being made, while Mr. Slowpay is overlooked
entirely or left till the choice goods are dis-
posed of. It will pay you in many ways to
discount your bills, and we would again ad-
vise those who can obtain credit at their local
banks at reasonable cost not to lose sight of
the advantage of this plan.

Post-Office Department Self-
Supporting

0 all our Government institutions there is
probably none as supremely useful to

the entire population as the Post Office. It
is consequently gratifying to know that for
the last fiscal year the department made a
very material advance towards paying its own
way. Owing to various shortcomings in the
postal system in the past, there was an annual
deficit of serious proportions which had to
be made up by the treasury. For instance,
the deficit as late as 1897 was $11,000,000,
while for the past fiscal year it was only
$3,000,000, and by the end of the current
fiscal year the department will in all proba-
bility be self-supporting. In achieving this
result the officials have been greatly aided by
the marked expansion of business in recent
years. This increment is strikingly illustrated
in the respective aggregates of financial trans-
actions of the department in 1897 and 1901
—the figures for the former year being, in
round numbers, $545,000,000, and for the
latter year $904,000,000. For the current
Government year it is estimated that the
transactions of the department will foot up
considerably over $1,000,000,000.

THE most admirably administered branch
of the public service is unquestionably

the postal department, and while we may be
justified in looking forward to one-cent post-
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age, the present rate is certainly exceedingly

low and entirely satisfactory. Two-cent post-

age in this country, of course, corresponds

to what is known as " penny postage " in
Europe. An English penny is two cents ;

ten centimes, the domestic rate in France for
service covering an area less than that of our

State of Texas, are equivalent to two cents ;
ten pfennigs, which the Germans pay, are

two cents, and no American who really
wishes to send a letter can with becoming
grace complain that the United States now
charges too much for transmitting his mis-
sive, especially when he recollects that it
must frequently be conveyed a distance of
two or three thousand miles before the car-
rier's contract is fulfilled and it is delivered
into the hands of the addressee. After free
rural delivery, pneumatic tube facilities and
parcels post, one-cent postage may come,
but delay under the circumstances will be
very tolerable.

THE KEYSTONE

Wonderful Discoveries of the Archae-
ologists

AN interesting life-work is that of Herman
Hilprecht, the famous archaeologist of

the University of Pennsylvania. He pro-
poses to devote the remainder of his days
principally to the deciphering of some 23,000
tablets found while excavating in the historic
Babylonian city of Nippur. That the task is
a highly important one may be inferred from
the fact that the contents of the tablets will
altogether change the ideas of the world as
to the state of civilization and knowledge in
remote pre-Christian ages. It will be seen,
for instance, that as early as 2300 B. C.
the people of the time knew that the earth
was a globe and that their astronomers took
the same view of celestial phenomena as we
now take. " The day before I embarked on
my homeward voyage," said Professor Hil-
precht, " I had in my hand a tablet upon
which were the minutest astronomical calcu-
lations as to the constellation Scorpion."
The children of that remote period must
have been of the " infant phenomenon "
variety. For instance, our multiplication
table stops at 12, twelve times twelve being
the highest. The Babylonian tables went up
to 6o. Their children might have sung 6o
times 6o in reciting the multiplication table.
And here we have the origin of the division
of the hour and minute into 6o minutes and
6o seconds respectively.

SSIMULTANEOUS with the news of the
Babylonian discoveries comes a report of

the discovery of a town in Mexico, the
treasures of which indicate intercourse in
distant ages between America, China and

Egypt. Among the first discoveries made
in this town was a mound and an obelisk.
The similarity of the mound to the pyramids
of Egypt was very manifest—the tomb in the
pyramidal shape and the obelisk at the
entrance to the tomb, with the portrait of the
dead sovereign on its face and what appears
to be his biography on its sides and back.
Equally interesting and suggestive was the
discovery of beautiful articles of jade, which
are naturally regarded as evidence of com-
munication between the prehistoric races of
Mexico and China.

The Index to THE KEYSTONE
UR readers should keep in mind that the
December issue of THE KEYSTONE will

contain a complete index to the contents of
Volume XXIII, comprising the twelve issues
of this year. Those whose subscriptions lapse
with this number should renew promptly in
order not to miss this index, which will
enable them to refer in a moment to any sub-
ject discussed during the year. The Work-
shop Notes will be indexed separately under
the subject treated, and much technical infor-
mation is thus in easy reach of the learner.
The Optical Department is also indexed
separately for the convenience of optical
inquirers. The volumes of THE KEYSTONE
are the greatest available work of reference
for the jeweler and optician, and the annual
indexes are necessary to their profitable and
expeditious use.

The Lesson of This Holiday Number

IT is our ambition and pride to make eachsucceeding Holiday Number of THE KEY-
STONE an improvement on its predecessor.
Each year this task becomes more and more
difficult, and yet we think our readers will
concede that in this magnitudinous and mag-
nificent issue we have once again worthily
attained our ambition. This number of THE
KEYSTONE is the largest by many pages, the
most valuable and the most beautiful which
we have ever issued, and its impressive pro-
portions are a most reassuring manifestation
of the present and prospective prosperity of
the trade at large. To each subscriber it
should be a source of confidence, inspiration,
enthusiasm, not merely as the crystallization
of five years of continuous prosperity, but
as the herald of probably the greatest holiday
season in the history of the trade.

And there is a moral in this big issue
that he may well apply to his business. As
we said of previous holiday numbers, it should
remind him in the first place that the holiday
season, his great harvest time, is at hand ;
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that his store, like this journal, should be
clothed in specially attractive garb, as be-
comes the season ; that the contents of the
store, like our pages, should be specially
abundant, select and attractively displayed ;
and that he himself should concentrate his
zeal, as we have done, on adding to the
number of his patrons by increasing the ex-
cellence and quantity of his wares and giving
that satisfaction to all which invariably means
patronage continued.

The Trade Journal and its Adver-
tising Pages

T SAW the advertisement in a reputable
1' trade journal and had no idea it was a

trap for the trade." Such is the concluding
remark of a communication just received
from a Missouri jeweler. It appears that
this particular jeweler, as well as many
others, was induced by a specious advertise-
ment in a contemporary to communicate
with the advertiser, and as a result of plaus-
ible representations on the part of the latter
to enter into a business agreement which has
proved very vexatious to the jeweler, and the
fulfillment of which will entail on him pecu-
niary loss. The Missouri retailer is one of
several who have appealed to us for advice as
to how they may extricate themselves from
their ill-advised entanglement. We sympa-
thize with those who find themselves in this
unpleasant predicament, but they must not
expect very much pity from their brother
jewelers. Over-credulity and gullibility are,
in this wide-awake age, somewhat unpardon-
able sins, and as Gilbert of operatic fame
would put it—" the penalty suits the crime."
As the matter now stands it seems to be a
question for the courts rather than for THE
KEYSTONE, but the fact that the advertise-
ment to which the trouble is credited was
refused admission to the columns of this
journal, has in it a moral which should not
be lost on the trade at large.

It is the guiding principle of THE KEY-
STONE management that the advertising
pages are as important to the readers as the
reading pages, and`that nothing unreliable or
misleading should appear in either. We
deem it a duty to our subscribers to exercise
such supervision over all advertisements
appearing in our journal as will safeguard
the readers against deception or loss. It was
in pursuance of this censorship policy that we
refused insertion to the advertisement above
referred to, which was circulated by our con-
temporaries so much to the chagrin of the
trade. THE KEYSTONE is valuable to the
jewelers and opticians in many ways, but in
no way more so than in the assurance of the
reliability of the advertisements on its pages.



The Proceedings of the Main-
spring Club

(Continued. Part xi)

" Louis Lorgnette looks remarkably

hearty, after his autumn vacation in the

woods," said the Chairman, " and is no
doubt bursting with eagerness to take his
turn " in addressing the Mainspring Club.

It were cruelty to suppress that eagerness
for another moment ; so we're all ears,'

Louis, and promise our applause in advance.
Go ahead."
" I do feel fit," said Lorgnette, taking

the floor, " and I've been wondering, since

my return, how I ever could have questioned

whether I could ' afford ' to take a vacation.
I now realize that I couldn't afford not to.
This was my very first vacation since I started

in business for myself ; for heretofore I imag-

ined that if I should leave my store for two

weeks the machinery of business would be

knocked skeow, my trade would scatter, and

I'd be left high and dry. Now I know that

I'm not so essential to my business as I sup-

posed ; the boys did their level best in my ab-

sence, and it was mighty good—and showed

me capacities in them that I hadn't suspected;

and everything was running smoothly on my

return. I was utterly ' played out ' and had

to go away, or I should not have gone ; and

it is now my solemn conviction that one owes

it as a duty to himself and his business to

break away for a few weeks every year. It

isn't only for the benefit to his health, but

for the enlargement of his views of life, and

the invigorating of his whole nature. I'm a

different man since my return.
" But this is not ' business ;' or at least

it isn't the subject nearest to my sympa-

thies,' on which I am required to speak.
That subject is store economies.
" I once mentioned this subject to a

stranger on the seat beside me on a train,
and he interrupted me to say, ' 0, yes, you
mean saving waste paper, and. bits of string,
and that sort of thing.' I didn't mean any-

thing of the kind ; but economy ' is gene-
rally thus interpreted. As a matter of fact,

the saving of knotted string, and such like

enterprise, is generally a wasteful extrava-
gance : the time spent in undoing the knots,

and investing energy in the undoing, is badly

invested, with string at present prices. Store

economies ' is a larger question than my train-

acquaintance wot of. It covers a good deal of
ground : finance, time-saving, the conserva-
tion of energy, and last (and least), material
saving.
" Assuming that of two jewelers who

buy goods at the same prices, sell the same
amount annually, and sell at the same profit,
one studies and applies the principles of
economy and the other does not, the first
will be worth double the fortune of the
other long before both are old enough to
retire.
" One of the most effective applications

of economy is in making ' the best cash
discount on bills ; the most flagrant exhibition
of waste is in ' passing ' this discount. The
merchant who habitually discounts his bills
at the best discount has an advantage of from
ten to eighteen per cent. on his purchases,
annually, over the merchant who lets his
bills run to maturity ; and he holds a con-
siderable margin of advantage even when he
has to borrow the money to secure the dis-
count. But how many there are who fail to
feel their handicap, until the sheriff padlocks
their doors ! So with the ' good ' collector
and the poor ' collector of customers' ac-
counts. It is the frequent turnover of money
that makes money ; the rolling stone does
gather moss, if it is plastered with dollar bills.
" Another phase of store economics is

presented in the conservation of energy—the
saving of mental force ; and I'm sure that
the tremendous value of such saving will be
more and more appreciated as the race grows
wiser and more highly civilized. We waste
energies right and left, which, if properly
husbanded and more profitably directed,
would bring to us an increment of profit that
would surprise us when we came to measure
it. We worry ; and worry is waste of mental
force. We get into a passion—a passion of
joy sometimes, a passion of anger more fre-
quently ; and passion burns the oxygen out
of the air which our souls breathe, and leaves
us limp and fibreless. We concern ourselves
too much with things unworthy our atten-
tion : things that should be left to a subordi-
nate for his attention ; and we have thereby
subtracted from the sum total of the stock
of attention which we have at our command
for really serious matters—we have deterio-
rated the quality of our perception and appli-
cation. We bother with trifles, when we
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should be withdrawing into ourselves so as to

concentrate our energy upon, say, a broad
scheme of advertising. I haven't time to
argue out the idea as it deserves, but this is
the conclusion : that we waste our mental
force, and thereby sap the foundations of a
large success, when we worry, or bother, or
fly into a passion, or concern ourselves about
string-saving, or take upon ourselves any
details which can be done by some one lower
in authority."
" You spoke of time-saving '—what

time-saving processes do you employ ?" in-
quired Henry Hairspring.
" By time-saving," answered Lorg-

nette, " I mean the utilization of waste time.
There should never be many consecutive
moments in a store in which the help should
be allowed to idle. There should always be
provision made for using these idle moments;
otherwise, you are paying for service that
you are not getting. Clerks should arrive
' on the nail ' at the hour set for opening ;
should be held strictly to the time allowed
them for dinner or lunch ; and should not
leave one minute before the hour set for
closing, except in special instances by con-
sent. This is not hardship : it is strictly
business : it is a proper and profitable discip-
line. If you have not enough for all of them
to do, to be kept busy within the store-hours,
then you have too many clerks."
" How would you make use of the odd

idle moments ?" asked Pennyweight.
" In dozens of ways. Recarding jewelry,

for one way. Always keep clean cards handy,
and whenever a card shows the least mark,
or looks dull, or has battered edges, it should
be replaced. The various pieces of silver-
ware, large and small, will not be hurt by an
extra wipe, now and then. Show cases need
an occasional mid-day rubbing down ; ditto
the window ; ditto the furniture. If every-
thing has been polished and cleaned to the
last point of perfection, let the clerk set his
head to devising advertising or designing
new window schemes : you may often be able
to get hold of the kernel of an idea which
will prove valuable. Another excellent
filler-in ' for waste time is to verify stock

records ; see that numbers of movements
and cases are accurately recorded. As a last
resource, undo the knots in your strings,
and neatly arrange the rag-tag and bob-tail
of odds and ends. Nothing is worse for the
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help, and for the store-discipline, than for

them to be doing absolutely nothing ; knot-

untying is better than loafing—not for the

value of the string saved, but because it

occupies otherwise idle hands. That Irish

contractor knew his business when he put the

men to work at carrying a pile of stones across

the road, then carrying them back, pending

the completion of a repair of the derrick."

Hi Hustler : " Last June I came across

a retailer, in my travels, who believed as

Mr. Lorgnette believes, and he did a good

thing for his clerk, and, eventually for him-

self, by buying a good second-hand type-

writer. He told the clerk to practice, when

there was nothing doing. Now that clerk

has become quite skillful, and uses his spare

moments in writing circular letters to

customers, calling attention to some new

specialty. These varied letters are sent out

every sixty days to a list of about two hun-

dred customers, and the boss tells me that

the results have been excellent. There is no

stronger advertising than the personal letter,

and these are written in the odd half-hours

that business is dull, and allowed to accumu-

late until the mailing-date. It struck me as

a fine utilization of waste time."

" Much obliged for the instance, Hiram,"

said Lorgnette. " In fifty years from now,

when merchants will have come to appreciate

more fully the vital value of saving, the

utilization of wastes of all descriptions will

net for them as large a profit as their present

earnings from sales and work. We are

coming to it, slowly but surely. ' Economy'

will eventually be understood in its larger

sense, and thoughts of string-saving will give

way to the conservation of energy—the

saving of mental force—and the utilization of

waste time. After awhile we shall be more

highly civilized."
" Gee ! he talks like as if he read it out

o' a book !" remarked Johnny Jumpup, as

he put his arm through Hi Hustler's and

steered for a peanut stand.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

The "Smooth" Salesman and the
"Blunt" One; a Study of Values

THE "smooth" talker is not necessarily a
half liar, although some fastidious peo-

ple so believe ; nor does the " blunt" man

necessarily embody all the virtues of honesty.
Let us herein take " smoothness " to stand
for tactfulness, and " bluntness " for crude
candor, defining the " tactful " salesman as
one who, by judicious choice of words and
manner, modifies the harshness of the bald
truth without sacrificing any part of the
truth, while "crude candor'' is to speak the
hard fact5 without relief or extenuation,

One must not underrate the strength

of the position of the man who takes

his stand on the simple truth, unadorned

and unrelieved. He may offend many,

but there is no bitterness in the feeling

of those offended ; and he undoubtedly ap-

peals, in a peculiarly convincing way, to the

good will and confidence of a large element

in every community. His advantage is in that

he has nothing to conceal, while the " tactful"

man must at least conceal the fact that

he is using tact, even in stating the truth.

There is an implied explanation, on Judgment

Day, for every present declaration that " a

spade is a digging instrument," which does

not weigh on the conscience of the blunt

fellow who invariably calls a spade a spade.

Nevertheless, the " digging instrument''

wins out against the " spade" : here on

earth human nature seems to be built that

way. Smoothness undoubtedly sells the most

goods.
To illustrate : Let us suppose that a

young lady calls on the jeweler for a special

thing that was to have been ordered for her

—say, for a present to send to a prospective

bride. Mr. Blunt says : " Well, now, that

is too careless of me—but I forgot to order

it ! I'll do so at once, and think I can get

it here in time,"—but the young lady is

offended by his inattention to her order, or

his apparent indifference to her urgent need,

and Blunt will not soon get another " special

order " from her.

Under the same circumstances, Smooth

would have said, " I am very sorry for the

delay, but the piece has not yet come to

hand. I'll telegraph the manufacturer at

once, so as to hurry it along," etc. He tells

the truth, for the piece has not arrived ; but

he doesn't tell the whole truth. Purists in

morals may complain at the implication that

the responsibility for delay was on the manu-

facturer, when it is Smooth alone who was

careless ; but Smooth salves his conscience

by showing that he told no actual untruth,

and justifies himself for not advertising his

carelessness ; and he actually gets credit out

of the situation, because his proposition to

telegraph shows his desire to please the cus-

tomer. He does not care to go into nice

splitting of theological hairs, but he keeps

the good will of his customer, as Blunt did not.

Or suppose that a man is shopping for a

" full-jeweled movement in a filled case," and

calls on Blunt. Blunt knows what the man

can afford to pay, and wants to sell him the

watch which he (Blunt) thinks the customer

ought to buy—say, a 17-jeweled movement

in a 14 karat filled case. " That one is $27."

The shopper says, " Why, Jones, down

street, showed me a watch like that for $19."

Now, Jones does not stand well, in Blunt's

estimation ; he is a price-cutter, and Blunt
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has lost sale after sale to this unfair com-

petitor ; so he breaks out with, "0, thunder!

that chump may choose to sell watches at

cost or less, but I'm no fool'' ; and with that

he bangs the show case shut. and sits down

to his work. The chances are that the cus-

tomer will be less impressed with Blunt's

candor than with his awkwardness in stating

the truth ; and the shopper goes out "riled."

Smooth, in Blunt's place, would have met

the shopper's statement in some way like

this:
"Nineteen dollars? Well, now, that

seems pretty liberal in Mr. Jones, doesn't it?

But there must be some explanation of our

difference in prices, and I think it is here :

The movement I'm showing you has 17

jewels and is adjusted ; here is another

(which, as you see, looks exactly like the

first), which has 15 jewels and is no/adjusted.

I have no doubt that this is the one Mr. Jones

showed you ; but you could not be expected

to carry the points of difference in your un-

trained eye.
" Then, too, the filled case I am show-

ing you is 14 karat quality, and is guaranteed

for 25 years ; while here is another, which

you can see is exactly the same pattern, which

is to karat and guaranteed for 20 years. I

have no doubt that this combination of 15-

jeweled movement and 20-year case was the

one Mr. Jones was showing you ; for adding

the same percentage on the cost of each com-

bination would bring the prices of each, re-

spectively, to about $19 and $27. So you

see that Mr. Jones' price is right for his

watch, and my price is right for my watch;

he would ask $27 for w watch, just as I can

sell you his for $19. The difference in price

is just the difference in values.

" But there's another thing : You might

find a 17-jeweled movement in a 14 karat

filled case at Mr. Jones' for $25, instead of

$27 ; for there are differences in value even

ill goods of apparently the same description.

My $27 watch has a case on it that costs me

more than some other makes of 25-year cases

—this one, for instance. You'll notice the

difference in the ' style ' of the two ; but you

can't notice the difference that is in the wear-

ing quality of the two—the reputation and

character which the trade. mark on this better

case stands for. Now, don't you think "—

And from this point Smooth may be

trusted to handle the customer wisely, and

make the sale.
Honesty is air indispensable requisite in

any permanent success ; but it must be com-

bined with tact. Honesty can be presented

in a way that offends. The tactful mall need

be no less honest because he is diplomatic.

Mr. Smooth may keep within the truth in his

tactfulness, as safely as Mr. Blunt in his

candor ; and he will sell more goods.
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HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT ef CUT GLASS MANUFACTURE

IN THE UNITED STATES. THE PIONEERS AND
PROMOTERS OF THE INDUSTRY.

0 NE of the most interesting of what may be termed the art indus-
tries of the United States is the cut glass industry. As American
cut glass is even now noted all over the world for beauty and
originality of design and excellence of execution, and as cut glass

ware has been installed by a large and rapidly-growing proportion of the
jewelers as a part of their regular stock, the history of the industry cannot
fail to be interesting to the readers of THE KEYSTONE. This story was
accurately and entertainingly told by William F. Dorflinger in a paper read
at the annual convention of the American Association of Flint and Lime
Glass Manufacturers. From this paper we make the following extracts:

Flint glass was discovered in England about 1630. It was the first glass
made suitable for deep cutting by reason of its softness, density and power
of refraction, and it was easily worked. But there is little record of table-
ware being made prior to 168o, and from that time up to 1800 the decoration

of glassware was largely engraving. We
know very little about the history of glass
cutting in England in detail up to 1850. At
that time there were in Scotland alone six
cutting shops running—three in Glasgow
and three in Edinburgh, probably 150
frames in all, doing shade work and table-
ware. In England there were twelve large
cutting shops in Staffordshire alone, rang-
ing from ioo to 2oo frames each, which
were cutting rich goods, while numerous
small shops were doing common work.

English cutting has always been lim-
ited to a few patterns. This was the case
here until Within twenty years, when an
impetus was given to glass cutting by a

new design. The early cutters in this country were English, and they brought,
of course, English patterns : splits and olives, flutes and fringe, prisms, hobnail
and the much-prized strawberry diamond. These patterns were largely
followed in this country up to the early eighties. Then came innovations in
the shape of fan-scallops, rosettes and curved patterns. Up to that time all
cuttings were in straight lines.

Up to about 1850 glass for cutting was little like it is to-day. In the
early part of the century flint glass was made from sand from Morris River,
N. J., with lead from Illinois, oxidized at home, and with pearl ashes boiled
in the yard. Then sand from Fontainebleau, France, was imported, followed
shortly afterward by the discovery of the Berkshire mines, which have given
us the purest form of silica known, until recently.

The value of glass for cutting rests almost entirely upon the good
qualities of sand and lead, and this, in addition to the improvements of
other materials used, the advance in furnaces providing regu-
larity of melt, these have made possible the development of
clear, uniform, colorless metal, which, in my opinion, has
reached the acme in point of purity and perfection.

While the manufacture of flint glass and the cutting of it
in the United States has been largely confined to the East, the
first flint glass was made and cut in Pittsburg. We learn that
a factory was started by a company of Germans at Frederick-
town, Md., but was shortly afterward abandoned, some of the
men going west to Pittsburg, where they made an unsuc-
cessful attempt to turn out flint glass. This plant was taken
UI) and run by Messrs. Bakewell & Page in 18o8, with one fur-
nace of six twenty-inch pots, followed in 1814 by a ten-pot
furnace. The manufacture of flint glass was then attended by
some difficulties. In those days men were procured from
England at great expense and risk. Pot clay from Burling-
ton, N. J., and pearl ashes and red lead were carted over the
*Copyrighted by the author.

William F. Dorflinger

mountains from Philadelphia. In 1812 Thomas Caines, an Englishman,
brought from England to work in a window glass house in South Boston,
and who had had experience in working flint glass, induced the Boston
Window Glass Company to put in a six-pot furnace, and the.venture met
with success, largely owing to the interruption of importations during the
war of that year. The capacity of the furnace was in demand from the
start. At that. time the importations consisted of plain tumblers, cruets,
salts, cheap cut tumblers, dishes and decanters. In a Boston paper of 18049,
John Sumner, the predecessor of Richard Briggs, advertised English flint
glass, plain and fluted, in the above articles. This factory, however, was
closed in 1820.

In 1815, three of the South Boston workmen, Emmet, Fisher and
Flowers, started a six-pot furnace in East Cambridge. This lingered two
years, was sold at auction, and expiring, gave birth to the New England
Glass Company, a very successful enterprise for many years. This company
started in 1817 with a capital of $4o,000. In 1823, they were putting eleven
tons of glass into Boston each week. In
1852, they were running five furnaces, aver-
aging ten pots each of two thousand pounds,
employed 500 hands and produced $500,000
per annum. This was probably the height
of their career, and from various causes
the works ceased to pay, then were run
at a loss, and the company finally retired
in 1878, leasing the plant to W. L. Libbey,
whose son, nine years later, removed to
Toledo, Ohio.

In 1820, workmen from New England
seceded and started a glass factory in
Kensington, Philadelphia. They put up a
very good plant. The cutting shop was a three-story brick building, which
was in evidence until very recently. The business, which promised well,
did not prosper, the trouble being a lack of harmony among the eight
partners, who although reputable men and good workmen, could not agree
in the management.

At the time these men went to Philadelphia some others went to
New York City and built a factory, which was run by the firm of Fisher
& Gillerlancl. There is no record of their having had a cutting shop, but
they did make ware for cutting, heavy plain decanters made there being
still in use.

In 1823, John L. Gillerland, of this firm, built a factory in Brooklyn,
afterwards known as the South Ferry, which he conducted with skill and
success for a long time. Gillerland left behind him a reputation for good
practical glass making. He was awarded a medal at the London Exposi-
tion in 1852. He finally failed about 1854. It is said that he had been

very successful, had made money, and was reputed to be a rich
man, when he went to England, made a stay of a year or
more and returned to find his money gone, his business
paralyzed and his credit impaired. He was not able to re-
cover from this condition.

In 1825, Deming Jarves, who had been connected with
the New England Glass Company, started a flint glass
works at Sandwich, Mass. Glass was first made on July 4th
of that year in a small way. Shortly afterward a stock company
was formed, under the style of the " Boston & Sandwich
Glass Company," and the works enlarged. The product of
the factory was sent to Boston by sail, and materials were
received in that way.

The Boston & Sandwich Glass Company, like the " New
England," after running at considerable loss for some years,
gave up in 1887, and a plant that represented $1,000,000 was
sold for $20,000. Deming Jarves continued his connection

(Continued on page 1369)

William E. Kern

W. L. Libb
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No. 563. Cut 139," NONPAREIL" Vase with 2 Handles, 12 inch.
ILLUSTRATION HALF SIZE.

The Straus American Cut Glass
counts among its many strong points ORIGINALITY in designs of shapes as well as cuttings. We have again produced a
number of strikingly original articles, and our complete fall assortment is now ready. No buyer of Cut Glass can in justice to

himself afford to place his orders before having seen our line.

All of our Cut Glass is of a HIGH STANDARD. We do not make "cheap" goods, but rather sell a first-class article at
a very low price. The so-called Cut Glass whose only attraction is "cheapness " gives satisfaction to no one. We have

always aimed at making our PRICES as REASONABLE as possible. Our Cut Glass is well known as a good profit

producer for the dealer, and its well-merited reputation will be maintained.

WE ISSUE AN ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.

TRA liE

MARK

L STRAUS & SONS Manufacturers,

42, 44 and 46 Warren Street and 116 Chambers Street,

Factory, 5gth Street and North River, New York. New York.



The sketch on the opposite page is the last of a

series of four which We have run in this journal,

be,rinnino- with the August issue.

These sketches are intended to illustrate and call

attention to the four leading features in which our

line of cut glass excels. These points are

II

ANUFACTUkERS

ICH
UT
LASS

I. Finest Quality of Glass and Work=
manship.

2. Beautiful and Unique Designs.

3. Variety and Beauty of Shapes.

4. Quality and Brilliancy of Finish.

We make the claim, a claim that can easily be

substantiated, that our goods are the best in the

country for the money. We wish to impress this

fact upon the retail jewelry trade and assure them

that we are in position to meet any and all demands

on us for the holiday season.

It is true that on account of our heavy June and

summer trade that our September shipments were

somewhat delayed, but our stock is now complete

and our factory running at full capacity. In fact, we

never were in a better position to take care of a large

business promptly and satisfactorily. We invite

orders from Jewelers.

PITKIN
e3 BROOKS
STATE &LAKE STREETS

CHICIN.G0



STORES:
38 Murray Street, New York City.
576 Temple Building, Montreal. P. Q.
220 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

I._" Look through the world,
'T
-
is neer met with elsewhere."

That our goods receive the approval of
our customers is proven by the demand for
them.

If you have not received our 1902
Catalog, write for it ; it will be a valuable
help in keeping your stock complete

T. B. CLARK & CO., th., Honesdale, Pa.

THIS FEATURE has so thoroughly established our success that it naturally 
is copied.

The result is that

BERGEN CUT GLASS is 365 days ahead of the

demand for it to-day is greater than ever before in our 
business history.

WE WERE THE FIRST ever to issue annually an Illustrated Cut 
Glass Catalogue.

Our experience has made it possible to put out this 
year what is admittedly the finest production

of the kind ever attempted. Complete, comprehensive and artistic, it enables you to sell right

from its pages, should you

not have the article in stock.

This catalogue is now being

mailed. If you haven't already

received one, a postal card will

bring it.

Electros free for advertising.
"' BELVIDERE."

No. 521. Celery Tray, 5 x ii inches.



A book of 32 pages elaborately illustrated, now in press
sent for the asking to every jeweler mentioning TII
KEYSTONE. Mr. Dooley discloses some new and interest
ing features about " Hishtorical or Vie-ew Choina." Bu
a. limited edition is being printed, so get your name ot
the list at once if you would like a copy.

on which
you
can realize
large profits

rc.--,r(r/1"

Our heads of
departments are
up-to-date men
with years of
practical experience.

SHAPES and
DESIGNS

NEW and
EXCLUSIVE,

Our clock man says—and he knows—

that one cannot see in Paris, London, or

Berlin, the three greatest European cities,

as great a variety of clocks as we show.

Whether it is Hall Clocks, Mantel Clocks,

Wall Clocks or Traveling Clocks--ours is

the largest exhibit. We sell more " Elite''

Hall Clock Movements than the combined

sales of all other makes. Did you know

this, Mr. Jeweler ? They are better and

lower in price than any other. That's the

reason they sell. They have revolutionized •

the ball clock business of this country.

They embody patented devices and im-

provements not in any other make. A

recent decision by Judge Hazel in this issue

of THE KEYSTONE sustaining our patents

on Tubular Chimes will be found of interest.

The entire department is a model of up-

to-dateness and is winning new customers

every business day that breaks. Get in
this fall and see how a modern clock
department looks, anyway.

Other departments that claim the jewel-
er's attention are the Fine China, Cut
Glass, Statuary, Genuine Bronzes, Art
Pottery and Bric-a-brac sections. More

to interest you than any other spot in
America—unless it might be your
ONV11 store. We have an expert
to make selections for jewelers—
any amount.

Send for our NEW ILLUSTRATED CIRCULAR No. 4,

59 shapes 30 doz. 4 Views allowed for $104.32.

In a separate section are introduced several illustrations
like above, showing how local views are transferred to hand-
some pieces of china, assorted as to articles and shapes at
the prices of ordinary decorated china. Pays i oo per cent.
profit. Absolute control given to merchant for his town,
of assortments purchased. The greatest and best selling
novelty of the times.

Largest Manufacturers of View China in the World.
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No. 557—"CUTTING No. 2" CLARET JUG.

OUR CUT GLASS DEPARTMENTnow entirely settled in the new addition to our warerooms, contains many beautiful specimens in rich American Cuttings, the
product of our own factories. Although this Department is not a new one, the adding of a portion of No. 15 Maiden Lane
to our former large warerooms allows us to display the line to better advantage than ever before. The Palm Cutting, shown
above, is only one of the many exclusive patterns made in a great variety of shapes and sizes in Bowls, Dishes, Vases, etc.

Our assortment of Sterling Silver and Silver Plate is the largest in the world.

THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
THE HOLMES 6 EDWARDS SILVER CO.MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
ROGERS & BROTHER

Successor to

ROGERS, SMITH 0 CO.
WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
MIDDLETOWN PLATE CO.
THE DERBY SILVER CO.
THE MANHATTAN SILVER PLATE CO.THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.

OENERAI. OFFICE, MERIDEN, CONN.

NORWICH CUTLERY CO.
THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
SIMPSON, HALL. MILLER 0 CO.
THE WATROUS MFG. CO.

THE CUT GLASS INDUSTRY

(Continued from page 1368)

with the Boston & Sandwich Company until 1858, when he retired and

built the Cape Cod works at Sandwich. This plant had twelve cutting

frames, but only ran a few years and was, in fact, unsuccessful.

In 1824, George and P. C. Dummer, brothers, began the construction

of flint glass works in Jersey City. George Dummer had been in business

in Albany, then came to New York, where he carried on a large china and

glass business at Ito Broadway. As far as we know his glass was imported

until he began to make it himself. The works were running in 1825-6, Mr.

Dummer having meanwhile gone to England and brought back with him a

number of skilled glass workers. There was a large cutting shop in con-

nection with thislactory. The business was run successfully for a number

of years, but in the early sixties they were on the down grade, and after a

career of about forty years the works were abandoned.

In 1837 Deming Jarves started a factory in South Boston, called the

Mt. Washington Glass Company, for his son, George D. This was while he

was agent and mana-

ger of the Boston &

Sandwich GlassCom-

pany. A large cut-

ting shop was run in

connection with it. In

185o the business was
transferred to Jarves

& Commerais, who

made a great spurt

and increased the ca-

pacity. However, it

only lasted until 186o.

At that time it was
turned over to Cap-

tain Timothy Howe,

who was later joined

by W. L. Libbey, who
managed it a lo n e
after the death of
Howe in 1866.

In 1852 C. Dor-
flinger started in a
small way in Con-
cord Street, Brook-
lyn. In 1854 he be-
gan the manufacture
of goods for cutting,
and several . years
later he built large
works in Plymouth
Street, Brooklyn, and started a cutting shop. In the early sixties he built the

Greenpoint works, running them in connection with the " Plymouth Street."

To the latter came Hoare & Daily with their cutting shop. In 1865 Mr. Dor-

flinger gave up business and retired to his farm in Pennsylvania, but two years

later started to build the White Mills works, now in operation. Meanwhile,

the two Brooklyn factories had been leased to former employees, who at first

made money, but subsequently failed and gave up business. In 1870 the

Plymouth Street works were sold to Fowler, Crampton & Co., who were then

large importers of glass-making materials They ran these works with a

cutting shop of about thirty-five frames for four years.

Amory Houghton, Sr., built and operated the Union Glass Works in

Somerville, Mass., from 1852 to 1864. He then disposed of his interests

there, went to Brooklyn and purchased the South Ferry Glass Works, and

ran them until 1868, when the business was removed to Corning, N. Y., and

the Corning Flint Glass Company organized. In 1872 the business was

purchased by Amory Houghton, Jr. In 1875 a reorganization was effected,

styled the " Corning Glass Works," with Amory Houghton, Jr., president.

In 1861 a factory was started in New Bedford, but was unsuccessful.

In 1869 this factory was bought by W. L. Libbey, who reopened it under

the name of the Mount Washington Glass Works. It is now running under

the title of The Pairpoint Corporation.
In 1876 the Meriden Britannia Company, of which Horace Wilcox was

president, built a flint glass factory in Meriden, Conn. They had a cutting shop

of about thirty-five frames. They retired in 1883, with a loss of $175,000.

In 1880 there were seven factories making flint ware for cutting : the

Meriden Flint Glass Works, Meriden, Conn.; the Mount Washington Glass

Works, of New Bedford ; W. L. Libbey & Son, Cambridge ; the Union, of

Somerville ; the Corning Glass Works, and C. Dorflinger, of White Mills, Pa.

In 1900 the factories making fine glass for cutting were as follows:

Libbey Glass Company, of Toledo, Ohio ; C. Dorflinger & Sons. of White

Mills, Pa.; Mount Washington, of New Bedford, Mass., and the Corning

Glass Co., of Corning, N. Y.

In the vicinity of New York the first glass cutter of whom we have

record was F. Stouvenel. He started in business in 1837, and at one time

had a retail store on Broadway. There must have been a steady increase in

the number of cutting shops, for in 1850 there were at least a dozen inde
-

pendent concerns in New York having no connection with factories.

In 1854 started Hoare, Burns & Daily, who later moved to the South

Ferry Works, again in the early sixties to Greenpoint, Brooklyn, and 
finally

in 1873 to Corning, N. Y., where they are still in business.

It is recorded that from 1855 to '6o there were about 250 glass cutters all

told in the East. From this time up to 1870 these shops gradually 
disap-

peared, owing largely to the introduction of etched and sand-blast de
corations

for shades and globes. The panic of 1873 seems to have finished 
up what

was left of independent cutting shops, as scarcely any survived it.

The Centennial Exposition of 1876 was probably responsible for a 
fresh

start in the cut glass
business. Exhibits

of the New England,

the Boston & Sand-
wich, the Mount
Washington, C.
Dorflinger and J. B.
Dobelmann, showed
what could be done
in this direction.

Prior to 1880 the
following cutting

shops were in opera-
tion that are still run-
ning to-day: J.
Hoare & Co., Cor-
ning, N. Y.; Mount
Washington Glass

Co., New Bedford,
Mass.; C. Dorflinger,

White Mills, Pa., and

the cutting shops of

the Meriden Silver
Plate Co. and the
Wilcox Silver Plate

Co., of Meriden,

Conn. The increase

in the number of cut-
ting shops from 188o

was slow but per-
sistent. J. D. Ber-

gen, T. G. Hawkes, McCue & Earl, T. B. Clark and others followed, until in

1890 it was said there were about moo cutters in the East. In 188o J. S.

O'Connor, superintendent of C. Dorflinger's cutting department for twenty-

five years, designed the Parisian pattern, the first one showing curved lines.

In 1889 T. G. Hawkes, Corning, made an exhibit at the Paris Exposition

and took the• grand prize for cut glassware. This was a revelation to

Americans as well as to Europeans, and placed American cut glass on a

decidedly higher plane.
Of course many improvements in the manufacture were made. First

came the change from cast iron to wrought iron wheels, then later to soft

steel wheels. The most important and radical change in the cutting of glass

was made in the early seventies. In England glass cutters were brought up

to finish their own work ; that is, they roughed, smoothed and polished each

piece. This was necessarily slow, and the change of tools made serious

•Iitroads into the day's work. As soon as glass cutting was fairly on its feet

here, men were taught to rough, others to smooth and others to polish ; so

that each class was confined to its own tools and work. In 188o were intro-

duced feeding-up brushes for polishing, each one of which saved the wages

of a boy, besides attending more strictly to its duties ; and it was about this

time that rich, deep cuttings were put out.

'Tracing the Pattern on the Glass

On page 1368 we show the portrait of William E. Kern, the oldest and

one of the very best workmen in the cut glass line in America. Mr. Kern

was born in 1830 and started to work in the Boston & Sandwich Glass

Company when he was eleven years old, under Mr. Jarves. Afterwards,

when Mr. Jarves built the Cape Cod Glass Works, at Sandwich, Mr. Kern

went to work for him in this factory. He has been continually in the glass

blowing business and still enjoys good health. He and his brother, Henry

Kern, and another blower, named James McKenna, who are all at work

to-day in the glass department of the Pairpoint Corporation, are probably

the only men living now working at glass blowing who worked in glass

blowing for the Boston & Sandwich Glass Company under Mr. Jarves.
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Fact and
Philosophy

OF THE

N. H. WHITE
& CO.
SYSTEM

ROFIT is necessary to business
continuance ; that is obvious.
But a firm who make profit the

sole end aimed at soon discovers its
mistake. Quality, to our thinking, is
more primarily essential. With us,
profit in the narrow interpretation, is
always subordinated to it. This is the
sagest policy both for ourselves and for
you. The greatest encouragement we
experience is that our customers seek
quality first. They know, and rightly,
that in doing so, their profit will be
more real and more lasting.

E are essentially the WATCH AND
  DIAMOND PEOPLE. We have

the resources, talent and experience
for supplying these goods in a manner
that admits of neither loss nor dissatis=
faction to our customers. We buy
largely because we sell largely. Large
buying makes low selling possible, and
economy in expenses makes it still
more possible while preserving a high
standard of quality at the same time.

Our elaborate Holiday stock is
ready, and it was never better in our
recollection.

N.H.
WHITE
&CO.

21 Maiden Lane

New York
Headquarters for

Waltham, Elgin, New England and
United States Watches.
Diamonds, mounted and unmounted,
in medium and high grades.
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Importations of

Precious stone importations at
the port of New York during

Precious Stones September, according to the
report of Jewelry Examiner

George W. Mindil, of the public stores, amounted

to $2,053,524.72. This amount overshadows that
for any previous September on record, and is
greater by over half a million dollars than that for
September, 1899, which until now was the highest
similar month on record. The total importations
of precious stones and pearls for the nine months
ended September 30th was $18,492,098.61, as
against $19,460,266 for the corresponding period of
1901. The importations for the past five years
are represented in the following figures :

1902 . . . . 81,235,051.67
1901 . , . . 978,611.97
1900 . . . 754,930.76
1899 . . . . 1,123,623.12
1808 . . . 858,601.26

Audacious Diamond

Uncut.
8818,473.05
384,345.50
202,799.30
325,916.75
257,884.26

Ma/.
82,053.524.72
1,362,957.47
957,730.06

, 1,449,544.87
1,116,485.52

The home of Abraham H.
Freimann, the Maiden Lane

Robbery diamond importer and manu-
facturer, was robbed of unset

diamonds on the night of October 6th or morning
of the 7th. The value of the stolen property is
said to be $18,000. The robbery must have been
committed with marvelous dexterity, for Mr. Frei-
mann stowed the valuables under his bed pillow
and neither he nor his two sons who occupied the
same apartment were awakened by the thieves.
Between three and four o'clock in the morning Mr.
Freimann awoke and on thrusting his hand under
his pillow was stunned to discover that the diamonds
had disappeared. He hastened to the police station
and returned with two officers and a roundsman,
but beyond finding on the roof of an adjoining
building the coat, in the pocket of which the
diamonds were placed before putting them under
the pillow, no further clue to the perpetrators was
discovered.

Death of Philippe

Philippe J. De Horrack, who
died at Maisons Laffitte,

J. De Horrack France, on October 5th, was
for nearly fifty years associ-

ated with the house of Tiffany & Co., having been
identified during that entire period with the affairs
of the Paris branch. Mr. De Horrack had made
but three or four trips to this country, and, while
he was not well known here, he had an extensive
acquaintance with prominent Americans, resident
and traveling abroad. Mr. De Horrack began his
commercial career as a clerk in a Paris banking
house, and from there he went to Tiffany's estab-
lishment in that city. He became a trustee of the
company, and upon the retirement of the late
G. F. T. Reed, succeeded the latter as manager of
the Paris house, until about ten years ago when he
retired from active participation in the business—
retaining, however, his interest in the establish-
ment. Mr. De Horrack was a man of singular
lability, literary taste and scholarly attainments.
le devoted a great deal of time to Egyptology,

and it is now hoped by his friends that his many
writings and researches in that connection will be
published. His demise has left a gap in the
American colony at Paris, where the hospitality of
his family was a feature of the social life in the
American circle. Mr. De Horrack leaves a wife
and a daughter. The house of Tiffany & Co. closed
during the obsequies at three o'clock, Tuesday,
October 7th.

One of the surest indications of
Demand for High- prosperous times is a demand
Grade Goods for the better grades of goods.

This fact was illustrated by the
returns of one of our local jobbing houses from a
recent special offer of solid gold chains. Speaking
on the subject, L. W. Rubenstein, who offered the
goods, said : " We have had very gratifying returns
from the announcement, as well as from the offer
of pearl rings we recently made in your journal,
and it illustrates the prosperous condition of the
trade at present. Several years ago I would not
have thought of taking a whole page in THE KEY-
STONE to advertise solid gold chains, but now we
have had good returns from our recent announce-
ment, showing that there is a demand for the best
grade of goods. This is quite in contrast with our
experience several years ago, when the efforts of
the manufacturers were wholly directed on getting
out a cheaper line of goods in order to entice
buyers. Now it is a question of getting sufficient
goods of the best grade."

David C. Townsend, of Nere-
sheimer & Co., diamond im-

Cutting Patent porters, of this city, has
brought suit in the United

States Circuit Court against Schenck & Van Haelen
for infringement of his patent on the " 20th cen-
tury " diamond cutting. The bill of complaint
alleges that the defendants willfully and unjustly
infringed the patent, and accordingly asks for
damages equal to three times the amount of loss
sustained by the complainant. A preliminary and
perpetual injunction enjoining and restraining the
defendants from using the 20th century cutting in
any way are also asked for. The complaint also

alleges that Mr. Townsend obtained his patent on

February is, 1902, and that he is entitled to the sole

and exclusive ownership of the improvements set

forth. It is also alleged that since the granting of

the patent for the invention, the defendants have

put cm the market a certain cutting, which they

claim is the " 20th century " cutting, and that the

complainant has materially suffered thereby.

The death of John Schimpf, Sr.,

Death of John president of the Adelphi Silver

Schimpf, Sr. Plate Co., of New York, and
senior member of J. Schimpf &

Sons, silversmiths, zo John Street, Brooklyn, oc-

curred October 1st. The circumstances surround-

ing his death were peculiarly pathetic. It will be

remembered that his son, John Schimpf, Jr., met a

somewhat untimely death early in September. It

was while attending his inquest that the esteemed

head of the Adelphia Silver Plate Co. suddenly

succumbed. For him the inquest was a trying one,

bowed as he was by the weight of sorrow at the

(I 371)
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unhappy taking off of his son, and by the effects
of over fifty years of strenuous commercial life.
Mr. Schimpf had begun to show the effects of age
for some time past, so that the overwhelming news
of his son's death was well calculated to hasten his
end. During the hearing at the inquest he collap-
sed, fell suddenly from his chair and died twelve
hours later at his apartments in the Pierrepont
House. Mr. Schimpr s career was marked by energy
and thoroughness. He was a native of Wurtem-
berg, Germany, where he was born in the year
1839. He was only fourteen years old when he
came to America and settled in Philadelphia, and
learned the trade of silversmith. He was after-
wards employed by Ball & Black, of this city,
and in 186r entered the service of E. G. Webster,
the Brooklyn silverware manufacturer. He opened
a small establishment at 62 John Street about
twenty-five years ago, where he made silver and
silver-plated ware. He subsequently moved to 124
Pearl Street, Brooklyn. Ten years after, he bought
a plot at Prospect and Pearl Streets and erected a
five-story factory thereon. This enterprise ex-
panded rapidly, and in 1891 he admitted his three
sons into partnership. He took an active interest
in the business up to the time of his death.

The regular monthly meeting
of the executive committee

Jewelers' League of the New York Jewelers'
League was held October 3d,

at the League's offices, 171 Broadway, New York.
There were present Vice-Presidents Street and
Greason, Chairman Van Deventer, Messrs. Worm-
ser, Crippen and Lissauer, and Secretary Stevens.
The minutes of the previous regular and special
meetings were read and approved. At the special
meeting held September 25th there were five mem-
bers admitted—one from Brooklyn, N. Y.; two
from Providence, R. I.; one from New York and
one from Jersey City, N. J. At the meeting held
October 3d there were three members admitted—
one from New York, one from Staten Island, N.Y.,
and one from Howell, Mich.

The Antwerp and New York Diamond Co., of
New York City, was incorporated last month at
Albany with a capital of $10,000. The directors
are Julius Moultner, Joseph Vorhaus and Max
Stempel, of this city.

Robert H. Ingersoll & Bro., 65 Cortlandt
Street, dealers in novelties and watches, have taken
spacious quarters in the new building at the N. W.
corner of One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street
and Seventh Avenue. These premises will be used
for a branch establishment.

Henry E. Oppenheimer, of Henry E. Oppen-
heimer & Co., 12 Maiden Lane, secured some
choice coral strings and gems during his recent
tour in Europe. The collection includes a blue-
white Indian diamond of eight carats.

Col. ii. H. Treadwell has been elected a direc-
tor of Tiffany & Co., in succession to Gustav B.
Berckmans, recently deceased. Col. Treadwell
has been identified with Tiffany & Co. since his
boyhood. He is widely known in the trade, and
was president of the Diamond Importers and Cut-
ters' Protective Association for many years.

(Continued on page 1373)

Proceedings of the
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TWO POINTS IN OUR FAVOR
There are two things about our diamond business which will help you.

CHART FOR THE
GRADING oF DIAMONDS.

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
2. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7 flood color and perfect.
ri. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
so Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

One is our system of grading diamonds.
The other is our prices.

By our system or chart, you can determine the grade of a diamond at a
glance and satisfy your customer that the quality is as guaranteed.

At our prices, you can sell diamonds at a profit.
A profitable diamond business is desirable to every retail jeweler.
Our diamonds and our system will help you to get it.
You can become a diamond expert without effort if you use this system.
You can enjoy a more profitable diamond business if you sell our

diamonds.

Send us some of your orders, and we will convince you of this.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York

PEARL PURCHASING AS A PROFESSION
Money Right in Hand Never were

a better
Pearls in higher favor, and never was therc
market for them.

Purchasing American Pearls and Slugs is my specialty.
My facilities for advantageous disposal of them are unrivaled;

and this enables me to pay the highest prices.
It is clear that the person who pays the highest price for a

commodity is the most profitable one to sell it to.
ThCre is more to these statements than the mere wording

of them.

My cash returns bear them out.

Dollars talk for me.

Send me your Pearls and Slugs—all sales to me are
satisfactory.

MAURICE BROWER,
Importer of Diamonds and Precious Stones,

1 2-1 4-1 6 john Street
(Anderson Building ), New York.

November, 1902

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1371)

A decision was handed down
last month by Judge Hazel, of

Chime Patent the United States Circuit Court
in New York, in favor of Bawo

& Dotter, of this city, against whom a suit was

brought by Walter H. Durfee, of Providence, R. I.,

for alleged infringement"of a patent for an improve-

ment in tubular bells. Suit* was begun in the

United States Circuit Court in June, two. The

patent in question had three claims. The first was

limited to a metallic ring, fitting in intimate, solid

contact throughout its length against a tube ; the

second was for a metallic ring inside a tubular bell,

and the third was for two metallic rings, one inside

and one outside the tubular bell. The defendants

relied chiefly upon the mechanical limitations of

the patents owned by Durfee, and it was apparent

that the Judge's decision was determined from a

similar viewpoint. The counsel for the defen-

dants claimed that a device for stiffening and

strengthening metallic tubes for the purpose of

producing a musical sound had been used long be-

fore the Durfee patent and that the defendants' use

of such a device was not an infringement so long

as it was not an exact copy of that protected by the

Durfee patent. He also claimed that when the

original of Durfee's patent had been taken out in

England it contained more specifications than that

taken out in the United States, and that Bawo &

Dotter's device might possibly have embodied

certain details contemplated in the English patent,

but not covered by the United States patent ; in

other words, that Bawo & Dotter's musical chimes

might resemble the Durfee patent in detail, but by

virtue of the latter's patents' limitations were not

an infringement thereof. The judge's decision

sustained these contentions, and a decision in favor

of the defendants was accordingly rendered.

Victor Hure & Co., clock re-

pairers, 163 West 'I'wenty-third

a Law Suit Street, were the defendants last

month, in a suit brought by

W. W. McFarland, lawyer, for the value of clock

works left with them for repair. The evidence

showed that McFarland had purchased the clock in

1871 from a Fifth Avenue dealer in antiques. About

four years ago the works of the clock were sent to

the defendants for repairs, the case remaining at

the plaintiff's home. A fire in the cammeyer
Building, where the repairers were located, irre-

trievably damaged the works. The clock, on

whose antiquity the defendant cast doubt, was of

the "hours, days and months" type, showing the

phases of the moon, and chiming every fifteen

minutes. An old-fashioned figure surmounted the

dial, holding a small mandolin, on which old Dutch

airs were played mechanically. The defendant also

declared that the " old Dutch " airs were not more

than fifty years old. The jury found for him.

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., of

2 Maiden Lane, have issued a

Booklet booklet illustrating and describ-

ing their pendants, brooches,

LaValliere collar pins, scarf pins, rings, lockets and

buttons. Illustrative features predominate in this

booklet, and they are of a rich and beautiful char-

acter. Each page is devoted to a separate variety

of goods, the reading matter appearing in a rect-

angular space with heavy black border, the rich

half-tones being arranged around in judicious

order. This method of booklet compilation is un-

usual, and is commendable in that its pictorial

Suit Over Tubular

THE KEVSTON

Clock Works in

A Handsome

features do not monopolize the attention to the

detriment of the reading matter and vice versa.
The cover is of a handsome dark green, with bor-

ders of a favorably contrasting hue.

Leopold Spitzel & Bro., the diamond and

pearl importers, hitherto of 65 Nassau Street, are

now located at 51 Maiden Lane. Another brother

has been admitted into the firm, which will here-

after be known as that of Leopold Spitzel & Bros.

Maurice H. Slager, of Hess & Slager, Jackson-

ville, Fla., was among the visitors to this city last

month buying holiday stock. He reports great

improvements in this city due to the modern new

buildings that have taken the place of those

destroyed by the big fire, and that which was con-

sidered a great calamity proved, as it has in other

cities, a great step forward.
Emile Wittnauer returned October 15th from a

ten-months' trip to Northern Italy, France and

Switzerland. A month's stay was made at Vichy,

where the noted waters greatly improved the

traveler's health. Mr. Wittnauer returned on the

Oceanic with a party of friends, and reports a very
pleasant trip.

H. Siegel, manager of the cut glass depart-

ment of L. Straus & Sons, sailed recently on a

two-months' trip to Europe, to select the latest

things in his line in the European markets. While

abroad he will visit the large potteries in Germany

and Austria, and will probably be absent about

two months.
E. Sussfeld, of the firm of Sussfeld, Lorsch

& Co., has been spending several weeks on a visit

to the firm's New York establishment. Mr. Suss-

feld formerly spent considerable of his time in this

country, but has been located at the firm's Paris

office for the past three years. He told THE KEY-

STONE representative that he was very glad to renew

old acquaintances and greet his many friends in this

city.
The many friends of Wm. Salmon, of this

city, will regret to learn that it has been necessary

to place him in one of the State institutions, owing

to mental derangement. Mr. Salmon represented

the old importing firm of Le Boutillier & Co., of

this city for eighteen years, and in their interest

visited all the leading cities of the country. Un-

fortunately his wife and two small children are left

in destitute circumstances. Some of Mr. Salmon's

friends learning of this, have started a fund for

their present needs, and invite his friends else-

where to join with them in their charitable efforts.

Harris & Harrington, 32 Vesey Street, have volun-

teered to handle any contributions that any choose

to send, and have themselves headed the list with

a substantial contribution.
Among the jewelry buyers noted in New York

City last month. were : C. A. Norton, Salmon,

Idaho ; J. H. Wright, Corry, Pa.; E. F. Norton,

Salamanca, N. Y.
Col. John L. Shepherd, the popular representa-

tive of The Keystone Watch Case Co., entertained

a few of his friends at the Drug Club last month, in

celebration of his fifty-ninth birthday. These birth-

day luncheons are becoming quite the thing with

the party of jewelers who generally dine at the

Drug Club. In responding to the congratulations

that were showered upon him, the Colonel lapsed

into poetry, and as near as one of those present

could take it down, got off the following:

" It's ft matter of fact that in days of old,
When the weather grew stormy, mid exceedingly cold,

That these diamonds of black the poor used as fuel,

To warm their bodies and cook their gruel.
But it's only the rich that can use them to-day,

And by this method their wealth display.
And for this reason I give them to you,
A souvenir of what the wealthy can do.
Therefore my dinner all others must excel,
You've been wined, and dined, and had diamonds as well."

(Continued on page /375)
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The Wholesaler's Duties

Under this caption the New York .Sin recently

published the following interesting incident and

interview :
" The customer was white-haired and evidently

from the country. He threaded his way between

the cases of goods to the door of the wholesale

store. At the door the salesman stopped him.

" Look out for the trolly cars,' lie said.

They're very dangerous till you get used to them.

I'll have the theater tickets at your hotel by supper

time. Don't eat a late supper after the theater ; it

would keep you up late and disagree with you.

Try Dr. Hall's old church on Sunday ; they tell me

they've got a great preacher there. Be careful

about the street crossings. Good-by to you.'

" The salesman's watchfulness did not end here.

He summoned a boy to see that the customer got

on the right car safely. Then he went back to his

desk and talked to a visitor who had asked him

something about the relations of wholesalers and

country merchants.
" In these days,' he said, ' the wholesaler is a

sort of parent or guardian to his customers. He

may have several hundred or several thousand

customers scattered from Maine to Texas, from the

Atlantic to the Pacific. So his responsibilities are

not a few. He aims to know everything about

their affairs. The scope of his information is often

curious. You observed my solicitude about the

old man who just went out? He has peculiar ideas

about conducting his business. Nobody else under-

stands his system. Should anything happen to

him his affairs might get tangled up. Now, we

want to avoid that.
" We try to know as much

Knowing the about the amount and the
Customer's Business character of business done by

a customer as the customer

himself. Smart salesmen no longer pat themselves

on the back when they persuade a country mer-

chant to take more goods than he needs. On the

contrary, the salesman is more apt to restrain the

merchant from plunging recklessly.

The customer's personal affairs play a larger

part in our dealings with him than you might

imagine. If we hear that he is spending a lot of

money we look up his account and his business.

The tea tables up town aren't in it with us, and

we're trying all the time to find out what is in the

gossip. The parental relation is further empha-

sized by the matter of presents. Not so many

presents are given as formerly, but there are still a

good many. In some lines customers still expect

presents at Christmas, and sometimes when they

marry. Thousands of dollars may be spent in this

way by a firm in a year. As for tickets and such

small favors, when they come to town there is no

end to it. They come to us with the same cheerful

confidence of the boy who believes that that won-

derful father of his has only to put his hands into

his pockets and pull out anything asked for.

" 'There are 'other calls upon us of -a more

serious nature. Customers often come to us when

they are in trouble. Thus we had one customer

who lost hundreds in a bucket shop in speculation

and threw thousands after the hundreds trying to

get his money back. When we learned of his

trouble he was on the verge of bankruptcy. We

might have attached everything he had ; that would

have got us our money back, but it would have put

him out for good. Instead of taking that course,

after he had satisfied us that Ile would quit specu-

lating, we took charge of his affairs and put him on

his feet again. That illustrates the principle we

act upon to help along good customers.'"
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(Continued jion, page 1373)

The architectural beauty of the

New York's Port metropolis has been augmented

and New Custom during the past few years to a
House very gratifying extent. The

recent laying of the corner stone

of the new custom house marks another advance

in this direction. That the trade of this port justified

the erection of a new customs building was

evidenced by the statements of Secretary of the

Treasury Shaw in his speech at the function above

referred to. Mr. Shaw declared that to the port of

New York 8o,000,000 people bring $230,000,000 of

the surplus product of their farms, $6,000,000 of the

surplus from their forestries, $30,000,000 of the

surplus from their mines and more than $200,000,000

of the surplus of their manufactures. From that

port the same people carry inland $560,000,000

worth of imports, and to the collector of that port

is paid $165,000,000, or 65 per cent., of the customs

duties of a nation. To the wharves surrounding

that city 4000 vessels engaged in foreign commerce

annually are tied, from their decks descend more

than a half million people, and out from their

spacious holds are unloaded 9,000,000 tons of

freight.

Referring to our present system

The Need of the of 'weights and measures, the
secretary said : " We labor
under a disadvantage as com-

pared with some other countries in our standards

of weights and measures." In his judgment we

must come sooner or later to the metric system,

and the sooner the better. We have, however, a

great advantage over all other great commercial

countries in our monetary denominations—the sec-

retary did not say system. " Give us," he said, " a

currency as secure, a banking policy as elastic, a

system of weights and measures as convenient as

our rivals ; give us non-partisan support to such

measures as will establish lines of steamship com-

munication with countries in South America, South

Africa and the islands adjacent ; give us the

isthmian canal, and we ought to be able to maintain

such relations to the commerce of the world as will

conserve the peace and good will of all nations."

A Notable 

The sterling silver punch bowl
and ladle, recently completed
by Tiffany & Co., New York,
for presentation to George G.

McMurtry by the employees of the "Kiskiminetas

Valley Sheet-Steel Mills," Vandergrift, Pa., is a

beautiful and noteworthy presentation piece. It is

a massive piece of fine repousee and modeled work,
abont 16 inches in height, 183./ inches in diameter,

containing 508 ounces (over 42 pounds) of sterling

silver and has a capacity of 20 quarts. The outside
of the bowl is richly ornamented with several

medallions, which are encircled by wreaths of
laurel and ivy leaves symbolical of success and

friendship. It is also ornamented with bunches of
grapes, modeled in full relief,—giving a most
pleasing effect. The bowl itself is of a plain hemi-
spherical shape, and is supported upon four plain

columns. Underneath the bowl and between the
supporting columns is a perfectly modeled miniature
sheet mill, with a representation of the men putting
a sheet of steel through the rolls.

Louis Felderheimer, a well-known dealer in
precious stones, and who for the past three years
has been located at 41 Maiden Lane, has opened
new offices in the Prescott Building, 65 Nassau
Street. He will conduct a business as importer and

Metric System

Presentation Piece

cutter of precious stones in the new quarters, and
contemplates an annual business tour of Europe.

Howard C. Rowbotham has resigned his posi-
tion with C. P. Goldsmith and Co., and has entered
the services of the Untermeyer-Robbins Co., of

John Street.
Frederick Dreher, jeweler and optician, has

removed from 2312 Eighth Avenue to 177 Green-
witch Street. Mr. Dreher has recently been enjoy-
ing a prosperous trade.

James Steel, Jr., jewelry manufacturer, diamond
setter, stamper and polisher, of 22 Maiden Lane,
has enlarged his premises to a considerable extent.
He has leased the two top floors of the building in
which he is located and converted them into offices
and workrooms.

George F. Kunz, gem expert, of Tiffany & Co.,
received notice last month of his appointment as
the honorary expert in gems and precious stones
of the mines department of the Universal Exposi-
tion to be held in St. Louis in 1904. The notifica-
tion came from J. A. Holmes, chief of the depart-
ment of mines and metallurgy at the exposition.

Uda Kronenberg, representing L. Tekulski, of
Shreveport, La., was in this city last month buying

goods for the holiday trade. As business is good
in his section and the prospects for a good holiday
trade favorable, his purchases were heavier this
season than usual.

W. S. Ginnel, of H. Ginnel & Co., spent a part
of last month in Maine. He caught a 75-pound
salmon on one of his fishing trips. This is said to
be the largest catch in that vicinity for years. Mr.

Ginnel insists upon the correctness of the weight,

and repudiates the suggestion that there is a fisher-

man's story about the ponderosity of the catch.

The regular monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Security the executive committee of the
Jewelers' Security Alliance was
held on Friday, October Toth,

the following members being present : Chairman

Butts, President Sloan, Vice-Presidents Kroeber

and Wood, Secretary Noyes and Messrs. Abbott,

Alford, Brown, Champenois and Stern, of the

conimittee. The following new members were

accepted:

Alliance.

Emery A. Douglas, Guthrie,
Okla.

E. D. Harrison, Pocatello,
Idaho.

A. M. Melina, Steubenville,
Ohio.

S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs,
Mo.

L. Yauslin, Axtell, Kan,
Geo. W. Hook, Chicago, Ill,
Peter J. Hoke, Grand Rapids,

Mich.
Wm. Morris, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bernard Redepenuing, Chi-

cago Ill.
Joseph Siegel, Grand Rapids,

Mich.
J. J. Thomson, Grand

Rapids, Mich.
Fred. W. Wurzburg, Jr.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Louis A. Antoine, Chicago,

Jos. Hoeslech, Seattle, Wash.
Hunt & Collier, Uniontown,

Pa.
KrueltemOrer & Cohn, Evans-

ville, Ind.
Meyer & Postley Jewelry Co.,

New York City.
Plauchamp &Becker Co., Chi-

cago 111.
J. J. Pi'ordresher, Chicago,

Bee I 1 ive Jewelry Co., Wilkes-
Lorre, Pa.

Carson Jewelry and Optical
CO., New Rochelle, N.

John C. Eisfelder, Chickasha,
Ind. 'Per.

E. Gundlach & Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Anton W. Johanson, Chicago,

Chas. P. Meyer, Philadelphia,
l'a.

°skimp, Nolting & Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.

WSlocum di urliteer, Chicago.

John H. Twelbeck, Baltimore,
Md.

Chas. W. Warren & Co.,
Detroit, Mich.

Wendell & Co., Chicago, III.
Wendell & Co., New York

City.
Thos. Bruhy, West Bend,

Wis.
A. J. Carruth, Herington,

Kan.
Louis Commlossy, Toledo,

Ohio.
G. L. Gunther, Bellevue, Ohio.
F. W. Hinricks, Kalamazoo,

Mich.
J. M. l'orter & Co., Chicago,

E. Alberti, Chicago, Ill.
Duane G. Berry, Carthage,

.Jas. II. Cassell, Westminster,
Md.

Cresent Jewelry Store, Abbe-
ville, La.

Martin 'W. Hall, Waterbury,
Conn.

W. H. Jordan, Springfield,
Mass.

L. E. MoKown, Brimfield, Ill.
Mauch & Adams, Marshall],

Mo.
Parsons Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Henry Schmieding, Chicago,

N. Shure Co., Chicago,
W. A. Bundy, Watonga, Okla.
J. Cohn & Idro., New York

City.
R. P. Ferguson, Philadelphia,

Pa.
L. Goldberg & Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.
Geo. H. Newstedt, Cincinnati,

Ohio.
E. L. Nock, Providence, R. I.
J. Low Birmingham,

A hi.
hlcuiii.in Zeitz, Chicago, 111.
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14 Karat
Diamond-Set
Brooches,
Scarfs and
Links.

Complete Lines
of 10 K. Jewelry in very
latest productions.

A postal card request
brings you a selec-

tion of new
things worth

seeing.

New
Elk Buttons.

SEND FOR SELECTION.

Highly artistic designs in best qual-
ity gold filled Brooches, Cuff Links,
Scarfs, Neck, Vest and Guard Chains,

Bracelets, Lockets, Fobs, Hat Pins.

NOW READY
CATALOG Qf

Silver Jewelry, an Novelties.

Ebony, and

Gun Metal Novelties.

Send for one.
It's worth having.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers,

er 7 Malden Lane,

New York, N. Y.



HE Department of Manufactures of the Universal Exposition of St.
Louis has just issued a pamphlet in which attention is called to the
importance of the exposition from a financial standpoint. The
fact is referred to that no undertaking can be phenomenally

successful in the present day of immense combinations of capital unless it
has exceptional support, financially. In this respect the World's Fair at St.
Louis is singularly fortunate. The United States Government has already
appropriated for its use over $6,000,o0o, which is $3,500,000 more than was
given to the Chicago World's Fair, the citizens of St. Louis have raised
$5,000,000, the City of.St. Louis has appropriated $5,000,000, through the
sale of a special issue of city bonds, and the State of Missouri has appro-
priated $1,000,000 ; which makes a total amount available of $17,000,000.
It may be interesting to remember, in view of these figures, that the Louisiana
Purchase Territory, while comprising L000,000 square miles of richest soil,
cost but $15,000,000. The St. Louis Exposition, which is to commemorate
the purchase, has, already—two years before the date of its opening—
$17,000,000 to spend in such celebration.

Conservative estimates place the entire cost of the exposition at a figure
between $40,000,000 and $50,000,000. This is from eight to eighteen million
dollars greater than that of any previous World's Fair. The importance of
this statement will be more fully appreciated when it is understood that this
excess from eight to eighteen millions of dollars, which in all likelihood will
be available for the St. Louis World's Fair, represents an amount which will
be spent in perfecting this exposition to a degree far surpassing any previous
similar undertaking. When the wonderful accomplishments of the Chicago
Exposition of 1893 and the Paris Exposition of two are brought to mind, it
is almost impossible to estimate what this situation will produce for the
public at St. Louis, particularly in consideration of the greater experience
which the world's workers now bring to bear in building expositions.

It is an assured fact that the St. Louis Exposition will eclipse all exhibi-
tions which preceded it ; but to what degree it would be difficult to specu-
late, so great seem its probabilities. Buildings are already in course of
construction, the aggregate cost of which, including the Administration
Building, is about $9,000,000, and these represent but a small proportion in
numbers of the total which will have to be and are to be erected. The
value of the property on which the fair is located is about $15,000,000; the
use of which, of course, is had almost entirely free of cost. Everything is
on a scale so far in excess of all precedent, that the St. Louis Fair is looked

. forward to as a crowning event in world expositions.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the invitations of the exposition

authorities have met with such a hearty response from the manufacturers of
the United States and the world, and that, as a result, the exhibits are

expected to outrival even those of the French expositions which, until the
Columbian Exposition of 1893, have been the only exhibitions into whichthe whole world has poured its treasures unreservedly.

World's Fair in Brief
Approximate cost of the exposition, $4o,000,000.
Amount raised by citizens of St. Louis, $5,o0o,000.
Proceeds from St. Louis city bonds, $5,000,000.
Appropriated by United States Government, $5,000,o0o.
Appropriated by the State of Missouri, $1,000,000.
Appropriated for United States Government Building, $450,000.
Appropriated for United States Government exhibits, $484,o00.
Appropriation for the Philippine exhibit, $25o,000.
Leading Governments of the world to participate.
All States and Territories of the United States to take part.
Exhibits arranged in fifteen great departments.
Education and Social Economy Building, 400 by 600 feet.
Palace of Art, 836 by 422, fireproof ; cost $945,000.
Textile Building, 525 by 750 feet ; cost $319,399.
Liberal Arts Building, 525 by 750 ; cost 6o,000.
Manufacturers' Building covers fourteen acres ; cost $845,000.
Varied Industries Building, fourteen acres ; cost $604,o0o.
Machinery Building covers twelve acres ; cost $600,o0o.
Transportation Building covers fifteen acres ; cost $70o,o0o.
Agricultural 13uilcling covers twenty acres ; cost $80o,000. •
Twenty-five acres devoted to live stock exhibit's.
Horticultural Building, 300 by MOO feet ; cost $2oo,000.
Forestry and Fisheries Building, 400 by 600 feet.
Mining and Metallurgy Building, 525 by 750 feet ; cost koo,000.
Government Building, 850 by 200 feet ; cost $45o,000.
Building and athletic grounds for physical culture.
Washington University Buildings used by World's Fair ; cost itr,soo,000.
Exposition will show processes as well as products.
Fraternal Orders Building, eighty rooms ; cost $20o,000.
Magnificent landscape effects are planned.
Hundreds of groups of costly original statuary.
Wonderful electrical effects on grounds and buildings.
Over 20,000 horsepower for exposition uses.
Tournament of airships ; prizes amount to $2oo,000.
Intramural railway to all parts of the grounds.

for 1903 is the embodiment of all that is par excellence

both in catalogue making and jewelry listing. It is neat,

plain, simple and so conveniently arranged that it is a

pleasure to use it. It contains 800 pages, listing watches,

diamonds, jewelry, sterling and silver-plated ware,

clocks, bronzes, cut glass, optical and camera goods.

Many articles among •the above-mentioned lines are

exclusive with us and are not to be found in any other

catalogue in the country.

This book is handsomely and substantially bound with

an extra good quality of cloth in a beautiful shade of red,

and the covers are illuminated with silver ink, making a

volume that is beautiful as well as useful.

We are wholesale dealers only, and under no circum-

stances will we sell anything at retail. We keep a record

of every catalogue sent out and no one can get a copy

until we are certain he is a dealer. Furthermore, should

an outsider obtain a copy it would be of no use to him, as

we will not fill an order from a party we do not positively

know to be a dealer.

,0111

View of St. Louis, the World's Fair City.



DIAMONDS
WHEN [Hiving- Diamonds please

consider that we have a most com-
plete Diamond department. We

pay especial attention to this part of our
business and the size of our stock is
unequalled. We import direct. We can
furnish precious stones of any kind or
price upon demand. Our prices are low,
quality considered. In fact, from any
standpoint, we are best equipped to
serve you. Mounted goods as shown
here are illustrated in greater variety in
our 1903 Catalogue, pagesi2I to 136.
Write us about Diamonds. We will
be glad to correspond with you

K 9(147

FROM OUR 1903 CATALOGUE

K 912.9

K 9050

pages
when

892.1

We give you an idea above of what our 1903 Catalogue 
contains in the way of Sterling Silver Novelties --

341 to 400 inclusive. It illustrates other lines just as well—lines you can 
depend upon. Look it over, and

in the city be sure to call and see our big stock. It won't be necessary for you to buy to do this.
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BENJ. ALLEN 0 COco,

131-137 Wabash Avenue, Wholesale Jewelers, Chicago.



MAGNET WINDOW EASELS

It is time now to think of display preparations for the Holidays.Magnet Window Easels were designed by us to help you make your windows attractive—to give them
the life and color that are always pleasing to the eye and what is more important, to display your goods
at an angle that makes them readily seen from the street.These easels are covered with the finest quality of silk velvet—not plush—and cannot be boughtelsewhere as we are the originators and sole manufacturers. Colors are Royal Purple, Green and Ruby.
When ordering be sure and state which color you desire.

PRICES-- --
Magnet No. I. For Rings, Size 8 x 9'.( inches   each, $1.50Magnet No. 2. For 0, 6 and 12 Size Watch Cases, Size8 '1; x incises  
Magnet No. 3. For 16 and 18 Size Watch Cases, Size7 x 13 inches 

" 1.10Magnet No. 4. For Spectacles and Spoons, Size 7xI3 inches " 1.25Magnet No. 5. For Eyeglasses, Size 7 x 13 inches . " 1.25Magnet No. 6. For Vest Chains, Size 7 x 15 inches 1.25

1.00

131-137 Wabash Ave.,

Magnet No. 7. For Rings, Size 334 x to ,2 inches .
Magnet No. 8. For Rings, Size 4y'2 x 5 

▪ 

inches
Magnet No. 9. For Rings, Size 4 x 5' 

• 

inches
Magnet No. 10. For Brooches, Size 8 x 9 '4 incises
Magnet No. 11. For Chatelaine Watches, Size 8 x 91 finches, not shown in Cut .
Magnet No. 12. For Lockets, Size 7 x 13 inches . .

BENJ. ALLEN 6 CO.,
Wholesale Jewelers,

each, $1.10

.75

.75
1.25

1.25
1.10

Chicago.

Interesting Watch Case and Other Facts

Just as you are sure of the stamp

on the gold bar shown in cut below,

you may be equally sure of the

stamp on any gold case you receive

from us. We make sure of all that

before we offer them to you for sale.

The cases here shown were selected

from the 120 pages of watches in our

1903 catalogue. There are many

more there just as nice—some nicer

—some cheaper. It will pay you to

look them over. The biggest line of

watches ever listed by anybody.

QED.) Pg?/
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Wy carry the largest stock of

watclics in the world—right here

within our four walls—and are pre-

pared to meet all demands that may

be made upon it. We'll enlarge it

though if necessary to handle all the

watch business that may conic our

way. We believe in quality and

demonstrate it by making up our

gold filled case stock of the leading

makes cmly. No trouble about guar-

antees with these cases. See the big

lists in our 1903 Catalogue.

XU*
'rile al., ,•ut rates a gold bar just a, u

You undoubtedly use a great

many low-priced American move-

ments—did you ever try the Solar ?

This is a movement made especially

for us and we guarantee every one of

them. We are selling thousands of

them annually to jewelers requiring a

low-priced movement they can de-

pend upon, and we are rarely called

Upon to fulfill our guarantee. We •

devote a page to " Solars " in our

1903 Catalogue—page 13—look it

over. It may interest you.

ffin•s frollL thc

We carry a full line of New

England Watches, including their

new enamel effects, which we show

in their natural colors in our 1903

Catalogue. We have greatly in-

creased our facilities in anticipation

of what we believe is going to be the

best Holiday season in the history of

the jewelry business. We are fully

prepared to handle all your business

promptly and accurately, notwith-

standing the fact that we expect a

rush of mail orders this fall.

Benj. Allen & Co., Wholesale Jewelers,
131-137 Wabash Ave. CHICAGO.



In All Clockdom,
No Gift Clock Like This

When folks go a-hunting Christmas gifts
there are few who can pass by the charm of
the Cuckoo Clock.

It has every gift quality—that of beauty,
of uncommonness, of serviceability. And
nothing may be urged against it that will
offset any of these qualities.

An artist carved that frame of wood ; a
clever craftsman gave to the little cuckoo the
power of imitating that bird's call. A good
clockmaker made the clock an excellent
timekeeper.

And we stand in back of it all with a
guarantee of rightness and the offer to make
right if anything goes wrong.

You can sell our Cuckoo Clocks to
Christmas shoppers—no question about that
at all. You can sell satisfaction with each
clock, because we sell it to you.

Send for catalogue and price-list.

American Cuckoo Clock Co.,
PH I LADELPH IA, PA.

"'"\..""%ommem•••:/--

The New

CORONA ART POTTERY
Corona Ware.

ARTISTIC. BEAUTIFUL. SALABLE. PROFITABLE.
It's the line to complete your stock for the holiday trade.It's the money-making line for Jewelers this season.

Feroza Faience.

Write for prices on all our lines of Fine Art Pottery—

And don't forget FEROZA, " The ware that looks like metal."

THE J. B. OWENS POTTERY COMPANY,New York Salesrooms—W. H. Dunn, 
Zanesville, Ohio.68-70 W. Broadway.
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Thanks for Plenty of Coal !

Thanks for New England Watches!
In the midst of your Thanksgiving, let us 

remind you that tho'

we have tried our best to make up a 
sufficiently large advance

stock, the late corner will find that some of the 
styles are " all

sold "—Get your orders in early!

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY, 
Waterbury, Coni

37-9 Maiden Lane, New York. 
131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

Claus Sprevkals Building, San Francisco.
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Diamonds
Gutters —Importers

OUR STOCK of Mounted Diamonds is large
and varied. It contains medium-priced pieces
as well as the very finest. Our Diamond Book just being
mailed shows some of our latest and choicest productions. The illustrations
are exact size and will be of great assistance in selecting your stock, or in
dealing with prospective customers.

Watches
if you do not recciz'e
a copy, write us.

Waltham Jewel Watches: We have this new watch cased
in plain and fancy patterns, the latter containing carved, applique and
diamond set in taking designs.

4 K. 0 Sae Diamond-Set Cases, from

Gold Cases:

10.00 to $125.00.

All sizes, all prices.

Filled Cases: Crescent and _kis. Boss.

Movements.. Waltham, Elgin, Hamilton.

New England Watches.

'

2 Maiden Lane
Telephone.. 8 Cortland/ New rod

THE GREAT DIAMONDS OF THE WORLD
1—"South Star.'

6—" Pasha of Egypt."
3—" Pitt " or " Regent."

4—"Florentine Triangular."

5— Russian " Orloff."

6—" Koh-i-noor" in its present state.

7—" Koh-i-noor" as originally cut in Venice.

8— The " Great Mogul," from which the "Koh-i-noor" and

"Orloff" Diamonds are supposed to have been cut.

These fac-similes are half the actual size of the original 
gems.

EVERAL jewelers, who seem to have procured imitations

of the great diamonds of the world for window display pur-

poses, have asked us for some information in regard to

them. " Customers ask questions about the originals," says on
e

jeweler, " and I do not know what to tell them, as no such infor-

mation comes with the imitations. It would be interesting to be

able to give the public some historical facts in regard to the stone
s,

their weight, ownership, what crowns they adorn, or any legends

connected with them which would give them special interest."

HISTORY OF THE KOH-I-NOOR.

The Koh-i-noor is possibly the most celebrated diamond in the

world, although not the largest. It is exceeded in size by three

others, the Russian Orloff, the French Pitt or Regent, and the

Florentine diamond, in the order named.

The history of the Koh-i-noor is somewhat wrapped in mys-

tery, but all legends agree that it had its origin in the mines of

Golconda, India, 5000 years ago. The first authentic accounts

show it to have been in the possession of Baber, the founder of the

Mogul dynasty, in 1526. Tavernier, the great French traveler,

saw it in the possession of Baber's successor in the year 1665. At

that time the superb gem was the largest ever known to the world,

and none as large have ever been discovered. As seen by Taver-

nier, the stone was in the form of the present Koh-i-noor, but was

many times larger, and was known as the Great Mogul. The

Great Mogul has since disappeared from the face of the earth, and

it is commonly supposed that the 'present Koh-i-noor and the Rus-

sian Orloff stone are two pieces of this once peerless gem.

THE GREAT MOGUL.

The Great Mogul originally weighed 793% carats. It was

hemispherical in shape, and, as seen by reference to the accompa-

nying illustrations, far exceeds in size any of the other gems. In

1665, as viewed by Tavernier, its weight, or rather the section of it

which remained, was only 280 carats. In 1739 this piece came

into the possession of Nadir Shah, the Persian invader of India,

who gave to the fragment the name of " Koh-i-noor " or " Moun-

tain of Light." In 1813 it passed to Runjeet Sing, the ruler of

Jahore. When, in 1849, Punjab was surrendered to British India,

the Koh-i-noor was surrendered, and the following year was pre-

sented to Queen Victoria.
But during the sojourn of the Koh-i-noor with its Indian

possessors it had been sent to Venice and was there reduced by an

unskillful cutter from 280 to 1866 carats. Since its acquisition as

a British crown jewel it has again been cut, reducing it to to6 carats.

Figures 6 and 7 show it in two states, Figure 6 being its present

form, and that in which it was placed in the crown but a short time

since made for Queen Alexandra.

THE ORLOFF DIAMOND.

The largest diamond in the world is the Orloff diamond, be-

longing to the Russian crown jewels. There are two stories of its

origin, one of which is to the effect that it formed the eye of a

Hindu idol, and was stolen by a French deserter. The more pro-

bable account, and the one which fits in with the supposition that

it was also a part of the Great Mogul, says that it belonged to

Nadir Shah, and on his murder, was in some manner confiscated

and brought to Amsterdam by an Armenian merchant. In 1772

Count Orloff purchased it for the Empress Catharine of Russia for

the sum of 450,000 roubles, about $450,000, receiving as a reward

for his shrewdness in the transaction, a life annuity of 4000 roubles

and a title of nobility. The Orloff gem weighs 19434 carats, is

valued at $1,000,000 and now adorns the Russian scepter.

PITT'S PRECIOUS GEM

The Pitt or Regent diamond was purchased by Mr. Pitt, the

Governor of Madras, in 1702, for ‘20,000. When Pitt brought it

to London to have it cut, the stone weighed 410 carats. It was

reduced to 13634 carats, the pieces which were chipped and sawed

from it being worth many thousands of dollars. In 1717 it was

sold to the regent Duke of Orleans for Louis XV for 2,5oo,000

francs, or the equivalent of $650,000. It afterward appeared in the

hilt of Bonaparte's sword of state.

THE FLORENTINE DIAMOND

After the Pitt diamond comes the suberb Florentine stone,

sometimes known as the Tuscan triangular diamond. This rare

gem is said to have been lost at the Battle of Granson by Charles

the Bold, Duke of Burgundy, and afterwards picked up by a soldier

who disposed of it for a trifle, supposing it to be a bit of quartz

crystal. Later it came into the possession of the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, from whom it was sold to the Emperor of Austria, with

whom it now rests. Its weight is 133 carats, and it is valued at

half a million dollars.
Other large and well-known diamonds

The South Star, found in Brazil in 1853 by Mr. Halpin. It

was exhibited in Paris in 1862 ; weight 125 carats.

The Pasha, a magnificent brilliant of only 40 carats, bought by

I hrallim, Pasha of Egypt.
The Sancy, Polar Star and the Shah (not the one mentioned

above) three very famous jewels in the Russian treasury, of 53, 40

and 86 carats respectively.

The Nassac, 90 carats ; the Piggott, 82 carats ; and the Hope

diamond, 44 carats, worth $i 25,000, are three of the best known

stones of lighter weight.

For the photograph from which the above illustration was

made we are indebted to the Philadelfihia Inquirer.
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"Waiting is Easy but Unprofitable."

A Watch Famine
at the height of
the Holiday sea-
son would be a
serious calamity.
No such famine
is anticipated, but
it does look as
if the demand
would exceed the
supply. Forestall
this possibility by
buying early.
We are now show-
ing the largest
and most com-
plete stock of

watches in the

country—enough
and to spare for
all our patrons.
Make your selec-
tions NOW and
give us a chance
to take care of
you as we would
like to.

%Order by mail, if
not in person-
your order will
be filled with
equal care and
promptness in
either case.

J. W. Forsinger, Wholesale Watches,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.

November, 1902

OF

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE
Room 801 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO,. October 28, 1902.

" The reports of prosperity in

the West, Northwest and South-

west which come every day or

two from some new source,

make very pleasant. reatling," said C. H. Knights,

of C. H. Knights & Co. " Minnesota, the Dako-

tas, Montana and Washington, Missouri, Kansas,

Nebraska, Colorado, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Indian

Territory, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and the

rest of the territory commercially tributary to this

market in a direct degree, is having an inundation

of good times such as seldom, if ever, been

approached in the past. The great and domina-

ting fact in the situation is that the country has

again been blessed with good crops. Everything

seems to promise a large and profitable holiday

trade. The jewelers of the above-mentioned terri-

tory are unquestionably entering upon two of the

busiest months they have known. The two months

between now and Christmas seem destined to be

among the most active in American mercantile

history. These are certainly conditions that call

for the best energies and the most enthusiastic

activities that the wise and wide-awake jeweler

can command."

The Present
Situation

Some Advertising
Ideas from a
Western Jeweler

The last time THE KEYSTONE

representative met Will. H.

Beck, the genial and successful

jeweler of Sioux City, Iowa, he

mentioned that he was giving

his advertising more attention than ever this season,

ancl that he was doing more of it also. He told us

that he was now using over forty city and surround-

ing town papers regularly. Mr. Beck also remark-

ed that he was trying one of the new wrinkles in

advertising this fall—that of buying several differ-

ent faces of type and having each and every ad.

displayed with the same type and set up in the

same uniform style. Mr. Beck had only just pur-

chased his type, and had not given the " wrinkle"

a trial so could not tell us how much benefit it

would be to his ads. We are inclined to think

that Mr. Beck will find this new departure decided-

ly in the line of progress ; that his advertisements

will have an individuality about them that will

THE KEYSTONE

make them more attractive and therefore more

thoroughly read than in the past. Any jeweler

who does considerable advertising will find this an

excellent idea to use in making his advertising

more effective. Mr. Beck has some other fine

ideas on advertising. He remarked that he thought

his advertising of enough importance to give it his

close and careful personal attention. He does not

consider it a luxury which tempts an occasional

extravagance, but a necessity which must be provi-

ded for as are other business requirements. He well

knows that business always goes to the advertiser

at the expense of the non-advertiser ; that publicity

is as necessary to the success of every business as

a good reputation is essential to inspire confidence

in the customer, new or old. Another good pointer

from Mr. Beck—he believes in planning his holi-

day advertising campaign early. He does not

wait until people have made up their minds what

they will buy, but he helps them make up their

minds through his advertising. While pursuing

this plan he finds he is able to induce early buying.

This is not a new idea but a good one. It is worthy

of the attention of all jewelers just at this time.

There are good sound reasons for early buying and

the people know them. You can talk about the

advantages of early choice ; of selecting while

assortments are complete ; of buying before the

rush begins ; of getting their gifts picked out and

having the matter off their hands. Indeed, there

are arguments upon arguments on this point, and

the wise jeweler will pick them out and begin to

work them early. There is one fact remaining

that means action, and that is the earlier you get

advertising ready, the better the work and results

will be. It pays to be early in the field, and it pays

to keep ahead of your competitor all through 
the

holiday campaign.

Among the Western jewelers

Rich who have favored this office

jewelers with a call recently was George

Arkwright, of Beatrice, Nebr.

The writer and Mr. Arkwright are old-time frie
nds,

and he sat with us quite a little time. He tell
s us

that trade is already excellent in Nebraska, 
and

that the outlook for holiday business could not w
ell

be improved upon. Mr. Arkwright is always a

breezy talker, for he is a keen observer of men a
nd

things ; but like a large proportion of the hum
an

race he sometimes thinks that most any oth
er busi-

ness is a better money-maker than his own. 
This

started an argument which we wish to con
tinue in

these columns for the benefit of those 
jewelers

who think as Mr. Arkwright did about the 
jewelry

business. His argument was that this country had

yet to produce a really rich jeweler. We 
called his

attention to the late Charles L. Tiffany. He

thought the Tiffany fortune was a 
disappointment

to the trade as reported at $5,000,000. 
We assured

him that the appraisal or the Tiffany estate made
it appear that Mr. Tiffany was 

richer by some

$5,000,000 than was generally supposed. 
The in-

ventory of the estate gives an aggre
gate of $10,-

000,000, and with the exception of a few 
thousand

dollars loaned upon mortgages all of it is in

personal property, most of it extrem
ely valuable

personal property, one-third of it is in th
e stock

of the corporation which bears his name—a

name which has become a most 
valuable trade-

mark in itself. Mr. Tiffany's wealth was the result

of the profits that came to him from 
this corpora-

tion and from the investment of t
hose profits. We

have it from private sources that the
 court inven-

tory was made on an extremely 
conservative basis,

and that if the bonds • and stocks were
 sold at pre-

sent market prices Mr. Tiffany's 
fortune would
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easily reach $15,000,000. This is a splendid show-

ing for America's greatest jeweler and should set

at rest the idea that America has not produced a

really rich jeweler.

Personal Mention

Paul Juergens, one of the founders and at pre-

sent the head of the Juergens & Andersen Corn-

pany, may be seen at headquarters regularly these

days after a delightful season spent at the family

summer home at Powers Lake, Wis. Only recently

Mr. Juergens celebrated his sixty-ninth birthday at

his country home in company of the various mem-

bers of his family. Ever since this joyful occasion

he has been receiving the congratulations of his

old-time friends in the Chicago trade.

John H. Hardin, vice-president of F. A. Hardy

& Co., spent the early days of October on a hunt-

ing expedition up in Northern Wisconsin. He re-

ports some fine sport and says he never enjoyed a

hunting trip more.
Jeweler Duncan Campbell, of South Chicago,

has lately returned from an extended Eastern trip.

Ernest M. Lunt, Chicago and Western manager

for Towle Manufacturing Company, has recently

returned from a trip to the company's factory.

Charles R. Jacobs has resigned his position as

Chicago and Western agent of the Homan Silver

Plate Company, Cincinnati, to take effect January

1st. Mr. Jacobs has held this position for over

twelve years and is widely and favorably known

among the trade as a silverware man, both in the

East and in the West. He goes to the Knicker-

bocker Silver Company, Port Jervis, N. Y. His

successor has not been named as yet.

Charles Terry, Southwestern traveler for the

F. C. Happel Company, was at headquarters for a

few days early in the month, after a four-months'

trip over his territory. Mr. Terry reports extremely

favorable conditions in the Southwest, with the

holiday outlook all that could be asked for.

Ives L. Lake, of the Chicago office of Robbins

& Appleton, agents of the Waltham Watch Corn-

pany, is at his desk again, looking the picture of

good health, after a month's vacation spent at his

old home in Connecticut.

Frank P. Wallace, well known in the trade

from his connection with several of our leading

retail firms, left for the East last week on a short trip.

Walter Wyatt, the well-known Peoria, Ill.,

optician and the first vice-president of the Illinois

Optical Society, has recently finished a two years'

course in medicine at one of our medical schools

and has returned to Peoria a full-fledged M. D.

However, Mr. Wyatt does not expect to enter

upon the practice of medicine, but wilt continue

his optical business at the old stand. His ambition

for some time has been to graduate in medicine,

and he has shown rare determination and pluck in

satisfying it. Mr. Wyatt is a bright example of

what education will do for the optician.

W. A. McCrea, for several years past connected

with the Cincinnati trade, is a new man on the

house force at Benj. Allen & Co.'s.

Seth E. Thomas, the veteran head of the Seth

Thomas Clock Co., spent several days recently at

the Chicago office of the company.

D. H. Raymond, the well-known western

traveler, who has been in Mexico for the past eight

months in the employ of A. C. Smith, general

watch inspector of the Mexican Central Railway

System, has resigned his position and returned to

Chicago.
Samuel H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co.,

wholesale jewelers, Minneapolis, Minn., was a re-

cent trade caller in this market.

(Continued on page :381)



Magnificent Diamond jewelry
For some time past we have been concentrating our forces and facilities upon

the task of producing a line of holiday jewelry, which, for style, individuality and
intrinsic merit, would stand not only unsurpassed, but unequaled and unapproached
in the jewelry market. We rejoice over the signal success of our labors, happy in the
knowledge that they will be appreciated by the solid, discriminating jewelers of the
country. It is the custom of the high-class trade to look to us for beautiful and
original designs, and this year we have outdone all our previous achievements. The
new goods have a distinguishing elegance and exclusiveness which will fascinate cul-
tured taste and bring prestige and big profits.

MERGENS & ANDERSEN COMPANY
9 - 9 8 STA] F STREET, CHICAGO

FOR RENT
From May I, 1903

The following desirable space in

THE COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO.
4000 square feet on the second floor suitable for

wholesale or retail jewelry firm.

2500 square feet on the third floor.

Address, A. P. Gilmore,
Columbus Memorial Building, 103 State Street, CHICAGO.

November, 1902

Chicago News

THE KEYSTONE

(Continued foam page :379)

Frank Barger, head of the firm of M. F. B
arger

& Co., has just return
ed from a short business trip

to Colorado.

A. T. Westlake, dean of the 
Bradley Horo-

logical Institute, was in Chicago fo
r a day recently

and dropped in at KEYS
TONE headquarters long

enough to say that the Peoria Scho
ol was growing

in strength and usefulnes
s every day. Mr. West-

lake tells us that their school
 has a fine list of

interested students who will make
 their mark as

watchmakers, jewelers and opticians. The Br
ad-

ley school sets a high standard in its work,

and we are pleased to hear of
 its expansion and

prosperity.
Jeweler Charles H. Reynolds, of Alpena,

Mich., is expected in Chicago the f
irst week in

November on his holiday buying trip. Mr. Rey-

nolds is making extensive improvemen
ts in the

arrangetnent of his store preparatory to the h
oli-

day season.
W. M. Davidson, with J. W. Forsinge

r, is now

in New York in charge of the New Y
ork office of

his firm. He was in Chicago for a few 
days early

in the month, and tells that their New
 York office

is already enjoying a fine trade, though
 only opened

a few Months ago.

Albert Paulson, of Henry Paulson & Co., has

just finished his initial trip through Mis
souri and

Kansas and is now in Colorado. He repo
rts ex-

cellent trade conditions in the two States fir
st men-

tioned, where he spent two months.

Elmer A. Rich, of the Elmer A. Rich Com-

pany, is absent in Colorado on a two-week
s. trip.

Two missionaries of the Elgin Watch Compa
ny

have just returned from long trips. They ar
e A. L.

Kingsbury, who covers Iowa and Kansas, 
and

M. H. Douglas, whose territory embraces Wisc
on-

sin and Minnesota.

Mortimer M. Cloudman, who has been filling

the position of .missionary for the Elgin Nati
onal

Watch Company in the Canadian territory, has
 re-

signed and moved from Toronto to Elgin, his

former home, where he has gone into the r
etail

coal business. Ed. Beeton, of Toronto, has been

appointed as his successor. Mr. Becton is a well-

known watchmaker of the above city, and is classe
d

among the most accomplished horologists in the

provinces. He is already at work in his new

position.

Morris Eisenstadt, secretary of the Eisenstadt

Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, spent several

days in town recently calling on our manufacturers.

He was under the chaperonage of Geo. G. Gam-

brill, order clerk of the Eisenstadt house and

familiarly known at home as the " three G's."

These gentlemen were handsomely entertained b
y

their trade friends, and left the Western metropolis

feeling good over the entertainment they had

received.

Gossip

THE KEYSTONE representative has recently

been shown by Max Ellbogen, of the Stein &

Ellbogen Company, a device for the accurate set-

ting of the hands of American watches, which has

recently been patented by George A. Lockwood,

senior member of the firm of Lockwook & Son,

Chariton, Iowa, well-known jewelers. There

always has been a slight loss of time in setting

stem-wind watches, but this new device does away

with all in an easy and simple manner. Mr. Lock-

wood expects to soon put his device on the market.

Out-of-town Visitors

William I). Werner, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,

was in Chicago during the early part of the month,

buying new fixtures to add to his growing business.

J. M. Bigwood, one of the Hoosier State's lead-

ing and best-known jewelers, for a number of

years located at Terre Haute, was a recent visiting

buyer in this market.

H. A. Johnson, jeweler-optician, of Monmouth,

Ill., was in the city October 16th, attending the

annual meeting of the Illinois Optical Society,

which was held on that date. Mr. Johnson took

advantage of his sojourn to make considerable

purchases of stock.
The Western headquarters of THE KEYSTONE

was recently favored with a call from Mrs. Jennie

H. Pratt, wife of Jeweler Harry Pratt, Freemont,

Nebr., who was in .Chicago on a buying and plea-

sure trip.
Chas. W. Bechtol, of Galion, Ohio, was in the

Chicago market for a few days recently selecting

his holiday bills. Mr. Bechtol was a welcome

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay

in town. .
Mrs. L. W. Suter, wife of Jeweler Suter, of

Nome, Alaska, spent a week in the Chicago mar-

ket recently laying in a six-months' supply for thei
r

far-away northern store. Mr. Suter was a pleasant

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during her stay

in town. She tells us that her husband's busines
s

has been quite successful since their location 
at

Nome a little over three years ago. Though shu
t

out from the outside world for six months of
 the

year they find life quite enjoyable and profitable 
in

the far Northwest part of Uncle Sam's doma
in.

Nome is a mining town—the trade center of
 the

Nome gold mining district, and is a place of sev
eral

thousand population. The people up there are

mostly from the " States," and their life and wa
nts

are'about the same as in other parts of our coun
try.

The only difference in the jewelry line is that
 the

leading feature of Mr. Suter's business is the

manufacture of gold nugget jewelry, which g
ives

employment to six hands constantly.

Hermann Hiss, the well-known Bay City,

Mich., jeweler, spent a few days in this 
market

recently picking up novelties for the holiday tr
ade.

A few of the outside jewelers in the city duri
ng

the last few days were : J. Le Craft, Plain Vi
ew,

Minn.; Geo. H. Thom, Three Rivers, Mich.;

J. R. Whittaker, Toledo, Ill.; H. Schwartz, Mo
nti-

cello, Ill.; L. B. Smith, Belle Plain, Iowa ; W. 
T.

Brown, Sterling, Kans.; E. L. McDowell, 
Arkan-

sas City, Ark.; Horace Shadel, Rogers, Ark
.;

H. M. Dayton, Polo, Ill.; W. K. Gibbs, 
Hannibal,

Mo.; G. R. Strickland, Fond du Lac, Wis.
; C. C.

Thoma, Battle Creek, Mich.; C. H. Morris
on, To-

peka, Kans.; E. J. Marcomille, Lena, Wis.
; F. R.

Pencoast, Hastings, Ark.

S. W. Lindsay, of Omaha, was in the m
arket

last week selecting his holiday bills. He was

accompanied by Mrs. Lindsay.

Jeweler Harry M. Turney, of Stockton, I
ll.,

was recently met in one of our wholesale 
houses,

where he was selecting his fall bills. Mr. Turney

was on his way to his old home at Marion,
 Ohio,

where he expected to visit for a week. He 
reports

business good and fine prospects for a large 
holi-

day trade.
D. T. Kiess, of Edon, Ohio, is in the 

market

this week selecting his holiday bills. H
e reports

good times in his section of the Bucke
ye State.

Never better.
The firm of Albaugh & Son, Hillsdale, Mic

h.,

were represented in this market this we
ek by Mr.

Albaugh, Sr., who was here looking over
 the
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Watch and Clock Trades' Exhibit and d
oing some

holiday buying. He was a pleasant caller
 at THE

KEYSTONE headquarters.

New Coins for Philippines

The Philippine Commission and the War D
e-

partment have expedited the matter of pr
oviding

the islands with a new subsidiary coinage, 
and in a

few months the new coins will be ready f
or issue at

the rate of $25o,000 a month. The propose
d coin-

age will not disturb financial conditions 
in the

islands whatever, but simply supply a wa
nt long

felt. There has been such a scant amount o
f

small coin in the Philippines that the bank
s have

not infrequently been obliged to use stam
ps, and it

is said that at the toll bridges in Manila
, over the

Pasig, change for coin has been paid in 
cigarettes

or matches as a regular custom among the
 Filipinos.

The coins are a 50-cent piece, correspo
nding

to the medio peso , a 20-cent piece, c
orresponding

to the peseto, and a to-cent piece, 
corresponding

to the media peseta. These are the subsidiary

coins. There are also to be three minor coins
, a

5-cent piece, a r-cent piece and a -cent piece.

The former coins will be legal tender in 
the islands

up to $1o, and the latter up to $1. The 
new coins

have no standard value, being put on the
 market in

the same manner as the coins at prese
nt in use.

It is believed that eventually, by the pro
cess of

recoinage, the old Mexican, money in t
he islands

can be supplanted. The change, h
owever, will

necessarily be slow, and the Mexican mon
ey will

circulate with the new Philippine money
 for years.

For a time the new coins will be mint
ed in the

United States, but the United States 
Government

will not be in any sense behind them or 
responsible

for them. They will be distinctly m
oney for the

Philippine Government. If it is decided to buy the

silver here, in order to get the new coins in
 circula-

tion sooner than would be the case 
if the coining

were done in Manila, the amount will be
 limited to

$25o,000 a month, which would have no
 effect on

the silver market.

The designs for the new coins have been

selected in but two cases. These were made by

native Filipino artists. On one of the
m will appear

a figure of a Filipino woman in a f
lowing robe, and

on another coin there will be a muscular 
Filipino at

work at a forge with a hammer in his 
hand.

An Up-to-Date Hotel Man

" I know that we drumtners have the reputa-

tion of not always adhering str
ictly to the truth,"

said one of the traveling frater
nity ; "but I'll take

my oath when I tell you about 
the toothbrushes I

encountered in a little hotel down Jers
ey on my

last trip I am not even exagge
rating, much less

lying. The hotel was one of those primitive
 little

taverns still to be found in the sm
all towns of South

Jersey, presided over by a landl
ord who had never

been twenty-five miles away 
from home in his life.

Still, he had attempted to in
troduce some modern

innovations, and one of them—wo
uld you believe

it ?—was a toothbrush in each 
room ! The one in

the room to which I was 
assigned was chained to

the wash-stand. I called the proprietor's attention

to this. ' Yes, be gosh,' he 
drawled, ' I had to do

that to protect my property. Som
e o' those gol-

derned smarties started to walk aw
ay with 'em, an'

I found the only way I could 
keep 'em whar they

belonged was to chain 'em up, be 
gosh I You can't

fool your Uncle Dudley.'"
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We have just sent out our

New 1903 Catalogue

Otto Young 6 Co.
149 to 153 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

01/06/06:0CWOGAWA9C,%060606060606A96/064

Have you received your copy? If not, advise us. We send it
TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS ONLY. 

If you are not rated, or have just started in husiness, your name may not be on ourcatalogue list—in either case, please send us your name, address and business card.
We think that our New 1903 Catalogue would be of interest to you.We have spared neither time nor expense to make it as complete as possible.
It contains a large line of Watches, Diamonds, Rings, Chains, Hair Chain

Mountings, Bracelets, Lockets, Charms, Emblem Goods, Jewelry, Thimbles, Canes,Umbrellas, Pens, Pencils, Ebony Goods, Novelties, Shopping Bags, Pipes, SterlingSilver Ware, Silver-Plated Ware, Leather Goods, Cut Glass Ware, Show Cases, Trays,Plush and Morocco Boxes, Clocks, Bronzes, etc.
ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF OPTICAL GOODS. Special attention givento Prescription Work.

ALL KINDS OF WORK FOR THE TRADE at lowest possible prices. See our1903 Catalogue, pages 320 and 321.

OLD GOLD AND SILVER taken in trade, Cull cash value allowed.
FOR TOOLS, MATERIALS, FINDINGS, ETC., see our special Tool and MaterialCatalogue. All goods warranted exactly as represented. Everything marked in plainfigures AT ROCK-BOTTOM PRICES.
When in Chicago, we will be pleased to see you. When you need any goods inour line it will pay you to call or send us your order.

We will Guarantee Fair Dealing, Prompt Attention and Lowest Prices.
Yours truly,

November, 1902 TNE K \'"STON

The Watch and Clock Trades Exhibit

The fourth annual Watch and Clock Trades

Exhibit, given under the auspices of the American

Horological Society, opened at 153 Michigan

Avenue, Chicago, on October 25th. The open-

ing was entirely informal, the managers of the

exhibition resisting the temptation to indulge in

oratory, which usually proves irresistible upon

such occasions. The exhibit as a whole is highly

creditable to those in charge of the enterprise, and

many of the showings made by individual firms

are decidedly interesting. While the number of

exhibitors is about the same as last year, the

quality has improved and much more floor space

is occupied, every available inch being utilized.

The attendance on the opening day exceeded ex-

pectations, and on Monday the large room was

constantly filled by an ever-changing throng. At

this writing it seems probable that last year's

big attendance—between 20,000 and 30,000—will

be equaled if not excelled. The exhibit has

already served to attract a very large number of

jewelers to the city and the local jobbers are

naturally experiencing beneficial results from this

influx of customers. It is believed that the record

of last year, when 1900 out-of-town members of

the trade registered at the exhibit during the week

that it was open, will be beaten.

One of the most curious exhibits shown is a

"Sabbath" clock, which is of such a religious

turn of mind that its pendulum invariably stops at

midnight of Saturday and remains motionless for

twenty-four hours, beginning work again at one

second after midnight on Monday morning. This

clock is the contrivance of a West Side jeweler,

who does not hesitate to expose what he terms the

hypocrisy of the timepiece. He explains the myste-

rious respect for the seventh day by saying, that

concealed in the framework of the clock there are

the works of a small eight-day clock, the tick of

which has been so carefully muffled that it cannot

be distinguished by even the trained ear of an ex-

pert jeweler. These small works run continuously

and by means of a lever cause the big pendulum

to stop at the desired time and to start up again a

day later. Another odd timepiece in the same ex-

hibit is a pendulum watch. This consists of a

watch movement, with a pendulum attachment,

and is mounted on a graceful gilt stand. The

pneumatic clock system shown by another ex-

hibitor is also eliciting much comment. A master

clock operates as many other clocks in an estab-

lishment as may be desired. It is supplied with a

small bellows, which forces a slight current of air

through rubber tubing to the secondary clocks once

a minute, moving the hands forward in one-minute

jumps. Especial interest is also manifested in the

process of diamond cutting, engraving and the cut-

ting and polishing of cut glass, but all of the ex-

liibitare carefully studied by the members of the

trade in attendance. The list of exhibitors is as
follows 

Benj. Allen & Co., watchmakers' tools and
materials and jewelry.

Frank Netschert, perpetuated flowers.
monSdtsein & Ellbogen Co., process of cutting dia-

i Eaton&Glover Company, New York, engrav-ng  
machines.
C. H. Knights & Co., watchmakers' and

jewelers' tools and materials.
Simons, Bro. & Co., silverware and jewelry.

jeweA. C. 
diamonds.

.Becken,fine art bric-a-brac, watches,lry a 

F. A. Hardy & Co., optical goods.

Norris, Alister & Co., clocks, gasoline lamps,

fountain pens and jewelry.
Geneva Optical Co., optical goods.

Swartchild & Company, watchmakers' and

jewelers' supplies.
George Kuehl, Black Forest cuckoo clocks.

Murine Eye Remedy Company, eye remedies.

Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology

and Otology.
White's Art Company, hand-painted china.

Trenton Watch Company, Trenton, N. J.,

watch movements.
Wm. F. Nye, watch and clock oils.

Schmidt & Clauer, jewelry, watch tools and

materials.
Hardinge Bros., watchmakers' tools.

Wm. Freund & Sons, stationery and engraving.

Carman Art Co., miniature photographs on

watch dials and ivory.
F. H. Jacobson & Co.. watch cases.

Henry Paulson & Co., tools, jewelry boxes and

optical goods.
The Search-Light Mfg Co., vapor lamps.

American Clock Company, electric and pneu-

matic clocks.
J. H. Purdy & Co., watchmakers' tools.

The Carborundum Company, Niagara Falls,

N. Y., carborundum sharpening stones.

O'Hara Waltham Dial Co., Waltham, Mass.,

fancy ash trays, steins and jugs.

W. R. Cobb & Co., Providence, R. I., jewelers'

findings.
Louis Gunther, Jr., miniature carving.

Mrs. M. B. Hanna, antique gold and silver.

B. Redepenning, clocks and watches.

Mohawk Manufacturing Company, photo-

graphers' specialties.
The Holtzer-Cabot Electric Company, Boston,

Mass., motors and dynamos.
Geo. K. Hazlitt & Company, scientific and

technical books for the trade.
E. Schwarz & Co., tools and materials.

Crescent Watch Case ro., watch cases.

Edward J. Koch & Co., process of making cut-

glass articles.

Philippine Pearls

The fishing grounds of the Job o archipelago

are credited with contributing to-day the greatest

number of the finest round pearls that find their

way into the channels of commerce. The pearls

themselves are simply a side issue, or, rather, a by-

product, the pearl oyster shell, the mother-of-pearl

of commerce, being the principal object of the

fisherman's quest. They weigh from one to eight

pounds a pair, some of them being as large as

dinner plates and almost as round.

They are shipped in large quantities to Singa-

pore and London, and the business, like many

other industries in the Philippines, is, to a large

degree, in the hands of Chinamen, who pay the

natives from 40 to 6o cents a pound for the shells,

and it is estimated that only from one-half to i per

cent. of the shells contain pearls.

Aside from the irregular and crude fishing of

the natives, there are two companies, one English

and one Chinese, with headquarters at Job, which

pursue the business in a systematic manner, with

suitable vessels, and equip their divers with diving

suits and employ all the modern appliances for

deep sea explorations. The companies named pay
a certain sum to the Sultan of Job o for the privilege

of fishing, and that the business is profitable may

be assumed from the fact that the Chartered Bank

of India, Australia and China and the Hong Kong

1383

and Shanghai Banking Corporation have extensive

interests in it.
The conditions essential to the greatest devel-

opment of the mother-of-pearl and the pearl bear-

ing mollusk are a reefy bottom, near mud, and

especially where there is a luxurious supply of sub-

marine vegetation, coral cups, and another beauti-

ful coral growth resembling " coach whips " four

or five feet in length. Sweeping tides and an

abundance of living reefs are particularly favorable

to the growth of this beautiful iridescent mollusk.

These conditions exist to perfection in the waters

of the Job o archipelago, where pearl fishing is now

carried on to a limited extent, and also along the

coast of Palawan, as well as along the Alindanao

shores of the Job o and Celebes seas.

It is estimated that the area suited to the

growth of propagation of the pearl oyster covers

approximately 15,000 square miles, an area large

enough to furnish a supply of mother-of-pearl more

than sufficient to meet the present demand of the

entire world, and the imagination only can picture

the number, beauty and value of the beautiful

pearls " of purest ray serene " that await discovery

in the warm waters of those far off-Eastern seas.

While most mollusks secrete mother-of-pearl,

there are few that yield pearls, and the best pro-

ducer of both is the pearl oyster of the Job o waters.

The finding of the pearl, however, is as uncertain

as the finding of rich nuggets in placer mining. It

has been found that in opening over five thousand

shells not a single pearl worth $25 was encountered,

and, again, as many as a dozen have been found in

a single shell ; and there is a story current that an

Englishman a few years ago found a shell devoid

of the oyster, but containing sixty-five pearls.

The same care bestowed upon the pearl oyster

grounds of the Philippines that is now given to the

oyster beds of the Chesapeake Bay would, no

doubt, be attention wisely bestowed, and the

United States Fish Commission has no more in-

teresting problem before it than to apply the expe-

rience gained from the waters of other lands to the

protection and development of the beautiful bivalve

of the Philippines.
It is scarcely necessary to mention the many

branches of artistic handicraft in which the beauti-

ful mother-of-pearl of the Job o seas are utilized. It

vies in radiant beauty with the delicate lace, the

brilliant plumage and sheeny silk employed in the

manufacture of women's fans ; it lends illimitable

lustre to costly card cases ; it is a favorite handle

for the finest penknifes, and it is worked into a

hundred fancy articles of use and beauty, but its

most general use is in the manufacture of buttons.

It now remains for American merchants to di-

vert this shell trade to Manila or direct to the

United States, and for the American citizen to find

new uses for this most beautiful product.

A Queer Clock

A naturalist, while visiting Great Sangir, one

of those islands of the Indian Ocean known as the

Celebes, or Spice Islands, found a curious time

recorder lodged at the house of a rajah. Two

bottles were firmly lashed together and fixed in a

wooden frame. A quantity of black sand ran from
one bottle into the other in just half an hour, and

when the upper bottle was empty the frame was re-
versed. Twelve short sticks, marked with notches

from one to twelve, were hung upon a string. A

hook was placed between the stick bearing the
number of notches corresponding to the hour last
struck and the one to he struck next. The sentry

announced the time by striking the hours on a gong.
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The Nomenclature of Gems
By LEOPOLD CLAREMONT, Gem Expert, London, Eng.

No\ ember,

HE student in precious stones has a great many difficulties to over-
come before he can successfully identify every kind of gem, both in
the rough and cut states. By no means the least of these difficul-
ties lies in the great confusion which exists with regard to the

names of precious stones. Gems seem to have acquired their names quite
irrespectively of any system of nomenclature, and with an utter disregard to
their relationship one with another, as a difference which makes a distinction
between one set of gems makes no distinction at all between another set.

For instance, a diamond, which is crystallized carbon
is always called a diamond, no matter of what color it
has occurred, and there are red, yellow, green, blue,
and black diamonds, besides the white stones so
familiar to everyone. Yet the gems composed of

crystallized aluminum receive a different name for every color. The red
variety is called ruby, the blue sapphire, the yellow Oriental topaz, the green
Oriental emerald, the purple Oriental amethyst, and there are a whole host
of delicate shades of every color, which are known as fancy sapphires.

The asteria, or star-stone, is also another variety of this crystallized
corundum. It occurs in many different shades of color, and displays a
shimmering, glittering, six-pointed star, which diverges from the center to
the edge of the gem, presenting an appearance quite unlike any other
precious stone. The spinel is a beautiful gem which occurs in almost every
color in a great many different shades, and is known as blue, green, purple,
or red spine!, as the case may be. The red and blue varieties of spinel are
not infrequently called spinel rubies and spinel sapphires, from their
resemblance to rubies and sapphires.

This is sometimes the cause of some confusion, and it
is a great pity that the name of one stone has in this
way become used in conjunction with that of another,

for Differnt Stones but the reason is only too obvious. One gem is of
greater value than the other, and, therefore, to supple-

ment the less expensive gem with the name of the more costly one neces.
sarily carries weight with those people xvho are unfamiliar with precious
stones. In fact, this kind of thing is the explanation of a good deal of the
difficulty of the faulty nomenclature of precious stones. In several cases
two or more absolutely distinct and separate gems have been allowed to
masquerade under one title—those of less value, of course, reaping the
benefit of the prestige of the more costly. An example of this is readily to
be found in the cat's-eye. The true cat's-eye, a variety of chrysoberyl, is a
most valuable gem, in color varying from rich gooseberry green down to
soft honey yellow, and displaying a glittering streak or ray resembling the
iris of a cat. There are also two varieties of quartz known as cat's-eyes,
which present a somewhat similar appearance, but lack the great lustre and
brilliancy of the chrysoberyl cat's-eye. These quartz cat's-eyes are almost
valueless, yet they are cut, mounted and sold at a low price to purchasers
Wil,) are often unaware that such a thing as a chrysoberyl cat's-eye exists.

Topaz is another gem which labors under the disad-
vantage of having an ugly sister known as Scotch
topaz, which is only yellow crystal and does not pos-
sess the beauty and lustre of the true topaz ; neither
must it be confused with the beautiful Oriental topaz

or yellow sapphire already referred to. There is a family of precious gems
known as the beryl group, the chief of which is that costly 'and popular
stone the emerald, differing only in color from the aquamarine--pale green •
or blue—and from the sage green variety termed beryl.

The beryl must not be confused with the chrysoberyl, which is an
effective but by no means rare stone, unless in the form of cat's-eye, occur-
ring in shades of rich green and yellow. There is only one other kind of
chrysoberyl which is of great value, and that is the Alexandrite. Fine
Alexandrites possess the property of changing color. By daylight they are
bright green, and by artificial light they are bright red. Good specimens
of these stones are extremely rare, and inferior ones do not change color in
such a marked way.

Jargoons or zircons are inexpensive gems and scientifically rank next
in brilliancy to diamonds. They are found in nearly every color, but
are always called by the same name except when they are honey-colored,
when they go under the name of jacinth.

The Confusion

of Names

Same Name

The Genuine

and the Spurious

The Jacinth

And the Garnet

The name jacinth is also sometimes given to a honey-
colored garnet, in fact, most of the jacinths sold are
this variety of garnet. This has become so universal
that it may be considered that the name jacinth

includes the jargoon and garnet of honey color. The correct name of this
kind of garnet, however, is essonite, or cinnamon stone, and as such is
known to mineralogists. This is not the most valuable kind of garnet, for
there is a green variety, sometimes misnamed olivine. This gem is exten-
sively used in high-class jewelry. Its color is a vivid verdigris green, and it
has a high lustre. The ordinary red garnet, although a beautiful and effec-
tive stone, is found in such large quantities that it has little or no value
commercially.

The peridot, which is a leaf-green gem, now Occupies a conspicuous
place in the fashionable jewels of to-day, whence it had been banished for
nearly two decades. We are, however, unable to trace the source from
which the peridots worn by our grandmothers were derived, and the supply
to meet the modern demand was, until recently, entirely supplied from the
old jewels, which were taken to pieces, recut and remounted. Latterly,
however, peridots have been discovered in Egypt and placed upon the
market in great numbers. They are brilliant and of a pleasing color, but
do not compare. at all favorably with the old stones. The same stone some-
times occurs a delicate primrose yellow, when it receives the name of
chrysolite. The chrysolite is not of such value as the peridot, though
really fine specimenstof it are no less rare.

The turquoise is a sky-blue opaque stone, the finest
specimens of which are found principally in Persia and
Egypt, although America and Australia produce a
variety of inferior hardness and texture. There is also
a substance known as fossil turquoise which somewhat

resembles the real stone. This consists of the fossil remains of ivory and
bone which have become colored naturally in course of ages by phosphate
of copper. The fossil turquois always show upon careful examination the
bony structure of the substance of which they are composed.

The opal is a gem quite unlike any other precious stone. It is semi-
translucent by transmitted light, but by reflected light it displays prismatic
colors distributed in patches of various size, causing an effect of color which
changes as the position of the stone is altered.

Tourmalines are gems of great beauty, and although unappreciated in
Europe, find ready purchasers in America and among the potentates of the
East. There are red, blue, yellow, green and brown tourmalines.

The Hebrew name for diamond is " jahalom," which
is derived from " halam " (to smite) in allusion to its
extreme hardness and its abrasive power upon all
other stones. The name of the ruby is merely expres-
sive of its red color, by which it was distinguished

from the other varieties of the hyacinthus. The word " sapphire " was used
by the ancients in connection with a blue stone called " lapis lazuli," and
was merely an epithet expressive of its azure color. It, however, in course
of time became associated with the blue variety of corundum, which forms
the stone known as sapphire to-day. The word " jacinth " comes to us
from the Italian " giacinto," which can be traced to the Latin " hyacinthus."
The cat's-eye was named from the resemblance of the gem to the iris of a
cat. The modern emerald was undoubtedly the variety of gem known to
the ancients as " smaragdus," which is the Greek equivalent of the Persian
" samarrud." The word "turquoise " indicates that this gem was procured
from the Turks. The name " asteria " was applied by Pliny to the asteriated
crystals of corundum. This gem is alFo known as the "star-stone," Topaz
is derived from the Greek " topazios," an island in the Red Sea, whence
a yellow stone was obtained by the ancients. This yellow stone, however,
was probably the gem which is known as chrysolite to-day. The word
" tourmaline" is derived from the Cingalese " turmali." Garnet from
the Latin " granatus" (grain-like). Peridot from the Arabic " feridet"
(precious stone). Chrysolite comes from the Greek " chrusos " (gold) and
" lithos " (a gem). Beryl comes from the Latin " beryllus." Opal from
the Latin " °pains" or " opalum." The Alexandrite was named after
Alexander I, Emperor of Russia, upon whose birthday it was first dis-
covered. Corundum comes from the Indian " Korund."

Varieties

of Turquoise

Some Interesting

Derivations

Good Buyers

HIS is the time of year, more than any other time,

that Diamonds are looked for by the retail

jeweler. Let us have a word with the wise buyer.

Buy from the house that can serve you well; that carries the

stock ; that enjoys the freedom of the markets; that can afford to

sell their merchandise at a reasonable profit; that has been in

business for thirty years and are willing to stand on their record.

But it isn't a matter of the house alone but of the house and

the merchandise. It is just as essential that you get next to a

house that you can have implicit confidence in their knowledge of

Diamonds and the wants of the trade before you can feel satisfied

that all the conditions are favorable. Our wide experience

enables us to obtain the desired qualities and proper lines

of Diamonds for this market. Not only in these particulars but

in every true essential are we a wide-awake source of supply

the kind that the wide-awake jeweler desires.

If you are not already a customer of our house, why not test

the advantges we offer? Honest merchandise with honest prices,

together with liberality and prompt service, are the incentives to

our efforts to please you and hold you as a customer.

H. F. HAHN CI COMPANY,
Champlain Building,

CHICAGO.
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J EWELER S DIAMOND

DIAMOND VALUES
We believe it to be a fact that every Retail Jeweler, whethe

r

he purchases nne diamond or a hundred diamonds a y
ear, is

vitally interested in diamond values. For he is the one o
n whose

judgment his customer depends for the right values. 
For this

reason it is absolutely essential that he keep in close tou
ch with

a source of supply that not only will give him the bes
t values

for the least money, but whose experience and reputa
tion will

be a guarantee of quality.

Our establishment has long been known as one of the
 lead-

ing wholesale diamond centers of the West. Through the

connections of many years, giving us personal represent
atives in

the markets of Paris, Amsterdam and London, togethe
r with our

large purchases in domestic goods, we are enabled to place

before all jewelers confiding their wants to us, unquestion
ed

diamond values.

The gauntlet so recently and so often thrown down, "to

compare prices with others " we always gladly accept. 
We

court the strictest comparison of our goods with any in t
he

market. We are fully aware that prices talk more f
orcibly

than any other arguments. For this reason we invite the

Western trade who can be served more quickly from th
is

market than any other, to send to us for their diamond
s on

memorandum, and allow our goods to prove the above

statements. Diamonds, loose or

mounted, sent on selection for

immediate sale to re-

sponsible dealers.



DORST & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturing Jewelers

to the Retail Trade

Make a specialty of all kinds of Ordered Work. Medals,
Badges, Diamond Mountings. Repairing and Matching of
all kinds of stones. Engraving, Plating, etc.

Cincinnati, Ohio, s. E. Cor. 5th & Elm

SIDNEYLLMORRIS
BAUMAN CO.

EXCLUSIVE DIAMOND
M E R CHANTS

Crowning Glory te Diamond
HE "TWENTIETH CENTURY" cutting has idealized theDiamond as nature's masterpiece in gems. The discovery of thiscutting brings renewed glory to the modern lapidist, and will neces-sitate the revision of the story of the Diamond in thousands of booksand encyclopedias. The accepted dictum of centuries that " thebrilliant cutting best brings out the beauties of the Diamond" canno longer be said. The climax of its brilliancy is attained by the"TWENTIETH CENTURY" Cutting.We have the largest and most complete stock of this cutting inthe market.

Chas. F. Wood & Co.

We want your

It is reasonable to suppose that a house dealing

in Diamonds exclusively can offer greater in-

ducements in every feature than a house in which

Diamonds represent but a single department.

Give us a trial and we will convince you

that we know how to please you.

Mail Orders will receive our prompt

and personal attention.
Write us for
Selection
Packages.

Importers and Cutters of Diamonds,
103 State Street, Chicago. I Maiden Lane, New York.
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No. 02.
No. 03.
No. 04.
No. 05.
No. o6.
No. 07.
No. o8.

$119.00
  25.50

8 whole pt-ark ,   19.50

6 " " • • • 34.50
rose colored, 2 ruby eyes, 17.00

I ruby eye   37.00
  62,00
  52.50

9 diamonds, 88 half pearls
I diamond, 72 " "
" 40

I " 84
2 diamonds, 42
I diamond 18o
7 diamonds, 6o
7 " 48

Attention
'

Thictuksqiuutr4

Oks

is at the door. 1902 has been an unu-
sually prosperous year and the nation has
much to give thanks for. Bounteous crops

mean increased business, and the jeweler who buys NOW,
reaps the benefit of the choicest designs. Our line of
WATCHES and DIAMONDS is complete and at your
disposal.

All orders carefully filled same day as received.
Send for Selection Packages.

JT.IOULY

To attract
attention to

your Holiday

Line and to maintain your reputation 
as

a JEWELER, some article of Jew
elry

like the above is practically indispens-

able. One GOOD piece of GOOD Jewelry

on exhibition means better trade, l
arger

sales and more profit than a show case 
of

cheap jewelry or a shelf full of catalo
gues.

At our price, there is no reason why

every jeweler should not put one or 
more

of the above brooches in stock for 
the

holidays'. They are made of heavy 14 K.

gold, genuine and carefully matched

pearls, fine diamonds and excellent 
work-

manship. The patterns are the hand
som-

est, latest and most salable. They are

bound to sell wherever exhibited. 
Above

prices are subject to 6 per cent. d
iscount

for cash.
We are confident these Brooches 

will

please wherever placed.

c
RWERGQ

ULI.A.  

M. S. Fleishman Co.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS,

Masonic Temple, Chicago.
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VARIED INDUSTRIES BUILDING, LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION, ST. Louis, 1904

IN NO BRANCH OF THE

VARIED INDUSTRIES
OF THE WORLD

there been such progress as in the manufacture of

THE KEYSTONES

St. Louis Letter

Though the bank clearings of

Our Bank Clearings St. Louis are now compared

Still Climbing with the figures of last year, the

highest recorded up to that

time, a continued heavy increase is noted. In the

national table for the week ended October 9th, the

gain in St. Louis was 29.2 per cent., the largest in

ally of the ten principal cities except New York,

whose percentage of increase, 29.4, was a small

fraction ahead. Missouri has a greater propor-

tionate crop of corn this year than any other State.

It reaches the extraordinary average of 104, or 25

points above the average of ten years. Illinois re-

ports an average of 94, Kansas 87, Nebraska 86 and

Iowa 76. The corn average for the five States is

88, against 53 in 1901, and this is but one feature of

the present prosperity on the farms.

The clearing of country checks

is a subject in which our whole-

Question sale people are greatly inte-

rested, as the 15 cents charged

by the banks for collecting both small and large

checks is an expense that tells in the course of a

year. The St. Louis Credit Men's Association, in

which the jewelry trade is represented, has inaugu-

rated a movement whereby it is hopeful of securing

the clearance of country checks through the clear-

ing house on a plan similar to that in successful

operation in Boston since 1899. A committee and
the secretary have been at work for three months

gathering up data on the subject. The plan will

involve the co-operation of the St. Louis banks

and country banks %vithin a reasonable distance.

The reciprocal agreement provides that the coun-

try banker shall eliminate his charge to the city

banker, provided the city banker accepts, from his

depositors, checks drawn on the country banks.

If a sufficient number of country banks will be-

come parties to such an agreement, it is quite pos-

sible the St. Louis banks would enter into such a

reciprocal arrangement. The jewelry people will

welcome any arrangement that will lessen the

present charge for collecting small country checks.

Postal receipts in St. Louis during September

were $243,000, an increase of $53,000, or 28.29 per

cent. over September of last year. St. Louis con-

tinues to make new records in all departments of

business.

A Much Mooted

Artistic Watches anD Jewelry.

Our stock of Diamonds, Watches an Jewelry
is continually in the line of progression, and
this season exceeds all previous efforts.
A glance at our line will establish this fact.

Colonization
Movement

The railways of the Southwest

have decided to organize a cen-

tral bureau, with headquarters

in St. Louis, for the dissemina-

tion of literature descriptive of the richly productive

and attractive country embraced in the States of

Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas, and the

Oklahoma and Indian territories. In connection

with the bureau will be maintained a permanent

exhibit of the products of the Southwest.

The last bulletin of the Mis-

souri Agricultural Department

Crop makes the condition of the corn

crop ro8, and states that nearly

all the large corn-producing countries have the

highest average, and that many phenomenal yields

are expected. The crop is made, but it needs fair

%veather and normal temperature to cure it so it

will keep welk. It is too early to estimate accu-

rately the average yield, but it is conservative to

state that with the large acreage the total produc-

tion will considerably exceed that of 1895 which

was the largest on record for the State.
"A more beautiful crop of grain and forage

has never before been produced in the State," says

Missouri's Corn

the latest crop bulletin of the Missouri Agricultural

Department. That briefly tells the story of how

this section recovered in one year from the effects

of a drouth, the like of which had never before been

experienced.
Experts of the agricultural department esti-

mate that the corn crop of Missouri this year will

be close on to 260,000,000 bushels, which would in-

dicate that there will be something " doing 'when

this immense crop begins to move.

The Whelan, Aehle-Hutchison Jewelry Co.,

retail, are now nicely located in their new store at

621 Locust Street.
The John Holland Jewelry Company. furnished

the handsome souvenir clocks which were sent out

with the invitations to the Veiled Prophets' Ball,

which took place on the evening of October 7th.

Leo Bauman, of the Bauman-Massa Company,

and son of its president, made his maiden trip on

the road over Southern Illinois territory last month,

and is quite enthusiastic over his success.

Jacob Bunn, president of the Illinois Watch

Company, was a trade visitor here last month.

Sidney Bauman, of the S. L. & Morris Bauman

Company, is making an extended southern trip

this month in the interests of his firm.
Samuel Eisenstadt, president of the Eisenstadt

Company, and Louis E. Gutfreund, superintend-

ent of their manufacturing department, returned

the middle of last month from a hurried visit to

the manufacturing centers of the East, where they

went to purchase new machinery for their factory.

Detroit, Mich., Letter

There was increasing activity in trade last

month, and the indications are that if business con-

tinues to increase this month in the same ratio as it

has done in past years, the retail jeweler, jobber

and manufacturer will have no grounds for corn-

plaint. There were no bad effects noticeable here

as the result of the coal strike, the healthy con-

dition of trade being sufficiently strong to stern the

tide of disaster which usually follows in the wake

of a great strike. The end of it was none the less

welcome, however.
It has been noticeable heretofore that at

election time business prosperity was detrimentally

affected by the political agitation. Not so in this

instance. At this writing ‘ve are passing through

one of those political storms, with no apparent

set back to business. This is another 'positive

indication that the people are content witli4present

conditions.
One of the disadvantages nnder which the

employer is laboring this season is the scarcity of

help. Skilled labor is at a premium. In fact, in a

number of instances it cannot be had at any price.

While this fact is deplorable from the employer's

standpoint, it is only another indication of what

this great era of prosperity has done for the work-

ing class.
An attempt has been made of late to organize

the jewelers of this locality into an association for

the purpose of fostering a spirit of good fellowship

among its members, and incidentally furthering the

interests of the retailer and jobber, while the good

intent of the organization is conceded the good re-

sults to be obtained therefrom are problematical.

Unless the retailer can derive substantial benefit

from an association of this kind, he will be rather

skeptical and slow to become a member.

C. W. Inslee and G. N. Allen, representing the

Oneida community, a company formed for the pur-

pose of manufacturing silver-plated flatware, passed

through this section last month, and report an in-

creasing demand for better goods—better silver

ware more especially.
A. J. Smith, of Plainwell, Mich., was a recent

buyer, purchasing good goods very liberally. Mr.

Smith is not a believer in cheap jewelry.

Sherk & Son, the new and enterprising jewelers

of Mayville, Mich., are preparing for a big holiday

trade. Their fall selections show good judgment

in sticking to reliable goods.
W. L. Altenburg, of St. Charles, Mich., was in

the market last month buying quite generously and

much pleased with the outlook for fall and holiday

business. Mr. Altenburg is an old and respected

jewe'er of his town.
P. Z. Smith, a leading jeweler, of Caine,

Mich., is a liberal buyer of good, reliable watches

and jewelry when business indications are as rosy

as they appear at present.
W. F. Walker, the popular traveling represen-

tative of Noack & (orenflo, of this city, recently

returned from an extended Northwestern trip, and

reported business conditions excellent. The pros-

pects of a heavy fall trade are exceptionally bright

this year, he said.
M. C. Graves, of Vassar, Mich., was a recent

buyer in this market.
H. I). Bowman & Co., Almont, Mich., are

stocking up to supply their trade with the new

things offered for the holiday season.

J ohn Swegler, manufacturing jeweler, of Detroit,

has moved into new and handsome quarters on the

ground floor. Mr. Swegler's store is located on

Monroe Avenue.
W. W. Bridges, a leading jeweler of Marine

City, Mich., N'as a recent buyer in our market.

A. I.. Gregory, of Lapeer, Mich., enjoys an

excellent reputation among his townspeople and

secures his share of business in that hustling town.

W. R. Gates, Jr., of Morenci, Mich., was a

welcome visitor in our market recently. Mr. Gates

who bought out W. H. Bell a short time ago, is a

shrewd buyer.
C. E. De Puy, of De Puy & Brown, Stock-

bridge, Mich., called on the trade recently. This

firm conducts a drug store in connection with their

jewelry establishment, and find that the two lines

work harmoniously together.

C. W. Warren & Co. is the firm-name of a

new retail establishment in Detroit. Both Mr.

Warren and Mr. Fitch formerly held responsible

positions with Wright, Kay & Co. Their new

store is a beauty to be sure. They have used

excellent judgment in selecting their stock, and

display a most inviting line of fine jewelry, watches,

cut glass, etc. Success to the new enterprise.

E. H. H. Smith, of New York, manufacturer

of silver-plated flatware, recently made a flying

trip through this State.
C. N. Coe, of Romeo, Mich., recently pur-

chased quite freely in this market.

E. R. Britten, of Eaton Rapids, Mich., and

wife visited Detroit last month. Mr. Britten com-

bined business with pleasure on his trip. Mr. Brit-

ten is a very pleasant gentleman, and speaks very

encouragingly of future prospects.

A Rare Opportunity

One of the most prosperous retail jewelry

establishments in the Southwest, located in a grow-

ing young city, is for sale ; the best of reasons given

for selling ; stock about $25,000 ; can be reduced.

We mean business, and this is a snap. Address,

M. F. Barger & Co., 103 State St., Chicago.



The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred
Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons
made and sold within
the last year

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Storyof a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz &Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and askto be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, ifany pupil will send to Printers'Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student,
will be rewarded with one ofPrinters' fak's souvenir spoonsas an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution." The Story of a Collar Button"is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that hasrome toPrinterA' /4;', at ten t ionin the year of 4,,I, 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

c,N1r,
v-

ik

-V-

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

$elling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

•ip

49 Chestnut Street,
NEWARK, N. J.

Watches
High-Grade

Jewelry

Sig.
Strauss & Co.

Cincinnati.

A WINDOW ATTRACTION.

The Little Darkey Band.
Made of metal and appropriately colored.

(Cuts are one-half size.)

Sent on receipt of price, postpaid, for the Band, $1.00.

Successors to
Levy, Dreyfus & Co.

L. W. Levy & Co.,
NOVELTIES,

194 Broadway, NEW YORK.
ritte our advertittementa Tit; October, 8eptentber and August.

N, v(:1111-)er, T 902

Cincinnati Letter

THE KIE,YSTONE

Track conditions in Cincinnati continue to

remain prosperous, and both wholesale and retail

branches report satisfactory business. The manu-

facturing trade is growing rapidly. The grade of

goods that is being turned out is of the highest

order, and Cincinnati bids fair to rank among the

first cities in the manufacture of jewelry. A

marked feature of the prevailing trade prosperity

is the increasing demand for high-class goods re-

ported by nearly all jobbers. Retailers have

already purchased largely for their holiday trade,

and it may be confidently estimated that this year

the volume was the largest and the quality of goods

the finest in the history of the jewelry trade in

this section. Already there are manifestations of

activity in the retail branch preparatory to handling

the Christmas trade, which is expected to be the

largest and most profitable on record.

Charles F. Sentz, of Clifton Forge, Va., has

opened another store at Columbia, N. C., which

will be run under the firm-name of Sentz & O'Mara.

He purchased his stock in this city. Mr. Sentz

has also joined the ranks of the benedicts.

J. E. Parry, formerly with F. W. Birchard, of

Tiffin, Ohio, has engaged in business for himself at
Galion, Ohio, and purchased his stock from local

jobbers.
E. & J. Swigart are working full time turning

out orders for their new perfection eyeglass guard.

Eugene Swigart, to vary the monotony of his work,

has started out on a short road trip.
Harry E. Emery, former manager of the optical

department of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., has opened

Ill) an optical store at 444 Race Street, this city.

Mr. Emery has a complete equipment of modern

apparatus, and will no doubt meet with success

in his venture.
John T. Dalton, of the Homan Silver Plate

Company, was married October 28th, to a Chicago

young lady. The affair was a quiet one, and took

place in the Lake City. Mr. and Mrs. Dalton after

a short wedding trip, will make their home in

Cincinnati. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Dalton's

many friends in the trade in wishing all sorts of

good luck in his new relation.
H. Jacobs, formerly of the firm of L. Gut-

mann & Sons, has gone South, and in the future

will devote his time to the management of his Missis-

sippi plantation.
This city prides itself upon having recently

sold one of the finest diamonds ever seen in this

section. It was. a pure " Jaeger " stone of the

most perfect shape. It was shown and greatly

admired at one of the late expositions. Sig. Strauss

sldieto . t a very prominent gentleman from the
far 
wst 

Louis H. Goosmann, 909 Central Avenue, is

mourning the loss of his sister, Mrs. Lena Widau,
who suddenly succumbed to heart failure in his
store last month. Mrs. Widau became stricken in
the street and was hurried to her brother's place of
business, she expired before medical assistanceid 

arrived. 
The following buyers were in town during the

Past month : D. A. Watt, of Ada, Ohio ; Bert Ellis,
of Washington, C. H.; C. E. Salisbury, of Iron-
ton, Ohio ; H. C. Reed, of Blanchester, Ohio ; F.
Goosmann, of Somerville, Tenn.; A. J. Weiler, of

Georgetown, Ky.; L. C. Diefenbaugh, of Lewis-
burg, Ohio ; Frank McGuire, of Jamestown, Ohio;
B. \V. Martin, of Harriman, Tenn.; E. L. Maag,
of Clarksburg, Ohio ; M. B. Ullery, Covington,
i)llio; j. H. Noyes, of Osgood, Ind.; M, G. Koen-

sel, of Cambridge, Ind.; F. C. Taylor, of Carlisle,

Ky.; J. C. Thompson, of Lancaster, Ky.; J. Sid-

well, of Elwood, Ind.; C. E. Hunter, Bowling

Green, Ohio ; Aug. Vial, of Horse Cave, Ky.

Michigan Items

L. Sheik and wife, of Cheboygan, sojourned at

the home of Mr. Shelk's father, Shelbyville, Ind.,

recently.
Frank Leins, of Sault Sainte Marie, was mar-

ried on October 22d, to a very estimable young

lady from La Porte, Ind. The happy couple will

make their future home in the Soo. THE KEY-

STONE tenders congratulations.

L. M. Bennett, of Traverse City, spent a por-

tion of last month visiting his brother in Detroit.
R. D. Carstens, of Grand Rapids, paid a pleas-

ant visit to his relatives in Cleveland, Ohio,

recently.
Ed. C. Newcomb, the popular jeweler, of Big

Rapids, who enjoys the distinction of being mayor

of that town, made a business trip to Detroit

recently.
J. C. Herkner, of the J. C. Herkner Jewelry

Co., Grand Rapids, made a trip to New York City

recently, where he purchased holiday novelties.

Anton Zierleyn, Jr., son of the well-known

Grand Rapids jeweler of that name, is making

gratifying recovery from a four-weeks' spell of

sickness.
E. J. Hervey, of Grand Rapids, is actively

engaged in business after "shuffling off" an indis-

position of one week's duration.

Arkansas Items

Hodges & Bro., Warren, Ark., is the name of

a new firm of jewelers at that place. The firm is

composed of E. L. Hodges, who was formerly at

Monticello, and J. T. Hodges, who has for some

time been in business at Warren on his own

account. In July they decided to go into partner-

ship and open business at Warren on a consider-

ably larger scale than either one had heretofore

conducted. Accordingly they built a store in a

very centrally located part of the town. They have

their store decorated with ingrain, gray rock wall

paper and the ceiling is painted to harmonize there-

with. There twelve large show cases are arranged

in the form of the letter U, with the opening

toWard the front. In the rear portion of the store,

just back of the show cases, are two large six-foot

safes, one lettered E. L. Hodges, the other J. T.

Hodges. Two fine roll-top benches, with complete

equipment of watchmakers' tools ornament their

repair shop, situated in the rear of the store. The

store is lighted by gas. They are planning to put

in an optical room, and fit it up with the latest dark

room apparatus.
J. H. Cole, of Hamburg, has put in a nice

stock of jewelry in anticipation of an ample holi-

day trade. Mr. Cole has already established a very

nice repair business.

J. M. Holcomb, of Portland, is doing a profi-

table repair business in connection with his stock

of general merchandise. Mr. Holcomb's residence

forms a portion of his store building, and his

family assist him in conducting his business.

Geo. E. Clark, of Merrouge, La., has recently

been appointed watch inspector for the railways

running into that point, Mr. Clark has put in a
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nice sock of fall and holiday goods. He is assis-

ted in his business by his wife, who is a lady of

considerable mercantile aptitude.

J. Wiseman, of Hamburg, is at this writing

seriously ill, and the latest news regarding him is by

no means reassuring. His speedy recovery is

earnestly wished for by a host of friends.

Path of Ocean Cables

There seems to be no logical reason why

cables cannot be laid across any section of the

oceans of the world, no matter how great the

depth. Some portions of the Atlantic cables are

three miles below the surface, and this is not

necessarily the extreme depth, for the cable may

and probably does pass from the top of one sub-

marine hill to another without dropping materially

into the deep valleys between. The greatest known

depth of the sea is 40,036 feet, or 7 3-5 miles, found

in the South Atlantic midway between the island

of Tristan de Cunha and the mouth of the Rio de

la Plata. Soundings have been made to the depth

of 27,480 feet in the North Atlantic South of New-

foundland, and about 34,000 feet, or nearly 654
miles, is reported south of Bermudas. Even such

enormous depths as these need not hinder cable

laying so far as the theory is concerned, but in

practice, for reasons of economy in maintenance

and otherwise, it is found best to take advantage of

favoring conditions in the ocean's bed. To illus-

trate, all of the cables between the United States

and Europe run up along our coast until they reach

the neighborhood of Newfoundland before starting

across to their destination in Ireland or France.

The reason for this is found in the range of sub-

marine tablelands, forming an ideal cable bed,which

lies between the three latter countries.

Book Notice

Technical literature has recently been enriched

by a volume entitled " The Electro-Plating and

Electro-Refining of Metals." It is described as " a

new edition of Alexander Watts' Electro-Deposi-

tion," revised and largely rewritten by Arnold

Philip. That Mr. Philip was eminently qualified

for the preparation of this work is unmistakably

attested upon its every page. The author does not

enter upon a tiresome discussion of the theories

of chemistry, electricity and magnetism, or the

methods of construction and designs of dynamos.

His two guiding principles, as he himself succinctly

s'-tes in the preface, are the neglect of theory, or

at least its treatment in the most superficial and

sketchy manner. A technical text-book cannot, he

asserts, and should not deal with explanations of

the underlying theory, but should assume them.

His second principle is the constant recognition of

the importance of cost ; financial success being,

in his judgment, the only basis upon which tech-

nology can exist. The phraseology of the book is

crisp and convincing, and the author's clarity of

statement and logical mode of definition are well

reinforced by a wealth of illustrations conducive to

the fullest understanding of the text on the part of

the student. On the whole, it is an admirable ex-

position of subjects with which the practical plater

is every day concerned, and the author has rendered

a valuable service to the technical world in it corn-

pilation. It may be obtained from D. Van Nos-

trand Company, 23 Murray Street and 27 Warren

Street, New York, Price, $4.50,
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Stop! Look! Listen!
We are always ready for business

Seamless Gold Filled Chains in all styles
—antita.mitof Dwct 41; irnee Lochets.

Our line is not excelled in price, variety or beauty.

WE MAKE EXCELLENT GOODS ONLY. 

Trad,-.■I m

If you are looking
for BEAUTIFUL
Goods, ask for Mose
with MIs trade-mark
and see that

"C. A. M & Co. '

is stamped on the
swivel of the Chains
you buy.

Purchase CHAINS from your jobber that are madefrom SEAMLESS FILLED WIRE, EXACTLY AS
REPRESENTED, by the well-known and reliableChain house of

C. A. Marsh eg Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

FINE FINISHED GOODS SELL THEMSELVES.188 2b0 151 5o2
N177

This Advt. Will
Not Appear in
The December
Keystone.

No. 851 Soul.

Price, $3.25.

IL A

No. 883, Seal.
Price,S5.0o. .No. 783. Price, $3,25.

No. 857. Photo. Prie..,

Patent Bezel
shelving the

Vertical 1 lenge
which fits into

the Ring.

Reverse View
of Bezel and
Retaining Pin.

If you are interested in my new Patent Initial and
Photo. kings, order now. Do no/ wait, as I am pressed
for goods even now, and there is a limit to every supply.
Send for my new Illustrated Catalogue.

Charles M. Levy,
Fine Gold Rings and Diamond Lockets,

90 William street (near Maiden Lanc.,
Factory, so Platt Street.

12Ntab1islied 1888. New York.

Is:o. 730. Price, $5.011
0 Roses, $8.00.

No. 873. Price, $4.50.

No. 875. Price, $4.00.

No. 856. 6 Rose Diamonds.
Price, $9.00.

No. 870. Elk.
Price, $6,7$.

No. 882, Initial.
Price, $6.00. li of R. 'I' No. 870.

Price, $5.25.
No. 8:16.

Price, $5.75.
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THE KEYSTONE 

There are many conflicting statements in re-

gard to the trade situation. Some jewelers 
assert

a rushing business and others a quiet state of

affairs.- It may be that the more conservative

dealers prefer to reserve the blowing of trumpets

until the January returns come in, for there is no

doubt even in the mind of the casual observer that

October has been a busy month. The number of

large weddings, not only in the city but in the

surrounding towns has been a source of reveaue

to the jewelers who have made many hand
some,

profitable sales.
There is a great deal of complaint among all

trades, including the jewelers, of the scarcity of

clerks. It is almost impossible to secure employees,

;Old as for traveling men, efficient men are worth

their weight in gold. This dearth of the unem-

ployed is about as strong an evidence of the city's

prosperity as can be given.

Albert Lloyd, a well-known young man of

Homewood, will shortly open a jewelry store in

the Bijou Building.

Dr. Thomas R. Palmer and Miss Ruth E.

Little, daughter of the late S. T. Little, a veteran

jeweler, of Cumberland, were married on Septem-

ber 3oth. The ushers at the wedding were : Dr.

Jesse T. Little ; Samuel S. Little, the well-known

optician, of Pittsburg ; Ralph V. Little, of the Penn-

sylvania Sate College, and Robert W. Little, of

Cumberland, all brothers of the bride and inter-

ested more or less in jewelry and optics. THE

KEYSTONE extends felicitations.

Frank Worrell, a former leading jeweler of

Washington, Pa., has opened quite an extensive

store at Canonsburg, Pa.

W. W. Warrick, who bids fair to become the

leading jeweler in the East Did district, has re-

moved to the store adjoining his former location

On Penn Avenue, whereby he has secured larger

quarters and more window space.

August Loch, of Allegheny, M. J. Smith, of

Fifth Avenue and A. A. Gillespie, were among the

local jewelers who spent part of October in the

East.

The American Jewelry Company, one of the

numerous new concerns in this section, has opened

up in the old Arnheim stand on Federal Street,

Allegheny. Mrs. Arnheim has opened up again in

Ohio Street.

The application of Attorney Rody P. Marshall

for the release of Alexander Killian during Octo-

ber sessions, has recalled the sensational murder

of Mrs. Ann Rudert, at Tarentum, during an attack

upon her husband's jewelry store on Christmas

eve, 1889. Most of the people connected with this

famous case at the time of the trial and conviction

of Killian are now dead. The attack was made by

three masked men, two of whom are still at large.

The third one Attorney Marshall asserts is still

missing, and that Killian was convicted on his

record alone, a? Killian was a former convict. Mrs.

Rudert was shot while standing in the window of

the jewelry store about nine o'clock. 'The masked

man ran up the main street of the town, turned

into the jewelry store, and while one commanded

the owner, Paul 0. Rudert to hold up his hands,

another broke into the window, and the third

scooped in its contents. Mrs. Rudert ran towards

the men, while her husband ran back for 11:s revol-

ver, and he came on the scene again just as the

bullet from the robber's gun crashed through the

head of Mrs. Rudert, killing her instantly. Killian

was arrested on the following day in his boat

across the river. He stated that l'eter Griffin, an

escaped convict, had borrowed his skiff to bring

two friends across the river, and loaned it to him

only on condition that no crime would be com-

mitted. Later Griffin returned, told Killian the

skiff was down the river with a broken oar and

gave him some jewelry to pay for it. He said he

thought something was wrong and buried the

jewelry, not wanting to be caught with it in his

possession. After his arrest an old satchel was

found in his cabin, and the jewelry turned out to

be Rudert's. Killian was convicted of murder in

the first degree, but was commuted for life.

'The house of Leo. Vilsack in the East End

district, was entered very recently and jewelry

worth Poo° belonging to Mrs. Vilsack was stolen.

This district has been infested with petty thieves

and porch climbers who are generally successful in

getting away with considerable booty.

The down-town district, particularly the jewelry

stores, has been duly notified in event of the

approaching holidays when thieves abound, to

keep a strong lookout for the light-fingered gentry,

and also not to make displays in the windows of

expensive articles of jewelry.

John G. Wilkins, lately with I.. \V. Vilsack &

Co., has bought out A. B. Roddy's establishment

at 122 Ohio Street, Allegheny, and has remodeled

the store, filling it with new stock.

John Thresher, formerly on Duquesne Way,

may now be found on Fourth Avenue, above

Smithfield Street.
Charles Loughman, who lately sold out his

store in McKees Rocks, has rented space in the

West, White & Hartman's rooms in the Bijou Build-

ing, and is working for the trade.

NI. Levant, of Fifth Avenue, is preparing for

the holiday season by putting in a new front to

the building.

Out-of-town buyers who visited the city during

the past month were very numerous, including

many who called upon the trade more than once.

The exposition has drawn many large crowds from

nearby towns, owing to special railroad rates and

special attractions at the ' Big Show at the Point."

Many jewelers took advantage of the low railroad

fares to visit the city and purchase fall and holiday

stock. Among the prominent visitors were noted :

M. R. Shinier, Wellsville, Ohio ; T. N. Smith,

Morgantown, \V. Va.; G. E. Medsgar, Leetunia,

Ohio ; Joseph Haugler, Berlin, Pa.; Frederick

\V. Labau, Steubenville, Ohio ; R. S. De Harport,

Clairton, Pa.; John Litmenbrink, Rochester, Pa.;

G. W. Badger and Mrs. Badger, of Guard, Pa.;

De Roy Swan, New Castle, Pa.; J. W. Caler,

Beaver, Pa.; F. M. Benner, Lisbon, Ohio ; J. F.

Murphy, Dawson, Pa.; Asa Joseph, Mt. Pleasant,

Pa.; W. G. Spies, Steubenville, Ohio ; Harvey

Zilliken and Mrs. Zilliken, Wellsburg, W. Va.; A.

Mascher and Mrs. Mascher, East Palestine, Ohio ;

William Heckman, Meadville, Pa.; E. J. Harris,

Moundsville, W. Va.; John Lanzendorfer and Mrs.

Lanzendorfer, Punxsutawney, Pa.; R. H. Noble

and Mrs. Noble, Wellsville, Ohio ; L. C. Grassel,

Mahoningtown, Pa.; A. G. Ruth, New Alexander,

Pa.; F. M. Longnecker, New Brighton, Pa.; N. C.

Cochran, Fairmount, W. Va.; A. C. Guth, Du

Bois, Pa.; L. C. Roessler, Cumberland, IVid.;

Charles Jelliff, of Pickering & Jelliff, Mansfield,

Ohio ; F. F. Robinson, Vandergrift, Pa.; R. H.

Wolf, Smithton, Pa.; William Hunt, Uniontown,

Pa.; W. H. Elliott, Belle Vernon, Pa.; Dill R.

Young, Youngstown, Pa.; H. C. Morrison, Mt.

Pleasant, Pa.; Paul M. Koch, Columbiana, Ohio ;

L. B. Mather, New Castle, Pa.; Harry Helms,

Steubenville, Ohio ; E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

The Strike
Settled
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The Birmingham district has just

passed through one of the most

trying experiences in its history,

a coal miners' strike, and as the " back to work"

order was only issued last month there has not

been a return to normal business conditions. The

strikers were in the employ of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company and numbered 4500.

Their suspension caused the banking of several

furnaces and factories on account of lack of fuel,

thus throwing several thousand men out of work.

Like all industrial districts, Birmingham suffers

greatly from a strike. The affinity of the labor

people is here so great that when one union is in

trouble all the others help to keep up the agitation.

Now that the strike is over,

however, things are expected to

move more rapidly. Several

new enterprises are content-

plated. Some are under way and not a few are in

shape for their first work. The Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company will rebuild all the

Ensley furnaces, five in number, which will cost

not far from a million dollars. Something like

$50,000 will be spent at the mines and $40,00o at a

pumping station. The Alabama Steel & Wire

Company will erect a steel mill and blast furnaces

at Bessemer, near where they have large coal

mines, investing more than two million dollars.

The handsome silver service which the people

of Alabama will give to the battleship Alabama, is

now about ready to move out from the workshops

of the Whiting Manufacturing Company, New

York. An effort is being made at Montgomery,

Alabama, to have service placed on exhibition

there for several days. Over $100o of the money

for it was raised in Montgomery. E. 0. Zadek, of

Mobile, who contracted for the pieces, says no

ship in the navy will have so beautiful a set.

The local jewelers who have

moved are now settled in their

new locations, and are putting

in larger stocks than ever.

J. Lowinsohn has his place well fixed up and has

more room than in his First Avenue store. J. Jaffe,

who came here about a year ago from Denver,

Colo., has opened in a new place at 1925 Second

Avenue, the old stand of the Ayer & Son Optical

Company, where he has a much larger stock than

when he first opened near Twenty-first Street.

M. Brandes, who launched his business in the new

City Hall Building a few months ago, has moved

to Mr. Jaffe's place, 2027 Second Avenue. P. H.

Linnehan retains his place in the new Hillman

Hotel Building, and there was no change for either

Abbott Brothers, F. W. Bromberg, Calhoun

Jewelry Company, or A. S. Smith. I. R. Ruben-

stein moved from a location on Twentieth Street

to 1820 Second Avenue, where he has more room.

Jobe & Rose is the name of a new firm open-

ing in the Carroll B. Mount Building on Nineteenth

Street. A. J. Jobe, of Jackson, Tenn., and J. N.

Rose, of Water Valley, Miss., are the proprietors.

William Rosenstihl, who has been with the Calhoun

Company for several months, will be with the new

company, and is now superintending the arrange-

ment for the building. Mr. Rosenstihl is a member

of a family of jewelers. His brother and father

make up the firm of William Rosenstihl & Son,

Greenville, and he has a brother in the big Abbott

store. He was secretary of the Alabama Retail

Jewelers' Association while that organization was

in active existence.

Many New
Plants

Many
Removals
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s PERMEATES OUR
ENTIRE STOCK AND

\" MAKES OUR CUSTOM-
ERS PROSPEROUS.
LET US INOCULATE

YOU.

If you have not received a copy of our new Fall
catalogue, write us, and if you are a jeweler we will
gladly mail you one.

If our travelers have not seen you, let us know and
we will arrange to show you our Fall line.

We do special manufacturing and repairing and
carry a complete line of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Tools and Material.

Edwards 0 Sloane Jewelry Co.
610 Keith 0 Perry Building, Kansas City, Mo.
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Providence and Attleboro

Organization
for Industrial
Protection

With the object of protecting

and furthering local trade inter-

ests, an organization was effec-

ted in Attleboro last month

under the name of the Attle-

boro Business Men's Association. The functions

of this body will be somewhat similar to those of a

board of trade. The spirit of its constitution is

the furtherance through every feasible and legiti-

mate means of the combined industry of the town.

Advertising will form one of the chief factors in

effecting this end. Some of the minor objects of

this organization will be the rectification of express

evils and freight rates, the enactment of legislative

measures conducive to industrial progress, the over-

throw of the projected French reciprocity treaty

and other tariff changes and the cementing of

cordial relations between employer and employees

with a view to precluding labor troubles. Over

two hundred business men have joined, and these

include many well-known members of the jewelry

trade. The committee authorized to obtain addi-

tional members has for its head, Samuel M. Ein-

stein, of the Attleboro Manufacturing Company.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co., of Attleboro, de-

signed the beautiful jewel which was presented at

Washington, last month, to General Edward R.

Campbell, of that city, the retiring head of the

Sons of Veterans. The jewel was richly designed,

and bore the arms of Maryland, the recipient's

native State, together with an appropriate classical

inscription. Its value has been estimated at $500.

Major Everett S. Horton, formerly of the

Horton, Angell Co., Attleboro, was placed on the

Republican district committee at last month's con-

vention.
Miss Isabel Fontneau, daughter of Frank

Fontneau, of Fontneau & Cook, Attleboro, was

recently married to James H. O'Neil, of Provi-

dence. This was an important social event, and

was characterized by brilliant and impressive

features.
E. C. Ostby, of the Ostby & Barton Co., of

Providence, returned recently from Europe, accom-

panied by his youngest son.
The humorous fad of wearing a piece of

anthracite coal while the recent strike was in

progress was catered to by W. H. Luther & Son, of

Providence. This firm have gotten up some novel

designs in rings, scarf pins and watch fobs with

pieces of polished and lacquered coal for settings.

A serious accident occurred last month at the

shop of George J. Kirby & Co., 301 Fountain

Street, Providence. James M. Saunders, nineteen

years, was put to work on one of the presses. He

had entered the service of the firm that morning,

and was consequently unpracticed in the working

of the machine. His right hand became caught

and was severely bruised. When removed to the

Rhode Island Hospital, four fingers had to be

amputated.
The number of Providence jewelers who are

able to sufficiently detach themselves from business

cares to devote attention to politics is by no means

limited. Walter H. Durfee, of Walter H. Durfee

& Co., the well-known clock firm, has been selected

as the Republican candidate for the mayoralty of

the city. Mr. Durfee has already achieved some

political distinction, and is at present a member of

the House of Representatives from Providence.

Frank T. Pearce and John L. Remlinger are also

conspicuous in the political field, having been dele-

gates from Providence to the Republican State
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Convention. Charles F. Irons, another prominent

member of the jewelry business, stands high in the

councils of the Democratic State Central Committee.

Owing to the illness of Superintendent Frank

E. Whiting, C. A. Whiting, of the firm, is now look-

ing after the rush of orders at the firm's factory at

Plainville. For the past fifteen years Mr. Whiting

has been traveling, but soon fell into the routine of

the factory. He was formerly regarded as an ex-

pert shop foreman, which former experience stands

him in good stead at the present time.

Saati & Carlton have succeeded Saati & Ger-

lach, at 419 Westminster Street, Providence.

Mrs. Sarah A. Fitzgerald, wife of Michael

Fitzgerald, the well-known Providence manufac-

turing jeweler, died a short time ago. The deceased

lady was conspicuously identified with local educa-

tional movements.
Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, had a conference recently in New York

with David McClean Parry, president of the National

Manufacturers' Association, relative to the means

to be employed in thwarting the French reciprocity

treaty.
According to the report of the Providence

School of Design, made public some weeks ago,

the expenditure of that institution has been more

than its receipts and there is a corresponding

shortage of funds. The members of the jewelry

trade are interested in the progress of the school,

and were instrumental in raising an endowment

fund for it some time ago.

State of
Trade

Philadelphia Letter

The jewelry trade in Philadel-

phia continues in a very healthy

condition, and as the weeks pro-

ceed this gratifying state of

things continues to become more pronounced. The

increase in sales, which comes with the ante-holiday

period, has this year assumed a volume which,

unless the unforeseen happens, will be a record one

in the history of the Quaker City jewelry business.

The Philadelphia Jeweler's

Series of Valuable Club, a thriving and progres-
Lectures Projected sive organization, is credited

with having in contemplation

the holding of a series of four lectures during the

winter months. The subjects to be treated will

have a vital interest for the members of the trade.

The mining and marketing of precious stones, the

construction of watches, clock and jewelry articles

and the nature of general trade conditions are sub-

jects upon which discourses will probably take

place. The names of the lecturers have not as yet

been mentioned, but it is understood that each will

be an unquestionable authority upon his subject.

The first lecture of the series will probably be held

this month. Invitations to participate in the benefits

afforded by these lectures will be extended to out-

of-town jewelers, and this fact is eloquent testi-

mony of the undiscriminating generosity of the club.

Geo. Mayer & Co., manufacturing and whole-

sale opticians, are now installed in their new build-

ing, erected at their old location, 134 South Eighth

Street. That their new quarters are large and

commodious may be inferred from the fact that

they were planned specially for the purpose in

view. The return to the old stand and new build-

ing has been attended by a general expansion in

help, equipment, stock and facilities. The event

marks an era of accelerated progress for this

popular firm.
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E. G. Hoover, the well-known retailer, of

Harrisburg, was a visitor in Philadelphia last

month. He made extensive purchases of holiday

stock at the local jobbing houses.

M. F. Hamilton & Sun, manufacturing and

retail silversmiths, Thirteenth and Sansom Streets,

were the sufferers, last month, from a fire which

broke out in their stock room on the third floor.

The presence of the fire was discovered at early

morn by a private %vatclunan, who, failing in his

efforts to extinguish the flames, summoned the

fire officials, but damage to the estimated extent

of $4000 was done before the conflagration was

checked. The loss, however, was covered by

insurance.

Louis Weber, of Louis Weber & Son, Lan-

caster, vvas a visitor to the Quaker City last month.

Mr. Weber's sojourn combined business with

pleasure.

The Cuckoo Clock Co. celebrated its silver

anniversary last month, and signalized the occasion

by mailing to the trade a handsome silver anni-

versary card prettily designed and printed in three

colors on primrose stock. The pictorial part of

the card showed a wrought-iron flaming torch on

either side and a wreath in the center, enclosing

the dates 1877 and 1902 and the words " Silver

Anniversary." THE KEYSTONE joins the trade at

large in extending congratuktions to this com-

pany on the completion of its twenty-fifth year.

They now boast of the largest building in the

world for the manufacture of cuckoo clocks.

J. E. Caldwell & Co. exhibited in their art

galleries last month the beautiful collection of oil

paintings brought from the various art centers of

Europe by the firm's representative. These rare

productions are the work of the most renowned

artists of the old world. In conception, execution

and variety they are wonderfully impressive, and

were made the objects of delightful admiration by

a large crowd of art connoisseurs.

Smith & Dreer, Tenth and Arch Streets, ex-

pect to retire from business about January 1st.

This well-known establishment was founded by

Theodore Smith, at 926 Spring Garden Street, in

June, 1860. F. J. Dreer, Jr., became associated

with the business in 1866.
Simon and Morris Pfaelzer, composing the

firm of Pfaelzer Bros: & Co., 932-934 Market Street,

will retire from mercantile life on December 3rst.

They have been in business for upwards of thirty-

seven years. Their initial step was the opening of

a small shop at 539 North Third Street. Owing to

the continued expansion of their enterprise various

subsequent changes of location were necessitated

until they finally established themselves at 932-934

Market Street. The firm did .a wholesale and

retail business.
S. Kind & Son, 928 Chestnut Street, have been

using the advertising plan of issuing a handsome

booklet each month, illustrating such goods as

seem suitable for the time. The latest booklet is

entitled " Gift Hints," and its contents justify the

appellation. It is devoted to the .exploitation

seasonable articles calculated to appeal,to fetniniiii.

taste, and is profusely illustrated with rich half-

tones. Each article is numbered and its price is#

given at the foot of the page.
The Weeks Photo Engraving Co., 726 Chest-

nut Street, this city, have devised a new plan, of

furnishing ready-made advertisements to the trade.

The service is moderate in cost and the adver-
tisements are attractive and forceful. Only &id

jeweler in each town can secure the service, the

first subscriber for the series being given the

preference.



Kansas City and the Great
Southwest

The Carnival The carnival week just passed
Week was one of the most successful,

if not the most successful one
that Kansas City has ever known. More people
visited the city than ever before, and the festivities
themselves were on a more magnificent scale than
has ever before been attempted. Last year the
priests of Pallas realized that their pageants were
growing monotonous, and that the out-of-town
people did not care enough for them to make the
effort of coming to Kansas City. They decided
upon a change, and, as a result, gave a magnificent
electrical parade, the like of which has never before
been attempted in any city. The floats were bril-
liant and beautiful, and fairly dazzled everyone.
They were mounted on electric cars, each car rep-
resenting some flower. The number of out-of-town
people was far in excess of that at any previous
carnival. The retail merchants' county fair was
also a very successful enterprise during carnival
week, and drew thousands to the city. The
usual balls were given, and altogether the week
was a busy one. The horse show and cattle show
are always features of October, and this year were
given with all the customary success.

J. R. Mercer has returned from New York,
where he purchased a beautiful stock of holiday
goods and also concluded some business for the
Standard Eyelet and Machine Company, of which
he is vice-president. The company is now incor-
porated in New York with a capital of $300,000.

Will. Smith, with Cady & Olmstead, is the
father of a new daughter. Bert Hallar, with the
same firm, has returned from Colorado.

J. W. Terry has opened an optical store in the
part of Gurney & Ware's store formerly occupied
by Harry Watts.

W. J. Gurney, of Gurney & Ware, has re-
turned from an Eastern trip, bringing with him a
tine selection of holiday goods.

Kansas City friends have received cards an-
nouncing the marriage Sunday, September 28th, of
Orville E. Bolon, of Eddyville, Iowa, and Miss
Mable Manifold, of Beloit, Kans. Mrs. Bolon is
the daughter of Andrew Manifold, one of the
oldest and most widely known jewelers in Kansas.
The young couple will live in Beloit, Kans., where
Mr. Bolon is engaged in business.

Local interest in the American royal fat stock
show has asserted itself very decidedly. A great
many valuable trophies have been offered, con-
spicuously among them being a sterling silver cup,
valued at Poo, and offered by Cady & Olmstead,
for the best four animals of either sex.

One of the prettiest little optical stores in the
West has been opened at 105 East Eleventh Street
by Harry Watts. It is thoroughly up-to-date in
every particular, and all of its fixtures and fittings
are of the very prettiest pattern. The prevailing
tone in the store is Pompeiian red, which is used in
the mural decorations and the draperies.

0. E. Critten, of the Kansas City Horological
College, has gone to Eureka Springs, Ark., to go
into business.

F. W. Meyer left last week for a visit to St.
Louis and the East.

The Jaccard Jewelry Company has had on
exhibition in its show windows a number of valuable
trophies to be awarded as prizes in the cattle show,
October 20th to 25th. There are three valuable
cups of fine workmanship, offered for the best
Galloways, Herefords and Shorthorns.
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C. E. Russell, one of the oldest established
retail jewelers in Kansas City, has sold out his
store and stock to a company which will continue
to operate the store. The firm of Trigg & Com-
pany has already taken possession.

The Meyer Jewelry Company is particularly
busy, even for that busy establishment, and Mr.
Meyer says that it is practically impossible to secure
sufficient help. Skilled workmen are scarce in this
portion of the country, and Mr. Meyer has had
several good openings in his factory for first-class
help who could not be obtained.

Salvatore Randazzo, of the Meyer Jewelry
Company, was married Wednesday October 15111, to
Miss Teresa Amatillili, at the Church of the Holy
Rosary. TH E KEvs-roNE offers congratulations.

J. R. Mercer has on exhibition at his store a
hand bag that has not a duplicate in the 'United
States. It is made of silk, embroidered in a typical
Chinese pattern with gaily colored silks, the threads
of 22 karat gold. The dragon head on the bag was
formerly a part of the ornamentation of the robe
of a Chinese mandarin, and represents the very
finest art in embroidery. The bag is mounted with
gold studded with corals, and is daintily lined.

Among the out-of-town people identified with
the jewelry trade who came to Kansas City for the
carnival were : R. H. Reed, Polo, Mo.; Arthur
Kroencke, Concordia, Mo.; J. B. Bear, Haileyville,
Ind. Ter.; E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.;
G. S. Smith & Bro., Liberal, Kans.; A. D. Hill,
Hiawatha, Kans.; C. B. Libby, Weir City, Kans.;
H. E. Conklin, Chanute, Kans.; H. Blake,
Checotah, Ind. Ter.; J. H. Woodstock, Clear
Lake, Iowa ; D. D. Johnson, Sedgwick, Kans.,
Y. E. Gilmore, Paola, Kans.; Amos Plank, Hutch-
inson, Kans.; Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans.;
I3ass Jewelry Co., Huntsville, Mo.; T. M. Rankin,
Olathe, Kans.; W. C. Sellers, Medicine Lodge,
Kans.; C. A. Ball, Hennessey, Okla.; Mr. Arnold,
Ellinwood, Kans.; Mr. Tarck, Ellinwood, Kans.;
R. L. Waggoner, Mangum, Okla.; 1'. W. Roe,
Pratt, Kans.; C. E. Dickinson, Garden City, Kans.;
Mr. Rinehart, of Rinehart & Slagle, Smith Center,
Kans.; D. L. Brown, Glasgow, Mo.; Bert. Hollen-
beck, Spring Hill, Kans.; W. D. Brotchie, Scandia,
Kans.; S. J. Huey, Excelsior Springs, Mo.; C. W.
Zieger, Oskaloosa, Iowa ; J. A. Mosher and wife,
Burlington, Kans.; G. \V. Curry, Neosho, Mo.;
J. E. Griffin., Logan, Kans.; Mr. Allen, with C. H.
Morrison, Topeka, Kans.; Frank Anshutz, She-
nandoah, Iowa ; J. R. Hauschilds, Eskridge,
Kans.; C. 0. Clingenpeel, Carmens, Okla.; W. E.
Clingenpeel, Carbondale, Ill.; H. K. Becktee,
Augusta, Kans.; L. C. Buchman, Clay Center,
Kans.; Otto Burklund and wife, Ossawatomie,
Kans.; J. H. Fuoss and wife, Brookfield, Mo.;
F. 0. Bernhardt, Butler, Mo.; C. A. Clement,
Springfield, Mo.; W. D. Graff, Clyde, Kans.;
H. J. Black, Baldwin, Mans.; Harry Pryor, of Bliss
Jewelry Co., Atchison, Kans.; E. B. Vanness,
Mound City, Nails. ; T. M. Sparks and wife, Shel-
bina, Mo.; E. T. Lord, Quenemo, Kans.; A. E.
Zukschwerdt, Tipton, Mo.; J. W. Plank, Lyons,
KaHS.; \V. L. Harris, Neosho Falls, Kans.; J. W.
Edmonds and wife, Oberlin, Kans.; H. J. Linn,
Atchison, Kans.; H. Ackerman, Marysville, Kans.;
H. E. Rakeman, Sapulpa, Ind. Ter.; J. H.
Whiteside, Liberty, Mo.; Harry Sturges, Inde-
pendence, Mo.; Dave Finkelstein, Kansas City,
Kans.; 0. E. Crittin, Eureka Springs, Ark.; I. S.
Terry and wife, Downs, Mans.; Mr. Brown, with
T. W. Roe, Pratt, Kans.; W. W. Whiteside,
Liberty, Mo.; Geo. Powell, Mena, Ark.; Mrs.
C. H. Harsch, Hobart, Okla.: W. D. Groff and
wife, Clyde, Kans.
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Can any

Jeweler

Identify

This Man

Or His

Watch?

PRINC
ETON

The following letters are self-explanatory, and
we take pleasure in directing attention to them in
the hope that some of our readers may be able to
furnish the desired information.

Law Office of
LEON F. MOSS,

415 to 417 Bullard Building.

Los Angeles, Cal., October 6, 1902,
En. KEYSTONE.

The accompanying circular has been sent to all the ,jewelers
in New York, Philadelphia and Boston, and a number her
Eastern cities, without thus far producing the required
information.

The owner of the watch died in Los Angeles a short time
ago, leaving an estate of over $142,000 cash. For several years

hile in Southern California, he passed under the name of
haries 11111.

1 have conducted investigations which have convinced
ine that the true name of deceased was Salem Charles, late of
Brimfield, Massachusetts. Mr. Charles lived for many years in
New York City. Saratoga Springs was a favorite resort of his
I uring the summer seasons, and it is known that he was in the
habit of getting his watch repaired by a jeweler at that place,
who Wil$ his favorite watch repairer, but the name of the jeweler
is unknown tu us.

Thousands of claims, many of them fraudulent, have
been made to this estate by persons claiming to be heirs of
decedent, and it is of great importance to positively determine
his identity.

I will ask yott to publish the said circular together with
I his letter transmittal, or such portion thereof us you can
find space for in your magazine.

Respectfully yours,
LEON F. MOSS.

The circular above referred to as being mailed
to Eastern jewelers is as follows :

Gentlemen :
We have lately come into the possession of a watch,

Waltham gilt movement, No. 690771 ; Waltham case-18 S. Iltg.
8Case No. K K 23 Crescent St., Silver.

The inside of this case shows the following repair
memoranda :

(165; 11389; 211 : 99 ; 3604; 1918; 21170A. D.;

65; 259; 8962. ; 4312; 10211 W.
1-1

The last number above given is on the inside of the
Inside cap ; while all the other numbers are on the inside of
the outside case.

From data in my possession I am of the opinion that the
said watch wits repaired in October, 1892, probably at San Diego,
Elsinore or Los Angeles, california ; in February, 1896, prob-
ably at Los Angeles, California ; in June, 1899, probably at
San Antonio, Texas; in october, 1900, probably at Tweet',
Arizona, or Los Angeles, California.

The repair marks which were made in New York City,
and 1,ther Eastern cities, were probably placed in the ease in
1599, or prior thereto, and probably between 1880 and 1890.

I will ask you to examine your books and see whether or
not you repaired this watch, and if so, advise me as to the date
anti name of the owner. liy so doing you will greatly oblige,
and I will take pleasure in paying you, whatever expenses may
lw reasonably incurred in conducting the investigation.

I have caused to be attached to this sheet it photograph,
which is a correct likeness of the owner of the watch, taken
early in 1902, and would request you to advise me at your
earliest convenience in the premises, and oblige,

Respectfully yours,
I.EON F. MOSS.

Attorney for C. G. Kellogg, Public Administrator of Los
Angeles County. Address, P. 0. Box 634.

If any of our readers has any information to
give, we would request them to forward same to
Mr. Moss at the above address. —,4

WE are making a line of real nice
College Flags, Seals and Lapel Buttons.
They cost a little more than some of

the others on the market, but as we make

them heavier and more artistic, finish them

better and sell them only to Retail Jewelers,

they will be found the most profitable and

satisfactory goods to handle.
We make them for every University and

College in the country, over too in all.

Any Retail Jeweler can buy one or more at

the prices quoted, which are subject to our

catalogue discount. We won't sell them to

any one else.
We would like very much to receive your orders.

WENDELL & COMPANY
WHO DO YOUR SPECIAL ORDER WORK AND RE-
PAIRING OF ALL KINDS. (If we don't, we ought to.)

93 to 97 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK }

57 WASHINGTON ST., CHICAGO
The two wonderful shops

LIST PRICES

Large Flags, Sterling Silver .

i. if ii ii Gilt .

Medium Flags, Sterling Silver .

. ii ii It " Gilt

Small Flags, Sterling Silver .

i i It tt " Gilt

Seal Fob Charms or Brooches

Heavy Sterling Silver, Gray Finish

if ti " Gilt .

Lapel Buttons, Sterling Silver . •

ti it it " Gilt .

Each, $2.00
it 2.50

50.00

13.00

6.00
8.00

Doz.,

Each,

Doz.,

2.20

ii

2.70
6.00
8.00

HARvARD



TIGHT BINDING

As a Magne
Attracts STEEL AND IRON so ou

LIBERAL CASH PAYMENT
Attract all the Gold and Silver from the jewelers throughout the la

Ire give FULL VALUE hecau s

Our large business requires complete smelting, 1-0-join

and assaying departments. We handle without add

tional expense and use in our own factories all old gol

and silver consigned to us. If we were in the smelting an

refining business exclusively, our expenses and refinin

costs would be i5 to 20 per cent. of the amount of ol

metal received, the same as that of other refiners. Th

is why no refiner can compete with us, and why on

refining business is growing so rapidly.

WE I{EMIT THE SAME DA

Consignments are received, by bank draft (on whic

there is no exchange to pay). CONSIGNMENTS RETURNE

EXPRESS PREPAID, in exactly the same condition receive

if the amount is not up to your expectation.

Don't Pay Your Bills with Old Gold or Silver
Sell it to us for full cash value and pay yo

bills with the returns. You will save mu

by so doing. Most of the firms that take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves; nor have the
y an

means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a value on it that will afford two 
profi

24c. per dwt. for 6-karat.
28c. " ,, ft 7

32c. 
,, ,, " 8

36c. " 9
it

WE PAY FOR OLD GOLD

40c. per dwt. for i o-karat. 52c. per dwt. for i 3-karat.

44C. " 
tt 
" I I 56C. " 

ti

" 14 

ti

48e. " 44 I 2 it 
60C. " 

it 
" a 5

64c. per dwt. for 16-kara
68c. " " 17

72c. " 
it

HIGHEST MARKET PRICE FOR OLD SILVER

" i8

ft

ti

EN DELL & COMPANY
SMERLETFEI RN SE Rs

AND ASSAYER

93, 95 and 97 William St., NEW YORK ESTABLISHED Z I YEARS 57 Washington St., CHICAG
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Dallas and the Lone Star State

THE KEYSTONE

Satisfactory trade conditions prevail in both

branches of the jewelry trade in this city. A stron
g

stimulus was imparted by the recent fair, 
which

attracted over 75,000 visitors to the city. The re-

sulting benefits to the local trade were cons
iderable.

The prospects for the holiday sea
son are very en-

couraging.
Merce Walker, who has opened a store in

Waxahachie, was on a purchasing visit to Dallas

recently.
The Walter Hafner Jewelry Co., of Hillsboro,

has found it necessary to move into more 
commo-

dious quarters. They have increased _their facili-

ties and stock and now have a very attractive s
tore.

Col. R. P. Hill, of Dallas, visited the recent

fair in San Antonio.

A. Rosebrough, of Georgetown, made such

rapid progress that he outgrew his premises and

had to move to a more commodious location. He

has considerably augmented his stock and fixtures
.

E. S. Smith, of Sherman, sojourned in Dallas

during the fair week. He reported normal busi-

ness conditions in his section.

W. F. Dietrich, of Kaufman, called on the

local jobbing trade last month.

W. T. Hixon, of W. T. Nixon & Co., of El

Paso, has been visiting the Chicago markets, where

he bought a large selection of goods, as the pros-

pects in his section for a good holiday trade are

very encouraging. He also visited relatives while

in the Western metropolis.

P. B. Schwend, of Bowie, has sold his shop to

G. W. Haltom, the jeweler, of that place. Mr.

Schwend has gone to Cisco.

B. B. Poore, of Bridgeport, was a recent buyer

in the local markets.

J. P. Majors, the well-known jeweler, of Colo-

rado, Western Texas, was in Dallas, buying his

holiday stock and taking in the sights at the fair.

Mr. Majors reports prospects encouraging for a

splendid holiday business.

W. B. Dutton, manager of W. B. Dutton & Co.,

WeatIverford, combined business with pleasure dur-

ing his visit to the fair.
W. E. Brown of Boyd, made liberal purchases

of holiday goods in Dallas last month.

R. P. Leamon, of Whitesboro, was a recent

buyer in the Dallas market.
L. Niveth, of Paris, took advantage of the low

railroad rates during the holding of the fair, and

called upon the local jobbing trade.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was a recent

buyer in Dallas markets.
P. H. Flowers, watchmaker for E. S. Smith, of

Sherman, was recently visiting the local jobbers.

W. C. Lansford, of W. C. Lansford & Co., of

Cleburne, was a caller in the local jewelry market

last month.
J. E. Woolbright, of Quanah, was in Dallas

during the past month and he reports good pros-

pects for the holiday business.

J. S. Butner, manager of the Lawrence Jewelry

Co., of Cleburne, was one of' the recent callers on

the local jobbers.

Mrs. Everts, wife of A. A. Everts, the jeweler,

of Dallas, was thrown from her buggy and very

badly hurt some time ago. She has been con-

fined to her bed for the past three weeks.

Much sympathy is felt for the injured lady.
Both members of the firm of Hazel & Gotchen,

Farmersville, sojourned in Dallas last month.

They enjoyed a visit to the fair and made exten-
sive purchases for holiday trade.

Mrs. M. W. Armstrong, the accomplished

managress of the optical department of the Arm-

strong Jewelry Co., of Brownwood, visited friends

in Dallas%recently. Mrs. Armstrong purchased a

choice holiday selection. She reports satisfactory

conditions in her section, with a favorable prospect

fur a substantial holiday trade.

W. C. Hilburn, of Graham, was a recent buyer

in the Dallas market.

The Robertson-Hill Co.'s store, which has

been closed for some time, has been opened up

again.
A change has taken place in the firm of Bowles

& Boone, Purcell, Ind. Ter., T. B. Bowles having

sold his portion to T. H. Boone, by whom it will
be hereafter continued. •

T. J..Dantzler, of Dantzler & Dorenfield, Cor-

sicana, was in Dallas last month on a purchasing

tour.
J. M. Morgan, of Blossom, has admitted a

partner in the person of D. M. Harrison. Th
e

latter has bought a half interest in the busines
s,

which will hereafter be conducted under the name

of Morgan & Harrison.

G. P. Whiteside, of Stamford, called on the

trade recently. He is sanguine regarding the

dimensions of holiday business.

Jeweler B. Booth, of Temple, was in Dallas

recently on a buying trip. He purchased liberally

for holiday trade.

L. B. Moore, of Denison, spent several days

in St. Louis last month, combining pleasure 
with

business.
Gus. Evans, of Rosebud, was in Dallas during

the fair, taking in the sights as well as attend
ing to

business.
Ras Redwine, of Henderson, was a caller o

n

the jobbing trade last month, making selectio
ns for

holiday trade.
J. 0. Baker, the well-known jeweler, of Col

-

linsville, was a recent buyer in the Dallas mar
kets.

G. C. Cook, junior member of the firm of 
Mur-

chert & Cook, of Sherman, spent several da
ys in

St. Louis last month combining business with

pleasure. Mr. Cook anticipates a good holiday

trade.
Thos. Pereida, who has been located in Sa

n

Antonio for a number of years, has accepted a 
posi-

tion with the Beck Jewelry Co., of Beaumon
t, as

watchmaker.

E. W. Bateman is now located at Harts
horn,

Ind. Ter., where he is doing a repair business
.

T. B. Biles, manager of the Dickson Mfg. 
Co.,

of Smithville, was a buyer in this market last

month. Mr. Biles made liberal selections. He

reports business fairly good in his section, 
with a

bright outlook for a prosperous holiday tr
ade,

J. T. Moye, the Elm Street jeweler, found
 it

necessary to change quarters and is now locat
ed

farther down town. He has his place fixed u
p very

ricely and has much additional floor space.

A. H. Russell, of Weatherford, was one o
f the

many recent callers in the Dallas jewelry 
market.

'W. T. Moorehead, of Sulphur Springs, w
as in

Dallas during the past month. He is ple
ased with

the outlook in his locality for a good holi
day trade.

D. R. Newton, a well-known jeweler of W
axa-

hachie, was married to Miss Eva Herring on 
Octo-

ber 15th, at the home of the bride in For
ney, Tex.

C. S. Erber, of Texarkana, was in Dalla
s re-

cently selecting some new tools to make 
his equip-

ment more complete.

R. B. Fauntleroy, who has been in 
charge of

the jewelry department of Hazel & 
Gotcher, of

Farmersville, has resigned and accepted a s
imilar

position with F. Yantis, of Sulphur Sprin
gs.
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Henry Emerson, who has been in El Paso for

some months, has again taken up duties in his old

position as head engraver for the Mitchell Jewelry

Co., of Fort Worth.
F. Allen, of Kosse, was a recent caller in

Dallas.
F. H. Fry, of Fort Worth, made a flying busi-

ness trip to Dallas recently.
C. A. Blann, of Leonard, was one of the many

wealthy traders in the Dallas markets lately.

W. C. Ballew, junior member of the firm of

McBride & Ballew, of Fort Worth, was a recent

caller in Dallas markets.

G. E. Moore, Denton, was one of the visitors

to the fair.
E. M. Leutwyler, of Crockette, was a trade

visitor in Dallas last month selecting goods for his

holiday trade.

J. M. Lively, of Stamford, spent several clays

in Dallas during the fair on his way to his old home

in Alabama, and on his return he again tarried in

Dallas and bought a nice selection of goods for

holiday trade.
J. H. Seay, of Italy, was a recent purchaser in

the local markets.
H. J. Ritter, of Seymour, was a visiting buyer

in this market for several days last month, making

sonic nice selections to add to his stock. He re-

ports business conditions normal, but is expecting

a good holiday business.

There were quite a number of visitors during

the fair. In addition to those already mentioned

we noticed the following : J. M. Grogan, Arling-

ton ; B. P. Schwend, Cisco ; R. D. Ward, Bridge-

port ; T. D. McElvene, Fairfield ; J. A. Stephens,

Wolf City ; Henry Emerson, Fort Worth ; E. I.

Pittman, Ennis ; J. H. Watson, Mineral Wells ;

J. J. Montgomery, Savoy ; Geo. McGee, Detroit;

A. Weatherford, Plano ; G. C. Newton, Waxa-

hachie ; J. T. Clarke, Abilene ; Mr. and Mrs. C. I).

McKinley, Hamilton ; Mr. and Mrs. G. K. Smith,

Honey Grove ; Ambrose Johnson, Jacksonville ;

W. T. Culpepper, Hico ; J. A. Dunlop, Jefferson ;

Mr. and Mrs. Bartlet, Maybanks ; C. B. Smith,

Grand Saline ; James Mitchell, Greenville ; Dr.

Hall and Mr. Smith, Naples.

Names of Gems

The Indiaiis called rock crystal an " unripe

diamond," and until the beginning of the eighteenth

century India was thought to be the only land

which produced that precious stone. It was not,

therefore, until the discovery of India that the dia-

mond was known to us. Yet as far back as 500

B. C., a " ditactic history " of precious stones was

written, and in Pliny's time the supply must have

been plentiful, as he wrote : " We drink out of a

mass of gems, and our drinking vessels are formed

of emeralds." We are also told that Nero aided

his weak sight by spectacles made of emeralds.

But it is very difficult to determine whence all

the gems came, as discoverers took care to leave

no record. The nations who traded in them were

afraid of their whereabouts being known, and even

the most ancient merchants would not disclose any

definite locals. All sorts of myths have accord-

ingly sprung up concerning the origin of gems.

" Diamond " was the name given to a youth who

was turned into the hardest and most brilliant of

substances to preserve him from the " ills that

flesh is heir to." Amethyst was a beautiful nymph

beloved by Bacchus, but saved from him by Diana,

who changed Amethyst into a gem, whereupon

Bacchus turned the gem into wine color.
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The Top Tray

The top tray in the show case is the place for
the best seller the best moneymaker.

SIMMONS CHAINS have earned their right
to be in the uppermost show-tray.

SIMMONS CHAINS are the chains that
people—millions of them have bought in the past.
The kind millions are buying to-day.

SIMMONS CHAINS are the chains that
twelve thousand jewelers have found and still find
most profitable to handle.

SIMMONS CHAINS are the chains that thous-
ands of well-to-do readers of our magazine advertising
are searching for in the jeweler's window and the
jeweler's case.

It's just plain, common-sense business to display
these goods and to display them prominently.

R.F.SIMMONS CO
Attleboro,hiass.

N EW YORK, 9 MAI DEN LANE-

-

CH ICAG0,126 STATE ST.

•
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San Francisco Letter

THE KE'VST CO IN E.

Seldom, if ever, in the history of this section

have business conditions been more gratifying.

l'ropitious atmospherical conditions have been fol-

lowed by the happy inevitable of rich and 
boun-

teous fruit crops and other native agricultural 
pro-

ducts. The outlook for a record holiday se
ason

was never more favorable.

H. H. Wiendieck, the popular jeweler, of Red

Bluff, Cal., called upon THE KEYSTONE 
represen-

tative while in San Francisco recently and rep
orts

business in his section as being very good.

L. Coburg, the leading retailer of Healdsburg,

Cat, spent a short vacation in town rece
ntly, call-

ing upon his friends in the trade.

John Preuss, retailer, of Marshfield, Oregon,

%'as among the visiting tradesmen in town, 
select-

ing ready sellers for his holiday trade. Mr. Preuss

reports business in his section as the best in its

history.

Alfred Hansen, of Seattle, was in town, calling

upon the trade recently, looking the picture of

health. He incidentally purchased a new line of

goods for the holiday season.

Chas. Hass, of Stockton, Cal., was among the

many retailers who visited San Francisco last

month, selecting his stock for the holidays.

William G. Lean, formerly with A. I. Hall &

Son, jobbers, of San Francisco, has accepted a posi-

tion as traveler with Heacock & Freer, of the latter

city. This firm is continually adding to its force,

owing to growing business.

J. J. Wilson, of Dunsmuir, Cal., was in town

recently. He called on the trade, renewed some

old acquaintances and returned home greatly

benefited by our salt breezes.

W. C. Avery, formerly assistant manager of

the St. Louis branch of the Geneva Optical Co.,

has accepted a position with the Standard Optical

Co., of San Francisco.

We regret to announce the sudden death of

Miss Blanche Nordman, daughter of Joseph Nord-

man, of Nordman Bros., San Francisco, which

occurred on Tuesday, October 7th, of pneumonia.

Mks Nordman was one of the promising young

ladies of this city. She passed away after an illness

of three days, at the early age of twenty years. The

funeral was attended by many friends and a large

number of jewelers. THE KEYSTONE joins in

tendering regrets to the bereaved parents.

J. C. Wahlen, the enterprising retailer, of

Petaluma, Cal., was in town recently, selecting a

full stock for the holidays.
A. B. Wilson, the leading jeweler, of Martinez,

Cal., was among the buyers in town last month

and purchased a fine line of holiday goods. Mr.

‘Vilson reports the outlook as very good, the

crops in his section being exceptionally good.

H. A. Ball, of Sonora, Cal., paid THE KEY-

STONE representative a very pleasant visit while in

town recently. Mr. Ball finds it necessary to run

into San Francisco frequently to keep posted on

the jewelry situation. While here he purchased a

line line of novelties for the holidays.

Hanak & Lasky, retail jewelers, formerly

located at 214 Grant Avenue, San Francisco, have

moved into new quarters at 412 Kearny Street, and

are allowing a fine line of jewelry.

Jeweler and Mrs. George Ducommon, of Han-

ford, Cal., spent a week's vacation in San Fran-

cisco recently, and cated on their friends in the

trade.
We are pleased to report the recovery of genial

Harold Forbes, Heacock & Freer's traveling man,

who suffered an attack of typhoid fever while in

Denver some time ago. His many friends will

rejoice upon his speedy recovery.

J. J. Fretwell, of Los Gatos, attended the

Masonic Convention in San Francisco last month,

and visited the trade while here.

J. P. Becker, formerly with the San Francisco

Diamond House, on Sutter Street, has opened a

new office in the "'Inflow Block, and will work for

the trade in general.
United Jewelry Co., 519 Kearny Street, San

Francisco, is a newly opened firm. The manager,

A. Lazarus, was formerly in the employ of I).

Cohen, the Market Street retailer.

Among other retailers who visited the city last

month were the following : E. I. McManus, San

Luis Obispo Jewelry Co. of the town same named;

B. K lune, of Klune & Floberg, of Sacramento ; E.

Mayben, Chico; and E. Haas, Haywards.

News from the Northwest

The smiles displayed on all sides show con-

clusively the conditions of trade. Everyone

seems busy, and when asked what are the pros-

pects, all unite in saying " never better." There

is no reason to doubt the outcome. It is a fore-

gone conclusion that the season will be a record

breaker. Farmers have been so busy getting

ready for winter that they have not as yet taken

much time to visit the cities, unless it was to haul

wood to market. One result of the coal strike

was to raise the price of wood about $2 per cord,

and the farmers were anxious to haul it in as fast

as possible. Fortunately for us this was a benefit

in disguise, as thousands of cords of wood were

sold to parties who would have used coal was it to

be had. The farmer reaps the benefit, and it is

easy to see the jeweler will get his share.

Jobbers report that the travelers are doing

good business, and that all hands are working hard

to keep even with orders. Help is still scarce.

Good watchmakers and manufacturing jewelers are

in great demand and the supply very limited.

The store of Ed. Zimmerman, Hudson, Wis.,

was entirely destroyed by fire September 22d ; loss

about Moo.
C. L. Cummer, New Richmond, Wis., is now

working for Bullard Bros., St. Paul, Minn.

P. E. Foldoe has moved from Big Stone City,

S. Dak., to Milan, Minn.

A. F. Roach, Washburn, Wis., has moved to

Grand Rapids, Wis.

Clyde E. Day has bought the stock of the late

M. C. Shook, Preston, Minn., who died last month.

Chas. E. Barker, Bruce, Wis., went to Lincoln,

Nebr., on a short vacation last month and surprised

his friends by returning with a bride.

C. J. Wimer, Minneota, Minn., has sold his

jewelry stock to Hubert Princen & Son. Mr.

Wimer will now devote his entire time to his drug

and book departments.

Hal. H. Nerbovig, Sheldon, Iowa, was mar-

ried October 22d, at St. Paul, Minn., to Miss

Georgia M. Gral. THE KEYSTONE extends con-

gratulations.
T. J. Thompson, Cameron, Wis., has bought

the Pierce & Page stock at Barron, Wis., and

placed A. B. Evans in charge of it.

Mrs. H. Kunath, Spencer, Iowa, died last

month after two months' illness, aged thirty-seven

years, leaving besides her husband a family of six

children to mourn her loss. THE KEYSTONE ex-

tends sympathy to the bereaved mourners.
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S. H. Clausin, Minneapolis, has returned from

Chicago, where he spent a few days away from

business cares.
N. F. Stone, Cloquet, Minn., is selling out at

auction.
J. B. Hudson & Son, Minneapolis, have just

finished remodeling their store and adding new

wall and counter cases—making it one of the nicest

in this section.
John H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn., attended a

meeting of third district republicans at St. Paul

last month. J. H. says this is his last active cam-

paign ; hereafter some of the younger ones will

have to take hold.
Cook & Goodman, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.,

have dissolved partnership. The business will be

continued by Meyer Cook.

A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis, has secured a good-

size contract from Uncle Sam to furnish the War

Department with a number of clocks.

A. W. Carlson, Almelund, Minn., has bought

the stock of Theo. Malmberg, Lindstrom, Mimi.

Mr. Carlson has the foundation in for a new store

building, which he will push to completion as

rapidly as possible. Mr. Malmberg will go to

Webster, S. Dak., when he becomes connected

with his brother's store.
M. Thouren & Co., Minneapolis, have just

sent out their new 40-page illustrated catalogue,

covering their entire line of fine hand-carved

mountings, pearl jewelry, prices of repairing, em-

blem goods, etc. They have just added three

more men to their force.

R. 0. Morrison, St. Paul, had another of a

series of accidents. While doing some carpenter

work at his home he fell and is now laid up again.

This is Mr. Morrison's third accident this summer.

Frank Waterbury, of Sischo & Beard, St.

Paul, reports the Northwest territory in excellent

shape and business booming.

E. B. Nelson is back in his old position with

the Reed, Bennett Co., Minneapolis.

Arvid Osterberg has reconsidered his determi-

nation to leave the employ of A. I. Shapira & Bro.,

St. Paul, and has made arrangements to stay.

Ed. Holmes, with Geo. R. Holmes, St. Paul,

is taking a course in optics and engraving with

S. B. Millard, Litchfield, Minn.
Walter Hudson, Minneapolis, has returned

from a two-weeks' buying trip to New York.

The strike of Twin City manufacturing jewelers

and engravers proved of short duration. All shops

had their men back at work within ten hours of the

notification. The union was recognized and all of

their demands granted, viz., nine hours a day, ex-

cept Saturday, which will be only eight hours, with

time and a half for overtime.

Several Twin City jewelers took advantage of

the general interest in the coal strike, and had

small pieces of coal mounted into scarf pins, dis-

playing them as " black diamonds." Others put a

handful of coal in the window with the sign,

" Black diamonds as well as all other kinds here."

The following visitors to Twin City jobbers

were noticed : C. J. Wimer, Minneota, Minn.;

C. L. Cummer, New Richmond, Wis.; T. J.

Thompson, Cameron, Wis.; John B. D. Wagner,

Morton, Minn.; F. C. Robins, Benson, Minn.; F. E.

Booth, Worthington, Minn.; Paul B. Erickson,

Kenmare, N. Dak.; L. E. Sasse, De Smet, S. Dak.;

John H. Reiner, Glencoe, Minn.; A. W. Carlson,

Almelund, Minn.; 0. G. Hulberg,' Duluth, Minn.;

E. C. Bennett, Zumbrota, Minn ; John Saxine,

Prescott, VVis.; John C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.;

L. H. Brunno, Anoka, Minn.; Chas. L. Proctor,

Bismarck, N. Dak.
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A Rapid-Selling Ring Novelty

Made in Raised
Gold. All styles of
coloring.

In 14 K. Mount-
ings for Diamonds
from y, to 1 14" K.

Also in Signets
in ro K. and 1.1 K.

Prices quoted on
application.

Samples sent on
memorandum to
reliable jewelers.

is the 20th Century Elk Ring,
which is made with a dual object—to sell and to wear. Besides, it embodies all the other
features which can possibly make for leadership in ring-making. It represents the supreme
effort of the most exclusive ring-making talent in the country—every individual contributing
to its perfection being a master of his craft. The Elk Pattern has proven an ideal one.
It has the classical grace of outline for the fastidious eye of refinement and withal the rich
simplicity that flags the attention of the masses. Essentially the goods for Holiday Trade.

Great variety of New Fall Styles in BROOCHES now ready.
Odd and original designs.
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BRACHER, BECKER 0 BARNETT
Manufacturers of

Gold Rings, Brooches and Rope Chains.

481 Washington Street,

Newark, N. J.

If you are looking for
an "up-to-date" line of

Silver
Deposit
Ware

write to-day for our
new catalogue

Of Solid Etched and
Engraved Pieces.

The most beautiill line on
the market.

Fishel, Nessler
6 Co.,

Silversmiths and Jewelers,

Office and Works
79, 81, 83, 85 Crosby Street,

Salesroom, 556 Broadway.

NEW YORK.

Don't Forget This
That in coining to our school you are not only

getting the best instruction, but you will be able
to live better for less money iii Lancaster than
in any other place.

This is not a " line of talk," but an absolute
fact conceded by all who have sojourned in Lan-
caster after experience elsewhere.

While comfortable living is important, the
" main point " is the excellence of the instruction
you will receive here. You will find that we fulfill all
promises, and back the reputation we have earned
of being "One of the Best of the very Best."

Send for prospectus, etc.

The Ezra F. Bowman
A School kr the thorough T
teaching of
Watchmaking, Fngraving,
Jewelry Repairing. echmcal School

LANCASM12, PA.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

Business conditions in this section are unu-

sually favorable. The dimensions of the retail

trade for September and October were far in excess

of those for corresponding periods of 
last year.

In the jobbing branch similarly gratifyi
ng condi-

tions prevail. The senior partner of one of 
the

wholesale firms recently told your correspondent

that there was even an element of danger in 
the

voluminous purchases which small retailers made

in view of the present prosperity. Some of 
them,

he stated, had bought up to their limit of cred
it.

There is nothing at present, however, to indicate

that they have acted very unwisely, as the pros-

pects for holiday trade were never more promising.

Otto Loehr, of Scribner & Loehr, is receiving

the congratulations of his friends over the arrival,

at his home, of a son, nine pounds avoirdupois.

Webb C. Ball, chairman of the local le.goe for

securing conventions for this city, succeeded in

forestalling the next convention of the Vehicle

Makers and Dealers of the country. This organi-

zation comprises over r roo delegates.

John Hirt, Norwalk, Ohio, has accepted a po-

sition with the Bowler & Burdick Co. as traveler

over their Michigan territory. Mr. Hirt was for

many years associated with C. N. Frazier, Norwalk,

Ohio.
The business of Risser & Sumner, 140 Euclid

Avenue, which for several months has been in the

hands of an assignee, was sold by order of the

court last month.
The C. C. Sigler Co., which recently opened its

new storeroom in the Clarence Building, held a

formal opening to celebrate the event. The room

was profusely decorated and a large crowd of

visitors attended. The firm is composed of Carl

Sigler, Frank Sumner and J. L. Murray.

The robber who, about a month ago, stole a

tray of diamond rings from C. E. Wilsdorf, Payne

Avenue, after throwing a handful of pepper into

the jeweler's eyes, has been captured. His name

is Adams and he has a long criminal record. There

was little property found on his person.

R. I. Hill, Lorain, Ohio, opened a new store

the first of the month. Mr. Hill bought his stock

in this city. He was formerly in Elyria with John

u rbach.
C. N. Chilson, Middlefield, Ohio, intends to

open a small store in that town,

Charles Hart, Sharon, Pa., was in town last

month. Mr. Hart intends to enlarge his store con-

siderably and purchased a number of new show

cases during his stay here.
A. J. Heiman, Barberton, Ohio, was a wel-

come visitor to our jobbers last month. Mr.

liilseitionlavtirLis opening an up-to-date jewelry store ini 

The Cornell & Hubbard Co. secured the con-

tract for the big clock, which is to be installed in

the newcity. banking room of the Park National Bank.

The clock will be the most elaborate of any in

the 

H. W. Patterson, of Smith, Patterson & Co.,

Boston, was a visitor in our city for several days

last month. He is a member of the Ancient and

Honorable Artillery Company, which sojourned

here for three days as the guests of " Troop A,"

O. N. G.

Joe Fleischer, Akron, Ohio, has accepted a
pr Aitrttire Briolsaas manageross

Mier.
ofthe wholesale departmento

The following jewelers were visitors to this
City last month : George A. Hawver, Massillon,

Ohio ; C. E. Ennis, Wakeman, Ohio ; A. W.

Elliott, Twinsburg, Ohio ; H. H. Brainerd, Ashta-

bula, Ohio ; H. S. Sumner, Akron, Ohio ; A. E.

Kintner, Painesville, Ohio ; W. P. Carruthers,

Oberlin, Ohio ; J. W. Helfrick, Carrollton, Ohio;

W. J. Eroe, New Castle, Pa.; E. N. Davis, Kent,

Ohio ; George A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio ; J. M.

Welty, Barberton, Ohio , B. F. Kerr, Ashtabula,

Ohio ; N. C. Herr, Bluffton, Ohio ; Jeweler Smith,

of the C. W. Cutler Co., Guys Mills, Pa.; C. C.

Mowen, Collinwood, Ohio ; W. C. Fisher, Lorain,

Ohio ; C. M. Doty, Greenwich, Ohio ; W. E.

Smith, Cambridge Springs, Pa.; Jeweler Davis, of

Davis Bros., Kenton, Ohio ; E. E. Critz, Elyria,

Ohio ; W. A. Nichols, St. Clairsville, Ohio.

Omaha and Vicinity

Fine Trade
Prospects

The retailers are looking for-

ward to the holiday season with

much confidence. Last year,

while the season lasted, there

was a rushing business, but about two weeks before

Christmas there came a week of deadly cold

weather that cut down the trade to almost nothing

while the cold snap lasted. Unless unseasonable

weather interferes, this year the holiday sales are

expected to be greatly in excess of the records of

other years. During the past month the diamond

trade has been particularly active.

Last year the local plant of the

American Smelting and Refining

Company reduced gold, copper

and silver to the value of $26,-

000,000. In the past two years the work at the

smelter has been confined to a great extent to

refining, and the machinery and apparatus for this

kind of work has been greatly increased. The

closing of the smelter at Argentine, Kans., added

materially to the volume of work done at the

Omaha plant.

Smelting
and Refining

After a year of difficulty the

Troublesome Milwaukee road has reached an

understanding with A. Mandel-

berg, jeweler, by which it will

obtain possession of the northeast corner of Six-

teenth and Farnam Streets, now occupied by Mr.

Mandelberg. The place next east has been rented

by Mr. Mandelberg, and he will remove to it the

first of next year, when the corner will be at the

service of the Milwaukee. The Milwaukee road

was eager to obtain possession last year and en-

tered into negotiations for that purpose with the

Boston parties who own the building. A lease was

promised them and Mr. Mandelberg was asked to

move, but decided to hold on as long as possible.

Each month he tendered the rent, but it was re-

fused. Meantime the owners took the matter into

the court in an effort to oust him, but the jeweler

came off victorious. Then the owners sued for

damages to secure the rent. The damages were

placed at the amount of the rent. The Boston people

in their former case having claimed that Mandelberg

could not pay rent, inasmuch as he had no claim to

the premises, did not call it rent in their second

suit, but damages. This, too, proved their un-

doing, and the second case was won by Mr.

Mandelberg. On just what terms a settlement was

made has not been announced, but inasmuch as

Mr. Mandelberg rents his new store from the same

people, it is presumed that after a twelvemonth of

discord the various differences have been settled

by a compromise satisfactory to both parties.

Litigation Settled
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Every year the fall festival has proved a profit-

able investment to the Omaha business men in

spite of the fact that thousands of dollars are spent

to make it attractive to the visitors. It is undeni-

able that the Ak-Sar-Ben festival given each year

in this vicinity is superior to any other festival held

in any other city of the country. More money is

spent, more enthusiasm displayed and greater

efforts made to entertain, and the result has been

that each succeeding year has brought larger crowds

from Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, South Dakota,

Colorado and Wyoming. It is estimated that

during the ten days of this festival 123,000 visitors

came into the city. No expense is spared to

achieve success, and the final event is a grand ball,

which begins with a coronation scene of great

splendor. The invitations to this ball are very

elaborate, and each year some handsome souvenir

accompanies each invitation. This year there was

prepared a silver paper cutter with a rose-finish

handle, containing the Ak-Sar-Ben coat of arms

and an ear of golden corn. The value of each sou-

venir was seventy-five cents and 3000 of these were

sent out with the invitations. People all over

Nebraska and surrounding States are members of

the Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, who from the court of

King Ak-Sar-Ben, make a gallant showing at the

coronation. The out-of-town merchants, of course,

take advantage of the low rates and come to town

in droves. They bring into the city much money,

which goes not only to the jobbers but to the hotels

and restaurants.
Jeweler Henry Copley took a trip during Octo-

ber to New York and Boston to search these

markets for new and unique designs in jewelry and

silverware.

C. L. Shook, of the Shook Manufacturing

Company, has returned from a very successful trip

to the Pacific coast States. Mr. Shook found that

trade all along the line was good, and there was

no complaint of any money scarcity. Miss Nellie

White has succeeded Miss Alta Briedenthal as

bookkeeper for this company.

M. C. Peterson, of Harrison, Idaho, was in the

city recently and bought an extensive opening

stock in this market for his new store at that point.

A. G. Gullander is making a trip in Northern

Nebraska and South Dakota for the Shook Manu-

facturing Company.

E. A. Dayton, L. F. Andrews and F. J.

Neasham, who are out on the road for E. A.

Dayton & Co., are all doing a nice business and

send in glowing reports of the condition of trade.

Kuhl & Anderson, of Haskins. Nebr., bought

an opening stock of jewelry in this market last

month.
D. R. Wilson and wife, of Shenandoah, Iowa,

were in the city recently and called on the jobbers.

The fall sales among the wholesale trade have

been eminently satisfactory. They show a grati-

fying advance over last year, and the demand still

continues strong.
A pretty wedding took place on October 291h

at the home of Ernest Peycke, the prominent

Kansas City commission merchant. 011 that date

Miss Louise Peycke became the wife of Arthur

F. Smith, president of the Reicbenberg-Smith Coni-

patty, of Omaha. Ininiediately after the ceremony

Mr. and Mrs. Smith left for the East. On their

return to Omaha they will make their home at the

Iler Grand Hotel. THE KEvs.roNE extends con-

gratulations.
W. S. Heller has retired from the Shook Man-

ufacturing Company, having sold his interest to

Mr. and Mrs. Shook. Mrs. Shook again becomes

secretary and treasurer of the company.
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ALWAYS

Ask for the B. B. Fobs, Charms,
and secret joint Lockets.

BLISS BROS. CO., Makers,
ATTLEBORO, MASS.

New York Office, 13 Maiden Lane. Chicago Office, 103 State Street.
ORDER THROUGH YOUR JOBBER.

3,4ezie,

•
\s
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Our Stock of Foreign and Domestic

CLOCK MATER!
is the most comprehensive

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

Mail Orders

SETH THOMAS WATCHES
and

SETH THOMAS WATCH MATERIAL.

of any carried in this part of the United States.

We Cut Wheels and make Special Parts to order.

filled promptly. Send us yours.

G. S. LOVELL CLOCK CO.
Manufacturers' Agents,

18 S. Tenth St., Philadelphia.

CLASS PINS AND BADGESfor
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.

Mr. Retail Jeweler :
We have a most interesting proposition for

you with big money in it. Every school and col-
lege in your town has got a large number of stu-
dents whom you can readily make into profitable

customers for class pins, etc.

LOOK lar
Flags with any school name, enameled in

proper colors.

Silver Plate, 75 cents dozen. net . . Retail 10 cents.
Sterling Silver, $1.87 dozen. net . . Retail 25 cents.

We will put school name on any flag shown if order
amounts to $5.00.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue 200 new designs.

BASTIAN BROS.
90 Chamber of Commerce, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us rel
iable items of

news for this department

Idaho

Charles W. Gibbs, the Wallace jeweler, was

married recently to Miss Elizabeth Ewi
n, at Fay-

ette, Mo., where the bride's home is situated.

THE KEYSTONE extends congratulati
ons.

J. T. Laughlin, of Boise, who recently ac
quired

additional space, has now one of the most attracti
ve

establishments in that section.
The Pleukner & Blain Jewelry Co., is the 

title

of a new firm, which is being open
ed in Boise. The

members of the firm intend to conduct a first-cla
ss

business on the most progressive principles.

Illinois

Philleo Bros., formerly of Alexis, have opened

up a new jewelry and optical business in the

Mercer Building, Aledo, an imposing block 
which

was recently remodeled so as to be suitable

for business purposes.
A. S. White, the Danville jeweler, has removed

his business from to' to 217 East Main Street
.

Iowa

Herman Kunath, the jeweler, of Spencer, is

receiving the condolences of his many friends upo
n

the death of his wife, which sad event took place
 a

few weeks ago. The deceased lady was on
ly 37

years old and leaves six children, the youngest o
f

whom was born some three months ago. In social

life Mrs. Kunath was conspicuous, her musical

talents being of a high order. She was belove
d

by all who knew her.
A recent issue of the Dallas County News, of

Adel, contained a review of local institutions in which

a liberal and eulogistic notice was given to the

jewelry and optical establishment of A. F. Thomp-

son. Jeweler Thompson is a business man of much

enterprise. He advertises on an extensive scale,

the issue of the News to hand containing two

elaborate announcements from him, one of which

covers an entire page, and embodies an offer to

examine and furnish with glasses, free of charge,

on a given date, those in his neighborhood who are

too poor to pay the customary fee. The only con-

dition he imposes is that applicants shall obtain a

letter from a clergyman of their denomination to

insure against imposition. He promises to exercise

the same caution in the examination as if he were

receiving $io for his services.
Edward J. George, of Fairfield, has perman-

ently retired from the jewelry business, and has

been succeeded by T. E. McClean. Mr. George
had been in the business forty years.

F. S. Shaw, the Toledo jeweler, has closed out

his business. He disposed of his goods at a closing-

out sale at the beginning of last month.
E. S. Stone has purchased the jewelry stock of

L. E. Tucker, at Anomosa. Mr. Stone formerly

held a position at Freeport, Ill.
C. W. Zieger has sold out his business at Oska-

loosa p;:i Harr & Templeman, of Belmond. Mr.

Zieget has engaged in the optical business at Colo-
rado Springs, Cola

Kansas

E. L. Askren, formerly a watchmaker for P. D.

Bonebrake, of Holton, has opened a jewelry busi-
ness for himself in Manhattan.

Henry F. Baier, of Salina, was married on

October 22d, to Miss Christena Ringwald. The

ceremony was performed in St. Paul's Church,
Chicago. THE KEYSTONE extends congratulations.

Canby & Dickerson have opened a very attrac-
tive store at 526 Commercial Street, Emporia.

Kentucky

Otto J. Falk, who has hitherto been in the

employment of James D. Hopewell, as optician
and manager of the latter's business, has purchased
the proprietor's interest therein, and will hereafter
conduct it under his own name. Mr. Falk is a
young man and is already well known in the
locality.

John W. Campbell, the progressive jeweler of
Bowling Green, rejoices in the possession of an

KEYSTOINIE

admirably appointed store. His fixtures are of
solid cherry, and the ceiling is carved and colored
in a highly ornate manner. Jeweler Campbell
does not confine himself solely to watches and
jewelry, but carries in addition an extensive line of
cut glass and bric-a-brac, and conducts a modern
stationery department as well. He bears an ex-
cellent reputation as a skilled engraver and watch
repairer.

Maryland

Kahn & Fell, is the title of the business
recently opened at 30 West Washington Street,
Hagerstown.

Massachusetts

Geo. A. Collins & Co., of Salem, have rearran-
ged and considerably improved their store. They
have spared no effort in putting the premises in
order for the comfortable handling of Christmas
trade.

Michigan

Foote & Furniss have purchased the drug,

jewelry, wall paper and book store of E. Lieb-
hauser, at Nashville. The purchasers are both
young men, and have been with Mr. Liebhauser
for some years, Mr. Foote in the capacity of watch-
maker and Mr. Furniss as druggist.

S. L. Rowe, of Milford, recently purchased and
established himself in a new and admirably ap-
pointed store in that town. He has opened a well-

equipped optical department, the management of
which is in the hands of his son.

Missouri

A. L. Neuenschwander, hitherto of Lowry
City, is now located in Deepwater.

H. B. Kennedy, the repairer, of Aurora, has

purchased the handsome store and fixtures of W. A.

McReynolds, hitherto a jeweler of that town but

now in the employ of the Jaccard Jewelry Co., of

Kansas City.

Montana

Towle & Winterhalter, the progressive jewelers,

of Butte, have completed the work of beautifying

their store. The premises have been newly painted

in a tasteful tint, which forms an agreeable contrast

with the shade of wall paper. The display facilities

have been reinforced by the installation of an elabor-

ate window of plate glass.
The success of Jeweler Henry A. Pease, of

Bozeman, is a matter of note. Mr. Pease establish-

ed himself in Virginia City in 1864, and removed to

Bozeman eighteen years subsequently. Mr. Pease's

business in this location has steadily grown, so

much so that he recently found it necessary to

build an addition thereto, and thus afforded him-

self ninety feet of counter space. Jeweler Pease

is a pioneer of Gallatin Valley, and is an expert at

catching mountain trout.

New Jersey

Lester M. Fox, watchmaker, Jamesburg, paid

a pleasant call at the office of THE KEYSTONE
last month.

New York

Thos. J. Routledge, the Elmira jeweler, has

sold out his store in the northern portion of that

city to P. Castle, of Elgin, Ill., and has purchased
the stock and good-will of L. M. Gillett another

Elmira jeweler. Mr. Routledge is engaged in re-

modeling and decorating his newly acquired estab-

lishment for the holiday trade.

North Carolina

James Scull, of the Jackson Jewelry Co., of

Jackson, visited the Eastern markets recently pur-

chasing holiday goods. Mr. Scull paid a pleasant

call at the office of THE KEYSTONE en route.

Ohio

P. F. Sharick, the Ashland jeweler, has re-

modeled and considerably improved his store.

The walls have been repapered and a new steel

ceiling has been installed. Two new show cases

also constitute a valuable addition to his equip-

ment. He has added to his stock a line of china

and cut glass.
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A recent attempt on the part of two young
women to pilfer scarf pins from the jewelry store of

the M. Judd Co., Toledo, was frustrated through

the watchfulness of H. Chapman, a clerk of the

firm. The visitors were accompanied by a young

man. While examining the pins each of the

women laid her gloves on the show case within

convenient reach. The clerk saw a white tag pro-

truding from beneath one of the gloves, but mani-

fested no recognition thereof in order to try what
was really the parties' design. Purposely turning

his back on the pair, he replaced the tray in the

show case. The women had decided that they

would not purchase any pins, but wished to exam-

ine some diamond lockets in a case nearer the

door. The clerk brought out the lockets, but in

the meantime had notified another clerk, who, in

turn, summoned Mr. Judd, so that the latter was

on hand when the girls started to leave the store,

after requesting that one of the lockets be sent to

them at a certain address. Mr. Judd politely in-

terrogated them, however, regarding the contents

of their gloves, with the result that they threw the

latter on the case but protested their innocence,

when a valuable pin fell out of each. The man
had made his exit earlier in the proceedings.

Oklahoma Territory

The most admired costume at the Trade Car-

nival, held some time ago at Pond Creek, was that
worn by Miss Pearl Beck, who represented the

local jewelry establishment of Geo. L. Marquis.

She was gowned in a rich black .material, and was

liberally covered with articles of jewelry, chains,

etc., to the value of $1500. The brilliancy of her

decorations eclipsed all other displays and proved

an effective advertisement for Jeweler Marquis.

Pennsylvania

Thos. H. McNary, the jeweler, of Washing-

ton, has considerably enlarged his premises, and

has entered upon a campaign of business publicity.

He recently visited New York and Philadelphia,

making a pleasant call at THE KEYSTONE office

while in the latter city.
Chas. S. Wiley, 3621 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg,

has completed rich and elaborate decorations to the

interior of his store. The metallic ceiling has been

beautifully finished in two colors, and the walls

have been paneled in rich embossed designs. Mr.

Wiley has installed an elaborate line of holiday
goods.

South Dakota

Charles F. Paige, the popular and energetic
young manager of the jewelry store of Franklin

Wells. Jr., Yankton, was married some weeks ago

to Miss Hazel Josephine Charles, at the latter's

home, in the presence of a number of friends of

the contracting parties. The Charles home was

becomingly adorned for the occasion, and an

accomplished lady musician rendered Mendelsohn's

wedding march and Narcissus. Mrs. Page is a

native of Yankton, is highly accomplished and
enjoys much social esteem. The happy couple

enjoyed a honeymoon trip in the East. THE KEY-

STONE extends congratulations.
Jeweler E. C. Ernstene, of Parker, has issued

a handsome souvenir folder bound in a green cover
and printed in maroon ink on white enameled
paper. Watches, clocks, rings, silverware, etc.,

are dealt with, and cuts of these goods are given.

The repair branch is also adequately exploited.

Tennessee

Miss Helene Geraldine Hilberth, daughter of

B. Hilberth, the well-known jeweler, of Memphis,

was married on October 16th, to Clarence N.

Frolich. The ceremony was performed at the
Hotel Gayoso, Memphis. THE KEYSTONE extends
congratulations.

Vermont

Jeweler J. P. Ives, of Woodstock, has secured
the services of J. P. Wood as watchmaker. Mr.
Ives found it necessary to add to his shop more

hands owing to his increasing optical business.

Virginia

J. P. Henebry, of Roanoke, has removed
from 5 East Salem Avenue to larger and better

equipped quarters at to8% Salem Avenue W. He
has installed a new line of jewelry, pictures, etc.
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The Royal Saxon[ 
China Factory

THE FIRST CHINA FACTORY IN EUROPE--

THE INVENTION OF CHINA MANUFACTURING

NE of the most interesting institutions
of its kind in the world is the Royal
Saxon china factory, Meissen, Sax-
ony, which was the first china
factory in Europe, and the history
of which is the history of early china
manufacturing. As our readers
already know the term china comes
from the country of that name, the

first china ware being made in the Celestial Empire by
secret process. The Royal Saxon China Factory was es-
tablished June 6, 1710, by decree of Frederic August II,
Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, and the Royal
Castle " Albrechtsburg," at Meisen, was made over for
the working premises. As is well known, this manu-
factory is the oldest in Europe, and its establishment
is due to the invention of china manufacturing by
Johann Friedrich Bottger. Bottger N'as in the royal
service since the year 17or, and worked in a laboratory

of the royal castle at Dresden, together with Freiherr von Tschirnhausen, an
eminent chemist, who, besides holding other offices, was a member of
the Academy of Sciences at Piiris.

November, 1902
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INVENTOR OF CHINA-MAKING

Btittger had boasted of the art of effecting the conversion of ignoble
metals into precious ones and also producing gold, which was considered
possible according to the manner of viewing things at that time. These
experiments were aided by a remarkable event. Towards the end of the
seventeenth century, Tschirnhausen manufactured large burning reflectors
having a lens diameter hitherto unattainable, thus enabling him to obtain
temperatures up to silver-fusing heat. His invention created a very great
sensation amongst his contemporaries. It has only recently become known

that both men believed they were very near solving the problem of the
conversion of metal when studying the action of the sun-heat on the various
substances through the burning reflector. Mager made investigations as to
the influence on gold and other metals, on stones and earth. He also

The Royal Saxon China Factory.

continued these experiments at higher temperatures and ascertained that
sonic substances were unchangeable in the fire, while others melted to a

liquid glass. He thus became acquainted with classes of fire-proof and fire-
liquid compounds. When he ascertained that certain clays and earths passed
through fire unchanged and loam became liquid, the idea struck him to mix
Nuremberg earth, a red bolus, with loam and subject the same to a strong,
glowing heat. Attempts were made to obtain masses equivalent or similar
to the material of the then highly-prized Dutch tiles. It is true that after
the burning he obtained a paste which was no longer absorbent, but as hard
as porcelain, of glossy fracture and capable of being polished.

RED AND WHITE PORCELAIN

It is Bottger's merit to have fully comprehended the importance of his
experiments. He now began to make the subsequently so-called red
porcelain. Later on there was found in the Colditz clay a fire-proof material,
and in gypsum a fire-liquid material, and finally a white porcelain was
obtained besides the red paste. When Bottger utilized for his purpose the

kaolin of Schneeberg, in the Saxon Erzgebirge, in addition to
the Colditz clay, he succeeded in obtaining beautiful white,
transparent porcelain, which excelled the typical white porcelain
of East Asia in hardness aud resisting force.

Manufacturing experiments were made in Dresden for a
few years until 1710, when the manufacture was carried on on a
large scale and the Royal Castle of Albrechtsburg, at Meissen,
was made over for the working premises.

In the first decade manifold difficulties had to be contended
with. An entirely untrained staff had to carry out complicated
and difficult processes, the successful issue of which depended
in a great measure on the proper management of the baking at
high temperatures hitherto not employed when working on A
large scale. So if the manufactory had made only little progress
at the time of Bottger's death, at Dresden, in 1719, it was
chiefly due to the entire lack of experience.

)1“.1eline; Poole.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY

After Bottger's death, and up to the beginning of the third
Silesian (seven years) %var, but especially from the year 1730,
the factory developed considerably. In 1754 a permanent store
was established at Dresden, and out of the manufacture of
articles for general use the production of art objects and technic
utensils soon developed, which produced a brisk sale and
yielded considerable profits. Besides Htirold, the painter,
arcanist and afterwards counsellor of mines, who was engaged
in 1720, Johann Kindler, sculptor and modeler, entered the
employ in the year 1731 ; he took, along with industrious

(Continued on pap: 1,101)

Table Knife.

"The Alexandra"
Dessert Knife.

Table Fork.

Dessert Fork.

Table Spoon.

Dessert Spoon.

-VIade in All Weights, also

A full line of Fancy Pieces.

DOMINICK & HAFF,
86o Broadway, New York.



Our Motto: Individual Freedom in Business

We aim to manufacture Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware. Beautiful
and modern in design and of superior finish, and we guarantee all goods of our manu-
facture to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.
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Our personal guarantee with all goods sold. Send for catalogue No. 4, just out.
There is a lot of poor silver plate on the 

market, but

you will not find it stamped 1835_R. 
WALLACE,

the trade-mark of quality and character.

Wallingford, Conn.
Chicago. San Francisco,.

STERLENG

This mark on Sterling Silver
assures tis true 'Worth



THIS LEADS THEM ALL!
So does our line of Sterling Silver 925/.. fine Case Sets which we are offering this Fall

for ladies and gentlemen.

Best
in

Quality

Hand-
somest

in
Finish

Latest
in

Styles

Lowest
in

Price

CUT IS ONLY ;.; SIZE.

This
Sterling
Silver
set

C omplete
in

satin-
lined
case

$515

6 per cent.
to days.

5 per cent.
30 days.

in
either

polished
or

gray
finish

See the 'Floral" and 'Gypsy" Sets, the Success of the Season

M. Si MANUFACTURERS,Sickles 0 Sons, 726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. ,
FACTORY—Newark, N. J. !'P

No. 1206. Sugar.

No. 1206. Cream.

No. 1102. Cream Bowl.

No. 104. Cup.

No, 055. B00 Bon.

No. 1302. Fruit.

No. 1206. Simon.

We manufacture I I igh-Grade Silver-Plated

HOLLOWWARE.

Our standard of excellence is in 
Quality, Design

and Finish.

No, 1401. Salad Bowl.

WM. A. ROGERS

stamped upon every piece is at once a 
guarantee of

Superior Quality.
"rhe great esteem in which our 

Flatware is hold

by first-class dealers attests the merit of our entire

product.
A trial order selected from our 

No. 28 Catalogue

will convince you.

Our No. 29 Catalogue, 
illustrating a complete line of 

FLATWARE

and CUTLERY, will issue in 
December next. Write for one now.

Wm. A. Rogers, Limited.
FACTORIES:

Niagara Falls, N. Y.
New Bedford, Mass.
Northampton, Mass.
Oneida, N. Y.

Capital, $1,350,000.00.

SALESROOMS:

New York-12 Warren St.

Chicago-131 Wabash Ave.

San Francisco-120 Sutter St.

Look for this mark • on Hollowware. No. 1101. Fruit.

No. 1206. Tea Pot,

No. 660. Cup.

No. 1551. Card Receiver.

No, S. Fern Dish.

Look for this mark on Flatware.
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No. 1940 Epergne, French Gray or Burnished, $43.75 List. French Gray Assortment, $5o. List, Less 50 per c
ent. and Usual Cash.

Attracts the eye like a lone diamond among louse pearls. it gives competition. This has been so ever since1847. The pure ray of quality speaks for itself. Styles change, stones are recut ; but true quality remains. The dealer knows •the worth of attractive ware with fixed quality. ) him it means visitors, visitors mean customers, and customers meanprofit. This is every dealer's experience who sells HOMAN PLATE, which costs no more than the inferior kind. Our newcatalogue proves it as plainly as two and two make four. Secure a copy from your jobber or from us.

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE CO.
Office, Factory, and Salesroom, 214-226 East Seventh St., CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths Building.

Is the ideal finish of the hour. Its elegance has made it the rage of the season. 
Every one admires it ; all are ordering it. To

meet this keen and increasing call at all points, we 
are offering this salable assortment in our 

popular-priced Richfield Plate. It is

the first and only French Gray assortment on the 
market. Every article is a strong staple. Grouped in the dealer's holiday

display, it is sure to make a hit. The jobbers are 
offering it in their circulars. Order through your j

obber. Mention this KEYSTONE

advertisement, so that he will be sure to know what you 
mean. The assortment will reach you promptly 

in a special package.

THE HOMAN SILVER PLATE CO.
Office, Factory, and Salesroom, 214-226 East Seventh 

St., CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths Building.



Manning, Bowman & Company, c omn 
enreicdteinc:

jt
NEW YORK : 25 West Broadway. CHICAGO : 35 Randolph St. SAN FRANCISCO: 134 Sutter St.

Atlas Block.

Nickel and Silver Plate.

Crockery Exchange Building.

New and Original

Designs

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish
is a perfect article

Table Kettles
No. 226. CHAFING 10H1 IVIT. 8 Pieces.

Quality 

Guaranteed

Tea Ware

Baking Dishes

French Coffee

Percolators

English Pewter Prize Trophies, Tankards, etc.

Soda Fountain Accessories, etc. Bath Room Furnishings

New Catalogue No. 34 K., for Fall of 1902, now ready.

IRIS t VERDI J, YORK ROSE
A trio of beautiful patterns in Plated Ware exemplifying the three

most important characteristics of design ; grace in the " Iris " (Art
Nouveau), refined simplicity in the " Verdi " and elaborate elegance in
the " York Rose."

With these three styles in stock the retailer is prepared to build up
and supply the widely varying demands of an extensive trade.

Made in the staple Table Pieces and a great variety of attractive
Fancy Pieces.

Goods Bearing are positively guaranteed better and
This Mark : '4°1' more serviceable than triple-plated ware.

Smith's Patent Inserted Steel Edge Nickel-Silver Knives will remain
sharp under all possible conditions of usage.

E. H. H. siviIrrH, 7Ifanicfacturer,
9-11-13 Maiden Lane, New York) N. Y.

(Continued from page zoo)

co-workers, a chief part in the manufacture until after the seve
n

years war. The influence which the three eminent patrons of

Saxon art in the eighteenth century : King Frederick August II,

his son and successor, Frederick August
 III, and also his cabinet-

minister, Reichsgraf von Briihl, exercised on the tasks and on th
e

productions of the porcelain manufactory may be boasted of.

The second Silesian war (1744) caused great interruption
 in the

working of the flourishing manufactory ; the new industry 
was intro-

duced into the capital, Berlin, by King Frederick II of P
russia, and

a porcelain factory was established there in
 1751. Other similar

establishments were soon erected in other .towns of Germany on

account of the arcanum having been ascertained.

As regards the interior organization of the Meissen man
ufactory,

the workmen's reserve funds are worthy of ment
ion. In 1736 the

still existing burial fund was established, and in 
1756 the painters'

windows' fund. Even at that early period the managers of the

manufactory made provision for the workpeople, and up to t
he

present day numerous other institutions for the benefit of th
e workers

have been created and continually developed.

TRIALS Or THE INDUSTRY

400--

The manner of paying for the artistic work underwent a remar
k-

able change in the year 1745, insofar as the turners and mo
ulders

were paid by piece. The seven years' war (1756 to 1763) had
 a most preju-

dicial influence on the consistency of the Saxon manufaCtory. All the

porcelain stock on hand was confiscated by the invading tr
oups, sold for

120,000 thalers ($9o,000), and many workmen were transferred
 to the Berlin

porcelain manufactory. The working of the tnanufactory wa
s nevertheless

maintained, although at a great sacrifice of money and ware.
 Of course, it

was not possible to avoid a complete stoppage in the fu
rther development

of the establishment.

After the conclusion of peace and the re-organization of 
affairs, a new

administrative board was appointed by the administrator of th
e electorate of

Saxony, Prince Xaver of Saxony, who soon succeeded in brin
ging the manu-

facture again into a flourishing state. Attempts were made to promote the

artistic work of the manufactory and to extend the sale to all the com
-

mercial territories of that period.

In order to overcome the complaints as to the great 
stiffness and

unnaturalness of the articles for sale, an art school was 
erected in the year

1764. Considerable sums of money were expended for obtai
ning talented

Enameling Room,

artists and foreign sculptors, and premiums were given for enco
urging the

same. Michael Victor Acier, sculptor, of Paris (born at Versailles
 in the

year 1736, deceased at Dresden in the year 1795), was engaged 
in the year

1765, together with other artists. Acier was the most famous sculptor of the

Meissen manufactory in his time. His works are frequently confused with

those of Kaendler, with whom Acier worked for ten 
years. Kaendler

remains the creator of the Meissen rococo figures. Acier was the French

artist of the period of Ludwig XV. The manifold shep
herd's scenes and

the little Cupids which work the hearts of mankind in a 
facetious manner

furnish evidence of his art. Through their delicacy and charm and their

graceful humor these figures have been in great demand 
on the market

up to the present day.
Endeavors were made to satisfy as much as possible purchase

rs wanting

articles of ancient shapes, decorated according to the old 
style, and to intro-

duce at the same time new shapes corresponding to the m
odern taste of that

period. A great number of new models was thereby introduc
ed and a larger

variety of designs for the different kinds of porcelain vessels
 was aimed at.

The successful results of these endeavors were, however, o
nly

gradually perceived. The organization of the German Ta
riff

Union in the year 1834 put the whole industry of Saxony i
n a

flourishing condition, and the Royal porcelain manufactory also

derived benefit from it.

INVENTION OF LUSTRE GILDING

Since the year 1827 the financial proceeds 
have been very

favorably influenced by a special event, name
ly the invention of

Director Kuhn relating to the so-called lust
re gilding. By this

new cheaper gilding it was possible to apply 
to porcelain ware a

liquid gold preparation in very thin layers, 
which appeared glossy

after the burning-in, while the old gold r
emained dull and only

obtained its lustre by polishing. The use of
 lustre gilding was,

however, not favorably criticized later on. 
It must, of course,

be admitted that it easily led to an exce
ssive use of the gilding

and that the metal was not sufficiently 
combined with the paste,

a drawback which has been overcome i
n recent years ; it must

nevertheless have proved a great success at
 that period. This

invention furnished the manufactory with me
ans in times when

their artistic production, in consequence 
of the prevailing taste,

political and domestic relations, met with only 
little support.

A new flourishing period was, however,
 started in 1863 by

transferring the manufactory from Albrechtsb
urg to Meissen.

Both the universal and industrial exhibi
tions may be con-

sidered as landmarks of the development
 of the manufactory in

the second half of the nineteenth centur
y. At the first inter-

national industrial exhibition in London, 185
2, only a moderate

success was achieved, while in the year 
1876 at Paris, 1873 at

Vienna, 1885 at Antwerp, 1893 at Chicago, and
 at other exhibitions

always the first prize and the highest dist
inction were attained.
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LOOSE an MOUNTED.

Jos. Noterman Co.
509-511-513 Race Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

CHAINS I CHAINS

THE RETAILER
who wishes the best high-grade gold filled and rolled gold-plate
chains will find what he desires in Chapin & Hollister Co.'s chains.
Our guarantee is conservative and honest.

Our prices are no higher than others—in many cases less—than
those who sell the same class of goods. We solicit your inquiries.

CHAPIN & HOLLISTER CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHAINS

no:

Joints for Pins—How Made

Article No. 25 of the serial entitled " Gold Workin
g," begun in

the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

OINTS as supplied to the trade are

generally in one of two forms : ( )

On oval plates ; 2) continuous strips

which can be cut with snips to any form

desired. In producing such joints only the

services of the cheapest labor need be em-

ployed, as, for instance, children, whose

movements are naturally quicker than adults.

We do not pretend to describe how such

joints are made in all instances, but the

methods we give will produce them very

cheaply. We will first describe how joints

are gotten up on oval disks. These disks

are punched out by means of automatic

machinery.
The machine should be automatic for

two reasons : ( i ) Work done automatically

is always more rapid ; ( 2) economy in stock,

because the machine can be gaged to cut

closer to a margin than could be done by

hand except great care was taken, which

would consume much time and also demand

more expensive help. Disks punched out in

this way will be a little convex, but this con-

vexity can be increased by making the female

die " choked," that is, a little smaller below

the cutting-out edge. We

TA show at Figs. 1, 2 and 3 such

a disk as we are considering,

with the joint and stop soldered

Fig. 1 on it. Such joints are made

from joint wire produced by

t he plan illustrated at Fig. 6 in our last pre-

ceding article, and then cut

to the proper length for one

joint. The process of cutting

is accomplished with three

saws mouated on one arbor,

1. c., two thin and one thick saw, or mill, as

shown at Fig. 4, where D D' rep-

resents the thin saws and E the

thick saw or mill for cutting the
Fig. 3

recess to receive the joint attached

to the pin. In reality the saw D does no

cutting, as it only comes to the
end of the joint B, and can be

dispensed with by cutting or
filing the first end of the com-
bined (B and C) wire square
On the end. The joint wire is
held by a guide shown at c

Fig. 2

.13 El

Fig. 4

G, Fig. 5, which receives the stop C under a

lip d, the opposite side of C resting against

a stop shown at e. A gage ,

enables the wire to be pushed _C)
just so far after each section is a
cut off, one movement doing 'Fig. 5
the entire cutting off and milling

the recess for the pin joint. When joints of

the kind shown at Fig. i are used, the

little disks are placed on an asbestos

pad in two rows of two dozen each ; the

joints being held in place by means of

steel wire springs. The idea will be got by

inspecting Fig. 6,

fp)  where H shows a

I ::f" g t transverse section of

Fig. 6 the asbestos pad and
I the spring wire

resting on the joint after it is cut off as shown

at Fig. 4. A small notch is made in the end

of I which rests on the stop of the joint.

The joints and disks are passed through a

saturated solution of borax and dried before

being placed as shown at Fig. 6.

It requires some time to read about the

placing of the disks and joints, yet a thor-

oughly disciplined boy or girl of twelve

years of age will put fifty gross of joints on

the asbestos pad in one day of ten hours.

The solder is applied by another expert boy

or girl with a pencil brush and borax paste.

Joints on disks like A, Fig. 1, which have no

stop like C, have simply a piece of joint wire

long enough for the entire

joint soldered on at once as

shown at Fig. 7, after which

the recess for the pin joint is

cut with a single mill like E,

Fig. 4, the joints being fed

into a special machine which slots the joint

wire between the dotted lines f f, Fig. 7,

down to the disk A.

It may be well to now consider the

" stock " from which such joints and disks

are made. It is well understood the " rolled-

plate" from which such joints are made has

the thinnest possible coating of gold ; in fact,

only enough to give color. In this day when

gold to alloy is so easily deposited by electric

current, this is the cheapest way to prepare

stock. For disks like A, Fig. 1, brass of

the correct color is rolled out to about double

the thickness desired for punching, when two

sheets are placed together and a good, fair

deposit of about nine karat gold is made on

(1403)
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Fig. 7

the sheets by an electric current. The sheets

are now rolled in polished rolls, which hardens

and gives a fine polish to the gilded surface.

The object of placing two sheets together in

contact was to enable us to get a deposit of

gold only on one side ; the two sides placed

together not receiving enough to color them.

The same thing could be effected by coating

one side of a single sheet with a " resist"

like shellac or asphaltum varnish. The trou-

ble with such a course is, the cyanide solution

will attack the resist more or less and the

gilding solution will become " foul." Joint

wire is coated in the same way, that is, the

sheets are plated from which the strips for the

hollow wire are drawn, and the gilded side of

the strip is placed so it forms the outside of

the hollow wire. Small articles can be gilded

very readily by placing them in a porcelain

colander and sinking the colander in the

gold solution ; while the small articles are in

the colander stir them with a loop of platinum

wire. The platinum loop can be attached to

a copper handle, taking care the copper does

not dip into the solution.

The platinum loop is attached to the

zinc pole of the battery with copper wire long

enough to readily admit of using the loop for

stirring the joints in the porcelain colander

until sufficiently gilded. Such process is not

resorted to unless a particularly fine article of

joints is to be produced. Joints gilded as

above described can be scratch-brushed to

advantage by stringing them on a wire, and

while the wire is held strained on a sort of

bow they are subjected to the action of a

scratch brush.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Men, Women and Watches

" A man and his watch constitute a very differ-

ent proposition from a woman and her watch," said

a jeweler recently. " The woman doesn't care

whether her watch keeps good time or not ; she

regards it primarily as an ornament. With a man

it is different. When he's a crank on the subject

of accurate time, he's the worst sort of a crank.

You'd be surprised at the number of men who

come here about their watches. One man who had

been comparing his watch for two weeks with the

official time flew into a rage because it was running

slow. I examined it minutely and found that it was

just nine seconds out of the way. Nine seconds!'

he howled. ' You dare tell me that watch has lost

nine seconds in two weeks ? Here, give it to

me ; I'll take it where they know how to regu-

late watches,' and with that he rushed out in a

towering rage."
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EVERY DOLLAR'S WORTH
of value ; every minute's swiftness at our command ; are the sort of honest,
satisfying service we extend to every consignor of

Old Gold and Silver
We want your old metal. Even your plated scraps we want. We want

your business not once but always. If we have it once we will have it always.
No man is ever the victim of " shrinkage " in our hands ; no man ever

waits days for his remittances ; no man can realize higher values elsewhere.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy. Cash returns in three to five

days is the other half.

Old Gold 8 K., 32c. a dwt. Gold-Plated Scraps,
Old Gold io K., 40C. " 20 to 35c. an ounce.We pay for Old Gold 12 K., 48c. 6 6 Old Silver (fluctuating),Old Gold 14 K., 56C. 16 Very highest mar-
Old Oold 18 K., 72c. 44 ket price.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps—subject toyour acceptance ; otherwise we return scraps, prepaid.
If you are not getting every pennysworth of value for your old metal ; ifyou are not realizing prices like these ; if you are kept waiting for your money—May we not prove to you just what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?A small trial shipment to us now, you'll thankfully remember throughall your after years trading with us. All we want is one chance.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY,
Refiners and Smelters,

67 and 69 Washington Street, CHICAGO.

A BLACK EYE
That's what you vill get some day,

if you haven't had one before,
through buying. Filled Vest

Chains °from jobbers.

Buy

Chains from
THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

Factory: 
and k eep a smiling countenance.

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.
NEW YORK OFFICE,
37 Maiden Lane.

CHICAGO OFFICE,
Masonic Temple Vaults.

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE,
617 Lumber Exchange.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
12 Sutter Street.

November, 1902

Fitting a New Bezel

Article No. 20 of the serial e
ntitled " Cleaning and Restor-

ing," begun in the April, 1901,
 issue of THE KEYSTONE.

1.1-0

ITTING new bezels is a job most

watchmakers do not care to encoun-

ter, and still such jobs are by no

means difficult if we go about them in the

right way. If we have a lathe for rough,

coarse work, this is the tool to do a bezel

job on. We shall describe how to do 
such a

job on an ordinary American lathe, an
d the

same principle carried out on a larger lath
e

will do equally as well. Some workmen

object to turning a piece of wood on thei
r

bench lathe, as it creates so much dust.

Now, to such we would say that if any work-

man keeps his bench as clean as he should
,

it will require but a few moments to clea
n up

any such (lust.

THE KEYSTONE

Keeping a Bench

We do not think we can do

a greater service to the trade

in Order than to speak somewhat at

length on keeping a work

bench in order. The fundamental principle

to act upon in such keeping in order, is to

have as little on your bench as possible. By

as little as possible we mean as few tools and

no watches left apart except the one we are

working upon. We know occasionally we

have to take watches down to examine for

repairs and make an estimate upon them.

For such occasion we should have special

boxes and the boxes placed in a special

drawer. All such jobs should be carefully

labeled and dated, and if a watch is allowed

to remain for a month, put it together and

hang it to one side.

A properly regulated bench can be

cleaned and brushed up in five minutes, and

the floor swept clear of the litter we have

made. A watchmaker should have a box of

wood blocks of different sizes. These wood

blocks should be cut across the grain ; a

species of wood known as gum tree is excel-

lent, being both hard and tough to resist

splitting. Apple and pear tree woods are

eminently nice for such purposes ; maple

wood, either hard or soft, answers nicely. It

is well to have some wood turner provide

you with several sizes in diameter. All the

pieces can be a foot or more in length, to be

sawed off as required. Good sizes for such

blocks are 2", I yi " and I" in diameter.
We show at Fig. 2 a short section of

such cylindrical pieces of wood, sawed off

ready for use. We will next.

provide a convenient chuck

for such blocks. An ordinary

cement brass answers very

nicely by placing a thick col-

lar of sheet brass upon it as

shown at C, Fig. I. This

W F .ABV.
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Fig 1

collar is simply a large round nut screwed

on the cement chuck. In "getting up" the

brass cement chuck we cut a medium fine

thread on it from the end i up to

the dotted line c, Fig. 4. The

chuck B should be left as near as

possible the original size, and the

screw cut on B should have a

pitch of about 32 to the inch. To
Fig. 2 cut such a screw clasp the part B'

in the bench vise, and with a screw plate cut

the part of B between the dotted line c and

the end i to a screw.

It is not important that the thread should

be perfect ; all that is required of this prelim-

inary thread is to hold the nut or washer C in

position, and serve as a guard for chasing out

the thread on B with a chaser. The chaser

employed is simply a V-shaped tool shown

at E, Fig. 3, with the cutting an-

gle at c, ground to about 300.

This tool E is made from a piece

of steel wire about Tau" in diameter,

filed flat on two opposite sides until

it is about thick. The tool E
Fig. 3

is about 21/2" or 3" long, with the

end opposite c set in a handle.

To chase out the thread in

B we set the T rest close to

Screw Thread the chuck B, Fig. 4, and

after insuring ourselves that

the rest is smooth on the edge, and the lower

side of E also smooth so it will readily slide

on the T rest, we commence to chase out the

thread cut in B by the screw plate. The

idea will be gotten

by inspecting Fig 4,

where the chasing

tool is shown at E

and the edge of the

T rest at FF The

point of the chasing

tool is caught in a thread as the lathe revolves,

when it will be carried in the direction of the

arrow g. The lathe should run quite slow ;

and a little practice will soon enable one to

deepen out a screw thread very nicely. •

A sort of button will be formed at the

end i of B, extending to about the line h,

from the difficulty of catching the chasing

tool E into the extreme end of the thread.

It is well to turn the part of B between the

lines h c a little taper. The button formed

on the end of B at i should be sawed off, so

the turned thread on B enters freely into the

hole f in the wood blocks shown at D, Fig. 2.

A screw thread turned to a thin edge with 
a

tool like E, holds much better than a dul
l-

edged thread cut with an ordinary screw

plate. In getting up such blocks it is well to

make a special reamer for the holes at f,

Fig. 2, in order that the screw on B, Fig. 4,

shall in each instance have precisely the same

hold.

Ii
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Chasing Out a

Fig. 4
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It is a common error with workmen who

have had but little experience with such mat-

ters, to endeavor to have the thread of the

screw on E, Fig. 4, cut too deep into the

wood—one-quarter of the depth of the thread

on the brass screw is better and will hold

more than if we sink the metal thread the

entire depth into the wood ; that is, in cases

like the present where the grain of the wood

is cut across by the metal thread. Both sides

of such wood blocks as we show at D can be

utilized ; for instance, on one side we can

recess, as shown at the dotted line d, Fig. i ;

and on the other side turn a seat or step so

we can place a ring on it which we wish to

turn off on the outside. To be more ex-

plicit, if we desire to turn a bezel on the in-

side, we place it in the recess at d d. To

turn it on the outside, we place it on the step

n it, Fig. I.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

Platinum's Preciousness

The Government Bureau of Mines is anxious

to encourage in this country the platinum-producing

industry, which as yet does not amount to much.

In Oregon and California there is plenty of this

valuable metal in placers, but the deposits are neg-

lected. More or less platinum is obtained inciden-

tally to washing for gold, but the average miner

hardly knows what to do with it. Perhaps he will

collect a bottle full of it, and put it behind the clock

ill his cabin, but it is more likely still that he will

altogether ignore it.

Yet platinum to-day is worth over nine dollars

an ounce, and the demand for it is steadily increas-

ing. In the manufacture of certain scientific instru-

ments and apparatus it is indispensable, and chem-

ists would find great difficulty in getting along with-

out vessels of the metal, which endure an extraor-

dinarily high temperature without melting. An

inch of platinum wire is required for each incan-

descent electric lamp, to lead to the carbon thread,

kind X-Ray machines also utilize the substance,

certain salts of which have been discovered to be

an important aid to the photographer.

Platinum was first discovered in South America,

and was brought to Europe in 1735. Nearly one

hundred years elapsed before it was found in the

Urals, whence more than four-fifths of the world's

supply of the metal is now obtained. The deposits

occur in gravels which through centuries have been

washed down from the mountains. Mining methods

are most primitive, the barren surface soil being

stripped off and the productive gravel carted to

washers. Naturally, the dirt near bed-rock is

richest. Platinum is always found associated with

" iridosmine," which is a mixture of two metals,

iridium and osmium. Iridosmine is worth two

dollars an ounce, crystals of it being used for tip-

ping gold pens, but to separatethe platinum from

it is very difficult, and hence the unpopularity of

platinum mining. If this problem could be solved,

and a way found for parting the platinum from the

iridosmine cheaply, there would soon be a boom in

platinum production in the United States.

" Keep Me grand old Keystone coming to me, as

we can' I afford to miss one copy"—Muncy & Bale,

Jewelers, Dalton, Georgia.
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No. 232.
Genuine Eagle Claw.

FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

No. 235.

No. 56.
Lapel Button.

No. 233.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 231.
Genuine Eagle Claw. Lapel Button.

No. 55.

No. 234. No. 236,

No. 49.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade 14 K. hand-made F. 0. E. and B. P. 0. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when notbusy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL CO 93, 95 c/a 97 William St., NEW YORK.
• 57 Washington St., CHICAGO.

We won't sell these goods to
anybody but Retail Jewelers.

BENEVOLENT PROTECTIVE ORDER ELKS
Ahrr.r.,

18-•

No. 277. No. 276. No. 278. No. 260. No. 286. NO. 275.

No. 246. No. 267.

No. 299. No. 245. No. 291.

No. 50.

GENUINE ELK TEETH.

No. 249. No. 289. No. 262. No. 298. No. 293.
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Importance of Pure Chemicals

in Electro-Deposition

Article No. 67 of the serial entitled "
 Electro-Metallurgy,"

begun in the March, 1808, issue of T/IE KEYSTONE.

T is of vital importance in electro-

typing that pure chemicals be used.

Pure sulphate of copper is made by

the action of sulphuric acid on the oxide of

copper. The least adulteration of this salt

would be attended with pernicious results ;

as, for instance, a mere trace of iron would

render the " shell " brittle. The same can

be said of zinc and arsenic. Tin, on the

other hand, toughens the deposit and makes

it smoother, even though the percentage of

tin is very low.
The way to make a copper

How to Prepare a solution is, tie the desired
Copper Solution
for Electrotyping

amount of sulphate of cop-

per crystals in a bag of loose

cotton, and suspend in the necessary quan-

tity of water. There should be I 4 lbs. of

copper sulphate to every gallon of water.

More than the necessary quantity of copper

sulphate crystals can be tied up in such a bag

or bags, and if the solution is constantly

stirred as soon as it attains the density of 14°

by Baume's hydrometer, the bags of copper

salt can be removed, and one gill of free

sulphuric acid added for every gallon of

water. This addition of acid will bring the

density of the solution up to 16° Baume.

The copper solution should only fill the

vat used for electrotyping about two-thirds

full, which will then allow for the displace-

ment by anodes and molds. The water used

for electrotyping solutions should be as pure

as possible, and especially free from lime.

About the best and cheapest source of water

for this purpose, is to be obtained by melting

ice made from distilled water. Where a large

quantity of water is required, it will pay to

put in a small plant for distillation. In ordi-

nary cases, ice is the most economical source

of pure water. In such operations but little

water is wasted, except by evaporation, and

what is held mechanically on the molds as

they are taken out of the solution. The

copper for anodes must also be pure, or they

will soon contaminate the solution and we

will not be able to obtain a tough deposit for

the shell.
At first it is well to be liberal in deposit-

ing copper on the mold, and then let the

thickness diminish as we obtain more skill in

the details of the operation. When the cop-

per shell is removed from the wax, it is

placed on a slanting board over the lye vat,

and hot lye poured over the copper shell and

rubbed with a brush, to remove every trace
of wax. This wax will rise on the lye and

can be used again. The shell is well rinsed

to remove the lye, and we can judge how
much copper is taken off the anodes by

weighing them occasionally. When crystals

of copper sulphate form around the anodes

and against the side of the vat, more water

should be added.
In case the solution becomes

acid, streaks will appear in
an Acid Bath the deposit, which also be-

comes brittle. To remedy

this, draw off a portion (about to per cent.)

of the solution by a syphon reaching well to

the bottom of the tank, and then add water

to make up the loss. Some electrotypers

add fine white chalk to neutralize an excess

of acid ; but our idea is, all such practices

tend to produce what is termed a " chemi-

cally dirty " solution, which will invariably

give trouble sooner or later.

When the molds are placed in the cop-

per sulphate solution, they should be placed

back to back and suspended from the rods

connected to the negative side of the electric

circuit, in such a way that they hang between

two copper anodes. As, for illustration, at

one end of the vat hangs a copper anode

of the size of the mold ; then hang two

molds back to back ; then another anode ;

again a pair of molds, and so on in an alter-

nate series of molds and anodes, with an

anode at each end of the vat. As previously

stated, it only requires a current of low elec-

tromotive force to deposit copper (about 2

volts), but the quantity (amperage) should

be ample.
To deposit I ounce of cop-

per from a copper sulphate

solution in one hour, re-

quired 28 amperes of cur-

rent. It is not to be understood from

this that we can deposit an ounce of copper

on any extent of service in one hour by send-

ing through the copper solution 28 amperes

of current, under any voltage. In fact, an

electric current above 2 volts is of no use for

copper deposition. Of course, a current of

higher voltage can be used, but it is to no

advantage ; consequently a current from elec-

tric light lines cannot be used to advantage for

electrotyping. In case one should decide to

use the current from a light line, the true

way to do is to employ such currents to run

a motor dynamo, which in return gave a low

voltage and a current of great quantity ;

1. e., amperage. In fact, the electric motor

would act as a transformer. For instance,

an electric line gave i to volts, and we used

754 amperes of current, we could run a

motor which would give theoretically x horse

power, and we could wind the dynamo which

this motor drove, in such a way that we could

get theoretically 2 volts and 412 amperes of

current. Practically, we could get about 350

amperes under 2 volts pressure.

(To BE CONTINUED)

How to Correct

Amount of Copper
Deposited in
One Hour
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Jewelry Designing

Time was, not so very far back either, says

the Brooklyn Eagle, when the woman of artistic

talents who sought to earn her own living, found

no outlook beyond selling an occasional picture or

giving lessons in painting. Now, the artistic

sphere for woman has widened to include so many

departments that there is almost an embarrassment

of riches from which to make a choice. One of the

latest to be taken up by women is the designing of

artistic jewelry. • In England, particularly, women

have been meeting with much success in this line,

and there seems to be no reason why it should not

be more widely taken up. It is a craft to which a

woman's light and dainty manipulation is peculiarly

adapted. Certainly the present rennaissance in the

jeweler's art seems to have come to stay. It has

spread from France to England, Austria, Ger-

many, Denmark and Belgium. It recognizes the
art of the metal worker as an important factor and
quite independent of costly stones. It considers

beauty of form and color, rather than display of

costliness of material.
One of its results has been the adoption of cer-

tain semi-precious stones to produce harmonious

and picturesque effects. These lend themselves

readily to decorative effect, as on account of their

small expense they may be cut to suit the artist's

design, whereas, with expensive precious stones

the designer must accommodate his fancy to the

stone as it is. Onyx, agate, malachite and other

stones of comparatively small value are exquisitely

carved and give fine color effects. The designer

now studies to reconcile the idea with the material,
as did the ancients who carved their infernal deities

in black stones. The Grecians used the aquama-

rine for the engraving of marine gods, and the

amethyst for representing Bacchus, the god of the

grape.
The art of enameling has experienced a revival

with that of jewelry. Extremely beautiful effects
are produced with translucent enamel. Oxydations
are also used with artistic results. A characteristic

of the new movement is its diversity ; it is based on

principles of novelty and freshness and the study cxf

nature. At the head of the movement stands Rene

Laligue, the Parisian, who has made himself justly

famous by the infinite fancy, originality and the

perfection of his work. His imitators have been

legion. It is a hopeful sign that in many of the

technical schools students are taking up jewelry

designing.
In the list of feminine ornaments buckles,

brooches and pendants particularly commend them-

selves to the designer. Women who have taken

up this art frequently make a specialty of certain

articles or materials—one makes a success with

enameled buckles and brooches; another with silver

hat pins and combs. Several have confined them-

selves to figure work or floral forms, and others

imitated to some extent Japanese, Oriental or

Egyptian designs. It is worthy of note that the

demand for this new artistic jewelry comes, not so

much from the wealthy classes as from those pos-

sessed of more moderate means. Those of artistic

tastes, to whom the most valuable jewels are for-

bidden, are thus enabled to satisfy their desires

with admirable bits of art work.

"When I opened business on my own responsi-
bility I began my subscription to The Itiysione and
consider it as a partner. Its pages from firs/ to
last are filled with valuable reading. I can't

afford to miss an issue. Send it on, here's your
dollar."—V E. Crosby, Jeweler, Darlington, S. C
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There Is No Use in
Multiplying Arguments
about our "Chief" Initial Ring. It is the ring that sells, and that's all
there is about it. Though only placed on the market a little over a year ago,
it is now the fastest selling Initial and Emblem Ring before the trade. Write
us about the " Chief " to-day. Your profit and satisfaction might better begin
to-day than next week.

10011,()

PRICE-LIST OF THE e CHIEF " RINGS
Price for Ring with Plain Initial   each $4.25 Price for Ring with Plain Emblem (any order) each $4.25" " " " Fancy Striped Red and Green Gold " " " " Enamel " " 4.80Initial .

'' 4.55 Chased Bands, extra  •35Price for Ring with Rose Diamond Initial   " 7.50
Prices given are for 10 K. 14 K., $1.00 extra.

We would suggest that if you have not seen the " Chief " rings as yet
that you send for a memo. sample for inspection and judge for yourself.

The Seconds Watch

[Trunsiated for THE KEYSTONE from the F
rench of L. Gruet,

in La France Horlogere.]

Formerly when observations were to be

made of short duration, there was available

for this purpose only the independent secon
ds

watch, in which, in addition to the hour and

minute hands, another was placed at the

center, having the length of the dial radius,

and making a revolution in a minute by

sixty jumps corresponding to the sixty

seconds. This was of some value, but did

not correspond to all desiderata, especially as

the progress of science exacted more varied

experiments, more precise observation.

So, from the first, chronograph watches

were welcomed, in which the old seconds

hand makes the revolution with 300 leaps,

indicating the fifth of a second as clearly as is

consistent with the extent of the circumfer-

ence of a man's watch. The chronograph

hand has the additional advantage of setting

out from zero at the outset of an experiment,

and when the end is reached, indicating with-

out calculation the lapse of time. A third

function brings it back to zero for another

observation.
Then, chronographs were perfected by

the addition of a counting hand, giving the

total of the minutes elapsed in experiments

of a certain duration. Split-seconds watches

were constructed, in which the long hand is

doubled, one part being able to stop at a

first phase the other continuing and stop-

ping at will, then the first catching up the

second, etc.
In brief, instruments have been con-

structed adapted to all combinations that can

be conceived of ; so the old independent

seconds have almost disappeared and will

soon be a thing of the past.

However, in ordinary watches the little

dial, called the seconds dial, has been pre-

served ; perhaps on account of its light cost

or by way of ornament. On this moves at

the rate of 300 jumps a minute a hand, whose

length rarely exceeds 8 millimeters. The

adjuster utilizes its indications, in consequence

of his great skill and the aid of the glass with

which his eye is constantly equipped ; but

the possessor of the watch is unable to calcu-

late leaps so slight and rapid, and he sees the

hand trot on with indifference, whence the

name " trotter " ordinarily given to it. Now,

if reasoning and the question of utility have

led to the division of the seconds into fifths,

which the long hand indicates, the same

motive, with still more logic, will lead to re-

ducing the seconds, the fifths which too small

a hand cannot indicate.

For this reason, without attempting to

revive the independent seconds, and since the
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small seconds dial is in existence and will

exist for a long time, I will point out a very

simple and inexpensive arrangement, which

will impart some utility to the present " trot-

ters " by enabling them to beat the second.

Fig. i represents in section the wheel,

called the contrate or crown wheel, whose

1

pivot passes through the plate P, and the

dial E, as usual. On this pivot of the " trot-

ter," I adjust tightly a thin wheel A, solidly

connected with the contrate wheel, and mak-

ing, like that, 300 jumps a minute. Then a

second similar wheel B, very free on the

pivot, at its center a small pipe passes through

the dial and carries the second hand. Between

these two wheels a spiral spring S, of a few

turns, is pinned on the nave of the wheel

A. The other extremity of the spring is

fixed to an arm of the wheel B, and tends

to impel it at the same rate of 300 jumps,

which has to be avoided.

In Fig. 2, the two wheels A and 13 are

seen in plan, superposed. They have each

Now, at the first leap, the arm d engages

with one tooth of the wheel B; it pene-

trates more and more, preventing this wheel

from following the movement of A ; the

spring S is energized, and it is only at

each second that the lever in vibrating

disengages the wheel B, and allows it to

make 1/6o of the turn with which the

spring is armed.
As accessories, a notch V is seen in the

rim of B, it has the length of a tooth and

receives a pin carried by A, which prevents

the wheel B from jumping more than one

tooth at a time. A spring jumper 0 is a

safeguard, assuring the re-entrance of the arm

d at one tooth of B.
This little mechanism must be perfectly

constructed ; the two wheels will preferably

be of steel, in order to be thin and light,

and not overload the crown wheel, which is a

delicate organ. One of the springs alone

acts on a given radius, but these springs may

and ought to be extremely weak, so that

their pressure, although constant, should be

well nigh negligeable.

Under these conditions the ordinary

trotter, while still remaining useful to the

adjuster, will be of interest to the possessor

of the watch, indicating in a visible way, the

second, which is indeed the first unit in our

division of the time.

Fig. 2

6o ratchet teeth, but these are arranged in

opposite directions.

A small lever with equal arms oscillates

on its center D ; its arm d is the height of

the wheel B, while the arm d is bent down to

the level of the wheel A, against which it is

constantly pressed by the light pressure of

the spring B.
This is the mode of operation : The

wheel A turns continually like the crown

wheel ; during four leaps the inclined plane,

which presents each of its teeth, raises the

arm d of the lever, and at the fifth jump,

that is to say each second, the arm d 
falls

into the space, to resume its ascent on t
he

following tooth.

The Fashion for Tall Clocks

The great vogue of the tall hall clocks such as

our grandfathers used has led modern manufacturers

to reproduce them, generally surpassing the genuine

old ones both in elegance of mounting and chimes,

as well as in service as timekeepers. It may be a

matter of surprise to many who value one of these

old-fashioned clocks, because it is thought to be of

foreign make, that no such clocks complete made

by any foreign maker are imported. The works

may be of foreign make, either German, Swiss or

English, or they may be American—but the works

are only a part. The tubular chimes and hammers

which play an important part in the attractiveness

of the clocks are, when really fine, always Amel ican,

for all the best bells and hammers are American,

and since only the best works are used in this kind

of clocks, they may be American as well as foreign,

for the domestic productions are equal to any made

in Europe. The superiority of a chiming clock lies

in its hammer action. If this mechanism is not

perfect, only inferior results can be obtained. The

Perfect hammer is the one that acts with the smallest

strain and is operated with the least power. Heavy

weights create a tremendous strain on the mech-

anism and bring disastrous results when one of the

suspending cords break. The chime is produced

by the hammers striking long tubes of resonant

metal which vary in number from five to nine,

according to the chime rung.

"I don't think any suggestion from me could

possibly improve The Keystone. It is good enough

and is worth len times its price to the retail

jeweler."—T. J. Irwin, Jeweler, Athens, Alabama.
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ESTABLISHED 1858.

GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Chicago Office-1°3 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND,

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

Warranted First Quality Rolled Gold

tO

okozz

No. 317—Assortment.

ri Triirimii,g on Black

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers

Warranted First Quality Rolled Gold

No. 318—Assortment.

Cards with Gilt Beveled Edgc..

Hendersonville, N. C., September 28, '02.
MR. F. W. SCHULER, Principal.

DEAS SIR :—Yottr kind letter of the 29th at hand. Iii reply would say, you
remember I attended College January, 1901. I had a small amount of experiencein engraving and jewelry repairing and some knowledge of watch repairing, butno experieriee. I had no knowledge or experience in optics. I have been III thiscity for 22 oars and am 23 years of age ; my father has been in the business forthis length of time, and before attending your College worked with him some. Asto how i an, getting along will say, since leaving College I have written over 350
prescriptions for compound and cylinder lenses, besides fitting hundreds of eyesfrom regular stock. I have no trouble with engraving, stone-setting, jewelry
repairing or watch work. I would not take anything for the knowledge I receivedat your College, and would gladly recommend it to anyone that wants to becomea thorough, practical workman in any or all branches of the Jewelry business.

Wishing you much success, I am,
Very respectfully yours,

A. HOMER HAWKINS.

See What We
Did for One Man

And What We
Can Do for You

Make a Thorough, Practical

WATCHMAKER

ENGRAVER

JEWELER and

OPTICIAN of you.

Then assist you to a
good position.

We teach all of these branches and have the most thorough and Practical College in America. Make arrangements to attend January, 1903,or come now if you can. Send for our prospectus, it will give full information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
F. W. SCH

ULFor years at
ER, Principal. 1213 Filbert Street. Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answe
red in this department

must send name and 
address—not for publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No att
ention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are recei
ved.

An INDEX to the que
stions answered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanie
s each December number.

Subscribers are requested to preserve
 these indexes, and, before

mailing questions,to refer to t
hem,as similar questions may have

been answered in previous 
issues. These indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject c
overed in each answer, and

tell the issue and page on 
which the information may be found.

" Glazier."— Please give me some 
information

regarding- the selling of glaziers' diamonds.
—The

setting of glaziers' diamonds is a 
business in itself,

and one in which success depen
ds much on the

eye and hand. A short explanati
on will, no doubt,

prove more beneficial to you than 
would specific

instructions. The cutting angles on glaziers
' dia-

monds are natural ones, not those fo
rmed by grind-

ing. An angle that has been g
round will only

scratch and tear a rough channel through
 the sur-

face of the glass, while a natural ang
le will start an

incipient fracture or split, which will be almost

invisible unless we get the proper light
 on it. It is

only after experience at such work that
 a person is

enabled to decide on the proper kind of an 
angle

to start such a split. On the cheape
r grades of

glaziers' diamonds, there is seldom more 
than one

angle that will make a good cut—this is th
e reason

that such diamonds can seldom be reset a
nd made

to give satisfaction. Glaziers' diamonds are best

set in the end of a steel wire, first making
 a recess

to receive the stone, then splitting the en
d of the

wire with a screw-head file, to form four 
claws to

close down on the diamond to hold it in p
lace and

at the same time properly present the cutting 
angle.

After this is done, the diamond is perfectly 
secured

in place by placing bits of fine brass wi
re, with

borax paste upon them, so that, upon hea
ting and

fusing the brass it will melt and properly 
enclose

the diamond. The bit of steel wire is soft 
soldered

in the swivel end of the holder. A little f
iling and

scraping finally smoothes up the end of the
 steel

setting and gives it a finished look.

TH1E KEYSTONE

"Roller Remover."—Where can I buy or ho
w

can Intake a roller remover wills which I 
can re-

move the roller tables from 0 size movement
s P I

have tried everything I could find on the 
market,

but there is too much chance of bending the ba
lance

wheel with all of them.—The quickest, bes
t and

surest way to remove a roller table from a staf
f is

to use a staking tool. Some workmen object
 to

this method, as it necessitates removing the 
hair-

spring first, and the staking tool is not mad
e that

will remove all roller tables, as they do not co
ntain

a large enough assortment of stumps for th
is pur-

pose. All staking tools contain at least four

stumps for removing the roller, two of th
em for

American balance, or a balance with one arm
, and

two for Swiss balance with three arms. Now, wh
at

is required is a set of five stumps for Ameri
can

watches. These you can very easily make by using

a stump that is in your staking tool for a pattern
.

The slots in the stumps must vary in width, and

they only want to be wide enough to allow the ar
m

of the balance to pass through, and if you have

such an assortment of the stumps as described and

select one where the arm will just go through, the

roller table will have sufficient space to rest on

while unstaking it, and there will be no danger of

bending the wheel. Of course, with a balance that

contains an undersprung hairspring, you must use

a roller-table remover. They are very easily re-

moved by most all makes of removers, because the

roller is quite a distance from the hairspring collet

and balance. A very good roller remover is th
at

made by Hardinge Brothers, of Chicago, and

which can be had at most any material house.

This tool will take off all tables, but the workman

must be careful in using it. The tool contains two

sliding jaws, which are fastened with screws ; these

jaws to be lowered or raised to suit the wheel and

the table to be removed. If you do not have the

jaws screwed tight, or if one jaw extends lower

than the other, you are apt to break or bend the

pivot, but with care it will do the work satisfac-

torily. We have seen some of these tools where

the jaws were too thick to go between the roller

table and the balance arm of an 0 size movement.

This can very easily be remedied by stoning
 or

filing the jaws until thin enough. If they are too

hard to file, remove the jaws and draw the te
mper,

then dress them to the proper size, harden
 them

and draw to a dark blue, when you will fin
d that

it will do the work required of it.

"Easy."—I understand that you gave a form
-

ula for-easy-flowing solder in your issue of 
May,

1900 ; as I have not this number, will you 
please

give it again, together with other formula ?
—The

answer you refer to in the May, 19oo, KEYS
TONE,

was as follows : " It is claimed that a high
-karat

solder can be made to flow on low-karat gold 
by

alloying it with cadmium. We never had occas
ion

to try it. Such solder is made by adding one-

fourth the weight of cadmium. The gold s
older,

whatever the karat may be, is melted in a cr
ucible

and the cadmium is added and stirred, and the

metal poured very quickly, as the cadmi
um is

quickly dissipated at such a high temperature
." In

regard to gold solder for general use, we 
have

always found that the plan adopted by our 
manu-

facturers is about the best, and that is, to 
take a

portion of the gold we are working and red
uce it

about two karats by the addition of easy-f
lowing

silver solder. There are many, however, who do

not do this, but have a set formula for the 
prepara-

tion of each kind of solder. A leading 
authority

on the subject has prepared a list of gold so
lders,

which we give herewith:

GOLD SOLDER.

Gold.

PARTS.

Silver. Copper. Zinc.

Hard, for 18 K   9 2 1 --

Soft, " 18K.   12 7 3 --

For 14 K. (No. 1)  3 2 1

" 14K. (No. 2)  2

" less than 14 K. (No. 1) .. 1 2 1

" " " 14 K, (No. 2) . 1 2 —

" " " 14 K. (No. 3) . 1 2

Readily fusible  1194 54.74 28.17 5 01

" " for yellow gold 10 5 — 1

"Extras."—(.1) When a watch is left i
n to

clean, in case I should see that the ba
lance needs

poising, should Ido this in order to make t
he watch

give satisfaction, or is it sufficient to c
lean it and

take for granted that if it went before
 it will go

after cleaning, with the balance out of 
poise. This

would also apply to straighening ruby
 pin, polish-

ing center pivot and other little e
xtras.—It is a

workman's place to true and poise the 
balance of

every watch that he cleans or repairs, a
lso to polish

any rough or worn pivots, and if the ru
by pin does

not stand perpendicularly it should b
e reset. In

fact, he should do all the repairing that 
is necessary

to make the watch keep correct time
. This is a

question that has bothered a great many 
workmen,

but what we contend is this : If a man
 comes into

your store and leaves his watch to be 
cleaned, and

asks what the charge will be, you say 
$5.50. He

then says, " All right, go ahead and
 clean it."

Well, when the workman takes it 
apart he finds

that the balance needs truing, center 
pivot must

be polished, upper balance pivot ro
ugh and roller

jewel loose. He then stops for a mo
ment and says

to himself, " Why I only took this j
ob in for clean-

ing ; I do not know whether to go 
ahead or not,"

yet you cannot charge more than $1
.5o, unless the

customer is a man that you know will
 believe you

when you tell him that you had to d
o a great deal

more than cleaning, and that the charges 
are $2.00

instead of .p.o. If he is not a man of this kind,

there are only two ways open to you. 
One way is

to write the man a postal card to cal
l and see you,

then when he calls explain to him
 what is wrong

with his watch, and charge him accordingly.

Twenty-four times out of twenty-five 
he will say,

" Go ahead," and be pleased to pa
y the advance.

The other way is for you to repair 
the watch and

do everything that is needed to be don
e so that the

watch will be satisfactory and keep c
orrect time.

Charge him for cleaning only, and say 
nothing.

(2) What is the best thing to do in c
ase a center

pivot is badly worn P—If the center 
pivot of a
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Swiss or American watch is badly worn 
or cut it

requires a new pinion, but if not cut very 
deep you

can polish out the grooves and close or b
ush .the

pivot hole ; but in case of the upper or shor
t pivot

of the American pinion being badly worn, 
this can

be repaired by putting in a new pivot, w
hich is

done the same as you would pivot any staff.

(3) I have some American 8-day clocks in

which the inovement plates seem to be made o
f some

metal like soft iron, en which the pivots quic
kly cut

and rust. Can you suggest any remedy P—We

know of no American clocks that contain
 plates

made of soft iron. The ones you refer to ma
y be

brass and nickel plated. These plates sometimes

become corroded, and look like ,anything but

nickeled plates. The cause of the pivots being cut

and becoming rusted is no doubt from the w
ant of

oil. In oiling the clock you may have put too
 much

oil on, which will cause the oil to run away a
nd the

pivots will run dry in a short time, or your oi
l is of

an inferior quality, or the clock oil that you 
have is

old, having been exposed to the light and air
 too

much. The best thing you can do is to get a 
new

bottle of oil and try this on the clock, after 
you

clean and put it in good condition.
(4) Can you describe a short method of filli

ng

in holes worn in pendants of watch cases P
—You

can procure pendant bushings or ears from 
any

material house, which it is an easy matter to 
solder

in the pendant. If properly done, this makes a

very acceptable job.
(5) I have a cylinder watch which seems to 

be

in good order. End stones are not cracked,
 pivots

not bent, in beat, no wheels seem to bind anywhe
re,

but which I often find stopped in the morning w
hen

Igo to wind it. —In most all cases we are 
able to

help our subscribers to solve their problems,
 but

this is a case where we can do very little, excep
t to

suggest where you may find the trouble. In the

first place, does the watch stop the same time ev
ery

morning ? If it does, then you may look for some

trouble in the barrel. Some of the barrel 
teeth

may be burred, rough or bent, and will bind o
nly

when nearly run down. The mainspring may 
bind

in the barrel, and when nearly run down b
ind

enough to take the power off the train. The ba
rrel

may bind in the arbor, which would have the sa
me

effect on the train. Remove the mainspring from

the barrel, replace the arbor and lid, then see if
 the

barrel is free. Try running the watch in the day-

time in the same postion as it does over night.
 If

it stops, then look and see if the cylinder or the

escape wheel has too much end shake, or esc
ape

wheel out of true in the flat. If either of these

faults exist, it may cause the arm of the escap
e

wheel to rub on the bottom or top of the cylin
der

when in a certain position. Make sure that your

balance is in poise. We feel that there must b
e

some slight fault of the above kind that is caus
ing

the trouble.

"Filler."— We have some pearl buttons to en-

grave and our customer wants the letters filled with

some green substance. What would make a good

filling f—For filling in the engraved lines on p
earl

or ivory or other like substances, printer's 
ink

seems to be about the best substance. If it is pos-

sible to do so, the ink should be allowed to d
ry,

then the ink on the surface is scraped off with 
the

aid of a piece of hard wood, chisel-shaped, 
when

any remaining smear of the ink can be removed
 by

a rag moistened with alcohol. Inasmuch as print-

er's ink comes in all colors (the green you des
ire

included), it is possible to obtain a great variet
y of

effects on such work. The ink should be of 
the

variety called "gloss" by the printers.

"Clock Case. "—I recently repaired a small

clock, the case of which was silver-plated. 
After

I cleaned it the owner complained of t
he " new

look" and stated she had just paid $3 to hav
e it

oxidized. Please give brief explanation of what

she had done to the clock case.—We cann
ot say

just what was done to the clock case to giv
e it an

oxidized appearance. It is probable, however,

judging from the fact that the case was so ea
sily

restored to its original white appearance, 
that it

had been treated in a solution of pentasulph
ide of

potassium (liver of sulphur). This is the substance

generally employed in giving silver an oxidi
zed

effect, but the resultant coloring is one that can
 be

readily removed by the solution ordinarily used in

cleaning silver—cyanide of potassium.

1

1
1
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Workshop Notes
the fork banking at D, Fig. 1, it should bank 

at
A, Fig. 2. To accomplish this the best plan 

is to

drill a hole in the plate as close to where

your lever banks as possible, and insert

a brass pin, as shown at A, Fig. 2 ; then

reduce the thickness of this pin until the

fork has the amount of angle motion it

is required to have to allow the tooth to

escape. To explain this, in other words,

we will say that you have placed a pin

in the plate as described, and shown at

Fig. 2 B, Fig. 3. You can see that the escape

wheel tooth rests on the impulse face of

the pallet stone. Now this
pin B wants to be filed away
(made thinner), until the
tooth a leaves the impulse
face of the pallet, and the
tooth D drops on the lock-
ing face of the palllet stone
E, as shown at Fig. 4. This
applies to both bankings,
and if carried out as ex-
plained above, you can put
the banking of a Swiss es-
capement in good condition.
Another great fault we find
with some Swiss watches,
which causes them to over-
bank, is that some work-

man has filed away the dart or
guard pin, which will allow the
fork to move too far from the
banking, while the roller jewel
is disengaged, as in Fig. 5,
causing the escape-wheel tooth
to leave the locking face of the
pallet stone, thereby forcing
the dart against the edge of
the roller table, stopping the
watch or allowing it to over-
bank. There are several ways
this fault can be remedied ;

one way is to stretch the fork,
which will bring the dart closer

Fig. 4 to the roller table ; but if the
fork must be stretched very

much it is liable to inter-
fere with the roller ac-
tion, i. e., if the fork is
made longer the chances
are that the roller jewel
will not enter the slot of
the fork without rubbing
on the horn. See Fig. 6.
The horns A and B must
be dressed away to the
dotted lines as to allow
the roller jewel to enter
and leave freely. An-
other method is to take
a screw-head file and file
the slot in the fork, as
shown at Fig. 7. Then
t ake a wedge-shape
punch, insert it in the

slot and give it a few taps, when

it will throw the dart forward, as

shown at the dotted line A, Fig. 7.

It is always best to throw the dart

forward more than is necessary so

that you can dress the dart up

with a file to stand perpendicu-

larly, as shown at A, Fig. 8. Still

another good method, especially

when the dart is filed away consid-

erably,' is to file the dart away
Fig. 8 altogether, as shown at Fig.9. Then

insert a brass pin just as you will

find in an American watch. See B, Fig. 9. This

last method is really the best and 
easiest in the

long run ; but no matter
which way you repair the  

safety action by stretching 1. 

the fork, filing the slot in
the dart, or by putting in

a pin, the result must al- 
Fig. 7

ways terminate with this condition for
 the safety

action to be correct, and so the watch cannot

over-bank, and that is, when the roll
er jewel is out

of the fork and you
A move the fork forward

until the guard pin or
dart touches the roller
table, the escape-wheel

We "cut out" every unneces-
sary profit and expense in the
selling of Diamonds.

Cost Record.
Cost of Diamonds

to the retailer i s to 20
per cent. lower than

jobbers'
prices.

We " cut out job-
bers' profits and traveling
salesmen's expenses, and
save the retailer i to 20
per cent.

We are actual Diamond Cutters (cutting factory, 1323
to 1327 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.), and we sell
direct to the retail dealer, and by buying of us you " cut
off" the jobbers' profits and their salesmen's expenses.

If you come to New York this fall, call on us and
see our goods. We will be pleased to receive your
mail, and place a desk at your disposal for your
correspondence.

DIAMOND CUTTERS and makers of Plain Solid Gold Rings,
Engraved and Ladies' Stone Rings, Mountings.

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in
 this department

mus' send IMMO and add
ress—not for publication, hut as an

evidence Of good faith. No 
attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications
. Questions will be answered in the

order ill which they are r
eceived.

"Guiana."—(1) What are the different causes

of .S'zoiss Lever and American l
ever watches mov-

mg sluggish or creeping—
I mean the balances not

making a sufficient arc Y—There 
are hundreds of

causes that would cause a lever wat
ch to take a

sluggish action, but in most cases the tr
ouble lies

ill the escapement and the 
balance wheel ; take, for

example, several causes in the escapement t
hat will

produce such a condition, i. e., if the w
atch had

too much lock that would me
an that the banking

Pins were opened too far, wh
ich would cause the

fork to have too much angular 
motion ; in which

case it would not allow the roller je
wel to enter the

slot of the fork properly, and woul
d retard the ac-

tion of the balance, each time the 
roller jewel

strikes the fork ; if the escapement was to
o shallow,

1. e., the escape wheel teeth wh
en dropping from

one pallet stone to the other, it wou
ld drop on the

impulse face of the pallet stone instead o
f the lock-

ing face. The pallet stone being 
chipped, roller

jewel binding in the slot of the fork, i. e.
, too large

or not clean, may contain some 
shellac. Guard

pin too close to the roller causing t
he pin to rub on

the edge of the roller table, or edge
 of roller table

rough, pallet pivot rough or bent, crac
ked pallet

hole jewel ; all such defects as these will 
cause a

watch to take a sluggish action. Some caus
es that

you will find with the balance wheel that
 would

produce such a condition are : Balance out 
of true,

scraping on the plate or bridge, pivot bent or

rough, cracked hole jewel, hairspring rubb
ing on

balance bridge or balance arm. In case of a 
breguet

spring the flat of the spring rubbing on the 
curb

pins ; too much end shake, pivot too smal
l for

jewel holes, pivot too short e., not long enough

to rest on the cap jewel, balance out of poise
, and

in quite a few cases magnetism. These faults just

mentioned are ones that you run across most e
very

day.
(2) Swiss lever watch having no safety

 or

banking pins to adjust, and the lever edge bea
ring

or touching the roller, how to prevent this?

Should watch over-bank, how to correct this fa
ult

—When the escapement of an American watc
h be-

comes out of order, it is a very simple operati
on to

put it back into good conditiOn to those that unde
r-

stand the escapement thoroughly, because all 
parts

of the escapement are adjustable. But when you

get a Swiss movement that acts as described ab
ove,

it is a very different story, as there is nothing ab
out

the Swiss escapement that can be adjusted. Just

what is causing the trouble, as described in t
he

question, is hard to say, but we will take se
veral

faults that Swiss watches have at times that wou
ld

make the watch act as described. If your balance

hole jewels are too large for the pivots, this w
ill

cause trouble, for '1 you hold the watch so that the

balance drops toward the lever, the chances ar
e the

roller table will rub on the dart or guard pin, an
d

if you hold it so that it drops away from the lever,

and you give the watch a sudden jar, it will over-

hank. In this case the hole jewel should be

changed to one that fits the pivots properly. The

same fault can exist if the pallet pivots are too small

for the jewels, or if the balance staff has been piv
-

oted, and the pivot put on one side (out of center);

this would cause the roller table to run out of true

and probably rub on the guard pin in one position
,

and be too far away in another position, which

would also allow the watch to

(
over-bank or rub on the dart

or guard pin. Take for another

example a cause that you run

across very frequently, and

that is where some workman

has cut away the plate on both

sides where the lever banks,

thinking perhaps that the watch

needed more lock. Such an es-

capement is shown at Fig. i ; the

tooth a has one-third more lock

than is required; instead of lock-

. ing at B It should lock at C.

Now, in order to remedy this,
, 4I you must reduce the angle mo-

ig 1 tion of the fork, for instead of

I 4 1 3

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

tooth must not leave the
locking face of the pallet
stone. See Fig. ro. If the
dart is close enough to pre-
ventthis, yourwatch cannot
over-bank, unless some
other trouble exists, such
as the roller table out of
true in the round, pivots
bent, pallet or balance
jewels too large for the piv-
ots, or some such trouble.

"Watch Dial."—(1). What is used in mak
ing

enamel Y—The basis of all enamel is an easily

fusible colorless silicate or glass, to wh
ich the

desired color and the desired degree of 
opaque-

ness are imparted by mixtures of metallic
 oxides.

The molten mass, after cooling, is reduc
ed to a

fine powder and washed. As the majority of

our readers know, both the manufacture of

enamels and the process of applying th
em are

intricate subjects, and many of the recipes and

processes are kept secret by their inventors.

If any of our readers desire to make a study

of the subject, with a view to practicing 
the art,

we would suggest that they procure a 
copy of

the work, "Art Enameling Upon Metal
s," by

Henry Cunynghame. The book can be had

through this office at the publisher's price, 
$1.6o.

The author goes quite deeply into the su
bject of

the manufacture of enamel, and gives various

formuke for its preparation, in white and 
various

colors.
(2) What will cut and dissolve nicotine—s

ome-

thing that can be used to advantage in c
leaning

cigar holders and pipe stems P—We do not 
know

of anything that we can recommend for the 
clean-

ing of the various kind of holders and pip
es—that

which would answer for one might ruin 
another.

In cleaning a pipe, unless one is familiar 
with such

work, it would seem to be the best plan to
 stick by

hot water or steam.

'Crux."—(1) In regard to the proportion of

the running of the pivot polisher and the 
lathe to

execute the best work. Should the pulley on the

countershafl be of the same size as the small p
ulley

on a No. 2 Moseley lathe for the purpose of
 driving

a Hardinge pivot polisher? I find I canno
t gel sat-

isfactory work from a .1 -inch pulley on counter-

shaft, as, in my-opinion, it drives the spind
le of the

polisher entirely too fast for the speed of the 
lathe,

or, in other words, should the speed of the 
polisher

spindle and that of the lathe be of equal propo
rtions?

—To obtain the best results with a pivot p
olisher,

the lathe head should run slow, and the po
lisher at

a fair rate of speed. If you will run the belt from

the small cone on the countershaft to the 
large cone

on the lathe head, and use the speed wheel o
n the

countershaft to connect with the pulley 
on the

pivot polisher you will get the proper pro
portion

of speed ; but be sure that your belts are
 running

in such a way as to drive the article being 
polished

opposite from the way the grinder is running.
 This

may be where your whole trouble lies.

(2) Where can I purchase simple calenda
r

wheels ; viz., day of week, date and month
, and if

it would be an easy thing to apply such a c
ombina-

tion to a 12 size open-face 17 jewel movem
ent. I

presume the dial could be obtained from the 
0' Hara

Dial Co.—If you have a calendar watch th
at needs

a new wheel for the calendar part, the chan
ces are

that you could buy one at most any materi
al house

that would do, or can be made to do 
by a little

alteration. The only way that you can buy
 a com-

plete set of wheels for such a watch is to 
find out

the diameter of each wheel and pinio
n that you

deisre. To do this and attach it to a 12 size
 Ameri-

can movement would take a great deal o
f work,

and the workman should be familiar w
ith depth-

ing, calculating for wheels and pinions, and
 the use

of the slide rest, as the plate must be rec
essed to

take the calendar wheels, on the same pri
nciple as

it is now for the cannon pinicn, minute whe
el, etc.
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HE horological inventor is still 
with us. Despite the

commercial subserviency of this twentieth century,

when financial results are the chief 
consideration, the

inventor plods courageously along, s
acrificing time and

effort to his hobby, and

seemingly alike indifferent to glory

or reward. We read so mu
ch and

so often of the wonderful 
timepieces

of the past, marvelous 
horological

mechanisms of cloistered monk or

lay mechanic, that we not 
unnat-

urally conclude that the chief glorie
s

of horological construction 
belong

to a by-gone age. This is only

partly true. The readers of THE

KEYSTONE are aware that the horo-

logical inventor is more industrious

than ever, and that in many an un
-

pretentious workshop new ideas are

being given a mechanical reality.

The wonderful

clock, illustrated

herewith, con-

structed by Julius

Spaeth, a poor German, residing

in the Grand Duchy of Baden, is

said to surpass everything hitherto

known in horology. The beauty

of its construction, the intricacy,

completeness, precision of its indi-

cations, as well as the easy under-

standing of its artangement, do not

find their equal.

The work consists of 2200

parts, 142 of which are wheels.

Each part is in itself a work of art.

All the wheels, legs, levers and

bridges are of the constructor's own

making, and sawed out in the finest

fret work, ornamented with flow-

ers and creepers, polished and

electro-gilt, or well nickeled. The

cabinet of the clock, in the style of

Renaissance, is made in old oak,

veneered and waxed, its height be-

ing 215 cm., together with base 265

54 cm. The weight of the clock is a little

pounds. All the functions of the clock

glass panes.

GOOD.
Couldn't be made better. Real French Ebony Send for Catalog

Triplicate, Single and Stand Mirrors, Hand Mirrors, Toilet Brushes, Cased Sets, Traveling Rolls.
Alost complete Catalog of Ebony issued. If you have not received one, it is the fault of" Uncle Sam's " mail delivery. Send for it.

The Spaeth Astro-
nomical Clock

and most minute statements of the astronomical 
practitioners. At

the beginning of the year it adjusts itself the statements of the

astronomical practitioners, in explanation of the everl
asting calen-

dar, as well as Easter and the changeable festiva
l days for the

coming year. A glass ball, repre-

senting the spherical globe exactly,

shows the movements and position

of the planets Mercury, Venus,

earth and moon, Mars, Jupiter, Sat-

urn, Uranus. Besides, the work is

embellished by over a hundred

movable pictures and figures.

Every quarter of an hour the figure

of the Guardian Angel appears on

the left side of the principal field.

The striking of the quarters is done

by two angels, standing in the sec-

ond recess on the left, while in the

sixth recess two figures at a time,

representing the four ages of man,

are changing alternately.

On the right side of

Allegorical the principal field
Figures

The Spaeth Abtronontical Clock

Information
Extraordinary

CHAS. L. TROUT c CO., Mfrs. lo and 14 K. Gold Jewelry,
Importers Ebony and Gun Metal

Novelties,
5 and 7 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.

breadth 105 cm., depth

more than three hundred

can be watched through

The clock indicated the seconds, 
minutes, hours,

dates, the days of the week (the 
latter shown by

pictures and letters), months, seaso
ns, the year,

the pictures of the signs of the 
zodiac, the sun,

moon and stars of our zone, the rising and
 setting as well as the

exact position of the celestial bodies above 
mentioned. It shows,

besides, the moon phases and all the ecl
ipses of the sun and moon.

It likewise contains a complete perpetual 
calendar, with the exact

the Angel of Death

advances, pointing

with his scythe to the dial plate.

When the full hour strikes the sentry

angel of the second recess appears,

holding an hour glass, while the

angel on the right side above is

sounding a trumpet.

Uuder the roof an allegorical

figure represents symbolically the

respective season of the year, while

above, in the principal field, the

guiding star of the year appears.

On the left side of the cabinet stands

a cock, which, five minutes before

noon, beats its wings, stoops its

neck, opens its beak and crows

three times. When the picture

shows " Spring," there appears a

cuckoo above ; when the season is

" Summer," a quail comes forth on

the left side, both making their call

seven times. When the picture " Autumn " appears, 
a bull, lying

at the feet of St. Luke, the Evangel
ist, begins to roar, and when

" Winter " is indicated, a lion next to 
St. Mark makes himself heard.

Every time the clock strikes twelve, Our 
Saviour, bending his

head, appears with his twelve Apostles, 
and a monk, standing on

his portal below, is ringing his Ave.

The work also contains a small but 
magnificent

chime, which plays five minutes after the 
striking

of an " even " hour, one of ten melodies, 
changing

them alternately, each lasting but one minute.

This work has twelve little bells, and o
n the roller there are 997

pins, which make the music. The tunes can be changed at any

(Continued on fiage 1116)

Beautiful
Melody
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MOST MARVELOUS OF CLOCKS
(Continued from page rel5)

time, or suddenly stopped to be closely examined, without exposing
the clockwork to dust. Three books have been written by the
constructor of the work. They contain, for a hundred years,
exact explanations, drawings and the most detailed directions
taking the clock apart and
puting it together again, so
that any competent watch-
maker can easily attend to
the oiling, etc.

The idea of construct-
ing this clock was suggested
to Mr. Spaeth by the fa-
mous clock at Strasburg
Cathedral twenty-four years
ago. The ingenious achieve-
ment represents no less
than nineteen years' con-
tinual labor. He was se-
verely handicapped in his
work by the lack of funds,
but he devoted the whole
of his savings to the task,
completely ruining himself.
This clock is more wonder-
ful than the horological
monument at Strasburg,
which prompted the effort.

The Oldest American
Astronomical Clock

It interesting to con-
trast with the new Spaeth
astronomical clock above
described the oldest Amer-
i c a n-m a d e astronomical
clock, which was the work
of David Rittenhouse, of
colonial fame, who, though
a philosopher, with the
scholastic dignity of a Doc-
tor of Laws, was a clock-
maker by trade. This clock
has well proved its worth and the excellence of its workmanship, for
to-day it stands in the hall of the American Philosophical Society,
at Fifth and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia, ticking away the hours
and minutes as faithfully as it did over a hundred years ago. It has
stood against the western wall of the Philosophical Society's build-
ing, on the east terrace of Independence Square, since 181o, when it
was presented to the society by the executors of David Rittenhouse.

For over a century it has been ticking away in solemn, dig-
nified strokes, marking the flight of time with remarkable precision.
Such was the character of handiwork of the clockmakers of the
colonial period.

What gives the chief element of historic interest to this relic is
the fact that it was constructed with special reference to its accuracy

the
for
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as a timepiece for the observation of the transit of Venus in i 769,
a feat which shed the earliest ray of lustre from abroad upon the
infant colonies of America. David Rittenhouse was a self-taught

As Benjamin Franklin had acquired his knowledge of
the laws of nature while
handling the printing types,

astronomer.

Movement of the Spaeth Astronomical Clock

so Rittenhouse had mas-
tered the difficult elements
of mathematics at the plow.
He had never enjoyed the
advantages of an academic
education. While a farm-
er's lad he was apprenticed
to the trade of a clock-
maker, and at the age of
24 his genius for mathe-
mathics had progressed so
rapidly that he had mas-
tered the functions of the
calculus and became a rival
of Newton and Liebnitz.

The transit of Venus of
1769, on account of the
prodigious strides made in
the eighteenth century in
the knowledge of the me-
chanical laws of • the solar
system, was a scientific
event of prime importance.
For its observation Ritten-
house made all of his own
instruments, among them
the famous astronomical
clock which is still ticking
away the time in the stately
hall of the Philosophical
Society. Owing to a fa-
vorable atmosphere the
transit observations in this
country were very success-
ful, establishing a lasting
memorial of Rittenhouse
among the learned societies
abroad and winning flatter-

ing compliments from the observatories of Paris and Greenwich.
The clock stands in a plain pine board case, about seven feet high
and without any ornamentation. It has a small steel dial plate
somewhat larger than a saucer. Its -works are moved by a five-
pound weight, which is wound up every week. The pendulum bob
weighs 12 pounds and is immovably fixed to the flat steel rod on
which it swings. The compensating device to lower and raise the
center of oscillation with changing degrees of temperature is a
glass tube 36 inches long attached to the rod with strong threads.
The lower part of the tube is bent and filled with alcohol. The
upper part contains a column of mercury, so delicately adjusted in
quantity that the changes in temperature nicely balance the expan-
sion and contraction of the metal by heat.

*H&H
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

The American Hall-Mark

In Watch Chains 
There's no article of jewelry in which the average purchaser can be
more easily deceived than in a gold filled watch chain. And not only
the average purchaser, but the average jeweler, for fraudulent manufac-
turers have so far perfected the art of deception that not only the public,

but the jewelers are frequently deceived. You, as a reputable jeweler,
have one never-failing safeguard:

As long as you can identify the
product of a reliable manufacturer,.
no imposition is possible.

The very thought of this should suggest the registered trade-mark of

* H. & H. to you. It is the mark of merit, the symbol of reliability,

the American hall-mark in filled chains. These chains have been tested

by time and wear ; the trade know them as standard goods—quick

sellers and reputation builders. They are the chains par excellence of

reputable jewelers with a name to protect and an established business

to care for and foster.

We make 2000 styles of ladies' and gentlemen's chains,
fobs and chain bracelets ; also a line of silver novelties.

REGISTE RED TRADE MARK.

HAMILTON & HAMILTON Jr.
New York Office,

11 John Street.

Works, Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.
Address all correspondence to Providence Office.



The Novelty-in-Chief in Gift Goods for this season is th.e

SECRET LOCKET

1663 Br.

166195 4.77,4--. 7 .5

1491 Rose

1666 Bt. 1668

6
ad

16615

Secret Lockets We have made an especial study of producing th
ese goods. The result is that

  we can furnish you with lockets of superior w
orkmanship, very thin, with invisible

joint, exquisite and unique in design and finish
. Ask to see them.

We make, also, a fine line of high-grade chains, fobs, bracelets, seal charms, etc., guaranteed in

every particular.

One dozen of our "Ideal" Quality put up on Black Silk Velvet Rolls.
CARRIED BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS.

Our 110th 14 K. Li tac i 44 1Pv:rfectiun."

RODENBERG & DUNN, 9-1I-13 Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y.Factory, PROVIDIECNCE, R. I.

New York,
3 Maiden Lane. 7 Beverly Street.

Providence, Chicago,
103 State Street
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Boston, -Mass'

NOTICE!
We call the careful attention of every practical jeweler to our new patented mechanical

device, namely, our new screw cap, as shown in the accompanying electrotypes.
At some time in every one's experience they have had trouble in removing screw caps

from packages of all kinds, whether silver polish con.
tainers or not. ..,..-- --....,-------_,

Under our new patent .' we have turned out a cap,
which is instantly removable at any and all times.

Our patent consists in two rivets solidly made into

in the accompanying cut.
ever is used to secure lever-

between the rivets, and press-
I 

,

„ 
1

age, away from you, as shown

ing the screw driver, or what.

should stick or catch, can be
utilized as a wrench by laying a screw driver upon the cap

the cap, which, if the cap

This patented device, 
1111111101111

eliminating all trouble ttoni
tight or sticky caps, can only e( be secured on goods packed
by us.

Among the many jobbers carrying these goods in stock are

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago, III.
E. SCHWARZ & CO., Chicago, III.
C. H. KNIGHTS & CO., Chicago, III.
NORRIS, ALISTER & CO., Chicago, III.
J. It PURDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.
OTTO YOUNG & CO., Chicago, III.

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO., Boston, Mass.
SWEETSER, BENNETT CO., Boston, Mass.
CHAS. S. STIFFT, Little Rock, Ark.
NARCISSE, BEAUDRY et FILS, Montreal, Quebec.
L. C. REISNER & CO., Philadelphia and Lancaster, Pa.
J. P. TRAFTON, Los Angeles, Cal.

PAUL M PG. CO., Bost on, Mass.

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

iamonds

atches

jewelry11106p1,13ro6.60 00

9-11-13 Maiden Lane

New York

100 State Street

HARDINGE BROS., Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MYGO. BY

HAROINGE BROS

Write for our complete catalog No. 4 and detail information about our goods, as
we illustrate only a few standard tools. If your jobber cannot supply you, we can. Address, 1034=1036 Lincoln Ave.

Ask your jobber for

this label

Note the

and
beware of
imitations.

"CLEAR AND BRiGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

The True Blue
Beaded Label

\ French
Watch
Glass

H &HEST QUALIT ritn c)11,

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

ACCURATE SIZINCA

China or Cut Glass
Customers often have valuable

pieces of Cut Glass or China

chipped or broken that they would

give a good deal to have repaired

properly. Liquid Amber, if used

with a little judgment, will make

the best possible job of this kind.

It should first be applied to both

pieces, they should then be pressed

tightly together, and where possi-

ble bound with twine, and then

heated over the spirit lamp or gas

jet, until the Amber melts. When

the pieces cannot be handled in

this way they must be left a day

or two to allow the cement to

harden.

Sold by every material dealer

in America. Price, 25C.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
37 Maiden Lane,

Wholesale Agents. NEW YORK.

UQIJID AMBEI
Cementing' 1mpulsi
d Pallet Jewett
CENUFPHY.
ORILLIA, CANADA,

Liquid Amber
is the best cement

on the market

Ask Your
Jobber
For Them

SUSSFELD,

LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK 37 Maiden Lane

PARIS : 21 Rue de l'Echiquier

ziE5PEC1kL Duplex Base

Anti-Friction
Engraving
Block

Nickel-Plated.
With Swivel Jaws.

Perfection of construc-

tion, shape and work-

manship. The Special

is not a cheap engrav-

ing block, but a first-

class article of improved

design. Complete with

attachments and leather

pad, $6.00.

iiiitiottiimii-lomat 111111111111111111111

Designed by an Engraver for Engravers.

1111111111
111.112400

._

Ask your jobber for

"The
Special."

11



The Line of
Hand-Carved Cuckoo, Quail and Cuckoo,
Trumpeter, Musical and Miniature Clocks
Our line of Cuckoo Clocks are imported direct from the BlackForest (Schwarzwald), Germany. The carving of these clocks isdone by hand by the natives of the Black Forest, and is especially fine.The figures are accurate and life-like.
My movements with the above Trade-Mark, known all overthe world for 20 years, have made this Trade-Mark stand forreliability. They are made of the best tempered steel and brasswith screw pillars, patent rachet wheels, new escape wheel, and arewell finished and adjusted. The same are GUARANTEED to beCORRECT TIMEKEEPERS. • They are in fact the best on the market.
Please remember that all genuine Black Forest Cuckoo Clocksare stamped with the above trade-mark.

For sale by all

Wholesale Clock and Jewelry Houses.
Jobbers (only) supplied by GEO. KUEHL.

Office and Warehouse, 178 Randolph Street, Chicago.

The Simplex Demagnetizer

114 108 1.'9 a

requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-perienced by many watchmakers who have found that theirdemagnetizer requires the opposite current to that whichthey are able to secure and that they are obliged to use atransformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is topress the spriwg', turn the crank and gradually move thewatch away an, I the work is done.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automaticswitch %vhich cannot remain closed through neglect, makingit absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, ortown, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment'snotic,, anywhere. It weighs only g pounds, and is enclosedin a subst;mtial piano-finished quartered oak case withnickel-platc■ I trimmings. It inetistin,s 6 by 6 by 8 inches.
THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a

three cell dry battery which will last for a year or more andcan be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are of
brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-rately fitted.

And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact.the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing
twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which wecharge y, 81 tar THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. Ifit is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, tlI0.00, express prepaid.

ESTABLISHED ItTi.•

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE " E''

144

New Auloinalie Eyeglass !folder,
made in silver, roll-plate and g.141.

143 154

, The Chas. M. Robbins Co.

• • •

Attleboro, Mass.
New York Office II Maiden Lane.

• - • • •

• • •

• • • •

• • • •

• • •

To Retail Jewelers..
The above establishment in the year eighteen ninety-three

began in a. small way the manufacture of emblematic 
jewelry, with

the idea of catering especially to the academic 
taste. We had at the

outset a college line limited to six or eight designs in 
sterling silver ;

but the style and finish of our goods, supplemented 
by our moderate

prices, appealed so forcibly to buyers that there 
came to us in a

short time more business than was expected, and 
more than we had

facilities to handle. Thus the policy of expansion was early forced

upon us, a policy which we have followed until 
now.

We are occupying at present a large factory, 
and instead of

few designs we have about six thousand 
adapted to the require-

ments of schools and colleges throughout the United 
States, iud this

line is handled by about six thousand jewelers, 
all of whom are

recognized in their respective localities as pre-eminent 
judges and

foremost dealers.

Our goods are manufactured now in both gold and 
silver, beauti-

fully enameled in adopted school or college colors, and our 
line

embraces Flag Pins, School Pins, Class Pins, 
Buttons, Seals, Fobs,

Souvenir Spoons, Medals, Jewels, etc., all designed appropriately

for universities, high schools, grammar schools 
and Sunday schools,

with lettering or design adapted to any state, city 
or town.

The market created by our goods has, and still 
demands more

and newer styles which we are constantly 
producing, and we shall

never yield to others the leadership in this special line.

Competition ? Yes, we have it, but we are gratified to meet it 
;

for if we had not any it would be evident that our product was

unworthy of imitation. The fact that we have it emphasizes the

merit of our line. Can we serve you ? If so, send for catalog.

We sell to dealers only.

Thc Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

When writing, ask also for circular of our State Seals, 
as illustrated in the

September and October issues of THE 
KEYSTONE.

‘1 1

'1 _III I III I IIt ii , 1 0,11I lig,'
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and has this r trade mark engravedon the back. None oenuine without,the ring 0 on the reverse side.--

If your jobber or manufacturer does not
carry " AZURE " Turquoises, write to the
office of the Company, 170 Broadway,

• •
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STORE—KEEPING
MISCELLANY

Cash versus Credit in Retail Business

AT this time and season, when money is
exceptionally plentiful and the public

liberally disposed, the jewelers and opticians

should make it a point to cleave as closely as

possible to the cash method of doing busi-

ness. While we realize that it is not always

possible or even advisable to adopt a rigor-

ously cash system, credit-giving should be

curtailed as much as possible and eliminated

altogether if local business conditions permit

of it. We have already repeatedly enume-

rated in these columns the advantages of the

cash method and the penalties of credit-

giving, but the importance of the subject and

the aptness of the time justify a restatement

of them.

Highest Awards Gold Medals at Paris, Buffalo and Omaha.

Eleven years of honest dealings and actual merit have
crowned the efforts of the Azure Mining Company with a
unique and unprecedented success. Three successive juries
have pronounced the etAZURE 99 Turquoise worthy of
Gold Medals in every case the highest awards for the class.

'AZURE' Turquoises do NOT change color.
Every rtAZURE" Turquoise Guaranteed.
Every e'AZURE" Turquoise has a ring or circle

engraved On the back.
others are genuine 'AZURE' Turquoises.

The trade is respectfully cautioned to look out for infringements

No

imitations of the "AZURE " trade-mark.
or colorable

Credit
Demoralizing
to Customers

While credit is necessarily

the chiefest factor in the

great business world, it is

rather a curse than a bless-

ing as far as the buying public are concerned.

A writer in the Retailer and Advertiser aptly

states :

The credit system is responsible for much of

the poverty now existing. It makes men poor and

keeps them poor. It reduces the purchasing power
of the credit-buyer's money, and gives him unsatis-

factory returns for his expenditure. It leads him

to purchase goods he does not really need, and it

makes him pay higher for everything he buys.

A factor that is so detrimental to the

welfare of the buying public must necessarily

be detrimental to the storekeeper, the jeweler

more especially, for it must always be remem-

bered that the jeweler's stock is largely

luxuries—goods that may wear a lifetime and

be dispensed with at will. Hence it follows

that most other debts will be paid before the

jewelry debt. Bread, shoes and clothes must

be procured, and the baker, shoemaker and

tailor will naturally be given attention before

the man who sold the lifetime-wearing watch,

chain or ring. Besides a certain amount of

injustice to cash customers is inseparable from

the credit system, for some one must make

up for the losses. As the above-mentioned

authotity truly states:

The retail credit system is emphatically bad
for the buyer, and it is far from being good for the

seller. Many a merchant has been driven into

bankruptcy because the debts on his ledger were
not available in an emergency. This result is in-

evitable when the bulk of a merchant's customers
are .what is known as " slow pay," and when his

capital is not large enough to permit long credits.
If a merchant has plenty of capital and is a sharp

collector he may pull through and even make
money, but the history of storekeeping in this
country reveals a ghastly list of failures.

An Inducement to
Reckless Buying

The above is strictly true,

and it must be remembered

that the fact that one of your

customers has credit at your store often in-

duces purchases which the customer's re-

sources do not justify. Lack of foresight is

a prevalent human failing, and the fact that

pay day is a thing of the future, removes

present purchasing restriction. " I will be

able to pay when the time comes" is a good

intention that has paved a goodly portion of

the infernal regions. " I give credit," say

some jewelers, but only to customers who I

know earn good salaries or have large in-

comes." On this point our contemporary

speaks forcefully:

The amount of a man's income makes little

difference in the general result when he buys on

credit. It has been found that in manufacturing

and railway towns heads of departments and well-

paid officials are just as likely to be in debt as the

laborer with his modest wages. The man with a

comfortable salary has better credit than the work-

ing man, and, consequently, is very apt to get

deeper into debt. There are thousands of men all

over the country who are spending their money

before they earn it. All or nearly all of the money

they receive when pay day comes is required to

settle the bills incurred since last pay day. This is

even worse than a hand-to-mouth existence, for

the man who has to get his household supplies on

credit is actually depending upon another for the

means of life. It makes no difference whether the

salary is large or small ; the result is the same if it

be spent before it is earned. The man with the

big salary may enjoy many luxuries and fare

sumptuously every day, but he is not independent

if he buys on credit.

The tendency of the retail world is, we

are pleased to note, very markedly towards

the cash system of business doing, the rigor-

ous competition making it to some extent a

necessity. Successful competition with the

big department stores and catalogue houses

is, indeed, impossible under any other sys-

tern, the saving on bookkeeping, collections,

etc. , being a material factor in store economy.

The selling for cash makes possible buying

for cash, and the advantages of this even in

the cash discount alone constitutes in itself a

material profit. All things considered, con-

ditions never were more favorable for estab-

lishing the cash system than at the present

time, and a campaign for the conversion of

credit customers into cash customers should

be instituted. The experience of those who

have adopted a cash system is most gratifying.

(1417)

How to Gain New Customers

A PROMINENT merchant who built up

his business from a small beginning was

recently asked the question : How should the

small merchant proceed in order to gain new

customers ? His reply was as follows :

To gain new customers the retailer must

be advantageously located in a community

where they exist in sufficient numbers ; that

is, where competition is not too active, nor

business overdone. He must have a full

stock of good goods ; the kind the people

want, but always the highest quality demand

allows ; the price must be right. Keep the

stock well arranged and in good order—but

not to an extent indicating there is no busi-

ness to disturb them.
The store room must be properly con-

structed—suitable. Display goods to the

best possible advantage ; artistic window dis-

play is a good mode of advertising. Make a

liberal, but proper and judicious use of print-

ers' ink, the mode of advertising having the

most extensive influence. Continuous, per-

sistent advertising is necessary to success.

An advertisement tells what you will or can

do ; pleased customers tell what you have

done ; therefore they are the best advertise-

ments.
Advertisements should be truthful ; never

misrepresenting or exaggerating. Practice

get-at-it-ive-ness and cultivate stick to-it-ive-

ness ; they contain much practical philosophy.

Good reputation, the light proceeding from

good character, exerts a material influence

thereon ; character being the sum of those

qualities that constitute a man what he is—

these constitute the essence of what the re-

tailer should do to secure new customers.

Beside the preceding, the following are

among the requisites to hold customers :

Have regular prices ; observe the golden rule

and strict integrity ; never run down a com-

petitor's character or goods ; this is un-

necessary when you give customers full value

for their money. Active vigilance, contin-

uous attention to business, and exemplary

habits are prominent among the things that

produce permanent success.

Identify customers' interests with your

own ; cultivate kindness and courtesy. Give

people credit for rectitude of intention. Don't

have too many hobbies or prejudices ; don't

make a hobby of politics.
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Engraved Stationery is a necessity for you, Mr. jeweler.

You buy and sell dainty and beautiful articles. Your line appeals to people

of taste.

You must convince these people that your own artistic standards are high

Everything connected with your business should reflect it.

Printed stationery has the opposite effect and is consequently detrimental.

We have unexcelled facilities for turning out large quantities of engraved

stationery of the finest quality, and we can offer it to you at a lower price than

you are now paying for ordinary printed stuff.

The question of price has probably been heretofore the only thing that

prevented your using engraved stationery. That is disposed of.

You can't afford to neglect this offer.

Send us your letter head or a sketch and let us give you an estimate

and samples.

THE MANHATTAN ENGRAVING COMPANY
24 VESEY STREET, NEW YORK

November, 1902

Excerpts from Legal Decisions

Law Points in Partnerships and other Business
Arrangements. Things all Merchants

Should Know

ED. KEYSTONE :—When a partner retires from

a firm does the fact of his retirement relieve him

II um liability for future purchases of the firm?

I low should a retiring partner proceed in order to

absolve himself from reliability.
Truly yours,

F. H. C.

THE KEYSTONE

When a person retires from a firm with

which he has been connected, it is his duty

to advise all persons with whom the firm has

previously had dealings that he has so with-

drawn, if he would absolve himself from

liability for credit subsequently extended by

such persons to the firm from which he has

retired. The law casts this burden upon the

retiring member, and where the firm-name

continues unchanged it does not compel those

who have previously dealt with it to ascertain,

each time that credit is extended, whether

the membership thereof remains the same as

before. In the absence of notice to the con-

trary, they may assume that it does. This

doctrine is elementary.

The usual practice among merchants is

to mail written or printed notices to those

with whom the firm has previously had deal-

ings when any changes occur in the personnel

of the firm, and those who have dealt with it

may reasonably expect such notice, or notice

in spme other form which is equally authentic.

A statement by a member of a mercan-

tile partnership that he had bought out his

partner, made to a traveling salesman for a

corporation engaged in the wholesale busi-

ness, which had previously sold goods to the

firm, will not charge the corporation with

notice of a change in the membership, when

the business name remains the same, so as to

relieve the retiring member from liability for

goods subsequently sold by it without actual

knowledge of the change, where such sales-

man was employed solely to take orders for

goods, which were sent to his employer for

acceptance or rejection, and he was charged

with no duty and given no authority with

respect to the giving of credit or to ascer-

tain and report changes in the membership

of firms with which the corporation did

business.
It would be unreasonable to charge a large

mercantile establishment with knowledge of

all statements which may be casually made in

the hearing of its traveling salesmen, when it

is so easy for one who has retired from a firm

to rid himself from liability for future debts

by mailing a notice of his withdrawal to those

with whom the firm has been in the habit of

dealing. Neal vs. Smith & Co. (116

Federal Reporter, 20) United States Circuit

Court of Appeals,

AS supplementary to the foregoing reply

to our correspondent, we give the fol-

lowing additional excerpts from recent legal

decisions, all of which are of interest and

value to every merchant:

Where the liability of one as a member

of a firm is caused by such party holding him-

self out as a partner, yet such party is liable

for goods sold the firm only from the time

the knowledge of such holding out came to

the sellers. (51 Atl. Rep. 698).

•
Where the amount furnished by each

partner is fixed and certain and the share of

each in the partnership profits is fixed in pro-

portion, advances by one of the partners in

excess of his prescribed proportion, though

credited to the special account of such part-

ner, and called " capital " of the firm, are in

fact, as between the partners, loans and

advancements and draw interest. (75 N. Y.

S. 3o1).

Where the contract of dissolution of a

partnership provides that the purchasing

partner shall pay the firm debts the outgoing

partner can sue the purchasing partner as

soon as he fails to pay any of the matured

debts. (40 S. E. Rep. 836).

Where a seller, without any qualification

or restriction, leaves goods with a common

carrier (railroad or express company) to be

delivered to the buyer, the seller parts with

the goods and the buyer is bound to pay for

them ; and if the goods are injured while in

the hands of the carrier the buyer must look

to the carrier for damages for the injuries

sustained. (19 Pa. Supr. 403).

Where one takes goods to be sold on

commission, and is doubtful whether or not

he has become the purchaser or mere agent

to sell, one of the main tests is, if be is given

an option to pay for the goods and keep them,

then it is a sale of goods, and the title passes

to such person absolutely, as a matter of law.

(98 Ill. App. 564).

Where a creditor receives from his debtor

a check, accompanied by a letter stating it is

in full of the balance of account, and an

itemized statement showing such balance,

and he cashes the check, there is a payment

in full, in the absence of any fraud or con-

duct relieving the creditor from the effect of

his acceptance of the check.

Rep. 6).

Where in an action for the price of

goods sold and delivered, it appears that the

transaction was an absolute purchase, evi-

dence as to whether or not the buyer had

sold the goods is immaterial. (31 So. Rep.

715).

(41 S. E.

1419

In an action for the value of goods, evi-

dence of an intention to defraud creditors,

formed some months after the sale, in the

absence of known insolvency or of false repre-

sentation made to induce the sale, is not

sufficient to sustain an issue as to the pur-

chase of the goods with the preconceived

intention of not paying for them. (90 N. W.

Rep. 169).

Where a contract for the sale of goods

to be delivered in installments is silent as to

the time of payment, in the absence of evi-

dence to aid in the interpretation of the con-

tract, payment is to be made for each install-

ment or delivery of same. (63 N. E. Rep.

409).

In the absence of fraud or notice to a

carrier to stop goods in transit, the seller can-

not recover the same from the assignee of

the buyer who has taken them into possession

for the benefit of creditors as part of his

assignor's stock. (89 N. W. Rep. 971).

Guaranteed Work and Goods

THE discussion on the guarantee question

is still interesting the jewelers, and some

of the communications received are quite in-

structive to the trade at large. The views of

a subscriber, published on page 1225 of our

October issue, seem to correspond with those

of many other subscribers. A representative

communication on the subject is the following

from J. R. Logan, of Alton, Ill.:

In regard to the discussion going on in THE
KEYSTONE in regard to warranting work and goods,

I agree with the writer in the October number. It

is not necessary to warrant your work, or goods

either, for any certain length of time. I warrant

them to give satisfaction, and am rarely asked to

warrant for any specific length of time. If I put a

mainspring in a watch and the owner comes back

in a few weeks with the watch stopped from some

other cause, I frequently repair it free of charge,

unless it has been dropped or roughly handled.

And I have even put in a balance staff free, in

order to satisfy my customer ; for I believe " a sat-

isfied customer is the best advertisement."
Occasionally a customer in purchasing a watch

chain, or other piece of jewelry, will ask me how

long it is guaranteed to wear. I simply answer, " it

is impossible to say. One person might wear it for

two or three years, and another might be able to

wear it five. It depends largely on the person who

wears it." I can't remember of ever losing a sale

because of my refusal to warrant goods for a cer-

taM length of time.
I do know, however, of jewelers losing cus-

tomers by warranting an article for a long time

and it failing to wear half the time. Only a few

days ago a lady came into my store and complaine
d

of buying a chain from one of my competitors la
st

Christmas, and it had worn through already. She

said she paid it5 for it, and that he guaranteed. it f
or

seven years. I advised her to take it back to him,

telling her that he would certainly make it good
,

but she refused, saying, that if he had said two

years instead of seven she would go back. I sold

her a new chain without any time guarantee.

This question, like many others, is one in
which the people will have to be educated ; as it

has always been customary for a jeweler to give a

guarantee where other merchants and workmen

don't. I never give a written guarantee under

any circumstances,



No. 2 A retails $1.75
Sterling Silver Pencil Holder.
The daintiest and

most useful pencil
holder yet made,
a lid in the most

,enient shape—
nearly Ila t, in real-
10 an oi al Hat.

-

Actual size.
Retail price—
Plain   $1.00
Chased 1.5 0 Manufacturers and Exporters of GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS anD NOVELTIES.
Decorated Pattern, •

$2.00

Made and warranted by

In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments.

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK,

CleritzrEil Agi.iit.s f !PAUL

ENGRAVED
CALLING CARDS,
INVITATIONS Etc

El

•

Largest Plant in the Middle States.

Established 1865.

To secure ord and to intelligently execute them you must
have samples and prices arranged with care and precision. WE
HAVE SAMPLES THAT BRING BUSINESS and these are the kind you
need. How to get them and other information for the asking.

WM. FREUND 0 SONS,
ENGRAVERS, EMBOSSERS, STATIONERS TO THE TRADE,

174-176 State Street, CHICAGO.

WRIGHT FOUNTAIN PENS.

IMEIETIrimeernmem
-, J___

THE WRIGHT
WRITES

RIGHT.
No. Dozen.

12 CC, $12.00.

31, 9.00.

31 MCC, 15.00.

22 M, 18.00.

92 A, 33.00.

82 ITT, 60.00.
IIlt 

111.01,111one
Site.

Wright, Jr., Fountain Pens, $5.00 per doz., 14 IC. Gold Pena. We repair all makes Fountain and Gold

Wright Spec. 6.00 0 Penh. Write I,, for new Catalogue .11.11.:,7111;

W right ' 10-20-30 " 7.50 " " heavy " " " tgajavre.". fr"
'S iThani Wi•id ii & Bro., Proprietors,

“,•ost Street. WRIGHT PEN CO., St. Louis, Mo.

6-(1 ESTABLISHED /867

ROS

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING
ZINC ETCHING

HALF 7'0 NJ E .AN
FINE COLOR WORK

JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY

4 0.1301nT

16.1% (
FORREST BIJILDIG

119So.FOUPTH ST.

ADELPH1 ,

3

THE te RIVAL' FOUNTAIN PEN
EVI ED FEBRUARY 1.1, ISB3

is the best value for the money that has ever been offered to the public.

SPECIAL No. I, plain and ehased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cash.
We make t welds-live different styles of Holders, handsomely chased and
ornamented with gold HBRIlltings. Send for prices and discount to the trade.

A HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens, given with every purchase. Send for
catalogue. Export trade solicited.

Ask your jobber for the " RIVAL" Pen.Ail pens are 14 K. gold. Every pen warranted.

NO. 1. Plain. Large cap.

--2111111•1all
Our New Nail File.
The best selling 25-cut

novelty on the market.

D. W. BEA UMEL & CO., Office and Factory,

All makes of Fountain Pens and Cold Pens Repaired. 4,5 John St., New York City

MAX R. GREEN & CO.
301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES

PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARRETS Send for Price-List ETC.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker of Fine Tools and Dies for INTIM
Lion Building, Fifth and Elm Streets

High•Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone,

November, 1902
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Preparing the Stationery Department

for Holiday Trade

SSUMING that jewelers have secured their

holiday stock of stationery of various sort
s,

it is now time to discuss the questi
on of

properly displaying and advertising sam
e

for the fall and winter trade. It is important that

both the display and the advertising be i
n keeping

with the character of the stock, otherwis
e the best

results will be wanting. It is not so much thi,t

sales would not made—because good 
stationery will

sell—no matter how insignificant or slig
ht the dis-

play, but it is a matter of importance that 
the

dignity of a good line be emphasized.

As some leading dealers in dif-

ferent parts of the country, in

both stationery and jewelry

departments, have proved by

experiment, there is no method

of arrangement so advantageous as the 
display of

goods in separate departments. Therefore, if you

possibly can do so show your stationery 
separately.

It is more a matter of attracting attent
ion to its

beauties and dignity than it is to merely 
show it,

and anything which will emphasize tha
t phase of

the goods will increase the possibility of selling

rapidly and profitably.

Nor is it necessary as some have t
hought to

have a.large supply. A very few specim
ens of the

leading varieties are sufficient. It is more to let

people know what to expect, and to give
 them-

1 opportunity to select something exactly 
suited to

their requirements that an assortment is 
required.

But if the suggestions offered in previous 
articles

ftive been followed the stock is rich without
 being

idy, and attractive without being loud. 
These

phases are important in preparing for 
the trade

which usually find its way to the jewelry sto
re.

A rich, heavy case framed in

some dark wood and having

clear thick glass is the best

means of display. But it should

I,u in keeping with the rest of your furn
ishings,

whatever they may be. In a new model stationery

store in a Western city everything is separat
ed into

departments, and these departments are 
kept in

short cases—but there are a good many o
f these

cases. This serves a two-fold purpose. O
ne is

that the display is so small that it can r
eadily be

seen, and the other is it saves steps ill getting 
from

one part of the store to the other. There is no

walking the length of a long counter to get 
across.

unly a few steps need be taken anywhere to 
get

ity a case and across the room. Perhaps not all

jewelers can arrange their stores in this way, 
but

they can at least have their new stationery c
ase

prepared in this form and possibly it will le
ad to a

general remodeling of the entire store in the 
future.

A
L.2.1va

Keeping
Stationery Stock
Separated

Methods of
Display

It must be remembered that in preparing fo
r a

department of this kind it must be given a go
od

setting, otherwise trade will be repulsed rat
her

than attracted, and the effects of the addition 
of a

new department lost, or at least greatly injured.

When you have obtained your case, whatever

its size may be, it should be lined with black velv
et.

Some use other black cloth, but there is a depart-

ment in Brooklyn, N. Y., which has been develo
ped

after the most careful study of surroundings, and 
in

all instances black velvet has been used for 
the

background. It is durable, it seldom rusts, and it

is a color which brings out the best features of the

goods without marring any color which may be

placed upon it.
There are several ways of dis-

Arrangement of playing the goods, but two will

suffice for a choice, and it really

makes little difference which

you finally take. One is to leave your case flat,

with the exception of a slight slope from the back

to the front, made by raising the bottom, or rather

putting under the covering of the bottom a sloping

Show Cases

ii

HOSKINS
The Recognized
Authority.

If there is a
wedding or other so-

cial event in contemplation
consult Hoskins concerning the

invitations. We will send free samples

showing fashion 's approved forms,ifyou state

occasion for which they are desired. Our

WEDDING
INVITATIONS

Tea Cards and Visiting Cards
are correct in every detail of prevailing styles
and the very best in qualitythatskilledwork-
manship and finest materials can produce.

It you would have the proper stationery

for polite correspondence write for samples

and learn to buy it by the pound—our method
that saves you money.

TALLY CARDS
For Euchre Parties. Handsome novelties for

scorecards at these pleasant entertainments.

Sheet of styles and prices sent on request.

All mail orders have prompt attention, and

Hoskins name carries the assurance of per-

fection. WM. H. HOSKINS CO.

907 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

A Beautiful Stationery Advertisement

board which is thicker at the back. Cover this

smoothly with the velvet, fastening it so the fasteners

will not show. In this case can be placed the
 trays,

if you use trays, and it is advisable to have it

covered with black velvet and made large enou
gh

to hold the samples of envelopes and
 sheets of

paper in each style, unless there are numerous ti
nts

as in some of the most popular papers. 
When you

take out a tray to show the goods the effect 
of the

paper against the black velvet is retained, and 
your

case doesn't appear as though it were only half

finished. If the entire bottom isn't covered with

velvet it will always look patchy when a tray is

removed.
Perhaps some may think that the tray scheme

is not proper for stationery, but a little 
reflection

will show a jeweler that it is the proper 
form for

him because he displays his jewels and his
 other

goods in trays. Stationery should be shown the

same way, partly because it maintains the uni
formity

1421

of his store arrangement, but more because it

enables a quicker handling without the danger of

soiling which accompanies taking out paper and

envelopes with the hands. Undoubtedly, this need

not be further explained. Any jeweler who has

worked out his system of display as carefully as he

should have done will appreciate these hints and

will also understand what is meant without the

necessity of a long description.

The location of the department

ill the store is also of importance.

When it is first opened it cer-

tainly should have a place of

honor. There should be nothing

in the way of it, and a quantity of attractive and

dignified advertising matter, calling attention to it

and reproducing it in a degree, should be provided

for distribution. The best advertising consists of

samples of the papers offered large enough to show

the quality and the variety. These can generally

be procured from the manufacturers at no expense.

Displays can be arranged of samples made up in

different forms. A favorite way is to make up large

rolls in the form of organ pipes. These are

apparently tied with richly colored ribbons, though

the rolls are really fastened together with paste.

When a row of these pipes is placed in sight,

whether in the window or otherwise, it is sure to be

very attractive, and customers are sure to be drawn

to examine further what may be offered.

If a jeweler is carrying advertising regularly

in any publication it will be easy to use the space

occasionally to call attention to the department,

and explain that it is not introduced for the purpose

of handling cheap goods, but it is for the sale of a

high grade of stationery, and that any of the leading

styles and qualities of paper will be procured upon

application—if not in stock. It is easy to tell cus-

tomers that quality rather than quantity is desired,

and that the goods offered are the best which can

be bought anywhere. If your trade is built up on

that basis it is sure to be profitable, and will never

result in a quantity of carry-over stock which may,

or may not, sell readily. Anyhow, you will not be

compelled to resort to cut prices to dispose of

your goods.

Location of
Stationery
Department

High-Grade
Fashionable
Stock

Dignity and emphasis of the

beauty of the goods are the two

essentials of the arrangement

and advertising. Conditions do

not demand anything else, but

they do demand that. There is nothing else that

should be attempted, and certainly there is nothing

else which will attract the trade which you are

seeking. Business, to be successful, must be con-

ducted upon substantial lines. Purchasers of jewelry

are quite likely to be substantial people. Your

stationery department must be made up and con-

ducted in a way to satisfy such customers of its

solidity. Otherwise you will fail of securing the

best results, either in trade or profits. And there

is nothing in this method of doing business which

is beyond the accomplishment of any jeweler, no

matter how small may be the town in which he

does business.
There should be caution exercised in purchasing

as has been previously pointed out, but the stocks

should always be kept full. Blanks are not con-

ducive to development, and trade is likely to be

driven elsewhere if any of the popular styles are

not procurable. There is perhaps quite as much in

this matter of keeping the assortment always full,

as there is in the institution of the department and

the careful attention to the requirements of cus-

tomers. It looks bad and it conveys the impression

that you are not watching it as closely as a stationer

(Continued ors 'Sage 1423)
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Non-Leakable !
Non-Leakable !

Non-Leakable !
What Does Non-Leakable Mean?

Moore's NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens.

THE NEW 1902 MODEL.

In connection with Fountain Pens it means a pen that can be carried either end up in the pocket, when filled, without leaking ink into the cap ; one that aperson can use without soiling the fingers with ink. This is a valuable improvement in fountain pens, and is fully appreciated by the users.
Moore's Non-Leakable Fountain Pens are the only Fountain Pens ever advertised as Non-Leakable that are Strictly., Non-Leakable. This is theonly pen in the market suitable for ladies' use, as they can carry them, filled with ink, in their purse or hand-bag ‘vhen traveling. It is very desirable for militaryuse, and is also very popular ‘vith physicians. In fact, we claim the best all-round fountain pen ever made at any price.

REMEMBER it is MOORE'S NON-LEAKABLE Fountain Pens that you want for a high-grade pen.
Every one guaranteed in every respect. Send for our latest Catalog.

•

American Fountain Pen Co., Adams, Cushing C./ Foster,
Selling Agents, 168 Devonshire St., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

0

The eeJap '9 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RING
(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'd

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quick
sellers. I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on new work for the trade.
Workmanship the very hest, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3. 17; S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

"S011ifl Bellg" DOM8gIletilOrS
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

ratonied
January 2:1, 1901

November, 1902

Preparing the Stationery Department
for Holiday Trade

THE KEYSTONE

(Continued from page 1421)

does. Consequently, the best trade will drift to

the stationers ; when, with a little care and a little

attention to the details of your business, you could

hold all those who buy jewelry from you, and secure

many others in addition.
These are only suggestions, but

Bright Trade perhaps they will afford a basis

Prospect, for action which will result in

larger business during the ap-

proaching holidays. Everything points to the

largest business ever known, and unless there is

something ahead which business men cannot see

manufacturing stationers will have difficulty in

keeping their orders filled. It will be wise,

therefore, for you to buy your stock early, if you

have not already bought it and see that it is ready

for shipment early. That will give you time to

get everything in shape and ready for as big busi-

ness as comes.

11;1181rEl!

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England,
OHIMSHAW Et BAXTER,
29 Ooswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.

Best meet the general desire for some thing good and handsome at a price that affords .the RETAILER a frood profit.

Our line of SIGNET RINGS is complete and has won the Trade.

Our Trade

OLDEST
RING MAKERS IN
AMERICA

Mark guarantees

Writing Ink

" For all ordinary writing purposes," said a

man acquainted with the ink trade, "colored inks,

once used to some extent, have now been almost

entirely superseded by black ink. They are still

made, and in many colors ; and red ink is still, as

ever, a standard for various special uses in count-

ing rooms.
"Then various other colored inks are some-

times also used in counting rooms, as in the pre-

paration of statements or exhibits ; in which, for

purposes of convenience, the several divisions

are made each in a separate color. But for the

ordinary purposes colored ink, as violet, have gone

almost entirely out of use—black is the thing.

"Among the inks for special uses might be

mentioned white ink, made for writing with on

black paper, and es-
pecially employed for
writing cards for win-
dow displays and like
purposes.

" Black inks are
largely comprised be-

tween the blacks and
the blue-blacks ; the
former putting on
black as it leaves the
pen, and the latter
putting on blue and
turning black. There
is now used in this
country more blue-
black than black, and

the proportion of

blue-black sold is
increasing.

" Countries have
their peculiarities in

this respect. In
France, for example,
more black ink is

used ; while England

has long been dis-

tinctively a pure-
black country.

"Writing ink is
sold in a great variety

of packages ; rang-

ing from two-ounce bottles to sixty-gallon casks.

School boards are the chief purchasers of ink by

the barrel.
" Among the smaller packages there are still

sold annually thousands of gross of the pyramid-

shaped bottles of the time-honored type, once in

well-nigh universal use. In some remoter parts it

might be that ink would still be found in no

other form, and the pyramid bottle is yet sold,

in fact, more or less everywhere, though it has

now been largely supplanted by modern bottles

of itnproved shapes,

in which the ink is
more easily acces-

sible, which are far

more convenient to

the user.
" There have

been made in bottles

in this country va-

rious improvements,

all, however, chiefly

with a view to greater

utility. The fancy

ink bottles, which

serve also as ink-

stands, as bottles in

the form a lady's

slipper, come from

Europe, and chiefly
from France.
" The greatest

consumers of ink?
The commercial and
financial users, de-

cidedly. Ink is, to be

sure, an article of

world-wide use, and

it is used in millions

of homes, and it

might be thought

that the aggregate
consumption of these

millions of users

XMAS STATIONERY
TO GIVE AND TO USE

Suitable for

C
IIRISTMAS is no time for

cheap and out-of-date Sta-
•tionery.

Gifts

Envelope Holders

Mucilage BottlesWM-

Don't send a pretty present

and write your letter on scrap.

Good Stationery reflects your

good taste and compliments the

person written to.

Fountain Pens

Blotters

Desk Pads

Ink Bottles

Letter Clips

Pen Trays

Seals

Ink Erasers

Book Marks

Stamp Boxes

Paper Knives

Desk Sets of all kinds
and in all manner of
combinations

E have the VERY LATEST

in Writing Paper and En-

'elopes—a stock that is rich

and tasteful.

w

Sample Holiday Stationery Advertisement

.{ QUALITY,
STYLE and for more than fifty years.

We have enjoyed the favor of peopl of taste and refinement

GOODS SENT ON APPROVAL TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

We have enjoyed the favor of peopl of taste and refinement
for more than fifty years.

Don't wait for our travelers, but order direct from 7
M. B. BRYANT cSc_ CO. Maiden LaneNew York

EVERY

WATCHMAKER
NEEDS
ONE

Estb• 1874.

WATHIER'S
NEW IMPROVED

Inc. 480 4.

Self-Adjusting Stud Index
Price, Nickel=Plated, Si 50

This index is the latest labor-saving too in the watchmaking trade. It is simple, practical, instantaneous in exact results.A money and time saver. They are adjusted for every grade and size of all standard American movements. Follow these
directions and in one minute your movement will be in PERFECT BEAT.

DIRECTIONS{
1st. Place the Lower part of Balance Staff in Round Hole (A). Then turn Balance Wheel until Ruby Pin comes over OblongHole (B). Now let the Balance down until Roller Table rests on Steel Center Plate, The Balance lo now ready for the Spring.2d. Place the Hairspring on the Staff, with the Stud in exact line with the line on the INDEX corresponding in name with themovement you wish to put in BEAT. Now fasten the Hairspring Collet on the Staff and you will find movement in perfect BEAT.

Money Back Tf Wathier's New Improved Indexcloesn' t all or more than we claim.
JOS. P. WATHIER CO., Watchmakers for the Trade,

178 West Madison Street, CI-IICAGO, ILL.

Makes its mark
all around theW3rld
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would be the greater. But even in a letter-writing

household they are not writing letters all the while,

and a bottle of ink might last some time.

" In counting rooms and offices, on the other

hand, men are using ink all the time, and they are

critical users, who must have not alone good ink,

but fresh ink, in clean inkstands, and that sort of

thing, and so common as the use of ink is, it is in

the world's offices and counting rooms that the

greater amount is used.

" American writing inks exported ? To wher-

ever ink is used. American inks are sold to some

extent in every country in Europe, to a considerable

extent in Germany, England, Holland, Spain and

Italy. The sales are made almost entirely for the

office trade. I should say that a third of the ink

now used in the offices and counting rooms of the

countries I have named is of American manufac-

ture, with the proportionate consumption of Ameri-

can inks all the time increasing. These inks

cost them more than they would have to pay

for inks made in Europe ; but they buy them

nevertheless, and in increasing quantities, for the

simple reason that American inks are the best in

the world."

A Prize Fount iVind0w Display

A Jeweler Invents a New Envelope

An envelope which can he used a number of

times without interfering with its efficacy in any

way has been invented and patented by John M.

McKinney, jeweler and optician, of East Liverpool,

Ohio. The idea is this : a jeweler and optician, for

instance, may desire to transmit for repair an article

to a manufacturer or have some new work done,

and he always seals the envelope for safety. When

the envelope with the job reaches the manufac-

turer he cuts, tears or destroys it in some way and

sends the job back in one of his own envelopes;

two envelopes are used up in this way. The new

envelope can be opened and sealed four or five times

without injury to its usefulness. It would obviate

the loss that sometimes occurs because of no way

of sealing the envelope after being used one time.
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Mail orders solicited. Liberal selections sent to responsible dealers.

Special Note.—our 00 Extra Small Carlisle Watches have a big demand in
Gold, Silver and Filled.
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Ottittisituris Abuerlising
C■Cow that we are on the threshold of another Christ

mas

season it is the imperative duty of the progresNive

jeweler to formulate an intelligent and systematic

advertising campaign.

Advertising is a matter in which no jeweler can afford to 
be

remiss at any time, but at the holiday season there is a
 particular

necessity for it, owing to

the intense competition

which is always a feature

of Christmas trading.

There is as little reason for

refusing to compete in ad-

vertising as for refusing to

compete in selling. The

commodity that cannot be

advertised profitably has

little justification for being

marketed.
It is unnecessary to

repeat at this late day that

advertising is the motive

P14

hristmas
at Smith's

A unique stock of

Diamonds,
Watches,
Sterling

Silverware,
Clocks,
Jewelry,
Bric-a-Brac,
Opera Glasses,
Fine Silver-

Mounted

An abundant variety 
Leather

and at Goods,
EASY PRICES. Silver

Toilet Sets, power that propels the

Smith's jewely Store. 
Works of Art. wheels of trade ; but while

advertising of the proper

sort will infuse life into

business, the latter must be in perfect condition t
o obtain the full

benefit of the stimulus, just as a piece of 
machinery must be

perfectly geared before it is set

in motion. There is a vast deal

of advertising being done to

little purpose because it mis-

represents, although by no

means willfully, the character

and trading opportunities of

the store. " Greatest line ever

offered," " unprecedented dis-

play," are frequently noticed

in the ads. of moderately cir-

cumstanced merchants. Now

when the reader takes these

statements at their face value

and proceeds to avail of the

boasted advantages, too often

a disappointment ensues. An

ordinary stock ordinarily dis-

played would more accurately

describe the real conditions,

and customers gradually learn

to discount the high sounding

assertions of these dealers.

The truth well told should be

the head and front of every ad.;

truth means sincerity, and sin-

cerity impresses and convinces.

Christmas advertising should

be characterized by a brisk-

ness and breeziness which

will reflect the festive spirit

of the season. It should be

THE LATEST
NOVELTIES.

All especially suitable for
Christmas Presents and
purchased by us with that
end in view.
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brief, to the point and easily read. A le
ngthy announcement, un-

less it be unique or unusually interesting
 carries its own defeat.

The people will not read

long conventional disserta-

tions ; they sigh and con-

clude that " life is too

short" to peruse them.

The essentials of a good

Christmas ad. are brevity,

vigor and snap in so far

as the wording is con-

cerned, and for subject

matter a seasonable article

worth its price. To make

a permanent success of

anything by advertising, it

must possess a certain

value, otherwise it will fall

flat on the market. Many

articles attract the eye by

their fair appearance, like

some of the beautiful fabrics, into whose composition shoddy

largely enters. This proves unsatisfactory to the purchaser and

reacts on the seller, unless they

are represented to be exactly

what they are.
Appropriate cuts are al-

ways desirable. They beckon

to the reader, as it were, and

serve to emphasize the story.

In this feature, however, rural

dealers do not always display

common sense, the pictorial

features of their advertising

being crude, irrelevant and

some times even ridiculous.

This is especially so when they

mean to be humorous. Humor

is often a hurt more than a

help, unless it is handled care-

fully, and, moreover, people

who read advertisements are

in quest of something entirely

different. The advertisement

that has vitality in it and carries

logical conviction must be

written, or at least inspired,

by the man who is thoroughly

conversant with the style,

quality and the real worth of

the goods exploited, and who

also has abundant faith in their

reliability. If this is not pos-

sible, for any reason, he should

read over the " copy " very

AN IDEAL GIFT
That Costs Little.

It keeps time, pleases the eye and
leans lightly on the pocketbook.

A black-wood CLOCK
that looks like black marble,

strikes tile hutirs on a musical gong bell and

the halt' hours on a tinkling cup bell ;

is tastefully decorated in gilt scrolls, and

has a fttee that reflects the beauty and worth
oi' the movement behind it.

Ofdy $8 Remember.

Some who were buying for presentation to their

housekeeping friends involuntarily pur-
chased one for themselves.

A Unique and Inexpensive Mantel Adornment.

GIFTS FOR EVERYBODY
FOR FATHER

FOR BROTHER
FOR SISTER

-

r /

_ s

( ,

( 
irk

c-1 If .
4

An earthly heaven for the

children is Christmas time.
Father is preparing a sur-

prise for you ; don't fail to
" Wonder what brother,
father or mother will give

"—that's

Do your part to add to the
prepare one for him. He me what sister is

joy. The happiness of the

little ones is surely suit-
expects it and will appre-

Mate it. But be ecomniii-
saying these days. Don't
disappoint her. But what

eient reward for your slight
cal ; papas don't like ex-

to give her?

I n vestment.
t ravagance.

Here's some of the things

Suitable gifts will cost

little at our store. A large
Here you get the cheap,

the good and the useful—
we have for sisters. We have
hundreds of others, equally

stock of
above all, the beautiful.

beautiful and useful.

Watches Shaving Cups Cologne Bottles

Chains Shaving Brushes Mirrors

Charms Razors Hair Brushes

Fobs Razor Strops Cloth Brushes

Cuff Links Shaving-Stick Boxes Bonnet Brushes

Studs Mirrors Combs

Rings Military Brushes Embroidery Scissors

Emblems Hair Brushes Button Hooks

Fountain Pens Cloth Brushes Ink Bottles

Desk Sets Hat Brushes Envelope Holders

Collar Buttons Tobacco Boxes Hair-Pin Trays

Silver Pencils Cigar and Cigarette Cases Powder Ptiff's and Boxes

Desk Clocks Smokers' Sets Jewel Cases

CRESCENT JEWELRY STORE

BARGAINMAN BROS.
The Vigilant Jewelers.

(Continued on page Ie27)
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Ask your Jobber for

LOCKETS
Made by

RIM & Bough Co.
Providence, R. I.

Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
of every size and shape in vogue

GOLD FILLED

ROLLED-PLATE

Trade-Mark

SOLID GOLD

STERLING SILVER

The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

Our 4s mGE°Lii.D.
  Lockets will satisfy your customers.

Can be stone-set or engraved without cutting through
and will wear equal to solid gold.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

1111011*&wRIFfilial
sopi E

"WS

.1,,ye.

TAttl‘
TRADE-MAHK.

Quality DurabilityTHE LEADER in
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT

November, 1902

(Contanued from page 142$)

carefully and make any necessary corrections
 before it goes

the printers' hands. Always have your printer submit a proof.

forcelful business English, timorous in the matter of
 writing their

own advertising announcements. No man who is not intimately

acquainted with the goods can tell of them as can the 
man whose

into existence depends upon their sale ; provided, of 
course, that he

possesses an average knowledge of English.

Ideas

3 Maiden Lane, New York

RINGS

are still the most popu-
lar of gifts. Naturally
SO , for they can be worn
always and where all
can see them. We have
Just opened a large con-
signment of the newest
ideas in Rings:

Gold Rings, plain,
Gold Rings, fancy.
Cameo Rings,
Intaglio Rings,
Diamond Rings,
Pearl Rings,
Turquoise Rings,
Opal Rings,
Amethyst Rings,
Ruby Rings,
Emerald Rings.
Topaz Rings,
Garnet Rings,

and Rings with combi-
nation Settings of Pre-
cious Stones. Make you r
selections to-day.

Open This Bvenin'.

Ferguson 0
Miller,
Ls Randolph St.

" The Silver Age " is what they call
it in the jewelry world. Gift goods in
silver this season exceed all other
kinds in number and variety, and out-
rival them in beauty and usefulness.
The continuous prosperity put the de-
signers on their mettle, and the results
are marvels of the artistic.

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

It's our business to study not only
what our people want, but what their
means warrant them in buying. We
had YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS in
mind when we selected our stock. The
goods are now here for your inspec-\
tion—silver and all other kinds.

HOTCHKISS & SON
60 Melbourne Avenue.

to Cur Patrons,
Orecting :
How about your Christmas Shopping?

Christmas bells will soon ring merrily

—have you selected your gifts?

If not, you cannot do better than

to visit our exposition of all that is

artistically choice in our line. The

selection displayed of

DIAMONDS,
FINE WATCHES,
JEWELRY,
SILVERWARE and
NOVELTIES

has much to recommend it. It is

the beat we have ever shown, and

you know what we have done in

the past. There is wisdom in buy-

ing this class of goods from repu-

table dealers, and then you know

how easily reachable our prices

always are.

Jewelen Unnecessarily Humble

Some jewelers labor under the mistaken 
conviction that they

cannot write good advertisements. Allowing that advertisement

writing is not their profession, does not THE 
KEYSTONE come to

their aid every month with a series of bri
ght announcements that

can be adapted to the needs of any retail 
business, and, moreover

the man who buys goods for his store b
ecause he believes they

are what the public want,

who knows the charac-

teristics and tendencies

Of his customers, who

understands the local

conditions, and who has

laid in his stock thought-

fully, and for a definite

purpose, and in the

thorough belief that he

has secured goods which

ought to find on their

merit a ready sale—that

man is better qualified

to put forth a reason

why his neighbor should

buy the goods than any

outsider can be. Earn-

estness, faith and force-

fulness, based on fact,

these constitute a strong

advertisement. As be-

foresaid, it is surprising

to find so many jewelers

who, verbally, can ex-

press themselves in

The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawea oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,
beveled plate-glass top, double Arength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly
polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,
metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches. Wall C

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna- 
Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 Inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deepinside. Doors slide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease andmented with egg and dart shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

A BEAUTIFUL CASE Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

Made and Sold by 

Union Show Case Co.  165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Cor. Loomis Street

J..TALF the pleasure of 
Christmas lies in

I the getting ready—in anticipation o
f

the joys to be added to the recipients

of our thoughtfulness.
But there is much to be done, and

time flies, so we will help time-

pressed people by keeping the store

OPEN UNTIL 10 O'CLOCK

EVERY EVENING UNTIL

CHRISTMAS.

And such bowers of holiday brigh
t-

ness exist nowhere else. It is Christ-

mas for 'visitors every day and even
-

ing—at our store. Everybody invited

to come to-night to see our Grand

Christmas Witylows and Brilliant

Electric Illumination.

SMITH & SAVAGE,

CUT GLASS
is always appropriate at the Christmas se

a-

son. There is something about its glitter

and beauty and brightness which makes it

appeal to those of refined tastes. We have

some rich, high-class examples for those who

can afford them ; and we have some low
er

priced bits for smaller pocketbooks. Some

of these latter for less than a dollar are pa
r-

ticularly satisfying.

There is a vast difference in Cut Glass

qualities and patterns. We are showing

only the kind you will be wise in buyin
g.

The right value is in each piece for the

money you pay for it.

Brownback 0 Son
Select Street

Generally speaking, it is wise to change the ad. 
frequently ;

variety precludes monotony. There are some who believe that in

the trade crisis at the Christmas season a supreme effort 
should

be made to attain some striking effect. This is all very well, but

there is always a danger of " slopping over," for which the trader

(Continued on page len)
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(Continued front page 1427)

must be constantly on his guard, as a slight extravagance often

neutralizes the efficacy of the entire announc
ement. The plain,

common sense ad. is always the safest. 
The reader can obtain

FRANK P. STRAYER. Wesl.

THE OLD RELIABLE
NO-CATALOGUE HOUSE.

Established 1857.

!Piz 1N IIAPPEL. East. A. If. GoETz. North.

F. C. Happel Co., 84-88 State Street,CHICAGO.

IV. I3. TERRY Southwest

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,
Jobbers in JEWELRY anD

WATCHMAKERS' SUPPLIES.

Rings 11'5 Rings
Direct from Mfg. to the Retailer.

Let our travelers show you our line and convince your-
self that we can give you

Best values in rings for the money.

Lowest factory prices without jobbers' profits.
Fresh goods direct from the factory.

Our attention has been called to the fact that a
number of jealous jobbers and wholesale jewelers have been
informing the trade that we do not manufacture our rings.
We will give a reward of $5,000.00 to any person that can
prove that we do not manufacture our rings. We invite the
trade to inspect our plant and see us make rings.

FURSTNOW RING CO.,
Ring glakers, 

FOND DU LAC, WIS.

The Best Jewel and Diamond Bag on the Market,

Ricketts
Diamond

Bag
as per this cut.

Made with silk and has one
yard of ribbon attached, also
inside pocket, and is without
doubt the best Diamond and
Jewel Bag on the market.

Price, per thousand, $100,
$16.50 per gross or

1.50 per dozen.

Lots of 1000 printed without extra charge.

Are you puzzled as to what

to give ; as to what will be most
pleasing to each particular friend?

You can decide in a moment by a

mere glance at our new stock of

HOLIDAY GOODS. The de-

signs are as new as the goods,

and the prices are new in their 
lowness.

showing entirely new assortments 
in

SILVER
NOVELTIES,

JEWELRY.
RINGS,
BRACELETS,

CHAINS,
CUT GLASS,
CHINA,
BRIC-A-BRAC.
ART GOODS.

Our name stands for reliable quality and 
fair price,

Smith & Jackson,
42 Lawrence Avenue.

As a general thing a man finds buying anythin
g extremely dis-

tasteful. He prefers to confine his expediture of money
 solely to

those things which he uses for his own grati
fication and amusement.

Articles of utility he prefers not to buy at all a
nd will avoid buying

them if he can possibly do so. He will buy his own clothing

because it has to be fitted to him and he may 
have some mild

preferences in that line, although he is probably ve
ry easily swayed

by feminine advice as to what he should have and
 where he should

get it. With this exception the average man will make al
l sorts of

excuses and concoct all sorts of schemes which will enable him to

avoid going around in stores and buying things. 
Most men look

upon an operation of this character in the same l
ight as they do a

visit to the dentist's. On the other hand, one of the chief delights

of a woman's existence is to buy things. It doesn' t make any par-

ticular difference what the thing is, where she has to
 go after it or

the amount of labor and discomfort she has to end
ure to get there.

Buying things is distinctly a feminine performance. 
The very

act of making a purchase is a source of keenest 
pleasure. For this

reason the advertising pages of newspapers are b
y far the most

important and interesting pages to a woman, especiall
y at the holi-

day season.
Any of the illustrations shown in these advertisem

ents can be

had from this office for a merely nominal price. A
 sheet of illustra-

tions suitable for jewelry and optical advertising
 will be sent on

request.

Always send remittance with order as these goods are sold through ourmail-order department. See Ad. in July, August, September or October issuesfor the best offet ever made on watch bags.
ALL OUR GOODS ARE NEA 71 Y SEWED ON FRENCH

OVERSTITCH MACHINES.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Established 1900.

Largest 011-Tan Chamois Manufacturers
in the World. Johnstown, IN. Y.

An Offer Unapproached for November and December. Read Carefulb

more information from it than from any 
of the others, and since

it is devoid of frills and flourishes its me
aning and purpose are

always manifest.

Christmas Circulars

At Christmas time there is no particular 
reason why the

jeweler should confine himself solely to 
newspaper advertising.

The local papers are, of course, the best 
avenue of approach

available ; but the use of dodgers, posters a
nd handbills will also

be found to increase patronage. A circular letter, addressed to

the young man or the young woman of 
each family in the town

or district, will bring good results. The old couples, as a rule,

are comparatively close, and in any case 
it will flatter the vanity

of the younger ones to be personally addressed. Such a

circular should tell about desirable gifts, 
stating prices and giving

all other information conducive to making 
selections.

Every advertisement, no matter what i
ts character, should

be written from the view point of 
future business. It is not

a mere sample order that a mercha
nt wants, it is rather per-

manent and profitable trade. A sample 
order must necessarily

come first, and to be productive it mu
st bear out all that the

seller claims for it. But if the initial transaction eventuates

unsatisfactorily for the purchaser, the task 
of breaking down

his consequent prejudice and winning 
back his patronage will

be a herculean if not an impossible one.

752. Satin, *2.69, net. 4 pictures.
Opals, Pearls, Imitation Dia-
lilondS and Rubies.

787. Satin or poi odnI, 81.88, net.
Imt. Diamond,' and real Opals.

0 787. Plain, 81.41, net.

With an order for 12 Watch Lockets we present a beautiful Purple Velvette Easle, hiy, by 8%inches, made in the shape of a Louis XIV watch, with wells to display 12 lockets. This is a
magnificent window ornament. These lockets are the best on the market and sell easily. Sendall orders for seasonable and high-grade Jewelry to

7111. 82.58, net. 4 pictures.
Ines and Opals.

0

Oliv- 786. 82.35, nei. Imitation Dia-
monds and rem )pals.

0 786. Main, 81,11,101.

Schmidt & CIauer, 103
If you do not know us, drop a card for

800. 82.82, net. ll,iiiii, !hind-
Engratved ; real Opals and
Imitation Diamonds.

Wholesale Jewelers,
State Street, CHICAGO.
a t-election package.

Appeal to the Women

The shrewd advertisers of the country 
are more and more

realizing the necessity of appealing directly 
and forcibly to women

in their advertisements. This is not true in all classes of adver-

tising, but in everything pertaining to 
the household and to its

members directly the woman in most 
cases either makes the

purchase herself or determines where the 
purchase shall be made.

This is true not only of the things which the 
woman herself wears

or uses, but everything in the nature of 
clothing, food, furniture

and luxuries, and more especially jewelry, 
silverware, etc.

Buy before the
Line is broken
some people wait until

the last minute to buy

their Christmas things.

A bad plan. Not but
that we can satisfy you,

or rather that you can

satisfy yourself here,

at any time. But 'tis
better to be before the

rush. The selection is

easier and then the prices

are no greater now.
Jewelry of tasteful

design is here in
abundance. We make

a specialty of odd and

dainty forms.

And all at Robinson prices,

In our Lamp Department
will be seen all grades,
from the low cost, the
moderate cost, to the
most expensive.

Also Parisian Silk Shades
of new outlines and tints,
largest variety to choose
from, and lowest values
guaranteed.

In our Cut Glass Depart-
ment, there can be seen
many pieces well suited
for Christmas presents.

In our Art Pottery and

Bric-a-Brac Department,
we have many novelties
well adapted to Holiday
giving.

remember.

The Robinson Company
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THE HOLIDAY TRADE
WILL SOON BE HERE

Call and see our samples of Royal Copper. The latest finish.
We have a full line for Fall trade.

Chatelaine Bags, Purses, Sash Pins, Hat Pins,
Buckles, etc.

Don't forget our SOUVENIR SPOONS and
Quick-Selling Sterling Novelties.

MATCH BOXES, CIGAR CUTTERS, KEY RINGS, POCKET
KNIVES, STAMP BOXES, SCISSORS, GLOVE BUTTON-
ERS, EMERIES, WAXES, PAPER CUTTERS, BOOK
MARKS, BAG TAGS, ETC., ETC.

CODDING & NEWBORN CO.
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW VORK OFFICE -Chas. Van Ness, ii Maiden Lane.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—Oeo. Oreenzweig 15. Co. 206 Kearny Street.

okrea., nocban 0040., oc40-+0141-4,-%cvel*.,lia.,i1010P,

ITH the advent of the holiday and gift-

giving season comes the chief opportu-

nity of the year for profitable window

dressing and store decoration. It is safe

to say that no class of trade people profit

more from the time-honored Christma
s custom of

present-giving than does the jeweler, but h
e over-

looks the most potential and economic
 business-

drawing factor at his command if he fails 
to make

proper use of the display capabilities of his

window. For the next two months the matter

of appropriate gift selection wil
l be uppermost in

the minds of the buying public, 
especially when

shopping. They will be puzzled as to what is
 the

most suitable and stylish, what will bes
t accord

with the taste of the recipient with
out at the same

time doing violence to the pocket 
book of the

donor. It is this indecision that gives the windo
w

its possibilities as a suggestor, an 
educator. A

fetching display will create thought ; 
give ideas to

the shoppers. It will serve to stimulate curiosity,

and interest them in the new th
ings which the

season has brought forth.

We have often asserted, and we n
ow reiterate,

that in the matter of Christmas shopping the

jeweler is singularly favored, for the 
reason that

his wares are pre-eminently adapted
 to the de-

mands of the great festival. What so "
 gifty" as a

Piece of jewelry, in any form ? 
From the earliest

times it symbolized love, fealty and esteem, 
It has

never lost its pop-

ularity and there

is nothing to indi-

cate that it ever

shall.
A well
window is al-

ways an essential

element of intelli-

ge n t storekeep-

ing. Its value as a

retail factor does

not vary with the

times, nor does

its utility ever di-

minish. It is

the cheapest and

readiest form of

advertisement.

And here again

the jeweler has

an especial advan-
tage, in that his jj
goods have ever a

brilliancy and in-

herent attractive-

ness which are

conducive to im-
pressive display.
In the face of this

truth it is regret-

table that the win-

dows of so many

jewelry stores are, to say the least, decidedl
y medi-

ocre in the matter of adornment, and thi
s notwith-

standing the fact that the jeweler is, in most

instances, a first-rate mechanic, and mechan
ism is

one of the indispensable assets of the 
successful

window man.
The windows are to the store

The Index of what the index is to a book—

they tell what is within. If they

are judiciously and artistically

arranged, so that the effect is attractive and
 inter-

esting, they make an impression which, if 
not acted,

upon immediately, will at least be favora
bly borne

in mind. We are, most of us, influenced
 by effect;

it is only the esthetic or scientific mind 
that tends

to dissection. It does not follow, however, that

ordinary individuals are blind to in
congruity or

other defects in decoration. On the c
ontrary, they

have a quick perception of signs of sho
p-wear in

the goods or of any serious disproportio
n in their

arrangement ; and if any such imperfect
ions exist

they leave an impression, which, relativ
ely, is far

more detrimental to the jeweler's rep
utation than

the attractive display is beneficial. Th
e one shows

seasonable goods to the utmost advantag
e—it may

influence the spectator to a purchase ; but 
the other

invariably carries its own condemnation 
and that

of the entire establishment as well.

As a necessary basis for success in his 
work,

the window artist should have a thorough 
knowl-

the Store

edge of three things : the stock, the customer
s and

the window. If he doesn't know the window he

doesn't know how to best manipulate it for d
isplay,

and if he doesn't know the stoc'k and cus
tomers

he doesn't know what to display. The proper way

to begin dressing a window is first to u
ndress it.

It should then be cleaned—cleaned thor
oughly.

In all subsequent procedure the trimmer's 
delibera-

tions should be dominated by the idea that tho
ugh

primarily the function of the window display is 
to

advertise the goods on exhibit, the real object

sought is to attract the public to the store befo
re a

competitor succeeds in doing so—in short, to sel
l

more goods. Eventually it is the cash results that

measure the success or failure of the display 
and

not the number nor character of the spectators.

The illustration shown on this

page is a Christmas display of

ware Display tableware and sideboard fur-

nishings. A valuable feature of

this display is the care and skill evidenced by th
e

decorator in the arrangement of the goods. Th
e

floor of the window is covered with crushed 
red

tissue paper. The framework at the back is

appropriately covered with white tissue paper.

The posts are made of six-inch stovepipe. They

are tastefully draped with mottled green onyx

paper. Tinsel trimming, with rosettes of the same

material, are effectively utilized for additional

draping, The illuminant features in this trim

very pretty;

green electric
lights are suspen-

ded from beneath

the cornice, while

the rich, ruby

lights which shone

from the fireplace

imparted a warm,

comfort - suggest-

ing effect to the

entire display and

these were sup-

plemented by

strong lights set

in the framework

of ribbed mirror

glass and suspen-

ded over the bril-

liant plate - glass

back ground.

The minor feat-

ures of this excel-

lent display are

also particularly

appropriate. They

consisted of fancy

pictures on the

sides, and a hand-

some arrange-

ment of artificial

palms and other

plants.

(Continued on page lige)
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CHRISTMAS WINDOW DRESSING

(Continued from page 1431)

Window-Dressing Cheesecloth is the commodity most easily
Accessories manipulated by the amateur and is also de-

sirable in that it comes in many colors. Its
disadvantages are that it fades quickly, excepting the white
description, and unless handled carefully and artistically draped
is too coarse and cheap looking in contrast with jewelry goods.
The most sensible and effective material for backing is probably
a rich plush, brocaded silk, upholstery material or heavy dress
goods. It hangs in rich, graceful folds, does not wrinkle or fade
and does not show pin or tack marks. Each trim should, if pos-
sible, be an improvement upon its predecessor ; puffing may be
made more deft and uniform and drapings and other outlines
more graceful. „ The trimmer is very often, especially at this
season, calculated to fail by over-ambition or too great an
anxiety to excel. He endeavors to execute an elaborate display
having some significant motive without being equipped with the
necessary facilities. This failure, though in reality more laudable
than blameworthy, is due to the fact that the display does not
always depend for success upon greatness of design or high
artistic inspiration. The window that fetches the populace is that
which is unique in conception and appropriate in execution.
The idea of advertising window displays when they are of unusu-
ally striking character is now conceded to be a wise one. The
ad. and the display should be mutually strengthening. While the
December business is only a part of the year's aggregate trade, it

November, t■ )2
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Watch
Chains.

Chrisst^ 'Gifts 

is a significant one, both in volume and in relation to days of con-
tinuance. Therefore, the preparation for Christmas should be
observed in all directions which make for business—not merely the
business incident to the gift-buying season, but that permanent kind whichcontinues through the ensuing year. Christmas is a season for the estab-
lishment of reputations ; it is the greatest period of the year for storeand window inspection.

The silverware and lamp display shown on this page
is a very creditable exposition of these goods. The
most pronounced features of this display are the rich-
ness of the color scheme and the brilliancy of the lighting
arrangement. The dominant hues are blue, white and

royal purple. There are twenty-five electric lights at the top of the window,
thirty-two on the front and rear arches and ten on the rear of the front arch

Profitable Silver-
ware and Lamp
Display

An Attractive Jewelry Display

A pilma
TRENCIN

ElEAVIN
for the purpose of lighting the interior of the window. Each section of the
lights is controlled by a separate switch, and the parlor lamps on display
had each an electric light inside. This latter feature is, of course, practically
indispensable to the adequate display of these articles. The rear arch is
supported by white columns, and all the arches and frame work are adorned
with white puffing ; border and trimming, royal purple puffing. All the
display cards and shelving are covered with royal purple velvet. Solid,
sterling silverware, which constituted one-half the goods, is imposingly
displayed in white satin-lined cases ; the other portion consisted of novelties
in plated, hollow and flat ware, cut glass, lamps and carving sets in cases. The
goods were deftly arranged and the display was in every way a profitable one.

Our readers will notice
that flowers and pictures
contribute to the general
embellishment of many
of the more pretentious
modern window dis-
plays. These factors,
more particularly the
plants, constitute a sin-
gularly appropriate ad-
junct in the art of win-
dow dressing, and the
wonder is that their at-
tractiveness does not
receive more frequent,
practical appreciation.
Artificial flowers and
foliage of all kinds are
now procurable in most
localities, and they re-
semble the genuine
growths so strongly as
to be practically ind
ti nguishable theref ron
so that there can be no
substantial objection to
them on the ground that
they are an imitation or
a counterfeit of nature's
most beautiful creations.
Moreover, the feminine
predilection for choice
floricultural specimensA Silverware and Lamp Display BY COURTE9Y Or THE ,WOW NINDON

(Continued on gage 'i33)

0. & B. GOLD RINGS
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.

Also makers of THE ORIGINAL, TRIPLE 
CROWN FILLED RINGS, very best filled 

rings in the market ; have

kept their bigh standard for twenty-five 
years.

Ostby 0 Barton Company,
Chicago— 103 State Street.

New York-9 to 13 Maiden Lane.
Providence, R. I.



ALARM WATCH

Jobbing trade Supplied.

Entirely New.

In handsome Gun Metal

Case. Good timekeeper, runs

30 hours with alarm active.

Runs 54 hours with alarm

silent.

Retails for

$10.00.

THE YEAR-LONG MIDGET

Entirely New.

Constructed like the popular
Year-Long, but smaller and
with movement of higher
finish.

Height, with shade,
inches.

It's a Good idea to keep up to date_
Bad business policy to let your stock run down.

Indifferent merchants never succeed.

E. RINGS will keep you ahead of the procession.
Diameter of base, 6

inches.

Diameter of dial,
inches.

11!
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I/3 SIZE.

Jobbing Trade Supplied.

Entirely
New

This clock is sold

taken apart, with pre-
cise instructions how

to put it together ;
any boy or girl is

enabled to learn an

invaluable lesson in

clock construction and

mechanics.

It must not be

confounded with a toy,

but it is really a clock,

keeping good time.

Retails for $2.50

Jobbing Trade Supplied.

.■■•■■■••

Retails for

$25.00

THE YEAR-LONG CLOCK

is popular with its old
friends and is making.
new ones fast.

The best holiday
present.

Height, with shade,
12 inches.

Diameter of base,
7% inches.

Diameter of di;11
2% inches.

Jobbing Trade Supplied.

Retails for $20.00

J. B. BECHTEL 6 Co., Importers
719 Sansom Street, Philadelphia

Factory and Trade-mak. Established 1870.

Our fall line is ready for your inspection. If our salesmen have not been

to see you, write for selection package. DO SO TO-DAY.

KING EISELE,
10-20 N. Division St.
342-344 Washington St.

RING MAKERS,

Buffalo, N. Y.



I Headquarters for RINGS I
Th t. new designs in jewelry

for the holiday trade have
arrived. We are showing
them now. Never before
have we been able to show
such beauty and variety of
design. Never before have
prices been more reasonable.
Whether your gift is a simple

trinket or some elaborate and

fi
enxdpensive jewel—here you will

THE BEST
ASSORTMENT

You can make no mistake in
purchasing your Christmas

gifts here. Good taste charac-
terizes our whole stock. Your
satisfaction means future busi-
ness for us-- we know you
will be sati,ficd.

JOHN JONES
& CO.

755 Smith Street
Brownville

,)5

Is the man who writes them an advertisingman ? Perhaps you write them yourself? If So,do you give them the thought that the expert finds
• necessary to make advertising pay ? Business to-dayS specialized. Our specialty is

Profitable Publicity.
Our methods have proven successful for many ofthe largest general advertisers in the country. Wehave now adopted

A New Plan
by which we can extend our services to local advertisers at an exceedingly low rate.

Nothing charms a woman like
beautiful jewelry. Not necessarily
expensive jewelry, but tasteful.
Our cases contain a large assort-
ment of

Feminine Finery
at low cost

that will appeal to the judgment
or the most exacting giver.

If you are undecided as to what
you will give—a glance over our
stock will probably give you the
desired idea.
Many new designs are here

which you have not seen. We
will be happy to show them.

JOHN JONES & CO.
711 Smith St. Brownville

Ase."1114611111140-..4
eupyright 1902, .J. H. NS'ooks

We will furnish your local advertise- $g for
ments in electrotype form postpaid, ti four weeks

These will all be copyrighted, and will only be sold to one subscriber in each town or city. Thefirst subscription received (for not less than four weeks), accompanied by $5.00, will secure the service—subsequent subscriptions from the same locality will be returned promptly.These advertisements will be the same high grade of work supplied to our regular customers—but at one-tenth the cost. Each will have an attractive design, with strong business-bringing text, andwill be furnished in one size—four inches single column.The first of the series are shown herewith—this standard will be maintained.Note.—The electrotypes will be furnished intwo styles : 

j IlSTYLE A.—Moitised entirely excepting the head lines,which %yin enable you to change the text if desired(your newspaper setting up the type).STYLE B.—Will have all the type in the plate, withblank mortise at bottom for name and address.
Il STATE WHICH STYLE YOU PREFER.

If you have any advertising problem to solve,we will be glad to help you.

Our Thousand Weeks' Experience
are at your service.

We have been creating and designing advertising 
Fairmatter for twenty years.

JewelcyforiVien

When you purchase a ring
you want it right. There is
but one right kind of a ring.
It must suit the occasion and
please the recipient. Here you
will find the right ring for

any occasion—any taste
Men can wear but little

jewelry. The little they
do wear must be in the
best taste.
It need not be expensive

but it must be "correct."
We make a specialty of

gentlemen's jewelry. We can
suit any fancy

any pocket.
Our stock of jewelry has

never been better than now.
Designs were never more
beautiful and varied. Prices
were never lowe r. Every-
thing worn or used by men
is here.

JOHN JONES
72x Smith St. Brownville

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT,
If you pay for solid gold

—you may depend upon it—
it is solid. When we recom-
mend stone or setting, you can rely
on their worth and value. Our
designs are the newest produc-
tions of the best ringmakers.

JOHN JONES & CO.
71t Smith Street

Brownville

726 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

We also prepare a special series
for opticians on the same plan.

They're Imitations,
but you'd never have known it if we hadn't told 

you.

They have the gleam and soft, delicious lustre of 
the

genuine—in fact, they are the same in everything

except the price.
We show here a few of the many good 

selling

patterns, with number and price.
Our traveling representatives are now out with a

full line of our goods. If they do not call on you, write

us for a selection package. An opening 
account should

be accompanied by reference.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE OF EMBLEM 
RINGS.

The top figures of t.zgs are numbers,
and the lower figures the price EACH.

THESE RINGS ARE GUARANTEED

10 K. GOLD.

Copyright 1902, J. H. Works

•

L.W. Rubenstein,
Manufacturer of RINGS, and Jobber in WATCHES,

Telephone,
3450 John.

54 Maiden

The top figures of tags are numbers,
and the lower figures the price 'EACH.

PRICES ARE NET,

LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY,

Lane, New York City.



Ringset Company, of Boston, Mass.,
are the owners of broad patents covering the new-
est, cheapest and best method of producing perfect
Seamless, Solid and Malleable Wedding Rings of
all styles, and Flat Band and Class Rings that com-
pare in quality with the best wrought rings.

Send for our catalogue illustrating 5o different rings and givingtheir weights in 17 different finger sizes, that you may know the costof each ring before making it.

We furnish for $25.00 an outfit by which, with the refined charcoalblocks made by us and furnished to our customers at reasonable prices,you can commence at once the profitable manufacture of WeddingRings. You may use new gold, or old gold, or your customer's gold,and employ any alloys you are accustomed to use. Our rings requirethe minimum amount of finishing.

Our goods may be obtained from any reputable jobber. We willsend, prepaid, on receipt of ioc., only one sampleWedding- Ring Mold,from 3 to 8 pennyweight, as required, and of any finger size.

•
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Even in November the
Turkey isn't half as important as
the Buffalo—he's the dealer's
Cause for Thanksgiving.
He is the strenuous represen-

tative of the one ring house in
America that makes a variety
great enough for all the needs of
all the buyers.

Selection on ap-
,':?\ proval.
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The number of rings bought for Holiday Presents each year runs into
the millions. They are always acceptable and popular for gifts, and the
retailer who carries a GOOD line around the holidays knows his little
book. The KAUFMAN RINGS—of fashionable design, superior
make and finish and never varying quality constitute a real
GOOD line we might make it stronger without trans-
gressing the rules of conservatism, but we'd rather the
goods would speak for themselves. If our travelers
skip your town, get in on our Special Proposition
by mail, by clipping the coupon.

THE KEY8TON1S

CHRISTMAS WINDOW DRESSING

(Continued from page Lae)

should be sufficient to dispel any misgiving which the jeweler

may have regarding their value or appropriateness. But even in

the carrying out of the window trimmer's design foliage may

possess practical utility for the reason that its choice hues may

impart a softness to the color scheme and produce an effect •

unattainable by any other color arrangement. In tableware •

displays, if the goods are arranged on tables, plants and flowers

are indispensable to completeness, and pictures are of course

appropriate. But the latter in our opinion should be more or

less of a conventional character. In fact, they should be in a

measure pictorial dummies, for the reason that the spectator will

involuntarily scrutinize them, and if they are unique or impressive

in any way they detract from the goods in a relative degree.

The attractiveness of mechanical displays is

A Loop the Loop every day becoming more apparent. This is a
happy augury for the jeweler, who, from the

dual nature of his calling, is well equipped

for constructing them. The display shown on this page was con-

trived by E. S. Gregory, of E. S. Gregory & Company, 
Gallatin, Mo.

It was specially designed as a store attraction during a 
street fair. It

was a " Loop the Loop " in miniature, and was operated by an 
electrical

motor supplied by storage

battery and controlled by a

" penny-in-the-slot " attach-

ment. In this way it was

capable of being operated

from the outside of the win-

dow. This was not done

for motives of gain but in

order to create curiosity as to

the mode of operating the

little plant and giving the

goods the fullest possible dis-

play. The goods were ar-

ranged immediately behind

the loop and in front of the

depot between the runs of the

car over the loop. During the

five days of the fair the ma-

chine took in sufficient money

to partially compensate for

the expense of the instal-

lation of it. The depot be-

comes illuminated when the

car .enters, and becomes dark again when it leaves. Jeweler Gregory

states that the display was the most successful 
he has ever had. It is

quite natural that this most reckless of all amusements should have an

irresistible fascination for the public He is offering 
the contrivance for sale.

Display

Christmas Display by M. A. Lesser, Fort Worth,
 Texas

Coal Famine
Displays

turned the

Apropos of the coal strike, or rather coal famine, som
e

members of the jewelry trade, with the sustaining humo
r

which is characteristic of Americans under any condition
s,

event to account in the preparation of window displays.

C. F. Chouffet, of Buffalo,

N. Y., recently exhibited in

his show window a large

punch bowl filled with the

now precious anthracite com-

modity. The exhibit bore an

apt label, which read as fol-

lows : " Very Rare—Prices

Advancing Daily—' Once a

Fuel, Now a Jewel.' " A

somewhat similar conception

was that of Jeweler H. A. Cain,

of Ridge Avenue, Philadel-

phia, who exhibited a toy

wagon filled with anthracite

fuel,and surrounded by a num-

ber of stick pins, each of which

had a piece of coal for a set-

ting. These latter he retailed

at ten cents each, and the nov-

elty of their make-up corn-

manded a ready sale. Any

ingenious jeweler can readily

take advantage of all such happenings to make 
displays that will attract

attention and reflect creditably on his business 
ability. Local conventions,

school commencements and all events of this 
character can be used to good

purpose. The time necessary to their contrivance
 is generally well spent.

Loop the Loop Display, by E. S. Gregory & 
Company, Gallatin, Mo.

K. Nov.

Send us

AT ONCE

Your Special

RING PROPOSITION
We want to know about it.

ADDRESS _

A Window Winter Scene, by L. C. 
Butch & Son, Cedarville, Ohio



Christmas Gift Pens
are dollars in your pocket

without extra work.

Jewelers can add from Jo per cent. to 50 per cent. to their Christmas profits by writing
to us for our Christmas stock offer.

Waterman's Ideal
Fountain Pens

are fountains of Pen satisfaction always. The man who sells them makes a handsome profit
and his customer always feels good-natured about his purchase because the pen never skips,
floods or acts up in any mean way. It can be depended on as a writing instrument and as a
profit winner.

Don't delay ; write to-day.

Your clerk ought to be a pen clerk get him, or her, to inquire of us how to become such.To each enquirer we are sending an elaborate Christmas book entitled " Waterman Ideal
Salesmanship."

L. E. Waterman Company,
12 Golden Lane, London. 173 Broadway, New York.
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Stationery Department
(Contin tad from page 1123)

THE KEYSTONE

Advertising a Stationery Business

Now that so many of the retail jewelers have

gone into the stationery business as a side line, the

question of making the department more profita-

ble is of prime importance. The first means t
o

this end that suggests itself is advertising, and
 the

jeweler is advantaged in this regard by the fact that

the regular stationers as a class are probabl
y the

slowest of all retail merchants to make practical

use of modern publicity. The stationers' 
adver-

tisements. we see in the papers are few and far be-

tween ; and attractive, forceful stationery announce-

ments are very exceptional.

We show on this page a few neat advertise-

ments of stationers on the subject of engraving
.

On this particular branch of the business the

jewelers are greatly advantaged, inasmuch as t
he

public already regard them as expert engravers and

qualified to do the finest work in this line. They

can, therefore, talk engraving forcefully in their

stationery advertising and their recognized mastery

of the art will justify the charging of profit-making

prices. And it may be added incidentally that there

is no branch of the business which has more tempt-

ing money-making possibilities than engraved

stationery. In these days of comfortable living

and good taste it is comparatively easy to enli
st

public interest in the matter of personal stationer
y,

and social rivalry as well as individual fastidious-

ness may be used for making trade. Most jewelers

take space in the newspapers nowadays and po
r-

tion of it may be advantageously devoted to 
the

stationery side line. Educate the public in the

matter. A good stationery customer is always
 a

good jewelry customer and vice versa. We re
print

the following on this subject from Printer's
 Ink,

partly to prove to the jeweler-stationer the uncult
i-

vated field that can be readily appropriated
, and

also the benefit which he may reap from the

pointers enumerated:

Stationery seems to be the poorest advertise
d

of all ordinary commodities. Either stationers

have no special adaptablily for advertising, or

'tt

t‘,
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Engraving
_

We are prepared to promptly

execute orders for engraving cards,

wedding invitations, announce-

ments, receptions, etc., etc., and

guarantee every line of engraving

leaving our hands to be perfect.

Cards promptly printed from old

plates; monograms designed, en-

graved and stamped. We will

engrave a name plate in any style

of script On heavy copper plate and

print loo superior quality cards of

correct size and quality for St.00.

Our work at this price is perfect

and of the highest standard of

excellence.

RICHARDSON'S,

Books, Stationery, Office Supplies,

103 South Adams Street.

'641)
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else they do not appreciate the increase in busi-

ness which might be secured by judicious ad-

vertisements in local papers, supplemented by

circulars, prepared with a special reference to

attracting a trade in particular lines. Every other

interest has its special advertising exponent, but

stationery and allied lines have been strangely

neglected and are not now being advertised as tho
r-

oughly as they should be. Every dealer wants to

increase his trade. That, indeed, is the end and

aim of all business enterprises ; but unless a well-

directed and continuous attempt is made to secu
re

trade, it will be impossible to get it. Stationers

have been favored in this respect beyond some

other departments of business. Everybody must

have stationery, and up to within a few years th
ey

have bought it without special invitation to visit a

particular store. It is certain, however, that the

time has passed for such ease-provoking met
hods

of doing business to guarantee any profit.

It seems all the more peculiar

that retailers have not adver-

Wholesalers tised more extensively and bet-

ter. Wholesalers and manufac-

turers in stationery lines are good advertisers.

They not only carry attractive advertising in

Lesson of the

Engraved Wedding
Announcements

and Invitations

The

Whedon & Spreng Co.
Society Stationers

203

S. Spring St.
Ilollenbeck

liotel

trade papers and other periodicals, but they ch
ange

them frequently, thus supplying good models 
for

retailers to follow. Some of the wholesalers' 
ad-

vertisements are more than ordinarily good. The
y

are strong in expression and the typography 
is ex-

cellent. Returns prove beyond question that they

are effective. And in its last analysis that is the

test of advertising, not what some critic says

about it. An advertisement that sells goods is a

good advertisement.

To propefly advertise a retail stationery busi
-

ness doesn't require a very large space. 
Perhaps

a small one is more effective, but its locatio
n should

be near locals and it should be changed 
with every

issue. There is enough variety in a stationer'
s

stock to permit of original and attractive 
advertise-

ments every day for a year, and then the 
possibili-

ties will not be exhausted. Writing paper, pens

and pencils are but a small part of the 
average

stationer's stock. And new articles are being

added daily. There is always a desire to know

where to secure the best and most 
fashionable

writing paper and envelopes. A neat, well
-worded

advertisement in your local paper, telling 
where

handsome papeteries can be found, will dr
aw busi-

ness. There are endless varieties of papeter
ies.

One Manufacturer has started his traveling men

with forty-five new numbers in its spring line.

Another will have fifty ; a third has a 
score and a

fourth has two dozen. The numbers 
which are

brought out during the year are eithe
r placed in

stock, or retired at the end of the seas
on. It de-

pends upon the retailers to determine 
which. If a

paper sells well it is put in the staples. 
If retailers

1435

Visiting Cards and
Stationery

A box of I■Ionogram Stationery and a
box of Calling Cards make a most accept-

able and useful Christmas gift. Following

is an offer of which hundreds have taken

advantage, and the same offer will continue

until Friday of this week.

FIFTY VISITINO CARDS of
the best quality, with the popu-
lar new style Roman or Old Eng-
lish lettering, including the en-
graved plate ; regularly $1.35.

BOX of FINE STATIONERY,
containing two quires of excel-
lent paper with stamped mono-
gram, and envelopes to match;
regularly $1.00.

Customers may select the size and color

of the stationery, as well as the design and

color of monogram, from our extensive

book of samples. The papers include Whit-

ing's French Organdie, in cream, purple,

Quaker gray, steel and blue.

Smith 0 French,
Jequelers and Stationers.

Special

$1.35
for
Both

refuse to take it, it is laid aside and somethi
ng

better calculated to attract business is made up 
in

its stead.

Many Subjects

With such an endless variety to

select from, advertisement writ-

for Ad. Writing i lig becomes comparatively easy.

But the average stationer labors

under the impression that Isis business doesn't r
e-

quire advertising.

Advertising stationers say that they double

their sales easily with moderate advertising. 
The

best way, according to one retailer, is to begin
 with

half a column in the local paper or papers, g
iving

some account of the stock, and closing with a
 cor-

dial invitation to call and get samples. Follow

this up with three or four-inch advertise
ments, in

which only one particular article is treated. It may

be paper one day, pens the next, ink the th
ird, and

so on through the list. It isn't much trouble to

prepare something that will make a good 
advertise-

ment if you know your stock.

How to Sensitize Paper

Illustrated postal cards are very popular 
and

the most recent idea is to produce the
m at home.

It is only necessary to plunge the car
d or paper

first into a one per cent. solution of chlori
de of so-

dium (kitchen salt) and then to pass ove
r this paper

when it is dry on the place at which is 
desired to

produce sensitiveness, a brush which has 
been pre-

viously dipped in a ten per cent. solution o
f nitrate

of silver. By adding to the one per cent. salt so-

lution an equal quantity of phosphate of 
soda the

results are still more satisfactory.

The impression is made in the printing 
frame

and afterwards the paper is washed, 
but only on

that spot which contains the image ; t
hen it is laid

in the gold solution and finally fixed wi
th hyposul-

phite. If need be, diluted ammonia may take 
the

place of the hyposulphite. After this the paper

must again be washed and dried, but 
all of these

operations are done with a brush and 
therefore

may be accomplished rapidly. The best 
results are

obtained in a dim light.

"The only Min.cr I can say is I cannot 
run the

jewehy business wahoul The Keysto
ne."—W T

Gressman, Jeweler, Hamburg, New Yo
rk.



WE SELL RETAIL
JEWELERS EXCLUSIVELY

No. 2403. BAKING DISH.

"STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND

and are the only Plated Ware House in the country to-day that

Will Not Sell Department Stores or  Jobbers.

We protect our customers.

20-Year Guarantee Brand of Silverware
Is made only by

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.

November, I902 THE KEYSTONE

BY YOU." ROCKFORD, ILL. -?zm

The Eyes an Ears d The Postal System

HE security of the United States Mail is one of the marvels of the
time. To think what vast millions of missives pass yearly with so

little loss or delay through the mail taxes the imagination. An inter-

esting phase of the postal system from the security standpoint is

entertainingly revealed by Henry A. Castle, auditor of the Po
st

F ffice Department, in a recent issue of Collier's Weekly. Part of Mr.

Castle's story, under the apt caption of " Eyes and Ea
rs of the Postal

System," is as follows :

SWINGING
Business your way is only possible by carrying
strong and attractive lines. Our specialties in
High Grade, Rolled-Gold Plate and Gold Filled

VESTS, DICKENS, LORGNETTE, MUFF, PURSE,
LA VALLIERE, NECK, BRACELET AND SECRET
LOCKET CHAINS ALSO FOBS CEAL CHARMS,
AND PENDANTS.

Answer all the requirements of salable, business-getting
goods. We employ skillful designers and workmen, and
our goods are of up-to-date, artistic appearance.
In Sterling Silver and Solid Gold, our lines are everything

that a high-class trade can desire. Buy through the jobber.

THE INSPECTION SERVICE

Our United States postal system is a vital organism, for which the

inspection service supplies both optic and auditory nerves. There are now

two hundred inspectors attached to the Post Office Departme
nt, from each

of whom an increasing standard of intelligence, attai
nments and efficiency

is exacted. He must be much more than a detective, 
though he should

Possess that faculty or instinct highly developed. In addition t
o investigating

mail depredations, detecting criminals and making arrests, 
inspectors are

charged with the investigation of all complaints against po
stmasters and

other employees ; collecting balances due from delinque
nts ; reporting on

establishment, extension or discontinuance of all branches
 of the postal

system ; examining accounts and instructing postmasters ; 
inquiring into the

wrong payment of money orders, and detentions, lapses and i
rregularities in

registered and ordinary mails.
But inasmuch as the financial transactions of the postal 

establishment

will foot up $950,000,000 during the current year, while its 
agents will trans-

port even a larger amount in sealed packages or letters ; ina
smuch as those

agents and employees number about 200,000 persons, whi
le to,000,000 men

and women through their direct relation to the mails as 
daily patrons have

opportunity and temptation for tampering with it—the 
sleepless vigilance

involved in preserving its present marvelous integrity must command the

admiration of all familiar with its achievements.

The Division of Post Office Inspectors and Mail 
Depredations was

established in 1872, and is now assigned to the bureau 
presided over by

lion. J. L. Bristow, of Kansas, Fourth Assistant Postm
aster-General. The

division is directly in charge of Chief Inspector W. E. 
Cochran, whose head-

quarters are in Washington. The inspectors are under 
the protection of the

Civil Service law. They are extensive travelers, av
eraging ioo miles a day.

They are incessantly busy. Their salaries are inadequate for the ability

required and work performed—ranging from $12oo to 
$r600 per annum, with

an allowance for expenses of four dollars per day w
hen actually traveling.

COLUMBIA
Gold Filledn Seamless 1-16.

Gold Soldered.
Warranted.

100 Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
11 John St., NEW YORK.

131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO,

No. 3037.
ALL SWIVELS
STAMPED.

CUTS FINE DIES IN 1/3 THE TIME.
Mechanical Die Cutting Machine for Manufacturing Jewelers, Silver-
smiths and Die Cutters.

NEEDS NO EXPERIENCE. 
It cuts the die in perfect detail with results far superior to hand work.
Fine dies are cut in one-third the time and at one-third the cost.
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MANY MAIL CASUALTIES

equal to that displayed by the Union officers in

escaping from Libby prison in 1864. Entrance to the

"impregnable" steel vault was gained and $74,610 
worth

of postage stamps (an enormous bulk) were 
carted

away. These stamps have since turned up i
n large amounts at widely

different localities, and experienced inspectors 
have been busily following

their trail, but the personnel of the successful 
raiding force may always

retain its present mystery.

RESPONSIBILITY or THE GOVERNMENT

If a recent opinion of the Attorney-General is followed to its logical

conclusion and sustained by the courts, redoubled 
vigilance will be demanded

and a largely augmented corps of inspectors 
required. In that opinion it

was held that the government is responsible f
or the safe delivery of mail

. matter committed to its custody. At present the registry fee includes an

insurance to the amount of ten dollars (which it i
s proposed to increase to

poo) on the registered package. But unregistered matter has always been

supposed to be carried at " owner's risk." Yet many millions of letters and

packages of value annually pass through the ord
inary mail, each a temptation

to many employees who handle it, and t
housands are lost. Search for these

furnishes a large share of the inspector's burden, 
and is in most cases utterly

fruitless.
The use of the mails to transmit money in la

rge or small amounts by

ordinary letter without registry, money order or 
other attempt at protection

is a necessary evil which leads to serious aggre
gate losses. The marvel is

that these losses are not infinitely greater. Every employee through whose

hands these money letters pass is thereby plac
ed under hourly temptation.

These employees become so expert that they
 can detect by the sense of

feeling the presence of currency in a letter, and t
he opportunities for

extracting it are innumerable. Once lost, it is as
 impossible to trace as a

lump of coal in a car or a grain of wheat in an 
elevator. It is a high tribute to

the integrity of the employees that these losses b
y theft are comparatively few.

As a partial measure of the work committed to thei
r hands by casualties

and depredations it may be stated that during the last
 official year 1635 post

offices were robbed ; 643 were destroyed by fire ; 71 pos
tal cars were wrecked

and burned ; 37 stages were robbed ; 656 mail po
uches were lost and 743

mutilated or stolen ; 158 mail boxes were rifled ; and 
looms complaints were

received of loss by letter and package mail. The 
inspectors last year made

i600 arrests, and an average of 700 cases are const
antly pending in Federal

courts for offenses against postal laws.
One element of strength in the inspection service is

 its imminence. The

dishonest employee or postmaster knows not when
 he will be investigated,

and the post office thief is liable at any moment 
to be seized by a watchful

inspector—for these tireless servants of the gover
nment are always on the

alert, either to instruct or detect, and their field
 is unlimited.

Work in detecting crime and making arrests 
appeals most strongly to

the popular imagination. It has infinitely pathetic features, involving trag
e-

dies of death or ruin, as well as episodes that are 
studies in the ludicrous and

the comic. Each matter investigated, however trivial, is 
embalmed in a

detailed report for permanent preservation. A 
compilation of these reports,

even in their cold official form, would be a revelation of weaknesses,

errors, crimes and expiations unequaled in the literature of human

experience.
Should Congress adopt a suggestion of the Auditor's Office and

forbid the sale of postage stamps outside 
government agencies in quantities

exceeding one dollar in value, much of the i
ncentive to these burglaries

would be .removed. Thieves find a ready market for stamps at a
 small

discount with unscrupulous " fences " in large 
cities, and as all offices keep

a considerable supply the marauders are 
sure of a rich reward even when

the amount of money obtained is small. In October, 1901, a party of enter-

prising burglars tunneled under the Chicago 
post office with a patient skill

TESTS FOR HONESTY

Tests are frequently made of the honesty of 
employees, the results

being in most cases entirely satisfactory, since
 only a small proportion of

them are dishonest, and, therefore, only a s
mall proportion of valuable

missives are lost. One confident patron recently ventured a crucial experi-

ment, sending a silver dollar by mail to his daughter. He
 pasted a strip of

white paper against the face of the coin, wrote t
he address thereon, placed a

stamp on it at merchandise rates and committed 
it to the mails. The coin

went safely through the ordeal, reached its 
destination, and the sender felt

that a great triumph over human cupidity h
ad been achieved. The fact is,

however, that scores of experienced clerks th
rough whose hands this exposed

coin passed could with almost absolute accu
racy have detected the presence

of a ten-dollar bill folded however 
cunningly in an ordinary letter, sealed

and addressed after the usual fashion.

One reason why inspectors always try to c
apture an offender with the

evidence of guilt actually on his person, and en
deavor to secure a confession

in the first moments of surprise and 
confusion, is that Federal juries are

incomprehensibly reluctant to convict on a
nything less than proof positive.

It is a well-established principle that a 
post office thief—that is, a dishonest

employee—once embarked in his career never 
abandons it. Consequently,

if lie can be closely watched he will so
oner or later be found flagrante delictu.

It often requires months or years, which 
is hard on the people whose money

is lost long after the authorities are mor
ally certain of the guilty party and

might terminate the losses by dismissing 
him. But the end is held to justify

the means, and the watchfulness is patie
ntly continued until final detection.

The inspector, who associates with hi
gh-grade public officials, with

lawyers, judges, capitalists and railroad ma
gnates, must have intelligence,

education and the manners of a gentleman. H
e must be an accountant and

a ready writer of lucid, comprehensive r
eports. He must be sober, honest,

industrious, patient, affable, adaptable and, abo
ve all, discreet. He must be

brave—in the purlieus of large cities he conf
ronts desperate criminals ; in the

mountains of the South he encounters moonshi
ners and is mistaken for the

hated revenue agent ; on Western plains he
 collides with train robbers and

road agents and footpads ; everywhere he mu
st be instantly prepared to

defend his own life in asserting the majesty o
f the law. He sleeps on no bed

of roses. His labors are exacting and his responsibilities 
are enormous.

But he has a pride in his work which susta
ins him more than the meagre

remuneration yielded by his toil.
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NOTES ABOVT

F. W. Shuttleworth, up till recently wit
h G. W.

Hamilton & Co., wholesale jewelers, 
of Denver, has

engaged with Benj. Allen & Co. for th
e Colorado

and far West territory, succeeding 
A. H. Vivian.

Ir. Shuttleworth, who lives in Denver
, will still

make his headquarters there. The 
trade will find

Mr. Shuttleworth an affable and ener
getic sales-

man, and a thorough gentleman who
m they will

enjoy meeting.

Henry Reinhard, the young man who
se face

we present here, is one of the rising je
welry sales-

men of the West. He began his care
er ten years

ago as errand boy for his present e
mployers—the

Juergens & Andersen

Company, of Chicago.

1%lr. Reinhard has seen

service in nearly all de-

partments of his firm's

business, having served

his time in the factory,

acted as house salesman,

and now as traveler in the

South and Southwest.

He began his traveling in

August, 1900, and has

been successful from the

start. He has a pleasant

address and amiable persona
lity. It also may be

said that Mr. Reinhard is a 
worker of the enthusias-

tic variety and his duties are 
a labor of love. He

is twenty-three, married, and
 makes his home in

Chicago, where he has always 
lived.

Max Goldstein, heretofore of
 the inside force

of H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, 
Philadelphia, has been

added to the traveling staff of
 the same house. He

recently began his initial trip
 by visiting the Mary-

land trade.

Harry E. Farquharson, whos
e portrait is pre-

sented herewith, is the Chicag
o and Western repre-

sentative of the Bliss Bros. C
ompany, manufacturers

of jewelry, at Attleboro, Mas
s. He waits on the

wholesale trade

from Pittsburg to

San Francisco,

and from New

Orleans to Minne-

apolis, and makes

h i s headquarters

in Chicago. Mr.

Farquharson be-

gan life in the

j:melry line in '87

with the house of

Benj. Allen & Co.

ns a house sales-

man. He , remained in this position until '93,

when he was promoted to a ro
ad position by the

above firm, covering the Southwest territory,

which then embraced Missouri, 
Kansas, Oklahoma,

Henry Reinhard

Harry E. Farquharson
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and Texas, where he was known for eight yea
rs as

a hard-working and popular salesman. In Decem-

ber, 19oo, Mr. Farquharson resigned his pos
ition

with Benj. Allen & Co., and went with the 
Bliss

Bros. Company, and is meeting with most
 credi-

table success with his manufacturer's line. H
e is

fast making friends among the jobbing tr
ade, to

whom his quiet, forceful and business-like ma
nner

appeals.

V. A. Gebhardt, of Gebhardt Bros., Cincin
-

nati, will spend the entire month of Nove
mber

among his road customers. He reports 
a good

business thus far this season.

Ed. Pfaffle has been doing extra well in 
the

Southwest; Steve Leubuscher in the Northw
est and

Eli Gutmann in the South for L. Gutmann &
 Sons,

Cincinnati.

M. Baum, Western traveler for Rothchild

Bros., New York, was seen in Chicago
 recently,

smiling and happy over fine business.

We are glad to present the genial face of W.
 F.

Wilmes to our readers as one of the pion
eer sales-

Men of the Missouri Valley territory. 
For over

twenty-five years

he has roamed over

the Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska and

Colorado teiritory,

making friends

wherever he went.

Mr. Wilmes now

represents the Bau-

man-Massa Com-

pany, of St. Louis,

in the above terri-

tory with the addi-

tion of Oklahoma,

and lives at Kansas City. Mr. Wilmes is one of

the real old-timers ; has always enjo
yed a good

trade following ; can tell a good sto
ry, and has

many friends, all of whom will be glad 
to see his

portrait here, and rejoice to hear that he
 has again

begun to grow thin.

Kent H. Clark, the well-known and 
popular

Northwestern traveler for the Chicago of
fice of the

Towle Manufacturing Company, met w
ith a serious

accident recently, which resulted in a
 fractured

skull. We have only meager partic
ulars, but it

seems that Mr. Clark slipped while d
escending the

stairway at the Ryan Hotel, St. Paul, a
nd received

the injury that is the cause of his 
present critical

condition.

Fred. J. Wertz,.Western traveler for th
e Spen-

cer Optical Manufacturing Company
, was seen in

Chicago last month on one of his regul
ar trips over

the West. He was feeling well cont
ented with the

business situation.

W. G. Wilmes

Opportunities on the Road

" There is at least one occupation 
not overdone,

offering openings and opportunitie
s ; one line that

expands with every new invention, 
every increase

of population, offering many chanc
es to young

men possessing common, practica
l sense, honesty

and energy, seeking employment
," writes H. A.

Leak in Canadian Hardware. 
" It is labor thor-

oughly organized, which never h
ad a strike, and

never as a body and rarely as ind
ividuals complains

against employers ; indeed so allie
d are the interests

of employer and employee that 
they work as one.

I refer to the commercial tr
avelers. The road'

pays better average salaries th
an do most of the

professions or trades. Over 300,000 men now earn

salaries ranging from 1800 to 
Sto,000 a year as

t439

commercial travelers, and there is room f
or thou-

sands more.

A Position
of Trust

" 'The road ' is a position of

trust ; traveling men represent

millions of capital and wield a

significant, though apparently

silent, moral, commercial and political in
fluence.

It is a work that wins on merit alone, proh
ibiting

favoritism ; a firm may favor a relative or 
a friend

for a soft berth in the office, but the man
 put on

the road is employed, paid and advanced sole
ly on

basis of ability. Among the patrons of th
e insti-

tutions he represents, ' the drummer ' is the

house.' He arbitrates differences, adjusts affairs

of immediate concern that require quick
 decision,

handles money and makes contracts. As a final

course in a young man's education, the road'

gives a good finishing touch. It teaches him
 human

nature, opens the wtiy tci higher positions
, elevates

and broadens. Many of the heads of the most

successful mercantile and manufacturing
 concerns

came from ' the road.'

" The first mer,charit I ever called on 
was a

druggist in a small Illinois village. I did a great

deal of unnecessary talking and some un
necessary

lying. I told of where I had traveled and of lar
ge

orders I had taken ; endeavoring to m
ask, if pos-

sible, the fact that I as then taking my first order.

The druggist asked, now and then, som
e questions

that called out another lie as-n protection
 to what I

had said ; I argued with myself that my
 deceptions

were not harmful because they did not m
isrepresent

the goods I offered, but, as I thought, 
covered my

newness. After an hour, Mr. Merchant
 interrupted

me by saying, 'Young man, I am going
 to give you

an order. I want to help you because this is y
our

first trip. When you go to the next man tell hi
m

frankly that you have just started out
, because, if

he should not know the honor of y
our house as

well as I, he might judge them by what
 you tell of

your travels.'

" His polite manner of telling me

Truth Prevails that I had better tell the truth

at first nettled me ; but, after

collecting my thoughts, I ad-

mitted to him that I was not onl
y making my

' maiden trip,' but that he was the f
irst merchant I

ever called on, and his was the firs
t order I ever

sold. Since then I have had twelve years'
 experi-

ence as a drummer and know 
that even in

insignificant utterances it pays to be h
onest. There

are times when money seems to be 
lost by telling

the truth, but I believe it is only out
 drawing inter-

est. Honesty is the most essential quality
 to build

up a trade on the road. Imagine a merchant

wanting to become the patron of a 
representative

that misrepresents.

" Almost any man can be a gent
leman, and a

gentleman can sell goods. A dealer
 or buyer may

be uncouth, but he respects a gen
tleman, and will

give one both attention and patronage
, in preference

to the vulgar. Vulgarity is the lowest form of

familiarity that a salesman can indulge
 in with his

trade. Salesman are in demand. It is not difficult

to sell goods. To begin, choose 
your line, put a

value on your services, then go to 
some good com-

pany and sell them your ability. If you offer your

services well, you will not go far 
before someone

will conclude that you can offer your 
goods well."

on the Road

"It would be presumptions to even 
think you

could improve The Keysione. If is as nearperfec-

tion as we ever expect a trade jour
nallo reach "—

Gmelich & Huber, Jewly Co., Boonv
ille, No.



The Horological School of
Bradley Polytechnic Institute

Edward 0. SissolLS. B. , A. B.Director of the Institute

" If you want anything
in this world, you've got
to go after it and get
it. " This chance remark,
made not long ago by
Dean Westlake, of the
Horological Department
of Bradley Polytechnic
Institute, of Peoria, Illi-
nois, so aptly sets forth
the principle upon which

the school itself is founded, that we cannot
help quoting it here.

If you want anything you've
Skill and got. to go after it. And
" Sense " you've got to go after it

with every resource of your
mind and body fully equipped for the strug-
gle. That's why the' great stone buildings of
Bradley Institute have risen to crown the
bluffs of Peoria as they also crown the life of
the noble woman who erected them. The
time has passed when boys, pricked by the
stinging need of earning a living, go forth
from the shelter of home to snatch it pre-
cariously from any chance trade they may
pick up.

The world demands something more in
these days than mere brawn and muscle and
a willingness to work. It demands the skilled
hand and the trained intelligence—the habit
of thinking and working in concert such as
the young can acquire only from the instruc- •
tion of those equipped with knowledge and
experience.

THE KIEYSTONE

Horology Hall, whose tall,
Horology Hall stone clock tower keeps

guard over the whole green
stretch of the Bradley campus, is a building
of infinite resource and perfect construction.

The lighting facilities,
so necessary in the deli-
cate work done by the
students, cannot be ex-
celled ; the mechanical
equipment is the most
complete and compre-
hensive in the world ; the
arrangement of the rooms
is perfectly adapted to the
requirements of the pur-
poses to which they are

dedicated. For a fine picture of Horology
Hall the reader is referred to page 1344 of
this issue of THE KEYSTONE.

In its corps of instructors
The Faculty the school is even more for-

tunate. Men of the most
thorough and practical experience are at the
head of each department, men who through

A. 1'. WestlakeDean and InstructorIn Engraving

experience have gained an accurate knowl-
edge of the value of training eye, brain
and hand to act in unison. But teaching is
no less an art than Watchmaking ; a man
whose mind is preoccupied with his own
work or his business cannot instruct most
successfully ; hence, the instructors are re-
lieved of all duties except the task of teach-
ing and helping the students under their
care; they make it their business first to
know all worth knowing about their depart-
ments, and then to study and devise the best
methods of imparting knowledge and skill to
their students.

. To visit the different depart-
An Exquisite ments of the school is toTrade gain an entirely new view of

the science of watchmaking.
The wonderful piece of mechanism which,
hidden in its polished
case of gold, regulates
with softly-beating pulse
every movement of our
lives, contains all that is
vital in the principles of
mechanics : strength and
durability, delicacy and
fineness of construction,
exquisite perfection of
finish—all are there in
the highest degree. The
perfectly-poised spring,
so fine and delicate as to
be all but invisible ; the tiny cogs, as care-
fully cut and polished as jewels ; the still
tinier screws, whose threads are finer than
the finest hair, and the dainty mountings of
the jewels, themselves—all this requires the
highest art.

A trained watchmaker not only has at
his command a trade which is at a premium
all over the world, but a cunning of hand, a
keenness of eye, a quickness of perception
and a knowledge of practical mechanics which
will enable him to succeed at anything to
which he might turn his attention.

This is a fact which even the
A School most casual examination ofto Match the methods employed at the

Bradley Horological School
makes plain at once. On the lower or ground
floor of the building is taught what is called
the " A B C " of the craft. Here the pupil
learns filing (the foundation of all mechanical
work), the making of small tools, such as
drills, countersinks, jewel gravers, burnishers,
screw taps, etc. ; the use of grinding materials,
tempering, coloring and polishing.

In the next department, on the main
floor of the building, is taught all kinds of
lathe work, first done on a scale of two or
three to one and then worked down to the
very smallest scale. Each pupil must show

a certain number of
pieces of this work per-
fectly done before he can
pass on to the next de-
partment, in which all
kinds of escapement
work is taught, including
the designing, calculat-
ing and actual construc-
tion of the different
escapements. After this
the student is put to
work on regular watch

P. Dombrowski
Lecturer on Optics

Grant HoodInstructor in Finishingand Drawing

movements, all the work
finished in this depart-
ment becoming- his own
property after being
passed on for grade by
the instructor.

On the third floor
of the big building is
the finishing depart-
ment, where the student
is taught both the theo-
retical and practical
science of the higher
grades of watchmaking, engraving, jewel
setting and all sorts of fine jeweler's work,
repairing and supplying broken or missing
parts, and all the finer detail of the watch-
maker's art. Here also clockmaking is
taught, and the student is taught to repair
all forms of clocks, including calendar and
French clocks.

November, 1902

Crawford PhillipsInstructor in Watch work

Lectures
In connection with this de-
partment, lectures are given
in the airy lecture room on

the third floor in all the different branches of
study. These lectures are given by different
members of the faculty every week. All of
them are illustrated either with charts or
stereopticon and are a most interesting and
valuable part of the course. As all tools and
equipments are furnished to the pupils, a
spacious material room on the second floor
.is necessary for the accommodation of the
various materials used in draughting, design-
ing, etc. From the basement of the great
building to the top floor all the appointments
are fresh, up to date and wholly complete
in every detail.

Location
In location and surround-
ings the school is equally
fortunate, being situated in

a charmingly-picturesque part of the city,
easily accessible from the street cars and high
enough to secure pure air and perfect drainage.

The faculty of Bradley Horological
School consists of Edward 0. Sisson, Direc-
tor of the Institute ;
Allen T. Westlake, Dean
of the Horological De-
partment and Instructor
in Engraving and Op-
tics ; Grant Hood, In-
structor in Finishing,
Repairing and Drawing;
Crawford Phillips, In-
structor in Filing, Turn-
ing and Watchwork ;
James Minor, Instructor
in Jewelry and Clock Re- Instructor in Jewelry
pair ; P. Dombrowski,
M. D., Oculist and Aurist, Lecturer on Optics.

All the instructors are men whose wide
scientific and theoretical knowledge has been
supplemented by practical experience in the
branches they teach and by years of ex-
perience as teachers of horology. The suc-
cess they have made in their departments is
shown by the fact that each year the enroll-
ment exceeds that of the preceding one. It
is the gospel of good work that is taught at
Bradley—of good work and honest endeavor
and practical common sense—through whose
sound and healthy tenets the conscientious
student may work out his life's salvation with-
out any other endowment than his own brain
and hand. 

—Adv.

J. A. Minor

,C •Mixt Tears and Smiles"

A well-known watch case maker not too well known,
for some of his goods still find sale, here and there com-
plains privately to long-suffering listeners that "The Keystone
Company is trying to grasp all the Filled Case business."

Our amiable friend, sometimes ungenerously called

"the 'common scold' of Casedom," is really unnecessarily
alarmed. Bless his heart, we can't "grasp" anything! If

we, through better organization, finer machinery and greater
economies, can turn out better Filled Cases than others offer

at the price—or if for the same price, or nearly, we can give

you dependable Filled Cases instead of trash—we'll enjoy

your support. It's just natural selection; just the exercise,

on the part of you jewelers, of that proper carefulness in

buying which counts for success in business. You are free

agents, and are looking out for your own interests; and it's

you that are doing the "grasp"ing. We're doing the Filled

Case business because you choose to "grasp" the best

Filled Cases. We're the "big" concern because you want

us to be you've made us what we are. If our amiable

friend made the better case, may be we'd have to find

recourse in scolding. As it is, we're all smiles!

The Keystone Watch Case Co.,
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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and upward. Memos. for the
asking.

3 Maiden Lane,
Established 1880. New York.

American Case,
Absolute Guarantee.

American Movement,
Accurate Timepiece.

3/0 Size, 20 Year Filled.

1001

1 004

1006

1002

NICKEL.

7 jewels; quick train; straight line es-
capement; exposed pallets; cut ex-
pansion balance; Breguet hair-spring ;
polished regulator; sunk seco,d dial:
damaskeened plates.

100:3

1007

1005

1008

PRICE, complete with "Triumph" Movement,

For sale by all leading watch jobbers, including

Wm. I. Rosenfeld,
1 9 Maiden Lane, New York.



One of our

Latest Special Orders
is a ring to be presented to Signor Mascagni, the
world-famed musical composer. On one side of
the design is a character from his celebrated opera
" Cavalleria .Rusticana," and on the other side a
character from " Iris." This beautiful ring is all
our work-design and execution. The significancefor the trade is in the fact that all such particular orders as this come to us.We have now a larger line than ever of our celebrated

HAND-CARVED GOLD RINGS
WITH DIAMOND MOUNTINGS.

Also Pendants, Scarf Pins, Lockets, etc., of special design and in endless variety.
These goods are a class by themselves. They represent real art in gold work-the beautifulcreations of the trained mind and skilled hand-novel, rich and fascinating. See the sample lines carriedby our representatives. The Prices will surprise you.

IN THE REALM OF BOXES, THESE ARE LEADERS
FINE VELVET

Watch and Jewelry Cases.
Fine quality velvet stretched over

wood frames. Large size, dome top,
with catch and hinge. American-made.
Assorted colors-Purple, Red, Green,
Wine, Turquoise and Cerice.

Attract lye, (hirable and t:L•ty Art Vellum, has an embossed silk finish:mil is much more durable than leiitherei ie. 31ade in three shades: DarkLight Blue and Olive. Lined with embossed sateen.

MICA PAPER
Jewelry Boxes,

EmbosI Mica-Finished Paper ; beautiful,
delicate tilits.

Will please von find your customers.

A VERY ATTRACTIVE BOX,

Per Dozen.
$6.00
6.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50
4.50

100. Watch box . . .
101. Chatelaine or medal box . .
102. Brooch  
103. Ring
104. Scarf Pin . .  
105. Dumb Bell
106. Screw Earring  
107. Drop Earring

1103. Velvet, Ring, diamond shape, (no
hinge) . . . . .

1203. Velvet, Bing, (DI/bingo) .
1303. Jung, round, plush, (no hinge)
1408. Ring, square, plush, (no hinge)

3.00
2.50
1.75
1.50

Stamping in Gold Leaf, 50c. per

dozen extra.

SIX PERCENT. DISCOUNT
FOR CASH.

Per Dozen,
63C. 6 Teaspoons, with blocks, $4.00
64C. 12 'Feaspoons, wit hblocks, 5.75
6234C. 6 Cohen Spoons, with

ribbon loop   5.00
62C. 12 Colree Spoons, with

ribbon loop . . . . 9.50
65C. 6 Tablespoons   5.50
430C. t Forks, with blocks   5.50
'77C. Berry Spoon, no loop   5.00
10911. Jelly Spoon, no loop   4.00
1071!, I lravy 1401c, no loop   4.00711. Sugar Spoon, no loop   3.5072C. Butter Knife, no loop 3.75
80C. each, Sugar and Rut-

ter, ribbon loops . . 4.00
108C. Cream Ladle, no loop . 3.50

Printing In dozen lots, blue

Per Dozen.
118C. 1 Bon Bon Spoon, no

loop   83.5075C. fl Fro it Knives, blot ks, 4.50
73C. 6 Knives, medium, with

Idoeks . . . . 6.00
85C. 6 Knives and 6 Forks,

with blocks   7.50110C. 24 pieces, 6 each, Knife,
Fork, Tea and 'Fable-
spoon, with blocks . 16.5o

140C. CO in I) a it d Brush,
blocked   7.50141C. Comb, brush and mirror,
blocked 12  oo

l'air military brushes
and comb  7.50

Ink, no charge.

These Styles and Assorted Colors ONLY.
Per ( iross.

1227. Nested Jewelry Boxes, 6 sizes . $1  7s1220. Single Teaspoon 3  501221. 6 Teaspoons   3.731222. Hat Pin   3.751218. Coffee Spoon or Novelty   3.50
12,59. Scarf lin, large 2  00
1258. Small Scarf l'in i 7 s
1244. Square Nest, 4 sizes . . . ..... . . . 3.0o
1240. Large size, Ring 3  50
12:39. Medium size, Ring . . ... . 3.25
1238. Small size, Ring   3.00
1258, Thltnble 3  00
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A Business Built on Merit.
A Factory That Has been Aptly Described as " A !Monument to

Trade Confidence."

Factory of the Jas. E. Blake Co., Attleboro, Mass.

Essential as are brains, brawn and high-class
technical talent, in addition to adequate capital, to the
success of any manufacturing enterprise, these factors
lose much of their potency unless stimulated by the
spirit of progressiveness, and by the confidence of the
trade both wholesale and retail. It is undoubtedly
to a magic combination of these virtues, that the
unparalleled success of the James E. Blake Company,
of Attleboro, Mass., is due.

A precise policy is as necessary to intelligent
merchandising as to any other successful line of
thought or activity. No business without such a
policy can long subsist, and can certainly not grow
and increase year by year. The James E. Blake
Co., operating one of the oldest jewelry making
establishments in the trade, and the first in the East
to make and show to the trade a line of.Sterling Sil-
ver Novelties, show by their constantly increasing
trade, by the enormous business which they have
built up, by the modern and finely equipped factory
which they occupy, that such a policy must have
been theirs.

Their policy is this : To offer goods to the
trade at a small margin of profit so that the lowest
possible price may create the greatest possible de-
mand, to produce a, line of articles of new and

graceful design, keeping abreast of the newest
demands of fashion, and to have the goods of such
high quality as will beget confidence in every one who
has anything to do with them, buying, selling cr
using. This confidence they have had for years, have
to-day, and will retain in the future, because their
policy must necessarily beget such confidence.

It is unnecessary to expatiate on the quality of
their goods. The undisputed leadership of this
company presupposes quality and right prices, and
careful and consistent service as well.

The James E. Blake Co. has surrounded itself
with an army of the most ingenious craftsmen that
money can command. The present prosperous
season has witnessed a supreme effort on their part,
and die result is a surprise even to those acquainted
with their past achievements.

They have become the acknowledged fountain
head for Sterling and German Silver purses and
chatelaine bags, for manicure and toilet goods in
silver. Their lines of fancy spoons and ladles,
bon-bon dishes, chain and Nethersole bracelets, match
boxes and novelties are also acknowledged abso-
lutely unapproached for art and originality. They
give to a store character, and character means
progress, profit and prestige.



A small book entitled "A Chain of Circumstances" is
now being mailed to the jewelers of the United States, the
reading of which will involve less than ten minutes of time,
and the more valuable the time of the reader the greater
should be the benefit derived.

y/ment of facts concerning the Black-
inton institution from its initial
birthday down to date, including
a little inside history not broadly

known, and which for specific reasons we concluded
should be made generally known to the trade—in justice
to ourselves and our famous " Old Reliable W. & S. B.*"
Brands of rolled-plate and filled-gold chains.

We know we make the best chains of this character
in the market, and we don't care who else knows it.
But we do care who doesn't know it, and he's the indi-
vidual to whom a reading of the booklet is particularly
recommended.

The " Old Reliable " Blackinton guarantee covers
every chain bearing the trade-mark " W. & S. B.* "
or " W. & S. B. * " on swivel. Our money-bag is
open, backing up our guarantee.

It is a brief, unvarnished state-

W. & S.Blackinton Co.
Factory,

North Attleboro, Mass.
New York,

14 Maiden Lane.
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Precious Stones
in the United States
Official Report of Precious Stone Mining in 19491

New Strikes of Sapphire and Turquoise.
Better Demand and Higher Prices.

Prosperity
and Jewels

E
Nothing is more indicative of the prevailing good times
than the amount of money which is being spent for
jewelry and precious stones. The prices paid for dia-

monds, pearls and emeralds were never higher, and never have the sales of
these articles of luxury been as great in volume. The value of diamonds
seems to increase rather than diminish as the supply grows, and those who
are studying the market conditions are won-
dering how far the demand of the buying
public will carry the price before the inevitable
break occurs. In the year 5901, $24,500,000
worth of diamonds passed through the Custom
.House at New York, exceeding the importa-
tions of any previous year.

The discoveries and the production of
precious stones and the other facts of interest
relating to_ this industry in 1901, have been
summarized by George F. Kunz, the gem
expert at Tiffany's, in another of the reports
which he annually prepares for the United
States Geological Survey.

In the period covered by the report the
United States contributed just one diamond
to the world's store. B. F. Hudson's boy
was roaming about his father's plantation, in
Lee County, Georgia, one day in November,
when he picked up a peculiar little stone.

A jeweler in Columbus,
Georgia, advised Mr. Hud-
son to send it to Tiffany's,
and he did so. It turned

out to be a 3196 carat diamond of good quality,
white, with a tint of green.

Other reported discoveries of diamonds'
in the United States, either proved to be ill-
founded or else had not been verified at the
time when Mr. Kunz's paper was prepared.

The developments of the Boer war had a
most important effect upon the diamond in-

A Solitary
Diamond
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Clay County,. North Carolina, has been utilized for a new semi-precious
stone. Pieces are selected in which the bright spots of red or pink ruby are
inclosed in the bright green matrix. The contrast is pleasing, and the stone
is being introduced under the name of ruby matrix. It adds one or more
material of this kind to the opal matrix, turquoise matrix and emerald matrix,
which have recently become popular.

The name thodolite has been generally adopted for another North
Carolina stone, the peculiar and beautiful gem-garnet of the Cowee Valley.
The yield for the year was about 200,000 carats.

W. E. Hidden reports having found, during the summer of 1901, several
crystals of considerable size, embedded in a decayed or saprolitic rock. One
crystal weighed three and one-half pounds avoirdupois and yielded 300 carats
of fine pale-red material, flawless, and suitable for cutting. Mr. Hidden
also found rhodolites, inclosing green and yellow crystals of apatite.

North Carolina has a new and interesting form of moonstone, found by
D. A. Bowman near Bakersville. In it there

are crystals of a red goeth-
ite that are unusually bril-
liant and iridescent by

George F. Kunz

dustry, as they affected the operators of the
De Beers consolidated mines in South Africa.
The resumption of activity in this field made the gross income of the
company greater in 1901 than in any previous year, though the production,
measured in carats, was not so large as it was in 1898 and 1899.

The usual 40 per cent. dividend, amounting to £1,579,582, was declared
and a balance of ‘2,887,999 was carried over. The projects of the company
for 19o2 contemplated the opening of new mines and the introduction of
machinery, so it is pretty certain that when the record of the present year is
made up it will show that a still larger share of the world's surplus earnings
has drifted into the pockets of the South African millionaires.

The taste of diamond-wearing women has turned recently from the
more simple forms to quaint and fanciful cuts. Ten years ago the brilliant
and the rose were practically the only patterns in use, but now there is a
large demand for stones that are pear-shaped, marquise and briolette, and
for triangular, circular and hexagonal table-cut stones, also for those of the
double-rose or rose brilliant variety. A modification of the last has been
patented as the " Twentieth Century " cutting. The inventor thinks that
by eliminating the table and the culet the brilliancy of the stone is greatly
increased.

His patent is essentially on a shape formed of two cones, base to base,

each cone made up of planes. Eight diamond-shaped planes meet at each
apex, taking the place of the table at the top and the culet at the bottom

of the present brilliant.
Two companies are mining for sapphires in the new Yogo district of

Montana, and the State is gathering fame for its production of this gem.

The Yogo sapphires are often as large as four or five carats, and one of eight

carats was mined on the Fourth of July claim of the American Gem Company.

The pink and red ruby corundum, in a green amphibole, at Buck Creek,

A New
Moonstone

reflected light, so that in
one position the stone may have the appear-
ance of a moonstone, and in another that of a
Millstone.

Some good results have attended the
mining for amethyst on Tesanty Creek, in
Macon County, North Carolina. The vein
WitS uncovered by a landslide.

No finer amethysts have been discovered
in the United States.. They are both light
and dark, the darker line often graduating
into deep rich purple. Amethyst crystals
were also brought down from Alaska.

Miss Nettie Hayes was the finder of true
bloodstone, or heliotrope, and fine moss agate
at Hood River, Vasco County, Oregon.

Nothing is more noticeable in the wear-
ing of jewels than the favor that has lately
been shown for the opal. More opals are
sold in a year now than were sold in fifty years
before the discovery of the Australian mines.
These are the treasures which came to light
through the finding of a piece of opal on the
ground in New South Wales by a hunter who
was pursuing a kangaroo.

A. C. Twining has come upon a green
semi-opal in Taos County, New Mexico.
C. H. Drake has found moss opal in masses
larger than a man's fist in a bed of white
cherty rock on the banks of the Yucatan

River, at La Cieba, eight miles north of Puerto Principe, Cuba.
The seekers after turquoise were especially fortunate in Igor. Mines

were struck in Arizona, New Mexico, California, Nevada and Colorado.
Six companies are mining for this stone, which stands high in the regard
of gem buyers.

The quality of the turquoise, which has kept many of its
Fading of the admirers from buying it, is its liability to fade. Several

of the companies now give a guarantee that if their stones
change color within six months after purchase from a

retail jeweler, they will replace them with new ones. This, Mr. Kunz
observes, is a great improvement on the old method of the Persian dealers,
who were wont to decamp as soon as their turquoises were sold. In order
to protect themselves against false claims the several companies mark them
with their trade-marks on the back.

The year has been notable for the discovery of ancient as well as new
jewels. Prof. Flinders Petrie's excavations at Aybdos, produced jewelry
which he assigns to the fiftieth century before Christ.

The tomb of King Zer, of the earliest of Mr. Petrie's pro-Menean
dynasties, had been entered for robbery at some unknown period in the
past, and the plunderers had broken off the arm of. the queen's mummy and
hidden it in a crevice of the wall—perhaps on being disturbed or alarmed—
and had never returned to remove it.

On taking off the wrappings, Prof. Petrie found four magnificent
bracelets of gold with amethyst, turquoise and lapis-lazuli in varied and
elegant adjustments. The gold work was exquisitely fine and delicate,
though the metal was pure and soft, apparently with no hardening alloy, the
pieces showing skill and artistic taste.

Turquoise



Oar Holiday

Diamond Stock
is such as suits exactly the times
and the demands of the trade. It
is the result not merely of expert
personal selection in the diamond

markets of Europe, but of an exact
knowledge of trade wants at home.
The imported stock has been rein-
forced and greatly enriched by the
beautiful product of our own cut-
ting shops, a positive assurance of
the adaptability of our stock to the
requirements of our patrons.

We are Chicago Selling Agents for the
Pairpoint Corporation and the
Mt. Washington Cut Glass Co

400-Day

Clocks
We are now showing for holi-

day purchasing a comprehensive
and beautiful line of 400-Day
Clocks, the latest novelty in thc
clock market. No up-to-date
clock stock is complete without a
selection of these desirable time-
pieces. They arouse curiosity,
impress customers and make sales.
As timekeepers they are as excel-
lent as they are novel.

11.111...1.111....1■1.11=111=111■11

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
DIAMOND CUTTERS AND WHOLESALE JEWELERS

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO
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Items of Interest

Earnest Thornberg, of Red Wing, Minn., has
opened a jewelry store in Park River, N. Dak.

A. W. Voedisch, of Aberdeen, S. Dak., was in
Chicago last month, making holiday purchases.

Frank V. Kent & Co., of Grand Forks, N. Dak.,

have installed new fixtures and have otherwise

beautified their establishment. This firm handles

cut and potted flowers as a side line.

THE KEYSTONE

I. Nierel & Son, Muscatine, Iowa, are exhibit-

ing in their show window a beautiful pearl of ex-

traordinary size. They have also in their posses-

sion a very fine white button pearl, very large and

absolutely perfect.

Earl Wolf, Loudonville, Ohio, has established

himself in a splendid new building, excellently

adapted to the jewelry business. His facilities for

conducting a first-class business have been consid-

erably improved. During the recent fair his show

window was one of the chief attractions.

This illustration shows the handsome display made by S. W. 'nisch, Danbury, 
Conn., at the fair recently

held in that city. The photograph gives only an imperfect idea of the display, as 
the pretty coloring and

brilliancy of the goods are not in evidence. It was a profitable tribute to Mr. Tasch's enterprise.

Thomas Porte, optician and jeweler, of Grand

Forks, N. Dak., has recovered from a severe

attack of illness.

The Keating Jewelry Co., of Sioux Falls,

S. Dak., successor to W. J. Keating, is now under

new management.

S. Swart, of West Bay, Mich., is mourning the

loss of his only daughter, who was just entering

upon her womanhood.

E. A. Kersting, of Arcadia, Wis., is mourning

the loss of a three-months' old boy baby, who re-

cently succumbed to cholera infantum.

Andrew Mueller, Baltimore, Md., has installed

several new and original illuminating signs in his

show window. These contribute much to his dis-

play facilities.

H. Kirkpatrick, of Le Mars, Iowa, has estab-

lished himself in more commodious quarters. His

new premises embody all the most improved ideas

in store equipment.

Frank Ricard, of Lowell, Mass., is making

alterations in his premises with a view to augment-

ing his floor space. He is also installing a new

wall case, an elaborate show case and a massive

safe.

E. H. Benson, St. Michaels, Md., was brought

an alarm-clock for repairs recently by one of his

customers. The owner stated that it stopped

rather mysteriously several weeks before and had

not been in working order since. The jeweler,

upon investigating the interior, discovered that a

formidable spider had taken up his abode therein,

and that his web together with the remains of a

number of ill-fated flies had caused an obstruction

to the works.

W. R. Lasham, of Grand Forks, N. Dak., finds

recreation in automobiling, and has become con-

siderably attached to this form of enjoyment.
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A four-year-old son of Jeweler Herman Hues-

gen, of Devils Lake, N. Dak., while playing with

matches recently, accidentally set his clothes on

lire. A gentleman N'ho happened to be in the store

at the time was attracted by his cries, and extin-

guished the fire promptly. The boy's face was

burned, but otherwise he escaped material injury.

Torn Morris, of Crookston, Minn., originated a

unique idea during the recent coal strike. He in-

stalled a number of small safes suitable for holding

valuables and family papers. He exhibited one of

these novel receptacles in his show window together

with the legend : "A safe place'to keep your coal."

Irrespective of his business prominence, Jeweler

Morris is one of the most conspicuous personalities

in Crookston.

A reward of $15o is being offered by the mar-

shal of Maryland, Ohio, for the capture of H. E.

Smith, who absconded from that town after swin-

dling local business people. He is a nervous,

boastful fellow, who ostentatiously exhibits a roll

of money. He is about 27 years old and weighs

about 126 pounds. lie is of a sallow complexion,

and is supposed to have registered in a Columbus

hotel under the name of Ross.

The Minton Jewelry Co., of El Reno, Okla-

homa, is a thriving firm which grew from a very

unpretentious beginning. The proprietor, D. C.

Minton, arrived in El Reno at the opening of

the territory in 1891. He traveled on a railroad

pass, and on the day following his arrival he

opened business on a cash capital of $9. His

subsequent career furnishes a striking example of

the value of character as a business asset. The

present quarters of the company would do credit

to most long-established centers. They are a rare

testimonial to the energy and perseverance of the

proprietor, especially in view of the partially de-

veloped condition of Oklahoma.
(Continued on page LW)

Wo show above a " detail VieW " of an Iowa corn field in all its rich abundance, taken by IV. D
. Gay, the

well-known jeweler, of Essex, in that State. Such huge ears of corn as are shown in this 
picture augur

well for the business interests of Iowa and this, our correspondent states, is an 
average crop. Farmers in

that section anticipate a return of seventy-five bushels per acre. It was with difficulty that Jeweler Gay

obtained the photograph, owing to the flatness of the corn and the constan
cy of the motion of its leaves.
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A PURE SILVER-ALUMINUM
COMBINATION

of quick-selling articles,
\yell adapted to the
Holiday
Trade.

All goods
have our cele-

brated SILVER-
ALUMINUM finish

Containing the ap-
pearance and wear-
ing qualities of
Silver, it will
not tarnish.

A
variety

of goods,
large enough in

extent and beauty to
furnish your HOLIDAY

WINDOW DISPLAY.

Owing to the appreciation shown our COM
BINATION OFFER of a year ago,
we take the liberty of placing another before our
customers, in anticipation of THE HOLIDAY
TRADE.

Cost, $10.00. Profit, $14.90.

The

Selection
is made direct from
our No. 5 Catalogue
and consists of a

complete

assortment of

QUICK-
SELLING
ARTICLES,

amounting
to $10.50, which
we offer as a

$10.00

COMBINATION

In order to eliminate the clerical work,
necessitated by opening up accounts, we
will send all orders which are accom-
panied by remittance, EXPRESS PAID,
as we find this more than counterbal-
ances our office work.

3 17 Memorandum,  • ty-five pages
The Combinektion.

3 31 Shopping List-Just tits the purse 12 76 Heart Book Mark 6 4-7 Game Counter.2 86 Blotter-ornamental to the Desk  12 72 Pansy Book Mark6 350 Napkin Bing, msorted patterns  12 3-111 Tray, 6 1-1 x 4. assorted pictures for cards12 1511' Tray, 5 1-4 x 3 1-2, assorted pictures  2 511 Bon-Bon Dish  
12 pair 275 Salt a"' Pepper 411akerm4 115 Bag Tag
6 231 Cigar Case
6 106 Pocket Mateh Safe  6 176 1Vall Match Safe  3 57 Mirror, for vest pocket3 146 Stamp Box
13 162 Key Cheek 3 4M Dickens' Chain8 242 Lockets
4 245 Lockets
4 336 Cups

Selling
Price

Cost. Each. Total..30 .25 .75
13 .15 .45
65 .15 1.80
5'1 .25, 1.5025 .25 .50
25 .05 .60
.45 .15 .90
1.10 .25 3.00
70 .15 1.80

.25 .25 .501  30 .25 3.00
 25 .20 .80

65 .2ti
Ill .25 1.50
10 .25 1.50
25 .25 .75
13 .15 .4518 .10 .60
45
38 .25 .75.40 .25 1.00 50 .25 1.00

10 50 25.40

DEPT. L.

TIff E. A. FARGO CO, Attleboro, Mass.

A Selected
Line of Goods

for a man

with small capital,

and a chance

to Turn
one's Capital

Two or Three
Times Before

XMAS.
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile. of general interest
and practical value to the trade

Lovely Woman at the Bench
ED. KEYSTONE :-It is not my object or inten-

tion to " cut in when the wire is busy," neither to
pipe on a misogamistic flute and rail against women
and what they may aspire to accomplish in life's
race, for I respect and admire womankind. My
mother was a woman, sisters, had I any, would
undoubtedly be women, all my female acquaint-
ances and lady friends are
women, and should I ever
marry, my wife must be a
woman. A better school for
refinement cannot be found
than in the association with
them, for surely there is noth-
ing more beautiful, more holy,
than womanliness.

But, coming to the central
idea, how will she act and per-
form at the jeweler's bench?
and, as some one has asked,
will she be a success at be-
coming a thorough," all-
around man " in this capacity?
True, she may be even more
artistic than the tyrant man ;
she may be dainty, fastidious,
zesthetic ; an attractive looker
and have all the village nabobs
thronging in to ask her super-
lative advice.

Our friend behind the gun
says " she can learn to pivot a
balance, set a jewel pin or
clean a watch as well as any
of you " ; true, and she may
be a sufficiently hard hitter to
stake in a staff.

But, say, KEYSTONE, re-
member, the question is, will
she be a success at learning
the trade? and are these the
limits of the average repair
shop ? Will she be on the
job when it comes to stunts of main strength,

unless she has some modern Samson to act

as a trailer? Could she remove a screw bezel

that is " frozen " fast, or snap into place the

heavy glass after she had it removed ? Fit case

springs, solder joints, draw wire, turn rolls, manage

clock mainsprings or file steel? Can she even

sharpen pegwood? Better practice on lead pencils,

" girlie." What a pitiful plight our airy fairy Lillian

will present with her fingers burned or scratched,

hands blistered and her angelic temperament ruffled

and torn by perversities inanimate.

Taking the matter from still another stand-

point, suppose she does succeed in all the different

branches and is able to hold a position or manage

a store of her own ? Will your customers and the

general public have the necessary confidence in

her ability and entrust to her voluntarily their

watches for repair ? Would you employ a woman

to take charge of your repair work, as a skilled

mechanic?

Did you ever know, personally, a lady watch-

maker? Could she execute a sale on a fine watch,
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where an explanation of merit was required, and
would her argument convince a male customer?
One of her own sex would no more acknowledge
her skill than she would admire the character
of her neighbor who wears finer and more fashion-
able clothes. If you want a clerk, window dresser,
stock-keeper, stenographer, a side show ; or if you
want to marry the girl, by all means try her. But
should you want an individual %‘,110 will be a credit
to you and to himself, find some intelligent, wide-
awake, hustling and mechanically-inclined young
man.

Mutt if he does start a store of his own? After
he has learned his trade, is he not making the world
better by so doing-aspiring, progressing?

Your argument ‘voukl remind a person of the
words uttered by Shylock's servant, good Launcelot
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covered with nearly two thousand flowers, mostly
roses and chrysanthemums in their natural colors

interspersed with leaves. The surrounding scroll

work was made of ordinary heavy wire, wrapped

with green tissue festooning.. The crown was a
large umbrella holder, gilded and ornamented with
flowers, surmounted by a large gilt chrysanthe-
nunn. The bow was made from a piece of hose
pipe, gilded. On the front of the float was a large
shield, made of knives, forks and spoons. At the
back was a large pair of eyeglasses made of flowers.
But what mystified the crowds of people was the
fact that the hands moved at the regular rate of
speed, while the float "kept up with the pro-
cession " without any visible motive power.
The propelling power consisted of a powerful
"son of Ham," who walked between the two cycles

and propelled and guided
the float. The float was con-
structed and designed wholly
by C. K. Hamilton, while
the beautiful flowers were the
handiwork of Mrs. Hamilton.

Yours truly,
Lebanon, Ohio. " JEWEL."

Float of C. K. Hamilton & Co., Lebanon, Ohio.

Gobbo : " ' Fiend,' say I, you counsel well ; con-
science,' say I,' you counsel well.' " And, to change
slightly for this occasion, another line : " The
fiend gives the more friendly counsel." I will
take the girl. Yours truly,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. J. H. COON.

A Jeweler's Float
ED. KEYSTONE :-We send you herewith a

photograph which we think will be interesting to
your readers. On September 25th, 26th and 27th,
Lebanon, Ohio, commemorated her centennial by

a three-days' celebration. On the second day the

chief attraction, and the one which drew thousands
of visitors to the old home town of the famous
Thomas Corwin, was a floral and industrial parade.
Among more than a hundred handsome floats,
none perhaps attracted so much attention or caused
so much favorable comment as the novel float
shown in the picture. This huge watch, made of
picture backing on a light wooden framework, was

Price-Cutting Compe-
tition

ED. KEYSTONE - After
reading some of the letters in
THE KEYSTONE from fellow-
jewelers I am prompted to write
to you for advice. THE KEY-
STONE IS a welcome visitor to
our store and we derive great
benefit from reading it. I have
a competitor-a novice in run-
ning his own store-who seems
to lack good business ability.
He bought the only jewelry
store in the town last February
and we opened ours in June.
He was a stranger here and
we were born and reared here,
serving our apprenticeship
under his predecessor. We
entered into an agreement as
to maintenance of prices, and
our firm strictly adhered to
it. A few weeks ago we dis-
covered that he had violated

the agreement, and asked for an explanation.

He made a poor excuse, and then began slash-

ing prices with impunity, even buying cheap and

inferior goods in order to undersell its. We have
stoutly maintained our former prices and con-

tinue to do the business of the town. Now is it

good policy for us to expose his methods in our
advertising, or should we " lay low " and let the

quality of the goods tell the story?
Yours truly,

" ESCAPEMENT."

[THE KEYSTONE would not advise any direct
attack on your competitor by advertisement or even
orally across the counter to customers. It will be
just as effective and much more dignified to make
quality your watchword. Talk it across the coun-
ter ; discuss it in your advertisements. Most people
are readily convinced that they can't buy a dollar
for 8o cents, and once you get it instilled into their
minds that the coin so offered is a counterfeit,
victory is yours. Personal attacks only advertise
the other fellow and his prices. His policy can
have but one ending, and the favorable reaction on
your business will far outweigh any temporary loss.
We will give space to any communications that
may reach us on this subject. -ED.]
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pearance and wear-
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Silver, it will
not tarnish.

All goods
have our c('le-

brated SILVER-
ALUMINUM finish

P. A
variety
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N ) the appr, Liation shown our COM-
BINATION OFFER of a year ago,
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(UStOI11 r-,
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Cost, $10.00. Profit, $14.90.
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A Selected
Line of. Goods

for a man

with small capital,

and a chance

to Turn
one's Capital

Two or Three
Times Before
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send t I for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile. of Fieneral interest
and practical value to the trade

THE KIYsToNEE

Lovely Woman at the Bench
ED. ,NE 1,11101 no object or inten-

tion to " cut in when the u ire is bus\ ," neither to
pipe on a misogamistic flute and rail against women
and 1l'Ilat 'AWN' 111:ly ;ISHII. It accomplish in life's
race, for I respect and :oolonire womankind. lv
mother was a woman, sisters, load I ;Inv, would
undoubtedly be vomen, all my female acquaint-
ances and lady friends are
women, and should I ever
marry, my wife must be a
%voman. A better scluail for
refinement canno It be hound
than in the as elation with
them, for surely there is noth-
ing more beautiful, more holy,
I han womanliness.

But, coming to the central
idea, how will she act and per-
form at the jeweler's bench?
and, as some one has asked,
1611 she be a success at be-
coming- a "tho ro U g it all-
around man " in this capacity ?
True, she may be even more
artistic than the tyrant man ;
she may be dainty, fastidious,
:esthetic ; an attractive looker
and have all the village nab ohs
thronging in to ask her super-
lative advice.

Our friend behind the gun
says "she can learn to pivot a
halance, set a jewel pin or
clean a watch as well as any
I f pat" ; true, and she may
he a sufficiently hard hitter to
stake in a staff.

But, say, kEysi-oxE, re-
member, the question is, will
she be a success at /earning-
the trade? and are these the
limits of the average repair
shop? Vill she be on the
job when it conies to stunts of

where an explanation of merit u-as required, and
would her argument convince a male customel
I one of her own sex u "told no, !wore acknoawleolgo•
her skill than she would admire dot.. (Infra, /r)
of her neighbor who 1,% e.ir. liner and more fashion-
able clothes. If you %yam a clerk, uinolow dresser,
stock-keeper, stenographer, a side shwa or it you
u ant m marry the girl, It ill 111(•;111S lty 11c1. 11111
...ht 1nk! you tt :int an indi t h ii ti ti lit t tt ill be a crudit
to you 311(1 It) 1111W...ch. 1111(1 ,■111(.• n jt
awake, hustling ;Ind mechanically-inclined young
luau.

\Vhat if he do oes start :1 store of lois out it? .\ kyr
he has learned his trade, is he not ttuikiiiz the world
better by so doing--aspiring, progressing

Your ;orgionwnt untold remind a person ooi the
words uttered by Sh■ It,tk' s. servant, guttil
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coverer] with nearly two thousand flowers, mostly

rot-s moil chrysanthemums in their natural colors
interspers;ed viili lea‘a.s. The surrounding scroll
worl: was imule o.of ordinarj y a ire, wrappt,o1

lisf,t1r testooning. The crown -was a
large umbrella holder, gilded and t ornamented a ill,

flowers, surmounted I,N a large gilt
intim. The IS INV t\ .1'. it II lilt 'oleo. I a hose

I ipe, gilt loal. 0 in the front t f the tl, oat was a large
shield. made of kni \ es, forl:s and spoons. .At the
back ‘volsot large pair ot o•\ eglassea made ot ilovvers.
But what mystilaal the cro,uds o of people ■■;is the
fact that the hands 11101■•11 ii hit 1,gtilm rate of
speed, while the float " kola i t 0 oth the pro-
cession" without any visible motive letter.
The propelling pouvo..r consisted of it powerful
'soli of %viol) iv:like(' bet u eel] the two, c■ cies

uiil pra yelled and gout it 11
the float. The float u as con-

main strength,

unless she has some modern Samson to act

as a trailer? Could she remove a screw bezel

that is " frozen" fast, or snap into place the

heavy glass after she had it removed? Fit case

springs, solder joints, draw NOW, turn rolls, manage

clock mainsprings or file steel ? Can she et en

sharpen pegwood? Better practice on lead pencils.

" girlie." What a pitiful plight our airy fairy Lillian

will present with her lingers burned or scratched,

hands blistered and her angelic temperament ruffled

and torn by perversities inanimate.

Taking the matter from still another stand-

point, suppose she does succeed in all the different

branches and is able to hold a position or manage

a store of her own? Vill your customers and the

general public have the necessary confidence in

her ability and entrust to her voluntarily their

watches for repair? Would you employ a woman

to take charge of your repair work, as a skilled

mechanic?

Did you ever know, personally, a lady watch-

maker? Could she execute a sale on a tine watch,

Float of C. K. namiltnu & T.Phanon, Ohio.

t;obbo : " ' Fiend,' Sit)' I, ' you counsel well ; con-
science,' say I,' you counsel well.' " And, to change
slightly for this occasion, another line : "The
fiend gives the num. friendly counsel." I will
take the Yours truly,

1...,,00k000p.oc, N. V. J. II COON.

A Jeweler's Float
Eo. KEN-SIoNE :—We send you herewith a

photograph which we think will be interesting to
your readers. On September 25111, 26th and 27111,
Lebanon, Ohio, commemorated her centenni;i1 by

a three-days' celebration. On the second day the
chief attraction, and the one which drew thousands
I f visitors to the old home town of oh,

Thomas Corwin, was a floral and industrial parade.
Among more than a hundred handsome Ilt tats.
none perhaps attracted so much attention or caused
SI, much favorable comment as the novel float
shown in the picture. This huge watch, made of
picture backing on a light wooden framework, was

strudel and designed u It oll
by C. K. I Limilton,
the beautiful tl tIters were the
handiwork of Hamilton.

Yours trul■ ,

Price-Cutting Conlpe-
tition

I • I.: \ • ,
,onto the lett, - Ito
si,NF trom fell to -

jewelers I am proiliptyd t tttitt
ttt \tlI 101 .ultice. ToF 1■1. -

S o! t \ silt ti 1■ ,
01.11" tilt Wt. and we derive great
benefit from reading it. I ha
a competitor- -a not icy in run
ning his own store—■%

lack gt It il husintNs il jut

Hy bought the only jc‘tylrt

store in th, it last Februar■
and we opt •lied ours in June.
I le a stranger here and

‘‘ ere lit tilt and it..etql hyry,
!-.yrt ing our appr,liticy-.1iip
tinder his prevlecessiir. \Ve
entered into an agreement as
too maintenance of prices, and
I'm- firm strictly :tilhered itt

it. A few weeks ago we 
covered that he had violated

the agreement. and asked for an explanatit ti t

He made a poor excuse, and then began slash
ing prices with impunity, even buying cheap and
inferior goods in order to undersell us. We have
stoutly maintained our former prices and con-
tinue to do the business of the town. Now k it
good poliCy fta- tr; to expose his methods in ollY
advertising, or should we " lay km and let the
quality of the go ',al. tell the story

Vo ours truly,„
Est-aer.mEN-r."

[Toro: KF.VST4 W0111(1 not tilt SI- any direct
attack on your conn:et nor by advertisement tretelt
orally across the coauthor to customers. It will Fe
just as effective and much nu ore dignified to make
quality your watchwo 'rd. Talk it across the coun-
ter ; discuss it in your advertisements. Most people
are readily convinced that they can't buy a dollar
for Mo cents, and once you get it instilled into their
minds that the coin so offered is a counterfeit,
victory is yours. Personal attacks only advertise
the other fellow and his prices. His policy can
have but one ending, and the favorable reaction on
your business will far outweigh any temporary loss.
We will give space to any communications that
may reach us on this subject —Fur]
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AN ELECTRIC DETECTOR
OF ORES

I E most difficult problems encountered by the seeker of
metals, both noble and base, cannot be fully solved by
geological rules. In order to determine the location of

  blind ledges, and the direction of their dip ; the direction
of ledges which crop on level ground ; the position of the apices and
the direction of dip of the principal pay chutes in blind ledges and in
undeveloped ledges ; the line followed by the pay streak in placer
ground, as well as to ascertain definitely the existence or non-
existence of ores in any special area of ground, all the prospector
can do is to make a shrewd geological guess.

It is said that more money has been spent in guessing of this
kind than is ever returned by actual finds. No wonder that the
divining-rod charlatan once flourished in ore-mining regions, and
that even to this day many a superstitious miner clings to the
divining-rod fallacy.

A method of detecting minerals has been dis-
The Brown Method covered and invented by Fred. Harvey Brown,of Detecting Minerals of Garvanza, Cal., which, based upon sound

electrical laws, seems to place in the hands of
the gold prospector a ready means of locating ores with rapidity.
Anthony Blum, of 35 Court Street, Boston, Mass. , who is interested
in the patent, has tested the apparatus used in Ontario, and, it is
claimed, with success. The Brown method consists in utilizing
the various resistances offered by metals in the transmission of
electrical currents.

Gold, silver and copper are the three best conductors of elec-tricity which are known to us. It follows that earth in which these
metals are contained is a better conductor than earth without them.In order, therefore, to detect their presence, it is necessary to
measure the resistance of the earth as a conductor. The amount
of resistance is ascertained by inserting two rods in the ground at adefinite known distance apart. The resistance between the tworods is measured. If this resistance be high, the ground between
the rods is barren of metal ; if low, a good conductor is buried in
the ground. Several measurements of the same nature are taken
in order to cover a fairly large area. The resistances are plotted
on a map of the ground,
a study of which re-
veals the location of all
the metal contained in
the ground traversed.
After having located an
ore the next step is to
ascertain approxi-
mately its depth. The
long-established prin-
ciple that a current fol-
lows the path of least
resistance is applied, in
order to ascertain the
depth.

To determine
the depth of an ore
already located, the
rods are placed a long
distance apart, the
measurements over the
ore body being succes-
sively shortened until
they no longer give
any indication of the
presence of metal. To
be sure, this method
does not indicate the
character of the ore ;
but that can be easily
enough determined by
the nature of the re-
gion itself.

The accompanying diagram shows the various parts of the
apparatus used, as well as the circuits. The apparatus is set up at
any convenient point. An electrode or connecting rod of brass is
driven into the earth, which rod is connected by a wire, a, with the
binding post, A, of a Wheatstone bridge, E, which forms part of
the apparatus. A similar conducting rod is connected with the
other binding post, A', of the Wheatstone bridge. A battery, C,
is connected by, and in series with, wires, D D , and with an electro-
magnet, E. An interrupter, F, is arranged to break the circuit, D'.
Wires, G G', run to the diamond points of the bridge at A A'
Between the points, A A', a high resistance wire extends which is
calibrated from
A to A'. In
one arm, J, of
the bridge a re-
sistance, .H', is
inserted. A
telephone re-
ceiver forms
with a stylus,
K., a part of
the bridge cir-
cuit. The end
of the stylus is
arranged to
contact with
the high resis-
tance-wire, H
When the contacts have been made with the brass rods previously
mentioned, the operator closes the circuit by moving a switch, L.
The battery, C, then sends a current through the electro-magnet, H,
and through the wires, D D', thus magnetizing the core of the
magnet and setting the interrupter in operation. In this manner

the current in the circuit, D D', is made and
Detail broken. The interrupter causes what is termed

a " direct-extra current " to be thrown off from
the convolutions of the electro-magnet, E,

when the circuits, D D', are open. This direct-extra current
consists of impulses which are continuous in direction and are
successively thrown off in harmony with vibrations of the inter-
rupter. The impulses pass through the only circuit which is
then closed, or, in other words, through G G', wire a, into
the earth and out of the earth at the corresponding brass rod,

and through the wire
a' to the bridge at A',
through the arms, g
Jand B. The opera-
tor then, with the tele-
phone receiver at his
ear moves the point of
the stylus, K, along
the calibrated wire, H,
until a point of silence
is reached. By this
method a tone is pro-
duced in the receiver
which is clear and pro-
nounced to the point of
silence. The absolute
point of silence occurs
at the point of balance
of the bridge.

With this method
of ascertaining the pres-
ence or absence of
ores in mining regions,
it is evident that much
of the time and labor
which were formerly
spent in prospecting is
reduced to a minimum.
Prospecting no longer
becomes a matter of
guesswork, but of sci-
entific certainty.

—Scientific American
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Diagram of Mineral Detector Circuits.

of the Apparatus

The :Mineral Detector Set Isp,

November, 1902

Items of Interest

(Continued from page lea)

Charles S. Sands, of Kirksville, Mo., on Octo-
ber 22d secured a judgment of $1600 in an action
for libel against the wholesale jewelry firm of G. W.
Marquardt & Sons, of Chicago, Ill. The suit was
tried by the Sullivan County Court, of Missouri.

Hart & Parker, the enterprising jewelers, of
Shreveport, La., have completed a new art room
for the display of fancy goods, bric-a-brac, etc.
This is the third enlargement they have been com-
pelled to make through growing business. With
the addition of this handsome department their
store is a model of completeness. The firm has
enlisted the services of A. J. Brettell and Thomas
H. Lyon, the former as a jeweler and salesman
and the latter as watchmaker and salesman.

The M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., of East Syracuse,
N. Y., has issued four separate advertising compi-
lations. These consist of a catalogue and price-
list of silver-plated hollowware, cut glass and
carving sets ; a catalogue of novelties ; a price-list
of silver-plated flatware, salts, peppers and napkin
rings, and a small price-list of nut picks and cracks.
Each of these compilations is profusely illustrated
and possesses many other creditable features.
The one first mentioned contains some beautifully
executed lithographic work.

Vice-Chancellor Stevens, of New Jersey, on
October 23d filed his opinion in the injunction suit
brought by the International Silver Company
against the Wm. H. Rogers Corporation, of Plain-
field, N. J., to restrain the Plainfield Company and
also Wm. H. Rogers personally, from stamping
any silver-plated ware with the mark " Wm. H.
Rogers," or any other mark of which the words
Wm. Rogers are a part. The International Com-
pany, as the successor of the various concerns
making the well-known Rogers silver-plated ware,
claimed that it alone had the right to use the name

THE KEYSTONE;

Rogers on such ware. The Vice-Chancellor denied
the preliminary injunction, basing his decision on
the fact that the injunction against this particular
concern was not asked for sooner, and on the further
fact that the complainant concern produced no one
who was misled in his purchases by the defend-
ant's stamping. The Vice-Chancellor expressed
no opinion on the actual merits of the case, as it
will likely be presented in the final hearing in the
courts, and he intimated in further justification of
his decision that the defendant concern is able to
respond in damages for any injury the complainant
may suffer from the competition during the pen-
dency of the suit, if the adjudication be ultimately
in its favor.

Perpetual Motion Again
J. S. Crimes, a mechanic, who was born in

Yell County, Ark., and can barely read and write,
has exhibited a perpetual motion machine in the
office of the Kansas City journal that ran for hours
with no other power than that furnished by the
machine itself. The invention is remarkably simple,
but it is the result of twelve years' work.

Grimes first took a circular piece cut from
a thick board and trimmed clown the edge to re-
semble a circular switchback railway. In the center
of this board he fastened a second circular board
on a steel post that fit into a ball-bearing bicycle
axle. To the top board was fastened, by means of
a rod, a small wheel, which was so fixed that it
would strike at each revolution of the upper board
at a point near the top of the incline plane of the
lower board, the lower board being slightly in-
clined. Grimes then placed a weight on top of the
upper disk, placed the wheel at the top of the in-
clined plane, released it and the machine began to
move, and continued in motion until stopped by its
inventor. The machine is started by the wheel
running down the incline on one side. This takes
the weight on the opposite side away from the
center of gravity, and it carries the machine around

M. S. Benedict, of the M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., East Syracuse, N. Y., on his return from vacation
some weeks ago, was serenaded by eighteen members of the M. S. Benedict Fife, Drum and Bugle
Corps. This graceful act was meant as an appreciation of Mr. Benedict's generosity in presenting
the corps with uniforms prior to his departure on vacation.
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until the wheel strikes the top of the incline again,
when new force is imparted to the revolving upper
disk.

Grimes says he worked for six years before he
discovered a way to force the carrier wheel over
the highest point of the circular track, although the
distance to overcome was less than one inch. A
company is being organized to exploit his invention.

Book Notice
A much-felt want ,in the technical world has

been filled by an excellent new treatise entitled
" Practical Electricity," published by the Cleveland
Armature Works, and seldom have we seen a tech-
nical work which so well merits the title " practi-
cal." The book contains 449 pages, comprising
287 pages of subject-matter, 162 pages of diction-
ary and tables, and 427 questions and answers.
The dictionary portion gives the meaning of 1500
electrical words, terms and phrases. There are
nineteen chapters or subjects carrying the student
from the fundamental principles of electricity on
through the various branches to a point where he
fully comprehends the complete designing, care
and operation of a dynamo or motor. Each sub-
ject is carefully written and to the point. After a
reader studies a subject, he is questioned on that
subject in such a manner as to bring clearly to his
mind the points he needs to know regarding same.
A dictionary in back of book enables him to learn
the meaning of any electrical word, term or phrase.
The book can be procured from this office on
receipt of the publisher's price, $2.00.

A New Engraver's Text Book.
We have been favored with the advance proofs

of the first number of a new Engraver's Text Book
which will be placed on the market within a few
days. The texts are printed from hand-engraved
coppcx plates on ix x 14 fine, strong special paper,
and placed in an artistic printed cover. The
engravings are thoroughly practical, very compre-
hensive and most skillfully executed. They corn-
prise all the latest styles of plain and fancy cyphers,
ribbon, drop, open-line and block-letter mono-
grams, inscription display initials, such as are in
demand on watches, lockets, prize cups, toilet-
ware, flatware, tea sets, cigarette cases, etc.

The book will be issued in monthly parts until
completed. The issue is limited to 2000, of which
I000 will be placed in Europe. Consequently,
those desiring a copy of the work should subscribe
at once. The price of each issue is $1.50.

"Tile Engraver's Text Book" was designed,
engraved and copyrighted by Emil F. Hornikel,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago, and is the
result of 25 years' experience as designer and
engraver ill Europe and America. Every jeweler
should have a copy of the book, as it is not only
the most complete compilation of its kind for the
engraver's workshop, but will be of great value in
enabling customers to select the style of mono-
grams or inscriptions which they desire engraved
on goods bought by them.

The book, when issued, can be had from all
the leading wholesale houses at the price above
stated, $1.5o. —Adv

s



OUR NEW

GREAT BIG
ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
FOR MO3
NOW READY.

ST. LOUIS
"Once We Get the
Wedge In, the Task
is Easy."

On Locust Street,
between Sixth and Seventh Streets.

The K. & D. N0.306 We do RELIABLE

Improved friction
bar and indicator.

Friction ball joint.

Repairing
Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.we Reph,,, any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,IIILU Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.
(Can furnish jew-
eled centers.)

Finely made and
finished.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. N. SPERRY, Manager

State & Adams Sts.

CHICAGO

This Tool is im-
itatcd.

Dui Safety Guards!
The Crohn's Patent Safety Guards
are used all over the United States
an Europe.

They are for sale by all wholesale watch
material and jewelry houses. It is a known
fact and acknowledged by the best experts
t h.lt. the

ADJUSTABLE TRUING AND POISING TOOL.
Price, $3.50, including Truing Wrench

and extra unfinished centers.

Genuine tools
stamped K. & D.

Crohn Patent Safety Guard
is one of the best and safest guards ever
invented. It can be used for any size scarf pin,
studs, brooches or ladies' hat pins.

M. CIROHN,
Maker and Inventor,

48 Maiden Lane, New York, U. S. A. FOREIGN TRADE SOLICITED
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The Town Clock to THE KEYSTONE,

on It's " Corning of Age"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

" Here's my hand, you husky youngster,
and my congratulations ! I offer you my
minute ' hand, you see, in token of my

appreciation of your always appearing on
the minute ;' and though I may not smile,
for fear of cracking my dial, and dare not
strike /we/ay-one (though I should like to,
to celebrate the occasi Ii ), you may be sure
there's a fluttering at my heart that tells how
fully my ' works ' appreciate the great work
you have done in the way of instructing and
entertaining our mutual friends, the Jeweler
and the Optician.
" I suppose it isn't a bad guess to say

to that you are feeling just a 1-e-etle proud
of yourself this frosty November morning—
hey ? Well, I'm not insisting that you're
not justified in holding a very good opinion
of yourself, in your becoming dress and sleek
condition generally. Fact is, I'm a little
vain myself ; for I can't forget that every-
body in my community, whatever his social
position, looks up ' to me, just as everybody
in trade journalism looks up ' to you. I'll
confess that my habit of constantly holding
my hands before my face isn't positive
evidence of my shrinking modesty—dear
me, no ! I get ctedit for what I can't help.
Now I've heard it whispered that you don't
always get credit ' when your articles are
pilfered by other journalists ; but I suppose
that's another matter.
" There are lots of points of symPathy

in our mutual experiences, I'm sure. Let's
see. You are depended upon to give the
right information : so am I. You doubtless
feel the weight of responsibility that hangs
upon one that speaks with authority ' : I
have a very real and tangible weight'
hanging to me all the time. When the
watchmaker is in doubt he turns to your
Workshop Notes ;' the optician depends

upon your solution of his intricate problems ;
the jeweler consults you when he would dress
his window, or discipline a clerk, or finance
his affairs, or gleans your advertising pages
when he would buy the best goods. So all
sorts of people consult me upon all sorts of
business at all hours of the day and night.
The bridegroom hurrying to his wedding
looks up cheerily at my benignant face, and
my hands long to stretch over his head in
blessing. The mourner in the funeral car-
riage looks at me out of sad eyes as she
notes the hour of her melancholy journey.
The bustling man of business hurries his
pace at my suggestion, else he will miss his
engagement. The laughing young couple
are told by me to skip along lively, or the
curtain will rise before they take their
seats in the theater. All who are con-
cerned in the pleasures of life, and all who
are tied by its duties, consult me con-
stantly for advice, admonition or encourage-
ment. Some are pleased by what I tell
them, some are disturbed, many are indif-
ferent ; but all hear the impartial truth,
whether they heed it or not. I fancy it is
just that way with yourself. You are often
troubled, no doubt, as I am, because folks
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will not take warning, or instruction, or ad-
vice, though you repeat it, in varying form,
again and again. Humanity is pretty stupid
in the mass—now, isn't it, youngster ? Some-
times I lose all patience over the average
density of perception of what is best for
those mortals down on the pavement !
" Then you and I have other likenesses,

too, in our ways. We alike deliver fifteen
thousand messages to fifteen thousand dif-
ferent people in the same hour—but wry mes-
sages are delivered every minute, while yours
are delivered only on publication-day. But
I'm not bragging on this point, my dear
KEYSTONE ; indeed, when I think of your
greater privilege I'm made very meek in
spirit. For my messages go only to the
people of this one dusty little town ; yours,
on the contrary, go to the intelligent jewelers
scattered all over this big country, in little
towns and great, in climates hot and cold,
to all sorts and conditions of men in the
trade. You are a great traveler ; I cannot
move from the spot to which I am anchored.
Really, I often feel that I should be willing
to change places with a measly one-dollar
watch, if its owner lived down that narrow
street on the left ; for I'm positively dying of
curiosity to know what that street looks like.
Alas ! the roof-line cuts off my view in that
direction. Happy KEYSTONE, that goes
everywhere, and always in good-looking
clothes ! Here I've got to freeze in winter
and fry in summer, without protection from
the sun for my fine, open countenance,' and
without mittens for my frost-bitten bands. I
have to summon a lot of philosophy to my
support, sometimes, I assure you.
" But on the other hand, there are corn-

pensations for my privations. I occupy an
exalted place in the community ; I am lifted
(one hundred and twenty-two feet) above the
petty heartburnings, the narrow views, the
jostlings and wranglings of the unhappy
human crowd on the pavements. In this
free atmosphere my vision is clearer than
with those who grope around in the dust of
the street. High thinking comes of this
high ' living. The true philosopher abides

above the roof-tops. I am a striker,' but I
keep right on at my work, asking no reduc-
tion in my hours ' nor any extravagant in-
crease in the amount of oil that is furnished
me. I have learned to labor and to wait '—
and my weight ' labors, too.
" I must say good-bye, even though I

can't stop—for I'm wound up,' you see.
Here's another hand-shake, dear KEYSTONE,
and happiness to you through another twenty-
one years, and years and years after !"

A Defence of Inconsistency
" Consistency is the hobgoblin of little

minds." Timorous children, wearing beards
and acknowledging to thirty or fifty or eighty
years of age, deliberately jail themselves
Ivithin the walls of their consciousness rather
than live out in the free air of untrammeled
thought, where they must face their own dis-
carded beliefs, with society as the witness.
The virtue in most request is conformity.
" Be true to everything you have ever said
or professed, to the last syllable," says Mrs.
Grundy, "and you shall be saved." The
unforgivable sin is inconsistency.
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" Nothing is sacred at the end but the
integrity of your own mind," wrote Emerson.
One's life should not have to be a perpetual
apology, but a life. To live is not to con-
tinue as a spectacle in the public eye, but to
act out one's sense of duty ; and our concep-
tion of duty must constantly change with our
increasing knowledge, maturer judgment and
broader view. To remain shackled to an
earlier standard of duty, established in a
time of narrower experience, merely for fear
what we will be criticized as being inconsist-
ent, is to put the mind into slavery, to stunt
the development of character and blight the
soul's aspirations. It is abject meanness and
cowardice.

We cramp ourselves into the gage which
measured us in the years of our smaller un-
derstandings, in fear of the opinion of those
who think they know what is our duty better
than we ourselves know it. Because we de-
clared, five years ago, that one political party
was wholly right, we are afraid to turn from
it, now that our convictions are that it is
wholly wrong ; because we avowed a belief in
this religious doctrine, or that theory of re-
form, we still fondle the repellent belief for
fear of Mrs. Grundy's sharp tongue. We are
sensible of the fact that the eyes of others,
having no data for computing our mental
processes, are looking for us to fit our acts
to our past professions ; and we can't face
the danger of disappointing them. We are
constantly dragging after us the corpse of our
memory.

Mrs. Grundy's view of you is micro-
scopic. She sees only the single act, or
hears only the one sentence ; and because
that act or that utterance does not echo some
other earlier act or utterance, straightway
she points at you her finger of scorn. She
sees the zigzaggy course of the ship which
tacks a dozen times to make the harbor, but
does not notice that on the whole its course is
straight between the ports. She looks from
no height of thought, where she could view
your progress from the beginning.

You will be consistent in holding to a
variety of opinions, from year to year, if you
are honest and natural in each hour.

Just be hones/—that's the whole phi-
losophy of consistency. Speak what you
think 110W, though you contradict what you
said yesterday ; and on the morrow speak
the truth as the morrow shows it, though you
seem to be inconsistent with every foregoing
speech in all your previous life. The world
presents a new aspect every twenty-four
hours. The things which were right to say
and do last year are indefensible to-day, be-
cause new conditions have brought about
new obligations of duty, and you must grow
with the growth of things. The true man is
the center of things of this day.

Your genuine action of to-day explains
itself and explains your other genuine actions
in the past. Your life is made harmonious
and consistent, however scornfully the listener
points to the seeming discords in that life's
symphony. And if you are great enough to
do right as you see the right, here and now,
careless of the public's ridicule, the right you
have done before will defend you now. Don't
attempt to be consistent in the details of your
living, but live honestly and truly, and you
will see truly ; and let the foolish world go
its way. 1. T
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The Prognosis of Myopia
It is a fact well-known to every experi-enced refractionist that the condition ofmyopia in some cases is a perfectly innocentcondition, not leading to disaster of any kind,while in others it is a very pernicious statewhich sooner or later leads to serious impair-

ment or loss of sight. Priestley Smith, there-fore, advises that " the duty of every oculist
should be to suspect every myopia of a ten-
dency to increase until time has proved it to
be stationary."

Of course it always takes a long time to
find out whether a young person has the inno-
cent or the pernicious form of myopia, and it
would be a decided progress if a method or
symptoms could be suggested that would de-cide this very important question. We then
could give the prognosis of each case ofmyopia and give our advice as to the best
occupation, etc. Now, Dr. Francis Valk,
of New 'York, in a paper read before the
section on ophthalmology, of the New York
Academy of Medicine, and printed in the
Ophthalmic Record, comes forward with some
very interesting observations which go veryfar towards pointing out those symptoms.
He took all the myopias ( i i per cent. ) from
his last one thousand cases of refraction and
found that those cases of myopia which had
a highly refracting cornea, that is, a radius
of curvature less than 7.65 mm., usually
showed no progress and no pathologic
changes in the fundus. Those cases of
myopia, however, that showed changes in
the eye and a more or less pronounced ten-
dency to increase, he found to have a lower
corneal refraction, that is a greater corneal
radius of curvature than 7.65 mm. He be-
lieves, therefore, that cases of the first class
are cases of curvature or refractive myopia,
while patients of the second class have axial
myopia. According to him, then, only axial
myopia need be considered as dangerous, and
the axial myopia can be diagnosed by the
greater corneal radius as shown by ophthal-
moinetry.

This theory, indeed, looks very simple
and seductive, but a little deliberation shows
that it must be taken with a great grain of
salt. Take, for example, case 25 from his
third table, which comprises the cases whichhad a corneal radius shorter than 7.65 mm.,
and which he believes may be considered as
refractive myopia, and, therefore, innocentand not progressive. This case has a myopiaof 15 D. and a corneal radius of 7 mm., withno staphyloma in the left eye. Now, a cor-neal radius of 7 mm. can account for only4 D. of myopia by excessive corneal refrac-
tion. What are the other i i D. of myopia

due to? As the curvature of the cornea is
much too weak to produce 15 D. it is evident
that the remaining i x D. must be due either
to elongation of the eyeball or to the position
and refractive power of the crystalline lens.
If, therefore, we had a sure means of deter-
mining the position and refraction of the
human lens, we could easily determine
whether the myopia was due to excessive re-
fraction or to axial elongation of the eyeball.
This we have not at the present time, and it
is, therefore, impossible to determine by the
corneal refraction whether a myopia is re-
fractive or axial alone. Dr. Valk's theory,
however, undoubtedly contains a grain of
truth, though it cannot be said that his oph-
thalmometric examination will decide the
question about refractive or innocent and
axial or vicious myopia.

Has the Accommodation of the Eye
Any Influence Upon the Curva-

ture of the Cornea?
Lately a Russian observer, Dr. Dobros-

lawin, reported a series of experiments on
artificial and rabbits' eyes. He photographed
the corneal images of a luminous object dur-
ing different stages of accommodation. As
object he used a dark screen with three little
triangular holes in it, which were covered
with tissue paper and illuminated by three
ordinary gas burners together with magne-
sium light. Of every animal three corneal
images were taken : during the normal state
of the eye, during spasms of accommodation
(by eserine) and during paralysis of accom-
modation (by atropine). By comparing
these different photographs with each other,
he found that the size of the triangles and
the distance between them were different dur-
ing the different states of accommodation, and
he concluded that accommodation certainly
has an influence upcn the radius of corneal
curvature.

This result is certainly at variance with
those of other observers. At least for the
human eye men like Thomas Young and
Helmholtz have conclusively demonstrated
that the cornea undergoes no change during
accommodation. Young showed that the
same amount of accommodation still existed
after the cornea had been perfectly excluded
by putting it under water, and Helmholtz's
careful measurements of the cornea with his
ophthalmometer gave quite negative results.
The experiments of Dobroslawin, therefore,
if they should be confirmed by other careful
observers, can be of value only for under-
standing the refraction of the rabbit's eye.
From our present knowledge we must say
that in the human eye at least the act of
accommodation does not appreciably affect
the shape of the cornea.
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Is There an Inborn Faculty of Pro-
jection in the Human Retina?
In former years the question was fre-

quently discussed whether the eye had to
learn to project the visual impressions or
whether the eye did so on account of an
inborn faculty of projection. Eminent men,
like Donders, Nagel, Wundt and Helmholtz,
rather favored the view, called empiricism, that
the eye had to learn this empirically ; whilst
Hering and others asserted that to each point
of the retina belonged a certain space value,
nativism. In later years the discussion has
lost more and more of the former interest,
because in the light of Darwin's theory a
compromise could be made which admitted
that there was truth in either theory. This
has been expressed by Hering himself in the
following words : " Between nativism and
empiricism there is no radical but only a quan-
titative difference. If, to express it here again,
the organs are given to us by birth, then to a
certain degree their functions are so, too,
which must be admitted by the severest em-
piricists ; and on the other hand, there never
was a nativist who could deny the great in-
fluence which use and exercise has upon the
functions of our organs, especially upon the
sense organs. Nativists and empiricists, there-
fore, as far as they are real physiologists, can
debate only about the limits of the inborn
faculties. . . . Empiricism and nativism,
therefore, are not opposed as long as their
method remains perfectly physiologic. This
becomes evident at once if we consider that
the nativistic physiologist is at bottom also
empirist, because he considers that which
now the so-called empirism regards as ac-
quired by the individual as an acquisition of
the life of all those innumerable beings with
whom the now living individual in an ascend-
ing line is related, and from whom he has
inherited the inborn qualities."

Lately Dr. W. Schlodtmann, in Graefe' s
Archives (1902) has endeavored to show how
far the retina may be considered endowed
with inborn qualities. He took from the
many inmates of an institute for the blind,
first those individuals who, according to their
own statements and those of their parents,
had been able to distinguish only between
light and darkness. Then by careful exam-
ination those were excluded who could give
the place of the light source correctly, i. e.,
had good light projection ; furthermore,
those were rejected who in consequence of
partial functional disturbances of the retina,
as in detachment of the retina, localized the
light source incorrectly, and finally those
who from defective intelligence, made un-
satisfactory or indefinite remarks. By this
rigid exclusion the author's material was
finally reduced to three inmates.

On these he used a wooden penholder,
and pressing a portion of the eyeball as far

(Continued on page resj)
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back as possible, he asked the blind person
whence the glare of light seemed to come.
All three, with surprising agreement, gave
the side Ofiosite to the pressure on the ball
as the place of the light source. From these
experiments Dr. Schlodtmann concludes that
there is an inborn quality of the retina, by
means of which any retinal impression is
localized to the opposite side of space,
although, of course, an actual correspondence
between the points of the retina and the
points of space cannot rigidly be inferred.
It appears very probable that this special cor-
respondence is established only by later
experience. This has been well expressed
by Hering when he says " that the visual im-
pressions of the newborn already possess
space relations, but that they have to learn
the detailed distinctions in the same manner
as they experience the qualitative differences
of perception only gradually."

The Symmetry of Our Visual Appa-
ratus as a Dual Organ

At the fifty-third annual meeting of the
American Medical Association, Dr. H. Knapp,
of New York, made a strong plea to modify
the customary notation of the ocular merid-
ians. Preliminary to giving his notation he
made the following interesting remarks upon
astigmatism in general and the symmetry of
the main meridians :

It is well known that the anterior surface of the
cornea has a greater influence on the refractive
effect than all the rest of the system together.

The cornea—meaning its anterior surface—is
not a part of a regular geometric body, but what
mathematicians call a skew surface (surface gauche,
windschiefe Flaehe), in which the meridians differ
from one another, causing a visual imperfection,
the correction of which is one of the chief objects
of the oculist's practice—astigmatism. The inge-
nious modification of Helmholtz's ophthaltnome-
ter by Java! and Schiötz is accurate enough to
determine the existence and degree of astigmatism
as well as the direction of the principal meridians
of the cornea, but falls short to determine the
astigmatism of the whole eye, which not infre-
quently is influenced appreciably by the system of
the crystalline lens. The determination of the
astigmatism of the whole eye is satisfactorily done
objectively with the ophthalmoscope by the direct
method and the shadow test. The final test, how-
ever, always consists in the best correction of the
vision with glasses. In this way the refractive con-
dition can be determined with great accuracy. By
these examinations, which every oculist has to
make daily, it has come out that the principal
meridians may be found in any position, yet with
varying frequency.

The writer published in the " Transactions of
the American Ophthalmological Society " woo
cases of astigmatism with regard to the position
of the meridians, and in the " Transactions of the
Ninth International Ophthalmological Congress at
Utrecht " 1473 cases more, the statistics of which
were : I, ill 78 per cent. the meridians were sym-
metrically placed ; in 22 per cent., asymmetrically;
2, the vertical meridian had the strongest curve in
56.5 per cent.; next in frequency came the horizon-
tal, with 10.3 per cent.; 3, in the intermediary posi-
tions the strongest meridian inclined to the nasal
side about twice as often as to the temple. Similar
observations being in accord with these state-
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ments and being well known, we need not go
into further details.

After giving the notation as used by
Snellen and other leading oculists who take
the vertical median plane of each eye as the
basis from which to proceed, and count on
both sides from zero down to the horizontal
meridian, calling the degrees plus if on the
nasal and minus if on the temporal side.
Knapp proceeded to describe his own way of
notating the meridians. This notation for
the right eye is the very same as used here-
tofore in this country, whilst that for the left
eye has the same divisions into 1800, but has
the starting point on the nasal side as the
figure shows:

111/
004

A

WIGHT EYE.)
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degrees, or 45 and 135 degrees, etc.; as every one
must have done who works with the so-called
American system. Most of us, I think, are not
conscious of any obstacle in this ; and those of us
who have learned to use the American system
would for a long time find the change a greater
obstacle. So much for the designation of the meri-
dians of astigmatism. The doctor has also touched
upon the designation of the field of vision and of
the ocular muscles. We must have some system
of notation for both of these purposes, and the
ordinary system seems almost essential for desig-
nating the movements of the eye. Its advantages
are very obvious. For designating the field of
vision there occur to me certain advantages in the
American method worth alluding to. The visual
apparatus exhibits throughout a bilateral symme-
try. But at the chiasm the significance of the
symmetry changes ; and that change is important
with reference to the designation of the field of

vision. Lesions be-
hind the chiasms caus-
ing homonomous
hentianopsia give rise
to the large, majority
of defects which in-
volve the fields of
vision for both eyes,
and requiring some
comparison one with

SYMMETRICAL ASTIGMATISM CHART.
PUBLISHED BY GALL Si LEMBKE, NEW YORK.

In that manner Dr. Knapp is .able to
show the symmetrical arrangement of the
main meridians at one glance, because for
both eyes symmetry is expressed by the
same number of degrees.

The reviewer must confess that he cannot
change his attitude towards this innovation
from that defined in THE KEYSTONE two
years ago (October, 1900). There he said :
" The reviewer must confess that he can

see no advantage in this innovation. The
counting of the degrees from right to left is
so natural to us from our early elementary
studies in geometry, that it is more like an
effort to remember that this customary way
of counting is to be reversed for the left eye.
Furthermore, to clearly set forth the fact that
the meridians of the two eyes are arranged
symmetrically, the old notation is perfectly
sufficient, if it be remembered that there is
symmetry wherever the degrees for the two
meridians of greatest or least refraction, or
for the axes of the cylinders, when added to-
gether, give the sum of i8e. There being
no need for this new designation, the reviewer
believes that probably it will find little favor
outside of the sphere of the personal influ-
ence of the proposer."

Now, at the discussion of Knapp's
paper, Dr. S. D. Risley, Dr. E. Jackson and
Dr. Swan Burnett expressed the same views.
It therefore looks very improbable that
Knapp's notation will ever be used exten-
sively. We will conclude this note with the
pertinent remarks of Dr. Jackson, who,
according to the Journal of the American
Medical Association, spoke as follows:

The symmetry of the principal meridians of
astigmatism is so constant that I cannot conceive
of any one working practically at the refraction of
the eye without very quickly learning some way of
immediately determining whether meridians are
symmetrical or asymmetrical. To one, as I under-
stand Dr. Knapp has done, who uses the system of
notation in which symmetry is recognized by iden-
tity of numbering, It may not at once occur that it
can be recognized without identity of numbering,
in such a way as Dr. Risley has just referred to,
e. g., by simply associating in the mind 105 and 75

the other. Now the
two fields as charted
in a case of homono-
mous defect do ap-
pear exactly similar in

shape. Yet, if we compare it by meridians, the
extent of the field, say at fifteen degrees for the
right and left fields, any defect has precisely the
same significance for the two eyes. For homono-
mous hemianopsia we have an advantage in the
present system. Then, in making any change of
this kind it is important to consider the methods
used in other branches of science. Dr. Risley has
alluded to the univi.rsal use of our "American "
system in other branches of scientific work. But if
we go beyond that and consider the value of certain
other very arbitrary systems we are struck by their
universal use. Take the tett digits, for example ;
few things could be more arbitrary, and yet see
how they are used. If there is anything more
widely used than that, it is our still more arbitrary
alphabet. The general tendency is to get some
one basis and use it in many departments of life;
and with us it seems to me that we will do best to
continue using a system adapted to other depart-
ments of science as well as our own.

New Investigations About High Myopia

Dr. E. Guttman gathered statistics from
the records of 49,200 patients treated in the
eye clinic of Professor Magnus, of Breslau,
during 1883 to 1902. He classifies every
case of myopia of 6 D. and more as one of
high myopia, and comes to the following con-
clusions : ( Graefe's Arch. fur Ophthalm.,
1902.)

High myopia (of 6 D. and more) is
found in 27 per cent. of all cases of myopia,
and on the whole is observed in about 27 per
cent. of all eye patients.

Of the high myopics, 36 per cent. belong
to the male and 64 per cent. to the female
sex, which shows that the latter is twice as
much disposed to high myopia, as the number
of male and female eye patients was about the
same. (The reverse is the case in myopia of
lower degrees).

Three-quarters of the cases of high
myopia belong to genuine myopia ( that is,
that kind which comes on independently from
any near work), and only one-quarter is
found in people who have done excessive
near work from the fifteenth year.

Both sexes participate about equally in
the higher degrees of near-work myopia,

(Continued on page Los)
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whilst genuine high myopia is found twice as
fyequently in the female as in the male sex.
Of the cases of high myopia of the male sex
one-third i connected with near work, of
those of the female sex only the fifth part.
The female sex is disposed to the genuine
myopia twice as much as the male.

Women are inclined to the highest de-
grees of myopia ( io D. and more), twice as
much as men. These highest degrees are
found much more rarely among the men per-
forming close work than among those with
genuine myopia. The near-work myopia,
therefore, reaches the higher degrees (io D.
and more) far less frequently than the
genuine myopia. Complications of the fundus
of the eye are found in 28 per cent. of all
high myopics (twice as frequently in the
female sex). The most frequent complica-
tion is a lesion at the yellow spot, a rare one,
detachment of the retina. The greatest num-
ber of complications is observed in the fifth
decade of life, the next greatest in the fourth
and sixth.

The high genuine myopia in men is more
liable to complications than the high myopia
of the near workers. The degrees, higher
than io D., are attacked by complications
far more than twice as frequently than the
degrees from 6 to io D.

The greatest part (more than two-thirds)
of all cases of high myopia (genuine and
functional) shows no inheritance from the
parents.

The Present State of Our Knowledge
Concerning So-Called Partial
or Graduated Tenotomies
and the Heterophorias

It cannot be said that the subject of
heterophoria and its treatment may be con-
sidered as completely explored and ex-
pounded. On the opposite, the more we
study the motor apparatus of the eye the
more we see how complex the whole prob-
lem is and the more it becomes apparent that
only a complete knowledge of the physiology
of the ocular muscles can bring us nearer to
answering correctly the question of treat-
ment.

To put before our readers once more the
difference of opinion that exists on the sub-
ject of heterophoria, we will give a short
extract of a paper read by Dr. J. E. Colburn
before the last meeting of the Western Oph-
thalmologic and Oto-Laryngologic Associa-
tion, from the Americrn Journal of Oph-
thalmology. :

The literature of the subject is extensive and
the reports of cases and results of operations too
voluminous to even give a brief outline of the
most important work. The author gave his con-
clusions after reviewing the subject.

A small group of men, some of them with
extensive experience, condemn the operation as
needless, harmful and unsurgical. Another group,
and still a smaller one, consider it the only cure for
heterophoria.

A large group of men of most conservative
habits of thought, voice the following conclusions:

I. No person should have a tenotomy per-
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formed solely because he is the subject of hetero-
phoria.

2. Very slight degrees should be corrected
where troublesome symptoms exist, which may be
due to the too great use of nervous force on co-ordi-nating the eyes.

3. Other means should be resorted to before
trying tenotomy, but unnecessaly delay should be
avoided.

4. Tenotomies should be performed under
cocaine.

5. In judiciously selected cases, when the
operation is properly performed, the average re-
sults will be quite as satisfactory as the results of
most other surgical operations.

It is a mistake to deny that any good can comeof a graduated tenotomy. It is always a mistake
to claim that all the ills that flesh is heir to are to
be cured by cutting the muscles of the eye.

Others ignore the subject entirely, professing
to know nothing about it, and consider it as un-
important.

Dr. Colburn's opinion is that graduated teno-
tomy can be clone so as to correct a true hetero-
phoria without in any way interfering with the
range or the nicety of adjustment of the eye, but
rather to correct its error and produce orthopho-
ria. The opponents of the operation give no valid
reasons why it should not be performed. The un-
certainty of the results of prism drill or ocular
gymnastics, the loss of time and the danger from
relapse render the physical culture treatment, in
cases of true heterophoria, unreliable. Correction
with prisms may answer the purpose in certain
cases, but the error must be of low degree, and
miless the patient has an error of refraction, this
necessitates the use of glasses which otherwise
may not be required.

Tests of Light and Hearing for Rail-
road Employees

The following recommendations, which
have been adopted after several years' con-
sideration of the subject by such men as
Wiirdemann, Jackson and Connor, have been
sent by the officers of the American Medical
Association to the officers of railroad cor-
porations :

Section i. It is essential that railroad corpo-
rations should require definite and scientific exami-
nations of the sight and hearing of those employees
who will be at all concerned with the active operat-
ing of trains, or in giving and receiving signals.

Section 2. Such examination should, whenever
possible, be made by regularly appointed eye and
ear surgeons ; and in all cases be conducted ac-
cording to the instructions, and under the super-
vision of a regularly appointed eye and ear
surgeon, and with apparatus and under conditions
approved by him, and all doubtful cases should be
referred to him for personal examination.

Section 3. New men should be required to
hear the spoken voice at zo feet in a quiet room,
and have healthy ears.

Section 4. The acuteness of vision should be
tested by the test types of Prof. Snellen, or those
which conform to his standards.

Section 5. The following minimum require-
ments shoulo be adopted for acuteness of vision :

Enginemen (rend
service). Firemen
(road service).

Other employees i
the engine, tr:
or yard nervic-.
and ear and II-
glue limpect ors.

CLASS A

Entrance to RerViCC
or promotion.

et in each eve
tested separatelym. without glasses.

CLASS B

I
(18 in one eve and

not less Dian Va
in t li e other.
Tested sepa-
rately without
glasses.

Re-examination of
Mose in Me serriee.
ift with both eyes
open wit ho it I
glasses. Each eve
should also ite
tested separately
and the vision of
each noted.

II with both eyes
open, without
glasses. Each eve
should also be
tested separately
and the vision
of each noted.

Towermen, tele-
graph operators,
station agents,
section foremen.

Crossing flagmen.

CLASS C

l
ig in one eve and
not less tlian la
in the other.
Tested sepa-
rately with or
without glasses.

CLASS D

ig with both eyes
opt) u, with or
without glasses.
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Is with both eyes
open with or
witheut glasses.
Each eve should
also be tesitü
separately a n d
the ViSiOU of each
noted.

( with both oyes
-', op .wen, ith or
( without glasses.

Section 6. The color-perception should be
tested by means of the colored worsteds of Pro-
fessor Holmgren, preferably with worsteds tagged
for the purpose of record ; also, in every case an
additional test should be made with a lantern
showing a number of colored lights, which can be
varied in their size and intensity.

Section 7. (a) Employees enumerated in Class
A, must reach the visual standard without glasses,
and should not be allowed to wear distance glasses
when on duty.

Section 7. (b) Employees enumerated in
Classes B, C, D, should be allowed to m ear glasses
when on duty, and should be required to do so if
the wearing of glasses is necessary to bring vision
up to the proper standard. They should always
be required to carry an extra pair of glasses when
on duty, ill ctise of accident to one pair.

Section 7. (c) Employees enumerated in
Class A should not be retained in such positions
if vision sinks below 18 with both eyes open, or if
the spoken voice cannot be heard in a quiet room
at 15 feet.

Section 7. (d). Employees enumerated. in
Classes B and C should not be retained in such posi-
tions if vision sinks below 18 with both eyes open,
and Class D whose minimum standard should be
18 ; or if the spoken voice cannot be heard in a
quiet room at io feet.

Section 8. There should be two general
standards of visual and aural requirements, viz.,
one for new men hoping to enter the service, and
to be actively engaged in the operation of trains,
and in giving and receiving signals ; and one for
those men engaged in similar work, who have been
uninterruptedly in a company's service for five
years, either the company from which employment
is sought, or some other company enforcing simi-
lar regulations. These latter may be regarded as
old employees.

Made Blind by Antiseptics
The surgeons of the New Orleans Eye,

Ear, Nose and Throat Hospital have been
much surprised lately by the large number of
patients received by that institution from the
country districts around New Orleans, suffer-
ing from partial or total blindness.

The surgeons were unable at first to dis-
cover the cause. of the epidemic of blindness,
but an investigation just concluded has dis-
closed the fact that it is due to the general
use in Louisiana of a cheap antiseptic which
contains a large amount of methyl or wood
alcohol, poison that acts directly on the optic
nerve when taken internally.

Upon discovering this fact the Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat Hospital submitted the
antiseptic used by its patients to Chemist
Morris, of the city board of health, who,
after analysis, reported that some of the
specimens contained as much as 30 per cent.
of methyl alcohol, rendering them totally
unfit for an internal medicine.

Most of the persons affected will not
fully recover their eyesight.

"I have been inavstigating to find the best
journal or paper on optics, and have failed to
find any/hing equal to The Keystone."—C H.
Ver Nooy, Optician, Watkins, N. Y.
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MEYROWITZ OPIITHALMOMETER,
Patented
April 21, 1902.

Our
Model C
possesses
the
following
advantages:
1. A new adjustable headrest, varialde to distance between chin and forehead.
2. Improved self-recording, transilluminated, movable minis, hy which the exaet axis as well as

the amount of corneal i•iirvature eim I,i. readily determined.
3. Illumination of mires elniensl from the street current direet ; iju rheostat is interposed.
4. The supplementary dial Mr axial readings is in full v iew the operator.
5. Focusing eyepiece has rack and pinion adjustment.
6. All adjustments are within easy reach of the operator.
The general finish, as well as optical and no‘chanieal construction, are of superior workmanship.

iVrite nir descriptive circular.

PRICE, COMPLETE, $60
DISCOUNT TO THE TRADE..

Made by The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co•9 Incorporated,
Wholesale Manufacturing Opticians,

Optical Prescription 1Vork a Specialty. 104 EAST 23D STREET,
Manifold Prescription Book sent free upon request. NEW YORK, U. S. A.Our new illustrated Catalogue of Ophthalmological

Apparatus sent upon application. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe
Agents for Great Britain : The Anglo-American Optical Co., 47 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.

TRADE

MARK

A TWENTIETH CENTURY INVENTION.

The FINCH
RIGID SPRING
Eyeglasses

Patented Jan. 29, 1901, and Sept. 23, 1902.

Patent protected by the Patent Title Guarantee Co.

Advantages of the
Finch Rigid Spring
Eyeglasses:

Holds the lenses absolutely tigid
in front of the eyes, always
maintaining the proper pllpil-

lary distance and axes of lenses
when once adjusted.

2. Can be adjusted to any plane or
p. 1. the /4111111.1 as a saddle Iiridge
in spectacles.

3. Affords great comfort to wearer, having four separately adjustable bearing surfaces.
4. Can he put On and off accurately with one hand without touching the lenses.
5. hits no post screws to work loose.
O. When properly fitted, will stay on better than any other nose glass.
7. Neat appearance.
S. Easily taken apart to repair.
9. It is a combination of spectacles and eyeglasses and possesses the advantages of both.

Write for
Descriptive Circular. Made in gold only.

Sample Mounting sent prepaid upon receipt of $2.25.

For sale by All Jobbers.

Manufactured by The Meyrowitz Mfg. Co.,
Wholcsalc Manufacturing Opticians,

Optical IiPrescrin on tVork a Specialty. 104 EAST 230 STR E ET, MARK
Is l'i'esi -ri IA 1,11 Ilook sent free nisei nsiitest. NEW YORK, U. S. A.Our new illustialisl i atalogue of I Iplithalmological

Apparato, sent nisei upplieatien. Foreign Branch, Paris, 3 Rue Scribe.
Agents for Great Britain: The Anglo-American Optical Co., 47 Hatton Garden, London, E. C.

Incorporated,

TRADE

We are again calling your attention to the fact
that we want your R work, and that we are better
fitted to get it out PROMPTLY and ACCU-
RATELY than any other optical house in the entire
South, because we have the stock and the skilled
workmen, and are EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS,
giving all of our time to that work. We do not
ask you to take our word for it, but we do ask a
trial, as we know if you give it to us we will be
able to please you and get your optical business.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

We will sell you an oxidized brass sign, like
cut above [size, 16 by c/I. inches] for seventy-five
cents ,. or ninety coils, exfiress fiaid.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Prudential Building, Atlanta, Ga.

Thel)ftiloAsb,„,',Irofpollia.40.bitirajo' 

idjpl

o

C. H. BROWN, M. D.,
(Univ. of Penn' (I, '78)

PRESIDENT AND PRINCIPAL.

Established 1889.

Incorporated 1892.

HOURS : 8.30 A. M. To 6 P.M.

1 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ANNOUNCEMENT EXTRAORDINARY.
We beg to announce that once again

our Correspondence Course has been
entirely rewritten and enlarged, with
the addition of
many new features
of the greatest prac-
tical value.
We were the pio-

neers in correspon-
dence instruction in
Optics some 13
years ago ; our first
course being con-
sidered quite a mar-
vel, and so it was.
But compliments
were spurs, and
each year we have
enlarged and im-
proved our Course
as experience sug-
gested, until our latest production rep-
resents the acme of optical instruction.

\\Te now present the opportunity for
the student to make practical experi-
ments at home. He can see for him-

self the imperfect
images formed on
the artificial reti-
nx of the hyper-
metropic, niyopic
a n d astigmatic
eye, and how they
are cleared up by
the proper convex,
concave and cylin-
drical lenses. He
studies the action
of lenses on light,
and ohserves the
formation of ima-
ges and all the
phenomena in
which the optician

is interested, as he follows the direc-
tions we give him.

Practical Work by Correspondence Student.

We do not wish this remarkable announcement to overshadow our Atten-
dant Courses, in which we have also made great improvements. We offer
Six Months, Three Months and Monthly, as well as Special and Post-
Graduate Attendant Courses.

During the present winter we will conduct an Evening Class.
If interested In Optical Instruction, write us and enclose 6 cents tor

" The Key to Success In Optics."

November, 1902

The Optician's Manual
(coNT i 1 ,.11)

THEE KEYSTONE

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:

CHAPTER. L—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
CHAPTER IL—Toli EYE ANATOMICALLY.
CHAPTER In.—THE EYE OrrICALLY ; OR, THE PHYSI-
CHAPTER. IV.—OPTICS. [OLOUY OF VISION.
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.
CHAPTER VI.—NummatINO OF LENSES.
CIIAPTER VII.—THE USK AND VALUE, OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.
CHAPTER IX.—METHou OF EXAMINATION.
CHAPTER X.—PRESIITOPIA.
CHAPTER XI.—IIYPERMETROPIA.
CHAPTER X11.-1111'01,1,1.
CHAPTER
Comerka X I V.—ANON A LIES OF THE OcCLAR MUSCLES.

Till• l'I• serial; Op-
eau 110W 110

iiiiii in hook 1111111, the work
consisting ef two volumes of
seine foe paces each. Tie;
Oillieian's Manual, Vol. I,
1111,1.16111 1:nown simply as
''filet iptician's Alanual,"coni-
jwises the Ii rot ten chapters,
II ii Ii addiIional nuttier, illus-
tratietis alit' colored plates.
Vol. II eoloprIses Chapters XI
and XII heretofore published
as I " SIII■1111.111I'llt to The
()pi " , together
with Chapters XIII itnil XIV.
This volume tilos comprisvs
I l)peroictropia, yepia,
Ast igTIIII isin and menial .11
the t teti kir )111SeleS, III 111111.11
hats been added notch atliii-
tional molter and illustra-

tions. Theac hooks will be sent pos1; NI ii e pal t. III Iii
world on receipt or price, $2.00 each ; ...III rnoni the
leading wholesale optleal houses of Orem Itrimin, and Bosch,
Barthel & Co., Sydney, N. S. W., fur the publisher's ',rice,
85. 4d. each.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part XX)

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

A vertical prism is used to determine the
equilibrium of the lateral muscles. Two lights
are seen and if they occupy the same vertical
plane, the external and internal recti are
assumed to be equally balanced.

If the false image deviates outward,
esophoria is indicated ; if inward, exophoria.

The amount of defect is measured by
the prism, base out or base in, that is re-
quired to restore the two images to the same
vertical plane.

A horizontal prism is used to determine
the equilibrium of the vertical muscles. The
prism is placed base in before one eye, and
an insuperable homonymous diplopia is pro-
duced. If the two images that are seen are
on the same level, the visual lines themselves
are assumed to be on a level, and the supe-
rior and inferior recti properly balanced.

If, however, the right-hand image should
be lower, we know that the right visual line
is directed above the left, and a condition of
rig-ht hyfterphoria is indicated, the amount of
which is measured by the degree of prism
that is required placed base down before this
eye, to restore the two images to the same
level.

If the right image should be higher, we
know that the right visual line is below that
of the left eye, or amounting to the same
thing that the left visual line is directed above
the right, which indicates a condition of left
kyfierphoria, the amount of which is measured
by the prism that is required, base down be-
fore this eye or base up before the right eye,
to restore the two images to the same level.

This is called the " equilibrium test"
by some authors.

THE PHOROMETER (STEVENS)

The use of this instrument is simply a
variation of the prism test, and overcomes
the difficulty of ensuring that the base line
of the prism is in a strictly vertical or hori-
zontal position and thus prevents the inaccu-
racies that might be introduced by a slight
departure from the proper position.
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The phorometer, therefore, permits of
measurement of the deviation by simply
revolving the prisms that had been used to
produce the artificial diplopia, until the two
images occupy the same vertical or horizon-
tal plane, when the amount and character of
the heterophoria is read off the scale.

When it is desired to test the lateral
muscles, the disks are rotated until
the pointer is at o on the scale of the
left eye, when it will be seen that the
prism before this eye is base down,
and before the right eye base up. This
produces a Vertical diplopia, the two
images being the same distance apart
as if a single prism of Io° had been
placed over either eye.

If the two images are in a vertical
line, tlle external and interniil rei•ti are
assumed to be of normal strength and
equally balanced. But if the two im-
ages are not vertical, heterophoria is
indicated, and the lever is turned and
the prisms rotated until the images are

,7 restored to a vertical plane, when the
position of the pointer indicate the
character and degree of the defect,
whether esophoria or exophoria, and
how much.

When it is desired to test for
hyperphoria, the disks are rotated until
the pointer is at o on the scale of the
right eye, \viten the two prisms will be

before the eyes with their bases in. This
produces a horizontal diplopia, the two im-
ages being the same distance apart as if a
single prism of to° had been placed over
either eye.

If the two images are on the same level,
the superior and inferior recti are assumed
to be of normal strength and equally bal-
anced. But if one is higher or lower than
the other, hyperphoria is indicated and the
lever is turned and the prisms rotated until
the images are made perfectly level, when
the position of the pointer will indicate the
character and degree of the defect, whether
right or left hyperphoria, and how much.

In these tests it must be borne in mind
that we are dealing with both eyes, and not
with a single eye. 'In esophoria and exopho-
ria, we study the strength or weakness of the
power of convergence and of divergence, as
exerted by the associated action of the pair
of internal or external recti muscles.

The Phorotneter

There are two cells, each of which holds
a rotating disk, and each disk carries a prism
of 5°, which affords a prismatic value of To°
in any meridian. The edge of the disk is
furnished with a border of teeth or cogs. A
small gear wheel placed between them com-
municates the movements from one disk to
the other.

Around the border of each cell there is
a scale marked in degrees, increasing from
the center each way from o to 9°, the num-
bers representing the refracting angles of the
correcting prism. The scale before the right
eye shows the value of the prism with its
base up or down, and before the left eye with
its base in or out.

The principle of the phorometer de-
pends upon the fact that when a prism is
rotated, it introduces prismatic values in the
meridian at right angles. For instance, if a
prism of 12° is placed in a horizontal position
and then rotated up or down, each rotation
of 5° from the horizontal will represent i° of
vertical prism. If the same prism of 12° be
placed in a vertical position, each rotation of
50 from the vertical will represent I° of prism
base in or out.

RII
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MADDOX ROD

This consists of a glass rod, transparent
or colored, fitted in a disk of hard rubber,
which is mounted in a metal rim of the size of
a trial lens, so as to easily fit in the trial frame.

The effect of this rod is to cause a point
of light viewed through it, to be drawn out

and elongated into a streak or line
of light, at right angles to the posi-
tion of the rod, the reason being
that the light is thrown so greatly
out of focus by the sharp curvature
of the rod in the meridian at right
angles to its axis. This might be
called a " diffusion line," similar to
the " diffusion circles " formed on
the retina in uncorrected myopia,
or that may be formed in any eye
by a strong convex spherical lens.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

The Phorometrie Seale



Patent Antiseptic Eyeglass Guards
Rigidity, Convenience, Lightness, Strength and Comfort with

Cleanliness and Sanitary Wholesomeness.

Stock, per single dozen  
Prescription, per pair  

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
LEADING PRESCRIPTION HOUSE OF AMERICA.

Our work on Skiascopy, of
which this serial is a reprint,
contains over 200 pages, with
numerous illustrations and sev-
eral colored plates. No practi-
cing optician can afford to be
without a copy of this treatise,
which far excels in comprehen-
siveness and practical value any
work heretofore published ou
the subject. It not only ex-
plains the shadow test in its
practical application to the work
of refraction, but expounds
fully and explicitly the optical
principles underlying it. In
depth of research, wealth of
illustration and scientific com-
pleteness the work is unique.
The price of the book is 81.50
and it will be sent postpaid to
all parts of the world on receipt
of this amount; or it can be

had from the leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain.
or Bosch, Barthel St Co., Sydney, N. S. W., for Gs. 3d.

The work will continue to appear in serial form, as here-
under, in this journal. The first installment was published
In the September, 1899, issue.

Conditions Favorable to Successful Work in Skiascopy. The
Operating Room and its Arrangements. Practical

Operating Suggestions to Beginners.

In some the band is distinct but diffu-
sion spreads it entirely across the pupil even
in the meridian of least diffusion. We do
not ascertain the position of the other area
of reversal by calculation, as indicated above,
but measure it by the lens needed to neutral-
ize motion in the meridian of least diffusion.
The calculation is given merely to show the
mathematical basis of the bands. With a
concave mirror of 4 D. power (25 centi-
meter focus) the light cannot be brought to
within 53 in. of the mirror, for at 13 in. 3 D.
of its power would be required to neutral-

ize the pencils of light. leaving i D. to focus

them, and that would place the focal area of

the mirror one meter away, or at the cornea
of the observed eye. No eye is so myopic
in any meridian as to have an area of rever-

sal, or focal area of emergent pencils at its

cornea. Even at 2 in. from the cornea it

would show zo D. of myopia, and if the

other area of reversal were at one meter, or

one diopter myopic, the astigmatic element

would be 19 D., a very unusual, if not un-

heard of, amount.

active, and who cannot be easily made to
fix a distant object when near and brighter
things may be seen, this matter may be
somewhat perplexing. But the photogra-
pher has quite as hard a task when they sit
for a picture. If the use of mydriatics is
ever excusable it is in the case of examining
children's eyes, especially by skiascopy.
But children under six or eight are seldom
examined, and they are not difficult to
manage if the operator is ingenious, while
little folks of ten or twelve are often quite as
tractable as older persons, and can be made
to relax the accommodation and convergence
with little trouble.

That our line of Eyeglass Chains
is the best and most complete
of any in the market is admitted
by all.

Quality and finish unequaled.
Always something new.

WATCHING THE ACCOMMODATION

Without using a mydriatic the operator

must be watchful of the observed eye's

accommodation, to see that it does not come

into play and give him erroneous data. It is

the eye's static refraction that is sought to

be determined, and the use of the accommo-

dation of the observed eye, of course, con-

ceals the real static condition. For this

reason, if the use of the accommodation is

suspected, the patient should be relieved for

a moment by turning the light upon the dis-

tant test cards and requiring him to converge

and accommodate for 20 feet or more. The

acts of convergence and accommodation are

so associated that to do one is usually to do

the other, and to relax one is to relax the

other. ' The only near object the patient is

likely to fix is the observer or the virtual

image, so-called, in the mirror, really to

adapt themselves to the pencils from the

light that are reflected by the mirror. With

children, whose accommodation is so very

It is, of course, necessary as the exami-
nation proceeds to change the lenses, re-
ducing or increasing the strength as occasion
may demand. This should be done without
removing the frames, by withdrawing one
and inserting the other in its place in the cell.
It may be necessary to lay aside the mirror
and lean forward to make the change. The
patient should be discommoded as little as
possible, and the optician or oculist should
be discommoded as little as possible, for it
interrupts his work. An experienced opera-
tor shows his skill in the quickness and finesse
with which he can do this work, and some
operators are very skillful in doing it. But
a means of making these changes quickly,
without putting the mirror aside, would un-
doubtedly be a valuable adjunct in practical
skiascopic work, and there are some devices
for doing it already in the market to meet the
demand, though whether they meet it satis-
factorily or not you must judge. If the re-
fractive error is compound it may require a
number of changes before satisfactory results
are obtained. The patient must not be tired
out with a long and tedious examination, and
the operator will find it convenient to vary
the distance and determine about what lens is
required in that way, rather than run through
the whole category of lenses to get at the
glass needed. He can, by varying his dis-
tance, measure, with reasonable accuracy, the
lens strength needed to bring the area of re-
versal to the point required. If, for instance,
he finds by this method that the area of

reversal is 54 meter from the observed eye, a
— I D. will bring it near the point required,

and the proper lens may be inserted at once.

glasses—the full correction—comfortably or

not. The visual test on the distant cards

will alone clear up this point. When the

light is turned on and the patient is asked to

report on these matters, the objective test is,

of course, completed. If the glasses do not

feel comfortable, if they " hurt " the eyes or

do not feel " easy " and " restful," as well as

give good vision, there is probably a binocu-

lar complication or asthenopic trouble which

the glasses do not relieve, or even make

more distressing, or produce where it did

not exist before. What that trouble is can-

not be determined by skiascopy. He must

proceed from this point by other methods,

but. having the full refractive error for each

eye will be a great help to him in his further

work. It is usually a good plan to obscure

one eye while the vision of the other is sub-

jectively tested, so that your patient will

understand the accuracy of your work

although the binocular effect is unsatisfac-

tory. He will then appreciate the nicety of

your work, and be all the more willing to

trust to you for the rest. You will gain his

confidence at a critical point, whereas, if both

eyes were uncovered and he is given to un-

derstand that this is the result of your work,

no matter how carefully you may have cor-

rected each eye, if there is a binocular com-

plication he will be apt to think that you have

failed. Comfortable vision is preferable always

to everything else, and every correction of the

eyes by glasses that improve vision at the

sacrifice of comfort is a failure of the worst

kind. We cannot here go into the details of

securing the best vision with the greatest

comfort, but it will be found necessary in all

work to pay the strictest attention to it.

Both eyes are tested separately in the

same way. Skiascopy is a strictly monocular

test, and the error of each eye is measured
separately and by itself. It will be neces-

sary, when the suitable correction for each

eye is found to prove the result and deter-

mine whether the eyes will bear the full cor-

rection or not. The proof of the objective

test is the patient's subjective vision and

visual comfort. When both glasses are in

their place in the trial frame the light should

be turned upon the distant card, and the

effects of the glasses determined. The ope-

rator will know to what extent vision is im-

proved for each eye, and can tell whether

normal vision will result or not, but he does

not know wheter the patient can wear the

Skiascopy as a method of ocular exami-

nation is one that grows accurate and reliable

only with experience. • Practice makes per-

fect. The beginner should become familiar

with effects by practice upon a schematic eye

before attempting to do work with real eyes.

The distinctions between cases r, 2 and 3

should be thoroughly mastered both in

theory and practice. The peculiar effects

of aberration should also be carefully studied.

The appearances under either case 1, 2 or 3

are not by any means the same. Under

case I we may have motion with the plane

mirror, but diffusion and rapidity of motion

vary with every approach toward or reces-

sion from reversal. The same may be said of

case 3. But case 2, or the point when dif-

fusion reaches the maximum and motion is

indeterminate, is the most important phase

of the whole work. It is judged by what

you don't see rather than what you do see,
but when a low minus lens develops motion

in one direction and a low plus lens develops

motion in the other direction, there can be

no doubt as to the real location.
Beginners should work upon cases of

symmetrical ametropia first. That is, the

schematic eye should be set at an unknown

point, and with the trial case, mirror and light

the amount of ametropia should be measured.

The correctness of the results can then be

ascertained by seeing how near the exact re-

sult has been determined. This work should
be done over and over, working at one meter.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
as an evidence of geod ItiiI,. Questions will be answered in
the order in wide), they are received. No attention will be
pald to anonymous

T0 vliabh. ti.. I.. ans,,,, satisfactorily and give!doper :el v in the mitnage:new I •itSi`14 sulanitted to US, it
We ho line iIiI i ii Ii a complete history of

each ease anti accurate inform:ohm ■ni the following points :

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-

mah:21) Have glasses been previously worn ? how long and what

finn11.mr3 Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement

glasse.sitglainniilel.4  of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"J. 117."—What is the fogging- system of sight
le.si int:- a Id its advantages orer other methods?
Kindly describe it, illustrating its use by cases
ty myopia, hypermetropia and astigmatism.

The fogging method of testing, so-called, has
reference to the blurring of vision by means of
strong convex lenses, the object of which is to coax
ancl encourage a relaxation of the accommodation.
When such a lens is placed before the eye, the
vision is blurred more or less, depending on
x%,hether the eye is emmetropic or hypermetropic.
The natural desire of the eye is for clear vision,
which can be obtained under such circumstances
by a relaxation of the accommodation, and in no
other way. The less the accommodation is used
the clearer vision becomes ; the more it is called
into play the greater the indistinctness of vision.
The patient soon learns this and endeavors to relax
his accommodation in order to improve his vision.
This method is particularly applicable in latent
hypermetropia, and where the vision is normal, or
nearly so, and where convex lenses on first test are
rejected. A strong convex lens (say 5 D.) is
placed before the eye, when the patient at once
exclaims that he is unable to see a single letter on
the test card hanging twenty feet away. He is
asked to look steadily and quietly in the hope that
he may discern perhaps the 200 letter. Then a
— .50 is placed in the trial frame before it, with the
result of a slight improvement in vision. This is
replaced by a — which produces a still greater
improvement. The concave lenses are gradually
increased in strength until vision is raised to H,
when the difference between the two lenses will
represent the degree of hypermetropia. If a-3 I).
lens affords the desired improvement, then the
amount of hypermetropia that has been coaxed
from its hiding place is 2 1).

'H. I. C."—Nan, age thirty-two, R. V.,18 ; L. G.,
Retinoscope e.rami nation (without atropin)

shows mi.r'd astigmatism in It'. eye + 2.00
corrects one meriNian and — 2.3o corrects the
other al ri,g11/ au!! ics and L. eye is corrected
with ± 0.73 wo° and vision is 43, but
Me right eye with the above-mentioned lenses
is only correcli.d as far as H and with 2.50 C
—5 ax. 30°. R. V., 48 ; each eye separate
is voy trifle better i'han boM together, and
reading is also good roith either eve with the
above correction, namely, A'. -I- 2.50 C — 5
ax. 30° ; L. + .75 ax. 90°. Put as he looks at
the reading card at 11 or 12 inches the tied
appears to be voy much elongated at the cor-
ners, something like diamond shape instead of
a square ; but Me distance card is perfect, inflict
eryiy/hing at a distance is Perfect, only the
p,1per or book .for near is out of shape and at

.swine time reading is all right. Kindly ad-
z•ise 7cha/ I shall do, for which Is/lull be ever
so grateful to you.

This seems to be a case of mixed astigmatism
in right eye and simple hypermetropic astigmatism
in the left. Even in ordinary cases of astigmatism
there is usually some distortion of objects when the
correcting cylinders are first worn. But in a case
of this kind where the defect is so much greater in
one eye and so dissimilar, it is only to he expected
that some trouble vill be experienced in getting
accustomed to the glasses, and that the shape of
objects will be changed to some extent. While

this man cannot be considered old, yet he is older
than he should have been with an uncorrected
mixed astigmatism ; his eyes should really have
received latention while he was a school boy, %Olen
the glasses %you'd have been more readily accepted,
and when probably the error of refraction was not
SC) great as it had grown to be lvithout the bene-
ficial influence of glasses. The fact that the visit al
of either eye separately is better than both together,
is due to the fact that the retinal images are dis-
similar in size and shape, and therefore the brain
has some difficulty in fusing them. There may
also be some muscular insufficiency, of which,
however, we have no record. This is a point that
should be looked into, as sometimes the addition
of a weak prism makes binocular vision more com-
fortable and satisfactory.

The fact that reading is all right is rather un-
usual, but at the same time very fortunate, and as
the distortion in the shape of square objects is all
the patient complains of, and this only for near
objects, there is no apparent reason why the glasses
should not be persevered with, in the hope that
this distortion will become less and less noticeable,
until finally it will disappear altogether.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

".1%. A. 14:"—Boy eight .1, ars old; born .with both
eyes turn in close to nose. Eyes were sore for
six months after birth. h,Yes tested separately,
.R. E. V, K8; I,. E. V., IR. Ophthahnometer
shows astigmatism, + i S. KR. I did not at-
tempt to correct astigmatism. Muscles tested
with maddox rod, /0° prism brought streak
about 6 inchesfrom ca mile flame'. I/, 111d m
with -I i to be it'Orii (0//Sitt///(1, and /1/11 17/ in
/en (1(1 'V. Boy is in ffood health. you
ill him with sph. ryl. lenses to wear constantly
or at school ? and a war prisms oz .e. r lop of
them, or would you jil him with prisms only to
be worn all the lime ? If so, what dcirree Y
avoid using prisms as much as possible.

This appears to be a case of hypermetropia.
This is proven by the convergent condition of the
visual axes and by the improvement in vision
afforded by the + i lenses. We are inclined to
think that the degree of hypennetropia is much
greater than is indicated by these lenses, and we
would suggest to our correspondent that he try to
coax the eyes to accept stronger convex lenses.
Inasmuch as the convergent strabismus (or esopho-
ria) is dependent upon the hypermetropia, we think
the correction of the latter will suffice for the for-
mer. Therefore, the glasses must be worn not
only at school but constantly. If our view of the
case is correct prisms are not required, but only
spherical lenses. This is in accordance with the
principle that the first step in the treatment of any
ailment is the removal of the cause. Therefore in
young persons the correction of the hypermetropia
serves also to correct the muscular deviation.
Astigmatism may be present, but we are not told
to i'hitt extent ; at any rate we think for the present
that it can be ignored, and the correction confined
to the strongest convex lens that will be accepted.

This is a case where the use of atropine would
be of great value. It might be applied by the
family physician at the suggestion of the optician,
and the full amount of latent hypermetropia could
be definitely determined. If this is not practicable,
then we would suggest the fogging method of test-
ing, which has so often been described on these
pages.

"F. N"-- What are the objective and snbjective
symptoms of hyperopia, also of myopia, astig-
matism and presbyopia

The objective -symptoms of the various errors
of refraction are not of much account. That is,
there are no distinctive external appearances by
which the observer is enabled to diagnose the case
as to whether it is hypermetropia, myopia, astig-
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matism or presbyopia. The hypermetropic eye is
a flat eye, the myopic eye a full eye, ;aid in astig-
matism there may be some dissimilarity between
the two of the face, but these conditions are
not invariald■ esent and are not hi be depended
upon. TIR•re may also be conjunctix al congestion
and redness of lids with scaly edges, in hyperme-
trivia and hypermetropic astigmatism.

The subjective symptoms are of more value.
I II hypermetropia they are pain (in head or eyes or
Nick of neck), some n»pairna.nt of ision, particu-
larly near vision, and inability to continue reading
or close work for any length of time, eyes may feel
good and vision clear in mornings, but as the day
%years on, the eyes become tired and refuse to work
except by continued urging.

In myopia the subjective symptoms are im-
pairment of distant vision, while near vision remains
good except in the higher degrees.

In astigmatism the principal symptom is head-
ache or pain in some part of the eye. In addition
there is blurring of vision, both near and at a
distance.

In presbyopia the patient finds himself holding
book farther away. He seeks a brighter light and
books with larger print.

In the treatment of disease the physician relies
to a great extent on the symptoms, because the
affected organ is concealed within the body. But
in the management of refractive errors the optician
pays but little attention to the symptoms, because
the eye is so accessible to examination that the
condition of its refraction can he easily measured :
a task that becomes easier and more exact each
year, with the improved methods and instruments
of the present day.

"J. AI A:"—./ am thinking of putting in an optical
parlor at the rear of my store. Its entire
length wil/ on/y be 17 fret. Is it possible for
Jilt. to use /5 .fi'el instead of Me usual 20 feet?
II /ii' would it no/ do to have a pair of lenses
with it prismatic (I kel of sullicient strength to
counteract /he con'eri,rence of Me eves fin- Mat
distance, iombi nee/ ici/ /I plus sphericals of suf-
ficient .stremM so as no/ to cat/ in use Me
accommodation ; and if //1 ese lenses wel-e left
in the trial •Thwie ail the lime, /hen would not
ft be the same a.v ;■'ilhon/ .cuch a pair of
lenses? Ifiiii t/ an is Pnie/ please write
a prescription f»- such a pair of lenses.

The writer has knowledge of many opticians,
and oculists also, who do their refracting at a dis-
tance of 15 feet, and very satisfactorily. Rays
from 20 feet are so little divergent that they are
assumed to be parallel ; rays from 15 feet are
slightly divergent and therefore call for a very
small ell(n-t of accommodation in the unaided eye.
In the hypermetropic eye this 1%111 allow a stronger
convex lens to be accepted, while in the myopic eye
a weaker concave lens will suffice. The difference
is not very great, perhaps less than .125 D.; but it
is in the proper direction, as it is a well-accepted
axiom that the convex lens in hypermetropia should
be as strong and the concave lens in myopia as
weak as possible. Keeping these facts in mind,
there is no reason why an optician should not use
15 feet, when circumstances make it impossible for
Iiim to get 20 feet.

The suggestion of our correspondent to neu-
tralize the slight accommodation and convergence
that may be used at this distance, with a sphero-
prism, shows that he comprehends the optical
problems involved ; but we do not consider such a
plan practicable, nor even necessary. But he need
have no hesitation in fitting up his proposed optical
parlor, as we infer that he has the skill and judg-
ment to make a success of it, even in the absence
of the classical distance.

In connection with the planning of the exam-
ination room, we would refer our correspondent to
the article, " Equipping Optical Quarters," on page
1303 of the October issue, also the various other
articles on the sante subject that have appeared in
our columns for several months past.

"I cannot get along without The Keystone.
i: 'k(' my trial case, it occupies a position which
nolhint; else can E. Slater, Optician,
Brookfield, N. V.
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The Testing of Optical Instru-
ments

Paper read by CHARLES V. DRYSDALE, D.Sc., at a meeting of
the British Optical Society.

General Principles

The function of all optical instruments, how-
ever diverse they may be in other respects, is finally
to produce an image, either real or virtual, of some
object, and to produce this image with the greatest
possible accuracy of detail in every particular,
usually with a certain amount of enlargement or
reduction of dimensions. For this purpose use is

made either of plane or curved mirrors, refracting.
or reflecting prisms, and lenses ; and any optical

instrument is bimply an assemblage of one or more

7 Fr 9 5 .
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Fig. 1—Principal, Focal and Symmetrical Planed

of these items. It has been shown that any perfect

optical system acts. so far ar the production of an

image is concerned, as if it were a single lens,

having a definite focal length and two definite

points on its axis known as the principal points,

through which pass the principal planes or planes

of unit magnification. Fig. i illustrates such a

system showing the two principal points and

planes P P, , the two focal planes F, P , and also

the two symmetrical planes S, S , the latter being

such that an object in one of them produces an in-

verted image of the same size in the other. Any

of the distances S, F, , P2 F. , or F. S,

represents the equivalent focal length. It is there-

fore of value, generally, to know the value of the

focal length of the system and the positions of these

principal points (which are usually coincident with

the nodal points). Beyond this, however, we fre-

quently require to know the magnification pro-

duced by the instrument, or the ratio of the size of

the image to that of the object. Furthermore, we

are concerned in knowing the angle of view which

the instrument will embrace, or the angle between

the extreme rays of light which can or do enter it.

Not only also is the production of the image in

Fig. 2—Chromatic Aberration

itself of importance, but its brilliancy or illumina-

tion concerns us considerably, and in order to

know this we must determine what is called the

aperture of the instrument. Finally, for some pur-

poses it is of value to know the curvatures of the

various surfaces.
It should be remembered, however, that no

optical instrument produces a perfect image, and

the images produced suffer in clearness from va-

rious defects, some of which are due to defective

quality of materials employed, others to defective

workmanship of the optical surfaces and to faults

in their mounting, while a third class of defects are

inherent in the optical properties of the surfaces of

the lenses and mirrors, and depend upon the

proper designing of the system. We may, there-

fore, divide the defects to be examined into three

headings:
I. Due to defects in material.—Since glass is

most extensively employed in optical work, the

defects in its constitution are the most serious, and

they may be enumerated as existence of veins or

strim and bubbles in the glass itself ; want of trans-

parency, either initially or from subsequent chem-

ical action, or strain consequent on imperfect an-

nealing of the glass during manufacture.

2. Defects in workmanship.—In this class we

first have imperfect polishing, causing scattering

and loss of light ; errors of form, usually in de-

parture from the plane or spherical form ; errors in

the parallelism of plane glasses Or of the angles or

prisms ; and, finally, defects in the centering of the

different lenses or mirrors in the system.

3. Defects due to design.—Under this heading

we have the usual errors which are well known, viz.:

(a) Chromatic aberration, in which different

colors are brought to different foci. Fig. 2.

(b) Spherical aberration, in which the rays of

light parallel to but at a distance from the axis are

brought to a different focus than those near to the

axis. Fig. 3.
(c) Coma or spherical aberration for oblique

pencils, producing a one-sided flare on the image.

Fig. 4.
(d) Radial astigmatism, in which oblique light

is focused not at a point but in two focal lines mu-

tually perpendicular. Fig. 5.
(e) Distortion, in which straight lines in the

Fig. 3—Spherical A b erration

object appear curved in the image. Figs. 6 and 7;
and

(f) Curvature of the field, in which the best

image of a plane object perpendicular to the axis

is formed on a curved instead of a plane surface.

Fig. 8.

Among the defects due to design may also be

mentioned inequality of illumination, generally

causing a reduction of brilliancy of the image as

we pass outwards from the axis ; and that known

as flare spot, causing light reflected from the sur-

faces of the lenses to be approximately focused on

the image.
It will be seen from this brief survey of the

points involved in optical testing that the subject is

an exceedingly large and complex one, especially

when we are further concerned in the adaptation

of the tests to the very varied types of instruments

in use. Notwithstanding this, however, a general

discussion on the tests necessary will not be beyond

our scope, and will obviate the necessity of doing

more than give details in dealing with the specific

requirements of different instruments.

Section I—General

A. Determination of the Equivalent Focal

Length.—Ill the case of mirrors, single thin lenses,

or of combinations of lenses, the total thickness of

which is very small in comparison with their focal

length, the latter may usually be taken with suffi-

cient accuracy as the distance from the surface of

the mirror or lens to the principal focus. Where

the combination is convergent the focal length is
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Fig. 4—Coma

immediately determinable ; if divergent, the focus

is virtual and must be found either by neutraliza-

tion or by a telescope or range finder, or by com-

bination with a convex lens of known shorter focal

length. Little difficulty, however, need ever be

experienced in such cases.
Where, however, optical systems are of con-

siderable axial length compared with their focal

length, as in most photographic lenses, eyepieces

and microscope objectives, the distance between

either extreme surface and its corresponding focal

point is not the equivalent focal length, but what is

technically known as the " back focus," and may

be very widely different from the former. In pho-

tographic lenses, for instance, the back focus

usually roughly corresponds to the camera exten-

sion, while the equivalent focal length is greater,

indeed in telephoto lenses it may be many times as

large.
It would seem unnecessary to give special atten-

tion to the testing of the equivalent focal length, but

unfortunately even now mistakes seem frequently

to be made on this important point, and even some

of our recognized text books contain serious errors.

An impression which seems to die hard is that the

equivalent focal length of a photographic lens is

the distance between the diaphragm stop and the

screen, but this is only occasionally the case.

Another is that if the lens is so set as to give an

image equal in size to the object, the equivalent

focal length is one-fourth of the distance between

them. This is only true if the nodal points are

coincident.

Fig. 5—Radial Astigmatism

There are many well-known methods of truly

determining the equivalent focal length, but they

divide themselves into three groups. In the first

of these the distance between the principal or nodal

point and the corresponding focal point is deter-

mined. In the second class the difference between

the focal and symmetrical planes is directly deter-

mined ; while in the third class we have the modi-

fied method of conjugate foci, and the magnifica-

tion tests of Dr. S. P. Thompson and Professor'

T. H. Blakesley.
Of these only two will be described. as being

probably the most suitable in practice. The first,

which I shall term Moessard's method, from its

having been brought to perfection by him in his

(Continued on page 465)
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Tourniquet, is very old in principle, and consists of
simply rotating the optical system on an axis per-
pendicular to its own axis, and to find the position
by trial when on slightly oscillating the system on
the axis the image of a distant object remains sta-

There are so many good points in connection

with the SI UR-ON EYEGLASS that we might write a book

on the subject; but speaking concisely, the steady

increase in the sales of the SHUR-ON is the most

convincing proof of its merits. All those who have

used it intelligently and persistently, enthusiasti-

cally indorse it. As it has increased our business,

so it will increase yours. Made in gold only.

10 K., $21.00 per dozen. 14 K., $27.00 per dozen.

10 K. countersunk, $24.00 per dozen.

combinations, the writer has modified it in connec-
tion with his universal optical bench described be-
fore the society.

The other method is that by which the focal
length is obtained from the distance between the
focal and symmetrical planes. In this test as ap-
plied to positive convergent systems, a distant
object is first focused sharply upon a screen. An
object is then brought near the lens and is moved
until its image is equal in size to itself and is per-
fectly sharp. The distance which the screen has
had to be moved from the first position to the
second is the focal length required.

B. Position of Nodal Points.—It would cer-
tainly be a great convenience in practice if the
positions of the nodal points of optical systems
were marked on their mounts, as has been done for
some time by M. Moessard, and recently again ad-
vocated by Prof. Blakesley. In Moessard's test the

Position of these points are directly given, while if
the equivalent focal length is determined by any
other method, and the position of the focal planes
are known, the positions of the nodal points can,
of course, be found at once.

C. Determination of llfagnilication.—The
term magnification is one which is employed in at
least three different senses. Scientifically it is de-
fined as the ratio of the linear dimensions of the
image to those of the object, and this definition is

With the former the aperture implies the ratio of

the diameter of the emergent pencil of light to the

equivalent focal length, while with the latter it is
usually taken as the sine of half the angular aper-
ture multiplied by the refractive index of the me-

dium in front of the objective. Both of these
quantities can be readily determined and will be

described In place.
F. Curvature of Sulfaces.—Little need be

said on this subject. For most purposes the

Fig. 6—Pincushion or Positive Distortion .

tionary. This can only be the case when the axis of
rotation cuts that of the system at the nodal
point of emergence, and the distance between the
axis and the focus is then the equivalent focal
length required. Fig. 9 shows a simple method
of carrying out the test, in which a lens system to
be tested is laid in a trough supported on an oscil-
lating axis. When a clear image of a distant object
is formed on the screen, and the trough is given a
slight oscillating motion, the image will generally

E. KIRSTEIN SONS CO.
NEW YORK SAMPLE OFFICE,

145 FULTON STREET.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Fig. 7-11arrel or Nt.gative Di,iortion

be seen to move. If, however, the lens is moved

backwards or forwards over the axis, and the

screen is correspondingly moved, a position will

readily be found in which a sharp image is pro-

duced which does not move for small oscillations.

The focal length required may then simply be

scaled off from the axis to the screen. The test in

this form is, of course, only applicable to conver-

gent combinations having a positive focus, but in

the case of negative combinations, such as ordinary

microscope or telescope eyepieces, or divergent

used when speaking of projection lenses or micro-

scope objectives, but in telescopes it implies the

visual angle which the image of a small object sub-

tends, compared with that which the object would

subtend at the same point. With simple micro-

scopes, or with oculars, however, the term magni-

fication has a third meaning, and implies the visual

angle subtended by a small detail of the image

compared with that subtended by the same detail

of the object, the image and object being in each

case situated at the distance of most distinct vision,

usually taken at to in., or 250 millimeters. The

testing of magnification will, therefore, be deferred

until the special instruments are dealt with.

D. Angle of View.—The angle of view is

again a quantity which is variously defined. It

may be the angle between the extreme rays which

can pass through the system, as in a telescope or

microscope ; the angle between the extreme rays

with which the system is actually used, and which

varies with the conditions, as in photography ; or

the angle between the two extreme directions over

which a certain standard of definition is attained,

or Over which the illumination does not vary by

more than a certain amount. The latter definition

corresponds to what is called the covering power

or angle of a photographic lens, or to the " angle

of aplanatic cone " in a microscope condenser.

E. Determination of Aperture. The term

aperture has two different significations in the case

of telescope or photographic lenses on the one

hand, or of microscope objectives on the other.

Fig. 9—Testing Equivalent Focal Length

spherometer, especially in Prof. Abbe's form, is
suitable, but when the diameter is too small, or
curvature too large, the method of testing devised
by the writer may be substituted.

G. Tests for Defects in Materials.—These
tests are well known and need only be briefly re-
ferred to. In order to detect veins or bubbles in
the glass, the most perfect method is to arrange for
a cone of convergent light to pass through the glass
and enter the pupil of the eye so that the whole of
the glass appears as a brightly illuminated field. If
the glass is already ground into lens form it can be
used to converge the light, as in Fig. to, otherwise
an auxiliary perfect lens may be employed ; under
these circumstances any such defects are made
clearly apparent. The existence of strain or imper-
fect annealing of the glass may be immediately
detected by interposing in the path of the light a
pair of ordinary polarising and analysing prisms,
set so as to give a dark field, any regular strain of

the glass immediately shows as a light or dark
cross on the field. Irregular strain is shown by the

figure being distorted.
Defective polishing of the surfaces is, of course,

easily detected by examining the surface in a strong
reflected light with an ordinary magnifying glass.

The only simple way of testing the transpa-

rency of the glass is to compare the piece to be tested
with a satisfactory piece of glass, by holding them

side by side against a uniformly illuminated sheet
of white paper. For accurate testing a photo-
meter should be employed ; but apart from the in-

convenience of this, it should be remembered that
the indications of a photometer afford no clue to
the transparency for actinic light.

(TO RE CONTINUED)

The Canadian Trader says : " The Optician's
Manual, Vol. II.," is a continuation of Vol. I., and is
a much more advanced and comprehensive treatise.
The refractive errors and their complications are
clearly explained, and the methods of correction
are made simple and practical. This book fills a
vacancy in higher refractive optics, and should be
in the hands of every optician who wishes to keep
abreast of his profession.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians
J. H. ELLIS, President, South Bend, Ind.E. L. JoNks, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held in 1903, atAtlantic City, N. J.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
THE RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE., Bart., M. P., Master.COL. T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association
S. COWAN, F. B. 0. A., President.J. If. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.13.0.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-bury Avenue, London, %V., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians
W. G. MAYBEE, President, St. Catharines.Amu. 111oFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians
E. P. WEt.t.s, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July andtuguet.

STATE

New York State Optical Society
B, B. CLAttk, President, Rochester, N. Y.A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. I%

Pennsylvania Optical Society
A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Ps.

Indiana Optical Society
C. M..TENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.G. S. Gnunn, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Next meeting, January 14, 1503.

Michigan Optical Society
NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich. 

WE. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 estern Avenue,Muskegon, Mich.
Iowa Optical Society

H. P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.G. E. BOYCE, Secretary, 202 Syndicate Block, Waterloo, Iowa.Annual meeting, Juno 10 and 11, 1903,
Illinois Optical Society

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, Ill.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association
L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal.
ALBERT J. SCH011AY, See')', 308 Hays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians
1 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon,C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians
H. CLAY EVERSOLF., President, Seattle, Wash.L. W. KecuLEIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association
Ono. H. BROWN, President, Manchester, N. H.W. E. ButtrEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. II.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-tember and November.
Wisconsin State Optical Society

AI.VA SNIDER, President, Beloit,'tVis.I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.
North Carolina Optical Society

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.A. P. STALKY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association
FRANK b. W1LLsoN, President, Manton We, Minn.C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nicoliet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.Next meeting, December 2, 1902, at St. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians
H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society
A. H. WENNINO, President, Nashville, Tenn.
GEO. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Ste.,Nashville, Tenn.

THEE KEYSTONE

Colorado Optical Association
R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. RIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.MISS E.H.CHAPMAN, Cor.Seey., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Cole.

Kansas Association of Opticians
W. J. LEWIS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STARCKE, SeC'y and Treas., Junctioh City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians
Louis AltmEnE, President, Richmond, Mo.J. W. Loden', Secretary, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association
H. L. LANG, President, Staunton, Va.J. W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Petersburg, Va.

Annual meeting, August, 1903, at Staunton.
Ohio Optical Society

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.
Kentucky Optical Society

W. T. EISENSCHMIDT, President, Newport, Ky.
LJ. M. IRMEN, Secretary, 336 Fourth Ave., ouisville, Ky.Next meeting, May 19, 1903, at Louisville.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society
H. C. WATTS, President, Syracuse, N. Y.A. G. GOLDER, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,September and November.

New York City Optical Society
A. W. FRANKEL, President.P. A. Dirmowrif, Rec. Sec., 1032 Third Avenue, New York.Meets second Wednesday of each month, except Julyand August, at College of the City of New York, 17 Lexing-ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Club
B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HARRY M. BESTOR, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society

HEWLETT SCUDDER, President.F. M. TAYLOR, Secretary, San Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club
RICHARD PERLEN, President.C. A. ENQUEST, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Next meeting, November 18, 1902.
Southern Minnesota Optical Association

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.J. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

Chicago Optical Society
W. F. NEWCOMB, President.A. W. GORE, Secretary, Room 206, 92 State St., Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society
JoNan Musk, President, Welland, Ont.F. O. DuNt.oP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont.

THE KEYSTONE'S Part in Optical
Development

IT is meet that in celebrating its entranceon its twenty-first birthday, THE KEY-
STONE should become reminiscent as to the
development of the science of refraction and
its own part as a factor in the development.
It is safe to say that the science of optics as
now practiced made greater progress in the
past ten years than in the centuries preced-
ing, and our readers will concede that it is
more than a mere coincidence that it was in
1890 THE KEYSTONE first started its now
famous optical department. Solicitous for
the interests of the trade, the management of
this journal saw in optics a limitless and prac-
tically uncultivated field which the jewelers
could till profitably and without interference
with their regular business. To educate the
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trade to the importance of the opportunity
and at the same time to help those who de-
sired to take advantage of it our optical
department was started, and in order that
the information imparted would be thor-
oughly reliable and practical the department
was placed in charge of an eminent oculist
and optical teacher, with the injunction that
the matter be progressively educative and
intelligently adapted to the needs and scien-
tific digestion of our readers. Then was be-
gun the now famous serial, " The Optician's
Manual," which, to-day, as republished in
two volumes, is the recognized standard
work on practical refraction.

AS the optical department progressed and
aroused the interest of the jewelry trade

at large the need of a question and answer
department became manifest. While the
serial continued to lay the foundation of a
sound optical education, a more convenient
and ready source of information was needed,
and this was furnished in the question and
answer pages, which have been of immeasur-
able value to the opticians of the country and
incidentally to the public for the reason that
the authoritative advice thus obtained ob-
viated blunders and conduced to better ser-
vice. Thus, under the fostering influence of
THE KEYSTONE, interest in the science of
optics developed rapidly until a large propor-
tion of the trade of the country became
enthusiastic students of the department, and
the department itself reflected the expanding
attainments of its pupils. It is safe to say
that many thousands of the now prosperous
opticians of the country are indebted to
THE KEYSTONE not only for their initiation
into the optical craft but also for most of the
information which they are to-day using with
such benefit to themselves. Our corre-
spondence furnishes the proof of this and
evidences unstinted appreciation on the part
of the myriad beneficiaries.

A. DEPARTURE of great value to theoptical profession and still unique with
THE KEYSTONE, was inaugurated with the
monthly reviews of the current ophthalmolo-
gical literature of the world by one of the
most eminent and accomplished writers on
ophthalmology. THE KEYSTONE subscribes
for all the medical magazines in English,
French and German, and from these are
carefully culled such matter as is of interest
or practical value to the refractionists. So
valuable are these reviews and so excellent
is the judgment displayed in their compila-
tion that they have elicited unstinted enco-
miums from the most eminent oculists of the
time.

In the publication of optical books THE
KEYSTONE has also done immeasurable

(Continued on page 1471)



Colds are very prevalent in this kind of 
weather 

Put Kachoo Guards on your patients'
glasses. They can't sneeze them off.

German Silver, .
Gold Filled, .
Gold, ,
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. 2.00 " "
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is often ruined by spectacle cases that do not meet
 the requirements

of the riding bow. The particular curve, the result of painstaking

effort is easily destroyed by a non-conforming case
.

The following list of recent optical inventions

was specially prepared for our columns by William

F. Hall, Patent Attorney, Equitable Building, 1003

F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.:

Patent No. 710,419.—Granted to Henry Borsch, of

Chicago, Ill., October 7, 1902.

The object of
this invention is to
provide a swiv-
elled connection
between the sup-
plemental nose
guard and the
main nose guard
eyeglass mount-

ing, this connection being formed by a hook-shaped

Pin secured to the main nose guard, engaging aper-

tures in a conical projection ori the supplemental
guard.

Patent No. 709,359.—Granted to Seth A. Rhodes,

of Chicago, Ill., September 16, 1902.

This invention relates to an optical instrument

adapted at one end to position the patient's head,

and having a light screen and apertured mirror

mounted in proper relative position at the opera-

tor's end, separate suitable devices of lens carriers

which may be removably or otherwise interchange-
ably positioned between the operator's mirror and

patient's eyes for retinoscopic or ophthalmoscopic

tests without the necessity of resorting to a dark

room.

Patent No. 7o9,574.—Granted to Rober
t Brooks

Finch, of Denver, Colo., September 23, 
1902.

This inven-
tion relates to
the construc-
tion of the
guards for eye-
glasses, and it
consists essen-
tially of a post
secured to the

lens frame to which is pivotally connected
 a spring-

pressed member having three arms carrying 
at their

ends suitable nose pieces.

Patent No. 711,099.—Granted to Edward Cl
ark, of

Saginaw, Mich., October 14, 1902.

This invention relates to optometers, and the

same consists of a rotary disk having a plur
ality of

lens holders spaced equi-distant apart aro
und its

entire periphery, and trial lens holders sup
ported

means, which is adjusted to suit the position of the

pupil and eye as an entirety, this tube being so

arranged as to exclude the entrance of lateral light

rays to the eye,

No. 710,622.—Granted to E. M. Singleton,

Marshalltown, Iowa, October 7, 1902.

The object of this
invention is to con-
struct the nose-guards
or plates and hinge
them in such a manner

that normally they will be disposed
on a line with the lenses and
frames, permitting the eyeglasses

to be placed in a flat case. To
this end the guards are pivotally
supported upon posts secured to
the lens-frame and are normally

into positions parallel to said frames by

Wholesale, Manufacturing and Jobbing Opti
cians,

723 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

are the only cases made that fully meet the requir
ements of up-to-date

opticians. They protect the nose-piece, conform readily to any

temple curve, and thoroughly satisfy the opti
cian and his customer.

The design is new, the construction novel, the pro
tection perfect.

The ideal RIDING BOW SPECTACLE 
CASES for conscientious

opticians.
No. 9. For usual and Medium-size Riding Bow

No. 8. For any size Eye, Bridge or Temple

Manufacturers

4054 & 4056 Haverford 
Ave., Philadelphia

A PERFECT AID TO VISION

THE TURNER-REICH

Binocular Field Glass

Patent No. 71o,227.—Granted to Albert 
S. Weaver,

of Providence, R. I., September, 30,19
02.

This invention relates to eyeglasses, 
and the

same consists in providing a post and a 
guard com-

prising a shank fastened at its outer 
end to said

post, a semi-circular neck integral at a poin
t inter-

Gives immense power in snial I compass. The definition is 
microscopically

sharp and wonderfully brilliant, in addition to which a wide
 field of view

is included. They are optically and mechanically perfect.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE-LIST.

Manufactured by

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO., 37 Maiden Lane, New
 York,

TRADE AGENTS.

mediate of its ends with said shank, eac
h portion of

which beyond its junction with the s
hank having

two differently-directed transverse c
urves and two

separate plates extending angularly fr
om the ends

of said neck which are disposed in 
different planes

in relation to each other.

by a fixed frame in position to align with the lenses

carried by said disk, and other lens holders de-

signed to carry opaque glasses.

Patent No. 710,418.—Granted to Henry Borsch, of

Chicago, Ill., October 7, 1902.
This invention relates

'to an improvement in
nose pieces for eyeglass-

Ia es, and the same consists
in the provision of a sup-
plemental nose-guard
swivelled upon upwardly
extended studs from and
in axial alignment with
the main guard, the sup-
plemental guard being

intended to adapt itself to all irregularities.

Patent No. 709,058.—Granted to John Evan
gelist,

Eau Claire, ,Wis., September 16, 1902.

This invention
relates to a device
for the treatment
of strabismus, ih
either one or both
eyes, and the pur-
pose of the device
IS to correct irreg-
ularity of the optic
axes and rectify
any undue muscu-
lar contraction or
relaxation by en-
closing theaffected
eye or eyes, and
gradually causing
one or both to be
normally straightened by a j :.ysic

al effort to glance

through a sight-tube forming the so
le visionary

Patent No. 7o9,824.—Granted to Edward H. Schild,

of Baltimore, Md., September 23, 1902.

This invention
relates to nose
guards for eye-
glasses, and the
device presented
consists of a pair
of lenses con-
nected by a bridge
and a pair of nose
guards, each being
supported at one
end and having its
other end free and
provided with a
nose-engaging
part extending in-
ward past the
bridge, a portion of the body of the guard l

ying in

front of the bridge and forming a spring 
to nor-

mally press the nose-engaging part toward the

nose-engaging part carried by the other gua
rd.

Patent No. 710,594.—Granted to Emil B. 
Meyro-

witz, of New York, N. Y., October 7, 1902.

This invention
consists in the
combination of a
guard provided
with the usual
bearing surface, of
a supporting arm

connecting the guard with a post or gla
ss frame,

said arm being so shaped and directed a
s to bear

against the nose throughout substantially
 its entire

length. To this end the supporting arms
 are offset

at a point where they join the metallic 
portion of

the main guard in order to bring the s
urface of the

arm into line with the surface of the shel
l or other

bearing material on the main guard.

Patent No. 711,362.—Granted to Frank
 Stewart,

Cincinnati, Ohio, October 14, 1902.

The invention relates to the mountings of e
ye-

glasses, and its purpose is to provide s
eparate

screws for securing the nose-guards and the
 ends of

the bow-springs to the lens-posts, a 
supplemental

object is to so shape the nose-guards t
hat the same

will cover the heads of the screws utili
zed for hold-

ing the ends of the bow-springs in said 
lens-posts.

"Each isswe of The Keystone hits the 
,nail on

the head. 11 are particularly interested in .Work-

shop Notes and the Optical Depar
tment"— Lewis

& Jewelers and Opticians, Hardingsbur
g,

Kentucky.
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Whililesoo's jiew Location
We have moved into the Schofield

Building, one of the finest sky-scrapers
in the country.

Our fast increasing business de-
manded more room. We have 4500

square feet of floor space in our new

quarters—plenty of light, power and an

opportunity to systematize our business,

so as to afford unexcelled facilities for

prompt attention to orders.
We have spared no expense in equip-

ment. Our machinery is of the latest

up-to-date pattern throughout,
Everything about our establishment

is right. We invite your inspection and

trust we may have a share of your orders.

We carry everything in Optical

Supplies.
We fill prescriptions with absolute

accuracy and guarantee every one.

The Whittlesey Optical Co.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Just
Received
our
importation
of

Opera
Glasses

Largest Assortment and Lowest Priced on the market.

Send for our 1902 Catologue with direct photo. reproductions of each glass, if you have
not already reCeiVI'll one.

STILL IN THE LEAD

OUR
AUTOMATIC

GROOVED
PERFECTION

BIFOCALS.
Perfection In all that the word means.
Lowers are interchangeable, will fit 1, 0 or 00
eye uppers—sure as can be.

SEND FOR SET OF SAMPLES, FREE

A full line of S. 0. Bigney ds Co., R. F. Simmons Co. and D. F. Briggs Co. CHAINS at
extremely low prices. Select ion paekages sent Part is not on onr books send references.

THE L. BLACK CO.
Wholesale Opticians,

B.! Work Our Specialty.

Direct Importers of
Opera, Field and Marine Glasses,

DETROIT, MICH.

KOENEN'S METAL CASES
THE STANDARD MAKE.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

•
Medium, No. 896.

The above style made in four sizes, as follows:
No. 876 for Eyeglasses or small Riding Bows.
No. 896 for Frameless and large Eyeglasses.
No. 926 for Regular Riding Bows.
No. 956 for Torics and Large or Regular

Riding Bows.

Our latest is a Riding
Bow Case which will hold
Torics or any regular Riding
Bow. The spectacles cannot
fall or spring out of this
new case.

It has all round corners.
It is a thing of beauty and
a joy forever.

Our goods are imitated
in an inferior grade. We
caution the optician to be-
ware of the inferior article.

Our standard is the high-
est ; quality and finish supe-
rior. That is why our goods
are popular and so widely
imitated.

'NNW 

-

New Hiding 130w Case, No. 956.

Sold by Jobbing Trade.

A. KOENEN & BRO.,
81 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.
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THE KEYSTONE'S Part in Optical
Development

(Continued from page 1467)

service, not merely to opticians but oculists as

well. " The Optician's Manual " is the most

honored and used treatise in the up-to-date

optician's library. " Skiascopy," too, is

doing great service in enabling the refrac-

tionists to master the new science of retino-

scopy, an essential accomplishment of the

modern refractionist. But THE KEYSTONE

prides itself especially on the translation and

publication of Tscherning's great work

" Physiologic Optics," the master work on

this fundamental branch of refractive science.

For this we received the thanks of all in-

terested in ophthalmology, the medical pro-

fession especially deeming it an invaluable

acquisition. The publication in book form,

too, of the very valuable papers of Charles F.

Prentice, M. E., was highly appreciated by

ophthalmologists. Of no less value from a

business point of view was the advertising

literature which we placed within reach of the

trade at a merely nominal cost.

IN this corning-of-age month we think

we can look back with much pride on

our achievements in the optical field, and

feel that we are not undeserving of the uni-

versal favor kindly accorded us. We pride

ourselves especially on the success which

attended our efforts to foster organization,

and while our ambition to have the refrac-

tionists of the country formally profession-

alized is still unattained, that happy consum-

mation is now certain. It will follow educa-

tion and organized effort as surely as the effect

follows the cause. As far as its optical work

is concerned THE KEYSTONE can, at this

anniversary time, look back with gratification

and forward with enthusiasm.

Kentucky State Optical Association

The semi-annual meeting of the Kentucky State

Optical Association was held in the grand jury

room of the new court house, Lexington, Tuesday,

October 21st. The attendance was encouragingly

large, more so than was anticipated, and the mem-

bership roll was augmented to double its number

by new acquisitions at the meeting. The meeting

was presided over by President W. T. Eisenschmidt,

who read a paper on "Why Opticians Should

Organize." The secretary and treasurer, respec- •

tively, reported the condition of the association.

Fred. Piefer made a report as delegate to the con-

vention of the American Association of Opticians

at Boston. Dr. Earl J. Brown delivered a lecture

on " The Anatomy and Physiology of the Eye,"

which was illustrated by stereopticon. A tempo-

rary adjournment was then made, and when the

members reconvened they inspected the exhibits

of the Julius King Optical Co., Geneva Optical

Co., F. A. Hardy & Co. and E. & J. Swigart. The

lecture was then resumed, and at its conclusion the

members indulged in a social confabulation.

The proceedings of the meeting were marked

by an earnestness on the part of the members

which bodes well for the future of the association.

The personnel of the membership is largely re-

sponsible for the progress of this organization.

The business acumen and scientific knowledge

evidenced by them at this meeting were of an un-

usually high standard. Messrs. King and Metzger,

who constituted the committee on arrangements,

are to be congratulated on the efficiency with which

they acquitted themselves. Dr. Brown was the

recipient of many encomiums on the educative

features of his lecture, and the members also ex-

pressed their appreciation of those who sent ex-

hibits. The next meeting will be held in Louisville

on the third Tuesday in May,

Central New York Optical Society

A well-attended and interesting meeting of the

Central New York Optical Society was held in the

assembly room of the St. Cloud Hotel on October

22d. A business session, presided over by Presi-

dent H. C. Watts, of Syracuse, was held in the

afternoon, at which the ordinary routine business

was transacted. Applications for membership

were received from Jesse W. Hall, of Cazenovia ;

Otis C. De Long, of Oneonta ; Dr. L. Miller and

Dan'l L. Snyder, of Syracuse. It was decided to

admit new members for the amount of their mem-

bership fee and exempt them from dues for the

current year. After considerable discussion it was

decided to hold the next meeting on the second

Wednesday in November, according to the regular

schedule, when it is probable that an X-ray exhibi-

tion will be given before the society by a Syracuse

physician.
Adjournment was then taken until eight o'clock,

at which hour the opticians reassembled to listen

to a lecture on " Ocular Muscles Intrinsically Con-

sidered and their Relation to Each Other," by

George A. Rogers, of Chicago. After brief re-

marks by F. L. Swart, of Auburn, and Wm. D.

Oertel, of Syracuse, on trade papers, and the work
of the legislative committee, respectively, Mr.

Rogers took the floor and held the close attention

of his auditors for over two hours. Mr. Rogers

illustrated his lecture by a device which he called a

pair of mechanical eyes. The action of the intra-

ocular intrinsic muscles consisting- of the muscles

of the iris, sphincter and radial, and the ciliary

muscles, the various movements of the extrinsic

muscles, composed of the four internal and exter-

nal rectus and the two torsional muscles, were all

thoroughly explained and illustrated. Mr. Rogers

also considered the fusing of images on the retina,

homonymous and heteronymous diplopia, in the

same thorough manner. He also described the

four different methods used in remedying the in-

sufficiency .of muscles, and altogether gave the

most clearly demonstrated and satisfactory expla-

nation of the action and treatment of the muscles

of the eye that has ever been presented to the

members of the society. A hearty vote of thanks

was tendered Mr. Rogers at the close of his lecture.

Richard Perle'n, president of the Utica Optical

Club ; Edward Benedict; of the Rochester Optical

Club, and C. T. Evans, of Utica, all testified to

their enjoyment of the occasion and appreciation

of the thorough and simple manner in which Mr.

Rogers had presented his subject. A luncheon

followed, which T. M. Stewart, of New York,

enlivened by his clever story-telling. A social hour

folloW.e.d,closing amost instructive and entertaining

•
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session. Among those in attendance were : Richard

Perlen, C. T. Evans and A. M. Kenney, of Utica;

T. M. Stewart, of New York ; Edward Benedict,
of Rochester ; C. E. Sargent, of Hartford, Conn.;

C. L. De Long, of Oneonta ; George A. Rogers,

of Chicago ; A. W. Golder, of Seneca Falls ; F. L.

Swart, of Auburn ; C. J. Fuller, of Phamix ; Edwin

Wilcox, of Fulton ; G. N. Luckey, of Baldwinsville;

C. B. Hibbard, of Pulaski ; H. E. Rice, of Shorts-

ville ; A. E. Trea, of Groton ; W. B. Gorham, of

Waterloo ; H. C. Watts, A. G. Golder, Wm, D.

Oertel, G. M. Babbitt, W. 0. Conger, Dr. Leon

Miller, Julius Strasburg, Daniel L. Snyder and

James H. Morse, of Syracuse.

Physiological Branch of the A. A. 0.

Application blanks for the Physiological Branch

of the American Association of Opticians will be

ready by the loth of November, and can then be

obtained by addressing any of the following:

Secretary, E. L. Jones, Sandusky, Ohio ; C. L.

Hart, 39 Market Street, Lynn, Mass., secretary of

the Physiological Branch, or any of the following:

E. Leroy Ryer, 15 Maiden Lane, New York;

Chas. M. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.; Perle L. Sage-

biel, Dayton, Ohio ; or Miss Edith Gallup, 1620

California Street, Denver, Colo. The board of

regents -and officers of the branch have under con-

sideration a plan for taking up systematic work

throughout the country. Each month through the

optical journals some pertinent subject will be

taken up, the various text books of most value

suggested, and notations containing advice as to

how to study can be made most effective. " This

will be a broad field," said President Eberhardt,

" and will require much thought ; but if some form

of effort can be determined upon and constantly

urged, inciting interest, it may ultimately lead to

something practical and effective."

Spectacles a Sign of National
Regeneration.

A short but interesting article on this subject

appears in American Medicine, and will prove

of added interest from the fact that it is written by

an oculist and yet pointing out the necessity for

refractionists, commenting on the recent British

Army orders :—" Because of the necessity of making

the soldier a good marksman, the army regulations

in Continental Europe have allowed the use of

spectacles. It is strange logic, however, that sees

in this a proof of national degeneration. It is, in

fact, the reverse, because it shows that we are at

last becoming aware of the stupidity of the prejudice

against spectacles, and that it easy by their use to

make a good and useful soldier of one who, by

reason of bad vision, was a poor soldier because he

shot at random, instead of with precision. Ame-

tropia, which causes amblyopia, is probably

decreasing with the progress of civilization. Civil-.

ization makes us need glasses more because we

need to see better, not because the eye is poorer

than it was. The only objection to their use by

soldiers, engineers, etc., is that in rain and fog the

lenses require protection or frequent cleansing. An

indirect benefit of the army regulations may be that

at last some continental ophthalmologist may some-

time learn the art of refraction, and that he may

teach others, so that in the course of centuries

millions may secure the good vision, and the conse-

quent health and usefulness of life now denied them

by unprofessional ophthalmology."
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as the patent cover and
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magnifying power, and
give a large field of vision.
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WE ARE THE PIONEER SURFACE GRINDERS

OF THE SOUTH.

In the year 1890 we imported from Bardou & Sons, Paris, the

first Surface Grinding Machines ever brought into the State. Our

title is, therefore, clear to that of " Pioneer Surface Grinders of the

South."
There were at that time one or two other firms grinding lens

edges upon ordinary grindstones ; to be sure, a simple enough matter,

but from that process to actual surface grinding is a far cry.

The term pioneer has nothing of " out-of-dateness" about it. We

have had no stagnation anywhere along the line of progress. We

have never been satisfied ; we try to be farther advanced to-day th
an

yesterday—we'll be farther to-morrow than to-day. We always

have held the advantage gained over all others. The most improved

optical devices in the hands of the most skilled operators ensures

here always Accuracy, Promptness, Perfection. Send your prescrip-

tions to us.

On the Confusion in Methods of

Numbering and Using Prisms

It is evident that if there were less con-

fusion in our method of measuring and

describing muscular anomalies, ophthalmolo-

gists would not only understand each other

better, but also more uniform results could

be obtained in examination and in treatment.

The object of this paper is, therefore, to call

attention very briefly to that confusion and

how it may be remedied at least to some

degree.
First. A certain small part of this con-

fusion is due to the lack of uniformity in the

prisms themselves.
As one phase of this subject has already

been considered at the International Congress

in Berlin, it is unnecessary to consider the

relative advantages of numbering prisms ac-

cording to the angle, to the prism dioptrie,

centrad, etc. It is sufficient to point out the

fact that there still remains a difference in

the methods of numbering, and that prisms

supplied by opticians do differ from each

other so decidedly as to have this difference

of real clinical importance, especially in the

higher numbers.
A second source of confusion is the lack

of uniformity in the manner of using the

prisms to test the position of the eye when

at rest, the static condition or the so-called

muscular balance. It is out of place here to

discuss the relative value of these different

tests, either the " inspection " or " cover

test," Grwfe test, for distance ; the Maddox

rod, the phorometer, etc.

The actual fact is, that according to our

present methods these different tests often

give different results when tried upon the

same individual at the same sitting, or the

same method may give different results upon

the same individual at different sittings.

In other words, there exists as to this,

very decided confusion. It is beyond the

scope of this paper to consider the causes of

this confusion ; but suffice to say, that with

certain precautions as to uniformity in the

methods, it is possible to obtain much greater

or entire uniformity in the results of measure-

ment of the so-called muscular balance.

A third source of confusion is the lack

of uniformity in the manner of using prisms

to test the power of adduction and abduction

—or the dynamic condition of the eyes. It

is well known that if we hold before one eye

any one of the revolving prisms and slowly

turn the prism in such a direction as to bring

the base out, we will find that most indi-

viduals can gradually increase their adcluc-

tion to twelve or fifteen degrees or much

more before diplopia is produced.
On the other hand, if, after a few min-

utes' rest, a single prism, but a weaker one,

be placed before the same eye in the same

way, namely, with the base out, then we

often have at once a distinct diplopia. In

fact, it may be necessary to lessen the strength

of the prism by several degrees before the

images blend ; that is, before the degree of

real adduction is measured. In other words,

when a muscle is measured by gradually in-

creasing the strength of the prism, we find

that the desire to fuse the images gives us

apparently a high degree of strength for that

muscle ; whereas, if we begin with a strong

prism and then decrease the strength, we

obtain another and quite a different measure-

ment for the power of that muscle or group

of muscles.
Now, the fact is, that some practitioners

use one method, obtaining one set of results ;

and other practitioners use another method,

obtaining results quite different. It is true

greater uniformity would be found if all

employed only the separate prisms from the

test case. But unfortunately they will not

do that.
So great is the rapidity and simplicity

with which tests can be made by means of

the prisms in series, or by the revolving

prims, that these have been and always will

be used by ophthalmologists, and it remains

only to adopt some uniform method of test-

ing so that the individual practitioner may

know his own results and others may under-

stand that of which he speaks or writes.

Without entering into detail, it may be

stated as to this point also that proper pre-

caution as to uniformity in method will give

much more uniform results.
A fourth source of confusion which

should be mentioned is in the different terms

used to express the same muscular anomalies.

The nomenclature of Grmfe is still employed

in Europe in the terms " latent " conver-

gence, divergence, etc., while usually in

America and occasionally in England, we

find the conditions described as esophoria,

exophoria, etc. This unfortunate confusion

needs only to be mentioned in order to be

appreciated.
From the foregoing we find, therefore :

First. There is often some difference

in the strength of the prism which we use.

Second. Confusion arises in part from

'lack of uniformity in the manner of using

prisms to test, the static condition—the so-

called muscular balance or,
Third. From lack of uniformity in using

them to test the dynamic condition.
Fourth. From the existence of different

terms to express the same muscular condi-

tions.
In view of so much confusion

it seems desirable for this society to
take some formal action which
might tend ultimately to the ap 
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pointment of an international com-
mittee, whose duty it would be
to report some simple plan which
would ensure greater uniformity in
methods of examining the muscles
and perhaps also agree on some
terms for describing the results ob-
tained by our measurements. By
thus taking a single step toward
uniformity in methods and terms,
we might hope to advance to a
better understanding of the diag-
nosis and treatment of muscular
anomalies.

—Dr. Lucien Howe. in the
Ophthalmic Record.

Ingeniously Improvised Optical Room

One of the most ingenious methods of

improvising an optical room that have come

under our notice is that of H. A. Cain,

jeweler and optician, 2924 Ridge Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa., a diagram of which is

shown herewith. It will be seen that the

optical room, when not in use, forms part of

the private front entrance. This can be suit-

ably transformed in less than two minutes.

No. I in the diagram represents a curtain,

which is dropped by a heavy weight, and at

the bottom is a piece of strip lead which out-

weighs the strength of the spring at the top.

This arrangement is controlled by a cord,

which is represented by the dotted line at

No. 4. When the cord, which runs along

the ceiling, is let loose, the curtain drops.

The cord fastens at the bottom of the curtain

from the back, and when this is pulled the

spring at the top of the curtain rolls it up.

No. 3 represents a draped curtain, with

which the room may be closed in, thus giving

a square effect. When not using the distance

test the curtain may be hooked back on one

side. When making the distance test the

cards may be hung on curtains No. 2, while

testing, with a hook that can be taken off the

curtain before rolling up. The newel post

light, No. 5, at the foot of the stairs, furnishes

light for the distance test. Automatic burners

are used so that it can be controlled without

having to walk to it. The distance light

and curtain are controlled at No. 4. The

former, when in use, is covered with a shaker-

shaped hood. This throws the light on the

cards and darkens other portions of the

room. For retinoscope work, the room can

be darkened and light No. 6 covered. The

operator's stool and patient's chair, at No. 4,

when not in use, are always kept on opposite

side of the room so that the entry can be

used at any time. This improvised optical

room is an encouraging example of what

ingenuity can do to compensate for lack of

space. It is quite likely that the idea may

benefit many of our readers.

0.7.CII Ufa —

0 0 \DINING Room

OPTICAL ROOM
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A FEW SPECIALTIES in OPTICAL GOODS I
The New Spectacle, ,,LAURANCE
This Bridge has two points of pressure and distributes the
weight and does not rest on crest of nose—leaves no mark.

THE /LAURANCE."

Second Quality

12 Dozen FirstQuality
Interchangeable Peri-
scopic Convex, 1 Eye,
in handsome cherry
polished case,

GOLD FILLED 10 K. Seamless, Guaranteed 10 Years.
Superior Finish. all styles, Skeleton from $3.60 to $6.60 dozen.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the
ilenses so that t is impossible for them to rub.

LENSES WE MANUFACTURE ANEXTENSIVE VARIETY.

SPECIAL LENSES of Any Size or Focus Made.

Spencer Optical Institute
The recognized Optical School for

Business Men, Thorough Attendant and

Correspondence Course.
Send for Prospectus.

This Course is worth $1000 to you

$12.00 per gross pairs. 
and practically costs nothing.

do. do., 9.00 "

Send for reduced it Price-List.

Dr. Agnew's Great German File Water
Price, $19.50 per gross, $1.63 per dozen.

Send for Sample Dozen.

11111111111111 A SU
PERIOR QUALITY, STYLE AND FINISF1

EXTRA FINE WHITE METAL of HIGH TEMPER
THAT WILL NOT RUST OR CORRODE.

anci 1111111NO G U A RNAONTT ET lo E D 
TARNISH.

Fnom1 
$4•75 

T03 .5O PER DOZ.

R WILL NOT RUST.NICKEL SILVE HIGH FINISH.

In Straight or Riding Bow FROM$1.25 Tos2 25and Eyeglasses.

The Prize-Winners.
Paris, 1900. Buffalo, 1901.

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES

All Styles, $10 to $100.
Send for descriptive supplenl:s .

DEADING in Celluloid, Extra High
Power Lenses. Will not

GLASSES tarnish nor oxidize.IV Handsomest and Strongest.
Made in three colors, Shell, Onyx and Ivory.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO., 15 Maiden Lane, NewYork, N.Y.

Goerz hider Binoculars
HAVE MERIT

No. 40. Price, $62.00.

Increased Power

Increased Field

of View

Reduced Bullz

and Weight

It is easier to sell a high-priced article with merit than a cheap one
without.

As a man is known by the company he keeps, so is a dealer known

by the goods he carries. Cater to the best by selling the GOER%

TRIEDER BINOCULARS.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

C. P. GOERZ OPTICAL WORKS,
ROOM 16, 52 E. Union Square, NEW YORK.
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When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
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W. H. Craft,
319 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Houghton-Hardy Optical Co.
27 & 28 Jewelers' Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

Wholesale Dealers in and Manufacturers of

Optical Specialties
OPERA GLASSES
for the Holiday Trade.

We make a Specialty of Trade Work.
Promptness our motto.

Houghton-Hardy Optical Co.

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A
TRIAL CASE.

Winter Courses begin October 1st and
last to June 17th. Students may

enter at any time.

Klein School of Optics

2 Rutland St, Boston, Mass.

Instructions in all branches of the
Optical Business. Students may enter
now. Address

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
2 Rutland St., Bost lllll Mass.

Are You
an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated course

entitled " Ophthalmic Hypnotism," It
will surprise and delight you. It is a com-
plete course of 40 lessons, a St2c course for
only $1.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARRAES, M. 1)., Oph. D.,

233 W. Madison St., Chicago.

L. A. STEVENSON'S

Eyeglass Guard Gauge
Throw away the rule and stop your guess-

ing. The difficulty of FITTINO EYEGLASSES
MADE EASY. Ask your jobbers for it. If
they can't supply you T will, upon receipt of
$2.00, to an y add ress.

A. STEVENSON,

Gaylord, Mich.
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Pennsylvania State Optical Society

The Pennsylvania Optical Society held its

seventh annual meeting and banquet at Boothby's

Hotel, 5233 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, on

Tuesday, October 14th, at 7 o'clock. Members

were present from different parts of the State.

After the sumptuous repast, which was much

appreciated, the members turned their attention to

cigars and business.
The following were elected officers for the

ensuih year : President, A. Martin, Philadelphia;

first vice-president, H. E. Herman, Williamsport,

Pa.; second vice-president, J. F. Brinkerhoff, Phil-

adelphia ; secretary, C. A. Longstreth, Philadel-

phia ; treasurer, H. F. Freeman, West Chester;

executive committee : A. H. Peoples, Chester;

C. Huber, Philadelphia ; C. S. Gill, Philadelphia;

auditors : R. A. Tollinger, W. F. McCaffrey.

The report of the treasurer showed the finances

to be in a Very satisfactory condition.

Inasmuch as many of the members reside at

such a distance from Philadelphia that they can

rarely attend the annual and other meetings, it

was decided to lower the dues to $2 per year, the

members attending the banquet and other special

meetings, paying extra for them. This was deemed

the most equitable arrangement for all concerned.

The committee on special meetings reported

that three meetings had been held during the year.

One was a quiz class, when different questions per-

taiMng to the measuring of defective eyes and fitting,

were propounded and discussed by those present.

L. L. Ferguson, of New York, addressed the second

with practical demonstrations on fitting and altering

the dimensions of frames. The third was occupied

with papers prepared by the members on defective

muscles and prismatic exercises. The attendance

at most of these meetings was very gratifying.

The subject of having special lectures on the

discernment of diseased conditions of the eye, pre-

paratory to holding examinations for the ophthal-

mometrician grade, was referred to the executive

committee.

New York City Optical Society.

The regular meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was held at the Fifth Avenue

Hotel, on the evening of October 8th. Prof. Fox

concluded the series of lectures he has been deliver-

ing before the society. At the next meeting he

will inaugurate a new series on laboratory work,

which is expected to be of great practical interest.

He was followed by Dr. Welzmiller, who gave an

illustrated lecture on "The Heart and Lungs."

The business session was then held. After the

minutes had been approved, application for mem-

bership was received from Chas. Lapier, Brooklyn.

Chairman Ferguson, of the Legislative Committee,

then outlined the present status of legislative

affairs. The outlook for the successful passage of

the bill at the next session of the legislature, the

speaker thought, was very good, and proposed that

the society take up the question of raising funds

again and endeavor to raise another thousand

dollars to add to a similar amount already sub-

scribed for. Mr. Ferguson stated that the up-state

opticians were expected to raise another thousand

dollars, which it was thought would be sufficient

to have the bill passed. The proposition seemed

to meet with general favor and, after discussion,

Louis Kahn was appointed to solicit subscriptions

among the city trade for this fund.

The desirability of changing the society's meet-

ing place to the College of the City of New York

at 17 Lexington Avenue, was then taken up. Mr.

Cross, the chairman of the Committee appointed at

the last meeting to investigate the desirability of

making the change, reported in favor of doing so

and pointed out several advantages that had

appealed to the committee. On motion, the corn-

mittee's report was accepted and it was decided

hereafter to meet at the college.

New England Association of Opticians

A largely-attended meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians was held at Young's

Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday, October 21st.

Carl A. R. Lundin, lens expert, of Alvan Clark &

Sons Co., Cambridge, Mass., delivered a lecture

upon "The Manufacture of Glass for Optical Pur-

poses and its Adaptation to the Telescope." Mr.

Lundin gave a splendid exposition of his subject

and made his lecture doubly instructive by illustrat-

ing portions of it with the use of some interesting

lenses which he brought with him for the purpose.

Illinois Optical Society

The annual meeting of the Illinois State Optical

Society was held in the Jewelers' Association

rooms, Chicago, on Thursday, October 56th. The

following officers were re-elected : W. C. Sommer,

president ; 0. C. Lamphear, first vice-president;

H. A. Johnson, second vice-president ; Loren L.

Boyle, secretary and treasurer ; W. A. Brack,

assistant secretary. The directors elected were :

Walter Wyatt, Peoria, Ill.; H. J. Garrison, Joliet,

Ill.; Joseph Dobbs, Geneseo, Ill ; Robett Von

Der Heydt, Chicago, Ill.; G. S. Bander, Elburn,

IH.; W. A. Foley, Chicago Heights.

California State Association of
Opticians.

The regular quarterly meeting of the California

State Association of Opticians, which was held at

the California Hotel, San Francisco, on the evening

of October 6th, was preceded by an excursion to

Mount Tamalpias. The latter function was held

on October 5th, the day previous to the meeting

and was such an enjoyable outing that the members

determined upon holding another before the next

reunion. At an early hour a large proportion of

the members met at the ferry for Sausalito and

from thence embarked. The picturesque scenery

of the bay with its numerous interesting points

delighted the visitors. After arriving at Sausalito

the par`:, preceded to Mill Valley and after an

exhilerating ride up the mountainside reached the

summit in good time and .made their headquarters

at the tavern located there. The atmospherical

conditions were typical of California and the beauti-

ful panorama stretching away from the base of the

elevation was a sight, which will live long in the

memory of the refractionists. Thirty miles away

lay the Fanalone Islands, but from this vantage

ground they appeared within a half-hour's sail of the

mainland. The members indulged in pleasant per-

ambulations until awakened to a sense of the material

by the blowing of the horn for dinner. It was a

sumptuous feast and was done ample justice to.

The home journey was also enjoyable, except, per-

haps, that the members would fain linger amidst such

Elysian scenes. The business meeting, which took

place on the night following, found the members in

excellent spirits. The sun-burned faces of some

told of the previous day's outing. Some of the out-
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of-town opticians present had never met their fellow

members before, among whom was Fred. Detmers,

of Los Angeles, who addressed the meeting and

made some wise observations regarding the further-

ance of the optical movement. Those who sent

letters of regret for non-attendance were : F. S.

Smith, of San Jose ; The Boston Optical Co., of

Los Angeles ; A. S. Sanford, of Honolulu, Hawaii,

and F. M. Taylor, of Dallas, Texas.. D. S. Binford,

of Modesta, Cal., was elected to membership in

the association. Charles H. Wood, of Oakland,

Cal., gave an interesting lecture on the "Uses and

Abuses of Frames." At the conclusion of the

business the entire body was escorted through

Chinatown, the most interesting section of San

Francisco. This was quite an experience, even for

local practitioners, some of whom had never visited

the Celestial quarter of the city.

A State Society for North Dakota

Chas. L. Proctor, optician with J. B. Cook &

Co., Bismarck, N. Dak., is sending letters to the

opticians of the State asking them to give him their

personal opinions as to the time and place most

suitable for the holding of a meeting at which the

formation of a State organization may be discussed.

This is a timely move on the part of Mr. Proctor,

and it is looped that the refractionists of the State

will heartily co-operate in his laudable project.

The Minnesota State Board of
Examiners

A meeting of the State Board of Examiners in

Optometry was held at the State capital, St. Paul,

September 24th and 25th, for the purpose of ex-

amining applicants for registry in this State. Nine

were present, of whom only three were successful,

viz., J. L. Egleston, Minneapolis ; F. E. Rollins,

Rochester, and Albert J. Kruger, North Branch.

There were 32 questions, some of which were sub-

divided into several sections. Each question cor-

rectly answered was given to points, making a

possible total of 320 for the written examination.

Forty points were possible for practical testing of

the eye and to points for work in neutralizing two

different lenses, making a possible grand total of

370 points. The six candidates who failed made a

very poor showing, one of them only reaching 30

per cent., although this was his second attempt at

the examination. A noticeable discovery made by

the board was the extremely small percentage of

candidates who are able to neutralize an unknown

lens with any degree of certainty. • One member

expressed his view thus : " They are all lost with-

out their lens measure."
The first attempt at enforcing the law was

made at Ivanhoe, Minn., October 8th, when M.

Brakien, of Mason City, Iowa, was arrested on

complaint of E. S. Bugbee, a registered optician.

The party had tried to get away in a hurry, leaving

his bicycle, trial case and outfit behind, but when

the marshal captured him a few miles out of town

he found him with his cap and coat turned inside

out in a foolish attempt to disguise himself. The

justice of the peace before whotn lie was tried

found him guilty, fined him and he promised to

go back to his native State.
The secretary of the board, C. A. Snell, has

several complaints, and says, " No one will be

allowed to practice optometry in the State hence-

forth unless he is registered. We have given all

plenty of. time, and none can say they did not

know of the law. We shall enforce the law.



Masonic Temple, the Home of the College

'The Northern Illinois College
Masonic Temple Qf Ophthalmology and Otology
CHICAGO

The Leading Optical College of the World, Largest and Best Equipped Optical College.

With a Faculty of Practical Teachers engaged in PRACTICAL OPT
ICS.

WE TEACH YOU HOW TO FIT GLASSES.

Our regular Winter night course commences Monday, Oct
ober 20th, and continues during the winter.

The "MeFatrielt Eye" (patented 1902) with p
amphlet 82.00

Lenses for the "Eye" 
 1.00

If you have a trial case will you not need the lenses. A
 discount on the " Eye " will be allowed students of thi

s college.

Write for information and illustrated announcement.

Third addition for 1902 of this popular book just receiv
ed from the press.

G. W. McFATRICH, M. D., Secretary
MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
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MURINE
In preparing an inflamed eye for a correction of

 an error of refraction.

It rapidly and safely restores normal conditi
ons, and clears the trans-

parent medias, obviating the use of a mydriatic 
.• ••

MUR..INE., does nut dilate the pupil but 
rests the accommodation, and

is safe in the hands of adult and child. Is a relief and cure for sore-

ness, itching, burning, inflammation, granula
tion, watering, ulceration,

blurring, weakness and scales on the eyelids 
.•

SOLD BY ALL OPTICAL AND JEWELRY JOBBERS

Do you see Floating
Spots or Cobwebs?
Is Vision Cloudy?

BANENE
is indicated in
these cases.

Cases are often found, more particularly in those of
 middle and advanced age,

where proper correction for glasses has been made, 
while at the mune time, the eye

refuses to accept the lenses with favor. Investigation discloses an impaired cir-

culation in the interior of the eyeball. BANENE reliev
es these conditions. SPOTS

that seem to be FLOATING BEFORE THE EYES, "
cobwebs," etc., are entirely

dispelled by BAN ENE. BA NENE clears the retina of congestion.

THE MURINE EYE REMEDIES

Are Sold by Optical and Jewelry Dealers E
verywhere. Send for fuller treatise on Murine Eye Remedies.

Briggs Patent Mountings
(Temple Clasp Revolvers.)

Rims or Rimless.

The lenses are grooved in less time than i
t takes to drill holes.

Groovers furnished all who desire them, 75 cents. Our standard

width mounting can be used in 90 per cent
. of cases. Made in gold,
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gold filled and nickel. Send $1.00 P. 0. order or stamps for

sample gold filled with spliero lenses, case and 
wholesale price-list.

No samples sent on memorandum.

If your Jobb2r cannot furnish them, 
write us.

Briggs Optical Co.,
Triangle Building, Rochester, N. Y.

INKC28.194%

DIRECTIONS :—File down sides of box of studs until
 they are about 1-100 inch lower th

an

the combined thickness of nose pieces and spring. Set screw
 in lock and screw down. If lock sho

uld

not come at right angles to box, give The screw a quarter turn, either
 way, without turning lock

and you will get it into exact position without trouble. Then bend flanges down to sides of 
box.

The only device which will hold the stud screws abso
lutely in place and

improve the appearance Of the eyeglasses.
The only Countersunk Screw Lock ; can be applied to 

any stud.

Gold, $1.50 ; Gold Filled, $0.75 ;

Nickel, $0.50 per dozen pairs. Order sample dozen.

WESTERN EAR GUARD.

To introduce our new Western Ear Guard we will 
mail a sample pair for 5 cents

(stamps) or $4.00 per gross pairs in aluminum.

Western Optical Mfg. Co.
Lens Grinders and Manufacturers of Optical Speci

alties.

High-class Lk Work a Specialty.

714 Pine Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

air EASTERN SUPPLY DEPOT—Julius King Opt
ical Co., No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.
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Optometry a Profession

Paper read at the Annual Convention of the Amer
ican Asso-

ciation of Opticians, by Joim C. EBERHARDT,

President of Ohio Optical Association.

"Man in nothing comes nearer to the gods

than in giving health to his fellow mortals." This

quotation is from an address recently deliver
ed

before the Royal Society, of London, England,

setting forth the value of mechanical therapeutics

for the relief of suffering. Are there not many

forms of ocular abnormalities that cause suffering

through reflex action, in which lenses have thera-

peutic value, and where the refractionist by his

specific knowledge is able to give relief? If this

proposition is based upon fact, then there lies be
fore

us a vast field for exploration, and calls for increased

scientific equipment in those who are ambitious to

excel in modern optometry.

It has, however, been asserted that the optician

is merely a merchant or a manufacturer, and that

he, in fact, transgresses the law when he attempts

to relieve suffering by the correction of structural

eye defects by means of lenses.

Carl Weiland, M. D., in the

preface of his translation of

Tscherning's late text book,

says : " Physiologic optics is a

science which on the one side touches the high-

est philosophic problems of the human mind,

and on the other side keeps in intimate con-

tact with the practical work of the ophthal-

mologist, who in his daily work of refrac-

tion can be guided only by its principles."

Webster defines the term " physiology " as " that

department of natural science which treats of

the organs and their functions," consequently

though it may be held that Dr. Weiland by the

appellation of ophthalmologist refers only to the

oculist, yet from the fact that he does so under

the head of " physiologic optics " he, of neces-

sity, includes the optical refractionist, whose prov-

ince it certainly is to pursue the science that treats

of the eye and its functions.

It is, however, an accepted fact that many

abnormities of the eye, especially the various per-

plexing imbalances of the ocular muscle system,

with attending asthenopia, are due to inadequate

nutrition of the nerve centers that supply iner-

vation to this part of the human anatomy, and it is

therefore of much importance that the refracti
ng

optician should have a comprehensive knowledg
e

not only of the scientific principles of light and sigh
t,

but also a sufficient knowledge of the nerve cente
rs

that supply energy to this intricate piece of mech
-

anism, the source of blood supply that furnishes

the requisite nutrition, and of the possibilities 
of

the normal supply being impeded or curtaile
d.

Research is constantly adding to the literature

treating of this phenomenon, and the earnest

analysist can but be impressed with the broad field

for investigation still before him.

The question, however, that is

agitating the progressive refrac-

oi Opticians tionist is, " How call we obtain

legislative recognition that will

discriminate between capacity and incapacity
?"

An eminent jurist, who is a member of one

of our State Supreme Courts, said in comment
-

ing on the situation, " The value of a law li
es

ill its efficacy ; laws will not make men good,

neither can they impart capacity ; use all your

efforts to elevate the standard of your schools

and effect organizations, eligibility in which 
will

consist of thorough information, integrity and 
high

What is
Physiology

Legal Recognition
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moral standard ; you can thus, like the various

other professions in the past, eventually establish

tribunals that will be strong factors, not only in

obtaining laws but in enforcing them."

Webster defines a profession

as " a liberal occupation or one

not mechanical." Many will

claim that optometry always

will be more or less allied to the mechanical

branch, but are we not realizing more and more

that he who is ambitious to excel in the work of

solving the problems connected with the intricate

phenomena of vision must relieve himself of this

branch and throw a singleness of purpose into the

analytical efforts necessary to cope with the many

perplexing abnormalities that constantly present

themselves.
The high-minded man with whom honor, integ-

rity and conscientiousness are instinctive, is fre-

quently confronted by the many unscrupulous or,

at least, questionable methods resorted to, and an

apparent ignorance of the unwritten laws of

humanity exhibited by certain persons engaged in

the practice of optics.

Is there no remedy for conditions and practices

that tend to lower optometry in the estimation of

the public? The classic Greeks, 2000 years ago,

recognizing the value of a high moral standard,

gave to the world many of the essential factors of

the science of ethics, which still form the basic

principles of our professional codes.
Professor T. M. McWhinney,

The Relation of Antioch College, in his lec-

Between the Indi- tures on this subject says:

vidual and the Law " We need but emphasize the

proposition that all human

responsibility grows out of relationship. But for

the relation that exists between the individual and

law there would be no obligation of obedience.

When we learn, however, that man has been created

subject to physical and psychological laws, and that

the health of body and vigor of soul depend upon

personal conformity to these divine laws, the obli-

gation of obedience is imperative. Perfect con-

formity to the laws of honesty, truth, justice, faith,

hope and love finds its necessity in the nature of

the soul. This thought is clearly illustrated in the

fact that true success in life is in exact ratio of our

obedience to these fixed statutes."

The contemplation of these facts cannot but

impress us with the necessity of formulating appli-

cable laws which will incite a desire to rise above

the trivialities and petty contentions of life, and tend

towards cultivating a broader spirit of charity and

tolerance toward others.

It would therefore seem that here presents itself

material for much thought which should enlist the

efforts of the mature minds amongst our member-

ship. An experience of only five months along

purely professional lines in optometry, completely

removed from the mercantile department, occupying

offices on the fifth floor, displaying only the essen-

tial instruments, books and charts, and a persistent

effort wherever necessary to report cases to the

family physician, and intelligent, persistent but

dignified methods of advertising has demonstrated

the fact that a well defined and lucrative field of

usefulness is open to the optical refractionist of the

future who will make analytical optometry his

exclusive lifework.

The question of fees for exam-

ination is also being exploited,

and it is one that will require

judgment and careful considera-

tion of the conditions that present themselves in each

case. After mature thought I have had printed and

What is a
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framed the following schedule, which is displayed
 in

office and which has proven thoroughly satisfac
tory :

Examinations necessary to determine
whether or not eyes are normal
will be made without charge.

Requisite Glasses are supplied at usual
prices, 00 additional charge being
I ade fur examination.

Where Pathological conditions are en-
countered, an exhaustive examin-
ation of the various functions in-
volved, including a thorough oph-
thalmoscopic analysis of the Ora-
ocular anatomy will be made and
a detailed record of diagnosis sub-
mitted to physician. Fee, $1.00.

So far, I have not encountered any one who

considered the charge, when made, either unrea-

sonable or unjust.

Eye Examination

The first essential of a good

examination of the eyes is ability

and Equipment to use the ophthalmoscope intel-

ligently, for nothing inspires

more confidence or gives to the examiner more

convincing material for argument than the ability

to make a thorough, yet rapid, investigation of the

intra-ocular anatomy and be able to make definite

statements of existing conditions to patients.

If you have not already done so, add at once

to your equipment a good ophthalmoscope ; arrange

your light so as to swing it alternately to the right

and left of the patient's head on line with eyes;

begin first with the indirect method. Take a to D.

lens from your test case, holding same with thumb

and first finger of left hand, extend little finger

which allows to rest on patient's temple, thus giving

support and regulating distance from eye. With a

little intelligent effort the operator will readily

acquire the ability to examine the fundus by moving

his own head back and forward while causing

patient to look either to the right or left in order to

bring the optic disk and blood vessels into range,

and by comparison with a good, colored chart of

normal and various abnormal conditions met with,

can train the eye to diagnose at least the pronounced

cases, and ultimately obtain the visual acutenoss

that only comes with time and persistent effort.

Opacities are thus readily located which often save

time and patience expended in the futile effort to

give acuity to a fogged eye.

In closing, I would emphasize that many

capable and conscientious examiners do serious

injustice to themselves by a slipshod method of

recording findings. These records cannot be too

exhaustive. Use a large record sheet provided with

indicated spaces for name, address, age, occupation,

family physician, refraction, phoria, medea, fundus,

general health, record of any accidents, falls, serious

diseases, history of parents, together with such

correction as may be determined upon, leaving

ample space for future data and records.

As the list of your patients increases you will

frequently be embarrassed by the inability to

remember the name ; the use of a small label on

inside of case, containing the record number, will

tide you over many otherwise perplexing expe-

riences. I recently encountered a quotation by

William Henry Channing, which so much impressed

me that I cannot retrain from quoting it. "To live

content with small means ; to seek elegance rather

than luxury ; and refinement rather than fashion ; to

be worthy, not respectable ; and wealthy, not rich ;

to listen to stars and birds, babes and sages with

open heart ; to study hard ; to think quietly, act

frankly, talk gently, await occasion, hurry never ;

ill a word to let the spiritual unbidden and uncon-

scious grow up through the common."



The Keystone Library of Optical Works covers the entire science of

practical refraction and is indispensable alike for instruction and reference.

No other works can equal these in practical value to the optician. They

were compiled specially for his use, and every page is worth money to him.

Physiologic Optics Ts( !tenting I

$3.50 (14s. 741.1

The Optician's Manual, Vol. I.
$2.00 (8s. 4d.)

The Optician's Manual, Vol. II.
$2.00 (8s. 4d.)

Ophthalmic Lenses (Prentice)
$1.50 (6s. 3d.)

Record Book of Optometric

Examinations $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Any or all of the books will be sent prepaid to any part of the world on

receipt of price stated above.

The Amateur Photographer—His

The following was written for a special case,

but is good general information for the amateur

photographer, and also for the dealer who supplies

his increasing wants :
In the purchase of an outfit the lens is the first

and the principal item to be considered, and it is

also the most expensive item. You should have a

good understanding of this, your one tool, and

make a careful choice. Special lenses are made

for each special kind of work. What you require

is an all-around lens, suitable for outdoor, interior

and for small portrait work. A lens of about 6-inch

focus and intended for use on a 4-5 box is large

enough. Do not attempt large work to begin with.

Some of the best pictures seen are enlargements

from small negatives. (You will take up enlarge-

ments later. ) Then, small plates cost less, and

this is of importance to the beginner, who must

necessarily make many failures before he arrives at

correct exposures. Buy the best lens you can

afford ; an anastigmat, if possible. Remember, a

cheap and necessarily poor lens is as dangerous to

good morals as a cheap gun is dangerous to the

hunter's life.
The shutter should be in keeping with the lens

selected, and should include " time," " instanta-

neous " and " bulb " exposures. Most shutters

now on the market have the " iris" diaphragm,

with dial marked for the different openings. Be

careful to understand the use of this feature of the

shutter.

Next comes the selection of the

Selecting a camera or box. Most cameras

Camera found in stock with your local

dealers are already fitted with

lens and shutter, and you can make selection and

have your choice of lens placed on your choice of

box, and gain many good points. The box should

be, first, light-proof and strong, Ground glass,

rising and falling front, and swing and reversible

back are found on most cameras now sold, and

should be insisted upon. If you can, get a " view "

camera—one with the wood parts not covered up

with the leather. The morocco looks well, but

often covers poor materials, which could be de-

tached in a plain box. The plain kind also cost

less, and last longest. Several years ago the writer

owned a mahogany (?) covered box, but an acci-

dent revealed the fact that the leather hid a poor

quality of Spanish cedar, such as cigar boxes are

made from.
The box should be fitted for plates, as they are

less annoyance for the amateur to handle. Films

have certain advantages, which you will learn later

and by actual use. The bellows should have an

extension of at least two and one-half times the

longest way of the plate, and more, if possible.

In selecting a brand of plates

do not be influenced altogether

to Plates by claims for speed. Fast plates

are good for fast work, but me-

dium or slow plates are better for 99 per cent.

of all exposures, and fewer failures result from t
heir

use. With a slow plate you have more latitude in

both exposure and development ; a fraction 
of a

second too little
or too much ex-
posure will not
spoil your plate,
as it would a
fast one, a n d
slow plates pro-
duce better neg-

atives. Moving objects are subjects for

the amateur, but they make poor pictures. Try

your outfit on something quiet for the first year.

Use color plates. They are worth the little ad-

ditional cost.
Keep all bottles carefully corked and well

labeled. A closet or wall cupboard should be set

apart for your chemicals and dark-room apparatus,

and it should be provided with lock and key.

The family bath room can be used for your

dark room, by closing the window with a closely-

fitting frame, covered with some light-proof mate-

rial. Your cupboard can be fastened to the wall,

and a movable table or shelf arranged above the

bath tub, to be removed from sight when not in

use. The running water is also handy for washing

plates, etc. If situated where you have no running

water, a little ingenuity will provide this feature.

In your choice of a developer

Selecting a you will probably come around

Developer to the old reliable pyro, and you

can do no better than to stay by

it. However, there is nothing gained by changing

from one developer to another, because someone

recommends it. If you are getting satisfactory

results with the developer you are using, keep

right on using it. You will have to learn the pecu-

liarities of each new developer you try.

Get a good dark-room lantern. You will have

to do so later, if you do not do it now. It should

have both ruby and orange glasses, and if color

plates are used, it will be safer to place a piece of

post-office paper between the two glasses.

Photographing Under Different Lights

In looking over the pictures turned out by the

average or second-class photographers throughout

small towns, the fault seems to lie in the lighting

more than in anything else.
We see a great many poorly-lighted pictures

turned out, which are printed and toned real well.

I have in mind one man who

Importance finishes up his pictures well, yet
of the Light they are not half as good as the

man in the next block makes.

Upon looking into • the matter, I find that he is

attempting to make artistic work under a light that

is useless for such purposes. It is a clear glass

light, directly overhead, and no side light what-

ever. While it would be possible to make mid-

dling good work under it if the room was a very

wide one, allowing the subject to be moved far

away from it and the light screened down ; as it is

his work is very flat, deep shadows in the eyes, and

so much retouching to be done that the expression

of the eyes and mouth is lost in trying to lighten

them. The other man, who does first-class work,

finishes it exactly in the same way, but the reason

it is so much better is that he has a fine light, con-

sisting of a single slant of ground glass, about

twelve feet by fifteen feet, running down within

three feet of the floor. This allows the necessary-

side light, and makes his work fifty per cent. better

than his competitor's. It is useless for the man

above to try to improve his work, as his room is

too narrow, and he has no side light.

Looking over some other work,

Under that seems to be finished well,
Varying Lights and yet would be classed as be-

low the average, we find the

cause to be the extreme opposite from the above

mentioned. In this case the work has a chalky

look, resembling an undertimed developing paper

print. Anxious to know the trouble in this case,

we step inside and find he has an east light of clear

glass ; the top light about eight feet square, and

the side light about six feet square, the two being

separated about three feet by the beam supporting

the eaves of the building, which the owner would

not allow removed for fear of weakening it. It is

barely possible to get good work with such a light,

and in fact it is no better than the top light above

mentioded. In order to get a good lighting in this

case we must make a cheesecloth screen about as

large as the skylight. We either tack it over the
entire side and top light or have it upon a large

frame.
By placing this between the sitter and light,

and giving the same exposure, we see a very

marked improvement. The light is diffused over

the sitter's face, and the chalkiness is taken out of

the high lights, and the shadows softly illuminated

and the large double catch lights have left the eyes,

and instead of them we have only one small speck

of light in the edge of the iris.
When making a Rembrandt effect with this

light it is necessary to use a small screen in addi-

tion to the large screen, and also a white reflector,

or the light will still be too strong.

Some people seem to think it

Ground Glass strange that a light of ground
vs. Cleer Light glass, or one covered with tissue

paper, is as rapid as a clear
glass light, but it is a fact, which all who have
used each kind with the same lenses are aware of.
The reason is that the screen illuminates the shad-

ows, and while it darkens the high lights, the

shadows are what we should time for, and the

screen makes no difference in the exposure.
In order to secure a fine lighting, especially

with a clear glass light, a small head screen, made
of cheesecloth (about three feet in diameter will
do) will be found almost an absolute necessity,

although some writers, who are supposed to be

first-class, advise burning all screens and reflectors.
If this advice is followed, and the light also

screened down to a few feet square, I would be

very much pleased to see a fine Rembrandt effect

produced without them. If it is possible to make
a shadow lighting with a light three or four feet
each way, and all head screens and reflectors

burned, I, for one, would be glad to have some in-

structions in making them, as I find a screen neces-

sary for a large ground-glass light, when making

shadow lighting, Rembrandt effects, etc. While
each one has his own way of working, I think any-
one who tries to save retouching by over-develop-
ment and overtiming exposures makes a sad mis-
take. As to the distance at which the subject is
placed from the light, it depends a good deal upon
the style of light we are using. With a single
slant light of clear glass, we should work at least
ten or twelve feet from it, while with a double slant
light of ground glass we may make good work at

half that distance.

In regard to the best style of light there are a
good many different opinions, but my personal
choice is for a large, single-slant light about twelve
feet by fifteen feet of ground glass ; but if necessary
to work in a very narrow room the side and top
light will be found more satisfactory.

E. Waugh, in the 4 mateur Photographer-.
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GLASSES

PRICES
ARE
RIGHT

SUPERIOR QUALITY.

GENEVA, NEW YORK

THE OME of accurate lens grinding.

-sciE   It's the painstaking care we
take in filling, checking and

faikli,„ )411,' examining I orders that keeps
/ 6 • • ___--- • %V 1 our business increasing. This
increase represents the solid, substantial,
natural increasing demand for high-grade
lenses accurately ground to focus desired.
Geneva Crystal Lenses and Geneva methods
of grinding meet this demand.

We give the best value it is possible to
produce. We are going right along on this
line. The best automatic grinding machines
yet made are set up and working in our
factory, and as fast as improved methods of
manufacture are invented we use them. We
don't say what we are going to do—we do it
—after it is done we give our customers the
benefit.

You can get many kinds of opera glasses
from many places, but you can get the best
opera glasses, "The Geneva Superior," from
only one place, viz., Geneva, New York.
Send for our 1902 list of operas giving prices
on "Geneva Superior," "Geneva Special,"
"LePrince" and "LeMaire" glasses.

Geneva I Work, Geneva Operas and
Geneva Gold Filled Frames and Test Lens
Cases cost no more than others. Our new
revised price-list is now ready for mailing
and will be sent on request to all who are
interested.

GENEVA OPTICAL COMPANY,
GENEVA, N. V.

WARNER
AND

SWASEY
UNIVERSAL PRISM

FIELD
GLASSES

We guarantee each
glass to be of the
HIGH T
QUALITY
both optically and
mechanically.

COMPARATIVE FIELDS.

Field as shown by the Warner
Swasey Prism Field Glass.

Field as shown by The best old.
style Field Glass of same power.

Made in three powers
—magnifying 6, 8 and
to diameters.
Ask your jobber for

them.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.

THE

WARNER & SWASEY
COMPANY,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Optical Notes

JO The Globe Optical Co., of Boston, recently

purchased the stock of the optical department of

D. C. Percival & Co., the big Boston wholesale

jewelers, who will carry no optical goods here-

after. The Globe Company moved the stock to

their place at 423 Washington Street.

41 In order to correct any misapprehension,

we are requested to announce that Sussfeld,

Lorsch & Co., New York City, are the sole selling

agents in this country for the Vest Pocket opera

glass. This is an opera glass that folds up into a

space half an inch thick and can be carried in the

vest pocket, if desired ; thus overcoming the ob-

jections of many to the inconvenience of a more

bulky opera glass.

Commissioner Lederle, of the health de-

partment, New York City, told the board of esti-

mates last month that 18 per cent. of the pupils at-

tending the public schools in the metropolis were

afflicted with trachoma. This was his reason for

asking an appropriation of $21,800 for an additional

staff of physicians to make regular examinations of

the eyes of the school children. At Mayor Low's

request, Dr. Lederle explained that the disease was

more commonly known as granulation of the eye-

lids, and that in many cases it resulted in blindness.

41 A patent has been granted to G. W.

McFatrich, M. D., of the Northern Illinois College

of Ophthalmology, covering the " McFatrich Eye."

By the use of this " eye " one can illustrate refrac-

tion, the laws of images, dioptric imperfections of

the eye, such as hypermetropia, myopia and astig-

matism, and the means of correcting these defects;

retinoscopy, ophthalmoscopy, the use of prisms,

magnification and many other peculiar phenomena

connected with optics. This device constitutes a

part of the correspondence course of the Northern

Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology.

41 The Whittlesey Optical Co., of Cleveland,

Ohio, is becoming established in its spacious quar-

ters in the Schofield Building, Erie Street. The com-

pany has a floor space of about 4500 square feet in

its new home, and the capacity and general work-

ing facilities of the firm have been relatively aug-

mented. The wholesale and manufacturing depart-

ments will be on the second floor, where commo-

dious apartments have been specially apportioned

therefor. The premises on the ground floor will be

utilized for physicians' quarters and have been fur-

nished with elaborate scientific equipment ; no

refraction work will be done there, however.

Accomplishments of the Blind

It is fast becoming true that, to paraphrase an

old saying, in the language of the blind there is
 no

such word as impossible. There is in Philadelphia

a blind newspaper dealer who, without help,

conducts a successful business. (And there are

good men who go out of their way to buy their

papers of him !) But the veteran blind newsdeal
er,

Mercellus Betz, has just died in New York from 
a

fall while serving papers on his route. He lost 
his

eyes in 186o. He was 71 years of age and had b
een

selling papers since he was 8 years old. In Berk-

eley, Cal., there is a young women of 18, who c
an

do most things that others do—except to see. S
he

will be graduated next year at the usual age 
from

the high school. Besides all the usual accomplish-

ments of the blind she is a good musician, r
eading

the raised notes for the blind ; she is a good seam-

stress ; she not only uses the typewriter for the

blind, but the ordinary one, taking down rapidly

from dictation ; she plays whist with interest and

skill, by means of pin pricks in the corners of the

cards which she understands, touching each card as

played by the others, and then promptly playing

her own. She is an expert bicyle rider and has

made her " century run." She rests her left hand

in guiding on the right hand of her companion and

guides the machine with her right hand. We have

learned of a man blind and, like Laura Bridgman

and Helen Keller, also deaf and dumb, who trav-

eled alone .all over the United States, lived a good

and enjoyable life, supported himself and family—

all by means of a most ingenious device, the letters

of the alphabet tattooed plainly upon palm and

fingers of one hand. By pointing to these letters

others soon learned to understand what he " said,"

and their answers were known to him by the spots

or letters they touched upon his hand in reply.

And we most fortunate ones bewail our difficulties!
American Medicine.

Rochester Optical Club

A meeting of the Rochester Optical Club was

held Monday night, October 20th, in the office of

B. B. Clark, Triangle Building. An interesting

paper on " Cataracts," by Dr. E. J. Bissell and an

informal talk on " Advertising," by E. E. Arring-

ton, formed the chief features of the meeting.

The club contemplates the holding of a series of

lectures on important subjects during the winter

months.

New England Optical Institute

At the meeting of the New England Associa-

tion of Opticians, held October 21st, reported on

page 1475 of this issue, the offer of the New England

Optical Institute to open its clinics to the members

of the association on Tuesday and Thursday after-

noons, was accepted. On payment of $25 all mem-

bers of the association are entitled to this privilege,

and quite a number of them intimated their inten-

tion of participating. Those who comply with the

provisions may take their patients to the institute

for treatment and witness all operations. The

edueational advantages of this opportunity are

obvious, and the members of the association appre-

ciate them accordingly.

Southern Minnesota Optical Society

A meeting of the Southern Minnesota Optical

Association will be held at Rochester, Minn.,

Thursday, November t3th. An afternoon and

evening session will be held and papers will be

read, with practical demonstrations, by Dr. G. E.

Fricke, of Pine Island, and Professor Korstad, of

Zumbrota. A clinic will be given under the direc-

tion of C. A. Hoffman, Minneapolis, at which the

eyes of fifty persons will be tested and free pre-

scriptions given. Mr. Hoffman will also speak on

" The Errors of Refraction," illustrating his re-

marks by stereopticon views. A lecture on "Prac-

tical Instruction Upon the Science of Optics" will

be followed by a general discussion.

"The Keystone is the best paper of its kind

published and is worth " heaps" to any jeweler or

optician. "—E. H. Gross, Optician, Osceola,Wis.
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Sample Optical Advertisements

should be correctly fitted with
glasses that rest their little
nerves.

We make a specialty of fit-
ting the little ones accurately.

Mothers should give us a
call and profit by our expe-
rience.

Becoming

Glasses
We have every style of

frame and mounting, and
we guarantee our glasses
both accurate and becom-
ing. Eyes examined free.

Finest gold filled
frames and
best lenses...

Geneva Watch and Optical Co.
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Sick Ey;

MrEtcle Well!
So far as optical skill and experience

will permit, I can do as above. My

business is to put right glasses on

wrong eyes!

PERLEN, THE OPTICIAN.
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is the best of all teaching
methods. During the past
year, 4200 persons have
been fitted to glasses at my
office and school. Special
instruction in OPHTHAL-
MOSCOPY, R ETIN 0-
SCOPY and HIGHER
PRISMS. Address

L. L. FERGUSON
155 Broadway, NEW YORK

ISWWWWWIStigtatatigtg

t'‘ Kellam & Moore's td

COLLEGE OF OPTICS it
is a Sch,o1 of Theoretical and

Wig Applied Optics for physicians, tie
opticians and others who desire

tig an optical education. There are Wig
TWO COURSES—Attendance

tg and Correspondence. The Col- tit
lege content degrees by State
authority. Address

ti Kellam i Moore's College tg
w of Optics A Atlanta, Georgia
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Send for our New Catalogue. [The illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is $
permanent feature of THE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the merchant jeweler

thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the/nee/4ml jeweler equally

well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods Mid
instrume.nts in this department.]

New Process of Ring Making

The equipment of the jeweler's shop has been enriched by the no
vel

contrivance shown in the accompanying illustration. This is part of the

Ringset outfit, and its function is the making of wedding and flat band
 rings

by a new and improved process. The makers of this device, the Ri
ngset

Company, 8 Waltham Street, Boston, Mass., claim that by its use 
finger

rings may be made cheaper and better than by any process here
tofore

Boston's New 11' House.
Accurate Work.

Promptly Returned.
Prices Reasonable.

C. PC QUIMBY,

373 Washington Street,
Room 24, Jewelers' Building. Boston, Mass.

Do You Want a Patent?
WILLIAM F. HALL, Attorney at Law,

Rooms 7 and 8, Equitable Building,
1003 P Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Counselor in Patent Causes. l'nited States
and Foreign Patents Solicited.

Trade-Marks. Infringement and Validity Opin-
ions. Assignments, Licenses, etc., Prepared.

GUARDS PATENTED JUNE 5.1900 SPRING JULY 9.1901.

Ely Springs are the best low springs because the reversed
coil gives length or action. Tio flat reduced art' very stylish.

No. 4 Ely Guards with large, self-adjusting zylonite

disks, have wonderfid cling with perfect comfort.

Introduction prices:

Spring—Nickel, 10e.; Gold Filled, 15c, Gold, 50e.
Guard—Nickel, Ille. ;111■I rillcd, 20c. ; Gold, 80c.

■zylonitc
Cash orders filled q01.-k ly.
Sample line, *1.00.

No. 228. Price, 50 cents.

The many new designs in

mantel clocks have been enriched

by another original line, one of

which is shown in this illustration.

These interesting timepieces are

automatically wound by electricity.

The movements are simple in de-

sign, with substantially-constructed

plates and train ; are equipped with

jeweled pallets and are gold plated,

giving a handsome finish. The

makers, The American Clock Corn-

pany, of Chicago, Ill., claim that

the principle involved in the con-

struction of these clocks is original

and scientific. No winding is re-

quired, and the motive power is

nature's law of gravitation supplied

through the regular and uniform action of two small levers that move th
e

train. The electric power to lift these levers is supplied by two small cells

of dry battery. The batteries are called upon only seven times an 
hour,

and as the electric circuit is closed for an instant only, the energy requi
red is

infinitesimal. The batteries require renewing about once a year. The

cases are made in designs of quarter-sawed oak, and the dials are porc
elain,

with plain or ornamental centers.

Electro-Magnet for Ophthalmic Uses

We show in this illustration the Street Flectro Magnet for removing

foreign bodies from the eye. This magnet is provided with a carrying case,

and supplied with a socket which fits into the lamp socket usually foun
d

wherever electric systems are installed. The makers, Queen & Co., IWO

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., claim that it possesses greater power

than other similar instruments, and is free from their disadvantages at th
e

adopted. The finished product is malleable, smooth and without 
pitted

surfaces. Any desired shape of ring, they assert, can be produced by this

contrivance at a few minutes' notice, and the weight and value of 
the ring

may be known before making. They also claim that with this ou
tfit a ring

maker or jeweler can produce in a first-class manner any desired 
size of

plain rings at a trifling expense. The product of this outfit is said 
to be

equal to wrought work, and the process of production much more 
economic.

Another feature claimeil for this device is that it can be utilized to 
advantage

in putting old gold in salable shape. The company have secured 
patents

for a number of appliances for making not only band but fancy and

stone-set rings. Their catalogue gives full particulars of these appliances.

To advertise an optical business profit-

ably, you must educate the public. This

makes the optical advertising booklet a

necessity. The experience of several thou-

sand opticians has proved that the best and

cheapest optical advertising booklet is The

Keystone illustrated booklet,

Double the value of your newspaper

advertising space by using apt, eye-catch-

ing cuts. We have hundreds of specially

prepared ones, gotten up for your use, at

a nominal cost. These

It has eight pages of instructive, trade.

bringing matter, with suitable illustrations.

Your name only will appear on these

booklets, and you can get

Send for sample. We furnish any

quantity desired. Remittance with order.
-7\

No. 324. Price, 25 cents.

may also be used in circulars, on letter-

heads or envelopes — anywhere. They

leave an impression on the memory and

lend force and attractiveness to all adver-

tising matter.
Only from us can these cuts be ob-

tained at these prices. Cash with orders.

Send for a sheet of illustrations, show-

ing a great variety of these cuts, and order

by the numbers under them. same time. The length of this magnet is 10,‘ inches ; the o
utside diameter

is 2% inches; the weight is approximately ten pounds. The
 core is

inches in diameter, and is wound for use on the i to volt direct 
incandescent

lighting circuit. It requires about as much energy as is taken by two six-

teen-candle power incandescent lamps. In addition to the ordinary tips for

the extraction of metal from the eye, there is furnished a thin 
extension point

for the purpose of diagnosing the presence of metal in the 
eye-ball.

A new modification in eyeglass guards, which is said to

be quite effective as a security device, is shown in our illus-

tration. The slits in the guard, which permit of a very slight

ridging of the nasal integument, constitute the novel feature,

and such is the security given that even violent sneezing, it is 
claimed, will

not displace the glasses. In fact, the name, " Kachoo " guards, is appro-

priated from this qualification. McIntire, Magee & Brown, of Philadelphia,

are furnishing these goods to the trade and find that they are 
meeting with

much success.

A New Bracelet

The presentation of a bracelet to Miss Roosevelt by the Empe
ror of

Germany, on the occasion of the visit of his brother to the 
United States,

has naturally popularized this class of goods with gift givers. 
A fac-simile

of this notable gift has been produced by H. F. Barrows & Co.,
 37 and 39

Maiden Lane, New York. They have appropriately named their 
production

" The Alice Roosevelt Bracelet." It is made in sterling silver and one-tenth

gold filled and the makers claim that its

character and composition make it an ideal

gift. It is furnished with a locket which

is ample enough to accommodate a good-

sized picture.

The cuckoo clock is one of the most

interesting products of horological handi-

craft, and satisfactorily accounts for its in-

creasing popularity. We show in the accom-

panying illustration a new design which

the American Cuckoo Clock Co., of Phila-

delphia, has added to its varied product of

these timepieces. The design is novel in

its make-up, consisting of twenty-three oak

leaves artistically arranged and carved, the

whole making a very attractive pattern.

(Continued on page



Hair Chains and
Ring Braids
 Matched and made to order

SIECIPRIECI09
78 State Street, CHICAGO

Send for Illustrated Price-List.

New Goods aa Inventions
the proper place and that the lenses and light are also in correct position.

Another important qualification claimed for it is that it makes manifest latent

visual defects, and that it combines the fogging method with skiascopy.

has been made by the catalogues we have

issued in the past, due to our low prices and

high quality of goods; but a

MEMBER

AMERICAN

HOR 0 LOG ICA I.

SOCIETY

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

I teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern
way. My course permits but one student at a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

JOHN WOOLLETT

  Expert
Watchmaker
to the Trade

should be made by our new catalogue which

will be ready to mail November ist, in which

we absolutely guarantee lowest prices, best

qualities, etc. Write for a copy of this book

to-day, as it is mailed to jewelers only on

application.

Cuts for
Christmas Advertising

All jewelers advertise at
this time. So do all other
retail merchants. There are
so many advertisements, in-
deed, that to be seen at all
your ad. must be specially

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

  Demagnetizing.

RoOiii 806

Columbus Memorial Building,

CHICAGO.

W1LLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.

I give close,person al attention to repairs sent. me.
Promptness my blotto. Send for my printed
l'rice-List, which is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

Our illustration shows the form and

style of a match box made in the new

Olympian metal, which the Theodore W.

Foster & Bro. Co., of Providence, R. I.,
have recently placed on the market.

This metal is a new composition made

by a secret process. It finishes up

with a wonderful reddish brown color,

of a high polish, which will not tarnish,

and although it looks and wears like

enamel it will not crack or shiver.

The new Olympian ware is trimmed

with either gold or silver, inlaid or

raised above the surface. The new

ware is made up in manicure goods,

desk articles, lockets and fobs and a

great variety of gentlemen's goods,

such as smoking sets, cigarrette and match boxes ; also in 
shaving sets.

The line is specially suitable for the holiday trade.

. lit Is 0 alt 0, fill
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IfikAHN/11111SilliatelonlnranailPil on Watch
Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,

liO Also in
Colors.

Send five
2-et. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
watch dial
and
price-list.

ART CO.

BRUSHES
a GREEN 

STREET 

NEWARK, N. J.

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
S2.00, PREPAID
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COTTON AMC 
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WHSTAIL WASH 
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No. 201. Engagement Pings Cheap. 35 cents.

FREE. FREE. FREE.
EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENTS to all

subscribers to the " Canadian Optician."
1.—A set of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7, in black

and white, on heavy glazed cardboard.
2.—Two Ophthalmic Charts in every natural

color, excellent for demonstrating, regular
price, $1.00.

3.—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggestions
for illustrations, type-setting, etc. 'I hey
are spectacle-selling talks.

4„—A copy of an Advertising Booklet ex-
plaining the importance of ViBi011, pheno-
mena of sight, eye defects, their remedy,
etc., told in plain language.

All the above, together with the " Canadian
Optician" for one year,sent on receipt of SI. 00.
Address, "Canadian Optician,"

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

FRED. A. HASKELL,
206 Weybosset St , Providence, R. I.

SEND FOR PRICES.

A novelty in pocket timepieces is the

alarm watch shown in our illustration.

It is cased in a handsome gun-metal case

and is said to be an excellent timekeeper.

These novel watches are furnished to the

trade by J. B. Bechtel & Co., Philadelphia.

They run thirty hours with alarm active

and fifty-four hours with alarm silent.

The utility, beauty and novelty of the

little timepieces will, no doubt, make

them quick sellers. The abundance of

money now in the hands of the people

has given a great impetus to the sale of

novelties, and the holiday season will

further stimulate this predilection. It will

consequently pay the jewelers to tempt the

public with attractive novelties.

We show in this
illustration the Simplex
Demagnetizer. This
contrivance has an au-
tomatic switch which
cannot remain closed
through neglect,
making it absolutely
impossible to " burn
out" the machine.
The makers, Ketcham
& McDougall, 37 and
39 Maiden Lane, New
York, claim that this
is an advantage pos-
sessed by no other de-
magnetizer. Another
valuable feature of the
Simplex is its porta-
bility : it can be car-
ried to any part of the
shop, town or country.
It is always ready for
use at a moment's
notice, anywhere. The
dimensions of this de je-
magnetizer are 6 by 6

by 8 inches and its weight is 9 pounds. It is enclosed in a substantial piano-

finished quartered oak case with nickel-plated trimmings.

The Geneva Ophthalmoscope and Retinoscope Combined

This illustration represents the Geneva ophthalmoscope and retino-

scope combined, with the ophthalmoscope attachment in position. Th
e

points of excellence claimed for this contrivance are that it obviat
es the

necessity for a dark room, its illumination is periect and it is adapted t
o the

All the Knowledge Required by the Optician.

I have been greatly interested in " The Optician's Manual." This great serial,

now drawing to a close in The Keystone, in my estimation, has been a very great

help to opticians who have taken advantage of it and studied it carefully from

month to month. It has put together all that the optician requires for a thorough

study and a successful practice. I have an optical library of some twenty books

and class " The Optician's Manual " and " Skiascopy " in the front rank. Education

of this kind will do for us, as opticians, what legislation can never do, make us

masters of our profession. Wishing you as great success in your search for optical

subjects in the future as in the past, I remain,
HOMER B. HOYT,

United Bank Building, South Norwalk, Conn.

attractive. A good, apt illu-
stration suited to the goods
and the season is what you
need. We have them in great
quantity and variety, and at a
merely nominal price. Send
for sheet of illustrations and
prices. Cash with orders.

19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

ett.'14.
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use of oil, gas or electricity. The distances are absolutely fixed and there

are no annoying reflections. The makers are the 
Geneva Optical Co.. of

Chicago. An advantage of this instrument is that 
the mirror is always in

" When I was a young fellow, making my first essay as a retail sales-

man," said a successful business man, " the proprietor of the store used to

give me a good deal of good advice and some that wasn't so good. But it

was all kindly meant, and I took it, using my own judgment as to how much

of some of it I could do better without. One of his standbys was ; ' Any

kind of a clerk can sell goods to a customer when he wants them ; it is only

the skilled clerk who can sell a customer what he doesn't want.' Now, tha
t

looks all right in theory, and a good many business men still hold that it is

sound, and instruct their clerks to follow it.

" But I do not, nor do I think it is good business. Of course, if a clerk

can sell a customer something for two dollars, say, when the cus
tomer

wanted something in the same line for a dollar and a half, that shows th
e

clerk to have the proper qualifications, provided the customer finds the two
-

dollar grade so much better than the cheaper that he is more than satisfied
,

as he will be in the majority of instances.

" But take it the other way. A customer wants a hat or a piece of

goods or a certain kind of shoes, or something else in which his personal

taste and feeling are paramount. The clerk can't show just what is wanted
,

though he may know that it can be had somewhere, and he proceeds t
o

prove to the customer that the goods the clerk can show are the la
test in

style and are popular and all that, and finally persuades the customer 
to buy

what he didn't want. He has made his sale all right, and has shown hi
s

skill that far, but what of the customer? When he gets the article 
home he

doesn't like it any more than he did when he had his mind set on what h
e

did like, and, in addition, he doesn't like the clerk for persuading him 
to get

something he didn't want, and he doesn't like the house that em
ploys

such a clerk, and the result is, that a possibly very good and 
permanent

customer is lost for the sake of a single sale of two or thr
ee or five

dollars.

" I instruct my clerks, first of all, to please a customer. If he can't be

pleased in any other way than by sending him off to some oth
er concern

that does have what he wants, he is sent there, and he is told wh
ere he can

have the best chance to find what he wants. If he is satisfied there, he

doesn't forget the courtesy my clerk extended to him when 
he was in need,

and all the chances are that I will get a lot more of his 
future trade than the

man does to whom my clerk sent him."
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H. II. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
L.1410A00, 1683 PARIS. Me BERNE, lass
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, ,.'..-_,..-__5!:t- ,F CHRONOMETERS always On

i ilittO I hand ; also second-hand Chro-
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nometers made Up equal to
li new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. lte-
pairing, springing and,- adjusting Chronome-

'-__ .' ,i,1 ,,' C.A.GEISSLER,
--__  Success... to H. H. HelorIch

• 26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.

Charts, etc.

GEBVIARDT BROS., OPEN

Mak, is of "SIM VI crony_

Diamond Mountings,

Class Pins and Badges.

Victory Attachments.

PAT). '

:y.\ AUTOMATIC
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty.

Samples and New Price-List-on application. LION BLDG., CINCINNATI.

The Only Collar Button
that 1119k .i 1.tii happy. Easily adjw.ted,

never (Ills the 1mi 14.9

There are diamonds and diamonds -only one
Koh-i-noor. Show cases innumerable—only
one Silent Salesman
Cheap show cases are common as Rhine-
stones. Most of them fail utterly to dis-
play ; besides are shortlived.
The Silent Salesman both shows /7

its goods and sells them.
It lasts a lifetime, too.

MANROSS
ESTABLISHED 1877

LARGESI MYR Of HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.

TOP CLOCK REPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,
contain 50 or 100 finished hairsprings complete. iI

and makes. carefully arranged. full directionn. Cabine
t

of 50.111.00; 100.81.75, by mall. Same springs...I,

or make. 30 it.. per don., 20 cls. pre half don. S
team

Gauge ilnirsprIngs °revery deserlption. Phosphor D
rone,

Halr•prIngs tor Electrical Instrument, etc.

Ask your Jobber for these Cabinets.

F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

DIAMONDS
Loose Goods Our Specialty

The keenest diamond buyers send 
I. their orders.

Loose or mounted goods on memo. to 
responsible dealers

Columbus Memorial 
Building 

103 State St., Chicago

The Only Button
for the use of eel I o I, MI and ii hlwr collars.

Made in two mutinies,

it. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to its and we will give you t
he

names of those who do.

0. W. VOUNO & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers.

This machine is designed especiall
y to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and

huffing wheels up to 6 inches in diame
ter, and with

perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutio
ns a minute.

Patented. in Die
U. S. and Canada.
John Pete, Patentee

Economg of space reduced to the minimum.
We also make a line of Foot-Pow

er Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.

Tidd's Staffs
are American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.

$L25 doz.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.,
Detroit, Mich.

CANADIAN BRANCH—Windsor, Ont

1 am a practical auctioneer of experience and honest methods. All my

sales are conducted on purely business principles. I treat all correspondence

confidentially, and promptly answer all letters. I shall be pleased to have you
drop me a line if this interests you.

If you are thinking of having a sale and are not sure of the

advisability of it, or you are uncertain as to the choice of a salesman,

probably these few reports written below, which are only a sample

of what I can send you, will help you decide the matter.
Extracts from personal letters from the North, South, East

and West.
Mr. Pope realized $38,000 out of a stock we offered to sell in bulk for $23,000.

(Signed) RICE, SHARPLEY & SON,
Montreal, Can

Mr. Pope is surely the King of Auctioneers to-day.

(Signed) OLMSTED & HURDMAN,
Ottawa, Can.

Letter to Mr. Pope : God bless you for what you have done for us.

(Signed) LOUIS I. STEPHENS,
Jacksonville, Fla.

Mr. Pope is without question the most expert gentlemanly auctioneer we. .
have ever come in contact with. (Signed) L. PORTE,

Bakersfield, Cal.

Mr. Pope has just closed a sale for us and we are extremely well pleased

with his work. (Signed) BUSWELL & BOWEN,
Missoula, Mont.

has a well-earned reputation that you

should investigate if interested in the

art.
Write for booklet and samples of

work by our students.

F. Ii. REES, Proprietor,

Steele Memorial Building,

12th Year. ELMIRA, N. V.

Guaranteed
perfectly true—

trued to hole. Every jewel

inspected. $1.25 doz.

Good Work Promptly Done

at Fair Prices.

There are still a few open dates this season, but they won't be open lon
g, and if you want to employ a man who is making on

honest effort to put the auction business on a higher footing than it has e
ver been before, better drop me a line ; but please don't write

me if you have any shoddy goods to sell, for it will only 
be a waste of your time as well as my own.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, 
Toronto, Can., 260 Arthur Street.

Home Office, Fond du Lac, Wis.

TYPEWRITING 
began with the

Remington,
and the

MODEL No. 1. (1874).

REMINGTON 
stands to-day for • =

all that is r4t

best in
MODEL No. C. (1602).

TYPEWRITING 
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict,

10,5 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

Whew 7cri I i ni,r to advertisers, kindly

me 'Ilion The Keystone.

Best Material Used. Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sanksorti St., Second Floor Front,

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

J. Bulova Co
3514 Initial. 3510 Photo.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

51 and 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.•,

WRITE FOR

OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

Our patent fasten-
ing on all rings.

aitiii■esat8t.,eaformerly sold by ODENHEIMER

NOTICE saniwNIEWoisrlizr

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Dutton Back. For hard soldering.
Can be applied to any button.

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to lit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special Cases made to ■inier in (Mid and Silver
for English, Swiss anti American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
88 State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.



CASH PAID FOR STOCKS
We have just purchased for spot cash at receiver's sale an entire stock consistingof $75,000 worth of Diamonds, Jewelry and Precious Stones, and a $60,000 complete stock ofHollowware, stamped quadruple plate, made by one of the leading factories in the United States, whichwe now offer to the trade at 33% to 50 cents on the dollar. We also have a $loo,000 stock of discon-tinued movements, consisting of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Columbus, Illinois, Rockford and Aurora infirst-class condition and good running order. No other house in the United States carries such a completeline. Below you will find listed a few of our bargains in second-hand movements practically as good as new.

Elgin and Waltham Stem-Winding
Movements.

i8 Size.
7 Jewel Htg., Gilt   $2.9011 Jewel Htg., Gilt   3.4011 Jewel Htg., Nickel 3  6515 Jewel Htg., Gilt, Patent Regulator 4  4015 Jewel Htg., Nickel 4  9015 Jewel G. M. Wheeler, Gilt, Patent Regulator 4.6515 Jewel G. M. Wheeler, Nickel 5  4015 Jewel Adj. Htg., Gilt 4  6515 Jewel Adj. Htg., Nickel 5  1515 Jewel lItg., B. W. Raymond, Gilt '7  9015 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Nickel 9  4015 Jewel Htg., Appleton, Tracy & Co., Gilt . . 6.9015 Jewel Htg., Appleton, Tracy & Co., Nickel • '7.9015 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street 9  4017 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Nickel 16  4017 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street, Nickel   15.40

.t6 Size, Lever Set.
'7 Jewel Htg., Gilt  
11 Jewel Htg., Gilt
11 Jewel Htg., Nickel
15 Jewel Gilt
15 Jewel Nickel
15 Jewel Adj. Gilt
15 Jewel Adj. Nickel
15 Jewel Adj. Nickel, No. 50 Elgin ....
15 Jewel Adj. Htg., 0. F. Nickel, No. 86

Bridge

$2.90
3  40
3  65
4  40
4  90
4  90
5  40

.. . 10.40
Elgin

10  40

6 and 0 Size.
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Pendant Set $4  406 Size, 7 Jewel Elgin, Lever Set 4 156 Size, 11 Jewel Elgin, Lever Set 4  65550. 6 Size, 15 Jewel Elgin or Waltham . . . . . 5.90550. 0 Size,7 Jewel Elgin or Waltham, Pendant Set, 5.90

Old Model, i 8 Size Waltham, Male
Stem.

7 Jewel Waltham, Comp. Balance
7 Jewel Waltham, Steel Balance

11 Jewel Waltham, Wm. Ellery Comp. Balance .
15 Jewel Waltham, P. S. Bartlett
15 Jewel Waltham, Appleton, Tracy & Co. . . .

$2  15
1  90
2.40
3  40
4.90

Columbus, Illinois, Rockford, Hampden
and Aurora Stem-Winding

Movements
18 Size, Lever Set.

'7 Jewel Htg., Gilt $2  40
11 Jewel Htg., Gilt 2  65
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt 3  90
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt, Adj 4  40

i6 Size, Lever Set.
7 Jewel Htg., Gilt $2  90
11 Jewel Htg., Gilt 3  15
15 Jewel Htg., Gilt 3  90
15 Jewel Gilt 4  40

Key-Winding American Movements.
18 Size.

7 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance
11 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance
15 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance
7 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation

Balance
11 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation

Balance
15 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation

Balance
15 Jewel Appleton, Tracy & Co.
15 Jewel B. W. Raymond

E. Howard
10 Size, 7 Jewel Elgin or Waltham
10 Size, 11 Jewel Elgin or Waltham

$1.15
1.40
1.65

1  65

1  90

2  15
2  65
2  90
3  90
1  40
1  90

Keystone Three-Quarter Plate.
18 Size Stem-Winding Movements.

7 Jewel Gilt $1  90
11 Jewel Gilt 2  15
15 Jewel Gilt 2  65
15 Jewel Gilt, Adj 3  65

Above prices refer generally to second-hand goods. Our stock contains many brand new goods,obtained by purchase of entire jewelry stocks and stores. Every movement is in first-class condition andguaranteed to give satisfaction.

Send us your orders early. These goods will not last long at these prices. Memorandum packagessent for selection to responsible parties who send us good Chicago references.

Joseph Brown 0 Co.,
Our terms: Net Cash or C. 0. D.
Send for otn complete Catalogue just out.

176-178-180 E. Madison Street, Chicago, 111.
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Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio
Jos. W. Field, Galveston, Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Fortland, Oregon.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J. Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill ,2sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland, Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. P. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
P. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Oregon.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
.t. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont,
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Winning, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.

BRIGGS & DODD
45 and 41 Plymouth Place,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Glowing word pictures of a man's ability as a sales-
man are cheap, especially so when emanating from
the mind of some paid-for professional advertisement
writer, but what still counts for more are honest cre-
dentials of sales made, results and honest references
given. We have to our credit a greater number of
sales, higher aggregate of goods sold, more large
jewelry sales and have realized a better percentage of
profit on individual sales than all others at present
engaged in the business combined. Mr. Dodd was
an associate of the late P. J. Burroughs for 12 years.
Before selecting your Auctioneer write any jobber in
America or his representative. Our services have
been in demand all summer. One success has fol-
lowed another. The work speaks for itself.

Barnett & Nonnenmaeher, Columbus, Ohio.
Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall,

Colorado Springs, Colo.
Wilbur, Lanphear & Co., Galesburg, Ill.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Iud.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio,
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjiman, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros , Port Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Yysilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo,
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co., Columbia, S. C.

Geo. channel-, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co., Louisville, Ky.,

Dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
T.,. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Z. R. Shinnway, Rockford, Ill.
F. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
B. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co., Butte, Mont.
C. D. White & Co., llOneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins Stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs. Sarah Dickinson Wood,

Niagara Palls, N. Y,
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
More than too others, and the Jobbers from

Maine to California.

The
TRADE

will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two
EXPERIENCED men at the cost of one. The audience never gets tired;
each has his own methods. There is a change of voice and manner ; also
in case of sickness it is an invincible argument. We work in perfect
harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known.
We have proved it is the greatest combination of talent ever available.
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Leads the World for Conducting Large
and Successful Sales.

W. P. HAMLI1V, America's Leading Auctioneer'

AUCTIONEER
R. M. HARDING,

TRINKLEY & Kof•nlic•k, Fort \\ He, Ind.
KEPPLER JEW Anao ITH la, Mont.
G. R. THOMSON, Findley, ohio.
HART & ERNART, Tiffin, Ohio.
DRAKE, CAREY & CO., Davenport, Iowa.
T. I.. COUGHLAN, St. John, N. B.
W. A. KIRKHAM, Leavenworth, Kansas.
F. C. BOERNER, Fort Worth, Texas.

Office—Columbus Memorial Building, Room 306,

CHICAGO, ILL.

For many years my specialty has been selling Diamonds, Jewelry, liric-a-Brac, China and Art
Goods at Auction. Those by whom I have been employed say that I know my business. They
are right. I do ! I have learned it in the school of practical experience. I have, got it down so
tine that it comes to me like second nature. I have conducted some of the largest and most
profitable sales ever held in the United States or Canada. I have never yet had a store large
enough to hold the crowds. that I draw.

Letters from representative houses in all parts of the country say that in net cash resells
and all-'round satisfaction, my work exceeded their most sanguine expectations.

MY METHOD of conducting sales is my own. It is one that is entirely in keeping with high-
class trade and free from every objectionable feature. It will realize for you a handsome profit on
your goods, and wake N'oti a host of new customers. I guarantee to do this. If I fall to =COM-
plish what I promise, it will not cost you one cent to make the sale!

A Few Leading Firms fo Whom I Refer.

I am now closing a $35,000 Auction Sale for
BONNET & Ross Co., Columbus, Ohio.

I >AYII ALLEN, Montreal, Quebec,
Si r I'ATERsoN Co., LTD., Montreal, Quebec.
FA II: \ it SQUARE JEWELERS, Joliet, III,
P. V. LI 'l'oronto, Canada.
C. L. :\ \\ %IA., I lalifax, N. S.
A. C. BEcE Chicago, Ill.
SAMUEL ZUCKERMAN, Chicago, Ill.
STRELITZ BROS., Chicago, Ill.

A. H. StmoNs, St. Paul, Minn.
K. BAZANSON, Sydney, Cape Breton.
C. A. BEGHTOL, Ogden, Utah.
F. A. REYNOLDS, San Francisco, Cal.
W. G. STEia., New Whatcom, Wash.
PRICE, KEITH & Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
THE BONNET & Ross Co., Columbus, Ohio.

DAN. I. MURRAY, America's Leading Art and Jewelry Auctioneer,
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK. 163 State Street, CHICAGO.Office of SIIIMIAN W. MOODY, Jeweler.Corner street and .1Mliirson Ave nue, Battle Creek, MTo /be ./eirciry Trollc:—.I wish to give a few words of rood :idylls.. I was like all or most jewelers who have fine stores and carry only fine goods—very Inneli afraid of ;melba's. I feared a terrible loss ; sloek had become very much too Ittrge by fourteen years of accumulation, and I triedto sell out privately, lint ..41111il 1101 do So. I t bought or an :owl iii No I remembered one had been tried In this very store only a few years backby one of I lie oldt,t aurt ioneers in Chicago, Intl the sale was a failure. .\ fter trying for a few days they gave op in disgust. I thought of all this and,!LM I carried only tine gmals, such as 4 lorliant's Solid Silver, Welt citt I ;hiss and Diamond Goods, I could not see how I could get 4.111. I rememberedthat km. I. litrrnv had made a sale here 1Wo years ugh Ibi iii I. pally flint WIIS 14 111100eNS—elilire ,Iock oo. .old at a profit, and I decided towri te m r. Morray I l vice,. I l'”und him engagv■I months in advance, Imt I waited, as I would not have any .dlter auctioneer in America if I couldimi m.t Mr. Niii rrny. Ile finally came in 'Tv hot weather, tun! I must say surprised ilie very much. ll u has sold for tile, in Just twenty-seven days,:1 .s.s.-.1; he Intinkonte pr,dit .■11 nty old goods have been :sold :Ind my stock is left clean and neat as a pin. My roomis very small, awl )I it rray had many things to witlt. Ile wan not in the hest of health, broken down from hard work, but he is a wonder—Die hank-A worker I m'er -.as- in all my life. Ile talked eight and ton hours per lay while here, and he drew the best people In the env to Ids sale.His customers were the leading professional mon of the city, :111.1 wonderful and heat': i•xplanittion Of goods entertained them by the hour, (laybv dav. They never got tired of hearing him talk. .\ s prominent man stated, it was worth $1.00 per hour to hear )I r. Murray talk. I Mond1-tirrity a very 1,6011 busilo•ss Mall and a brilliant salesman. and a uentleman in all the word implies, and I ree0111110.101 11101 With011tHP 1111S Woll 1/le 1 it le oF tile be.d anti loneor itt the world. I will Ile glad to ans‘ver any letters regarding Mr. NItinsa(1 it,:tutNtli.sy‘Very re,peetl'il Hy, Ntin%\e'.. MOODY,I challenge any man in the world to show a better reconl of sales I havo never copied after any other auctiontw ; my methods are originaland have proven the most -aleeessfill 1:11,,,II, Tell years .,r Every sale Oilple al '25 lo 30 per cent. over cost. No brass watches. I sellI >fillnoliils, "qoli 

 

  I:111SS :111,1 I call 41.11111e yolir Inedness. I can prove it. lie1111 111P letter 111/0Ve 011e or 1111! leading,101VIders ill :Michigan. I have hundre.ls slot. letters, \Ville tne proof,, terms, et,. It will eost, you nothing. Address either (Mice, 3 MaidenLane, New York, or 163 state State Street, Chicago.
America's Leading Auctioneer, DAN. I. MURRAY.A GENTLEMAN AUCTIONEER. Mr. Itan. I. Murray, of New York City, who is conducting the sale of the stock of the ElginJewelry Co., and who hie. just completed tIn• 'l I.' ill,' I h■dli, IVerner Co.'s stock, is one of the most genteel and relined salesmen ever heard Inthis city.—Cierielelli Evei, Illrell,171 I 

If you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing
solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your

jobber for the

slicToRY
el V ictory

Gold Solder
TRADE MARK.

and refuse all substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, Mo.

DeB. 0. SCOTT,
A Leading Art and Jewelry

Auctioneer,
Insurance Exchange Building,
13 and 15 North Fourth St.,

Both Phones, Minneapolis, Minn.556 Main.

I have made some of the largest and most
successful sales ever made in New York, Bos-
ton, Cincinnati. I do not hurt the reputation
of the Jeweler. My methods of doing busi-
ness were learned from Then who have no
peer and few equals in this line of business.
(N. B.—B. Scott, Jr., and John H. French, of
New York, was with the latter named for
three years.) All correspondence confiden-
tial. Shall be pleased to have you write me.
Best of references given, both East and West.

References.

Write them

If

you wish.

Bauman & Weisling, FairMont. W. Va.
George Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Wade Jewelry Co., E. Liverpool, Ohio.
Lanipman Bros., Hamilton, Ont.
Geo. W. Biggs, Pittsburg. Pa.
Schmid Bros., New Castle. Pa.
Chas. Gernet. St. Marys. Ohio.
Pape Bros., Butler, I's
F. L. Groat, Lyons, N. V.
W. 'I'. Beans, Nornstown, Pa.
Green & Heinrichs. Watertown, N. Y.
J. Borst, Carbondale, Pa.
0. C Kennedy, Bellefontaine. Ohio.
D F. Pickering. 7 Maiden Lane. New York.
Van Bergh Silver Plate Co., Rochester, N. Y
Philip Present, Rochester, N. Y.
Win. A. Rogers, 12 Warren St., New York.
Union Trust Co., Rochester, N V.
P. W. Ellis &Co., Toronto, Out.
Amsden Bros., bankers, Rochester, N. Y.
G. M. Keller, Lock Haven, Pa.
M. C. Thomas, Waverly, N. Y.
Hascall & Brown, Rutland, Vt.
M. Stoinart, Fair Haven, Vt.
S. 0. Schanck. Binghamton, N. V.
R. J. Henson, Natchez, Miss.
Cyrus N. Gibbs (2 sales),

So. Framingham. Mass

NI. Knowlton (2 sales). Cazenovia, N. Y.
David Present, Geneva, N. V.
Win. Tiuiililiiu, Olean, N. Y.
N. Higlifield, Hampton, Va
Chas Schiller. Utica N. Y.
It C. Hitchler, Nanticoke, Pa
W. F. Foye ( 2 sales), Hot Springs, Ark.
R. E. Davidson. Ansonia, Conn.
H. H. Webb, Lancaster. Pa.
E. E. Bundy, Huntington, W. Va.
Richard Wehl, North Adams, Mass.
Geo. Beach, Rock Hill. S. C.
J. M. Blake jewelry Co., Hot Springs, Ark.
C. A. !lessor, Natchez, Miss.

• P. J. McConnell. Hancock, N. Y.
Valentine & Co., Dui kirk. N. Y.
M. E. Mizner. Utica, N. Y.
J. J. Wagoner. Utica, N. Y.
M. Harrigan, North Adams, Mass. ,
C. Horniday. Keokuk, In.
Otto Oppeuhauser, Brockport, N. Y.
kosenscrans & Thatcher, Milwaukee, Wis.
C. 0. Upper 84 Co., Buffalo. N. Y.
Flower City Watch Co , Rochester, N. Y.
Chas. F. Pheasy. Matteavvan, N. Y.
J. Bleich, Paducah, Ky
W. H. Frost, Elmira, N. Y.
M. DuBois, Little Falls, N. Y.

My permanent
address is No. 28 State St., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

RAVEN'S
Guaranteed plan to net a satisfactory profit at close
of each day's business appeals to the conservative

and successful jeweler—that's only one of the many

reasons why he is in such demand.
Always busy—always successful. His ability,

responsibility, references and character form the

basis that make him the Auctioneer you want.

JOHN H. RAVEN,
Mich.

LONG DISTANCE PHONE No. 2255 MAIN.

Kausas Cily's
Exclusive
Jewelers'
11110100801

with references
from every home
wholesale jeweler.
Write to any of
them.

Having been constantly
selling for the estals•
lislied trade lOr twelve
years am thoroughly ite-
polluted with every
plan and method there
is to realize the best
prices. l will eonvince
ytal 011 the first (lay's
sale your tinanrial eon-
Milo': or honest reputa-
tion will in 1111 ii iso be

I njured, but to the COP-
trary, with more motley
than goods sold and
every one who bought
pleased, and ready and
Ill xious to buy more.
References given from
jewelers most all over
the United States for
whom I have sold.

D. 0. HERNDON,
Jewelers' Realizer,

505 New York Life Building.

KANSAS CITY MO.Telephono 2341•
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No sliding

down. No lost
or exchanged
tags. No
strings to at-

tach. Articles can be cleaned
without rein oyi 11 g tags.
They stick anywhere.
Cork-Friction
Hat Pin Tags, p„„,,.

For sale by Dennison Mfg. Co.

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME. RECEPTION, BREAKFAST CARDS ETC
MONOGRAMS AND C RESTS on. WATCHES

•1`10 FINE J EWELRY To vHE TRADE 
FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER

722 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

If you get 1111 order for a

HAIR CHAIN
send the Hair to me and I will iflake samepromptly.

F. J. LOEPER,
325 Ridge St., Lansford, Pa.

Establi4hed 1885. Send for Catalogue.

ELK TEETH
WHOLESALE.

Sent on selection to reliable
manufacturing jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota,

Watches Demagnetized
WHILE YOU WAIT.

H. H. SHERMAN.
Postai Tel.-Cable Building,

253 Broadway, Room 717, New York.
30 Cents each.

S. R sprci.II ad,. on page 1190, November, 0191,
INDISPENSABLE TO THE RETAIL JEWELER

ratIrt%:::s14;18..

Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjuster
is the result of many years' ex-
perience. It can be fitted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. 1 doz., assorted sizes.solid 10 K. gold, $3.76, ordoz.,assorted sues, for $2.00;1 doz., metal, assorted sizes,86c. (80. extra if registered.) For samples, asmall size gold and medium size metal will liesent for 40 cts., or a medium large size gold andlarge size metal for 50 cents. Address.

CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler. Meshoppen, Pa.

STEEL DIE
St SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM PIETZ TOTHE TRADE

1504 SANSOM ST., PHILADELPHIA.

G.F.Wadsworth
Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everything in

tlic line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

snit
Engine.

Turning
Old

C/111,11 to take
American S. ST.
Movements my

OLM CASES
MADE NEW.

Silversmiths'
But
131-137
Wabash Ave.,
CHICAGO.

SEE WHAT

WE DID

FOR

ONE MAN

On page 1450, this issue.

The Philadelphia College
of Horology,

Broad and Somerset Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
F. W. Schuler, Principal.

AND WHAT

WE CAN

DO

FOR YOU.

EXPORTATION TO GREAT BRITAIN.
DANZIGER ec. ISAACS,

Vyse Street, Birmingham, England,
Jewelry Importers, having a large and influential connection in the WholesaleJewelry trade of Great Britain, desire to enter into business communicationwith American Manufacturers who produce Novelties or Specialties suit-able for the English trade.
First-class references supplied. Terms cash. Correspondence invited.

Ion 00 n AmericanAbbott s 

Patent
WatchesW  

Stem 
h ahave

U I U Winding Attachment
A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use.Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF

HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I

[omelet and Enamel Painter
Watch Case Enameling a Specialty. SilverEnameled Chateluine Backs and Bezelsrepaired equal to new, at reasonable prices.

New Backs and Bezels furnished.
ESTABLISHED 1502.

R. ALBERS,
16 AND 18 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

J. J. DONNELLY

GoTe ale SiT\ev
eTectloo..PTate?

73 Nassau St., New York
Send us your card, and we will mailyou our price-list. It will pay you to lookat our prices before sending your platingelsewhere.

!SHED 113136.

-

F. C. KLEIN. EMIL KLEIN.

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street, CHICAGO.

team
Lapidary.

DIAMOND CUTTING.
Importers of

Precious and Jobbing Stones.

Lt FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

Balance

Jewels.

Grade 1, Balance Staflb, extra finish, $1.50 EIOZ,11 2., 11 " polished, . 1.25 "
" 3, " " gray, . 1.00 "
" 1, " Jewels, extra finial, 1.50 "(i 3, 11 Ill 

1  00 "I 'al) .Towels, 1  00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,
`•111.cr,•np Jenclerm KANSAS CITY, MO.for Ilttrr,■ -op Pcople."

Constant Van Reeth
IMPORTER auD

RECUTTING, CUTTER QfREPAIRING
AND ROUGH

MATCHING
1 SPECIALTY DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 anD 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

Sweep Smelters

and

Assayers

cs»

25 John Street,

New York.
WORKS:

28-32 Cumberland Street,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Genuine Doublets
BRILLIANT CUT. All Colors.

Round, sizes 6 to 1st quality . . $ .35 doz.Ai ii 11 •' 15, " " . 45 "" " 16 " 20,
•2111 11 21 o 26, 11 11
14 I. 26 11 30, 11 11

- " " 32 " 34, 32 Facet .o 1, o 38, 1 U . . .DI 11 
40, " "I Initations, above sizes, all colors .Extra, Imitation flair l'earls, 8-14 pp.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for lessthan 25 cents.
Under heading ',Situations Wanted,"ONE CENT per word for first twenty-flvewords. Additional words and advertise-ments, THREE CENTS per word.
Under all headings except "SituationsWanted," THREE CENTS per word.
Name, address, initials and abbre-viations count as words, and are chargedfor as part of the advertisement. Nodisplay other than two-lino initial letter.To insure insertion  y must ac- pally atll orders for advertisements,and copy  t reach las not latter thanI he 25th of each  th for hasertion inI he following month's issue.
If answers are Co be forwarded,TEN CENTS in postage stamps must beon I'hosed.
The real name and address of everyadvertiser must nee palsy the copy ofI he advertisement.
Advertiser's who are not subscribersmust send 15 cents (special issues 25cents) if they desire a copy of the paperin which their advertisement appears.
Address,

THE KEYSTONE,
19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
tinier II, in ONE IEST per Hord, for firsttwenty-Ova Honk. A11411101101 ,,Or, and advert krnIcnin,T11115.10. CENTS per word. ND 1.1•rrtlavmvn I Inberiedfor Iem than 25 tents.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, salesman optician,I Al refs. as to character and ability, wantspermanent position with reliable city house.All letters answered. Canadian, single, 27 ;stste salary. S. H. Blakely, Pleton,Ontario, Can.
A WATCHMAKER, experienced in watchIt manufacturing, and having a long exp. inadjusting watches, high grades, wants position." P 43," care Keystone.

28 IaR8iax, satisfaction guaranteedhabits. 
ngtoconeand8i3 onwo 

what I can do. State wages ; age 42. J. G.Carnahan, Oxford, Ind.
UNGRAVER, an all-around expert. Best refs.La and habits ; long exp. " P 45," care Keystone.
QTEADY position for letter and monogram en-

• 

graver. Also for a watchmaker with someoptical knowledge. T. C. Tanke, Buffalo, N. Y.
pIRST-CLASS watchmaker, Al ealesman ;speaks German •, owns tools. With reliableparty only. Refs. Illinois, Iowa preferred. Ad.,II. II. Salzmann, 253 E. 65th St., Chicago, Ill. 
fly first-class optician, a good all-around man,I, with best of refs. Address, "K," box 19,Syracuse, N. Y.
pXPERIENCED watchmaker, fine workman,Li salesman and close buyer ; all-around man,with 17 years' exp. in the various branches ofthe jewelry business, is open for engagement totake charge of watch-repair department or en-tire store. Would consider buying after trial.Those in need and appreciating energy andability, address, "Jeweler," 1021 Lincoln Ave.,Cincinnati. 
VOUNG lady wishes position as assistant watch-' maker ; own tools. Moderate salary. Ad.,Fannie H. Barron, box 247, Mantua Sta., Ohio.
pULLT qualified optical salesman, possessing✓ the very best of refs., covering many yearsof exp., seeks situation. " H 57," care Keystone.
IN Oklahoma, or Southwest, by expert opticianand watchmaker. Have test case and tools.520 weekly, or salary and commission. Highlyrecommended. F. It. Rowe, Trinidad, Colo. 
A COMPETENT and experienced watchmakerIt wants situation. Address, A. E. Jeaneret,watchmaker, 351 Washington St., Boston.fly young man, 21 years old, as watchmaker, of8 years' exp. Also graduate optician. Ad.,Arthur A. Thebus, 424 W. Main, Belleville, Ill.
DERMANENT, by practical watchmaker, Jew-' eler, engraver, optician ; 10 years' exp. Age30. Good habits and character. North CentralStates preferred. " T 29," care Keystone. 
(1001) watchmaker and salesman. fair engraverU and jeweler; 4 years' exp. at bench, 6 monthsat Bradley }Toro. Inst., Peoria, Ill. Best. ref.Own tools. Wants permanent position. C. H.Yauson, Sikeston, Mo.

1st, by man, 80, American, good engraver.diamond setter, watchmaker, optician, win-dow dresser, stock displayer, jewelry repairer,etc. A good man if you want a hustler. Owntools, lathe, trial case, ophthalmoscope, etc.Refs. exchanged. Texas, New Mexico or Cali-fornia preferred. J. E. Baldwin, Shelbyville,Ky.
RY young man, with Gentile, as watchmakerI and plain engraver ; am willing to work ;good on lathe work. Exp. and ref. State salaryin first letter. " E," box 127, Johnstown, Pa.

1.25 " A FTER .Tan. 15th, by young man, age 24, single,.25 en. ' no bad habits. Speak English and German.40 " and not afraid of work. As watch, clock andjewelry repairer, engraver and optician. Havefull set of tools. Best of refs. Wages $12 to $15per week to start. "0 1," care Keystone. 
A TRAVELER of 12 yew's,' exp. in Europe, in11 materials, tools, watches and clocks, wantssituation with first-class wholesale house. Prac-tical watchmaker and good judge of goods. Bestrefs. Mentrel, 1124 Fulton St., San Francisco,Cal.

.46 11

.35 doz.

.38 100

Remit by money order-no stamps. AskSr catalogue.

L. BURKETT, Abbeville, La.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, optician,. first-class;" over lb years exp. German-American,age 30. Best ref. Not afraid of work. "M. 44,"care Keystone.
RY a watchmaker, used to fine and complicated
" work. 15 years at bench with New Yorkfirm. Refs. first-class. Colorado preferred." R 44," care Keystone.
AS assistant watchmaker and to finish trade.Is Can engrave. " B 82," care Keystone.
RY watchmaker and jeweler, by first of year.U Extreme West preferred. Address, Box 425,Lebanon, Ohio. 
RPTICIAN-Young man with five years' exp.,u desires position in a wholesale house as anoutside salesman or inside man to take chargeof tilling orders. Philadelphia or New Yorkpreferable, elsewhere if necessary. Have alsohad exp. in fitting. Can give good refs. "It 43,"care Keystone.
VOUNG man, good engraver, desires position,1 where he can learn jewelry jobbing andwatchmaking. H. V. Cutler, Moravia, N. Y. 
WATCHMAKER and jeweler wants situation" in Missouri, Illinois or Kansas. Thoroughworkman, fine set of tools. No bad habits.Unquestionable refs. Box 75, Stoutsville, Mo.
DY first-class lady engraver, graduate of jewel-" ers' school of engraving ; 2 years' exp. Bestrefs. and samples. Ad., Box 103, Alukwonago,Wis.
RY January 15, 1903, good jobbing jeweler, en-v graver, stone setter and clock repairer ; canassist at watches and do little manufacturing;
5 years at present position. Will go any where
East of Mississippi. Samples of engravingon application. B. F. Salomonsky, ElizabethCity, N. C. 
AS watchmaker by an experienced man. loves-Is if you desire a reliable clock andwatch repairer. Best refs. R. T. Smith, 242East Broadway, New York. 
RIC first-class watchmaker and engraver. DoI, fine and complicated watch work, letter and
monogram engraving. Chas. E. Catskill, box
603, Denver, Colo.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver and
° graduate optician ; have tools and instru-
ments. Young man ; long exp.; good refs.
Can come at once. Address, Charles French,
care College, suite 1119 Masonic Temple, Chi-
cago, Ill.
RY watchmaker, Jan. 10th ; 10 years' exp.; own

• 

tools, lathe, etc. Do not engrave ; goodsalesman and refs. Single, 26. Also 4 years'drug store exp. Iowa or Minnesota preferred.
Salary 1115. Answer quick. L. Box 13, Ochey-
cdon, Iowa.
IN New York City, by young man thoroughly

• 

up to date and experienced in wholesale ma-
terials and tools. Age 23. Best refs. Address,
"John Smith," room 601 Columbus Memorial
Building, Chicago. 
Ai WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver andill optician, desires position Jan. 1, 1003. Age
25. 8 years' exp.; no bad habits; best of refs.
Own full set of tools, trial case and Geneva Oph-
thalmoscope and Retinoscope. Sample of en-
graving and photo. State salary in first letter.
C. M. I ites, Greensburg, Ind.

PIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver andI graduate optician, 14 years' exp. Single,
"Q 2," care Keystone.

AS traveling salesman • 35 years old ; 13 years'
11 exp. in large retell store. Thorough in
every branch of the watch, jewelry and optical
business. Good talker, good appearance. Un-
excelled refs.; a hustler. "L 40," care Keystone.
VIRST-CLASS refractionist., salesman and opti-
✓ cal mechanic. Have $1500 cash. Wants po-
sition with or without investment, or good loca-
tion for store. " C 49," care Keystone. 
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and salesman. Can
Ya furnish best refs. Single, age 21 ; 5 years'
exp. Own tools ; fine workman. Address,
"13 82," care Keystone.

DY a first-class mfg. jeweler and diamond setterLi and general polisher. State salary in first
reply. I am no engraver. " L 27," care Keystone.
VOUNG man of some exp. would like positionI in jewelry store, where he can finish his
trade. Town within 100 miles New York City
pref. " C 46," care Keystone.

TEAT-APPEARING young man, strictly tern-" perate, good watchmaker and engraver, de-
sires position. Good refs. Address, A. J. Clow,
1010 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill. 
VOUNG man, experienced refractionist and
1 all-around optical mechanic. H. Lewis,
general delivery, Syracuse, N. Y.
WITH first-class city firm, watchmaker and

optician, 25 years
, 
exp., 16 years foremanrep. department. Use objective and subjec-

tive tests in iiptival work ; own tools and instru-ments. No offer under $20 per week considered.
Al ref. "8 63," care Keystone.

pXPERIENCED watchmaker and good en-
,11 graver desires permanent position by Jan.
in Western State ; 11 years' exp.; good rqE;set of tools. "0 20," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, long exp., skillful, finest
T, clans of work, familiar R. R. inspection ;
in full charge ninny years ; fine 5111E4110Rn ; IMW
employed at $30 ; seeks change of climate. An
educated business man, the kind seldom offer-
ing. Good houses. " H 59," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

IEWELER, 12 years in present position, Al
retail store, wants position as salesman with

reliable wholesale or retail house in Colorado or
Washington, January 1st. Wages secondary.
" X Y Z," care A. L. Sowarby, 2415 Carpenter
St., Phila. 

I ADY refractionist, graduate McCormick Opt.
Li College, Chicago. Have outfit ; can give best
refs.; 6 years' exp.; city pref.; expert on pre-
scription work. " II 60," care Keystone. 
pOSITION by watchmaker, jeweler, monogram
1 and letter engraver, after Dec. 4th. " D 34,"
care Keystone
RY young man, age 27, single. Own tools'
I, watchmaker, plain engraver and good
salesman ; 9 years' exp.; have refs. from former
employers. Ad., Box 501, Mechanicsburg, Pa. 
f/Y watch repairer, jeweler, salesman, cleanI) stock-keeper ; not afraid of work. Can come
at once. C. C. Burgess, Bloomfield, Iowa.
AT once, practical, reliable watchmaker, JewelryIs repairer and salesman. Some exp. on R. It.
work ; engrave but little. Age 26 ; 6 years'
exp.; small tools if necessary ; moderate salary ;
best refs. Go anywhere, but prefer Southern,
Central or Western States. State wages and
particulars. Address, "Jeweler," box 264,
Lansing, Mich.

BY 
young man, 27 years old, to wait on trade
in retail or wholesale jewelry store ; 7 years'

exp.; best ref. Look Box 83, Mifflinburg, Pa.
Rir young man as assistant watchmaker and

Jeweler, good salesman ; best oPrefs Ad.,
1236 Derry St., Harrisburg, Pa. 
WY expert refractionist, 16 years' exp. allU branches retinoscopy ophthahnometers, etc.,
methods. Speak English and German ; best
refs. Address, stating salary, W. H. Kettier,
1313 Mt. Royal Ave., Baltimore, Md.
DOOD watchmaker and engraver from 16th ofEs November until after holidays. State salary
in first letter. " M 46," care Keystone.
QALESMAN-Practical man wants position asU salesman, or will help at bench. Age, 33;
can speak 3 languages. " B 84," care Keystone.
aRADUATE of Philadelphia Optical College,U with trial case, retino-skiaineter, smal:er in-
struments : no bad habits ; good exp. ; Al sales-
men. " Refractionist," 49 Arnold Place, N.
Adams, Mass.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler and refractionist;
'V Al salesman ; no bad habits ; 8 years' exp.:
married ; owns tools and optical instruments.
"Watchmaker," 59 Grand St., Albany, N. Y.
TRAVELING salesman, with 10 years' road
I exp. ; have an established trade with the beat
dealers in West. I am open after Nov. 15:
want high-grade general line. I am a practical
Jeweler ; can furnish Al reference: 9 years with
one house. " B 83," care Keystone.
pEB. let, by strictly first-class watchmaker,
f clock and jewelry repairer ; rapist workman ;
10 years' exp. : thoroughly understands all es-
capements and adjusting ; competent on rail-
road inspection : successful refractionist ; can
do plain engraving ; good salesman ; not afraid
of work ; no tobacco or whisky ; married.
Want a position with first-class house in South-ern or Central California. Best ref. : own toolsand trial case. Salary, $25 per week. "K 23,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver, 15 years' exp." in leading houses ; present position over 6years. 'Reason for change, better wages. Don'twrite unless your business justifies paying $25
to a man of unquestionable ability ; no tobacco
or whisky in any form. " N 9," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver and opti-iv wishing to take charge of store and run
it on per cent. Can give ref.; habits good ; 18
years' exp. in above. Married. North pref.
A. A. Boggs, Arcola, Ill. 

Dy first-class watchmaker and jewelry repairer,U good hard solderer and stone setter ; 21years' exp. Married ; strictly temperate. No
less than $20 per week. Have own tools and
trial case. W. F. Sharp, Cherryvale, Kans.

BY practical watch, clock and jeweler repairer.salesman, all-around man. Own tools ; best
refs.; absolutely temperate ; state salary ; South
pref. W. S. Thomson, Hobart, N. Y.
Dy Al watchmaker aud graduate optician, 20
If years' exp. in It. R. work and adjusting
fine watches. First-class salesman ; strictly
temperate ; own tools and trial case. Oklahoma
or Western States pref. ; $25 per week ; beat of
refit " MOT 12," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, first-class, 41, wants permit-
" neat position with good firm. Salesnian
speaks German ; strictly temperate and reliable.
Middle or Northwtat preferred. " E 19," care
Keystone.

AS ASSISTANT watchmaker, jeweler and en-
11 graver. Gond knowledge of optics. Photo„
samples of engraving and refs. on demand.
" B 36," care Keystone.

WATCHMA KER, jeweler and salesman, wants
" position at once. 16 years' exp.; age 33 ;
good appearance ; speaks 3 'languages. " 13 89,"
care Keystone.

DRADUATE optician of exp., competent raref-
y' tionist and practical fitter, having instru-
ment, test case, etc., desires a permanent posi-
tion. Good ref. " P 48," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.
11"01NO aaaaa DENT• •an WORD.

YOUNG man as assistant watchmaker and
I salesman. Good chance for advancement.
W. T. Newton, Knoxville, Tenn. 
1,100D, fair, watch, dock and jewelry repairerU and monogram engraver and salesman at
once. "P 42,'' care Keystone. 

pi-MT-CLASS watchmaker. Address, " W 28,"care Keystone.
A WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver. A
a good opening for right man at once. W. H.
Booth, Sioux Fulls, S. Oak. 
/WATCH repairer and all-around man in jewelry
" store. Refs. required. A. Holmberg,
Woonsocket, S. Dak. 
ROOD jeweler, engraver and clock repairer at
U once. Steady position to right party. Vages
$15 to $20 a week. Scud ref. to Alahucke & Co.,
Tacoma, Wash.
DOMPETENT surface grinder, permanent po-

• 

sition. State amount of salary expeeted,
class and quantity of work: Refs., etc. "Al 43,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER. State salary. W. E. Smith,
" Cambridge Springs, Pa.
AT once-a first-class manufacturing jeweler
Is and diamond setter. An all-around work-
man on repairs and new work. Permanent sit..
nation. State salary expected. T. It. J. Ayres
& Sons, Keokuk, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER and good engraver or clock-
" maker and engraver. State age exp. and
salary expected. E. G. Hoover, Harrisburg, Pa.

At WATCHMAKER and engraver, one whocan take in work. Salary $20 per week.
State age and give ref. in first letter. Cooper &
Company, 35 East Ohio St, Indianapolis, Ind. 
PHIST-CLASS salesman, window dresser andI optician. J. H. Leyson Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, optician
v and engraver, with tools, to take full charge
of repair Ivork ; 9 hours' work except Satur-
days. Permanent position to competent man,
$30 a week. Send photo. and refs. and all de-
tails in first letter. " K 22," care Keystone.

$9q PER week for an expert watchmaker.
4,1/ Must be rapid engraver and good sales-

man. Send samples of engraving first letter.
The Pfeiffer Co., Cedar Falls, Iowa.

A BOUT the first of year, 1903, good watchmaker,
v who is engraver, jeweler and salesman, all-
around helper, $15 week. Nice town, New York
Suite. Steady job. " B 81," care Keystone.
ROOD engraver, watchmaker and jeweler,SA Wages $16 per week. Permanent position.
W. P. Reichert, Canton, Ill. 

WATCHMAKER immediately. Competent,
" steady man, about 30 years, used to rail-
road watches. Preference given to salesman,
jewelry repairer and engraver. Wages, straight
$70 a month or 815 a week and commission on
sales. Perruanen t job with opportunity to make
money for a hustler. Give refs. and state full
partioulara. Everitt, the leading jeweler, Albu-
querque, N. H. Best climate on earth.

WE offer premium of $5 in gold for address of
good jobbing jeweler and engraver at $20

per week, and will pay premium as soon as new
man accepts position. Kinsel & Petri, Colum-
bus, Georgia.

goon jeweler at once. Wages $12 per week.U Permanent position. H. W. Baker, Canton,
S. Dak.

VIRST- CLASS watchmaker. Highest refs. asI to character and ability required. Answer,
stating particulars and salary expected. "II 58,"
care Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver and sales-
✓ man, at once. Permanent position. Send
sample engraving and refs. Louis Ott, Mans-
field, Ohio. 

A YOUNG man to do jobbing and clock work.
11 Give refs. and state age, exp, and salary cx-pected. Harrington & Nonnenmacher, Colum-
bus, Ohio. 

WATCHMAKER possessing lathe and bench
TY tools. Good personal address and familiar
with customers. Call in person. Tilden-Thur-
ber Co., Providence, R. I. 

YOUNG man of 2 or 3 years exp. who wishes to

• 

complete trade. 116 per week and room. Ex-
cellent opportunity, with first-class watchmaker
and jewelry manufacturer. C. S. Hayes, Nor-
folk, Nebr.

(1001) watchmaker, jobber, engraver and opti-
u clan, with tools, Jan. 1st. Wages $15 per
week. Must give best ref. No had habits.
J. S. Throp, Greensburg, Ind.

WANTED-Jewelers, by the Meyer Jewelry
V' Co., 1018 Main St., Kansas City, Mo. Steady
work all the year around

WANTED, immediately, watchmaker and
" engraver and salesman, 016. Permanent
situation to right MR11. No left-hand workman
need apply. Chas. E. Simanton,St.Johnsbury,Vt.

A STRICTLY first-class watchman and salo-
n man and fair engraver. Good wages. Per-
manent position to right man. E. O. Kem-
merer, Wilkesburre, Pa.

VOUNG man an assistant watchmaker and
salesman. Good chance for advancement.

W. T. Newton, Knoxville, Tenn,

1493
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P1liST-4.1..A8S Watchmaker; good with jobI work. Address, C. H. Morrison, Topeka,
Kans. 
fiNE first-class watchmaker. Permanent post-
5, Bon. Hatteubach Bros. Co., Sioux City,lowa.
WATCIIMAKER, optician. Single. Refs.
" Steady job. Fisk & May, Toledo, Ohio.
WATCHMAKER and engraver. Single man
" preferred. Steady position. E. &hertz-
Inger, Mahanoy City, Pa.
IMMEDIATELY, watchmaker, jeweler, en-
+ graver and salesman, unmarried, possessing
tools ; expert and reliable. Permanent position
to the right party. Send refs. and salary in first
letter to C. J. Nichols, Pleasant Unity, Pa. 
W ATCH repairer ; must be a salesman and
" thoroughly experienced. Position is per-
manent, $15. The Emporium, Fort Wayne, Ind.
VLERK, accustomed to fitting frames and fill-
') ing oculists' prescriptions-one with knowl-
edge of photo. goods preferred ,• give full par-
ticulars, which will be considered confiden-
tial ; state expectations. "Optics," 627 Temple
Court, New York, N. Y. 
VIRST-CLASS watchntaker-one who is goodI engraver preferred. Salary $25. Position
permanent. Address, I3ox 97, Grand Forks,
N. Dak.

"
ATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver. Per-
mama position to good man. Salary from

$12 to $15 per week ; board only $4 per week.
" Z 6," care Keystone.
EW ELRY jobber and engraver. PermanentU position for the right man. Must have good

habits. Send sample engraving and state salary
expected. W. F. Sellers & Co., Altoona, Pa,
YOUNG man with 3 or 4 years' exp. in jewelry

store, to do clock and jewelry repairing and
assist on watches. Enos E. Penny, Springfield,
Mass.

AT once, young man of good habits, as assistant
OI watchmaker, jewelry repairer stud plain en-
graver. A good opening for the right party.
Address, "C 51," care Keystone. 
A GOOD general engraver for Nov. and Dec.Is Will pay from 810 to $15 pei• week, accord-
ing to ability. S. W. Moody, Battle Creek, Mich.
A WATCHMAKER, who can do jewelry and
11 clock repairing. Send ref. and state lowest
salary in first letter. " G 21," care Keystone.
.1013T3ING jeweler and clock repairer and en-
u graver : lathe by electric motor ; single man ;
permanent position ; good salary. Send photo.
and sample engraving, with refs. A. E. Siedle,
jeweler, 6013 Penn Ave., Pittsburg, Pa.
AT once, experienced anti reliable watch re-

• 

pairer. Steady position to right party. Send
particulars In first letter. E. J. Brown, 214
.1.syltun St., Hartfiird, Conn.

AT once, good watchmaker and engraver; good
£5 steady position to the right man ; state
whether single or married and salary expected.Good town in Central New York. "Z 5," careKeystone.

IMMEDIATELY, watchmaker and jeweler.

• 

Unmarried ; possessing tools ; expert and
reliable. Permanent position for the right luau.
" B 85," care Keystone.

IiIIRST-CLASS manufacturingjeweler and stone
setter. State age, ref. and salary wanted infirst letter. Do not have to wait on trade.

Cooper & Company, 35 E. Ohio St., Indianap-olis, Ind.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver.Is Rudisill Bros., Altoona, Pa.
VOUNG man of good appearance, character

• 

and ability, desirous of learning trade under
one ()Mho finest watchmakers in the UnitedStates. He must be good jewelry repeirer,understand clock work and willing to do allwork usually required of an apprentice. Salary
according to earning capadt y. Fred. McIntyre,general watch inspector, C. 0. and G. Aly.,So. McAlester, Ind. Ter.

A FIRST-CLASS refracting optician, culpable ofIL C01111111111ding from $20 to $30 per week. Stateage, exp. and full particulars. " B 87," careKeystone. 

WATCHMAKER-one accustomed to high-" grade work. Address, with ref., J. E.Caldwell & Co., 902 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

THOROUGHLY competent optician to take
charge of the optical department in a largeWestern town (seaport). State nee, salary ex-pected. Refs. and photograph desired. " B80," care Keyettone.

PIRST-CLASS jeweler and clock repairer. J. B.I Tricker ez. Co., Lincoln, Nebr.
NOD manuftteturing jeweler, ono well up inU general repair work. Steady position toright party. Merrill & Seissinger, 341 Main St.,Memphis, Tenn.

AN experienced refracting optician, who can11 assist as salesman in jewelry store. Statequalifications and wages expected. " 38,"care Keystone.

QTEADY all-around man of neat appearance,O who can do good engraving, some watchwork and hard solder. (food salary and steadyemployment to right man. Send sample of en-graving, refs., and state salary expected in firstletter. A. Graves Co., Memphis, Tenn.
(Continued on page toe)



HELP WANTED.

(Continued from page 1,1931A jeweler and engraver at once. Perma-nent position ; must be good workman andgive first-class refs. " L 42," care Keystone. nOOD watchmaker and engraver. Permanent11 position $18 per week to start with, and in-
crease according to ability. F. P. Becton & Co.,
Waterbury, Conn. 
L1Iffi7f-CLASS engraver and jewelry jobber.

Permanent position. Must have good habits.
Send samples engraving and state salary ex-
pected. W. F. Sellers & Co., Altoona, Pa.
filIRST-CLASS watchmaker, at once. "11 61,"I cure Keystone.

FIRST-CLASS watelimaker and all-around
10 man wanted, one that can speak German
pref. State lowest salary in first letter, with
good refs. S. C. Nadzinger, Archbold, Ohio.
A THORotiGII ;Hid salesman, one
z1 that has haul exp. in first-Mass retail store.
Apply at onus% send full particulars. Theo. L.
Rogg, 4Is Walnut st., luu•s .Moines, lows.

c1001) .qut lid:a it,earl do light Wale
Don at inoth.rate 'ails
Bahl, Slate an

Co., Ltd., Ali
iT 41111.1`, a good and
a and engraver, on
pref. A permata•nt a
State salary, send ,in
and photo. in th•st I
Coatesville, Pa.

lry and eloek repairer who
Permanent posi-

ry. Alust be sober and i'('-
ii salary ex peeled. I,. at.
ItHii, l'a.

(.N11,4.11.1.4,1 sr:0,1111.0:Hr
I' whit Understand, Itidics
tHdli.tti to the right man.
ill's of engraving. Ref.
titer. Aug. Carniany,

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD,

'VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry,La watches, platinum. Market value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not satis-
factory, I will return all articles. .T. L. Clark,
refiner and sweepsmelter of gold and silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Stinson' St., Philadelphia.
yEW Century engraving machine, also oph-
•T thalinometer. It 65," care Keystone.
I N Eaton-Engle engraving machine, No. 2, or

111(0) model, or New Century. Good order,
elleap. The Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa._ _ _
QECOND-IIAND watch sign. W. It. Crawfoi•d,
11 McKenzie, Tenn.
HAPITAL wanted for the establishment of Graf-
t, class jewelry installment business. Have
had broad exp. in and thorough knowledge of
a very successful system. Can furnish reliable
refs. " It 0," care Keystone.
HP-TO-DATP:, coi»plete trial case. State lowestU cash price. Jules Bandelier, Elgin, Ill._(IARPENTER motor or Carpenter polishingU lathe. W. Shelman, Lodiburg, Ky. 
TRAVELER rei ii•esen ti ng good house in Illinois
I ' and Michigan would like line of rings or
jewelry on commission ; lines will not conflict :
good ref. " I) 35," care Keystone.
gONIPLETE, good trial case, cheap. Write de-
11 script ion fully. .1oliti Wolfe, Beaufort, N. C.

FOR SALE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A FEW hundred dollars buys business in town:1 1011o. W. E. Doan, Mina, Iowa.
VOR cash only. One of the best paying jewelryI and optical stores in Western Iowa. Pop. oftown 700; nearest city 50 miles ; no competition
whatever. Reuel' work alone from $75 to 8100 a
month. Stock and fixtures will invoice about$800. This is a genuine $nap. For further
Pin t ienlars, " 10," care Keystone.
Ilan III jewelry business in Ith•laigan. Present

• 

,'ash account eaeli menth $500. Repair work
all one man can do. Write for partietilars ifyou have Matto er$17uo. " .1 16." eat, Keystone.
THF: only .jewelry and optieal .l iii' in town of'
I 1000, in Southwestern Iowa. No competi-
tion in 17 miles. Stock and fixtures aliout $1600.
Profits on jewelry and opt lea 51800 a year.
Bench work $78 to $1110 per month. :11ust quit
business on account of poor health. "V 6,"
care Keystone.

fEWELRY and optical business. Established
0 12 years. Good lee:afloat. Write for partic-ulars. ".1. O.," 35 S. it It St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

9600 or $700 stock of je i'lry, tools and a goodii regulator. (Oa accee et ef old age and eye-sight. Apply, John Nieholson, Walsh P. 0Iowa.

TRUTH only : A business established 38 yearsI by present owner, is reluctantly offered for
sale on account of declining health. Effects in
trade cost $15,000. No II iii' oily or 17.000 to
18,000 in the Northern si Ira\ .1f•rs say.
Write to owner for full isirt 3lesars.
Trier Brothers, 37 Alaiden Lane, New York
City, eau give my address.

BOUT 81000 will take a good jewelry business
3 in Spokane, Wash. Owner is sick. Like tohear from anyone that means business. H.
Ellertmon, Spokane, Vash.

qNAP—paying jewelry store, with building
95500, or without, $1000 cash. Beet business

place in Allegheny City. Good beneh trade.Can reduce stock. Old stand. 2000 steel em-
ployees pass store daily. Reason, poor health.
Mrs. C. A. Rieder, jeweler, Allegheny, Pa.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

$1400 cligellu,Y&Mtnalkienwed oziare:
tha, Kane.
1E1VELRY business, established 35 yearn in theis best business town of 35,000 in Pennsylva-
nia. Best location in city. Stock and fixtures
about 86000. Will reduce or sell fixtures alone,
with lease. Dissolving partnership and retir-
ing from business. " W 29," care Keystone.

gLE(TANT jewelry store, finest of fixtures andlocation. Good business. Will reduce stock
to any amount to suit purchaser. Satisfactory
reasons given for selling. C. A. Rigdon, War-
saw, Ind.
$IO NA STOCK in one of the best farming and

uu coal mining counties in State of Illi-nois. 5 good mines work all the time. 1800pop. Ilood achools, electric light, water. Can
redo.' shuck. Will pay to investigate. Rea-SIPI, fill' selling, sickness. Address, Box 55,
Farmington, Ill.
IEW EMIT store, good, clean stock-. littio in-

habitants. Stock and fixtures invoice $2000
without holiday goods. No opposition. Fineelimate. Cash only. C. E. Dickitison, (larder'City, I:alts.

$ On WILL buy only jewelry stock in good13 Missouri town. (loud reasons for sell-ing. D. C. Shisher, Buettner, Mo.

IEWELItY, optical and stationery business," oldest stand in thriving New England collegeI am IL Best location, adjoining post office ; littleeompet it ion ; present proprietor desires to retire
permanently from bushiest; and will make ex-
ceptionally 'liberal offer of stuck, fixtures, good-will. Excellent opening for energetic, ambi-tious young man. " It 34," care Keystone.
114 Des Moines, Iowa, stock, fixtures and leaseI of a jewelry and optical business, paying $100per month clear profit ; can be increased. Priv('MO cash. Address, "Jeweler," No. 450 Good
Block, Des Moines, Iowa.

fEIVELRY business including stock, fixtures,,I safe, etc., in good fruit and farming town of1800 pop. Fine school and churches. Drawtrade from 100 miles around. Reason for sell-ing, sickness. " F 34," care Keystone.
STOCK of clocks, watches and jewelry, with

11 fixtures, all aomplete, at from 9500 to $1000,
in best health resort in the Southwest. A bar-
gain will be given if sold soon. A snap fair afirst-class workman. Age and failing sight rea-son for selling. For particulars address, Box125, Eureka Springs, Ark.

WILL sell small stock of jewelry, which in-" voices $250. Small town ; good country." N 8," care Keystone.

$1000 BUYS only jewelry store in manufac-turing town central N. Y., fifteen hun-dred population. "B 86," care Keystone.
IANLY optical office in growing town of 13,000U (3Iassachusettm): clears $20 and over weekly.
Price, 9400. Don't write tailless you have the
cash. Good reasons for selling. " F 37," careKeystone.

THE chance of your life: An elegant jewelryI store, having the finest fixtures of any storein the Ohio Valley. Owner forced to be away.Stock reduced. Write at once. At least MOO
cash required. Address, T. H. Browning, 403
House Building, Pittsburg, Pa. 
1EWELRY business, stock and fixtures ; este!'-
" lished over 20 years : only jewelry store in
growing town 1500 to 2000 inhabitants. Deathreason for seldng. Mrs. T. J. Irwin, Athens, Ala. 
HNLYjewelry and book store in Illinois townLI of 1000. Good paying business; stock andfixtures invoice $1700. 11 ill reduce to suit pur-chaser. (mood reason for selling. J. A. Head-man, Table Grove, Ill.

(IPTICA I. refracting business in Eastern city,U 23,000 pep. ; Pt years' stood ; 91a10 prescrip-tions ; income, $1700 yearly above all expenses;rent, $400 per year, all paid until next May.Price, $700 cash. Excellent chance for some-one. Don't write unless you mean busluess."NI 45," care Keystone. 

gOOD jewelry and optical business in Southern11 California, the finest climate hi the UnitedStates. The business is well established and
improving. only those willing to pay spot cashneed inquire. ( local reasons for selling. "P47," care Keystone.

$800 WILL buy stock, fixtures, tools burglar-proof safe (could be reduced) in one ofthe best manta lingo ring railroad towns in North-ern Pennsylvania. 01(1 established. Pop. 800,with large surrounding country to draw from.Good reasons for selling. "I' 48,''' care Keystone. 
HOW is your health ? Have you to live in aII mild, healthy climate? Are you, satisfied toclear $125 per month as a start, and be your ownboss. Have you, $2500 in cash? Then buy meout. I came from the North that broke andsick ; I have new 912000 in real estate in thiscity on which I can live comfortable—going todo it—so if you want a liminess on the principalstreet of the healthiest city In the Union, writei nutlet] hal el y I a, E. F. Fegeas, 20 E. BroughtonStreet, Savannah, Oa. Don't write unless yougot the cash, I nail a rash taint, that's why I gott he abeigh—tand my customera are trained to It.Mark this as st pointer, and you won't have tostick to the benell long. Enclose stampedenvelagre for answer.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A SMALL stock of jewelry ; no fixtures. ILLI MoPike, Beloit, Wis.

('ODD opportunity for first-class jeweler andU optician in Illinois town ; 2 railroads, goodbusiness, schools and churches; invoice, $2300:will reduce. " L 41," care Keystone. 
A SNAP—Will seed to any jeweler, on applica-/1 thin, C. 0. D., subject to select 18 and 16size Boss and Crescent 10 K. gold filled cases or10 K. and 14 K. solid gold oval or set rings andcuff buttou or breast pin at 25 per cent. lowerthan wholesale price. These goods are all newgoods. I quit the business and have about $500left of these goods. Address, F. C. Martin,Epiphany, S. D. 
/ALIT-established jewelry store in large town,Northern New Jiltsey : fine repair trade;good prices. Sold on account of health : 9450cash if sold immediately. Investigate. B 88,"care Keystone. 

IN wealthy and prosperous mfg. town of 10,000I (tell thousand i inhabitants, in Connecticut,large country trade, leading jewel rt: and opticalstore of the county ; competition light, doing a
business of $14,000 a year, repairs 9200 a month,clearing $3000 a year above expenses ; rent $30a month. About $7000, part cash. "B 79,"cure Keystone. 

AN established retail jewelry business of 15a years' standing, in good growing factorytown of 4000 pop., in Eastern Illinois. Stockand fixtures will invoice over 94000. Best rea-sons for selling. This is a snap and a cash deal.
Address, " Thomas A Co.," room 601 ColumbusMemorial Building, Chicago.
I ENV ELM' store for sale in good county seat" town, Western Iowa, 1600 people ; $3500stock and fixtures. Average sales $600 per
month. 43," care Keystone.
IEW MAY store with $4000 stock, best levet foe,U cheap rent, in city of 15,000, Central Iowa.
A snap far sonic one. " C52," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.
LINDER THIS HEADING 71117E E CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANCOUS MERCFIANDISC AND
EQUIPMENT.

gENEVA retinoscope, with duplex adjustalaleU base, 1 year old, in perfect condition. Cost
$67.50. Will sell to highest bidder. C. 0. D.,with privilege of examination. Ed. Rebel,
Streator, Ill.

150 bsa thoroughly lroklinf I i111 settrr$ utch, l3.,ol( rrolei,,,inai 

pheasant and woodcock 
' 
• steady to wing anal

shot and easy to handle. Color, pure white.B. E. Reynolds, Scothiale, Pa.

HEFRACTOMETERS for sale by the nianu-11 ; new, latest model ; equipped with2 additional fixtures which, have heretofore cost
$5 extra. Perfect in every particular. $60 eueb.H. W. Bailey, 4513 Washington St., Buffalo, N.Y.
$12(1 WORTH of assorted watch glasses, with
uu 10-drawer cabinet, for $40. " II 56," care

Keystone.

IE1VELER'S outside show case, plate glass," curved front, nickel frame, copper base, on
wheels, 35 ina•hes deep, 48 inches high, 17 incheswide; repair watch cabinet, spectacle sign 6feetlong, metal frame and eyes. "H 55," care
Keystone.

HANJO clocks. Send for photo. and prices.U E. Quintard, Pokeepsie, N. Y. 
A BARGAIN for some one. Full nickel Fran-
11 cis engraving 'machine, with stand, 3 fontstype, coffin-plate and hollowware holder,
graver sharpener—all in perfect order ; com-plete outfit cost 975 • $30 mill takes it. One Itraded for, have no use for it. G. W. Williams,Adams, N. Y.

ENEVA retinoscope, duplex adjustable base,
perfect condition. Have two. Cost 967.50.Best cash offer buys it. "Iff 42," ,sire Keystone.

VEIV De Zeng refractometer, latest model. Cash3 825. "Optician," box 192, Winsted, Conn. 
WATCHMAKER'S tools, roll-top bench, Web-
" ster-Whitcomb lathe. Write for particu-
lars to Mrs. E. Kahl, 119 Lombardy St., Rich-
mond, Va.

3-TON burglar and fire-proof safe, cost 9600 ;I 1 street clock (Howard), cost 9800; 2 show
canes R feet, and emnter to match, $60 ; 1 wallcase 20 feet, mirror in center, 0350 ; 2 partitionsand door, $150; 2 lathes, bulling and watch,
$15-91975. Beat offer on this lot. Addrems all
COntlittln Watkins to R.J. Trumbull, 124 Twenty-
Second St., Chicago, Ill.

A .CHAMBERS-INSKEEP
/I also a Geneva retinoscope.
Make offers on one or both.
rill, Wis.

ophthalmometer,
Both nearly Ie.'''.
Dr. Carey, Sher-

gENEVA retinoseope, with duplex liaise, oilU lamp, new, $30 ; IVehmter-W hi teen' b
No. 2 hard, with tail stock, 12 split elitieks

'step chucks, $25 B.C. lionirighouri, Mat 10°11,111.
EENEVA retinoscope, with duplex and adjust-15 able base, in use six months, in perfect eon-(Mien cost $67.50 ; will sell to the hiwhetat bid-der C. 0. D., with privilege of (•xamItiation.
0. 0. Snyder, 205 Sixth Ave., Des Moines, Iowa.

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

HOPKINS' rotary pivot polisher. Good order;
'I cheap. Zube, Meriden, Conn. 
OHEAP, Geneva retinoscope, good as new.1' Address, Harry Martin, Kahoka, Mo. 
MINUTE-REPEATER chronograph in 14 K.01 htg. case. To be sold to the highest bidder.
Will send C. O. D. anywhere, with privilege of
examination. A. E. Jeaueret, watchmaker, 3M
Washington St., Boston. 
rOMPLETE set tools and material 

' 
• fine outfit

11 tools ; lathe good as new, and 30 chucks.Tools and material invoice about 9350 ; sepa-
rately or together ; cheap. Address, L. Box 1041,Grand Forks, N. Dak.

gENEVA retinoscope in first-class condition;
11 either oil, gas or electric light attachment ;
make offer. Address, It. II. Trask, Ottawa, Ill.
gENEVA No. 995 trial case, in perfect condi-

tion. Best offer before Dee. 1st takes it.
Correspondence solicited. "Jeweler," 2814Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 
gROSS retino-skiameter, never used, 831 ; De-

Zeng luminous retinoscope and battu'ry,
never used, $15. Edmund Densmore, Spring-
water, N. I.

VEW cENTURY engraving machine, four sets
0 type, cost $00, never used, for $70 ; new I ie-, ili•va relitioscope, thtpleX local and case, cost
$75, 11111 I it I le used, for $45. Selling out. " P 46,"
care Keys' elle.

1EWELER'S regulator, nearly new ; also new
" Eaton Engle engraving machine and two
upright show cases. Will sell at bargain.
Mawhinney & Ryan Co., Omaha, Nebr.
TRIAL Case "Julius King" Leather, GO pairs
1 sphericals, 36 pairs cylinders, prising, discs,
etc.; two trial frames, cost $50, used 6 months.
Highest bidder takes it. Fay R. Smith, New
London, Wis.

HITE Hardy trial case, with ophthalmoscope andU t wo trial frames ; cost now, 6 months ago, $38,
In fine condition ; sell for $28. Also, 1 new Gil-
bert second regulator, which cost, 6 months ago,
$22 ,• sell for $15. Address, 721 Tenth St., Beaver
Falls, Pa.

gENEVA Opt ica I ce.'s t rial come, cheap : usedU very little. A 'Idly-, c, Anderson, 2208
NV. Jackson it., Chicago, III.

A NEW Boley lathe complete, with full at-11 including 30 chucks, 6 clatters,
slide rest, Universal head and counter mhaft,
cost $98; will sell for $60. "W. R.," care 503Maclay Bldg, Portland, Oregon.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE ecerre PER woRD.

gENEVA Retinoscope, complete with base,U scarcely used at all ; have t an for same pur-
pose. Want up-to-date, complete trial ease for
It. or will self for cash at proper 'eduction.
C. M. Jenkins, Richmond, Ind.

PRANCIS engraving machine, full attachments
1' and type ; excellent condition. What have
you to exchange? L. E. Hubbard, Park City,
Utah. 

g OCTAVE chromatic harp for sale cheap or
exchange for watchmaker's lathe and attach-

ments. Box 136, Pokeepsie, N. Y.

(1ALIGRAPH typewriter, violin, slide trom-
u bone. Want rounding-up tool, optical Instru-
ments, repeating shotgun, kodalc. L. 13. 182,
Decimeter, Mo.

VIVETT lathe, Universal head (latter nearly
11 new) both good condition, with a fine netof 66 chucks, several never used, wish to ex-
change (or sell) for Globe edge-grinding ma-
chine and Little (tem lens cutter aunt drill.
II. B. Moore, D. 0., 198 Main St., Milford, Mass.
PLECTRIC light plant, income 9400 a nionth ;11.i would trade for first-class real estate. Box
$362, Lanark, Ill.

I HAVE 2 new Geneva retinoscopes, need only
I 1 ; other will sell for $45. Ed. Reeder, Col-
umbus, Ind.

AN Eaton-Engle engraving machine, 1900
11 model, good as new. W. .T. Cole, Hudson,
S. lank.

NEW traveling trial case. Aid Brothers, Gal-
" latin, Mo 

1 NICE parlor organ, 1 grandfather's clock, 1
I Edison graphophone and records 1 very old
violin. C. N. Brown, Winston, N. C. 
HEAM engraving inachine, two sets type ; full
10 nickel ; only allied few times. Low, for cash
or exchange for watches. Photo. on requcat.
N. Dimon, Candor, N. Y. 

MANUFACTURERS or others, what have youAui in jewelry, watches or novelties, old or
i new style, to trade for Eastern real estate?I;,,,, it stock value, $7000 to $9000. IV. P. Oliver,

1427 \ isquith St., Bath, Minn. 

WILL exchange winking-eye sign for large
" watch sign. The A. K. Sprague, Piqua, O.
!FP-TO-DATE jewelry store. WIII sell cheapU or exchange for clear city income property.
Also a drug store. Address, Lock Box 342,
Chillicothe, Mo.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

gRESCENT chainless bievele, new, perfect
U condition. G. W. Howells, Lucerne, Mo. 

nEMINGTON typewriter, also telegraph outfit.
13 Wanted Edison phonograph, staking tool.
Geo. E. Metcalf, Waltham, Mass._

hi EMINOTON t ypew ri I 'i', W. I . Fay 's auto-
TT matte trial set and rel i1111,1•1■111. 1•11111iIii1V11 or
chronometer watch, all in line eontlitien, for
latest model engraving machine, optlialno mit'-
ter, Geneva opthalmoscope and retinoscope com-
bined or,opthalmometer. "A '24," care Keystone.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
THIS HERonTo _____ CENTS PER WORD.

VITICE—It may be to your advantage to read
al what we say on page 1318 t his K is E.
Ezra Bowman's Sons, Lativaster, Pa. Watch-
mailers' tools and supplies. Repairing and 111-
gra ring for the trade.
IA EPA [RING for the trade. Balance stalls for
TT any watch 50c., jewels 40e. No unt rm. bal-
ance. All work guaranteed. A trial solieited.
John Shoultn & t'o., Akron , o._ . 
HE sure and read ad. in business notices.
LI NOrIll S111111. Mfg. Co.. .-

$95 correspolehqtee 1•11111,. ill otuy
-tt $10. For full inferneation lelaires,, Na-

tional College of' Optiu•s, Cedar Rapids. Iowa.

Wori,1) you like to leetate t 'tent) to tliirtY
tlinusand stock lii iiie el Ow best Central

West cities. The opportunity is now. Nothing
to sell. "C 50," care Keystone.
HOT.sl"f he a chump ; iiierease Inisintitin;

AA 110 'guess work ; it's a certainty. II. I:,
Thomas & Co., Wilmington. Del. Established
1889. Just what you walit. Send us 'ii air name.
WATCIIMAKERS—Vor SI I iii I I send 'Yon 3
AI doz. asaoried watch jou% els nur i•epniring
purposes. A. F. Freeland, watch, (lock and
chronometer Jewel maker, 370 Washington, St.,
Boston: Jobbing a specialty.

ROLLER jewels for all kinds of watches, $1.25
T1 per gross. H. 0. Dolman, 367 E. First St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEEDING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

HERE is your chalice, Mr. .Teweler,
maker or Clerk. Photographa 1111 avail ala

causes, china, silk, linen. Our a•lielnieals
anal fq11 instructions will show you how tit tlo
this work, anal do it. right. Price, $1.00 for full
outfit, enough to do 100 jobs. Can you make a
better investment ? Send 2e. stamp for particu-
lars mid full instructions. North, Shore Mfg.
Co., l'. li.lx 166, Lynn, Mass.

IV 1,. A.WOODCOCK'S School,Witiona,
TT has true merit. Established 15 yearm;
hundreds of successful graduates. Yam eau get
the very best American and European' methods
here. 'Modern and alp to date,

(101.1) and silver-platitik, satin finish,enTgraiiiii,
U engine-turning, everythAng in the line of
watch ease repairing. G. F. Wadsworth, Silver-
smiths'  Building, Chicago. 

THE Elgin Watch Repairing School has somespecial inducements to offer to those who wish
to learn the watchmakers' trade in a thoroughly
practical manner in the least possible time, and
at very low terms. Address, for information,
the Elgin Horological School, Elgin, Ill. 

11 
"

.1 VE you an old English watch, ease you want
ehanged into American stem-wind? If so,

send it tome, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
( l. F. Wadsworth, MI versm I lis' Bldg. , Chicago, I II.
WHERE to receive —the highest cash price for
lY every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold and silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. J. L. Clark (established
187111, 727 Stinson" Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
hy mail lir express ; prompt attention given.
gsEIT is a tool that sets a roller jewel perfect

willoott removing roller table or hairspring,
and does it quickly. Send re eents for tool and
I list via 'I ions. Box 515, Greenfield, Ohio.

NoTICE—It may be to your advantage to readwhat we say on page 1348 of this K YsToN K.
Ezra F. Bowman's Sons Lancaster, Pu. Watch-
niakers' tools and supplies. Repairing and en-
graving Car the trade.
Iii"riciANs and jewelers ! Semi 10 cents in
u stamps for a lesson that will lead to an in-
crease in your income of from $111 to $25 per
week. Address, " Eye Clinic," lock box 187,
Chicago, Ill.
aLAss-FtrrtNu refraction, a general and full

• 

course in optics by mail. with splendid lith-
ographed diploma

' 
is taught by the National

College Os Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Write
for free "club rate" circular.

VOU are looking for a good, reliable firm to do
your watch work. here is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
bus Memorial Building, Chicago.

IVHY not send me your watch C1008 that need, repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
0.F.Wadsworth,hilversmiths'BIdg.,Chicago,111.

pLnIN Horological School, the oldest and hest
LI known school for watchmakers, gives you
practical training Iii watch repairing, might y I ig,
and optics. Our graduates are filling the best,
positions with the trade. Address for cote-
logue, Elgin liorological School, Elgin, Ill,

BUSINESS NOTICES.

THE Omaha Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Optical Institute teach the art of watch-

repairing in such a concise and practical form
that a student is ready to aa,•ept a ia.sition as
soon as the course is completctl. bete Is Ilo
profession Which 1/111irs 1,111;11 1111114.111111i111.$ for
a young matt wilh hiiaail,aI ttettos. There le
Money ill Wittell rep:tiring 814 1 opt liii work. We
are plaehig students in goini and 'bey
are able le held 1114111 1,1,111`, 111Vy 11,1V1. been
Under elute of expert !meters and tititr-
()uglily understand all Itrttnelit, 4 the work.
our opt ie.,' .s,Itcse is ctinttl alIV :11111 superior
I,, most. .\ tiill cHtirsc lit cite for
Ta 'Ii ial.ia lir. Tarbox ik

PEARLS rooRuGcHArs.
cit,h)111,,11..,1111 hi in,. you any Diateooll

Ce8rI Jett clr.t s. II. mei I Itu do not 1,11.. I Ii
1111 \ it \ 1.111,elf, il to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN alk CO.

3wheNirot;oldu hi"avae alaineh,lainedNiatee "'Coal; 
York,

where.
Established tsso

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
009 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Moor. ) (Established 189, )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

sib—Prompt attention given to Mall and
Express Orders.

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
The most accurate teN1 for Ityperttlita.

astigmatism and presbyepia, with.'" a t he a,sist-
anee of trial lenses. For jail 00 A% t• !Hach you
" the Fay system of preseri Mug lenses" by cor-
respondence. Second-hand instruments of all
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Good Times
Auction Sales

It Stands to Reason

that the conditions that favor all other
businesses favor the auction business.

Some jewelers seem to regard an auction
sale as a depression institution, not to be
thought'of in a time of prosperity.

Quite the contrary.
There will be "Martin Sales" when the

millennium comes—many a jeweler indeed
has had reason to think that the millennium
actually came with the Martin Sale.

Look at it this way:
Take the auctioneer who in the very worst of times has never had

a failure, who under the most adverse conditions has wrung returns
which hundreds of jewelers thought impossible.

What, think you, can such an auctioneer accomplish in such times
as these when money is plentiful, luxuries in demand and the public
mind favorably disposed?

It is not for me to answer this. Ask any jeweler for whom I have
conducted a sale. I'll furnish you with the names, hundreds of them,
and out of their very gratitude they will answer you.

What my patrons are pleased to call "The Martin Sale" is a
business institution—suited to all times and seasons and all jewelers.

Write early and in advance, as the area is wide and the calls are
pressing.

S. MARTIN,
Jevvelers' Auctioneer,

Long uDmile:etar n3c2e34Treiloepta n e,
784 Fart st., MILWAUKEE, VVIS.

1496

4

io•

You are getting
busier every (1;1v.

With the increase of trade you
will have mure calls for engraving-.

"F)is is the time fur you to order your NEW
CENTURY Eng-raving machine.

Look ahead and think of the stack of engraving you will
have to (IC, and do promptly ; now—to-day—belbre the real

rush strikes, you should place your order.

The money the NEW CENTURY machine will make for you in the engraving
you can do 00 it and in the sales it will clinch, will pay for it in the'next six weeks.

Our NEW CENTURY is good all the year round, but at this season, of all others
you need it most.

dYou needn't cash if yir (lout VaIlt to—payments of $5.00 or $ro.00 i)er month,pay u' N 
if you prefer.

Our machines are shipped assembled, with directions for using, and are furnished
complete NVith type and everything necessary for handling your Holiday Engraving-.

At this time we can ship promptly—don't delay and rim the risk of
late delivery. Write or telegraph, but "get busy and do it to-day.

Remember this is NOVEMBER.

87 Nassau Street,

New York City.
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the star is on fime•___ 
EverYLlgin watch has the word "Llgin " engraved on the works. Guar-
anteed by the world's greatest watch works and sold by every jeweler in
the land. Send for free booklet, "Timekeepers and Timemakers."ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO., Elgin, Illinois.

_._ 
--------

The signs of the
times are written
in many attrac-
tive Llgin Watch
advertisements ap-
pearing in the cur-
rent magazines, rail-
way employe'sjour-
nals, and in many
of the best class
and tradepapers.
The brightest publi-
cations of America
are featuring the
Llgin Watch with
these striking designs,
and more Llgin
Watches are being
sold than ever before.

If you have not shared in the great
trade, see jobber's List for prices, or

write to the company. Lvery dealer
should send for the new Llgin art book-

let, "Timemakers and Timekeepers."

All Llgin Watches are fully guaranteed

against original defect.

Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John St.

SAN FRANCISCO, 206 Kearny St.

COPYRIGHT 190.2.
BY B.THORPE,PuBuSHER
isqo ppov/H 5T5 PHILA.
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the stdr is on time
LverYLIgin watch has the word "Elgin " englaved on the works. Guar-

anteed by the world's greatest watch Ks and sold by every jeweler in

the land. Send for free booklet, 
"Timekeepers and TimemakersILCIN ."NATIONAL WATCH CO., Ligin, Illinois.
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tive Elgin Watch
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pearing in the cur-
rent magazines, rail-
way employesjour-
nals, and in many
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and tradepapers.
The brightest publi-
cations of America
are featuring the
Elgin Watch with
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and more Elgin
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If you have not shared in the great
trade, sec jobber's List for prices, or
write to the company. Every dealer
should send for the new LIgi n art book-
let, "Timemakers and Timekeepers."
All Elgin Watches are fully guaranteed
against original defect.

Factories, Illinois, U. S. A.

General Offices, i6 Monroe St., Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John St.

SAN FRANOSCO, 206 Kearny St.

COPYRIGHT 1902
eV &THORPE., PUBLISHER
19,P dc BROWN 574 PHILA.



WATCH WORD IS

I 0,000,000 .•

of business and travel the world over. These watches were sold by dealers who measure the possibilities of
business by their stock of Elgins. Every Elgin Watch is fully guaranteed by the factory. See Jobbers' List
for prices—or write to the company. Every dealer is invited to send for a copy of the free art booklet,
"Timemakers and Timekeepers."

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A. NEW YORK OFFICE, 11 John Street.
General Offices, 76 Monroe St., CHICAGO. SAN FRANCISCO, 206 Kearny Street.

The page folios in the several issues are as follows: January, 1 to 120; February, 121 to 256; March, 257 to 400 , April, 401 to 536 ; May, 537 to 656 ; June, 657 to 792 ; July, 793 to 920;
August, 921 to 1048 ; September, 1049 to 1192 ; October, 1193 to 1328 ; November, 1329 to 1496 ; December, 1497 to 1616.
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A
Aluminum

Black finish on. Black, 1271
How to bright cut. Aluminum, 475
How to solder. Aluminum No. 2, 616,,

Balance
Truing up. Expansion, 199

Balance Cock, Swiss
How to adjust. English, 735

Balance Stalin
Drawing temper of. l'ivot Holes 197
How to remove. Seconds Clock, 6O3

Balance Wheels
Repairing of. Balance Soldering, 607

Baud Instruments
How to repair. Band, 603

Bezel
Remedying a tendency to jump. Expan-

sion, 199
Bifocals

Cementing of. Bifocals, 863. Cement
Bifocals, 335

Separating. Bifocals, No. 2, 1565
Bottles

Securing labels to. Pearl Origin, 199
Brass

Restoration of. Dirty Brass, 333
Business Cards

Suggestions for. Cylinder, 863
Buttons

Photos. on Celluloid. Photo. Dial, 335

Cadmium
Adding to gold solder. Cadmium, 473

Camera
Remarks on cheap construction. Pearl

Origin, 199
Cannon Pinion

How to tighten. Pinion, 1271
Cap Jewel

Restoration of. Cap Jewel, 333
Carat

Fully defined. Carat, 1271
Castings

Method of making. Castings, 1271
Cast Iron

Repairing. Cast Iron, 1565
Chinese White

How made. Chinese White, 603
Chloride of Gold

Extracting metal from. Extracting, 69
Molts

Calendar, how they change date. Calen-
dar, 733

Cause of change of rate due to tempera-
ture. Window Clock, 67

Changing to heat seconds. Escapement,335
Cuckoo, repairing of. Cuckoo, 607
Factory practices in depthing, etc. Stand-

ard, 197
Jerk y uncoiling of springs. Spoon handle,

1271
Letting down springs. Tight Spring, 1127
Locating faults in. Magnetized, 1127.
" Eight-Day," 1127

Remedy for rusting. Extras, 1411
Running of 400-day. Anniversary, 1567
Wood movements not made. Meer-

schaum, 67
Clock Cases

How oxidized. Clock Case, 1411
Restoring marble. Marble, 335

Coins
Law on mutilation. Coin, 1565

Crown
Removing pendant stem from. Crown, 475

Cut Glass
How to mend. Glass, 1271

Cylinders
Grinding impulse angles. Cylinder 863

Diamond Graver
How stone is set. Diamond Graver, 989

Diamonds, Glaziers
How to set. Glazier, 1411

Demagnetizer
How to eonstruct. Demagnet, 473

Demagnetizing
How done. Alsa, 475

Draw
Definition of. Pallet Angles, 863

Drills
How to make good. Staff Drilling, 67

Dry Battery
Life of on a motor. Swing Pendulum, 67

Electric Current
Reducing voltage. Voltage, 863

Electrical Contact
Device for. Contact, (107

Enamel
How made. Watch Dial, 1413

Enameling
Process of. Enameling, 333
aubstitute rot, Nutmeg State, 1127

Engraving
Best polishing block. Engraver, 861
Bright cut on aluminum. Engraver, 861
Filling in lines. Filler, 1411
Hardness of tool for different metals.

Engraver 861
Making tine lines. Engraver, 861
Metals for practice. Engraver, 861
Proper length of graver. Engraver, 861
Tool for shading. Engraver, 861
Tools for scholar. Engraving, 861

Escapement
Best kind for clocks. Escapement, 335
For torsion pendulum. Torsion, 603
Fork and roller action. Escapement

No. 2, 605
Oiling of. American Lever, 605

Escape Wheel
Finding number of teeth. Teeth, 735

Etching
Spoon bowls. Etching, 1565

Face Plate
How to use. Face Plate, 989

Fans
Power for running. Fans, 1125

Fire Gilding
Process described. Fire Gilding, 333

Fly Specks
.Removal of. Meerschaum, 67

French Gray Finish
How to obtain. French Gray, 333

Furniture Polish
For show cases. Show Case, 473

Gilding
Without a battery. Gilder, 989

Gilt Letters
On leather. Gilt Lettere, 1269

Glass, Window
Removing scratches from. Window, 991

Gold
Alloying for pins. Spring, 1565
Alloying to colors. Colored Gold, 1269
Metal from chloride. Extracting, 69
Trouble in working. Western In qu iry,1269
Why it blackens. Curious, 733. Blacken,

735
Gun Metal Finish

Process for. Gun Metal, 1127. Rifle, 616 n

Ile: reweinngng

Value of. High Price, 67
Breguet. Breguet, 1125

Jeweling Caliper Rest
How to use. Escapement. No. 2, 605

Jewel Pin
Why it is cut away. Jewel Pin, 603
1V hy it jumps out of fork. Ruby, 69

Jewels
How they are set. American Lever, 605
Reducing size of. English, 735

Karat
Fully defined. Carat, 1271

Lacquer
Transparent for silverware. Transparent,

67
Lead

Removing from rifle barrel. Rifle, 335
Leaves and Teeth

Proportion of. Odontics, 861
Lubricant

Kind used on watches. Lubricant, 1125

Magnets
Remagnetizing. Magnets, 616 n

Mainsprings
How to oil. Mainsprieg, 197
Determining length. English No. 2, 989

Marble Clock Cases
Restoration of. Marble, 335

Metal
For engraving practice. Engraver, 861

Mainspring Winder
itow to use. Mainspring, 197
1Vhy it should be used. Expansion, 199

Meerschaum
How to repair. Meerschaum, 67

Mercury
Removing from gold. Mercury, 1271

Mining, Placer
Process described. Mining, 69

Mother-of-Pearl
Origin of. Pearl Origin, 199

Motors
Life of batteries when running. Swing

Pendulum, 67
Mucilage

Substitute for. Pearl Origin, 199

Nautical Almanac
Publisher of. Pearl Origin, 199

Nickel Plating
Remarks on. Nutmeg State, 1127

Nickel Steel
For pendulums. Wobbling, 836

Oilstones
Restoration of. Oilstone, 199

Opals
Restoration of. Opalescent, 1565. Resto-

ration, 1567
Oxidizing

Black. Western Inquiry, 1269

Pallet Stones
Effect of gasoline on. Standard, 197
How to set. l'allet Stones, 335

Passe-partout Framing
What it is, Photo. Dial, 335

Pearl Engraving
Filling in lines. Filler, 1411. Pearl En-

graver, 333
Pearls

Baroque defined. Baroque, 607
Pendant Ears

Repairing of. Extras, 1411
Pendulum, Gridiron

How it compensates. Gridiron, 197
Pendulum, Torsion

Escapement for. Torsion, 603
Pendulums

Effect of altering. Suspension Blade, 335
Figuring length of. Alteration, 603
How to correct wobbling. Wobbling, 335
In form of swinF. Swing Pendulum, 67
Mercury for. Experience, 1271

Pinions
Facing of Swiss. Swiss Pinion, 616,
Restoring rusty. Pinions, 607

Pipes
Cleaning of nicotine. Watch Dial, 1413

Pivot Polisher
Speed to run. Crux, 1413

Pivot Polishing
Material for. American Lever, 605

Pivot Holes
Effect of worn. Pivot Holes, 197

Pivots
Detail of polishing. Rough Pivots, 991

Plat lug Solutions
For gold without battery. Depositor, 733
For tinning pins. Pins, 1:.69

Platinum
Soldering of. Platina, 335

Polishes
For silver and jewelry. Polish, 1127

Polishing Block
Kind for engravers. Engraver, 861

Potassium Cyanide
Properties of. Cyanide, 475

Regulator
Regulation of mercurial. Tempus, 989

Rifle
Removing lead from barrel. Rifle, 335

Roller Table
How to remove. Roller Remover, 1411

Rose 11 n ish
Method of producing. Finish, 1565

Rubber
loor rubber stamps. Rubber Neck, 733
How to polish. tubber, 475

Rubber Stamps
Reproducing a signature. Rubber Neck,

733
Rust

Prevention of. Crown, 475

Salaries
In large cities. Western Inquiry, 1269

Sand Blast
Construction of. Sand Blast, 69

Satin Finish
Method for. Satin Finish, 1127

Screw Cutting Attachment
For American Lathe. Escapement No. 2,

605
Screws

Removing broken. Screw, 1125
Second hands

How to set. Mainspring, 197
Show Case

Furniture polish for. Show Cue, 478

Signature
Reproeucing a. Rubber Neck, 733

Silver
Why it blackens and how to restore it.

Thimbles, 861
Silverware

Lacquer for. Transparent, 67
Method of Stripping. Stripping, 473

Soldering
Hardening articles after. Soldering, 335
Remarks on. Expansion, 199. Spec. sol-

dering, 335. Window, 1565
Without removing sets. Sunburst, 1269

Solders
Formulte for gold. Easy, 1411

Springs
Jerky uncoiling of. Spoon Handle, 1271

Staffs
Process for drilling. Staff Drilling, 67

Steel
How to Blue. Rifle, 616n

Teeth and Leaves
Proportion of. Odonties, 861

Tools
Prevention of rusting. Crown, 475

Tortoise Shell
How to polish. Radiator, 475

Turquoise
Cause of loss of color. Turquoise, 1271

Violin Row
Repairing a. Bow Hair, 883

Voltage
how to ascertain. Nutmeg State, 1127

Watch Adjuster's Manual
Contents of, etc. Standard, 197
Explanation of principle in. Short Area,

475
Watch Cases

Bending backs to position. Oregonian,1125
1Vatch Glasses

Cause of irregularity. 011 Stone, 199
Reducing size of. Watch, Glasses, 616,

Watch Movements
Sizes of. Movements, 603

Watch Plates
Effect of cyanide of potassium on. Watch

Plates, 67
Watch Wheels

Cutting bevel. Addenda, 605
Pitch diameter and addenda., Addenda,

605
Watches

Adjusting escapements. Guiana, 1413
Calendar parte for. Crux, 1413
Castings for. Balance Soldering, 607
Cause of bad motion in. Bad Motion, 199
Cause of irregular rate. Mysterious, 1125
Cause of sluggish action. Guiana, 1413
Cause of variations. Varying, 1271
Change of rate by personality. Queer, 989
Effect of worn pivot holes. Pivot 1-Ioles,197
Examining for cause of variation. Min-

tiles, 1567
Factory processes in making. Factories,

475
Fastening center pinion to staff. Slot, 1565
Faults with hands of. Hands, 863
First makers of stem winders. Keyless,

1567
How to set. Setting, 1125
Locating cause of stopping. Extras, 1411
Locating faults in cylinder. Cylinder, 607
Locating fault in position. Standard, 197
Locating faulty rate. Loser, 733
Lubricant used on. Lubricant, 1125
Methods of demagnetizing. Alas, 475
New end stones in Swiss. Cylinder, 863
Peculiar gaining. Regular, 1269
Pointers on oiling. Ohio, 989
Poising the balance. Balance Staff, 1125
Putting Swiss movements in American

Cases. Swiss- A inerican , 67
Relative position of roller Mud and bal-

ance rim. Mainspring, 197
Remarks on regulating. Regulator, 1567
Removing movement when dial screws

have caught. Dial Screw, 1260
Repairing when center pivot is worn.

Extras, 1411
Setting up fusee. English, 735
What are " full-jeweled." Radiator, 475
What should be done in cleaning. Ex-

tras, 1411
Where to get Swiss material. Meer-

schaum, 67
Waterproof Solution

For cloth, etc. Waterproof, 199
Wheel Cutting

Theory anti Practice. Odontics, 861
Windows

Suggestions for arrangement. Window,
1565

Wire Drawing
Method for. Wire, 783
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A Absence of Eyeball and Whole Visual
System in an Adult  1011

Activity Among Organized Opticians 773
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515 641 901 1033
American Association of Opticians, Annual

Convention of the   1161
American Association of Opticians, Mem-
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cians   781 785
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Index to Subjects Treated and Questions Answered in OPTICAL QUESTI
ONS AND ANSWERS

Department of The Keystone, from January, 1902, to December, 1902, inclusive.

A
Accommodation

As affected by hypermetropia, H. U. X

1299
As affected by myopia, H. U. X 1299

Spasm of, rules for testing in, J. H. N.

1589

Table for amplitude of, H. U. X 1299

Age
Increases difficulty in becoming accus-

tomed to glasses, L. S. 1019

Amblyopia
As cause of impaired vision, H. W. A.

1299

Anisometropia

Cause of unequal pupils, F. J. W. 1019

Comfortable use of eyes, R. S. T. 893

Interferes with comfort of glasses. H. W.

229

Proper correction of, It. S. T. 893

Rule for management of, F. H. W. 893,

H. W. G. 765 j

Asthenopia
Caused by astigmatism or hypermetropia,

H. G. P.93

Astigmatism
Compound myopic, successful manage-

ment of, M. E. C. 1157

Distortion of vision when cylinders first

worn, H. W. 229

Distortion of vision when cylinders first

worn, S. A. P. 873

Mixed, M. J. M. 93

Necessity for early correction, H.W.G. 765

" " " " G. H. D. 1019

Not present when choice between spheres

and cylinders are in doubt, L. J. X 93

Should be corrected in early life, H.W. 229

" " S. A. P. 373

Symptoms of, F. N. 1461

Test for by cylinders, L. J. M. 93

Test for by radiating lines, L. J. M. 93

Atropine
Allowable in hypermetropia and conver-

gent strabismus, F. A. F. 1461

Blepharitis
Treatment of, A. M. 1019

Blindness
Sudden, J. M. McK. 1589

Retinoscope of no value, J. M. McK, 1589

Bifocal lenses
Necessity for the two surfaces to corre-

spond, J. A. T. 509

Cataract
Indicated when myopia develops late in

life, L. A. B. & Son, 509

Ophthalmoscopic appearances of, E. M. R.

229
Cocaine

Method of using, F. J. W. 1299

Concave Lenses
Are weak concave lenses of any value?

J. H. N. 1589

Not to be tried when vision is normal,

F. M. L. 1589

Convex Lenses

Lessen strain on ciliary muscle, J. C.W. B.

93

Children's Eyes
Difficult of examination, E. A. S. 373

Cycloplegia
Caused by diphtheria, H. 0. B. 631

Cylinder, Crossed

Reduced to sphere-cylinder, M. J. M. 93

Diphtheria
As a cause of cycloplegia, H. O. B. 631

Distortion of Objects

In astigmatism, H. W. 229

S. A. P. 373
SI 

IL W. CO. 765

In hypermetropia, W. W. H. 631

From dissimilar glasses, H. I. C. 1461

Esophoria
Accompanies hypermetropia, H, W. 373

Causes headache, W. A. C. 229

Caused by hypennetropia, W. A. C. 229

Examination of Eyes

At ten feet instead of twenty feet, A. S.

373
By means of mirror to double the dis-

tance, A. S. 373

Exophoria
Correction by concave lenses, H. G. P. 93

Exophthalmos

G. H. D. 765

Eye-Strain
Mostly due to hypermetropia, H. W. 378

Eye Water
Prescription for, C. H. W. 509

Fogging Method
Description of, J. W. 1461

Obviates the danger of giving concave

glasses in hypermetropia, J. H. N.

1589

Goitre Exophthalmic

G. H. D. 765

Headaches
From strain of ciliary muscle, J. G. W. B.

93

From esophoria, W. A. C. 229

And dizziness not always due to eye-

strain, E. H. L. 631

Heterophoria
Tests for, E. H. L. 1299

Hypermetropia

As cause of esophoria, W. A. C. 229

Cause of convergent strabismus, F. A. F.

1461

Detected by fogging system, W. A. C. 229

High, L. S. 1019

Latent, tests for, E. V. R. 893

Not contra-indicated by vision of

J. G. W. B. 93

Symptoms of, F. N. 1461

Tested by fogging system, H. W. 373

Itching in Eyes

U, .J. W. 93
Iritis

Leaves an irregular pupil, G. B. 229

Lashes
Advisability of trimming, A. M. 1019

Loupe, Jeweler's

Difficulty in using, M. H. F. 1019

McKenzie Condenstir

Used with ophthalmoscope, E. S. 1019

Myopia
Accommodative, a ease of, H. W. 1589

Apparent, rules for testing, J. H. N. 1589

Development in young people, H. FL Son,

509

False or accommodative, E. V. R. 893
41 II 0 mistaken for real,
E. V. 229

High, a case of, C. W. G. 893

High, proper correction of, B. M. L. 893

High, difficulty in becoming accustomed

to glasses late in life, B. X L. 893

Prevention of, H. tti. Son, 509

Simulated, should be watched for, L. G. C.

1157
Symptoms of, F. N. 1461 •

Nearsightedness

Does not always mean myopia, H. W. 1589

0
Opacity of cornea

Beyond help of glasses, D. M. 93

Ophthahnoscope

In blindness, J. M. McK. 1589

In impaired vision, R. S. T. 893

Necessary to locate disease, H. W. A. 1299

To determine cause of impaired vision,

W. W. R. 1157

To diagnose between cataract and ambly-

opia, E. M. R. 229

Photophobia'
E. A. S. 373

F. W. N. 631

Pin-Hole Disk
In impaired vision, R. S. T. 893

To determine cause of imperfect vision,

W. W. R. 1157

Presbyopia
Correction of modified by presence of

myopia or hypermetropia, W. A. H.

509
Glasses for should not be chosen by age,

W. A. H. 509

Symptoms of, F. N. 1461

Prisms
Action of on rays of light, S. M. A. 1589

Pupils
Inequality of, F. J. W. 1019

R
Refraction of Eye

'Changing from hypermetropla to emme-

tropia, and from enunetropia to my-

opia, L. A. 1299
Retina

Sensibility of,blunted by diffusion circles,

W. IV. R. 1157

Retinoscope
Of no value in blindness, J. M. McK. 1589

Scales on Eyelids and Lashes

Treatment of, C. H. W. 509

Strabismus
Alternating divergent, J. E. S. 765

Convergent, dependent upon hyperme-

tropia, D. R. 509

Convergent, dependent upon hyperme-

tropia, F. A. F. 1461

Determine whether concomitant or para-

lytic. C. J. H. 1019

Divergent, A. B. M. 1157

Exercise of squinting eye. D. R. 509

When due to hypermetropia glasses can-

not be dispensed with, D. R. 509

Vision of squinting eye defective, E. M .R.

229

Tests of vision

Rules for, J. H. N. 1589

At fifteen feet instead of twenty feet,

J. M. K. 1461

Tone Lens
Transposition of, 0. E. W. 1157

Vision
Monocular, G. H. D. 109

E. S. 11B7

HIGH '97GRADE .1111
Toilet, Manicure and Desk Goods, and all kinds of use-
ful Sterling Silver Articles, and our beautiful new line
of Olympian Metal Goods.

Established 3o Years.

HIGH=GRADE

See our Catalogue.

T -

&B

h...TRA rK MARK

Seamless Gold Filled

Chains of all kinds for Ladies and Gentlemen.

Every Year A Success.

HIGH=GRADE

See our Cataloguc.

TRADE MARK
Gold Filled

and Sterling Lockets and Link Buttons.

See our Catalogue.

Send your orders through your Jobber.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and Silversmiths,

loo Richmond Street,
Successors to

Foster & Bailey. Providence, R. I.

 I.
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HARDINGE BROS., Chicago, Ill., U. S. A.

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGO. BY

HARDINGE BROS.

ilAND.I ligPIVOT
POLISHER 

,IZ SIZE

Write for our complete catalog No. 4 and detail information about our goods, as
we illustrate only a few standard tools. If your jobber cannot supply you, we can. Add, 1034=1036 Lincoln Ave.

,ocil N1/14‘,/

N HOC SIGNO VINCES adorns the shield of the
Knights Templar. Translated it reads :—"With This
Sign You Should Conquer." The truth which it
represents has been our motto.

Honesty has been the Jewel which has crowned
with success our desire to outshine our competitors.

One Price has been the Mainspring which is
running our works, and our customers' increasing orders
supply the oil to keep same running overtime.

Quality are the Hands which have remained faith-
ful. Their interests are our interests. They work day
and niOlt and are always " on time."

Satisfaction is our Dial. Our increasing trade
shows with what favor it is looked upon by the trade.

Write to us to-day for memorandum package. We
carry one thousand styles of io K. stone set rings. We
pay express charges both ways and give you one-half due
January ist, one-half due May ist, terms on goods selected.

I.— We size and keep our rings in repair free
charge for two years after you have sold them.

2.—We exchange any unsalable rings for other styles
stone set rings at any time.

THE QUEEN CITY RING MFG. CO.
31 BUILDERS' EXCHANGE, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Of

of

WE SELL RETAIL 'Efflr%

JEWELERS EXCLUSIVELY
and are the only Plated Ware House in the country to-day that

Will Not Sell Department Stores or Jobbers.

We protect our customers.

" 20-Year Guarantee " Brand of Silverware

Is made only by

ROCKFORD SILVER PLATE CO.
No. 2403. BAKING DISH.

"STAND BY THOSE WHO STAND BY YOU." ROCKFORD, ILL.

Write, telegraph or telephone

we're here early and late, and on

the jump to serve you quickly

with all the right things in

Watches and Chains.

The Non-Retailing Co., Lancaster, Pa.

TheW B & C
WATCH GLASSES

Glasses

are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches.

1 `::.`iii'lEr2.7n7YON-7FM-1I.: '

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior
sold by the
of the United
lows:

tP,A,
rs

'r=1 than &oG 
glasses
rasneds

brands, and are
ct'' leading jobbers

el States as fol-

7

-

a
Genevas  per gross $2.75
Mi-Concaves  66 '6 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves . 4 4 6.75
Patent Genevas  4 4 5.50
Extra thick Parallels  .. 5.50
Flat Concaves, thick  7.50
Lentilles for Bascine Cases " 10.50

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to tlw W B & C brand

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826.
Everybody knows that the W B & C_glasses HAVE BEEN, ARE. AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their linish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

them so that the leading jobbers in the United States will use no others at arty price. lone-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They
used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, " The Best is the Cheapest at the End."

WATCHMAKERS I I If you wish to save time and money anitgive good satisfaction to pair customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't. be deceived by bluffing and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing a lot of nonsensical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up in one day, and never
heard front afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C.



we wish to impress on your attention : We sell only reliable goods ; our materials fit properly ; we are prompt
in filling orders ; have competent help to fill them correctly, and carry an ample stock to fill them complete.

E. & J. S. Mainsprings, all styles and sizes, per dozen, $1.25 ; per gross, $14.25
Superior 1.00; '‘ 11.25
Hercules " .90 : " 10.00
E. Cl J. S. Balance Staffs, American-made, 1.00;
Eagle .75;
E. & J. S. " Jewels, " 1.50;
Eagle " " .75;

We carry the Eagle and E. & J. S. brands of Jewels and Staffs for practically all makes and sizes of American Watches.

ALL PRICES ARE LESS 6 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

Genuine Factory Jewels, Staffs an Mainsprings we have in stock for every American
watch made ; also a very large general assortment of genuine materials, all of which we sell at lowest factory
prices. Train material and stem-wind parts we carry in genuine only, and do not have a piece of imported
material in our stock, so our customers can depend on receiving the correct parts when ordering of us.

Our Tool an Material Catalogue illustrates and quotes prices of material for every American
watch 110w in the market. If not at hand, send us your card for a copy.
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atisfaction"

Clarinda, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours with inclosed check for $19.74 at
hand ; Same is satisfactory. W. L. Pedersen.

Curtis, Nebr., July 18, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Will accept the $4.02 for gold and silver
shipment. Thanks. Very respectfully,

S. R Razee.

Rochester, Minn., May 24, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your check for $24.54 received, and

will be satisfactory. Yours truly,
J. E. Reid.

Windsor, Mo., May 30, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your remittance for $10.45 fur obi

gold and silver received and is satisfactory. Thanks.
Very respectfully, w. T.Jordan.

Greenville, Ala., May 23, 1902.

Gentlemen : The price ($16.58) you allow for old
gold we sent you on May 15th, is satisfactory.

Yours truly,
Alabama Jewelry Co.

Memphis, Mo., July 25, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check for $15.40, of July 24th,

received and found satisfactory.
Yours respectfully, Z. Sandoz.

Kansas City, Mo., June 23, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : We received check this morning, and
it has proved satisfactory to us. Thanking you for the
favor, we are Yours truly

Clem. B. Altman.

Oneonta, N. Y., April 30, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours of April 28th at hand with check for
$11.80 for old gold. It is satisfactory.

Respectfully, Geo, H. Chandler.

Keokuk, Iowa, August 6, 1902.
Draft $126.86 received for sweeps.

T. R. J. Ayres & Sons.

New Haven, Conn., May 1, 1902.
Dear Sirs : Your check for 86.40 for old

gold and silver is satisfactory. With thanks
for your promptness, I remain,

Yours truly, E. A. Monroe,

Great Bend, Kans., June 29, 1902.

Dear Sirs: Your check for $23.20 for old
gold, etc., is satisfactory.

Yours truly,
W. D. Gould & Co.

Lafayette, Ind., April 29, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Gentlemen : Check for $17.42 received.

Everything satisfactory. Thanks.
Respectfully, John Riedel.

Conway Springs, Kans., June 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check, $7.30, of June 23,

1902, received (for old gold), and is entirely
satisfactory. Many thanks.

Respectfully, N. W. Frantz.
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embodies practically the entire

contents of the myriad letters

daily received from our pat-

rons. The few samples here

given are typical of the whole.

This universal and unqualified

satisfaction to patrons is our

proudest achievement. It has

been, in fact, the corner stone

and foundation of our business,

the inspiration and basic prin-

ciple of our methods, the secret

of our growth, the builder of

our success.

Why not join the host of satisfied? Why
not make us a trial consignment of OLD GOLD,
SILVER, SWEEPS—anything containing Gold.
You run NO risks. We make accurate valua-
tions and hold consignments subject to your
acceptance. We stand the expense of reship-
ment if valuation is not satisfactory. Returns for
old gold and silver made same day as received.
Returns for sweepings within five days of receipt.

252.5252-SE.52.525-2525252.525 252E2525

Bloomville, Ohio, May 26, 1902.

Check for gold and silver received. It is
satisfactory. Respectfully,

C. 0. Snyder.

Decatur, Ill., July 11, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : We accept your estimate on old

gold and silver, and with many thanks, we
remain, Sincerely yours,

J. L. Peake & Son.

Wamego, Kans., July 19, 1902.

Gentlemen : Am in receipt of remittance
of $23.00 of July 17th. Thanking you, 1 am,

Truly yours, H. w Parsons,

Sheboygan, Wis., July 20, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Received check for $12.14, for
which I am ever so much obliged, and I am
perfectly satisfied. Yours truly,

Louis Diestelhorst.

IR
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Kankakee, Ill., June 26, 1902.
Gentlemen : Your check for $17.92 received. Please

accept my thanks for same.
Yours truly, N. P. Petersen.

Minot, N. Dak., April 7, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.

Gentlemen : Your check received and amount
satisfactory. Years truly, w. ii. Reighart.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Yours of the 21st with cheek received.
Thank you. Frederick Job.

Danbury, Conn., Feb. 18, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : Check accepted, $36.60 Thanks.

Yours truly, Charles A. Romans.

East Liverpool, Ohio, Aug. 2, 1902.

Check of July 31st received, which is perfectly. satis-
factory. The Wade Jewelry Co.

Knoxville, Tenn., July 30, 1902.

Check at hand for last old gold shipment. Same is
satisfactory to our "patient."

Yours truly, H. J. Cook Co.

Leadville, Dec. 20, 1901.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gents : Yours of the 17th, with enclosed cheek,
$52.06, received and all satisfactory.

Respectfully, American Jewelry Co.

Morrison, Ill., Feb. 1, 1902.
tioldsmith Bros.

Your remittance, covering invoice of old gold and
silver, was, as is always the case, very satisfactory to us.
Thanking you for promyt returns, we remain

Yours, S. M. Ladd & Co.

Greencastle, Ind., Dec. 14, 1901.
Goldsmiths Bros., Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen : We are in receipt of your check for
$7.20 for gold and silver wastes. Many thanks for same.
We will be more careful in saving our waste in future,
and some day you will hear from no again.

'very truly yours, Cammack Black.

Peoria, Ill., April 28, 1902.
Messrs. Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen Your favor with $15.70 en-
closed received, would say, to my entire satis-
faction. Yours truly,

J. J. Faber.

Boulder, Colo., June 14, 1902.
Goldsmith Bros.

Gentlemen : Your remittance for "sweep-
ings " received anti is satisfactory.

Very truly yours
It. H. Crosby.

Peoria, Ill., Jan. 29, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Dear Sirs : Your favor of 28th inst., and

check $110.40 for sweeps at hand, and is satis-
factory. Respectfully,

C. L. Crawford & Co.

Rockford, Ill.„lan. 29, 1902.

Gentlemen : Your cheek in payment for
sweeps to hand, sante is entirely satisfactory.

Yours truly,
The New Rockford Watch Case Co.

Olneyvillc, R. I., Feb. 11, 1902.

Yours of 8th inst. entirely satisfactory.
Yours truly, T. McCall.

Delta, Colo., April 17, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago.
Gentlemen : Your check for $23.20 at hand

and is satisfactory.
Yours truly,

Stockham & Hillman Co.

Hopkinsville. Ky., Dec. 18, 1901.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Dear Sirs : Your check for gold entirely

satisfactory. Many thanks.
Yours very truly,

E. H. Barker.

Iowa Falls, Iowa, Jan. 28, 1902.

Goldsmith Bros., Chicago, Ill.
Gentlemen : Your check for $21.75 received

and accepted. It was fully as much as I ex-
pected. Thanking you, I am,

Yours truly, G. D. Elliott.

GOLDSMITH BROS., sRwefeienperSs manedltersss,ayers.
Works, 58th and Throop Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.Office, 63 and 65 Washington St.,



Supereminence in Mainsprings
The underlying principles and generally accepted theories of modern main-

ureatest extent from the
spring construction emanate primarily and to the
Maker of the Long-eval.

Making of mainsprings, in its various
phases, has attained its greatest developments
at the hands of this maker.

Method of packing avoids all possi-
bility of rust. Made by the best maker
in the world, of highest grade steel,
finished down by hand, high in
carbon, best in temper, insuring
uniform pulling power.
Only one spring need
be handled and ex=
posed at a time,
instead of a full
dozen as with
other makes.

With each order for one gross of main-

springs a fine oak cabinet, made

expressly for this brand of

springs, will be included

gratis.

The LONGEVAL are for sale at your jobbers. If not, write the Importers,HAMMEL, RIGLANDER ec CO., 35 Maiden Lane, New York City, for the addressof the nearest jobber who will serve you with the BEST—

NOTICE:.
The importers of I hese mainsprings are the firstto have employed the idea of putt nig each spring

III a separate box,t hits protecting t hem against ruts(
anti climatic changes, and to place a hiuiiit,ei I)!
theSe Mina 110Xe5 in a box or case;

'I'ltey have taken expert advice as to their sole
and exclusive .right to this manner of " dressing "
mainsprings, and 'have been advised that they
have a proprietary right thereto.

The t rade is hereby notified that any infringe-ment of this manner of " dressing " main§prinasfor the market will lw vigorously prosecuted. .

The Longeval
Mainsprings for all makes and grades of American Watches.

wge

SPECTACLES

No. 402. 'Blued steel frame. Set with " 00" size coquille or tui-coquille lenses.

N o. Nickel-plated frame.

No. 403. Illued steel frame with riding bow temples. Set with " 00 " size coquille
or mi-coquille lenses.

No. 403 Nickel-plated frame.

ORDER PROM YOUR JOR PER.

If your jobber dors no/ early our Aroods irr SiOCk, it'e will Send yoll deAcriptive cata-
loote and direct you to Me nearest jobber who sells them. (Oen no relai/ erelowas.

.111anufachirin,4,7- Opticians,
READING, PA., U. S. A.

1503
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Office,

709 Sansom St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

REFINERS

SMELTERS
ANALYSES and ASSAYS of

ORES, MINERALS and

PRODUCTS of every

description.

Buyers of SCRAP GOLD, SILVER AND PLATINUM
from the trade only.

ASSAYERS

TO
JEWELERS'

SWEEPS ( AND OUR SPECIALTY  
BULLION 

)

Laboratory and Furnaces,

RIVERSIDE,
Burlington Co.,

N. J.

+1111■1.111•1■Imill

GREETING oi GRATITUDE .e2 REGRET
Overwhelmed as I am at this time with tl-,e most successful holidayauctioneering that I have experienced in my thirty years at the rostrum, Isnatch a moment to extend seasonable

GREETING
to the trade at large on its prosperity this year, and on its thrifti-ness, intelligence and enterprise in using its grand opportunity.

GRATITUDE
to all whom time and pressure permitted me to serve, for theirunqualified appreciation, their enthusiastic recommendations,eulogies and loyalty.

REGRET
to the multitude whose offers I was reluctantly compelled torefuse, but whom I shall make an honest endeavor to accom-modate as soon as opportunity permits.

In the year 1902 I have served more patrons and served them better thanever before, and the demands for my services exceeded by nearly too per cent.those of any previous year. Hence, the necessity of early notification.

S. MARTIN, Jewelers' Auctioneer, 784 First Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Long Distance Telephone, Number 3234 North.

v is•• 
,

'P. w 
• 

+o sp.e , h'

AUL M'F'G c'
Boston, Mao.

allif IMPORTANT NOTICE.

CANDO SILVER POLISH is a source of complete satisfaction to the manufac-

turer, the lobber, the retailer and the consumer.

We own and absolutely control the three largest and best deposits 
of infusorial earth in

North America, and use a higher grade silica in our goods as a 
consequence.

or becomes watery.
hers desiring goods under
correspond with us. This
absolute confidence.
ask us anything you desire to
prompt and careful attention.
trouble from a screw cap stick-
patented the idea of the two
the accompanying cuts.
any cause whatsoever, it can
a screw driver or any flat
letter opener between the pro-
the cut, and pushing the
making the same purchase as
wrench. The cap has got to
it sticks.
only be secured upon goods

Cando never separates
Manufacturers and job-

special pack are requested to
class of work is handled in

If interested, write, and
learn, and you are assured

To obviate any possible
ing on any of our jars, we have
projecting rivets as shown in

If a cap should stick from
be easily removed by laying
surface, such as a ruler or
jecting rivets as shown in
lever away from you, thus
you would secure by using a
come off, no matter how tightly

This patented cap can
packed by us.

\ 11 1411'

NOTICE
Our Patented Rivets

for Opening.

PAUL MFG. CO., BOSTON, MASS.
Among the many jobburs carrying these goods in stock are :

M. SICKLES & SONS, Philadelphia, Pa.
cm° YOUNG ,Sc CO., Chicago III.
E. SCHWARZ & CO., Chicago Ill.
NORRIS, A LISTER & CO., Chicago, III.
L. P TARBOX, Baltimore, Md.
0. 11 BINGENHEIMF., Milwaukee, Wis.
A. R. KNIGHT & CO., Dubuque la.
REED=BENNETT CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

BENJ ALLEN ,Sc CO., Chicago, Ill.
A. R. JUSTICE & CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. KOPELOWICH, Rochester, N. V.
HARWOOD BROS., Boston, Mass.
.1. P TRAFTON, Los Angeles, Cal.
NARCISSE BEAUDRY & FILS, Montreal, Que.

A. PAUL & CO., Boston, Mass.

SCRIBNER & LOEHR, Detroit Mich., and Cleveland, 0.

J. 11. PURDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.
MAIER & BERKELE, Atlanta, Ga.
A. E. sIVITER & CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
D. C. PERCIVAL & CO., Boston, Mass.
C. 11. KNIGHTS & CO., Chicago, Ill.
KUNZ & ROGERS, Detroit, Mich.

"HAS
CHARGE."

The Man who permits us to make an expert watch-

maker, engraver and optician of him will be able to fill any

position, even positions as far above the ordinary journey-

man's head as the moon. He will be able'to make two or

three times as much money as he ever could without the

training which he can get here in a few short months.

F. W. SMULER, Philadelphia, Pa.
I /EA FRIEND :—Yours of recent date received and contents carefully 

noted; in reply will state that I attended the P. C. of IL during the year of 1899,

and was with you but a short term of six months taking up the t'OUrSe 
Of watchmaking, engraving and .mties. Previous to attending your College I had no

experience, except that which I picked up myself. I have been in my present position for one year and a half, and must say that I ant 
doing very well indeed.

There is no work that comes into the store that I have not been 
able to do successfully. I have full charge of the work. Thanks to you for the thorough

instructions that I received while attending your College.
11141Si certainly can recommend it to any young mall who desires 

to become a thorough, practical wat ch maker, engraver and optician as the best 
horo-

logical school in this country. Very respectfully yours,
Wishing you the success that m.you deserve, I beg to reain, WM. C. MORGAN, Watertown, N. Y.

Mr. Morgan deems it a pleasure to write us a testimonial because 
we fitted him to take charge of a good-sized store at probably a good-

sized salary. Look at the watches in that photograph. Like to have charge of a store that does a business like this ? Come to us and we will

make a thorough workman of you, and we will assist you to 
just such a position. Come January 1, 1903. Send for our Prospectus ; it will give

you full information.

TIW PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY,
P.W. SCHULER, Principal.

For over 9 years Broad & Somerset Sts., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
at 1213 Filbert Street.
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Want to make the present holiday
season a record breaker?
We can help you.

L. S. & Company Chains
will do all that any line of chains will do
toward booming your business—they will
do much more than some lines.

Ever stop to think what a little thing
will influence the holiday shopper?

A line of L. S. & Co. Chains dis-
played in your window will help many
a customer to make up his mind to pat-
ronize you.

Try it.

Louis Stern & Co.
Chain Makers and Silversmiths,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The e',Jap 99 Wants Your Work

ELKS' BUTTON ELKS' BUTTON TIGER CLAW RINO(Front) Pat'd (Side) Pat'd Solid Gold Pat'dSterling Silver and Gold-Plated Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

These are two of my latest designs, which you will find are attractive goods and quicksellers, I would be pleased to submit designs and estimates on flew work 'for the trade.Workmanship the very best, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto, Manufacturing Jeweler

Rooms I. 2 and 3. S. Meridian St. Indianapolis, Ind.

BOTH ARE SATISFIED •
You and your customer

when you sell an

"E. HOWARD & CO." WATCH.
He has a first-class Watch.

WRITE FOR

THE E. HOWARD
403 WASHINGTON ST.,

BOSTON,-MASS.

You have a first-class profit.

AGENCY TO

WATCH COMPANY

1105 TON

TRADE-MARK

E$TARL13HED 1E52

WE MAKE MOVEMENTS
TO FIT REGULAR

AMERICAN CASES.

L. A. Littlefield
Maker of

SILVER-PLATED

SPECIALTIES
For HOLIDAY TRADE.

Factory,

New Bedford, Mass.

Write for Catalogue.

$1

Rings

SIGNET 
( Brooches
i Fobs
Bracelets

1017. We are originators of designs.
Selection packages to dealers of mercantile

standing.2 per doz., reg.
FACTORY, 52 Malden Lane.

CHICAGO, ILL., 1629 Masonic Temple.
(L. KATLINSKY.)

&Wilts%
wv- Waleu57,e.

Why you should buy the

Rivett Lathe
It has more value than any other lathe.
It is made by a firm who make only this class of work.

It is made by a firm exclusively, whose tools are acknowledged the best

by all the best shops and institutions in the world.

It has only one standard, and that is the BEST.

It has been made under one head RI VETT- ever since the begin-

ning, and the plant has increased steadily, from the smallest to

the largest.

Why not INVESTIGATE and send for OUR NEW CATALOG.

FANEUIL WATCH TOOL CO.
Brighton,

BOSTON, MASS., U. S. A.

HERe IT IS!
It is seldom anything appears NVIliCh is as deserving of recommen-
dation as the tool illustrated below. Some of its i-tclvantages are :

Points are positively anchored—ean't slip while in use.
It is all in one—n hunting for scattered hits.
Is 11101.5 powerful—huller grip than any round handle.
11115 more sizes than any other wrench made.
Points are shaped to center themselves ill the sleeve.
If any break, they are replaced free of charge.

The points
are guar-
anteed.
If one
should
break, pull
it out and
send it to
us. We
will replace
it by
return mail.

The Nine-Point Sleeve Wrench.

Sent

to

any

address

prepaid

for

65 cts.

Ezra F. Bowman's Sons,
Watchmakers' Lathes and Attachments, Tools and Supplies,

Engravers' Tools.

Repairing and Engraving for the Trade.

Price-Lists. Lancaster, Pa.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES,

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS.
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
,it our price.

I. H.Waloridge&Co., 337 Broad.
's) way, New York City,agents for Twee.

rem Manicures, Key flings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries. 

1-c ICTI-:"1

"South Delhi " Demagnetizers
For Direct and
Alternating
Currents

Patented
January 29,1901

ORDER FROM
YOUR JOBBER.

PRICES:
Per Direct Current, 615.00
For t Remitting" 6.00

Agents for England,
GRIMSVIAW & BAXTER,
29 Goswell Road,London,

carry stock.

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. CO., South Bend, Ind.
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Watches
Movements and Cases—all the stan-

dard makes and grades.

Clocks
Latest varieties and designs by lead-

ing makers.

Silverware
Hollow and Flatware. Our spe-
cialty, Rogers 1847 Plated Flatware.

Jewelry
All grades, from the richest Diamond

Jewelry to popular lines.

Novelties
Silver and other novelties in vast

variety', specially suited for
holiday sock.

Everything the Jeweler Needs
in His Business.

Holiday flurry-Orders
Promptly Shipped

These are the days that a
house like ours can show its real
worth to the trade. Whatever
the size or character of your
order we can fill and ship it at
once. "The goods you want
just when you want them"
that's our motto, and our central
location no less than our service
enables us to live up to it.

Never were we in a position
to give better service to our
patrons than now. Our stocks
of holiday goods on all lines are
a marvel of comprehensiveness.

Their bulk and quality mean
to you the best procurable goods
at the lowest possible prices, and
you have the assurance that they
will reach you in time.

If you have not received our New Catalogue,
write for same at once.

ALBERT BROS.
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND IMPORTERS

N. E. Cor. 4th & Piumsts- CINCINNATI, OHIO

English Case as Received.

..71/1.R5jr

1011.11'1,1i AH11.1111111 • NI40,1111111.

WENDELL 0 COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and :11nerican Movements.

Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.
English Cases changed to tit American Movements Without altering outside appearance.

Hunting Cases changed to Opett-Face.
Old NVatch Cases Repaired and.ltenewed.

Melting old gold cases and making over into 'IOW ease (using sante gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 a4 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.

I 5°9

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the

cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen

and gross prices.
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to

fifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.

No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street

NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Thom two eats show Flat and Round Beleher Ringo 
The e auto show I to some rine. will, new, high claw.,

as reeolved, with elates boolly worn off and too low 
to stone...cur e re•et, and entire rings reit ni•hed like new.

permit resetting atone. again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to S1.25

" " " eight " " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and 
rings of every description, to cost

front 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number
 of claws on setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with t wo and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS.

lutilni glove ring with one 93. 95 &97 William St. 57 Washington St.

elan •t each end holding •et. NEW YORK G CHICAGO ci.,,. at corners holding set.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED.

AS DELIVERED.

-

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWINO.

AS DELIVERED.

CicNicil Chains Refilled, Renevveli and 
Repaired.

Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold.

Good Work. Lovv Prices. Prompt Attention.

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL J

EWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO

93, 95 a9 7 William Street
FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 21 years WC have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade.

Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for ji,l) work.

11F.F.

WE REPAIR
any art iele in the silverware line ; making
11CW 111111S to 1111101 the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the sante as new,

.51,1•1.: 11

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, niekel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street. Chicaga.

11■■•■■•

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds,

together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our

business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 21 years \ ve have made a separate and distinct business of doing

Special Order Work ancl Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order

for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except xvatch work)

that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers

perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase

your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings

93, 95 ma 97 William Street, New York. 57 Washington Street, Chicago.
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Caution to Watchmakers.
our " U. S." MAINSPRINGS are eickneewledged by watch-makers throughout the l• nil esi states to he eh, hest springs inpoint or' finish and quality, for the money, ee,er placed on themarket. We desire to maintain this reputed ie en for the " U. S."springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that animitation spring resembling the " U. S." has Iss•ie offered for sale,and in some instances, we are informed, has e,en been .placed in" U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would suggestthat you exercise the utmost caution in making your purchases,and insist that that the trade-mark " U. S." appear engraved uponeach spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

The Improved Nine-Prong
Sleeve Wrench.

The above illustration represents theexact size of our new Improved Nine-Prong Sleeve Wrench, the construction ofwhich is new, simple and durable. Shouldany of the prongs happen to break, a newone will be supplied without charge. Thisis the only sleeve wrench now in the mar-ket which has nine prongs, suitable for allsizes of American watches now in use.

New Patent Roller and Hand Remover.
This combination tool will remove all sizes of single anddouble rollers from balance staffs with safety and certainty,and will remove all sizes of watch hands without injury todials. Expert watchmakers have pronounced it the mostperfect tool of its kind in the market.
Instructions.—The jaws can be adjusted for small orlarge opening, just by turning thnmb nut: It has two extraplungers for hand removing and one extra plunger for rollerremover, which are kept inside of handle when not in use;the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeveto fit over plungers. When changing plungers, open thejaws, hold the lever down, then unscrew plunger and putanother in for hand removing, and keep the others in handle.

Homo limmem & Co.
Importers of Watch Material,

47 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK.

"2
"uperfate Watch Oil.
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THE MIFAVORITE.

Back Front

View View

Patented ee 20, 1.J00
illustrations duce(' size,

for Watches, Clocks an Chronometers has been
used by the master horologists of the world for nearlya century. The best workmen use no other. If youpride yourself on your repair work or the timepieces
you sell, tie to it. It's best for the timepieces, for your
reputation and for your business.

Henry Ginnel & Co., Grimshaw & Baxter,
Agents for the United States, Canada and South America, Sole European Agents,

31 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

Ask your jobber for the MI FAVOR ITE patented
Lorgnette Chain, a big seller, and our patented
MARGUERITE Bracelet, another big seller.

The M IFA VORITE TROLLEY Lorgnette Chain is a strong, steady sellerbecause it appeals to t viishiewr.

The .5701e moves without friction, has no cork to drop out, does not require pulling.No sharp edges mull the chain, and therefore does not wear the links through. The Slidemice adjusted retains its exact position and always hangs/ace side vi),.
The Chain is made endless, hy being connected up with rings on the hack of the Slide,avid travels through a loop attached to the swivel.

Soldered Gold Filled Chain and Solid Gold Via,.

I John Street, New York.
135 Wabash Ave., Chicago,

35 Goswell Street, London.

)).■kno 'cue v
y'vv't .....te„,:ni).(`07, • )),

)

Patented June 18, 1901.
Is decidedly new, self-adjustahle, attractive, and never gets out oforder. Each bracelet comes put up in an elegant satin-tined hoz.Made in Gold Filled, Sterling Silver and 10 K. Gold.

Send for Circular.
Window Display Cards furnished gratis upon application.

PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.,
no Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CROUCH & FITZGERALD
I I I

Established 1839

[—Jewelry Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock.

161 Broadway,
Below Cortlandt Street.

688 Broadway,
Below Fourth Street.

NEW YORK.

723 Sixth Avenue,
Between 41st and 42d Streets.

THE W.W. OLIVER MANUFACTURING CO.
11111111111111111111111111110 1111

Builders of Pine Machinery

No. 4. Triple-Cleared Power
for flat stock.

We are now introducing a
new line of

POWER
ROLLING MILLS,

here illustrated, and if you are
interested in them we would be
pleased to mail you special circu-
lars fully describing their merits.

1490-1492 Niagara Street,

BUFFALO, N. Y., U. S. A. No. 4. Double•Denred Power
for ring stock.

L. LEL,ONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

ScJuthwest Ccwrier

HaIy an A/tarsi-sail Sts.

Newark, N. J.



You can make more money in selling
Watches than you have been making, if you
will. And you can add to your reputation at the
same time.

The dear Public knows entirely too much
about descriptive numbers, names and .prices of
movements of the older makes—now, doesn't it?
And shoppers see-saw between your store and
your competitor's until you must often cut the profit
down to the bone, in order to make the sale—
isn't that the fact? Moreover, you are up against
the competition of the mail-order house, the
department store, and all manner of " irregulars,"
in selling these older makes--say, that's a good
guess, isn't it?

Why,. then, don't you break away from the
profitless goods that everybody knows about and
take up a line, absolutely as satisfactory in every
respect, that will give you a chance to make a
decent profit—a big profit?

United Slates Movements provide this oppor-
tunity. Grade for grade, they can't be beaten for
time-keeping results—we really think they can't
be matched. Their descriptive numbers and prices
are not on the end of every one's tongue; and
that's a comfort for the profit-side of your pros-
pects. And no mail-order house or other "irreg-
ular" dealer can get them—for the twelve—just
12—jobbers who distribute them have binding
instructions on this point.

If you are in business to make mondy and
increase the local appreciation of your store, take
up United Stales Movements and push their sale.
You'll make no mistake.

Our Artificial 4596. Holly Spray.

Holly Wreath, Sprays and Vines
are all the rage now, and especially adopted
by jewelers; for, properly displayed, will
improve show cases, windows and fixtures
as well as whole stores. Leaves will not
fall off and are, though artificial, prettier than
natural ones, besides all at no expense, as
these goods can, properly packed away, last
for generations.

HOLLY WREATH AND
RED BERRIES.

No. 4078. 14 inches diameter,
Each, 60c. Dozen, $6.00

No. 4078 D. 24 inches diameter,
Each, $2.50.

Engl. Mistletoe Sprays, . .
No. 4280. Holly Vine, 18 Leaves

and Berries, . per dozen Vines, 1.50
No. 4546. Holly Sprays, 6 Leaves

and Berries, . . per dozen, .60

UNITED STATES WATCH Co.
OF WALTHAM, MASS.

HOROLOGY HALL

The finest horological building in the world ; occupied 
exclusively by the Horological Department.

Send at once for illustrated catalogue, free for the asking. Address,

November 1st, 1902, than corresponding time
in 1901 is the record for the Horological De-
partment of Bradley Polytechnic Institute. This
speaks volumes for the work going on in this
modern, up-to-date school for watchmakers.
The prospects are bright for a hundred or a
hundred and twenty-five students for the
month of January and we would like to have
you numbered among them.

There are at present six instructors
employed whose entire time is devoted
to students ; this is the largest Floro-
logical Faculty in America. The in-
creased attendance in January will probably
call for one or two teachers to be added ; as
no teacher is required to instruct more than a
small number of students.

Remember, you can get any of the
branches required in an up-to-date jewelry
store, namely, watch work, jewelry work,
engraving and optics. We. not only give
it to you theoretically but furnish you with all
kinds of practical work so that when you go
from the school you are fitted to take a high
position among watch and jewelry re=
pairmen ; and ilot only that, but when once
tilling these positions you have that knowledge
and skill which will enable you to hold them.

HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT, Bradley Polytechnic Institute, PEORIA, ILL.
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Genuine " Ailumnico Non=
Tarnishcble," Nickel Silver,

Gold Filled and Solid Gold

Spectacle Frames, with Bevel

Ends. All Standard Cloud&
Warranted.

No.
10016. Alluninico, " guaranteed,"
10017. Nickel Sliver, "guaranteed,"
10018. Gold Plate,
10019. Rolled-Plate, good quality, ......
10020. Gold Filled, 10 K., " three-year guarantee,"
10021. " " 12 K., " live-year guarantee,"
10022. " " 14 K., "ten-year guarantee," extra quality,  
10023. " " 14 K., " ten-year guarantee," extra fine quality, nothing

better made 
10024. Gold Filled 14 K'' 

" ten-year guarantee," extra fine quality, withI Cable lemples,  
Solid Gold, 8 K., ordinary weight, "guaranteed," . . . . each, 82.65.
" " 8 K., medium 
" " 8 K., heavy

sTRAtinfr BOW.

Per gross, 827.00
" 24.0o

30.0o
11 42.00

  per dozen, 6.00
" 7.30

9.00

10025.
10026.
10027.
10028.
10029.
10030.
10031.
10032.
10033.

" lox., ordinary
10 K., medium
10 K., heavy
14 K., ordinary
14 K., medium
14 K., heavy

3.15.
3.80.
2.65.
4.00.
4.73.
3.85.
5.40.
6.50.

12.00

12.00
30.0o
36.0o
43.5o
36.00
45.00
54.00
46.00
65.00
78.00

Genuine Allumnico Non-Tar-
nishable," Nickel Silver, Gold Filled
and Solid Ciold Eyeglass Frames.

All Standard Goods and Warranted.

Finished Ground
Interchangeable Lenses
With Polished Edges

to fit Standard Spectacle and Eyeglass
Frames "Accurately Centered." Ready to
insert in Frame.

All numbers from 9.ro ir4046.125. 1
Each box contains 1 doz. pair of Lenses as shown in cut.
NO.
10000. Finest Quality Periscopic Convex Lenses, 1 eye   per dozen pairs,
10001. Fine •'

o o .
1000134 Medium " IS .

10002. Fine aa 'a Concave " "
10003. " " Double Convex
10004. " 41 

" Concave 41 14

10005. " " Periscopic Convex Blue Tinted Lenses, 1 Eye
10006. " II 

" Pink " 11 Is

10907* " 
11 

" Smoke "
10008. Finest " 44 

" Pebble .
4109. Concave "
10010. Eye Solid Bifocal 

a.
ocal Lenses, 

l e
ey   single pair,

10011. ' odd combination, 1 eye  
10012. ' " 1 eye   dozen pairs,
10013. Cemented "   single pelt:,
10014. :: 

, 

e odd combination  
10015. II SI aa 

  dozen pairs,

Ordinary qualily, I dozen assorted on card  
Fine " I " " 41 41

Extra Site " 1 " 41 .

Alligator, " 1 44 11

8 1.50
1.00
.80
1.25
.90
1.00
1.75
1.75
2.50
9.50
11.00
.25
.50
2.50
.50
.75

5.00

We carry in stock the following regular numbers in cemented and whole bifocals: 10 5, 12 6,
14/7, 168, Ia 9, 24/10, 30/12, 36 13, 40/14, 48/15, 54/16, 60/17, 72/18, 144,20, in 1 eye only. Combinations
other than these to order only.

Well made, with Nickel-
Plated Steel Buckles ar.d
Trimmings. Assorted
colors on cards.

" Width, of an inch ;
length, 7 to 8 inches."

(Cost of postage per
sample dozen on card,
7 cents.)

Fine quality, 1 dozen assorted, on curd, as it) cut   per dozen, 81.110! per gross, 11:0000
11 
" with bar, swivel and toggle 

No.
1830. Fine quality, 1 dozen assorted.

on card, as in cut, per dozen, 8 .90;
per gross, 9.00

1830,4 Fine quality:, 1 dozen assorted,
on card, with leather horse shoo
charm in center.

No.
1831. Fine quality, with bar, swivel
and toggle . . per dozen, S 1.111;

per gross, 12.00

Leather, line
quality, per dozen,
$ .50 ; per gross, $5.00

1833. Solid Leather, 4, Int
tine quality, 'WI' dozen,
$ .70 ; per gross, $7.50

1834. Solid Aluminum, tine quality,
per dozen, $ .6P (reduced from

81.50 per dozen), per gross, $6.00
1835. Solid Nickel, assorted patterns,

special goods, highly finished,
Per dozen, 86.00.

1836. Steel, per dozen, $ .25 ; per gross, $2.50
18364 Good quality N. P.,

per ,10z,e), $ .50; per gross, $6.00
1837. Steel, it fine quality,

per dozen, $ .75 ; per gross, $7.00

(No Jeweler should be without them.)

Genuine "Selvyt" Polishing Cloths.

Solid Leather, Tweezer,
Screwdriver or Pencil

Holders.
(Hand sewed.)

No.
10034 Allumnico, " guaranteed   Per dozen 82.73.  

e e '10035. Nickel Silver, "
14 0 

2.25.   
P,e,r gross, 830.00

10036. Roll-Plated, good quality . . . . . 4.00.   o o 4 .00
10037. Gold Filled, 10 Karat, 3-year guarantee   

24
2
.0o

10038. " " 12 " 5-year "  
 dozen, 0.00

10039. " " 14 " 10 " " extra quality   14

10040. " " ' 14 " 10 " " flue quality (nothing 
97.(5)( 

better made)  
10041. Solid Gold, 8 Karat, ordinary weight, guaranteed . . . ..... 2.10

12.0o

10042. '' " 8 " medium " 
10043. " 8 " heavy
10044. •' 10 " ordinary " 41 

2250:86

2.75
10045. " 10 " medium " " 3.15
10046. " 10 " heavy 0 3.50
10047. " 14 " ordinary " II 0 3 75
10048. " 14 " medium " 41 0 4.35
10049. " 14 " heavy " . " 4.90
10050. Skeleton Eyeglasses, with Nickel Mountings, set with first quality

Periscopic Lenses . . ...... Per dozen, 3.25
10051. Skeleton Eyegl 

,'

asses, with Nickel Mountings, second quality   2.75
10052. It 10 Karat "

" 14 '' "   :: PIP.' 
2.50

10053.
Smoked Co, ,Coquille,

'
first

Blue 
  '' dozen, 33,0)2410054. 5

10055. " AS 61 II 3.25

Genuine " AllumnIco Non-

Tarnishable," Nickel Silver,

(bid Filled and Solid Gold Spec-

tacle Frames, with Bevel Ends.

All Standard Goods. Warranted.

Genuine " Allumnico Non-Tarnish-
able," Nickel Silver, Gold Filled and
Solid Gold Eyeglass Frames. All
Standard (ioods.

No. With Regular Stationary Guards, as cut.

10078. Allumnico, "guaranteed,"   per dozen, 82.75. Per gross, 8
10079, Nickel Silver, " guaranteed,"   2.25.
10080. Roll-Plate, good quality,   0 4.00. aa

10081. Gold Filled, 10 K., " three-year guarantee,"
10082. " " 12 K., "five-year guarantee,"  
10083. " " 14 K., " ten-year guarantee," extra fine quality, , . . .
10084. " " 14 K., "ten-year guarantee," extra fine quality, with

Cable Temples,  
10085. Solid Gold, 8 K,, ordinary weight, " guaranteed,"  
10086. " " 8 K. medium a' a.

10087. " " 8 K., heavy
10088. " " 10 K., ordinary "
10089. " " 10 K., medium "
10090. " " 10 K., heavy aa

10091. " " 14 K., ordinary "
10092. " " 14 K., medium "
10093. 14 K., heavy
10094. Skeleton Eyeglasses, with Nickel Mountings, set with first quality

Periscopic Lenses,  
10095. Skeleton Eyeglasses, with nickel Mountings, second quality,   

per dozen,

10096. " 10 K. Mountings,   per pair,
10097. II 4 a' 14 K. Mountings,   461

1100009989:
,, per dozen,
41 

" Smoked Coquille, first quality,  
" Blue Coquille, first quality,  

 per dozen,

11

per pair,

t,

24.00
42.00
0.00
7.50
9.00

12.00
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.40
2.75
3.25
3.40
3.65
4.50

Superior to Chamois for Polishing Gold, Silver, Jewelry,
Watch Cases, Cut Glass, Plate Glass, etc.

" Does not Scratch."
" As good as new when washed."
" Never becomes greasy."

Expressly prepared for cleaning spectacles and eye-
glasses, jewelry, silverware, etc. Printed indelible on
back with your name and. address, making an excellent
and lasting adveOlsement.

Chamois is a back number when " Selvyt" is used.

No. SNP.

9050. Small (po(ket size, for cleaning eyeglasses and spectacles) per doz.
3.25 905034. Medium  •  o e
2.75 9051. " Large   o o
2.50 9052 Large   46 IS

3.00 9053. Extra Large o 11

3.25 Small Size  per gross,
3.25 Price for name and address st Medium Size 

in Indelible Printing on " Large Size
" Selvyt '' Polishing Cloths: i Large

Extra Large "

11

• • • • 14 0

gg gg

Price.
,$ .75; per gross, $ fM10

2.00 • " " 21 00
3.00 ; " " 30.00
5.00.
8.00.

$1.50 ; 1,4; growl tit $2.00
2.50; " " '" 2.75
2.50; " " " 2.75
2.75; " " " 3.00
2.75; " " " 3.00

No. 1519. The, Demagnetizer can be used either
on direct or alternating current-, and is the only one
of our ttentagnetizers that can he used on DIRECT
CURRENT, which is generally the only current that
ean be had in large cities. It is a modern instrument
and guaranteed to give good satisfaction. It is well
made and of good material, and will last a lifetime. It
is a perfectly reliable instrument, is guaranteed and
can be used, if dc,ired, on alternating current.

Price, $15.00.
IMPTIRTERS, EXPORTERS,

JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS.

No.
10101. Allumnieo, guaranteed  
10102. Nickel Sliver, "
10103. Gold Plate 2.75.
10104. Rolled " good quality   4.00.
10105. Gold Filled, 10 Karat, 3-year guarantee   6.00.
10106. " " 12 " 5 " . . . 7.50.
10107. " " 14 " 10 " " extra

quality  
10108. Gold Filled, Il karat 10-year guarantee, extra

tine quality nothing better made  
10009. (bido Filled , 14 karat, 10-year guarantee, extra

tine quality. with Cable temples   " 12.00.
10110. Solid Gold, 8 karat, ordinary weigitt, guaranteed, each, 181.00.
10111. " " 8 " medium ' 2.30.
10112. " " 8 " heavy 14 61 o 2.115.
10113. " " 10 '' ordinary '' 0 0 2.50.
10114. •' " 10 '' medium 

, 
' 41 14 2.80.

10115. •' " 10 " heavy o e 3.15.
10116. " " 14 " ordinary " 18 II 3.10.
10117. " " 14 " medium " 14 0 3.85.
10118. " " 14 " heavy 41 

. . 
44 4.60.

10119. " " 10 " Skeleton guaranteed, (without rims), set with
first quality periscopic lenses  

10120. Solid Gold, 14 Karat, Skeleton, guaranteed, (without rims), set with
first quality periscopic lenses  

10121. Gold Filled, 14 Karat, Skeleton, 10-year guaranteed, nothing better
made, (without rims), set with first quality periscopic lenses . . . Per dozen,

10122. Steel, Skeleton, best quality, (without rims), set with first quality
periscopic lenses  

10123. German Silver, Skeleton, best quality, (without rims), set with first
quality periscopic lenses  

10124. Gold Filled, Frameless Spectacle Mountings, (without lenses), 14
Karat, Guaranteed'  Per dozen sets,

for Direct and Alternating Current.

,

.5)° •■*-N• WATCH MATERIALS. TOOLS",
I[çf1Y JEWELERS'ANo EN6RAVERSr'-

SUPPLIES.

Per dozen, $22.00
" " 26.00

30.00
28.5(1
31.5o
30.00
35.00

14 44.00
50.00

" MA49411111.m,:,,, liew York, U. S. A.
fgt.-Accurate and Rapid Filling of Orders.

Our Cardinal Points 2d. -Unlimited Stock.
3d. -Right Prices.
4th.-Best (Tirade of Goods.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence."

" Elgin National " and " United States "
Watch Companies' Materials.

Webster-Whitcomb, Rivett,Moseley,Boley,
Faneuil, Hardinge and Dale Lathes

and Attachments.

Manufacturers of the
" Imperial " Silver Polish.

" Imperial " Gold Plating Solution.

Agents for V. T. F. Watch Glasses.

Grobet and Proutat Files, Watchmakers'
Benches, Demagnetizers, Electric

Motors, Battery supplies, etc.

NOTE-By giving number of article required no error can occur in filling orders.

DIRECTIONS :
It has no wheels, or other mechanical ;tarts, to get out of order.
It can be used for any voltage, as the lamp from the circuit is used on the instrument as resist-

diurlacwe' n, lit e° 
most
eu rr e 

niptitsiodritsacnotnpnaccrttedot: the instrument is a slide in the base. When Otis slide is not

When used a direct current circuit, and slide is drawn out 34 inch, up to red mark, the current
passes direct threugh the hollow spool of wire, and all steel or iron articles inserted in the spool
will become magnetized. By drawing out the slide, while the article is inserted, the article will
become demagnetized, mi in doing so the direct current. will be formed in an alternating current,.

If the Inst rument should he used in connection With an alternating current circuit, it must be
used in the tipposite Milliner, then when slide is drawn out 34 inch up to red mark, the article
which is magnetized will t a. lei,,sgnetized and will become magnetized by moving the slide.

This instrument is intended only for watches or small tools, which can be inserted within the
opening encircled by the insulated wire, although staking tool punches and other similar articles
Mill be readily demagnetized by inserting the punch and withdrawing it briskly together with the
Slide, then quickly reversing same, putting it through precisely same ordeal its before.

No. 1817

Since the introduction
of electricity for motive
power and the use of large
Dynamos for lighting pur-
poses, persons coming in
contact with them, or riding
in electric ears, are apt to
have their watches affected
by the strong magnets, and
the steel parts of the watches
becoming magnetized, seri-
ously affect the timekeeping
qualities of the watch.

This Demagnetizer is
one of the most practical
and most compact instru-
ments constructed for ,te-
st royiug magnetism in steel
end iron articles ; it can be
used on either direct or
alternating current circuit.

IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS.

JOBBERS, MANUFACTURERS.

i1J _
succeSTrs TO V

q.13..FrE e R0,8 \

WATCH met( Aftitti
JEWELERS' AND itimip,Eggi,

SUPPLIES*. 2

)ur Cardinal Points 
{1st. -Accurate and Rapid Filling of Orders.

2d. -Unlimited Stock.
3d. -Right Prices.
4 t.-Best grade of (Mods.

(" We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence.' '1

Special Agents for the
" American Waltham."

" Elgin National " and " United States"
Watch Companies' Materials.

Webster-Whitcomb, Rivett,Moseley, Boley,
1-Inrilinge and Dale Lathes
and Attachments.

Manufacturers of the
" Imperial " Silver Polish."

" Imperial " Gold Plating Solution.

Agents for V. T. F. Watch Glasses.

Grobet and Proutat Files, Watchmaker
Benches, Demagnetizers, Electric

Motors, Battery Supplies, etc.
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TEA SETS ETC. ARE STAMPED:

MADE AND
GUARANTEED BY

16z.,

KNIVES, FORKS, SPOONS, ETC. ARE STAMPED
WITH THE TRADE MARK:-

1847 ROGERS Bros.
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The Diamond and Precious Stone
Market

IT HE address on ' Precious Stones Corn-

.'" mercially Considered, " delivered by

Ludwig Nissen before the members and

guests of the Philadelphia Jewelers' Club

and printed in part on page 1521 of this

issue, merits the attention of the trade at

large. This authority takes the most hope-

ful view of the future of the precious stone

market and emphatically maintains that dia-

monds and the other precious stones are

never likely to be lower in price than at the

present time, unless some entirely unforeseen

happening should upset the normal conditions

as they now exist. Though " the best laid

plans of mice and men gang aft aglee," and

though catacylsm, invention and discovery

sometimes play havoc with predictions, yet

Mr. Nissen's view is the only reasonable one

under present conditions and no argument

that we are now aware of can be advanced

against its orthodoxy.
Accepting this view, the importation

figures are very suggestive. For the month

of October, the latest month for which the

figures are available at this writing, the im-

portations of precious stones passing through

the appraisers' stores at New York, were

larger than for any corresponding period on

record. According to Examiner Mindil, the

figures for October were $2,418,979, or

$961,165 more than for the same month last

year. The highest record for any previous

October was in 1899, when the importations

reached the total of $2,056,342, or $362,637

less than October of this year. During the

past three years the figures for October were :

October Cut Uncut

1902 . • $1,734,806.31 $684,173.39
1901 . 1,186,742.44 271,072.20
1900 . 868,142.52 171,566.20

Total

$2,418,989.70

1,457,814.64
1,039,708.72

THE prosperity of the country, the strength

of the precious stone market and the

confidence of the trade are well reflected in

the above figures. Under present condi-

tions diamonds would, indeed, seem to be a

peculiarly desirable stock. If, as Mr. Nissen

stated, they are sold they bring a good profit,

while if they are not sold they still increase

in value. Probably of no other class of goods

is this true. We notice that many jewelers
in advertising diamonds add the following

reassuring clause : " Diamonds bought of us
can be returned within one year, less to per

cent." This would seem to be a safe pro-

vision under the circumstances, and it is such
a guarantee both of quality and security as
should greatly stimulate sales.

Mr. Nissen is as confident of the con-
tinued prosperity of the country as of the

upward trend of the diamond market, and

in the address referred to he upheld his

views with reasoning that left no room

for pessimism. It is pleasant to contem-

plate such well-founded optimism and it is

peculiarly encouraging in this, the greatest

diamond-selling month in the year.

A Wave of Advancing Wages

THE example set by the progressive
Pennsylvania Railroad Co. in advancing

the wages of its vast army of employees, has
been followed by one railroad after another
until practically the entire body of railroaders
are now reaping the benefit of increased in-

comes. When it is considered that the rail-
roads of the United States employ I , 200,000
people, nearly all grown men and represent-
ing some 5,000,000 individuals, we can better
realize the magnitude of the impetus thus
given to the present cumulative prosperity of
our country. A marked increase in the in-
come of so many householders must speedily
make itself felt in the channels of trade. It

should prove a conspicuous figure in height-

ening the success of the approaching holiday

shopping season, and it is worthy of special
note as an indication of the general pros-
perity now being enjoyed by the railroads.
Nor are the increases in wages recently an-

nounced solely by railroad companies. What
can be more gratifying than these evidences

of a willingness on the part of capital to
divide the fruits of prosperity with those
who labor to create it.

LABOR, however, will do well to judge
their good fortune from the right point

of view, and not regard their increase lightly
or as a mere crumb from overflowing profits.
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While all the great railroads followed the
good example of the Pennsylvania, it is never-
theless true that in some cases at least the
increase will be a very serious tax on the
aggregate profits. In his notice announcing
an increase of wages for all classes of skilled
labor employed by the Wabash Railroad,
President Ramsey says :

While the cost of living for the individual has
considerably increased in recent years, it is also
true that the cost of living for railroads has largely
increased without any increase in the rates of pay
received for doing the work ; in fact, the average
rate per ton mile on the Wabash has decreased To
per cent. as compared with 1897. The rate of
wages has advanced from 5 to 15 per cent., cost of
fuel per ton 6o per cent., rails 8o per cent., and
other materials and supplies from 40 to 8o per cent.
Had the company paid to per cent. increase in its
payrolls last year it would have had nothing left
except a deficit.

It is evident to any one who is at all familiar
with the present condition of railroad earnings and
expenses that no permanent increase in wages can
be expected without an increase in the rates paid
railroads for transportation ; any increase in wages
made now, if not followed by advanced rates, will
be lost by the employees as soon as the " wave of
prosperity " begins to subside.

This implied prediction of increased
freight rates as a sequence to increased
wages, has already been fulfilled by many of
the roads. One of the best authorities in
the East on this subject says :

The advance in wages made by many of the
railway systems has been voluntary in name, but
involuntary in fact. those who have studied most
carefully the railway economy of the country are
firmly of the opinion that the railways cannot make
a general advance of io per cent. in wages and
maintain present dividends. They can, perhaps,
afford to pay these charges now, but a very slight
reduction in the volume of traffic would make the
payment intolerable.

We mention these things by way of in-
dicating the liberality of the treatment being
accorded their employees by the companies
and by way of showing that the amount of
the advance reflects a spirit of generosity
rather than of niggardliness. The action of
the roads under the circumstances should
eliminate all dissatisfaction and conduce to
that sense of gratitude and loyalty essential
to fruitful and efficient service.

Free Rural Mail Delivery Service

As there can be no more potential factor
in our national progress than the exten-

sion and improvement of mail delivery, the
success, present and prospective, of the free
rural delivery system is most gratifying. In
his report for the fiscal year 1902, the general
superintendent of this new branch of the
postal system says :

The sooner the service is completed, the more
quickly will the full effect of its influence on the
postal revenue be felt. Hereafter the extension of
the service should be made at the rate of 12,000
routes a year until it becomes universal. To
do this the department will require such largely
increased appropriations that the annual postal
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deficitncies for the ensuing two or three years will
probably reach $8,000,000 or Po,000,000, if not
more ; but once the service is completed and thor-
oughly organized, the patronage from 20,000,000
of our people who have thus far had little opportu-
nity to enjoy the full benefits of the mail service
will increase to such a marked degree that the
additional revenue derived will soon reduce the
present figures, if not entirely wipe them out.

The prospect would seem quite sufficient
to justify the appropriation. The system is
at present being developed very rapidly.
From the report quoted above we learn that
within the next three years, when the exten-
sion of the rural free delivery service is com-
pleted, there will be 40,000 carriers employed,
who will cover a territory of 700,000 square
miles and make necessary an annual appro-
priation of about $24,000,000. The territory
of the United States available for rural free
delivery embraces about i,o0o,000 square
miles, or one-third of the country's area, in-
cluding Alaska, and the 11,650 routes now
in operation cover a little more than 300,000
square miles, so that almost one-third of the
available territory has been provided with
service.

TT is quite natural that the people should
a- regard the expenditure with some mis-
giving, but we are assured that the returns
will well justify the investment. This, in-
deed, has been proved in a minor way. The
observations made by the department of the
working of the rural free delivery system in
Carroll County, Maryland, where a complete
and model system is in operation, shows that
rural free delivery causes a healthy and
steady increase in the gross receipts of the
post offices in the locality in which free de-
livery is general, and is also responsible for
a portion of the increased revenues of the
larger offices accruing from the stimulated
use of the mails by merchants and others
who are now able to reach patrons of rural
delivery throughout the country.

Other matters being considered by the
Department are one-cent postage, a two-cent
letter rate between the United States and
Great Britain, France and Germany, the ex-
tension of the foreign parcel post system and
the adoption of a postal-union reply envelope.
Now that the postal department is almost
self-supporting, the way is clear for the
gradual introduction of these reforms.

Organization Among Jewelers

THE KEYSTONE'S persistent advocacy
of organization among the jewelry trade

has aroused much interest, but comparatively
little action. As the jewelers are, however,
quite busy just now, some developments in
the line of organization may come with the
leisure of the new year. We are pleased to
learn in the meantime that the jewelers of
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Michigan will follow the example of their
brethren in Indiana and form a State organi-
zation. Recently a temporary organization
was effected in Detroit for the purpose of
forming a permanent State association. From
Secretary Louis J. Liesemer we have obtained
the following particulars of the preliminary
efforts :

E. E. Thomas, of the firm of Le Heup &
Thomas, 8o Michigan Avenue, Detroit, was elected
temporary president, and L. J. Liesemer, of 77
Michigan Avenue, Detroit, as temporary secretary
and treasurer. The above-named gentlemen and
A. H. Kent, of Mt. Clemens ; W. W. Bridge, of
Marine City, and Max Jennings, of St. Clair, were
choseh as an executive committee. The officers
and executive committee were instructed to adopt
and put in force such plans for the formation of a
permanent association as they thought best. It
has been decided that it is absolutely necessary to
raise a fund for the prosecution of this preliminary
work, it being the intention of the executive com-
mittee to use this fund to employ an organizer to
help in the work. Jewelers sending an application
for membership, together with one dollar or more,
will be entitled to membership in the permanent
organization as charter members, provided that
the application shall be favorably acted upon by
the proper committee.

The object and aims of the new organi-
zation are similar to those of kindred associa-
tions of the trade already formed, viz. : to
obtain the passage of a suitable stamping act
by the State legislature ; to see that such
stamping act is not violated ; to bring proper
influence and pressure to bear upon manufac-
turers and wholesalers and persuade or com-
pel them to confine the sale of well-known
brands of watches, clocks, silverware and
jewelry to the legitimate trade ; to have
proper laws passed and enforced regulating
legitimate auction sales and effecting the sup-
pression of fake auctions ; to bring about the
regulation or suppression of the peddling of
jewelry, spectacles, etc. ; to assure proper,
intelligent and effective co-operative work in
protection against other trade abuses.

THE KEYSTONE earnestly recommends
to the consideration of the Michigan trade
the following appeal of the temporary organi-
zation:

As the protection that is needed in the retail
jewelry business can only be had through the
medium of ,a large anfl interested membership,
you are most earnestly invited to join your influ-
ence and efforts to those already enlisted in this
work. Show your loyalty to your trade by imme-
diately sending your application to the secretary,
with one dollar or more.

A Blow at Smuggling

THE decision of the United States District
Court of New York in declaring for-

feited the $26,000 pearl necklace which a
Philadelphia lady brought from Paris, but
failed to declare on her arrival in New York,
will have a salutary effect on those who would
evade the law. The necklace is a remarkable
piece of jewelry containing 242 pearls. It
was purchased in Tiffany's in Paris last July
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and brought by the purchaser to the United

States. On the day of her arrival she wore

the necklace concealed beneath a waist, and

as she failed to declare it, it was seized by

Special Agent Theobald of the Treasury

Department. After its seizure it was valued

at $16,258, the Paris value, but the duty of

$9755 made it worth $26,013 in this country.

The defense rested its case principally on

rulings in a similar case tried some time ago

in Philadelphia, wherein it was held that the

act of smuggling or clandestine entry could

not be consummated until the goods had

been carried beyond the limits of the customs

line, or, properly speaking, the pier. The

New York Court's decision that the necklace

be forfeited would seem to reverse this ruling.

Praise for Our Holiday Number

WE avail ourselves of this, the earliest

opportunity, to acknowledge the

many compliments paid to our holiday issue.

Quite a large number of our subscribers took

the trouble to write us special letters con-

gratulating us and expressing their admira-

tion of this big and beautiful issue. Its size

and excellence were the wonder of the daily

press as well as of the trade, and many were

the eulogistic notices accorded by leading

journals to what one of them styled " the

latest glory of trades journalism." The

illustrated article, " The Modern Trade

Magazine," seems to have proved excep-

tionally interesting, as giving our readers an

idea of the mechanical construction and Com-

pilation of the journal. One subscriber says

" this article only makes me wonder more

than ever how you can afford to let us have

it for one dollar a year." It does show, Mr.

Jeweler, what can be done by effort and co-

operation, but you and the trade at large are

the beneficiaries.

By way of showing how nominal is the

subscription price, one dollar a year, a few

figures in regard to the holiday issue may be

interesting. The paper used to print this

single number of 246 pages weighed 20 tons

and would, if the pages were placed end to

end, cover a distance of 90 miles ! The cost

of the paper alone aggregated over $2500,

and this apart altogether from the cost of the

matter and illustrations, for compilation,

typesetting, printing, binding and mailing.

And yet there are a few jewelers who fail to

see that it is worth one dollar a year to them.

But the few are growing fewer and we do not

despair even of the most unresponsive, for it

is our purpose to make our journal even

more valuable next year. To improve further,

means expense and strenuous effort ; but our

self-confidence is still abundant, and we are

encouraged by our past successes.

Index to Volume XXIII of THE
KEYSTONE

THE Index to the contents of Volume

XIII of THE KEYSTONE will be found

next to the front cover page of this issue.

This Index covers the contents of the twelve

numbers and is alphabetically arranged, so

that it takes but a moment to find information

on almost any question in horology, optics,

advertising, window-dressing or general busi-

ness doing. The Index should be preserved

and used in connection with those which ac-

companied previous December issues, and

thus readers will have the key to a veritable

mine of valuable information. It will be

noticed that " Workshop Notes" and " Opti-

cal Questions and Answers " are indexed

separately, and we would ask subscribers,

before mailing us questions, to refer to these

indexes, as it is quite likely that similar

questions may have been asked in previous

issues. We are obliged to insist on this, as

we cannot afford space to repeat answers to

questions that have been fully answered in

our columns in the immediate past. It will

also be noticed that the Index to the Optical

Department is on a leaf by itself, this in ac-

cordance with the suggestion of some of our

readers who desired to file the optical depart-

ment apart from the rest of the journal.

Liability of Express Companies

A DECISION of much interest to the

jewelry trade, especially to the wholesale

and manufacturing branches, was handed

down in New York State last month. The

decision deals with the right of an express

company to limit its liability by the mere

printing of a clause in the receipts which it

issues to the shippers. Judges McLean,

Freeman and Greenbaum, in the appellate

division of the Supreme Court of New York,

have decided that an express company can-

not thus limit its liability for property lost

through its negligence. The decision was

handed down in an appeal from a judgment

rendered in favor of Jacob C. Simon against

Dunlap's Express Company, the plaintiff ask-

ing $250 damages, the value of articles lost

in transit. The attorney for Simon claimed

that the liability clause was illegal, because

it privileged express companies to take

advantage of their own negligence, while the

defendant set up the clause in the receipt lim-

iting their liability to $5o as their defense.

IN rendering the decision 
of the court,

Judge McLean said :

Certain bailees of the plaintiff, acting through

their messenger, delivered to the defendant, a

common carrier, a parcel of laces addressed to the

plaintiff and the owner, and at the same time told
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the person who received the goods for the company
that he should be very careful with the package, as

they were expensive curtains. The goods were not
delivered, nor, upon the trial of this action, brought

for the recovery of their value, did the defendant

offer anything in defense, excepting receipt taken

by the bailees on the defendant's printed form,

upon the bottom of which were the words : " It is

agreed that we shall not be held liable or respon-
sible, nor shall any demand be made upon us be-
yond the sum of $5o, at which sum the property

is hereby valued, unless the just and true value
thereof is stated herein, nor upon any property

tuantlieosns.,properly packed and secured for transpor-

Upon its failure to deliver the parcel the plaintiff,
under the doctrine of Swift vs. Pacific Mail Steam-
ship Company, was entitled to maintain this action
against the defendant for the value of his goods,
delivered by those acting for him and received for
transportation. His recovery is not limited to the
amount fixed in the receipt, which does not pro-
tect the carrier against its own negligence, especially
in the absence of explanation of non-delivery. The
judgment should be affirmed.

In view of the litigation in the past in

reference to this same subject, the decision

may have far-reaching consequences. Several

cases have been reported in THE KEYSTONE

from time to time in which members of the

trade instituted suit to make the express

companies liable for losses of goods, and in

each case the litigation was, like all other

litigation with large companies, long-drawn-

out, very expensive and, as a rule, very

unsatisfactory in results. The decision that

express companies can no longer make their

own laws gives a new complexion to the

relations of these corporations to their patrons.

Serviceable Presents for Clerks or

Workmen

TT is opportune at this season to direct

attention to the growing custom of the

jewelers to give as presents to their employees

a year's subscription to THE KEYSTONE with

or without one or several of our books : "The

Watch Adjuster's Manual," " The Optician's

Manual, Vols. I and II," " Physiologic Op-

tics," "Skiascopy," or " Ophthalmic Lenses."

As a rule, presents are valued for what they sig-

nify rather than for their cost, and such a pres-

ent as a year's subscription to THE KEYSTONE

would be appreciated far beyond a more

expensive one, for the reason that it indi-

cates an interest on the part of the em-

ployer in the education and advancement

of the employee. Every year quite a num-

ber of these presentation subscriptions are

received by us, and we know of no present

which would redound more to the interest

of the donor. The clerk or workman in •

these days who is not abreast or ahead of the

times is worth little, and there is no better

way to add to his worth than to place in his

hands such instruction as THE KEYSTONE

or the aforesaid volumes afford. It was not

our suggestion that originated the custom,

but the business sense of shrewd jewelers.
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Surprise
is strongly expressed in the face of the Man in
the Moon. Such Fairies don't grow in his
icy kingdom. Luna's lonely tenant is not,
however, the object of the Siren's side-long
glance. She is viewing the first quarter over
her right shoulder for luck.

Our customers think
their good luck began
when they first looked
our way. Good luck
is largely a matter of
chance happening. To
idly wait for a favor-
able turn of fortune
would be impracticable
and unprofitable too.
That is why we fore-
stall it for you by pro-
viding a rich line of
dependable, swift-sell-
ing watch and diamond
goods goods favored
of desirable buyers,
that cement patronage
and on whose character
and quality depends
White reputation.
Timeliness is one of
our chiefest virtues.
No to-morrow for
what can be done now.
Emergency orders to
supply holiday wants
are safe in our hands.

Diamonds,
Mounted and Unmounted.

Waltham an Elgin Movements.
All the Standard make3 of

Gold an Gold Filled Cases.

New England Watches. iiirewYogg.

The Proceedings of the Main-
spring Club

(Continued. Part za)

" Gentlemen," said the Chairman, Solo-

mon Silverplate, " we are present at our
twelfth and last meeting of the year. In the

course of events, it becomes my turn ' to

present the subject for the evening's discus-

sion, as I have not yet imposed myself upon
you ; but with your consent I shall waive my
rights, to take up the suggestion made by
Peter Pennyweight, in February. Referring

to our records, in THE KEYSTONE, Mr.

Pennyweight said, on that occasion, I've
been thinking that it might be feasible for us

to get together here, and fix upon a scale of

prices for goods, repairing, etc., which we

would all agree to hold to ' ; and you will

remember that when he asked Mr. Lorgnette

how the proposition struck him, that gentle-

man said, It strikes me that I will have to

think it over, hard and long, as I am not a

revolutionist ; but after a few months of better

acquaintance with each other we might feel

like taking up the question.' Assuming that

my other retailer friends present are amiably

disposed toward the proposition, I want to ask

Louis Lorgnette whether he has thought it

over, good and hard,' and if so, whether we

shall make it the question of the evening ? "

Louis Lorgnette : " Had you put that

question to me a year ago I should have

laughed at you for indulging chimerical

ideas. But a year's intimate contact with

each of you, in these monthly ' heart to heart'

talks of ours, has changed my point of view.

I am frank to say that I was deceived in my

former estimate of you. You are not at all

the sort of men that I had pictured you, in

my narrow vision of that earlier clay. I

looked upon you as selfish competitors bent

on my undoing, if that undoing was neces-

sary to your own sordid success. Instead, I

find you a very decent lot, indeed. If

assumed enemies could only ' get together,'

what animosities and misunderstandings

would disappear, what false conceptions of

the other's moral stature would fade away,

what real friendships would grow beneath the

surface of strenuous but fair competition !

Gentlemen, I am entirely ready to consider

Mr. Pennyweight's suggestion with an open

mind."

" Good !" spoke- up several in chorus;
and Mr. Hairspring proceeded : " It is pecu-
liarly fitting that we approach this question

on the threshold of the season in which was
spoken the message, ' Peace on earth, and
goodwill to men ;' and to-night we will change
the reading to ' Peace on earth to men of

good As Mr. Pennyweight originated

the idea, he is the proper person to present

the plan, and I yield the floor to him."
"Hey, there, Frank Footwheel!" said Hi

Hustler, " here's a jeweler's trust forming,
and you want to get in on the ground floor !"
" Not a trust,' in the ordinary accepta-

tion of the word," remarked Silverplate,

" for I should oppose any purpose of raising

prices to an exorbitant figure, through our

combining ; the public is not to be losers at

all, or I shall withdraw right here from the

proposed concerted action. And yet it is a

trust ' in this : we must ' trust ' each other,

or the scheme falls to the ground,"

Peter Pennyweight : " The whole ques-

tion resolves itself to the problem whether

each one of us can keep good faith with all

of the others. I am quite confident, after

these twelve evenings of revelation of each

to the others, that we can rely on this mutual

good faith in our inter-relations ; so that we

have only to determine our basis of agree-

ment. The points to consider are these :

First, what is a proper gross profit on the

aggregate of our sales ; second, in the divi-

sions of that aggregate, what should be the

profit on watches, what on jewelry, what on

fancy and fad ' lines, and so on ; and what

prices should be fixed on repairing ; third,

what local conditions (as difference in the

grade of goods dealt in, and difference in

class of customers) should be considered as

furnishing exceptions to an otherwise agreed-

upon schedule of prices. It seems to me

that these points cover the ground. Has

any one anything to suggest, in addition ?"

Louis Lorgnette : " Wouldn't it be well

to provide a miniature Court of Appeals, or,

rather, a board of arbitrators, to determine

any differences of opinion that might arise

from time to time ? We would mutually

agree to accept the decision of these arbi-

trators as final and binding on us. I'm sure

that we would all entrust our disputes for

solution to Messrs. Bat-gain and Goldskin, as

they are entirely disinterested. What do

you say?"
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" The very thing !" came in chorus.
"There's no salary in it, Johnny, or I'd

speak up for you," said Hi Hustler to the

apprentice.
"Would it be your idea to assign one

of your members to carrying the principal
diamond stock, another to carrying the
principal clock stock, and so on ?" inquired
Frank Footwheel of Mr. Pennyweight.

" Not at all—our co-operation would

not go as far as that ; we want to steer entirely

clear of any such trust ' tendency. Each

one of us is to be entirely free to sell what

he likes ; the fundamental idea in our agree-

ment, the only purpose we have in mind, is

to prevent the cutting of fixed prices and so

guarantee to each of us a profit on what he

sells. Beyond that, we are competitors for

trade, each against the other and against all

the others."
" How will the public take to it," asked

Hustler.
" All right, I am confident," replied

Pennyweight, " because, primarily, the pub-

lic will not be squeezed ' for higher prices,

except that small part of it which has hereto-

fore squeezed us by huckstering from one of

us to the other, misrepresenting quotations

of price, and so inducing the cut price ;'

because, secondly, none of us will be left out

of the fold to terrify the others by raising the

misleading cry, Stop, thief,' Nothing will

be gained to the public, in point of price, by

going from one of our stores to the other ;

the same prices will be found at all the stores,

on the same goods ; our individual advan-

tages will be on the score of better patterns,

and better service, and better store methods,

and better advertising than any of the others.

Our competition will be on a higher plane

than before, and we shall all be made better

merchants."
" Well, now, to get clown to the prac-

tical problems," said Mr. Hairspring, " what

shall be the basis to determine the profit-

question ? I take it that Mr. Silverplate and

Mr. Lorgnette represent the two present ex-

tremes, in the character of their respective

followings. Silverplate has been here half a

century, has the bulk of the exclusive'

trade, carries principally high-class goods,

and gets the price he asks without much

parley ; Lorgnette has been here five years,

has a cheaper class of trade, and handles

mostly plated goods and inexpensive things.

(Continued on page tsza)
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Have you purchased watch stock in sufficient quantity for
holiday trade ? Is the stock you have purchased the right
kind of stock ? Has the season so far enlightened you on
these points ? If you fear a shortage or if there is any
weakness in your present lines, be prompt to act for delay at
this time means loss. You know us as the

PREMIER WATCH HOUSE
OF THE WEST.

We have, at all seasons and in all emergencies, when
market conditions make it possible, the right kind of stock and
in such overflowing quantity as permits the promptest filling of
orders. Our supplies and system are such as makes delay or
disappointment almost impossible. A letter from you gets the
same welcome attention as you would yourself.

M. A. Mead & Co., Watch Jobbers,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.
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Window Cards for Christmas

A WINDOW card gives voice to the

goods in the window. The goods speak

for themselves, of course ; but the card puts

their message into understandable words,

emphasizes their story, brings general im-

pressions into a specific statement and trans-

lates prettiness into prices.

But the window card may hurt, instead

of help, if it does not do its work well. The

writer has seen window cards that were a

positive nuisance—unattractive in appearance

and uninteresting in matter ; they actually

detracted from the otherwise effective trim of

the window. On the other hand, a window

card can be made to help the window display

very much, if thought is given to their prep-

aration.
The same general rules which apply to

other advertising obtain here also. The

cards should be large enough to permit

plenty of white space around the type (and

white cards are better than colored) ; the

type-matter, or painted lettering, should be

in the plainest "face " ; and all the cards in

the window should be uniform in size and

style of printing or painting. This uniformity

and plainness is urged, that the cards might

not draw too much attention to themselves

and away from the goods. They must be

subordinated to the goods ; the goods should

first attract, and the cards then begin their

helpful work in carrying forward a favorable

i mpression.
Here are some suggestions for the

matter to go on the cards in the Christmas

window :

When your wits are working smoothly,
look at these Pins

and let your dollar go.

The New and the Good
are here joined for

$5.

Truth Wins.
These Watch Cases prove it in
the wearing.

$16.50.

$6.00 ?

4.50?
4.00?

Guess again.
Two Seventy Five!

Both the Glass
and the Price

are " cut."
$12 to $10.

This is " an object of striking
beauty."

How would it fit your parlor
mantel?

" A new broom sweeps clean."
These Brooches are making a
clean sweep of all superfluous
$5 bills.

The " time " for the times.
The best Watch value we ever
saw for $25.

Made in Paris?
No, in Providence, R. I.

So the price is only $4,
and Paris has nothing
prettier at the price.

This Chain will wear as long
as it should for One Dollar.

Would you expect to be able
to buy this for

$2.50?
Wish we could get more of them.

Join
" The Order of the Garter."

Admission, $1.00 U.

Not po.
We're satisfied with $8.5o.

Was ever so much
beauty put into Rings before?

These are Solid Silver.
The price misleads you.

35 cents.

Notice the beautiful lines
in this Tea Set. It is
patterned after a Colonial original.

These Neck Chains are not
$4.50 each, though some other
stores say so. Our price is $4.00.

Here's an honest Chain.
We have cheaper ones, but this one
is worth the price.

$50
isn't what this Watch would
cost on Main Street. But
rents make a difference.

Just in from the maker,
Isn't it " too sweet
for anything "
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The Proceedings of the Main-
spring Club

(Continued from page 1517)

Pennyweight and I represent the average

between the two. Now, let us all assume that

we have all fixed our prices on Silverplate's

present scale : might that not shut out Lorg-

nette entirely and interfere with Pennyweight

and myself ? Will not the entire public troop

to Silverplate, as being longest established

and otherwise securely anchored in the pub-

lic confidence ? On behalf of Mr. Lorgnette
especially, and in furtherance of our mutual

determination to be candid, I want to be per-
fectly frank in expressing my fears. What

do you say, Mr. Pennyweight ?"
" Permit me first to say," said Silver-

plate, " I don't have Mr. Hairspring's fears.
I don't believe that anyone of you will lose
any of his regular trade to me, on the same

class of goods offered for sale by each of us ;

and I shall go so far toward the trust ' idea

to agree that if my present scale of prices is

adopted by all of you, I shall not add to my

stock the cheap ' goods which are the staple

of Lorgnette's business. I don't believe I

could win that ' cheap ' trade from him if

tried ; and I'm not going to try : not only

from a sense of fairness, but because it would

jar with my ' exclusive ' trade and upset all

my store's traditions. Further than that : I

think Mr. Lorgnette is entitled to an excep-

tion,' if he desires it, as to prices on the

cheaper lines of goods not handled by any

of the others. He, nor any of you, will lose

business to me because of coming to my

prices, because you all handle medium and

low-priced goods which I do not, have fully

as good and possibly better taste in selecting

patterns in competing lines, and will be

keyed-up to a finer tune than you have ever

played before in your advertising, your store

methods and general efficiency. I shall hold

the even tenor of my way ; and while my

profits will be no higher, yours will be. What

I gain from each of you will be more than

made up, in the net result, in your increased

gains from the higher prices."

" I think Silverplate is right," said

Lorgnette. " Let us four retailers get to.

gether to-morrow night, and fix on the price-

schedule. We will try the plan for a year,

and let us prove by our adherence to the

agreement that we are men of honor—as all

jewelers should be. Dissension and under-

hand competition are the bane of our craft.

Union and harmony are the antidetes. Here's

my hand, in good fellowship and good faith.

Let us shake hands all around."

It was done, and the Mainspring Club

adjourned sine die, singing " Auld Lang

Syne."



THE KEYSTONE

he Science of
Successful Retailing

There is a wealth of sound business sense for
thoughtful merchants in the following practical points
culled from an address by L. E. Bennick, manager of
the James Edgar Co., Brockton, Mass.:

Good Business Principles

The principles governing business to-day may be classified as follows:
I. A well-assorted stock, often replenished.
2. No old stock allowed to accumulate.
3. A fair profit marked on merchandise.
4. The best clerks that money and experience can procure.
5. Honest advertising.
6. Cash, cash, and always cash, both buying and selling.

Don't Buy Too Heavily

Taking up my first proposition, a well-assorted stock, often replenished,
one of the easiest words in the world to say is "Yes," one of the hardest,
" No." A smooth-talking traveling man comes along, with his stories of
rises in the market, or that your friend or competitor bought a case or more,
and he has induced you to say " Yes " many times, when " No " was what
you meant. Result? Well, Micawber hit it when he stated his famous
proposition, " Income, i pound 7 shillings and 6 pence—expenditure,
I pound 7 shillings and 5 pence—happiness. Expenditure, i pound
7 shillings and 7 pence—misery."

Now, my theory has been and is, that the same pencil that writes an
order can cross it off, and when a kick has been made many times about the
seeming smallness of an order placed, a sharp word to cross it out has
brought the seller to his senses.

It sounds so large to say : " I'll take a case." It is larger to pay for
it. It sounds so sharp and shrewd to say : " I bought from the manufac-
turer and saved 5 or 7 per cent.; I buy direct." But your interest account
grows night.and day ; it "neither slumbers nor sleeps."

Responsibility Creates Effort

Over and over again we say to our buyers : " Do not buy on price;
buy on value and styles. Buy as cheaply as you can, but don't let cheapness
run away with you." We take men and women who are educated by years
of experience and by constant hammering into our ways, and who through
gradual growth and training absorb our ideas, and let them buy a little
here and there until by process of assimilation of those ideas they can be
trusted to carry our principles with them to market. The clerk who
selects a bill of goods will work to the full extent of his or her power to
sell those goods.

We never think we know better what to sell than do the clerks selling.
We always bear in mind that it is better to be short on goods and long on
cash than to be long on goods and short on cash, and we try to educate our
clerks to this point.

Don't be afraid of your clerks. I mean by this, don't fear to trust them.
You are a bigger fool to them many times than they are to you. They say
nothing many times through fear, but like the Irishman's owl, they keep up
"a divil of a thinkin'. "

Dear Old Stock

As to my second proposition. No old stock allowed to accumulate.
It is remarkable what a feeling of attachment there seems to be in the minds
of many business men toward their accumulation of old stock. They look
at those old familiar pieces of merchandise and wonder how they can ever
part with them, except at full price. Season in and season out that attachment
grows, even though virtue may have gone out with them.

Well, attachments are a good thing in some ways, but attachments of
another kind can grow out of these same chestnuts. With us old goods go.
We like our old clerks ; we like our old customers—and new ones, too ; but
our old merchandise we hate. It is not a question of price, but of cash.
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Fifty cents on the dollar, 25 cents on the dollar, to cents on the dollar,
anything on the dollar, but—go.

And if cash doesn't come then, a ticket printed large and clear and
placed on the merchandise so instructs the wayfaring woman that she, even
though a fool, will walk off with it. " Take one !" are the simple words on
that placard, and God speed that parting guest!

Now, we do just that. There are too many new goods in the market
for us to be be bothered with old ones, and the 50 cents, 25 cents or the
to cents on the dollar will roll, and roll, properly handled, accumulating as
it rolls so quickly that the loss of our dear departed is never noticed.
Merchandise, good or bad, whether on shelves or in the basement, is a
constant menace to the good merchant, staring him boldly out of counte-
nance and destroying his nervous system.

Get rid of it!

Keep Them Moving 

Third maxim : A fair profit marked on all merchandise. Like the old
Quaker who died rich, our motto is, "Sell and repent." Many times goods
go from our counters that might have been sold for more, perhaps, but
when sold we have the cash, and quick-turning dollars are like the snowballs
we made in our youth, and rolled until they grew so large we made snow
forts of them.

We roll these dollars over and over again until we have a financial fort,
impregnable.

As to our fourth maxim : The best clerks that money and experience
can procure—through our process of sifting and elimination—we bring to
the front the best talent in our store, always giving preference to those who
have been with us. Favoritism counts for nothing, but ability meets its
reward. Not how cheaply can we hire, but how much can we pay is our
motto. Not, can we get good clerks, but how can we get the best?

Yet all clerks must earn more than their salaries or they cannot stay
with us. Vell-paid and contented clerks are continually working to sell
goods, and they also know that, being well paid, others are continually
looking for their positions, and a raise in salary, if asked, is considered a
reflection on our judgment.

Well-Paid Clerks

Do not hire the cheapest, but pay for the best. If a clerk is poorly paid,
and if his opinion is asked as to purchases, you have working against you
both the customer and the clerk. Don't you know that you do not need to
watch your good clerks ? They are with you—cogs in one wheel—if you
treat them as ladies and gentlemen, and not as suspects. In our store clerks
are as good as customers—just as good—and when necessary we let
customers know it.

Tale-bearing is utterly condemned and discouraged, and any clerk
having a grievance is encouraged to come to the manager and state that
grievance. If the case is just, remedy is provided, if not, the clerk is
informed otherwise.

The Advertising Department

No part 2f any business requires more careful watching than the adver-
tising department. To advertise the right thing at the right time, to see
that advertisements are often changed and that windows are as often
changed, are matters that require time and care.

Every week returns, as compared with the corresponding week of the
year before, are placed on my desk, and the department falling behind is
investigated, and if necessary, stirred up with an advertisement and
a window.

We do not have our ads. consist of three-quarters praise of our store
and the other quarter glittering generalities regarding what beautiful
merchandise we have at so much less price than our neighbor can buy it
for ; but in plain, simple language we tell the people that we have merchandise
to sell, giving kinds and prices. Customers will very quickly find out the
beauty of your store, etc., and will do more advertising in that way than
whole columns of your own self-praise can do. Let the customer find out
for herself whether your store is the best lighted and the best appointed.
When a woman reads an ad, she wants to know by it what she can buy and
the article's price.

Again, be honest. You can't sell goods 20 per cent. less than your
neighbor and live, and you know it ; and when you advertise that you can
you lie, and people will quickly find it out. Twenty-four years of honest
advertising have made people believe us, and the result is our advertising
expense is small compared with that of many other merchants.

"'Twas the night before
Christmas," is familiar

to us all. The story we
tell below refers to what
happened a day or two
before Christmas of last
year. He was a jeweler;
call him Smith. He had
a customer for a punch—
bowl, which he didn't
have, so he sent prac-
tically similar letters to
three different manufac-
turers of cut glass, one
of them happening to be
ourselves. Our letter
read as follows :

How it Started

" Please send us im-

mediately one fourteen-

inch punch-bowl, " Pro-

gress" pattern. Must

have same day after to-

morrow at the very

latest."

Yours truly,

SMITH & CO.

" PROGRESS " PUNCH-BOWL.
Made in 12, 13, 14-inch sir ,•s ; also made with foot.

How it Worked

From two manufactur-
ers Mr. Smith received
letters, delivered the day
after Christmas, saying
that they regretted
being unable to fill the
order. From the J. D.
Bergen Co. he received
this telegram :

" Letter received this
A. M. Shipped you to-
day two punch-bowls,
similar in character and
price to what you
ordered."

How it Resulted

Mr. Smith sold both

punch-bowls before

Christmas day. tie

pleased his first customer

and made an unlooked

for additional sale and

additional profit!

The little story we tell above is an actual occurrence. Bear it in mind between now and Christmas day.

Incidentally, send for one of our handsome new illustrated catalogues. You can sell right from its pages.

Factory—MERIDEN, CONN. Office and Showrooms-38 Murray St., NEW YORK.

ORIGINATORS OF

POPULAR-PRICED CUT GLASS



C H/ C2r G 0

BRILLIANT PUNCH BOWL
14 INCH $37 50

Have you our 1902-3 Catalogue of Cut Glass?
If not, write for it.
It illustrates the finest line of Cut Glass that SELLS,

in the world.

Our Stock is Complete.
Mail orders receive prompt and careful attention.
We solicit your orders for Xmas trade.

4,9. ‘6,ecciiic •

" Look through the world,
'Ti, ne'er met with elsewhere."

RICH CUT GLASS 

294. Jug. Lakewood.

"Au honest tale speeds best for being plainly told." We may not
have furnished you all the goods you wanted, but that was because
you wanted more of our kind than we could make ; we appreciate
the compliment and have been working strenuously to avoid the
disappointment being greater than is necessary.

Your wants this month
will be cared for, and every
effort made to close the
season with order books
cleaned up and ready to
start with renewed energy
to make for you a new and
artistic line in 1903.

890. Bowl. Florentine.

T. B. CLARK 0 CO., hi,. Honesdale, Pa.

RICH CUT GLASS
So..-ral for Catalogue.

THE MOSES, SWANN 0 McLEWEE CO., Trenton. N. J.
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Manning, Bowman & Company, Meriden,
Connecticut

NEW YORK : 25 West Broadway. CHICAGO: 35 Randolph St. SAN FRANCISCO: 134 Sutter St.
Crockery Exchange Building.

New and Original

Designs

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish
is a perfect article

Table Kettles

Hotel Ware

IVORY ENAMELED
FOOD PAN.
Patented May 23, 1899.

Atlas Block.

Nickel and Silver Plate.

CAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR
CHAFING DISHES.

The greatest improvement ever
made in a Chafing Dish. Pure, clean,
durable. It is so constructed that food
eau only C01110 in contact with the
Porcelain Lined Dish. The top rim
being plated, the complete Chafing I tish
has the same appearance as when made
entirely of metal.

Furnished when desired with any of
our Chiding Dishes.

No. 230. CHAFING DISH OUTFIT.
NICE EL OR SILVER PLATED.

Stag Horn Handles.
No. 230. Chafing Dish, 3 pints. No. 1056. Fork.

No. 31. Flagon. No. 1016. Swoon.

No. 2616. Waiter, 16-inch, satin center.

English Pewter Prize Trophies, Tankards, etc.

Soda Fountain Accessories, etc. Bath Room Furnishings.

Quality 

Guaranteed

Tea Ware

Baking

Dishes

French Coffee

Percolators

The Pairpoint Corporation,

No, 1040. Vase. Silver.

CONTROLLING MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

STORES:
38 Murray Street, New York City.
576 Temple Building, Montreal. P. Q.
220 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

— —

No. ii. Bowl. Marion,

5ttoelt Ticat

Cupta ctcvzos
_

No. 1083, Vase. Fern.

FACTORY:
NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

"1835 R. WALLACE"

ANJOU MEDIUM
KNIFE

Silver=Plated Spoons, Forks, Etc.

ANJOU MEDIUM FORK

ANJOU COFFEE SPOON
(Large)

ANJOU GRAVY LADLE

ANJOU ORANGE
SPOON

There is a lot of poor silver plate on the market, but
you will not find it stamped 1835—R. WALLACE,
the trade-mark of quality and character.

R. frPallace & Sons MA-. Co.

Wallingford, Conn.
New York. Chicago. San Francisco. London.

ANJOU COLD MEAT FORK

TRADES4'

it t SC*

MARK

STERLING

This math on Sterling Silver
assures its true 'Worth



TIGHT BINDING

THE "JANICE" OPERA AND SHOPPING BA(
A MOST APPROPRIATE HOLIDAY GIFT.

It is both ornamental and useful. As pliable as silk yet strong as iron. The "Janice " holdmore than any other bag made, and is, therefore, the most practical for shopping, besides being the onl:
correct bag for evening wear and for the opera. Will hold your opera glasses, purse and kerchi(
It takes the place of the reticule of our grandmothers with the advantages of being more ornamenu,and stronger.

Made in Sterling Silver fine, and in German Silver
We call your attention to the fact that our German Silver bags wear as well as the Sterling Silver

German Silver
$5.00

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

Sterling Silver

Less 6 per cent. for cash.

One of our well-known society dames remarked to us a few days ago that she would not partwith her "Janice" bag for any amount of money, if she could not get another.

We want to remind you that we have the reputation of carrying one of the largest
and best assorted lines, not only in Sterling Silver goods, but in Movements, Cases,
Jewelry of every description, and have made preparation for extra prompt service
during the rush of December. All orders filled same day as received.

Manufacturers,

726 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Factory,

Newark, N, J...

FRENCH GRAY ASSORTMENT, $50 LIST.
Less 50 per cent. and Usual Cash.

MO-X.6.V)
Made in Burnished Finish at Same List and Discounts.

FRENCH GRAY
is the ideal finish of the hour. Its elegance has made it the rage of the season. Every one admires it ; all are ordering it. To meet this
keen and increasing call at all points, we are offering this salable assortment in our popular-priced Richfield Plate. It is the first and
only French Gray Assortment on the market. Every article is a strong staple. Grouped in the dealer's holiday display, it is sure to
make a hit. The jobbers are offering it in their circulars. Order through your jobber. Mention this KEYSTONE advertisement, so that
we will be sure to know what you mean. The assortment will reach you promptly in a special package.

The Homan Silver Plate Co.
New York Salesroom : 32 Park Place.
Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths' Building.

Office, Factory, and Salesroom,

214-226 East Seventh Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.



Manning, Bowman & Company, Meriden,
Connecticut

NEW YORK : 25 West Broadway. CHICA00 : 35 Randolph St. SAN FRANCISCO: 134 Sutter St.

Crockery Exchange Building. Atlas Block.

New and Original

Designs

Chafing Dishes
(Electric and Alcohol)

The Electric Chafing Dish
is a perfect article

Table Kettles

Hotel Ware

IVORY ENAMELED
FOOD PAN.
l'atented May 28, 1899.

Nickel and Silver Plate.

gA-1
cAN BE USED IN ANY OF OUR

CHAFING DISHES.

The greatest improvement ever

made in a Chafing Dish. Pure, clean,

durable. It is so constructed that food

can only come In contact with the

Porcelain Lined Dish. The top rim

being plated, the complete Chafing Dish

has the same appearance as when made

entirely of metal.

Furnished when desired with any of

our Chafing Dishes.

No. 280. CIIAFING DISII OUTFIT.

NICKEL OR SILVER PLATED.

Stag Horn Handles.
No. 230. Chafing Dish, 3 pints. No. 1056. Fork.

No. 31. Flagon. No. 1056. Spoon.

No. 2616. Waiter, 16-inch, satin center.

English Pewter Prize Trophies, Tankards, etc.

Soda Fountain Accessories, etc. Bath Room Furnishings.

Quality 

Guaranteed

Tea Ware

Baking

Dishes

French Coffee

Percolators

The Pairpoint Corporation,

No. 1040. Vase. Silver.

CONTROLLING MT. WASHINGTON GLASS CO.

STORES:
38 Murray Street, New York City.
576 Temple Building, Montreal. P. Q.
220 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

No. tn. Bowl. Marion,

5t1.4.re4 Ttatt

Cupta ctcvzo.

"1835 R. WALLACE"
Silver=Plated Spoons, Forks, Etc.

Angou COFFEE SPOON
(Large)

ANJOU ORANGE

SPOON

ANJOU GRAVY LADLE

ANJOU MEDIUM FORK

t

--
No. 083. Vase. Fern.

FACTORY:

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.

ANJOU MEDIUM
KMFE

There is a lot of poor silver plate on the market, but

you will not find it stamped 1835—R.WALLACE,
the trade-marl< of quality and character.

R. frrallace & Sons Mfg-. Co.
Wallingford, Conn.

New York. Chicago. San Francisco. London.

ANJOU COLD MEAT FORK

TRADE 77 MARK

Scg
STERLING

This mark on Sterling Silver
assures tts true 'Worth



THE "JANICE" OPERA AND SHOPPING BA
Made in Burnished Finish at Same List and Discounts.

It is both ornamental and useful. As pliable as silk yet strong as iron. The Janice ho](
more than any other bag made, and is, therefore, the most practical for shopping, besides being the onI
correct bag for evening wear and for the opera. Will hold your opera glasses, purse and kerchi
It takes the place of the reticule of our grandmothers with the advantages of being more ornament
and stronger.

Made in Sterling Silver ,70%. fine, and in German Silver
We call your attention to the fact that our German Silver bags wear as well as the Sterling Silv

One of our well-known society dames remarked to us a few days ago that she would not par
Nv th her "Janice " bag for any amount of money, if she could not get another.

We want to remind you that we have the reputation of carrying one of the largest
and best assorted lines, not only in Sterling Silver goods, but in Movements, Cases,
Jewelry of every description, and have made preparation for extra prompt service
during the rush of December. All orders filled same day as received.

FRENCH GRAY
is the ideal finish of the hour. Its elegance has made it the rage of the season. 

Every one admires it ; all are ordering it. To meet this

keen and increasing call at all points, we are offering this 
salable assortment in our popular-priced Richfield Plate. It is the first and

only French Gray Assortment on the market. Every article is a strong staple. Grouped in the dealer's holiday display, it is sure to

make a hit. The jobbers are offering it in their circulars. Order through your jobber. Mention this KEYSTONE advertisement, so that

we will be sure to know what you mean. The assor
tment will reach you promptly in a special package.

New York Salesroom : 32 Park Place.

Chicago Salesroom : The Silversmiths' Building.

Office, Factory, and Salesroom,

214-226 East Seventh Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Diamonds and Precious Stones

Commercially Considered

The first of a series of lectures arranged

for by the jewelers' Club, of Philadelphia,

was delivered at the handsome rooms of the

club on the evening of November i 8th, by

Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co.,

the well-known wholesale diamond house, of

New York City. Quite a large and interested

audience greeted the lecturer, who, after

thanking the members for their invitation,

delivered a most interesting and valuable dis-

course on " Diamonds and Precious Stones

Commercially Considered." He said:

What I shall say to you is not based upon long

research or upon long preparation ; it is simply a

few thoughts direct from the heart, based upon

observation, investigation and personal experience.

Some of us who are in the precious-stone business

need a little tonic or bone stiffening in the handling

of our goods. I think that there have been, in the

last few years particularly, a great deal of pessimism

as regards the future of the precious-stone busi-

ness. Those who have been pessimists have allowed

the business to slip away from them, and have

allowed it to go into the hands of those who have

been able to take a little more optimistic view of

the conditions of trade.

In order to appreciate all of the conditions that

go to make up a merchant, we have to be to some

extent students of political economy ; we have to

know the underlying principles and the underlying

reasons for the prosperity or adversity under which

we may be living. The man who would make a

success of any kind of business must not always

howl calamity ; for by so doing he is simply trying

to pull down himself and everybody else. I have

never seen or known a calamity howler, or a

squealer, or a pessimist of any kind to achieve any

degree of success himself, or to be any good to the

world at large.

The Advance

You all know that within five or

six years, probably as far back

in Prices as '94, dialmonds, pearls and

everything in the line of precious

stones took an upward turn. Prices advanced and

continued to advance. And I want to say a few

words right here with regard to the way in which

many of our people lost their balance bytnot see-

ing the developments in the right light. I know a

great many people who, seven or eight years ago,

did considerable precious-stone business. But as

soon as the stones advanced in price they said:

" Well, I bought goods last year for to per cent. or

15 per cent. less ; I can't afford to pay your prices;

now, I'm going to wait until they get down." Well,

he waited another six months, and the prices were

to per cent. or 15 per cent. higher still. This has been

about the rate at which they have been going up for

the last five or six years, so that in many clasess of

goods there has been an advance in the last seven

or eight years in diamonds alone of from so to too

per cent., in some cases 2oo per cent.; and, as to

pearls, I can positively say that within the last twenty

years pearls have gone up over woo per cent. in

value.
Those of you who have pursued the policy of

deferring purchases simply because the prices were

going up, of course allowed your business to drop
into the hands of the other people who were

able to take a more optimistic view of the condi-

tions of the country ; they bought and sold and

bought again. The conditions of the diamond

market are very much the same as the stock

market. A wise speculator never buys on a falling

market ; he always buys on a rising market.

We will take diamonds, for in-

stance. People cannot under-

Higher Rates stand why diamonds have grown

so high priced and why the prices

do not come down, Now, I want to say to you that

unless we find new diamond fields, diamonds will

never be sold lower than they are to-day, and I

think that proportionately they will go as much

higher in the next ten years as they have done in

the last ten years. The reason is this. Ten years

ago it took less than one-third of the effort to pro-

duce diamonds as it does to-day. In other words,

the strata of blue ground in the Kimberley mines

that were then worked were so prolific that dia-

monds were found practically on top of the earth.

Causes of

Ludwig Nissen

It was, in fact, the competition resulting from this

that brought about the consolidation of the indi-

vidual mining interests into the De Beers Corn-

pany. After the very prolific strata were worked

out and it was necessary to go down a little deeper

into the earth, diamonds were not found quite so

plentiful, and to-day it takes at least three times

the effort to produce the same amount of goods it

did ten years ago. Now, it is perfectly natural to
suppose that under these conditions it cost more to

produce the stones ; then, again, at that time there

were some four or five hundred independent

miners, each trying to get his product into the

market first ; to get his money for it first and as

quickly as he could. To-day there is the one

company, the De Beers Company, which controls

ninety-eight per cent. of the diamond product of the

whole world. And for that.reason, of course, they

can afford to hold tip the price, even if they did it

simply because they wanted to.
Now, it is a positive fact that for

the last ten years there has never

More Valuable been a shipment of diamonds to

London that did not bring a

bigger price than the previous shipment. If it did

not bring a bigger price, it was because the shipment

was poor. Another little thing that peahaps may

be new to some of you, is that the De Beers Com-

pany does not employ a number of salesmen to sell

their diamonds as we have to do here. They have

one little office in London, for which they pay pro-

bably ,Z"too or L200 rent, but they have no outside

salesmen or big costly quarters. When a shipment

comes there are twenty-five or thirty clamoring for

the first sight on it, and it is a very important mat-

ter to get a first sight on these goods, for the

man who gets first sight on them parcels them out

Each Shipment

1521

to others, and he does not get another sight in two

years. Now, it does not cost those people one red

cent to sell their goods. This is the reason, of

course, why diamonds have gone up, and they are

apt to keep on going up.

Rubies, emeralds and sapphires have gone

up correspondingly ; perhaps the stone that has

increased least is the sapphire, because it is a little

more common than the others. Rubies are uncom-

mon, especially if they are fine. As much as $4000

or $5000 per karat is paid for fine rubies or emeralds.

Pearls are perhaps more info-

Great Advance enced by the rise than anything

else, which is due almost entirely

to the fact that they have be-

come fashionable in this country within the last

seven or eight years, while formerly they were not

fashionable to anything like the same extent. Up

to ten years ago almost the best pearl that any-

body wanted, you could buy for about a dollar

base. To-day for the same fine quality of pearl

which we could buy ten years ago for a dollar

base will cost you not less than five or six dollars,

and when you come to larger pearls, which are very

desirable, it isn't anything to pay from $to to $15

and pa base for a pearl. This means that a ten-

grain pearl costs about $15oo.

What is the reson for the rise in values of

pearls to this extent? The law of supply and de-

mand. Now that they are very much wanted, the

competition of purchasers is very great, and they

get all they can for them. When pearls were not

wanted, oysters kept right on producing, but since

they have become so fashionable the fisheries have

been worked practically to the very fullest. extent

for the production of the pearls. Now, I frequently

make this parallel, that if you pick a peach blossom

you cannot pick a peach, and so it is with the pearls.

Pearl hunters are going into the fisheries and have

gone into the fisheries for the last, say, four or five

years, and have opened every oyster they could,

and, of course, when the oyster is once opened and

the pearl taken out its productiveness is gone. You

have got to rely then upon the baby oyster to bring

about the next production, so that it is practically

impossible to get now into the market any new

large pearls. If you pick them all out while they

are small, they do not get a chance to grow and

consequently you cannot get them, and the only

pearls that are in the market to-day (that is, large

pearls) are those found in private families in

Europe, but principally in India. I know of one

instance where two years ago a pearl necklace con-

sisting of four strands was bought in London for

£300,000, that is $1,5oo,000. They were all big

pearls. Three of these strands have since been

sold, and the poorest one is still in the market and

the price of that poorest one is $75o,000.

London and Paris are the mar-

kets of the world for precious

Markets stones, and there are many peo-

ple of the nobility, royalty, etc.,

\ ho have very fine jewels ; but on an average, you

might say, that the finest of all things come to

America. We have very much finer jewels in this

country being worn by our rich people than in

Europe.

in Pearls

Precious-Stone

The speaker then proceeded to give his

reasons for believing that precious stones will

never get any lower in the natural course of

events, and made out a convincing case for his

view. The audience was much pleased with

the lecture, which was not only highly instruc-

tive but a tonic to their confidence.
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES.

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller. Pendant Set.
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Grades. 16 Size.

Fitting American Cases.
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Adjusted to heat and cold,
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SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS.
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Imitation
Precious Stones

In the United States District
Court, New York, last month,
Judge Townsend handed down

an opinion in the appeal of Albert

Lorsch & Co. from the decision of the board of

United States General Appraisers, regarding the

duty on imitation precious stones. The question

as to whether or not a pearl is a precious stone was

not judiciously decided, but the opinion of the

court was that certain imitation pearls involved in

the present case were imitation precious stones and

should be classified as such. It was thought that

the adjudication of this case would have had an

important bearing upon the question as to whether

or not split pearls should be assessed at 6o or io

I er cent. ad valorem and much trade interest
 cen-

tered in the appeal on this account. The judge's

decision is of interest, however, since it provides

that for the classification of articles as imitation

precious stones, said articles need not necessarily

be imitations of any particular precious stone, but

need only be generally known in trade and com-

merce under such a name. After stating the facts,

Judge Townsend concluded as follows:

The great preponderance of testimony, in fact
almost the unanimous testimony of dealers in such
articles, is that they are universally known in trade
and commerce as imitations of precious stones.
The chief question at issue is whether there is suf-
ficient evidence under the rule to support the find-
ing of the board of appraisers that they are not thus
commercially known. It is admitted that the trade
designation must control. The witnesses produced
by the Government who deal in real precious stones
only, limited to the four or six varieties already
stated, are not dealers in any imitations of precious
stones, either in the technical or commercial sense.
They are not, therefore, competent to testify as to
the commercial uses of these ornaments. Further-
more, it appears from their testimony that the
reason why they state that these articles are not
imitations of precious stones, is because they are
not imitations of the diamond, ruby, emerald,
sapphire, etc. It appears, however, from the de-
cisions of the courts that various other stones, such
as those simulated by these exhibits, have been
held to be precious stones commercially in this
country.

In these circumstances it must be found that
the definition of the experts called by the Govern-
ment is too limited, and that the evidence as to
trade designation does not support the finding of
the board.

The question as to whether imitations of pearls
are imitations of precious stones, has been espe-
cially pressed upon the court in the argument.
Without reference to whether pearls are precious
stones or not, it must be found on the evidence in
this case that the imitations of pearls mounted on
wires and shown in the suit in question, are known
in trade and commerce as imitations of precious
stones.

The decision of the board is reversed.

Proceedings of the

The regular monthly meeting

of the Jewelers' League, of

Jewelers' League New York, was held Novem-

ber 7th. There were present

President I I ayes, Vice-Presidents Greason, Street,

Karsch Lissauer, Hodenpyl and Secre-

tary Stevens. The minutes of the previous special

meetings were read and approved. - There were

five members admitted-three from New York

City, one from Brooklyn and one from Richmond,

Va., making seventy-six thus far this year. The

next regular monthly meeting will be held Decem-

ber 5th. This remarkable increase in membership

is the largest of any within the past six years. The

reserve fund of the league is in a relatively gratify-

ing condition. The prizes to be awarded the per-

son proposing the largest number of new members

are evoking an interesting contest, and a league

button is being presented tc t lose who have ob-

tained one new member. El, hteen of these but-

tons have already been presented. The notable

increase in membership mentioned above is the

logical result of these efforts at expansion.

The regular monthly meeting

of the Jewelers' Security Alli-

Alliance ance was held Friday, No-
vember 14th. The following

members were present : Chairman Butts, President

Sloan, Vice-President Wood, Treasurer Karsch,

Secretary Noyes, and Messrs. Alford, Brown,

Champenois and Stern of the committee. The

following new members were admitted:

Jewelers' Security

Thos. J. Dale, Kenosha, Wis.
Fred, A. Deflel, St. Paul,

Minn.
Gottfredsen & Nicoll, Keno-

sha, Wis.
Chas. M. Harrington, Kirks-

ville, Mo.
Hartmann Bros., Aledo, Ill.
Davis & Galt, Phila., Pa.
Bernard E. Loeper, Phila. ,Pa.
M. Mayer St Bro., Phila.,Pa.
A. I. Shapira & Bro., St.Paul,

Minn.
S. Bernstein & Sons,Phila.,Pa.
Rich'd at. Cooper & SOD,

Phila., Pa.
John C. Dotter, Phila., Pa.
Chas. L. Duerr, Phila., Pa.
E. H. Goulding's Sous, Alton,

A. S. Harshbarger, Girard, Ill.
Ivo E. Hurst, Bloomington,

Fred. J. Knorr, Bloomington,
In.

Jos. R. Logan & Co., Alton,
111.

Time. S. Mitchell, Phila., Pa.
Owen F. O'Neill, Phila., Pa.
Adolph J. Reinhardt, Lincoln,

Wm. H. Stetser, Phila., Pa.
J. I. Sobers, Bainbridge, Ga.
Swarzchild Bros., Richmond,

Va.
Chas. A. Tappe, Bloomington,

Lucien W. Betts, Atlantic
City, N. J.

C. 0. Biederman, Camden,
N. Y.

Will, Bashaw, Centerville,
Iowa.

Brooks Optical Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

Theo. Burk hardt, Trenton,
Mo.

Leo Frankel, St. Louis, Mo.
R. Guntzburger, New York,

N. Y.
Hess & Sieger, Jacksonville,

Fitt.
Herman Huesgen, Devils

Lake, N. Dak.
Frank V. Kent & Co., Grand

Forks, N. Dak.
Theo. Lassen, Phila., Pa.
Win. H. Ludwig, Chambers-

burg, Pa.
E. P. Nesmer & Co., Milbank,

S. Dak.
Arthur M. Morrow, l'ellston,

Mich.
Franklin S. Reick, Phila., Pa.

M. Sickles & Sons, Phila., Pa.
Fred. G. Weltzen, Phila., Pa.
Vahhuan, Jacobs & Brown,

E. St. Louis, Ill.
Zerweck Jewelry Co., E. St.

Louis, III.
Zerweek-Frech Jewelry Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.
John G. Roseman, Phila.

' 
Pa.

Julius W. Hietel, Phila., Pa.
Chas. Kuhn, St. Louis Mo.
Chas. L. Miller, Bloomington,

A. W. Nisbet, Dimondale,
Mich.

N. C. Pabst, Fargo, N. Dak.
H. C. Heseler, Rockford,

Mich.
S. Conradi, Los Angeles, Cal.
J. G. Donavan & Co., Los

Angeles, Cal.
E. P. Haug, Paris, Ill.
J. M. Hawley, Greenville, DI.
Hayes, Stannard & Co.,

Springfield, Mass.
J. B. Janssen, Phila., Pa.
J. W. Nickels, Springfield,

Maas.
Jos. Samuels, Dallas, Tex.
J. P. Trafton, Los Angeles,

Cal.
0. L. Wuerker, Los Angeles,

Cal,
Win. H. Becken, Beaver Dam,

Wis.
Burnham &Clarenbach, Hol-

yoke, MOM.
I. 0. Glazier, Greeley Colo.
Hampden Watch 8rJewelry

Co., Springfield, Mass.
R. C. Hollister, Westfield,

Mass.
A. E. Lee, Holyoke, Mass.
0. H. Woodffil, Nevada, Mo.
Constant J. Auger, San Fran-

cisco, Cal.
Geo. A. Barron, Boston, Mass.
Geo. A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
Jas. F. Clark, Abilene, Tex.
Everett W. Durgin, Worces-

ter, Blass.
John E. Griffith, Hartford,

Conn.
Ileilbron & Co., Beaumont,

Texas.
K. & S. Jacobs, Waterbury,

Conn. •
Louis Kitties, Newburgh, N.Y.
Fred'k Bavlieke, New York

City.
Eugene Schimpff, Scranton,

Pa.
Johnson & MeCray, Mon-

mouth, Ill.
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Importations of

October was another notable
month in the matter of precious-

Precious Stones stone importations ; the quan-
tity passing through the ap-

praisers' stores at this port during that month

being the largest for any corresponding period on

record. According to Examiner Mindil, the figures

for October were $2,418,979, Of $964,165 more than

for the same month last year. The highest record

for any previous October was in 1899, when the

importations reached the total of $2,o56,342, or

$361,637 less than October of this year. During

the past three years the figures for October were:

tletober. Cat.
1902 . . . . 61,734,806.31
1901 . . . 1,186,742.44
1900 . . . . 868,142.52

rnent. Total.
$664,175.59 $2,418,979.70
271,072.20 1,457,614.64
171,566,20 1,039,708.72

For the ten months ended October, 1902, the

importations amount to $20,911,078, as against

$20,4918,080 for the same period last year.

The unfortunate rupture which

occurred between the silver.

Strike smiths and their employees in

this city last month, although,

so far, accompanied by no very serious results, has

nevertheless exerted a retrogressive influence upon

this branch of the jewelry business, which is all the

more deplorable in view of what promises to be

the most prosperous holiday season in our history.

Signs of similar unrest have been reported from

Newark, N. J., and Baltimore, Md., but in the lat-

ter city it would seem that the general and, it may

be added, prompt accession of the employers con-

cerned to the demands of the workers, will stem

the tide of discontent there for the present at least.

How far these concessions will influence the em-

ployees of other concerns to make like demands

time alone can show. At this writing, however,

there is little justification for the belief that manu-

facturing and labor interests are on the threshold

of a serious crisis. True it is, that the local con-

cerns affected have consulted among themselves as

to the protection of their interests. But it may be

confidently predicted that the better judgment of

both parties will militate for an amicable adjust-

ment of the questions at issue, and that the present

signs of gloom on the industrial horizon will soon

be effectually dispelled.
The Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade

directors have decided not to hold a banquet this

year. The decision was unanimous, and was the

outcome of the opinions expressed by the officers

and members after the banquet last year. The

gatherings have grown to such great proportions

in point of numbers as to be unwieldy and beyond

the control of the presiding officer. or the speakers

asked to address the gatherings. The next banquet

of the 24-Karat Club, which will probably be held

January 20th, will therefore be the only social

gathering of the holiday season. The banquet

committee is as follows : Wm. I. Rosenfeld, J. R.

Gleason, E. R. Crippen and C. F. Brink, ex-

officio.
Charles H. Hulburd, president of the Elgin

National Watch Co., was a visitor to the New York

office of the company, i i John Street, last month.

:(Coneinued on page fps)

The Silversmiths'
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BEHIND MANY A GOOD DIAMOND SALE 
You will find our system of ,( radinv, diamonds.

CHART FOR THF
GRADING OF DIAMONDS.

A. Blue white and perfect.
B. Blue white and imperfect.

C. Extra white and perfect.
D. Extra white and slightly im-

perfect.
E. Extra white and imperfect.

I. White and perfect.
3. White and slightly imperfect.
3. White and imperfect.

4. Commercial white and perfect.
5. Commercial white and slightly

Imperfect.
6. Commercial white and imper-

fect.

7. Good color and perfect.
8. Good color and slightly imper-

fect.
9. Good color and imperfect.

Copyrighted, March, 1902, by S. C. Scott.

This is by means of our copyrighted chart, which shows quickly, surely

and satisfactorily the grade of any diamonds that have been

bought of us.

It will save the time of an expert diamond judge.

It is invaluable to the inexperienced dealer.

The grade shown by the chart is guaranteed by us, which makes it

your safe guide in selling diamonds. It will make a sale more

quickly and bring you more trade.

In order to satisfy yourself of the merits of this system,

diamonds and prices the next time you have a sale.

S. C. SCOTT MFG. CO., 9 Maiden Lane, New York.

try, our

PEARL PURCHASING AS A PROFESSION
Money Right in Hand Never were Pearls in higher favor, and never was there

a better market for them.

Purchasing American Pearls and Slugs is my specialty.
My facilities for advantageous disposal of them are unrivaled;

and this enables me to pay the highest j5rices.
It is clear that the person who pays the highest price for a

commodity is the most profitable one to sell it to.
There is more to these statements than the mere wording

of them.

My cash returns bear them out.

Dollars talk for me.

Send me your Pearls and ,S1/2s—all sales
satisfactory.

MAURICE BROWER,

to me are

Importer of Diamonds and Precious Stones,
12-14-16 John Street
(Anderson Building ), New York.

] cember, 1(02
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(Continued from page 1523)

The formal opening of the

Chamber of Commerce last

of Commerce month acquired an interna-

tional significance from the

active participation of President Roosevelt and ex-

President Cleveland, and the presence of ambas-

sadors from foreign countries, personal represen-

tatives of European sovereigns

and of delegates from foreign

chambers. The ceremonies,

as befitted so notable an occa-

sion, were characterized by a

dignity and impressiveness

rarely associated with our

ideas of commercial institu-

tions. But the presence of so

many conspicuous personali-

ties enhanced, for the moment,

the magnitude of the interests

represented by the chamber

and lent a peculiar solemnity

to the opening formalities.

The event is memorable also

ill that it evoked significant

pronouncements from the

present Chief Executive and

his only surviving predeces-

sor, ex-President Cleveland,

who was the orator of the

occasion. He paid a note-

worthy tribute to the integ-

rity, the practical patriotism

and the charitable leanings

of the chamber. At the ban-

quet President Roosevelt

spoke w ith characteristic

cogency. Referring to the

assembly which he was ad-

dressing, he said that " no-

where in our country could

there be gathered an audience

which would stand as more

typically characteristic than

this of all those qualities and

attributes which have given

us of the United States our

commanding position in the

industrial world." His defini-

tion of the Empire City's re-
lation to the country at large

was particularly lucid. He
said : " New York is a city of
national importance, because its position toward

the nation is unique, and the Chamber of Com-
merce of New York must of necessity be an

element of weight in the commercial and industrial

welfare of the entire people. New York is the

great port of entry for our country—the port in

which centers the bulk of the foreign commerce of

the country—and her welfare is therefore no matter

of mere local or municipal, but of national, con-

cern. The conduct of the Government in dealing

with all matters affecting the financial and com-

mercial relations of New York must continually
take into account this fact, and it must be taken

into account in appreciating the importance of the
part played by the New York Chamber of Com-

merce." The remarks of the visiting notables
were pervaded by a recognition of the power of

commerce and men and institutions connected

therewith as influences in the field of present-day

international relations.

The New Chamber

THE ICINTSTOIN -'

The Dennison Mfg. Co., pending the comple-

tion of its new building at 15 John Street, is doing

business in the Corbin Building, on the ground

floor of which the firtn has a sales and sample

room.

Charles AV. Schumann, whose

Death of Charles death occurred last month

W. Schumann rather suddenly, at the age of

seventy-eight, was one of the

most widely known and highly esteemed retailers

in this city. Deceased was stricken with neuralgia

1525

he united a refined taste in matters relating to art.
He was the possessor of a great number of choice

portraits, which he exhibited in various centers,

distributing the proceeds to charitable institutions.

The deceased leaves three sons—Charles W.

Schumann, Jr., George H. Schumann and Wm.

L. Schumann.

Gustave Reidel's store at 684 Flushing Avenue,

Brooklyn, was broken into by burglars last month

and robbed of $200 worth of jewelry. The spoil

was obtained by boring a hole in the safe. Fortu-
nately the robbers were
frightened away before they
had proceeded very far with
their nefarious operations.

The trade are cautioned
against the wiles of a young
swindler who has been try-
ing to obtain goods in the
name of C. W. Little, whole-
sale jeweler, 74 Cortlandt
Avenue. The latter firm he
victimized to the amount of
$30, by representing himself
as coming from a well-known
Maiden Lane house in quest
of diamond mountings. It is
said that he has subsequently
been endeavoring to dupe
others by posing as a repre-
sentative of the firm on which
he originally imposed.

The Cooper Dia m on d
Cutting. and Polishing Indus-
try of America was recently
incorporated with a capital of
$500,000. Their central oflice
will be in Brooklyn, and the
directors are Herbert Cooper,
James Parsons and T. K.
Kirkham, of Brooklyn.

The Kniffin & Demarest
Co., of New York, was incor-

porated at Albany last month
with a capital of $70,000. This
firm will deal in china and
glass ware. The directors are
S. L. Kniffin, T. B. Kniffin
and G. B. Demarest, of New

York.
L. W. Levy has sailed for

Europe, where he will spend a

month or more searching for

novelties and new things in
bric-a-brac, china and fancy
glassware.

Wm. 1. Rosenfeld was one of the very few, if

not the only representative of the jewelry trade at

the dedication and banquet of the new Chamber

of Commerce Building. Mr. Rosenfeld is a mem-

ber of the organization, which includes the leading

merchants of all branches of commerce in this city.

At the monthly meeting of the Jewelers'

Association and Board of Trade, held some weeks

ago, the following firms were elected to member-

ship : Boston Jewelry Co., Boston, Mass.; Fera &

Kadison, New York ; Haldiman & Co.; New

York ; Ohio Cut Glass Co., Bowling Green, Ohio;

E. N. Welch Mfg. Co., New York.

At a recent meeting of the Glass, Brass and

Pottery Association, of this city, J. D. Bergen,

president of the glass company bearing his name,

was nominated for president, which is equivalent

to election, as this was the only name proposed.

The annual meeting and banquet of the associa-

tion will be held about the first of the year.

(Continued on page 1527)

The New Chamber of Commerce Building

of the heart and survived only two days. He was

born in Germany, came to this country in 1845 and

entered the employ of E. D. Eggert, at that time a

manufacturer of marine chronometers, on John

Street. He subsequently entered the service of

Samuel Hammond, watch dealer, located on the

site of the present Custom House. Mr. Schu-

mann left the metropolis in 1852 and engaged in a

jewelry and watchmaking business in Nevada City,

Cal. Here lie remained four years, and returning

to New York opened a business on Nassau Street.

He later removed to 24 John Street, and a few years

ago established himself at 937 Broadway. He bore

a considerable reputation as a diamond expert and

was one of the first members of the local trade

who shipped goods to California. Mr. Schumann

was. a man of parts and was gifted with literary

talent of a high order. His chief essay in this con-

nection was the production of an interesting volume

entitled " The Emigrant." With his literary skill
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Hayden W Wheeler & Co.
We have been telling you all this year

of the merit of our stock, and facilities
for promptly supplying your wants.

Now for the demonstration.

Send us your orders—we will do the rest.
Mail or wire.

Dealers with whom
we have no acquain-
tance should send
references.

Telephone,
8 Cortland'.

frfluiches

Dthmonds

Jewelry

2 Maiden Lane,
NEW rORK.

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

1111011801 & CONSTONTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

E Roiso

Qo
IVSTAtO
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in {
Quality
Adjustment

Durability
Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE
3 Maiden Lane, New York

We do RELIABLE
Silver -Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

e

Can this be Repaired?

n,

-0!

Yes I

We Repair 
any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old ones,broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized SilverOld Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated.

Sercomb Company
A. N. SPERRY, Manager. CHICAGO.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.
WINTER COURSE A Eine and Complete Set of Gravers, Perfectly Handled,Opens Jan. 5th. Sharpened, Polished, Ready for Engraving.
To enter, write Us at

once for terms and make
advance engagements,
as we only accept a
Limited number of
pupils at one time.
See description of our
N e w Prospectus,
p_ago 1102 of September
KEYSTONE.

CORRESPONDENCE
SOLICITED. as

You can order any
Numbers

quoted. The Full Set Special Script . 2, 3 
" Plain" "Reversible" Per art.one graver at the prices

Spoon Bowl . . 11"   ,65  
  .40   .60 $1  75

of seventeen Gravers .85 1  70
ounted in eleven Ring Graver . Ring   .65   .85  85

Seal Graver . . . 65"Plain" and six "Re- Liners 8 10, 14;5   .60  
  .45  

versible " handles, in 1  75
Flat Gravers . . 36 to 42  .90   • 2  50perfect order for engrav-

ing, complete, 88.50. .110
All Gravers are tested and guaranteed. Orders promptly attended lo on receipt of cash ormoney order for same. A SET of our LETTER and MONOGRAM CHARTS, ouzo.

M. L. L AN DIS, 44 Center Street, DETROIT, MICH.

PLAIN REVERSIBLE

December, 1902 THE KEYSTONE

A Feminine
Swindler

New York Letter

(Continued from page 1325)

A recent experience of Alfred
H. Smith & Co., diamond im-
porters, 182 Broadway, should
serve to put the trade upon its

guard against a lady of about thirty summers, of

medium height and dark complexion, who recently

endeavored to obtain $5oo worth of goods from

that firm by representing herself to be the wife of a

well-known Western jeweler. She made many

specious representations, but although the misgiv-

ings of the clerk who waited on her regarding the

veracity of the statements were dispelled, he still

deemed it wise to send the goods to the jeweler

rather than deliver them to the visitor. The goods

were subsequently returned by the jeweler, together

with information that the lady who ordered them

was not his wife nor had he authorized any person

to purchase goods on his behalf. As an additional

help towards identification, it may be mentioned

that the woman in question speaks with a lisping

pronunciation and is to all appearances a foreigner.

John W. Wood, of the diamond, house of Chas.

F. Wood & Co., i Maiden Lane, was recently

elected by the Republican caucus of the board of

aldermen of Newark, N. J., as the chairman of the

caucus. The chairman of the caucus likewise acts

as chairman of the finance and legislative corn-

mittees, and is by far the most influential place in

the board. Mr. Wood served for sometime past as

the president of the board of alcjermen, which is

Rh honorary position without the influence or

importance of the chairmanship of the finance and

legislative committees, as the latter is also the

Republican leader on the floor. One of Mr. Wood's

duties, as chairman of the legislative committee,

will be a weekly trip to Trenton to look after legis-

lation affecting the interests of Newark. There

were several aspirants for the chairmanship of the

caucus, but Mr. Wood's long service, his executive

ability as well as his reputation for unswerving

integrity made him an easy winner.

W. & S. Blackinton Co., 14 Maiden Lane,

has issued a handsome booklet bearing the caption

"A Chain of Circumstances." Its reading matter

embraces five pages, each of which contains an

illustration of an " Old Reliable " chain or watch

fob. The cover is of a cream tint and the wording

throughout is pointed and forceful. Together with

this creditable compilation the company is mailing

a handsome show case mat to the trade.
Ira Barrows, of H. F. Barrows & Co., met

with an accident to his leg recently through the

falling of a pedestal which he was moving at his

home.
Under the name of the Silversmiths' Co., of New

York, a corporation was formed at Albany, last

month, with a capital of $1 oo,000. The business of

the company will be that of manufacturing silver

forks and spoons, and the directors are E. H. H.

Smith, W. D. Smith and C. E. Francis, of New

York. It was somewhat of a concidence that the

branch of the Gorham Mfg. Co., at Lexington

Avenue and Twenty-fifth Street, is incorporated

under a similar name. The directors of the new

company were, of course, unaware of this and

forthwith proceeded to make the necessary change.

It developed that the similarity, or rather the iden-

tity of nomenclature, escaped the State officials by

virtue of the fact that in one case the word " silver-

smith" was spelled with a hyphen between "silver"

and " smith." The name of the new company is

now the E. H. H. Smith Silver Co., of New York.

Death of Walter W. Hastings

Walter W. Hastings, vice-president and

general manager of the New York Standard Watch

Company, died at the New York Hospital, Thurs-

day, November 20th, and was buried from his late

residence in Jersey City, N. J., on Sunday, Novem-

ber 23d.

Mr. Hastings was born in 1853, at Cambridge,

Mass. After graduating at the local high school,

he learned the trade of machinist in various shops

at Fitchburg and Worcester ; became a tool maker

in a Canadian sewing machine factory ; afterward

worked in the balance department of the American

Waltham Watch Company ; then went into retail

jewelry on his own account, but went back again

to the Waltham Company at Mr. Ambrose Web-

ster's solicitation, as that gentleman realized the

young man's mechanical genius and efficiency.

When Mr. Webster took charge of the Ameri-

can Watch Tool Co. (makers of the Whitcomb

lathe), he took Mr. Hastings with him as head tool

and die maker. Later Mr. Hastings was called to

take charge of the machine department of the

Waterbury Watch Company ; after two years

bought out the leading retail jewelry store in Water-

bury, from which he was summoned, in 1887, to be

superintendent of the New York Standard Watch

Co. He had been identified with this company

ever since, as stockholder, director, manager and

vice-president.
Fortunately for the company, Mr. Hastings had

trained his subordinates so thoroughly that his

work will be taken up by other capable men and

pushed to the ultimate success which he had

planned.

The death of Mr. Hastings, at a time when his

unusual abilities were just ripening into their full

maturity, is a distinct loss to the general industry

of American watchmaking.
His inventive and administrative genius was of

the first order. Some of the automatic machinery

devised by him—notably his wonderful screw-

making machine, crown-winding wheel machine

and pinion polisher—is distinctly unique in points

of merit. Enormous savings in cost of production

were effected by the remarkable machines which

he devised, and the New York Standard watch was

thereby made possible at the price it is sold for.

It was said that he personally could do every

single operation that was performed in the factory,

from machine shop to finishing room, and do it

well. He was therefore qualified to get the best

results from workmen, from his intimate knowledge

of each one's special work ; and his sense of right

and justice won for him the respect and affection of

the whole body of his employees.

His private life displayed a charming person-

ality. He had unusual graces of mind, and his

communications to Forest and Stream were of a

very high order of literary merit. His heart went

out to all suffering, and his charities were as nu-

merous as they were unostentatious. His kindly

sympathies were enlisted in all that made for the

general good of man. He was fearless, frank,

honest always in speaking his convictions, and he

held true to his sense of duty. He practiced the

right as he saw the right ; he gathered to himself

the love of all who knew him, and the respect of

all who honor the qualities of true manliness. His

untimely death leaves an aching void in many

hearts, and his memory will be cherished by " all

sorts and conditions of men."
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14 Karat
Diamond-Set
Brooches,
Scarfs and
Links.

Complete Lines
of 10 K. Jewelry in very
latest productions.

A postal card request

brings you a selec-
tion of new
things worth

seeing.

New
Elk Buttons.

SEND FOR SELECTION.

Highly artistic designs in best qual-

ity gold filled Brooches, Cuff Links,

Scarfs, Neck, Vest and Guard Chains,

Bracelets, Lockets, Fobs, Hat Pins.

NOW READY
CATALOG d

Silver Jewelry, an Novelties.

Ebony, and

Gun Metal Novelties.

Send for one.
It's worth having.

Chas. L. Trout & Co.
Manufacturers and Importers,

5 & 7 Maiden Lane,

a New York, N. Y.
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Let Us Do

December, 1902

Your watch business during the
holiday rush. We believe we can
serve you well whether it be for a
single movement and case or the
largest quantity. No house is better
equipped—and our success depends
on doing it well.

We offer the best general line
of watches in America and solicit
your mail orders. We would also
invite you to call when you come
to market, for we know we can show
you what we mean when you come
in our store much better than we
can tell you about it here. Order
from our nearest office.

J. W. Forsinger, Wholesale Watches,
Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago. Room 711, No. 2 Maiden Lane, New York.

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILD
ING

CHICAGO, November 25, 1902.

The month of November is

and Prospects showing a larger volume of busi-

ness than the same month last

year. Trade during the last three weeks has been

exceedingly good in Chicago wholesale circles.

The same can be said for the retail trade. Night

work has already become quite general among 
the

jobbers, and the holiday rush will be fully on
 a few

days earlier than usual. Taken altogether, it
 is fair

to predict that this holiday season will be a rec
ord

breaker. Many jewelers report that Christmas

buying has begun much earlier with them
 than

heretofore and that their sales up to date are 
ahead

of what they were up to this time last year. 
All

manufacturers are busy and, in many cases, 
are

unable to keep up with their orders. The
 large

city stores are selling Christmas goods in lar
ge

quantities and there is no good reason to supp
ose

that the demand will in any way grow cold as the

eventful day approaches. The only embarrassing

feature in the situation is the continued shortage in

some lines of goods.

As viewed through the spec-

A Record-Breaking tacles of our Chicago jobbers
,

Season Predicted conditions were never better

for a brilliant holiday season.

Indeed, they all concede that it will be a 
record

breaker. Jobbers and manufacturers alike say that

the present Christmas season will break all records

for volume of business transacted. People have

money and are anxious to spend it. They are

clamoring for the best. That the jewelers will

reap their full share of this golden wave of pros-

perity there can be no doubt, as this is a jewelry

year. In order to present the present situation in

the 
our jobbers:
eowholoebsaleemarkets, we have interviewed several

Benjamin Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., said

that their business had increased materially over

last fall. " We believe that the December busi-

ness this year will be much larger than ever before

and have made our plans accordingly. The de-

mand in all our departments ever since the fall

season opened has been greater than usual, but we

Trade Conditions

THIS KEYSTONE

have been able to fill orders except in extreme

cases. In some grades of watch movements and

cases and in some lines of jewelry there has b
een

a delay, which was caused by the failure of ma
nu-

facturers to deliver us the goods. In every case of

a delayed order or an unfilled order the fau
lt has

been the manufacturer's. At the present time we

are in better shape than ever to fill orders a
nd

anticipate that we will be able to fill ninety-n
ine

per cent. of the orders that come in during 
the

holiday rush."
Julius Schnering, managing partner of Otto

Young & Co,—"The volume of business tra
ns-

acted by us this fall has been in excess of any p
re-

vious season. There is a marked improvement in

the sales of better goods, which undoubtedly 
has

a bearing on the general healthy conditions of

trade. The prospect is for very heavy sales in

December. Confidence is unbounded, consumers

are in the willing frame of mind that creates sa
les

in the presence of desirable kinds of goods. O
ur

reports from the country are that the retail je
welers

have been doing a thriving business, that holi
day

buying has already begun and that they a
re all

anticipating a booming Christmas business. W
e,

like all other wholesalers, have had some 
little

difficulty in filling orders in some lines of wa
tches

and jewelry this fall, but we are not be
hind with

orders now and are in a better position tha
n ever

before to meet all the requirements of or
ders that

will come to us during holiday time."

H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Co.—" Ther
e

is a fine increase of business over that of
 any for-

mer year. This we attribute to the general pros-

perity of the country. All over the country there

seems to be a feeling of settled business 
security.

The crops have been good, and we consid
er that

the prospects are better now than they hav
e ever

been before for a brilliant holiday business
. We

are pleased to note in this connection that t
he bet-

ter grade of goods are coming more and mo
re in

demand right along. This is a great season for

diamonds, the demand being fully one-third g
reater

than last fall. Watches are selling wonderfully 
well

—better than we have ever known them to
 sell—

the demand being phenomenal. We are exp
ecting

a large holiday trade during December, pr
obably

the best we have had in our history, and w
e are

better than ever prepared to take care of it."

A. C. Becken.—" Notwithstanding the extr
a-

ordinary demand made upon us thus far 
this sea-

son, our stock to-day is in better condition
 to fill

orders than it ever has been at this time 
of the

year. Everything indicates that the approaching

holiday season will be a record breaker, an
d that

it will offer more profit-making opportunit
ies to the

jeweler than has ever happened before. 
Every-

body is going to buy and buy liberally. From the

present trend we should think it very muc
h to 'the

advantage of the retail people to send in their

orders as early as possible during the D
ecember

rush."

Fred. G. Thearle, of C. H. Knights & C
o.—

,' People have money and are anxious to sp
end it.

There never has been a time when the 
consump-

tion per capita was as great as it is to-day
. Never

before has the demand been so greatly 
in excess of

the supply. Manufacturers, almost without excep-

tion, are behind in filling orders. While we were

promised prompt shipments from the 
factories,

many of them were delayed from thi
rty to sixty

days. Back orders have been filled as fast as 
our

goods have come in. The back order q
uestion this

fall has been a most serious one with 
jobbere, be-

cause the fault almost invariably is with 
the facto-

ries which had promised early deliveries 
and were
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unable to fill them. Naturally, the jobber gets the

blame."

Manufacturing in

The figures we will give in this

paragraph are statistical, but

the West they are of great interest to the

people of the West, especially

to the business man. The Age of Steel, St. Lou
is,

which has taken the pains to sift the statistics f
rom

the last Government census, says it is the fash
ion

to draw an imaginary line between the East and

the West ; on one side of which we have the cen-

ters of manufacturing industries, and on the other

the domain of husbandry. It is customary even

for the press of the country to refer to the East a
s

the country's workshop and the West as its fiel
d

and garden. The figures show, however, that two

years ago the manufacturing establishments of the

New England States numbered 57,941, with a capi-

tal of $t,599,142,o6t and a product of $1,675,792,-

081 ; while in the group of Western States the

number of establishments was 225,287, having a

capital of $3,477,587,249 and a product of $5,202,
-

311,029. The Western group includes the Sta
tes

west of Pennsylvania. Mining enterprises, which

represent a great industry in the West, are not
 in-

cluded in these figures. Of the kVestern States

Illinois heads the list, leading even Massachuset
ts.

Ohio comes next, Missouri next, followed by In-

diana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa and Californi
a in

the order named.

Now that there seems to be a

Oklahoma's good prospect that Oklahoma

will be admitted into the Union

as a State, a few figures in re-

gard to her rapid development will be interest
ing.

It is a gratifying fact that during the past few ye
ars

Oklahoma has made really phenomenal progress in

every material respect. The full significance of 
this

development will be shown by the statistics inc
or-

porated in the report to the secretary of the interior,

soon to be submitted by the governor of the te
rri-

tory. In t890 the populatictn of Oklahoma was

61,000. In 1902 it is 450,000. The annual products

amount to $too,000,000 ; the territorial school

property is valued at $1,o0o,000 ; the territory

produces annually 25,000,000 bushels of wheat,

6o,000,000 bushels of corn and 200,000 ba
les of

cotton. There are too,000 children in the public

schools and 2,000 young men and women 
in the

higher institutions of learning, which are ope
n and

free to students of Oklahoma. The populat
ion of

Oklahoma is 95 per cent. American-born, a
nd the

illiterate proportion is 5 per cent. There are woo

churches, 200 newspapers, zoo State bank
s and

z000 miles of railways in the territory. Th
e total

territorial tax is only 7.05 mills, mostly for e
duca-

tional purposes. The total indebtedness of 
the

territory is less than $1 per capita.

If the corn crop reaches the total

indicated by the government's

figures of acreage and condition,

it will be larger than any yet

harvested. The indicated yield will be 2,54
2,000,

000 bushels. Of course, the season is so late that

there is no further chance for damage to c
orn in

any part of the producing States. Corn is Amer
ica's

imperial crop. When it is large, as in 190
2, the

whole country is benefited. There are several

good things that will result from the immense corn

crop we have just harvested, which will help 
out

business for the coming year. The product itsel
f

will be comparatively cheap and at the same time

the producers will reap handsome rewards. Pork

and beef ought to be reduced in consequence o
f

cheaper corn, and the volume of the country'
s

exports will be greatly increased.

(Continued on page :sit)

Great Progress

Our Great
Corn Crop
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And he received Drulinda's gift,
Her own adoring lover,

And gingerly he took it up,
And slowly turned it over;

" Too small for shirts, too short for ties,
Too large for gloves of any size;
It's not for cuffs, or I surmise

The thing would have a cover.
It's not a bag, it's not a box,
It's not for collars, studs or socks,

As far as I've inspected.
Dear girl, I love her tinkering,
But what the devil is the 1hing-7"

Quoth he, her heart's elected.

The girl received on Christmas morn
A box, wax-sealed and corded,

From a jew'l shop much noted for
The best the world afforded.

Once opened, fair Drulinda said:
"A chain ! How grand ! 0, you dear

Fred ! ".
As " W. & S. B. *" she read,

"Just what I would have ordered!
How knew he I was lacking one?
And to think it's a Black inton—

The chap must be a wizard.
Strange we should know each other's

liking
(When we swap gifts 'tis most striking)

—I know his from A to Izzard."
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Chicago News

(Continued from page 1529)

It seems that land speculation

has tied up a large amount of

in the Northwest the Western farmer's money,

and collections this fall in

many parts of the Northwest a
re showing the

effect. The Northwestern farmer, l
ike the Wall

Street expansionist, has been speculatin
g. He has

been planting his money in land, an
d he is asking

the retailer to carry his account as
 usual. This

condition is found in towns in all parts of the

Northwest. Probably no part of the country illus-

trates this better than northern Iowa an
d southern

Minnesota. The farmers of these sections
 are well

off, and in seasons like this it is to
 be supposed

that money would be plentiful at this
 time of year.

Reports received from dealers show that
 thousands

of dollars from that section of the Northwest,

aggregating a large amount, have been inves
ted in

Northwestern lands. A very respectable pr
opor-

tion has crossed the line into Canada.
 But not-

withstanding these conditions the general resu
lts as

far as the holiday trade is concerned in
 the North-

west will be good. There has been a heavy immi-

gration to Minnesota and the Dakotas, 
and there

are a good many more people in tho
se States than

there were a year ago. This fact tells the story.

There will undoubtedly be an immense 
increase in

trade all over the Northwest. That the jewel
ers

will get their share of this great busines
s there can

be no doubt.

Land Speculation

THEE KEYSTONE

Personal Mention

Frank E. Hyatt, Chicago and Western 
repre-

sentative of the Philadelphia Watch Case Co
mpany,

will have the sympathy of the trade in 
the loss of

his father, whose death occurred at Mr. 
Hyatt's old

home in Alpena, Mich, recently.

Frank Norris, the novelist and writer who 
suc-

cumbed to appendicitis in San Franc
isco a few

weeks ago, was the son of the late B. F.
 Norris, of

Norris, Alister & Co. and was a gre
at favorite

of his father. We well remember how 
pleased the

father was with the reception that the
 son's first

book received from the public. Young Norris has

made his home in San Francisco most
 of his life

and is little known in Chicago. Of late years he

had won considerable fame as a novelis
t, and had

bright prospects for future distinction w
hen death

overtook him. He was thirty-two years 
old, and

his death is a grievous loss to American 
literature.

His most popular books are the " Oct
upus " and

" The Pit," both of which show strong 
and original

talent.
Kent H. Clark, Western and Northw

estern

traveler for the Towle Manufacturing Co
mpany,

who met with a serious accident at the R
yan Hotel

in St. Paul, early on the morning of Oc
tober 18th,

and was at a hospital in that city for 
four weeks

suffering from a fracture of the skull, is no
w at his

home in this city on the way to recover
y. Mr.

Clark's condition at one time was serious,
 and his

recovery thought to be doubtful, but he is 
now out

of danger and he expects to resume his r
egular trips

on the road soon after the opening of th
e new year.

Fred. H. Carpenter, well known in the
 trade

through his connection with several Eastern manu-

facturers as their Western representative, ,has b
een

in town the past fortnight enjoying life in the 
West-

ern metropolis. Mr. Carpenter has been in Florida

the greater part of the past year seeking h
ealth and

rest, and expects to get back into the harness 
again

about the opening of the new year, should 
he find

a congenial connection.

Cards have been received among the trad
e

announcing the marriage of Miss Annie Marie

Beck, daughter of Jeweler Will H. Beck, of S
ioux

City, Iowa, to James Frederick Toy, Jr.
, son of

Banker Toy, of the same city. The wedding

occurred on the evening of November 19t
h, at

St. Thomas' Episcopal Church, and was
 a large

and fashionable affair, followed by a rece
ption at

the home of the bride's parents. The happ
y young

couple have gone to California on their 
wedding

trip.
F. S. Neely, well known in the trade from

 his

long connection with the house of Alfred H
. Smith

& Co., has resigned his position with that 
firm and

accepted the managership of the F. E. Mor
se Corn-

pany. He entered upon his new duties 
November

1st. Mr. Neely has had a most creditable reco
rd

with Alfred H. Smith & Company whom h
e served

for twenty years, starting as an office b
oy in their

New York office. He came to this city eig
ht years

ago as assistant to W. H. Vogel, mana
ger of the

Chicago branch of the firm.

Robert W. Morris, Chicago and Western m
an-

ager for the R. Wallace & Sons M
anufacturing

Company, mourns the loss of his mother, w
ho died

at Wallingford, Conn., recently.

Benjamin Allen, head of the house of B
enj.

Allen & Co., is at his desk again after a two
-weeks'

outing spent at the Hot Springs of Virginia
. Mrs.

Allen accompanied him on the trip.

Charles D. Rood, president of the Ham
ilton

Watch Company, was in Chicago for a few 
days the

early part of the month calling on the
 wholesale

trade and was warmly welcomed by his old
 friends.

Mr. Rood still makes his home at Springf
ield, Mass.

President Charles H. Hulburd, of the 
Elgin

National 'Watch Company, returned last we
ek from

an eastern trip.

M. N. Burchard, widely and favorably 
known

among the trade from his long connection 
with the

silverware business as Chicago agent for 
Simpson,

Hall, Miller & Co., and later when this f
actory was

merged into the International Silver Co
mpany, as

Chicago representative of this same factor
y under

Manager A. L. Sercomb, has resigned h
is position

to take effect January r, 1903. Mr; Burchard is at

present undecided as to his future pla
ns, but un-

doubtedly will make a connection that 
will allow

him to remain in Chicago where he stan
ds high as

a business man.

Ed. Swartchild, of Sw. artchild & Co., has b
een

out on one of his regular trips the past 
three weeks

after a six-weeks' siege with typhoid 
fever.

Jeweler J. S. Anderson, of Batavia, Il
l., has

made extensive improvements in his
 store in time

for the holiday season. He has refitted it in hand-

some style and put in a stock of cut 
glass and sta-

tionery. Travelers who have recently visited

Mr. Anderson, tell us that his store 
is very attrac-

tive, and that he is doing a constantl
y-increasing

trade. We are glad to note his e
xpansion and to

learn that he has been making such 
progress in his

business of late years.

Ives L. Lake, of the Chicago offi
ce of the

Waltham Watch Company ; Charles 
C. Offerman,

Western representative of Wm. Smith & Co.,

Mose Loeb and Harry M. Cade, w
ere a merry

party that visited St. Louis together
 last week to

help Samuel and Morris Eisensta
dt, of the Eisen-

stadt Manufacturing Company, celebrate their

forty-fifth anniversary. The party, 
together with

some St. Louis friends of the Eisen
stadt boys, were

entertained at a sumptuous dinner a
t the Mercan-

tile Club on Saturday evening, 
November 22d.

The occasion proved most delightf
ul and was thor-

oughly enjoyed by every one pres
ent.
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The daily press a few days ago announ
ced the

serious illness of Otto Young, head of the
 house of

Otto Young & Co., and that he was 
confined to

his bed. Mr. Schnering, his partner, spent yester-

day with Mr. Young, and he tells us 
that he found

Mr. Young up and about his summer ho
me in Lake

Geneva, and feeling better than usual. 
It is true

that Mr. Young has been somewhat of 
an invalid

during the summer and fall, having been
 a great

sufferer from gall stones in the bladder. 
Though

much averse to it, Mr. Young will submit to a

surgical operation this week for relief f
rom his

malady, the result of which is viewed with 
some

apprehension.

L. H. Bauer, one of Elgin's well-known 
jewel-

ers, died last week at his home in that c
ity from

stomach trouble, from which he has been a 
great

sufferer for Months past. Mr. Bauer was highly

respected among the Chicago trade, among w
hom

he was a familiar figure. His business will be

continued by his wife, who survives him.

George B. Adams, formerly diamond sales
-

man with C. D. Peacock, is now associated
 with

Thomas Kirkpatrick, the noted Fifth Avenue

jeweler, of New York.

Jeweler C. J. Marcouiller, for several years pas
t

located at Woodboro, Wis., announces that h
e has

moved to Lena, the same State, where Il
e has

opened up a store with new fixtures and new 
stock

in an up-to-date building.

A. N. Brittan, familiarly known by nearl
y

everybody in the trade as " Brit," is dead.
 He

died early on the morning of November i rth
, and

was buried the following Thursday from 
his late

home on West Polk Street, this city. He i
s sur-

vived by a wife and daughter. His age was fifty

years. Mr. Brittan had been in poor health for a

number of years past, but by pure strength of 
will

he kept to his work until about a year ago, whe
n.he

'was forced to give it up entirely. He made a

brave fight against that dreaded foe of hum
anity—

consumption—but at last he fell its victim.
 Mr.

Brittan was an old-timer in the jewelry busine
ss in

Chicago, beginning with the old firm of Gil
es Bros.

thirty-six years ago, when he was but a 
youth of

fourteen. Later he traveled for several Chicago

wholesale houses. In 1887 he entered the employ

of M. A. Mead & Co., for whom he wo
rked until

1890, when he went into business for hims
elf. In

1892 he resumed his position with M. A. Mead

& Co., and remained in this firm's employ
 until his

passing away. Mr. Brittan was a Mason and a

member of the Knights of Pythias. The
 funeral

services were largely attended by represent
atives of

the jewelry trade. The remains were int
erred at

Forest Home Cemetery.

Gossip Among the Trade

That the idea of association is growing am
ong

all classes of the retail trade finds a very fi
tting ex-

emplification among the retail jewelers of C
hicago,

who held a meeting at the Palmer House o
n the

evening of November 8th, for the purpose
 of com-

pleting the organization of a local association.

The meeting was, from every point of view
, a fairly

good success. It opened with an informal dinner,

which was most thoroughly enjoyed by the 
nearly

half a hundred present. Dinner finished, J. M.

Tuttle, of Hyman, Berg & Co., arose and s
tated

the object of the meeting, which was to e
xtend

acquaintanceship among the local trade and 
to

establish a more intimate fellorship among 
the

tradesmen of the jewelry and allied trades of

Chicago. Mr. Tuttle nominated Col. W. B. Keel
er,

of the Chas. E. Graves Company, as tempor
ary

(Continued on page r,w)
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chairman. He was unanimously elected, likewise

was Edward Humphreys, with Hyman, Berg &

Co., made temporary secretary of the meeting.

Col. Keeler, in a few well-chosen words, made the

object of the meeting clear to those present and

asked for their views as to the best plans to adopt

to put the organization on its feet. A number of

gentlemen spoke in an informal way. Mr, H. S.

Hyman, especially, made a most clear and sensible

talk on the association idea, which was warmly

applauded by those present. The first real business

before the meeting was .the election of permanent

officers. Several parties were put in nomination

for president, which invoked a lively discussion
,

but a motion finally prevailed that the nomination

of H. S. Hyman, head of the house of Hyman,

Berg & Company, be unanimously elected to the

position. Mr. Hyman protested against it, but the

feeling of the meeting was so unanimous and

hearty for him that he was forced to accept the

honor. W. C. Penny, with Shourds, Adcock &

Tuefel, was next elected vice-president, and the

election of Thomas Rudd, of the Charles E.

Graves Company was also made unanimous. The

office of treasurer was given to B. Coffin, of Spaul-

ding & Company. A committee on constitution

and by-laws was next in order. The following

gentlemen were selected to act in connection with

the regular officers : Frank K. Smith, with Rowe

Bros.; Frank Rose, with Leboldt & Company, and

E. L. Norton, with Spaulding & Co. The meeting

then adjourned to the hotel parlors to enjoy an

hour of social intercourse, which was much en-

joyed by all.
The corporation of Moore & Evans has filed a

certificate with the Secretary of State to increase it
s

capital stock from $60,000 to $15o,000.

Nobbe & Roemke, of Galveston, Texas, have

only recently put in a new outfit of modern stor
e

fixtures and made other extensive improvement
s

in their store. The new fixtures are rich in f
inish

and elegant in design, and were furnished by the

Union Show Case Company of this city.

The Chicago Horological Institute has found it

necessary to find more room for its increasing

number of students, and have removed from 1272

Madison Street to 177 Colorado Avenue, where the

school has larger quarters just suited to the need
s

of the institute.
The Sercornb Company has become estab-

lished in its recently-erected factory, at 1429

Wabash Avenue. This building is admirably

adapted to the business of the company, the re-

plating, repairing and refinishing of silverware.

Mr. Sercomb has announced that the firm will be

glad to receive visits from dealers who sojourn i
n

the city, and that they will be shown through the

premises. The company retains its offices on the

third floor of the building, at the northeast corner

of State and Adams Streets.

Out-of-town Visitors

A. P. Jones, of Stuart, Iowa, is in town to-day

looking over the market for his holiday supplies.

John E. Haep, of Montpelier, Ohio, paid the

Chicago market a visit last week. He was select-

ing his bills in holiday lines in expectation of a fine

holiday trade.
E. L. Marsh, of Fort Dodge, Iowa, is a visiting

buyer in the Chicago markets to-day, scanning our

wholesale stocks for the latest fall novelties.

George Eckstein, of Boone, Iowa, is in the

Chicago market to-day laying in his holiday goods.

H. H. Chase, of Union City, Mich., is in the

city to-day selecting Christmas goods for the home

market.
H. E. Kinnear, of Marion, Ind., is in Chicago

to-day stocking up in his cut glass, fine china and

novelty lines for his holiday trade. Mr. Kinnear

reports Marion as the liveliest town in the country

for its population and the best for retail trade. It

is a great manufacturing center, and with most of

its factories rntining night and day.

Frank A. Hannis, of York, Nebr., spent several

days in Chicago the early part of the month look-

ing over the market selecting his holiday lines.

Mr. Hannis was a welcome caller at KEYSTONE

headquarters while in the city, and informed us

that trade conditions in his part of Nebraska never

were better and that everything indicated a bum-

per holiday business in that section of the West.

Mr. Hannis was making liberal purchases in holi-

day lines.

Geo. H. King, of Nevada, Iowa, was a visiting

buyer in Chicago recently, scanning the market for

the latest holiday novelties.

W. A. Bowen, of Keewanee, Ill., was in the

market early in the month selecting his holiday

bills. Mr. Bowen found time to call in at KEY-

STONE headquarters and say that prospects for a

record-breaking holiday business were never better

in his section of the country.

S. W. Lindsay, of Omaha, Nebr., was a recent

visiting buyer in this market selecting his holi-

day bills.
Among the number of Illinois jewelers in the

Chicago market the past three weeks buying holi
-

day supplies we will mention W. S. Still, Delevan 
;

C. J. Dunbar, Princeton ; H. H. Truckenbrod,

Mendota ; A. F. Pierce, Milford and R. E. Lincoln,

Plano.
Jeweler H. L. Finzel, of Milledgeville, Ill., was

here the first of the month combining his holida
y

buying with a bit of pleasure. Mr. Finzel, and his

son who accompanied him, were callers at KEY-

STONE headquarters and brought the same news

that we usually hear from the country dealers tha
t

his present trade was good and that he was expect
-

ing a fine holiday trade.

J. H. LeRoy, of Fairbury, Nebr., paid Chicago

a visit early in the month and spent several 
days

here buying his holiday lines. Mr. LeRoy was a

welcome caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during

his stay in town. He said his portion of the W
est

was enjoying great prosperity this fall and that
 the

dealers generally were looking forward to a sple
ndid

holiday business.
Claude Range, who has recently succeeded to

the business of J. L. Nichols, the pioneer jew
eler

and bookseller of Trenton, Mo., was in Chicag
o for

a few days last week buying his holiday lin
es. Mr.

Range was a caller at KEYSTONE headquarters
 and

brings the news that he has finished refitting 
and

rearranging his store and that he now has one of 
the

neatest and most attractive establishments 
in the

West. While here Mr. Range was buying liberally

as he was expecting a fine holiday business
.

J. H. Lepper, who recently bought out the

old established business of C. E. Mann, at
 Mason

City, Iowa, was a visiting buyer in this 
market

recently looking up his holiday lines. Mr. Lepper

will be remembered as a former member
 of the

traveling force of Benj. Allen & Co., and hi
s friends

in the trade will be glad to hear that he
 is well

pleased with his new business and location.

H. C. Van Wagener, of Monroe, Wis., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week.
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Theo. L. Rogg, of Des Moines, Iowa, paid

Chicago a visit last week. He was on the lookout

for late holiday novelties.
E. R. Percival, of Westfield, Ill., paid a visit to

the Chicago market early in the month on his holi-

day purchasing trip.

Charles Homrighous, of Hoopeston, Ill., was

in town the early part of the month selecting his

holiday supplies.
E. G. Bowyer, of Algona, Iowa, is in the Chi-

cago market to-day selecting his holiday bills. Mr.

Bowyer found time to call at KEYSTONE headquar-

ters and say that Northwestern Iowa was all right

for the biggest holiday trade in her history even

though there was a little alarm over the soft corn

question. Mr. Bowyer said he was buying liberally

as he felt confident that his holiday business this

season would be the best he ever enjoyed.

Harger & De Cou, of Clinton, Ind., were

represented in this market last month by Mr.

Harger, who was here purchasing holiday goods.

C. W. Conoran, of Indianola, Iowa, was a

visiting buyer in the Chicago market the middle of

the month, making liberal selections of the latest

holiday novelties.

Mrs. P. L. Gordon, wife of Jeweler Gordon, of

Fairfield, Iowa, spent a few days in Chicago

recently calling on the wholesale trade and making

selections of the newest things in holiday goods

for .ne home market.

A. R. Staufenbiel, of Dubuque, Iowa, was in

the city for a day or two last week looking up new

things in holiday goods.

L. A. Fondersmith, of Hoopeston, Ill., was in

the city last week selecting his holiday lines.

M. F. Warren, of Colorado Springs, Colo., was

in Chicago a few days last week, combining busi
-

ness with pleasure.
J. R. Mercer, the well-known Kansas City

jeweler, spent a few days in the market this week

looking up the latest holiday novelties. Mr. Mercer

reports that holiday buying has already begun i
n

Kansas City, and that there is every indication 
that

they will have the greatest holiday season 
ever

known in that part of the country.

Among the representatives and leading jewelers

of the West visiting this market recently was J. W.

Neasham, of Ottumwa, Iowa, who was here on a

holiday buying trip.

Jeweler C. C. Paule, of Burlington, Iowa, was

a visiting buyer in this market the early part of
 the

month selecting his holiday bills. He was accom-

panied by Mrs. Paule.

J. C. Woelfle, the well and favorably-known

jeweler, of Peoria, Ill., was a welcome trade visitor

in this market recently. Mr. Woelfle reports

Peoria as most prosperous at present, and that they

are expecting a splendid holiday season in 
that

section.
Henderson Bros., of Crystal Falls, Mich.,

were represented in this market recently by Al.

Henderson, who was purchasing a line of holiday

goods.

Thacker & Son, of Henry, Ill., were liberal

buyers in holiday lines in this market last week,

Geo. L. Thacker making the selections. He re-

ports unusually good times in his section and a fine

lookout for a brisk holiday trade.

J. L. Hutchinson, proprietor of the La Porte

Watch School, La Porte, Ind., was in town last

week calling on the wholesale trade. Mr. Hutch-

inson reports his school as flourishing.

J. D. Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., was here

last week selecting his holiday lines. Mr. Taylor

reports prosperous times in Hoosierdom, with

everybody expecting a big holiday trade.
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he Holiday Rush is now on and time is precious.

411men••■• 
Our preparations were made to anticipate the

unusual late demands of the season. Despite the purchas-
ing-extraordinary of last month our arrangements are such
as keep our lines complete. Our stocks of

Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry
—everything in holiday goods are equal to every possible
requirement. Our central location expedites shipments and
you have the assurance of prompt and satisfactory service.

L. GUTMANN 0 SONS
Diamond
Merchants 

Wholesale
JewelersCincinnati, Ohio.

73 61 62 63

IP1-10TO. FRAMES in Solid Gold and Rolled=Plate.
LARGEST LINI /VIANUIPACTURED.

Order from your Jobber. Our Catalogue will be sent ors request.

F. II. NOBLE ct CO. Manufacturers of
Incorporated) The Celebrated

Gold and Jewelers' Findings, Unique
Photo Frames, Medals,

Silver Solder. Class Pins and Novelties.

64

103 State St., CHICAGO.
New York Office-51-53 Maiden Lane.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

CLOCK MATERIA
and of WHEEL CUTTING and MAKING PARTS TO ORDER.

We keep in stock

English
German Hall Clock
Seth Thomas ) Movements

MAIL, ORDERS Pilled Promptly.

G S. LOVELL CLOCK CO
MANUFAQ'TUREJ289 ACIIHNTS,

•

18 South Tenth Street, Philadelphia.
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San Francisco Letter

The San Francisco Diamond Parlor, Inc., 
of

Market Street, San Francisco, have fitted u
p the

new store on Market Street formerly 
occupied by

the Max Shirpser Jewelry Co. 
They will continue

their business in the original premises, 
however,

notwithstanding that both of their stores are on the

same square.

W. D. Doty, formerly of Cloverdale, Cal.
, has

located in San Francisco, where he has accepted
 a

position as head watchmaker with the wholesa
le

house of Rothschild & Hadenfeldt.

The Frank Golden Jewelry Company's store

in Tonapah, Nev, the new mining 
camp, was

broken into by thieves recently, who got awa
y with

a good portion of the stock and all o
f the money

on hand, amounting to about three thousan
d dollars.

Rothschild & Hadenfeldt, wholesale dealers in

diamonds and watches, of Sutter Street, San Fra
n-

cisco, will move into new quarters, I34 Sutter

Street, on or about February 1st. Their manufac-

turing business has assumed such large propo
r-

tions that their old quarters were entirely too

small. Their new factory space will be 40 by 13754

feet, giving twice the amount of room occup
ied in

the old quarters.

Geo. W. Ryder & Son, one of the leading re-

tail jewelry establishments of San Jose, Cal.
, have

just finished remodeling their store. They instal
led

up-to-date wall and show cases.

Radke & Co., the enterprising retailers, of

Sutter Street, San Francisco, have remodeled 
their

retail establishment by putting in an entire new 
set

of plate glass and Flemish oak show cases
, with

wall cases to match. The entire outfit is the equ
al

of any of our first-class stores.

V. E. Laparte, of Visalia, Cal., was among

the retailers visiting the trade recently, replenishi
ng

his store for the holidays.

Vanderslice & Co., of Sutter Street, San Fran-

cisco, have added a cut-glass department to th
eir

store, which presents a very attractive appearance.

Their electrical display is as fine as can be found in

any city.

Ginzburg Bros. have Opened a new retail store

at 1223 Market Street, San Francisco, and a
re

showing a fine line of jewelry and clocks. These

boys are new in the field, having previously do
ne

business in New York City.

A. 0. Howard, son of Thomas Howard, the

Marshfield, Ore., jeweler, has accepted a position

as head watchmaker for Peter Engel, of Marys-

ville, Cal.

A. Schohay & Son, the Hayes Street retailers,

have refurnished their store and added an enti
re

new line of fixtures. It now presents a very attrac-

tive appearance.
H. C. Madsen, of Cottage Grove, Ore., has

moved into new quarters, where he will have more

floor space and better display facilities. This will

enable him to handle his growing trade to better

advantage.
T. Willis Sharpe, formerly with William Wil-

son, the Oakland retailer, has opened a new store

in the McDonough Building, Oakland, and has

stocked it with a very fine line of goods. He spent

seventeen years in the employ of Mr. Wilson and

is capable ,of taking care of a good trade. THE

KEYSTONU ,wishes him every :success in his new

venture.
Mrs. L. Eaves, the retail jeweler, of Santa

Barbara, Cal., has enlarged her store and put in an

entire new set of fixtures. She will now be in

better condition to handle her growing trade.

M. E. Taylor, of New Whatcom, has added a

manufacturing plant to his establishment and wi
ll

manufacture and repair all kinds of jewelry for the

trade in that section.

William Dupen, formerly located in San Jose,

has opened up a new store in Chico, where he is

doing a nice business.

Louis Freund, of Henry Freund & Bro.,

wholesale jewelers, of New York, paid the trade

on the Pacific Coast his annual fall visit recently

and reported business throughout the entire West

as the best in his experience. He has covered this

territory for a number of years and is something of

an authority on this subject.

D. F. Conover, of Chicago, Ill., who is con-

nected with the Chicago office of the American

Waltham Watch Company, paid San Francisco a

visit recently, calling upon the wholesale trade.

Mr. Conover's visit was purely a missionary tr
ip

and enaVed him to get acquainted with some 
of

the trade here. It was his first journey so far

West and his impressions of our State were ve
ry

favorable. We are under the impression he will

get the California habit, viz., "a yearly visit to t
he

land.of flowers."
The.following prominent retail jewelers visited

San Francisco last month, calling upon the
 local

wholesale trade with a view to replenishing the
ir

stock for the holidays : A. E. Howard, of Merce
d,

Cal.; S. F. Hollister, Eureka, Cal.; Peter Joh
nson,

Angels Camp and Sonora, Cal.; E. P. Segret, 
Car-

ters, Cal.; John T. Lowe, Hollister, Cal. Daniel

Hyman, Sacramento, Cal.; C. A. Daunt, Mod
esto,

Cal.; A. E. Rasmus, of the Bartlett Jewelry 
Co.,

Ventura, Cal.; G. W. Hill and daughter, 
Lodi,

Cal.; E. I. McManus, of the San Luis Jewelr
y Co.,

San Luis Obispo, Cal.; Frank Golden, o
f the

Frank Golden Jewelry Co., Reno and Carson
 City,

Nev.; G. A. Wells, Guinda, Cal.; A. De
 Nuef,

Virginia City, Nev.; H. M. Amstutz, Napa, 
Cal.;

F. E. Smith, San Jose, Cal.; Peter Engel and
 wife,

Marysville, Cal.

Birmingham, Ala., Letter

Trade
Conditions

An epoch in the history of the

Birmingham district was reached

last month when steel rails were

first successfully made at Ensley. The plan
t, one

of the largest in the whole country, is now
 making

a good output of rails, and the officials ex
pect it to

be kept busy for some time. The valu
e of this

product is shown by the fact that the import 
duties

on a cargo of steel rails recently received 
at Pensa-

cola were more than $48,000. There have been

two new furnaces put to work recently
, making

iron, for which there is a great demand
 at a high

price. This adds over 200 tons a day to the di
s-

trict's output, worth at the present pri
ce $3800,

making a total of $114,000.

The general prosperity of the district was

never more marked. Like the merchants in other

lines the jewelers are stocking up hea
vily, in anti-

cipation of the largest holiday trade in 
the history

of the locality. F. W. Bromberg, H. C. Abbott &

Bro., Calhoun Jewelry Co. and the Jobe
-Rose Corn-

pany (just opened) have announced 
that their

holiday stocks are very large and v
aried. The

difference this year is that more fine go
ods have

been bought and more are being so
ld than even

the oldest dealer can remember. 
Where one dia-

mond was sold a year ago, three will
 be disposed

of this year. The same thing h
olds good with cut

glass, bric-a-brac and heavy silver.
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J. L. Gaines, Jr., manager of the Birmingham

store of the Calhoun Jewelry Company, is ill at hi
s

home in Nashville. His place is filled now by

Tyler Calhoun, who came down from the Nashvi
lle

house to take charge. Mr. Calhoun states that

notwithstanding many extraordinary expenses,

the business there has paid and is now firmly est
ab-

lished. A new line of hand-painted china has

been added.
J. Lowinsohn has gotten his store on Second

Avenue into fine shape. He has divided it into

separate and beautifully furnished departments.

He finds it difficult to procure a suitable manager

for his bric-a-brac department.

The Jobe-Rose Jewelry Company has been in-

corporated in the office of the Probate Judge, with

a capital of $2o,000. The incorporators are Andrew

K. Jobe, of Jackson, Tenn., and J. Neely Rose,

of Birmingham, Ala. The new company is getting

its store on Nineteenth Street fixed up handsomely.

New wall and center cases have been put in and
 a

heavy stock has been installed for the holidays.

This company have been appointed watch inspec-

tors for the Southern Railway.

Some weeks ago Ed. Herzog, of the Brom-

berg jewelry store, wagered with a neighbor on the

result of a foot-ball game, the loser to wheel the

winner through the streets on a wheelbarrow. Mr.

Herzog lost, and wheeled his friend, who weighs

over aoo pounds, across the city, amid the laughter

of the public.
J. Jaffee, Bessemer, has given the high school

of his city a clock which is in every respect a valu-

able timepiece.
Cooper & Sargent have opened up at Decatur

to do expert work in repairs.

The handsome silver service which the citizens

of the State will give the battleship Alabama, was

on exhibition at the store of Ike Loeb, in Mon
t-

gomery, last month. It was made by the Whiting

Mfg. Co., of New York.

A Remedy for Price-Cutting

How shall the evils of price-cutting be cured?

asks a writer in a journal devoted to such topics.

He answers the question by saying:

" First of all by substituting for the policy of

competition the more rational and more serviceable

policy of co-operation. Competition, ill-advised

and misdirected, has produced nearly, if not quite,

all the troubles of which we have been speaking;

mutual respect and mutual good-will and co-opera-

tion must cure the evil which has brought such

disastrous results. The representatives of many

branches of business have learned the value of co-

operation, and this policy may be rightly considered

the growing tendency of the commercial world. In

fact, it has been aptly stated that reciprocity and

co-operation are the life of trade. Why should re-

tailers in our line, who have so long suffered the

evil effects of the competition system, not take ad-

vantage of a plan that has yielded such satisfactory

results to other interests? Instead of giving away

our profits, as has been customary, why not let us

help each other to secure additional profits?"

"It would be beyond our intelligence to sug-

gest how to improve The Keystone. We would

not be without it if we had to pay ten dollars for a

, copy. May The Keystone and its management

continue to prosper 1"—Burnett Bros., Jewelers,

Republic, Washington.
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The
Show Window

Making Window Snow Flakes
HE season is now here when snow
flakes will be much used in window
decoration and the effect of a snow

storm in a window display may be depended
upon to attract and hold the attention of the
passer-by, even on the coldest days of winter.
Snow flakes are by no means new as an idea
in window displays, but are always effective,
and especially when the flakes are kept in
motion, producing the effect of snowing.
The Show Window gives the following method
of making window snow flakes : Small flakes
of cotton are fastened at intervals along white
threads. After a considerable number of
threads have been thus prepared they are
hung from horizontal poles which are arranged
near the top of the window. The poles are
kept in motion either by means of a motor or
by running cords from the ends of the poles
to the outside door, near the window, where
they are fastened.
The opening and
closing of the door
keeps the poles in
motion and the flakes
produce a very real-
istic effect of a snow
storm.

Trimming Possi-
bilities of Crepe

Paper
Crepe paper in

its present vari-col-
ored form is a great
boon to the window-
trimmer, its low cost
and ease of manipu-
lation making it avail-
able and convenient.
The uses of this paper
for window decora-
tion are admirably set
forth in an article by
Geo. Herbert Walker
in the current issue of
the Show Window.
The information may
have much value for
the Christmas window
trimmer :

When crepe paper is properly
Color handled some very pleasing
Possibilities effects can be produced in a

multitude of ways. In the first
place consider the many possibilities in color corn-
binations. You can procure almost any shade ortint and have any contrast you may desire.

Crepe paper is much cheaper thah cheesecloth,
that most useful but much abused adjunct to the
trimmers' art.

The first thing to consider in putting up a trimis generally a framework of some kind, and itmakes no difference how rough it is, for when thepaper is on the wood is covered.
This may be done in many ways. A good oneis to cut the paper in strips with a cutting knife ora sharp pair of shears, just as the paper comes inthe roll, and twist the strips around the wood to becovered.
Arches may be puffed, and although puffing

Nvith crepe paper seems rather strange at first, itwill be found to give very satisfactory results. Todo this puffing, first draw the paper out about ayard at a time. Puff it on just like cheesecloth,with the exception that it can be put directly overthe wood and does not need any paper or clothbetween.
Lattice work is very simply constructed. After

cutting the paper into strips stretch across the spaceto be covered, and the elasticity of the paper will
prevent the strips from sagging out of shape.

Handsome

•
Another good way to use these
strips is to fasten them at one

Spiral Effects end and twist them around a few
times, then fasten the other end.

This gives a spiral effect and the paper can be used
in different widths. For whatever purpose these
strips are used the effect can be improved by
drawing out the edges to give a wavy effect.

In putting in a flat background the strips should
be allowed to overlap about four inches, and then
the overlapping edge can be given the wavy effect,
which looks much better than when hung flat. It
is also a good idea, when using different colors, to
put a roll flat and then over either side another roll,
the outside ones being given a wavy edge and drawn
back, similar to a pair of ruffled lace curtains, and
kept in place with bows of crepe paper. The paper
makes a first-class bow, which for this purpose is
better than ribbon, as it keeps the trim of one
material ; this curtain idea gives a pleasing effect
over mirrors. It is well for the beginner to handle
the paper slowly, for it is necessary to develop a
lightness of touch in order not to tear it, but after
a little practice it becomes quite easy to handle.

For trimming floats for parades or festival occa-
sions, and for trimming booths for demonstrations
or fairs, crepe paper is both showy and inexpensive.

To describe its uses in this way would make
an article in itself, to say nothing of its wonderful
adaptability for flowers, leaves, lamp shades, fancy
costumes and hats.

FROM THE SHOW WINDOWThis is a "dream" in black and white and "glitter." Oval and panels in frame work were envered with black huffing and edged with white bunting.There were sixteen white frosted electric globes around the oval; white cotton tap, was used within the panels and oval. As shown in the picture most ofthe goods displayed were attached to the original cards.

REGISTERED TRADE. MARK

,A■ftsit:
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

The American Hall-Mark

In Watch Chains 
There's no article of jewelry in which the average purchaser can be

more easily deceived than in a gold filled watch chain. And not only

the average purchaser, but the average jeweler, for fraudulent manufac-

turers have so far perfected the art of deception that not only the public,

but the jewelers are frequently deceived. You, as a reputable jeweler,

have one never-failing safeguard:

As long as you can identify the
product of a reliable manufacturer,
no imposition is possible.

The very thought of this should suggest the registered trade-mark of

* H. & H. to you. It is the mark of merit, the symbol of reliability,

the American hall-mark in filled chains. These chains have been tested

by time and wear ; the trade know them as standard goods—quick

sellers and reputation builders. They are the chains par excellence of

reputable jewelers with a name to protect and an established business

to care for and foster.

We make 2000 styles of ladies' and gentlemen's chains,

fobs and chain bracelets ; also a line of silver novelties.

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

HAMILTON & HAMILTON, Jr.
New York Office,

11 John Street.

Works, Eddy Street, Providence, R. I.
Address all correspondence to Providence Office.



Only the jewelers who have seen the display havean adequate idea of the extent and variety of the clockshow at Bawo & Dotter's. It is strong in every type ofclock—Hall, Mantel, Wall, and Traveling—the varietyis not equaled anywhere. The Mantel Clocks with Tub-ular Chimes—recently produced and patented by us,have attracted wide attention as triumphs of the clock-maker's genius. They are the finest mantel clocks everdevised. Gilt Regulators of French and German make,with 400-day movements, in stock in a great number ofstyles, can be shipped in time for holiday retailing.

Bawo Sz- Dotter,
Elite flall Clocks, Elite China, Cut Glass, Art Pottery,

26 to 32 Barclay Street, New York.

"Ate•

We Are Not in the Trust

Our Motto: Individual Freedom in Business

We aim to manufacture Highest Quality Silver-Plated Ware. Beautiful
and modern in design and of superior finish, and we guarantee all goods of our manu-
facture to strip as much silver as any Rogers Brand on the market.

No. 173. Puritan Soup Set.

Our personal guarantee with all goods sold. Send for catalogue No. 4, just out.

Simeon L. and George H. Rogers Company
p. 0. Box 1205, Hartford, Conn.

Factories : Hartford and Wallingford, Conn.
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The illustrations show a few of our large line of BEST ORIENTAL PEARLS, mounted in extra well-
made plump ro K. Solid Gold. These Pearls ,have Lill the life and lustre of the finest genuine pearls. We have
a full assortment of these goods in RINGS, STUDS, SCARF PINS an EARRINGS.

Prices net. less 6 per cent. for cash. JULES ASCHEIM, 41 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY.

CENTERING
PIN C

MOULD G.

B.

You buy and sell WEDDING RINGS, and realize
a SMALL PROFIT.

Why not make the WEDDING RINGS that you
sell, know just what you sell, and get all the profit.

You need not carry a stock of wedding rings, and
need never lose a custOmer. With our outfit, partially
shown below, and our refined charcoal furnished to our
customers at reasonable prices, you can make to order
perfect SEAMLESS SOLID MALLEABLE rings, of
any style, weight, and finger size, and deliver the ring
to your customer inside of thirty minutes.

Our Company was organized especially to increase
your profits, and to enlarge your business, and as soon
as your customers find out that they can have a ring

made to order while they wait, you will be surprised to see the number of people who want a ring of your make, con-
taining some precious gold of their own, and to see how it is done.

We will lease to you during the life of our patent, dated December 4, two, for the sum of twenty-five dollars ($25.00), one of our outfits for making
wedding rings (see KEYSTONE for November, p. 1483, and page following p. 1432). We hope to make something out of the transaction by supplying you with
our refined charcoal.

Send to us or your jobber for our catalogue illustrating fifty different rings, and giving their weights in seventeen different finger sizes, that you may
know the cost of each ring before making it.

You may use new gold, or old gold, or your customer's gold, and employ any alloys you are accustomed to use,
and we will tell you all about alloys and karats of gold if you wish to know.

Our beautiful quality of cast rings have come to stay. Give the outfit a chance, and it will pay for itself in from
two to three weeks.

Our goods may be obtained from any reputable jobber.
We will send prepaid, on receipt of ten cents, only one sample WEDDING RING MOLD, from three to eight pennyweight, as required, and of

any finger size.

Ringset Company, Waltham Street, Boston, Mass.

UNQ
Ct.)"

STREAGTH
AIN

&EMIT

0. & B. GOLD RINGS
SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.

Also makers of THE ORIGINAL TRIPLE CROWN FILLED 
RINGS, very best filled rings in the market ; have

kept their high standard for twenty-five years.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

Ostby Ci Barton Company,
Providence, R. I.New York-9 to 13 Maiden Lane.

Chicago-103 State Street.
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FOR FESTIVE
OCCASIONS

The rings made by us
all bear the above trade-mark. It

is a guarantee of quality, workman-
ship and finish. It protects the reputation

earned by us for making superior gold rings
—just a bit better than anything else at the price in

the market. Our increased facilities enable us to
take better care of late orders this year than heretofore
and you can depend on prompt attention to your com-
mands even now. Our Special Proposition to retailers
is most interesting at this time and if you have not made
our acquaintance would urge you to take advantage of
this the last opportunity. Write your name and address
on the coupon and send it to us—we'll do the rest.

New Factory and Offices, Columbia and Green Sts.,

The BUFFALO is closely identified with

the happiest of all seasons. There is profit to the

dealer and joy to the wearer of H EINT Z Rings.

Those we have numbered are the quickest of the

quick sellers—send for one or all of them.

HEINTZ BROS./ BUFFALO, N.Y.
tiOtf



Cuckoo Clocks

Christmas Gifts

When your thoughts turn
clockward for some method
of having your Christmas
clock display a little dif-
ferent and a little better
than somebody else's we'd

like to have the opportunity
of showing you how you can
do that with our Cuckoo Clocks.
We won't ask you to spend any
more money than you've de-
cided on, but simply show
you clocks that will be
something besides ordi-
nary timekeepers and
won't cost any more.

We are doing the
largest Cuckoo Clock
business in the coun-
try because:

More Cuckoo Clocks
are being bought than
ever have been.
Dealers generally rec-

ognize that we make
and sell the best Cuckoo
Clocks in the world.

if you haven't a
Catalog, send for one

to-day—time's short be-
fore Christmas.

IRIS • YORK ROSE • VERDI

EXQUISITE ELABORATE REFINED
GRACE. <Sr> ELEGANCE. <Sr> SIMPLICITY.

A Trio of Beautiful Patterns
in Plated Ware, exemplifying the three most importan
characteristics of design. With these three styles in stoc
the retailer is prepared to build up and supply the widel)
varying demands of an extensive trade.

Made in the staple Table Pieces and a great variety o
attractive Fancy Pieces.

To make you acquainted with their merits the thre.
pieces illustrated will be sent (prepaid) on receipt of $2.00.

E. H. H. SMITH) Manufacturer,
9-1 1 - 1 3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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Pittsburg and Vicinity

The past few weeks have been

The State of prosperous among the jewelers
owing to a number of very large
and socially important weddings.

These, however, are not so numerous, and the

business returns are mainly from early Christmas

shoppers. The dealers are anticipating a very

brisk trade this season despite a prevailing money

stringency, owing to the general unsettled condition

of business affairs. The smoke of prosperity, how-

ever, is still curling its way skyward, and there is

no prediction afloat that this sign of the times will

show any abatement for a year at least. Weather

conditions have not been so favorable, as a series

of heavy fogs have reduced the city to the rank of

Smoky City again and, at the same time, has had

its effect on trade. Shopping is not so brisk, nor

do shop goods show up to such advantage as on

bright days. This state of weather is unusual and

very trying.

The class of goods being pur-

High-Class Goods chased is of the high-class order,
in Demand and it is a wonder among the

dealers where all the watches

go. Watches are the leading line, and all kinds

of them are in demand. Dealers are also stocking

up with diamonds, which are expected to be a

ready seller during this holiday season. The usual

amount of novelty goods will be sold this year and

art goods are being much sought after.

With the advent of the holiday
season, the Pittsburg police are
renewing vigilance, and after
warning the jewelry trade against
too-extravagant displays in their

windows, they are arresting suspicious persons.

An arrest was recently made which they consider

of some importance. The police officials believe

that the man is a " pennyweighter." There has

been some work of the " pennyweight " kind in

Pittsburg, and the police have had a number of

reports on it, but they were unable to locate the
man who was doing it, but they believe this prisoner

will turn out to be the criminal. He gave his name

as George W. D. Wilson.
A daring burglar made an attempt to steal a

collection of diamonds in Way's jewelry store in

Connellsville, Pa., on November 19th. A large
plate-glass window was broken by a blow from the

outside, but the thief was scared away before he
could grab about h000 worth of gems which were
displayed in the window. A description of the
man was sent to the Pittsburg officers. The thief
is thought to be a professional.

An application for a charter for the intended
corporation to be called " R. Siedle & Sons,

Incorporated," was filed on November 17th. The

incorporators are Otto C. Siedle, Louise I I. Siedle
and D. S. Bair. The object is the conducting of a
retail jewelry business. R. Siedle & Sons is one
of the oldest retail stores in the city, and the new
lirtn will certainly continue on the former business
basis which made the old firm a success.

Harvey E. Fleming, the well-known jeweler
and gold prospector, of Beaver Falls, Pa., recently
wrote to Jeweler J. D. McAnlis, of Beaver Falls,
that he arrived at Cold Foot, on the Slate Creek,
with his freight after a hard trip. He had built a
small boat at St. Michaels, and with this he took by
barges an immense lot of merchandise into the
heart of Alaska. Beaver Falls business men are
interebted in this trip, as they are in a company
organized by Mr. Fleming to sell goods to miners

Trade

Increasing
Audacity of
Thieves

THE 1‹.'Y STONE

in Alaska. Mr. Fleming writes that the new terri-

tory in the Koyukuk Valley is very rich and there

is a great stampede that way. He says he has seen

nuggets which run as high as $2oo each, taken from

the river bed.
J. W. Simonton, aged seventy-one years, died

on October 22d at his residence, 263 Fortieth

Street, Lawrenceville, this city. He had been

ailing for a long time, but his death was due to

heart disease. He was an optican and, notwith-

standing his advanced age, he had been working

regularly at his business in this city. He was born

in Huntingdon, Pa., and was the son of Dr. William

Simonton, of that place, and the grandson of a

Simonton who was a chaplain under Washington

during the Revolutionary War. Mr. Simonton was

the proprietor of an optical stand in the Pittsburg

market for over thirty years. For the past twenty

years his place of business has been on Fortieth

Street. He is survived by his window and six

children, to whom THE KEYSTONE extends sincere
sympathy.

An attempt to rob the jewelry store of Edward

H. Will, 107 Smithfield Street, was recently made

about four o'clock in the morning. An automatic

alarm sounded and before the burglars could

accomplish their purpose a private watchman

appeared, and the men fled. The robbery was

most cleverly planned, and but for the alarm the

thieves would have made a good haul as many

valuables were exposed, not having been put in the

safe over night. A search of the store showed that

the thieves had got absolutely nothing, and their

early morning adventure was in vain. About

twenty years ago the firm, then known as Schranke

& Will, was robbed, the burglars blowing their safe

and getting jewelry and gems to the value of over

$30,000. This was when the store was located on

Smithfield Street near Virgin Alley.

The New York Jewelry Company was recently

incorporated under the laws of New York, capital-

ized at $200,000. L. J. Seleznick, of this city, is

manager of the new company, and left for New

York to take up his headquarters.

Spandau Brothers, of 542 Smithfield Street, are

making extensive improvements in their storeroom.

The interior has been refitted with handsome glass

cases and repainting. The firm has added a cut

glass and bric-a-brac department.

The matrimonial engagement of Harry W.

Heeren, of Heeren Bros. & Co. and Miss Mame

Jones, of Somerset, Pa., has been announced.

W. NV. Wattles, accompanied by Mrs. Wattles,

has been spending some time in Atlantic City.

C. C. Will. of the old firm of C. C. Will &

Co., who retired from the jewelry business three

years ago, may again become a resident of this

city. Mr. Will recently disposed of a large fruit

farm in West Alexandria, Wis.

J. Alex. Hardy, of Hardy & Hayes, and Mrs.

Hardy have been recent visitors at the seashore.

Philip Gillespie, of Gillespie Brothers, Park

Building, has removed into his new residence on

Washington Street, Squirrel Hill.

Steele F. Roberts, of E. P. Roberts & Sons,

spent a part of November in New York on busi-

ness. The firm's trade during the past three

months has been extraordinary in volume. Twenty-

three clerks are on the staff of E. P. Roberts & Sons

at present.

During the past seven years there have been

numerous robberies among the jewelry trade, with

" no clue " as the only reason to be given for their

being placed on the list of mysterious occurrences.

The confession of Paul Barry, now serving time,

clears up several of these mysteries, Among the
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crimes committed and listed by him are the rob-

beries of a jewelry window, near Tenth Street, May,

1901 ; of a jewelry store on Liberty Street, Alle-

gheny, in 1900, and a jewelry store on Stockton

Avenue and Ohio Street, Allegheny, between 1895

and 1901. These were among the most sensational

robberies ever committed here.
The store of R. J. Henne, 6o18 Center Avenue,

was on fire on the morning of November 21st. The

wires of the burglar alarm and the electric-light

wires crossed and set fire to the walls. The

damage was about poo.
A swindler attempted to defraud Graf & Nie-

mann, of 210 Sixth Street, on November 13th, out
of jewelry valued at Po and $4o in cash. Shortly

after noon the swindler, who gave his name as B.
Calkins, called at the store and asked that a num-

ber of children's jewelry trinkets valued at Po

be sent to 6017 Fifth Avenue, where he said he was

the guest of B. Wolf, Jr., a prominent resident of

Pittsburg. A request for $4o in change accompa-

nied the order to cash a check for $5o. Graf &

Niemann were suspicious, but sent the boy with

the goods and told him to tell Calkins that they

would trust him with the goods if he were a guest

of Mr. Wolf. The boy was met by a is ell-dressed

man at the residence, who hurriedly left when in-

formed that there was no money forthcoming. This

method is a recent one and 11::s been tried several

times upon the merchants of this city, at times

successfully.
Among the out-of-town jewelers who were in

the city lately were : Frank Bloser, New Kensing-

ton, Pa.; E. F. Preiss, Homestead, Pa.; A.

Schmidt, Braddock, Pa.; M. R. Shingler, Wells-

ville, Ohio ; Mrs. R. A. Noble, Wellsville, Ohio ;

Raymond Coll, Waynesburg, Pa.; R. H. Wolf,

Smithton, Pa.; puy Hutchison, of Hutchison

Bros., Kittanning, Pa.; E. H. Kennerdell, Taren-

tum, Pa.; S. W. Laban, Toronto, Ohio ; Thomas

H. McNary, Washington, Pa.; Abe Teplitz, Mc-

Keesport, Pa.; D. C. Nelson, Marion, Ohio ; Frank

Murdoch, Ligonier, Pa.; Robert W. Brady, Wash-

ington, Pa.; H. C. Morrison, Pleasant, Pa.;

H. S. Johnson, Apollo, Pa.; William Hunt, Union-

town, Pa.; D. R. Young, Youngstown, Ohio;

Frank L. Young, Mt. Vernon, Ohio ; Mr. Helms

Steubenville, Ohio.

New Five-Cent Stamps

The post office department will make an

official attempt to wipe out whatever sectional

feeling may yet remain between the people of the

Northern and Southern States. The means by

which it is hoped some results may be obtained is

the new five-cent postage stamp of the series of

1902. The countenance of President Abraham

Lincoln will occupy the central part of the stamp—

the oval. The portrait is said to be the most natural

in existence. It depicts President Lincoln as he

appeared during the war. Upon either side of the

oval and occupying three-quarters of the length of

the design are female figures, standing, one repre-

senting the North and the other the South. The

figures will face full front and the one upon the

right will bear in her left hand a partly furled

American flag ; the figure on the left will hold a

similar flag in her right hand. The disengaged

hands will be clasped above the head of President

Lincoln, their arms forming the oval, each support-

ing upon her hand a palm branch. The model for

the stamp has been officially approved by the post

office department and the engravers at the bureau

of engraving will at once begin work upon it.
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Diamonds
Loose and Mounted.

MR. RETAILER
SHOULD YOU FIND YOUR STOCK OF

HIGH-GRADE SEAMLESS GOLD FILLED
CHAINS

DEPLETED DURING DECEMBER, SEND US YOUR TELE-

GRAPH OR SPECIAL DELIVERY ORDERS AND WE WILL

SHIP THE GOODS IMMEDIATELY.

CHAPIN & HOLLISTER CO.
PROVIDENCE R. I.
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Philadelphia Letter

THE KEYSTON

The wave of prosperity which

Trade Conditions Philadelphia, in common with
other trade centers, has been

enjoying for some time past continues to increase

in volume as the closing hours of November speed.

on their course, and there are abundant evidences

that we are on the threshold of perhaps the most

profitable holiday season on record. Stores have

begun to assume their wonted Christmas garb, and

the displays of new goods are remarkable both for

style and variety. There is also gratifying evidence

of efficiency in store service.

THE KEYSTONE representative

A Novelty in had recently brought to his at-

tentionamost interesting novelty
in tower clocks. The clock was

made in Munich, Bavaria. It is a quarter and hour

striking clock, but the most interesting- feature is

the escapement and pendulun,. :t was invented by

Mr. Riefler, of Munich, a civil engineer of repute,

and one of its peculiarities is, that the clock has no

fork, the pendulum being kept in motion by the

change in the suspension of its center of motion.

The escapement is a Remontoir, i. e., the power is

supplied by the winding of a watch spring every

minute in the wheel next to the escape wheel ; thus

securing for the clock uniform power and making

it independent of all external influences. For

instance, whether the wind should blow against the

hands outside or in the same direction as they are

moving, the power which acts on the escape wheel

will always be the same. The pendulum is another

marvel of fine workmanship. It consists of a

Mannsmann steel tube, which bears on its lower

end a pendulum ball shaped so as to cut the

air freely. The rod measures 18 mm., 16 mm.

bore, and thickness of wall x mm., and is filled with

mercury to about two-thirds of its length. Each

pendulum is treated individually and is sent to the

Geodatic Bureau at Berlin, where by very exact

measurements its coefficient of compensation is

determined, and through very intricate calculations

the amount of mercury which will compensate for

the changes in the rod is fixed. The clock is

guaranteed to vary not more than two seconds per

week. In a lecture on this clock, J. B. Bauer,

teacher at the Technical School of Munich, says:

" The 16th of March, 1893, marks a new epoch in the

history of tower clocks, an event which the Germans
have all cause to be proud of." The clock is set

UP in running order, and Messrs. Breitinger &

Kunz, 37 and 39 North Ninth Street, will be pleased
to show and explain it to all who are interested in it.

J. J. Zimmerli, with M. Sickles & Sons, is on
his last trip in the South for the present year.

M. H. Rittenhouse, formerly with J. L. Borsch

& Co., opticians, has taken charge of the new

optical department of Gimbel Bros. The depart-
ment is located at the Eighth and Market Street

corner, next to the jewelry department.
J. E. Caldwell & Co. furnished the handsome

Prizes for the tournament of the Atlantic City Golf
Club.

A. Humbert & Co., heretofore at 124 South

Eighth Street, will open December 1st at 733 Sansom

Street where they will occupy the second floor.
At the same time the firm name will be changed to

Humbert & Davis.

The Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co. produced the

handsome trophy awarded to the winner of the
St. Davids Golf Club tournament. This unique
prize was the object of much admiration in the

company's show window last month.

Tower Clocks

Henry W. Rogers is the latest addition to the
staff of travelers of H. 0. HurIburt & Sons. A
fine line of cut glass and flatware will make his
visits to the trade especially interesting.

George Wells Corry, foreman of J. E. Caldwell
& Co.'s repair department and senior employee of
the firm, succumbed to apoplexy last month at his
home. Deceased was sixty-eight years old and a

native of England. He came to this country when

young and became an apprentice to the firm of

Bailey & Co., subsequently entering the service of
J. E. Caldwell & Co., with which firm he %vas
employed up to the time of his demise. His tech-

nical skill was of a high order, and he was a man
of sterling character and agreeable temperament.

He lingered ten days after being stricken with the

disease which terminated his career, but previously

his health had been unimpaired. He is survived

by a widow, two daughters and a son, the latter

being George M. Corry, jeweler, 1152 Passayunk

Avenue.

Providence and Attleboro

In the art gallery of the Tilden-

Notable Exhibition Thurber Co., of Providence, a
handsome exhibit was on view

last month. It consisted of

representations of the famous crowns in history.

The work of producing these was done by the

W. J. Feely Co., of Providence. The crowns num-

ber eighteen in all, and will be exhibited through-

out the United States. They were made for F. D.

Higby, of New York city, and include fac-similes of

the imperial crown of the German empire, of that

of the Empress Josephine, the iron crown of Lom-

bardy and the crowns of Japan, Spain, Denmark,

Austria, Holland, Italy, England, Russia, Siam,

besides some others. The work on these monarch-

ical emblems is decidedly interesting from a tech-

nical view point, and a credit to those who exe-

cuted it.

of Crowns

By virtue of a recent ruling of

New Condition the State factory department

of Massachusetts, all the em-

ployees, graduates of public

schools included, of jewelry factories and all other

works in that State, who are under twenty-one

years, must possess certificates .to show that they

can read and write. In other words, the age under

which a labor certificate is compulsory has been

raised from sixteen to twenty-one year's. In con-

formity with the new law the school bOatd officials

were kept busy during the close of last month

examining the vast number of minors employed.

Albert Lorsch & Co. have become established

in new quarters in a recently-erected building at

131 Washington Street, Providence. Here they

occupy a floor space of 50 x 112 feet, which pro-

vides ample private office, show room, stock room,

packing room, etc. The premises are replete with

all the latest and most improved facilities and

equipment.
Charles 0. Sweet, of Regnell Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, received a handsome bouquet of chrys-

anthemums from the employees of the firm on the

occasion of his birthday recently.

According to the press of the Attleboros, J. L.

Crandall & Co., manufacturing jewelers, Provi-

dence, have consolidated their business with that

of L. W. Teed & Co., and will remove to the lat-

ter's quarters in the Robinson Building, Attleboro.

The joint enterpise 'ill be known as Teed, Cran-

dall & Co., and about fifty employees of the Provi-

dence firm will accompany it to Attleboro.

of Employment
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The R. F. Simmons Athletic Association,

Attleboro, gave a reception to the members of the

firm and to other employees on November 25111.

This gracious act expressed the appreciation of the
athletes for the spirited support given them by the

firm and by their co-workers during the summer
baseball season.

William S. ‘Vaite • and Arthur E. Austin, of
Providence, have been elected members of the
Rhode Island 'Hospital. The election took place
at the recent annual meeting of the members of
that institution.

Pembroke S. Eddy, of Pembroke S. Eddy &
Son, 144 Pine Street, Providence, celebrated, last
month, the fiftieth anniversary of his wedding. He
was surrounded on the occasion by about a hun-
dred friends, who availed of the opportunity to
felicitate him upon his very creditable career.
Mr. Eddy has seen seventy-two summers, but
his vitality is still unimpaired and his ardor
undiminished.

The employees of the Codding & Heilborn
Co., of Attleboro, presented a handsome smoking
outfit some weeks ago to John C. Chase, one of
their co-workers.

The Whitney Building, on Chestnut Street,
North Attleboro, owned by Anthony H. Bliss, was
the scene of a gas explosion last month, which,

while fortunately injuring no person, caused serious

damage to the system of pipes and reservoirs.

Escaping gas in an annealer is said to have been

the cause. The explosion occurred between 5 and

6 n. m., when many employees had left the build-

ing. The packing-room hands, who were still at

work, were considerably alarmed at the report of

the exploding gas, and lost no time in making an

exit. The firms whose premises were damaged
are E. I. Franklin & Co., R. Blackinton & Co.

and A. H. Bliss & Co., whose quarters are on the

first, second and third floors respectively.

Councilman Roswell C. Smith, a prominent

member:of. the Providence jewelry trade, has pre-

sented to the local city council a measure for the

extension of high-pressure fire service to parts of

the jewelry section of the city which are inade-

quately protected at the present time. The quarter

of the city in the vicinity of Sprague Street has been

specially specified as in need of protection. The

low service would, it is believed, be insufficient to

cope with a serious outbreak, and Mr. Smith, with

commendable foresight, seeks to obviate such a

contingency.
Patten & Daughaday is the name of a new firm

at 195 Friendship Street, Providence. The firm's

business will be that of manufacturing jewelry, and

the partners are Frederick L. Patten and Howard

T. Daughaday.

The Attleboro Mfg. Co. has recently bought

out the Atttleboro Chain Co. and have moved the

plant of the latter into the third story of their big

new factory building at Attleboro. The entire

third floor will be devoted to the manufacture of

low-priced chains for domestic and export trade.

Besides chains they will also make a line:of lockets.

The sale of the chain company was the outcome of

the illness of John Sherman, who with Fred. Cobb

were the former owners.

Arthur A. McRae, of McRae & Keeler, Attle-

boro, returned from a hunting expedition in Maine

some weeks ago. He brought with him two beau-

tiful deer, which provided a choice feast of venison

for Mr. McRae and his friends of the West Side

Club. Charles P. Keeler, of the firm, who accom-

panied Mr. McRae on the trip, remained after him

with the dual object of additional sport and phys-

ical recuperation.
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and sell direct

to the retail trade

without the expense

of salesmen.

2 Maiden Lane, New York.
DIAMOND CUTTERS.

Makers of Plain Solid Gold Rings, Engraved and Stone_ Rings, Mountings.
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News from the Northwest

Everybody in this section is on the qui vive

getting ready for a good brisk holiday business.

November, as usual, has been on the quiet order

with the retailer, as all are waiting for the holiday

displays before buying. Jobbers report business

well in hand, but a shortage in certain lines, notice-

ably watch movements, and some one is certainly

going to pay the penalty for not buying early.

Travelers report business very good, and are all

out to wind up a glorious year's business. Collec-

tions are reported satisfactory, and January 1st will

find still more dealers after that cash discount.

The educational work carried on by trade papers

seems to have opened the eyes of the trade in that

respect.
S. Wishart, lately with Jacobs Jewelry Co.,

Minneapolis, is now with Bullard Bros., St. Paul.

Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., has repapered

his store and added some new fixtures. As it now

stands, there are few neater or richer in this section.

D. Lemle, Kulm, N. Dak., spent a few days in

the Twin Cities last month on his return from a

business trip to Chicago.

C. E. Ahlm has begun business in Comfrey,

Minnesota.
Geo. Lhamon, for some time with C. J.

VVimer, Alinneota, liiiu. , is now at the bench for

M. C. Meeker, Farmington.

Andrew Anderson, Park River, N. Dak.,

has sold out to E. Thornberg, formerly watch-

maker for Scofield Bros., Cannon Falls, Minn.

Thomas H. Gates has left the employ of C. N.

Murphy, Neche, N. Dak., and is now with his

brother at Rochester, Minn.

A. B. Evans, Barron, Wis., is mourning the

loss of his year old baby daughter, who died

November 6th.
T. J. Thompson, Cameron, Wis., was all

smiles last month. It is a young lady, healthy and

and handsome. THE KEYSTONE extends best

wishes for her future.

J. 0. Kellum, Heron Lake, Minn., owing to

failing eyesight, has quit the jewelry business and

gone to farming.
Oscar Holmes, watchmaker for M. Thouren &

Co., Minneapolis, was married November 8th to

Miss Helga M. Anderson. THE KEYSTONE con-

gratulates the happy young pair.

A. Swenningsen, Moorhead, Minn, has opened

a branch store at Hawley, Minn.

H. H. Green, Minneapolis, has remodeled his

old store. He is bound to have it attractive.

The St. Paul Mfg. Jewelers' Union held its first

annual ball November 9th.

M. N. Berg, Duluth, has returned from a short

business trip to Chicago.
Fred. Klass, Hibbing, Minn., has moved into

his new store and is now nicely situated.

Jos. J. Pfister, for the past six months with H.

Jorgenson, West Superior, Wis., has left there and

is now at St. Paul, Minn.
M. Thouren, senior member of M. Thouren

& Co., Minneapolis, is receiving congratulations

on the recent arrival of " a boy." Add THE KEY-

STONE'S to the rest of them.

Otto Narum, late with M. C. Meeker, Farm-

ington, Minn., is now with Chas. F. Halbkat,

Watertown, S. Dak.

Geo. K. Munro, Grand Forks, N. Dak., has

sent to his trade a beautiful jewelry and silverware

catalogue announcing his wares and making selec-

tion of holiday gifts. The catalogue should be a

good salesman.
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C. D. Odell has begun business at Heron

Lake, Minn.
Sobolik Bros. have started in business at Sher-

burne, Minn.
John Rosendahl has moved from Echo to

Mabel, Minn.
Roy Corall, Sioux City, Iowa, has taken a

position with E. A. Brown, St. Paul, Minn.

S. Perlman has opened a store at Washburn,

Wis., and placed his son in charge of same. He

will continue on the road.

C. J. Jansen, lately with F. F. Moe, Iron River,

Wis., is taking a course in watchmaking and

engraving with W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona,

Minnesota.
L. B. Hall has opened a store at 525 Wabasha

Street, St. Paul.
N. G. Dake, Chippewa Falls, Wis.; Henry W.

Anderson, Red Lake Falls, Minn., and J. C. Marx,

Shakopee, Minn., came to St. Paul to see the

University of Minnesota defeat Wisconsin in a foot-

ball game last month.

G. Heller, formerly with Jaccard Jewelry Co.,

Kansas City, is now with the Reed-Bennett Co.,

Minneapolis.
C. H. Nerbovig, Mankato, Minn., has been

elected member of the board of directors of the

Amateur Athletic Association in that place.

Fred. L. Husby, late in the employ of Bullard

Bros., is now with the R. Boregner Co., St. Paul.

Paul Muetze, a pioneer watchmaker of La

Crosse, Wis., died there October 22d of lung

trouble, aged fifty-three years.

H. P. Anderson, Volga, S. Dak., is now com-

fortably located in his new store building.

The engagement of Miss Ella Greengard,

bookkeeper for J. S. Cohen & Co. (wholesale), St.

Paul, Minn., to Wm. Ornstein, has been announced.

Frank Glickauf, formerly with A. I. Shapira &

Bro., takes her place.

Sam. Effron, St. Paul, excuses his good looks

this month by saying " it's a boy."

A. E Johnson, of M. Thouren & Co., Min-

neapolis, is at the Sweedish Hospital, where he has

had an operation performed for appendicitis.

H. A. Stone, formerly at Cloquet, Minn., has

opened a watchmakers' school at St. Paul.

Louis Schroeder has left the employ of Wooley

& Shirley, St. Paul, and gone to Minneapolis.

R. B. Wegner, St. Paul, is out on an extended

trip through the Northwest. Chas. Smith, of the

same firm, reports things lively on his Southweste
rn

trip.
McNaught & White, Minneapolis, has just

added several new men to help out the h
oliday

rush.
Reuben Nystrom is the latest acquisition to the

force of Wooley & Shirley, St. Paul.

Roy G. Pearce has accepted a position with

Chas. Horwitz, Minneapolis.

S. Swanson, Minneapolis, has just placed a

handsome new sign in front of his store.

Henry Jacke, St. Paul, has papered and

painted his store to make it harmonize with 
the

contents.
Ingraham Bros., Menomonie, Wis., are nice

ly

settled in their new store. This gives them three

times their former display space.

The following visitors were noticed in the

Twin Cities last month : Elmer E. Church, 
Clear

Lake, Wis.; Hud. H. Fulmer, Hope, N.
 Dak.;

W. C. Haubrick, New Ulm, Minn.; C. J. 
Jansen,

Iron River, Wis.; D. Lemle, Kulm, N. Dak.;

N. G. Dake, Chippewa Falls, Wis.; John 
C. Marx,

Shakopee, Minn.; Henry W. Anderson, Red 
Lake

Falls, Minn.; Fred. Willman, Stillwater, 
Minn.;
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J. C. Herdliska, Princeton, M inn.; C. W. Fletcher

Sanborn, Minn.; Wm. A. Lindquist, Dassell,

Minn.; P. Berglof, Isanti, Minn.; W. P. Nesbitt,

Grand Rapids, Minn.; R. G. Ingraham, Meno-

monie, Wis.

Dallas and the Lone Star State

Burglars blew open safes in the Santa Fe Rail-

way Station and in the jewelry store of Benjamin

& Co., Albuquerque, N. Mex., on the night of

November 6th and secured money and jewelry to

the amount of p000. Edward Joyce has been

arrested and some of the plunder was found in his

possession.
Lake & Co., druggists and jewelers, at Mar-

shall, were recently robbed of goods to the esti-

mated extent of over two thousand dollars.

• C. S. Higgins, traveling salesman for Mor-

gan & Hawley, has just returned from a Western

trip, which was very successful.

A. D. Lively, of Anson, has studied the situa-

tion in his locality and thinks there will be a good

holiday trade. He was a recent buyer in the local

markets.
J. H. Watson, of Mineral Wells, has removed

to Waxahachie, where he is meeting with success.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, was a recent caller in

Dallas.
R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was in Dallas,

buying some new goods to liven up his home stock

and make his store as attractive as possible for the

holiday trade.
J. E. Brewer, of Ballinger, has just closed a

very successful auction sale.

J. T. Moye, Elm Street, has been on the sick

list for some time, but it is hoped that he will soon

be fully recuperated.
Jesse Chappell, who has had charge of the

grinding department of the J. M. Chappell Optical

Co., of Dallas, has accepted a position with the

Houston Optical Co. as prescription man.

E. W. Turner, of Abilene, has moved into new

quarters. His store and stock are in excellent

condition and he is now in good shape for the

holiday trade.
B. B. Crowder, of Taylor, has made an assign-

ment for the benefit of his creditors, turning over

hisoentire stock and fixtures.

Henry Iverson & Co., of Corsicana, have one

of the best-arranged stores in the State. Mr.

Iverson has spared neither time nor money in

putting his store in order and is now ready for his

holiday business.
J. B. Hunt has accepted a position with 1'. J.

Hines, of Dallas, as watchmaker.

The firm of L. Niveth; of Paris, has undergone

a change, both in name and arrangement, and will

be known as L. Niveth & Son hereafter.

Dan Meyer, who has been working for T. J.

Hines, has resigned his position.

W. T. Dietrich, of Kaufman, was a recent

purchaser in the local markets.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was a recent caller in

the jewelry markets.
K. Tischler, of Chappell Hill, has removed to

Pittsburg, Pa. His many friends hope he will meet

with success in his new field.

"Your valuable journal is as necessary as a

first-class lathe and no jeweler can succeed with-

out The Keystone." — W C Reese, Jeweler,

Atlanta, Texas.
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Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

One Million Five Hundred

Thousand Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

  made and sold within

the last year

MI?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet.

Extract from " Printers Ink,
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
es that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
Is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped
as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court.

Quality and Construction have made Our Reputation.

All Krementz Collar Buttons are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ & CO.,
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. Sc ROGERS,
20 Maiden Lane, New York.

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade.

49 Chestnut Street,

NEWARK, N. J.

The Best Jewel and Diamond Bag on the Market.

Ricketts
Diamond

Bag
as per this cut.

Made with silk and has one
yard of ribbon attached, also
inside pocket, and is without
doubt the best Diamond and
Jewel Bag on the market.

Price, per thousand, $100,
$16.50 per gross or

1.50 per dozen.

Lots of 1000 printed without extra charge.

Always send remittance with order as these goods are sold through our
mail-order department. See Ad. in July, August, September or October issues
for the best offet ever made on watch bags.

ALL OUR GOODS ARE NEA7ZY SEWED ON FRENCH

OVERSTITCH MACHINES.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO
Established 1900.

Largest 011-Tan Chamois Manufacturers

in the World. Johnstown N YN.

Ask your Jobber for

LOCKETS

ifightmailMaibyliough Co.
Providence, R I

Established 1856

Largest and Oldest Makers
le-31a rk

SOLID GOLD

STERLING SILVER

of every size and shape in vogue

GOLD FILLED

ROLLED-PLATE

The Design, Quality and Finish
of goods steadily increase our reputation and sales

Our
GOL

SHELL Lockets .will satisfy your customers.
Can be stone-set or engraved without cutting through

and will wear equal to solid gold.
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A Big
Expansion

St. Louis Letter

It is gratifying to know that St.

Louis' wheat receipts for the

four months ending with Octo-

ber were 20,013,182 bushels, as

against 12,628,690 bushels in the same months in

1901. This city's rank as a wheat distributing

center is steadily and rapidly growing. Here, as

in many other directions, St. Louis is showin
g a

big expansion and surprising growth.

St. 'Louis has good reason to

feel satisfied with current busi-

ness statistics, says the Globe-

Democrat. In the national table
of bank clearings for the week

ended October 3oth, St. Louis showed a larger

ratio of increase than any other of the leading

cities. This city gained 14 8 per cent; New York,

4.7 ; Chicago, 2.9, and Baltimore, 4.8. Philadel-

phia fell off 5.9 per cent. and Boston, 3.6. The

average increase for the entire country was 4.4 per

cent. For the entire month of October the bank

clearings of St. Louis were 10.25 per cent. ahead

of the big record for the same month last year.

Wheat receipts in this city for the last four months

were 20,013,182 bushels, against 12,628,690 bushels

in the same period of T901. Postal receipts here last

month increased 26.62 per cent. over October last

year. These figures prove that St. Louis grows

faster than any other large city.

Missouri leads all the States this

this year in the average corn

yield, the figure in this State

being 39 bushels to the acre.

Indiana and Illinois stand at 38.9. and 38.7, respec-

tively, and Ohio is a good fourth at 38.
So far this season the movement

of the new corn crop has been

slow. Shipments are delayed,

due to wet weather conditions

in the corn belt. The stock of old corn is at a low

ebb, but with a spell of dry weather the crop should

begin to move freely, and as the price is still re-

markably high, considering the size of the crop,

those who are in a position to market their crop

early will get a big price for it. The enormous

yield of corn promised in this section, together

with the large wheat crop and the good production

of other crops, will put the farmers in as good, if

not a better, position than they were before last

year's great drouth. There will be no light Christ-

mas among the Missouri and the Southwestern

farmers this year, but a generous and liberal one.

The president of one of our

leading St. Louis railroad lines

Southwest has recently expressed himself

on the growth and advancement

of the Southwest in the past few years. In regard

to conditions ill this section he said : " People in

the East have no conception of the growth of the

Southwest during the past several years of pros-

perity. Earnings of the railways have been in-

creased by high-class freight rates on account of

the increased demand for merchandise of all kinds

from the East. Southwestern territory has grown

in population, new industries have been established

there and business has increased for the railways,

as is natural under these conditions. West-bound

freights have taken the place of East-bound grain

shipments, or have grown with them. Then, too,

the timber resources of Louisiana, Texas, Arkan-

sas and southern Missouri are being drawn upon to

supply the demand which the leveled forests of the

Northeast can no longer take care of. We have

Growing Faster
Than any Other
Large City

THE KEYSTONE

Missouri
Leads

Crop Movement
and Trade

Growth of the

come to the point, with the future well assured for
a continuation of good times, when we are about

as well pleased to have a delivery of new cars and

locomotives, ordered months ago, as we once

would have been to be assured of a big crop.

Charles A. Whiting, of Whiting & Davis, the

well-known jewelry manufacturers of Plainville,

Mass., was in town for a few days last month call-

ing on our wholesale trade. He was accompanied

by Mr. Davis, his partner, who was making a tour

of the Western circuit looking up the demands of

the trade in the West in their lines as well as enjoy-

ing an outing. It.was Mr. Davis' first visit to the

metropolis of the Mississippi Valley, and he ex-

pressed himself as greatly pleased with the signs

of growth, improvements and large business to be

seen on every hand in the new St. Louis.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company have

made an arrangement with an advertisement

writer and designer, of this city, in virtue of which

they will furnish free to any jeweler pretty designs

for advertisements, letter heads, jewelry boxes, etc.,

each design incorporating their trade-mark. If the

jeweler prefers the trade-mark omitted they will

still furnish the designs, special or otherwise, at a

nominal price. Their advertising man will. also

assist in getting up matter for the advertisements

and give advice as to how to make the advertising

most effective. This is an enterprising departure

ill modern publicity and well merits the attention

of the trade.

Ed. McKee, manager of the St. Louis house

of the Geneva Optical Company, paid a flying visit

tosChicago last month.

J. G. Fuller, whom about everybody in the

trade knows as "Jack," of the J. G. Fuller Corn-

pany, the well-known chain and locket makers, of

Providence, R. I., was here a few days last month

calling on our wholesale people. Mr. Fuller is

looking as young as ever and says that this season

has been a good one for chains.

J. H. Tetley, of Flat River, Mo., was among

the visiting buyers in this market last month.

C. G. Brown, of West Plains, Mo., was here

for a few days last month selecting his holiday

lines.

Chas. S. Erber, of Texarkana, Tex., was in

St. Louis recently buying in holiday supplies.

A. Schliecker, of Vinita, Ind. Ter., was

among our visiting buyers last month and made

liberal purchases of holiday stock.

Jeweler G. W. Cameron, of Poplar Bluff, Mo.,

was in town recently selecting his holiday bills.

Otto Burklund, of Osawatomie, Kans., was in

St. Louis for a few days last month selecting goods

for his holiday trade. He was accompanied by

Mrs. Burklund.
The Weiss Jewelry Manufacturing Company

have secured two additional rooms adjoining their

present quarters on the second floor of the Globe-

Democrat Building, which will give them room to

nearly double their present factory space, besides

will give them the Sixth Street front for their office,

affording them much better light than heretofore.

They will occupy their enlarged and rearranged

quarters January 1st. Less than five years ago this

firm began business in a room one-fifth the size of

their new quarters with but two workmen and the

proprietor, Mr. Weiss. The business has steadily

grown from the start, until the business is now one

of the largest and busiest jewelry factories in St.

Louis.
I. B. Morris, of Perry, Mo., was in St. Louis

recently purchasing holiday goods.

Roy Bertholf, of Cherokee, Kans., was in the

city last month on a holiday shopping trip.
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Otto Engelland, formerly with the A. S. Aloe

Company, is now assistant manager at the Geneva

Optical Company.
Jeweler A. J. Blackstock, of Van Buren, Ark.,

was met in one of our wholesale offices recently.

Mr. Blackstock was in this market selecting his

holiday bills and expressed himself as much

pleased with the wholesale stocks he found in St.

Louis and was buying liberally. He told us that

his section of the country was enjoying unusual

prosperity, and that their merchants generally were

expecting a busy holiday season. Mr. Blackstock

is a mighty pleasant gentleman to meet.

The firm of Ingersoll & Sheppard, Carbon-

dale, Ill., were represented in the St. Louis market

last month by Mr. Ingersoll, the senior member of

the firm, who was buying holiday goods for the

home market.
The genial and popular George R. Stumpf,

the Franklin Avenue retailer, has recently returned

from his wedding trip. He and Mrs. Stumpf have

now settled down to regular old-fashioned married

life in their pleasant home in this city.
Ed. Massa, of the Bauman-Massa Company,

has recently returned from a flying Southern trip

in the interest of his firm.

Isadore Benjamin, until recently manager of

the optical department at Aloe's, has gone to El

Paso, Texas, for the benefit of his health.

The Merry & Pelton Silver Company, of this

city, have enjoyed a fine business this fall. They

are covering a much larger territory than ever

before in their history and their trade is expanding.

The Mermod & Jaccard Company have re-

cently turned out from their stationery department

a beautiful piece of work in the World's Fair certi-

ficates of stock. They sent out invitations to many

residents of the city, including the directors of the

exposition, to call at their establishment and

inspect the process of engraving this kind of

work.

F. T. Webber & Co., the well-known jewelers

of Danville, Ill., were represented in this market

last month by F. T. Webber, who was here on a

buying trip.

Walter Sperling, the widely known and genial

jeweler, of Seneca, Kans., was a welcome trade

visitor here last month. Mr. Sperling reports fine

trade conditions in his section of the Sunflower

State. For this reason he is expecting a brisk

holiday trade and was buying accordingly.

Among the number of Illinois jewelers who

visited the St. Louis market last month we mention

Fred. Simon, of Collinsville ; J. A. Bainbridge, of

Marion ; W. J. Sproul, of Sparta ; M. Benham; of

Penfield, and P. Zigle, of Nashville.

J. B. James, of Marshfield, Mo., was among

the large number of jewelers who visited this mar-

ket last month to stock up for the holidays.

Jeweler Robert Tetley, of Farmington, Mo.,

was represented in this market last month by

George Tetley, who was here on a purchase trip.

Geo. Sipple, of Nokomis, Ill., was among the

numerous visiting buyers in this market looking up

late holiday novelties.
E. C. Weidlich, of Wm. Weidlich & Bro.,

finishes up a most successful season on the road

early in the present month. This firm are doing

a fine business this fall as representatives of several

large Eastern manufacturers and are steadily build-

ing up a fine business.
The jewelry firm of S. H. Avey & Co., Au-

burn, Nebr., were represented in this market re-

cently by the head of the firm, Mr. Avey, who was

here combining holiday buying with a pleasant

outing.
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ALWAYS Ready For Bu.siness.

Seamless Gold Filled

Chains
in all style's.

Don't fail to see our
New Line of

Lockets
Our line is not excelled in price, variety or beauty.
We make excellent goods only.

If you are looking
for BEAUTIFUL
GOODS, ask for those
with this trade-mark

and see that ,,C. A.

Chains you buy.
on the swivel of the
M. & Co." is stamped

801/8740 2500

Purchase CHAINS from your jobber that are made from SEAMLESS FILLED WIRE, EXACTLY
AS REPRESENTED, by the well-known and reliable Chain house of

C. A. MARSH & CO., •1Attleboro, Mass U.S.A.
FINE FINISHED GOODS SELL THEMSELVES.

SPECIAL VALUE. Revell No. 400 K Outfit
Price, $420 Net Cash,F.O.B. Cars Chicago

Modern

ewelry&fixfures

Show Cases

Alexa Tier El. 'Revell's, G.
21-31-2/31 fiffh Avenue, CFIICA GO,

artufarfureTA

4 Wall Cases, each 8 feet long;
5 Show Cases and Tables, each

8 feet long;
2 Screens, each 6 feet long.

We can furnish any quantity of wall
cases, show cases, tables and screens
immediately.
Send list of each kind required and

we will be glad to quote prices.

DESCRIPTION.

Oak, hard oil rubbed finish. Glass
double strength.

WALL CASE.

Base part 30 inches high, 29 inches deep,
outside ; three drawers in center, cup-
boards either side with horizontal sliding
paneled doors. Upper part 54 inches
high, 18 inches deep, inside. One w-
inch and one 32-inch wide shelves on
brackets. Shelves and interior lined with
dark green felt. Two doors sliding up
and balanced by weights.

SHOW CASE AND TABLE.
42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.
Show case front glass 14 inches high,
top glass 24 inches wide, front and top
in two lights each, horizontal sliding
doors lined with American mirrors.

SCREEN.

66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches
high overall paneled below, glass above.
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The outlook for the holiday trade in this sec-

tion is the best in years, and both wholesalers
 and

retailers are predicting an aggregate business which

will exceed that of any previous year. All the fac-

tories have been working overtime, and in 
many

cases with two shifts of men. The demand
 for

high-class goods is unprecedented. Diamond

sellers and importers report that never before has

the demand for big stones been as great as 
during

the present season. Mr. Eugene Swigart, of

E. & J. Swigart, when interviewed on the 
condi-

tions, gave out the following statement : " The

retailers have just passed through a dull season,

that is to say, a period between seasons, and
 are

now entering upon the biggest season ever 
known

in the local jewelry trade. Our business is very

flattering. There is an unprecedented demand for

labor—watchmakers and jewelers—in this section,

and we daily receive scores of letters from 
our cus-

tomers, asking us to secure help for them. We

cannot begin to fill all the requests. The factorie
s

also seem to be experiencing a dearth of workmen,

which in itself is a very good indication of the pros-

perity in the trade.''

Herman Strueve, formerly with H. Strueve

& Son, a firm for forty years engaged in the l
ocal

trade, and recently dissolved through the retire
-

ment of the senior member, has gone into partner-

ship with James Bingaman, the diamond importer
,

and the firm will henceforth be known as James

Bingaman & Co. Mr. Strueve has been in the

jewelry business for many years with his father and

has a host of friends, who wish him success in his

new venture.
L. F. Bohn Dietrich, the well-known Cincinnati

optician, died on November 8th, from an aggravated

attack of pneumonia. His death was sudden, he

being found dead in bed by his family on Nov
em-

ber 9th. The deceased was thirty-five years of age

and married. His death is mourned by the local

trade, among whom he had many friends.

I... Gutmann & Sons, the wholesale jewelers,

have secured a lease on an entire floor of the Trac
-

tion Building, which is now being erected at 
Fifth

and Walnut Streets, and will remove from 
their

present place .of business early in spring. The

firm will expand and double its stock with the

removal.

Geo. O. Reckert, the foreman of the watch-

making department of E. & J. Swigart Co., has

launched into business for himself in the upper

portion of the city. He has secured quarters on

Vine Street and will start out with a new stock.

E. P. Durand°, of E. P. Durando & Co., Chat-

tanooga, one of the best known jewelers of Chatta-

nooga, Tenn., died during the past month after a

short illness.

" It is amazing when we stop to consider the

advance in price made by diamonds during the

past seven years," said J. C. Miller, president o
f

the Miller Jewelry Company. "The jump made

by the king of precious stones in this period of

time has almost been eighty percent., with the end

not yet in sight. Big stones seem all the rage. It

was formerly thought by diamond merchants that

the cause of the small demand for the big stones

was due to the public thinking it was a lack of good

form to wear a diamond that was bigger than a

pea. Time has changed this belief, however, and

the trade is now well aware that purchasing

ability rules the size of precious stones. Our de-

mand for big sparklers is something which was

formerly unthouglit of, I predict a big advance in

the price of diamonds within the next few years,

unless the policy of the present administration of

the Kimberley and other South African mines is

radically changed."
H. S. Shipper, of Pleasant City, Ohio, has re-

tired from business and will go into the employ of

A. Seidensticker, of Hamilton, Ohio.

Fox Bros. & Co. last month received one of

the largestvand most valuable package of diamonds

from Amsterdam ever received at the Cincinnat
i

Custom House in a single shipment. The ship-

ment was from Sol. Fox, a member of the firm,

who visited the European diamond markets during

October and November on a purchasing trip.

M. L. Aron, of Springfield, Ohio, was in town

recently selecting his holiday bills.

The new catalogue of Albert Bros. has been

well received by the trade. It is a finely printed

and handsome book that will help the live jew
eler

in selecting his rush orders during the holiday

time. If you have not as yet received this cata-

logue write this firm and they will gladly send it t
o

you free of expense.

John T. Murray, of Pulaski, Tenn., was in

Cincinnati several days last month selecting hi
s

holiday bills.
J. Dorst, of Dorst & Company, reports busi-

ness with his firm as much better than at this

time last year, and says that they are consta
ntly

finding it necessary to put on new men. They 
are

expecting a very busy December.

The following buyers were in the market during

the past month : August Vial, of Horse Cave,
 Ky.;

A. K. Reeves, of Winchester, Ky.; S. S. Van 
.floy,

of Cambellsville, Ky.; J. P. Jones, of Paris, Te
nn.;

Ed. Israel, of Harrison, Ohio ; John T. Murra
y, of

Pelasco, Tenn.; M. L. Aron, of Springfield, Ohio
;

Ben. J. Dillard, of Lebanon, Tenn.; Herman

Barth, of Beer & Barth, North Vernon, Ind.

The Commercial Traveler

By W. A. Bally, President of the C0111111en
-i:d Travelers' Home

Association of America, in Collier', Weekly
.

How to Qualify The traveling salesman who may

For the Road expect to be a success must be a

picked man. The qualifications

of such a man are so complex, yet so simple,
 that

it is beyond any man to define the exact make
-up

required for success in this field.

It is plainly patent that the simple requisites

are common honesty, aptitude for the 
work, a

thorough understanding of the business, indefat
iga-

bleness coupled with a certain amount of 
persist-

ency, a good constitution to stand the wear 
and

tear of the life he will lead, and a certain amount

of the geniality of an optimist. He must 
be, to

some extent, enthusiastic ; but this enthusiasm

must be genuine, based upon his belief that 
he has

attractive goods to sell and that he is char
ging the

right prices.
A commercial traveler must be well dres

sed.

And that means he must be able to withst
and the

critical scrutiny of well-dressed, well-to-do 
business

men. He must wear immaculate linen, 
have a

good ten-cent polish on his shoes, and wea
r an up-

to-date hat. It is astonishing how much influence

a well-dressed man has over a buyer.

Back of all this he must be a

A Gentleman 
gentleman. Twenty-five years

Always ago, if a man was considered a

good man, lapses like a drunken

spree lasting for a week were forgiven. Not so to-

day. The traveling salesman is a marked man
,

Hosts of employees of his customers know him by

name. He has to be circumspect in everything he

does, else anything but that which is proper is her-

alded abroad. His employers quickly hear of it,

his competitors are more than likely to make capi-

tal of his weaknesses, and the first thing he knows

he has lost his position. He must be over prudent

in his daily life. He cannot afford to spend his

time in saloons, nor to gamble, nor to visit other

questionable places. Such indiscretions, be he ever

so cunning, are sure to be found out, and his name

be batted about by gossip. He must be a busi-

ness man, pure and simple, attending to his

work, as sonic great worker has said, "eight

days in the week and thirteen months in the

year."
For such labor as this a good physique is

essential. There is such a thing, of course, as

overwork, even among commercial travelers. A

young man once entered into a special arrangement

with his firm, including privileges which were ac-

corded to no other man carrying the same line of

goods. The arrangement meant " big money " if

he worked hard. The nature of the task required

him to visit New York City once a week from a

point in central New York. This meant at least

two nights' ride in a sleeper each week. He hus-

tled about all day while in the metropolis, and

then, thoroughly exhausted, threw himself into his

berth for the ride back to his starting-point. He

was of frail physique, and as sensitive as a woman.

Unconsciously he undermined his health, so that

when attacked by fever he succumbed. But this

martyr to commercial travel left $17,000 to his

widow.

He Must be a

One of the most important re-

quisites for success as a travel-

Diplomat Mg salesman is tact. A born

salesman is also a born diplo-

mat. He must be able to accept disappointment

with a smile and to acknowledge defeat gracefully.

Who among the veterans on the road does not

know the buyer who glibly promises an order

" sure, next trip ;" and who, when the salesman

puts in an appearance, fails to fulfil the promise?

The traveler who, under such circumstances, con-

trols his feelings, possesses a capital that cannot be

estimated in figures.

He is wise who puts no more faith in

the buyer who is lavish of promises than in

the prince who passes his word which is not as

good as his bond. I find that it is better never to

remind a buyer that he has failed to keep his

promise.
The experiences and reminiscences of any

veteran of the road—choosing such a one even at

random—would fill a book. You will find him

broad-minded, generous .to a fault, and taking a

charitable view of the weaknesses of humankind.

There is a story of an incident which happened late

at night in a sleeping-car. A man is walking up

and down the aisle vainly trying to silence the

wailing of an infant. (This story may be familiar

to some readers, but I relate it as one of the best.

illustrations of the kind of heart that beats in the

breast of the so-called drummer.) Every person

in the sleeper is awake, and the train comes to a

standstill, possibly to await orders from the train

dispatcher or to transfer baggage. When patience

on the part of the man who is carrying the baby

has ceased to be a virtue, one of the passengers

shouts in an irritable voice, " Why don't you give

that child to its mother to pacify?"

The reply is audible to every occupant of the

sleeper : " Her mother, sir, is there—in a long box

in the baggage car."
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THE KEYSTONE

Whether people have so much money that they

want to spend it as quickly as pos
sible, or whether

they have learned to do the
ir buying early, the

fact remains that the holiday purc
hasing opened up

earlier this year than ever. The first of
 November

is rather early for the retail st
ores to begin laying

away Christmas sales, but that is
 exactly what

happened in the principal stores of Kans
as City.

The wholesale dealers, of course, expect their

busy time a little earlier than do th
e retail mer-

chants, but even as early as two weeks 
ago the

retail jewelry merchants began adding 
to their

forces of clerks and preparing for a rush 
that was

not slow in coming.

" I never saw the retail Christmas trade o
pen

up so early," said a prominent je
weler to THE

KEYSTONE correspondent. " We have been layin
g

aside selections for Christmas gifts for 
some little

time now and, of course, will know no re
st until

Christmas is a thing of the past. People are buy-

ing more expensive things than in fo
rmer years and

we are making more jewelry for spec
ial orders

than ever before. The best is not good 
enough

for the holiday trade this season and, of
 course, we

are going to give people the very best 
goods that

can be secured, when they are willing to
 pay for

them. The diamond sales have been u
nusually

large and, in fact, the best class of goods 
has had

the call so far."

A great many fashionable weddings have made

things lively for the retail jewelers, lately. 
There

has not been a fall in years when there 
were so

many important weddings, among people of we
alth

and position. One retail merchant, whose shop is

especially popular, was fairly 'cleaned 
out" of

silver, after a week of weddings, each one of 
which

was made notable by the number and magni
ficence

of the gifts.

The election in Kansas the first part of Nov
em-

ber would be supposed to affect busines
s condi-

tions in Kansas City a little, as this city 
draws a

great deal of its trade from Kansas. This, how-

ever, was not the case, for business conti
nued as

good as ever, which is very good, indeed.
 There

is no reason for jewelers of any branch of t
he trade

to complain, for there has probably never
 been a

fall which has found Kansas City and vicinity 
in as

sound and prosperous financial condition.

The C. A. Kiger Jewelry Company suffered a

serious loss by fire Saturday night, November
 15th.

The company occupies the second story
 of the

Hewson Building, at to16 Walnut Street. The
 fire

originated in the wall between the C. A. Kiger 
store

and that occupied by the Martin & Vernon 
Piano

Company and is supposed to have been caused b
y

a defective electric-light wire. C. A. Kiger stated

that the loss on his stock would be about $15
,000.

The part of the stock destroyed consisted pr
inci-

pally of impotted bric-a-brac, silver and cut g
lass.

The most valuable portion of the stock was lo
cked

in the safes, which were not injured. The firm d
id

an exclusively jobbing business and will close 
out

the remainder of the stock at retail as soon 
as a

location can be secured. The Hewson Building

was considerably damaged.

The value of advertising in THE KEYSTONE

was pretty thoroughly demonstrated to the M
eyer

Jewelry Company last month, when if received 
an

order from Ceylon. The customer in this remot
e

portion of the globe sent quite a good-sized 
order

and added that he had seen the Meyer Jewe
lry

Company's advertisement in THE KEYSTONE.

When Kansas City can secure business all the way

from Ceylon, it is not only a compliment to the mer-

chants of this city, but to THE KEYSTONE, whose

circulation takes it to the very ends of the earth.

The Meyer Jewelry Company is showing a very

large and perfect pearl, which was found in a stream

near Paola, Kansas. It is a fresh-water pearl, pure

white in color and slightly pear-shaped. It was

found by a young colored boy, who took it to a

jeweler to learn its value and was surprised when

it was estimated at about five hundred dollars.

The pearl weighs twenty grains.

George W. Ellis, of Butler, Mo., was a visitor

to the wholesale and optical establishments recently.

Isadore Eller, of Richmond, Mo., was in the

city last month, calling upon his friends in the trade.

Mr. and Mrs. Calvin B. Norton have announced

the engagement of their daughter, Amelia, to

Ward Moffitt Lewis, the marriage to take place

soon after the first of the year. The prospective

bride's father is president of the C. B. Norton

wholesale jewelry company. Mr. Lewis is a young

business man well known to the jewelry trade, and

popular with social and business associates.

A very mysterious occurrence is the disappear-

ance of William A. Stuck, a wealthy jeweler of

Richmond, Mo. Mr. Stuck has not been seen

since 6 o'clock on the evening of November loth,

and his friends in Richmond fear that he has either

been murdered or has wandered away when de-

ranged. The closest search is being made for

him, rivers are being dragged and a house to house

inquiry made, but at this writing (November t9th)

without success. Mr. Stuck left no more trace

than if the earth had opened and swallowed him.

He was born in Baden, Germany, in 1846, and i
n

1867 came to Lexington, where his relatives, the

Megedes, were pioneer citizens. He has lived in

Richmond since 1876, and many years ago entered

into partnership in the jewelry business with A. L
.

Dollinger, the firm name being Stuck & Dollinger.

Their store is the largest in Richmond, and is in a

most prosperous condition. Mr. Stuck was a

bachelor, very quiet in his ways and free from an
y

dissipated habits. He is a relative of Louis Megede,

president of the Missouri Optical Association,

nephew of Mrs. L. Megede, and cousin of Arno

Megede, of Kansas City. Owing to his family con-

nections, lodge relations and his wide acquaint-

ance, the mysterious disappearance has caused

more than a local sensation. Mr. Stuck was well

known and popular with the Kansas City trade.

Among the out-of-town merchants who visited

the Kansas City wholesale houses recently, an
d

who purchased the last big orders for Christma
s

selling, were : I. W. Roe, Pratt, Kans.; J. I. Mor-

rison, Williamsburg, Kans.; Gus Willman, Law
-

rence, Kans.; Harry Bower, Fairview, Okla. Ter.
 ;

F. N. Rankin, Olathe, Kans.; C. D. Calh
oun,

Kingfisher, Okla. Ter.; H. E. Rakeman, Sapulpa,

Ind. Ter.; J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.; G. N
.

Rankin, Olathe, Kans.; J. W. Phillips, Chanute,

Kans.; R. H. Reed, Polo, Mo.; Otto Burklund,

Ossawatomie, Kans.; Leslie White, Lees Summit,

Mo.; Wm. Glick, Junction City, Kans.; A. Rosen
-

field, Leavenworth, Kans.; J. H. Whiteside, Lib-

erty, Mo.; E. Fry, Belleville, Kans.; E. R. F
lout,

Warrensburg, Mo.; Geo. Essig, Plattsburg, Mo.;

C. H. Morrison, Topeka, Kans.; J. H. Mos
her,

Burlington, Kans.; Gus Burklund, Osage City,

Kans.; C. E. Wardin, Topeka, Kans.; L.
 I).

Willett, Hiawatha, Kans.; L. Megede, Richmond
,

Mo.; George McCoy, Okarche, Okla. Ter.; Lee

Young, Smithville, Mo.; A. C. Hailey, Afton, Ind
.

Ter.; 1'. Kohlstad, Pleasant Hill, Kans.; A. G.

Kebler, Wellsville, Kans.
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Cleveland and Northern Ohio

The holiday business has opened up with a

rush, and it bids fair to be the most memorable in

years. The weather was very favorable during

November. Lady customers were unusually nume-

rous among the jewelry shoppers. The wholesale

houses report a continued demand for goods from

their out-of-town trade.
Frank Martin, manager for the art and porce-

lain department of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

spent a week among the importers recently in

search of the very latest novelties.

The Whittlesey Optical Co. recently held the

formal opening of their new store-rooms and

manufacturing plant. The concern is at present

running nights in order to accommodate the rush

of business.
Arthur Leonard, the well-known engraver, was

seriously injured in an accident last month. Mr.

Leonard was riding a bicycle down Euclid Avenue

when an ice wagon turning a corner collided with

him, seriously damaging himself and his wheel.

He is recovering rapidly and hopes soon to take

up his work again.
S. Aubley, druggist, i Broadway, has added a

stock of jewelry and installed Louis Koebler as

watchmaker and jeweler.

E. H. Holter, formerly located in Oberlin,

Ohio, has joined the traveling force of the Whittle-

sey Optical Co., and will travel over the territory

formerly covered by E. B. Brown, who is now in

charge of the prescription department. Mr. Hol-

ter will cover Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia

and Western New York.

A new optical concern, known as the National

Association of Opticians, has opened for business

on the Euclid Avenue end of the Schofield Build-

ing, second floor. This concern have engaged a

graduate physician and oculist and is making a bid

for its share of the local trade.

A. Porall, watchmaker, has joined the staff of

the Bowler & Burdick Co., after being five years

with the Ball Co.
A local union, known as the Watchmakers'

Union, was formed here last month with Elmer

Trayer as president ; Frank Force, Vice-President,

and Chas. Gerdum, secretary and treasurer.

R. B. Adams, the crook who robbed C. E.

Wilsdorf, the Payne Avenue jeweler, in August, of

a tray of diamond rings, was sent to the peniten-

tiary for three years.
The Webb C. Ball Co. have recently been ap-

pointed official time inspectors for the New York

Central & Hudson River R. R. The Ball Co. are

now the official inspectors of the entire Vanderbilt

system.
A. T. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

is in New York selecting the latest novelties on the

market. Alex. Steele, a well-known engraver for

the trade in New York, is now on the engraving

staff of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.

The following jewelers were buyers in this

market last month : W. J. Eroe, New Castle, Pa.;

Jno. Rich, Painesville, Ohio ; Benj. Moseley, Wil-

loughby, Ohio ; W. H. Snyder, Crestline, Ohio;

E. E. Lerch, Sebring, Ohio ; M. D. Preston, Madi-

son ; Mr. Pickering, of Pickering & Jelliff, Mansfield,

Ohio ; F. P. Craig, Sandy Lake, Pa.; E. H. Lotze,

Girard, Ohio ; G. L. Guenther, Bellevue, Ohio;

W. P. Crouthers, Oberlin, Ohio ; Geo. H. Dicken-

son, Geneva, Ohio ; T. H. Adamson, Cochranton,

Pa.; John Burn, New Philadelphia, Ohio ; A. J.

Miller, Massillon, Ohio ; W. L. Brown, Hubbard,

Ohio ; A. L. Bonewell, Gibsonburg, Ohio ; Phil.

McCracken, Barberton, Ohio.
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We wish to refer you to our
special facilities for prompt at-
tention to mail orders.

MEMORANDUM
PACKAGES

OF EXCELLENTLY ASSORTED

DIAMONDS
will be sent at a moment's
notice, thus saving you much
aggravating delay.
We devote all our time, skill

and energies to the careful
selection of diamonds and are
the only house in the West
dealing in them exclusively.

The immensity of our stock,
and the special facilities em-
ployed in buying direct from
the great continental markets,
is the wedge which has driven
our claims home.
We defy competition of the

largest Eastern houses either
Ill high quality or low prices.

NO ORDER TOO LARGE FOR
OUR CAPACITY;

NONE TOO SMALL FOR OUR

CAREFUL CONSIDERATION.

A CHANCE FOR A FORTUNE
MY RETIRING SALE IS NOW ON.

The Largest and Oldest Jewelry
Store in Montana For Sale.

ESTABLISHED TWENTY-TWO YEARS.

The pay=roll of Butte is over A MILLION

DOLLARS PER MONTH.

Store is located on Main Street, one block below the
$300,000.00 Federal Building now under construction.

Store is handsomely fitted up with plate-glass show
cases. Side cases for cut glass have plate-glass mirror
backs, glass shelves on nickel brackets, lighted by elec-
tricity under reflectors.

jeweler's shop fitted with electric-motor power and
every convenience for manufacturing jobbing.

The large burglar-proof vault is a feature to be prized.
I want a good tenant. Good will, fixtures and any part
of the stock for sale. If you mean business, write to

J. H. LEYSON,

Butte, Mont.

BY EXPRESS
we'll send you an
assorted package of
the beautiful

CORONA
ART POTTERY
If you happen to be
short on these goods.

Assortment for $25.
" 50.It

tt

It

di

tt

it

61

75.
100.
any amount.

Every piece a seller.
Order quick.

The J. B. Owens Pottery Co.
Zanesville, Ohio.

New York Office -W. H. Dunn,
68-70 W. Broadway,

December, 1902

Omaha and Vicinity

The State
of Trade

All dealers, wholesale and retail,

report a substantial increase in

business over last year. This is

true of the optical as well as the jewelry business.

There are no discouraging signs on the horizon,

save the slight money stringency in the Eas.,, but

this has more to do with the East than the \Vest,

and the fact is that the money which has been sent

\Vest to move the crops is in a great measure

responsible for this stringency. This money is still

in the West. Nebraska and the adjoining States

are full of it. The satisfactory harvest has required

more money than ever for its distribution because

of its quantity and the high prices of corn and

w heat. 

This money has now begun to flow with in-

creasing momentutn toward the East. Omaha is

taking her share and the jobbers see no cause for

complaint. Aside from the momentary scarcity of

money in the East, there has been nothing to indi-

cate any change in the present golden era of pros-

perity, and there are few even among the alarmists

who can detect any indications of approaching hard

times. Consequently there is a manifest air of

cheerfulness among the dealers. Their holiday

trade has started with a vim, and they expect the

natural increase from now until Christmas. If the

proportion is kept up throughout the holidays the

present season will show a gratifying improvement

over last year.

The Omaha plant of the American Smelting

and Refining Company is doing by far the largest

proportion of the work of that company. The

managers report larger shipments of ore than at

any previous time. The same may be said with

reference to the number of men at work. Each

shift has been notably increased in the past few

months.
There is at present a great demand in Omaha

and adjacent cities for proficient jewelers who

work at the bench.
A. B. Huberman, the pioneer jeweler of

Omaha, who has been located at the southeast

corner of Thirteenth and Douglas Streets for over

forty years, is selling more diamonds this season

than in any year of his long and successful career in

this city. Every year he makes a trip to Europe

and visits the principal diamond centers, making

his own selections and purchases. Other dealers

confirm the statement of Mr. Huberman that the

sales of diamonds, in spite of the advanced prices,

are more numerous than ever before.

But while the conditions in and about Omaha

are encouraging, the reports from farther \Vest are

no less encouraging. In States like Washington

and Oregon, which are not exclusively agricul-

tural, depending to a great extent upon their lumber

supplies and mineral resources, the same satis-

factory conditions prevail. W. L. Shook, of the

Shook Manufacturing Company, made a trip to

these States early in the fall, and so pleased was he

with the outlook that he is now making a second

trip in the interest of the company. He has, more-

over, placed in that field a regular representative,

S. W. Sturdevant, who will make the States of

Washington and Oregon.
A. I. Agnew, of the Columbian Optical Com-

pany, was thrown from his runabout recently and

was severely cut about the head. He and Dr.

Andrew Riley were on their way to make a call.

There was an abrasion above the eye that required

eight stitches. Mr. Agnew was not able to leave

his room for over a week.

THE KEYSTONE

The jobbers are one in saying that there is an

increased demand for the better grades of goods,

even to a larger extent than expected, and there is

such •a thing as there being a shortage in the supply.

A story comes from Roubaix, S. Dak., that

Pierre Wibaux, the well-known cattleman, and

president of the Clover Leaf Gold Mining Corn-

pany, has been presented by the directors of the

company with a gold brick, valued at $t000, con-

taining the gold that was obtained at the first

clean-up at the Uncle Sam mill, after the property

Finch passed into the hands of the present company.

It was neatly moulded and one of the surfaces bore

an appropriate inscription together with the history

of the brick. This brick has been in existence

three years, but was not presented until the success

of the company had been demonstrated.

Tom Penman, of Red Cloud, and John Crabill,

of Plattsmouth, visited the jewelry jobbers in this

city recently.
A pair of very smooth short-change specialists

operated in this city %vith decided success recently.

Among those whom they victimized was a clerk in

John Rudd's jewelry store. Here they made a

50-cent purchase and tendered a $mo gold piece in

payment. They were given $9.50 in change. At

this juncture they displayed clever conversational

powers, and when they had departed the clerk dis-

covered that the $to gold piece was missing. The

same trick was played in Balduff's candy store, but

in this case a 25-cent purchase was made and a $2o

gold piece was offered in payment. Neither of the

victims could explain how the trick was worked.

A. Mandelberg will occupy his new store at

1522 Farnam Street, about January 15th. He will

move from his present location at 1524 Farnam

Street, January 1st, but he believes that it will take

at least fifteen days before he can have everything

spick-and-span in his new quarters. The Boston

Ground Rent Trust Company has agreed to put in

a handsome new front, a cut-glass room with heavy

mirrors and an ornate gallery at the rear.

E. P. Shaw, formerly with Mawhinney & Ryan,

is now employed by Samuel Lindsay. Paul

Ketterer, formerly with Copeley, is also with Mr.

Lindsay.
George Miller has established himself in the

jewelry business at Ashton, Nebr.

E. E. Wright, who was formerly engaged in

business at Smith Center, Kans., has now opened a

store at Sutton, Nebr., with a complete line.

Charles \V. Fleming has established a new

jewelry store at Lincoln, Nebr.

J. D. Kite, of Wymore, Nebr., who recently

suffered loss by fire, has established himself in a

new location with a new and complete stock.

A. C. House, of Billings, Mont., has opened

up a new store and put in the latest and best

fixtures.

Literary Notices

A bright, inspiring periodical is the )ineth' s

Companion, the popular Boston weekly, brimful of

philosophic precept and clean entertaining fiction.

The Companion enjoys the distinction of being one

of the few weeklies to which the most notable per-

sonalities of both the old and the new world con-

tribute articles. The busiest people read the

Youlh's Companion because it is condensed, accu-

rate and helpful. Its weekly summary of import-

ant news is complete and trustworthy. Its editorial

comment on political and domestic questions is

non-partisan ; it aims to state facts in such a way

that the busiest person can use them as the basis of

an intelligent opinion. It reflects on every page

the wholesome, industrious, home-loving, home-

making side of American life, the life of noble aims

and honorable ambitions. The subscription price

is $1.75 per year,
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Among the Trade

The trade are invited to send us reliable items of

news for this department

Alaska

A. L. Delkin, the Nome jeweler, has com-

pleted a unique watch case which is composed

solely of nuggets and gold taken from his claim On

lVillow Creek, Casadepoga. The case and a fob

which accompanies it are of rare and artistic work •

manship. They are valued at $5oo, but since they

are of Nome manufacture and have come from the

jeweler's own claim in the gold regions he natur-

ally prizes them for reasons apart from their

abstract value.
The Alaska Jewelry Co., of Juneau, had

recently on exhibition in their show window a hand-

some gold nugget weighing over sixteen ounces.

The nugget was taken out of a placer mine on

Kenai Peninsula in Cooks Inlet, near Valdez, and

brought over by the president of the mining corn-

who is on his way to San Francisco. The

precious lump is shaped somewhat like a veal

kidney and is estimated to be worth about $300.

Arkansas

Jno. M. Powell, has established a repair busi-

ness at Morrillton. He was formerly located at

Plumerville, and later at El Reno, Okla.

California

F. B. King, the Redlands jeweler, makes a
profitable use of his show window. He recently
prepared an attractive display in which the window

was draped with taffeta silk of a delicate pink
shade. The goods exhibited consisted chiefly of

watch cases, fine clocks, sterling silver goods and

jewelry novelties. This enterprising jeweler has

made changes in his window which considerably

enhance its display facilities, and has installed a

pair of elaborate plate glass signs, which have

been affixed to the lower portion of the window

outside.

Colorado

The Rushmer JeA% ylry Co., of Pueblo, cele-
brated the tenth anniversary of its establishment

last month. The fact was intimated to the public

in a neat and effective advertisement in a local

paper. From a modest beginning this Iirm has

continued to expand at a rate which evidenced
skill and enterprise on the part of the proprietors.

In their advertisement above referred to they state :

" With high ideals and an earnest desire to gain
the public's approval, and to bear a deserved
reputation for reliability and honorable dealing, we
feel that we have met with a fair degree of success."

Connecticut

Alexander Weed, of Stamford, was victimized

by a cool and daring thief on the evening of
November isth to the amount of over $3000. The

fellow, who is over six foot high and of a dark

complexion, inspected some diamond rings in

Mr. Weed's establishment about a week before,

but made no purchase at the time. On the occasion
of his last and Most memorable visit he was also

shown diamond rings in compliance with his

request. The stranger went over half a dozen of

them very critically and asked the price. Just here

an express messenger came in with several pack-

ages for Mr. Weed, who stepped to the rear of the
store to receive them. The stranger took up the

tray, dumped the sixteen diamonds into his hand

and put them into his side coat pocket. Then he
yelled to Proprieter Weed : "Good-by, old man,
I've got all your rings." He added a few words of
profanity and then skedaddled. The jeweler and
some other men made an effort to overtake him,
but he was soon lost in the darkness. The police
in all the cities and big towns of Connecticut have
been asked to look out for him. When Mr. Weed
returned to his store over the route taken by the
thief he found two diamond rings where they had
been dropped by the stranger in his flight. They
were worth $300.

(Continued on page 155z)



(65-"' THIS FALL SEASON
has been a memorable one for this house. We anticipate a still
more memorable holiday business the present month. It now
looks as though it would be by far the greatest we have ever
been favored with.

It is a fact that we have handled thus far this season the largest volume of business in our
history and set an even higher standard of merit in jewelry making.

What we want to impress upon the trade is that we are working harder and that we
have made more extensive preparations to take care of their rush orders during December
than ever before.

As manufacturing jewelers we meet the demand at this season for special
more complete facilities than ever before. Orders sent us by mail or telegraph
quickly and as completely as possible anywhere.

order work with
will be filled as

JUERGENS 0 ANDERSEN COMPANY
MAKERS OF FINE JEWELRY AND IMPORTERS OF DIAMONDS

STEWART BUILDING, CHICAGO

After your holiday rush!
You will have time to gather together

your old gold and silver as well as

your unsalable and shopworn jewelry;

and if you want the highest cash value and

prompt returns, consign your lot to the

We return your lot at our expense
if you are dissatisfied with our returns.

Standard Metal Co.
Chicago.
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(Continued from page 1549)

District of Columbia

The firm of Schmedtie Bros. John Hanson,
proprietor, 704 Seventh Street, N. W., Washington,
I). C., has a record of thirty-eight years' continuous
progress to its credit. Th._ir premises have recently
been renovated and refurnished on a costly and
elaborate basis. Palatial equipment is a dominant
feature in the methods of this enterprising firm and
their establishment is one of the handsomest and
most unique in that section. They held a formal
opening on October 2gth when a large number of
visitors were present and were much impressed by
the beauty of the store.

L. Cohen & Co„ 611 Seventh Street, Wash-
ington, is a firm which has made remarkable
progress. The business of this concern has shown
a marked increase from year to year. They carry
a large line of jewelers' supplies and a varied stock
of novelties.

On an indictment charging him with larceny of
a diamond brooch valued for $6o from Galt &
Bro., Washington, Albert Thompson, notorious
thief and swindler, was tried and convicted in a
local court recently. The testimony in the trial was
of such a character that the counsel for the defend-
ant offered no denials or testimony in the latter's
behalf, and the jury was out but a few moments
before returning the verdict of guilty as indicated.

Indiana

Jeweler A. H. Beer, of Versailles, was the
means of attracting a large assemblage of visitors
to that town recently, the occasion being the holding
of his annual pumpkin, corn and potato show.
This has come to be recognized as one of the
notable functions of the year in Versailles, and its
character is such that it must necessarily prove a
valuable advertisement for Mr. Beer among the
agricultural population. This year's display con-
tained some remarkable specimens of farm produc-
tion, and the prizes given therefor by Mr. Beer
were liberal and appropriate. The heaviest pumpkin
weighed seventy-nine pounds ; the largest in cir-
cumference measured sixty-two inches. The largest
ear of corn was 1334 inches long and eight inches
in circumference. The ugliest pumpkin bore a
strong resemblance to the face of a ground-hog.
The awards were determined by a number of
competent judges.

D. P. Armer, of Richmond, who was formerly
located in Richmond, Ky., has installed a hand-
some line of fine chinaware, novelties and cut glass.
His store is equipped with all the most improved
facilities.

Iowa

E. C. Chamberlain, the sturdy retailer, of
Denison, has a judiciously apportioned establish-
ment. His business is growing, however, and will
require additional space in the near future.

Henry Kirkpatrick, of Le Mars, who recently
established himself in the new building, is making
profitable use of his improved display facilities.

J. M. McGee, Cherokee, is an adept in the
display art and rejoices in the proprietorship of one
of the most beautifully appointed stores in that
section. 

Beebe & Barber, the progressive Waverly firm.
contemplate making further improvements in their
already well-appointed store.

John L. Warbasse, the Denison retailer, has
completed a new and well-arranged building which
affords improved facilities for the prosecution of a
modern business.

Witter & Hoch, of Storm Lake, are a hustling
pair whose energy and enterprise are strikingly
reflected in their admirable premises, which in
arrangement and equipment are a model of good
taste and convenience.

W. H. Potts, of Mason City, has established
himself in a new and commodious location.

E
N.bAulioldelitnleg.& Co., Mason City, have removed

to a new
E.

Mack A. HurIburt, of Fort Dodge, who had
been occupying temporary quarters for some time,
is now established in a new building, where his
facilities for business is much improved.

Parsons & Port, of Vinton, have an exceedingly
pretty establishment so arranged as to afford

copious facilities for the adequate display of their
goods. They also utilize their spacious show
window to excellent advantage.

J. A. Bliss & Son, of Vinton, a well-known and
enterprising firm, have a very complete optical
department which is in charge of the junior member
of the firm.

Kansas

W. J. Hindman has reopened business at
Hutchinson after a retirement of two years due to
the impaired condition of his health. He will
make a specialty of repairing, and will besides carry
a full line of watches and jewelry. His reengage-
ment in business life is gratifying to many friends,
both in and out of the jewelry trade.

Maryland

Julius J. Jenkins has established himself in the
jewelry business at tot West Fayette Street, Balti-
more. He will be glad to receive wholesale cata-
logues and other trade literature of a similar
character.

Massachusetts

Chas. H. Whittier, who two years ago sold his
business at Lynn to C. E. Blake & Co., and went
to travel with his wife, has returned and repurchased
it. Mr. Whittier and his wife indulged in a pro-
tracted tour, traversing a distance of 12,000 miles.
Their expedition included an enjoyable sojourn at
salubrious sections of the Pacific coast.

Michigan

The jewelry and watchmaking business hitherto
known as A. Waananen, at Calumet, is now con-
ducted under the name of A. Warren & Son, both
members of the firm having had their names
officially changed in the Probate Court.

Minnesota

Clark Bros., St. Cloud, have leased one of the
finest stores in that city for a period of two years.
The dimensions of this establishment are twenty
by seventy feet. The fixtures and furnishings are
modern and an extensive stock is carried. T. W.
Clark, junior member of the firm, is managing the
new branch, and Geo. R. Clark continues in charge
of the original business.

Kirchner & Renich is the name of a newly
established firm at Minneapolis. The members
composing it are E. A. Kirchner and W. F. Renich,
both of whom worked for the Juergens & Andersen
Co., of Chicago. Mr. Renich was also in the
employ of the The Keystone Watch Case Co. in the
capacity of engraver.

Nebraska

Major F. Due has succeeded Stanton & Due at
O'Neill. He reports favorable prospects for holiday
trade.

J. A. Anderson, of Strornsburg, visited Chicago
some weeks ago and made extensive purchases of
holiday goods.

L. A. Erickson, of Stromsburg, has supple-
mented his optical and jewelry business by installing

a line of pianos.

New York

Koetsch & Fowler's store, a: Tonawanda, was
burglarized recently to the estimated amount of
$3000. The stolen articles consist principally of
watches, jewelry, gold and silverware. The show
cases had been rifled and too high-grade razors also
appropriated. An unsuccessful effort was made to
open the safes. The robbery is said to have been
committed at early morn. An entrance was gained
to the store, which is located on the principal busi-
ness thoroughfare in the Tonawandas, by removing
several iron bars from a rear window and prying
the latter open. An investigation after the burglary
was discovered disclosed the fact that the goods
were carried away in a wagon. A clew has been
secured which leads to the belief that the plunder
was removed to the river nearby, loaded on to a
boat and removed to Canada.

S. E. Huson, of Connecticut Street, Buffalo,

has sold his business at that location to his watch-
maker, and has opened jewelry parlors in overhead
quarters of A. E. Sipe's old stand. Here he has
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started an innovation in his methods of service.
His apartments are richly furnished and customers
remain seated in luxurious chairs and couches while
goods are brought from the safe and submitted for
their approval.

Edmund Albertson, of Mechanicsville, has
remodeled his store and augmented its length by
thirteen feet. He has also installed elaborate all-
glass show cases, has otherwise renovated his
premises, and has added a watchmaker to his staff.

Ohio

J. R. Rakestraw, the Lima jeweler, is estab-
lishing himself in new and commodious quarters
in the Metzger Block, 215 South Main Street, in that
city. He was hitherto located at 686 South Main
Street, but his expanding trade necessitated removal
to more spacious apartments.

Adolph Lehne, Mechanicsburg, recently con-
structed a window trim and ascertained its actual
value by " keeping tab " on the sales of which it
was the source. The display lasted ten days, and
according as the articles were purchased therefrom
others were immediately substituted. In this dis-
play the background was made up of mirrors
trimmed with yellow cheesecloth ; the floor was
covered with canton flannel, over which diamond
dust was sprinkled.

Pennsylvania

W. H. Rowe, Jr., manufacturing jeweler, of
Scranton, has moved from iso North Washington
Avenue to more commodious premises at 114
North Washington Avenue, where he is prepared to
do all kinds of jewelry manufacturing. .

John D. Mayers, of Littlestown, during several
weeks in November, served as foreman of the
Adams county grand jury.

The cover design of THE KEYSTONE has again
been taken as the model for a handsome window
display, this time by Jeweler W. W. Berry, of
Pittston. In this trim the frame work was of wood
and the columns, which are now familiar to all our
readers, were handsomely cased in oilcloth. The
portion which rested at the top was trimmed with
muslin and painted white, and bore the word,
Berry, in attractive gilded rope letters. The steps
were covered with rich velvet, and the entire display
presented an elegant and unique appearance.

F. D. Rowley, formerly of Wellsville, N. Y., is
now located in Factoryville.

South Carolina

Sentz & O'Meara is the name of a newly estab-
lished firm at 1439 Main Street, Columbia. This
firm has one of the most elegantly equipped stores
in the South, their fixtures being of solid mahogany.
They have been appointed local watch inspectors
for the Southern Railway and Seaboard Air Line.
C. F. Sentz, one of the partners in the firm, also
conducts a business at Clifton Forge, Va.

Texas

Henry Iverson & Co., Corsicana, rejoice in the
proprietorship of one of the most handsomely
equipped stores in the South. Their fixtures are
of solid mahogany and the entire premises are
richly ornamented and present a very imposing
appearance. Beautiful store fixtures are a special
feature of this firm's policy.

G. A. Hahn, of the G. A. Bahn Optical and
Diamond Co., Austin, was prosecutor in a recent
suit of libel against the editor of a labor union
paper. The action arose out of an editorial which
appeared in the paper and in which Mr. Bahn was
accused of being unfavorable to the early closing
movement instigated by the Clerks' Union and to
the union and its members. Mr. Bahn claimed
that the language and purpose of the editorial were
libelous. The defendant was fined the minimum
penalty of $loo.

Vermont

Harry A. Belknap, jeweler and watchmaker,
St. Johnsbury, died recently after a protracted
illness. Mr. Belknap's initial business venture was
in the manufacture of rings, etc., at his home in
St. Johnsbury. He later went into the watch,
jewelry and optical business in a new location, and
made notable progress until his physical condition
became impaired. He was only thirty-two years old.



Advertising that Brought Success

0 NE of the most practical, methodic and
aggressive advertising jewelers in the

United States is Geo. E. Feagans, Joliet, 111.
As success has crowned Mr. Feagans' enter-
prise, his ideas of Christmas advertising, as
embodied in an article in the Retailer and
Advertiser by his advertising man, cannot
fail to be interesting. His methods of pub-
licity are described thus :

Christmas advertising is
Christmas started along the middle ofAdvertising

November. Not strongly,
perhaps, but the public are reminded that
Christmas is just around the corner, that
goods are in and ready for inspection. And
we want them inspected. The jeweler who
adopts this method will find a great many
people will shop early, and his November
sales will show a marked gain, While his
Christmas business will show no falling off
on account of it.

December the first the real Christmas
advertising is pushed with a vim. Lists are
published from day to day. " Things for
Baby," " Suggestions for Xmas Gifts for
Men," " Gifts for the Lady of the House,"
" What Girls Like," " These Make a Boy's
Xmas Happy," and so on, giving a list of
suitable articles with the range of prices. We
strongly urge shoppers to bring these lists
with them, and they do.

As the Christmas season is the jeweler's
harvest, we try to put forth our best efforts to
make the advertising effective during this
period. Increased space and locals are used.
Here, as in other large stores, during the
hurricane of buying, the two weeks preceding
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IN
OPEN
STOCK

offers many advantages to housekeepers.
You are enabled to buy Just the pieces von
want, and at any . time you can replace
broken pieces. Isn't it worth considering
in buying your dinner set? Four open-
stock patterns to select from.

GEO. E. FEAGANS,
JEWELER.

Christmas, the help is called from the benches
and the shop to help gather in the harvest.
As a result, the work is delayed and many
customers are disappointed. This is a con-

THE KEY TONE

dition that will ever exist in jewelry stores,
as long as giving Christmas reminders is
fashionable.

After-Christmas
Advertising

But immediately after Christ-
mas, we commence to push
the repairing, manufacturing

and optical departments. We advertise that
now the work will be out on time—no delay
—and no bother. We call for and deliver
clocks after repairing them. The majority of
jewelers feel so prosperous at this time that
they slack up on their advertising. Then is
the time to make your greatest stand, to start
the repairing your way again. During January
and February we talk this part of the business
stronger than any other time during the year.
We issue neat little booklets, and send them

rr-C3 THE NEW
FEMININE FADCt 

Secret Lockets
worn on the long
locket chains.
Places for two
pictures.

Plain, Satin Finish or Roman are
good form.

$2.00 to $4.00 for large ones.
$1.25 to $2.00 for the little

fellows.

Engraved with wearer's monogram
without extra charge.

CS
GEO. E. FEAGANS,

JEWELER.

by mail, setting forth the advantages of
having repairing done here.

As the seasons come and go we have
seasonable goods to talk about. With Easter
we talk articles for personal adornment for
the fair sex. In June the " Blushing Bride "
and the " Sweet Girl Graduate " occupy the
center of the stage, and the advertising is
directed to wedding presents and graduation
gifts. June is next to December in the
amount of business done. Many days it
makes one almost listen for the jingle of the
sleigh bells, to see the crowds that throng
the store.

From time to' time we send
Free Use of

out Booklets little circulars and book-
lets, and there are always

opportunities to get booklets from such manu-
facturers as the Simmons Chain people, New
England Watch Co., The 147 Rogers Bros.,
or silverware makers, such as the Gorham
Co., or Towle Manufacturing Co. These
booklets are always neatly printed and are
gladly furnished gratis. And they help to
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At

Feagans
"Cut Glass Always Pleases."

Our New
Line of

CUT
GLASS
will make

"easy picking"
for pretty
presents.

sell goods. In mailing them always, where
it is.possible, address them to the lady of the
house. If sent to the lord and master it will
probably go into the waste basket and that is
all the madam ever hears of it. Send it to
her home address, and be sure your mailing
list is kept up to date and that it is correct.

Little importance is paid to the mailing
list among jewelers, and it is well worth all
the time you can put on it. You can reach
people by mail when you can reach them no
other way. A word about the display of
your advertisements. Make them as plain
as possible. Country printers are prone to
set up an ad. with a little of everything they
have in the office. Use only two or at the
outside three sizes of type, and a plain rule
border (8 or f o point) will aid materially in
making your ad. stand out. Picture the

talking—there is no better
this.
Don' t try to say too much
and crowd your ad. Re-
member white space is very

attractive to the eye: Another form of ad-
vertising that is sadly neglected is the adver-
tising to be gained from a bright and pretty
window display, with neat catchy cards writ-
ten in a plain legible hand, calling attention
to the articles on display—with the price.

Don't forget for a minute that the price
is the most important thing of all. Don't
quit advertising because business is dull.
Then you need it most. Don't think people
quit buying goods with the passing of holi-
days or seasons. Don't waste your money
on programmes, hotel registers or any of the
thousand fake schemes that are presented to
you. Just say " no " to all of them and put
your money into legitimate newspaper and
booklet advertising.

article you are
advertising than

Pointers to
Advertisers

It is as

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

that New England Watches surpass them-
selves. The best of good sellers at any
season of the year, they are pre-eminently
appropriate at Christmastime.

Every conceivable color charm in

iridescent and dull. enamels, striking com-
binations of repousse work with
enamel, and engraving in many
styles (including novel raised de-
signs) supplement the more usual
forms of Watch decoration, vet they
are absolutely uniform in their
serviceable qualities and appeal to

the Holiday buyer in the strongest
possiTblhee

‘fivaftye.en styles shown (exact
size) are representative of a widely

varied stock of Christmas favorites.

All Watches timed and tested in
their cases and fully guaranteed.

N EW ENGLAND
WATCH CO.
Waterbury, Conn.
New York-

37 Maiden Lane.
Chicago-

131 Wabash Avenue.

San Francisco—
Claus Spreckles

1



The Simplex Watch Demagnetizer
requires no outside current. This obviates the difficulty ex-
perienced by many watchmakers who have found that their
demagnetizer requires the opposite current to that which
they are able to secure and that they are obliged to use a
transformer. With the Simplex all you have to do is to
press the spring, turn the crank and gradually move the
Nvatch away and the work is done.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER has an automatic
switch xvhicli cannot remain closed through neglect, making
it absolutely impossible for it to " burn out " your machine,
an advantage over all other demagnetizers. It is portable,
also. You can carry it with you to any part of your shop, or
town, or county. It is always ready for use at a moment's
notice, anywhere. It weighs only 9 pounds, and is enclosed
in a substantial piano-finished quartered oak case with
nickel-plated trimmings. It measures 6 by 6 by 8 inches.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is actuated by a
three cell dry battery NYIliCh 1611 last for a year or more and
can be renewed at any time for 45 cents. The gears are of
brass, cut from the solid, and all pinions are of steel, accu-
rately fitted.

And the price cannot fail to fit your pocketbook. In fact
the additional profit that you can make on demagnetizing
twenty watches will more than pay the ten dollars which we
charge you for THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER.

THE SIMPLEX DEMAGNETIZER is guaranteed. If
it is not satisfactory at any point, in efficiency, in construc-
tion, in simplicity, we will refund you your money.

Price, S10.00, express prepaid.

114
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ESTABLISHED 1832

New .101 einalie Eyeglass Helder,
made in silver, roll-plate and geld.

20

200

204

KETCHAM & McDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD 8c, STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N . Y.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE E'
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Be sure that every stone
you buy has the ring or
circle engraved on the
back.
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RQUOIS,: "
DO NOT CHANGE COLOR''---- ' 74

001
EvERYAZURE TURCIIV„ISE

QIARANTEEv

Be sure that every stone
you buy has the ring or
circle engraved on the
back.

and has this trade mark engraved
on the back. None genuine without!)
the ring u on the reverse side.--_

None others are genuine.

NATIVE 7'

DRILLING TFRQU 015E5.

r ;

If your jobber or manufacturer does
not carry " AZURE " Turquoises,
write to the office of the Company,
170 Broadway, New York.

None others are genuine.

TO THE TRADE.
Azure Turquoises received highest awards—Gold Medals at Paris, Buffalo and Omaha Expositions.
The public has bccome familiar with our trade-mark and know the product of the Azure Mines are guaranteed.
The public also knows that Azure Turquoises have stood the test of time and that our stones have given sati3faction

to all who purchased them.
Azure Turquoises do not change color, and therefore you will have no trouble with them after you have sold the stones.

If Sentiment ruled Business,
there'd be nothing sold in Filled
Cases except BOSS; because

jewelers appreciate the fact (or ought to) that "Boss" is the

rock on which the whole Filled Case business stands. If

Keystone policy was not unvarying and rigid as to the mainte-

nance of fixed prices and discounts, where would the jeweler's

profits be, on Filled Cases? If the Keystone Company

"let down the bars," what speedy demoralization would follow!

Competing- manufacturers, now being held to some decent

appearance of adhering to their list prices by the moral force of

Keystone example, would then fall over each other in the effort

to "unload"; there'd be a mad cutting of prices all around;

each jeweler would fear that his competitor was buying at a

lower "bottom figure"; the retailer's profit in Filled Cases

would go to pieces very quickly.
Again : if Keystone policy was not absolutely immovable on the

maintenance of quali/y, , what " woes unnumbered" would beset

the jeweler who guarantees Filled Cases! In the effort to find a

market against the Boss, quality would then be "cut" by corn-

petitors to a point even beyond their present practices in cutting

quality; there'd be trouble, indeed, for jewelers who value their

reputations.

Yet the BOSS Case is not urged upon the trade on the

sentimental issue, but as a business proposition ; for

there's good business, always, in buying and selling

the BEST.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

aromM•
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i The BOSS Case that was Carried Continuously
for 48 Years ; and the Man who Carries It To-day

BACK

RDV. JOHN
PHILIP STUN

jAs. B oss CA\s‘r,,No. 338,
WORN OR 48 YEARS. FRONT

If a vote were taken in the jewelry trade that would declare the candid
belief of jewelers respecting the worth of guarantees of Filled Cases, there is
not the least doubt that the returns would be practically unanimous in the
expression of confidence in the BOSS guarantee ; and the vote would show
just as general a lack of confidence in the wearing qualities of the other makes.

This confidence in the wearing qualities of the BOSS Case is abundantly
justified by the showing of actual hi.s. -tory. Thousands of BOSS Cases have
been worn continuously for over 35 years, hundreds for over 40 years; and
these still look like all-gold cases. And here is the story of one of the earliest,
number 338, which has been worn for 48 years:

In 1854, Leslie Hayward North, of Fairfield District, South Carolina, received from his mother, the

widow of Dr. Edward Winthrop North, a gift of a watch. The case covering the movement was

Number 338. (The latest Boss case, at the date of this writing, is Number 6,983,825—nearly seven

millions have been made in the interval !)
Master North was sent by his guardian to Queen's College, Hamilton, Canada, where he died in

1855 ; and the watch became the property of his sister, Arabell North, who gave it into the care of her

uncle, Alfred Trisvan Fable. Mr. Fable entered the Confederate army and was killed at the battle of

Bull Run ; and Miss North, with the recovered watch in her possession, in attempting to run the blockade

of Charleston harbor, was captured with other prisoners by a Federal gunboat and was obliged to take the

oath of allegiance before President Lincoln. Proceeding to New York, she gave the watch, in 1862, to

another uncle, John F. Fable, for his use. She was married in 1864 to Rev. John Philip Stein (now pastor

of St. Thomas Church of Reading, Pa.) In 1878, on the death of her uncle, the watch was again

restored to her and by her presented to her husband, who has worn it since.

Some time ago the watch was taken to a jeweler to have the movement repaired. The jeweler,

noticing the name, " J. Boss Patent," and the number, 338, remarked, " You are carrying a very, very

old Filled Case." The reverend gentlemen looked all sorts of surprise and indignation that his solid gold

watch should be thus discredited ; for all these years he had supposed the case was solid gold. To decide

the question, the case was sent to the suc:essor of Jas. Boss, The Keystone Watch Case Company, for

identification ; and the jeweler's statement was promptly verified. The enterprising jeweler, appreciating

the advertising value of the case, tried to induce Rev. Stein to part with it, offering him any solid gold

case in his store in exchange ; but the good parson concluded that a stiffened gold case which had

masqueraded as solid gold for forty-eight years was good enough gold case for him ; and he put it back

in his pocket.
The case has worn smooth through long carrying ; but under a strong magnifying glass one finds that

the gold has not zoorn through in any place. The case is still essentially perfect, in respect of wear of

the gold.

The foregoing is a single instance; we could fill a volume with testimonials

affirming the fact that the Jas. Boss Gold Filled Case will wear twenty-five

years—and over.

Actual example is the best _proof of a guarantee that guarantees. History

is a safer guide than prophesy ; the performance of the BOSS Case always

outruns the promises made for it. It is conservatively guaranteed for twenty-

five years' wear by makers who have to safeguard a reputation that extends

all around the world, and who must protect a capital of $4,000,000; but as

abundant examples show, it hay worn for thirty years, forty years, forty-five

y cars—ay e, fo r forty-eikht years!

Such a showing is possible with no other Filled Case; for no other has

been made for long enough a time to declare its worth. But the other makers

"guarantee," all the same! Are you willing to guarantee Filled Cases on a

guess, or do you prefer to go safely by selling only PROVED value?

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia
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Notice For the purpose of annual stock=taking, our
• factory will be closed from December 24th next

to January 5th, during which time no goods will be shipped
or correspondence answered,
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

This page says nothinq of our goods, our prices or

our policy. We want to forget, for a little while, that
we make things for sale; we give over this space, for

the time, to uncommercial matters. We want to thank
Jo/I, most heathy and sincerely, for • all the friendship

and substantial goodwill which you have shown us through
the year which is closing; and we trust that your pros-
perity in the twelvemonth is reflected by our own extra-

ordinary year's business.

If wish of ours could bring abundance of blessings to
all our loyal friends, you may he sure that yours would
he indeed a Merry Christmas, in this year of grace;

and to you, and you, and you, we extend the season's

greetings, and

6 6 Mine own wish wish we thee in every place."

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

To Retail Jewelers :
The above establishment in the year eighteen ninety-three

began in a small way the manufacture of emblematic jewelry, with

the idea of catering especially to the academic taste. We had at the

outset a college line limited to six or eight designs in sterling silver ;

but the style and finish of our goods, supplemented by our moderate

prices, appealed so forcibly to buyers that there came to us in a

short time more business than was expected, and more than we had

facilities to handle. Thus the policy of expansion was early forced

upon us, a policy which we have followed until now.

We are occupying at present a large factory, and instead of a

few designs we have about six thousand adapted to the require-

ments of schools and colleges throughout the United States, and this

line is handled by about six thousand jewelers, all of whom are

recognized in their respective localities as pre-eminent judges and

foremost dealers.
Our goods are manufactured now in both gold and silver, beauti-

fully enameled in adopted school or college colors, and our line

embraces Flag Pins, School Pins, Class Pins, Buttons, Seals, Fobs,

Souvenir Spoons, Medals, Jewels, etc., all designed appropriately

for universities, high schools, grammar schools and Sunday schools,

with lettering or design adapted to any state, city or town.

The market created by our goods has, and still demands more

and newer styles which we are constantly producing, and we shall

never yield to others the leadership in this special line.

Competition ? Yes, we have it, but we are gratified to meet it ;

for if we had not any it would be evident that our product \\ as

unworthy of imitation. The fact that we have it emphasizes the

merit of our line. Can we serve you ? If so, send for catalog.

We sell to dealers only.

The Chas. M. Robbins Co.
Attleboro, Mass.

When writing, ask also for circular of our State Seals, as illustrated in the

September and October issues of THE KEYSTONE.
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ALL GOODS FULL 10 K. PRICES ARE NET CASH.

No. 231 30 Hall Pearls, 1 Diamond Brilliant   87.05 each
No. 232 45 " 0 1   8.22 "
No. 233 35 " 1{1 1 46 16 7.48 "
No. 234 Satin Finish, 4 Diamond Chips, 2 Piet.nres 7.05 "
No. 235 Rose Gold Finish, 1 Die ntond Brilliant, 2 6.76 "
No. 230 " " eg 1 2 46 

6460 "

No. 237 " 0 44 1  5.57 "
No. 238 Colored Gold, 1 44 46 5.14 '.
No. 239 Roman Gold, 1 66 't 53 "
No. 240 Satin Finish, 2 Diamond Chips 
No. 241 2
No. 242 0 0 2 411 ,I4

1.56 II.,..'. pair
1.76 
1.76

SPECIAL HOLIDAY BARGAINS
These are "real " bargains and the supply is limited.
This offer holds good during the month of December only ; therefore order promptly if you want good, attractive

jewelry at less price than what inferior goods are usually sold for.
Nothing sent on memorandum ; but " Money Refunded " if goods are not strictly as represented.
While we fill orders from any catalogue issued, we issue no regular catalogue of our own. We do publish a handsome

Special Catalogue of Gold and Diamond Goods, and if you have not already received one, write us at once if you are
interested in medium-priced and high-class gold jewelry.

Our entire immense line of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry sold at exceptionally close prices.

M. S. FLEISHMAN CO.
Masonic Temple, Wholesale Jewelers. CHICAGO.

/i)V\7:V

Making Gold Knife-Edge Wire

All tele No. 26 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

E have now carried our imaginary
pencil-holder through the process of

K9,,e  manufacture to completion, and will
resume again the consideration of processes
more strictly relating to the working of the
precious metals. We will next take up the
production of unusual-shaped gold material
such as is occasionally used in jewelry; as for
instance, knife-edge wire and taper wire for
spectacle bows. We shall speak of these
matters as they relate to the repair shop and
not in an extensive manufacturing sense.

Let us imagine we desire to make some
gold wire shaped in transverse section, as
shown magnified at Fig. 1.

To draw wire of such shape
would be very difficult, still it
could be done by drawing a
flattened wire through an ob-
long hole with a steel downer, as shown at

Fig. 2 ; but it would require a very skillful

and experienced workman to do it.

For the small quantity used in a job-
bing shop the better way is to flatten

Fig. 2 
some round wire by passing it through

the rolls—the amount of flattening

depending on the thickness of the wire.
For reducing the flattened
wire shown in transverse
section at diagram A',

Fig. I, we have recourse to the scraping de-

vice shown at Fig. 3, which consists of a bar

of metal—a piece of cast brass or iron about

" square and 2" long is
all right. Through the cen-
ter of this is made a slot
about Tig" and 34" long.
Such a metal bar or block
is shown at D'. For conve-
nience of construction the
bar D can be made in two parts, as shown at

Fig. 4. In this case the recess E is entirely
cut in one side ; the two pieces D D' being

riveted together ; inserted in the
slot E in the block D are two
blades of hardened steel, which,
as far as relates to thickness,

xactly fill the recess, but they are shaped
as shown at E E Fig. 3. These pieces are
keyed into the bar D with the key 1, which

Fig. 1

:limping Gold Wire
by Scraping

press the pieces E together. The lower ends
of the pieces E E are simply held together.
The V-shaped recess at C, Fig. 3, determin-
ing the angle of the wire
A, Fig. 1. We show at
Fig. 5 a transverse section
of the pieces E B on the
line d d', Fig. 3. It will be noticed the
edges of the V-shaped recess form cutting
edges at h h, Fig. 4, which we employ for
scraping the wire A, Fig. 1, to the form in-
dicated at the dotted lines in the dia-
gram A.

For holding short pieces of wire like A
a common Swiss saw frame answers admira-
bly. The meeting of the blades E is arranged
to take place below the upper face of D, and
when the edge of the wire touches D the
process of scraping is complete. A slight
dressing with a fine file, followed by stoning
with a Scotch stone and the wire is done.
The edges of E should be copiously oiled to
prevent the chips of gold from flying away.
With this precaution observed, only a very
slight loss will occur. Such scraping process,
modified to suit the occasion, will supply a
good many materials that are constantly
desired for jewelers' use.

Gold spec. frames for holding
the lenses, made from wire
shaped in transverse section

as shown magnified at Fig. 6, can readily be
scraped into form. The wire is first flattened

like that shown at diagram A, Fig. i.
The scraping device is shown at
Fig. 7, and consists of a block of
metal (iron or brass)); which screws

into the bench vise to the dotted line I. The
block His made of steel about TI6 of an inch
thick and jointed to the
base block J at k. The
idea of the device is, the
blade g is shaped at
to the same form as Fig. 7

the transverse section
the wire G, as shown at Fig. 6, and the edge
is beveled a little to cause it to cut—scrape.

A handle is attached to the blade H at m,
by which it can be pressed down on the wire

to force the scraping performed by H at i.
A stop screw is placed at 7t to arrest the
blade H at the proper point to produce
uniform thickness of wire. To facilitate the
operation for pieces twenty or thirty inches

long, a device shown at Fig. 8 can be em-
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Fig. 5

Gold Wire for
Spec. Frames

Fig. 3

ployed. The scra-
ping device /1 is
shown clamped in
the bench vise iff, Fig. 8

which is attached to
the bench L with a pulley at N, over which
the cord A extends and is attached to the
wire G at o. The Weight R merely serves

to pull the wire G back and keep it straight.
The operation of -pulling is performed

by means of the hand vise shown at S. Short
pieces of wire of almost any form can be

scraped in this way. By employing pulleys,

or rather drums, on which the wire G is
wound and unwound, a milling tool can be
substituted for the scraper H, and the flat

blank wire G milled into almost any shape.

The New White House China
Some months ago Mrs. Roosevelt commission-

ed Mr. Charles M. Van Heusen, of the Van Heusen
Charles Company, Albany, New York, to visit the

noted factories, with an idea of submitting a collec-

tion of samples for her selection. Seventy-eight

difierent and exclusive designs were brought to the

attention of the lady of thp White House. For

months the matter has been the thought of many

of the most noted china decorators, and possibly

never before has there been a more beautiful col-
lection of designs in ceramic art presented to the

consideration of any one With a similar idea.

The one selected by Mrs. Roosevelt is a sim-

ple Colonial pattern, with the observe, or front, of

the Great Seal of the United States enamelled in

color as the decorative feature. It was made by

Wedgwood, and covers the requirements possibly

better than any of the others One disadvantage,

however, of which the democratic simplicity of this

country boasts, is that there is no heraldic emblems,

and Mrs. Roosevelt was very anxious to have a

service which would be distinctly known as the

White House service. There are, however, two or

three emblems which can he used to denote the

Presidential position. One is his personal seal, but

which is no different from the seal of any notary

public. Another is the Great Seal of the United

States. It was finally determined that the Great

Seal should be enameled on the service.

The Great Seal, as originally adopted by the

statute of June, 1782, consists of two faces, an

observe, or front, and a reverse, or back.

It has been noticed that none of the different

drawings of the Great Seal as adopted by Con-

gress has been in detail absolutely correct, and

considerable attention has been paid to have the

seal that is to be enamelled on the service as

nearly accurate as possible.
It is understood that but one piece signed by

John NVedgwood is known to exist, and that bears

the name and date, 1691, incised around the jug.
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The Housekeeper's Favorite.
When you once introduce SILVER CREAM into the homes

of your customers, you \VIII find they will accept no other.

SILVER CREAM is the standard—a bright record of almost
thirty years is astern of our polish. Others aspire to the success of

SILVER CREAM, but you cannot afford to jeopardize
silver trade by selling substitutes of questionable quality. Get
the genuine SILVER CREAM.

Every jobber will supply you. Ask your jobber about the

"Extraordinary Offer" we are making—it will interest you.

your

J. A. WRIGHT & CO.,
Works—Troy, N. Ii. KEENE N. H.Offices—New York and London.

IMPORTANT :—To our customers. This Fall we have issued some
very attractive advertising matter. We will be glad to send you an
outfit free of cost for the asking. We want to help our friends in every
way to build up a profitable and permanent line of customers for
SILVER CREAM.

I

We pay expressage on
all shipments of Gold
and Silver sent us, and
should our offer not prove

satisfactory we will return
the consignment intact. Re-
turns made on all consign-
ments of Old Gold and Silver
the same day as received;
returns on Sweeps as
promptly as is consistent
with accurate results.

Prices Paid
Old Silver . Fluctuating
Platinum . 76 cts. per dwt.
Old Gold —

8 Karat, 32 cts. per dwt.
10 Karat, 40 cts• per dwt.
12 Karat, 48 cts. per dwt.
14 Karat, 66 cts. per dwt.
18 Karat, 72 cts. per dwt.

Plated Scraps,
20 to 35 cis. per oz.

SWEEP SMELTERS
and ASSAYERS
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Extra Conveniences for the
Repair Shop

Article No. 21 of the serial entitled "Cleaning and Ii••,toring,"
begun in the April, 1901, issue of Tut: KEYST,,N

MALLER and shorter chuck blocks
of wood can also be well employed
for other purposes, such as freeing

crowns, etc. Very neat and satisfactory
crown chucks can be made from some hard
wood, preferably boxwood, by means of a
cement chuck turned as described in last
cointnunication. We show such a brass chuck
at A D A', Fig. 1.
The wood block 13,
:-,11own in longitudi-
nal section, is sup-
posed to be of box-
wood about one
inch long and half
an inch in diameter. To prepare such wood
chucks a hole is drilled or bored through the
center of the block B, which will receive the
screw A'.

We show at Fig. 3 such a wooden chuck
in the rough, and a hole bored through the
center at the dotted line a to receive the
screw A' of the brass chuck shown in Fig. 1.
It is important the ends at d d' should be
square ; that is, at right angles to the axis of
the hole a. To secure this, the best method
to pursue is to place the wood block B be-
tween two large cone centers in the head
and tail stock, and turn off each end, and
at the same time turn the outside of .B
cylindrical.

..
Ia 1101•;wr Ma

Fig. 1

How to Make a
Cheap Crown
Chuck

The block can now be
screwed on A' and the end
turned out cup-shaped as
shown at C, Fig. 1, to re-

ceive a stem-winding crown as shown. To
increase the usefulness of such a chuck, we
split it with a fine saw into four parts, as
shown at e e e e, Fig. 2, which
is an end view of Fig. I seen in
the direction of the arrow i. To
the end of such chucks we fit a
metal band shown at b, lvhich,
acting on the cone-shaped chuck
forces the jaws B, Fig. 2, inward, grasp the
crown C, Figs. I and 2 very true, and holds

it tight while being freed.
A box of such chucks
would soon accumulate

Fig. 2

ll a
,• ..... • •• ...... •

.11
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which would tit any
crown ; and all going
on the one chuck A A':

We will now resume the consideration of
larger blocks like the one shown at E,
Fig. 4. In fitting up such blocks it is impor-
tant the hole at a a should be right angles
to the face f f of the block E. To ensure
this, it is well to turn off the face of the

THE KEYSTONE

block, and while in the lathe drill the hole at
a a with a twist drill, after carefully center-
ing. A chuck for holding such work is very
useful and can readily be made, but the de-
scription would be too long for the remaining
space allotted to this article, but will be given
in our next. We will suppose
the block E is placed on the
chuck A A', Fig. 1, and we
desired to free a bezel. We
would turn a recess in the end
of E to the dotted line at c,
which would just receive the
bezel ; it can be seen at a glance
that such a chuck would hold the bezel while
we did any work with a turning tool on the
inside. We should be careful in turning
such a recess to not make it too large, so
that the bezel will slip around inside of it,
and not hold it to turn ; still one can be made
to adhere by tying up some small lumps of
resin in a rather loose woven cotton cloth
(like cheese cloth) and striking the recess
with the bag, through which the resin dust
will be thrown by the force of the blow.

Where we have a bezel or
A Bezel
Chuck back with a joint as shown

at h, we can cut a recess in
the block E to receive it. In such instances
we can apply a cutting tool, either held in
the hand or the tool post of the slide rest.
For such work we can usually do better by
turning the pulley on the lathe spindle with
our left hand, than by trying to use the foot

wheel. When it is required
to turn the outside of a
bezel we take another
block, or reverse this one
on the chuck A and turn
off a seat as indicated at

Fig. 5 h h, on which we can place
our bezel or back in such a

way that the outside is presented conve-
niently for turning.

Either method of holding a bezel will
answer for clearing out the sink where the
glass goes. In clearing out the groove where
the glass rests, we can generally do better by
turning the pulley by hand than by any at-
tempt to employ the foot wheel ; because
with the hand we can clear out a channel
which is badly out of round, by resting the
turning tool on the T-rest and allowing to
swing around, so to speak, to match eccen-
tricity of the bezel. A Snyder chuck is very
convenient for such purposes, and if a work-
man can afford one he should certainly get
one ; but the wood-block method we have
described costs next to nothing, and is also
as good and rapid as any, except the annoy-
ance of the wood chips and dust ; but if we
make up a lot of blocks and keep them, we
can always hit on one which will do the job
with but slight fitting.

Fig. 4
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It is a good plan for a workman to have
a dust cloth to spread over his bench, made
of glazed calico or black glossy cambric. If
this cover is arranged to straddle the lathe
and have it (the lathe) on the outside, such
dusty jobs can be done at any time without
disturbing one's work. Making a new bezel
is but a very simple job, and we will describe
the process in our next issue.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

The Apathy of Employees
Every business man knows by experience the

difficulty of securing help that can be depended on
to do the right thing at the critical time. It is diffi-
cult to find men on whom responsibility can be
placed. There is a lack of gray matter in the
heads of the majority of men and when the test
comes they fail to rise to the occasion. There is
no remedy in sight for this, and we must go on in
the exercise of patience that will help us to endure
the mistakes and blunders of those who assist us.
The most that can be done in the way of a remedy
is to plead with men in general to work harder to
perfect their judgment and to quicken their sense
of perception.

How can this be done? One of the helps is
for men to observe more and think. There is a
surprising lot of carelessness among men and the
wonder is that they get along as well as they do.
It happens frequently that men have to be told
over and over again how a certain piece of work
should be done. The sense of perception seems
to be so dull as to shut out all sensitiveness and
thus prevent any alertness on the part of the
worker.

There is not a moment of one's life when lie
should be off guard. It is not enough to go
through the world in a listless way ; that is not
thinking. When men act in an indifferent manner
they are doing no better than the brutes about
them. A horse shows more sense than a man
many times. Animals learn more by instinct than
men do by observation.

The great majority of men are of this class.
This is shown by the fact that men are workers
and not thinkers. Here and there one rises above
the level of humanity, but the moment he begins
to show a gain all the others aim their criticisms at
him. And if he be a genius he is so far ahead of
his fellows that in many instances he is referred to
as a crank. The man who will invent a way to
make people think has a fortune at his command.
He can sell the idea.

Cutting a Hole in Glass

An ingenious method of cutting a circular hole

in a sheet of glass—or, of course, of cutting a glass
circle—was described in the Deutsche Photo-

graphen-Zeitung recently. A piece of wood or

stick is taken, and a diamond cutter fixed to one

end of it, whilst a sharp pin or nail is driven

through the other end, the diamond itself and pin

point being at the same distance from the rod. A

sheet of glass being taken, a piece of thick card-
board is glued upon the middle of it. Into this the
pin may be pressed and held with one hand, while
with the other the diamond is made to revolve on
the glass, with the pin as the axis of the contriv-
ance. A little practice is required to break off the
glass wheil it has been scratched by the diamond.
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WHY ARE WE PUSHING

TO THE FRONT?

Simply because we give more value
for your money than any ring mak-
ers in thc U. S. To the trade who
have not seen our line we kindly
ask an opportunity to send a selec-
tion package, that they may be
convinced.

Wishing you all a prosperous
holiday trade, we remain

Yours truly,

FURSTNOW RING CO.
Fond du Lac, Wis.

A WINDOW ATTRACTION.

"The Little Darkey Band."
Made of metal, colored. Cut size.

Sent On receipt of price, postpaid, for the Band, $1.00.

L. W. Levy & Co.,
Iland-PEtinted Art China—bee.4t line mimic.

Send for catalogue or $2s.00 assortment.

Successors to
Levy, Dreyfus & Co. 194 Broadway, NEW YORK

s1.1. 011 r advertisements for ()dotter, September stud August.

December, 902

Backing-up an Electrotype Shell

Article No. 58 of the serial entitled " Electro- ciallurgv,"
begun in the March, I498, issue of Tun Kid IIN

FNIOUS to backing up the copper
shell with type metal, the surface at

the back must be tinned with soft

solder It is the usual practice to brush

over the back of the shell with chloride

of zinc (common soldering fluid), allowing

any excess of chloride to drain off. For

backing up purposes we require a flat metal

plate larger than the electrotype shell, on

which such shell can be laid face down, in

order to heat such shell to the melting

point of the solder used for tinning. Such

solder is composed of equal parts of tin and

lead fused together, and rolled out into

sheets like tin foil. A little experience will

dictate about the thickness required, which

should be only enough to perfectly coat the

copper shell.

Tinning a Copper
Electrotype Shell

For experimental purposes,

the tinning can be done by

first applying the adhering

fluid (zinc chloride), as

above directed, and then scattering on the

solder in the shape of small chips or filings

made by a wood rasp on a bar of fine tinner's

solder, usually t e r ii e d

half and half. The man-

agement of such grains of

solder will be considered

when we speak further of

the process of tinning.

The shell, during the pro-

cess of tinning, should be

laid face down, as before stated on a plate of

iron a trifle larger than the shell. The sur-

face of the iron coming in contact with the

shell, should be placed dead flat and then

ground smooth so it will not scratch the sur-

face of the shell. For heating this iron plate

we use a flat iron dish containing melted

lead, and we place the iron plate in this ves-

sel of melted lead, on which it will float like

a shingle on a trough of water, from the fact

that iron is of less specific gravity than lead.

The melted lead heats the iron plate equally

throughout its entire surface.

The lead bath should be hot enough

and contain sufficient metal to maintain the

iron plate at an even heat. The copper shell

coated with soldering

fluicl Itnd chips of solder

is laid on the iron. plate,

Fig, 2. when the solder after a

few seconds melts and

flows over the entire surface. A brush made

of fine broom corn, like an ordinary " whisk''

brush, can be used to spread the solder

evenly. It will be found that there is a great

deal of difference in copper shells about the

Ice
Fig. I.
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solder flowing readily. _ When a shell is ex-
tra hard, the solder almost invariably is ob-

stinate about flowing. The inventor of the
solder dust process claims it to be superior

to the sheet metal plan ; especially when used

in connection with the broom-coni brush.
This method is also pretty sure to de-

velop any faults in the shell, like pin holes.

Where a hole exists in the shell, the best

plan is to find it out before it is put on the
iron plate. A mixture of powdered gamboge

and whiting made with water
How to detect into a thin paste, and ap-
Faults in
Copper Shells plied to the face of the shell,

will prevent the solder flow-

ing through. It is important that no air

bubbles should exist on the back of the shell,

or they will produce " soft " letters ; that is,

letters which will crush down when subjected

to the process of printing. For experimental

purposes it is well to deposit the shell in

such a pay as to form practically a dish, into

which we can pour the backing while in a

melted state.
This will be understood by inspecting

Fig. 4, where the full dark lines represent

the profile of a shell, the flange at c 6, rep-

resenting where the electrotype extended

clown the face of
the type. It is easy  
to arrange for this \  ‘./

when making the Fig. 3.

wax mould, so that
the flat face of the wax is always at a definite

distance and parallel with the face of the

type. The chief object of this dish shape is

to hold the backing metal poured in while

the shell rests on the flat iron plate, A,

Fig. I. The metal used for backing up is

an alloy composed as follows : moo parts of

lead ; 3 parts of tin ; 4 parts of antimony ; all

by weight.
This alloy is melted and poured into the

copper shell, which in the present case we

conceive to act as a dish. It is well to re-

move the iron plate A from the lead bath,
and set it exactly

-e 2'7-6 I level, so that thed 

Fig. 4. 
backing up metal

will be of equal

depth throughout. The shell B and iron

plate A, are now both heated up to the melt-

ing point of the backing up metal. This

backing up metal is now supposed to fill the

shell, so that the surface actually rises above

the angle c, Fig. 4. It is a well-known fact

that the strong molecular attraction of melted

metals allows one to heap up a dish, so to

speak. Now if we have a second iron plate

(E) placed dead flat, which we could place

as a cover to the shell dish, such iron plate

would force the excess of metal to overflow,

and in this way produce a backing which

would need but little further fitting to prepare
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it for mounting on the block. Fig. 2 is a
side view of Fig. I seen in the direction of
the arrow a. Fig.- 3 is a sectional view of the
iron vessel containing the melted lead which
rises to the line e. The dotted outline E,
Fig. 2., shows the second iron plate placed
over the shell. This plate rests on the screws
d, Figs. i and 2.

Pearl Fisheries Failing
Pearl-bearing clams are disappearing from the

sandbars of Arkansas and the Mississippi River at
a rate that threatens to make the species extinct in
less than two years. The beginning of the end
has commenced and unless new fields are dis-
covered soon the pearl-fishing industry of the
United States will be a thing of the past.

The reasons for this are manifold. Of late
years the demands on the clam have been more
than it could stand. In addition to its " prize-pack-
age " manner of yielding up pearls, the shell of the
bivalve itself is of value. During the past year
twenty-five factories for the conversion of clam
shells into pearl buttons have been erected at
Muscatine, Iowa. This now makes fifty-five in this
one town alone, in which the clam shell is made
into articles of commercial value.

Early in the year shiploads of clam shells
began to be exported, and this has been the means
of disposing of whatever surplus yield there might
be, and has also raised the price so that now pearl
fishers are no longer obliged to grapple all day for
nothing in the hope of bringing up a prize bivalve.
These shells bring from $12 to $15 a ton.

Two years ago the Black River in Arkansas
was the greatest pearl-yielding river in the United
States, but its thirty miles of sandbars were work-
ed by such an industrious gang of fortune hunters
that nearly every clam was removed from its bot-
tom ill less than nine months. Flushed with their
success, these hunters then swarmed out on the
Mississippi. In this river the pearls are scarce and
not so valuable, and not much was done in the way
of getting rich until a very valuable pearl field was
found in the White River, in Arkansas.

Thither hurried the pearl fishers. All the past
season they have been grappling for the clams
there, until now, as the season closes, few clams
are left on the sandbars. A few months or six
weeks more on this river will clean it out entirely,
and perhaps forever, of pearl-bearing bivalves.

The most promising field is the Cumberland
River in Kentucky. Here the pearls are very
valuable, but very scarce, and it is doubtful if it
will be worked to any great extent. When this
river is dragged clean, whatever 'domestic pearls

there are left must come from the Mississippi, and

these are so poor and so scarce that fishing for them

can hardly be called an industry.
The Arkansas pearls have been of a particu-

larly fine quality, some of them far excelling the
Oriental pearl, and pearl dealers in the United
States, until they saw the beginning of the end,

have been happy. Now, however, in view of the
fact that pearls are rapidly becoming more popular,

and promise in the future to be the rival of the
diamond, jewelers will be much affected when the
domestic pearl has become a rare article.

—Chicago Inter-Ocean.

"I would rather miss three meals in one day
than a copy of The Keystone."—Geo. McDonald,
Jeweler, Tweed, Ontario, Canada.
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FRATERNAL ORDER EAGLES

No. 232.
Gen ll i ll e Eagle Claw.

No. 235. No. 233.
Genuine Eagle Claws.

No. 234. No. 236,

No, 48. No. 56.
Lapel Button.

No. 231. No. 55.
Genuine Eagle Claw. Lapel Button.

No. 49.

Ours is about the only concern in the country that produces a line of High-Grade izi. K. hand-made F. O. E. and B. P. 0. E.Charms, Rings, Lapel Buttons, etc. We do not make them in large quantities—just enough to keep our best workmen employed when notbusy on special order work.
If you want something for stock different from the conventional machine-made goods sold by everybody, or if you have a fastidiouscustomer who is willing to pay for an exclusive and better article than is ordinarily shown, it would be a pleasure for us to send you an assort-ment for inspection. Our prices will be found very reasonable when quality, weight and workmanship are considered.

WENDELL CI CO 93, 95 anD 97 William St., NEW YORK.
•9 57 Washington St., CHICAGO.

We won't sell these goods to
anybody but Retail Jewelers.

TI-1 KEYSTONE

Practical Jewelry Repairs

U various are the accidents which befall
jewelry that it is impossible to do more
than particularize some of the more fre-
quent causes of weakness and damage.

The tendency of the times in using thinner gold
has, in some instances, reduced strength to a van-
ishing point. But this alone is not responsible for all
repairs, some of the best and most expensive work
ultimately finding its way into hospital. Long and
continuous wear must eventually have its effect,
and this is often productive of the most trouble-
some tasks to remedy, the strengthening of one
portion revealing or .emphasizing the weakness of
the remainder 

This is noticeable to a very marked degree in
chains or flexible bracelets, where each link to a
certain extent shares in the loss of strength. But
usually one expects, and generally finds, the most
frequent breakdowns amongst those portions of the
separate articles of jewelry which are called upon
40 use to bear the greater proportion of the strain
thus involved—as, in bracelets, at the joint or
spring ; in brooches, the joint or pin ; or, in inter-
changeable pieces, at the screws or small hinges, etc.

If we are to understand correctly the possible
cause of failure it will be best to partly trace the
original method of construction, as it not infre-
quently happens the repairs have to be carried out
Oil the same lines.

In the Matter

If we take bracelets we find the
springs the most probable first

of Bracelets offenders. These vary some-
what in general construction,

although their action is virtually the same, viz., the
upper portion, or spring-plate recovering its natu-
ral position after passing through the opening in
mouth plate, and by so doing holding the bracelet
secure until released by pressure on the projecting
thumb or push piece. It follows that the end of
the spring, where originally bent over, and from
which its action is obtained, is really the weakest
spot, although called upon to bear the brunt of the
work. It frequently happens that the grain of the
gold is disturbed or broken by being subjected to
such a severe test as the doubling over and ham-
mering when making the spring, but does not out-
wardly show the defect until the bracelet has been
in use some little time, the continual action of the
spring ultimately causing it to break. To simply
solder the two ends together is but to expect an
early recurrence of the grievance, the better way be-
ing to furnish a new top plate, the end of the re-
maining portion of old spring in bracelet being filed
off taper to give the necessary slope for new spring.

The solder should be used sparingly, so that
the open space between the two plates is not in the
slightest degree filled up, or a stubborn spring will
be the result, and more inclined to bend down on
lower plate and not recover its normal position.
Better results, however, are obtainable, if expense
is not a consideration, by supplying an entirely new
spring. It will be apparent that all springs should
be made from a hard, springy gold, a suitable alloy
being chosen for the purpose.

It is comparatively easy to make springs
hold securely in the larger size bracelets, where
plenty of space inside gives ample opportunity
fur their proper action, but the same conditions
are not always available in the smaller sizes ;
consequently they are generally less reliable, and

soon get out of order. Among the principal cul-
prits of this description are those fitted to small
round or oval bracelets. A square wire ring is
usually soldered into the open ends to form the
mouth plates, into one of which the spring is
secured, the latter being made from half-round
wire, bent or doubled back, with the flat side of
wire inwards, forming a round section the exact
size of opening in end of bracelet. So small is the
space for the spring to lift inside the square wire
mouth plate, that after little wear, the sharpness of
edges having disappeared, the spring no longer
holds. The chief effort here is to recover the
sharp edges of both spring and mouth plate. The
surest way with the former is to remove the push
piece, and refile the back edge of spring, but only
just enough for the purpose, or the spring will fail
to hold the two halves of bracelet tightly together
when closed. If it is intended to put a new mouth
plate, the slackness can be regulated by the width
of wire used, to counteract the increased width of
space caused by the filing at the back of spring.
When soldering in the new mouth ring, too much
care cannot be given to see that the minimum
amount of solder is used ; one of the chief faults
of construction here being excess of solder, which,
flushing inside, rounds off the very edges upon
which the safety of the bracelet depends. A little
space is also to be gained by reducing the thickness
of spring on both sides of push piece, but princi-
pally from the top, no/ the sides, by this means
allowing the spring to lift a little higher. This is
often a valuable gain, where so much depends upon
so little.

Joints, as a rule, give very little

Repairing Bracelet trouble ; but unsound soldering,
Joints when making joints, is some-

times responsible for one or
more of the knuckles breaking away from casing,
if subjected to a sudden wrench or strain ; which is
always liable to be given when releasing spring
while the bracelet is on the arm. To ensure the
knuckles being correctly replaced in porte-chenier
or casing of joint, they should be temporarily
tacked with a very small particle of easy running
solder while the bracelet is together, the latter
being afterwards taken apart, and the knuckles
soundly soldered.

Wire or chenier bangles are sometimes unable
to stand the strain imposed upon them in getting
them on or off the wrist, any flaw or unsoundness
existing in the gold in time giving way. In either

case, to simply solder the ends together would not
be reckoned a permanent repair ; but with wire
bangles a much stronger union is obtained by filing
each end of the broken wire in a slanting direction
for at least an eighth of an inch, and then soldering
together ; by this means a much larger surface is
obtained for the solder to hold by, and when filed
up the joint is not visible. Some prefer to solder a
small tube over the broken ends, and by so doing,

great strength is undoubtedly given to that portion

of the bangle, but it also has a tendency to stiffen
the action of the bangle where repaired, throwing
greater strain upon the remainder, and increasing

the possibility of a fresh breakage immediately
above or below the old fracture. Spring chenier

bangles that have broken also require an extra
support, and this is usually given by inserting a

small thin collar, projecting about one-sixteenth of
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an inch on either side of break. The joint of collar
and chenier should be in line, and on no account
soldered up, or what little spring is left will be
entirely lost.

Box Snaps
for Necklets

Box snaps for pearl and other
necklets often find their way
into the hands of the repairer,
and the reason, as a rule, is not

far to seek. What has been said of the springs of
small bracelets is equally applicable to these, the
cramped surroundings making it almost impossible
to get so much reliance in the working of springs
as in the larger sizes. Those having the square
sectioned springs are probably best, but only if the
push piece is soldered on the top of spring plate
and projecting through a slot in the front of box.
If made with simply a groove cut across the spring
in which the edge of mouth plate catches, they are
only safe while the edge of the groove and mouth
plate remain sharp and crisp. If the groove is
made too deep, a weakness is caused which ulti-
mately ends in the projecting piece by which the
spring is released breaking off, making the whole
thing useless. Again, to simply solder the piece
back is not to make a good repair, the better
method being to splice a new piece on the front of
spring, in the same manner as the join effected in
the wire bangle, and cut a new groove, of course
not quite so deep as originally, or the weakness
will be repeated. A new mouth plate to the box
will also often be found beneficial.

The push piece of single springs, if formed out
of the one piece, and more especially if made out
of thin gold, to enable the box to be kept as shal-
low as possible (which, by the way, has a much
better and neater appearance) will sometimes yield
and break. Either a new spring has to be made
or a strengthening piece soldered on the front of
the old spring, not extending too far down, and
tapered off slightly to keep it light in appearance.
But to make this practical, provision must be made
for the additional thickness to spring to lift when
in box. This must be done by filing a gap in the
thickness of the front plate of box from the inside.

A fault often found in collet
necklets, where one collet is

Collet Necklets made to act as the box for
spring, is that the outer bezel is

made too thin to be serviceable. In most cases,
the interior space being limited, the spring is made
as wide as possible, with the result that, allowing
for the circular shape of the collet, very little edge
remains to securely hold the spring. While new
this appears satisfactory, but it is not long before
the edges of opening become slightly strained out-
wards, or worn, when the security of the necklet
has vanished. Little can be done to strengthen,
unless a new bezel, thicker than before, is fur-
nished. If possible, it should be hard soldered to
the collet, but if from any reason it is deemed ad-
visable not to pass the collet through the fire, a
new bezel should be fitted to the outside of the old
collet, the opening made to fit spring, and then
soldered on a plate, thus forming an entirely new
box. If a small groove is made round the top
edge of collet, close to the base of the cut down
setting, a splendid fastening is made by pressing in
the upper edge of new box, similar to secret setting.
If neatly executed, a very satisfactory repair will
be the result.

Trouble in

(Continued on page ista)
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EVERY DOLLAR'S WORTH
of value ; every minute's swiftness at our command ; are the sort of honest,
satisfying service we extend to every consignor of

Old Gold and Silver
We want your old metal. Even your plated scraps we want. We want

your business not once but always. If we have it once we will have it always.
No man is ever the victim of " shrinkage " in our hands ; no man ever

waits days for his remittances ; no man can realize higher values elsewhere.
Full, liberal valuation is half our policy. Cash returns in three to five

days is the other half.

I Old Gold 8 K., 32c. a dwt.
Old Gold to K., 40c. .‘

We pay for Old Gold 12 K., 48c.
Old Gold 14 K., 5nc.
Old Gold 18 K., 72c.

Gold-Plated Scraps,
20 to 35c. an ounce.

Old Silver (fluctuating),
Very highest mar-
ket price.

Check by return mail on old gold, silver and plated scraps—subject to
your acceptance ; otherwise we return scraps, prepaid.

If you are not getting every pennysworth of value for your old metal ; if
you are not realizing prices like these ; if you are kept waiting for your money—

May we not prove to you just what proper, prompt, profitable treatment is?
A small trial shipment to us now, you'll thankfully remember through

all your after years trading with us, All we want is one chance.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY,
Refiners and Smelters,

67 and 69 Washington Street, CHICAGO.
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The Phenomenal Sale of this
Case Proves its Usefulness

Jewelers with a keen eye in every case relating to their business, saw at once
the beauty, utility and cheapness of our IDEAL" CASE.

It is made of quarter-sawea oak, or other wood desired, highly polished,
beveled plate-glass top, double .3trength glass front, ends and doors, has two highly
polished shelves of same wood as case, supported by Tom's adjustable brackets,
metal legs six inches high, and doors run on steel tracks.

DIMENSIONS :—Length as ordered, 28 inches wide, 43 inches high, upper shelf
12 inches wide, lower shelf 16 inches.

The construction of this case is first-class. It has a nicely molded top, orna-
mented with egg and dart

A BEAUTIFUL CASE
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Wall Cases. Solid Oak. 8 feet long, 8 feet 5 inches high, 1 foot 4 inches deep
inside. Doors elide up, fastened to Morton's steel chains and weights. Inside of ease and
shelves lined with black felt. Made to ship in the knock down.

Made and Sold by 

union Show Case C
Net price, $54.00. Worth $70.00.

165 E. Randolph St., CHICAGO, ILL.
FACTORY-541-545 W. Taylor Street, Car. Loomis Street

December, 1902

Practical Jewelry Repairs

Repairing
Brooches.

(Conitnued fion■ fiage /559)

Brooches hardly call for any

special ccmment, the usual re-

pairs being very ordinary, but

in some instances a little more

care is indispensable. In this particular, old family

je.welry often presents many little difficulties, for

the reason that it is found to have already been

many times strengthened or repaired with various

quality golds and solders, the latter possibly vary-

ing considerably from those employed by yourself.

Pewter solder is also sometimes found lurking in

some unexpected quarter, which if passed through

the fire by the unsuspecting or careless, results in

troubles only too well known to need repeating.

So that, firstly, too much attention cannot be paid

to the careful examining of all particles to ascer-

tain if pewter had been used to fix any portion of

the brooch—more especially if it is intended to

hard solder. But even if soft solder is going to be

used, unnecessary trouble is often saved by first

making sure Where, if any, it has been previously

employed, as there is always the risk of disturbing

other parts if not held by rivets or bezels.

Again, old memorial brooches frequently have

small half pearls or enamel introduced in their

design which are a source of danger to the un-

wary, especially the former, if pewtering has to be

done, pearls being very quickly discolored if over-

heated. Enamel is also occasionally cracked from

the same cause, more particularly if the heat is ap-

plied too suddenly. It is pretty generally under-

stood that soft or pewter solder, if used on small

surfaces, does not hold very well, more especially

if the piece so fixed has to bear any strain, such as

a brooch joint. It is therefore advisable always to

hard-solder the joint on to a thin plate, keeping the

latter as large as possible, before pewtering it on

to the brooch. For the same reason it is best, if

the nature of the brooch will permit, to assist the

Pewter by the addition of cramps placed on the

edge of the plate, to bend over any convenient

projecting portions, etc., that may exist. Small

collets or pegs on the edge of brooches are also

capital for this purpose. This same principle ap-

plies to any other fittings it may be desired to bring

on, such as a small fall-clown ring or a jointed

catch ; the knuckles, in each case, being hard-

soldered on the plate and the latter pewtered on

the body of brooch. If it is possible to gradually

warm the brooch without damaging any attach-

ments, such as hair or a small miniature, which,

for some reason, it may be better not to disturb, it

will be found much cleaner to cover the back of

plate with a thin coating of pewter before placing

it in a position on the brooch, this also giving the

advantage of extra security by every part of the

plate being perfectly attached.

. Interchangeable pieces gener-

ally wear well, the screws, in

most cases, being the first to

fail. Usually this is due to be-

ing overturned, or less frequently from the thread

of the screw partly wearing away, or the same

happening to the thread in chenier on ornament.

If the chenier is strong enough, retapping with a

slightly larger tap is the most effectual, and the

furnishing of a new screw to the same size. Side

steady pegs will sometimes get broken off short ;

they can only be strongly replaced by first drilling

out the remainder of peg in chenier, so that the

new peg may have the full support derived from it

when soldered in Its place.

THE KIEV.STOINT

The Matter
of Screws

Removable joints, fitted with a single screw,

in course of time wear away the top edge of

chenier into which they are screwed, allowing the

screw itself to turn around too far, so that the pin

does not tome in line with the catch on opposite of

brooch. To correct this, either the top edge of

chenier must be still further reduced hi height,

'sufficient to allow the screw to complete the turn,

or a small collar placed around the top end of

screw, to replace the thickness which has been

worn away. Either will effectually remedy the

fault, if properly done, careful: adjustment only

being needed, as the amount of metal to be re-

moved or added is really very small.

Diamond work occasionally pre-

Repairing sents weak spots through faulty

mounting, strength being sacri-

ficed for lightness. This is often

noticeable in Continental jewelry, where every

praise must be given for skill and daintiness of

workmanship, but which, unfortunately, does not.

always stand the test of wear, due in a large

measure to insufficient thickness of gold used at

back of silver as a lining, or the margin of metal

around the stones being taken too fine. The

nature of the design also contributes in a less de-

gree to these faults, some of a floral character

being in shape almost perfect copies of the natural

originals, but their suitability for personal orna-

ments having apparently been overlooked. The

results of these mistakes are not so easily rectified

when the broken portions are returned for repair-

ing. Soft soldering is very unsatisfactory, however

well done, and can only be regarded generally as a

patch to meet the requirements of cheapness, as

to properly hard solder often entails a good deal

of time and trouble, and consequent expense. If

a thorough repair is decided upon, some means

must be devised to permanently strengthen and yet

not appear clumsy—the simple reuniting of broken

ends being inadequate. Here, again, it is difficult

to suggest a general- remedy, the style of mount,

the appearance of breakage;.or from N'hat portion

of the ornament it has come,' all influencing one

in a decision. But, taken collectively, the most

effectual strengthening medium is a flattened wire,

soldered to the mount, either on the back edges or

on the side, as the case may require, but arranged,

if possible, so that the strain shall be taken by

the deep section of the strengthening wire.

A small connecting ring or strut

Points uniting any two portions of the

design will add considerably to

the general stability, if these

have been previously omitted when mounts were

first made. Not the least important item in repairs

of this kind is to thoroughly examine all the set-

tings for stones, the slight expansion of the metal

while passing through the fire being sufficient, in

many instances, to make them unreliable. The

repolishing also needs to be carefully done to

avoid forcing the stones out or even loosening

them with the risk of ultimate loss.

Quite independently of breakages, settings

become weak and the safety of the stones

jeopardized through hard or continuous wear.

If this is generally visible there is not much to

be done but remount. But it sometimes happens

that one portion only of a setting becomes de-

fective, when some skill can be shown in renew-

ing as much as is needful without looking con-

spicuous against the remainder of old setting. If

it is a question of new claws or cramps, it is

advisable, if possible, to Make a gap or groove

in what remains of the old mount to insert the

new piece of wire.

Diamond Settings

of Importance
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Finger rings frequently have

Repair the side portion_ a settings de-
stroyed by contact with other

rings. With some a new side

can advantageously be supplied ; with others new

cramps and, if the latter, the best results will be

given by using a three-square, or almost a knife-

edge, wire for each stone and allowing it to stand

out from the old edge to take the brunt of the wear

when used with other rings. •

, Reshaping or sizing of rings is a task con-

tinually being given to the jeweler. Some present

no difficulties and can be altered without risk, as

those without stones or enamel. The presence of

either of these, however, makes any alterations

much more complicated and, in some instances,

extremely risky, particularly so if the safety of

some expensive stone is in the balance. For this

reason extreme caution is sometimes necessary,

and rather than take any responsibility, it is

advisable to remove the stones (or, at least, the

center one) before even cutting the shank, as the

spring• in the gold has been quite sufficient to crack

a valuable stone set in the head of a ring. Then,

again, the heat necessary to resolder the shank

may have detrimental effects on the stones, if

allowed to travel towards the front and which it is

not always possible to prevent. More particularly

does this apply to fragile stones, such as opals, etc.

Pearls, turquoise and coral are

quickly affected by heat. The.

thickness of shanks plays an

of E inger Rings

Heat
and Ring Settings

important part in the precau-

tions to be taken, a light-pierced shank not requiring

the same amout of heat to solder as, for instance,

a solid belcher ring. Tissue paper, wrapt around

the front and saturated with water, is sufficient with

light rings. An extra precaution is to insert head

with its wrapping of wet tissue paper into a split

raw potato, the natural moisture of which very

effectually checks the progress of the heat. But,

if needed, greater moisture than the potato affords

is obtainable by filling a small receptacle with silver-

sand and thoroughly saturating it with water, the

head of ring, with tissue paper envelope, being

inserted in the wet sand. Gem rings with thick

shoulders are often very difficult to reshape, more

especially if enlarged, for even if the stones are

removed, the contour of the head cannot be inter-

fered with, or the stones could not be replaced.

Under such circumstances the shoulders must be

bent outwards as close up to the settings as prac-

tical without damaging them, and after filling in

the space in shank, shaping to the best advantage

with pliers.
Reducing the size of the same style of ring is

somewhat easier. If we take as an example a

rather large five-stone half hoop which has to be

made three sizes smaller, to cut the necessary

piece out of the shank and close up would make a

rather unsightly shape. An improvement upon

this would be to cut a slot with either a piercing

saw or a three-square file according to the require-

ments, on the inside of shoulders, which would

allow them to be bent inwards much more sud-

denly. If the slot is made the correct width, by the

time the two ends of shank meet, the slot would be

quite closed and easily soldered up.

In cases when it is quite impossible to cut

ring to reduce size, such as an enameled band ring,

a " liner" has to be resorted to, pewtered on the

inside as neatly as possible to obtain the required

size. In cutting any ring it should be noted

not to injure or destroy the hall mark or any

engraving that may be inside.
—A. H. Hancock,

in the Watchmaker, Jeweler and Silversmith
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GEO. H. FULLER & SON CO.
Chicago Office—m3 State Street,

Columbus Memorial Building.

MANUFACTURE ALL KINDS OF

INCORPORATED 1698

PAWTUCKET, RHODE ISLAND.

JEWELERS' FINDINGS
and sell direct to the jobbers and manufacturers only.

Warranted First Quality Rolled Gold

No. 317—Assortment.

Chain 'Frit-timings

Retail jewelers can buy our goods from all jobbers.

Warranted First Quality Rolled Gold

'-CDO

(-N)
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ea

No. 318—Assortment.

cm Black Carci.s with Gilt Bevelccil

f• 
frv -
412/2 ,

Busin'ess your way is only possible by carrying

strong and attractive lines. Our specialties in
High Grad, Rolled-Gold Plate and Gold Filled

VESTS, DICKENS, LORGNETTE, MUFF, PURSE,
LA VALLIERE, NECK, BRACELET AND SECRET
LOCKET CHAINS; ALSO FOBS; SEAL CHARMS,
AND PENDANTS,

Answer all the requirements of salable, business-getting
goods. ‘Ve employ skillful designers and workmen, and
our goods are of up-to-date, artistic appearance.
In Sterling Silver and Solid Gold, our lines are everything

that a high-class trade can desire. Buy through the jobber.

COLUMBIA.
Sold Filled.

C Seamless I-10.
Gold Soldered,
Warranted.

too Stewart St., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
11 John St., NEW YORK.

131 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO.

No. 3037,

ALL SWIVELS

sTArapEu.
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Clock With Only One Pinion

TI-IE KEYSTOINE

Recently the pupils of the Horological

School of London have had before them the

task of preparing a clock with weights, indi-

cating minutes, seconds and hours, with the

fewest wheels possible. The problem was

solved in an extremely ingenious way by one

of the pupils, W. C. Black.

The mechanism, represented in Fig. 1,

has but one pinion, that of the escape wheel.

This wheel has thirty

teeth, and the pinion

 11 six leaves. The last

is worked by another

wheel, having an in-
terior range of 360

teeth. On its arbor

there is a pulley,

around which passes

an endless chain for

t h e weight. The

clock has a seconds

pendulum, so that

the escape wheel

makes one revolu-

tion a minute. The

lig. 1 pinion having six

leaves and the large

wheel with teeth on the inside having 360

teeth, the latter makes one revolution an

hour, and a hand placed on its cylinder

therefore indicates minutes on the dial. The

hour hand is fixed on the dial under an open-

ing in the

form of an arc
(Fig. 2). The

figures of the
hours are
painted on a

movable star

disk placed
behind the

dial, and

they appear
through the
opening. The
moving of

the disk is secured by means of a small

snail (Fig. 3) fixed on the arbor of the large

wheel of 360 teeth.

At each revolution

of this wheel the

eccentric causes the

advance of a tooth

of the star which

bears the figures

of the hours. The

advance is made

by leaps ; and, on

account of the form

Of the eccentric,

the figures present

themselves exactly

ii

1r g

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

in the opening before the hand marking the

hours. This clock has the advantage over

the three-wheeled clock of Ferguson, as it

marks the seconds in addition.

New Tell-Tale Watch

[Translated for THE KEYSTONE from the "Almanach des
liorlogers."]

The absolute necessity of the most

thorough night watching in shops, ware-

houses, museums, etc., is becoming more

and more apparent. In case of burglary or

fire, if the loss of the enormous value that

these buildings generally contain, is at times

covered by the insurance, the loser is not

indemnified for the injury occasioned by the

catastrophe interrupting his operations and

disarranging the course of his trade, so that

the employment of night watchmen is be-

coming more important, and the register of

the rounds of these guardians of the night

must be controlled by suitable apparatus.

Unfortunately, this measure of precau-

tion is not always efficacious ; the watchmen

do not always fulfill their duty as they ought,

and the rounds indicated by the register

have not actually been performed. In fact,

the unscrupulous employees will put in action

the six springs of the register, pressing them

in to different depths which he has studied

out, by using a kind of pick-lock.

This fraud is now absolutely impossible

with the new registering watch prepared by

A. Eppner & Co.,

of Breslau, which

we will describe

with the aid of the

a c co m p a n:yi n g

illustrations. The

special mechan-

ism is represented

in Figs. I and 2 ;

the indicating

springs a are sep-

arated from the

register band b by

a pin c, placed on

the movable piece

d, which a spring

e presses con-

stantly against

the cam/. Then,

with the aid of a Fig. I

key, a projec-

tion of which is pressed ,against the 'cam f,

the latter is displaced. The movable piece d

turns slightly, but sufficiently for the pin c to

set the indicating springs free. One of these

is at this time actuated by a second projec-

tion of the key and presses on the registering

band b.
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It is therefore impossible to produce the

marks with other keys than those which

0

Fig. 2

ought to be employed ; the construction is

so precise that a deviation of a twentieth

of a millimeter would be sufficient to render

%lintel'

4̀L-441±.1
Fig. 3 Fig. I

Drum for Receiving the Perspective View of the Interior
Register-Band Mechanism

their employment impossible, or else to

damage the apparatus, which does not open

tr-air°

3

IN—ireatiFe

Fig. 5

Eppner Registering Watch with
Its Keys

without the special pressure producing a

large mark on the band of paper.

Other improvements have also been in-

troduced into the apparatus, rendering it

more practicable, solid and sure than the

previous apparatus employed.

" I do not think there could be anything sug-
gested to improve The Keystone: I would not do
without it for three times the price, for I con-
sider it the best thing- that comes in my store."—
E. P. Polleiger, Jeweler, Odeboll, Iowa.
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The Watchwise Buy Trenton Watches
A FEW OTHERWISE DO NOT.

When the otherwise try samples of these new model movements they will become watchwiseand realize that the beautiful designs and finish, combined with excellent time-keeping qualities, make
" TRENTONS " easy sellers at a liberal profit to well-satisfied customers.

Why not become watchwise?
A sample line is convincing and does not cost much.

No I2? —j6 slze,12 jewels, solid nickel
top, plates handsomely damaskeened in gold,
micrometer regulator, cut expansion balance,
safety pinion, screw bankings, straight line
lever escapement, hardened and tempered
breguet hairspring, quiet( train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, (lust band, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and center and with
red marginal figures. Hunting lever set.
Open-face pendant set.

Write for our new price-list.
Ask your jobber for TRENTONS.

No. 200-16 size, 7,jewels, nickel (lames-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinion,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding wheels, dust.
baud, handsome white enamel dial with de-
pressed second. Hunting lever set. Open-face
pendant set.

No. 300-6 size. 7 jewels, nickel dams-
keened, cut expansion balance, safety pinions,
screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed winding wheels, hand-
some white enamel dial with depressed second
and red marginal figures. Stem wind and lever
,■et.

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY,
Trenton, N. J.
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SPECIAL ORDERS
ARE

TRADE-WINNERS
When you have satisfied that customer with Ideas,
you have not only made a profit but a business friend
as well.

LOOK AFTER THE SPECIAL ORDERS.

P. S.—We also know a few things about Repairing.

Partial View of the

St. Louis Watchmaking School, 2308 Locust St., St. Louis. Mo.
Known as the most practical School in the United States.

The Rome of Porfoctioll Ill ll Plato—Glass Mos
THE KADE IMPROVED SYSTEM"

Tile SOCretefli FRE OM the peer of all floor eases. No holes in glass ;
no metal clips no danger of breakage. Themost practical All Plate-Glass Case on the market. Made to ship net up or knock down.Particulars on application.

High-Grade Wall Cases, Floor Cases, Show Cases, Cross Partitions, Screens, Etc.
We make a complete line of Modern Jewelry Fixtures, pledium and pigli Grade
We have made a specialty of the fixture business and it has heroine a science with IS.We call lit you out completely with fixtures, show cases, stools, etc. Send 25 cents in stamps forour 20th Century Fixture Catalogue. Over 300 pages, size 7%x11 in. A hook of infor-mation, suggestions, prices, etc., illustrating outfits from 1,300 up to the finest. A regularEncyclopedia Americanica.
Regarding our goods, ask our customers.It,garding our responsibility, ask any bank or business house in our city, or any commercial agency.

M. Winter Lumber CompanyyThe High-Grade Fixture Makers
Established 1865. Sheboygan, Wisconsin, U. S. A.C. Is. smith Drug Co., St..Toseph, Mo., Sales Agte for Mo., Kans., Nebr., 0. T. and I. 'I'.Texas Drug Co., Dallas, Texas, Sales Agents for Texas.

Jos. W. Schlurnpf, 318-9 Pacific Rik., Seattle, Wash., Sales Agents for the State of Washington.C. J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., Sales Agents for Arkansas.
Findlay, Dicks & Co., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for La., Miss. and Ala.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, bet as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anonv-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions,to refer to them,as similar questions may have
hren answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, necording to subject, covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

THE KEYSTONE',

"Slot."—Which is the best way to fasten a
center pinion to center staff of a Hamden /8 size,

plate, new style collar, one /hal has slot and
spring in it P—If the pinion refuses to hold, there is
something wrong with the slot in the pinion or the
spring ; either one, whichever is worn, must be
changed for a new one.

"Finish."—Will you kindly tell us how the
rose finish is put on brooches, slick pins, etc. f—
There have been many methods adopted for pro-
ducing the rose finish you inquire about, each of
which involves a certain amount of experience and
skill before very good results are obtained. Prob-
ably the best results in rose finish are obtained
when 18 K. red gold is used. This gold is naturally
almost as red as a copper cent, and the surface is
matted by sand blasting, using very fine sand.
When the work is embossed, it adds greatly to its
richness. Should the articles we desire to finish
be of solid gold, but of a lower karat than 18, they
can be colored red by immersing them in a hot
bath composed of strong sulphuric acid and crystals
of saltpeter, which will dissolve out the silver on
the surface, leaving only the copper and gold. In
using such a bath, it should be heated to a little
over 200° F. The rose finish is imparted to plated
goods by electro-deposition ; that is, they are
gilded on a matted surface with a red gold solution
and, as a rule, they are further protected with a
coat of collodian lacquer that has been tinged with
some of the analine reds. If such a lacquer is
properly applied it will be absolutely invisible and
will wear for some time. If the method by electro-
deposition is decided on, it will require a little ex-
perimenting before the proper color is arrived at,
for, as many of our readers know, gilding to color
is not an easy matter, by any means.

"Bifocals No. 2." —ht cementing bifocal lenses
I have experienced considerable trouble. What is
the best plan to adopt for doing such work? Also
please let me know what is the best method of re-
moving cement bifocals that have started to sepa-
rateP—The method of cementing such lenses is
described in our reply to " Bifocals," page 861,
July, 1902, KEYSTONE. As to separating them,
this can be done by heating, but that method in-
volves the risk of breaking either one or the other.

A better plan is to place them in a cup with a little
benzole or naptha (from coal tar), cover it and let
them stand for about a day, when complete separa-
tion will be effected. Any of the cement that
remains on the lenses can be removed with the aid
of the substance used for separating them.

"Coin."—Will you kindly inform me if! have
a right to drill holes in silver 5-cent pieces to make
bracelets, bangles, etc P—The Revised Statutes, Sec-
tion 5459, provides that every person who fraudu-
lently, by any art, way, or means, defaces, mutilates,
impairs, diminishes, falsifies, scales, or lightens the
gold and silver coins which have been or which may
hereafter be coined at the mints of the United
States, or any foreign gold or silver coins which by
law are made current, or are in actual use and cir-
culation as money within the United States, shall
be imprisoned not more than two years and fined
not more than Poo°. It has been argued that
because the word " fraudulently " is specifically
stated in the law, that jeweleN are free to mutilate
or engrave coins for ornamental purposes, such as
pins, bangles, etc., where there there is no dis-
honest intent. This interpretation seems reason-

•

able, but we understand that the Treasury Depart-
ment has ruled that under the statute it is unlawful,
apart altogether from the question of intent, to de-
face or mutilate a coin in such a manner as may not
entirely eliminate it from the currency. We would
not advise the taking of any risk in view of this
specific contrary ruling by the Treasury Depart-
ment. There is reason, too, in the ruling, for
there is no guarantee that coins mutilated without
any dishonest intent may not at some time or other
fall into dishonest hands. The currency must be
protected at all hazards.

"Opalescent."—Will you kindly tell me how to
cut and polish opals?—Opals are among the softest
precious stones we have, and almost any abrasive
will cut them. If the stones are new and require
grinding to shape, lead laps with emery of different
degrees of fineness should be employed, until a
perfectly dead surface is obtained, then a polish can
be produced with a wood lap in a polishing lathe.
In a job shop, where an opal is badly scratched, so
the claws of the setting will be in the way in re-
polishing, remove the stone and cement it to the
end of a stick with shellac. Be very careful about
overheating an opal, as a comparatively low degree
of heat injures the play of colors in them. For
removing the scratches from an opal, provide a
thin piece of board, say g." thick, 13/" wide and
12" long. We show such a piece of board at IY

Fig. I. At 4"
from one end
of such a piece
of board we

I"lg. I glue a block
of wood

by Nil and W/ long. We show such a block at
E, Figs. I and 2, the latter figure being a side view
of Fig. I. At the extreme end of the piece of
board D we glue on another block like E, as shown
at E These blocks are Ys" high, as seen in Fig. 2.

:D.

......... ..... nig"

1

Fig. 2

We saw in the end of I), as shown at the thick black
line v, a saw kerf to the line x. We next cut a strip
of good, strong linen, or cotton cloth, IN" wide
and 9" long, and glue one end fast to the right-
hand end of so that the attached cloth extends
out from point indicated by the line 1. This strip
is now folded back over the piece F and brought
to the piece E, to which it is attached by glue.
The position of the strip of cloth is indicated by
the dotted line 71. If the glue by which the pieces
E, E and the cloth to are united has 5 per cent. of
bichromate of potash added, it becomes water-
proof after exposing to the sunlight. By forcing a
tvedge into the saw kerf (from the side) any slack
in the cloth to can be taken up. If the cloth w is
moistened with a sponge and water, and fine emery
or carborundum powder dusted upon it, it makes
the most perfect smoothing device we know of for
a hand process for smoothing all stones cut en
cabochon ; that is, in common parlance, a stone cut
like carbuncle garnets. The finest French emery
paper can be substituted for to, and used by hand
for taking scratches from opals or turquoise, but
the device described is by far the most satisfactory,
and also admits of a great number of other appli-
cations ; as for instance, used with oil and emery,
or oil and tripoli, for smoothing plain rings. For
polishing an opal or turquoise use another tool of
the some sort moistened with water and dusted
with rotten stone or tripoli. See our reply to " Res-
toration," in another column.

"Spring."—ll'ill you please Worm me how
gold is alloyed to make it hard and springy forpin-
tongs, etc.—The ordinary alloy of copper and sliver
is all that is required for such work. While it would
sometimes seem desirable to add some other ingre-
dient to harden it, the seeming advantage would
be offset by a resulting tendency to brittleness. If,
after the piece is in place, you will burnish it, the
" spring " power will be greatly enhanced.
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"Etching."—Whal acid should I use for etch-
ing gilded silver spoon bowls? I use diluted nitric
acid for silver bowls, but it don't seem to work on
gilded goods.—It is customary to etch the bowls of
such spoons before they are gilded. if, however,
it is desired to etch through the gilding, we must
bear in mind that aqua regia is the only agent to
employ that will etch through the gold. With this
fact in mind, therefore, we should proceed by coat-
ing the bowl with the " resist " in the usual man-
ner ; and after tracing the design to be etched, use
the aqua regia (3 parts nitric acid and s part muri-
atic acid) until it goes through the gold and ex-
poses the silver. If we then desire to carry the
process further and etch deeper into the silver, the
aqua regia must be removed, and as it will not
have any appreciable effect on the silver, and the
nitric acid is then employed in the same manner as
though dealing with the plain silver articles. If the
operation is carefully done, the resulting contrast
of colors is sometimes more pleasing than when
the etching is done before gilding the entire bowl.

"Cast Iron. "-1 have tried to repair a piece of
broken cast iron by RV/ soldering, but have been
unable to make it hold.—There is no reliable plan
—as far as our experience goes—for brazing cast
iron ; that is, the ordinary gray, soft cast iron. If
the article is of white cast iron (the kind that is
known as malleable iron), it may be possible to do
it ; in fact, we have seen very fair work in the
brazing of such malleable iron. Some people
claim that the Chinese can do such work as solder-
ing a pot leg to a cast-iron pot, but the process
used by them is really performed by fusing the
iron. In fact, it is much the same as the operation
of sweeting an 18 K. ring together—the contiguous
surfaces are heated until they fuse and join.

"Window."—(i) What isithe best way to sol-
der a colored gold ring set with stones so as not to
remove them and at the same time to preserve the
co/orY—There are quite a number of methods that
have been adopted for doing such work as you de-
sire, and the inventor or user of each, of course,
claims that his way is the " best." We have always
advised the removal of the stones before hard sol-
dering a ring, and still think this is the best plan,
and the only safe one. One of the methods in
common use is described in our reply to "Sun-
burst," on page 1269, October, 1902, KEYSTONE.
Probably one of the best plans is to take a small
crucible and fill it with wet sand and place the set-
ting in the sand, putting a piece of charcoal between
the sand and the piece to be soldered ; this serves
two purposes, it helps to heat the ring quickly and
keeps the sand front getting warns. Some work-
men use nothing but a slice of fresh apple or potato.
A special soldering block for such work can be
procured from any of the large material houses.
As to preserving the color, the safest plan to adopt
is to employ a good anti-oxidizer, which can be
made according to the following formula : Yellow
ochre 4 parts, boracic acid i part. Mix these in-
gredients with water to thoroughly incorporate
them, and then allow them to boil for an hour.
Apply this composition as a paint to all the surface
except where the solder is to flow. The boiling
for the time named is important.

(2) What would you suggest as a modern and
effective way to have my window dressed. I want
it so the articles exhibited can be readily removed
and placed in the safe, and I also want all the light
I can get, as I have my workbench in the front of
the store.—The, question as to material for trim-
ming, etc., is cOnsidered at length under the cap-
tion " Christmas Window Dressing " in the Novem-
ber, I902, issue. Where an abundance of light is
a desideratum. it would seem to be a good plan to
have at the rear of the window a curtain about half
the height (or more, if necessary) to give the most
pleasing effect when viewed from the sidewalk.
Such a curtain arranged to slide back and forth on
a curtain pole is not a hindrance to access to the
window, and can be used in conjunction with a
glass sash that covers the entire back of same.
The sash idea is a very good one, as it not only
serves to exclude a certain amount of dust and
dirt, but in the winter months will do much toward
acting as a preventive of windows " sweating " or
" frosting."
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WE ARE READY FOR

THE HOLIDAY TRADE
WITH A FULL STOCK.

Call and see our samples of Royal Copper. The latest finish.
We have a full line for Fall trade.

Chatelaine Bags, Purses, Sash Pins, Hat Pins,
Buckles, etc.

Don't forget our SOUVENIR SPOONS and
Quick-Selling Sterling Novelties.

MATCH BOXES, CIGAR CUTTERS, KEY RINGS, POCKET
KNIVES, STAMP BOXES, SCISSORS, GLOVE BUTTON-
ERS, EMERIES, WAXES, PAPER CUTTERS, BOOK
MARKS, BAG TAGS, ETC., ETC.

CODDING & HEILBOIRN CO.
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.

NEW YORK OFFICE—Chas. Van Ness, 11 Maiden Lane.
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE—(leo. Oreenzweig 6. Co., 206 Kearny Street.

. nefikan 1040., P*10,N1104.5-,0*.lhan c`4/40 #10`40.,i104.5,410-4.5•11rip.,44cIp.,-,

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

A school for the thorough
teaching of

Watchmaking,

Engraving an

Jewelry Repairing.

"One of the best of the
very best."

Lancaster, Pa.

Send for Prospectus.

A Rapid-Selling Ring Novelty
is the 20th Century Elk Ring,

Made in Raised Gold.
All styles of coloring.
In 14 K. Mountings

for Diamonds from 14
to 14 K.

Also in Signets in 10
K. and 14 K.

Prices quoted on
application.

Samples sent on memo-
randum to reliable
Jewelers.

which is made with a dual object—to
sell and to wear. Besides, it embodies
all the other features which can possi-
bly make for leadership in ring-making.
It represents the supreme effort of the
most exclusive ring-making talent in the
country—every individual contributing
to its perfection being a master of his
craft. The Elk Pattern has proven an
ideal one. It has the classical grace of
outline for the fastidious eye of refine-
ment and withal the rich simplicity
that flags the attention of the masses.
Essentially the goods for Holiday
Trade.

Great variety of New Fall Styles
in BROOCHES now ready. ( )(1,
and original designs.

Bracher, Becker 0 Barnett,
Manufacturers of

Gold Rings, Brooches and
Rope Chains.

Aetif4(... 481 Washington St.,
Newark, N. J.
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Workshop Notes

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name MI address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order in which they are received.

"Ilfinutes."—(1) I have an /S size, 7-jeweled
movement. II is gaining about 30 or lo minutes
when in pocket or on neck, and is losing same when
laying on either side.-1t • is impossible for a watch
to act in such a manner if it is anywhere near in
running order. There is no question but that there
is some trouble with the balance wheel or escape-
ment. Examine the balance pivots, see that they
are not bent ; see if the balance is true in the flat,
does not rub on plate or bridge ; too much end
shake, etc. Also make sure that the roller jewel is
tight ; then examine balance-wheel jewels, see that
they are tight in the settings, not cracked or
chipped, and they fit the pivots properly, i. e., not
too much side shake. Examine the escapement to
see if the teeth have the right amount of lock, pallet
stones not chipped, guard pin not too close to roller
table, pallet pivots fit pivot holes properly. We
feel positive that the trouble is a result of one or
more of the above causes.

(2) Where can I obtakmaterial for filling in
engraving lines on mothepof-pearl P See our reply
to "Filler," page 1411, November, 1902, KEYSTONE.

"Keyless. "—Please give us date and name of
first watch company to make slem-winding watches
in this country. Also dale of inventions of stem
winders.—The first American company to make
stem-winding watches was the Keyless Watch
Company, of Newark, N. J., owned by Fellows &
Schell, of New York, in the year 1866. As to the
dates of inventions, as you probably refer to old
ones, the following list from Britten's " Former
Clock and Watchmakers " will, no doubt, give you
the desired information :

One of the first references to winding without
opening the case of a watch is to be found in the
history of the Clockmakers' Company. In 1712
John Hutchinson desired to patent a watch which,
among other improvements, " has likewise a con-
trivance to wind up this or any other movement
without an aperture in the case through which an

can pass to foul the movement." 'File Clock-
makers' Company opposed the application, and a
committee of the House of Commons examined
witnesses, among others George Graham and
Charles Goode. Mr. Goode produced a movement
made fourteen years before. Mr. Hutchinson con-
fessed Goode's movement was like his, and even-
tually withdrew his application. This appears to
give Charles Goode the honor of being the first
inventor of keyless mechanism ; but it is not quite
conclusive, because Hutchinson's claim included
some kind of horizontal escapement, and it is just
possible that the verdict turned on that. The next
in order is Pierre August Caron, a clever watch-
maker of Paris, who in 1752 made for Madame de
Pompadour a very small watch, which gained for
him a prize from the Academy of Sciences. This
appears to have been wound either by turning the
bezel or with a slide very similar to the winding
slide now used for repeaters. He thus described
the watch : " It is in a ring, and is only four lignes
across and two-thirds of a ligne in height between
the plates. To render this ring more commodious,
I have contrived, instead of a key, a circle round
the dial carrying a little projecting hook. By
drawing this hook with the nail two-thirds round
the dial, the watch is rewound and it goes for thirty
hours." Lepine, who was associated with Voltaire
in the establishment of a watch factory at Ferney,
in Switzerland, devised a method of winding in
which the button at the pendant was turned partly
round, and then pushed in several times till the
winding was completed. This was the first of a
series of what is known as " pumping " keyless
actions. In 1792 Peter Litherland, who patented
the rack lever, claimed " winding up watches, etc.,
by means of an external lever connected by mecha-
nism with the barrel arbor." Robert Leslie, in
5793, patented another pumping keyless arrange-

. ment. His claim says, " on the square on which
the key should go is a ratch ; the pendant, being
alternately moved in and out, turns this ratch by
means of two clicks on either end of a fork fast-
ened to a pendant." J. A. Berrollas, in 1827, pat-
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ented a somewhat similar contrivance, but used a
chain coiled round the winding wheel. I wore for
some years a duplex watch by Ganthony with this
keyless work, and it answered well. Edward
Massey in 1814, Francis J. Massey in 1841, and
Edward Massey again in 1841 patented varieties of
pumping keyless work. Charles Oudin exhibited
at Paris, in 1806, an arrangement for winding
watches. There was no provision for setting
hands. Thomas Prest, foreman to J. R. Arnold at
his Chigwell chronometer factory, patented in 1820
a N,ery similar arrangement to the foregoing as far
as the winding is concerned, but no provision was
made for disconnecting the wheels from the pen-
dant knob. A. L. Breguet applied winding work
to many of his watches, and an arrangement to
connect with the motion work for setting hands by
pulling out the bow. Isaac Brown in 1829 patented
a winding-rack attached to the bezel, the bezel
being moved round to wind. Adrien Phillipe, in
1843, invented the shifting sleeve keyless mecha-
nism used in many foreign watches. Lecoultre
and Audemars made alterations in the construction.
Adolphe Nicole, in 1844, patented a fusee key-
less work, in which a knob or the pendant was
pushed in to make connection with the fusee wheel,
and pulled out to connect with the minute wheel.
The rocking bar mechanism for winding and set-
ting hands was patented in 1855 by Gustavus
Hughenin. Hand-setting arrangement patented by
D. L. A. Nicole in 1855. Pierre Noyer, in 1856,
patented fusee winding mechanism with a friction
spring to the winding wheel. In 1856 William S.
Mitchell and Charles M. Gartner combined to
patent the application of the rocking-bar to fusee
watches, the pinions on the rocking-bar being kept
from gearing with either the fusee or the minute
wheels by spring.

"Restoration."— Will you please tells us how
to lake a worn opal and restore it to the original
lustre Y—It is not a wise thing for a novice to at-
tempt to restore the polish and color of an opal.
The brilliancy of the stone can be increased by
heat, but if such heat is too intense or continued
too long, the colors will vanish entirely. Severe
cold will have a tendency to take the " fire" out of
an opal, and if this condition obtains the only
essential remedy is the removal of the outer layer.
There is a serious objection to this plan, however,
inasmuch as it will reduce the thickness of the
stone and thus allow the light to pass through it
much more easily, in which event its beautiful iri-
descence is either impaired or lost. Some varieties
of opal, when placed in water or alcohol, will be-
come transparent, but they will lose this quality as
soon as the water or alcohol evaporates. It is a
fact that the opal, while one of the most beautiful
of the precious stones, is at the same time very
easy to damage, and if its beautiful " fire " is once
lost, it is a difficult matter to restore it. For this
reason it would seem to be the best plan to send
such stones to a lapidary for restoration, and not
attempt to do the work unless you have had con-
siderable experience. We would suggest that you
read the article that appeared on page 1123 of the
September, 1902, KEYSTONE. See our reply to
" Opalescent," in another column.

"Anniversary."— Will a clock having two bat-
teries to run it for one year without renewing, or
a clock having springs to run it ioo days without
winding, keep time to the minute at the last week
or day of that length of lime .P—A clock which de-
rives its power from batteries will, of course, run
until the batteries are exhausted ; but, inasmuch
as theory and practice do not quite coincide in the
" life " of a battery, even though it be guaranteed
to run a year, its life would be problematical. As
a rule, however, such batteries have been tested by
the manufacturer, and can be depended on to run
the clock for the specified time. In regard to the
400-day clock, we do not feel that we would be
justified in expressing a positive opinion as to
whether such a clock would run to time for the full
time specified ; but, it is probable, it would, as the
manufacturer has, no doubt, tested the movement
in order to be enabled to guarantee it. The neces-
sity for such a clock running the full 400 days, how-
ever, is seldom, if ever, called for, as it is gene-
rally wound on the anniversary of some event
each year (from which fact they take the name of
" anniversary clocks"), and thus it is only required
to run 365 days with one winding.
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"Regulation."—How can a watch be regulated
when the regulator seems to have little or no effect
on American watches the regulator has but
a short arc, and the curb pins embrace the hair-
spring close to the stud, and it often occurs with
such watches that there is a bend in the hairspring
at the point where the curb pins act, which is not
pronounced enough to be noticed by the workman,
except he has had a wide experience in such mat-
ters. While it is possible to take out the bend,
still the workman will usually get better results by
taking up the spring a little and put timing washers
under the screw heads to bring the watch to time.
Such timing washers can be bought ready made,
but the better plan is to make them as they are
needed. To carry out this plan procure some
thin sheet metal—silver is about the best—and roll
it out very thin. You will need three or four thick-
nesses, say 16011, TAB" and TAD". Next provide
yourself with a set (five or six) of punches shaped

as shown at Fig. 3. To make such a
punch take a piece of steel wire which
will fit a number 40 Rivett wire chuck,
and 2" long, and after tempering it to a
good, hard spring temper, that is, so it
can just be turned with a hard graver,
turn the pin x so it is about Tits" long,
and a mere trifle larger in diameter than
the screw part of an eighteen size balance
screw, so that if we punch a hole in some

Fig. 3 of the thin metal just referred to, the
screw part of a balance screw will freely

go through the hole. The shoulder v is turned to
the size of the screw head. The shoulder v is also
a little undercut. If we cut off a block of very hard
wood across the grain, we can lay the thin sheet
metal upon it and punch out washers to place
under the heads of the balance screws to cause the
watch to run slower. For
better explanation we refer
to Fig. 4, where D represents
a piece of, say, dogwood
block 2" in diameter and t"
long, the grain of the wood
running in the direction indi-
cated by the double-headed
arrow 70. In the cut the
heavy black line C represents
the thin sheet metal. It will
be seen that if we strike the
punch B1 with a hammer we
will first drive the pin X through the metal C,
and if we continue the blows we will drive the
shoulder v of the punch RI also through the thin
metal into the wood block D as indicated at the
dotted line r', Fig. 4. We have now cut from the

sheet metal Ca washer, shaped as shown

® at Fig. 5, the hole x being of a size to
admit the screw. If we drive the punch

Fig. 5 B only just far enough to cut out the
washer u, Fig. 5, on removing the punch

from the sheet metal the washer will be found
adhering to the pin .1, and can readily be removed
with a pair of tweezers. The washer is then placed
on the screw st as shown at u, Fig. 6,
and inserted in the balance rim in-
dicated by the dotted arcs at E. The
great advantage of making one's own
timing washers is, we know precisely
the change in rate which a washer
punched from any one of the sheets of
thin metal will make. When only a
very slight change in rate is desired, the washers
should be punched from copper foil such as is used
for placing between watch dials and hour wheels.

In some watches there are placed in the rim of the
balance four long screws which are not turned in

to their heads. These are called timing screws,
and are used to regulate the watch, leaving the
regulator to stand in the center of its arc. To
make the watch run faster, a pair of these screws,
usually those screws standing at the arms of the
balance are screwed in a little—both screws being
turned in alike to preserve the poise of the balance.

To make the watch run slower the screws are
turned out. Timing screws should only be used
for very slight alterations. Where any consider-
able change in rate is desired the screws should be
changed. Half screws are also employed, that is,
screws, the heads of which are only half the length
of those usually employed. For i changes less than
would arise from using half screws, timing wtshers
as described above can be made use of. Not more
than two washers should be placed under a single
screw head. Such washers should always be
.placed in pairs, and under opposite screw heads.

Fig. 1
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'Low,'Priced not 'Cheap"
There is a distinction, Nv ith a difference. Here arc the

dictionary definitions, 6 6 boiled down " :

Low—Mucm Little in cost, in a scale
of reckoning ; below the usual rate ;
moderate.

'CHEAP. Of small intrinsic value ; com-
mon ; commonplace ; mean.

A thoroughbred horse may be low-priced, in comparison
with the figures obtained for other thoroughbreds; a broken-
down hack-horse is cheap, because there are no standards in
meanness.

A Watch is low-priced when its cost is less than others and
its performance equal to the same others; a Watch is cheap
NN hen price is made the only issue and quality is subordinated.

The New York Standard Watch
directs attention, .frrst, to its intrinsic value—the correctness of its
plan, the integrity of its construction, the detailed excellence
throughout; then it asks consideration of its price; finally, it
urges a comparison of value-for _price with all other time-keeping
machines. Such a comparison establishes the fact that it is the
lowest-priced Watch in the world fi)r its quality, and

"The Best in the World for the Money."

The New York Standard Watch Co.

Country, Town or Big City as a
Starting Place

ED. KEYSTONE :—Would THE Ki: \ STONE give
some advice to a father who is blessed with a very
nromising son, but who is puzzled as to the kind of
,tart most favorable to future success? Which
would you commend as to the most promising
field for my boy, small town or large city? I
might add that should circumstances favor I am in
a position to give him the use of considerable
capital. Is there any part of the country you
would deem especially desirable as a starting
point? I have lunch faith in my boy's ability and
enterprise. Truly yours, J. F. C.

In regard to the 'questionBig City as a
Business Location whether a small town or

large city would be the more
promising location, we can only say that the
greatest gains and the largest risks are gen-
erally found close together ; that where the
fight is hottest the spoils of battle are sought.
This is not a new condition meeting the
young merchant who enters the arena in a
large American city to-day, but there are
some conditions that are new and must be
reckoned with, or disaster is more probable
than victory. Chief among these- are two—
rapid intramural transportation, bringing pur-
chasers cheaply and easily from all directions
to a compact, limited area called the shop-
ping center, and the centralization in large
and powerful organizations of business in
every conceivable class of merchandise under
one roof. The effect of the first is to limit
or destroy the chance of the local merchant
outside the central district ; the latter pro-
duces the same result with the merchant
dealing in special lines of goods. The first
is necessary to the life of a large city, and
therefore inevitable ; the latter is of recent
growth, but though justly disliked by the
small merchant, is strongly equipped with
large aggregations of capital.

Some clever men are to-day
making successes in business,
in large cities, although out-
side the central district, and

many merchants are handling special lines
.md firmly holding select and profitable
rade ; but the conditions are less favor-

.ible than formerly in both cases. The
heginner may make his start, if "a thor-
, mghbred," through gaining a strong posi-
i ion in some large business and becoming
indispensable. If his capital be small and he
can find an exceptionally good stragetic
Point outside the center, he may there work

Experience
And Capital

up a more limited but fairly profitable trade,
subject to the dralkbacks previously men-
tioned ; or if he is the master of a good
specialty, and has enough money to exploit
it, he may go in anywhere that he can reach
the class of people who will buy.

If none of these alternatives
fit his case—as is likely in
the majority of instances—
he should withdraw his gaze

from the glittering risks of the larger city and
fix it upon the fairer chances and lighter
risks of the smaller centers of population.

Let not the country merchant be lightly
judged in comparison with his city brothers,
for from his ranks have come many of the
most notable and largest successes in com-
merce. Having won his spurs and gained
"the sinews of war" in some smaller place, he
has often been quickest to discern the advan-
tages of a large city, and boldly entering,
has made the field his own. The merchant
princes of our own and former times furnish
many instances of such tactics, and they may
be studied and imitated by the men who are
yet to enter the contest. No man whose
limited capital compels him to seek a start in
a small place is thereby doomed to littleness
or mediocrity unless he wills it so. •

The newer States and Terri-
tories of the West, the vast

Newer States resourceful Southwest and
the great South, now arising

like a giant from slumber and inertia, all offer
in the growing cities and towns opportunities
as fine as ambtitious youth could wish. If
good judgment is used in choosing a location
the prospect is full of hope. This choice calls
for the exercise of great intelligence, thorough-
ness and patience. Personal visitation and
study should be supplemented by most careful
inquiry. If the place is a small one it should
not be too near one of the great cities, with
their overshadowing shopping attractions. It
ought to have good transportation facilities,
but never be subject to the despotic power of
a railway corporation that could crush out its
life. It should have a good agricultural
country back of it, or one possessing other
natural resources. Its citizens should be
alert and enterprising. If competition is un-
profitably hot better keep out of it, unless
some of its business houses are affected by
dry rot.

Starting in
Country Towns

Chances in the
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The Twentieth Century Merchant

THE twentieth century merchant is no
new and mysterious creature. He is

simply the man who has mastered the
methods and forces already at the service of
those who know how to use them. In the
years before us, a merchant's success will
depend more than ever upon his brain, rather
than his hand. The foundation stones of
honesty, industry and executive ability re-
main as indispensable as they were a century
ago, but over and above these the twentieth
century merchant must have the power of
absorbing and adopting new ideas as fast as
they come. The time is past when the
retailer could learn his business once for all
and go on to success with the ideas learned
during apprenticeship. The railroad and the
newspaper keep the customers in a constant
round of changing tastes and ideas, and the
merchant must be able to change as swiftly as
the fashions. That requires more education,
more thinking, more mental alertness than
before. The fiercer competition of these
later days also demands these higher mental
qualities. Every merchant's field of possible
customers is growing larger, and his possible
rewards are increasing, but at the same time
his actual rivals are also increasing. This
means a struggle for the survival of the fittest,
with large prizes for those who come out on
top. It is a struggle of brain against brain,
ideas against ideas, and the winner in every
case will be the man best informed about his
business. Hard work won' t accomplish every-
thing in this age. Effort must be intelligent,
well-directed, systematic and persistent.

THE great secret of success in modern life
is to make the most of opportunity

when it comes :
" Master of human destinies am I ;

Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps wait,
Cities and fields I walk ; I penetrate

Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace, soon or late
I knock unbidden once at every gate ;

If sleeping, wake ; if feasting, rise before
I turn away. It is the hour of fate,
And they who follow me reach every state

Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death ; but those who doubt or hesitate,

Condemned to failure, penury and woe,
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore,
I answer not and return no more."
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New Cabinets and Papeteries

HERE'S a great wealth of new de-
signs in cabinets and papeteries for
the holiday season. There are cabi-

decorated with a profusion of almostnets
every flower that grows, elaborately litho-
graphed and beautifully embossed. There
are autumn leaves dyed in glowing and
prismatic colors, sprinkled over boxes con-
taining perhaps a couple of quires of stationery
and two dozen envelopes. One handsome
box of stationery is called " Beaumarchais."
It is an upright box with a drop front fitted
with a blotting pad on the inside of the drop
front. The box itself is decorated with
heavily-embossed roses in brilliant color. It
is filled with velvet parchment paper, two
quires each of cream and heliotrope. The
envelopes are tied with purple and green
satin ribbon.

Another box is called the " Norman-
esque." It is a projecting-bottom box cov-
ered with blue cartridge paper with a white
rim. It contains two quires of gavotte paper
and two of royal cream and bluite. The

paper is tied with a handsome shade of blue
satin ribbon, and the box also contains wax
and tapers for sealing the letters.

Another new cabinet line is called the

" Fontainebleau." This is a remarkably
handsome box, ornamented with 'dull aristo-
cratic colors in a beautiful medireval scene
taken from the famous palace from which khe
paper is named.

THE KEYSTONE

The Making of Paper Napkins

Millions of paper napkins are consumed
annually in America and, like other things
that are common, very little thought is given
to the necessary labor expended in the pro-
duction thereof. The origin of these cheap
and very useful sheets of tissue is a matter of
speculation. We simply know that they have
been in use in China and Japan for many
centuries before the art of modern paper
making became known. The Japanese paper
napkin is hand made, while those produced

in America and Europe are the product of
complicated machinery.

The designing of the napkins in many
instances is the work of Western civilization.
For instance, one paper company of Chicago
imports something over $5o,000 worth of
napkins during each year, and the company
nearly always furnishes the design.

The Japs are good imitators. One may
take a design from any source and forward it
to Tokio, where the Japanese artist will
i-eproduce the same both in color and form.

A New and Handsome Paper

Crane's taffeta is the name of a new
fabric paper brought out by George B. Hurd
& Co. As its name implies it is a reproduc-
tion of the taffeta surface which, with its
moderate roughness, is admirably suited for
writing. The tops and labels for this paper
show white lettering and a floating gold
ribbon on a blue ground. The paper comes
in all desirable shapes and sizes, and, as to
colors, in French gray, blue, bluite and
white.

Etamine is another new fabric paper,
exceedingly beautiful in effect, and very
closely simulating the original cloth, even to
the colorings, which are put on by a special
process of ruling. These colorings are in
four shades, cream, heliotrope, gray and
blue. The cover is handsomely designed,
showing a gold bordered white letter on a
neutral gray background.

New Calendars for 1903

Of calendars for 1903 there are more
diversified and elaborate examples now being
offered to the trade than has ever been the
case in seasons past. High art is the distin-
guishing mark of all these goods. Yet, for
all the art that is represented, the prices are
extremely modest. Some of the most attrac-
tive of the new lines may be purchased to
sell for from fifteen to seventy-five cents, each.

Something of an innovation in calendars
is a line of handsomely framed pictures with
calendar-pads attached to the bottom of the
frame. These frames are all made from fine
wood veneers artistically finished and orna-
mented. The pictures are particularly strong
in sporting subjects, being such as would be
very appropriate for a smoking-room or a
den. The range of prices for these picture-
frame calendars is from those commencing at
fifteen cents for a pretty little colored picture
on a finished mount, with a pad attached, to
a handsome easel-frame picture that would
sell for three dollars.

One of the most ingenious calendars
placed on the market for this season's trade
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embodies the features of a desk calendar,
paper-weight, memorandum device or tick-
ler, occupies a minimum desk space, con-
tains the banking calendar feature, which is
of value to all business men. It can be hung
on the wall, stood up or placed in any posi-
tion, and the characters are plainly discern-
ible. The tape is of bond paper and can be
renewed yearly for a few cents, thus making
it practically a perpetual calendar. The case
is made of cold-rolled steel, highly polished
and attractively and artistically finished in
heavy nickel plate, oxidized or old copper.

Prospects for Holiday Business

A record-breaking holiday business is
confidently expected by the stationery trade.
'The prosperity of the country, the education
of the public to higher taste in letter paper,
cards, invitations, etc., together with the
enterprise of the trade, are expected to pro-
duce most profitable results this season.
Commenting on the conditions and prospects
the American Stationer says : ' The stationer
who is alive to the situation just before him
will stock more heavily with holiday goods
than ever in the history of his business.
That the retail trade generally appreciate the
opportunity for an unusually fruitful Christ-
mas trade is evidenced by the reports of
activity coming to hand from wholesalers in
all the large manufacturing and jobbing
centers. To those who are already provided
with all the goods that are likely to be re-
quired against an unprecedented run of trade,
we have nothing to say, but others not so
fortunately situated, we urge to correct their
neglectfulness with all possible dispatch.
" The most desirable goods are quickly

picked up, and despite the fact that manu-
facturers are running to their full capacity
during the day, and in some cases continuing
their activity as far into the night as is advis-
able, orders are not likely to be filled any too
soon. Indeed, so much a fact is this activity
that we have personal knowledge of a case
where a manufacturer refused a substantial
order from an important store because he was
already overcrowded with work. Our advice
is, look over your stock thoroughly and
duplicate immediately on such numbers as
you consider most desirable and suited to the
needs of your particular trade. In some
cases it may already be impossible to do so,
but you will be more likely to succeed if you
make the attempt now than later."

The prosperity assures that the purchases
of jewelry this year will be unusually numerous
and liberal, and the jeweler will find a con-
tiguous stock of stationery proportionately
profitable. Both lines appeal to the same
class of custom.
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Mr. Jeweler.

This illustration is a page of our new Catalogue.

Can You Beat These

Prices? 
These Pins, with any combination of letters

or figures as shown.
Any one or two Color Enamel.

Sterling Silver, $1.874 per dozen .
Silver Plated, 75c. per dozen . .

. Retail 25c.
• Retail toc.

You had better have one of our Catalogues
so you can show when customers come.

Send name on letter-head for complete
Catalogue.

BASTIAN BROS.,
go Chamber of Commerce,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Mission of the Boy
A Christmas Story

BY JOHN TWEEZER

I.

Once upon a time there lived a jeweler
who, in the progress of a somewhat penurious
life, found himself possessed of much mer-
chandise, a boxful of dividend-paying stocks
and a pew on the middle aisle of a fashionable
church in Upville. There were fellow-citizens
of his who darkly hinted that the Jeweler
secured his wealth by " ways that were dark " ;
lifted significant eyebrows when reference was
casually made to an estate of which he was
trustee ; and whispered inuendoes that were
too vague to serve as ground for a libel suit,
but were sufficiently definite to afford much
sustenance to the gossip in Upville's feminine
Euchre Club.

But these suspicions and veiled accusa-
tions were indeed unfounded. It is true that
the Jeweler availed himself of all his prerog-

atives within the law in the administration of
the Truxall estate ; and he would not have

denied that the price secured for the Truxal

farm, of which he was the buyer at a public

sale, was much less than the heirs expected.

But was it kis fault that people didn't attend

the sale, albeit the advertisement was not an
exaggeration of the attractions of the pro-

perty ? Go to ! No, the Jeweler was honest,

in the comprehension of the law ; and those

whose shoulders went up in derogatory shrugs

at the assertion of his virtues were clearly

envious of his boxful of certificates and his

middle-aisle pew.

The Jeweler was clearly within his rights

in his conduct of the estate, as in all his

transactions with the public,across his counter;

but everyone in his employ had held a griev-

ance against him, from the first apprentice

who entered the store, forty years before, to

the salesman of this latest day. The Jeweler

was charged by these with meanness in the

matter of wage. His parsimony was espe-

cially in evidence in his contracts with his

subordinates ; he not only bargained for the

uttermost fraction of the dollar, in fixing

salaries, but exacted from his help the full

minute of every working hour in the day.

Vacations and absences for sicknesses were at

the expense of the clerk : the Jeweler paid

for no time that was not expended in actual

service. He was known as a close and hard

master. The clerks accounted for the boxful

of stock and other tangible evidences of

wealth by saying, " The old man saved it

out of our salaries" ; but clerks are some-
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times given to drawing conclusions from
insufficient data. Nevertheless, their griev-
ance was certainly hereditary ; and constant.

On this night before Christmas the
Jeweler realized that age had. crept on him
unaware ; and as he sat in the big chair in
the quiet of his sitting-room, for a few restful
moments before climbing the stairs bedward,
he resolved to retire from business. He had
given a long life to the profitable, but some-
what monotonous, exchange of merchandise
for money, in the jewelry store on Main
Street ; and 'there was now no son to whom
the business would devolve at his death—for
the son had been buried in his babyhood.

Yes, undoubtedly the thing to do was to sell

the business, right now ; for the year showed
exceptionally well, and this last day of the
Christmas season had been the best in the

history of the store. He felt confident he
could sell the entire stock at a profit over

cost to his head clerk, who could command

some funds and had at sundry times hinted at

a partnership. The Jeweler sat in pleasant
rumination over his new idea, with a com-

placent satisfaction in his successful adventures

in trade, while the minute hand of the mantel

clock traveled around the dial.
The clock struck Twelve. It was

Christmas morning.

IV.

" Merry Christmas, sir ! "
The Jeweler turned in his chair toward

the opened door. A half-grown Boy stood

on the threshold in the snow which eddied

around him. His single thin coat gave little
protection from the biting cold ; his lips were

blue and his voice shook with the chill.

" My sakes, Boy, you look frozen—and

I'll be frozen if you don't shut that door !

I—I suppose you'd best step inside and thaw

out." The Jeweler muttered to himself, " It

would simply be murder if I sent him away,

and likely the coroner would call on me for

an explanation. But why should the Boy

visit me at such an unearthly *hour ?" Then

aloud, as the shivering boy tip-toed to the

stove, " Say, youngster—what was that you

said when you opened the door? I didn't

quite catch it."
" I said, ' Merry Christmas,' sir."
" Oh, was that it ? Merry Christmas'

you said, hey ? Well, of course, I know
what Mal means, in this case. It means that

I'm expected to shell out ' a few pennies to
you—isn't that it?''
" No, sir—not at all. I couldn't accept

a single penny from you. On the contrary,

I called to pay over some money to you. It
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couldn't be " Merry Christmas ' to me if I
didn't. Where shall I put it, sir—here?
And suiting the action to the world, the Boy
emptied out on the table from sundry pockets
handful after handful of pennies until over a
pint of the small coins lay under the lamp.
Then he backed toward the door.

The Jeweler looked in amazement from
the pile of pennies to the Boy, then back
again to that heap of copper coin.
" What does this mean, Boy ? Why do

you leave this money on my table ? Sit down
here and explain it."
" I—I prefer to stand, if you please.

I never sat down before in your presence."
" Before' ! When ' before ' have you

been in my presence ? "
" About forty years ago, sir."
The Jeweler gasped. He looked the

Boy over from head to foot. No, he could
not be mistaken—the Boy was unquestionably
fifteen or sixteen years old. " Crazy, likely
—out of his head from cold and exposure,"
the Jeweler concluded. But why this pile of
pennies ? and why did the Jeweler have a
creepy feeling, and a sense of goneness in the
storehouse of his courage.?
" You said—er—did I understand you

to say forty years ago ? " This in a shaking
voice, and with a dry throat.
" I said ' forty years ago,' sir."
The Boy looked straight into the Jeweler's

eyes as he spoke, with a calm confidence and
deliberate manner that was most disconcert-
ing to the Jeweler who fidgeted uneasily on
the edge of his chair.
" But—you—you are not forty, or even

half of forty. How could a half-grown Boy
have been in my presence' forty—forty
years ago ?"

The Boy smiled. " Why, sir, I am all
sorts of ages, and all sorts of person. Look!"

The Boy spun on one foot until he had
turned completely around, then clapped his
hands. In the place where he had stood the
amazed Jeweler saw a round-shouldered,
gray-haired man of sixty, with a watch-
maker's eyeglass screwed in his eye.
" Merry Christmas, sir—here's some

money I want to leave with you. I've owed
it to you for thirty-three years ;" and the
bent old fellow dropped another handful of
pennies on the pile. The Jeweler withdrew
his eyes for a moment from the figure to look
at the money, as if to assure himself of its
reality; and when he turned again to the old
man, there stood instead a brisk gentleman
of middle-age, neatly dressed and booted,
who said in a cheery voice, " Merry Christ-
mas—permit me—a little matter of twenty
years delay," as he laid a dollar bill on the
table. He somehow faded away, and there
by the stove stood the Boy again, with his
unchanging confidence of mien.

(COIMINIld On page MS)
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The Mission of the Boy

(Continued from page 1573)

THE KEYSTONE

" Shall I change again, sir ? I have only
shown you three persons—I can show fifty.
Shall I change to each of the fifty ?"
" For heaven's sake, no ! But tell me—

tell me—I—I can't understand it at all ! who
are you, Boy?"

The Boy came forward, and the Jeweler
.shrunk back into the protecting arms of his
chair. For there was an ominous gleam in
the Boy's eyes that foreboded all sorts of
possibilities of action ; and the Jeweler shook
in terror.

" Who am I ? Why, sir, I am the
Ghost of Those That Served You. Embod-
ied in me are all the office boys, the watch-
makers, the salesmen, the engravers, the
young and old who have ever received wages
at your hands. And I've come to-night to
make confession of numberless wrong-doings

and refund to you the monies that have been
paid for services not' rendered. On this
Christmas Day I would be ' merry,' with the
same lightness of heart which you must feel,
sir, in the comfortable knowledge that you
have always acted fairly and justly with
those whom I represent."

Was there irony in the voice ? The

Jeweler glanced up fearfully through his eye-

brows: the Boy looked the soul of candor.

" I have come to you on the night be-

fore Christmas to make restitution, so as to

clear my conscience. In your store you laid

down certain rules : Come on the first min-

ute, stay to the last minute, and never a

minute between that was not to be given to

the Jeweler ; If you take sick you must

suffer the sickness and the doctor bills, but

you earn no money for the Jeweler mean-

while, so you get no pay ; If you must

have a week at the seashore, to restore

health run-down from clo*se application to

work in the twelve-month, that's your affair

—no pay in your absence ; 'If you are bent

on marrying, look to others for wedding-gifts

and don't look to the Jeweler for a raise in

salary ;' and so on. Of course these rules

were right, for you made them ; and we are

taught to obey our masters ;' but there

must be some gross defect in average human

nature, for we didn't obey—and we cheated

you. We cheated you !"

The Boy sobbed in very real anguish;

then after a little continued :
" Listen, Jeweler, and hear the extent of

our iniquities : The old watchmaker left a

daughter dying at home one morning, but

through ingrained habit and a conscientious

submission to the law of the store he went to

his bench as usual. Yet his thoughts would

710/ center on the work in hand, but went
back every moment in the day to the little
frame house on the hill vhere a slow con-
sumption was devouring the last spark of
vitality of his youngest born. He did not
give you full measure of service on that day,
though you never knew it ; and thirty-seven
cents on your table represents the cash value
of the time which Sorrow stole from your
earnings as the watchmaker's daughter lay
dying.

" The happy salesman heard yes ' one
evening from the sweet girl whom he had
courted from boyhood ; and radiant over
'love's young dream,' he could not command
the utmost loyalty of his thoughts to your
service through the next day, with visions of
home-making blinding his eyes to your un-
feeling clocks and. practical collar buttons.
The dollar bill under the lamp, there, is the
value of the time which Happiness stole from
your earnings when the orange-blossoms w ere
flowering in your salesman's fancy.
" The office boy, not on one day but on

many, dreamed of climbing trees for walnuts,
when he should have quickened his pace to
the post-office ; went snowballing, in his
thoughts, while too carelessly rubbing off the
fly-specks from the show-case, one July ;
thought of Gen. Grant and Edison and !"aul
Revere and Horace Greeley, and kindled
with ambition, instead of kindling the fire-
0, was so often outside of the store with his
mind, while his body was ' in your presence,'
that the big pile of pennies before me scarcely
pays for the time which Joy of Life stole from
your earnings when your office-boy dreamed
his dreams.
" So there is the money, from Those

That Served You, returned for the minutes
in which you did not get service, from forty
years ago to this night before Christmas—
four dollars and seventeen cents. And with

the easing of my pocket comes an easing of my
conscience, assuring for me the Merry Christ-

mas which I wish also to you. And Heaven

bless —"

Crash ! The Jeweler jumped to his feet,
rubbed his eyes, and stared around the room.

Where was the Boy ? There was no Boy,

but there was a thin drift of snow across the
room, blown in from the open door ; and a

vase had been knocked off the mantel by a
gust of wind. It was two o'clock in the
morning. The Jeweler shivered—with cold ?

In his Christmas Morning sermon the

preacher " took pleasure in announcing that
an esteemed member of the congregation had

that morning made some very liberal gifts to

the town's charities, and to this church "—
and his eye rested on a certain pew on the
middle aisle. J. T.
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Some Reasons for Daily Exercise

The following reasons for taking daily exercise
are found in a paper which credits them to " Ex-
change" :

Any man who does not takes time for exercise
will probably have to take time to be ill.

Body and mind are both gifts, and for the
per use of them our Maker will hold us responsi-
ble.

Exercise gradually increases the physical
powers, and gives more strength to resist sickness.

Plato called a man lame because he exercised
the mind while the body was allowed to suffer.

A sound body lies at the foundation of all that
goes to make life a success. Exercise will help to

givaest 

it.

life.
Exercise Nvill help a young man to lead a

ch 
Varied, light and brisk exercise, next to sleep,

will rest the tired brain better than anything else.
Metal will rust if not used, and the body will

become diseased if not exercised.

A Multiplication-Addition Table

The following table was xvorked out by a
Harvard professor. It is interesting to look at, but

one is thankful that it is not included among the
multiplication tables :

I time 9 plus 2 equals
12 times 9 plus 3 equals i ii.
123 times 9 plus 4 equals I I I i.
1234 times 9 plus 5 equals HUI.
12345 times 9 plus 6 equals Hi
123456 times 9 plus 7 equals 1111111.
1234367 times 9 plus 8 equals 11111111.
12345678 times 9 plus 9 equals
time.8 plus t equals 9.

12 times 8 plus 2 equals 98.
123 times 8 plus 3 equals 987.
1234 times 8 plus 4 equals 9876.
12345 times 8 plus 5 equals 98765.
123456 times 8 plus 6 equals 987654.
1234567 times 8 plus 7 equals 9876543.
12345678 times 8 plus 8 equals 98765432.
123456789 times 8 plus 9 equals 987654321.

The Philosophy of Time

The passage of time is not likely to bring any

new wrinkles to the brows of the two elderly Irish

citizens, of whom the New York Tribune tells.

Out for a stroll, they paused before a jeweler's

show window in which were displayed three clocks
recording time in various parts of the world.

" 'Tis odd," said one. " In some parts of the

earth 'tis yesterday, and in other parts 'tis to-
morrow—while the United States is the only place

in all the world where 'tis to-day.
"'Tis odd."
" 'Tis so."
" Now, when would be me birthday if I was in

Paris ?"
" Your birthday is to-day?"
" 'Tis."
" Then yez could never have a birthday if y'

were over there, because your birthday conies

to-day."
" 'Tis odd."
" 'Tis so."
" No doubt that's why the population is so

reduced in France ; but it has advantages. A man

is always as old as he is if born over there, but if Ile

lives abroad he is a year younger on his birthday,

countin' he be home."
"'Tis odd."
" 'Tis so."
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Letters from the Trade
Our readers are requested to send us for publication
any new ideas they may have on any subject,

technical or mercantile, of general interest
and practical value to the trade

Physical Culture for Watchmakers
ED. KEYSTONE :—The Y. M. C. A. of our

city is equipping a complete gymnasium, and as I
am a member of that institution I would ask your
advice as to the wisdom of participating in the
exercises. Would it be conducive to the health of
an unmarried man, 30 years old, to enter upon a
uniform course of physical development?

Yours truly, J. E.

[By all means join the gymnasium and partici-
pate in all the exercises that are not too severe,
provided your heart be in-normal condition. Walk-
ing in the open air with deep respirations is also
excellent. A man of your age.and vocation must
take plenty of exercise.—ED.]

Charge, or No Charge, for Engraving
ED. KEYSTONE :—Apropos of the article in a

recent issue of THE KEYSTONE, on "Written
Guarantees," I think the time is opportune for the
consideration of that other trade abuse which is
summed up in the words, " Every article engraved
free." This practice is becoming a nuisance of no
small dimensions, and a canvass of the Western
trade elicits a general verdict in favor of " cutting
it out " with all possible promptitude. This is an
objectionable custom from every point of view. I
would ask, does the jeweler make a larger profit on
his goods than he deems himself entitled to? Does
he make a profit proportionally greater than that
of dealers in other lines of goods? There is but
one answer to both of these questions, and yet the
jeweler does engraving work free of charge, and
frequently the profits on sales are swallowed up
thereby.

Unfortunately this is one of the trade abuses
which are the outgrowth of competition. Jones is
willing that a big portion of his profits be eaten up
by free engraving in order to draw more customers,
and Smith, through want of courage to pursue
an independent course, concludes that he must
necessarily do likewise. It would indeed be a boon
if this and other trade evils growing out of compe-
tition could be eradicated once for all by the con-
certed action of the jewelers.

I would ask the retailer, for illustration, to
imagine that it is the Christmas season ; there is
the usual rush and not infrequently dissatisfaction.
Temporary help is, as a rule, inefficient, and when
it is not inefficient it is generally indifferent. Tem-
porary sales people are often ignorant of the goods
they are trying to sell, and therefore cannot talk
intelligently upon their merits. Some of these
extra hands are indeed more a hindrance than a
help to the business. At the same time there is
a man on the premises who, perhaps, has been
with the firm for years ; he knows the customers,
the Stock and how to sell it. At this particular
season his services behind the counter would in
nearly every instance be worth double those of any
emergency hand. Who is he? Why the watch-
maker. And what is he doing? " Engraving every
article free." Again, how many customers appre-
ciate in the slightest degree a three-letter ribbon
drop on a nice plain piece of goods, the jeweler's

profit on which is from $1.75 to $2.25, and which
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occupies three hours of a man's attention, whose
time is easily worth $5 to $20 an hour to his
employer. Perhaps a lady buys a tray of bodkins,
hook darners, etc., at 35 to 50 cents each. " Put
' Isabella ' on it," she orders, " and I shall call
back in an hour. Now, be sure you don't disap-
point," etc. This means a cost of 12 to 16 cents,
and where then is the profit ? Take a solid gold
watch, there is a sixty-letter inscription on the cap,
a fine three-letter ribbon monogram on the outside
and so forth.

Another evil of the "free engraving" system
is that the jeweler must necessarily employ a
watchmaker who can engrave, for he cannot, in
reason, afford to keep two artificers. I believe I
am safe in asserting that a watchmaker, who can
do good engraving work, is a rare individual. And
if such there be he is one who is oblivious of the fact
that to engrave means work until 12 midnight and
even 2 A. M. during the rush of holiday trade. But
this class of man is often incompetent, and the
result is that the jeweler has to send the work out,
clean and wrap a second time, and deliver perhaps
at the very time a diamond sale is becoming
interesting.

The system of engraving articles gratis is a.
subversion of the engraver's talent, so that ability
in the art on the part of the watchmaker is mani-
festly a source of loss to the proprietor, except
where the latter has sense enough to charge for the
work. Yours truly,
Helena, Mont. H. 0. B.

Guaranteeing Goods and Repairs
ED. KEYSTONE :—Your correspondent who

states that it will be time enough to warrant a chain
for five years when the shoemaker warrants his
product for a similar period, is, in my opinion,
wrong. A shoe cannot be made to wear for five
years, as a rule, whereas, a chain, if it has the
proper amount of gold, will invariably do so.
Again, how can we induce a customer to buy a
higher-priced chain when there is no guarantee to
indicate its wearing qualities? I can sell a chain
of a reliable make and warrant it for five years.
The reliability of the maker is of course very essen-
tial, as it is unwise to stake your reputation on the
word of a salesman. The question for the jeweler
to put to himself is, how much satisfaction can I
give for the least outlay on the part of the customer,
rather than how much profit can I make on the
customer for the least value given him?

If the jeweler cleans a watch satisfactorily it
should run for a year under careful usage, and he
is safe in guaranteeing it for that time, but if the
owner should abuse it the dealer is not bound in
justice to repair the damage free of charge. Sup-
posing, however, the watch stopped through some
such cause as a dirty pocket, it is good policy to
repair it free of charge and at the same time con-
vince the owner that the trouble was caused by his
or her on negligence. Customers appreciate
such acts and bear them in mind when next time
their jewelry wants have to be supplied.

Above all, the dealer should listen patiently to
all complaints, even when they are made in unbe-
coming tones. "A soft answer turneth away
wrath," and when it has the dual quality of softness
and reason, it will easily prevail against the extrav-
agances of a hasty judgment. But even in case of
a customer who compl -ins with undue force, I
think it is advisable to make good the irregularity
without charge because customers of this class who

jump at rash conclusions are very easily driven
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away. When a customer states that his watch has
stopped, and that he fancies it was through having
been wound too tight, or having been tampered
with by his children, I find it well to chide him for
his carelessness in a manner that indicates a per-
sonal interest in his timepiece on my part. This
usually carries a favorable impression, so that the
work can be charged for without fear of a murmur
from him. Yours truly,
Plymouth, Pa. 1SADOR GLOU.

ED. KEYSTONE was interested by the com-
munication of J. R. Logan, and also by the article
entitled " The ' Smooth ' Salesman and the ' Blunt'
One," both of which appeared in your handsome
November issue. In regard to the guarantee ques-
tion I think it is fairly evident that the system has
been overworked, but it seems to me that there is
some merit in it. How many of us would buy
filled cases without a guarantee ? Do not the watch
factories guarantee their products ? I have been
asked a hundred times by new customers : " Do
you guarantee your work ?" Would I tell them
no? Certainly not. I say "yes." And I always
make good my promise. In selling a new watch
I guarantee it to be a good timepiece, but make it
plain to the customer that I will not be responsible
for accident or breakage except of the mainspring.
I tell them that a watch simply can't break of itself,
and if broken they must pay for it. I agree with
Mr. Logan that it pays to do work free for a reason-
able person. There are times when I can tell if a
customer expects a job done gratis. It almost
always pays to do it. It is important to have a
distinct understanding about the prices of repairs
before the customer leaves the store. My father
once told me to perform what I promised, but to
be careful of the extent of my promise. It seems
to me that a guarantee is about the only means
that will influence a man to pay me $27.00 for
a watch when he can get the same article from
Mr. Selleverything for $19.00. Now suppose
a laboring man comes in to get a watch ; he
has few dollars and needs them all, but he likes
me, trusts me, and says so. I show him a metal
case with a seven jewel movement at $7.00 ; he
examines it and finally says, " It looks exactly like
one Mr. Selleverything offered me for $5.75, but I
reckon the works are better—ain't they?" Now,
if I say yes I am untruthful. If I persuade him to
pay me the $7.00 am I not dishonest unless I can
give him something else with it ? That something
else must be a guarantee. In the first place I tell
him that the movement has been carefully inspected,
third and regulated, which is the truth. If the
watch comes back in any reasonable length of time
and is not broken, I take it out and put in a new
one ; that pleases the customer, and it pays me
even if I had to throw the old one away. This
doesn't happen more than two or three times a
year, however, if I look after the movements a
couple of weeks before they are sold. If one cona s
in with a broken spring I tell him it will cost him
nothing before he has a chance to complain. I
believe that a man that makes a business of per-
suading people to pay him $27.00 for a watch when

he knows that some other dealer will sell him the
same article for $19.00 would confer a great favor
on.the public if he would close out his business and

go hoe corn. I do hope that when my boys go out
to battle with the world they will not be so foolish

as to pay some jeweler $20.00 for an article that can
be bought across the street for $15.00.

Yours truly,

Essex, Iowa, W. D. G4v.
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Kinescopy

In the September issue of THE KEYSTONE
we described a new objective method of the
ophthalmoscopic determination of refraction
proposed by Dr. R. Lohnstein, of Berlin,
Germany. This method depended on the
movement of the image of the retina if looked
at with a lens that does not coincide with the
position of this image as produced by another
lens in front of the eye. Lately, another new
method has been described by Dr. S. Holth,
of Christiania, Norway, who in his test also de-
pends upon movement, but not upon objective
movement as observed by the refractionist,
but upon the movement of the image on the
retina as observed by the patient himself.
This subjective movement rests on the expe-
riment of Scheiner, which shows that a small
object if looked at through a diaphragm with
two openings appears double as long as the
eye is out of focus for the object in question.

The following diagram will explain the
whole matter •

Our Booklet explains how to

operate both the Retinoscope and
Ophthalmoscope, and how to

change from one to the other.

The findings of the Retino- •

scope are the full corrections,

without additions or subtractions.

Lenses all in place.

d plember 10, 1902.

Write to-day for full particulars.

Geneva Optical Co.

Focus of parallel rays of light in Emmet ropin as compared with
llypermetropia and

Let the eye be represented by the convex
lens and H, 111 represent the different
positions of the retina in the different states
of refraction, hypermetropia, emmetropia and
myopia. Let the rays of light come from a
distant object so that they would fall parallel'
upon the eye. Let us furthermore only
regard the highest and the lowest rays, thus
disregarding the three inner rays. If we
actually exclude these latter rays by putting
a metal disk in front of the eye which has
only holes corresponding to the highest and
lowest rays there will be diplopia at H and
.lf, while only one point appears in emme-
tropia. But we also see that the arrange-
ments of the little double images on the
retina is the reverse in H and /If Thus it
happens that in H the upper retinal image,
the image produced by the highest ray, is
seen the lowest, and that the image produced
by the lowest ray is seen the highest (because
we always refer a point of light on a higher
part of the retina to a lower position outside).
The reverse occurs in Ill as is evident by the
diagram.

This experiment has been used in opto-
meters for the determination of refraction by
Porterfield in 1759 ; by Thomas Young in
iSor ; and then again since 1870 by Dr. W.
Thomson, of Philadelphia, the last of whom
added a red glass for the one opening. For
the latest modification of this experiment
Dr. S. Holth employs only one opening ( or
slit) which is rapidly moved in front of the
eye. By referring to the diagram it will be
readily seen that in H the image of the
opening or slit on the retina moves the same
way as the opening in the screen, and that
the patient therefore sees the image move up.
The reverse must occur in Ai where, when
the opening moves down, the patient sees the
point of light move in the same direction.
In emmetropia, however, no movement is
produced at all. We can measure, therefore,
the ametropia by a lens which abolishes every
movement, but in astigmatism we must find
this lens for each main meridian separately.
There is, however, this difficulty that the
movement must occur only in the direction of
one main meridian, and besides it is necessary
that the movement should occur quite rapidly
across the diameter of the pupil. To over-
come these difficulties Dr. Holth has invented
and employed a new instrument which he
calls the kinescope (Anna/es d' Oculist/quo).
Here a slit, one or two millimeters wide, or
an opening one or two millimeters in diameter,
is rapidly moved to an extent of two or three
millimeters before the pupil while the patient
looks at either a white circle or a narrow
white band on a black background.

This instrument, which philologically
ought to have been named kinematoscope or
kinesicope, promises to be of particular merit
for eyes with a lower acuity of vision from
haziness of the media. The method itself,
which in many ways may be called a subjective
skiascopy, the author calls kinescopy from
the Greek words kinema or kinesis, meaning
motion, and skopein signifying to view ; so
that kinescopy would mean the viewing of
the movement. The name, therefore, as
Dr. E. Jackson in an editorial of The Ofithal-
mic Record jukly says is " brief, distinctive
and sufficiently suggestive of its meaning."

About the Causation of Myopia
While all competent observers agree

that near work produces myopia there is still
a great deal of doubt as to the manner in
which it produces the near-sightedness. Some
assert that accommodation is the cause of
myopia because during it the intraocular
pressure is somewhat elevated and that ac-
commodation, if excessive and frequently re-
peated, may lead to distention of the posterior
portion of the sclera where it is most yielding.
The celebrated Von Graefe thought that in-
flammatory processes in chorioid and retina
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soften the sclera and thus bring on the
change in the shape, the elongation, of the
eyeball. Others believe that it is not so
much the process of accommodation as that
of convergence that should be held account-
able for the development of myopia, because
in convergence a pressure is exerted upon the
ball by the external muscles which leads to
its distention. Some like Hasner and Weiss
think that convergence has this deleterious
influence because the posterior pole of the
eyeball is displaced outward and thus is pulled
upon by the optic nerve, especially in those
cases where this nerve is rather, relatively
speaking, too short. This view according
to Fuchs gains in weight from the result of
anatomical investigations which show changes
in the head of the optic nerve that must be
referred to tension exerted in the direction
mentioned. Lately at the meeting of the
British Medical Association Professor J.
Widmark read a paper on the etiology of
myopia, in which he lays more stress on the
difficult perception of the retina of some eyes.
According to the Ophthalmic Record the
following is a resume of the paper and the
discussion following :

Professor Wiclmark said that there were three
chief theories to account for the development of
myopia : Accommodation, convergence and per-
ception of the retina. The first theory has been
almost given up, but the convergence theory still
has a good many adherents. This, however, will
not account for all the cases. Corneal opacities
and astigmatism seem to exert a considerable in-
fluence in its development.

If nebula appear in childhood it favors myopia,
and this is because the vision is reduced and near
vision is rendered more difficult. If they occur in
one eye only it is the sound eye which becomes the
myopic eye. So, also, if astigmatism be present it
is the least astigmatic eye which becomes chiefly
affected. This is due to the extra work clone by
the sound eye. That convergence can have no
great effect is proved by the fact that one eye may
develop myopia while the other diverges and the
two eyes are never used together.

He described several cases illustrating this.
The theory that it is caused by strain on the optic
nerves in convergence cannot be correct, for if so
the position of the posterior staphyloma would be
up and out instead of down and out. It cannot be
due to convergence or accommodation for people
with one eye develop it.

The chief reason is because the sight is limited
and the effort to see small objects causes hyper-
wmia at the posterior part of the eye and hence
favors the production of myopia. Accumulated
products of fatigue may also have an effect and
may cause the tissues to yield. If this is so myopia
is to be prevented by helping the retina in any pos-
sible way and thus it is important to correct the
vision by glasses which render the sight good.

Colonel E. F. Drake-Brockman, I. M. S., said
that when, in 1869, he was appointed to the Oph-
thalmic Hospital in Madras, myopia among the
native patients was very small, but as time went on
and educational standards became higher the num-
ber of myopes considerably increased and he came
to the conclusion that the chief cause in the pro-
duction of myopia was overwork of the eyes.

Dr. Hill Griffith doubted very much if hyper-
metropia ever became less as years went by, and
certainly he had never seen myopia supervene.
One author warns us against fully correcting hyper-

(Continued On page :581)
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metropes for fear of hindering the development of
the eye. One would have thought that myopia
would be more than usually common in India,
where for centuries education was greatly in ad-
vance of that of Europe.

Mr. Doyne was astonished to hear what Mr.
Hill Griffith had said, for he thought it every day
experience to see hypermetropia diminish or pass
into myopia.

Mr. Story doubted if myopia had much in-
creased in recent times. In former ages people
were nothing like so particular over their eyesight
as they are in the present day, and took but little
notice of the error if not very great.

Dr. McGillivray had seen some slight cases of
ihypermetropia pass into myopia. In one case
which he had frequently examined under atropine
the had watched a change of four diopters take place.

Dr. Hem was of opinion that low degrees of
ihpyermetropia alter but little, but high degrees do
certainly tend to get less. He never remembered
:a case of hypermetropia which was diagnosed as
such under atropine ever becoming myopic under
the same conditions.

The Disappearance of Opacities of the
Crystalline Lens

At the fifty-third annual meeting of the
American Medical Association Dr. Walter
Pyle, of Philadelphia, read an instructive and
thorough paper upon the disappearance of
opacities in the crystalline lens. He first
spoke about the spontaneous disappearance
.of senile cataract, an interesting case of which
had been reported by him two years ago.
He made a careful and thorough digest of
the literature of the subject and has classified
;the authentic cases as follows :

I. Cases in which there was absorption after
spontaneous rupture of the anterior or posterior
.capsule.

2. Cases in which there was spontaneous dis-
location of the cataractous lens.

3. Cases in which there was intracapsular
iresorption of the opaque cortex and sinking of the
}nucleons below the axis of vision, after degenera-
tive changes in Morganian cataract, without rup-
ture of the capsule or dislocation of the lens.

4. Cases in which there was complete spon-
taneous resorption of both nucleons and cortex,
without reported history of ruptured capsule, dis-
location or degenerative changes of the Morganian
type.

5. Cases of spontaneous disappearance of
incipient cataract without degenerative changes or
marked difference in the refraction.

After mentioning these interesting cases
ill which opacities of the lens and its capsule
following wounds of the eyeball entirely dis-
appeared, he spoke about long-delayed or
non-progressive cataract. He said in this
connection :

It is well known that the progress of senile
cataract beyond the insipient stages may be delayed
many years. Opacities in the naso-inferior quad-
rant sometimes increase so slowly that they may
be almost called non-progressive. DeSchweinitz
describes a case in a woman of 68, in which there
was practically no change for 22 years, although
she used her eyes continually and regardlessly for
the finest kind of close work. At the last exami-
nation vision in the right eye was 71 , in the left 4.

Norris cites instances in which the progress of
cataract beyond the initial myopic changes (the
so-called " second sight " ) were delayed as long as
25 years. Nicati has observed in a myope of 78 the
disappearance of faint opacities in the anterior cor-

tex, with full acuity of vision two years later with a
— S. 9 lens.

The doctor then referred to the disap-
pearance of opacities when the cataract was
associated with disturbances in the chorioid
or when it occurred in a patient with diabetes.
Finally he made some interesting remarks
about the non-operative treatment of cataract
which for the benefit of our readers we will
reproduce in full.

An inquiry into this subject is a natural se-
quence to the foregoing observations. From time
to time alleged cures of cataract without operation
have been described by numerous charlatans, relig-
ious fanatics and many kinds and conditions of
irregular " paths." Occasionally the " cures " are
the result of the application of " absorbing drops "
containing mydriatics or miotics, which may in-
crease vision in limited or discrete peripheral or
central opacities. It might be here noted, however,
that occasionally prolonged mydriasis may cause
rapid increase of cataract, as is sometimes seen
after preliminary iridectomy, leaving the patient
worse than before the treatment.

Often the explanations of the " cures " may be
found in an incorrect diagnosis, either through ig-
norance or with nefarious intention. A curious
explanation of some of the miraculous cures in re-
ligious devotees is dislocation of the opaque lens
by violent prostrations before a shrine or altar.
Curious cases of this kind have been reported by
Ramos and Santos Fernandez.

Many varieties of instruments for applying
massage and electricity to the eye to dissipate len-
ticular opacities have been offered. In one popu-
lar apparatus the " electricity " is clearly due to
the vapor of oil of mustard. Sad to say, there are
villianous imposters who are attempting to treat by
mail cataract and even such a fatal disease as
glaucoma. Powerful drugs and dangerous appara-
tus are sent to innocent and ignorant patients, who
risk, not only the dangers of delay, but also im-
proper and sometimes distinctly fatal treatment.
I know of one case of hemorrhagic-retinitis that
speedily ended in fatal cerebral hemorrhage while
under the care of a refracting optician ; and I have
also been told of an instance of detachment of
retina in a highly myopic eye, which followed the
use of a widely advertised apparatus for ocular
massage. It seems likely that vigorous massage
in incipinet cataract will hasten rather than dis-
sipate opacity of the lens.

A surprisingly great number of persons
throughout this country are taking the so-called
absorptive or resolvent treatment for all forms
of eye affections. There is no doubt that this is
often distinctly injurious and it is claimed that the
normal consistency of the cornea is greatly weak-
ened, and liquefaction of the vitreous is not un-
usual in these cases.

From more purely medical sources there have
been many efforts to produce absorption of len-
ticular opacities by local applications. The aims
in this direction have been to furnish nutriment to
the impoverished or vitiated intra-ocular structures
or to apply locally or administer constitutionally
some solvent or discutient substance. Arsenic,
strychnin, phosphorus, cannabis indica, thyroid ex-
tract, hydrocyanic acid, potassium cyanid, castor oil
and its derivatives, cineraria maritima, pulsatilla,
aromatic oils, thiosinamin, and many other drugs
have been proposed and tried without avail.
Electricity was in vogue some time ago, but is
now generally discarded, except by advertising
charlatans.

In 1891 Kalish, after discarding all drugs,
evolved a form of treatment of uncomplicated im-
mature cataract, including strict bodily and ocular
hygiene, careful and repeated refraction, a special
form of manipulation and the instillation of a mix-
ture of equal parts of glycerin and i per cent. solu-
tion of boric acid in rose water, for which he
claimed good results in several cases. In a recent
paper, despite the lack of support and unfavorable
criticism for nine years, he still maintained the
beneficial results of his method, and claimed 69
successful results in 118 eyes, with even higher
percentage in his very recent cases. It has been
suggested that the local manipulations and instilla-
tions are a minor element in his success. Recently
Badal remarks that he has apparently checked
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incipient cataract for eighteen months and for two
years by instilling twice daily a few drops or apply-
ing with an eye cup from one to two minutes to the
open eyes a 2.5 per cent. solution of either sodium
or potassium iodid. He claims that the salt is
readily absorbed. Ocular baths of solutions of
sodium salicylate have also been recommended in
France for arresting the progress of incipient
cataract.

•
Dr. Pyle finally sums up his whole article

as follows:

I. There is no question as to the authenticity
of many reports of the spontaneous disappearance
of senile cataract, and these cases may be explained
and classified in five groups as follows:

a. Cases in which there was absorption after
spontaneous rupture of the anterior or posterior
capsule.

b. Cases in which there was spontaneous dis-
location of the cataractous lens.

C. Cases in which there was intra-capsular
resorption of the opaque cortex and sinking of the
nucleus below the axis of vision after degenerative
changes in Morganian cataract, without rupture of
the capsule or dislocation of the lens.

d. Cases in which there was complete spon-
taneous resorption of both nucleus and cortex
without reported history of ruptured capsule, dis-
location or degenerative changes of the Morganian
type.

e. Cases of spontaneous disappearance of
incipient cataract without degenerative changes or
marked difference in the refraction.

2. It is not uncommon for opacities of the
crystalline lens or its capsule, the result of trauma-
tism, to disappear, even when the capsule has been
penetrated.

3. Too much stress cannot be laid on the
value of personal hygiene, treatment of associate
local and general disorders, careful and repeated
refraction, and the proper use of the eyes in arrest-
ing the progress of incipient cataract.

4. In certain complicated cases, secondary to
grave nutritional disturbances, lenticular opacities
may entirely disappear under appropriate treatment.

5. Generally speaking, the so-called " non-
operative " treatment of cataract as practiced by
advertising charlatans and irregular physicians is
worthless, often distinctly dangerous, and consists
in no beneficient measures not known and appro-
priately used by all reputable oculists.

Does the Sympathetic Nerve Influence
the Process of Accommodation

'A few years ago two French observers,
Morat and Doyon, asserted that the sympa-
thetic nerve had an active influence on the
act of accommodation in such a manner that
this nerve inhibited the contraction of the
ciliary muscle, and that it was active in
accommodating the eye for distant objects.
They really asserted that there were two
nerves of accommodation. One, the oculo-
motor nerve, adapting the eye for the vision
of near objects, and one, the sympathetic
nerve, adapting the eye for the vision of far
objects. This question has now been exam-
ined again very carefully by Dr. P. Römer
and 0. Dufour, who lately reported the
result of their investigations carried out at
the University of Wfirzburg, Germany.
(Graefe's Archiv. f. Ophth. ) They performed
their experiments on dogs and found that the
sympathetic nerve only produced a dilatation
of the pupil, but that it had no effect either
on the ciliary muscle or the curvature of the
crystalline lens. These authors conclude
therefore that the sympathetic nerve has no
influence upon the act of accommodation,
and that it is only the oculo-motor nerves
which acts on the ciliary muscle and thus on
the accommodation.

(Con(inued on page 1585)
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CHAPTER IX. ( Continued)

Wools Favorable to Seceessful Work in Skiascopy. The
Iperating Room and its Arrangements. Practical

I lpertiling Suggestions to Beginners.

If a lens brings the area of reversal to
the eye, as shown by the appearances in
case 2, the accuracy of the result may be
tested without removing the correcting lens,
by advancing the mirror and observing eye
a few inches toward the observed eye to
develop case 1, and withdrawing it a few
inches from the one meter point to develop
case 3. In this way the nearness of the area
of reversal to the observing eye, if it is not
at it exactly, is discovered. It is surprising
how quickly under this plan the skiascopic
instinct is developed. The author has seen
students in three clays' work of an hour, or
even less, a day, become very close workers
for all kinds, or rather degrees, of myopia
and hyperopia. The appearances of aber-
ration are confusing at first only. As we
have said, these are not abnormalities but
natural optical effects. If the dioptric sur-
faces of the eye were perfectly spherical, and
the index of refraction for all areas of the
cornea and the lens were uniform, spherical
aberration in the eye would be more pro-
nounced than it is. Aberration in the dioptric
surfaces is reduced by the want of absolute
sphericity, and by variations in the index of
refraction in them. It is not produced by
such want. Whether aberration is negative
or positive is not a matter of any optical
importance. No eye is absolutely without
aberration, and if one were, the placing of a
glass lens before it would develop aberration
for the compound system.

For experimental work, and especially
for the use of students, the author has taken
an ordinary Thorington eye, taken the lens
out and had special lens ground, one of + 2o
D. sph. 0 — 2 D. cyl., and another of + 20
D. sph. C — I D. cyl., which have, with the
lens removed, been mounted in pasteboard
which may be inserted in the eye so that the
lens is exposed at the pupil. By placing one
of the compound lenses in place any form of
astigmatism of the schematic eye may be
produced by moving the tube containing
retinal area. To measure and neutralize the
myopia and hyperopia and neutralize the
astigmatism gives the beginner real work to
do ; for he must measure the amount and
determine the axis of the neutralizing cylinder

as well as find the spherical correction. As
the compounds contain the full spherical
power at one surface, the optical center of
the lens is nearer the pupil or farther from
the retina than with a bi-convex lens, such as
is used in the regular eye. This makes the
dioptric marking a little out of plumb, but
that need not bother seriously. The object
in putting the astigmatic factor in the one
lens is merely to conceal it so that a student
does not know, except by skiascopic test,
whether the spherical lens or one of the com-
pounds is in the eye ; and if he finds it is
compound, he doesn't know the amount nor
direction of the axis without he determines
it by test.

A method of ocular examination so
simple in its essential details as skiascopy,
and so exact in its results when skillfully
employed, is naturally very attractive to
optical workers. It is chiefly valued because
it is an objective method, and successful work
by it is prima facie evidence of unusual skill.
But it is a method that must be worked finely.
if at all, and does not permit of any " bull in
the china shop " disregard of its fine points.
Those who attempt to operate it coarsely
usually fail, and then they are apt to condemn
the method when their failure is their own
fault. To do fine work, however, the different
skiascopic phenomena or appearances under
cases 1, 2 and 3 must be made thoroughly
familiar, so that the operator will know at a
glance about how near the area of reversal is
to his eye. To make the method more
certain and for the ease or comfort of the
operator in using it some ingenious devices
have been made. There are no doubt others
being devised every year, some practical and
valuable, but others of very little use: • We
will consider a few of the chief instruments
of this kind.

It will not be necessary to speak here of
the forms of the skiascopic mirrors or of the
chimneys, as they have already received all
necessary attention. The direction of the
other devices have been :

(1) To make the changes of lenses
before the observed eye quickly and com-
fortably without having to lay aside the
mirror.

(2) To definitely locate the axis of rota-
tion of the mirror in testing an oblique meri-
dian, and therefore locating accurately the
meridian tested.

(3) To reduce the intervals of evolu-
tionary spaces to certainty as to distance.

(4) To make the position of the skia-
scopic light readily changeable, as required
in the development of the banded appearance
in astigmatism.

( 5 ) To neutralize in whole or in part
the incident pencils of light before they reach
the observed eye, so as to sharpen the defi-
nition and intensify the light or reflex at area 3.

Some quite satisfactory results have been
obtained in these directions.

FIXING THE INTERVALS.

There have been invented quite a number
of devices to fix absolutely the distance or
spaces of the three intervals. Effort in this
matter seems to have been misdirected in
most cases, for it fails to take into account
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the value of being able to change the inter-
vals at will. By this means we may produce
nicer shades of skiascopic effects than by any
other means. Every change in the position
of the observing eye has a value equivalent
to a lens before the observed eye. Moving
from a distance of one meter to a distance of
one-half meter from the observed eye has a
value of but one diopter. Motion from one
meter to a point an inch nearer the observed
eye has a value of less than .03 of a diopter.
A half-inch or quarter-inch has still less value.
As the observing eye may, under free action,
be at any desired distance from the observed
eye, the varieties of lens-action such changes
are equivalent to are very numerous. Fixing
the distance eliminates all this.

There are also accompanying dynamic
effects during the change of any of the inter-
vals, and as skiascopy is essentially a dynamic
test, fixing the distances of all the evolutionary
spaces would eliminate such special dynamic
features. It would be equal to the invention
of a ship-builder who devised a rudder by
which the ship would be compelled always to
sail in one direction as regards the wind. It
is a good deal better to have ships that are
able to sail in many directions, whatever the
wind, and a rudder capable of changing the
course as desired. Fixing the intervals
absolutely would therefore interfere with the
operator in using the method completely, for
important results are obtained by varying the
intervals, slightly or considerably, as in
developing the banded appearance in astig-
matism, or finding an area of reversal that no
regular trial lens will bring exactly to the
right point. Of course, any device that
fixes the length of the intervals absolutely
makes the result more accurate for that fixed
distance, but it also confines the work of the
operator within the same limits. He must
get all he wants within these limitations or
do without it. It will be found better, we
think, not to handicap skiascopy in this way.
Better a little uncertainty as to amount or
quantity of error than being fenced into a
limited field of operation. The intervals in
skiascopy are evolutionary spaces. They
are factors in the general results, and it is
desirable to be able to use them as factors,
which cannot be done if they are fixed abso-
lutely. That is, the dynamic effects of
changing the intervals is eliminated the
moment the distances are made fixed.

NEUTRALIZING INCIDENT PENCILS.

This may be accomplished in either of
two ways : ( r) by having a neutralizing or
under-neutralizing lens between the light and
the mirror, or (2) by using a concave mirror
with the skiascopic light at or within its prin-
cipal focal distance. This introduces optical
factors which modify the waves on their way
to the observed eye. An exactly neutralizing
lens—that is, a + 16 D. lens 2;4 inches from
the light, and so placed in interval i as to
intercept the pencils on their way to the
mirror, has the effect, so far as the curvature
of the waves is concerned, of causing the
luminous area to recede to infinity. But the
different pencils, or rays of the different
pencils, have practically the same divergence
as before. Such a lens, in its focal position,
has its maximum of magnifying effect upon

(Continued on page 134)
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VlitlitilOSOU'S #0141 tOC3ii00
Most growing business concerns find it neces-

sary to enlarge their quarters from time to time.
Our experience is but a repetition of history.

We have grown very fast from the start, have
changed location twice before because of lack
of space, and have just now finished moving
into the Schofield Building shown at the top of
this advertisement.

Our new quarters afford ample space for
the proper handling of our rapidly increasing
business, and we can guarantee a promptness
in service than which there is no better in the
country.

We have a Special Instrument Depart-
ment and can furnish on short notice any
instrument desired.

We handle Everything in Optical Supplies.
We ship every Prescription Order the

same day it is received.
Don't fail to send us your orders for any-

thing you may want-we have it. We are
headquarters.

The Whittlesey Optical Co.
Cleveland, Ohio.

TIC IAN
We are again calling your attention to the fact

that we want your R work, and that we are better
fitted to get it out PROMPTLY and ACCU-
RATELY than any other optical house in the entire
South, because we have the stock and the skilled
workmen, and are EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS,
giving all of our time to that work. We do not
ask you to take our word for it, but we do ask a
trial, as we know if you give it to us we will be
able to please you and get your optical business.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU.

We will sell you an oxidized brass sign, like
cut above [size, 16 by 4%. inches] for seventy-five
cents- ; or ninety cents, exress ,aid.

F. A. HARDY & CO.
Prudential Building, Atlanta, Ga.

KOENEN'S METAL CASES
THE STANDARD MAKE.

PATENT PENDING.

Medium, No. 898.
The above style made in four sizes, as follows :

No. 876 for Eyeglasses or small Riding Bows.
No. 896 for Frameless and large Eyeglasses.
No. 926 for Regular Riding Bows.
No. 956 for Tories and Large or Regular

Riding Bows.

Our latest is a Riding
Bow Case which will hold
Torics or any regular Riding
Bow. The spectacles cannot
fall or spring out of this
new case.

It has all round corners.
It is a thing of beauty and
a joy forever.

Our goods are imitated
in an inferior grade. We
caution the optician to be-
ware of the inferior article.

Our standard is the high-
est ; quality and finish supe-
rior. That is why our goods
are popular and so widely
imitated.

PATENT PUN DINA:.

New Riding Bow Case, No. 958.

Sold by Jobbing Trade.

A. KOENEN & BRO.,
81 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.
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(Continued from ,bage t,581)

Acuteness of Vision and Astigmatism

In the " Archives of Ophthalmology "
Dr. A. Steiger, of Zurich, publishes an inte-
resting article on the connection between the
amount of astigmatism and the visual acuity.
He calls attention to the fact that formerly
diminution of vision was considered almost
the only result of astigmatism, while at the
present time we have learned that asthenopia
with all its nervous reflexes is dependent as
much on astigmatism as on hypermetropia,
if not more. In this connection it is impor-
tant to know how much astigmatism inter-
feres with sight. The author for that purpose
exaMined 440 boys, and in the following
table gives the acuteness of vision in relation
to the different degrees of corneal astgma-
tism with and without correction by means of
cylinders :

tions to be the same as among the boys. He
draws the following conclusions :

I. Perverse astigmatism, even when of low
degree, reduces vision greatly and correction causes
marked improvement. Correction is the more in-
dicated since in this form asthenopia is most fre-
quent and most pronounced.

2. The lower and middle degrees of corneal
astigmatism up to 1.75 D. permit in the young good
vision, which usually can be improved by correc-
tion, but correction is less often required on ac-
count of diminution of vision than on account of
asthenopia.

3. The higher degrees of astigmatism, 2 D.
or more, cause usually a dimunition of vision to

or and frequently with the best correction
vision is not improved beyond the moderate
average I. Here the correction is indicated, not
only on account of the asthenopia, but also on
account of the diminution of vision. It is not wise to
leave unprotected an eye with poor vision at the
age when myopia threatens.

4. Patients with unilateral astigmatism have
rather poorer vision than those with bilateral astig-
matism of the same degree and are less readily
corrected. The question whether the one eye
should be corrected or not in such cases depends
upon the condition of the other eye, the age, call-
ing, and presence or absence of asthenopia. In

Variety and Degree of the
Corneal Astigmatism

No Subjective
A t•: Mon To.

SUBJECTIVE ASTIGMATISM PRESENT

Without Cylinder With Cylinder

I M PRO VI.MENT

Absolute In Percentage

Perverse (against rule)
0-0.25 D. with rule . .
o.5 D.
0.75 D. It

1-1.75 II "
2-3 D. 11

> 3 a 
it /

o.8t
1.25
1.29
1.29

1.16
0.84

(0.48)
0.36

1.19
1.37
1.40
1.36

1.25
0.81

(0.82)
o.66

0.38
o. 12
0.11

0.07
0.12
0,37

(0.34)
0.30

47
9V,
81/,
5.':- .

It)
69

(71)
83

1.32
1.34
1.33

1.29

.

From the first heading-no subjective astig-
matism-some remarkable facts appear.

1. No single eye with perverse corneal astig-
matism lacked subjective astigmatism, although
the cases were exclusively of 0.25 D.

2. All eyes with a corneal astigmatism of two
or more dioptries were greatly improved with cylin-
drical glasses.

3. The average acuteness of vision in eyes
with corneal astigmatism from zero to 1.75 D. was
about

The maximum of acuteness of vision is in
groups 0.5 and 0.75, and it is almost as great in the
0-0.25 group.

The second portion of the table contains the
acuteness of vision, with and without glasses, in all
cases in which subjective astigmatism could be
found. The following points may be mentioned:

I. A material reduction of vision begins first
in group 2-3.

2. The eyes with perverse astigmatism also
show a diminution of vision.

3. The maximum of unprotected vision is more
pronounced in the groups 0.5 H. and 0.75 H. astig.

4. The greatest absolute assistance from cylin-
drical correction is obtained in the perverse cases,
and in the cases of high degree.

There also were six cases of unilateral
astigmatism of high degree, with an average
compound hypermetropic astigmatism of
2.5 D. In these, vision without correction
was 0.43 and with correction of 0.67, show-
ing an increase of about 55 per cent. ; but
still the vision remained much below the
normal.

The author also examined soo girls of
the same school grades and found the condi-

general a strong astigmatic glass before one eye is
not well borne when the other is normal.

In conclusion, the author states that he
obtained the best vision in simple myopic
astigmatism, and the poorest in the compound
myopic form ; that the mixed and the hyper-
metropic form occupied the middle position
with regard both to the vision finally obtained
and the improvement produced by the cylin-
der. He finally calls attention to the fact
that it is impossible to draw conclusions from
the nature of the astigmatism as to the nature
of the pathologic meridian in simple myopia
and hypermetropic astigmatism, although
one might suppose that in a given eye the
fundamental refraction was ernmetropic, and
then a too-flat horizontal meridian caused
hypermetropic astigmatism and a too-convex
vertical meridian myopic astigmatism.

A Nation of Spectacles
" Are we, as a nation, getting weak eyes ?" is

a question now being asked in England, and with
a view to furnishing an answer a Daily Express
representative called on several London opticians.
The general opinion is (we are told) that a few
generations hence there will scarcely be a man or
woman not wearing glasses. The reason is not so
much that we are born with weak eyes, but that the
surroundings of the present age and the work de-
manded of the eyes is bound to weaken the sight.
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(Continued from page 1583)

the luminous area, and hence the luminous
area may be small, and should be some char-
acteristic figure, such as a cross or triangle,
in order to be confined within the central
area of the lens and produce as little aber-
ration as possible. This would sharpen the
definition at area 3, if the observed eye is
fully corrected, and produce also a clear
definition, without diffusion, at area 4. A
lens of less than full neutralizing power would
tend in the same direction, and the evolution
of the waves through the remaining space of
interval i and all of interval 2 would tend
still further to neutralize them. But if the
lens or mirror transposed the pencils, the
remaining portion of interval i and all of
interval 2 would tend to augment the curvature
of the waves.

In the use of tubes in which to confine
the pencils-or shut out extraneous light--we
introduce mechanical interference with the
peripheral areas of all the waves, both of the
incident and emergent pencils, and set up
cross waves and reflections unless the walls of
the tube are thoroughly deadened by light-
absorbing materials or diaphragms inserted
to intercept them and reflect them in direc-
tions that will not permit their reaching either
objective or subjective pupil. Such dia-
phragms will have no optical effect-will not
modify the curvature of the. waves passing
through-but they make a nice adjustment of
the spaces necessary.

The use of diaphragms in optical tubings
of this kind has been thought to have a
modifying effect upon the pencils of light,
but this cannot be the case. It is true that
one may produce a very fair image of the
flame of a candle through a pin-hole disk,
but such image is the product of untransposed
pencils of light passing through the pin hole.
The inversion of the image is due to the
natural inversion of the different pencils which
pass through the same opening but in different
directions, as explained under the principle
Of inversion, Chapter IV. The screen that
receives or reacts upon these pencils contains
little classified areas, each of which receives
all the light from one minute pencil, and part
of the light from adjoining pencils. These
little areas correspond to diffusion circles
when the screen is held slightly beyond its
focal position for a lens, except that, in the
latter case, the diffusion circles widens rapidly
with the removal of the screen from its focal
position. In the image produced by a pin-
hole disk the screen may be varied in position
several inches without producing but little
effect on the clearness of the image, since it
is but slightly farther from the center of
curvature of the waves than before ; while
with the focused pencils the removal of the
screen half an inch places it just that distance
farther from the center of curvature.

[THE END]

" Enclosed please find my check for one dollar
for continuation of The Keystone, which is with-
out doubt the ',lost valuable lournal of its kind."-
H. A. Hoops, Optician, Brillion, Wisconsin.
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Our line of Eyeglass Chains is the best

and most complete of any in the market, and
is admitted to be so by all.
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something new.

Originators---not Imitators.

Bay State Optical Co.,
Attleboro, Mass.
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I 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ATTENDANT COURSES.
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practical training for
young Optometrists.
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and practical Course
that includes every-
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everybody.
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to do so.

A Special Post-
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CORRESPONDENCE COURSE.

Practical Work by Correspondence Student.

As announced last month our Cor-
respondence Course has just been
re-written, enlarged and greatly im-
proved. Many new features of the
greatest practical value have been
added by means of which the student
makes experiments at home, noting
the imperfect images formed in Hy-
permetropia, Myopia and Astigma-
tism, and how they are cleared up by
spherical and cylindrical lenses.
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pay you to handle same, as these goods have
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one of our best lines of Fancy Novelties,
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Thermometers.
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The Optician's Manual
1 Di

A Hand-Book of Spectacle Adjusting for the Use of
Jewelers and Opticians

The chapters previously published are as follows:

CHAPTER I.—INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

CHAPTER II.—TIIE EYE ANATOMICALLY.

CHAPTER III.—THE EYE OPTICALLY ; OR, THE PH Ysl-

'RAFTER IV.—Orrics. [(moot* or V isioy..
CHAPTER V.—LENSES.

CHAPTER YE—NUMBERING OF LENSES.

CHAPTER VIL—Tirk USE AND VALUE OF GLASSES.
CHAPTER VIII.—OUTFIT REQUIRED.

CHAPTER IX.—METHOD OF EXAMINATION.

CHAPTER X.—PRESBYOPIA.

CHAPTER XL—HYPERMETROPIA.

CHAPTER XII.—MYOPIA.

CHAPTER XIII.—ASTIGMATISM.

CiterrEtt XIV.—ANom titis of, THE OCCIAR MUSCLES.

Th.. Nit ire serial, The 
'  

O
lticiansAlamitil, call now 
p
ie
-

had in book Mon, the work
consisting ioh tvyo volumes of
801110 400 pages each. The
mticiatirs Affluent!, Vol. I,

heretofore. known simply as
-The Opt Mian's :\leentatel,"eoni-
prises the first ten chapters.
75•11 II ailliiii011111 matter, ilia
S rat ions and colored plates.
Vol. II comprises ('hapter,. X I
and X II (heretofore published
as the "Supplement to The
Optician's Alanual "), together
witlj Chapters XIII and XIV.
'This volume thus comprises
fly pernietropia, y opi a ,
Astigmatism and A nonutlies of
the Ocular Muscles, to which
has been added much addi-
tional nuttier and illustra-

tions. These books will be meld postpaid 1st ail 11111'18 or the
world on receipt of price, 82.00 each ; or can be had from the
leading wholesale optical houses of Great Britain, and Bosch,
Barthel & Co., Sydney, N. S. W,, for the publisher's price,
85. 4.1. each.

CHAPTER XIV
(Part XXI )

ANOMALIES OF THE OCULAR MUSCLES

The length of the diffusion line formed on
the retina by the cylinder, is exactly the same
as the diameter of the diffusion circle formed
by a spherical lens of the same strength.

Inasmuch as it is desired to have a line
of some length, a strong cylinder must be

horizontally ; and in order to produce a
horizontal streak with which to test the verti-
cal muscles, the rod is placed in a-. vertical
position. In other words, the axis of the
cylinder should be in the same direction as
the muscles to be tested.

The light should be at a distance of
fifteen or twenty feet, and the rod placed over
one eye. If the streak passes directly
through the light, orthophoria is indicated ;
if removed from the light, some form of
heterophoria.

The rod is usually placed first in a hori-
zontal position to determine the equilibrium
of the lateral muscles.

to pass through the flame,
If the line of light appears Orthophoria.

If the line of light appears}
on same side as rod, Esophoria.

If the line of light appears )
on the other side, Exophoria.

The prism base out or base in that corn-
bines the line of light and the flame, rill be
the measure of the esophoria or exophoria.

The rod is then turned to the vertical
position to determine the presence of any
vertical deviation. In the great majyrity of
cases the line will pass in a horizontttl posi-
tion directly through the flame.
Rod before right eye, ). Right
line below flame, Hyperphoria.

Rod before right eye, 1 Left
line above flame, J Hyperphoria.

Rod before left eye, 1 Left
line below flame, .1 Hyperphoria.

Rod before left eye, 1 Right
line above flame, j Hyperphoria.
The prism that is necessary to change

the streak from its faulty position and bring
it into the light, will be the measure of the
hyperphoria. The correcting prism is placed
as follows :

Right 5 Base down right eye,
Hyperphoria, 1 Base up left eye.

Left 5 Base down left eye,
Hyperphoria, 1 Base up right eye.

'The Maddox Rod

used to produce it, which is found in the
simple glass rod, and which should be free
from flaws, and mounted as already described
and as shown in the cut. Some authorities
prefer the compound or multiple rod, as
affording a longer total line of light and re-
quiring less care in placing before the eye.

When the rod is placed before one eye,
the line perceived by it, and the normal
flame as seen by the uncovered eye, are so
dissimilar that they cannot be conceived to
be double images of the same object, and
consequently there is no desire to unite them
into one. This unlikeness is accentuated by
using a rod of red glass, and still more so by
placing a blue glass over the other eye.

Inasmuch as the line of light is always
at right angles to the axis of the cylinder, in
order to produce a vertical streak with which
to test lateral deviations, the rod is placed

MADDOX DOUBLE PRISM

This consists of two prisms
of 4° each fitted base to base, and
mounted in a trial-lens rim, and will
cause diplopia in the eye over
which it is placed (monocular dip-
lopia). The other eye being uncov-
ered, sees a single light, which in ortho-

phoria will
appear mid-
way between
the two and
directly oil
a line with
them; other-
wise, hetero-
phoriaid.cate is in-d

This test
was described
Ill detail and
illustrated in
the chapter on Method of Examination, to
which the reader is referred.

Aladdin(

STRONG CONVEX SPHERE.

A strong convex lens (from io D. to
20 D. is held before one eye, in which it
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produces diffusion of light. The slightest
movement of such a lens, in or out, up or
down, calls into action its prismatic effect and
moves the light in the opposite direction, and
thus vitiates the accuracy of the test. If,
however, the lens be covered in all parts ex-
cept its center, the adjustment of the lens as
a prism is prevented and the periphery of the
diffusion is cut off in such a manner as to
give the impression of an exact disk or patch
of light. One of the pin-hole disks con-
tained in the trial case, if the opening be not
too small, can be conveniently placed in the
trial frame over the convex lens for this pur-
pose. In orthophoria the natural light seen
by the uncovered eye will be located in the
center of the diffusion patch of the other
eye ; whereas, if it is removed from it to one
side or the other, above or below, heteropho-
ria is indicated, and the greater the interval
between the two the higher the degree of
defect.

Orthopi ria Ilt.terophoria

Diffusion patch deviates inward indicates
exophoria.

Diffusion patch deviates outward indi-
cates esophoria.

Diffusion patch deviates downward indi-
cates hyperphoria of that eye.

Diffusion patch deviates upward indicates
hyperphoria of other eye.

The prism base in, out, down or up,
that is required to combine the images will
be the measure of the insufficiency.

COBALT BLUE I.ENS

This lens produces a colored image in
the eye over xrhich it is placed, and may be
used as an indication for myopia, hypermetro-
pra and astigmatism, as has been already
described. But it may be employed in the
detection of muscular troubles, because the
image it forms is so dissimilar to the clear
light that fusion is to a great extent de-
stroyed, and heterophoria if present mani-
fests itself by an interval between the clear
and the colored flame. The position assumed
by the latter affords the same indications as
when a strong convex sphere is employed,
as previously mentioned.

THE TROPOMETER

This instrument has been devised by
Dr. Stevens for the measurement of the
various rotations of the eye. This get:tle-
man, who is an acknowledged authority on
muscular troubles, attaches great importance
to the determination, absolute as well as
comparative, of the rotations of the eyes,
arguing that excessive tension upon the verti-
cal muscles often causes converging or diver-
ging deviations, independent of any anomaly
of the lateral muscles, and that many cases
of heterophoria may be explained in a similar
manlier.

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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OUR TWENTIETH CENTURY
OPHTHALMOMETER

is the outcome of years of careful work and study, and we now feel that we
have a perfect instrument of its kind and one that no Refractionist can
afford to be without. It has luminous stationary mires, stationary prisms,
elegant definition, and an attachment enabling the operator to read both
meridians at the same time.

EVERY REFRACTIONIST
NEEDS AN OPHTHALMOMETER,

because it gives the absolute meridians of the corneal astigmatism, a work-
ing supposition as to the kind of astigmatism and the approximate amount.
It does away with the necessity of annoying your patients with questions,
and saves your time and your patients' temper.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departs
ment must send name and address—not for publication, but
ea an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
Is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

I. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate.)

2. Have glasses been previously worn 7 How long and what
nu tuber?

8. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"J. H. N"—Do very light minus sph. lenses ever
do any good? lhad a case, you lady, aged
fifteen years. She has been wearing — .25 on
right and — .12 on left. I claim that a myopia
so light as that would occasion no inconve-
nience. I took her refraction by the fogging
system (which I employ in every case) and
found R. V. = 31 and L. V = 48. Fogging
with 2.50 both eyes, vision = ?A. Reduc-
ing, and testing each eye separately, vision
= R. + .50 = I, L. + .5o =II, which shows
that her minus lenses were certainly wrong.
By shadow test with Geneva retinoscope,
shadow moved with the plane mirror, and +
reversed it; .75 it was stationary or neu-
tralized. I get many cases of school children
who have been previously fitted with very light
minus lenses, ranging from — .12 to — 1, and
in nearly every case, when they complain of
headache and pain, the fogging system and
Geneva retinoscope show hyperopic conditions
to exist. Therefore,  I reiterate my quety.
Do very light minus lenses (spherical) ever do
any good?

We feel inclined to answer an emphatic "No"
to the query of our correspondent. The inex-
perienced optician would have a great source of
temptation removed if weak concave lenses were
eliminated from the test case. We have frequently
called attention on these pages to the necessity of
the optician being on his guard not to mistake
hypermetropia (made latent by spasm of accom-
modation) for myopia, and not to prescribe con-
cave lenses when convexes are really indicated.
We have related in " The Optician's Manual " a
number of cases where opticians had wrongfully
given concave lenses when the refraction was
really hypermetropic. This error may be avoided
by observing two rules:

I. Always commence the test of distant vision
with convex lenses, and if they are accepted never
try concave. The latter would be likely to be
accepted also in the majority of cases, and then
the observer is in doubt.

2. When the vision is II or nearly so, never
prescribe concave lenses. When a patient is able
to read some of the letters on the No. 20 line, there
is probably spasm of accommodation rendering the
eye apparently myopic, or else astigmatism.

If the fogging system was more generally used,
as suggested by our correspondent, there would be
but little danger of making the inexcusable error of
giving concave lenses in hypermetropia.

"F. M. L."—Watchmaker aged forty-tzvo years.
Never wore glasses, only a strong eyeglass for
watch work. Vision is II, but a — glass helps
to make it clearer, while a + destroys the
power to see II ; in doing watch work +
(1.25) helps for small objects. No astigma-
tism ; muscular insufficiency all right ; does
not wear glasses to read, although there is a
wavering sometimes. Out on the street things
look sort of misty. With a — .75 D. things
look as if more sun was shining.

Once again we must repeat that when vision is
normal (H in this case) it is not proper to try a
concave lens, much less to prescribe one. Even
though such a lens makes vision clearer, it imposes
a tax on the accommodation that at this time of life
cannot be well borne. When vision is normal,
myopia is contra-indicated. Hypermetropia or a
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slight degree of hypermetropic astigmatism may
be present.

We are not told the symptoms of which this
patient complains, or what led him to consult an
optician, but he certainly should not be given a
concave lens for distance. In regard to near vision,
our correspondent has failed to give us the ampli-
tude of accommodation, and hence we have nothing
on which to base an opinion as to whether he needs
glasses for reading, and, if so, what number. Inas-
much as he has entered the presbyopic age, it is
probable that a weak convex lens would be of
advantage for reading. It would scarcely need to
be as strong as the + 1.25 he uses for doing watch
work. If these latter are not comfortable, it might
be advisable to combine with them prisms, so as to
relieve the great strain on the convergence which
the nearness of the work imposes.

"H. W."—Boy, aged eleven years, complains of
eye strain. At 6 vision I both eyes ; with

.25, vision not so good. On placing the near
type in his hand, he reads the smallest type at
about 6 inches front his eyes. With — .50 he
reads I, but cannot read the smaller type at a
greater distance than 8 inches. I also tested
for astigmatism and a different test for hy.,
but got the best results with — .5o. I cannot
understand why he holds the near type so close
to his eyes in order to see ordinary print.

Notwithstanding that — .5o raises vision tO I
and that the best results are obtained with this lens,
we feel safe in saying that this case is not one of
real myopia, but rather apparent or accommodative
myopia, and that the true condition of the refrac-
tion is hypermetropic. In high hypermetropia it is
not uncommon to find the patient holding the book
close. It seems somewhat paradoxical that a hyper-
metrope should hold his book close, as this is a
symptom that is naturally associated with myopia.
The writer has had patients who came to him with
the statement that they were near-sighted, and so
they were as far as the one symptom of the position
of the book ; but a careful examination showed
them to be hypermetropic. The danger of mis-
taking hypermetropia for myopia is one to which
we have called attention on many occasions. The
image formed in the hypermetropic eye is smaller
than normal and indistinct from the circles of diffu-
sion produced by the ununited rays. In order to
compensate for this, the patient falls into the habit
of ho!ding his book close, whereby he gets a larger
retinal image and increased illumination. Our
correspondent does not say whether or not he has
used the fogging system, but if it is not possible to
develop the hypermetropia by this means, then we
think the use of atropine would be justifiable.
There may be some astigmatism present, but the
refraction is undoubtedly hypermetropic.

"S. M A."—I have a problem which I wish you
to solve. If I place an S° prism over my right
eye looking at a straight line wiM a dot in the
center at the reading distance 15 inches, with
prism base down, the dot is above and slightly
to the left and moves with the movement of the
apex correct, but when I place the same prism
over my left eye with the apex up, the dot is
below and to the left, but slight. If I now
move the prism with the apex clown, the dot is
above and slightly to the left and moves with
the base and not with Me apex, as in the right
eye. Why is this P

When looking al a candle zo feel, 8°
prism on one eye and a red glass over the
other, the white candle moves in the direction
of the apex of the prism equally in both eyes.
Why? Should not the dot on the straight line
at the distance of 15 inches do the same ? I
am fifty years old ; graduate of New Orleans
Medical Colley, in 1875. I have been wear-
ing glasses since 1883. My correction for
distance is : R., + 3 — .5o cyl. ax. i6°,
L., 2 C cyl. ax. 90.. Reading: R.,
-4- 5 C — .5o cyl. ax. 165° ; L., + C., + .25

9e.
A ray of light passing through a prism is de-

flected towards its base and the object from which

the ray proceeds is moved toward the apex ; this
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is an optical fact to which there can be no excep-
tions. This movement is scarcely apparent when
the object is close to eyes, but it is quite noticeable
at a distance of 55 inches and still more so at a
distance of zo feet. As the prism is turned the
light or dot must move with the rotation of the
apex, and this must occur the same with the left
eye as with the right ; and if it apparently does not,
the trouble is in the methods of observation, or in
their interpretation.

The only explanation we can offer is that when
the prism is placed over left eye base down, the
dot that is seen below belongs to right eye and
appears to be lower, because the image of left eye
is raised. Now, then, when the prism is rotated,
if attention be directed to the right eye image it
will appear to move with the base of prism. This
is not actually the case ; it is really the left eye
image that is misplaced and moves with the apex
of prism, which, so far as the relative position of
the dots is concerned, amounts to the same thing
as the movement of right image with base of prism.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

McK"—I have a patient, a lady of per-
haps forty-two years of age. Health very
good. A very serious thing happened four
years ago. One evening, while she was read-
ing, a dizziness, or rather a blurriness came
over her and in a few moments she had lost
her eyesight; that is to say, in part. She can
see at a short distance, but cannot recognize
anyone, and her vision for reading is lost as
well. She has called upon several good oculists,
but of no avail; all state that it is impossible
to do anything for her. A few days ago she
came to me. I made a careful examination,
both with the ophthalmoscope and retinoscope.
The first showed the optic disk to ha ve a dark
greenish cast and all the blood vessels were
extremely red. The general appearance of
each eye is very fine, both externally and inter-
nally. Her distant vision is a'a"., or worse.
She can see in the open air, or rather on the
open street, about 4o feet to recognize people.
The piano retinoscope shows a very slight
movement with the mirror ; a + i reverses
same ; even a + .5o will do it. No astigma
tism. No lens will give improvement, either
for P R. or P. P. What is the cause of such
conditions, and what can be done? What is
your opinion of such cases, and why does she
have no pain at all in her eyes or head? What
are such cases called ? When answering, give
me all the information you can on the subject.

Cases of sudden blindness sometimes occur
in women that are hysterical in nature and are
classed only as functional impairment of vision.
But the fact that this condition has existed for four
years and that a consultation with several good
oculists has availed nothing, would indicate an
organic change or degeneration of the retina, in
which glasses would prove of no benefit, nor per-
haps treatment either. The ophthalmoscope must
be depended upon for the proper diognosis of the
trouble, but the description that is given is scarcely
definite enough for us to find a name to the disease.
The use of the retinoscope would be of no value,
because the partial loss of sight is not due to
an error of refraction, but is dependent upon a
diseased condition ; and no matter how accurately
the refraction might be measured by the retino
scope and how perfect an image is formed upon the
retina, the integrity of the latter is so greatly im-
paired that no improvement in vision could result.
While our correspondent is to be commended for
his zeal in this case and his desire for more light
upon it, yet the fact remains that it is one that is
beyond the help of glasses and properly belongs in
the domain of the physician.

'lam interested most in the Optical Depart-.
ment of The Keystone, which I think is just fine,"
—D. H. Lesher, Optician, Marion, Iowa.
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Tests for Errors of Form

Plane surfaces may be accurately tested in
either of two ways, first, by using a telescope which
has been focused on some distant object, and
afterwards observing the same object by reflection
at the surface to be tested. A very slight imper-
fection of the surface will destroy the sharpness of
the image. A more convenient method in the
workshop is to have a standard plane surface, either
of glass or quartz, and to observe the colored bands
produced on pressing the test surface into contact
with it, having previously taken care to thoroughly
clean the surfaces. If the surface tested is
accurately plane the bands will be very wide and
regular, appearing either as straight lines or
circles. With the highest possible perfection only
one color will be seen over the whole surface.

The parallelism of plane glasses is frequently a
point of considerable itnportance, particularly
where these glasses are to be used in front of some
measuring instrument, as the slightest error from
parallelistn causes a deviation of the light entering
the observing telescope. The most simple test for
parallelism is to view a source of light by oblique
reflection at the plate tested, when, if the plate is
perfectly parallel, the image only will be seen. If,
however, the surfaces are not parallel a series of
images be seen, and the greater the angle
between the surfaces the further apart will these
images be.

A second quick method is to sight an ordinary
telescope on a distant object, such as a vertical
flagstaff, and to hold the glass to be tested in front
of the object glass so that it half covers it ; in this
case if the glass is parallel the object will appear as
before, but should there be want of parallelism the
image will appear double in some positions of the
glass.

With deeply-tinted glasses, such as are used
in sextants and other nautical or surveying instru-
ments, some difficulty may be experienced. A
simple expedient in this case is to employ a fixed
telescope with cross wires and to accurately
focus some object on the wires. If the glass
is now rotated in front of the telescope any want
of parallelism will be shown by the image also
rotating.

The angles of prisms may of course be most
accurately tested with the help of the spectrometer
or goniometer, but in some special cases it is con-
venient to test them by a simple internal reflection
from the prisms themselves ; for example, in pris-
matic field glasses, and many other cases, right-
angled prisms are employed, and such prisms may
conveniently be tested by looking at the broad face
of the prism ; in this case an image of the observer's
eye will be seen by successive reflection of the
two faces, one-half of the pupil will be seen on each
of the oblique faces. If the angle of the prism is
exactly a right angle the pupil will appear to be
perfectly circular, but otherwise the two halves will
appear to be separated or to overlap, according to
whether the angle is greater or less than a right
angle.

Tests of a similar nature may be made with
prisms of other definite angles.
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Curved Surfaces

In lenses and mirrors the surfaces are usually
in the form of spherical curves, and it is of the
greatest importance that they should be perfectly
regular and free from astigmatism. In the work-
shop the curves of the surfaces are usually checked
during construction by the use of test plates grouud
and polished to the corresponding curves. If the
colored bands formed under these circumstances
are perfectly circular and are unaffected by the
movement of the surfaces over one another, the
glass may be considered to be truly spherical.
Where figuring is intentionally resorted to an
optical method of test must be employed.

Centering

The centering of any system of lenses or
mirrors is a matter of very considerable import-
ance, as an otherwise perfect instrument will have
its definition spoiled by faulty centering. When
the instrument is completed the most usual quick
test for centering is by Wollaston's method, in
which a distant point of light is observed through
the system in a darkened room. In this case a
number of images will Ia• St-C11 hy reileCti011 at the
various surfaces, and if hy ti I I ig the system all of
these images can be brought into one line, the
system may be regarded as properly centered,
otherwise the tilting or displacement of any surface
causes a corresponding displacement of the image
reflected from it. In practice it is usually some-
what difficult to carry out this test, as the image
directly i-wett through the system is often so bright
as to mask the other images, and I have found it
convenient in performing it not to look directly
through the lens system, but to reflect the light
into it from a piece of plain unsilvered glass held in
front of the eye. Under these circumstances the
whole of the images are reflected, and are conse-
quently nearly equally intense, and the test is
much easier.

In order to test the centering (4 the whole of
an optical system in its mount, it is sometimes con-
venient to rest the latter on a couple of V bearings
so that when rotated in these bearings the mechan-
ical axis of the mount is stationary. I Tncler these
circumstances if an object is viewed through the
lens system, with or without an eyepiece, or an
image is projected on to a screen by its aid, and
the tube is rotated, the image should be perfectly
stationary if the centering is perfect, otherwise it
will appear to describe a smaller or larger cir-
cular path.

Lenses are usually centered in the workshop
..and edged truly by mounting them on a lathe and
observing the reflections from the two surfaces,
the lens is moved on the axis until these images
appear perfectly stationary as the lens revolves,
and the edging is then proceeded with. Lathes
for edging lenses have also commonly hollow
mandrels, so that the test previously described may
also be employed.

In centering lenses which have to be cemented
together, the same procedure as in the last case
may be adopted, but some optical manufacturers,
notably Messrs. Goerz, employ a mechanical
method of effecting this, consisting of a lever with a
small spherical head at one end touching on the
surface of the lens, and a long pointer which shows
any variation of the level of this sphere. The lens
to be tested is laid on a flat table against two
supports so that it may be rotated by hand about a
vertical axis, and the lens is adjusted in contact until
on rotation no movement of the lever takes place.

The final testing of centering will be described
later.
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Defects Due to Design

(a) Chromatic Aberration.—The tests for
chromatic aberration are fairly simple and well
known, and little need be said about them. A
single lens, of whatever material it is made, always
brings the violet light to a focus at a shorter dis-
tance than the red light, intermediate colors being
focused between the two extreme positions. The
use of a compound lens formed of glasses of un-
equal dispersive powers, compensates for this to a
considerable extent. If this correction is insuffi-
ciently performed the lens acts like a single one,
but in a less degree, and the combination is then
said to be under corrected, while if the correcting
lens has too great an effect, causing the violet light
to be focused at a greater distance from the lens
than the red light, the combination is said to be
over corrected. It is, therefore, possible to ascer-
tain whether a lens is over or under corrected by
finding the positions of the foci for violet and red
light, but the correction of the lens may be much
more easily tested by observing the disk of light
produced on a screen, or in an achromatic eyepiece,
%viten a distant source of light is observed and the
screen is inside or outside the. focus. If the screen
is inside the focus and the lens tinder corrected,
the violet light is more refracted than the red, and
consequently the extreme edge of the disk of light
is colored with red, while if the lens is over cor-
rected a blue rim will he seen, the reverse effects
will, of course, be observed outside the focus.
Other tests for chromatic aberration will be men-
tioned when dealing with the special instruments.
It should be here mentioned that chromatic cor-
rection of axial light by no means necessarily
implies entire correction for oblique light.

(b) Spherical Aberration.—The defect of
spherical aberration is a very common one in
optical systems, and implies that the edge of the
lens or lens system has a higher or lower refracting
power than its center. With a single lens the
focal length for light passing through the edge of
the lens is always less than that for the central
light, and with a compound lens it may be either
less or greater ; in the former case the lens would
be tinder corrected for spherical aberration, in the
latter over corrected.

The simplest rough test for spherical aberra-
tion is to focus the lens on a screen so as to give
the sharpest image possible, using first a stop which
covers all but the middle third of the lens under test,
and secondly with a stop in the form of a disk
which covers up the center and leaves the edge
free. If the focus remains unchanged with the two
stops, spherical aberration is not present to a very
large extent, but if any movement of the eyepiece
has to be made to restore focus when changing
stops, it can be easily seen whether the lens is
tinder or over corrected. This test is by no means
sufficiently accurate for telescopes or photographic
lenses, and more sensitive tests will be described
later.

We may now pass to the application of the
tests to commercial optical instruments, and I have
selected four classes of instruments for special
attention, i. e., telescopes and field glasses, photo-
graphic lenses, projection apparatus, and micro-
scopic lenses.

Section IL—Telescopos, Opera and Field Glasses

In dealing with these instruments we are very
nearly always concerned only e ith a very narrow
angle of view, and consequently the various errors
arising from oblique refraction are of comparatively

(Continued an page 1593)
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little importance, and, provided the centering is
perfect, the points which we are most concerned in
testing are, therefore,

(a) The centering, or " squaring on,"
(b) The magnification of the glass,
(c) Its angle or field of view,
(d) The illumination of the image,
(e) The chromatic correction, and
(f) The spherical aberration of its object and

eye lenses.
(a) Centering.—The only point we have here

to deal with after what has been said in the general
section, is with what is technically known as
"squaring on." Telescope object glasses are
usually very sensitive to tilting, any inclination of
the lens causing coma or astigmatism. The test
for tilting is very simple, and like all other tests of
the optical quality of a glass, is best made on a
star or other distant source of light. If this is not
convenient, a valuable substitute can be obtained
with a " collimator," which consists of a telescope
having an object glass at any rate larger and more
perfect than any to be tested, and having at its
focus a diaphragm with an exceedingly small pin
hole. This arrangement serves as an artificial star,
since the light emerging from the pin hole is ren-
dered parallel after passing through the lens.

When a real or artificial star is available, the
glass to be tested is simply focused on it, and is
then racked in and out of focus. If the disk of light
which is seen when out of focus is always perfectly
circular, the glass is properly centered, but if an
unsymmetrical flare is seen, or the disk is oval, the
objective is either tilted or is astigmatic.

(b) Magnification. Double Vision Method.—
The magnification of a telescope may most con-
veniently be defined .as the visual angle which a
small object subtends when seen through the tele-
scope, compared with that which it subtends with
the unassisted eye. The simplest possible method
of testing the magnification is, therefore, to observe
a distant scale through the glass with one eye, and
to notice how many divisions of the scale seen by
the other eye are covered by a single one seen
through the glass. If means are provided for
holding the glass steadily, this may be fairly satis-
factory for low magnification, but it is unsuitable if
great accuracy is required, or if high magnifications
are to be measured.

By Measuring Focal Lengths.—It can be
easily proved that the magnication is equal to the
result obtained by dividing the focal length of the
object glass by that of the eyepiece, and in the case
of opera glasses of low magnification this affords a
method of testing the magnification. The focal
length of both of the lenses can be easily obtained
by an optical bench or by neutralization, and the
magnification obtained in this way ; the result
cannot be expected, however, to give any accuracy
with high magnifications, as in that case the eye
lens is of short focus, and accurate neutralization
is impossible.

Ramsden's Method.—When parallel light enters
the object glass of a telescope or opera glass focused
for an emmetropic eye, it is parallel on emergence,
and can be proved that the magnification is equal
to the diameter of the entering beam, i. e., the
aperture of the object glass divided by the diameter
of the emergent beam (sometimes called the diam-
eter of Ramsden's circle), provided that the light
is not intercepted by stops in the interior of the
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telescope. This method appears to be very fre-
quently used for determining the magnification of
telescopes and field glasses of high magnification,
such as prismatic glasses ; a distant small source of
light is focused in the glass, and the emergent
beam of light is allowed to fall on a ground glass
or celluloid scale, and the magnification is obtained
by dividing the diameter of the object by the diam-
eter of this disk. A further refinement of this test
is to measure the diameter of the Ramsden circle
by means of an instrument devised by Ramsden
himself, known as the dynameter. In the author's
opinion, however, this test is by no means satisfac-
tory, as any stopping down in the body of the
glass tends to reduce the size of the emergent
pencil, and consequently to give a fictitious high
value to the magnification. It is obvious that if a
glass having a certain magnification, were to
provided with a cap on the eyepiece cutting down
the diameter of the beam to half, the test would ap-
parently give a inap,mification dpuble the true value.

Author's Illelhod.—None of the methods above
described, or that seem to have been devised,
appear to be altogether satisfactory for universal
application, and the author has, therefore, been led
to devise one, which although it required a little
subsidiary apparatus, can be easily set up and is
capable of giving directly the magnification of any
glass to a. fair degree of accuracy, The principle
of the method will be easily seen from Fig. II,
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Fig. 11.—Direct Method of Testing Telescope Magnificat on

where A is an ordinary single telescope used as a
collimator with a slit which can be illuminated
from any convenient bright source of light, and
which is adjusted in the focal plane. If a second
convex lens of about 50 centimeters focal length is
placed in front of the glass with a screen at its
focal distance, a sharp image of the slit will be
formed on the screen as the parallel light is focused
by the lens. .

Let us now suppose that we have two slits, or
more conveniently that a Maddox double prism is
interposed between the slit and the object glass,
the result will be to give two beams of light which
will consequently be focused by the second lens
and will give us two images of the slit instead of
one. By sliding the prism nearer or further from
the slit the images formed on the screen may be
made to approach or recede from one another, and
it is quite easy to set the prism so that the distance
between the images is some definite amount, say
one centimeter. When this is the case let any
glass whose magnification is required be simply
focused on a distant object, and then interposed
between the object glass and the lens, the effect of
the telescope is to increase the deviation between
the two beams of light received by it by an amount
equal to the magnification, and consequently the
two images of the slit will be seen as before, but
they will now be as many centimeters apart as the
magnification of the glass. All that is necessary,
therefore, is to interpose any glass in the space
between the object glass and the focusing lens, and
the number of centimeters distance between the
images is the magnification directly, without any
calculation. By suitably proportioning the appa-
ratus it is possible to test magnifications of almost
any glass in this way, and the convenience of the
method is that it is visible to more than one person
at a time, and that, therefore, there is no question
of personal error.
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(c) Determination of the Angle or Field of
View.—The angle of view of a telescope or field
glass is usually given as the number of degrees or
minutes of angle between the two extreme rays
which are visible through the glass. The most
convenient method of testing this, when a sufficient
distance is available, is to set up a scale at such a
known distance that the telescope is focused at its
ordinary working length, and to see how many of
the scale divisions are visible in the field. If now
the length included between these extreme divi-
sions is divided by the distance between the scale
and the object glass of the telescope, it gives the
angle of view in radians, and this multiplied by
57.3 gives the angle in degrees, or if multiplied by
3430 gives the angle in minutes. If much testing is
to be clone it is convenient to set the scale up at a
distance of 3430 scale divisions from the object
glass ; in this case the number of divisions visible
in the glass at one time gives the angle directly in
minutes.

It is, however, frequently very inconvenient in
practice to have to test glasses on a distant object
from considerations of space, and here again a
collimating telescope may conveniently be em-
ployed. If a properly corrected telescope lens of
any convenient focus is employed, as in the test
before mentioned, and instead of a single slit in the
focal plane a scale is employed, a glass focused for
parallel rays will of course see the scale clearly as
if it were at an infinite distance, the scale may easily
be divided so as to indicate. degrees or minutes of
angle at the optical center of the collimator.; in the
former case each division being 1/57.3, and in the
second case 1/3430 of the focal length. Under
these circumstances the test is subjective, but if
used with a projecting lens and screen as before,
the divisions will be clearly focused on the screen,
and the number of them indicates the field of view.
This test is objective and very convenient, the only
point is that a sufficiency of light must be allowed
for projection. It should not be forgotten also,
with opera glasses of low magnification, that the
field of view depends on the diameter and position
of the pupil of the eye.

When the angle of view of Galilean glass is not
restricted by stops in the anterior it may be found
from the formula,

angle = ft+ .f.df') where f, and f, are the focal
lengths of the 0.G. and the eye lens respectfully,
p the pupillary diameter, and d the diameter of the
0.G., provided that the eye is close to the lens.

(d) Illumination.— The illumination, apart
from the absorption of the lenses or mirrors, is
easily found in the case of a telescope, and may be
expressed by dividing the diameter of the Ramsden
circle by that of the pupil of the eye and squaring
the result. The illumination, of course, can never
be greater than unity.

Examination for Defects.—It is only proposed
here to mention the simpler tests for defects in
glasses of low magnifying power, as a discussion of
those in larger glasses would take too much time,
and is rendered unnecessary by the fact that an
excellent little book on the testing of astronomical
telescopes has been issued by Messrs. Cooke*.

The best object for detecting any defects in the
performance of a telescope, as above mentioned, is
unquestionably a star or distant bright point of
light. Among opticians it is customary to test
glasses on test types or print at a considerable dis-
tance, and this may give an excellent idea of the

* On the "Adjustment of Telescope Objectives." T. Cooke
St Sons, York, Englund. 1896.

(Continued on page 1595)
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Washington Association of Opticians
The third annual meeting of the Washington

Association of Opticians was held in Seattle on
Wednesday, November 12th. A large number of
opticians from all over the State were present. The
reports of the officers showed that the association
is in a prosperous condition, and that the purposes
of the body are being rapidly advanced and its
sphere of usefulness enlarged. An excellent ban-
quet was served at 7 o'clock. It was followed by
an address by the president and speeches and
scientific papers by some of the members. Then a
general discussion of matters of importance and
interest took place, and proved so enjoyable that
the meeting was adjourned only when the lateness
of the hour made it necessary.

The most important matter before the meeting
was the subject of future legislation with a view to
having the State issue licenses for the practice of
optometry. Copies of the Minnesota law and the
Iowa bill were read and discussed. It was unani-
mously decided that a bill be presented at the .next
meeting of the Legislature in January, and a com-
mittee was appointed to draft such a bill and also
to inquire whether or not it would bo a good plan
for the association to incorporate before present-
ing it. It was also decided to levy an assessment
in order to pay such expenses as might be incurred
in connection with the matter.

The association is to be congratulated on its
success ill securing legislation which secures the
public from the evils caused by the ignorant and
unscrupulous peddler. A compliment was paid
to the officers in that they were all re-elected as
follows : H. Clay Eversole, of Seattle, president;
H. L. King, of Spokane, and W. M. Lamb, of
Hoquiam, vice-presidents ; L. W. Kachlein, of
Tacoma, secretary ; C. G. Holcomb, of Seattle,
treasurer ; L. L. Berens, of Whatcom, and F. D.
Eversole, L. E. Capps and A. A. Schuchard, of
Seattle, directors. The next meeting will be held
in Tacoma. The directors will issue a call and
name the date.

Southern Minnesota Optical Society
The annual meeting of the Southern Minnesota

Optical Association•was held Thursday, November
13th. The business was opened with an instructive
address by the president, J. W. Grainger, on
" Diseases of the Eyelids." A clinic was conducted
in which thirty-six persons had their eyes examined
and were given prescriptions. This was conducted
by the following : J. E. Fairchild, Fairmont ; C. R.
Kellerman, Minneapolis ; C. H. Clark, St. Peter;
L. J. Korstad, Zumbrota ; E. C. Roberts, Red
Wing ; E. H. Abbott, Owatonna.

At the evening session the election of officers
occurred. J. W. Grainger was re-elected president;
J. W. Anderson, secretary ; M. E. Gaskill, treas-
urer ; first vice-president, J. E. Fairchild ; second
vice-president, L. J. Korstad ; board of directors—
S. B. Millard, Litchfield ; C. H. Clark, St. Peter;
E. H. Abbott, Owatonna ; C. A. Hoffman, Minne-
apolis ; committee on membership--Henry Blickle,
chairman, Rochester ; E. C. Roberts, Red Wing;
C. R. Kellerman, Minneapolis ; G. E. Fricke, Pine
Island ; Anton Huebsch, St. Charles.
" A Look Forward " formed the subject of an

interesting lecture by J. E. Fairchild, of Fairmont.
Then followed a stereopticon lecture by Henry
Blickle, with fifteen slides on refraction. President
Grainger also exhibited thirty slides on diseases of
the eye.

Six new members were admitted. The meeting
concluded with an informal talk at which members

THE KEYSTONES

compared notes, described peculiar cases met with
and exchanged experiences generally. The claims
of various centers for the holding of the next
meeting were advanced, but the final selection was
left with the president and secretary. At all meet-
ings hereafter only four persons will be used in
clinic course, and the errors of refraction will be
explained by the person doing the refraction work.

A National Examining Board

By Jonx C. EBERHARDT, Prcsidplit of Physiological Branch
of the American Association of Opticians.

For the purpose of inducing debate on the
question as to what the standard of qualification
of the future optical refractionist should be and in
what specific branches he should be versed, the
crude outline of a plan is hereby submitted. First,
assuming that the applicant for graduation before
a National Board of Examiners convened during
the annual convention of the American Association
of Opticians, can pass a satisfactory examination in
general optics and the law of refraction as here-
tofore considered essential ill the refracting room,
including a moderate knowledge of the ocular
anatomy and the principal diseased conditions
commonly met with, how much in addition
should he know of the following subjects:
" Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Physics,
Anatomy, Physiology, Hygiene and Physiolo-
gical Optics." Having determined upon a basis
of excellence or qualification, if possible pointing
out specific text books and indicating to what point
these should be digested, the student knowing the
requirements can avail himself of such avenues as
are placed at his disposal to obtain the necessary
knowledge, and by persistent effort gradually
qualify himself for the final examination, which
could be made sufficiently broad and comprehen-
sive as to have value and thus enable the granting
of a testimonial that would stand for genuine capa-
city, which would be valued and would incite that
honest effort which will so largely contribute to the
enhancement and elevation of the profession of
physiological optics.

These standards or requirements should not at
first be made so severe as to discourage, for our
mission now is largely to devise methods within
the reach of the intelligent refractionists throughout
the country who cannot go back to school and to
whom excessive demands would be practically
prohibitory, yet who would be sufficiently ambi-
tious to take up courses of reading and devote
sufficient time to enable them ultimately to qualify,
and if an upward tendency can be encouraged,
positive good can be accomplished, whereas evolu-
tion will eventually bring the standard to where it
should be.

Following this is given the list of subjects for
the thesis prescribed by the regents of the Ameri-
can Association of Opticians. It is again empha-
sized that the resolution authorizing the creation of
the physiological branch specifically stated that the
object of this organization shall be to " Incite the
desire for the more technical and scientific equip-
ment in the field of physiological optometry."
Consequently, this thesis simply admits to mem-
bership in this branch, the members of which
contemplate taking up the systematic study of
higher optics with a view of ultimately passing
a rigid examination, as heretofore outlined. Every
earnest refractionist should realize it to be
his duty to identify himself with this movement,
which it is hoped may eventually become a valu-
able means in optical advancement.

I

The Testing of Optical Instru-
ments

(Continued from page z593)

performance of a glass, but it is almost useless as d
guide to determining to what faults any defect in
definition may be due. The test types, or similar
device, should be always used as a means of judg-
ing the capacity of a glass, but if any more detailed
information is required as to the defects, the lumi-
nous point must be resorted to. For ordinary
purposes the collimating telescope may be conve-
niently employed.

(e) Chromatic Aberralion.—The simplest test
for this has already been described, i. e., of focus-
ing the distant point of light, and then to observe
the appearances produced when the eyepiece is
pushed in or drawn out beyond focus. If the object
glass is under corrected it will show a red ring
round the disk when inside focus, and a blue flare
if outside ; while if the glass is over corrected the
appearances will be reversed. With the most
perfect double objective, however, as a rule, abso-
lute color correction is not obtained owing to the
irrationality of the dispersion of the two lenses,
and in that case the colors of the rings are respec-
tively greenish yellow and " claret colored."

Chromatic aberration ill the eyepiece, on the
other hand, may be best detected by turning the
telescope so as to view the star almost at the edge
of the field. If the objective has been found satis-
factory by giving little color at the center, and a
colored image is found when viewed through the
edge of the eyepiece, the latter is at fault. More
refined tests for chromatism are obtained by ob-
serving the appearances shown in the diffraction
rings with high powers, but this is beyond our
present scope.

(I) Spherical Aberration.—The simplest test
for this has also been alluded to under the general
section, but this is insufficient for telescope work.
A more sensitive test is to dispense with the dia-
phragms and to push the eyepiece nearer the
object glass, or to pull it out further, in this case,
if the spherical aberration is positive, i. e., the edge
rays are brought to a focus at a shorter distance, it
will be noticed that the disk of light produced on
pushing the eyepiece in is not uniform in intensity,
but is brightest at the edge, while if the eyepiece is
pulled out beyond focus the disk will be brighter in
the middle than at the edge ; the reverse is the
case if the spherical aberration is negative by over
correction.

The Kluft-Edge Test.—An alternative method
of testing a telescope objective is by the knife-edge
method, which, however, does not seem to offer
many advantages, and is more difficult both to
understand and to interpret. Moreover, the knife-
edge test is only capable of dealing with defects in
the object glass, while the former, or direct focus--
mg method, tests the instrument as a whole, which
is a great advantage.

Testing nlescope liYepieces. — With many
larger telescopes sets of eyepieces are provided,
both astronomical and erecting. The latter are
especially liable to many defects owing to the ,
number of lenses of short focus employed in them.
It is convenient where different eyepieces are used
to find the equivalent focal length of each of them,
and the magnification of the telescope with each
eyepiece may then be simply found by dividing the
focal length of the object glass by the equivalent
focal length of the eyepiece. The fbcal length and
performance of eyepieces may be obtained exactly
as with photographic lenses.
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1897)

' THE KEYSTONE

J. H. ELLis, President, South Ben ii Ind.
E. L. JONES, Seerettlry, Snndtisk hio,

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held In 1903, at
Atlantic City, N. J.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

Tilt. RT. HON. SIR WM. HART DYKE, ilart., M. P., Master.
Col.. T. DAVIES SEWEL1„ F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

S. CowsN, F. II, O. A. President.
J. II. SUTCLIFFE, F.B.S.L., F.D.°. A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, !minion, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

W. G. MAYBEE, President, St. Catharines.
ALEX. MOFFAT, Secretary and Treasurer, Brantford.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894) .

E. P. WELLS, President, liegt011,
(I. A. llsartos, secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (181)5)

A. MARTIN, President, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
A. M. KENNEY, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, PreSideld, Bieliniond, Ind.
0. S. Gauen, Secretary, Marion, Ind.

Next meeting, January 14, 1903.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

NELSON K. STANDART, President, Detroit, Mich.
E. Entmt, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 NVestern Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897) . •

H. P. Homugs, President, Des Moines, Irma.
G. K BoY6n, Secretary, 202 Syndicate lilock, Waterloo, Iowa.

Annual meeting, June 10 and 11, 1903.

. Illinois Optical Society (1898)

W. C. SOMMER, President, Chicago, III.
LOREN L. BOYLE, Secretary, 193 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

California Optical Association (1899)

L. KUTTNER, President, San Francisco, Cal,
ALBERT J. SCHOHA Y, Seey, 308 !lays St., San Francisco, Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. G. WATTS, President, !Signe, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians

II. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
L. W. KACHLEIN, Secretary, Tacoma, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)

GEO. II. BROWN, President, Slatiehester, N. H.
W. E. lluargE, Secretary, Slanellester, N. 11.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin State Optical Society (1900)

ALVA SNIDE'', President, Beloit, Wis.
I. M. A DDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

A North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAIII.ltli, President, Raleigh, N. C.
A. P. STALEY, Secretary, High Point, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

FRANK L. WitiLsoN, President, Mantorville, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, See'y, 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Next meeting, December 2, 1902, at si. Paul.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

A. H. WENNINO, l'resident, Nashville, Tenn.
Ono. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Stn.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association 09011
R. It. FINcti, President. Denver, CnIo.
It. 11. III ta:E 1., Secretary, 636 Six teen th St., Denver, Colo.
Silas E.11. ell A PM A 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians '1901)
W. J. Imm IS, President, Topeka, Kans.
WALTER STA RCK E, See'y and Treas., .1unctiol. City, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians 0901)

1,1 ts ShimEtiK, President, Richmond, Sio.
I. W. 'FALB(); Secretary, Nevada, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

II. L. LANo, President. Staunton, Va.
J. W. ilvettssss, Secretary, Petersburg, VII.

Annual meeting, August, 1903, at Staunton.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President, Dayton, Ohio.
Enwirt L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

W. T. EISENSCHAIIDT, President, Neyviiiirt, Ky.
J. NI. lastEN, Secrelary, 336 Fourth ve., Louisville, Ky.

Next meeting, May 19, 1903, at Imuisville.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

II. Pre,ident, Syracuse, N. Y.
A ; t 1'1 E. ›l'o 11.1:1rY, Syrticn,,, N. Y.

,ee,■nd Wisinesda), of.lanttary, :March, Slay, July,
Sepleniber and No.enther.

New York City Optical Society (1897)
A. IT. FRANKEL, President.
P. A. DII.WoRTII, Hee. Sec., 1032 Third A ten in', New York.

Meets stssind Wednesday of each month. ■•xcept July
111111 .% tigitto , at College of the City of New Tot k, 17 Lexing-
ton Avenue.

Rochester Optical Club (1897)

B. B. CLARK, President, N. Y.
linear Si. Itr.sma, Secretary, itic hester, N. Y.

San Diego Optical Society (1901)

II Etv Li Scimptim, President.
F. SI. Ts y secretary, sail Diego, Cal.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, Pre,ident.
C. A. ENQUEST, SI.N•reIgr■ , ica, N. Y.

Southern Minnesota Optical Association

J. AV. GRAINOER, President, Rochester, Minn.
.1. W. ANDERSON, Secretary, Rochester, Minn.

Optical Industry in the United States

T I  . rapid growth of the optical industry
in this country is well evidenced in the

compilation of optical statistical returns
covering the manufacture of optical goods in
the United States just published by the
Census Bureau. From this mass of figures
we learn that there are 350 establishments
engaged in this branch of industry, with a
total capital of $5,567,809. The value of
the product during the census year was

$7,790,970. The returns by States were as
follows :

Number of
State. Establishments. Capital.

California, 34 1.47,735
Colorado, 8 13,150
Connecticut, 7 29,455
Georgia, 3 37,050
Illinois, 15 112,956

Kentucky, 4 10,100

Maryland, 9 41,569
Massachusetts, 35 1,318,309

Michigan, 8 205,948
Minnesota, 12 30,863
Missouri, 13 178,500
Nebraska, 3 12,100
New Hampshire, 5 53,475
New Jersey, I0 18,520
New York, 82 2,392,243
Ohio, 17 51,655
Pennsylvania, 66 795,958
Rhode Island, 8 117,701

Texas, 8 30,775
Washington, 5 12,250
Wisconsin, 3 12,250

All other States
(10 iii number), 15 45.752

These figures show that the industry has

already attained elaborate proportions, and

has extended its ramifications to practically

all the States of the Union. Of course, New
(19et) York and Massachusetts lead, the census

report statement in regard to. the industry in

these two States being as follows :
Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W. F. NEwer)111I, President.
A. W. Gout.), Secretary, Room 206, 92 State St., Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

Jim ' - I I o',E, President, Welland, Ont.
Lim, Secretary anti l'rensurer, St. Catharines, Ont.

Subjective Skiascopy or Kinescopy

WE direct the attention of our readers to
a new method for the determination

of refraction described on page 1579 of this

issue, and known by the title " Kinescopy."

Those who have mastered the practice of the

skiascopic test will be especially interested in

kinescopy, which test is made with the aid of

a new instrument, the kinescope. Kinescopy

is simple in principle, and is said to be very

effective in the examination of defective eyes

of certain kinds. The new method is only

partly new, being founded on the well-known

experiment of Scheiner, and is not inaptly

called subjective skiascopy. We direct

special attention to it, because it is easy to

understand and to put in practice and marks

another slight advance in the science of

refraction.

New York.—Number of establishments, 82 ;
capital, $2,392,243 ; average number of wage-
earners, 1494 ; wages paid, $703,868 ; miscellaneous
expenses, $275,017 ; cost of materials, $4,064,046 ;
value of products, $2,653,020.

Massachusetts.—Number of establishments, 35 ;
capital, $1,318,309 ; average number of wage-
earners, 1469 ; wages paid, $660,990 ; miscellaneous
expenses, $159,318 ; cost of materials, $984,488;
value of product, $2,082,837.

Great as is the aggregate showing, the

industry is still too young to attain anything

like the dimensions which time and the

development of optics have in store for it.

The next census report will tell a still more

creditable story.

Medical Board Objects to Opticians'
Using Prefix " Dr."

AN optician of "copcka, K tiis. , J. E. Lit-

tlefield, recently receivcd a notification

from Dr. H. W. Roby, secretary of the State

Medical Board, warning him that he must

quit using " Dr." as a prefix in his adver-

tising. It will be remembered that in a

medical bill passed some time ago in the State

Of Kansas, a clause was inserted providing

(Continued on page 1599)
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for the registration of opticians in case they
passed a satisfactory examination in their
specialty. Mr. Littlefield states in his reply
to Dr. Roby that he entered for and passed
this examination and proceeds :

I, incidentally, paid fifteen dollars and received
a certificate of registration entitling me to use the
titles, " Dr.," " Doctor," or " Doctor of Optics."
I also received the congratulations of several mem-
bers of the board because of my high grades. I
was told by the board that I could now advertise
as Dr. and they would protect me, as I had com-
plied with all the requirements of the medical law.
H your present ruling is correct, it must be evident
to you that I have been "buncoed" out of my money.

Mr. Littlefield emphatically refuses to
comply with Dr. Roby's request, and winds
up his letter to the doctor with the following
vigorous ultimatum : " I have earned my
title by years of hard work and research.
I have proven my right to use it by passing
your examination, and I will never relinquish
my claims to the title without a struggle.."

New York City Optical Society
The regular monthly meeting of the Optical

Society of the City of New York was held at the
College of the City of New York, Wednesday
evening, November 12th, A. W . Frankel presiding.
The meeting was called to order at 8.30 P. At., and
never in the history of the society has the attend-
ance been so encouraging, every chair being occu-
pied. Some members journeyed hundreds of
miles to be present, with a view, no doubt, to avail
of the laboratory courses, the first of which was
held at that meeting.

The scientific session was opened by Prof. Fox,
of the college, his subject being " Laws of Reflec-
tion." A mirror, planes, pins and paper were
given to each member. The professor proceeded
to demonstrate by experiment that the angle of re-
flection is equal to the angle of incidence, after
which each of the opticians present demonstrated
the fact for himself. Dr. Bryan, of the college,
occupied the second half of this session on the
subject of " The Microscope and Its Use," with
illustrations by model and diagrams. Each mem-
ber had a compound microscope, for the use of
which Dr. Bryan gave the following rules:

Carry the microscope erect and by its lowest
pillar.

Face instrument towards light and adjust stage
horizontally with low power objective one inch
from stage.

Place slide on stage with object in center of
opening, and bring low power objective with coarse
adjustment to within quarter of an inch of stage.

With eye at eyepiece, adjust mirror, concave
side up, to reflect light along optical axis.

With eye at eyepiece, move low power objec-
tive slowly upward until object comes into view.

Move object about on stage and place part de-
sired in center of field.

Move low power objective one inch from stage,
adjust high power and move it to within a hair's
breadth of surface of cover glass, using coarse ad-
justment.

With eye at eyepiece focus slowly and carefully
upwards, using coarse adjustment until object
comes into view. Sharpen image with a few turns
of the fine adjustment.

The doctor then described the mechanism and
optical parts of the instrument ; various slides were
examined and cell structure definitely demon-
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strated. The difficulty of understanding what cells
are, the doctor said was due to their microscopic
size. "Our eye," he said, "is unable to see them
and an accessory eye—the compound microscope—
has been utilized."

The facilities afforded by the college depart-
ment of physics for practical scientific research
under the eminent direction of Professors Fox and
Bryan were loudly extolled by the optical prac-
titioners.

The business session began with the reading of
the minutes of the last meeting by Secretary Dil-
worth. Mr. Kahn reported that money for the
legislative fund was not being collected as rapidly
as might well be expected. Robert Levin, Louis
H. Scadrow, Maurice Stone and Dr. M. Rubein,
all of New York City, made application for mem-
bership. Charles Reppier, of Brooklyn, was elected
to membership through the casting of one ballot by
the secretary. In view of the customary business
activity during December it was decided, on mo-
tion of Mr. Dilworth, that no meeting be held that
month. The next meeting will be held on the
second Wednesday in January, 1903, when the an-
nual election of officers will take place. Bills were
passed upon and the proceedings terminated.

The outline of the proposed laboratory course
on the organs of sight, is as follows (subject to
change) :

I. 'Me microscope and its use. Illustrated by
models and diagram ; individual practice with
the microscope follows.

2. Living matter and the cell. Charts, diagrams and
microscopical preparations. Laboratory work
epithelium, blood-cells, etc.

3. The active and passive tissues of sight. Charts,
specimens and models. Laboratory work.

4. The eyeball and its appendages. Lantern slides,
models, etc.

5. Circulation, nerve-structures, muscles and glands
of the eye. Dissections, models, charts and
specimens.

6. Dissection of the eye of the ox. Laboratory
work, entire period.

7. The physiology of sight : accommodation,
fatigue, color blindness, etc.

8. Inflammations of the eve, acute and chronic.

New England Association of Opticians
The regular meeting of the New England

Association of Opticians was held at Young's
Hotel, Boston, November 18th. After routine
business, the applications of Ralph H. Wight,
Boston, for active, and A. R. Campbell, Morrisville,
Vt., and F. J. H. Mansfield, Boston, for associate
membership were received and referred to the
examining committee.

The business session was followed by an
informal talk by John A. Tenney, M. D., of Boston.
The doctor divided his remarks into three topics:
First, how one might examine or look into his own
eyes ; second, a new system of notations ; and
third, operations. Taking a small card and piercing
it with a pin, the doctor explained that if this was
held up to a suitable light, or to a bright sky, the
observer would see through the pill hole a series of
wavy lines at right angles to direction in which the
card was moved rapidly. If the card was moved
up and down, the lines would appear in that direc-
tion. If moved in a circle the wavy lines would
appear in that form. These lines, he explained,
were the blood vessels of the retina. It would be
observed also that there was a blank space in the
center. This was caused by the yellow .spot, where
there was no circulation of the blood. The same
result would be obtained by looking at a polished
pencil held close to and just below the eye.
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Again, if the card was held off at a little dis-
tance from the eye there would be observed through
the pin hole the dim outline of a wheel. This is
the image of the crystalline lens. The same result
would also be obtained by looking into the posterior
side of a strong pocket lens held a few inches from
the eye. Everything in the eye, the doctor stated,
could be seen by this pin-hole experiment—even
the tears. Some had contended that the lines seen
by this test were the cornea circulation and not that
of the retina, but the blank space in the center of
the image proved, he thought, that the lines were
the image of the circulation of the retina, as there
was nothing in the lens to cause such a blank space
in the image, as the yellow spot did in the retina
image. Referring to the new notation chart, the
speaker stated that it had first been presented by
Dr. Knapp, whom he referred to as one of the
fathers and founders of modern ophthalmology,
and one of the really famous men of our time.
When Dr. Knapp brought the new chart to the
attention of the Ophthalmological Society, at
Saratoga, its advantages over the old method were
questioned by Drs. Jackson and Gould, both emi-
nent men in eye work, yet he, himself, liked it and
believed it prevented confusion. For this reason,
and its simplicity, he had adopted it, and hoped its
adoption might become general. He pointed out
how it would appeal to the optician ; also in
removing chances of misunderstanding in the
reading of prescriptions.

The speaker then referred to his present
method of operating on cross eyes. He said when
there was an extreme strabismus, he was taught to
operate on the bad eye first ; on the better eye
about a month later ; and still later on the bad eye
again before they could be made straight. This
method he had discarded, and now operated on
both eyes at one time, one after the other, and the
results were just as satisfactory and caused much
less inconvenience to the patient. He spoke of the
largely prevailing fallacy among those afflicted with
strabismus that only one eye was affected. Both
eyes, he stated, would be found to be affected in
almost every case, though possibly not at the same
time. Dr. Noyes had stated that only about eleven
per cent. of his operations had resulted in perfect
binocular vision after strabismus operations, but the
speaker had noted a larger percentage in his
experience.

After an informal discussion of a number of
unusual cases cited by his audience, the speaker
was given a vote of thanks for his interesting address.

Book Notice
Fewer treatises are published on mechanical

optics than the refractionists would wish, and
hence the trade will welcome the third edition of
" Spectacles and Eyeglasses," by R. J. Phillips,
NI. D., published by P. Blakiston's Son &
Co. This book is the outgrowth of the instruc-
tion on the subject of prescribing spectacle frames
given to students by the author at the Philadelphia
Polyclinic and College of Graduates in Medicine.
It is intended to supplement studies on refraction
and to give the student that knowledge of the
correct placing of the glasses before the eyes, with-
out which the most painstaking measurement of
the refraction will frequently fail of practical result.
The book is bound in cloth and contains i to pages
with 52 illustrations. It covers, among other im-
portant subjects, spectacle fitting, prescription of
frames and inspection and adjustment of spectacles.
The book can be had from this office on receipt of
the publisher's price, $t.
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"Correspondence Instruction Equal lo Residence Work."

STUDY OPTICS AND ENGRAVING
 AT HOME 

I IE instruction given in these two courses of study is of a thoroughly practical nature. The aim is to provide
young men—unable to leave home to attend college, but ambitious to extend their sphere of usefulness—
such knowledge of those branches of study as will enable them at once to engage in the profession of

Optics or jeweler's engraving. These pursuits have many attractive features ; they are remunerative, present many
opportunities of success, and, unlike the majority of occupations, are very far from being overcrowded. Jewelers,
who are aware of the commercial advantages afforded by a knowledge of Optics or the ability to do Engraving, will
do well to take up one of these courses of study. Students are registered in our employ department and situations
secured for them upon graduation. Every student is entitled to a life membership in the American Registration
Company, the Great International Employment Bureau.

Correspondence Course in
Optics.

Affiliated with Chicago College of Ophthalmology and Otology.
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HE School of Optics is under the direction of Dr. B. A.
Camfield. Every student is given thorough, compre-

■■■■
hensive, practical and individual instruction in Optics
and its applications. The course embraces the subjects of

light, its effects upon the eye, its refractivc media, anatomy and
physiology of the eye and diagnosis of disease. The student is
trained to recognize the defects of vision that daily present
themselves to the optician or oculist, and instructed in the
means of treating them. Practical instruction is given in bend-
ing and fitting frames, assembling lenses and frames and in
eye testing. The school is affiliated with the Chicago School
of Ophthalmology and Otology, founded in 1878. The course
occupies six months, but zealous students, who devote suffi-
cient time to the work, may graduate in three. All materials
and text books are furnished without extra charge. Diploma
and degree conferred.

Correspondence Course in
Engraving.

Affiliated with Jewelers School of Engraving.

HIS is the only correspondence course of engraving in
the world. It is directed by Richard 0. Kandler,
x'ho is recognized as the foremost authority on engrav-

ing in the United States. The school is affiliated with the
Jeweler's School of Engraving, and this correspondence course
is identically the same as the residence course of that school,
which was founded in 1889. Instruction is given in the art of
designing and engraving, lettering and monograms on jewelry,
watches, silverware and other articles in the jewelry line ; also
in cutting for enamel, etching, chasing, colored gold mono-
grams, ornamenting medals, etc. Card plate and steel die work
are taught to advanced students or professionals. The average
length of a course is six months. Materials for practice are
provided free of charge.

American Correspondence College
gives 6o courses in the Department of English, Academic, Normal, Languages, Law, Commercial, Illustrating,
Journalism, Advertising, Optics, jeweler's Engraving or Horology, Telegraphy, Agriculture and Practical Courses.
These courses are directed by over zoo expert instructors, men of experience and judgment in their specialty and
who have demonstrated their fitness to impart thorough instruction therein. Students of this institution, which is
international in its scope, are not merely prepared to occupy positions calling for the specialty they have chosen,
but are given efficient assistance in finding a position as soon as they have graduated. The President of the College
has had long and eminently successful experience in conducting a correspondence school, and everything that savors
of slipshod work or "cramming " is rigorously excluded from the curriculum. The high standard maintained is
correspondence instruction equal to residence work.

Write to-day for full information regarding fees, etc.

American Correspondence College,
Department C. Evanston, Illinois.

December, 1902

Granite State Optical Association
The regular meeting of the Granite State

Optical Association was held at the office of Brown
& Burpee, Manchester, N. H., November t9th.
The regular rotine work was disposed of, after
which W. R. Donovan, of Boston, gave a very
interesting talk on the subject of " Cross Cylinders
Obliquely Inclined." Mr. Donovan showed two
ways in which these lenses can be transposed to a
spherical cylinder : one by calculation and the
other by geometrical construction. Both forms
were demonstrated by blackboard sketches.

The meeting was well attended by members
from all over the State. A hopeful interest in the
optical profession was manifested.

Rochester Optical Club
The first of a series of lc, tures on anatomy

and physiology was delivered by Dr. Collins at the
meeting of the Rochester Optical Club, held in the
Triangle Building, Rochester, on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 25th, at 8 P. Al. " The Bones of the Human
Body " formed the subject of the doctor's dis-
course. Papers were also read by Messrs. Benedict
and Newman, which proved interesting features of
the regular business.

A "Horse Show" Optical Window
During the Horse Show, the fashionable event

of the year in New York City, E. B. Meyrowitz
displayed at his Twenty-third Street store a fine
lot of merchandise especially attractive to fashion-
ably " horsey " people. Appropriately mounted
opera and field glasses suspended by blue ribbons
from shiney harness, gold eyeglasses with some of
the Meyrowitz clips that won't let go when the
wearer jolts about on jumping horses, the store's
large assortment of driving glasses and goggles,

A Timely Window Trim

all interspersed with sheaves of clean straw, nickeled
bits and bridles, etc , to catch the quick attention
of passers-by and draw all eyes to the .appropriate
merchandise.

Among the driving glasses a neat placard con-
veys the in:ormation that "auto-masks and goggles
are in the background this week." Mr. Meyro-
witz could have shown these things, of course, but
to keep them out of the horse showing, at the
same time indicating their presence in the store,
was one of the little touches of correct taste that
go a long way to make good advertising.
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Optical Notes

A L. Q. Merar has removed his optical busi-
ness from Galesville, Wis., to 1451 Main Street,
Marinette, Wis.

41 J. W. Helfrich, Carrollton, Ohio, has
equipped a complete optical department at the
rear of his jewelry store.

4t Charles J. Rueffer, who has been in the
optical business at 43 Northampton Street, Wilkes-
barre, Pa., for a number of years, is removing to
quarters in the Pettebone Building, South Main
Street.

.4 J. L. Borsch & Co., 1324 Walnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa., have published a directory of the
cpticians of the United States. A copy of the
directory, which is handsomely compiled and
methodically arranged, will be sent free on request
to any optician

A The Moore Optical Co., lately of Rochester,
N. Y., have moved their plant to 1223-1241 Howard
Street, Philadelphia, Pa., where they have much
larger quarters and better facilities. The factory
was specially built and equipped for their business,
and there has been an increase of capital to corre-
spond with the expansion.

(A A meeting of the Utica Optical Club was
held in Utica, N. Y., on Tuesday, November 18th.
The attendance was large and the members mani-
fested a keen interest in the business of the meet-
ing. The regular routine programme was gone
through and copies of the new constitution dis-
tributed. The next meeting of the club will be
held January 20, 1903.

,ht The Levitt Optical Co., of Toledo, Ohio,
rejoice in the occupancy of neatly furnished and
judiciously apportioned quarters, which reflect an
admirable spirit of enterprise on the part of the
propietors, David and Leo Levitt. The premises
are so arranged that the office and examination
parlor open from the show room by means of an
arch tastefully hung with handsome draperies,
which may be drawn when privacy is desired.

A The Rochester School of Optometry,
Rochester, N. Y., of which A. H. Bowen, M. D.,
a well-known instructor, is president, and B. B.
Clark, president of New York State Optical So-
ciety and of the Rochester Optical Club, is secre-
tary and treasurer, has recently been established
for the purpose of giving practical courses of in-
struction in optometry. The course of study em-
braces elementary optics, anatomy of the eye,
physiology of the eye, errors of refraction, errors
of accommodation, etc. Objective methods of in-
struction and actual practice will be prominent
features of the course.

A The year now drawing to a close has been
characterized by a singular wealth of optical inven-
tion. To Particularize, where there was so much
excellence, may seem invidious, but most opticians,
we are informed, point to the vise post as the device
of greatest practical utility to the trade. This is very
explicable. As most refractionists are somewhat
weak on the mechanical end of their calling, anything
which facilitaSes or lessens their work in this line,
is regarded as a boon. The elimination of screws,
brought about by the use of the vise post, and the
simplification of the security mechanism to a bolt
and nut, appealed irresistibly to the refractionists.
The fact that the vise post can be applied to any
eyeglass is a further merit that is duly appreciated
by the trade.

The New Lord Mayor of London and
the Opticians

The recently installed Lord Mayor of London,
Sir Marcus Samuel, has an interest for the opticians,
being well known to the optical industry of Great
Britain by. reason of his long connection with the
Spectacle Makers Company, of which he is Master.

Marcus Samuel, who was born in 1853, is the
second son of the late Mr. Marcus Samuel, who
was well known in the English Jewish circles until
the time of his death in 1870. He was educated at
Edmonton and Brussels, and before settling down

sir litreiis Satim1.1

in business he visited China, Japan, Ceylon, the
Straits Settlements, Siam, the Philippines, and other
parts of the world. Upon his return he joined the
firm of Samuel & Co., of London, founded by his
family in 1832, of which he is is now senior part-
ner, as well as senior partner in the famous house
Samuel, Samuel & Co., of Yokohama and Kobe,
the leading house in the Japan trade.

In 1891, Sir Marcus Samuel conceived the idea
of transporting petroleum in bulk through the Suez
Canal, and the business which he then started was
in 1897 transferred to the Shell Transport and Trad-
ing Company, of which he is chairman, and which
own a fleet of 38 steamers. In 1898, Sir Marcus
received the honor of knighthood, this distinction
being earned by distinguished services rendered in
his country in floating the British warship I "ictoria,
when that vessel had grounded in the Suez Canal.
In 1891, he was elected alderman of the ward of
Portsoken in succession to Sir Henry Isaacs. In
1894 and 1895, he served in the office of Sheriff of
London.

The Spectacle Makers Company honored the
new Mayor's connection with the optical industry
by having a float in the inaugural parade or " Lord
Mayor's Show." The float represented the optical
industry in the Sixteenth Century, and proved very
interesting tso the crowds who viewed the parade.
The new mayor takes a personal interest in every-
thing with which he is connnected, either ex officio
or otherwise, and he is said to take much pride in
the success of the Spectacle Makers Company.

Fifty-three, in the correspondence dept. of the
National College of Optics,Cedar Rapids, lovva, is the
record for that excellent institution for November.
The regular $25 tuition has been reduced to $to for
December, Write for free " Club Rate " Circular.

—Adv.
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Fall and Holiday Goods That You Will Sell
Opera-Glasses, Opera-Glass Holders,
Chatelaine Spectacle Cases, Lorgnettes,

Reading Glasses and Eyeglass Chains.
OUR STOCK OF ABOVE (i0ODS IS NOW COMPLETE.

Our Audemair Opera-Glasses have attached handles, first quality

lenses, and we guarantee the plating to wear.

Our Lorgnettes are the Latest Patterns and Styles

Consult our 1903 Catalogue for a full line of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Optical Goods.

OTTO YOUNG & CO.
Wholesale Jewelers and Opticians

Are you using

KACHOO GUARDS?
They hang on. Your customers can't sneeze them off.
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Note the wide bearing surface. No corks to get greasy or

shells to break.

.SIND FOR SAMPL.

German Silver, .
Gold Filled, .
Gold, .

. $1.00 per dozen.

. 2.00 per dozen.

. 6.50 per dozen.

McINTIRE, MAGEE 0 BROWN
Wholesale, Mann facluring and Jobbing Opticians,

723 Sansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

-CHICAGO, ILL-4.

ANNOUNCEMENT of the

Rochester
School of
Optometry

A. H. BOWEN, M.
President.

MR. B. B. CLARK,
Secy. and Treas.

THE Rochester School of Optometry has been
established for the purpose of giving a thor-
ough and practical course of instruction in the

science of Optometry.
Objective methods of instruction and actual

practice will be a prominent feature throughout
the course. Each student will be given practical
instruction in the use of the Trial Case, Retino-
scope, Ophthalmoscope and the various instru-
ments used in the detection of errors of refraction
and muscular disturbances.

For terms and other information, address

The
Rochester School of Optometry,

Triangle Building, Rochester, N. Y.
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ELY GUARDS, with zylonite disks, are the
most comfortable clingers for tender 110:008.

(Can be tised with any spring.)
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ELY SPRINGS.

The best, most. successful and the only
scientifically made low spring mi the market.

(Can be used with any Guard.)

Sample-Nickel, 10c.; Gold Filled,
Gold, 80c.

Cash orders filled quickly.
Sample line, 51.0i).

The Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.,
Middletown, Conn.
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Six Cases of Epilepsy Due to
Ametropic Eyestrain

wA;-.54

HE question has often been asked :
" May ametropia cause epilepsy ? "
Many have ridiculed this question,

while others have been ardent defenders of
the possibility of such a causation. One
may almost compare this question to another,
namely, " May a spark cause an explosion ? "
Of course, there flare up every day many
millions of sparks that do no harm, because
they do not fall on things that will explode.
But, on the other hand, who will deny that
many explosions have actually been caused
by a spark ? Now we may compare the ex-
plosion to an epileptic attack. As little as
the spark will cause an explosion when it falls
on the green grass, so little will ametropia
with its eyestrain cause an epileptic attack
when it occurs in a person with a healthy
nervous system. There must be a nervous
system already shaken and inclined to such
convulsive eruptions before eyestrain will
start a real epileptic seizure. But, on the
other hand, eyestrain may be the last straw
that breaks the camel's neck. And in this
sense we may admit the possibility of a causal
connection between eyestrain and epilepsy.
Dr. G. M. Gould, of Philadelphia, who, by
the way, asserts very dogmatically, though,
we think, very unwisely that the refraction
cannot be determined correctly without a
mydriatic, now reports six of such cases as
follows (American Afedicine):

Case No. 5319.-The patient was a man,aged 36,
who came to me in September, 1898. He had been
refracted without a mydriatic by others during the
past sixteen years, and, of course, had never had
his ametropic error properly corrected. For four-
teen years he has suffered from insomnia, which
had of late grown worse. There was also headache
and pain in the eyes. During this time he had
been afflicted with frequent attacks of unconscious-
ness. Just how often these occurred was difficult
to make out, as he never fell or had convulsions ;
he only knew they were " frequent." I found his
ametropia was:

R. + S. 2.25 -4-- c. 0.62 ax. 90° =
L. -4. S. 2.25 c. 0.50 ax. 9o° = IS

with slight exophoria.

Since wearing the spectacles prescribed,
coupled with strengthening of the adduction
power, he has had but two or three slight and
short attacks of unconsciousness that he knows of,
he at once began to sleep better, his headache and
exophoria disappeared, and he is now greatly im-
proved in health.

Case No. 5352.-The patient was a man of 25,
who came to me in September, 1898, and who, on
account of his symptoms, had been obliged to re-
sign his position in a bank. He had also been re-
fracted without a mydriatic, and his glasses were
the reverse of correct. There was a family history
of insanity and epilepsy. He complained of occip-
ital headache, pain in the temples and neck and
sick headache. During the past year he had been
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much worried by what were plainly attacks of the
mal type ; but the symptoms most hard to

bear were what he called " thickening of the
tongue," with loss of memory and blurring of the
vision. After prescribing glasses for his low,
compound, hyperopic astigmatism against the rule,
all of these symptoms began at once to abate. He
had but one slight attack of " thickening of the
tongue " during the three weeks following, and in
two months all his symptoms had disappeared, he
was gaining in flesh and he was happy. In two
years he began to be frightened at obscure symp-
toms, which he feared might finally become the
same as those from which he formerly suffered. I
found his ametropia had changed, and since order-
ing new lenses I have not heard from him. He
promised to return in two years.

Case No. 6173.-The patient, a woman of 45,
came to me in October, I900, in a bad state of
health, suffering with all the symptoms .of eye-
strain. There had also been chorea. Seven years
ago she had eclampsia, and since then, every two
or three days, except when under the influence of
bromid, she had attacks of unconsciousness, in
which she frequently fell to the floor. Bromid
medication served only to postpone these attacks
for a week. • She had 4° of exophoria and 4° of
hyperphoria with an irritating degree of compound
hyperopic astigmatism. I corrected her ametropia,
her presbyopia and her hyperphoria with one pair
of bifocal lenses, and from that time to May I, 1902,
she has had but one slight epileptic attack that her
husband knows of, and she is greatly improved in
general health.

Case No. 5097.-A man of 22 came to me in
February, 1898, with opticians' glasses not correct-
ing his astigmatism of 1.37 D. ax. .90° in each eye.
During the last six years he has had six or seven
epileptic convulsions, the aura being a trenibling
of the left arm. In the last two seizures he had
bitten his under lip badly. After he began wearing
the cylinders I ordered, he at once gained flesh, was
more healthy ; he has not had an epileptic fit since.

Case No. 1633.-1'his is particularly of interest
to me because I was convinced that the man's
epilepsy could not be due to his small ametropic
error that I at first refused to prescribe glasses.
He was sent to me in March, 1893, by a physician
in New York State, who was certain that his symp-
toms pointed to severe eyestrain. He was 43 years
of age, just the age, be it noted, when presbyopia
was beginning to make itself irritatingly manifest.
For six months he had been " running down in
health." Whenever he attempted to read his eyes
troubled him (he called it "weakness of the eyes"),
followed by occipital pain, and if he persisted there
was objective vertigo and great sleepiness. The
chief complaint was of attacks of dizziness occur-
ring often in the street, associated with nausea.
He would sink to the ground, and then would have
to be carried to a carriage and driven home, where
he remained in bed in a semi-unconscious state
("as if drunk"), usually for the rest of the day.
These attacks had occurred two or three times a
week. Under a mydriatic I found his only ocular
abnormality was one-half a diopter of hyperopia in
the right eye and one diopter in the left eye. I
told him I did not believe his epilepsy was due to
eyestrain. I had him examined by a competent
aurist and rhinologist with a negative result. As
it was a matter of awful seriousness with the poor
man, I sent him to the most distinguished diagnos-
tician in Philadelphia, who, after thorough study,
thought all the symptoms indicated a tumor of the
cerebellum. Before sending the thoroughly dis-
heartened man home I filially said to him I would
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prescribe the glasses indicated for his slight hyper-
opia, anisometropia and presbyopia. I told him
that he could lay aside the distance glasses in two
months if his epileptic seizures continued as before.
He weighed 127 pounds at this time. I did not
hear from him or see him for about two years, and
supposed that he had become a confirmed epileptic
or had died. He now came back for a change of
glasses, as he had some disquieting signs of a pos-
sible return of his old trouble. From the day he
left me he gained one pound a day until he reached
his normal weight, 172 pounds. He has never had
a seizure or a very decided epileptic symptom
since. His static refraction remains the same ; I
have changed his reading glasses several times.
He was well and healthy a year ago.

Case No. 5738.-This patient, a man of 37,
came to me October 14, 1899, with a history cf
typical grand mal attacks, biting the tongue, etc.,
for twenty-five years. He had also excruciating
headaches and much indigestion. As near as he
could estimate, the attacks had numbered about
twelve a year. I found his error of refraction was :

R. + S. 0.75+ C. 0.62 ax. 75°
L. + S. 0.50+ C. 0.62 ax. 75° ia

This especially with perfect acuteness of vision
in both eyes, constitutes a defect infinitely more
irritating to the nervous system than regular astig-
matism of far higher degree. I prescribed correct-
ing lenses. I saw this man last on April 28, 1902.
In the two and one-half years that have elapsed
he has never had a fit nor a headache ; there is now
no complaint of indigestion and he has good health.
One year and a half after I first prescribed Ile read
fine print long and late during one evening, and
this use of the eyes brought on A kind of a mild
epileptoid attack that so frightened him that he
came to me the next day to see if the glasses were
still correct. I found a considerable change in the
refraction had taken place, and ordered new lenses,
now worn with entire satisfaction.

That Dr. Gould is well aware of the ex-
treme coloring of such reports, and that he
does not advocate eyestrain as the only or
even a very common cause, the reader will
see from the following concluding sentences
of his article :

It may be said, as it has been said, that in the
experience of others, eyestrain is not a causal
agency in the production of epilepsy. In reply one
should not need to remind : (I) That undoubtedly
eyestrain is not the most common, and perhaps it
is a relatively uncommon cause of the disease;
(2) that however seldom it may be the cause, it
should not be neglected, on account of the terrible
mystery and incurability of the dread affection ;
(3) that the relief of eyestrain is far from certain
with the prescription of glasses, even by the most
reputable of oculists, because there are a hundred
ways in which the prescription may not be correct,
the glasses improperly worn, or the ametropia
quickly changed.

Most Complete Work on Refraction

Commenting on " The Optician's Manual,
Vol. ll," just published, the Journal of Ophthal-
mology says : " This is a good and clear treatise
on the errors of refraction and their correction."
The same opinion is expressed by all the medical
magazines and refraction journals. The Briiish
Opfirailourna/ says " It is a good book and one
Avhich should be m the library of every studious
optician." Vol. II can be had from THE KE,vsToNy
at the same price as Vol. 1, two dollars,
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A FEW SPECIALTIES in OPTICAL GOODS
The New Spectacle, "LAURANCE"
This Bridge has two points of pressure and distributes the

weight and does not rest on crest of nose—leaves no mark.

THE LAURANCE,'

Second Quality do.

12 Dozen FirstQuality
Interchangeable Peri-
scopic Convex, 1 Eye,

in handsome cherry
polished case,

$12.00 per gross pairs.
44do., 9.00

Send for reduced R Price-List.

GOLD FILLED 10 K. Seamless, Guaranteed 10 Years.
Superior Finish. all styles, Skeleton from $3.50 to 

$6.60 dozen.

PATENT APPLIED FOR.

This Box is ideal, in that it provides for placing the

lenses so that it is impossible for them to rub.

LENSES WE 
MANUFACTURE AN

EXTENSIVE VARIETY.

SPECIAL LENSES of Any Size or Focus Made.

Spencer Optical Institute
The recognized Optical School for

Business Men, Thorough Attendant and

Correspondence Course,
Send for Prospectus.

This Course is worth $1000 to you

and practically costs nothing.

Dr. Agnew's Great German Ege Water
Price, $19.50 per gross, $1.63 per dozen.

Send for Sample Dozen.

PLIMUIll A SUPERIOR QUALITY, STYLE AND 
FINISH

EXTRA FINE WHITE METAL of HIGH TEMPER

THAT WILL NOT RUST OR CORRODE.

and HUN 
GUARNAONT OT ET ED 

TARNISH.

rnonn9 .75 T03.50 PER DOZ.

NICKEL SILVER HIGH FINISH.
WILL NOT RUST.

In Straight or Riding Bow
$1.25 To$2.25and Eyeglasses. FROM 

DEADING
ft GLASSES

The Prize-Winners.
Paris, 1900. Buffalo, 1901.

AUDEMAIR
TRIAL CASES

All Styles, $10 to $100.
Send for descriptive supplement.

in Celluloid, Extra High
Power Lenses. Will not
tarnish nor oxidize.
Handsomest and Strongest.

Made in three colors, Shell, Onyx and Ivory.

SPENCER OPTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. 15 Maiden Lane, New York N.Y.

A Vest Pocket Opera Glass.
HALF AN INCH THICK.

"LA REINE " is a
folding opera glass that
may be carried in the
vest pocket.
No case is necessary,

as the patent cover and
arrangement fully protect
the lenses.
When opened, all side-

lights are eliminated—the
lenses have remarkable
magnifying power, and
give a large field of vision.

Covered in Genuine Black

Morocco.

Nothing to Wear Out.

SELLS FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

Patented August 12, 1002.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.,
SOLE IMPORTERS,

37=39 Maiden Lane (Lorsch Building),

21 Rue de l'Echiquier,

PARIS.

Boston's New I?J House.
Accurate Work.

Promptly Returned.
Prices Reasonable.

Q. lJ. QUIAMIY,

.373 Washington Street,

[town 21, .lzwel,-rs 11tiil,lir. Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.

DOUBLE YOUR OPTICAL
BUSINESS.

by good advertising. Experience has ■1011V i need
hundreds of opticians that the hest optical .id-
vertisentents aro The Keystone Advertising
Booklets. They are dignified, forceful, in-
structive. ()o. thousand ‘% ill cto,I y1111 "Ill)

and your name only will be printed on
1110111. Se,i,l for ..antples, and price-. 1,0* dilldr-
cid quantities.

rul KEYST()NE,

I 0th and Itrown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

A Few Words
To the
Proprietor : Have you an optical department? What do 

you know

about optics ? Have you made it a profitable part of your business?

Read our offer below.
To the
Watchmaker : Why not perfect yourself as an optician? Yo

u can

thereby make yourself more valuable to your employer an
d demand

more pay for your services.

Our Offer : We will give you a complete $25.00 thorough and 
scientific

course Ly correspondence for only $8.00, $2.00 
down balance $1.00

a week. We are incorporated and legally confer 
degrees. Every

graduate receives diploma and degree " DOCTOR OF 
OPTICS."

Address, American Optical College, Detroit, Mich.

SPECTACLE FERRULES
Soft
Solder
Lined
except the(14_,
(131d. -

ALWAYS '

READY
FOR USE. - 

gross box containi
■lozen Gold Filled nod

for $1.00; or,
Filled and 2 dozen
2 dozen assorted ill ..•i■N

I f your Jobber does

FRED MAULER
107 Canal St.,

ng 1 dozen lo ■■,14I,
dozen German :silver

oitaining 4 dozen 1;o1(1
ver, for 75 cents; or
I ope, 25 cents.
hat olle them, send to

, Mfg. Jeweler,

Cirand Rapids, Mich.

.

Kellam & Moore's

COLLEGE of OPTICS :
0

• Hir specialty is individual instruc- •

• 

I hot, which enables us to give each stu- •
A d,,,t a far more thorough drilling in A

• 

I 1■■• 

us, 

■ir the various optical r

▪ 

111,10, 

111,111 

I

IIISSible 

in large •
A ;UV 1,Ichillg over agent A
tl many graduate ont icians who were in- r
• stringed in other and who lack •
• the drilling to•••■•—;“•■ to make them •

# ical.
Two Courses ATTENDANCE iind

• CORRESPONDENCE. Address •

• JNO. 1. MOORE & SONS, 
•

Atlanta, tie.

• 0.16.00 bet) SO Alb-••■■-•

(Incorporated.)

JUST AS IMPORTANT AS A

TRIAL CASE.

Throw Away the Rule and Stop
Your Guessing.

he difficulty of fitting eyeglasses made easy
u,ing

Stevenson's Eyeglass Guard Gage.

For SIIII• by

F. A. HARDY & CO., of Chicago, Ill. ;
BliNJ. ALLEN & CO., of Chicago, III., and

nu: ANOLO-AMERICAN OPTICAL. CO.,
47 Flatten (harden, Landon, C.C.

Price, $2.00,

December, 1902

Desirability of Optical Legis-
lation

Address by H. P. llorAms, at the annual convention of the
American Association of Opticians.

Optical legislation, particularly in Iowa, is be-
coming quite a proposition. A law regulating the
practice of optometry is a thing that practically
all members of our profession believe to be not
only right and proper, but to a certain degree
necessary.

Experience has proved that the more the den-
tist educates himself, the less tooth pulling the
doctor does. That the more cOmpetent the phar-
macist becomes, the less the compounding of
drugs by the doctor. The laws that have been
passed regulating the practice of medicine, den-
tistry and pharmacy have made these professions
what they are to-day. The fact is that the physician
of to-day is not a tame and docile domestic
animal, but a bright, sensible, up-to-date individual.
He has demonstrated, over and over again, the fact
that when some one appears upon the scene who
can do a certain thing better than he can, he is
glad of an opportunity to hand it over to that
person to do.

Go into any community in
any State in the Union where

Public Confidence medical practice acts, dentis-
try and pharmacy laws are en-

forced, and you have the feeling that any prac-

titioner of any of these professions is compe-
tent to handle your case. Is this true of our

profession? Certainly not. Then why are not
such laws as govern these professions good enough

for us ?
The doctor who fits spectacles is not usurping

our prerogative any more than the doctor who

pulls a tooth encroaches upon the territory of the

dentist. Everything that tends to conduce to the

relief of human ills, originally belonged to the

physician and surgeon. The dentist and the phar-

macist came to the doctor and said : " We have
prepared ourselves to take the pulling and filling

of teeth and the compounding of drugs off your

hands. When your patients need these offices

performed send them to us." He didn't take to

this as kindly at first as might have been hoped,

but as time went on and these people proved them-

selves competent, he gladly turned this work over

to them.
Some say, " Educate yourselves and you need

no laws." Personally, I feel that I need no law,

but if a law such as we prepared and introduced

into the legislature of Iowa last winter existed, I

would know, and you would know, that every new

practitioner who located in our respective neighbor-

hoods, was thoroughly posted and up-to-date. If

we didn't keep up with the times, our new compe-

titor would soon have the business.

Knowing human nature as I do, I know the

rank and file will not educate itself until it has to.

So, I say, make the law first, then we will have to

educate ourselves or get out of the push. The

Minnesota law, which has been in force for some

time now, which is framed almost exactly as was

our proposed Iowa law, and which treats the

physician with the respect due him, is a success.

If you know the condition of

the medical profession before

Laws have Done laws were passed governing and

regulating it, you know that the

enactment of such laws by them is the only thing

that could make optical legislation possible. The

troubles that they had, the time and money that

Legislation Assures

What Medical

THE KEYSTON

they spent, have prepared the way for the dentist,
for the pharmacist and for us. The results accru-
ing from these laws, in my judgment, have proven
their wisdom ; for, regardless of the fact that some
of the opposers of optical legislation appear to
think that to be a physician is to be a fool and a
criminal, I still have the hardihood to assert that
the progress made by that profession within the
last few years has been phenomenal, and that
this progress and that of the dental and phar-
maceutical professions has been made possible
by just such legislation as we asked for in Iowa
last winter.

A law should be so designed as to work no
hardship upon those practitioners who have been
conscientiously practicing to the best of their
knowledge and ability for a reasonable time pre-
vious to its passage. It should not deprive the
legitimate merchant from selling spectacles as an
article of merchandise, to such elderly people as
wish to buy them, as they would a pair of shoes,
from so doing. It should give a sufficient time
after its passage for all who have been practicing
the required length of time to procure certificates
without the formality of an examination. It should
make it necessary for all who apply for certificates
after a certain date to take an examination before
a competent board, which would be a positive
guarantee to the public that the applicant, if granted
a Certificate, is competent to do the work he under-
takes. It should create a board of examiners,
and provide a reasonable compensation for its
members, to be paid out of the receipts of such
board.

All these things have been embraced in all
laws of this nature in the past, and the results are
apparent to all fair-minded people. It has been
claimed that such a law will issue certificates of
competency to incompetent practitioners. This must
be admitted to be true to some extent, but this
plan has been considered by wise law-makers and
wise practitioners at all times to be the only practi-
cal and equitable way to attain the desired end.
Laws cannot be retroactive ; future generations
must and will derive the fullest benefits from the
laws we secure to-day.

An optometry bill, to become

Things Necessary a law, must be as short as
to Legislation possible. It must be in the

hands of some one who will
make friends with the legislators, and who can de-
vote plenty of time to the work. It must not an-

tagonize any organized body. It must be intro-
duced early enough in the session to be sure to get

through in plenty of time, but not too early to give
the workers time to make a personal canvas of all
the members.„ Last, and most important of all,
the opticians of the State must be thoroughly or-

ganized, so that every county will have representa-

tives. They must see the legislators before their

election, if possible ; if not, soon after, and bring

such influence to bear on them that they cannot
refuse to promise to support the bill.

Freaks of Color Blindness

" You hear very little nowadays about color

blindness among railroad employees," said a rail-

road manager, " because a very rigid and con-

stant system of examination and inspection is main-

tained. Some very interesting experiments are

made in these examinations and some odd inci-

dents occur.
" A man blind to red cannot distinguish be-

tween red and green ; neither can the green-blind.

i 6c),

The red-blind man will see red, but it looks light
green to him. The green to the green-blind is a
light hue of red.

"At first our inspection was
All Train Hands confined entirely to the eyes

of engineers and firemen, but
nowadays every man in the

operating department, whether switchman, brake-
man or trainhand, must pass the test prescribed.
" When we first began the inspection we were

constantly surprised at finding that some of our
most careful engineers, men who had driven engines
for years without any accident that could be traced
to mistaken signals, were affected. It may seem
odd that railroads happened to select green and
red for their danger signals, the two colors upon
which most cases of blindness occur ; it was be-
cause no other colors have the luminous character
of these, can be seen further or more distinctly.
" Much of this immunity is due in the first

place to the fact that every old engineer on a road
is familiar with the location of the signal lights. In
the second place, supposing him to be red-blind,
he is quick to discover the difference this kind of a
lamp presents to him from the ordinary green.
" He sees in the red lamp simply a lighter

shade of green, and if aware of his defect strives to
differentiate between the two. The danger, of
course, lies in the fact that the difference is not
sufficiently marked to him to make it possible all
the time to distinguish it.
" It may sound a little odd, but among labor-

ing people, especially in large cities, there is a
woeful lack of education even in the simpler colors.
If an afflicted person learn early enough in life that
he is defective in his color sense he may be able to
keep the knowledge from others by learning to
apply color designation to objects just as the child
learns to name objects by the form in which they
present themselves to him. But when one of these
color-blind persons attempts to deceive the exami-
ners he falls down.. Some railroad inspectors use
skeins of woolen yarn, others balls of yarn, others
screens of various colors.

" The first test system used was
a very cumbersome one. It was
invented by a Swedish professor,
who used a batch of about a

gross of skiens of all gradations of the more com-
mon colors. His method was to take one skein
and then have his man pick out of the heap as
many skeins as he could of the same color, disre-
garding light and dark shades ; in short, to find all
graduations of that color in the heap.
" This took too long, although it still stands as

the most complete test. Colored glass and yarn
balls form the implements of test nowadays. It is
practicable with these to pick out the defective man.
" Some of them betray their defect in their

extreme caution, others in their confusion of colors.
The quickest way to catch them is by using a
bright red or bright green for matching purposes.
The red-blind man will carefully pick out dark
greens and dark browns, while the green-blind will
pick out greens and browns that are lighter than
his sample.
" When screens are used the same variety of

tints is employed, and light is displayed through
these to imitate the appearance of signal lights
under the different conditions of atmosphere and
distance. The color-blind man is detected by alter-
ing the brightness of the light without changing the
color. This is done by increasing the thickness of
the glass or diminishing the intensity of the light
behind the glass. The color to which he is blind
will simply appear less brilliant than the other."

Undergo Test

Methods of
Testing
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A Great Success
has been made by the catalogues we have issued in the past,
due to our low prices and high quality of goods ; but a

Much Greater Success
should be made by our new catalogue which was mailed
November 1st, in which we absolutely guarantee lowest
prices, best qualities, etc. If you have not already re-
ceived one, write for a copy of this book to-day, as it is mailed
to jewelers only on application.

Holsman 0 Alter,
Wholesale Jewelers,

120-128 Dearborn St., CHICAGO, ILL.

An Ideal Christmas Gift for

Bench Workers

is the WATCH ADJUSTER'S MANUAL, the standard
treatise on adjusting watches and chronometers. Your workman will
appreciate the book, and you will reap the benefit of his study of it.

It contains an exhaustive consideration of the various theories
proposed, the mechanical principles on which the adjustments are
based, and the methods followed in actual practice.

By CHAS. EDGAR FRITTS (" Excelsior " ), author of Practical
Hints on Watch Repairing," " Practical Treatise on Balance
Spring," " Electricity and Magnetism for Watchmakers," etc.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of
$2.50 (10S. 5d,1

The Keystone, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Yes,We realize that you are busy this month, but
we desire to keep the fact before the jewelry

public that we are still in the race. We have no doubt
that experience gained during the coming rush, will dem-
onstrate more forcibly than
we are able to, how very
necessary it is to have some
one in your store who is
able to do an artistic and
rapid line of Letter a n d
Monogram Engraving.
These a r e point3 that we

Py particular attention t o.
We will be pleased to have
you interest yourself in our
special three- 

A.. J. Clow
months' course

beginning February 1, 1903. We have had wonder-
ful success with our one, two and three-months'
students. Send for our little booklet giving full par-
ticulars of our school. Correspondence solicited.

Illinois College of Engraving,
MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO, ILL.

A. J. CLOW, Proprietor.

CUTS FINE DIES IN 1/3 THE TIME.
Mechanical Die Cutting Machine for Manufacturing Jewelers, Silver-
smiths and Die Cutters.

NEEDS NO EXPERIENCE.
It cuts the die in perfect detail with results far superior to hand work.
Fine dies are cut in one-third the time and at one-third the cost.

ON EXHIBITION AT

DEITSCH BROS., 14 EAST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK.

No. 3117. 25e. No. 233. 25c. No. 369. 25c.

No. 301. Handsome Watches. !ill cents. No. 326. 35 cents.

CUTS FOR CHRISTMAS ADVERTISING.
Every progressive jeweler advertises more or less this month—so does every

other merchant. The newspapers are so crowded with ads., in fact, that the use
of appropriate, catchy cuts is necessary. They insure that the ads. will be seen
and greatly increase their value. We have a great number of cuts specially
adapted for the ads. of jewelers and opticians. Send for a sheet of illustrations
with prices. An orders for cuts must be accompanied by cash.

THE KEYSTONE, ipth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
No, 355. 25c. No. 231. 21s. No. 356. 25e.

December, 19o2

Items of Interest

Harry 0. Ball, of Sonora, Cal., is establishing
himself in new and handsome quarters, in which
he has installed an ample stock of new goods.

C. F. Maurer after eighteen years in the em-
ploy of A. K. Lyon, Lexington, Ky., has opened a
business of his own in that city under very promis-
ing conditions.

Francis H. Sebbins, a well-known jeweler, of
Jacksonville, Ill., died last month at the age of 77
years. He had been in the jewelry business in that
town since 1865, and was much esteemed by the
members of the trade.

F. J. Stumm, son of Jeweler Stumm, of Beni-
cia, Cal., returned recently from Germany, where
he has been learning the watchmaking business for
the past four and a half years. Mr. Stumm paid a
pleasant visit to THE KEYSTONE en route home-
ward.

The following are the recent graduates from
the Kansas City Horological School : W. C. Reck,
Powersville, Mo.; R. W. Boyle, Louisburg, Kans.;
E. V. Lee, Louisburg, Kans.; R. W. Cummings,
Alvord, Texas. The new students were : E. E.
Miller, Sylvan Grove, Kans.; Jas. R. Cary, Rich-
land, Kans.

Otto J. Falk, who recently opened a jewelry
business at Sturgis, Ky., was married last month to
Miss M. B. Lindle, an accomplished young lady
who is much esteemed in local society. The
ceremony was a quiet one, and was witnessed by a
few friends of the contracting parties. THE KEY-
STONE tenders congratulations.

C. E. Dickinson, Garden City, Kans., is an
earnest and successful advertiser, whose announce-
ments have become quite a feature of the local
press. A recent issue of a Garden City journal
contains an amplification of his new line of holiday
goods, which, in arrangement and wording, is a
very creditable specimen of publicity.

R. H. Burgess, of Greenwich, Conn., who has
occupied his present location for the past five years,
is removing to more commodious premises. He
has been in the jewelry business in Greenwich for
a period of eighteen years, during which time he
has fully participated in the large measure of pros-
perity which that thriving town has so long enjoyed.

The factory of the New York Standard Watch

Co., Jersey City, N. J., was closed down for two
days out of respect for the late W. W. Hastings,
manager. The directors voted that the factory be

closed until after Mr. Hasting's funeral, and that

the hands be paid in full for the time, a graceful act
of corporate liberality as well as of respect for the

deceased manager.

In the article entitled " The Cut Glass Indus-

try " which appeared on pages 1368 and 1369 of

the November KEYSTONE, the name of William F.
Dorflinger was, by an oversight, printed under the
portrait of C. Dorflinger, the founder of the Dor-

flinger business. William F. Dorflinger, the pres-

ent head of the firm, is son of C. Dorflinger,

whose portrait was shown in the article.

Moote & Graham, of Meridian, Miss., recently
held an annual opening, which was characterized

by many brilliant and interesting features. The
attendance on the occasion was very large, owing,

no doubt, to the thoroughness and persistency with

which the function was advertised. The news
columns of a Meridian journal contained a lengthy

TtilE KIEYSTONe

and eulogistic announcement of it, setting forth the
musical programme. The store was decorated in
an elaborate and costly manner, and the display of
goods was rich and impressive.

George Koeberle, of Koeberle, Heyer & Co.,
Sumner, Iowa, received some time ago for repairs,
a watch which has a remarkable history. 'The
original owner of it was Henry Clay, the great
statesman, and it possesses another notable feature
in that it was made in Belfast, Ireland, in the year
1796, this fact being unmistakably attested by the
hall mark. It is an 18 K. timepiece, open-face and
key wound, the dial being 22 K. with a delicate
wreath of purple vine. It weighs 8o dwts., and in
view of its historic associations, is much cherished
by the owner.

A Beautiful Booklet

The Keystone Watch Case Co., of PLiladel-
phia,, Pa., has issued a 36-page booklet, entitled
" Intelligent Watch Buying," which exploits the
merits of the Jas. Boss 14 K. gold filled watch case.
It relates the history of the case, explains its con-
struction and tells how to identify it. The .booklet
is 834 x 6 inches in size, and the engravings, print-
ing and binding are of the highest order of art.
The color-scheme is unique and the booklet, as a
whole, is a marvel of the printer's art. It is sent
on request to readers of The Keystone Watch
Case Company's advertisements in the daily news-
papers, and we understand that every jeweler
will receive a copy as soon as the edition is
completed.

New Books on Photography

At this time when photography kis taken such
hold on the public at large and when there is such
a demand for photographic literature, our readers
will be interested in three new cloth-bound vol-
umes : " Photographic Apparatus," " Finishing the
Negative " and " The Lens," published by Tennant
& Ward. All three books are thoroughly prac-
tical in character and copiously and instructively
illustrated.
" Photographic Apparatus " contains 128 pages

and is a practical guide to the making of photo-
graphic apparatus of all kinds and how to adapt
what one has at hand to various purposes. It has
t8o diagrams and working sketches and the price
is $1.00, postpaid.
" Finishing the Negative " contains i6o pages

and is a handbook to all the processes between
fixing and printing, with a special chapter on films.
It coven) a definite period in the history of a gela-
tine negative, and aims to tell everything the prac-
tical worker can want to know about those processes
which are applied between the removal of the neg-
ative from the fixing bath and its arrival in the
printing frame, with standard formulx and an
abundance of illustrations. The price is $1.25,
postpaid.
" The Lens " contains 176 pages, with copious

illustrations. It is a practical guide to the choice,
use and testing of photographic objectives. The
aim of this book is twofold—to explain the proper-
ties of photographic lenses without the aid of
mathematical formuke, and to give practical instruc-

tion in the selection and proper use of a lens. It is

an excellent book for all who need reliable infor-
mation about lenses of every kind and class. The

price is $1.25, postpaid.
Any of these books will be sent from this office

postpaid on receipt of the publisher's price as

stated above.
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An Ophthalmic Cabinet
A patent was recently granted to J. M. John-

ston, of J. M. & A. C. Johnston, Chicago, on the
ophthalmic cabinet here illustrated. This inven-
tion consists of an ophthalmic cabinet containing
movable test type of all sizes, English, German,
illiterate and pictorial, a clock dial, rotating astig-

matic letters and also a horizontal line to measure
the lateral recti muscles, and a vertical one to
measure the superior and inferior where strabismus
is suspected. The inventor claims that his cabinet
will determine every optical test desired in a very
unique and original manner, and at the same time

exhibit to the observer a device as attractive as it is
useful. In the first cut shown above the cabinet is
arranged to test vision on the graduated letters and
also for astigmatism ; the second is arranged to
test the extrinsic muscles. This cabinet makes an.
interesting addition to the equipment of the re-
fractionist.
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A few suggestions from our latest designs in Diamond, Pearl,
Combination, and Rose Gold Brooches, Collar Pins,

Link Buttons, Scarf Pins and Lockets.
These goods are especially suited for this holiday season, which promises to be the largest in the history of the trade.

DON'T DELAY!! SEND IN YOUR ORDERS!!
Wishing you a prosperous Xmas trade, we remain, "I'ruly yours,

Manufacturer.

Consult our Green Catalog FL

M. J. AVERBECK
Nineteen Maiden Lane, New York.

December, 1902 TFIL KYSTO,INe

New Goods an Inventions
[The illustration and description of new goods and i sn ions AS hereunder is

permanent feature of TliE KEYSTONE, our twofold object being io keep the merchant jeweler
thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, mid the practical jeweler equally
well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and appliances used at the
bench. For the benefit of the optician, we also illustrate and describe new optical goods and
instruments in this department.]

A New Muscle Test

In this illustration we show a new
muscle test which consists of a cone
cemented to a ground glass disk. This
instrument has been placed on the market
by F. A. Hardy & Company, Chicago.
In applying the test, the disk is inserted
into one cell of the trial frame, which
latter must be properly centered as to
pupillary distance, and a solid blank disk
is put into the other cell. The patient's
attention is then directed to a light (pre-
ferably a candle or small gas light) twenty

feet away ; and the action of the cone is such that the light will resolve itself
into a circle of light. The other eye is then uncovered, and if there is no
muscular error the light will appear in the center of the circle. If there is
muscular error the light will be either above or below or to one side of
center, and can be brought to center by the proper prism with base in proper

position. This, the makers state, does away with necessity for computations
where there is combined prismatic error in different angles, and gives at

once the position of the base of the correcting prism.

Improvements in Tools

We show in this illustration the new patent roller and band remover.
This combination instiument is designed to remove all sizes of single and

double rollers from balance staffs with safety and security, and to remove

all sizes of watch hands without injury to the dials. Henry Zimmern & Co.,
of 47 Maiden Lane, New York, who furnish this instrument to the trade,

state that in using it the jaws can be adjusted for small or large opening by

turtling the thumb nut ; it has two extra plungers for hand removing, and

one extra plunger for roller remover, which are kept inside the handle when

not in use ; the handle has a thumb screw in the back with a steel sleeve to

fit over the plungers. When changing the plungers the jaws should be

opened and the lever held down.
The plunger is then unscrewed
and another put in for hand re-
moving, the others being kept
in the handle.

The same firm furnishes the
improved nine-prong sleeve
wrench also illustrated here.
This device is said to be simple,
new and durable in construction.
Should any of the prongs happen
to break a new one will be sup-
plied without charge. This is the
only sleeve wrench now in the
market which has nine prongs,
suitable for all sizes of American
watches now in use.

An Artistic Presentation

Our illustration represents the
novel and artistic ring which was pre-
sented to the world-famed Italian
musician, Signor Mascagni, by his
admirers in New York City. Mascagni
is at present treating the American
public to his operas as conducted by
himself. This ring was designed and
made by C. P. Goldsmith & Co., of
New York, in compliance with a special
order. On the one side of the design
is a character from the composers'
celebrated opera, " Cavalleria Rusti-
cana," and on the other a character
from " Iris." The general embellish-
ment is chaste and the ring is beautiful
both in conception and execution. The
makers of the ring, who are noted for
their beautiful hand-carved goods,
make a specialty of such orders.

Ring

Artificial Holly Wreathes.

The old truism that " the highest art is

the concealment of art " applies aptly to the

artificial flowers of the time which rival nature

with singular success. Our illustrations show,

as well as illustrations can, samples of holly

branches with red berries made by Frank
Netschert, 34 Barclay Street, New York. The

wreathes are true to nature, and at this season

will be found most useful and timely for Christmas decoration. Plants and

flowers are always beautiful and decorative, and storekeepers should keep

the fact in mind.

A Unique Souvenir Spoon

We show in this illustration a souvenir

spoon symbolical of the methods of gold mining
in Colorado. The work of producing this very
unique spoon must have demanded a great deal
of patience and skill. The uppermost porticn
of the handle has been made to represent the

ledge of a mountain in which has been sunk a
mining shaft. The middle part of the handle

is made hollow and illustrates the mode of
hoisting a bucket from the bottom by means of
the windlass at the top. The die work in the
bowl shows the miners at work. This spoon,
which was made by E. L. Deacon, of Denver,
Colo., thus typifies, practically, the entire pro-
cess of mining. The rope attached to the bucket
is of silver, and the portion around the windlass
is of sterling silver and twenty-four katat nug-
gets. A log cabin and burro also in this portion
give the design a very realistic character.

Another Set of Office Rules

The office manager of a large manufacturing concern recently handed
the following to each of his clerks :

Find the easy, the quick and the safe way to do things. By this method
study how to accomplish to per cent. or even 25 per cent. more of results
for a given expenditure of strength.

Let nothing go over till to-morrow that ought to be disposed of to-day.
Let no customer, or possible customer, expect to hear from us in the
morning, or in the next mail, and be disappointed.

Over the telephone let us be especially polite, so as to bring ourselves
in contrast with many telephone operators, office boys and others, who seem
to wish to insult you because they are at a safe distance.

Study your work so as constantly to make it quicker, safer, better.
Please go to your chiefs with suggestions for the improvement of our
service. Please come to me with them.
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CASH PAID FOR STOCKS
We have just purchased for spot cash at receiver's sale an entire stock consisting of $75,000 worth of Diamonds,

Jewelry and Precious Stones, and a $6o,000 complete stock of Hollowware, stamped quadruple plate, made by one of the leading factories
in the United States, which we now offer to the trade at 3373 to so cents on the dollar. We also have a Sioo,000 stock of discontinued
movements, consisting of Elgin, Waltham, Hampden, Columbus, Illinois, Rockford and Aurora in first-class condition and good running
order. No other house in the United States carries such a complete line. Below you will find listed a few of our bargains in second-hand
movements practically as good as new

Elgin and Waltham Stem-Winding
Movements.

18 Size.
7 Jewel Iltg., (tilt
11 Jewel Mg., Gilt
11 Jewel Iltg., Nickel
15 Jewel lItg., ( WI, Patent Regulator . . . . .
15 Jewel Iltg., Nickel
15 Jewel ( 11. Wheeler, Gilt, Patent Regulator.
15 Jewel G. M. 1VIteeler, Nickel
15 Jewel Adj, Iltg., (lilt
15 Jewel Ad). Htg., Nickel
15 Jewel Mg., B. 1V. Raymond Gilt
15 Jewel Mg., B. W. Raymond Nickel
15 Jewel Mg., Appleton, Tracy A: Co., Gilt
15 Jewel Htg., Appleton, Tracy & Co., Nickel
15 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street .
17 Jewel Htg., B. W. Raymond, Nickel
17 Jewel Htg., Crescent Street, Nickel

16 Size, Lever Set.

$ 2  90
8  40
8  or,
4.40
4  90
4.65
5  40
4 6.-
515
7  90
9  40
6  90
7.90
9  40
16  40
15  40

7 Jewel Mg., Gilt $ 290
11 Jewel Htg., (tilt 3.40
11 Jewel Htg., Nickel 365
15 Jewel Gilt 4  40
15 Jewel Nickel 490
15 Jewel Adj. Gilt 490
15 Jewel Adj. Nickel 540
15 Jewel Ad). Nickel, No. 50 Elgin ..... . . .
15 Jewel Adj. Htg. O. F. Nickel, No. 86 Elgin Bridge 10.40

6 and 0 Size.
6 Size, 7 Jewel, Pendant Set $4  40
6 Size, 7 Jewel Elgin, Lever Set 4  15
6 Size, 11 Jewel Elgin, Lever Set ...... • . 4.65

550. 6 Size, 15 Jewel Elgin or 0 alt ha in ...... . 5.90
550. 0 Size, 7 Jewel Elgin or Walt ham, Pendant Set 5.90

Old Model, 18 Size Waltham, Male Stem.

7 Jewel Wall ham, I 'mop. Balance . . . $2.15
7 Jewel Walt ham, Steel Balance   1.90
11 Jewel With ham, Wm. Ellery Ontip. Balance 2 III
15 Jewel Walt hale, P. S. Bartlett   io
15 Jewel Waltham, Appleton, Tracy & Co.  

Columbus, Illinois Rockford, liampden and
Aurora Stem-Winding Movements.

18 Size, Lever Set.

7 Jewel Htg., (tilt  
11 Jewel Mg., Gilt  
IS Jewel Mg., Gilt  
15 Jewel litg., Gilt, Adj.   1.1e

16 Size, Lever Set.

7 Jewel Htg., Gilt  • $2.90
11 Jewel Htg.,   3.15
15 Jewel lite., Gilt 1.40
15 Jewel Gilt 4  40

Key-Winding American Movements.

18 Size.

7 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . . . $1.15
II Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . . 1.40
15 Jewel, any American makes, Steel Balance . . 1.65
7 Jewel, any American makes, Compensation Balance 1.65
11 Jewel, any American makes, Compensatiou Balance 1.90
I;-, Jewel, any American makes, Compensation Balamie 2.15
15 Jewel Appleton, Tracy & Co.

E. Howard 
2'4,15015 Jewel B. W. Raymond  
1.90

In Size, 7 Jewel Elgin or Waltham   1.40
u Si se, 11 Jewel Elgin lir Waltham   1.90

Keystone Three-Quarter Plate.

18 Size Stem-Winding Movements.

7 Jewel Gilt   $1.90
11 Jewel (lilt   2.15
15 Jewel Gilt 2 61
15 Jewel Gilt, Adj.   3.65

Above prices refer generally to second-hand goods. Our stock contains man), brand new goods, obtained by purchase of entire jewelry stocks and stores.
Every movement is in first-class condition and guaranteed to give satisfaction. Send us your orders early. These goods will not last long at these prices.
Memorandum packages sent for selection to responsible parties who send us good Chicago references.

Our terms : Net Cash or C. 0. D.
Send for our complete Catalogue just out. Joseph Brown 0 Co., 176_178_180 E. Madison St., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE LAST CALL
If you are thinking of having a sale and are not sure of the

advisability of it, or you are uncertain as to the choice of a salesman,
probably these few reports written below, which are only a sample
of what I can send you, will help you decide the matter.

Extracts from personal letters from the North, South, East
and West.

Mr. Pope realized $38,000 mit of a stock we offered to sell in bulk for $23,000.
(Signed) RICE, SHARPLEY & SON,

Montreal, Can.

Mr. Pope is surely the King of Auctioneers to-day.
(Signed) OLMSTED & HURDMAN,

Ottawa, Can.

Letter to Mr. Pope : God bless you for what you have done for us.
(Signed) LOUIS I. STEPHENS,

Jacksonville, Fla.

Mr. Pope is without question the most expert gentlemanly auctioneer we
have ever come in contact with. (Signed) L. PORTE,

Bakersfield, Cal.

Mr. Pope has just closed a sale for us and we are extremely well pleased
with his work. (Signed) BUSWELL & BOWEN,

Missoula, Mont.

There are still a few open dates this season, but they won't be open long, and if you want to employ a man who is making an

honest effort to put the auction business on a higher footing than it has ever been before, better drop me a line ; but please don't write

me if you have any shoddy goods to sell, for it will only be a waste of your time as well as my own.

P. E. POPE, Jewelers' Auctioneer, Home Office, Fond du Lac, Wis.
Toronto, Can., 260 Arthur Street.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
A.H113a110, 100 0 Pnii•, 1669 13fillNe. 1060

A large stock of new
CHRONOMETERS OW0313 on
hand ; also second-hand Chro-
nometers made up equal to
new for rent or for sale at

moderate prices. Re.
pairing,springing and
adjusting Chronome,
ters, also fine Watch
repairing for the trade

C. A. GEISSLER,
t., H. H. Heinrich

26 South Street,
Nautical Instruments, NEW YORK.Charts, etc.

(1_0(K IIAIRSPRINGS

MAN ROSS
ESTABLISHED1877.

LARGEST MYR Of HAIRSPRINGS IN U.S.
TRE CLOCK IMPAIRER'S ASSORTMENT CABINET,

aontain SO or 100 finished hairsprIon complete, nisi,.
and makes, carefully arranged. Hill direction. Cabinet
0150.211.00; 100..1.75, hy mail. Same springs, an) siae
or make. 30 els. per don„ 20 Ms. per half doz. Steam

HGauge airsprings ornery description. Phosphor none
Hnesprings for Fleetrical Instruments. ete.

Ask your Jobber for these Cabinets.
F. N. MANROSS, Forestville, Conn.

Rees Engraving
School

has a well-earned reputation that you

should investigate if interested in the

art.

Write for booklet and samples of

work by our students.

F. H. REES, Proprietor,
Steele Memorial Building,

12th Year. ELMIRA, N. Y.

TYPEWRITING
began with the

milk•o,I, Remington,
and the

MODEL No. 1. (1874(.

REMINGTON
stands to-day for -4,--',, ,

all that is ' -.::::.....
best in

MODEL No. S. (1902).

TYPEWRITING
Wyckoff, Seamans & Benedict,

103 S. Ninth St., Philadelphia.

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone.
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Victory Button Back.

GEBHARDT BROS.,
Malo et'

Diamond Mountings,
Class Pins and Badges.

Victory Attachments.

Samples and New Price-List on application.

OPEN CLOSED

VICTORY
PATO

AUTOMAT' C
SAFETY
CATCH

Jobbing a Specialty.

LION BLDG., CINCINNATI.

A. C. BARD & Co

Trade-Mark

Importers and Cutters of

DIAMONDS
-4•4-•4-•-•-•-•-•4-•4.--4- 4.

Loose Goods Our Specialty

The keenest diamend buyers send us t heir nnlers.
Loose III 1,,1111 ell goods WI IIII•111.I. I II't(u111Sible dealers.

Building 
Columbus Memorial 

103 State St., Chicago

Watch Repairing for the Trade.
(mood Work
Promptly Done
At Fair Prices.

Wm. N. Brunner,
-TELEPHONE-

Best Material Used.
Reference Given.

Estimates Furnished.

711 Sansom Street,
Second Floor Front,

Philadelphia, Pa.
ESTABLI55ED 1850.

12 GREEN 
STREET

POLISHING SET COMPLETE, 
SZ.O0, PREP AID

,,C■51,1,0,14:1,....15;■;e0:::f..1,:IGH 0 431. Oaf 
,

110.1,11. WAS. 
0.100 

OPYSNCi

FEL, AND 
L.MON StOrs

Sgist“ 
POLIO.. 

BRUSH..

.11
-1344,keee44.

V.110S 
CICARAN 

MEI, OR 
M07,11) 17E31 

‘01'1,

3510 K. of C.

The Only Collar Button
(Inn makes a limn happy. Lasily adjusted,
never cuts the button hole.

The Only Button
for the use of celluloid and rubber collars.

Made in two quid

R. P. Gold and Silver.
All Jobbers handle them. If your Jobber

does not, send to is and we will give you the
names of those whe de.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.,
126 State Street, Chicago,

Manufacturers.

Tidd's Staffs
tre American-made, guar-
anteed perfectly true and
finished equal to any made.
$1.25 doz.

Garnet
Cock an
Foot Jewels
Gp euraf er act; ltye etc:,

true-
dspeectteod hole.. $1.2 E5 v de or jewelEvery 

TIDD & CO.
Columbiana, Ohio.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing.

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning.

J. Bulova Co
OUR NEW
CATALOGUE
which gives full de-
scriptionand prices
of all our rings.
The above are only
a few of the many
we make.

351.1 Initial.

RING MANUFACTURERS,

51 and 53 Maiden Lane,

3510 Photo.

NEW YORK.

Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
Button Back. For hard soldering.

Our patent fasten- Can be applied to any button.
mg on all rings.

NOTICE zw,;;,4,,EfgrNnuisrlizwriti‘ariFiliiiisiat84,eg. formerly sold by ODENSE! MEG

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to tit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Special I uses made to order in Gold and Silver
111r English, Swiss and American Movements.

OLD CASES MADE NEW.

F. H. JACOBSON & CO.,
Me State Street, Chicago.

Send for Our New Price-List.
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If you are in need of a high-grade and easy-flowing

solder, EXCELLENT in every respect, then ask your
jobber for tne

TRADE MARK.

and refuse all

'Victory"

Gold Solder
substitutes.

MANUFACTURED BY

VICTOR FROHLICH, Refiner, St. Louis, Mo.

See ipecial ten. on tame 1100, Amember, 1001, istate.
INDISPENSABLE 10 THE RETAIL JEWELER

Wells Perfect Self-Conforming
and Ventilating Ring Adjustcr
is the result of ninny years' ex-
perience. It can be fitted by a
jeweler in five minutes. Ask
your jobber for it, or I will send
prepaid at once on receipt of
price. I doz., assorted sizes,
solid 10 K. gold, S3.75, or

1,0.-i" U.S. doz.,assortea sizes, for $2.00;and Canada. 1 doz., metal, assorted sizes,
85c. (80. extra if registered.) For samples, a
small size gold and medium size metal will be
sent for 40 ets., or a medium large size gold and
large sive metal for 50 ,ante. Address,
CHESTER WELLS. Jeweler, Moshoppen. Pa.

)Uer FAULTLESS
Balance Staffs and

Balance
,11:M11. Jewels.

Grade 1, Balance Staffs, extra finish, $1.50 loz.
" 2, " " polished, . 1.25 "3, 6 I gray, . . 1.00 "
" 1, " Jewels extra finish, 1.50 ",
.68 3, 0 100 "

Cap Jewels, 1  00 "

MEYER JEWELRY COMPANY,
KANSAS CITY. MO.

Are You

1%? 

an Optician?
Do you desire

to double your in-
come? If so, send
for the full and
illustrated course

entitled "Ophthalmic Hypnotism," It
will surprise and delight you. It is a com-
plete course of 40 lessons, a £2c course for
only $1.00 to Practicing Opticians.
Introductory Lesson FREE. Address

JOHANN HARRAES, M.D., Oph. D.,
233 W. Madison St., Chicago.

t

STEEL DI
& SEAL RING ENGRAVING
ADAM PIETZ TOTHE TRADE

1504 SANSOM ST., PHILADELPHIA.
gesme■m■•■■■ 0 

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
809 Sansom St., Philadelphia.

(Second Hoc) ) (Established 1892.)

Gold and Silver Electro Plating,
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware.

PLATINO and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

pay- Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders.

11.11 "-il-rrI! jai ,
"°:.,, -0.,....-._ • ... • 1 

, L__ 
: 1 INCUBATORS and

BROODERS.
1,•?!......0mt. ., :.• I q:disram ion guaran-
i, I t.. dor s otirmoney back.

110 - ,,, i.d to emits postage
limn Vane Poultry. Mr g i cat poultry book
j11,1 15,11151, e \ plaining remarkable guarantee
II olt 1 slii.li sc ',II.
It..1,..st. 1 s, ot a ..e.■ Ilrotonr Co., Box II 101. Bolt., , III,

RELIABLE

JOHN WOOLLETT

Wen
WalCloaker
10 MC Trade

Fine Repairing of
all descriptions.

Demagnetizing.

It  806
Columbus Memorial Building,

CHICAGO.

FREE. FREE. FREE.
EXTRAORDINARY iNoucEmEN rs to all

subscribers to the " Canadian Optician."
1.—A Het of nine Window Cards, 9 x 7, ill black

and white, on heavy glazed cardboard.
2.—Two Ophthalmic Charts in every natural

color, excellent for demonstrating, regular
price, $1.00.

3,—Sixty-three Common Sense Optical Ads.,
thirteen Jewelry Ads., giving suggest ions
for illustrations, type-setting, etc. They
are spectacle-selling talks.

4.—A eopy of all Advertising Booklet ex-
plaining the importance of vision, pheno-
mena of sight, eye defects, their remedy,
etc., told in plain language.

All the al,ove, together with lbe ' Canadian
Optician" or one year,sent on r 'e' I A' $1.00.
Address, "Canadian Optician,"

24 Adelaide Street West, Toronto, Canada.

A Merry
Xmas

and

A Happy
and

Prosperous
New Year

You eau make the year 1903 the most profit-
able of any you ever had, by attending our
college in January. To convince you read ad. on
page 1505. We teach all branches thoroughly
and practically. Send for our Prospectus ; write
to-day before you forget It ; it will give you 1.1,11
information.

The Philadelphia College of Horology,
Broad and Somerset Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa.
117. Schafer, 'rite

to all
our

Former
Students

and

Jewelers.

ADOLPH MUEHLMATT

Maker of Fine Tools and Dies tor mann
Lion Building, Filth and Elm Streets

High-Grade Metallic Work CINCINNATI, 01110 Monarch Engraving Blocks

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade.
Von can't afford to let your
watch work worry or annoy
you. Send it to US.

DEMAGNETIZING.

W. H. Craft,
319 Main Street, 23'uffa1o, N. Y.

The Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.
Manufacturers. Philadelphia.

Send for our New Catalogue.

1027 Columbia Ave.

301 MASONIC TEMPLE CHICAGO

Importers of PRECIOUS and IMITATION STONES
ROSE DIAMONDS DOUBLETS

OPALS WHITE STONES
PEARLS TURQUOISE

GARNETS Send for PriL 1. iNt ETC.

Constant Van Reeth

RECUTTING,
It EPA lit I NO

ANH

MATc11 I N(
A SPE( 'IA 1.T 1

IMPORTER aa
CUTTER d
ROUGH
DIAMONDS

FOR THE TRADE

509, 511 anD 513 RACE STREET

Cincinnati, Ohio

J. J. DONNELLY

GoTd arld 

eTecin..platvo
73 Nassau .St., New York

Send ins your card, and we will mail
you our price-list. It will pay you to look
at our prices before sending your plating
elsewhere.

ESTABLISHED ISsa.

Foot-Power Lathes.
Correct in principle.

High grade tools Elegant in design.
I. Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made.
This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is

admirably adapted for the heavier work of watchmakers
and jewelers. Send for our Catalogue.

We also make a line of Screw•Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing.

W. F. & John Barnes CO.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Ill.

ILiassoi,Bros4
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OP

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
Watches 

NEW YORK
100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

FAVORENE
TRADE-MARK.

Makes hard soldering as easy as soft
soldering. Will flow 14 K. Solder on
8 K. goo 's WITHOUT the use of borax.

( FLUX,
Three in One -,' ANTi-oximzER.

t PICKLE.
Preserves the temper and color of gold.

Parts to be soldered need not be cleaned
or tilled and requires lit t IP heat for solder
to flow.
Contains no acid. W II not rust tools.

(11$
FAVOR E N

SOLDERING GOLD

Price, 2 oz. Bottle, 35 cents.

For soldering Gold, Silver, Gold titled,
Alumnieo, Brass, Nickel, etc.

Pat. Oct. 28, 1902.

Obtained through any jobber.

Manufactured by

Wayne Jewelry Co.,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

REMOVESTARNISH
instdnayi

Cut size,

FRED. A. HASKELL,
Letter, Jewelry and Souvenir

ENGRAVER
ROOM 1, 206 WEY 8055E7 ST,,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

WEDDING INVITATIONS
VISITING CARDS

AT HOME. Fl*CEPTION. BREAKFAST CARDS. ETC.

MONOGRAMS Ann CRESTS ON WATCHES
550 FIN E J EW ELRY co ,Mr TRADE
FRANK LAU, ENGRAVER

722 SANSOM STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ELK TEETH
WHOLESALE.

Sent on smoo iIII to reliable
manufacturing jewelers.

L. W. STILWELL,
Deadwood, South Dakota.

100 000
American Watches have
Abbott's Patent Stem
Winding Attachment

A few more KEY-WINDERS are still in use
Send them to us and MAKE A FEW

DOLLARS FOR YOURSELF
HENRY ABBOTT, 9 Maiden Lane, New York

The Crohn Patent Safety Guard.

For Scarf Pins, 
Aye: El -1•,-4:0 1 le

\....,

/1

studs and lame
Pins. The most practical and only ad.
justable oue iuvented. Price, $1.50 per doz. For
sale by all whulesalejewelers and material houses.
Sample by mail,25c; in 10 K. gold, 75c; 14 K.,$1.00
M. OROHNotsr.&noir..48&50Maiden Lane,N.Y.

Sweep Smelters

and

Assayers

MEMBER
AMERICAN
HOROLOGICA
SOCIETY

S-4)

25 John Street,

New York.
WORP:S

28-32 Cumberland Street,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

1114TAHITsfirp .10 YEARS

.6 • • Aaiaqin,

EXPERT
WATCHMAKER

50 the Trade

103 STATE STREET

CHICAGO

Chronometers and Complicated Watches
REPAIRED FOR THE TRADE

1 teach adjusting in a thoroughly modern
way. M v course permits but one student at a
time. Write me for particulars and terms.

Miniature Portraits
on Watch

Dials
Caps,

Porcelain,
Etc.,
Also in
Colors.

Send five
2-et. stamps
for a beau-
tiful sample
wat eh dial
and
price-I jet.

CARMAN ART CO.

115 Dearborn St., CHICAGO.

Small Advertisements
No advertisement II1Serted for less

than 25 emits.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, 'EMCEE CENTS per word.

Under a11 headings except "Situations
Wanted," 'Ill REE eENTs per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viation,: CO111111114 WOrds,a1141 are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display other than two-line initial 111 ter.

To insure insertion iiiiii ley 11111s1 tic-
C 11:11.3' all orders for :Ma ertisementa,
and copy  t reach us toil later than
the '5.111t of each  iii for insertion in
tile following mold ION Issue.

If answers are to he forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The rent name and address of every
advert i ,,i lust !ICC patty the copy of
the ad ve r I isement.

Advert kers who are 11111t subscribers
Mast Send 15 CP1ItS (SIIeril11 issues 23
vents) if t bey desire a copy of the paper
in their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender thn heeding, ON F. I F VI per word, for Ilirat

twenty-II, Nord.. AddltIond not nod n.herlketnents,
iii Ithlt CENTS per word. So tollerawmenl Inberled
for Ivo. then 25 rents.

1 NIA K El:jeweler, engraver a1111 grad-
uate optician. Young man, with tool,,

well experienced. Can give first-class rel.,.
" I, 45," care 1:e■;stone.
rxrEirr watelintalit]r and optician, IS year,'
It exp. (two tools and 1 rail clew. Salary,
per week. " I. .17," care 1:eyst

ItY a good watell Jeweler
11 and salesman. Single, MT tools ; good

NVago,, S.15. limo! refs. Address to
•rh..n.., Nebr.- •

A GOOD watchmaker and engraver, with tools,
11. Jan. 1st. Exp. in driig store. Imek box 37,
Fairmount, Ind.
HY good watchmaker and salesman, fair en-
LI jeweler and optieian 20 years' exp.
Gettti refs. Have tools and trial 'ease. Box 187,
:%1 c Vail, Mo,

DY watchmaker, Jan. 10th; 10 years' exp.; own
Li tools, lathe, PIC. IN) ant engrave good
salesman and refs. Single, 20. Al.:. I ■ cars'
(Inn; store exp. Iowa or Nlinitesm m ei Salary
$15. _Ails Aver quick. l. Box 13,1 II u' talan, 111511.
piRsr-cf,Ass watchmaker tool jeweler. Ref.
T. present situation. State wages in lit,t letter.
Chas.C. Lamb, P.O. box 105, Valley lily, N. I Pak.
o0D watchmaker, optician and Itle-itiess

'I builder, 10 veers with present firm, will
I. ,tisider oftbrs erom firms wanting it good man
I, lake fall Charge. Illinois or Iowa. Box 375,
Lrie, ill.
PLAIN watchmaker and jewelry repairer about
I 2 years' exp.; good salesman ; best of ref.
Please let me hear at once. Alonzo Sturgell,
(lwingsville, Ky.
I, II II) salesman,watehmaker,.jeweler, engraver.

lief. Wages $12. I tr would like pliwe where
1 could have the rcplor work for taking care If
stock. W. A. Itobili,on, Hubbard, Iowa.
yoBEED 18 moil at bench ; an1 good sates-

111111" , OWI1 no bad habits. Can furnish
If refs., awl want job. It. E. Moore,

oith Center, Kans.
.A.TCH1IAKER, by Jan. 1st. Single man, 12

'' years' exp.; neater:tie salary. No engraver.
I mit, or Pennsylvania pref, Address, " i. S.,"

st, Broadway, I I 11.1 11IN HIP, 1

F t izs•r-c]..%:-.s engraver and
graduate optician. I I ■ ears' exp. Best of

ref. " 11 62," ear, Net stone.

(IOMPETEN'I' watchmaker, engraver and Jew-
(der desires situation after Jan. 1st. Young

man, 0 years' practical exp.; have fine refs.
Northwest or \Vest pref. Box 565, Salmon,
Idaho.
Hy practical jeweler, Jan. 1st. Al present with
" first-class house as manager of practical de-
partment and factory. Single, speak German.
Correspondence confidential. American. Ad.,
"C 53,' care Keystone.
THOROUGHLY competent refractionist, phor-

• 

oscopist and frame fitter. Regular graduate;
special course under one of the masters. Expert
on prescription work. National bank as refs.
71 South Church St., Bowling Green, Ohio.

HY first-class watchmaker and jeweler. Best
I, of ref. " F. W. S.," box 296, Shelton, t'onn.

OPT1CIAN—Opt. D.—experieneed, v• isle,  posi-
tion.  Refs. Address.," N II," care Keystone.

HY first-clam+ retail salesman, permaneet is tsi-
tion with lirmt-clasm house. Long exp, and

first-class refs. " D 37," care 1<eystone.

HY tirst-elass watchmaker and enartner, Ill
LI years' exp.; 10 years' exp. III .1111110 Il1)iii 11
grade railroad watches. 1;0011 ref, , u•tc.; hilar-
ried. Address, " 1) 40," care Keystoite.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

IAN. 1s1, l Ihhliui, 30, American, 1.;o0.1 engraver,
" diamond setter, watchmaker, optician, win-
dow dresser, stock displayer, jewelry repairer,
etc. Good luau if you want a hustler. own
tools, lathe, trial case, ophthalmoscope, etc.
Refs. exchanged. Texas, New Mexico or Cali-
fornia pref. .1. E. Baldwin, Shelbyville, Ky.
(IBA IHJATE and post graduate of Philadelphia
U Optical College. Exp. extending over 3
years ; has trial case, skiaseope and oplithal-
moseope—a practical fitter with tools. No bad
habits ; good ref. "Optometrist," Itichinowl-
ville, N. 'I.

'I 11,1 jeweler vrould like position as
ii ,jeweler and tissistlint watchmaker; good
salesman and or good " il 47," eine
leystone.

Jan. 10111, as watehmaker mid fair en-
Li graver. Inn repair clock, and jewelry if
necessary. I Is H Alp! I 1.111•11. Wages, 115
Ii, start. N11,1 pcinialo.111 voNitioo. "L 48,"
care

0.11 =I: Huh, all-arnumi 1111111 111 retail
..11,c1r■ ■11■11.., go,s1 NVerk imm, not expert in

;0,■ t, hi 1,511S 111111 111111 11. State wages
ill lir,' letter. New York state pref. "I., 49,"
care .tene.
VNI'l.1;11:N(Ill, traveling salt,nian, will] all

1,1,11.1i,111•4 1 I I Ii I in \\ ) iinnesota
and icaa, 11°1 I 1ti like I° owl, change Jail. 1st.
Willi 1;1-- p y lu aid uulu Ii 111,1160, or
mfg.', inc,. 1 all nuni,11 the best of

IfY eSis,ril .II!..11 1,lllilll, 01 pre sent having
eletn.te to optical depart mem ii first-class

je‘setry store. Also an experienced letter and
IllulIglillhi elignIVer. " I. :to," care Keystone.
IV All IIMAKFR and ellatl'a%er, 20 years' exp.,

fully Callable ot handling tine work. Best
of refs, from present and past enTioyera.

l ichigail Illinois or Indiana pref. ' B 95,"
care Keys'tone.
HY young num, 21 years of age, as salesman,
I, with chalice to learn t he trade, 4 years' exp.;
ref. "0 2," care K113 51011P.

1'01' NI I man, 28. g hull I address, as assistant with
tirst-e11189 watchmaker, graduate Philadel-

phia College or (Innis, 3 months' practice at
refracting and fitting at eye hospital. 1 all IIll
plain watchwork and tem elry repairing. Audi-
tions and industriens. 0 lige:, secondary to
instructions and ad al0entent on watch work.
"'I' 80," care Keystone.

HY good all-around watchmaker. Good set of
tools ; engrave some. Address, "Jeweler,"

528 Jackson Street, Sandusky, ollim

HY competent optician, call till good repairing ;

• 

want to finish trade. ov n tools and trial
ease; best of refs. "5 115," tare Keystone.

HY a first-class mfg. jeweler and diamond setter

▪ 

and general polisher. State salary in first
reply. I am no engraver. " L 27," care keystone.
VXPERT optician of many years' exp., a grad-
l nate or 2 optical colleges, well read on Medi-
cine and eye diseases; has $500 of up.to-dat 0
iri,tro meats. Will be open for proposition
.1:1 it. I.t. Salary, 325 ; or will purchase interest
ill gt od business. Dr.t'.W. Gray, Ittithveu, Iowa.

man, age 23, good salesman, well posted
I in optical business, would like position as
traveler by Jan. 1st.; best refs. "It 49," care
Keystone.
/TEST preferred, by expert optician and watch-
" maker. Ilave lest ease and tools; highly
recommended. '1120 weekly, or salary and com-
mission. F. 11. Nowe, Trinidad, CM,

25 years' exp., w ants position
1, with tonal house .1;111. 1:1111; Paeilic coast

Py11 
it

dNli:1ilorittIdlitresiilil'ing .. .1 . 1., 1 '1441,1'

("runt NII jeweler and diamond
III setter, 12 years' exp., . l refs., thoroughly
competent to take charge of shop. Also Al
WatelilintIcer and engraver. If', years' exp.; good
refs. Both 111•SiTI' 110511 iIII1S ill California, Los
Angeles pref., with firm that appreciates good
work. " It 90," 1.1111 1 Keyel tine

I I SA LESM A N wants po•iii,o. ill idly of about
it i .111,000, ihive had a \ ears at bench. Best
of refs. " NI 48," care 1:t. stone.

HELP WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

GOOD watchmaker and jeweler at once, en-
It graver preferred. Give ref& and all partic-
ulars first letter. H. J. Cone, Darlington, Wis.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and good en-
11 graver, 110111C knowledge in optics. Perma-
nent IsIsititm, single man pref.; Southwest.
S. stoic', Santa Fe, N. M.

q 11 I:ST-CLASS manufacturing jewelers, 2
- Mexican filigree workers. State ability,
character, ref. and salary expected in first letter.
Swath imiployment for right num. A. E.
tollairtt, Trinidad, Colo,

IAN. I, 1903, wait chillillte r, engraver, optician,
0 jeweler and salesman. Permanent position
II, a vompetent man. Slate salary and send

1 sample 11f engraving In 111,1 letter. Slax Oreeiter
Shelbyville, Ky.

(Con(inued on page 16.11)



ELP WANTED.

o.n aed from page 1613,
IV ADA! ■1 one that is thoroughly corn-
" petcni mot sober anti willing to work and
look after enip iyer's Interest ; to commence
immediately or not later than Jan. 1, 1903.
Wages from $12 to $15 per week. J. F. Sarratt,
Jr., Steubenville, Ohio.

HIRST-CLASS Jeweler. Give ref. Must own
tools, must be good salesman, must come at

once. 1V. H. Sutton (It Co., Wessington Springs,
s. Dak.

WANTED, at once, young Inall of 2 or 3 years'
" exp.

' 
of good habits, as clock and job work-

luau a and assistant salesman. G. W. Cameron,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.

L'IRST-CLASS watch repairer and engraver.
Steady position to the right man. Salary

$18 per week. Send ref. in Ii it letter to Roth-
stein & Lippman Bros., 5'29 Main St., Johns-
town, Pa.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver or watch-
" maker-jeweler. Single ,,,an pref. Must
own lathe. Refs. required, State salary with
board. W. Crago, 1619 Dryades, New Orleans.

AT .:olneseelaiiiirasuf,-icljaessalwr,at:e•hinia ::r, 5?unFitrahvaerz
own tools and some knowledge Int.;lianiond set-
ting. Permanent pesition to right twin. Salary
$20 per week, and more If deser. lug. S. B.
Frauk &Co., Ilto.ena, Ark.

VOUNG man as watchmaker and jeweler, at
once. State age, exp., ref and salary.

0. C. Zaumseil, Webb City, Mo.

VXPERIENCED traveling RalCSIIIIIII for a line
Ii of up-to-date rings or a manufacturing
house, for Western territory. " 0 22," care
Keystone.•

By Jun. ,s1. watchmaker, Jeweler anti engraver.Permanent position for right 1111111. Send
photo. and sample of engraving and refs., and
Mate salary in tirst letter. C. D. MeElvain,
Red Oak, Iowa.

FIRST-CLASS watchmakers for all-around
watch repair work, Jan. 1st te• at tnwe. Send

ref., sample balance staff and state wages
wanted. Steady work to right parties. " B 90,"
care Keystone.

WATCTIM A K ER and plain engraver, with
" tools. Sober, reliable. 12no. State
lowest salary. \I I Conley, Louisa, K V.

THAvELKIt IF Middle West. Watelles and
L general line. Tr:ole established. Good
thing for right man. 16." care Keystone.

l'OUNG man :ts assistant watchmaker and
lt salesman, nio is out afraid or Svm.k. (Mod
chance I r ad vaneement and it,, interest in the
business te the right party ir de,dred. Perma-
nent posit ion. I j Ye fu 11 particulars and photo.
in _first letter. II. I,. 'Morrison. Pittsburg._ Kane,

AT once, watchmaker and jen eler, unmarried,
tl possessing 'eels. NItin with seine drug txp.
pref. Permanent position. State salary. Chas.
A. ( ook, Oelievedan. 11/11,1.

aoor) watchmaker, optician, plain engraver
U and all-around man Si once. Steady position
right man. State refs. and salary expected.
O. E. Coon, Lowell, Mass,

AT once, practical watchmaker and jeweler.
Li Permanent la c.it het : salary $15. One who
engraves pref •1 1: A leX1111111.1.; Tracy, Minn.

TEADY all-around loan, good watch, clock
S., and jewelry n.l.airee, fair engraver, for
Northern Illinois. Permanent position for
right man and chance for advancement. Send
photo., samples of engraving and state salary
expected in first letter. " I i :IS." care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, plain engraver;
" moderate salary. .\ .•l I s. ol ter, Lebanon,N.H.

A GOOD watchmaker, jobbing jeweler and en-
a graver by Jan. 15th, OE Feb. I, 1903, Steady
employment to right matt. Ot•rman-American
or Scandinavian pref. One who can wait on
trade if necessary. Salary, $16 per week to
start. Send photo. and samples of engraving.
Must come well reisionniendeil. " Q 4," care
Keystone.

t T once, a good watchmaker and salesman who
tt can engrave. Permanent position ; salary,
$12. H. E. McCoy, Battle Creek, Mich.

HEFORE early in January, a first-class practical
experienced optician, who is also an engraver.

Estberg & Sous, Waukesha, Wis.

VALESMAN, optician and engraver, at once,
L' far is•ritittnent position ; watchmaker pref.
Send slissIs , age and salary wanted i willing to
pay what is right to good man. In State of
Yen IHylvania, near Philadelphia. " R 67," pare

WATCHNIA K ER, jeweler and engraver. Good
wages to the right man ; permanent posi-

tion. None but experienced man need ajiply.
Place open .Ian. 1st. Address, W. H. Keene,
Anderson, S. C.

AT once, first-class watchmaker, engraver and
11 optician, single. to work on commission.
Good proposition for right man. Apply with
ref. " 1V 30," care Keystone.

llY Feb. lot, ninti that can do first-class work in
I, (dock and jewelry rt.puiring, engraving sun!
tdoek-keeper. Salary, $75 per month. Send ref.
and photo, " C 54," care Keystone.

HELP WANTED.

AT once, good all-around watch and Jewelry
repairer, also engraver. State salary and

give refs. Ad., No. 152 lock box, Wilson, N. C.

WATCHAIAKER and engraver ; good, quick
IT workman ; permanent position. Wages $20.
Ehrichs, jewelers, Lynchburg,Va.

IFTER Feb. 1, 1903, a lirst-class watchmaker.
e capable of taking charge of Al watch

beard. Will pay best- wages; 110 cheap man
Heed apply. Most Ion or good habits. permit-

or 30,000—Western Penn-
SVIVallia. 1'1111.y of $25,000. Address,

i•ate Scribner A Loehr, 143 Euclid Ave.,
Cleveland, ;MM.

A LESNIAN wanted by wholesale .jewelry

▪ 

house. State territory, etc. " 7. 7," can•
Keysttme.

It: \V EI.ER and engraver. (mood salary and
0 permanent imsit ion for first -class man. I bas.
W. CtanIzs)iaw, \Vhilehall St., Atlanta, (la.

1V,V1111:\1.\ NEN, jeweler and druggist, eons-
,' relent  its tido' eharge ol jewelry and also
tilift,a(tk„se,,Iniiirytts;:lf ■ 

55 ivgisliiiii. 

111;1..nti.tyln‘•\1.1.1.I

Itutliven, 10,a.

TIIIIEE first-class S:111,10011 EDE a 11110 11111.1 sf
hand-painted chi ea : 1.01 .011. far

M idd Is, \Vest : tom for SolitInddi sltatcs. •Can
sell alone TIE It 011111100his Willi 01/11.1'

,a11,1111.11 selling a line of cut glass and
acquainted n Mt the jesvelry 11101 fill, ell ilia
trade. il a riallgenlellIS Will he leads..
.\5111ress. •• \V. .\ Co.," room 601 ditinolous
Nlemorial Building', Chicago.

.1•15 I !VI \ K Ell. :it once; cod' Mi, can en-
s graNc stc:01.‘ position. Stale salary ex-
pooled awl send i sslslsss  engraving ill first
let ter. chas Erbei. Texarkana, Texas.

n(g)i) ii iisIiisial. si jsuisttV jobbei . window-
u dresser, good salesman ; lieS1-1411778 refS.
flood salary to,Iright.inan. Jano.s NI. Saunders,
60.0N. SecomilStreet, Philadelphia.

WANTED.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

L•\. I It y kind „r g.,1,1 and silverware,,jeweirN,
I., watches, platinum. Nlarket value paid. Sent
by express or registered mail. Price not Sal iS-
f;u•tory, I will return ;ill articles. J. L. Clark,
reflect' and sweerinelter or gold and silVI'll 11,-
tablislied 1870), (27 SallS0111 SI., l'1111:1,1,111111.1.

110 buy, lathe and engraving netelttne. 11..1.
1 Cone, Darlington, Wis.

CAPI'VAL wanted for the est a 1.1 ish mew rst -
class jewelry installment bit,itiess. Hale

had broad esp. In and thIll'istigh
it very successful system. Can furnish reliable
refs. "U 45," care K stone

IltIAL case. Tell it all in 111,1 letter. 2S1
I'llestnut Street, Nleadville, Pa._

Y 111h, small dotthle-door lire-tinter saW ;
I, weight su i„,o t .....nota or 3000 pounds. 1.otal, N.
1too,4,, cara,o., ills, Ill.

Erx je \vele'', lath ne, cost terha, ft.
S

o
anti fout-svi1001. M0,1 I. in good condition

and cheap. I'. II. Eno, Zillah, Wash.

SECB°01'in 1:Nesioli;nvkig,‘Iy.'oligo!'.1‘" Puns)"

11'11,1. lathe anti all tools 111:11 s
" aml ,je,veler shoold ■
17:110 10 " .105i 010E," 110111101l 5 III

FOR SALE.
UNOLF1 TH, “F 751PCIE CENT% 1.C11 WORE).

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

1E1\1.1,1:1• store, good, clean :dock. 15:on III-

" 11;11111:111N, ,11,1.k and li a i si is 5 11515100 ,;'201_111
Wiii10111 Imliday goods. No elquo,it We. Fine
climate. Cash Only. C. kinson, (harden
City, Kans.

IEWELRY store. M. G. Van Loan, Grand
9 Meadow, Minn.

IEWELRY store in town of 700 ; good location,

• 

no opposition ; good reason for selling.
Stock and fixtures will invoice about 8500. For
particulars address, 11Ini. Hines, Jr., West
Salem, Ohio.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures for $411100 cash.
Will inventory $4000 to $4500. Owner wishes

to retire. Good business, plenty of work, low
rent, good location. Pop., 129,896 ; adjoining
Pittsburg, Pa., with 321,616 pop. Henry Maier,
914 Federal St., Allegheny, Pa.

HOW is your health? Have you to live in a
n mild, healthy climate? Are you satisfied to
clear $125 per month as a start, and be your own
boss. Have you $2500 in teeth? glien buy me
out. I came from the North flat broke and
sick ; I have now 612,000 in real estate in this
cily a,i Whiell I eau live comfortable—going Iuu
110 - as II• you want Si laisiness on the principal
street ■d• the Malt Itie,t eit) in the [Mon, write
immediately to E. F. I ege.ts, 2o E. Broughton
Street, Savannah, Ga. Don't write unless you
got the cash. I ant a tams, that's why I got
tlw dough—and my customers are t raineil to it.
Minsk IlliS as it 111111 you won't have to
stick to the bench long. Enclose stamped
envelope for answer,

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

1,1, ■ 151 ■5. ,tore, North Missouri
it 1,,ix i issl:'111115 s stock mid fixtures 82500.
Wathash raill.ael division and large normal
school in II, I 5 s wit. Owner has saved $10,000
front this stole in it short time. Want to move
South only reason for selling. Address, A. T.
Ray, Gallatin, 310.

/WE of the most prosperous retail jewelry
v establishments in the Southwest, located in
U growing young city, is for sale. The best of
reasons given for selling. Stock tbout $25,000;
can be reduced. We mean business and this is
a snap. Address, M. F. Barger & Co., 103 State
St riot , Chicago.

7r, CENTS on the dollar buys well-established
I u bitstiness (good-will included), up-to-date
stock—principally diamonds, gold jewelry,
watches, t•tit glass and sterling goods. Does a
line optical business. Stock $20,000 ; fixtures
(modern) $3000 ; tools $300. Healthy Soutlwrn
town of 25,000 inhabitants. Would take half
cash, and balance in tininciunhered income-
bearing business prtiperty at salon iliseount as
I give on stock. "ii ill," care Ks, stone.

HWINII to the tleattli of :NI, W. Adams, of the
I t ern, m. W. . \ (I:III, A 1 .51., its, iss,h 11111
11X1Ileg,, together ith Icasc, ,1 ill he sold. It is
this 1111';2,1,1 1111,1 Is je,..1e■ •1015 LII VE11110111,
/11111 11.0.1 i101.11 11 .10,011'1 ...till,. 21 Evill'S.
Till' 1111,1' 11.1, :11.0111 I 11,1, 10 11111, 11 ills 1110
1/1/111111 14.5 ).'ars Inure. II. . \ slants, attorney,
Intrlitigton. Vt.

iD opening for a part y with about $5000.
Clean, new stock of jewel ry, cut glass, china,

etc. Cash receipts ?or Piot, $8000. Finest
climate for all pulmonary troubles. "S 64,"
care Keystone.

0041K, tools, materials and fixtures in Bakers-
"' field, Cal. Largest oil fields hi rilited States.
Fine climate, no snow ; 300 days sunshine in
year. l's sit. 8000, and ii hI I v growing. Invoice
about $5000 ; no old shwIt. Bench work average
$125 per month. Reason for selling, interests in
IL:ast demand attention. A. 11. Grenell.

!distil:1) jewelry business in manufac-
lt luring city of 22,000 pep. in New York State.
Best local ion iii y. S50011 stock and fixtures
at an 1.111/1.111101S discount. Everything up to
date. If IleCOSSary will eedulee stock or sell fix-
tures separately. Other lousiness necessitating
my at ten t ion. " It 47," ca re Keystone.

JENVELItY, optical, brit-a-brae store;
eount v seat. Best ceo my southwestern

Pep airs atoll e1die:11 101,i0ess Intim
thin. its eXpellSeS, P,O. .2000, N. hrokers or
isisi ionects. " I. 1)." 1,1E0 K0,111111.

--
l'1iiiti_t'\lNii jen cll.\ afore fer sale, business
11 established in ls..41;' %VII hill late bloc!: (if (lie
I loon stoekyards on Si busy thorouglifaire.
1..sea I 5, si it, in,insistios for Ow Nlieltigan l'entral

i I wa■ . tsd 'a rs, r ill rii is s125 a month; rent
on I s22 a month, including 5 living rooms in
the rear of t115• III health OR cause of
slllii. 1:1111111 l'11,11 Will take the phiee after
Jan. Isl. .\ ddress, It Lindquist, S22 \V. Forty-
third Street, Chicago, Ill.

11.; \V EIJI Y, millinery and musk, store com-
e billed. Its,,. 2153, . \ rton, 10Wg. _

is"f ER Jail. tat will sell jewelry business in
.1 hest farming district in \Vest Tennessee.
Stoek Will $4000 ; can reduce. In town
of 25011. \V ill sell tar rent store and fixtures ;
mi competition. Reason for selling, failing
eyes. .\ mood thing for the man with the
money._ Addre_st,_,12,11:;1_11ent, Martin, Tenn.

j'x acc5mtit of death of owner, Aoek, tools and
ii \lure,: invoice *265 ; issip, 700. Best part

of kan..,: Ilva rest workman 16 miles. A good
workman till small capital Call make money ;
all the work 1 man can do. "5," care F. 1V.
Hunt, Burlingame. Kans.

V ICIV ore Ion i Jewelry stock, Pie., for sale
.1 on terms 10 suit. Aboul $3000. Idaho Im-
pro V01111111 Cll., El111110ii, 111:1110.

VsTA 111.1S11 El) first-class, tip-to-date, newly-
!s furnished option) sten.; hest location, Brook-
lyn. Oood prf`SCription trade ; good grinding
plant ; full stock. Sickness, cause selling.
Price, $3000 cash. Address, Edwards, P. O.
box 43, Brooklyn, N. Y.
HOOD-PAYING jewelry store in city of 8000,
U Northern Illinois. Up to date in every re-
speet. A lump for SOIlle one. Invoice about
$4000 ; can reduce. Address, "D 39," care
Keystone.
IEW EERY and drug stock in a thriving West-
" ern lowa town of 1000 inhabitants. Good
railroad center ; have watch inspection. Yearly
sale,: about tl 2000. Good reasons for selling,
s.ti 2 i, ear,. Keystone.
IIN F.-11A LI interest in leading jewelry store in

• 

Nort Is Texas town of 7000 pop. Capital
tx .951i c.I list ween $1500 and $3000. " v,"

Kis■
Is: W t1.tl V More ; stock consisting of regular
jewelry line, china and cut glass, musie and

musical instruments, with patent medicines on
one side of store, with books, stationery and
sundries. Doing a big business in a good,
growing town. Address, Edwin 11. Talbott,
Brooklyn, Iowa.
1E1VELRY and optical Iniminens. Stock and
11 fixtures will invoice about $2000. Town of
about MOO ill corn and wheat belt of Northern
KRIM& 11004 SC1100111; 6 churches. No opposi-
tion, " G 24," care Keystme.

FOR SALE.

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

AN old-established litisiness with good trade at
La your OWII price. " The longest pole knocks
the persimmon." It will not take it very long
pole either, as stoelt is reduced purposely. Other
interests and my determination to sell will give
some one a big bargain. Better come and
investigate or address at once, J. W. Cooper,
Salem, Ind.

$27cA CASH buys good-paying .jewelry bust-uu nese in growing New England town
of 4000. No other stock in town. Net profits
this year, $2000. Good reason for selling.
"II 63," care Keystone. 
ABOUT $2000 cash takes an Al jewelry, optical
11 and repair business in lively Western New
York town. Must go quick ; an opportunity to
reap the Christmas harvest. " D 41," care
Keystone. 

AFTER January, a first-class jewelry store inNorth Dakota, or would sell one-half interest
to a Iirst-class watchmaker, engraver anti grad-
uate optician, A good opening for a young
man with $1500. For further particulars inquire
" P 51," care Keystone.
HNLY optical office in growing town of 13,000
u (Massachusetts) ; clears $20 and over weekly.
Price $400. Don't write unless you have the
CF1811. Good reasons for selling. " F 87," care
Keystone.

8250 "Lvs stock, fixtures; including safe;
I on ly jeweler in town of MOO inhabitants ;

bench ivork $75 to $100 a neintli. Address,
"J. Heller," 601 Columbus 1Nleteerial Building,
Ch Mug°.

I :NV ELRY and optical busies-, : county seat
51 1600 pop., lowa. Invoice a hoil t $1/400 ; can
red.+. Llegant room, loa 1,11I, nothing bet-
ter on Ilse market. "Il  nt, sass Is ct slone.

FOR SALE.
UN DER1H5SHEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

WATCHMAKER'S outfit : W11111111 bench, Web-
ster lathe and foot-wheel, I cs sk, I laills slak-

ing tool, 2 crystal cabinete, material cabinet,
watch sign, etc. For sale cheap for wand of
use. Outfit cost about $350. Milchsack, room
609, 54 Maiden Lane, New York.
HENEVA retinoscope, duplex base, new, cost
u 867.50 ; will take $45. " h. 25," care Keystone.

IA IS's trial ease, slightly used. Only
" $20. Bartlett, 221 North Ninth St., Phila-
delphia.
1 NEW Cleviland combinatimi tandem, coaster

brake, (I. sIt .1. tires ; a No I 1., NVIlileomb
lathe, 10 ...hocks 40-pound foot H heel, walnut
bench ; tiliI buys'betteli, lathe and WhccI. A180
1 fine violin ; cost l7loti, E. I . Chamberlin,
Denison, Iowa,
A C031PLICTE eel of watchmaker's Isods fit
11 good condition ; send list on application.
Address, %V. P. Cleary A CO., 01101i, Ill.
AT sacrifice, 1 best Audio:lair triat case, com-
a plete; edge grinder, is  lathe. Bargain.
Rev. E. W. Robinson, Pastor, M. IC. Church,
Phillipsville, Erie Co., Pa.
(lEsI11()NOMI..11..It, John Bliss & milers
II 4-inch dial, 7-inch case, first-class condition.
Prise, CII811. C. M. Wallace, Hunt ington,
1V. Va.

• 

III( iN show-casc stands for 8 or le-feot show
(qv., ; $2.75 each. II. K Sict ”y , Battle

t'reek. AI kit.
1(111 N PoOLE, 43/-dial, chronometer ; good

'I condition, excellent timepiece. Price, :855.
John Al. Bredt, No. 57 1Vashington St., Chicago.
HRENTICE retinoscope, with duplex base;

kle like new. V. AV. Grumman, 583 S. Mead
Street, Zanesville, Ohio.
ATHIC, with fine set of chucks. Address,
u "8 66," care Keystone.
fijIhAP, one large Diebold fire and burglar-
y proof jewelry safe, 37 inches deep, 72 Inches
high, 53 inches wide ; double steel doors, anti-
dynamite lock-2 combinations. Address,
A. fluelsmann, 523 Main St., Fond du Lac, Wis.

11111CAP, first-class watchntaker and optician's

• 

outfit complete, comprising It full stock of
all kinds of tools and materiel. Everything a
watchmaker and optician wants, with books of
instruction, etc. I triginally eost over $800. Ad-
dress, 1006 Rehm:lit St reef, Portland, Oregon,

IVO. 0 OCULISTS' trial sets, costing from Vette
II $72, according to style of box. The No. 0 ocu-
lists' set contains the following lenses: 85 pairs
each, + and— sphericals ; 22 pairs of cylinders,
each + and — ; 16 prisms from /12° to 400;
disks, colors and extra lenses. All  the above
are mounted in solid rims, Leerily gilded and
silvered. 1 No. 201 revolving trial frame, ex-
tension temples, and 1 half open No. 261 2-cell
frame ; also 1 ophthalmic cabinet, all in use 2
months, with full stock lensem anti fames
amounting to about $350. We will sell vomplete
outfit with trial case, eigns, etc., to cash buyer
for $250. Schaul May, 4 AVhitchall St., At-
lanta, (1a.

A GRUEN watches at half price: 3 12 size,
open-face, 14 K., Baseine • 1 16 size, open-

face, 14 K. engine-turned. Will sell move-
ments at half price, eases ['tweet. All in perfeist
condition certificates with eavh. We do this,
as we llaVe another watch which we are push-
ing. Write for part lett lars. Slinurds, A delick
& Teufel, State and Randolph Sts., Chicago,

FOR SALE.

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT.

otiF,Ap, :t wall eases, show cases, rtgulator,
Li National cash register and large fire and
burglar-proof safe. Will sell together or sep-
arate. Address, A. Melamine u, 523 Alain Street,
Fond du Lac, Wis.
paws retino-skiameter, new cost $45 ; will sell
U for $80 on account of sickness. " P 50,"
care Keystone.
TRIPLE-GEAR power NO. 4 rolling mill, OH-
L ver's, new, flat and ...I ring rolls, 24 x 4 ;
improved hand wire rolling null, I tliverrs, 214
x 3, new—both above with indent liBinglleviees;
hand rolling mill, x 2, old style, 1101,1/liver ;
blue double-action Coles revolver, new, 45 cal.;
hand dynamo plating outfit ; large watch model,
6-inch balance wheel ; lapidary power grinding
machine, for 2 laps up to IS inches ; pair jewel..
el''S scales ; Detroit combination gas machine.
A. E. Colburn, Trinidad, Colo.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

\IA NU FACTURE:11S or others, what have you
al in jewelry, watches er novelties, ol,i. or
new style, to trade for Eastern n.al estate?
Good stock value, 87000 to $9000. AV. I'. Oliver,
1427 A isquith St., Baltimore, Md.

HOOD, well-Improved Missoutl farm, sn Iowa
ul line, to trade for stock of Jewelry. Write
price, etc., to L. A. Flesher, Jetferson, Iowa.
HAVE patent will trade for Jewelry store. T. B.
Ii Custer, Pricetown, Ohio.
I YEARS' complete KEYSTONES to trade for
10 a good watch or second-hand watches.
Ad., Farrington, the jeweler, Saranac, Mich.
HRANCIS engraving machine on stand, types
I and attachments, all in work fug enier. First
man that sends draft for $25 machine will be
sent. Will trade for music box or stock. 0. S.
Ellvin, Marquette, Kans.
HAVE 7 40-acre tracts lying in a body in
Southern Sheridan County, Nebr., held under

school land lease from the State of Nebraska
which rune to 1924. All good grazing land and
well located. I will exchange all or a portion
of this land for good, clean stock of Jewelry.
Box 104, Laurel, Nebr.
A FRESH, up-to-date stock ofjewelry consist-

ing of everything in jewelry lino for real
estate or city property. Address, " L 44," care
Keystone. 
HINOCULAR neutralizing optometer, $150

strument, for good shotgun. A. J. Potter,
Lebanon, N. 11.

80ACRES land ill Central NebraNka for smallstock Jewelry or dry goods. " Callender,"
Emmett, Idaho. 
HOUNDING-PP machine, with cutters ; very
IL large One Universal lathe, about 500 gres.,
watch glasses, large astronomical telescope on
tripod, with finder, essli,tial eye pieces or I :d
and 250 times, terrestrial 65-sun glass. Co-t
5175; made by Mogey. W ant watches, ,
optical goods or oplo Irditionieter, motor eys
1,. Eltrich, 1107 Main st., Lynchburg, Va.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

W II 0 LICSA LE winch house, established 35
IT years, wish to take an agency for first-class
American watch manufacturers for Great Brit-
ain and Colonies. L'ndeniable refs. Apply,
J. Blanckeninte & Co.. 48 Frederick St., Bir-
mingham, England. 
IEWELRY store for rent ; possession March
O 25th. $20,000 worth of business a year—
tenant has made a fortune. Best location in
city. Privilege for sale to best bidder ; $100
rent per month If desired, stock and fixtures
can be purchased. "Opportunity," box 96,
Wilmington, Ill.
RE sure and read ad. in Business Notices.
su North Shore Mfg. Co.
HIRM manufacturing special line, calling upon
C best Jewelry trade throughout Canada, de-
sires reliable nide line on commission. Address,
"Commission," 53 Gloucester St., Toronto,
Canada.

A PRACTICAL jeweler can secure half interest
It in drug and Jewelry business and a new
cottage. Business now doing $8000 cash annu-
ally. Best stand in county in Central Indiana.
$2000 required. " A 25," care Keystone.

BUSINESS NOTICES.
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD.

HERE is your (silence. Mr. Jeweler, Wateli-
n maker or Clerk. Photographs on watch
cases, china, silk, linen, etc. Our chemicals ens I
full instructions will show you how to do this.
work. and do it right. Price, $1.00 for full Oa t fit ,
enough to do 100 Jobs. Can you make a better
Investment? Send 2e. stamp for particulars and
full instructions. For sale by jobbers. North
Shore Mfg. Co., P. 0. Box 166, Lynn, Mass.
WHY not send me your watch cases that need
" repairing? Can replace any part of a case.
G.F.Wadsworth,Silversittithe'BIdg.,Chicago,I11.
IV A. WOODCOCK'S School, Winona. Minn.,
" • has true merit. Established 15 years;
hundreds of successful graduates. You can get
the very best Amerlean and Europeati methods
here, Modern and up to date,

BUSINESS NOTICES.

Ilorological School, the oldesst and hest
It known school for watchmaker,, gives you
practical training in watch repairing, engraving
and entice. Our graduates are tilling the best
positions with the trade. Address, for cata-
logue, Elgin Horological Sehool, ICigin, Ill. 

VA: are looking for a good, reliable tirm to do
your watch work. Here is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to the trade, 802 Colum-
hue Memorial Building, Chicago. 

9 PUPII.S to complete class in our corre-
spondenin course in Jewelry engraving.

Learn at home. We furnish tools and mitterhd.
Three months' emirse, $15. 111inneupolis School
of Engraving, 111 :Lumber Exchange, 51inne-
apol is. 

IIAVE you an old English watch case vou wantchanged into American stem-wind? If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G. F. Wadsworth, Sli verenti I Its' Bldg. , Chicago,I11.
IVIIERE to receive the highest casit price for
" every kind or gold and silver. Renner of
sweeps, filings, boishings, polishings, every-
thing containing gold anti silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. .1. 1.. I dark (established
187))1, 727Sansont Slave!, Philadelphia, Pa. Send
by Mail er express ; pi mem Itttentien

In! E National College of Indies, 1•5•51ar
Iowa, is titfering Is n14111111' 92.1 correspond

(MOP COO Sit•  t,tss is l iii s7 siis,nrollment oicl
$3 W11011 ready for fine lithographed diploma,
emiferring the degree '' doctor of optics.- 11118
college is fully invorporitled. Write for l'ree -
" club rate" circular.

Elgin Watch Repairing School has someL special inducen.vitts le offer to those who wish
to learn the watchinetkeis• t rade in a thoroughly
practical manner iii the least possible time, and
at very low terms. Add re,,s, for information,
the Elgin Horologieal Sishigil, Elgin, III
HPTICI A NS aTI-Cljiwelets, as stamp for "freeU lesson " that will lead to ail increase in your
inc,,iti si rrom $5 le S2) per week. Address,
The Chieago sellout of inlolialinic Science and
Mental 'llterapeuties, Chicago, III.

HOLD and silver-pl..; ing, satin tinish,engraving,
U engine-turning, everything in the line of
watch ease repairing. 5;. E. Wadsworth, silver-
smiths' Building, I 1 s S .1g55.

TilE ()Inaba Watch Repairing, Engraving and
Institula gives an up-to-date and

thoroughly practical yourse, fitting young men
for good-paying positions, and it is universally
acknowledged as one of the hest of its kind. in
all the years of our st•hool experience we have
yet to learn of one dissatisfied student W110 110S-
seamed a fair ability anti applied himself while
in attendance. NVe have with us old experi-
enced 5,51.kmen who plaint they would not take
live hundred dollars ft.er what they have learned
of 11, ill one or i WO months. Their past experi-
ence enables them to judge as to the advantages
of a thorough training. 'rite fer particulars.
11r. Tarbox A I. e ion

pEA.RLs poircHAT,„If a customer shoo Id bring you any Diamond
Isr Pearl Jewelry to sell, and you do not care to
buy it yourself, send it to
CHAS. S. CROSSMAN & CO.
3 Maiden Lan, New York,
where you eau have an immediate Cash Offer.
 Established 1880 

P11 IeleA St 2.00

FAY'S IMPROVED OPTOMETER.
The most accurate test ler hyperopia, myopia,

astigmatism end press.Is.i s spin, without the assist-
ance l)f trial lenses. For $5.00 we teach you
" the Fay system of prescribing lenses" by cor-
respondence. Second-hand instruments of all
makes for sale. The book, " New Methods in
the Science of Fitting Glasses," 25e.

W. G. FAY MFG. CO.,
.1.1.1)ing Opticians. 178 Broadway, New York.

801111ilif
Spoons

of any locality.

CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

HAIR CHAINS...
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER.
Cleo. 811:01-7RIE.'0,

78 State Street, C11ICA00.
Send for Illustrated Price-List,

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty.
I give close,personal attention to repairs sem me.
Prompt hes. is, heolIss. siiti (Or my print, .1
Priec-List, s hiclo is fro c Issi the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.. CHICAGO

SAID AND DONE
Aner es, r■ Haug has been .atiti, this

school is still die best on account of what
it has titao.

Circulars free.

Canadian Nonlogical Institute,
H. R. PLAYTHER,

DIRECTOR.
116 East King Street,

Toronto. Ont.

Display advs., 82.50 per inch per column.
Smallest adver. inserted, one inch.
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BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The presentation of the various Keystone publications as Christmas 
gifts

has reached the dimensions of a trade custom. And so practical a custom

merits cultivation. The optical treatises shown above are the favorites with

the book-givers. Fathers, and sometimes mothers, present them to their sons,

employers to their employees. They are useful, sensible gifts that show the

right kind of interest on the part of the donor, and they are appreciated

accor(lingly.

Physiologic Optics Tscherning ) $3.50 (14s.

The Optician's Manual, Vol. I. $2.00 (8s.

The Optician's Manual, Vol. II. $2.00 (8s.

7d.) Skiascopy $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

4d.) Ophthalmic Lenses ( Prentice) $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

4d.) Record Book of Optometric
Examinations $1.00 (4s.2d.)

Any or all of the books will be sent prepaid to any part of the world 
on

receipt of price stated above.

THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

ecembet
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BOUT now you are at the season when a

NEW CENTURYwould be giving you
service and paying for itself at the same time.

The NEW CENTURY proposition is the best one you ever had, and the reason is

obvious—you are going to have engraving to do as long as you remain in business, and

whether you do it by hand or send it away the increasing demand makes the cost to you

greater every season.

The NEW CENTURY will do this engraving at less than half present cost, and as it

is built to last a lifetime is absolutely sure to pay for itself.

Ever think of it in that way before ?

There is still time for you to have a machine for Holiday trade.

We have a number of machines made ready for late corners and we can ship

immediately.

You may figure that you are too busy to attend to it, or too far away from us to

receive the machine in time for December trade, but even so you will have lots of

engraving " left over " which will come in after January ist, and the machine ordered now

will be in your store in time to take care of it.

Besides, you will be starting the New Year with a NEW CENTURY, which means

better service and increased profit for 1903-16 cents per day pays for the machine—

don't you think you can get that much engraving to do ?

Terms are $do or $20 down and $5 or $io per month, as you prefer.

If you are in a hurry, order by telegraph or special delivery letter.

THE EATO GLOVER CO. 1 87 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK CITY.



The Live Jeweler's last thought
in the year Nineteen Hundred
and Two
' Have I enough Keystone Cases
in stock to prove my claim that
I am a Live Jeweler?"

The measure of the business sense of the
Jeweler, and the gage of the Jeweler's

sense of his moral responsibilities to his
customers, is the preponderance in his

stock of Watch Cases which bear this

trade-mark:

The Keystone Watch Case Co., 19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.


